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TO GUI! READERS.
After. a brief period of suspension this

journal again appears, greeting its readers

with the compliments of the season. The
interest in its future which has been showTi

in various quarters during the past few

months, convinces its editorial start" that

there is room for a journal devoted to the

promotion of intercourse among those inter-

ested in the study of nature. The separa-

tion of our investigators around many
widely separated centres, and the conse-

quent lack of communication between them,

increases the necessity of such a journal, as

well as the difficulty of adapting it to the

wants ofall classes ofsubscribers. The expe-

rience of centuries show's tliat great success

in advancing scientific knowledge cannot be

expected even fi-om the most gifted men, so

long as they remain isolated. The attrition

of like minds is almost as necessary to intel-

lectual production as companionship is to

conversation. In saying this I am not un-

mindful that such men as Copernicus, Kepler

aud Leibnitz were little stimulated by the

companionship of other minds while think-

ing out their great works. But if the age for

discoveries of the kind which these men
made is not past, it is certain that work ofthe

kind they did can be repeated onlj- once in

many generations. What other autl less for-

tunate investigators have to do is to develop

ideas, investigate facts, and discover laws.

The commencement of this w'ork of develop-

ment on a large scale, and with brilliant suc-

cess, was coeval with the formation of the

Roj'al Society of London and the Academj^

of Sciences of France. When these bodies

came together their members began to talk

aud to think. How imperfectly they thought,

and how little they knew the way to learn, is

shown more fully by the history of their de-

bates and by the questions discussed at their
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meetings than by anything contained in the

ponderous vohimes of their transactions.

At the present day one of the aspects of

American science which most strikes us is

the comparative deficiency of the social

element. We have indeed numerous local

scientific societies, many of wliich are meet-

ing with marked success. But these bodies

cannot supply the want of national coop-

eration and communication. The field of

each is necessarily limited, and its activi-

ties confined to its o^vn neighborhood. We
need a broader sympathy and easier com-

munication between widely separated men
in every part of the country. Our journal

aims to siipplj' the want of such a medium,

and asks the aid of all concerned in mak-

ing its efforts successful. It will have little

space for technicalities which interest only

the specialist of each class, and mil occupy

itself mostly Avith those broader aspects of

thouglit and ciilture which are of interest

not onlj- to scientific investigators, but to

educated men of every profession. A spe-

cialist of one department may know little

more of the work of a specialist in another

department than does the general reader.

Hence, by appealing to the interests of the

latter, we do not neglect those of the scien-

tific profession. At the same time, it is

intended that the journal shall be much
more than a medium for the j)opularization

of science. Underljdng the process of spe-

cialization which is so prominent a feature of

all the knowledge of our time there is now
to be seen a tendency toward unification, a

development of principles which connect a

constantly increasing number of special

branches. The meeting of all students of

nature in a single field thus becomes more
and more feasible, and in promoting inter-

coui'se among aU such students Science

hopes to find a field for its energies, in

which it maj' invite the support of all who
sjnnpathize with its aim. S. Newcomb.

AVashington.

SCJIIPTOFIBUS ET LECTOEIB US, SA L UTE.V.

Ea^eetbody interested in Science knoAvs

what it ought to be, bright, A-aried, accurate,

fi-esh, comprehensive, adapted to many men
ofmany minds ; a ncAVspaper , in fact, planned

for those who wish to folloAv a readable

record of what is in progress throughout

the world, in many deijartments of know-

ledge. It is not the place for ' memoirs,'

but for 'pointers;' not for that which is

so technical that none but a specialist can

read it ; not for controversies, nor for the

advancement of personal interests, nor for

the riding of hobbies. It should not be

maintained for the dominant adA'antage of

any profession, institution or j)lace. Wordi-

ness is inappropriate ; so, on the other hand,

are figures and sjTiibols, unless thej' are

indispensable. Reviews, summaries, pre-

liminary announcements, descriptions, ex-

tracts, correspondence, reports of meetings,

biographies, should all find a jjlace ; but

they must be put in the right sort of phrases

and paragraphs. 'There's the rub.' Who
is to collect, prepare, rcA'ise and set forth

these accounts of what is going on in the

Avlde domains of iuA^estigation ? Money
helps to secure such articles, but the work
must be done ' for love and not for money.'

Altruism is called for, the willingness, if

not the desire, on the part of scientific

Avorkers, CA'en in the A^ery highest classes,

to conti'ibute prompt, brief, readable, trust-

Avorthy reports of what is going on, with

fitting comments.

Scientific men haA'e rarelj' the editorial

instincts or aptitudes, like those of the edi-

tors of Nature, the Popular Science Monthly,

the Journal of Science. Caution, close at-

tention to details, precise expressions, are

indeed theirs, but readiness to collect and
impart news, and ability to make use of the

phraseology of common life, are often want-

ing. There are notewoi'thy exceptions

among men of the first rank. Dr. Asa
Gray, the botanist, could say what he had
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to say in a clear and intoirsting manner,

and Clerk Maxwell, the mathematical phys-

icist, could \^Tite paragraphs and vci-sos

racj- enough for Fimch. No better writers

of instructive and agreeable English can be

wished for than Darwin, Tyndall, Huxlej-

and Spencer. Sciknce hopes to be so for-

tunate as to discover and awaken the de-

sired talent among the American students

of nature. Its experience is worth some-

thing. Its managers know the rocks and

shoals that must be avoided. They will

welcome aid, suggestions, contributions,

news, from everj- t|uarter. They ask co-

operation. Thej- bi'lieve that the art of

writing can be acqiured. One of the fun-

damental canons of success is to WTite so

clearly that the rapid reader can perceive

what is meant.

Such will be the aims of the new manage-

ment of SCIEXCE.

Finally,—

" If to do were as easy as to know wliat were good to

do, chapels luul been eluirches and poor men's cottages

princes' palaces. It is a good divine that follows his

own instructions : I win easier teach twenty what

were goo<l to lie done, than to be one of the twenty

to foUow mine own teaching."

D. C. GiLMAX.

John's Hopkins University.

THE CHARACTER AND AIMS OF SCIEXTIFIC
INVESTIGATION.'^

The influence of this Association is in the

highest and best sense of the word educa-

tional. Its discussions are aimed to present

the correct methods of scientific investiga-

tion and to be guided by the true spirit of

scientific iiKiuiry. Permit me to explain

this statement a little, for in it lies more
than anywhere else the right to existence

* From the introductory address of I)r. Itaniel <!.

Brinton, President of tlie American Association for

the Advancement of Science, at the annnal n\eetiT)g in

Brooklyn, Angnst, 1894.

of our organization and the best etl'ects it

can exert ui«)n its own members or upon a

community where it convenes.

The goal which we endeavor to attain is

scientific truth, the one test of which is that

it will bear untrammelled and unlimited

investigation. Such truth must be not only

^erified, but always verifiable. It must
welcome every test ; it must recoil ft'om no
criticism, higher or lower, from no analysis

and no skepticism. It challenges them all.

It asks for no aid from faith ; it appeals to

no authority ; it relies on the dictum of no

master.

The evidence, and the onlj' evidence, to

which it appeals or which it acknits, is that

which is in the power of every one to judge

—that which is fiu-nished directly by the

senses. It deals with the actual world

about us, its objective realities and present

activities, and does not relegate the inquirer

to dusty precedents or the mouldy maxims
of commentators. The only conditions

wliich it enjoins are that the imperfections

of the senses shall be corrected as far as

possible, and that their observations shall

be interpreted by the laws of logical induc-

tion.

Its aims are distinctly beneficent. Its

spirit is that of charity and human kind-

ness. From its peaceful victories it returns

laden with richer spoils than ever did war-

rior of old. Through its discoveries the

hungry are fed and the naked are clothed

by an improved agriculture and an in-

creased food supply ; the dark hours are de-

prived of their gloom through methods of

ampler illumination ; man is brought into

fi-iendly contact with man through means
of rapid transjiortation

; sickness is dimin-

ished and pain relieved by the conquests of

chemistry and biologj-; the winter wind is

shorn of its sharpness by the geologist's

discovery of a mineral fuel ; and so on. in

a thousand ways, the comfort of our daily

lives and the pleasurable employment of
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OUT faculties are increased hj the adminis-

trations of science.

Scientific ti-uth has likewise this trait of

its own ; it is absolutely open to the world

;

it is as fi'ee as air, as visible as light.

There is no such thing about it as an inner

secret, a nij-sterious gnosis, shared by the

favored few, the select illuminati, concealed

from the vulgar horde, or masked to them

under ambiguous terms. Wherever you

find mysteiy, concealment, occultism, you

may be sure that the spirit of science does

not dwell and, what is more, that it would

be an unwelcome intruder. Such preten-

sions belong to pseudo-science, to science

falsely so called, shutting itself out of the

light because it is afraid of the light.

Again, that spirit of science which we
cultivate and represent is at once modest

in its own claims and liberal to the claims

of others. The first lesson which everj^

sound student learns is to follow his facts

and not to lead them. New facts teach

him new conclusions. His opinions of to-

day must be modified by the learning of the

morrow. He is at all times ready and
willing to abandon a position when further

investigation shows that it is probably in-

correctly taken. He is in this the reverse

of the opinionated man, the hobby rider

and the dogmatist. The despau- of a scien-

tific assemblage is the member with a pet

theory, with a fixed idea, which he is bound
to obtrude and defend in the face of facts.

Yet even toward him we are called upon
to exercise our toleration and our charity;

for the history of learning has repeatedly

shown that from just such Avayward enthu-

siasts solid knowledge has derived some of

its richest conti-ibutions. So supreme, after

all, is energy, that error itself, pursued
with fervid devotion, yields a more bountifal

harvest than ti-uth languidly cultivated.

But, perhaps, the picture I have thus
di-awn of the spirit of scientific inquuy
excites in the minds of some a certain

antipathy, or, at least, a sense of dissatisfac-

tion and incompleteness. To such this

description may sound narrow and material-

istic ; the results of scientific study thus

rehearsed may appear vague, indefinite, in-

competent to satisfy the loftier yearnings

of the soiil of man for something utterly

true, immutably real.

Vain, indeed, were the life work of our

Association; bereft, indeed, wei-e we of

just claim on yoiu" consideration, did we
appear before you with such a thankless

and fatile confession of the ultimate aim of

our labor. But it is far, very far, otherwise.

All this prj'ing into the objective, ex-

ternal aspect of things ; this minute, pains-

taking study of phenomena ; this reiterated

revision and rejection of results, are with

the single aim of discovering those absolute

laws of motion and life and mind which
are ubiquitous and eternal ; which bear

unimpeachable mtuess to the unity and the

simplicity of the plan of the universe, and
which reveal vnt\x sun-clear distinctness

that imchangeable order which presides

over all natural processes.

This is the mission of science—noble, in-

spiring, consolatorjr ; lifting the mind above

the gross contacts of life
;
presenting aims

which are at once practical, humanitarian

and spiritually elevating.

Daniel G.Brinton.
UsriVEESITY OF PENNSYIiVANIA.

AiMEBICA'S RELATION TO THE ADVANCE
OF SCIENCE*

" In art and science there is no such thing

as nationalism : these, like all things great

and good belong, to the entfre world, and are

promoted only by free interchange of ideas

among contemporaries, with constant refer-

ence to the heritage of the past." So wrote

*From W/tat ?ias been done in America for Science—
an Address delivered before the Philosopliical Society

of "Washington, November 24, 1894, by G. Beown
GOODE, retiring President.
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Got'tlie in his Spriiche in Prom. In the

present address I have spoken, not of

^'American Science," but of what has been

done in America for science. I have sum-

marized the work accomplislied in the

study of the physical conditions and bio-

logical statistics of two great continents. I

have shown that our countrj-men have

made important contributions to exact

knowledge in every one of its departments

from astronomy to anthropologj-, and that,

contrary to general belief, these have been

chieHy in pure science rather than in the

application of science. Most of our Ameri-

can advances in economic science, with the

exception of those in tlie field of electricitj^,

have consisted in multifarious adaptation

and bold application of principles and meth-

ods first made known in Eui'ope. Except

in ingenious mechanical inventions, Ameri-

cans have done little in connection with ap-

plied science that is strikingly new or great.

It is not, however, by determinate con-

tributions to the aggregate of human knowl-

edge that America has aided most largely

the advance of science. It has been in a

manner vastly more subtle and far-reaching,

tlirough the action of an intellectual leaven

which has imbued the thought of all man-
kind.

America has ahvaj-s afforded to scientific

workers a most sympathetic and apprecia-

tive audience—even at periods in her his-

tory when she has been producing the least

at home. When Auguste Comte was young

he intended, it is said, to seek a career on

this side of the sea. but was dissuaded by a

friend, who assured liim that if Lagi'ange

himself were to conu; to the United States

he could only earn his livelihood by turning

land surveyor. Tliis was alism-dly faLse,

for in that very year Laplace's Micuniqtie

Celeste was being tran.slated, for the first

and only time into Englisli, by Nathaniel

Bowditch, whose service to science, which
was more important througli liis connnen-

taries than his translation, was fully ap-

preciated even during his own lifetime, and
who has ever since been esteemed one of the

most distinguished ofour countrymen.

European science has always been more
warmly appreciated by our people than con-

temporarj' European literature, and men
like Lyell, Huxley Wallace and Tyndall,

when thej' have come among us, have re-

ceived the most enthusiastic welcome, and
their books have been consumed in much
larger editions than at home, and not with-

out becoming royalties to their authors.

Many others have come to us, not in pros-

perity but through necessity, and were none
the less heartily welcomed^Gallatin, Hass-

ler. Priestly, Cooper, Bernard, Duponceau,

Cupont de Nemours, Nicollet, Eau and
others.

Humboldt wrote in 1807 :

" During five years passed in the Spanish

colonies of America a few French emigrants

we found at Nueva Valencia, in Guatemala,

were the only ones we saw. Beyond the

Atlantic the United States of America af-

ford the only asylum to misfortune. A
government, strong because it is free, con-

fiding becausi' it is just, has nothing to fear

from giving refuge to the proscribed."*

Priestly, who had been forced to with-

draw from the Royal Society, called Amer-
ica ' The Land of the future,' and Richard

Price, in the midst of the Revolution, one

of the most ])opular men in England, in de-

clining the invitation of Congress to remove

to this country wrote :
" The United States

is now the hope and likeh' soon to become

the refuge of mankind."

There is even more to be said concerning

the influence of our peoi)le ui)on the thought

and practice of the Old World.

The liberal policy of our State and Na-
tional governments toward many branches

of scientific work is well understood abroad,

and has had an influence, especially in en-

*I'eimnnl Xairalife, Vol. ii., Cliapter I.
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couraging the publication of dignified and

well illustrated reports upon the results of

scientific exploration and research.

An illustration of the popular apprecia-

tion of knowledge in this country is to

be found in the gro^i;h of libraries, and

in the increasing volume of the stream of

books, new and old, which pass constantly

to the westward across the Atlantic.

Augustine Birrell, M. P., in an addi'ess at

Dumfermline, Scotland, has presented some

most astounding statistics in regard to books

and libraries. He said that in the pubUc

libraries of Europe there are twentj^-one

million printed volumes ; in those of Aus-

tralia, one million more, while those of

America contain fifty millions—^more than

twice as many as in all the rest of the

world.*

The mere possession of books does not in

itself count for much, but the eagerness to

acquire the means of research, not books

only, but all other instruments and appli-

ances for intellectual progress, is very sig-

nificant. It should be remarked also that

this tendency, so far as the public at large

is concerned, has not become very evident

until within the last third of the present

century.

There is a relationship still more funda-

mental between America and the advance of

science, to which only a passing allusion is

proper here.

I refer to the reflex action of democratic

institutions upon those of the Old World

—

to the influence of human freedom, practi-

cally demonstrated upon American soil,

upon the freedom of the people in our

parent lands.

It was one thing for men like Priestley to

fly hither for personal liberty. It was quite

*Pall Man Gazette, September, 1891. The esti-

mate is perliaps somewhat extreme, though the offi-

cial return of puhlic libraries in the United States

(excluding the other American republics and the col-

onies) show nearly 32,000,000 books in public libraries

of over one thousand Tolumes.

another for Coleridge and Southey to plan

for the founding of a pantisocracj' on the

banks of the Susquehanna, and then to re-

main at home with Wordsworth and pro-

mote human freedom by their writings, or

for Price to denounce the oppression of the

American colonies as an outrage against

liberty, and thus to secure from the people

of London, who presented him with the

freedom of their city, an assurance of sym-

pathy among their English kinsmen, which

encouraged the colonists to declare then- in-

dependence. If, at the time of the Great

Exodus, the men who organized the Royal

Society of London had carried out their

purpose of removing in a body to Connecti-

cut, there to found an academy of sciences,

the higher learning would have been re-

tarded, not advanced.

It is almost impossible for us to under-

stand the manner in which even now free-

dom of thought and action is burdened

in the Old World bj^ the weight of feudal

traditions and by the existence of class dis-

tinctions and privileges. Americans surely

do not understand, but that quick-witted

race of Orientals, the Japanese, have done

so from the very time when they ap-

plied themselves seriously to the task of

making then- OAvn what is best in the

civilization of the eircum-Atlantic peoples.

To England they went for ideas about

a navy and for lighthouses, to Germany
for a system of government, for military

insti-uction and for medicine, and to France

for a code of laws. In matters of edu-

cation, however, they have chosen from

the very start to be guided by Ameri-

cans ;* their keen perception teaching them
that, whatever may be its defects in de-

tail, the American educational plan is that

which in some form or other is certain

* Their postal system, their telegrapliic code and
their meteorological ser^dce are also purely American

in origin, as well as sxich foreign agi'icultural methods
as they may have adopted.
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to he adopted by eveiy fi-ee people, and to

work mighty clianges in traditional, social

and governmental systems. Not less sig-

nificant, perhaps, in the same connection is

the present attitude of Pope Leo XIII.

and his counsellors in regard to educa-

tional movements in tlie United States.

The condition of affairs in Germany up

to f[uite a recent day. as shown in Virehow's

address to the Congress of (Jerman Natural-

ists in 1872, seems almost incredilile.

Describing the organization of that so-

ciety, fifty years befoi-e, he said :

" Not perliaps at tlie dead of night, but still beneath

the veil of secrecy, a handful of savants assembled for

the first time at Leipsio, at the in\'itation of Oken.

In fact, in 1&2, no considerable body of men could

come together in Germany in answer to a public in-

vitation, without the permission of the civil authority.

They could not discuss among themselves scientific

questions, no matter how unconnected with the

political and national questions of the day. Add to

this the other fact that, if I am not mistaken, it was

only in ISOl, at the Congress of Naturalists at Spires,

that the names of the Austrian members could be

made public, and then we can appreciate the tre-

mendous change that has been brought about in

the Vaterland."

In England personal liberty, though not

consciously retarded by law, is severely

trammeled by the natm-e of existing social

organizations. Distinction in science and
letters is, even to-day, practically, subor-

dinated to social distinction. As an illus-

tration one need only notice the position of

the President of the Royal Society ui)on any

list m which the names of influential Britons

are arraj'ed in order of social precedence.

It is next to impossible for a man of moderate

means, however learned, to become presi-

dent of one of the great English scientific

societies, and the honor mo.st highly

esteemed by the masses in England, as

well as throughout Europe, that of a deco-

ration, is rarelj" given, except to men who are

prosperous in some material way.
" I know in London, " writes Leland, "a very great

man of science, mmiiii mcundus, who has never been

knighted, although the tradesman who makes for him

his implements and instruments has received the title

and the accolade. '

'
*

The changes which tlie last four centuries

have wrought are by no means to be all

attributed to the influence of the inhabitants

of the NcAv 'World, but in a large degi-ee, no
doubt, to the .social and political modificar

tions which the discovery of America rend-

ered possible in the Old "World.

It is, after all, very difficult to realize the

exact relation of this discovery to the intel-

lectual history of mankind, and it maj' be

impossible, unless we were endowed with

the gift of omniscience.

A few months ago, standing within the

great red fortress of the Alhambra, looking

down on the plain of Granada, still green

with the orchards and vineyards planted

by the former Moorish rulers of Spain, I

understood, as I had never done before,

that the final expulsion of the Orientals

from Europe was almost simultaneous with

the discovery of America. Six months be-

fore he sailed westward, Columbus stood

with Ferdinand and Isabella upon that very

tower, and saw the last cavalcade of exiled

Moors disappear over the mountains toward

Africa. For many centuries the military

strength of our European ancestors had
been chiefly de\oted to repelling the inva-

sions of these restless men of tlie East.

Feudal government held universal domain,

and all the learning of Europe was lioarded

up within monastic walls.

" Tlie discovery of the New World not only offered

new productions to the cm-iosity of man. It also ex-

tended the then existing work of knowledge respect-

ing physical geography, the varieties of the human
species, and the migrations of nations. It is impos-

sible to read the narratives of the early .Spanish

travelers, espi-cially that of Acosta, witliout i)erceiv-

ing the influence w liich the a.spect of a great continent,

the study of extraordinarj- appearance of nature, and

intercourse with men of different races must have

exercised on the progress of knowledge in Europe.

The germ of a great number of physical truths is

found in the works of the sixteenth century ; and

* Memoirs, l^itS, p. 127.
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that genn would have fructified had it not been

crushed hy ignorance and superstition."

So wrote Humboldt at the end of the last

century. He must have felt, although he did

not say so then, that ignorance and super-

stition were also to be dissij)ated ia the new
and expanded intellectual atmosphere. The

passage already quoted ft-om his Tm-itings

shows this clearlj'.

The establishment of the supremacy of

Western civilization, and the finding of a

New World were, after all, less important

than the discoverj^ which the men of both

hemispheres made on this side of the sea

—

that they might become free and their own
masters. It was the opening of a new
period in human historj^. Men were awak-

ing fi'om the slumber of ages. Europe

began to emerge fi-om abject intellectual

slavery. In political life the traditions of

the age of despots were broken, and the

development of free institutions begun. In

religion a reformation was inaugurated,

wider in scope than the movement led by

Luther, which is commonly associated with

that name. In art, soulless and awkward
formalities were replaced by enthusiastic

culture of the ideals of classical daj's, which

in time grew broader, more spontaneous

and more inspired. In the field of letters,

scholastic traditions were cast aside, and
each nation in Europe developed a new
language and a new literature. In science,

similar scholastic and traditional usages

were discarded. The students who com-
piled uncritically and generalized upon the

worthless results of their own antiquarian

researches, gave place to the restless, skep-

tical, critical inquirers of modern times.

We have just ended our celebration of

the discovery of America, the end of the

Dark Ages, the bti-th of individual freedom

and of proper government. We celebrated

at the same time the beginning of a new
epoch. The Mediseval Renascence was lim-

ited to Europe ; ours will embrace all the

nations of the earth. It may be that this

should be considered the outgro'n"th and

fulfillment of that which marked the end

of the ISIiddle Ages, but whether we are at

the beginning of a new movement, or at the

culmination of an old one, the last forty

years have undoubtedly witnessed greater

changes in the spirit of men's thoughts

than the foiu- centuries which had gone

before.

The earlier Renascence gave to man the

right and liberty to tliink and act as he, in

his own jiidgment, saw fit. The Renas-

cence of to-day is leading men to think, not

only with personal freedom, but accurately

and rightly. Far be it fit-om me to say that

I believe that mankind in general are very

much nearer to accurate and just stand-

ards of judgment than thej'^ were four hun-

dred years ago, but the spirit of to-day

favors untrammeled and searching investi-

gation of every question in which man is

concerned, a critical comparison of the re-

sults of such investigation, and a fi-ank in-

tolerance of all illogical or unsound theory

and application.

This is the spirit of science—the spirit of

unprejudiced search for truth—and this,

emphatically, is the spirit of thinking men
of to-day in America, in every department

of activity.

Who can say what is to be the part of

America in the future intellectual life of the

world ? It cannot be less important than in

the past, and in all likelihood the influence

of America will be more comi^rehensive and
deep-seated as the years go by. Is it not

possible that it may hereafter become the

chief of the conservative forced in civiliza-

tion rather than, as in the past, be exerted

mainly in the direction of change and re-

form ?

Brain of the New World, what a task is thine,

To formulate the Modern—out of the peerless gran-

deur of the Modern,

Out of thyself. * * *
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Tliou nuMitiil moral orl), thou new, imlecil new, spir-

itnal world,

The IVesent holtls thee not—for sueh vast growth as

tliine,

For such unpanillcle<l (light as thine, such hrotnl as

thine,

Tlie Future only hoUls thee and can hold thee.*

G. Brown Goode.

U. S. National Museum.

LEGAL UNITS OF ELECTRIC 3IEASVIIE.

It will, doubtless, be interesting to all

phyt^ic'ists, as well as to many in other de-

partments of seience, to know of the legali-

zation by Act of Congress, within the last

six months, of imits of electrical measure.

It is not necessary in these columns to go

into an exposition of the necessity for such

action on the part of the Government, nor

to refer to the enormous amount of capital

invested in the manufacture of instruments,

devices and machinery, the sole object of

which is the conversion of some form of

energy into electricity and the reconversion

of electricity into some form of energy.

The measurement of the enormous quanti-

. ties of electricity that have within the last

decade been produced and thus converted

has, up to a recent date, in all cases de-

pended upon the conventional acceptance

of units of measure which have for many
years been in use among scientific men, and

which originated in the necessity for such

units of measure in scientific investigations.

It is always wortli while to note, lu)wever,

that the great simplicity and perfection of

electrical measurement is due to the fact

that the science of electricity preceded the

art of its utilization. In this respect elec-

trical engineering has a very decided ad-

vantage over all other branches of engineer-

ing, for in all others the art preceded the

science, and the science, therefore, was

obliged to build itself upon the crude and

mostly unphilosophical principles that de-

veloped in the art.

•Whitman, Leave;) of Grass.

The fundamental units of electrical meas-

ure, nanu;ly, the ohm, the ampere and the

volt, have been in use among scientific men,

to the exclusion of all others, for more than

a decade, related as they are to the funda-

mental units—length, mass and time, which

are admirably adai)ted for use as the basis

of all electrical metrology. It has, how-

ever, long been recognized that much incon-

venience was caused in electrical discussion

bj- the lack of a few additional units, the

use of which would greatly fticilitatc mathe-

matical calculations and numerical state-

ments. The literature of the subject has

abounded, during the past ten years, with

suggestions as to these additional and de-

sirable units of measure, and various writers

have, from time to time, adopted such as

seemed to be necessary for their own use,

even giving them such values and such

names as were best in their judgment. It

was evident, therefore, that to prevent con-

fusion in electrical nomenclature it was de-

sirable to have an international agreement

as to these tmits, their value, their num-

ber and their names ; the demands for

this have grown very extensive in the last

few years, the result having now been

reached in the passage, by Congress, of a

law which seems to define and settle these

questions as far as the United States Gov-

ernment is concerned.

All readers of this journal are, doubtless,

fiimiliar with the fact that as early as 1881 an

electrical convention, or congress, was held

in Paris for the purpose of trying to agree

upon definitions of the fundamental units of

electrical measure and their material repre-

sentations, in cases where mateiial repre-

sentations were possible. After much dis-

cussion, and not without very considerable

opposition, there was proposed at that time

a material representaticm of the ohm which

was known to be somewhat in error. The

real ohm must always be that defined by

the Coaimittee of the British Association
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for the Advancement of Science, and any

material representation which may be

adopted should only be considered as an

approximation to this. It was first agreed

that this theoretical ohm should be re^jre-

sented by the resistance offered to an un-

varying current of electricity bj^ a column

of mercury one square millimeti'e in cross

section, and one hundi-ed and six centime-

tres in leng-th, at a definite temperature.

Even at the time of the acceptance of this

ohm it was well known that the length of

this column was nearlj^ three millimetres

too SEiall to correctly represent the ohm of

the British Association Committee. This

result had been estabUshed by investiga-

tions by Rowland in this country, and by
other experimentalists in Europe. In con-

sequence of the inaccuracj^ of this first

material representation of the ohm it did

not meet with much favor, although it was
quickly taken up among practical men, and

resistance coils in great numbers were wound
in accordance with this definition, being

generally, but incorrectly, known as the

' Legal Ohm.' I do not know that this

unit was ever adopted by any govern-

ment, or even by any municipal corpora-

tion.

During the last ten years there has been

a continual agitation of this question, re-

sulting in the determination to go over the

whole subject again, with a view to defining

the fundamental units and adding such

other units as might be desirable and neces-

sary, at an International Congress to be
held at Chicago in 1893, in connection with

the World's Fair. The inception and or-

ganization of this Congress was largely due
to the American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers and to local societies in the city of

Chicago. Its history is so well known that

it is only necessarj^ to refer to it very

briefly. In order to avoid errors which are

likely to arise in the consideration of a very

important siibject by a very large assem-

blage, it was agreed that the question of

units should be referred to a body wliich

was within, and formed a jjart of, the gen-

eral International Congress, and which was

known as the Chamber of Delegates. In

this Chamber of Delegates the number of

representatives from the different nations

was limited ; five each were allotted to the

United States, Great Britain, France and

Germany, three to Italy, and to the other

nations a smaller number. Most of the

jirincipal delegations were full on the assem-

bling of the Chamber, and the total number
of persons was about thii-ty. Dailj' sessions

were held during the week of the Interna-

tional Congress, and many hours aside fi-om

these sessions were occupied bj' special com-

mittees in the discussion and develojDment

of the various subjects which came before

the Chamber to be acted upon.

In reference to the personnel of this

Chamber, it may be well to say that the

delegates from foreign countries were ap-

pointed by their respective governments

and presented regular authenticated com-

missions, and that the representatives of

the United States received their authority

fi-om the Secretary of State in a commis-

sion which he prepared after the names of

the five j)ersons selected had been recom-

mended to him by a vote of about sixty or

seventy of the leading electricians of the

country, who had been invited to join in

this ballot by the Chairman of the Execu-

tive Committee for the organization of an
International Congress. The five names
receiving the greatest number of votes

were recommended to the Secretary of

State for appointment as representatives of

the United States. A list of the delegates

present and taking an active part in the

deliberation of the Chamber is given here-

with :

liepi-cseniing the United States.

Professor H. A. Rowland, Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity, Baltimore, Md.
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Di-. T. C. lli'nilciilinll, SupciinteiuUnt United States

Coast and Geodetic Suney, and of Standard Weights

and Pleasures, Washington, D. C.

Professor H. S. Carhart, University of Michigsm,

Ann Arbor, Mich.

Professor Elihn Tlionison, Lynn, Mass.

Dr. E. L. Nichols, Cornell University, Ithaca, X. Y.

ErpriHinliiiff Great Britain.

W. H. Preece, F. R. S., Engineer in Cliief and

Electrician, Post-office, England ; President of the

Institution of Electrical Engineei-s, London.

W. E. Ayvton, City and Guilds of London Central

Institntion, Exhibition Koad, London.

Professor Silvanus P. Tliompson, D. Se., F. R. S.,

Princijxil of the City and Guilds Technical College,

Finsbnr*-, London.

Alex. Siemens, Pi Qmen Anne's Gate, Westmin-

ster, London, S. ^\.

lit pri suiting France.

E. Mascart, Jlembre de I'Institut, 176 rue de

P University-, Paris.

T. Violle, Professenv au Conservatoire des Arts et

Metiers, 89 Boulevard St. Michel, Paris.

De la Touanne, Telegi-aph Engineer of the French

Government, 13 rue Soufflot, Paris.

Edouard Hospitalier, Professor a I'Ecole de plij-

si<iue et de chimie industrielle de la ville de Paris
;

Vice-President de la Societe internationale des Elec-

triciens, 6 rue de Clichy, Paris.

Dr. S. Leduc, 5 quai Fosse, Nantes.

lifpratenting Italy.

Conim. Galileo Fen-aris, Professor of Technical

Physics and Electro-technics in the R. Museo Indus-
triale, Turin, Via \'enti Settembre, 4(>.

Representing Germany.

H. E. Hermann von Helraholtz, Phisident der

Physikalisch-teehnischen Keichsanstalt, Profeasor, a.

d. Universitiit, Berlin, Charlottenburg bei Berlin.

Dr. Emil Budde, Berlin N. W. Klopstock-

strasse 53.

A. Schrader, Rcgierungsrath, Mitglied des Kaiserl.

Patcntanits, Berlin.

Dr. Ernst Voit, Profes.sor an der technischen Hoch-

schnle, Miinchen, Sehwanthalerstrasse, 7:$-3.

Dr. Otto Lummer, Mitglied der Physikalisch-teeh-

nischen Ueichsiinstalt, Cliarlottenburg, Berlin.

Jiepresenling Merien.

Augustin W. Chavez, City of Mexico.

llepresenting .1 imlrio.

Dr. .Johanu Siiliulka, Techni.sche Ilochscliule.Wien.

Krpresen ting S'tritzirin « il.

A. Palaz, I'rofesseiir, Ijiusanne.
Rene Tliury, ingenieur, Floris.sant, Geneve.

l!epres( nting Sweden

.

M. Wcnnnian, Byradief i Kougle Telegi-.ifstyrelsen,

Stockholm.

Representing British Xorth America.

Ormond Higman, Electrician, Standards Branch,

Inland Revenue Department, Ottawa.

As a result of the deliberation of this

Chamber, it was agi'eed to recommend to

the several governments rejiresented by the

various delegations the adoption of eight

units of eleetrieal measure, namely : the

ohm, the ampere, the volt, the coulomb, the

farad, the joule, the watt and the henry.

The Chamber also prescribed definitions

for these several units, but as thej- are es-

sentially the same as those adopted by
Congress, and which ^vill be found in detail

below, it is not necessarj' to refer to them
here.

Shortly after the adjournment of the Con-

gress a report of its proceedings Avas made
to the Secretary of State by the United

States delegates, and this report was dis-

tributed by the Depai-tment of State among
the various nations represented, and also

among those not represented, with the re-

quest that they should cooperate with the

United States in the legalization of the units

of electrical measure thus carefullj- selected

and defined. In order to secure action on

the part of our own Government, a bill was

preijared and introduced into the House of

Representatives l>y Mr. Charles W. Stone,

of Pennsylvania, early in 1894, defining

these units substantially in agreement with

the definitions adopted by the Chamber of

Delegates at Chicago, and declaring them

to be the legal units of electrical measure

for the whole of the United States. Through

the active interest of Mr. Stone, and by the

assistance of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers or a few individiuil

members tliereof who interested themselves

in the passage of the mea.sure, this l)ill be-

came a law by the approval of the President

on the P-'th of Jul v last.
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The diffei-euces between the definitions

adopted by the International Congress at

Chicago and tliose found in this law are

very sliglit, and consist entirely of verbal

changes that were thought to be desirable

and necessary by the Senate Committee to

which this bill was referred after its passage

hy the House of Eepresentatives. It may
be well to remark tliat a subcommittee of

the Chamber of Delegates, consisting of von

Helmholtz, Professor AjTton and Professor

Carhart, had been appointed to prepare

specifications for the better realization of

the adopted material representation of the

volt. The continued illness of von Helm-

holtz, from the time of his leaving this

country, at the close of this Congress, up to

the day of his lamented death, about a year

later, prevented the completion of the labors

of this committee at an earlier date ;
how-

ever, correspondence had been begun, and

many points had been defined and settled

among its members. The si^ecifications for

the better representation of the ampere to

which the Chamber of Delegates had agreed

will be found in the report of the American

delegates to the Secretary of State. As
this subcommittee had not yet been able to

formulate a report, and as it was necessary

for Congress to make some reference to

these specifications in the Act adopting the

units, it was agreed that the matter should

be referred to the National Academj"- of

Science, as is provided in the last section of

the Act. This Act, as it finally became a

law. is as follows :

(Public No. 105.)

All Arl III ileflne and cstaUixh the iiniis of cicctvical

measure.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-

sentatives of the United States of America in Congress

assembled, Tliat from and after the passage of this

Act the legal units of electrical measure in the United

Stiites shall be as follows:

Firxt. The unit of resistance shall be what Is known
as the international ohm, which is substantially equal

to oue thousand million units of resistance of the

centimetre-gramme-secoud system of electro-magnetic

units, and represented by the resistance offered to an

unvarying electric current by a column of mercury at

the temperature of melting ice fourteen and four

thousand five bundled and frsvcntj-one ten thous;indtlis

grammes in mass, of a constant cross sectional area,

and of the length of one hundred and six and three

tenths ceutimeti-es.

Second. Tlie unit of current shall be what is kno-mi

as the international ampere, which is oue-tenth of the

unit of current of the centimetre-gramme-second

system of electro-magnetic units, and is the practical

equivalent of the unvarying current, which, when

passed through a solution of nitrate of silver in water

in accordance with standard specifications, deposits

silver at the rate of one thousand oue hundred and

eighteen millionths of a gramme per second.

Third. Tlie unit of electro-motive force shall be

what is knowTi as the international volt, which is the

electro-motive force that, steadily applied to a con-

ductor whose resistance is one international ohm, will

produce a current of an international ampere, and is

practically equivalent to one thousand fourteen hun-

dred and thirty-fourths of the electro-motive force be-

tween the poles or electrodes of the voltaic cell known

as Clark's cell, at a temperature of fifteen degrees

centigrade, and prepared in the manner described in

the standard specifications.

Fourth. Tlie unit of quantity shall be what is

known as the international coulomb, which is the

quantity of electricity transferred by a cun-ent of one

international ampere in one second.

Fifth. The unit of capacity shall be what is kno^NTi

as the international farad, which is the capacity of a

condenser charged to a potential of one international

volt by one international coulomb of electricity'.

Sixth. The unit of work shall] be the joule, which

is equal to ten million units of work in the centi-

metre-gramme-second system, and which is practically

equivalent to the energy expended in one second by

an international ampere in an international ohm.

Serenth. The unit of power shall be the watt,

which is equal to ten million units of power in the

centinietre-gramme-second system, and which is prac-

ticallj' equivalent to the work done at the rate of one

joule per second.

Eighth. Tlie unit of induction shall be the henry,

which is the induction in a circuit when the electro-

motive force induced in this circuit is oue interna-

tional volt while the inducing current varies at the

rate of one ampere per second.

Sec. 2. Tliat it shall be the duty of the National

Academj' of Sciences to prescribe and publish, as soon

as pos.sible after the passage of this Act, such specifica-

tions of details as shall be necessary for the practical
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applicjition of the detinitions of the ainpere and tlic

volt hi'reiiibrfore given, and such six-ellications shall

he the standard specitU^itions herein mentioned.

Approved July 1"J, 1-"JI.

It mil be desii-ahlo to add some remarks

upon the steps which have been taken in

the same direction by the English Govern-

ment since the adjoiirnmeut of the Inter-

national Congress. All who are familiar

with the legislation in the United States on

the subject of "Weights and ^Measures will

recognize the passage of the Act given

above as the first general legislation estab-

lishing units of measure for the whole coun-

try, on the part of the American Congress.

Although the Constitution provides that

Congress shall have the power to establish

systems of weights and measures, it is well

known that Congress has never exercised

this power except in the Act of 1S66, which

involves the semi-establishment of such a

system Ijy making the use of the Metric

System permissive throughout the Uuited

States. Aside from this, systems of weights

and measures in this counti\y have been

uniformly and universally the result of

State legislation until the passage of the

above Act defining units of electrical

measure.

In England a committee has for some
time been in existence whose object was
the recommendation of suitable units of

electrical measure, that they might be le-

galized, as is the practice in (ireat Britain,

by means of an • Order in Council ' signed

by the Queen. Among the members of this

committee are such well known names as

Lord Kelvin.PreeccGlazebrook and AjTton.

This connnittee made a report on the 2d

of August, 18it4, and this report was ap-

proved by the Queen on the 2.3d of the

same month, so that in this country we
were a little more than a month in advance

of Great Britain in the legalization of units

of electrical measure. The P-nglish com-

mittee, however, did not feel prepared to

go as far as we liave gone in tlie recom-

mendation foi- the adoption of the whole

list of eight units approved at Chicago.

Some members of this committee have ex-

plained this in personal conference by the

statement that the three primary units, the

ohm, the ampere and the volt, were found

to be not difficult of material representa-

tion, while most of the others were verj''

decidedly so, and, as most of the others are

derived from these three, it was thought

best, at the present time, to restrict author-

itative adoption to the ohm, the ampere

and the volt. In defining these units the

English committee has also departed

slightly fi-om the definitions as adopted at

Chicago, the changes being mostly- verbal,

but, in one or two instances, of such a char-

acter as to quite alter the fundamental rela-

tion of the materialized unit to its theoreti-

cal representative. In order that this may
be clearly seen, it may be well to quote the

definitions of these three units, as found in

the ' Order in Council ' of August 23d.

The following is quoted directly from said

' Order '

:

'• And wliereas it has l)een made to ap-

pear to the Board of Trade that new de-

nominations of standards are required for

use in trade based upon the following units

of electrical measurement, viz.:

" First. The Ohm, which has the value

of 10' in terms of the centimetre and the

second of time and is represented by the

resistance oflered to an unvarying electric

current by a column of mercury at the tem-

perature of melting ice 14.4.521 grammes
in a mass of a constant cross sectional area

and of a lengtli of 106.3 centimetres.

" Second. The Ampere, which has the

value tV in terms of the centimetre, the

gramme and the second of time, and which

is represented by the unvarying electric

current which, when passed through a solu-

tion of nitrate of silver in water, in accord-

ance with tlie specification appended hereto
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and marked A, deposits silver at the rate

of 0.001118 of a gramme per second.

" Third. The Volt, which has the value

of 10* in terras of the centimetre, the

gramme and the second of time, being the

electrical pressure that if steadilj^ applied

to a conductor whose resistance is one ohm
will produce a current of one ampere, and

which is represented by .6974 {,\l%%) of the

electrical pressure at a temperature of fifteen

degrees C. between the poles of the voltaic

cell known as Clark's cell, set up in accord-

ance with the specification appended hereto

and marked B."

The specifications referred to in the above

as marked A are those that were adopted

at the Chicago Congress, together with some

additional suggestions as to the methods of

procedure.

The specification marked B refers to

the method of preparation of Clark's cell,

including a detailed statement as to ma-

terials and as to the method of setting up

the cells. These specifications are made

so as to include several different kinds of

cells, so that the Lord Rayleigh modifica-

tion of the Clark cell, and also a modifica-

tion devised and used by the Germans, may
be used at will. There is certainly a de-

cided advantage in this. Attached to the

' Order in Council ' is a schedule which is

declared to set forth the several denomina-

tions of electi-ical standards as approved by

the Queen. In this schedule the standard

of electrical resistance is described as be-

ing the resistance between the coi^per ter-

minals of a particular coil of wire under

standard conditions. The standard of cur-

rent is described as being the current which

when passed thi-ough the coils forming a

part of a particular instrument under spe-

cific conditions gives rise to forces which

are exactly balanced bj^ the force of gravity

at Westnlinster upon a particular mass of

matter forming a part of said instrument.

The standard of electro-motive force, or.

as it is termed in the ' Order in Council,'

' electrical pressure,' which is denominated

as one volt, is described as being yjjj part of

the pressure which when applied between

the terminals of a particular instrument

causes the rotation of a certain portion of

said instrument to the extent wliich is

measm-ed \>j the coincidence of a certain

wii-e with the image in the eyepiece of the

telescope and with certain fiducial marks.

A careful examination of the above defi-

nitions,together with the schedule following,

and a comparison of the same with the

units as defined by Act of Congress, which

are essentially those of the Chicago Cham-

ber of Delegates, will give rise to many in-

teresting and important reflections to which

space cannot now be given. It maj^ be

suggested, however, that there is room for

uncertainty under the provisions of the

English regulations as to what is the'

standard of resistance, or of current, or of

electro-motive force. Of course this will

all turn upon what would be the action of

the English authorities in case of a sus-

pected error in the material representation

of these standards as provided for in the

schedule. The ' Order in Council ' makes

no provision for a course of procedure in

such an event, and it is but natural to as-

sume that standards of a very complicated

character, and so composite in material as

those thus adopted, must be continually

liable to changes, and the reintroduction of

errors of considerable magnitude.

The actual material representations of

these three electrical units, it will be ob-

served, are by this ' Order ' removed at a

considerable distance fi-om the ftmdamental

definitions adopted by the English com-

mittee, as well as by the Chicago Chamber

of Delegates, thus, although the ohm is

defined primarily by reference to the C. G.

S. system of units, and secondarily by refer-

ence to the column of mercurj^, in actual

practice it is neither the one nor the other
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of tliosc, but is tlu^ resistance of a solid

metallic conductor.

The ampere, wliile defined primarily in

terms of the C. G. S. system, and scconthirily

in reference to the silver voltameter, is in

practice determined by the dynamic action

of one current uiK)n another. In the same
way, the volt is not in practice referred to

the C. G. S. system of units, nor is it deter-

mined by comijarison with the Clark cell,

but by the measurement of the rotation

effect upon a part of a certain instru-

ment when the electro-motive force is aj)-

plied between certain points in that instru-

ment.

One cannot refrain from the opinion that.

fi-om an absolutely metrological standpoint,

the regulations of the • Order in Council

"

should be condemned rather than approved ;

however, personal conference with the re-

presentatives of the English Board of Trade

and Standardizing Laboratory i-eveals the

fact that the material representations of

electrical units, thus provided, are to be

considered as i)ut tentative in character,

adopted on account of greater convenience

in actual practice, and to be continually re-

vised and corrected by reference to tlie fun-

damental definitions, which are essentially

the same as those approved by the re])re-

sentatives of Great Britain at the Chicago

Congre.ss, and where they do differ from

those are, it will be generally admitted, I

think, on the whole, more sound.

It is very important for the I'nited States

that, when the time shall come, as it must
before long, for the preparation of material

representations of as many of the electrical

units that have been legalized as can conve-

niently be represented, the gi-eatest ettbrt

shall be made to see that there be no hasty

action, and that, as far as possible, already

well established principles of metrology

shall be strictly applied.

T. C. Mkxdkmiai.i..

WoRCKSTKU I'OI.VTIXIIXIC TXSTITITK.

Tin: UVMASiriKS.

TuK study of the history of mankind is

logically developed into five great branches,

viz.: industries, pleasures, languages, insti-

tutions and opinions. These are the Hinnani-

tien. Into all of these realms modern scienti-

fic research penetrates and seeks to discover

their origin and development from the be-

ginning of primeval human life to the pres-

ent time. In following the c(mrse of hu-

manity from the earliest savagery to the

highest enlightenment it is found that man
has traveled by five parallel roads from the

starting place of ignorance toward the goal

of wisdom. Xow he travels on one road,

now on another, parceling out his activities

and dividing his time between all. On
wings of thought he pa.sses from way to

way. When he travels by one road he

seems to have one end m view, by another

road another end in view, and yet as often

as he may change his goal and the road by
which lie travels he is pursuing the route

to wisdom. He may travel by false charts,

or he may lose his way, and yet the end in

view may remain the same. He engages in

the arts of industry and the purpose is wel-

fare ; he engages in the arts of pleasure and

the purpose is happiness ; he engages in the

arts of speech and the purpose is expres-

sion ; he engages in institutional arts and

the purpose isjustice ; he engages in the arts

of learning and the purpose is knowledge.

In the way by labor, the way by plea.sure,

the way by speech, the way by institutions

and the way l)y learning—in all waj-s—he

runs to the goal of wisdom.

In all the research prosecuted during the

present century, and especially during the

later decades, one great generalization is

reached fi-om the multitudinous facts gath-

ered from the world; this is the intellectual

unity of the human race. The history of

the lower animals, from primeval geologic

time to the present, exhibits a constant dif-

ferentiation of species, genera, orders and
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liigher grouijs. The evolution of animal

life is the unfolding of neAY forms. In the

study of mankind this evolution is replaced

by an involution Avliich tends toward \mi-

fication. In his early historj' biotic forms

and varieties were developed, with more

or less differentiation of functions. Some
men were high of stature, others were low

of stature ; some men were blondes, others

were brunettes ; some men had long skulls,

others short skulls ; some men had their

eyes ]3laced obliquely, others horizontally

;

some men had round hair, others had flat

hair. The tendency in the beginning was

toward the differentiation of varieties,

which, had man continued in his lowly es-

tate on a plane with the lower animals,

m^ight have resulted in the differentiation

of species not interfertile with one another
;

but with mankind interfertility was pre-

served.

Man was endowed with suj)erior intellect.

He had outrun tlie lower animals in the

race of culture and began to develop the

five great activities : industry, pleasure,

speech, government and learning. With
these evolving powers the evolution of

varieties was checked. The evolution of

activities siiperseded the evolution of biotic

varieties, and man's course of development

was by involution and seriation ; men be-

came more and more interdependent, and
this is involution. Some men made more
progress in the five great activities than

others, but all progress resulted in serial

development. So some peoples have a
higher culture than others. All of the

human activities are interrelated and ever

become more and more interrelated. Not
onlj^ are the activities interrelated, but the

peoples themselves become more and more
interi-elated through them in the progress

of activital development.

Let us now take a hasty view of mankind
in his early estate, moving along the high-

ways of progress toward the present time.

Early man was scattered over all the earth

in kinship tribes, each one knit together by

bonds of kindred blood and cords of mai"-

riage ties. All tribal societj'' wa.s thus

organized. These little tribes, in vast num-

bers, each contained but a few individuals

who inhabited the Eden between the walls

of ice. Theh" arts of welfare sprimg fi-om

conditions of local envii-onment. "Where

the waters were abundant they became fish-

ermen ; where the beasts of the wold and

prairie were plentj^ they became hunters,

where the fruits of the forest and plain were

rich they became gleaners, and where all of

these soui'ces of supply existed their food

industries were diversified. In frigid lands

thej' built their houses of snow and ice ; in

forest lands they built their homes of shards

of trees, boughs and bark ; in the savannahs

they built their homes of reeds and mats ; in

arid lands of naked rock and cliff they built

their homes of stone—everj'where they

adapted the materials of the local environ-

ment to their use. Where the beasts were

plentj^ thej^ made their clothing of pelts
;

where animals j'ielded wool thej' made their

clothing of woolen fibers ; where fibrous

plants were abundant they made their cloth-

ing of vegetable tapestries, and they decor-

ated homes and clothiug with the pigments

and stains which they found where they

lived. So man started on the way of wel-

fare.

The children of these little tribes had
their youthful sports. Thej^ kept plaj^-

house as their mothers kept house ; they

plaj^ed with dolls as their mothers played

with babies ; they played at hunting as

theii" fathers were himters ; they played at

fishing as their fathers were fishermen

;

they plaj'ed at fruit gathering as theii'

fathers and mothers gathered fi-uit; and
they played at war as theii" heroes made
war, and thus mimetic sports were de-

veloped. The elders engaged in running

races, in wrestling matches and various
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•fumos of athletic prowess aiul skill, aiul

thus their athletic sjiorts began. They en-

gaged in games of cliauce and staked their

little stoi-es of wealth and sought to divine

their chances and developed simple meth-

ods of divination, and thus their intellec-

tual games began. With sports of mim-
icry, sports of athletic skill and sports of

chance and divination, the highway of

pleasure was entered.

They began to express their ideas by

gesture speech and oral speech in imitation

of the siglits and sounds of the world, and

especially of the characteristics of one an-

other ; thus gesture speech and oral speech

liegan, and the tribes entered upon the

highway of speech.

In the biotic constitution of man the

.seeds of government are planted, for there

must be husbands and wives, parents and

children, and there must be authoi'ity and

obedience. As the kinship tribes w'ere de-

veloped authority and obedience grew with

the group, and a system of terms was de-

veloped by which kinship through streams

of blood and marriage relations was clearly

exliibited, and to the elder was given the

right to coninuuid. and to the younger the

tluty to obey—a system of perfect equality,

for every individual grew in authority as

he grew in years, and must command some

and obey others. Thus began forms of

government, and the tribes entered upon

the highway of institutions.

Every child learns by experience. The
accumulation of experience from infancy to

old age is great even with jn-imal man, but

by s](eech the experience of the elder is

taught to the younger. In the stream of

generations there are elder and younger in

every tribe, and the experience of ancestf)rs

is handed down. Thus primal man entered

upon tlie highway of learning.

Let us .see whei-e the human race began.

A multitude of kinshij) tribes spread over

the habitable earth, each tribe on the lii"li-

ways of progress, with simi)le arts suited to

local envii-onment. with simple plea.sures

suited to home environment, with simple

speech developed fi-om the gestures and
vocal souiuls of men and the low'cr animals

and the scenes of nature found in the en-

vironment, with simple governments de-

veloped out of biotic life conforming to the

environment of kinship and age and the

needs of daily life, and with simple knowl-

edge gathered by the individual through

experience and transmitted one to another

liy speech and handed down from genera-

tion to generation in an ever-growing stream

of wLsdom, all taught by the environment.

In this picture we have primal men in

multitudes of distinct tribes under the

difl'erentiating forces of environment by
which they may be developed into species,

but for one overpowering factor—superior

human intellect. There can be but one

kind of mind. Two and two are four with

every people ; the moon is round, gibbous

or crescent wherever it .shines for man ; the

sun shines in every ej'e ; tlie child grows

in every experience. Thus the four great

mental activities of number, form, cause

and becoming are the same in every land,

and the mind of every man is a unity of

these four powers, and every mind is like

every other mind in their possession. They
dilfer only in extent of experience acquired

directly by self or indirectly from others.

A\'hile the mind is the same with all men
the will is the same. All desire to gain

good and to avoid evil, .so all wills develop

on a common plan. By mind and will, by

mentality and volition, man jn'ogresses on

the five highways of life, so that all men
are impelled to the same goal of wisdom.

Pui-suit of the common end has proved to

be more powerful in producing involution

than the forces of environment in produc-

ing ditlerentiation or classific evolution.

It now Ijeconu's necessary to make a hasty

sketch (illnimau evolution.
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The kinship hibes first developed hy man
graduallj^ underwent a' change. Tribe co-

alesced with tribe, and when tribes became

too large by union or by natural multipli-

cation thej' divided. In the consolidation

of tribes the plan of union by kinshijj re-

mained. Two or more tribes allied their

fortunes bj^ intermarriage, each furnishing

wives to the other ; so the chains of affinity

were forged, and out of this affinity spring-

new bonds of consanguinity. In succeeding

generations fathers and mothers belong to

different clans, and each tribe is made up of

individuals, every member of which is kin

to both primal tribes. Kinship through af-

fixiity and kinship, through consanguinity,

was maintained in knowledge by a device

of naming, so that the name not only ex-

pressed kinship by clan, but also kinship

by tribe as composed of clans, and at the

same time expressed relative age by which

authoritjr was claimed and yielded and

primeval eqiiality maintained. In the co-

alescing of tribes in this manner a new gen-

eration became heirs to the activities of the

coalescing tribes. They inherited indus-

tries, pleasures, languages, institiitions and
opinions of the ancestral tribes. So tribes

coalesced with tribes and divided and coal-

esced again, until tribal society was lost in

the confusion of ancestries. Then nations

were born, based not on kinship bonds but

on territorial boundaries. The first nation

and every other nation since has in its very

organization lost its ancesti-al identity by
multiplied admixture of streams of blood.

To speak of a nation as of one blood or as

derived from one primeval tribe with its

primitive industries, pleasures, speech, in-

stitutions and oi^iuions is absurd. To search

for the origin of a nation in one primeval

tribe having some one or all of the primeval

activities is a search for the impossible.

It is thus that the study of the human
race has led to the discovery of its unitj^

It is found that we cannot classify men as

biotic kinds with differing forms, functions

and genealogies, as the lower animals are

classified. An early tendency to such dif-

ferentiation is discovered, but it is farther

learned that this tendencj* has been par-

tially obliterated and gi'eatly obscured in

the later history of mankind. By these

discoveries many interesting facts have been

recorded of variations in human foi-ms,

fiinctions and genealogies. The study is

one of interest and proves to be valuable.

Thus the old science of ethnology remains as

the study of biotic varieties of mankind,

and is pursued with more vigor than ever

and becoming of more and more import-

ance.

In the study of ethnology as the science

of biotic races the attempt was early made
to supplement biotic characteristics with

cultural characteristics fi-om the domain of

arts, or, as they are here called, humanities.

This has led to the development of a new
science pertaining to human activities as

herein classified, and to which the term
demology is sometimes given, while even the

term ethnology is made to include both the

biotic and the activital history of mankind.
It maj' be well to keep the term ethnology

to the limits of its primitive use and to

adopt the term demology for the new
science of human activities.

J. W. Powell.
Washington.

ZOOLOGICAL NOMENCLATURE.
THE EARLIEST GENERIC NAME OP THE GEOUND

SQUIEEELS COMMONLY PLACED IN THE
GENUS SPEEMOPHILUS.

The eccentric Eafinesque, who imposed"

such a multitude of new names upon ani-

mals and plants, seems to have been first

to name the group of gi-ound squirrels for

which the later name SpemiojMlm of Cuvier

(1825) has been in common use for more
than half a century. In 1817 Eafinesque

published a paper entitled ' Descriptions of

new genera of North American Quadrupeds,'
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in wliicli till' IJurrowing; S(|uiiTel ' of Lewis

& ("lark was mailc the tj-pc of a new genus

and species. Aitixuiu/x brachiiira.-^ This ani-

mal had bei'ii named Ardamys cohi7nbiatnt!<

hy Old two years ]ireviously
; f and was

afterward erroneously referred to the genus

Ci/numi/f—likewise proposed by Rafinesqne

for one of Lewis & Clark's animals. Several

yeai-s ago I sliowed that the animal in ques-

tion is a true ground .squirrel or spermo-

])hile, X ^>iil^ refrained from reinstating Rafin-

i'sque"s genus AnUonyx because it was then

believed that a still earlier name would be

found. A somewhat exhaustive search

through the literature, however, has failed

to bring to light anything earlier; hence it

seems necessary to publicly reintroduce

A>ii.'<onyx as the jn'oper generic name for the

group of mammals now commonly referred

to Speriitopluhi.''.

THK K.^RLIEST -VVAILAliLK NAME FOIi THE MOUN-

TAIN GOAT.

It has been customary of late to refer the

Mountain Goat to the genus Mazama of Ra-

linesque.§ But Mazaina was based prima-

rily ou the Tanumazume of Mexico, which

Ralinesque called M. tenia, and which has

been since showni to be a deer.|| The next

.species mentioned by Rafinesque is our

Mountain Goat, which he named 31. dor-

mta. But under this species he makes

the following unequivocal statement which

seems to have been overlooked :
" This spe-

cies, with the following [il/. gericca. which is

really the same animal] and the Mazamn

pnda [of Chili] . will form a particular sub-

genus (or pcrhai)s genus) which I shall call

Oreamiiog. distinguished by the horns .slightly

*Am. Monthly Miigiizine, II., 1817, 4.5.

tOutlirie's Geoirrai>tiy, 'JilA m. Ed., II., 181,), 292

and :iO:j-304.

J Mammals i)f idalio, N. .Vm. Fauna, No. 5, .July,

1891, 39-42.

SAm. Montlily Mag., II., 1817, p. 44.

II
Biologia Ci'ntmli-.Vmi'ricana, Mammalia, IS&J,

p. 113.

curved liai'kwards or outwards, often rough

or annulated. and long hair, besides living

in mountains." (Am. Monthly Mag., II.,

1817, 44). In view of these facts there

seems to be no escape from the adojttion of

the name Oreamnos as the earliest available

generic name for the Mountain Goat, which

is the type and only known species of the

genus, the ' -1/. pxida ' being a South Amer-
ican deer. The full name for the species

is Oreamnos monfaniis (Ord) 1815, and the

type locality is the Cascade Range, near the

Columbia Ri\er, in Oregon or Washington.

C. Hart Mekriam.
W.VSHIXGTOX.

THE SEED OF A CIIASGE OF BASE IX THE
STUDY OF XOHTH AMERICAS OUTIIOI'TERA.

Some twenty years ago one of the very

acutest and most industrious of modern

entomologists, the late Carl Stal, of Stock-

holm, began the publication of a Re-

censio Orthopteroruin. In it and in kindi-ed

papers he had within fi\e years laid the

foundation of an entirely new system in

nearly every family of Orthoptera, oflering

novel and taxonomically important but

easily overlooked points of structure for

subdivisions of a high order. A great deal

of work has been done since then (the num-

ber of species has perhaps doubled), and it

has been mainly upon the lines laid dowTi

by him, but in greater detail.

Most American students of Orthoptera,

however, have been very poorly acquainted

with these modern studies, and the result

is that, with a distressing wealth of unde-

termined sj)ecies. new forms have been de-

scribed and referred to genera of ancient

name, a j)rocedure which in many cases has

given little or a wrong impression of the

real aflinities of the insects in question, and

it has now become impossible to correlate

American and European work. Something,

indeed much, has been done by European
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entomologists, but their aiitoptic acquaint-

ance with oiu- fauna is relatively poor ; and

while there are ample materials here, there

appears a remarkable paucity of students

inclined to serious work in this direction.

Lists we have in number, but in them al-

most invariably figure Acridium, Calop-

tenus, Oedipoda, Stenobothi-us, Mantis, etc.,

genera which in their now resti'icted appli-

cation do not or hardly exist in North

America.

There has been some excuse for this, since

the broad scope of Stal's work, embracing

the Orthoptera of the globe, rendered work
upon exclusively American material diffi-

cult to one without means of reference to

extra-American insects, collections of which

are uncommon in this country, though

easily obtainable by any one with means.

Still, it is sti-ange that no one having access

to the museums in our larger cities or uni-

versities has undertaken to apply the

modern system of classification to one or

another of the families or subfamilies of

American Orthoptera. He would have

earned merited applause from all students

ia this field.

One attempt, indeed, was made to collate

what could be known of the Acrididfe, biit

it was before Stal began his work, and it

may almost be classed as a hindrance.

Now, however, the field is open, for Brunner

von Wattenwjd, whose collection of Or-

thoptera is the richest in the world, pub-

lished a year ago a Revision du Systhne des

Orthoptcres, through which, by means of

the tables given by him of an exceedingly

simple character (sometimes in practice one

finds them too limited), one may quickty

group his collection in a natviral order, and
by means of the literature to which refer-

ence is briefly made, determine the generic

position or affinities of whatever he has be-

fore him. The way for a revision of any
group is therefore clearer than ever before,

and oiir entomologists will have none but

themselves to blame if they do not here-

after better coordinate their work wdth that

of the Eiu-opean writers.

Samuel H. Scuddkr.
Cambeidge.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

An Elementary Treatise on Theoretical Me-

chanics.—Part I., Kinematics ; Part 11. , In-

trodiietion to Dynamics; Part III., Kinetics.

—By Alexander Ziwet, Assistant Pro-

fessor of Mathematics in the University

of Michigan.— 8vo.— Macmillan & Co.,

London and New York, 1893-94. Pp.

viii+181, vui+183, viii+236.

Since Lagrange set the model for analji:i-

cal mechanics in his Mecanique Analytique, a

little more than a century ago, there has

been no serious lack of good elementary

works devoted to that science. Most con-

spicuous of the latter is Poisson's Mecanique

(1811, 2d ed., 1833), which was undoubtedly

naore mdely read and followed than any

other work duiing the first half of this cen-

tury. It is only recently, however, that the

great advantage of the analj^tical over the

geometrical method in mechanics has come
to be generally recognized by authors and
educators. The influence of Newton has

long held English wi-iters to the geometrical

form of the Principia. To this, neverthe-

less, there are a few noteworthj' exceptions,

the most important of which in the present

half centiiry is probably Price, whose vol-

umes on analji:ical mechanics {Infinitesimal

Calcidus, Vols. III. and IV., 1S(J2) have

done excellent service.

Along with the remai'kable growth of

science in general duriQg the past thirty

years a great impetus has been given to

mechanics. This is traceable chiefly to two
sources, namely : first, the develoj^ment of

the Faraday-Maxwell view of electricity

and magnetism ; and, second, the thought-

inspiring qualities of the great work of

Thomson and Tait on Natural Philosophy.
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The latter treatise and the Ehctrmty and

Magnetigm of Maxwell have stimulatetl a

wonderful activity in the study of mechani-

eal ideas ; and, as a result, a number of higli-

elass elementary books on pure mechanics

have appeared during the past decade. The

work of Professor Ziwet is one of the best of

this class. It is up to date and distinctively

in touch with the j)rogressive spirit of the

age. In accordance with the modern order

of presentation. Part I. is devoted to kine-

matics, Part II. to statics as a special case

of dynamics, and Part III. to kinetics. No
one acquainted with the magnitude of theo-

retical mechanics would expect to find a

complete treatise even in the space of 600

octavo pages. It goes without saying, in

fact, that he who would now do battle in

the fields of mechanics should be armed

with a battery of treatises. But it must be

admitted that tlie work of Professor Ziwet

covers the ground exceedingly well, giving

a fairly good idea of nearly everj- important

principle and process trom the composition

of vectors to the kinetics of variable systems.

The mode of treatment, though distinctly

analytical, is tempered by the introduction

of geometrical illustrations and analogues

where they serve to give clearness and fixity

of ideas. A noteworthy feature of the work
is the lai-ge number of references to the

literature of the science. These references

alone make the work one of the best that

can fall into the hands of the enterprising

student. The typography and press work

are worthy of the distinguished publishers

under whose auspices the volumes appear.

A few misprints and a few inaccuracies of

expression are visible in the work ; but

these are inevitable in a first edition of such

a treatise. A speedy demand for a second

edition will, we hope, enable the author not

only to remove these trifling defects, but

also to add an index, which will much
enhance the value of fhe work for purposes

of reference. R. S. W.

From the Greeks to Danrin.—An oiitllue of

the development of the evolution idea.— By
Hexky Fairfikld Osbokn.— Columbia

University Biological Series 1.— New
York and London, Macmillan «S: Co.,

1894. Pp. 259. 82.00.

This is a timely book. For it is time

that both tlie special student and the gen-

eral i)ublic should know that the doctrine

of evolution has cropped out on the surface

of human thought trom the period of the

Greek philosophers, and that it did not

originate with Darwin, and that natural

selection is not a synonym of evolution.

The author divides his work into six

sections, entitled respectively : The antici-

pation and interpretation of nature ; Among
the Greeks ; The theologians and natural

philosophers ; The evolutionists of the

eighteenth century ; From Lamarck to St.

Hilaire ; Darwin.

It is clearly shown that evolution has

reached its present completeness as a result

of a slow growth during the past twenty-

four centuries, and that Darwin owes more

to the Greeks than has been hitherto recog-

nized bj- any of us. The Greek philoso-

phers in biologj', as in geologj-, anticipated,

at least in some slight degree, modern

scientific philosophy. The doctrine of con-

tinuity in the organic and inorganic world,

anticipations of the monistic philoso-

phy, and of the evolution of life, were

taught by Thales and Anaximander, while

Aristotle spoke of some of the factors of

transformation, and even clearly stated the

principle of the survival of the fittest,

though he afterwards rejected it.

The father of evolution was Empedocles,

who believed in spontane(ms generation,

that plants came first, that animal life long

after budded forth from the plants, and in

his poetry Oslioru finds the germ of the the-

ory of the survival of the fittest or of

natural selection. Democritus perceived

the principle of adaptation of single organs
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to certain purposes, while Anaxagoras at-

tributed adaptations in nature to intelligent

design and was thus the founder of Tele-

ology. But as Aristotle was the father of

natural historj' so was he the first scientific

evolutionist, being the earliest to conceive

of the chain of being from polyps to man,

a view afterwards generally held until La-

marck replaced it bj' his truer simile of a

branching tree. The great Grreek natural-

ist and anatomist understood the principle

of adaptation of organs in its modern sense,

discovered the law of the physiological

division of labor, and conceived of life as

the function of the organism ; was not a

vitalist ; understood the doctrine of hered-

ity, atavism or reversion ; and finally, with

all his errors and misconceptions, had vague

notions of the unity of type, of nature, of

gradations in nature, while the core of his

views on evolution was the doctrine of an
' internal perfecting tendency,' which crops

out in modern science in the writings of

Owen, and even Koelliker, as well as

others, including Weismann.
Passing to the evolutionists of the present

century, Oken's place is, it seems to us,

properly assigned ; due credit is given to

Buffon, who saw the force of isolation, and
fall credit to Erasmus Darwin, though suifi-

cient stress is perhaps not laid on the fact

that he was not a working zoologist and
had no followers. Osborn efiectually dis-

poses of the strong suspicion of Dr. Krause
that Lamarck was familiar with the ' Zo-

onomia,' and made use of it in the develop-

ment of his theory. He clearljr brings out

the fact, as stated by Martins, that Laplace

supported Lamarck in the docti-ine of the

inheritance of acquired habits, as applied

to the origin of the mental faculties of man,
both of these authors anticipating Spencer,

the doctrine being an old one, and ex-

pressed by De MaLUet.

The statement of Lamai-ck's views is full

and carefully drawn up, and his preemi-

nence as the founder of modern evolution,

though he had no immediate ibllowers, ow-

ing to liis Cuvierian environment, clearly

stated. This being the case, and in \'iew or

the fact that the number of Lamarckian

evolutionists is now so great and constantly

increasing, we should have wished that he

had devoted still more si)ace to one of the

greatest naturalists of j)re-Darwinian times,

giving more quotations fi'om his works.

Osborn controverts, and with success, we
think. Huxley's dictum that Treviranus

should be placed in the same rank as an

evolutionist with Lamarck. We certainly

do not hear of Treviranians. The state-

ment of the views of Owen is fair, and yet

we should scarcely use the word ' hostility '

in stating his attitude towards Darwinism^

or natm-al selection. Owen refused to at-

tack the Vestiges of Creation when that

book appeared, but rather sjTnpathized with

the general views of its author. As Osborn

states, " Owen was an evolutionist in a

limited degi'ce," somewhat in the manner
of Buffon, and perhaps a shade more fi-om

his wide knowledge of paleontology, but it

is to be borne in mind that neither was
Koelliker nor were others, Darwinians as

such, and there are many still who accept

the genei-al doctrine of evolution, but do not

regard natural selection as an adequate or

efl&cient cause, or at least consider it as only

one of many factors.

While mentioning Darwin and Wallace

as the leading selectionists no reference is

made to the botanist Hooker, who, in his

Flora antarctica arrived at the doctrine of

transformation independently of Darwin,
and became one of his two strongest suppoi't-

ers. Also Bates should have been mentioned.

The book should be widely read, not only

by science teachers, by biological students,

but we hope that historians, students of

social science, and theologians will acquaint

themselves with this clear, candid and
catholic statement of the origin and early
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history of a theoi-y which not only exphiiut;

the origin of lifo-fornis, but lias transformed

the methods of the historian, placed phil-

osophy on a higher plane, and immeasurably

widened our views of nature and of the

Infinite Power working in and through the

universe. A. 8. Packard.
Bkowit Univee.^itv.

Materiah for the Studijof Vaviatlon.—WiLLiAjr

Bateson.—London and New York, Mae-
millan & Co., 1894. xv -r 597 $6.50.

Over thirtj- years ago Mr. Darwin out-

lined the gi-eat problems for investigation

in natural history, and, one after another,

these lines of investigation have been

studied bj' naturalists. Embryology, pale-

ontologj- and systematic classification early

attracted the attention of many naturalists,

and these branches of investigation have
been very thoroughly studied in the last

quarter of a century. Geogi-aphical distri-

bution was made a special subject of re-

search bj- Mr. Wallace and others. These

various lines of studj', while, of course,

they have not been exhausted, have cer-

tainly been studied to such an extent that

most of the valuable lessons which they

teach have been learned. In recent years

also another factor of the evolution problem,

namely, that of heredity, has been the

subject of eager research by various natursi^l-

ists. It is somewhat strange that the

problem of variation has been so universally

neglected except l)y Darwin's AnimaU and

Plants. It is upon variations in animals

that the whole of the theories of Darwin and
all evolutionary doctrines are based, but

while the last thirty years has seen much
speculation as to variations, both concern-

ing their causes and distribution, while

many illustrative instances have been ac-

cumulated, while nearly all the modern
theories of evolution are based directly

upon certain conceptions of variation, there

has been no systematic attempt to study

this I'undanicntal problem. Sjieculative

zoology has always a greater attractiveness

to most minds than the more laborious and
less entertaining work of collecting facts.

The last twenty-fivQ yeai-s has seen an
abundance of publications upon evolution

from theoretical grounds, and while varia-

tions themselves have been discussed on

both sides of tlie Atlantic, tliese discussions

have been almost universally based upon a

few stock illustrations, and must be recog-

nized as without any proper foundation in

facts. Natural science is certainly indebted

to Mr. Batesun for having taken up at last

this branch of research which lies at the

^•ery foundation of the origin of species.

Mr. Bateson"s liook has a very modest title,

and the author simplj* claims to have
brought together materials out of which a

theory of the oi-igin of species may in the

future be built. But this is the only

systematic attempt j^et made to study valua-

tions themselves. The present volume is

only the first instalment, and we are prom-
ised more in the future. A book of nearly

(iOO pages, filled with numerous illustrations,

describing in more or less detail variations

of all kinds, in all types of animals, will

certainly find its way into the library of

every naturalist who has any interest in

speculative thought.

A review of this character is hardly a

fitting place to discuss the subjects pre-

sented in this work. In reading over its

pages there are. however, three or four

striking conclusions of so much general

theoretical im])()rtanco that they may be

selected as the teachings of this first volume.

Most prominent am(mg them stands the

deduction of the author that variations are

discontinuous. It is the theory of Darwin,

and, in general, of his followers, that .species

were produced by natural selection acting

u])on slight continuous variations. The
diiliculties of this thought were ])lain to

Mr. Darwin, and have liecome more plain
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and more forcible as the years have passed.

While the followers of Darwin's views have

tried to shut their eyes to them and have

tried to explain away the objections that

have arisen, it has been plain to every

thinking naturalist that the natural selec-

tion of minute accidental variations is en-

tirely inadequate to accomplish the great

end of producing species. The most import-

ant result of Mr. Bateson's study of varia-

tions is that the variations that occur in

animals are not minute and continuous, or,

rather, that they are fi-equently discontin-

uous. By this term the author means that

variations may be sudden and extreme in

character, such as the sudden development

of a new tooth in a single generation, or

the appearance of a new leg, or some other

very prominent characteristic which appears

at once without the numerous intermediate

stages which Mr. Darwin's theory assumes.

\Vhile Mr. Bateson does not claim that this

view is demonstrated by the facts now col-

lected, he does iasist that all of his data

pomt in that direction. The extreme sig-

nificance of this conclusion upon the ques-

tion of the origin of species is plaiu at once.

A second conclusion which one reaches in

the perusal of these mstances is that varia-

tions are not haphazard, but,while, ofcourse,

they cannot be predicted with certaiatj^,

they do fall under certain definite laws.

Jlr. Bateson has found it possible to group

the variations that occur in animals under
verj^ definite classes, so definite that, in many
cases, at least, it is imijossible to question

that they are regulated by some organic

law. Of coiu-se, Mr. Darwin recognized that

variations had then- causes, but, neverthe-

less, he was iaclined to believe that they

were ' par hazard.' According to the con-

clusions of Mr. Bateson, however, they are

of a more or less definite nature. Inci-

dentally also Ml-. Bateson points oiit that

the study of variation gives us a new con-

ception of homology, and almost deprives

us of the belief in the long recognized law of

reversion. It is somewhat surprising to be

called upon to abandon the law of reversion,

and perhaps the author does not deny that

it may be a factor in development, but he

does claim most of the instances so ex-

plained have nothing to do with this prin-

ciple. It is not possible here to dwell far-

ther upon the many suggestive facts which

are brought out by this study.

In criticism one may say that the Eng-

lish is extremely poor. The subject, of

course, is a difficult one, and the author is

obliged to use a new termiaologj' and to ex-

plain his priaciples as he progresses. This

in itself renders the book somewhat obscure,

but we must add to this the fact that in

many cases his sentences are very involved

and cumbersome, and' altogether the work
is difficult reading. We may also some-

what regret that the author does not weave
into the work a few more suggestions as to

the significance of some of the facts that he

has treated. The great part of this work
reads like a museum catalogue, and museum
catalogues are much more intelligible if one

understands the basis of classification. Mr.

Bateson, however, distinctly states that he

does not consider the evidence as yet suffi-

cient to warrant conclusions except in re-

gard to some few general subjects. One
may also question if most of his material

does not savor too strongly of abnormal,

and, indeed, almost pathological variations,

to fairly serve as a basis for a theory of the

origin of species. But, in spite of one or

two such minor criticisms, the book of Mr.

Bateson is an exti-emely valuable addition

to zoological literature, and when it is com-

pleted by siibsequent volumes upon varia-

tions of different nature it is hardly possi-

ble to doubt that it will be one of the few

valuable and lasting additions to the litera-

tm-e on the general subject of the evolution

of organic natui-e. H. W. Conn.

Wesleyan Univbesity.
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Griindriss der Ethnologkchen Jurupi-ndenz.—
Albert Hkrman-x Post.—Two Vols.

—

Oldenburg and Leipzig, 1895.

Ethnologische Studini ziir Evden Eniwicklung

der Strafe.—S. R. Steixmetz.—Tavo Vols.

—Leiden and Leipzig, 1894.

In these two earefully prepared and thor-

oughly reasoned work.s we have for the first

time an unbiased application of the facts

fiu-nished by ethnology to an analysis of

the evolution of jurisprudence. The study

of them will prove of the gi-eatest profit

to the advocate, the anthropologist and

the philosophic student of the growth of

society.

Dr. Steinmetz, in liis over 900 large oc-

tavo pages devoted to the subject, pursues

the idea of punishment through all the

forms under which it appears in early con-

ditions, such as personal revenge, blood

feuds, compounding of ofiFences, famdy,

totemic and social punishment, the venge-

ance of the gods, and religious chastise-

ment. The foundation for this historic

analysis is laid in the earlier pages of the

first volume l)y an able excursus on the

psychological motives which underlie the

thirst for vengeance and the passion for

cruelty. This fm-uishes a philosophic basis

on which the author constructs his conclu-

sions by an inductive study of all the forms

of punishment and penalty found in primi-

tive and early peoples. With this ho is

contented, and witli a tempei-ance worthy

of high commendation, he refi-ains from

committing his work to one or another
• school ' by applying it to the defence

of some pet doctrine of popular sociol-

ogy, which would at once limit its use-

fulness. He rather says :
" Here are the

psycliic motives : and here are the results

to which under various conditions they

have given rise. Let the facts present their

owni inferences."

This impartial spii-it also thoroughly pei--

vades the more comprehensive study of Dr.

Post. It is considerably over a thousand

pages in length and is an exhaustive analj'sis

of the whole notion of rights, of the person,

the family, the clan and the state, as they

apply to both persons and things. In the

second volume he ti-averses in his investiga-

tion of penalties much of the ground occu-

pied bj' Dr. Steinmetz, and a comparison of

their methods and results is quite interest-

ing. The autlior's reading is immense, and
the care with which he cites his authorities

is mo-st praiseworthy. While fully aware

of the distinctly philosophic nature of his

subject,—for a people's abstract conc-eptions

of ethics are embodied in their concrete

foi-ms of laws,—he withstands the tempta-

tion to theorize on these points and keeps

himself strictly within the limits of objective

and inductive inijuiry.

Of both these works it may be said that

they represent the purest scientific method,

and that they stand in the front rank of the

contriljutions to Ethnology- in its true sense

which have appeared of late years.

D. G. B.

Flora of Nebraska.—Edited by members of

the Botanical Seminar of the Universitj'

of Nebraska.—Introduction and Part 1..

Protophyta-Phijcophtjta ; Part 2, Coleoeheeta-

cece, Characeie.—Lincoln, Nebraska, Pub-

lished by the Seminar, 1894. 4to, pp.

123, pi. 36.

The beautiful work here noticed must
long hold first place in the pul)lished results

of the exploration and study of a local flora.

It is hard to find words in wliicli to express

our gratification at its appearau(-e, and we
have tried in vain to find any point which

is fau'ly open to adverse criticism. Begin-

ning with a synopsis of the larger groups,

including families, and an introduction con-

tributed by Professor Bessey. in the details

of whidi there is room for much difference

of ojjinion, there follow concise descriptions

of the classes, orders, families, genera.
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species and varieties of Protophyta and

Phyeophyta found within the State, con-

ti'ibuted bj' Mr. DeAlton Saunders, and of

the Coleochsetaceae and Characea; by Mr.

Albert F. Woods. The descriptions are

well drawn, the typogi-aphj^ excellent and

the plates accurate and well executed. We
tender our cordial congratulations to all

concerned in the production of the book and

to all who may have opportunity to use it.

]sr. L. B.

THE SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

The programs of the mid-winter meetings

of the several scientific societies promise

large attendance and many important

papers. The American Society of Natural-

ists meets at Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, and in conjunction with it the

American Morphological Society and the

American Physiological Society. At the

same place and time the American Society

of Geologists meets. During the same
week the Anatomists meet at Columbia

College, New York ; the American Psycho-

logical Association meets at Princeton ; the

American Folklore Society meets at Wash-
ington, and the annual meeting of the

American Mathematical Society is held at

Columbia College. These meetings will be
fully reported in Science.

PHYSICS.

Actual trial trips with flying machines

have recently been made by Mr. Maxim
and Prof. Langiej^. Mr. Maxim's machine
was fastened to rails to prevent its rising,

and sailed 500 feet at the rate of 45 miles

per hour. Prof. Langley's seroplane was
allowed to fly over the water at Quantico,

Md., on December 8th. Both Mr. Maxim
and Prof. Langley use light steam engines

in preference to storage batteries.

The Soci^te Internationale des Electri-

ciens established a central laboratory at

Paris about seven years ago. The principal

object of the laboratory was the preserva-

tion of electrical standards, and to afibrd

practical electricians an opportunity for

testing their various instruments. It is

evident that such a laboratoiy ofi'ers special

advantages for the investigation of questions

belonging to the science and industry of

electricity. These facilities have been to

some extent utilized ; but, in order to in-

crease the usefulness of the institution, the

Society has added to it a School of Applied

Electricit}^ This school, which will be

opened on December 3d, has been con-

structed on a plot of land granted bj^ the

city of Paris, the funds for the building-

having been raised by private subscription.

Purely practical instruction will be given

at the school. There will be two chief

courses, one dealing with the industrial

applications of electricity, and the other

with electrometry. It is hoped that the

school will be a training ground for higher

work in the Central Laboratory, to which

it is attached.

—

Nature.

ANTHROPOLOGY.

De. Charles L. Dana's address on Degen-

eration and its Stigmata, delivered at the

Anniversary Meeting of the New York
Academy of Medicine, Nov. 28, 1894, has

been pi-inted in the Medical Record, of

Dee. 15th. Dr. Dana traces with much skill

the historic develojiment of the scientific

method that discovers mental traits and
especially mental degenerations from their

physical manifestations.

The charges made against the manage-
ment of the Elmira Reformatorj^ have been

dismissed by Governor Flower. The ma-
jority of the commissioners who examined
the charges report that the institution

stands preeminent among the reforma-

tories of the world and that its success in

the reformation of criminals has been extra-

ordinary. This confirms the views of the

leading criminologists and reformers.
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EDUCATIONAL.

Dk. J. K. Talmagt. has been called to the

profesisorship of geolojjy recently estaljlished

in the University of Utah.

America has aceouiplished uiiuli lor the

advancement of Anthropology-, but the work
has l)een largely done bj' the Government
institutions and by individuals. Columbia

College oflers this year courses in Anthro-

pology (Dr. Farraud and Dr. Ripley), and

the University of Califoi-nia must now be

added to the institutions proposing courses

in this subject.

The Universities of Oxford and of Cam-
bridge have recently taken action of con-

siderable interest to Americans proposing

to study abroad. The comparatively few

Americans who have been in residence at

Oxford or Cambridge would undoubtedly

agree in recommending this course to others

as highly as studying at a German univer-

sity'. But hitherto degrees could only be

obtained by undergoing very irksome ex-

aminations. Oxford will now confer the

degrees Litt. B. and Sc. B. on evidence of

' a good general education,' and research

work evincing • a high standard of merit.'

Three years" residence is required, but this

condition may be modified. Tlie grace

adopted at Cambridge is as follows :
" That

a syndicate l>e appointed to consider: ( 1 ) the

means of giving further help and encourage-

ment to persons who desire to pursue courses

of advanced study or research within the

University
; (2) what classes of students

should be admitted to such courses; (3)

what academic recognition, whether by
degi'ees or otlierwise. should be given to

such students, and upon wliat conditions

;

that the syndicate be i!mpowered to consult

and confer with such jiersons and bodies as

they may think fit : and that they report

to the Senate before the end of the Lent
Term, 1895."

The fourth edition oiMinerva (189-1-1895)

presents as frontispiece an etched poi-trait of

Lord Kelvin by Ilerkomer. The book now
extends to 9.'}0 pages, an increase of 69

pages over the preceding edition, many new
institutions having been included. The
American universities and colleges added
in this edition are Brjni Mawr, Cincinnati,

Colgate, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, Nebraska, Ohio AVesleyan, Ver-

mont, Wellesley. Western Reserve, making
the total number thirty-nine. In attend-

ance of students the order of the great uni-

versities is Paris, Berlin, IMadrid, Vienna,

Naples, Moscow, Budapest, Munich. Athens,

Oxford, Harvard. But in many of these

institutions attendance on popular lectures

seems to be included.

A WORK with the range of Minerva, giving

the courses as well as the instructors in in-

stitutions of learning, would be of much
use, but a difficult undertaking. The need

has, however. Ijeen supplied for the differ-

ent institutions of Paris by Le livret de

I'etudiant de Paris (Delalain Frere 1894—

95), prepared under the direction of the

general council of the faculties.

FORTHCOMI^fG BOOKS.

Dr. Daxiel G. Brinton, Professor of

American Arch»ologj' in the Universitj' of

Penn.sylvania, has in press a Primer of

Mayan Hieroglyphics, to be published by

Ginn & Co., Boston, in which he aims

to explain the elements of the mysterious

wi'iting on the monuments of Central

America.

GiNN & Co. also announce a series of

handl)Ooks on the History of lieligions, edited

by Prof Morris Jastrow, Jr., of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania. The Eeligions of India,

by Prof. E. AV. Hopkins, of Bryn Mawr,
will form the first volume.

Macmillax iSc Co. announce The Principles

of Sociology, by Prof Franklin H. Giddings,

of Columbia College ; Monism, The Confemon
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of Faith of a Man of Science, by Dr. Ernst

Haeckel ; Life at the Zoo, by C. J. Cornish
;

a new edition of S. Thompson's Electricity

and Magnetism and Mental Development in the

Child and in the Race, by J. Mark Baldwin.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCEENOES.

J. A. Matthews, Notes on Carborundum.

Bashfoed Dean, On the collections of Fossil

Fishes at Berea, New London and Delaware,

Ohio.

L. McI. Luquee, TJie Relative effects of Frost

and Sulphate of Soda Efflorescence as shown

by Tests of Building Stone.

J. F. Kemp, Secretary.

THE TOEEEY BOTANICAL CLUB.

B. D. Halstbd, Abnormalities in Plants Due

to Fungus Parasites.

Heney H. Rusby, Seeretary.

AMEEICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTEICAL

ENGINEERS.

LuDWiG GuTMANN, On the Production of Ro-

tary Magnetic Fields by a Single Alternating

Current.

In the absence of the author, the paper will

be presented in abstract by Dr. M. I. Pupin.

A meeting of "Western members will be

held the same evening at Chicago, where

the paper will be read by the author.

Ralph W. Pope, Secretary.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

THE AMEEICAN NATURALIST.

Quarternary Time Divisible in Three Periods,

the Lafayette, Glacial, and Recent : "Warren
"Cpham.

The Homologies of the Uredinea ( The Rusts) :

Charles E. Bessey.

On the Evolution of the Art of Working in

Stone; a preliminary paper by J. D. Mc-

Guire: Charles H. Read.

Zoology in the High School: Clarence M.

Weed.
Editorials; Recent Books and Pamphlets; Re-

cent Literature.

General Notes:—Petrography; Geology and

Paleontology; Botany; Zoology; Entomology;

Archeology and Ethnology.

Proceedings of Scientific Societies.

the physical review.

Frontispiece : portrait ofProfessor von Helmholtz.

Studies of the Lime Light : Edward L. Nich-

ols and Mary L. Crehore.

A Study of the Residual Charges of Condensers

and their Dependence upon Temperature:

Frederick Bedell and Carl Kinsley.

A General Theory of the Gloiv-Lamp II. : H.

S. "Webee.

Minor Contributions ; Notes ; Neiu Books.

bulletin of the AMEEICAN MATHEMATICAL

SOCIETY.

On the Choup of Holoedric Transformation of a

Given Group into Itself: E. Hastings

MOOEE.

On the Non-Primitive Substitution Ch'oups of

Degree Ten : G. A. Miller.

Briefer Notices ; Notes ; New Publications.

NEW BOOKS.

Popidar Lectures and Addresses. "Vol. II.,

Geology and General Physics. Sir W.
Thompson. London and New York.

Macmillan & Co. 1894. Pp. x., 599.

Light. Elementary text-book; theoretical and

practical. R. T. Glazebrook. Cambridge

University Press. New York. Macmillan

& Co. 1894. Pp. vii., 213. $1.00.

Manual of Physico- Chemical Measurements. By
"WiLHELM OsTWALD. Trans, by James

Walker. London and New York. Mac-

millan & Co. 1894. Pp. xii., 255. $2.25.

Electricity One Hundred Years Ago and To-day.

Edwin J. Houston. New York. W. J.

Johnson & Co. 1894. Pp. 199. $1.00.
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Recent Importation of Scientific Boolcs.

Abhandlungen, physikalische, der kiinigl. Aka-
demie der Wissenschafteu zu Berlin. 4". Mit. 1 Taf.

Mk. 10.

Bois, Dr. H. nu. M;j};netisclie Kreise, deren The-
orie und Anweudung. Mit 94 in den Te.xt gedruck-
ten Abbildungen. gr. 8". Gebunden. Mk. 10.

Christiansen, Pkof. Dr. C, Elemente der theo-

retischen Physik. Deutscli v. Dr. Job. Jliiller. Mit
e. Vorwort v. Prof. Dr. E. Wiedemann, gr. 8°. Mk.
10.

Drude, p. Physik des Aethers auf elektromag-
netischer Grundlage. S". Mit 66 Abbildgn. Mk. 14.

ForPL, Prof. Dr. A., Einfiihrung in die Maxwell-
'sche Theorie der Elektricitiit. Mit. e. Einleit. Ab-
schnitte iiber das Kechneu m. Vectorgriissen in der
Physik. gr. 8". Mk. 10.

G.\RNAn.T, E. Mccanique, physiqne et cliimie.

Paris, 1894. 8". Avec. 325 fig. 8" fr.

KoR.v, Dr. Arthie. Eiue Tlieorie der Gravita-
tion und der clcktrischen Ei-sclieinungen auf Grund-
lage der Hydnxlynamik. Zweiter Teil: Elcktrody-
naniik. Erster Abschnitt. Theorie des permanenten
Magnetismus und der konstanten elektiischen Striime.

gr. 8». Mk. 3.

Weber. Sechster Band. Mechanik der inensch-
lichen Geliwerkzeuge. Besorgt dureb Friedrich Mer-
kel und ( )tto Fischer. Mit 17 Tafeln und in den Text
gedruckten Abliildungen. gr. 8'. Mk. 16.

Wkhkr's Werkk, Wilhelm. Herausgegeben von
der Kiiniglicben Gesellsebiift der Wissenschafteu zu
Gottingen. Vierter ftiml Galvanismus und Elektro-
dynaniik. Zweiter Till. Besorgt durcli Heinricli
Weber. Mit 4 Tafeln und in den Text gedruckten
Abbildungen. gr. ''". .Mk. 16.

WiEDK.MAXK, t;isTAV. Die Lehre der Elektriz-
itat. Zweite unigearbcitite und verniehrte Auflage.
Zngleich als vierte AutiaKe der Lelu"e voin Galvanis-
mus und Elektromagnetisuius. Zweiter Band. Mit
163 IIolzschnitt«n und einer Tafel. gr. 8". Mk. 28.

CHEMISTRY.

BlECHELE, Dr. Max., Phamiaceutische Uebungs-
priiparate. Anleitung zur DarstelUing, Erkcnnung,
Priifung und stiicliionietrischen Bereclinung von of-

fizinellen chcniisch-i>liarmaceutischen Priiparaten. 8".

Gebunden. Mk. 6.

BcjAKD Dr. Alfons, und Dr. Eduaed Baier.
HiUsbuch tiir NahniDgsiuittelchemiker auf Grund-

lage der Vorschriften, betreffend die Priifung der
Nahrungsmittelcheniiker. Mit in den Text gedruck-
ten Abbildungen. S'. Gebunden. Mk. 8.

Erlexmeyer's, E., Lehrbnch der organischen
Cheiuie. II. Till. Die aioinatischcn Verbindungen.
Begonnen von Kch. Meyer fortgesetzt von H. Gold-
schmidt, weiter fortgefiilirt von K. v. Buchka. I. Bd.
8 Lfg. Mk. 6.

Geissler, Dr. Ewald. Grundriss der phanna-
ceutischen Massanalyse. Mit Beriicksichtigung ein-
iger handelsoheinischen und hygienischen Analysen.
Zweite verbesserte und verineiirte Auflage. Jlit 37
in den Text gedruckten Holzschnitten. 8

". Gebun-
den. Mk. 4.

•2H9fi. Gikard. C, et. A. Dupre. Analvse des
inatieres aliinentaires et recherche de leurs falsifica-

tions. 8". 32 fr. oOe.

Glucks.mann, Karl. Kritische Studieu ini Be-
reiche der Fundanientalansehauungen der theoretisch-

en Clieniie. Zweiter Teil: Uber die Molekularhvpo-
these. 8°. Mk. 2.30.

Handworteuhuch deb Chemie, herausgegeben
von A. Ladenburg. XII. Bd. S". Mit Holzschn. S.

Nr. 2532. ilk. 16.

JacqvoT, E. et WiLJi, Les Eaux minerales de la

France. Etudes chiniiques et geologiques. 8°. Avec
carte et 21 fig. 20 fr.

Jahresberioit iiber die Leistungen der chemisch-
en Technologic ni. bi>sond. Beriicksicht. der Gewerbe-
statistik f. d. J. 1^93. Jabrg. 1—XXV bearb. von
R. V. Wagner. Fortgesetz v. Dr. Ferd. Fischer. 39.

od. neue Folge. 24 .lahrg. gr. 8". 51. 200 Abbildgn.
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CTIchsner de Coxxick. Cours de cliimie organ-
ique. 2 vol. 8". Fr.20.

OsTW.VLD, W. Die wissen-schaftlichen Grundlagen
der analytisclien Clieniie. 8°. Mk. 4.

OsTWALD, W. Elektrocheinie. Ihre Gesehichte
und Lehre. 3. u. 4. Lfg. 8". Mit Abbildgn. a Mk. 2.

RiCHTER's, V. v., Cliemie der Kohleiistoffverbin-

dungen od. organisclie Chemie. 7. Aufl. Neubearb.
V. I'rof. Dr. R. Anscliiitz. ( In 2 Bdu. ) 1. Bd. Die
Chemie der Fettkiirp.r. 8". Holsclin. Mk. 10.

ScHXELLicR, K. Reactionen und Reagentien. Ein
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810 Broadway, New York.
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Macmillan & Co.'s New Books in Science.

Elementary Lessons in Electricity and
Magnetism.

By SylvANUS P.Thompson, D.Sc, B.A., F.E.A.S.,

Principal of the City and Guilds of London Technical

College, Finsbury. New, Ee\'ised Edition, with many
Additions. With numerous Illustrations. 12mo,

^1.40, net.

Lectures on Human and Animal Psy=
chology.

Translated from the Second and Revised German
Edition (1892) by J. E. CSElGHTOlf, A.B. (Dalhou-
sie), Ph.D. (Cornell), and E. B. Titchenee, A.B.
(Oxon.), Ph.D. (Leipzig). 8vo, Cloth, $4.00, net.

Popular Lectures and Addresses.
By Lord Kelvin, F.R.S. In 3 vols. Vol. II.

Qeology and General Physics. With Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo. §2.00 each volume.

A Laboratory Manual of Physics and
Applied Electricity.

Arranged and Edited by Edwaed L. Nichols,
Professor of Physios in Cornell University. In two
vols. Vol. I. Junior Course in General Physics.
By Eenest Mekeitt and Feedeeick J. Eogees.
Svo, Cloth, $3.00, net. Vol. II. Senior Courses
and Outlines or Advanced Work. By Geoeqe
S. Molee, Feedeeick Bedell, Homes J. Hotch-
Kiss, Chaeles p. Matthews, and the Editor,

niustrated. Svo, Cloth, §3.25, net.

" The needs of those who are in training to become electri-

cians have been specially considered Is admirably
adapted for use as a text-book by students who have already
some knowledge of the technique of physical work."

—

Scots-

A Treatise on the Measurement of EIec=

trical Resistance.
By William Aethue Peice, M.A., A.M.I.C.E.,

formerly Scholar of New CoUege, Oxford. Svo, Cloth,

$3.50, net.

Manual of Physico=Chemical Heasure-
ments.

By Wilhelm Ostwald, Professor of Chemistry in
the University of Leipzig. Translated, with the
Author's sanction, by James Walkee, D.Sc, Ph.D.,
Assistant in the Chemical Laboratory, University of

Edinburgh. Illustrated. Svo, Cloth, $2.25, net.

Systematic Survey of the Organic Color=

ing Matters.
By Drs. G. Sohultz and P. Julius. Translated

and Edited, with extensive Additions, by Aethue
G. Green, F.I.C., F.C.S., Examiner in Coal Tar Pro-
ducts to the City and Guilds of London Institute.

Imperial Svo, Cloth, $5.00, 7iet.

*'Will be welcomed by manufacturers and students as the
latest and most complete synopsis of the organic coloring
matters that has hitherto been drawn up."

—

JVaiu7-e.

Cambridge Natural Science flanuals.

Biological Series. Practical Physi-
ology of Plants.

By Feancis Daev\in, M.A., F.E.S., and E. Ham-
ilton Acton, M.A. With Illustrations. 12mo,
Cloth, $1.60, net:

Columbia University Biological Series.

Edited by Heney Faiefield Osboen, Sc.D., Da
Costa Professor of Biology in Columbia College. The
volumes of the series already published are as follows:

I. From the Greeks to Darwin. By Heney
Faiefield Osboen, Sc.D. Svo, Buckram,
$2.00, net.

II. Amphioxus and the Ancestry of the Ver=
tebrates. By Aethue Willey, B.Sc,
Tutor in Biology, Columbia College. With
a Preface by the Editor. With Illustrations.

Svo, Buckram, $2.50, net.

The Rise and Development of Organic
Chemistry,

By Gael Schoklemmee, LL.D., F.E.S. Eevised
Edition, edited by Aethue SsniHELLS, B.Sc.

12mo, Qoth, $1.60, net.

Essays in Historical Chemistry.
By T. E. Thoepe, F.E.S., Professor of Chemistry

in the Eoyal College of Science, South Kensington,
London. Svo, Cloth, §2.25, net.

Nature.
A Weekly Illustrated Journal of Science. Yearly

Subscription, $6.00. Single numbers, 15 cents. Sent
for two months, as a trial subscription, on receipt of

$1.00.

\* "Nature " has just completed its first quarter-

century. The number for November 1st begins Vol-
ume 51, and contains an Introductory Article by the
Et. Hon. T. H. Huxley, entitled "Past and
Peesent."

The Psychological Review.
Edited by J. Maek Baldwin and J. McKeen

Cattell, with the co-operation of Alfeed Binet,
John Dewey, H. H. Donaldson, G. S. Fulleeton,
William James, Joseph Jasteow, G. T. Ladd,
Hugo Munsteebeeg, M. Allen Staee, Gael
Stumpf and James Sully'. Published bi-monthly.
Single numbers, 75 cents

;
annual subscription, $4.00.

The Physical Review.
A Journal of Experimental and Theoretical Physics.

Conducted by Edwaed L. Nichols, and Eenest
Meeeitt. Issued bi-monthly. Vol. I., No. 1, July
—August, 1893. Price, 50 cents; annual subscrip-

tion, $3.00.

Contributions to The Physical Review should be address-
ed to the Editors, Ithaca, N. Y. ; subscriptions to the Pub-
lishers, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York.
The department of New Books is a very important feature.

MACMILLAN & CO., 66 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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ONTHEMAGNITUDE OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM.*

Nature may be studied in two widely

different ways. On the one hand we may
employ a powerful microscope which will

render visible the minutest forms and limit

our field of view to an inlinitesimal frac-

*Part of the Address delivered before the American

Association for the Advancement of Science at its

Brooklyn meeting, August 16, 1894, by the retiring

President, Professor Harkness, and reprinted with

his permission.

tion of an inch situated within a foot of our

own noses ; or on the other hand, we may
occupy some commanding position and from

thence, aided by a telescope, we may ob-

tain a comprehensive view of an extensive

region. The first method is that of the

specialist, the second is that of the pliilos-

opher, but both are necessary for an ade-

quate understanding of nature. The one

has brought us knowledge wherewith to de-

fend ourselves against bacteria and microbes

which are among the most deadly enemies

of mankind, and the other has made us

acquainted with the great laws of matter

and force upon which rests the whole fabric

of science. All nature is one, but for con-

venience of classification we have divided

our knowledge into a number of sciences

which we usually regard as quite distinct

from each other. .-Uong certain lines, or

more properly, in certain regions, these

sciences necessarily abut on each other, and

just there lies the Aveakness of the special-

ist. He is like a wayfarer who always

finds obstacles in crossing the boundaries

between two countries, while to the trav-

eler who gazes over them from a command-

ing eminence the case is quite difterent. If

the boundary is an ocean shore there is no

mistaking it ; if a broad river or a chain of

mountains it is still distinct ; Init if only a

line of posts traced over hill and dale, then

it becomes lost in the natural features of

the landscape, and the essential unity of the
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whole region is apparent. In that case the

border kind is whollj' a human conception

of which nature talies no cognizance, and

so it is with the scientific border land to

which I propose to invite your attention

this evening.

To the popular mind there are no two

sciences further apart than astronomj' and

geology. The one treats of the structure

and mineral constitution of our earth, the

causes of its physical features and its his-

torj', while the other treats of the celestial

bodies, their magnitudes, motions, distances,

periods of revolution, eclipses, order, and of

the causes of their various phenomena.

And yet many, perhaps I maj^ even say

most of the apparent motions of the heavenly

bodies are merely reflections of the motions

of the earth, and in studjdng them we are

really studying it. Furthermore, preces-

sion, nutation and the phenomena of the

tides depend largely upon the internal struc-

ture of the earth, and there astronomy and

geology merge into each other. Neverthe-

less the methods of the two sciences are

widely different, most astronomical prob-

lems being discussed qiiantitatively bj'

means of rigid mathematical formulre, while

in the vast majority of cases the geological

ones are discussed only qualitatively, each

author contenting himselfwith a mere state-

ment of what he thinks. With precise data

the methods of astronomy lead to verj' exact

results, for mathematics is a mill which

grinds exceeding fine ; but, after all, what

comes oiit of a mill depends wholly upon

what is put into it, and if the data are un-

certain, as is the case in most cosmological

problems, there is little to choose between

the mathematics of the astronomer and the

guesses of the geologist.

If we examine the addresses delivered by
former presidents of this Association, and of

the sister—perhaps it would be nearer the

truth to say the parent—^Association on the

other side of the Atlantic, we shall find

that they have generally dealt either with

the recent advances in some V)road field of

science, or else with the development of

some special subject. This evenmg I pro-

pose to adopt the latter course, and I sliall

invite your attention to the present condi-

tion of our knowledge respecting the magni-

tude of the solar system, but in so doing it

will be necessary to introduce some con-

siderations derived from laboratory experi-

ments upon the luminiferous ether, others

derived from experiments upon ponderable

matter, and still others relating both to the

surface phenomena and to the internal

structure of the earth, and thus we shall

deal largely with the border land where

astronomy, pthysics and geology merge into

each other.

The relative distances of the various

bodies wliich compose the solar sj'stem can

be determined to a considerable degree of

approximation with very crude instruments

as soon as the true plan of the system be-

comes known, and that plan was taught by

Pj-thagoras more than five hundred years

before Christ. It must have been knoA\Ti to

the Egyptians and Chaldeans still earlier, if

P3i:hagoras really acquired his knowledge

of astronomy from them as is affirmed by

some of the ancient WTiters, but on that

point there is no certaintj^ In public Pj-tha-

goi-as seemingly accepted the current belief

of his time, which made the earth the center

of the universe, but to his own chosen dis-

ciples he communicated the true doctrine

that the sun occupies the center of the

solar system, and that the earth is onlj' one

of the planets revolving around it. Like

all the world's greatest sages, he seems to

have taught only orally. A century elapsed

before his doctrines were reduced to writing

by Philolaus of Crotona, and it was still

later before they Avere taught in public for

the first time by Hicetas, or, as he is some-

times called, Nicetas, of Syracuse. Then
the familiar cry of impiety was raised, and
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tlif Pytliajjorean system wasi-vi'iitually sup-

pressed by that now ealled the PtoU'iiiaie.

whieli held the field until it was overtlirown

by Copernieus. almost two tlumsand years

later. Pliny tells us that Pythagoras be-

lieved the distances to the sun and moon to

be respectively -JoL'.oOO and 12.(i00 stadia,

or takiufi the stadium at (JL'S feet, 25t.s;j7

and 1.4!)'_* English miles; but there is no

record of the method by whicli these num-
bers were ascertaint'd.

After the relative distances of the various

planets are known, it only remains to de-

termine the scale of the system, for which

l)urpose the distance between any two

planets suffices. We know little about the

i-arly history of the subject, but it is clear

that the primitive astronomers mu.st have

found the quantities to be measured too

small for detection with their instruments,

and even in modern times the problem has

proved to be an extremely difficult one.

Aristarchus of Samos. who flourished about

'270 B. C, seems to have been the first to at-

tack it in a scientific manner. Stated in

modern language, his reasoning was that

when the moon is exactly half full, the earth

aiul sun as seen from its center must make
a right angle with each other, and by meas-

uring the angle between the sun and moon,
as seen from the earth at that instant, all

the angles of the triangle joining the earth,

sun and moon would become known, and
thus the ratio of the distance of the sun to

the distance of the moon would be deter-

mined. Although perfectly correct in theory,

the difficulty of deciding visually ui>on the

exact instant when the moon is half full is

so great that it cannot be accurately done

even with the most powerful telescopes. Of
course Aristarchus had no telescope, and he

dws not explain how he effected the obser-

vation, but his conclusion was that at the

instant in question the di.stance between the

centers of the sun and moon, as seen from

the earth, is li'ss than a right angle by ^'^

part of the saim'. We sliould now exjyress

this by saying that the angle is (S7 degrees,

but Aristarchus knew nothing of trig(mom-

etry, and in order to solve his triangle, he

had recourse to an ingenious, but long and

cumbersome geometrical process which has

con\e down to us, and aft"ords conclusive

proof of the condition of Greek mathematics

at that time. His conclusion was that the

sun is nineteen times further from the earth

than the moon, and if we combine that re-

sult with the modern value of the nuum's

parallax, viz. : 3,4'22.38 seconds, we obtain

for tlu' solar parallax ISO seconds, which is

more than twenty times too great.

The only other method of determining

the solar parallax known to the ancients

was that devised l>y Hipparchus about 150

B. C. It was based on measuring the rat'.'

of decrease of the diameter of the earth's

shadow cone l)y noting the duration of lunai-

eclipses, and as the result deduced from it

happened to be nearly the same as that

found by Aristai-chus, substantially his valu'

of the parallax remained in vogue for nearly

two thousand yeai"s, and the discovery of

the telescope was required to reveal its er-

roneous character. Doubtless this pei"sist-

ency was due to the extreme minuteness

of the true parallax, which we now know is

far too small to have been visible upon the

ancient instruments, and thus the sui)posed

measures of it were really nothing but

measures of their inuc uracy.

The telescope was first pointed to the

heavens by Galileo in 1()09, but it needed

a micrometer to convert it into an accut-at'.'

measuring instrument, and that did not

come into being until 1(539, when it was in-

vented by Wm. fiascoighe. After his death

in 1644, his original instrument passed to

Richard Townley who attached it to a four-

teen foot teh'scope at his residt'nce in Towti-

ley. Ijancashire. England, where it was usc<l

by Flamsteed in observing the diurnal j)aral-

lax of ^lars during its oj»positif)ii in 1(>72.
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A description of Gascoigne's micromctei- was

published in the Philosophical Transactions

in 1667, and a little before that a similar

instrument had been invented by Auzout iu

France, but observatories were fewer then

than now, and so far as I know J. D. Cassini

was the onlj^ person beside Flamsteed who

attempted to determine the solar parallax

fi-om that opposition of Mars. Foreseeing

the importance of the opportunity, he had

Kicher dispatched to Cayenne some months

previously, and when the opposition came

he effected two determinations of the paral-

lax ; one being by the diurnal method, from

his own observations in Paris, and the

other by the meridian method fi-om ob-

servations in Fi-ance by himself, Romer
and Picard, combined with those of Kicher

at Cayenne. This was the transition from

the ancient instruments with open sights

to telescopes armed with micrometers, and

the result must have been little short of

stunning to the seventeenth century as-

tronomers, for it caused the hoarj^ and gi-

gantic parallax of about 180 seconds to

shrink incontinentlj' to ten seconds, and

thus expanded their conception of the solar

system to something like its true dimen-

sions. More than fifty years previously

Kepler had argued from his ideas of the

celestial harmonies that the solar parallax

could not exceed 60 seconds, and a little

later Horrocks had shown on more scientific

grounds that it was probablj' as small as 14

seconds, but the final death-blow to the

ancient values ranging as high as two or

three minutes came from these observa-

tions of Mars by Flamsteed, Cassini and
Richer.

Of course the results obtained in 1672

produced a keen desire on the part of as-

tronomers for further evidence respecting

the true value of the parallax, and as Mars
comes into a favorable position for such in-

vestigations only at intervals of about six-

teen years, they had recourse to obsei-vations

of Mercury and Yenus. In 1677 Ilalley

ol>served the diurnal parallax of Mercury,

and also a transit of that planet across the

sun's disk, at St. Helena, and in 1681 J. D.

Cassini and Picard observed Venus when

she was on the same parallel with the sun?

but although the obsei-vations of Yenus

gave better results than those of Mercury,

neither of them was conclusive, and we now
know that such methods are inaccurate

even with the powerful instruments of the

present day. Nevertheless, Halley's attempt

by means of the transit of Mercury ulti-

mately bore fi-uit hi the shape of his cele-

brated paper of 1716, wherein he showed

the peculiar advantages of transits of Yenus

for determining the solar parallax. The

idea of utilizing such transits for this pur-

pose seems to have been vaguely conceived

by James Gregory, or perhaps even by

Horrocks, but Halley was the first to work

it out completely, and long after his death

his paper was mainly instrumental in induc-

ing the governments of Europe to undertake

the observations of the transits of Yenus in

1761 and 1769, from, which our first accu-

rate knowledge of the sun's distance was

obtained.

Those who are not familiar with practical

astronomjr niay wonder why the solar par-

allax can be got fi-om Mars and Yenus, but

not fi-om Mercury, or the sun itself. The
explanation depends on two facts. Firstly,

the nearest approach of these bodies to

the earth is for Mars 33,870,000 miles,

for Yenus 23,651,000 miles, for Mercury

47,935,000 miles and for the sun 91,239,000

miles. Consequently, for us Mars and

Yenus have verj' much larger parallaxes

than Mercury or the sun, and of coiirse the

larger the parallax the easier it is to meas-

ure. Secondly, even the largest of these

parallaxes must be determined within far

less than one-tenth of a second of the truth,

and while that degree of accuracj' is possible

iu measuring short arcs, it is quite unat-
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tainahk- in long ont's. Hence one of the

most essential conditions for the successful

measurement of parallaxes is that we shall

be able to compare the place of the near

body with tliat of a more distant one situ-

ated in the same region of the sky. In the

case of ^lai-s that can always be done by

making use of a neigliboriug star, but when
A'enus is near the eai-th she is also so close

to the sun that stars are not available, and

cousecjuently her i)arallax can be satisfac-

torily measured only when her position can

be accurately referred to that of the sun, or,

in other words, only during her transits

across the sun's disk. But even when the

two bodies to be compared are sufficiently

near each other, we are still embarrassed by

the fact that it is more difficult to measure

the distance between the limb of a planet

and a star or the limb of the sun than it Ls

to measure the distance between two stars,

and since the discovery of so many asteroids,

that circumstance has led to their use for

determinations of the solar parallax. Some
of these bodies api)roach within 75,230,000

miles of the earth's orbit, and as they look

precisely like stars, the increased accuracy

of pointing on them fully makes up for their

greater distance, as compared with Mars or

Venus.

After the Copernican sj'stem of the world

and the Xewtonian theory of gravitation

were accepted it soon became evident that

trigonometrical measurements of the solar

parallax might be supplemented by deter-

minations based on the theory of gravita-

tion, and the first attempts in that direction

were made by Macliin 1729 and T. Mayer in

1753. T\\c measurement of the velocity of

light between j)oints on the earth's surface,

first effected by Fizeau in 1849, opened up
still other possibilities, and thus for deter-

mining the solar parallax we now have at

our command no less than three entirely

di.stinct cla.s.se.s of mcthod.s which are known
respectively as the trigonometrical, the gra\ -

itatioiial and tlic photo-tachymetrical. AVe

have already given a summary sketch of the

trigonometrical methods, as applied by the

ancient astronomere to the dichotomy and

shadow cone of the moon, and by the mod-
erns to Venus, Mars and the asteroids, and

we shall next glance briefly at the gravita-

tional and photo-tachymetrical methods.
:;: ^ ^ i{= :^

The theory of probabilitj* and uniform

experience alike show that the limit of ac-

curacy attainable with any instrument is

soon reached : and yet we all know the

fascination which coutinuallj- lures us on

in our efforts to get better results out of the

familiar telescopes and circles which have

constituted the standard equipment of ob-

servatories for nearly a century. Possibly

these instruments may be capable of indi-

cating somewhat smaller quantities than

we have hitherto succeeded in measuring

with them, but their limit cannot be far off

because thej- already show the disturbing

effects of slight inequalities of temperature

and other uncontrollable causes. So far as

the.se effects are accidental they eliminate

themselves from every long series of obser-

vations, but there always remains a residuum

of constant error, perhaps quite unsus})ected,

which gives us no end of trouble. Encke's

value of the solar parallax affords a fine

illustration of this. From the transits of

Venus in 1761 and 1769 he found 8'58

seconds in 1824, which he subseciuently

corrected to 8*57 seconds, and for thirty

years that value was universally accepted.

Tlie fii-st objection to it came from Hansen

in 1854, a second followed from Le Verrier

in 1858, both based upon facts connected

with the lunar tlieory, and eventually it

became evident that Encke's parallax was

about one-(iuarter of a second too small,

Now please observe that Encke's value

was obtained trigonometrically, and its

inaccuracy was never suspected until it

was revealed by gravitational methods
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which were themselves in error about one-

tenth of a second and required subsequent

correction in other ways. Here then was a

lesson to astronomers who are all more or

less specialists, but it merely enforced the

perfectlj^ well known principle that the

constant errors of any one method are acci-

dental errors with respect to all other

methods, and therefore the readiest way of

eliminating them is by combining tile re-

sults from as many different methods as

possible. However, the abler the specialist

the more certain he is to be blind to all

methods but his own, and astronomers

have profited so little by the Encke-Hansen-

Lie Verrier incident of thirtj^-five years ago

that to-day they are mostly divided into

two great parties, one of whom holds that

the parallax can be best determined from a

combination of the constant of aben'ation

with the velocity of light, and the other

believes only in the results of heliometer

measurements upon asteroids. By all

means continue the heliometer measure-

ments, and do everj'thing possible to clear

up the mj'sterjr which now surrounds the

constant of aberration, but why ignore the

work of predecessors who were quite as

able as ourselves? If it were desired to

determine some one angle of a triangulation

net with special exactness, what would be

thought of a man who attempted to do so

by repeated measurements of the angle in

question while he persistently neglected to

adjust the net? And yet, until recently

astronomers have been doing precisely that

kind of thing with the solar parallax. I

do not think there is any exaggeration in

saying that the trustworthy observations

now on record for the determination of the

numerous quantities which are functions of

the pai-allax could not be duplicated by the

most industrious astronomer working con-

tinuously for a thousand years. How then

can we suppose that the result properly

deducible from them can be materially

affected by anj-thing that any of us can do

in a lifetime, vinless we are foi-tunate

enough to invent methods of measurement

vastly superior to anj^ hitherto imagined ?

Probablj^ the existing observations for the

determination of most of these quantities

are as exact as anj' that can ever be made
with our present instruments, and if they

were fi-eed from constant errors they would

certainly give results very near the truth.

To that end we have only to form a system

of simultaneoiis equations between all the

observed quantities, and then deduce the

most probable values of these quantities by
the method of least squares. Perhaps some

of you maj' think that the value so obtained

for the solar parallax would depend largely

upon the relative weights assigned to the

various quantities, but such is not the case.

With almost any possible system of weights

the solar parallax will come out very nearly

8-809" ±0-0057", whence we have for the

mean distance between the earth and sun

92,797,000 miles with a probable error of

onlj^ 69,700 miles; and for the diameter of

the solar system, measured to its outermost

member, the planet ISTeptune, 5,578,400,000

miles. William Haekness.

Washington.

THE BALTIMORE MEETING OF THE AMERI-
CAN SOCIETY OF NATURALISTS.

The thirteenth annual meeting of The

American Society of Naturalists was held at

Baltimore during the Christmas vacation.

Considering that Baltimore is the southern

limit where meetings may be held by the

Society, the attendance was large, forty to

fifty members being present.

The first session was called to order by
the President, Professor Charles S. Minot of

the Harvard Medical School, at 2 p. m. on

Thursday, December 27th.

A quorum being present, the Society at

once proceeded to the transaction of busi-

ness. The committee appointed in 1893 to
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obtain, if possible, the removal of the duty

on scientific instruments reported that al-

though they had succeeded in obtaining the

cooperation of most of the leading scientific

men, yet the inception of the movement

had been so delayed that the Gorman Bill

was already being considered by the Senate

before the petitions could be presented to

the House.

The following resolution recommended

by the committee was then adopted: '• In-

asmuch as the repeal of the present iniqui-

tous dutj- on scientific instruments is im-

peratively needed hy the interests of the

country, we recommend that a committee

be appointed to present our just demands

to the President, to the Chairman of the

t'ommittee on Finance of the Senate and

the Chairman of the Committee of Ways
and Means of the House of Representatives,

and to take such other steps as may be

practicable to secm-e the immediate repeal

of the duty."

The report of the committee on the revi-

sion of the Constitution and By-Laws was
unanimously adopted. By the new consti-

tution The American Society of Naturalists en-

courages the formation of other societies

of similar name and object in other parts

of the country and invites other societies

whose chief object is the encouragement

of the studj- of Natural History to become

affiliated with it. The affiliated societies

shall have a common place and time of

meeting with the American Society of Nat-

uralists, the exi)enses of which are to be

paid from a common treasury supplied from

a common fee. The records of the secre-

taries of the different societies are also to

be published at common expense.

Tlie discussion upon Environment in its

Influence upon the Succesitive Stages of Develop-

ment and as a Cause of Variation, took place

in the Physical Lecture Room, Tiiursday

afternoon. It was opened by four papeis

and followed by remarks by Professors Cope

and Hyatt. Di'. J)all, Dr. C. V. Hiley and

others.

Professor Osborn, of Columbia College, in

opening the discussion, observed that natu-

ralists were reacting fi-oni the discussion of

theories towards the renewed inductive and

experimental studj- of the factors of Evolu-

tion. This was due to the feeling that the

prolonged discussion led by Spencer and

"Weismanu had assumed a largely deductive

character and would not lead to any per-

manent results. The inductive reaction

had taken two directions : first towards

the exact study of Variation, and second

towards experimental Evolution. As re-

gards Variation we should not expect to

form anj' laws so long as variations were

considered en masse without regard to the

past and present history of the organisms

studied. That organisms vary with their en-

vironment is a truism. What we need is a

clearer conception and interpretation of this

relation as a basis for experimental study

in the laboratory and in the field. The first

misconception to be removed is that which

has sprung up from the misuse of the terms

Heredity and Variability. Niigeli pointed

out many years ago as Weismanu and

Hurst have insisted more recently that

Heredity includes one phenomenon seen

from two sides which maj' convenient Ij" be

termed Repetition and Variation. A large

number of the variations recorded by Bate-

son, for example, are simple repetitions of

ancestral structure, and every new variation

is to be regarded as the expression of here-

ditarj' forces working under new conditions.

The first object of investigation is to decide

the time of oriijin of a variation, first in race

historj-, second in individual history. Vari-

ations which arise as practical repetitions

of past experience may conveniently be

termed ^palingenic,' while those which are

new to the organism may be termed -ceno-

ijenic' As regards individual history the

most important ([uestion is to determine
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whether a variation is merely 'ontogenic,'

that is springing up in the course of indi-

vidual development from some disturbance

of the hereditary mechanism, or 'phjlogenic^

and constant as distinguished by Nageli.

From recent study of palingenic variation

we must recast our conception of Heredity

especially in view of the remai-kable re-

searches of Cunningham upon the color,

and of Agassiz, Giard and Filhol upon the

sjrmmetry of the flat fishes (Pleuronec-

tidse). These characters of enormous an-

tiquity, summoned as it were from the vasty

deep, reveal the law that repetition or vari-

ation in ontogeny depend largely upon

repetition or variation in environment, that

for many of the most fundamental charac-

ters, development and environment are

inseparable and all theories which tend to

separate the tv\'0 are untenable. As regards

cenogenic variations or those which are

new in the experience of the organism, the

distinction between ontogenic variations, or

what are commonly called acquired chara-

cters, and phylogenic variations is also of

pressing importance. The organism may
be compared to a clock, keeping regular time

upon a base ; if the base is tilted slightly

the clock may continue to tick but it may
not keep the same time ; if after the lapse

of a long period the base is restored to its

original position the clock will tick in cor-

rect time as before. This thought shows
that the conditions which have been de-

manded as crucial tests of the permanent
phylogenic influence of environment upon
organisms will be very difficult to fulfill in

experiment—when the repetition of a meso-

zoic environment is found to produce a repe-

tition of a mesozoic structure. Experiment
should now be directed separately iipon

each of the four stages of development

(germ cell, fertilization, embryonic, larval

and adult) and then withdi'awn, and put-

ting together the results of all the work
which has been recently done of this kind

we find three classes of variation phenomena

coming to the surface ; first 'palingenic

variations,' second 'saltations,' thu-d 'onto-

genic adaptions' (Haeckel); fourth a class

of 'phylogenic variations' which have been

termed 'mutations' by some jjaleontologists.

We are so far from a sohition of the work-

ing causes of these four classes of variation

that it seems best to consider that we are

on the threshold of the Evolution Problem,

to take an entirely agnostic or doubtful posi-

tion as to all the prevalent theories,and press

forward in strictly inductive search for laws

which maj' not be forthcoming imtil the

next centviry.

Professor Edmund B. Wilson, ofColumbia

College, followed with a discussion of the

influence of the environment on the early

stages of embryonic development. That a

change of external conditions, such as tem-

perature, chemical nature ofthe medium and

the like, causes changes in the rate or form

of development has long been a familiar

fact, but we have only recently come to per-

ceive clearly how significant are the changes

thus broiight about and how vital is the part

played by the environment in all develop-

ment, whether pathological or normal. For

if a changed mode of development is the

' result ' of a change of envu-onment, the

normal development must in exactly the

same sense be the ' result ' of the normal en-

vironment, i. e., in both cases we are deal-

ing with a definite phj^siological response of

the idioplasm to external conditions. The
facts both of normal and of experimental

embryology demonstrate the justness of this

point of view. The experiments of Pfliiger,

Driesch, Eoux and others show, for instance,

that the forms of cleavage may be pro-

foundljr altered by mechanical means, and
indicate that some of the normal fundamen-
tal cleavage-forms are the direct result of

mechanical conditions, such as the shape of

the egg, pressure of the membranes, surface

tensions between the blastomeres, and the
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like. Temperature has a profound efl'ect

not only on the rate of development, but

also on its form. Thus Driesch showed

that the eggs of sea-urchins when incu-

bated at a temperature sliglitly above the

normal undergo remarkable changes. The
form of cleavage may be considerably al-

tered (without affecting the end result of

development), and the gastrulation may be

profoundly affected. In some cases ' exo-

gastruhe ' are formed, the archenteron be-

ing turned out instead of in, and these

undergo all the normal differentiations of

the Pliiteu!', though they ultimately perish

since the alimentary canal is turned inside

out and the larva' are incapable of taking

food. Other physical agents siich as gravity

have been shown to have a profound effect

on development, determining the position

of roots and branches in hydroids (Loeb),

or even the polar differentiation of the egg

as in the frog (Ptliiger, Born, etc.).

The most remarkalile and significant ex-

amples of environmental influence are, how-

ever, found in the effect of change in the

chemical environment. In the case of sea-

urchins Ponchet and Chabry found that in

sea-water deprived of calcareous matter the

Plutem larva is unal>le to develop its spicu-

lar skeleton, and Herbst showed that the

same result was produced hy a very slight

excess of potassium chloride in the water

even though the normal amount of calcare-

ous matter were present. In both cases the

larvic not onlj^ fail to develop spicules, but

are unable to produce the characteristic

ciliated arms. Thus arises a larva having

a simple ciliated belt and verj' .similar to

a j'oung Tornaria. This is a very instruct-

ive case : for it shows in the first place that

a definite character (formation of the skele-

ton) has a fundamental though verj- subtle

relation to the external environment, and
in the second place, that this relation indi-

i-ectly extends to other characters (ciliated

arms) that follow upon the development of

the fii-st character. Such cases pave the

way to a rational conception of epigenesis.

by sliowing the multijilication of effecjts in

ontogeny and the complicated results that

may follow from a single and api)arently

insignificant condition of the environment.

Even more striking results are those ob-

tained (by Herbst) by the addition of a

minute percentage of lithium chloride to

the sea-water. The primary result is to

cause exogastrulation (like the effect of

raised temperature). Beyond this, how-
ever, the entoderm area (i. e., archenteric re-

gion) often becomes abnormallj- large. The
entoderm may then be reduced to a mere
knob consisting of only a few cells, or may
even disappear altogether so that a blastula

is formed that conskts entirely of entoderm !

This extraordinary result, if it can be ac-

cepted, shows that even so fundamental a

process as the differentiation of the germ-

layers stands in a vital relation to the

chemical environment. It is a revelation

of the importance of environmental influ-

ences in development and it shows that we
must readjust our conceptions not only of

development but also of inheritance, of

which development is an expression. Our
attention has been focussed too closely upon

the formal mori)hological aspect of develop-

ment which we have regiirded too largely

as the result of a prc-organized germ-

plasm operating like a machine. Embryo-
logical development must be thoroughly re-

examined from a physiological point of

view, full weight being given to the essen-

tial part played by the environment. This

point of view in no way sets aside the ne-

cessity of assuming a specifically oi-ganized

germ-i)lasm for every species as the basis

of inheritance. It simplifies the problem,

however, and opens the way for further in-

vestigation, which is practically barred liy

the artificial and foi-mal theories of devel-

opment advocated by Roux and Weismann.

The third pajjcr read was by Professor
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W. K. Brooks, of the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity. The subject was: An Intrinsic

Error in the Theories of Galton and Weisniann.

It will be published in full later. The

principal point taken was against the theory

of variation springing from a mixture of an-

cestral characters. It was shown that manj''

lines of descent maj^ arise from a verj' small

number of parents and represent a slender

thread, consisting of very few strands, manj^

individuals of the same species having an

identical remote ancestry. In other words,

sexual environment instead of being unlim-

ited is very narrow, and as we pass back-

wards the number of ancestors increases

rapidty for a number of generations, and then

decreases instead of increasing indefinitely.

The causes of variation are therefore to be

sought rather in modern conditions of organ-

isms than in the remote past.

Dr. C. Hart Merriam, of the United

States Department of Agriculture, contri-

buted an exhibition and discussion of a

beautiful series of mammal and bird tj^Des

exhibiting protective coloring and a number
of dynamic variations. The origin of pro-

tective colors is to be sought in fortuitous

vax-iation preserved by selection. The the-

ory of the direct action of environment in

modifying color as in the bleached tj^pes of

the desert regions is not borne out by obser-

vations and is disproved in the case of noc-

turnal types. A second and distinct class

of facts comes under the head of Dynamic
Variation, and to this class we refer to

modifications of the beak, of the feet and
limbs as due primarily to the habits and
activities of the animals themselves.

At the close of the afternoon session, Pro-

fessor E. B. Wilson, of Columbia College,

exhibited by means of the stereopticon, lan-

tern slides, 23i"epared fi-om photographs

taken from sections, illustrating the cytolo-

gical changes during maturation, fecunda-

tion, and segmentation. The different ef-

fects of the various killing, fixing and stain-

ing agents upon the ultimate details of cell-

structure, were admirablj' brought out.

At eight o'clock the Society had the

pleasure of listening to Professor William

Libbey, of Princeton, who told of his expe-

riences during Two Months in Greenland.

The lecture was illustrated by a large num-
ber of magnificent views of Polar Scenery.

After the lecture the members were en-

tertained by the authorities of the Johns

Hoi^kins University and the citizens of Bal-

timore at a most pleasant assembly in Mc-

Coy Hall.

The Society reassembled at nine o'clock

on Friday morning, Dec. 2Sth.

OfBcers for the year 1895 were chosen as

follows :

President—Professor E. D. Cope, Univer-

sity of Pennsj^lvania.

Vice Fresidents—Professors Wm. Libbey,

Jr., Princeton University
; W. G. Farlow,

Harvard University; C. O. Whitman, Chi-

cago Universitj'.

Secretary—Professor H. C. Bumpus, Brown
University.

Treasurer—Doctor E. G-. Gardiner, Bos-

ton, Mass.

Committee-at-Large—Professors E. B. Wil-

son, Columbia College ; W. H. Howell,

Johns Hopkins University.

The following persons were elected to

membership in the Society

:

William Ashmead, U. S. Dept. Agricul-

ture, Washington ; Severance Burrage,

Mass. Inst. Tech., Boston; W. E. Castle,

Harvard University ; H. E. Chapin, Uni-

versitj^ of Ohio, Athens, Ohio ; J. E. Hum-
phrey, Johns Hopkins University ; M. M.
Metcalf, Woman's College, Baltimore; H.
C. Porter, University of Pennsylvania ; W.
H. C. Pynchon, Trinity College, Hartford

;

Charles Schuchert, U. S. ISTational Museum;
Norman Wyld, late of Bristol, England.

The report of the Treasurer showing a

balance of somewhat over $200 was ac-

cepted by the Society.
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The Society, on motion of Professor 15iini-

pns, appropriated a sum not to exceed §130

to equip the American tabU^ at the Xaples

Station witli proper microtomes, and a com-

mittee of three was appointed to attend to

this nuitter.

Professor J. S. Kingsley detaih'd a • l)il)-

liographieal project ' originating with Pro-

fessor (i. W. Fiehl of Brown University.

Tliis i)ropo.ses to put into tlio hands of

workers in zooh)gy a bibliography of cur-

rent literature, in such a form as to be

readily accessible, the latter to be readilj-

combined with the earlier, and to present

the matter both as to subjects and as to

authors. By a vote of the Society, a com-

mittee of five was appointed to consider

this ' project ' and to report in print both

in Science and in The American Xattind-

iW.

President (iilman. in a very pleasant and

cordial way. then welcomed the memljers

of the visiting societies to Baltimore, speak-

ing on behalf of the authorities of the Johns

Hopkins University and of the citizens of

Baltimore.

Pr(>sideut Minot chose for the subject of

his address 'The Work of the XafKralid in the

U'orl'L' The object of the naturalist is to

discover the truth about nature and to pub-

lish the results of his work to the world.

The conditions of success are readily to be

observed. First and foremo.st is truth. The
naturalist's first business is to get at the

truth, and the obstacles which stand most

prominently in liis way are : ( 1 ) the limita-

tions of his own abilities, and (2) the limi-

tations of accessories for carrying on his

work. The naturalist must observe, experi-

ment and reason, and his training must

necessarily be along these lines. Experi-

mentation is necessarily more diHicult than

observation, for in the former case the

naturalist asks why, not how. The gi-eat

work of the future, as is already being

shown, is to be done by the experimenters.

Oui- notion of ca\isation is still in a very

rudimentary condition.

Again, the reasoning faculty is one of our

weakest points. The naturalist must learn

to carefully distinguish between discussion

and controversy, and while being led and
taught to indulge freelj- in the former witli

all the intelligence at his command, he must
also be taught to avoid the latter.

The naturalist is naturally exposed to

many evils, such as this matter of contro-

versy, which tend to cause liim to depart

from his proper mission, viz.. of getting at

the truth. He is especially likely to be led

astray by impatience to get results. Pre-

liminary communications are a very great

as well as a very i)revalent e\il. The opin-

ion of the sjtcaker was very pronouncedly

adverse to this form of publication. The
greed for priority leads many even lin"

workers far asti-ay.

The tendency to speculate is a third evil,

and this has perhaps reached its culmina-

tion in tlie doctrines of Weismann. An-

other evil is the one which leads us to ac-

cept too readily simple and well tini.shed

conceptions. Herljert SjK'ncer furnishes us

with an illustrious example of the effects of

this.

In the matter of publication, four classes

may be distinguished: (1.) Original Memoirs;

(2. ) Handbooks; (3.) Text Books ; (4.) Bihlio-

graphies. The last three are important

both in form and in the matter. The first

are like digestive organs. It is theii' func-

tion to assimilate crude facts and render

them digestible. Advice to prune and di-

gest such matter for publication is much

needed. Details not bearing directly uj^on

the subject sliould be carefully excluded.

Most original papers could be • boiled

down ' to one half, and some even to one

tenth of the amount that is i-eally published.

The English wiite best and this may be

owing to the example of Huxley. The

Ciermans and .\mericans who cojiy after
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them come next, and the French are the

greatest sinners in the matter of vei'biage.

The eifect of the work of the naturalist

upon his own character is especially shown

in his optimism. Literary men seem much
inclined to grow pessimistic. This point is

well illustrated by a comparison of the re-

cently published letters of Asa Gray and of

James Eussell Lowell. Lowell's letters

show increasing pessimistic views toward

the end of his life, while those of Gray re-

main uniformly optimistic. Something of

this was iindoubtedlj^ due to the different

temperaments of the two men, but much
was also due to the different nature of their

work. Gray could always see new things

unfolding before him.

One drawback in the naturalist's life is

his comparative loneliness and isolation.

Seldom has he in his own neighborhood an-

other interested in the same particular line

as himself. Eeunions of natui'alist societies,

such as those at the time meeting in Balti-

more, counteract this to a considerable ex-

tent, but there is need of even greater affili-

ation.

The influence of the naturalist upon man-

kind in the way of teaching them compe-

tence had not been considered sufiiciently.

In political questions competencj'^ comes in,

and the solution of much of our present

ti'ouble lies not so much in restricting the

right to vote as it does in restricting the

right to become a candidate. We, as na-

turalists and as citizens, should uphold com-

petence. Our schools, even the best of

them, judging by their results, do not edu-

cate properly. The naturalist should see

to it that our schools educate, with science

in its proper place. It is the duty of the

naturalist to advance the development of

the university. The schools use elementary

knowledge to advance the mind in acquisi-

tiveness, and the college uses advanced

knowledge in the same way, but the uni-

versitj' attempts to advance the mind in

independent work, to develop and discipline

origiualitj'.

To carrj' on its proper work the univer-

sity needs a lai'ge endowment, at least $10,-

000,000. It is not possible to teach zoology

unless the proper instruments and books

are provided. The university, above all,

needs proper professors. The qualifications

of a professor in a iiniversity should be : (1)

the ability to carry on original researches

himself, and (2) to train others to carry

out original work.

The annual discussion on ' Laboratory

Teaching of Large Classes ' followed Pro-

fessor Minot's address. Professor Alpheus

Hyatt, of the Boston Society of Natural

History, introduced the subject somewhat

as follows :

Teaching has two objects in view : (1) to

train the faculties of individuals, and (2) to

increase the store of information. The im-

portance in laboratory teaching of bringing

the pupil into contact with the organisms

themselves is absolutely necessary. The
term, ' large classes,' is relative. It may
mean twenty, thirty, forty, up to several

hundred. In teaching large classes, there

must be taken into account the matter of

division into sections, rooms, assistants, ap-

paratus, etc. The first point to be insisted

upon is the matter of personal contact be-

tween the pupils and the instructors. In

experience with Boston teachers, the classes

numbered five hundred. Tables were pro-

vided for the whole number, and on these

tables were placed the trays of specimens^

on which the exercise was to be given. The
specimens were thus arranged l^efore the

exercises by assistants. The lecturer then

proceeded to demonstrate the various points

upon his own specimens, and the j)upils fol-

lowed him bj^ working out the same points

on the specimens in the tray. The speci-

mens kept the lecturer down to his subject

and also kept the pupils at work. Of course

the field was necessarily limited.
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The initial cxpi'uso for providing the ma-

terial was small, l)eing about SIO for geo-

logy, S15 for botany, and S25 for zoology.

Diagrams and crayon sketches, magnifying

glasses, and various methods of a simple

kind were made use of. These methods

were afterwards used with smaller sections

with even more satisfactory results. Ex-

aminations were given to test the pupils'

proficiency, not only in knowledge of the

subject but also of methods of study. For

this purpose test objects were given the pu-

pils to examine and describe. At the close

of his paper. Professor Hyatt exhibited

some specimens of these examinations.

Professor H, C. Bumpus, of Bro-mi Uni-

versity, spoke upon the subject from the

zoological point of view. The value of

laboratory work depends largely upon good

material,which should be supplied in abund-

ance and in excellent condition. At the

present time there is no excuse for supply-

ing poor or scanty material, since abundance

of excellent material can be obtained at

small cost. The importance of having the

best dissections and best drawings obtain-

able in the laboratory itself cannot be over-

estimated. It does not induce the laziness

and attempts at shirking that seem to be

the fear of so many teachers. Ifthe student

desires to cojjv a line dissection he is to be

encouraged to do so, and any teacher can

readily detect the sketches copied from a

chart or diagram. The speaker said also

that he had found it an excellent plan in

certivin dithcult cases to supply blanks

on which the outlines of important struc-

tures were laid down, the details to be

added by the pupil. A printed outline of

the order of work, directions for manipula-

tion, and questions to be answered from the

specimens are a great help. The need of

competent assistants is obvious.

The botanical side of the question w^as

considered in a jiaper by Professor W, F,

Ganong, of .Smith College, The experience

given w'as obtained in managing clas.ses of

about 200 men at Harvard, and the plan

given was worked out under the guidance

of Professor (J, L, Goodale, The conditions

under which the instruction was under-

taken were : ( 1 ) The classes were too large

for individual teaching bj' the instructor;

(2) laboratory hours must be adjusted to

other academic work, to insuflicient ac-

commodations, and sometimes even to yet

other considerations
; (.3) many .students of

diverse attainments must be taught how to

work and to think scientificall}', and must

be kept progressing together through the

stages of a logically gi'aded course, and (4)

large quantities of special material must be

provided for at unfavorable seasons.

In conducting such classes competent

assistants were necessary, each to have not

more than twenty men under him, and

these were to remain under his special

charge throughout the course. Such as-

sistants may be readily recruited in any

large university where there are special

students doing advanced work. The assist-

ants met the instructor to talk over plans

and details of coming work. Uniformity of

plan was insisted upon, but details of me-

thod were left to the assistant. The in-

structor did not devote himself to any one

section, but visited each one as often as was

possible. Weekly guides were printed for

the use of the student, indicating the points

to be studied, their relative importance, and

any necessary information given. They

were intended to supply just enough data

to enable the student to progress to correct

conclusions.

The materials required ^vere arranged in

the coui-se, so tiiat in the winter such tilings

as could be grown easily or jjrocured out of

doors, as seeds, seedlings and buds, came

first, and then followed the succession of

opening buds, leaves, flowers and fruit made

accessible l)y the advance ofspring. In other

words, the time of giving tlie course and the
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gi'Oiiping of the subjects was so arranged

that the material for each subject was in

proper condition when it came before the

class. Some of the weekly guides accom-

panied the paper, for examination.

Discussions were presented by Professors

H. W. Conn, Marcella O'Grady, E. S. Morse

and C. S. Minot, and the additional fact was

brought out that a good synoptic collection

was a desirable feature of the laboratory

equipment, in order that the pupil might

not have too narrow a view of each group

of organisms, such as he is likely to carry

away fi-om the study of a single type.

After jjassing a vote of thanks to the au-

thorities of the University, the citizens of

Baltimore and the University Club for the

hospitality extended to it, the Society ad-

journed.

The annual dinner of the affiliated So-

cieties took place at ' The Stafford ' at 7 :30

on Friday evening. No set toasts were

given, but informal speeches formed a very

pleasurable close to this rexinion.

W. A. Setchell, Secretary.

Yale Univeesity.

THE PRINCETON MEETING OF THE AMERI-
CAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

The third annual meeting of The Ameri-

can Psychological Association was held at

Princeton College on Thursday and Friday,

December 27th and 2Stli, under the presi-

dency of Professor William James, of Har-

vard University. P.sychology is the j'oung-

est and likewise one of the most vigorous

of the sciences. Although the Association

is small, consisting of those only who are

actively engaged in psj^chological investi-

gation, and the members are widely scat-

tered, there were sixteen papers read, ex-

clusive of those presented in the absence of

their authors. Indeed, the only drawback

to the pleasure of the meeting was the fact

that the program was so crowded that there

was not sufficient time for discussion and

social intercourse. The short intervals be-

tween the meetings were, however, pleas-

antly filled, owing to the hospitality of

President Patton and Professor Baldwin,

and the excellent accommodations of the

Princeton Inn.

The Association was welcomed to Prince-

ton by President Patton in a fitting address

in which he alluded to the importance of

such meetings, not only for the advance-

ment of science, but also for the cultivation

of inter-university friendliness, to the death

and life-work of President McCosh, and to

the prominent place always given to philo-

sophy and psychology at Princeton.

The palmers presented covered a wide

range of psychological topics. Experimen-

tal psj'chology proper was not so fullj^ rep-

resented as in the Philadelphia and New
York meetings, owing to the detention of

several members, but all the communica-

tions were strictly scientific in method.

The fii'st paper. Minor Studies and Appa-

ratus, by Professor Sanford, was, indeed, of

purely experimental character, coming from.

Clark University, where President Hall has

given such a prominent place to experi-

mental psj^chology. Professor Sanford first

showed charts demonstrating that the reti-

nal fields for color are relatively smaller in

the case of children than in the case of

adults. In the second study he reported

experiments on the accuracj^ with which an

observer can distinguish bj^ different senses

which of two stimuli is first presented. A
flash of light is perceived relative^ earlier

than a sound—contrary to results formerly

published by Exner. In a third study pri-

mary memory was investigated. In a fourth

study questions were asked students con-

cerning the confusion of related ideas, for

example :—How do you distinguish your

right from j'our left hand ? How do you call

up a forgotten name ? How do you collect

the attention '? AVhat were yonr favorite

games when a child '? What is the earliest
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thing yon can renieniijcr and how old were

you? The distinction between motor and

sensoiy types and other psychological ([ues-

tious were discussed in connection with the

answers, and tlie method of securing mental

statistics by asking ((uestions was criti-

cized. In conclusion, an instrument was

shown for presenting objects alternately to

each eye, and charts and photographs illus-

trating illusions of size, Listing's Law
and the Horopter. These studies will be

published in the forthcoming number of the

American Journal of P^i/chology.

Professor Ormond. Professor Baldwin and

others took part in the discussion that fol-

lowed the reading of the paper. The dis-

cussion of the diH'erent papers was of nearly

as great interest as the papers themselves,

but to report it would carry us too far into

details.

The second paper was on The Psychic De-

velopment of Young AnimaU and its Physical

Correlation, by Professor T. Wesley Mills,

of McGill University. The speaker em-

phasized the importance of comparative and

genetic psychology— that is the study of

the mental life of the lower animals and of

children. He had observed the dog, cat,

rabbit, guinea-pig and birds. They were

watched from their birth, and notes were

made several times during the day. The

method was emphasized rather than the

results, which Avill be published later.

Following Professor Mills" paper was one

0)1 the Distribution of Exceptional Ability, by

Professor Cattell. The speaker explained

how he had selected the 1.000 most eminent

men by an objective method, and how this

enabled him to measure and express num-
erically their mental traits. Curves were

shown giving the time and racial distribu-

tion of great men. These demonstrate the

rise and fall of leading tendencies in the

past, and enable us, to a certain extent, to

predict tlie course of civilization in the

future.

Dr. A. Macdonald,of the IJureau of Edu-

cation, presented a report on fien.ntivenei''i

to Pain. He exhibited the in.strument used

and describeil his method for measur-

ing sensitiveness to pain. Women ai-e more
sensitive than men in the ratio of 7 : 5.

^len taken from the street are not half so

sensitive to pain as professional men.

Americans are more sensitive than Phiglish-

men or Germans. The right-hand side of

the body is less sensitive than the left-hand

side. Some instruments for anthropometric

tests were also exhibited and described.

At the close of the morning session

Brother Chrysostom. of Manhattan College,

read a paper on Freedom of the Will. This

time-honored problem was discussed from

the point of view of St. Thomas Ariuinas,

with due recognition of recent writers.

The Catholic Church certainly deserves

honor for finding or putting modern science

in the works of the great Schoolman.

The afternoon session was opened by the

longest and most carefully prepared paper

of the meeting. Consciousness of Identity and

So- Called Double Consciousncs, by Professor

Ladd. of Yale University. Professor Ladd

began by defining identity in material

things and in minds. Changes heighten

rather than diminish the consciousness of

identity. A metaphysical ego is not needed

—minds vary in their unity and reality.

Doul)le consciousness and hypnotic states

should be treated in their relations to nor-

mal mental life, as it is not likely that the

principle of continuity is violated in this

case. Psychical automatism should be care-

fully studied—a man is not onlj^ that of

which he is conscious. We can consider

our automaton as well as our ego ; one or

the other may be predominant : they may
be in conilict or act in cooperation. The

automaton is evident in our daily life—in

games, in dreams, in dramatic composition

and acting, in prophecy. Ethically con-

sidered, a man is usually two or three,
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rather than one—hence the categorical im-

perative of Kant. The sanest minds are at

times divided into two or m.ore selves, as

much as are the most extreme cases of hj'j)-

notic or pathological double-consciousness.

Prof. Ladd's paper is included in his forth-

coming work on Psj'chology, in the press of

Charles Scribner's Sons. It excited much
discussion and some criticism.

The remainder of the session was taken

up by a paper on A Preliminary Report and

Observations on a Research into the Psychology

of Imitation by Professor Eoyce, of Harvard

University. He began by noting the diffi-

culty of defining imitation from other men-

tal functions. He then described experi-

ments now in progress in the psychologi-

cal laboratory of Harvard UniversitJ^ An
observer listens to a rhythmic series of

taps which are later repeated or imitated

\>y movements. The record was taken on a

kymograph, and the impressions of the ob-

servers were noted and studied. The objec-

tive records have not been collated, but

Professor Eoyce reported the subjective

state as described by the observer, and its

variations with different rhythms. In fur-

ther discussion of the subject Professor

Eoyce considered different kinds of imita-

tion, and their relation to the rest of mental

life and to the physical organism. The
subject of imitation has recently become
prominent and is evidently of the utmost

importance in social psychology—^not only

the development of the child but also the

thoughts, feelings and actions of men de-

pend largely, if not chiefly, on imitation,

and our theoretical knowledge has impor-

tant practical applications.

The address of the President, Professor

James, of Harvard University, occupied

the evening session. The subject, 37te Unity

of Consciousness, was treated with the speak-

er's unvarying clearness and literarj^ skill.

Professor James once said that meta-

physics in a natm-al scieuce ' spoils two

good things,' but no natural science, be it

physics or psychologj^, can draw a sharp

line between its facts and its philosophy.

It is also worth noting that what the phy-

sicist considers part of his science may be

regarded as metaphj'^sics by the psycholo-

gist, and conversely. The question of the

unity of consciousness is, perhaps, as much
a part of scientific psychology as the doc-

trine of the conservation of enery is a part

of the science of physics. Professor James'

address was largely made up of a review of

the various theories proposed to account for

the prmciple of union in the mind when
many objects, susceptible upon occasion of

being known separately, are brought to-

gether in the mind and knowm all at once.

The Associationists say that the ' ideas

'

of several objects 'combine.' The Anti-

Associationists say that such a process of

self-compounding of ideas is incomprehen-

sible, and that they mu.st be combined by a

higher synthetic principle, the Soul, the

Ego, or what not. The speaker expressed

dissatisfaction witli the both these views.

He said that his own aversion to the doc-

trine of the ' Soul ' rested on an ancient

prejudice, of which he could give no fully

satisfactorjf account to himself, and he com-

plimented Professor Ladd, of Yale, for his

continued loyaltj^ to this unpoijular princi-

ple. Even Professor Ladd in his book pre-

fers to speak of ' Soul ' by some paraphrase

such as ' real spiritual being.' Within the

bounds of the psychological professor the

' Soul ' is not popular to-day. Professor

James conceived liis problem as that of how
we can ' know things together,' and in the

first half of his address he incidentally said

a good deal about knowledge. To the jjop-

ular mind all knowledge involves a sort of

mutual presence or absence as regards the

object and the mind, which is treated as

very mysterious. Professor James expelled

this mystery from most cases of knowledge.

He found the mystery of presence or ab-
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seiu-e, however, to ahiile in one little fact,

from which it cannot be driven, and that is

the verj' smallest pnlse of consciousness,

which always is consciousness of cliange.

Tiie present moment is no fact of experience;

it is only a mathematical postulate, and the

minimum real experience gives us a passing

moment, in which a going and a coming

fact meet on equal terms, and what was is

known in one indivisible act with what

does not quite yet exist. This is the origi-

nal type both of our knowing at all and of

knowing of things together, according to the

speaker. He said there was no use trying

to explain it, for it was the fundamental

element of all experience. But we might

seek to determine the exact conditions that

decide what particular objects should be

known together, and to this inquiry the end

of tlieadcb-ess was devoted. Various phys-

iological, psychological and purely spiritual

theories of the conditions were reviewed,

without the speaker saying which one he

fa\ored. He hoped, however, that his re-

marks might stimulate inquiry which should

tiear fruit at the meeting next year. He
closed with a modification of one of the

most important doctrines of his own book

on psychology, which in that state of mind,

subjectively considered, ought not to be

called complex at all. He admitted them
to be complex, but is as far as ever from al-

lowing the complexity to be described in

the usually accejited way of the Associa-

tional school. The address will be printed

in full in the March number of The P.-iiicho-

loyiral lievicw.

The morning session of the second daj'

was taken' up bj' five papers on pleasure,

l)ain and the emotions, and in the afterno(m

when the pa])ei-s of the program liad l)een

read, the discussion returned to this subject

and was carried on with much eagerness to

tiie moment of adjournment. The papei's

were The Clamjicatioii of Pleasure and Pain,

By Prof. Charles A. Strong, of the Univei-sitj'

of Chicago ; .1 Theory of Emotions from the

Phy.<i<)logical Htftinlpoint, by Prof. G. H.

Mead, of the Univei'sity of Chicago ; De-

dre, by Dr. D. S. Miller, of Bryn Mawr
College ; Pleamre and Pain Defined, by

Prof. S. E. Mezes, of the Univei-sity of

Texas ; Pleasure-Pain versus Emotion, by

Mr. H. R. Marshall.

It would not be easy to give an abstract

of these papers that would be intelligible to

men of science working in other depart-

ments—indeed, the mose careful attention

was demanded of the audience. The kind

of psj-ehology presented is a develoi)meut of

descriptive psychology which may be called

analytic psychology—a subject best repre-

sented in English by Dr. Ward's able but

difficult article on Pfijchologn, in the Encyclo-

piedia Britannica. The question of the emo-

tions and their expi-ession has recently be-

come prominent in psychological discussion

—witness the articles on the subject by

Professors James, Baldwin and Dewey in

the last three numbers of the Psychological

Ilevieiv. Pi-ofe.ssor James' original the-

ory that the mental state is rather the re-

sult of the ' expression ' than that the ex-

pression is caused by the mental state is

pretty well made out. The theory, to put

the matter most bluntly, says that, " we
feel sorrj' because we crj', angry because

we strike, afraid because we tremble, and

not that we cry, strike or tremble, because

we are sorrj', angry or fearful, as the case

may be." Darwin's work, for example,

should not be called The E.vpression of the

Emotions. The movements are not caused

by the emotions, but are aroused reflexly bj'

the object, and are or have been useful.

Thus tbe animal in the presence of its

enemy may feign death or run awaj- as will

best contribute to its chances of escape, and

a num may be • paralyzed ' bj' fear or flee

according to circumstances. A man sneers

because his ancestois were preparing to

bite. The mental emotion results from
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movements and other changes in the body,

being largely due to altered blood supply

and the Uke.

Professor Strong's paper treated especi-

ally the classification of pains, reviewing

the evidence in favor of special nerves for

pain and the distinction between pain and

distress (the German Schmertz and Un-

litst). Mr. Mead emphasized the impor-

tance of vaso-motor changes for pleasure

and pain, attributing pleasure to increased

blood supply and assimilation. Dr. Miller

argued that desire is the essence of pleas-

ure, and Mr. Marshall discussed the rela-

tions of pain, pleasure and emotion. It is

interesting to note how even descriptive and

analytic psj^chology is influenced by a

psycho-physical point of view. Professor

James a^tly concluded the discussion by

saying that such papers make us feel that

we are in ' the place where psychology is

being made.'

At the opening of the fifth and concluding-

session Professor Newbold read a paper

entitled Notes on the Experimental Production

of Illusions and Hallucinations. He reported

that m twenty-two cases out of eighty-six

tried, he had produced illusions by causing

the patient to gaze into a transparent or

reflecting medium, such as water, objects of

glass and mu-rors. The phantasm usually

appeared within five minutes, was preceded

by cloudiness, colors or illumination of the

medium, and varied from a dim outline to

a brilliantly colored picture. These were
often di-awn from the patient's recent visual

experience, but were often unrecognized and
sometimes fantastic. Successive images

were usually related, if at all, by similarity,

but often no relation was discoverable.

The image was often destroyed by move-
ments of the medium and by distracting

sensory impressions and motor effort. The
speaker was not inclined to regard the

phantasms of the glass as demonstrating the

existence of subconscious visual automa-

tisms, but rather as illusions of the reco-

gnized types. But he was not prepared to

deny that visual automatism might in some

cases exist and be traced in such pluintasms.

Mr. Gritting, of Columbia College, de-

scribed Experiments on Dermal Pain. The
pressure just causing pain (in kg) was for

boj's 4.8, for college students 5.1, for law

students 7.8, for women 3.6. Experiments

were also described giving the relations of

area and duration and of velocity and mass

for the pain threshold. These latter ex-

periments are of special interest as determin-

ing the correlation of quantities followed

by a given mental result.

The third paper of the session and last of

the meeting was on Recent Advances in the

Chemistry and Physiology of the Retina, by Mrs.

Franklin, of Baltimore, who gave an ac-

count of the recent experiments by Professor

Konig on the absorption spectrum of the

visual purple of the retina, and of her own
experiments which demonstrated that the

fovea is color-blind for blue. The recent

experiments on vision, largely carried out

in the laboratories of Berlin, are of great

importance, and make all the older theories

of color-vision inadequate. The theory

proposed by Mrs. Franklin is undoubtedly

more satisfactorj'- than any other, but even

her theory meets difficulties in these new
facts.

At the business meeting of the Associa-

tion Professor Cattell (Columbia) was el-

ected President, and Professor Sanford

(Clark), Secretary. Several new members
were elected and a new constitution M'as

adopted. Under this constitution a coun-

cil of six members is prescribed, and Pro-

fessoi's Ladd (Yale), Cattell (Columbia),

James (Harvard), Bald\\'in (Princeton),

Dewey (Chicago), and Fullerton (Pennsyl-

vania) were elected. Probably the most
important business before the meeting was
the invitation of the American Society of

Naturalists offering affiliation. It was de-
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decided to meet next year, if possible, at tlie

s;\me time and place as the Naturalists,

and the Council was given power to decide

the question of a closer affiliation.

.J. McKekx Cattell,

Secretary for ISO4.
CoLi-MHiA College.

CCEliKXT XOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY, NEW
SERIES—I.

THE • MISSING LINK ' FOUND AT LAST.

No publication of late date is likely to

excite more inteiH'st than a quarto of forty

jiages which has just Iteen issued from the

local press of Batavia, with tlie title, 'Pithe-

canthropus Erectu.t. Eine Alenschenanliehe

Uebertiintfj.ifonn aus Java. Von Eug. Dubois,

Militiu-arzt der Niederland. Armee.'

This noteworthy essay contains the de-

tailed description of three fi-agments of three

skeletons which have been found in the

early i)leistocene strata of Java, and which

introduce to us a new species, which is also

a new genus and a new family, of the order

of primates, placed Ijctween the *SVHi(((/(pand

Homi)il(hr,—in other words, apparently sup-

plying the • missing link ' between man and

the higher apes wliich has so long and so

anxiously been awaited.

The material is sufficient for a close oste-

ological comparison. The cubical capacity

of tlie skull is about two-thirds that of

the human average. It is distinctly doli-

chocepalic. al)out 70°—and its norma verti-

eaU-i astonishingly like that of the famous

Neanderthal skull. The dental apparatus is

still of the simian type, but less markedly

.so than in other apes. The femora are sin-

gularly human. They prove beyond doubt

that this creature walked constantly on two
legs, and when erect was quite equal in

height to the average human male. Of
the various ditlerences which separate it

from the highest apes and the lowest men,

it may be said that they bring it closer to

the latter than to the former.

One of the ln'arings of this discovery is

upon the original birth-])Iace of the human
race. The author believes that the steps in

the immediate genealogy of our species were

these: l'rothiiloliiitf--< : Anthropopithecii.-i Siral-

eiisis: Pithecanthropu.i erectu«: and Homo sa-

piens. This series takes us to the Indian

faunal province and to the southern aspects

of the great Himalayan chain, as the region

somewhere in which our specific division

of the great organic chain fii-st came into

being.

THE ANALOGIES OF RELIGIOUS SYMBOLISM.

A LEARNED Hungarian lady, Madame
Sofie von Torma, has lately published an
interesting little work, a prologue to a large

one, m which she points out a number of

close analogies or even identities between

the sjTubols and mythsof primitive peoples.

Its title ' Ethiinc/raphische Analorjiern ; eiii

Beitrug zur GestaltungB und Entwifhlungsge-

schichfe der Religionen' (Jena, l.SO-l).

Beginning with the study of local arclue-

ology, she soon found that the analysis of

her home relics took her back to ancient

Arcadian and Egyptian i)rototypes. and the

question arose, In what way were they re-

lated? To this it is her intention to devote

an extended research; and in the volume be-

fore us, she states with force and brevity the

many remarkabk' similarities she has noted,

and presents the inquiries to which they

give rise. The text is accompanied with

127 illustrations.

ETHNIC AFFILIATIONS OF THE JAPANESE.

Aftek a great deal of rambling discussicm

as to the ethnic rclaticmship of tlie Japanese,

it is gratifying to find a writer who has

touched bottom at last, and brings a satis-

factory theory with plenty of good evidence

to support it. Tlie writer is Dr. Heinrich

Winkler, who, in his little pamj)hlet, Ja-

paner nnd Altaier (Berlin, 1804), offi-i-s a

solution of the ])roblem which is certainly

Iwund to stand.
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He has studied the Japanese both from

the anthropometric and the linguistic side.

He points out that thej' present many and

positive physical differences ii-om the

Chinese type, and can not be classed as a

Sinitic people. On the other hand, the

measurements bring them into close paral-

lellism with the northern Ural-Altaic peo-

ples, to that gi-oup which includes the

Samoyeds, the Finns, the Magyars and, in

a less degree, the Tungoose. This affiliation

is strikingly supported by a carefal com-

parison of languages. There is not a

marked morphological trait of the Japanese

tongue which is not also found in this

Sibiric group. Dr. Winkler rehearses them

with brevity and force. What is more, in

the opinion of some, the material portion of

the language, its vocabulary and radicals,

present so many identities with this Ural-

Altaic group that their primitive oneness

must be conceded.

This, however, is not to be understood as

if the Japanese was the Altaic Ursprache;

but only as one of the children of a common

mother, each of which has pursued inde-

pendent lines of development, though al-

ways retaining the family characteristics.

D. G. Beinton.

TJNIVEESITY of PENNSYLVAlSnA

HYGIENE.

THE NEW SERUM TREATMENT FOR DIPHTHERIA.

By cultivating the specific bacillus of

diphtheria in broth, there is developed in

the liquid a peculiar product, which is

known as the toxine of this bacillus. When
an extensive growth of the bacillus has oc-

curred, so that a considerable quantitj' of

this toxine is developed, the fluid is filtered

through a porcelain filter, which permits

the sohible toxine to pass through, but re-

tains the bacilli.

If this filtered fluid is sufficiently strong,

tV of a cubic centimeter of it will kill a

guinea pig weighing 500 grammes, in from

48 to 60 hours. The effect produced is in

proportion to the quantity injected, just as

for any chemical poison, differing in this

respect from the action of a fluid containing

the bacilli themselves, which might mul-

tiply in the body. The bacilli in the fluid

might be killed by heating, but this would

also decompose the toxine ; hence the sepa-

ration is effected by simple filtration, or by

the addition of some substance like tricresol

which will kill the bacilli without affecting

the toxine.

If small quantities of this toxine be in-

jected under the skin of an animal, com-

mencing with a dose which is not fatal and

graduallj^ increasing it, the animal gi'adu-

allj^ becomes immune to the effects of the

poison and after several successive injec-

tions can receive a very strong dose without

injury. The blood serum of an animal thus

rendered immime against diphtheria has

the power to confer a similar immunity on

other animals if given in suificient quantity

in one dose, thus dojing away with the need

for the repeated and carefully graduated

injections required to produce immunity in

the first animal.

To obtain such an anti-diphtheritic serum

to be used on man, a horse is injected with

the solution of toxine, commencing with

from 2 to 5 cubic centimeters and increasing

the dose at intervals until within three

months as much as 250 cubic centimeters

may be injected without producing any se-

rious effect. The horse is more resistant

than many other animals to the action of

the diphtheritic poison, being naturally

someAvhat immune. The blood serum of the

horse produces no harmful etFects on man,

if injected in small doses, and it can readily

be obtained in considerable quantities with-

out killing the animal.

This serum, taken from a horse which

has thus been rendered immune, will not

only produce a temporary immunity in man
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against the diphtlu'ritif poison, hut will

antagonize the eflects of the dii>hth(n-itie

poison after this has heen already intro-

duced into the system, in other words, it

may be employed as a curative agent in

cases of diphtheria. The immunity \\hioh

it produces is a temporary one only, lasting

from ten days to thn-i' weeks. Its curative

effect in cases of the disease depends, to a

considerable extent, upon its use in the early

stages before the system has been saturated

with the poison.

We have not yt't suflicient data to speak

positively of the value of this anti-diph-

theritic serum as a means of treatment

of the disease as compared with certain

other methods of treatment, especially in

the early stages, but the evidence thus

far collected seems to indicate that such

serum obtained in the proper manner, and

used with proper precautions in the hands

of experts, is a valuable addition to our

means of combatting this terrible malady.

The serum can only be properly prepared

and tested by a skilled bacteriologist. It

must be sufficiently strong in its immuniz-

ing power, and at the same time must con-

tain no living pathogenetic germs of any

kind. It must also have been comparatively

recently obtained from the living animal,

for it gradually loses its specific anti-diph-

theritic powers. Special antiseptic precau-

tions are also necessary in injecting the

serum under the skin in the human sub-

ject to prevent the entrance of noxious

germs.

One of the most useful points in applying

the anti-diphtheritic serum to practical use

is to have the cases diagnosed at the earliest

possible date, and this can only be done by

a skilled bacteriologist. In New York,

Boston, and some other cities, means arc

now provided by which practicing physicians

can have such diagnoses promptly madcj

and if the case of diphtheria can be seen by

a physician in its earlier stages, it is possible

to treat it with great hope of success by

means of local a])i)lications to the throat

of certain substances which will quickly

destroy the bacillus, and prevent the further

production of its peculiar toxine ; for ex-

ample, a solution of tri-cresol of the strength

of one per cent, will usually effect this with-

out producing undue irritation or causing

any injury to the patient. Those who
advocate the use of the immunizing serum

say little about the local treatment, but

this last is if anything the more important

of the two, for the serum does not kill the

bacilli which are on the surface of the

mucous membrane of the throat, and there-

fore does not prevent a person rendered im-

mune by it from being the means of .spread-

ing contagion.

OYSTERS AS K MEAKS OF TRAXSMITTIXG

TYPHOID FEVER.

The Medical Record of December 1.5, 1894,

contains a paper by Professor H. "W. Conn

upon an outbreak of typhoid at Wesleyan

University in October and November last,

which included about twentj--six cases.

When the serious character of the outbreak

was recognized, an investigation as to causes

was begun. The water supply was tested,

and the house i^lumbing was examined

without result. It was found that the dis-

ease was almost entirely limited to the

members of three fraternities. The period

of inculiation of typhoid—that is, the time

which elapses between the taking of typhoid

Ijacillus into the body and the definite mani-

festation of the disease—is usually from ten

to fourteen days, but may range from sevt'u

to twenty-eight days. The first cases of

the fever among tlie students appeared

October 20th, and suspicion soon fell upon

the fi-aternity sui)pers of October 12tli.

Careful examination of the food supplied at

these suppers showed that raw oysters, ob-

tained by each of the three fraternities from

the same oyster dealer, were the only things
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which were peculiar to their suppers, and

inquirj' was at once directed to these oysters.

It was found that they had been obtained

fi-om the deep water of Long Ishmd Sound

and had been deposited iu the moutli of a

fresh water ci-eek to freshen, or to ' fatten,'

as it is termed, since under such cfrcuni-

stanees the oyster absorbs the fresh water

by osmosis and therefore swells and becomes

plump. Further inqiiirj' showed that,

within about three hundi'ed feet of the

place where the oysters had been dej)Osited,

was the outlet of a private sewer coming

from a house in which were two cases of

typhoid fever at the time when the oysters

were taken up and sent to the University.

The tj^hoid bacillus will live for a time

in salt or brackish water, and it was proved

by trial that if such bacilli are forced in be-

tween the two valves of the shell they re-

mained aUve long enough to enable the

oj^sters to be carried and used at the fra-

ternity suppers. "Whether the bacillus will

grow and multiply in living or dead oj'sters

has not yet been determined, but experi-

ments on this point are in progress.

It will be seen that the e^ddence that the

outbreak of tjqjhoid was produced by these

oysters is purely circumstantial, but the

links in the chain are well connected and

strong.

It is by no means certain that there were

any tj'phoid germs within the oj'sters or

the oyster shells when they were sent to

Middletown. If the shells were smeared

on the outside with typhoid excreta some
particles of this might easily have gotten

among the oysters during the process of

opening them. But it is evident that oj^s-

ters grown or fattened in positions where

sewage maj^ come in contact with them are

dangerous if eaten raw.

the changings which underlie all exanii)les

of the process into those

—

1. Of the thing or process, commonly

called inventions.

2. Of the apparatus and methods used.

3. Of the rcAvards to the inventor.

4. Of the intellectual activities involved.

5. Ofsocietj'.

Each one of these has undergone an evo-

lution or elaboration, from monorganism to

polyorganism, from simj^licitj' to complexity,

from individualism to cooperation, from use

to comfort, and so on. This statement needs

no extended proof; the roller mill is the de-

scendant of the metals, machinerj' springs

from tools, the device beneficial only to its

originator becomes the world-embracing

and world-blessing invention; the happy

thought of one person at last comes to be

the beneficent result of an endowed and

perennial cooperation, a perpetual reposi-

tory of invention renewed constantly by

the removal of the senescent and the intro-

duction of new and trained minds as in a

university.

Now it requires great patience to get to-

gether the material evidence of this unfold-

ing or evolution. The mental jirocesses are

no longer in sight. The nearest approach

to them are the makeshifts of savages, and

their minds are almost a sealed book. It

has therefore occurred to the %ATiter that

among the questions proposed to those who
are collating information relating to the

psj'chic groAAth of childi-en there should be

a short series respecting the unfolding of the

inventive facultj- or pi-ocess, the finding out

originally how to overcome new difficulties

or surmounting old ones in new ways.

O. T. Mason.

THE EVOLUTION OF INVENTION.

In a recent study that I have made on

the evolution of invention I have divided

SCIENTIFIC LITEEATUEE.

Popular Lectures and Addresses.— Vol. II.,

Geology and General Physics.—Lord Kel-
vin.—Macmillan & Co., New York and
London. Pp. 599. Price $2.00.
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It is characteristic of the work of a really

great genius, cither in Science, Literature

or Art, that it is not displaced and cannot

be displaced by that which may come

after it.

A bit of scientific work may later be

found to be erroneous as to data, and, there-

fore, in the -wTOng as to conclusions, but if

it be the work of an aggressive, original

thinker, it will always have great value-

In the brilliant galaxy of physicists, or, as

he would himself call them, natural philos-

ophers, which the present century has pro-

duced, it is moderation to saj' that none

outshiaes Lord Kelvin, and it will not be

denied that none has equalled him in ag-

gressiveness and originalitj'. The range of

subjects upon which he has touched during

his long and active life is so extensive as to

certainly justify the use of the term Natural

Philosopher in its broader sense (and cap-

italized at that), for he has never touched a

department of human knowledge without

leaving it richer and more extensive for his

contact with it. That he has not been in-

variably infallible is recognized l>y no one

more fully than by himself, and the new
editions of his earlier papers which have

been issuing fi-om the press at intervals dur-

ing the past few j-ears. bear most interest-

ing evidence of his readiness to change his

attitude on great questions whenever the

verdict of later investigations is against him.

It is delightful to note the occasional par-

enthetical ' not ' put to-day into a sentence

which twenty years ago declared verj' pos-

itively that ' there /.<
' so and so, or, ' we

can,^ etc., completely reversing the mean-

ing of statements which were once made
with a good degree of confidence. "What-

ever else may be said, it cannot be asserted

that Lord Kelvin has ever lacked the cour-

age to express his own views in most forci-

ble and unmistakable language. Indeed, in

this respect, especially, he has set a splendid

standard of unswerving scientific honesty

for the innunicralile workers who have been,

and will be, more or less influenced by his

metliods and their tremendous product-

iveness.

Ilis views as to the proper attitude of the

philosopher in his relations to unexplored

regions of human experience are concisely

expressed in this noble sentence fi-om his

Presidential Address before the British As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science, in

1871 : ' Science is bound by the everlasting

law of honor to face fearlessly everj- prob-

lem which can fairly be presented to it."

"NAlien he comes, however, to touch upon

some problems which have long been of

great interest to the human race, but which

have been assumed, usually, to lie outside

the domain of experimental or exact science

( and he touches upon them not infrequently

in the volume under consideration), it is not

difficult to see a very decided bias towards

certain views, and a promptness to accept

propositions not always well supported by

evidence, very greatly in contrast with

what is found in more vigorously scientific

discussion.

This series of popular lectures and ad-

dresses is published in three volumes, the

fii'st and third having already appeared.

The second (issued later than the third),

to which attention is now invited, contains

the important addresses on geological phys-

ics which have attracted so much attention

during the past (juarter of a centuiy, to-

gether with a numl)er of lectures and short

papers on sul)jects related to general physics

and extracts fi-om addresses as president of

the Royal Society since 1890. The geologi-

cal papers are of great interest and have

had much to do with the moulding of the

views of geologists as to Dj'namical Geologj-.

The series begins with a short note covering

but a single octavo page, entitled, ' The

Doctrine of Uniformity in Geologi/ Brief i/

Refuted,'' read at Edinburgh in 1S(;.5. It

fairly ' opens the ball,' and may be reg-ard-
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ed as the key note to the more elaborate dis-

quisitions which followed at intervals up to

recent dates. These papers are so well

known, or ought to be so weU known, to all

geologists as to make it only necessarj^ to

say here that they will be found collected

iu this volume in convenient form and with

a few notes and occasional comments by the

distinguished author, made while the collec-

tion was being prepared for the press. The

most important of the earUer papers are the

address ' On Geological Time,'' given in Glas-

gow, early in 1868, and that on ' Geological

Dynamics ' at the same place about a year

later. In the first of these will be found

the somewhat severe strictures upon 'British

Popular Geology ' which brought forth the

interesting and pointed criticisms of Huxlej^

in his address to the Geological Society of

London, and in the second the replies to

Huxley's criticisms and futher remarks upon

the subject. Nearlj' ten years later came a

'Jievieiv of the Evidence Regarding the Physical

Condition of the Earth,'' read at the British As-

sociation meeting at Glasgow ; two papers

read before the Geological Society of Glas-

gow, on. ' Geological Climate,' and on the 'In-

ternal Condition of the Earth;'' and after the

lapse of another ten j^ears a paper before the

same societj^ on 'Polar Ice Caps and their In-

fluence in Changing Sea Levels.' In these

much of the ground of the earlier addresses

is again gone over, in the light of later dis-

covery in geologjr, physics and astronomj'.

Indeed these same topics recur again and
again, sometimes incidentally in other ad-

dresses in the volume, and Lord Kelvin

makes it entirely clear that in thus taking

up the discussion of geological problems

and applyiug to them the methods and
data of physics and astronomy, he does not

wish to be considered an interloper. In

his reply to Huxley, who had rather point-

edly intimated that view of the situation,

he good-naturedly remarks :
" For myself

I am anxious to be regarded by geologists.

not as a mere passer-by, but as one con-

stantly interested in their grand subject,

and anxious in any way, however slight, to

assist them iu their search for truth.''

It seems difficult to over-estimate the im-

portance of these geological addresses, not

only to the geologist, but to the phj^sicist as

well. They not only have a general interest

to both, but are of special importance to

each. To the one they open new possibili-

ties of a somewhat exact and satisfactory

treatment of a most important but hitherto

rather unmanageable department of his sub-

ject; and to the other they ofler a most in-

structive illustration of the power and scope

of the methods of exact science, when ap-

plied by one who may justly be called not a

master, but the master.

Of the other addi-esses, none, of course, is

more important or interesting than the

British Association Presidential Address of

1871, so well known to all. One of the

earliest, on ' The Pate of a Clock or Chrono-

meter as Influenced by the Mode of Susj)ension,'

is most entertaining and suggestive as an ex-

ample of the many ' side-lights ' of a re-

markable intellectual activity. Of great

historical value is the Eoyal Institution lec-

ture of 1856 on the ' Origin and Transforma-

tion of Motive Power'—already republished in

Volume II. of the 'Mathematical and Physical

Papers

;

' and one of the most interesting is

that of late date (1892) on the 'Dissipation

of Energy.' In this much attention is given

to the principle of Carnot, and here also oc-

curs a remarkable statement which the au-

thor himself has thought worth while to

print in italics ;—it is :

—

" The fortuitous con-

course of atoms is the sole foundation in Philoso-

phy on ivhich can be founded the doctrine that it

is impossible to derive mechanical effectfrom heat

othenvise than by taking heat from a body at a

higher temperature, converting at most a definite

proportion of it into mechanical effect, and giving

out the whole residue to matter at a lower tem-

perature."
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The address on the opening of the Baugor

Laboratories will be of interest to all who
have to do with their like ; that on the occa-

sion of the unveiling of Joule's statue will

interest everybody who cares for or who
knows of the greatest generalization of

modern science. In short, every page of

this volume is deserving of the careful

perusal of all who are devoted to Natural

Philosophy in its most comprehensive sense,

and wlio wish to know something of the

spirit of one whose splendid contributions

to physical science are, as a whole, greater

than those of any other philosopher of the

present time.

The mechanical execution of the book

does not seem to be quite in keeping with

the classical character of its contents, and

its pages are occasionally man-ed by negli-

gent proof reading. T. C. Mendenhall.

Worcester Polytechnic Ixstitute.

Lair.-t of Temperature Control of the Geographic

Distribution of Life.

In the Decemlier issTie of the National

Geographic Magazine, Dr. C. Hart Merriam

announces the discovery of the laws of

temperature control of the geographic dis-

tribution of terrestrial animals and plants.

Dr. Merriam has Ijeen engaged on this

problem for sixteen years and believes he

has at last obtained a formula which ful-

fills the requirements. He states that in

the Xorthern Hemisj)herc animals and

plants are distributed in circumpolar belts,

the boundaries of which follow lines of

equal temperature rather than parallels of

latitude. Between the pole and the eciuator

there are three pi-imary belts or regions

—

Boreal, Austral and Tropical. In the

United States the Boreal and Austral have

each been split into three secondary trans-

continental ztmes, of which the Boreal are

known as the Arctic, Iludsonian and Cana-

dian ; and the Austral as the Transition,

Upper Austral and Lower Austral.

Tlie teni])eraturt' data computed and

plotted on maps as isotherms are not avail-

able in locating the boundaries of the zones,

because thej- show the temperature of arbi-

trary periods—periods that have reference

to a particular time of year i-ather than a

particular degree or quantity of heat.

It is assumed that the distribution of

animals and plants is governed l)y the

temjjerature of the season of growth and

reproductive activity—not by that of the

entire jear. The difficult}' is to measure

the temperature concerned.

Physiological botanists have long main-

tained that the various events in the life

of plants, as leafing, flowering and matur-

ing of fruit, take place when the plant has

been exposed to a definite quantity of heat,

which quantity is the sum total of the dailj'

temperatures above a minimum assumed

to be necessary for functional activity."

The minimum used by early botanists was

tlie freezing point (0° C or 32° F). but re-

cent writers believe that 6° C or 42.8° F
more correctly expresses the temperature of

the awakening of plant life in spring. '• The

substance of the theory is that the game stage

of vegetation i< attained in any year when the

sum of the mean daily temperatures reaches the

same value, which value or total is essentially

the same for the same plant in all localities.

This implies that the period necessary for

the accomplishment of a definite physio-

logical act, blo.ssoming. for instance, may be

short or long, according to local climatic

peculiarities, but the total quantity of heat

must be the same. The total amount of

heat necessarj' to advance a plant to a given

stage came to be known as the physiological

con-ftant of that stage." But .students of

geographic distribution are not concerned

witli the physiological constant of any stage

or period in the life of an organism, but

with the physiologicnl constant of the species it-

,^,,lf—if such a term may be used. " If it

is true that the same stage of vegetation is
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attained in different j^ears when the sum of

the mean daily tempei-atures reaches the

same value, it is obvious that the physio-

logical constant of a species must be the

total quantity of heat or sum ofpositive tempera-

tures required by that spiecies to complete its cycle

of development and reproduction.'''' Now, "if

the computation can be transferred fi-om the

species to the zone it inhabits—if a zone

constant can be substituted for a species con-

stant—^the problem will be well nigh solved."

This Dr. Merriam has attempted to do.

" In conformity with the usage of botanists,

a minimum temperature of 6°C (43°F)

has been assumed as marking the inception

of the period of physiological activity in

plants and of reproductive activity in ani-

mals. The effective temperatures or degi-ees

of normal mean daily heat in excess of this

minimum have been added together for

each station, beginning when the normal

mean daily temperature rises higher than

6°C in spring and continuing until it falls

to the same point at the end of the season."

The sums thus obtained were plotted on a

large scale map of the United States, and

isotherms were run which were found to

conform to the northern boundaries of the

several zones. This is shown by colored

maps. The data seem to justify the state-

ment that " animals and plants are restricted

in northward distribution by the total quantity

of heat during the season of (jrouih and repro-

ductive activity.
'

'

In the case of the southern boundaries of

the zones, it was assumed that animals

and plants in ranging southward would en-

counter, sooner or later, a degree of mean
summer heat they are unable to endure.
" The difficulty is in ascertaining the length

of the period whose mean temperature acts

as a barrier. It must be short enough to

be included within the hottest part of the

summer in high northern latitudes, and
would naturally increase in length fi-om the

north southward. For experimental pur-

poses, and without attempting unnecessary

refinement, the mean normal temj)erature

of the six hottest consecutive weeks of sum-

mer was arbitrarily chosen and plotted on

a large contour map of the United States,

as in the case of the total quantity of

heat."

On comparing this map with the zone

map, the isotherms of 18°, 22° and 26°C

were found to conform respectively to the

southern boundaries of the Boreal, Transi-

tion and Upper Austral zones, leadmg to

the belief that " animals and plants are re-

stricted in southivard distribution by the mean

temperature of a briefperiod covering the hottest

part of the year."

Except in a few localities the northern

boundary of Austral species coincides with

the southern boundary of Boreal species,

but for a distance of more than a thousand

miles along the Pacific coast a curious over-

lapping and intermingling of northern and

southern tj'pes occurs. On looking at the

temperature maps this is at once explained,

for the mean temperature of the six hottest

consecutive weeks from about lat. 35° north-

ward to Puget Sound is truly Boreal, being

as low as the mean of the corresponding-

period in northern Maine and other points

well within the Boreal zone. On the other

hand, the total quantity of heat is found to

be the same as that required by Austral

species. " It is evident, therefore, that the

principal climatic factors that permit Boreal

and Austral types to live together along the

Pacific coast are a low summer teinpera

ture combined with a high sum total of

heat."

A table is given showing the actual gov-

ei-ning temperatures, so far as kno\Aai, of the

northern and southern boundaries of the

several zones.

In conclusion. Dr. Merriam calls attention

to the subordinate value of humidity as

compared with temperature. " Humidity
and other secondary causes determine the
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piesfiice or absence of partieular j^pecies in

partieuliir localities within their appropriate

zones, but temperature predetermines the

possibilities of distribution ; it fixes the

limits beyond which species cannot pass ; it

defines broad transcontinental belts within

which certain forms may thrive if other

conditions pei-mit, but outside of which they

cannot exist, be the other conditions never

80 favorable."

GniK^e.-' of Tenneg^ee—Part II.—F. Lamsox-

ScRiBXER.—^University of Tennessee,

Agric. Exper. Sta. Bull.. YII. 1-141, 187

lignres. 1894.

The first part of this important work treat-

ing of the structure of grasses in geiaeral,

issued two years ago, is now supplemented

by the part here noticed, containing descrip-

tions and figures of all species known by the

author to inhabit Tennessee. Carefully pre-

pared keys to the genera and species are a

feature of the book. The cuts are good, al-

though printed ou paper hardly firm enough

to bring them out to the best advantage.

The descriptions are diagnostic and couched

in strictly technical language ; on this point

it is remarked : Attempts to avoid tech-

nical or • hard ' words often result in obscur-

ing the meaning of the author, and an undue

simplicity of expression is often apt to be

oft"ensive by implying a lack of intelligence

on the part of the reader." As the book is

intended primarily for the farmers of the

State, this may be considered by some as a

position of doubtful value.

It is to be regretted that the rules of no-

menclature adopted by the botanists of the

American Association for the Advancement

of Science, which are practiaiUy those ap-

proved by the zoologists, have not been

strictly followed. This will seriously ham-

per the usefulness of the book, for some of

the names used by Prof. Scribner have be-

come obsolete.

N. L. B.

NOTES.

PHYSICS.

The newly discovered gas is to be the

subject of a discussion at a meeting of the

Royal Society on January 31st, when Lord

Rayleigh and Prof. Ramsay will present

their paper. This will be the first meeting

under a i-esolution of the Council of the

Society passed last session, wherebj- certain

meetings, not more than four in number,

are to be devoted everj' year each to the

hearing and consideration of some one im-

portant communication, or to the discussion

of some important topic.

—

Xatiire.

PERSONAL.

The University of Berlin is seriou.sly

crippled by the deaths of Helmlioltz and

Kundt. Their places cannot be filled, but

Prof. Kohlrausch will probably be called

to one of the vacant chairs.

The PhjMcal Review has j)ublished excel-

lent portraits of llelmholtz, Kundt and

Hertz, with biographical sketches by the

editor-in-chief. Professor Nichols. Proba-

bly the best account so far published in

English of the work of Helmlioltz is that

contributed to the Psychological Review for

January by Professor Stumpf, of the Uni-

versity of Berlin.

Mr. F. Y. Powell, of Christ's College,

succeeds Fronde in the Regius Professor-

ship of Modem History at Oxford.

ZOOLOGY.

A Picture-puzzle of a remarkable kind

appears in the Zoi'iloyid for December. It

is a reproduction of two photographs of a

Little Bittern, showing the strange atti-

tude assumed by the bird to favor its con-

cealment. One of the figures shows the

the bird standing in a reed-bed, erect, with

neck stretched out and beak pointing up-

wards ; and in tliis position it is difficult

to distinguish the bird at all from the
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reeds. The eye is deceived in a similar

manner when the bird is crouching against

a tree-stump at the river side. Mr. J. E.

Harting tliinks that the curious attitudes

adopted by the bird, on finding itself ob-

served, are assiimed in the exercise of the

instinct of self-preservation. He mentions

a similar habit, observed and described by

Mr. W. H. Hudson, in the case of South

American Little Heron, which frequents

the borders of the La Plata, and is occa-

sionally found in the reed-beds scattered

over the pampas. Without the aid of dogs

it was found impossible to secure any spec-

imens of this bird, even after making the

spot where one had alighted.

—

Nature.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Astronomy and Astro-Physics will hereafter

be called the Astrophysical Journal and will be

published from the University of Chicago,

under the editorship of Profs. Payne and

Keeler and a board of the leading men of

science in this department.

A monthljr Magazine of Travel, somewhat
practical and popular in character, will

hereafter be published fi-om 10 Astor Place,

New York.

The Aeronautical Annual for 1896, soon to

be published by W. B. Clarke & Co., Bos-

ton, will contain reprints of some early

treatises on aeronautics, among them da

Vinci's Treatise on the Flight of Birds, Sir

George Gayley's Aerial Navigation (1809),

A Treatise upon the Art of Flying, by Thomas
Walker (1810), and Franklin's aeronauti-

cal correspondence.

—

Critic.

P. Blakiston, Son & Co. announce The

Dynamics of Life, by William E. Gowers,

M. D., of London.

James E. Thompson ; Address.

David Cerna ; The phonetic arithmetic of

the ancient Mexicans.

William Keiller ; DescrijMve anatomy of

the heart.

Thomas Flavin ; Developmental anatomy

and pathology of the kidneys.

Thomas U. Taylor ; Present need of engi-

neering education in the So^ith.

Egbert A. Thompson ; The storm-water stor-

age system of irrigation.

T. H. Bryant, Acting Secretary.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

THE TEXAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

DECEMBER 31, 1894.

Dr. Halsted, President, in the chair.

NEW BOOKS.

Progress in Flying Machines. O. Chanute.

New York, The American Engineer and

Eailroad Journal. 1894. Pp. iv + 308.

Lectures on the Darwinian Theory. A. M.

Marshall. Edited by C. F. Marshall.

London, D. Nutt; New York, Macmil-

lan & Co. 1894. Pp. xx-i-236. $2.25.

Sea and Land. Features of Coasts and

Oceans with Special Eeference to the Life

of Man. N. S. Shaler. New York,

Charles Scribner's Sons. 1894. $2.50.

Text-book of Livertebrate Morphology J. F.

McMuRRicH. New York, Henry Holt &
Co. 1894. Pp. 294. $4.00.

The Planet Earth. An Astronomical In-

troduction to Geography. Eichard A.

Gregory'. London and New York,

Macmillan & Co. 1894. Pp. viii-t-105.

60c.

Physiology for Beginners. M. Foster and

Lewis E. Shore. New York and Lon-

don, Macmillan & Co. 1894. Pp. ix+

241. 75c.

The Pise and Development of Organic Chemistry.

Gael Schorlemmer. Eevised edition, ed-

ited bj"- Arthur Smithells. London and

New York, Macmillan & Co. 1894. Pp.

ix+280.

Woman's Share in Primitive Culture O. T.

Mason. New York, D. Appleton & Co.

1894. Pp. xiii+295.
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Bachmann, Paitl, Zaiilentheorie. Versuch e.

Gesanimtdarstellun'; die,ser Wissenschaft in ihren
Hanpttheilen. 2. Tlil. Die analytische Zahlentheorie.
grS". Jlk. 12.

Gbassjiann's, Hm., Gesammelte mathematische
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u. 8". 35 Fig. Mk. 1-'.

Castor, Mor., Vorlcsungen lib. Geschichte der
Mathematik. 3. Bd. Vom. J. 1668 bis zum J.

1759. 1. Abtlg. Die Zeit von 1668 bis 1699. gr. 8".

Mk. 6.

Hefter, Prof. Dr. Lotiiar. Einleitung in die
Theorie der linearen Dillerentialgleichungen niit

einer iinabhiingigen Variablen. Mit 3 Figuren iiu

Texte. gr. 8». Mk. 6.

Thomae, Joh. Die Kegelschnitte in rein-projek-
tiver Behaiidlung. Slit in den Text eingedruckten
Holzschnitten und 16 litliographierten Figurenta-
feln. gr. 8". 5Ik. 6.

ASTRONOMY.

Galle, J. G. Verzeichnis der Elemente der
bisher berechneten Conietenbahnen, nebst Anmer-
kongen und Literatur-Nachweisen, neu bearbeitet,
erganzt und fortgesetzt bis znm Jahre 1894. Mk. 12.

Publikationen des astrophysikalischen Observator-
iums zu Potsdam. Heravisgegeben von H. C. Vogel.
Nr. 32. X. Bd. 1. Stiick. 4». Mit 30 Tat. Mk.
12.
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Levy, A. M. Etude sur la determination des feld-

spatlis dans les platjues minces au point de vue de la
classiticjition des roches. 8°. Avec 8 pi. c:tl. ct 9 Jig.

Ft. 7; 50c.

HlXTZE, C. Handbuch der Mincralogie. 8. Lfg.
Mit 56 Abbildgn. Mk. 5.

Waltiier, Prof. Jolis. Einleitung in die Geologie
als historisc'he WisMMisdiaft. III. (Solilus-s-) Tld.
Lithogenesis der (iegenwart. Beolxichtungen iib die
Bildg. der Gesteine an iler heut. Erdoberlliiclie.

gr. 8<>. m. 8 Abbildgn. Mk. 13.

Beegh, Dr. R. S., Yorlesungen iiber die Zelle und
die einfaclien Gewebe des tierischen Kiirpers. Mit
einem jUihang: Techuisclie Anleitung zu einfiichen
histologischen Untersuchungen. Mit 138 Figuren im
Texte. gr. 8". 51k. 7.

Boas, Dr. J. E. v., Lehrbuch der Zoologie. 2.

Aufl. gr. 8<>. Mk. 10; geb. Mk. 11.

DE GRO-SSOtJYRE, A. Keehercbes sur la craie
superieme. 2'partie. Paleontologie: Les ammonites
de la craie superieure. 4°. Avec 39 fig. et atlas de
39 pi. Fr. 20.

Llxx.VEi, C'aroli, systems naturae. Regnum ani-
male. Ed. X. 1758, ciira societatis Zoologiacae ger-
manicae iterum edita. gr. 8". Mk. 10;—Einbd. Mk.
2.25.

HallEr, B. Sttidien iiber docoglosse und rhipido-
glosse Prosobranchier nebst Bemerkungen iiber die
phyletischen Beziehungen der Mollusken unterein-
ander. 4". Slit Textfig. u. 12 Taf. Mk. 32.

POPOFF, Demetrus. Die Dottcrsack-Getiisse der
Hulines. Mit 12 litlioi^rajjliischen Tafeln in Farben-
druck und 12 litliogiapliierten Tafel-Erkliirungsbliit-

tern. 4''. Jlk. 27.—

Sc'H.MlDT, Adf. Atlas der Diatomaceen-Kunde.
In Verbindung mit Griindler, Grunow, Janiscb und
Witt Iierausgegeben. 4-<. u. 49. Heft. Fol. 8 Taf.

Mit. 8 Bl. Erkliirgn. Mk. 6.

Semox, Prof. Dr. Hkihard. Zoiilogische Forscli-

ungsreisen in Austnilien und dem malayisclien Ar-
ehipel. Mit rntci-stiitxung des Herrn Dr. Paul von
Eitter ausgetiibrt in den .laliren 1891-1893. Erster
Biind. Ceratodns. ICrste Liefening. Slit 8 lito-

grapliisclien Tafeln und 2 Abbildungen im Texte.
(Text und Atlas. ) gr. 1". Mk. 20.

Exoler, a., und K. Praxtl. Die natiirlichen

Pflanzenfamilien nebst ibren Gattungen und wich-
tigeren Arten, i n.sl)e.sondere den Nutzpflanzen, unter
Slitwirkung z;ddreiclier berv'orragender Facligelebr-

ten begriindet von A. E. und K. P., fortgesetzt von
A. Engler. III. Tl. C. Abtlg. 8". Mit 592 Ein-
zelbildern in 87 Fig. sowie Abteilungs-Kcgister.

Subskr.-Pr. Mk. 8 ; Einzelpr. >Ik. 16.

Lixdex, L. Les Orcliid<''es exotiques et leurs cul-

ture en Europe. Avec nombr. fig. Fr. 25.

Sciil'.manx, Kust. Prof. Dr. K., Lehrbuch der sys-

teniati.schen Botanik. Pliytoijaliiontologie u. Phyto-
geogr.ijihie. gr. ^". Hi:! Fig. u. 1 farb. Karte. SIk. 16.

QUSTAV E. STECHERT,
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J. S. Billings, Hygiene ; J. McKeen Cattell, Psychology
;

Daniel G. Brinton, J. W. Powell, Anthropology.

Friday, January 18, 1895. dent Chamberlin in reply expressed the
-~~ feelings of the members in a few felicitous
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ne Baltimore Meeting of the Geological Society of distributed, reviewing the events of the
America : J. F. Kejip 57 ^

The Baltimore Meeting of the American Morphological J^^^'- B. K. Emerson and J. S. Diller were
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The Botanical Society of America ; Psychology; Messrs. Clements, Cobb. Hopkins, Hub-
Articles on Science; Forthcoming Publications. i^^rd and Spurr were elected fellows.
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, /^^^ amendment allowing the Treas-

^ urer to be elected without limit was also

THE BALTIMORE MEETING OF THE GEOLOGT- passed. After some announcements by the

CAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA. local committee the Society listened to a

The seventh annual meeting was held in memorial of the late Professor George H.

Baltimore, December 27, 28 and 29, in the Williams, of Johns Hopkins University, and

geological rooms of Johns Hopkins Univer- Second Vice President of the Society, by

sity. Professor William B. Clark. It was on Dr.

The first session took place at 10 a. m., Williams' invitation that the Society met

December 27, and was presided over by in Baltimore and the great loss to the

President Chamlierlin. The Society was science by his death was the thought upper-

welcomed by President Gilman, of the Uni- most in the minds of all present. Dr.

versity, who made a graceful and cordial Clark's graceful and touching memorial to

address, that was warmly received. Presi- his late colleague was appreciated b\ all
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present. Bi-ief additional tributes were

also paid by Professor B. K. Emerson, of

Amherst, Dr. Williams' first geological

teacher and life-long friend; by J. F. Kemp,

an old college-mate; by W. S. Bayley, his

first student in petrographj^, and by his

friends and colleagues, J. P. Iddings, I. C.

White, C. D. Walcott and N. S. Shaler.

A memorial of Amos Bowman, of the

Canadian Survej^, was then presented by H.

M. Ami, after which the Society listened to

the reading of papers, as follows:

1. On Certain Peculiar Features in the Jointing

and Veining of the Lower Silurian Limestones

near Cumberland Gap, Tenn. N. S.

Shalbb, Cambridge, Mass.

The paper described peculiar forms of

dolomitic limestone near Smiles, Tenn., in

practically undistui'bed strata which are

ribbed and seamed by minute veins of

calcite, in the form of small gash veins.

They were regarded as due to some power-

ful, though local sti-ains in the rock, but

the subject was frankly admitted to be an

obscure one.

2. The Appalachian Type of Folding in the

White Mountain Bange, of Inyo Co., Gal.

Chas. D. Walcott, Washington, D. C.

The White Mountain range, which lies

east of the Sierra Nevada, was shown to

consist of conformable quartzite and Cam-
brian shales and limestone. The series had
been thrown into sjmclinal folds with inter-

venuig eroded anticlines and with a struc-

ture which, on the whole, closely reproduces

the Appalachian sections of the East.

The paper was discussed by Messrs.

Becker, Ami, Willis and Russell, after

which recess was taken until the afternoon

session.

3. New Structural Features in the Appala-
chians. Aethtje Keith.

The paper reviewed the old generaliza-

tions of Appalachian structure, analyzed
the recently published knowledge, described

new structures, such as fan structure, cross

folds, cross zones of shear, a secondary sys-

tem of folding, the distribution of meta-

morphism, and advanced a theory to ac-

count for their production. According to

the theory, the compressive strain which

deformed the strata began in the crj^stalliue

gneisses and granites, thrust the crj^stallines

against the sediments and bj' the differential

motion along the shear zones ijroduced but-

tresses around which the chief changes of

structure were gTOiiped.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. C.

Willard Hayes considered two of the shear

zones M'ith the conclusion that the changes

in structure were due to differences of rigid-

ity in the sediments when they were thrust

against the crystallines.

Mr. Keith replied that the changes of

structure extended through the crystallines

as well as the sediments, a fact incompatible

with a merely passive resistance on the part

of the crystallines.

Mr. Bailey Willis argued that the chief

structural changes were due to original

differences in sediment and in bases of sedi-

mentation. His conclusion was that the

sediments moved against a rigid crystalline

mass, being actuated by a force acting from

the westward, which was due to the isosta-

tic flow of material from beneath the load

of sediment.

4. The Faults of Ghazy Township, Glinton

County, N. Y. H. P. Gushing, Cleve-

land, 0.

That the Lake Champlain region is,

structui-allj^, one of faulting without fold-

ing, is well known. The structure is well

exhibited in Chazy township, which has not

heretofore been mapped in detail, except

for a small area around Chazy village. Its

considei-ation is of importance, because of

its bearing on the structure of the Adiron-

dack region, in which, on account of the

lithological similarity of the rocks, the de-

termination of the precise structural rela-
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tions is a matter of great ditlieulty, if not

impossibility. Tlie great number of the

faults, and tlie consequent small size of the

various faulted blocks, are striking facts.

In discussion C. 1). Walcott showed how
these faults had led Professor J. ilarcou to

believe that he had discovered colonies of

Trenton fossils in rocks of the Potsdam.

5. The Formation of Lake-basins hi/ ]Vin(l.

G. K. Gilbert, Washington, D. C.

The paper described the formation of ba-

sins in the arid regions of the West, by the

erosive action of wind-blown .sand upon a

shale devoid of ACgetation. In time they

became tilled with water and formed small

lakes.

6. The Tepee Bti/tes. (i. K. Gilbert and

F. P. Gulliver.

The paper was read by Mr. Gulliver and
described a series of conical buttes west of

Pueblo, Col. They consist of Pierre shales,

surrounding cores of limestone formed of

shells of Lucina. It is supposed that as the

shales were deposited, a colony of lucinas

established themselves and grew upward
pari passu, foi-ming a conical or columnar

deposit of limestone, whose greater resist-

ance to erosion has left the buttes in relief.

7. Jlemarks on the Geology of Arizona and

Sonora. "W J McGee, of Washington.

The arid region was described as consist-

ing of north and south mountain ranges

with wide valleys between. In Arizona the

surface is largely of volcanic rock, in Sonora

of Mesozoic limestone. The rivers have

definite courses and water in the moun-
tains, but in the valleys they are lost by
evaporation and absorption before the ocean

is reached. Their valleys were transverse

to the mountains and larger vallej's because

of the general southwesterly dip of the

rocks. Buttes near the Gulf of California

show slight talus, which fact gives good
ground for thinking that the gulf has stood

at an altitude, as regards the land, several

hundred feet above its present level in re-

cent geological time, or, in other words, that

the land has been depressed by that amount.

8, Geology of the Highicood Mountains, Mon-
tana. Walter H. Weed, AVashington,

D. C, and Louis V. Pirssox, Xew
Haven, Conn.

On account of the illness of Mr. Weed this

paper was not read.

9, Genesis and Structure of the Ozark
Uplift. Charles R. Keyes, Des Moines,

Iowa.

On account of the author's al)sence the

paper was not read.

10, The Geographical Evolution of Cuba.

J. W. Spencer, Washington, D. C,

The description of the physical geography

of Cuba and of the adjacent submerged

banks was given. Exclusive of a few areas

locall}' older, the apparent basement is com-

j)0sed of volcanic rocks of Cretaceous or

slightly earlier date. These are succeeded

by fossiliferous Cretaceous sands, etc., and
limestone greatly disturbed. The Eocene

and Miocene deposits form a physical unit,

and are composed mostly of limestone

having a thickness of from 1,900 to 2,100

feet. The Pliocene period was mostly one

of high elevation, accompanied by a very

great erosion. At the close of the Pliocene

period the Matanzas subsidence depressed

the island so as to leave only a few small

islets, and permit of the accumulation of

about 150 feet of limestones. Then followed

the great Pleistocene elevation with the

excavation of great vallej's, the lower por-

tions of which are now Qords reaching in

one case at least to 7,000 feet in depth be-

fore Joining the sea bej'ond. The elevation

was followed by the Zapata subsidence, re-

ducing the island to smaller proportions

than to-day, and permitting the accumu-

lation of the loams and gravels like the

Columbia of the continent. The subs((|uent

minor undulations are also noted, as shown
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in terraces and recent small canons now
submerged. Also the modern coralline for-

mations and harbors are notable.

On the completion ofthe paper the Society

adjourned its business session until the

following morning.

In the evening many members attended

Professor Wm. Libbey's lecture on Green-

land, and afterwards the reception which

was hospitably tendered the visiting socie-

ties by the Johns Hopkins University in

McCoy Hall. On reassembling Friday morn-

ing the council presented some minor points

of business, and Mr. J. S. Diller, the chair-

m.an of the committee on photographs, read

his annual report. It showed that some

1,200-1,500 photographs of geological phe-

nomena and scenerjf had been presented to

the Society, the same being on exhibition in

the hall. The negatives of the U. S. Geol.

Survey in many instances and also those of

not a few geologists have been made acces-

sible to the fellows for prints at cost. Mr.

Diller finally tendered his resignation, which

was accepted with regret. Mr. G. P. Mer-

rill, of the U. S. National Museum, was ap-

pointed to the vacancy. The committee now
consists of G. P. Merrill, W. M. Davis and

J. F. Kemp.
The first paper on the programme was

—

11. Observations on the Glacial Phenomena

of Newfoundland, Labrador and Southern

Greenland. G. Frederick Weight. Ob-

erlin, Ohio.

N"ote was made of the direction of the

glacial scratches in ITewfoundland and of

the evidences of a preglacial elevation of the

island ; also of the contrast between the

flowing outlines of the coast range of moun-
tains in Labrador and the jagged character

of the coast range of Southern Greenland.

A description was also given of the projec-

tion of the inland ice which comes down to

the coast near Sukkertoppen, in Lat. 65°

50', and of the phenomena which indicate

the former extension of the Greenland ice

far beyond its present boundaries. Still,

the bordering mountains were never cov-

ered with ice.

12. Highland Level Gravels in Northern

Neio England. C. H. Hitchcock, Han-

over, IST. H.

Eecent observations prove the existence

of a glacial lake in the basin of Lake Mem-
phremagog, whose beaches exceed a thou-

sand feet above sea level, and others

1,500 feet above sea level in northern New
Hampshu-e. The author wished to present

a preliminary notice of what may prove to

be of great service in a more exact defini-

tion of glacial woi"k in New England and

Canada.

The paper was discussed by Professor J.

W. Spencer, who spoke of his ovm. studies

in the same region.

During the reading of the following six

papers the petrographers and mineralogists

adjourned to the room above and listened

to the reading of papers of a petrographic

character, as subsequently outlined. The
principal session then listened to the follow-

ing:

13. Variations of Glaciers. Harry Field-

ing Reid.

The paper called attention to the desira-

bility of keeping accurate records of the

movements of glacial ice wherever possible.

A committee was appointed to further this

movement at the Geological Congress in

Zurich last summer, and the writer urged

the importance of the work, especially as

regards our western glaciers.

] 4. Discrimination of Glacial Accumulation

and Invasion. Warren Upham, Somer-

ville, Mass.

The accumulation of ice-sheets bj^ snow-

fall on their entire area was discriminated

from an advance or invasion bj^ the fi-ont

of the ice, extending thus over new terri-

tory. The former condition is shown to

have been generallj' prevalent, on the gia-
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ciated portions of hotli North America and

Europe, bj- the occurrence of comparatively

small areas of ice accumulation beyond the

extreme boundaries of the principal ice-

sheets. The latter condition, or ice invasion,

is indicated on the outer part of the drift-

bearing area eastward from Salamanca, N.

Y., tlu'ough Statcn and Long Islands,

Martha's \'inej'ard and Xantucket, where

the soft strata beneath the ice were dis-

located and folded.

1.5. Glimatic Conditions Shown by North

American Inlerf/ldcial Deposits. Wak-
EEX Tpham, Somerville, Mass.

During the times both of general accu-

mulation and growth of the ice-sheets and

of their final recession, fluctuations of their

borders were recorded in various districts

by forest ti-ees, peat, and molluscan shells,

enclosed in beds underlain and overlain bj'

till. Such fluctuations, while the ice accu-

mulation was in progress, enclosed chiefly

arctic or boreal species ; but when the ice

was being melted away, in the Champlain

epoch, the remains of the flora and fauna

thus occurring in interglacial beds, as at

Toronto and Scarboro', Ont., may belong

wholly to temperate species, such as now
exist in the same district. The cold climate

of the Ice age appears thus to have been

followed by a temperate Champlain climate

dose upon the waning ice-border.

16. Glacial Lakes in Western Neiv York

and Lake Nezvf)err>/,the Succe.ssor of Lake
Warren. By H. L. Fairchild, Roches-

ter, X. Y.

The paper presented evidence that the

finger lakes of central Xew York were all

pre-glacial in character and that during the

presence of the ice-sheet at their outlets

they were backed up and discharged south-

ward, as is abundantly showTi by deltas at

various heights on both sides of the present

divide. Professor Tairchild cited eighteen

glacial lakes from Attica on the west to the

Onondaga river valley on the east. These

he has named from important towns now
on the sites, as Lake Ithaca for the glacial

form of Cayuga lake, which was ;55 miles

long, ri-lO miles broad and 1 100 feet deep.

It has been long known that when the ice

cover(>d western Xew York the great lakes

discharged at Chicago to the Mississippi

and the great lake formed by them is called

Lake Warren, and has left a good beach.

At a much later stage, when the !Mohawk
was uncovered, the waters ran to the Hud-
son, and the great lake on the site of On-
tario has been called Lake Iroquois. The
intermediate stage between these two, when
the discharge of the water covering western

Xew York was through the low jtass at the

south end of Seneca lake thi-ough Horse-

heads near Elmira, Professor Fairchild has

called Lake Xewl)erry. The elevations of

this and the Chicago pass are such that

when allowance is made for the depressed

condition of the area at that time, the exist-

ence of the lake can be demonstrated.

The paper was discussed by Messrs. Mc-
Gee and Gilbert, who commended the

choice of the new name as felicitous and
timelj-. J. W. Spenser also spoke, but dif-

fered w'ith the author in some points.

Meantime, in the upper laboratorj- (the

Williams room), the petrographic .section,

under the chairmanship of Professor B. K.
Emerson listened to

18. The Relation of Grain to Distance from
Margin in Certain Rocks. Alfred C.

Laxe, Houghton. Michigan.

A description of the variation in texture

and grain of sonn' quartz diabase dikes of

Upper Michigan was given, and the same
compai-ed with eft'usive flows of similar

mineral composition. These descriptions

were based on series of thin sections of

kno\^n distance from the margin. Inter-

stitial micropegmatite is primary or pneu-

matolytic, and the feldspar crystallization

begins before that of the augite,' continuing

until later. The distinction between the
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intrusive or dike type and the effusive type

was pointed out. The main object of pre-

sentiug the paper at this time is to elicit the

best methods of measuring the coarseness of

grain of a rock, the object being to express

by some arithmetical or mathematical form-

ula based on statistics, or in some other def-

inite way, the relation of texture to walls

and thickness in a dike. The paper elicited

considerable discussion by Messrs. Hovey,

Kemp, Iddings, Cross, and G. P. Merrill, in

which the following points were made ; the

large size of the phenocrysts in some very

narrow dikes ;
the importance of not meas-

uring minerals of the intratellurio stage
;

the great variability of circumstances under

which dikes cooled, as heated or cold walls,

pressure, mineraUzers, etc., and the difficult-

ies of getting rehable data of the kind re-

quired by Dr. Lane.

19. Crystallized Slagsfrom Coppersmelting.

Alfred C. Lane, Houghton, Michigan.

This paper described (with exhibition of

specimens) slags from the cupola furnaces

used in coppersmelting, which contained

large mehUte crystals, between one and two

centimeters square, interesting optically and

in mode of occurrence. Crystallized hema-

tite was also noted.

The specimens elicited great interest on

account of the size and perfection of the

crystals.

20. On the Nomenclature of the fine-grained

Siliceous Bocks. L. S. Geiswold, Cam-
bridge, Mass.

The writer described the difficulties met

first, in his study of novaculite, and later,

in connection -with other siliceous rocks,

such as cherts, jaspers, etc., in applying defi-

nite names. The troublesome characters of

opaline, chalcedonic and quartzose silica, as

regards the origin of each, presented obsta-

cles both for mineralogic and genetic classi-

fication.

This paper elicited an interesting dis-

cussion which threatened at times to take

up the whole subiect of the classification of

rocks. The general feeling seemed to be

that rocks could best be named primarily

on a mineralogic and textural basis, and

that these priucii^les furnished the best so-

lution of the difficulties presented by the

paper. The speakers were Messrs. Wolff,

Emerson and Lane.

21. 0)1 Some Dykes containing ' Huronile.^

By Alfred E. Barlow, Ottawa. (Eead

by F. D. Adams.)

This paper contained a brief petrographi-

cal notice of certain dykes of diabase con-

taining ' Huronite,' as the mineral was

originallj^ named by Dr. Thomson, of Glas-

gow, in Ms Mineralogy of 1836. Dr. B. J.

Harrington's re-examination of this mineral

in 1886 showed some very gi-ave errors in

Thomson's work and the ' huronite ' must

simply be regarded as an impure or altered

form of anorthite, which has undergone

either pai-tial or complete ' saussuritiza-

tion,' owing to metamorphic action. Cer-

tain localities were mentioned north and

northeast of Lake Huron, where these dykes

have been noted cutting the Huronian as

well as the granitoid gneisses usuall_y classed

as Laurentian. Mr. A. P. Low, of the Can-

adian Geological Survej^, noticed dykes con-

taining this mineral cutting the Laurentian

and Cambrian in the Labrador Peninsula.

22. The Granites of Pike''s Peak, Colorado.

Edward B. Mathews, Baltimore, Marj^-

land. (Introduced by W. B. Clark.)

This paper gave an area! and petrographi-

cal description of the granites composing

the southern end of the Rampart or Colo-

rado range and showed that great macro-

scopic variation may result, while the micro-

scopic characters remain monotonously uni-

form. Four types in all were distinguished,

based on the size of phenocrysts and coarse-

ness of gi-ain. The paper was discussed by

Whitman Cross and J. P. Iddings, after

which the section adjourned to meet again

at 4:30 p. m.
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Aliout tlie Siimc time the lu.niu section

also adjourned for luueh, wliich was most

hospitably served to the \asiting societies

ill the Johns Hopkins gj-mnasium. High

praise is due the local committee for the ex-

cellent arrangements. After lunch the so-

ciety' reconvened and the first paper was :

23. Notes on the Glaciation of Newfound-

land. By T. C. Chambeklin.

Tlie paper brought out the very interest-

ing facts that the glaciation of Newfound-

land is local and that the moraines and

sti'ite show that it proceeded fi-om the cen-

ter of the i.sland to the coast. The drift is

all peripheral and can be easily ti-aced to its

sources.

24. The Pre-Camhrian Floor of the North-

tvestvrn States. By C. W. Hall. (Read

in the absence of the author by Warken
Upham.)

The paper pointed out the distribution of

the Pre-Cambrian areas in the territory

under investigation so far as it is known at

the present time. It then showed by means

of records of deep and artesian well bor-

ings, within reasonable limits of probability,

the depth of the Pre-Cambrian rocks over

a considerable area bej-ond the surface area

outlined.

Maps and a series of profiles accompanied

the paper.

The paper was tUscussed bj- G. K. Gil-

bert, who called attention to the importance

of the results.

2.5. A Further Contribution to Our Knowl-

nf the Laurentian. Feank D. Adams,

Montreal, Canada.

After referring briefly to the author's pre-

vious work- on the aiiorthosite inti'usions of

the Laurentian, the paper gave a condensed

account of the results of a studj' of the

stratigi-apliical relations and petrogi-aphical

character of the gneisses and associated

rocks of the Oren\'ille series in that portion

of the protaxis which lies to the north of

the Island of Montreal. By means of lan-

tern slides Dr. Adams gave a very grapliic

account of the region in question. Some
thin sections of rocks as large as an ordi-

nary lantern slide were used to illusti-ate

the passage of a massive rock into a cruslied

and sheared or gneissoid form. The paper

formed not onlj' an important contriljution

to the geology of the region, but to our

knowledge of dynamic metamorphism as

well. Discussion was reserved until after

the reading of the next two.

26. The Crystalline Limestones, Ophiolites,

and Associated Schists of the Eastern

Adirondacks. J. F. Kemp, New York.

After a brief inti-oduction and sketch of

what others had done on the subject in

hand, the areas of these rocks, especially in

Essex county, were outlined and described

•with geological sections. It was shown
that they are generally small, usually less

than a square mile ; that they consist of

(a) white graphitic crystalline limestone,

\\'ith gTcat numbers of inclusions of sili-

cates, (b) of ophiolites, (c) of black garneti-

ferous hornblende schists, (d) of lighter

quartz scliists, and (c) in one area, of closely

involved granulite very like the Saxon

gi-anulite. The evidence of the plasticity

of limestone under pressure was grapliicallj'

shown by lantern .slides. The trap dikes

that often cut the limestones were referred

to, and the relations with the intrusive gab-

bros were set forth, and the argument

made that the limestones are older than

the gabbros and auorthosites of the Norian

series, and that they are the remnants of

an extended formation which was cut up by

these intrusions, inetamorphosed largely by

them and afterward eroded. A comparison

was drawn with those on the western side

of the mountains.

2T. The Relations of the Grtjstalline Lime-

stones, Gneisses and Anorthosites in St.

Lawrence and JeJ/'erson Counties, N. Y.

C. H. Smyth, Jk., Clinton, N. Y.

The paper dealt especially with areas in
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tlie towns of Diana, Pitcairn and Wilna,

but was really a review of the relations of

these rocks in a wider region and was based

on extended field experience. Peti-ograijhic

details were presented of the several kinds of

rocks, and especially of the varieties of the

anorthosites, which were shown to shade

into angite-syenites, and apparently into red

gneiss. Many irruptive contacts of anor-

thosites and limestone were cited and the

location of the classic mineral localities of

this region was shown to be along these

contacts. The same important thesis was

worked out as in the preceding two papers,

that the great inti'usions of the Norian se-

ries were later than the gneisses and lime-

stones.

The papers were discussed by Whitman
Cross, who called attention to the close

parallelism of the geology in the Pike's

Peak district of Colorado ; and by C. D.

Walcott who referred to his own studies in

the Adirondacks and similar conclusions to

those advanced.

28. Lower Gambrian Bocks in Eastern Gali-

fornia. Chaeles D. WAicOTT, Wash-
ing-ton, D. C.

An account of the discovery of the Lower
Cambrian rocks and fauna in the White
Mountain range of Inyo County, Cal. See

also ISTo. 2 above. This important discov-

ery affords a means of correllating the early

Cambrian hfe in the remote West with

those alreadjr known in the East.

29. Devonian Fossils in carhonifei'ous strata.

H. S. Williams, ISTew Haven, Conn.

The paper described the fauna of the

Spring Creek hmestone of Arkansas, which

lies between the Keokuk-Burlington sti-ata

below and the Bates^dlle sandstone above,

and is at about the horizon of the Warsaw
and Chester of the Lower Carboniferous in

the Mississippi Valley. The fossils are

closely related to the carboniferous fauna

described by Walcott from Eui-eka, Nev.,

and by J. P. Smith from Shasta County, Cal.

But certain Devonian forms as Leiorhyncus

quadricodatum and Productus laehnjmosiis of

the New York Devonian are found with

them, which are lacking in the jSIississippi

Valley, but are found in the Devonian of

the West. The interpretation was then

made, that the Arkansas fossils indicated a

Devonian incursion from the westward.

Dui-ing the reading of this and the suc-

ceeding titles the petrographers reconvened

in the upper laboratory, as later recorded.

30. The Pottsville series along the Neio

Biver, West Va. David White, Washing-

ton, D. C.

This paper was a careftil description of

the sti-atigraphy of the series, the determi-

nations being based on the fossils, which

evidence was presented in full.

31. The Cretaceous Deposits of the Northern

Half of the Atlantic Coast Plain. Wm.
B. Clark, Baltimore, Md.

The several formations established as a

result of a detailed study of the Cretaceous

strata of Monmouth countj^, New Jersey,

were shown to have a wide geographical

range towards the south. They have been

ti'aced throughout the southern portion of

that State, while all except the highest

members of the series are found crossing

Delaware and the eastern shore of Mary-

land. Several representatives of these for-

mations appear on the western shore, reach-

ing to the banks of the Potomac.

32. Stratigraphic Measurements of Creta-

ceous Time. (x. K. Gilbert, Washing-ton,

D. C.

The -nTiter described a great series of

Cretaceous rocks, 3500-4000 ft. thick, Ijdng

in the Ai-kansas River Valley, west of

Pueblo, Colo. Thej' consist of laj^ers ofhme-
stone 1 ft. to 1 ft. 6 in. tliick, separated by
1 in. of shale—this alternation being uni-

formly repeated through the whole thick-

ness. The wi'iter argued that ft-equent con-

tinental oscillation from deep to shallow

water deposits was unhkely as having caused
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the beds, and hence appeaU'd to cliniatio

cycles.

Tlie cycles of a year's changing seasons is

too short to account for the limestone ; the

next longer cycle, the lunar, involves no

changes of climate ; hence the cj^cle of the

precession of tlie e(|iiinoxes, 21,000 j'cars

long, was selected, and allowing four feet of

de}X)sit for each cycle, tliis portion of Cretace-

ons time was estimated at 21,000,000 years.

There was no discussion, but a very cAi-

dent feeling of solemnity at the announce-

ment.

33. Notes on the Cretaceous of Weste7-n Tex-

as and Coahuila, Mexico. E. T. Dumble,
Austin, Texas.

The author being absent the paper was
only read by title.

The main section then adjourned until

the pre.sidental addi-ess at 7:30 the same
evening, ileantime the peti-ographers lis-

teni'd to

34. Spheriililic Volcanics at North Haveni

Maine. W. S. Bayley, Water^ille, Me.

In the Journal of Geologj' a few months

ago the late Dr. George H.Williams referred

to the existence of old rhyolit«s on the

coast of ilaine. The author described very

briefly the occurrence of these rocks, and
exhibited specimens of them. The speci-

mens showed very perfect spherulites, litho-

physie and all the common features of glassy

volcanics. Tliey brought out an interesting

discussion regarding the abundance of these

rocks along the Altantic sea-board. J. E.

Wolft" spoke of theii- great extent near Bos-

ton, and especially at Blue ECill, where the

relations with the Quincy gi-anite are a hard

problem. A. C. Lane mentioned their fre-

quency in central Elaine, as shown by the

collections of L. L. Hubbard. T. G. White
referred to those near Mt. Desert. J. F.

Kemp spoke of recent field and peti-ogra-

phic work in progress on the gi'cat areas

near St. John, N. B. W. S. Ycates brought

up the curious phosphatic spherulites lately

found in Georgia, which closely simulate

litliophysjT, and remarks were made on
them by W. Cross and J. P. Idtlings.

35. The Peripheral I'hases of the Great Gab-

hro Mai's of Xorthca.4ern Miniie-'<ofa. W.
S. Baylky, A\'aterville, Me.

On the northern border of the gi-eat gab-

bro mass in nortlieast«m Minnesota are

basic and gi-anulitic rocks whose composi-

tion indicates tlieir relationships with the

gabljros with which they are associated.

The basic rocks arc aggregates of the basic

constituents of the gabbro. They are char-

acterized especially by the abundance of

titanic iron. The granulitic rocks dilVer

fi-om the central gabbro mainly in struc-

ture. They consist of aggi-egates of rounded

diallage, hypersthene and plagioclase. all of

wliicli minerals are present also in the nor-

mal rocks. The Ijasic rocks are probably

differentiated phases of the gabbro, of ear-

lier age than the great mass of the nor-

mal rock. The granulitic phases are simplj-

periplieral phases. Closely parallel cases

were brought out in the discu.ssion as

existing in the AcUrondacks (by C. H.

Smyth, Jr., and J. F. Kemp), and in Que-

bec (F. D. Adams), where they have been

been called granulites, augite-syenites and

augite gneisses. H. D. Campbell mentioned

the sjime phenomena in similar i-ocks in

Rockbridge county, Virginia, and all the

speakers commented on the peculiar devel-

opment of orthoclase feldspar in the border

facies of a gabbro mass.

86. The Contact Phenomena at Pigeon Point,

Minn. W. S. Bayley, Wat*rA-ille, Me.

The speaker distributed copies of his re-

cent Bulletin U. S. Geol. Suiwey, Xo. lO't.

and exhibited a series of specimens which

illustrate the peculiar contacts and transi-

tion rocks at Pigeon Point. Discussion fol-

lowed bj' by J. P. hidings and others.

37. A Xew Di.->covirij of Peridotife at Deiritt,

3 miles east of Si/raeiise, N. Y. N. H. Dar-

TON. Petroyraphij of same, J. F. Kemp.
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Mr. Darton described the opening up of

tliis new boss of peridotite in the building

of a reservoir. Tlie wall rock is Salina

shales, and the geological section of that

part of the state was outlined in explana-

tion. J. P. Kemp described the rock as a

very fresh peridotite as these rocks go, with

perfectly unaltered olivines and a ground

mass of small augite crystals, with what

was probably originally glass. Gabbroitic

segregations were also mentioned contain-

ing feldspar. The interest of the rock lies

in the fact that it gives much fresher mater-

ial than that described by Dr. G. H. Wil-

liams from Syracuse, in which the larger

original minerals were represented onlj^ by

alteration products. No perofskite or me-

lihte could be found in the Dewitt material.

Professor B. K. Emerson exhibited re-

markable pseudomoi-phs of olivine from a

rediscovered though long lost mineral lo-

cahty in Massachusetts, and corundum with

interesting enclosures.

The section then adjourned with the in-

tention of having an exhibition of rock sec-

tions the following morning in the same

place.

A goodly audience greeted President

Chamberlin at 7:30 in the evening for the

anniial presidential address, the subject be-

ing Recent Glacial Studies in Greenland.

The speaker brought out the distribution of

the ice sheet over Greenland, described his

observations at Disko Bay and elsewhere

and his final location at Lieut. Peary's sta-

tion, Inglefleld Gulf. Many pecuUar feat-

ures of Greenland glaciers were brought out,

such as their rampart-like terminal cliffs,

their general foliation or banding and en-

closed debris, their causeways of morainic

material, etc. The glaciation is thought to

be now near its maximum extent because

just beyond the ice are unglaciated areas

and jagged islands that have never been

covered. A large series of lantern views

followed and brought out still more forcibly

the points of the address. President Cham-

berlin was listened to with close attention

during the two hours occupied, and all thor-

oughlj' enjoyed the lecture, but it is never-

theless true that an hour and a quarter, or

at most an hour and a half, is about as long

as a speaker can wisely keep a general

audience.

The Society reassembled in the geological

laboratory about ten o'clock for the annual

supper. After an excellent menu had been

cared for, Professor B. K. Emerson was cho-

sen toastmaster, and by his characteristic

sallies, in which he was ably aided by several

speakers, resolved his hearers into inter-

mittentlj^ active spiracles of mirth upon the

lava sti-eam of his wit.

When the Societj' reassembled on Satur-

day morning the first paper read was

38. The Marginal Development of the Miocene

in Eastern New Jersey. Wm. B. Claek,

Baltimore, Md.
The deposits which characterize the mar-

ginal phase of ISTew Jersey Miocene in Mon-
mouth and Ocean counties were especially

discussed. The gravels, sands and clays

were considered and their relations shown,

together with the occurrence of giauconite

in certain areas. The connection of the

sti'ata in the northern counties with the

highly fossiliferous beds in South Jersey

was explained. The paper was discussed

by IST. H. Darton bringing out some slight di-

vergence of views on the classification of the

deposits, in that the discover}^ of fossils by

W. B. Clark had somewhat revised the ear-

lier stratigraphic work.

39. Sedimentary Geology of the Baltimore Re-

gion. N. H. Darton, Washing-ton, D. C.

An account of the local geology of Meso-

zoic and Cenozoic formations and some
statements regarding certain unsolved prob-

lems in coastal plain geology, illustrated by
maps and sections. The sections which
passed through the crystallines of the Pied-

mont plateau and the city of Baltimore
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brought out aduiirahly tlu' I'elations of the

hitcr sediments to tlie okler protaxis.

40. The Surface Fdrmations of Southern New
JerM'y. Eoi.i.iN 1). SALisBrKY, Chicago,

111.

The sui-f'ace formations of southern New
Jersey, which liaAe often been grouped to-

gether under the names, ' Yellow Gravel

'

and 'Columbia.' are believed to be divis-

ible into five formations, the oldest of which

greath' antedates the glacial period. The

several formations are unconformable on

eacli other and are believed to have been

widely separated in time of origin. These

formations were called the (1) Beacon Hill,

(2) Canasaucon (the spelling may be

wTong), (.3) Jamesburg, (4) Trenton and

the (5) Kej'port. It is impossible as yet to

say which are Columbia and which not, but

(2) is probably Pleistocene, and formed

durmg ice action on the north. Nothing

later than (3) is Columbia. The paper was

discussed by Warren Upham.
41. New Forms of Marine Alga: from the Tren-

ton Limentone, ivith Observations on Butho-

graptus laxus, Hull. R. P. Whitfield,

New York. (The paper was read bj- E.

O. HOVEV.)

Certain fossils from Platteville, Wis., re-

ferred years ago by Hall with doubt to the

gi'aptotiles, were shown to be reallj' articu-

lated, marine algie, and referable to several

species. True corallines from the same

hoi'izon at Middleville were also described

which are mudi older than any hitherto

mentioned members of this group of plants.

42. 0)1 the Honeycombed Limestones in the Bot-

tom ofLake Huron. Robert Bell, Ottawa,

Canada; (Read by H. M. Ami.)

Tlie Limestones over a certain region in

the bottom of Lake Huron are extensively

eroded in a peculiar manner which the

wi-itt'r calls hcmeycombing and pitting. He
described this condition, the area within

which it is found, the depth of the water and

other conditions most favorable to its pi-o-

duction and thin attcmi)tt'd toaccount forits

origin, enumerating various i)os.sible causes

which might suggest themselves, and giving

the most probable one, namely, a difl'erential

solubilitj- of the rock in the presence of

slightly acidulated Avater. Reasons in sup-

port of this view wi're stated. The geologi-

cal ages and the lithological characters of

the various limestones attacked were men-
tioned in trying to an-ive at the conditions

which produce the phenomena described.

The localizatiim of this form of erosion may
be attributed to a slight acichty of the water

in that part of Lake Huron, and reasons are

given for believing that an acid condition

actually exists. In addition to the consider-

ations due to the structure and composition

of the rock lying at the bottom of such water,

certain external conditions were mentioned

as favoring the lioneycombing process, which

appears to be still in active progress. Ex-

amples were given of somewhat similar

erosion elsewhere, but the typical honey-

comlting here described appears to l)e con-

fined to Lake Huron. The paper was illus-

trated by specimens and photographs.

43. On the Quarts-keratophijre and its A-^^o-

ciated Rocks of the Baraboo Bluffs, Wiseon'<in.

Samuel Weidman. (Read l)y J. P. Id-

dings.)

In the vicinity of Barab(x>, Wisconsin,

occur acid por])hyritic rocks wliich corre-

spond chemically with quartz-keratophyres.

They exhibit under the micro.scopo fluxion,

spherulitic, poicilitic, and other structures

of volcanic rocks, and are associated with

volcanic breccias which show them to have

their origin in a surface flow. They are of

Pre-Cambrian age. since they rest upon the

upper Huronian (piartzite and are overlaid

by the Potsdam sandstime and conglomer-

ate. In some i)ortions of the area- they

have been completely changed to finely foli-

ated sericite schists through tlie orographii-

movement which elevated the quartzites to

form the Hlufl's.
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44. The Characteristic Features of the Califor-

nia Gold Quartz Veins. Waldemar Lind-

CtEen, WasMugton, D. C.

The writer described tie extent and asso-

ciations of the veins, bringing out the fact

that thejr are in all manner of wall rocks,

although especially in the auriferous slates.

They were shown to be true fissure veins

that cut the walls at all angles, although

mostly along the strike. Direct issue was

taken with the view that thej' are replace-

ments of limestone or related rock, for it

was shown that while the veins are sili-

ceous and filled with quartz, the wall rocks

have very generally suffered carbonatiza-

tion. Finally the source of the gold was

placed in deep seated regions, whence it had

been brought by uprising solutions.

On the conclusion of the paper, the cus-

tomary votes of thanks were passed to the

local committee, to the Johns Hopkins

University and to others whose efforts had

made the session a success. The next

place of meeting, a year hence, has not been

settled. On the whole, the meeting was

the best attended and most interesting and

successful yet held. J. F. Kemp.
Columbia College.

THE BALTIMORE 3IEETINQ OF THE AMERI-
CAN MORPHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The Society met on Thursday morning

in the lecture room of the Chemical Build-

ing and again upon Friday afternoon, ad-

journing for the intermediate sessions of

the Society of Naturalists. In the absence

of Professor C. O. Wliitman, President of the

Society, Professor W. B. Scott, of Princeton,

Vice-President, took the chair. Among
those present at these sessions besides those

who presented papers were Alpheus Hyatt,

Edward S. Morse, Edward D. Cope, Samuel

F. Clarke, C. F. Herrick, Henry F. Osborn,

E. A. Andi-ews, W. H. DaU.
The oflBcers elected for the year 1895 were:

President—Professor Edmund B. AVilson,

Columbia College.

Vice-President—Professor W. B. Scott,

Princeton College.

Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. G. H. Parker,

of Harvard University.

The foUo-nang are abstracts of the papers

presented :

—

Dr. C. W. Stiles, of the U. S. Agricul-

tural Bureau, presented the first paper upon

Larval Stages of an Anoplocephaline Cestode

and exliibited specimens of Distoma (Poly-

orchis) moUe (Leidy, '56), S. & H., '94
;

of DioctophjTue gigas. End., and of Distoma

tricolor, S & H. Five hundred of the last

named species are ready for disti-ibution as

exchanges to college zoologists.

Professor William A. Locy, of Lake For-

est University, presented the first paper on

Primitive Metamerism in Selachians, Amphibia

and Birds. It has been generallj^ assmned

that the metameric divisions of the Verte-

brates depend primarily on the middle

germ-layer, and that whenever they appear

in the ectoderm they are secondarily

moulded over the mesodermic segments.

This proposition is not supported by these

observations. We find in very young em-

bryos of amphibians and birds, primitive

metameric di-sdsions wliich effect the entire

epiblastic folds and in Selachians extend

also out' into the germ-ring. They are

present before any protovertebrse are formed

and are most clearly marked in the border

regions. These segments become later co-

incident with the so-called neuromeres, but

it is to be noted that they are by no means
confined to the neural tube. The time-

honored designation ' metamerism of the

head ' should be interpreted as meaning

regional metamerism not as a different form

of segmentation from that which affects the

trunk region. This paper was discussed

and the accuracy of the author's observa-

tions was questioned because of the con-

spicuous character which he assigned to
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certain surface markings never observed by

others. The opportunity given for examin-

ing the specimens, liowever, proved that the

markings could be faintly seen as described

by the author.

Dr. Locy's second paper was a Note on the

Mumologies of the Pineal Sense-Organ. The

basis for determining homologies of the two

epiphysial outgi'owths of Petromyzon, Telc-

osts and Lacertilia has been furnished by

recent publications by Studuicka, Hill and

Klinckowstrom. Basing a comparison upon

innervation and also upon the history of

the vesicles, we may regard the upper epi-

physial vesicle in I'eti'omyzou as corres-

ponding to the epiphysis of Teleosts and

Lacertilia, and the lower epiphysial vesicle

as equivalent to the anterior vesicle of Hill

(which early absorbs ) in the teleosts. and to

the pineal eye in the Lacertilia.

Under the title :
• The Qiiadrille of the

Centrommes' in the Echinoderm egg; a second

contribution to biological mythology, Professor

E. B. AVilsou, of Columbia, presented the

somewhat surprising results of his renewed

investigation of the phenomena of fertiliza-

tion in the eggs of the sea-urchin. Rabl

had predicted in 1SS9 that the union of the

germ-cells would be found to involve a con-

jugation of centrosomes or archoplasmic ele-

ments in addition to the well-knowna conju-

gation ofnuclear elements. Fol's celebrated

paper on the Quadrille of the Centrosomes

in 1891 was apparently a triumphant fulfill-

ment of the prediction, and, having been

ininiediatelj" and universally accepted, ex-

ercised an important influence on the current

theories of inheritance. A prolonged re-

search upoii the eggs of Toxopnenstes variegatus

shows, with a high degi-ee of certainty, that

Fol's results were based on material pre-

))ared by defective methods; that his ac-

count of the origin of the archoplasm is

fundamentallj' erroneous ; that no ' Quad-

ri lie ' occurs in the American species at least

,

and that his account of it is largelj' mythical.

Results e.ssentially similar and fully corrob-

orating the above have been reached in the

Columbia Laboratory bj" Mr. A. P. Mathews

in the eggs of Arbucia and Asterias. In all

these cases the egg-centrosome and archo-

plasm degenerate and completely di.siippear

after formation of the second polar body,

and, therefore, do nut i>lay any part in the

fertilization. Tlie sperm-archoplasm is de-

rived not from the tip of sperm l)ut from the

middle-piece (as in the earth-worm and in

the axolotl) and by division gives rise di-

rectly to the amphiaster of the first cleavage

without any participation of an egg-centre

or egg-archoplasm. All the stages in the

fertilization process of Toxojmenstes were ex-

hibited by the author in photographs taken

with an enlargement of one thousjind ilia-

meters with the coiJperation of Dr. Edward
Leaming, of the College of Physicians and

Surgeons, Kew York. These photographs

illustrated furthermore the effect upon the

egg of various reagents, a considerable num-
ber of which have been carefully tested.

Fol's picro-osmic mixture was shown to be

very defective, causing more or less marked

disorganization of the archoplasmic struct-

ures and producing various artefacts. The
' centei-s ' (centrosomes) of Fol were un-

questionably such artefacts, produced by the

slu-inking and clotting together of the ar-

choi)lasmic recticulum. In properly pre-

served material (sublimate-acetic, Flem-

ming"s fluid, etc..) the arehoplasm-masses

(' astrospheres') consist of a uniform reti-

culum and contain no centrosomes.

In a second paper on the ^Polarity of the

Egg in Toxopneusfes ' Professor AVilson de-

scribed the results of his observations on

the paths of the jironuclei in tiie transpar-

ent li%Tng egg. The very unexpected result

was renehed that in this ca.se the ultimate

vertical axis of tlie egg (' egg-axis ' jn-opei-)

does not necessarily coincide with the polar

axis but may form any angle with it: but

the plane of first cleavage is nevertheless
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always nearly thi'ough the entrance-point

of the sperm. Regarding the former point

there is a possible source of error in that

the excenti'ic egg-nucleus may wander fi-oni

its original position (near the polar bodies)

,

so that the diameter passing through it no

longer represents the egg-axis. (This can-

not be determined fi-om the polar bodies,

since they quickly become detached from

the egg). Many facts indicate, however,

that such wandering does not occur. If it

does not, then the polarity of the egg is not

primordial but induced, and one of the most

fundamental characteristics of the egg is

thus brought into the category of epigenetic

phenomena.

Professor Charles S. Minot, of the Har-

vard Medical School, presented a paper upon

The Olfactory Lobe. He showed that of

eleven layers of cells in the olfactory lobe

onlj the inner two layers belong to the cere-

bral cortex proper, proving that the olfac-

tory lobe is a ganglion structure belonging to

the sensory ganglion series with certain great

secondary modifications. This is further

supported by the fact that' the lobe primar-

ily connects with the brain at a point topo-

graphically similar with a point midway be-

tM^een the ' dorsal zone ' and the ' ventral

zone ' of His. In a second paper Professor

Minot pointed out as a Fundamental Difference

Betiveen Animals and Plants, of value princi-

pally in teaching, that while animals feed

typically upon solids, plants always procure

their food in a gaseous or hquid form. This

paper was discussed by Dr. Locy, Dr.

Humphries and several other botanists and

zoologists present, the point being raised

that plants manufacture their own food and
that when plant assimilation really begins

it is practically analgous to that of animals,

as it consists in the taking up of solid par-

ticles.

Dr. Arnold Graf, of Columbia, presented

the next paper upon The Origin of the Pig-

ment and the Causes of the Presence of Patterns

in Leeches. The pigment originates in the

excretophores. These are wandering cells

which pick up excretory substances fi-om

the walls of the capillaries ; one part of the

cells wanders to the funnels of the nephri-

dium and thus delivers their contents into

the nephridium, wliile another part of the

excretophores wanders under the skin

emerging along the lines of least resistance,

which lie between the muscle bundles.

The color patterns of the leeches vary,

therefore, according to the arrangement of

the musculature. In Nephelis the longitud-

inal musculature is developed most strongly

and consequently the pattern consists in

longitudinal stripes. Clepsine has as a con-

sequence of its parasitical mode of life a

strongly developed dorso-ventral muscula-

ture and therefore the pattern consists in

spots, the loug-itudinal sti'ipes ha^dug been

interrujjted and broken up by the trans-

verse and oblique muscle bundles. The
bearing of these facts is very important.

The color pattern of the leeches is not in

itself adaptive; it is entirely incidental and

secondary to the musculature which is es-

sentially adaptive. A change in the mus-

culature Avould result in a change in the

superficial color pattern. This shows how
a very striking superficial character maj''

originate without any adaptive significance

and as a secondary inheritance.

The following paper bj' Professor H. T.

Fernald, of Central College of Pennsylvania,

was entitled Homoplasy as a Factor in Mor-

phology. A review of zoological Hterature

in the past ten years shows that in every

group of animals beginning wdth the sponges

and extending iip to the highest vertebrates

the phenomenon of parallel or homoplastic

development is becoming increasinglj' ap-

parent. Numbers of cases were cited fi-om

all classes of animals showing that identical

sti'uctures, produced independentlj' in differ-

ent phyla, are extremely numerous.. The
paper was discussed by Professors Hyatt,
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Cope and Scott, who jioiutt'il out that

while the term ' honioplasy ' Wcas proposed

by Lankaster the phenomenon itself was
early pointed out hy Darwin and has

been fully elucidated by palaeontolojjists.

Mr. Seitaro Gato, of the Johns Hopkins

University, gave a demonstration of some

pai'ts of the P>toi)aiasitic Trematodes in-

cluding a number of featui-es fi"om his full

memoir upon this subject recently pub-

lished in Japan.

Mr. A. P. Matthews, of Columbia, fol-

lowed \\-ith a paper on the Morplwlnykal

Changes in the Pancreatic Cell, eorresponcUng

ii'ith Functional Acfiriti/. The cells of JVec-

tuntg are exceptionally large and favorable

for observation of the changes wliich occur

before and after feeding. The striated ap-

pearance of the outer zone of the pancreatic

cell is due to coarse cytoplasmic filaments

or threads which end in the centre of

masses of chromatin within the nuclear

membrane. In fact, these threads are di-

rectly continuous with the cytoplasmic reti-

culum in the inner zone ; these threads are

often coiled and in such cases explain the

structures known as Nebenkerne. When
the gland is secreting the zymogen granules

and reticulum are washed out of the cell by
lymph currents and new thread substance

is manufactured l)y the chromatin. Dur-

ing the so-called ' rest ' of the cell the thread

substance degenerates into zymogen gran-

ules and the cytoplasmic reticulum of the

inner zone. The zymogen granules grow
by accretion. The thread substance grows

by accretion at the chromatin end. The
nucleus undergoes no appreciable changes.

There are indications that the ('hromatin is

a ferment, and that it is the essential forma-

tive element of the cell
;
probably tliis is

true of all the cells and all chromatin ; if

so, the character of cj-toplasm and new
chromatin formed will depend on the char-

acter of the nutrition. It is po.ssible that

the chromatin of embryonic cells differenti-

ates as a result of dillerentiations depend-

ent upon the location in the segmenting cell

mass of the chromatin of the original blas-

tomeres. If this is true it is unnecessary

to assiime that characteristics are repre-

sented deiinitely in a so-called ' stirp ' lo-

cated in the chromatin.

Professor J. S. Kingsley, of Tufts College,

next i)resented a paper upon the Anatomy

and Jielationshi})!' of Pauropida, on behalf of

Mr. F. C. Kenyon.

Professor Aljiheus Hyatt, of the Museum
of Comparative Zoologj-, Cambridge, pre-

sented a paper summing up his researches

upon the ParallcUmis between the Ontogeny and

Phytogeny of Pecten.

Professor Andrews submitted for Profes-

sor T. H. Morgan, of Bryn JIawr, some of

his observations recentlj' made in Naples at

the American table supported bj- the Smith-

•sonian Institution. It is found that the

unsegmented eggs of a sea-urchin may l)e

broken into minute fragments which develop

into perfect larva'. One such fragment may
be one-fiftieth of the volume of the egg and

yet develoj) into a ga.strula if it contain a

male and a female pronucleus. The gas-

trula thus produced is so exeeedinglj' small

that three in a row are no longer than

an infusorian, such as Paramoecium. The
volume of such a gastrula is one-sixty-fourth

part of that of a normal gastrula. While

the number of ct-lls in a normal blastula on

the point of invaginating is five to seven

hundred, the numlier in one of the minute

blastulas at the same stage niiiy be as small

as sixty. With such facts we explain the

known difficulty in rearing larvie fi-om iso-

lated cells of late cleavage stages, as due to

a limit in the number of cleavages pos.sible

before gastrulation. That is, gastrulation

comes after a definite number of cleavages

and a cell has its possible cleavages reduced

in a certain ratio by the number of preced-

ing cleavages.

The paper of Professor F. H. Herrick, of
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Adelbert College, upon tlie Biology of the

Lobster wiU be printed in full in a later

number of Science.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY {II.).

NATIVE ASTRONOMY IN MEXICO AND CENTEAL

AMERICA.

At the International Congress of Ameri-

canists, wMcli met in Stockbolm last Au-

gust, two papers were presented wbicb ought

to give j)ause to those would-be critics who
of late years have been seeking to belittle

the acquirements of the semi-civilized tribes

of Mexico and Central America. Both are

studies of the positive astronomic knowledge

which had been gained by the observers

among those tribes. One is by Mrs. Zelia

Nuttall, and bears the title, Notes of the

Ancient Mexican Calendar System. It is

intended merely as a preliminary publica-

tion to a thorough analysis of this system

as it was carried out in Mexico, and con-

tains only the outlines of her discoveries.

These are, however, suificient to support

her thesis, that the astronomer-priests

possessed a surprisingly accurate knowl-

edge of the exact length of the solar

year, of the revolution of the moon, and
of the sjTiodical revolution of the planet

Venus.

The second paper is by Dr. Forstemann,

who is the foremost student in Germany of

the contents of the books written in the

hieroglyphic script of the ancient Mayas.

He takes up page 24 of the Dresden Codex,

and explains its meaning. This page has

been long recognized as a sort of abstract or

table of contents of those which follow it in

the Codex, but its exact bearing has not

previously been interpreted. Dr. Forste-

mann shows by ingenious and accurate

i-easoning that it relates chiefly to the syn-

odical revolution of the planet Venus and
its relation to the courses of the sun and
moon.

RECENT AMERICAN LINGUISTIC STUDIES.

It is gratifying to note that the immense

field of native American languages is find-

ing cultivators in many countries.

Even in England, where so little has been

done in this direction, a special fund has

been raised called the ' vocabulary pub-

lication fund,' which prmts and issues

(through Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner &
Co.) short grammars and vocabularies of

languages from MSS. in the possession of

learned societies and individuals. The first

printed is a grammar and vocabulary of the

Ipurina language, by the Eev. J. E. E. Po-

lak. This is one of the Amazonian dia-

lects, and though we were not without some

material in it before, this addition to our

knowledge is veiy welcome.

From the same teeming storehouse of

Brazil, Dr. Paul Ehi-enreich has lately pub-

lished in the Berlin Zeitschrift fi'tr Ethnoloc/ie,

his excellent studies m the language of the

the Carayas and Caj-apos. They are practi-

cally new in matter and form. The Pu-

quinas are a rude tribe who live about Lake
Titicaca. M. Eaoul de La Grasserie has

lately issued (through Koehler, Leipzig) a

number of old texts ra their langxiage ; and
Dr. Max. Uhle has collected considerable

material in it as sjjoken to-day. Dr. A. F.

Chamberlain, in the American Anthropolo-

gist for April last, analyzes a number of ne-

ologisms in the Kootenaj^ language ; while

our knowledge of the remote and confusing

dialects of the Gran Chaco has latelj' been

notablj' increased by the activity of the-Ai--

gentine scholars, Macedo and Lafone-Que-

vedo, in editing from rare or manuscript

works the notes collected by the early mis-

sionaries.

AMERICAN ONOMATOLOGY.

The study of the meaning and origin of

geographical names has a higher purpose

than to satisfj' a passing curiositJ^ They
are often the only surviving evidences of
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migrations ami occuiiaiu-y ; they preservo

extinct tongues or obsok'te forms ; and they

indicate the stage of culture of the people

who bestowed them. Especially useful in

these directions are the aboriginal names

on the American continent ; for the shifting

of the native population was so rapid, and

the dialects disappeared so quickly, that the

place-names are sometimes the only hints

left us of the presence of tribes iu given

localities.

A model study in this field is that of Dr.

Karl Sapper in Globus, Bd. LXVI., No. G,

on ' The Native Place-names of Northern

Central America.' It embraces Guatemala,

Chiapas, Tabasco, and portions of Yucatan,

Honduras and San Salvador. The aim of

the writer is to define the limits of the

Mayan dialects, and to explain the presence

of Nahuatl influence. lie accomplishes his

purpose in a thorough manner. Mr. De
Peralta, in his Etiioluyia Centro-Americana

(Madrid, 1893), did much the same for

Costa Rica ; and in the Algonkian regions

of the Eastern United States, Mr. William

"Wallace Tooker ( in the American Anthropol-

ogist and other periodicals) has supplied

unquestionably correct analyses of the com-

plicated and often corrupt forms derived

from that stock.

SOME KKCKXT EVKOPEAX ARTICLES ON

AMERICAN ARCHEOLOGY.

Althouch some lolty archa'ologists in the

I'nited States display an inability to per-

ceive the value of the antiquities of this

continent, it is gratifying to note that this

purblindness does not prevail in Eurojje.

What native .American skill could accom-

plish in the line of true art is well shown by

the reproduction on the design on a beau-

tifully colored and decorated vase from

Chama. (luatemala, figured by Herr Diesel-

I'orlf in the Zeitsch riff far Elhnologie, 1.S94, Heft

V. It will creditably bear comparison with

tlie iiigher periods of Etru.scan techni(jiie.

In a publicatii)ii which has been lately

started by the Museum of Ethnogra])hy of

Berlin, called Ethiiulogii<ches Kotizblatt, Dr. E.

Seler, well known for his profound re-

searches into Mexican antiquity, has a copi-

ously illnstrated article on the great stone

sculi)tures of the Nati(mal Museum of Mex-

ico. He identifies several of the figures

about which doubt has been entertained.

The Count de Charencey, also an author

who has written abundantly on American

subjects, has an article in the Hevue ck'n lie-

llgions for June last, on Leg Deformations

Vranienncs. Unfortunately, he lias not out-

gi'own the theories of Angrand and other

obsolete writers, who saw ' Toltecs ' and
' Asiatic influence ' and the ' Ten Lost

Tribes ' wherever they turned their gaze in

the New ^^'orld. It is a pity that his real

learning should be thus misdirected.

The Report, the ninth, of the British As-

sociation on the Xortlnvestern Tribes of Can-,

ada, contains this year but 11 pages, writ-

ten bj' Dr. Boas. At the next meeting it

will conclude its labors.

SOME OF ADOLPU BASTIAN's LATER WRITINGS.

The untiring activity of Professor Adolph

Bastian, wlio for more than a quarter of a

century has occupied the position of Direc-

tor of the Royal ^Iiiseum of Ethnography

at Berlin, is something amazing.

He but recently returned from a long

journey iu the Orient, one of the products

of which was a remarkable book with a

not less remarkable title, Ideal Worlds ac-

cording to Vranographic Provinces, in which

he discusses at length the cosmogonies and

tiieog(mies of the i)liilosophers of India.

This indicates the special direction of his

studies of late years. They have turned

toward the elementary conceptions of primi-

tive and early pe((i>les concerning the uni-

verse, cosmogony and theogony, the nature

and destiny of the soul, the life and sup-

posed worlds hereafter, tlie processes of
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thought, the notions of social relation,

traced as far into their abstract forms as it

was possible for the human mind in that

stage of development to conceive and ex-

press them.

This tendency is illustrated hj the titles

of some of his latest issues; as, Vorges-

chiditUehe ScJidpfungslieder in ihren Ethnischen

JElementargedanken ; Zur Mythologie und Psy-

cJiologie der Nigritier in Ghdnea mit Beziuj-

nahme auf Socialistische Elementargedanhen

;

Wie das Volk Denht; ein Beitrag zur Beant-

wortung sozialer Fragen auf Ch'undlage Eth-

nischer Elementargedanken, etc.

These writings are all crammed with wide

erudition and mature reflection; but, unfor-

tunately, the author persists in following a

literary stjde of expression which is certainly

the worst of anj^ living writer, intricate, ob-

scure, sometimes unintelligible to a born

German, as one of his own pupils has as-

sured me. This greatlj' limits the viseful-

ness of his productions.

D. G. Brinton.
UjfivEESiTY OF Pennsylvania.

THE CONNECTICUT SANDSTONE GROUP.

The attempt to revive the abandoned
name of Newark for the older designation

of Connecticut, in its application to the

Triassic terranes in the Atlantic geographic

area, is supported by G. K. Gilbert and op-

posed by B. S. LjTnan, in a joint discussion,

in the Journal of Geology, Vol. II., No. 1.

One would think that the considerations

presented by me in the American Geologist,

Vol. v., page 201, would have been suffi-

cient to sa.tisfy any one looking at the sub-

ject judicially and impartially, of the inad-

equacy of the name Newark to special

recognition. In seeking a name for a ter-

rane we should naturally inquire, ^r«i, where
is the area which exhibits best the typical

features? In answer to this we have the

fact that in the Connecticut area the early

exploration was the most thorough, the vei-y

unique occurrence of fossil footmarks was

first recognized, and is the onlj' one in which

they have been thoroughly studied. At
first these were thought to have been made
by birds ; but the later suggestion of deino-

saurs has been verified by the masterly

restorations of Anchisaurus by Prof O. C.

Marsh, obtained in the same Connecticut

valley. Eeptilian bones were knoAvn als»

fi'om Pennsylvania, but no one has ever

connected them with the tracks. Thus the

feature which characterizes the American

Trias is found in its perfection in the Con-

necticut and not in the Newark area. Thfe

fish are also more abundant in the first

named area. The other features of imj^ort-

ance are the coal and fossil plants, and

these are best developed in a Virginia

area.

Second. It is essential for the suitability

of a geographical term, that the locality be

one where the terrane should be exhibited

in its entirety or maximum. The Connec-

ticut valley has the whole series. The city

of Newark ' does not contain one-fourth

part of the thickness of this sandstone, and

that which is visible is only a fraction of

this fourth.' This early statement of mine
is confirmed by Mr. B. S. Lyman, who says^

the exposures at Newark amount to ' one-

tenth or one-twentieth of the beds to be

included in the name.' Mr. Lyman has-

still later called attention to the probability

that the Newark beds belong to the Permian

instead of the Triassic.

Third. The name of Connecticut or Con-

necticut river sandstone has precedence

over Newark. It was both in actual use

before the suggestion of Newark, and was-

again proposed and used after 1856 and be-

fore 1892, because no one except Mr. Red-
field employed the term Newark. The pi'o-

posal was never accepted by the geological

public.

In the early days of geology the use of

local names was confined to the groups like-
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Silurian ami Devonian. It was not until

geologists found it ncci'ssaiy to specify the

smaller divisions that it was discovered

how convenient tiiey were. The first users

of names like Potsdam and Trenton did

not make formal announcements that here-

after a particular name would be applied

to a definite set of beds with special paleon-

tological characteristics. It was the • sand-

stone of Potsdam,' the ' limestone of Tren-

ton Falls,' enunciated almost apologeti-

cally. We would not to-day question the

validity of these early names because their

authors did not set them forth in their

perfection, like Minerva springing forth

from the brain of Jupiter. I find tlie sug-

gestion of Connecticut to have been made
by E. Hitchcock in his rejiort upon the

Geology of Massachusetts in 1833, page 209.

He says, ' the group which I denominate

new red saucktone in the Connecticut valley'

(the italics are mine). This was repeated

in the Final Rejjort, p. 441. Like his con-

temporarii'S he preferred the use of the Eu-

ropean term of Trias, New Red or sometimes

Liassic to the geographical one. We note

that the expression of new red sandstone in

the Connecticut valley is fully as definite

as the later one of sandstone of Potsdam.

This usage of Connecticut appears in all of

E. Hitchcock's papers, and he distinctly

included the terranes of New Jei-sej', Vir-

ginia and North Carolina. I quote later

samples of its use. In the Ichnologj^ of

New England, 18.58, page 20, may be found

the following heading descriptive of an ex-

tended discussion ;
• 5. Conclusions as to

the Age and Equi\alency of the Connecti-

cut River Sandstone.' In 1859 he pub-

lished in the Report of the Secretarj' of the

Massachusetts Uoard of Agriculture a cata-

logue of the State Collection. The follow-

ing is the headingused descriptive of the spe-

cimens from this terrane :
" Conxkcticut

RiVEU Sandstone. {Liassic and perhaps Tri-

amc and Permian nandstones and limetstones.)"

In 1800 Messrs. II. and C. T. Smith, .'{oG

Pearl street. New York, published a wall

map of Hampshire county, Mas.sachusetts,

based upon the surveys of Henry F. Wall-

ing. Hundri-ds, perhaps thousands, of these

maps adorned the walls of houses belong-

ing to citizens of that county. Upon it

was placed a geological map of the county

by Edward Hitchcock, and in explanation

of the colors we have ' Connecticut River

Sandstone, Lower and Upper,' and the

words New Red or Trias do not appear at

all. Thus the usage of the name C<mnecti-

cut in the writings of this author has been

constant and has passed ft'om the emploj'-

ment of l)oth the Eluropean and local terms

conjointly to the use of the latter one ex-

clusively.

Other earlier authors employed the geo-

graphical name in a geological sense. Thus
Lyell in his Travels. 1845, page 100, Vol. 2,

says ' the Connecticut deposits,' Dr. James
Deane constantly speaks of the Connecticut

river sandstone ; and in his final work upon

the footmarks, a quarto with 61 pages and
46 plates, published by Little, Brown & Co.,

Boston, in 1861 , his title is 'A Memoir upon

the Fossil Footprints and other Impressions

of the Connecticut River Sandstone, by

James Deane, M. D.'

Roderick Impey Murchison, in his anni-

versary address before the Geological Soci-

ety of London, 1843, page 107, etc., speaks

of the ' deposit in Connecticut ' and the

• ornithichnite and Paleoniscus beds of Con-

necticut.'

Dr. John C. Warren, President of the

Boston Society of Natural History, is re-

ported as having given ' an historical ac-

count of the science of Ichnology, particu-

larly as illusti-ated by the fossil Ibotprints

in the Connecticut River Sandstone;' Nov.

2, 1853, Proc. B. S. N. H., Vol. IV., p. 376.

Various remarks of his on these subjects

were printed in 1854 in a book entitled

'Pemarks on Sonte Possil Impressions in the
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Sandstone Bocks of Connecticut River,' by John

C. Warren, M. D., President of the Boston

Society of Natural Historj^

Prof. W. B. Eogers, at a meeting of the

Boston Society of Natural History, June 20,

1855, spoke of the discoverjr of the fern

Clathropteris in the ' Connecticut River

Sandstone.'

The use of the name Connecticut River

Sandstone as applied to the rocks in ques-

tion seems to have been universal among
the members of the Boston Society of Nat-

ural History in the fifties, and it is applied

as a matter of course in the index in Vols.

v., VI., VII., etc. Mr. T. T. Bouve also

uses the expression prior to 1855.

A sufficient number of citations have now
been made to prove the frequent application

of the term Connecticut River Sandstone to

the Triassic terranes before the proposal of

W. C. Redfield in 1856 to apply the designa-

tion of Newark to the same. Others could

be added. But I will in the next place call

attention to the fact that no one had followed

Redfield's suggestion till 1889, a period of a

third of a century, until Mr. I. C. Russell

proposed to revive the name of Newark.

Every American geologist by his silence in-

dicated his disapproval of the suggestion.

Furthermore, the use of the expression Con-

necticut had become pronounced. In fact, its

use, coupled with the rejection of Newark, is

sufficient to establish the usage of the former

without any regard to the usage previous to

1856. I will cite a few instances of its use.

The catalogue of the Massachusetts State

Cabinet in 1859, the Ichnology in 1858, the

map of Hampshire county, 1860, and the

title of Dr. Deane's book in 1861, belong to

this category. ^. D. Rogers, in the Geologj^

of Pennsylvania, 1858, prefers the term
' older Mesozoic,' biit certainly rejects the

use of Newark, as he makes no reference to

it, and uses the following expressions :
' The

vegetable fossils in the Connecticut sand-

stone ;' ' the organic remains in the Connec-

ticut red sandstone.' A title, ' Red Sand-

stones of the Connecticut Valley.' Roswell

Field ' made a verbal communication on the

footmarks of the Connecticut river sand-

stones ' before the Boston Society of Natural

History, June 6, 1860. In 1859, at the

Springfield meeting of the A. A. A. S., he

discusses the ornithichnites of the ' sand-

stone of the Connecticut valley.' This

paper was reprinted the following j'ear in

the American Journal of Science.

Prof 0. C. Marsh presents in a section il-

li;strating the occurrence of vertebrate life

in America the name of Connecticut river beds

which includes all the Atlantic areas. This

has been printed with his 1877 address be-

fore the A. A. A. S., the third edition of

Dana's Manual of Geology, 1880, the mono-

graph on the Dinocerata, 1885, etc.

Prof. Joseph Le Conte in his Elements of

Geology, 1878, and later editions describes

the eastern Jura-Trias under the head of

Connecticut river valley sandstone.

Prof J. P. Lesley in C 4 of Second Penn-

sjdvania Survey, p. 179, 1883, says, "Amer-
ican geologists now write habitually of the

Triassic red sandstone of the Connecticut A'al-

ley and of North Carolina." Although the

Newark area was through Pennsylvania he

prefers to select the localit^y name fi"om

either of the other principal areas. There

are two references to the want of acceptance

of the term Newark. I had the pleasure of

attending Prof J.- D. Dana's course of lec-

tures on Geology at Yale College in 1856.

I noted that he then mentioned the fact

that Mr. Redfield had proposed the name of

of Newark for the American Trias. But
he has never used the name in any publica-

tion, evidently for good reasons. In a
sketch of the Geology of Massachusetts

with map in Walling's Official Atlas, 1871,

the following is printed, written bj^ myself:

" W. C. Redfield proposed the name of

Newark sandstones for the group; but be-

sides being inappropriate, it was of later
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date than tlie appellation of Connecticut."

This review of the usages of names foi-

the trias shows that the name of Connecti-

cut was distinctly proposed bj' E. Hitch-

cock in 1833, and was constantly used by

the geologists specially interested in those

works before 185C: AV. C. Redfield pro-

posed the name of Xewark for the terrancs

in 1856: that instead of accepting the name
geologists universally employed the name

of Connecticut when using a local designa-

tion up to 1889: that in this period there

were several unmistakable formal proposals

of the use of Connecticut: and that there

were in this period allusions to the fact that

the name of Newai-k was not accepted.

Even ]SIr. Russell, in his leai-ned paper of

1878, used the name of Triassic in prefer-

ence to Xewark.

Mr. Gilbert mentions three ' qualifica-

tions of a geographic name for employment

in stratigraphy, (1) definite association of

the geographic feature with theterrane, (2)

freedom of the term from pre-occupation in

stratigraphy, (3) priority.' These are ac-

ceptable with the addition of a fourth, ap-

propriateness of application. All of these

qualifications are possessed by the term

Connecticut , while the term Newark can-

not satisfy a single one of them.

C. H. Hitchcock.
Dartmouth College.

LEXGTff OF VKSSELS IX PLANTS.

The diameter of pitted and other vessels

is easily measured upon the cross-section of

any stem, but their length is less readily de-

termined. Probably, if the question were

put, a majority of botanists would say that

they rarely exceed a few inches in length,

especially if they still believe with Sachs

that the water ascends through the walls of

the vessels. As a matter of fact, the spiral

and pitted vessels <if plants often form open

passageways of great length. Some experi-

ments made upon woody stems by Strass-

burger ( Ueber (/<» liau u. die Verrieliliiiifjeii

der Leitunggbahiieii in den Pflanzen) seem to

place this beyond dispute. His method of

procedure was to fasten a glass tube to the

iipper end of a cut stem by a rubber Itand,

insert a funnel into the upper end of the tube,

and subject the cut surface to the jiressure

of a column of mercury kept at a uniform

height of twenty centimeters, successively

shortening the stem until mercury appeared

at the lower end. Using this method, he

obtained the following results :

(1.) In a branch of Quercus rubra. 1.5

meters long and about three centimeters

thick, mercury ran out of thirty vessels on

the lower cut surface almost as soon as it

was poured into the funnel. When the

branch was shortened to one meter fifty-

four to fifty-six vessels were permeable. In

a slender branch of Quercus pedunadata,

one meter long, thirty-five vessels dropped

mercury, and Mhen this was shortened to

one-half meter mercury came out of more

than 100 vessels. Another branch five

centimeters thick at the base and 3.6 meters

long was tried, and drops of mercury fell in

quick succession from eight vessels. In

Quercus Cerris mercury came through seven

vessels of a branch four meters long and six

centimeters thick at the base. Shortened

to 3.5 meters nine vessels dropped mercurj-

;

at three meters, twelve vessels ; at 2.5 me-

ters, numerous vessels. Conclu.iion : Vessels

two meters long are quite common in the

oaks, and it is probable that single vessels

may be as long as the stem itself.

(2.) In Eobiuia Pseudaeacia, a branch

two meters long and three centimeters thick

was impermeable and first let through mer-

cury when shortened to 1.18 meteis. Then

it dropped from four vessels. Successively

shortened mercury dropped from an inci-eas-

ing number of vessels as follows : One

meter, nine vessels ; fifty centimeters, thirty-

eight vessels ; twenty-five centimeters, fifty-

seven vessels.
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(3.) A stem of Wistaria 1.75 meters

long and having seven internodes dropi^ed

mercury from seven vessels. Another stem

three meters long and containing forty-

seven internodes was first killed by heating

for an hour in water at 90°, and then dried.

This did not let mercury through until it

had been shortened to 2.5 meters. Then it

di'opped pretty fast from four vessels. Ee-

duced to two meters, nine vessels dropped

mercury, and out of some it ran rapidly.

Another shoot gave nearly the same re-

sults. A fresh and very long stem had to

be shortened to three meters before mercury

came through. Then it dropped from three

vessels. Successively shortened, the num-

ber of permeable vessels was as follows : 2.5

meters, eleven vessels ; two meters, eighteen

vessels ; 1.5 meter, twenty-seven to twenty-

nine vessels. These stems were one to two

centimeters thick. Conclusion : Some of the

vessels in Wistaria are quite long, though

scarcely more than three meters. Most of

the wide vessels are about one meter long.

(4.) A cane of Vitis Labrusea 1.2 centi-

meter thick, which was previously killed

by heating for an hour in water at 90° C.

and then air-dried, first let mercury through

(3 vessels) when shortened to 2.2 meters.

(5.) A shoot of Aristolochia Sipho 1.5 cen-

timeters thick, 2.5 meters long, and having

fifteen internodes was kUled in the same

way. This let mercury through foui'teen

vessels. Another shoot 2.1 meters long let

the mercury through many vessels. A fresh

stem five meters long, the longest he could

get, dropped mercury from five vessels.

"When successively shortened, more and

more vessels dropped mercuiy. At 3.5 me-

ters twenty-five vessels let it through, and
when the stem was cut down to three me-

ters the number of vessels dropping mercury
coidd not be determined. Conclusion: In

this plant numerous vessels are three meters

long, some are five meters long, and a few

are probablj'^ longer.

In Aristolochia the vessels of different an-

nual rings were equallj^ j)ermeable, but in

the wistaria, the locust and the oaks the

permeable vessels were mostly on the per-

iphery. The records were made in from ten

to thirty minutes fi-om the beginning of the

pressure, the tune depending on the length

of the stem. In general the mercuiy was

passed through the stem in the same direc-

tion as the ascending water current, but a

change of direction did not give contradic-

tory results. These experiments were re-

jjeated, usmg a pressure of forty centime-

ters, but even this did not rupture anj' cross-

walls. This increased pressure overcame

the capillarjr resistance and forced the mer-

cury through many smaller vessels, but

otherwise the results were much the same.

Erwin F. Smith.
Washington.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Introduction to Elementary Practical Biology.—
By Charles Wright Dodge, M. S.—Har-
per Bros., New York. 1894.

This book is a laboratory guide for high

school and college students. The teacher

of biology who is endeavoring to train his

students in the best manner is in modern

times, amid the abundance of laboratory

guides, in veiy much of a quandary as to

the best of two opposite methods. If, on

the one hand, he puts a laboratory guide

into the hands of the student, the result is

apt to be that the student soon learns simply

to verify the facts mentioned in the book,

and thus loses all stimulus for original ob-

servation, which should be the foremost

result of practical work in biological science.

On the other hand, if the teacher gives to an

elementary student a specimen to study

without laboratory dii-ections, he is at such

complete loss to know how to proceed, what
to do, and particularly what points to no-

tice, that a large proportion of his time is

wasted through sheer lack of the proper
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knowledge of methods. To force a student

to invent metliods does stimulate indeed

observation, but it is a very great waste of

time on the part of most students. Between

this loss of stimulus to original observation

and the loss of time, the instructor is very

puzzled how to proceed.

Prof Dodge of Kochester University in

the guide just published has attempted to

solve the problem by a new method of direc-

tion. The laboratory guide here noticed

gives the student some few directions as to

methods of dissection and methods of pro-

cedure, but beyond this gives him practi-

cally no information in regard to his speci-

mens. By a series of skilfully aiTanged

questions it forces the student to make his

owni observations and to make them in the

right direction. Instead of directing the

student to observe a certain fact a question

is asked which leads him to hunt for

a solution, and the result is indeiiendent

observation. This method of study renders

the text book of no value unless the student

has the specimen directly in front of him,

for there is no possibility of answering these

questions in any other way than from the

specimen.

The method of teaching here planned is

certainly an ideal one and has been quite

successfully carried out by Prof. Dodge. It

is true that the questions given are some-

times entirely beyond the possibility^ of the

student's solution, and it must also be re-

cognized that this method is one designed

to occupy a very great amount of time.

Some of the problems which are set before

the student will re(juire days for solution,

and others have not yet been settled by the

observation of scientific investigators. It

will therefore take a great amount of time

to complete the outline given, for the book

is a comprehensive study of biology, includ-

ing the study of the animal and vegetable

oell, on the .side of animals, the study of the

sponge, hydra, campanularian hydroid, star

fish, earthworm, the lob.ster, locust, clam,

and the frog: and on the .side of the vege-

table kingdom, green felt, stone work, rock

weed, mould, mushrooms, liverworts, ferns

and flowering plants. Whether the student

in the time allotted to the study of general

biology even in our best colleges w'ill be able

to complete the list by the method outlined

in the guide is doubtful, but there can be

little doubt that the method of teaching

adopted by Prof Dodge in this book is an

ideal one, and for stimulating observation

and at the same time enabling thi- student

to do the mo.st work m the smallest amount
of time, there is perhaps no laboratory guide

in biology jet published which succeeds as

well as the one here noticed.

H. AV. Coxx.
Wesley.\x Uxiveksity.

Le Grimu [Fire Damp]
,
par H. Le Chatkl-

lER, lugenieur en Chef des Mines.—Pro-

fesseur a I'Ecole nationale des Mines.

—

Paris, Gauthier Villai-s et Fils, 1894.

Pp. 187. Broch6 2 fr .50, Cartcmne 3 fr.

The rapid extension of technical scientific

knowledge, and the increasing call for spe-

cialists in every department, is best shown

in the literature of the past few years. The
di.scussiou of general topics within the limit.s

of a single volume is now possible only in

the most elementary works designed for be-

ginners and for the lower classes of our col-

leges. We have in place of the general text

book a rapidly increasing library devoted to

special subjects, each presented by special-

ists in their own field and each treating of

some small part of the great sciences form-

erly considered as a unit. The j)resent vol-

ume is of this nature, and, coming from the

hand of an engineer of wide reputation, will

be of great service to all advanced students

of mining whether still within the college

confine or employed in the active practice of

their profession. • Kiery ' mines are com-

mon in our coal fields, and many mines long

worked without suspicion of danger, or with
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carelessness engendered bj^ delaj'ed casu-

alty, suddenly become tbe scenes of disaster

and great loss of life. M. Le Chatelier has

brought together a great mass of facts from

many sources and has so presented them as

to place them conveniently within reach of

all workers m the field. Part I. treats of

the nature and production of fire damp, its

composition, manner of exj)losion, its limit

of inflammability, and other properties, phy-

sical and chemical. Part II. is highly prac-

tical and is devoted to the consideration of

the immediate cause of accidents, with pre-

cautions against the same, the use of safety

lamps and of safety explosives, etc. To
those desii'ing a more extended treatment of

any of these subjects, or those wishhig to

consult original papers, the very complete

Bibliography which is given at the end of the

work will be of great service, particularly

as a guide to continental publications.

Charles Platt.
Philadelphia.

At the North of Bearcamp Water.— Chronicles

of a Stroller in Neiv England from July to

December.—By Feank Bolles.—Hough-
ton, Miflain & Co., 16 mo. pp. 297.

Any one who will go afield in the rain

for the purpose of seeing how the wet birch

trees look, or who will stay through a stormy

night on a mountaiu top for the sake of the

scenerj', has certaialy a lively interest in

nature. The late Frank Bolles had all of

this interest and in addition a kindly sym-

pathy with every wandering creature. In

his last book. At the North of Bearcamp

Water, one does not find as manj^ paragraphs

suitable for quotations on a daily calendar

as would occur in a volume of Thoreau, but

his description of a July afternoon when
"The air was full of quivering heat and
hazy midsummer softness," has all the

strength of beauty and truth.

The book particularly describes nature in

the vicinity of Chocorua mountahi, but

there are also chapters on Old Shag, Bear

and other White Mountain peaks. In these

accounts of scenery of deer, foxes, birds and

trees there is an evident truthftilness, as

real as the objects themselves. Tlie mass

of detail brought into some of these chapters

is surprising, and a frog did not jump
across the path without being made to play

his part in the account of the day's ramble.

Among the most interesting pages are

those devoted to ' A Lonely Link,' and to

' A Night Alone on Chocorua.' Mr. Bolles

had his red roofed cottage bj- the lake and

describes the squh-rels, muskrats, porcu-

piaes, and many birds that were his

neighbors. The narrative is peaceful in

tone, as restful as a quiet ramble in the

woods, and those who wish to be trans-

ported in spu'it to pleasing natural scenes

will do well to accept Mi". Bolles as guide.

AV. T. Davis.

NOTES.

THE BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA.

The Botanical Society of America was
organized during the meeting of the Ameri-

can Association for the Advancement of

Science at Brooklyn, N. Y., in August,

1894. The following exti'acts from the Con-

stitution adopted are of general interest.

" There may be two classes of members

—

active and honorary. Only American bot-

anists engaged in research, who have pub-

lished work of recognized merit, shall be

eligible to active membership. Before the

1st of January following his election, each

active member shall pay into the treasury

of the Society a fee of twenty-five dollars

($25), and thereafter annual dues to the

amount often dollars ($10), payable before

the 1st of January."
" Candidates for active membership shall

be recommended by three active members
of the Society not members of the Council,

who shall certify that the candidate is elig-

ible under the provisions of the Constitu-

tion. These nominations shall be placed in
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the liands of the Secretary at least three

months before the meeting of the Society

which is to act on tlieni. Two months be-

fore said meeting, the Secretary sliall cause

to be prepared and sent to each active

member of tlie Society- a list of the nomi-

nees, indicating the residence, occupation

and qualilications of each and the names of

those recommending him."
" The otticers of this Society shall be a

President, Vice-President. Secretarj- and

Treasurer. Tlieir duties shall be those us-

ually performed by such officers in other

bodies, and such additional duties as may
be prescribed by the Constitution of this

Society. They shall hold office thi'ough the

annual meeting following the year of elec-

tion, and until their successors have been

elected and qualified. An addi-ess shall be

delivered by the President at the annual

meeting two years after his election."

" The officers, together with the last

Past-President and two members elected

by the Society at its annual meeting, shall

constitute a Council, which shall be charged

with such duties as are prescribed by the

Society, and shall represent the Society in

the interval between meetings of the lat-

ter, reporting any ad interim action at the

next general meeting of the Society ; but

acts of the Council not .specified in the

Constitution, or for which special power

has not been conferred by the Society, shall

be binding on the latter only after they

have been reported and approved at such

general meeting. The Coimcil shall con-

stitute a Publication Committee, charged

with editing, publishing and distributing

such publications as may be authorized by

the Society, and they shall have the power
to select from their own number or the

mcnibei'ship of the Society an editor to

whom they may delegate the uumediate

duty of editing such publications. They
shall all constitute a Board of Curators

for tlie property of the Society, subject to

such rules as are jirovided in the Constitu-

tion or otherwise prescribed by the Soci-

ety."

•' The Society shall hold an annual meet-

ing at such time and place as the Council

each year may select ; and special meetings

for the presentation of papers or the trans-

action of business, at such other times and
places as the Society or Council may from

time to time deem necessarj-."

The officers for the present year are

:

Prof. Wm. Trelease, Missouri Botanical

Garden, President ; Prof. N. L. Britton,

Columbia College, New York City, Vice-

President ; Prof. C. R. Barnes, University

of AVisconsin, Madison, AVis., Secretarj'.

rsYcnoLOGY.

The department of Philosophy and Psy-

chologj' at Chicago has been made this year

one of the strongest in America. Professor

Dewey, formerly of the University of Michi-

gan, has accepted a call to the Head Pro-

fessorship of Philosophy; Mr. G. H. Mead,

also of the University of Michigan, has

been made assistant Professor of I'hiloso-

phy; Mr. J. R. Angell, formerly of the

University of ^Minnesota, has been made as-

sistant Professor of Psychology, and >Ir. S.

F, McLennan has been made assistant in

Psychology.

AltTICLES ox SCIENCi;.

Among the articles of scientific interest

in the popular magazines are the following :

A New Flying ^lachine, Abram S. Maxim
(Jan. Centiinj) ; Want of Economy in the

Lecture System, John Trowbridge ; The

Genius of France. Havelock Ellis ; Gallia

Rediviva, Adolphe Cohn (Jan. Aflanfic

Monthly') ; The World's Debt to Astronomy,

Simon Xewcomb {Dec. Cliantauquan) ; The

"Worlds Debt to Chemistry, IT. B. Corn-

wall (Jan .Cliautauqmin); Mental Character-

ists of the Japanese, George Trumbull

Ladd (Jan. Seribncrs) ; Heredity, Part

III., St. George Mivart (Jan. Hnmanita-
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rian) ; Recent Science, Prince Krapotkin

{Dee. Nineteenth Century').

Nature has reprinted (Dec. 13 and 20)

in full the interesting address on Endoio-

ment for Scientific Research and Publication

given by Mr. Addison Brown before the

Scientific Alliance of New York, and pub-

lished in the Report of the Smithsonian

Institution for 1892.

Mr. Kumagusii Minakata has written, in

view of the claims of priority recently made
by two English m-iters, a letter to Nature

(December 27), calling attention to the use

of ' finger-prints ' as a means of signing

documents and identification in the laws

and usage of China and Japan as early as

650 A. D.

The Naturtoissenschaftliehe Rundschau is

publishing in its current numbers an ac-

count of the sixty-sixth Versammlung der

Geselkchaft deutscher Naturforscher und Aerzte,

held last j^ear in Vienna.

FOETHCOMING PUBLICATIONS.

Following the publication of H. M.Ward's

translation of Hartig's Text-book of the Dis-

eases of Trees, the same publishers (Messrs.

Macmillan & Co. ) announce as nearly ready

three other unportant translations: Ratzel's

Volkerkunde, translated by A. J. Butler;

the article Construction from Viollet le

Due's Dictionnaire raisonne de I' architecture

francaise, translated by Gr. M. Duss, and

Paulsen's Universities of Germany, translated

by E. D. Perry, of Columbia College.

There will be issued this month as a

supplement to The Psychological Review a

Bibliography of Psychological Literature for

189Jf, compiled by Dr. Livingston Far-

rand, of Columbia College, and Mr. Howard
C. Warren, of Princeton College. The
bibliographjf will include so far as possible

all books, monographs and articles in Psy-

chology, and those publications in philo-

sophy, biologjr, anthropology, neurology

etc., which are impoi-tant for psychology.

An Ann'ee Psychologigue, edited by Profes-

sor Alfred Binet, will be issued in March.

Messes. Macmillan & Co., announce for

early publication A Rural Science Series,

edited by Professor L. H. Bailey, of Cor-

nell University.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE, DEC.

Contribution to the comparative histology of pul-

vini and the resulting photeolic movements.

( With plate XXXIV.) F. D. Heald.

Two new ferns from New England : Geoege E,

Davenpoet.

Some notes on the Legmninosce of Siam : Glenn
Culbeetson.

Briefer Articles; Editorial; Current lAtera-

ture ; Notes and News ; General Index.

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL EEVIEW, JAN.

Hermann von Helmholtz and the New Psychol-

ogy: C. Stumpf.

The Theory of Emotion (II.) ; The Significance

of Emotions : John Dewey.
The Muscidar Sense and its Localization in the

Brain Cortex: M. Allen Staee.

A Location Reaction Apparatus: G. W. Fitz.

Discussion

:

—Paul Shoeey ; H. M. Stan-

ley; H. R. Maeshall ; E. B. Titch-

enee.

Psychological Literature ; Notes.

THE ENGINEEEING MAGAZINE, JAN.

Silver Coinage Historically Considered: H. D,

McLeod.
Modern Theories as to Electricity: Heney A.

Rowland.
The Drainage System of the Valley of Mexico :

Hon. M. Romero.

Practical Hints for City Officials: E. C. Gaed-
nee, Lewis M. Haupt.

Selecting Motive Power for a New Plant:

Chaeles E. Emeey.

Plumbing Trade Schools and Their Influence

:

E. IST. G. LeBois.
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Lahoratorij Training for Minimj Engineers:

R. H. Richards.

Operating Machine Tools by Eledricitij

:

Geok(;e Richmond.

First Principles in Architecture : Wii. Hexuy
Goodyear.

SOCIETIES AXD ACADEMIES.

THE LIJfN^AN SOCIETY.

The Liimtean Society of New York City,

in cooperation with the American Museum
of Natural History, has arranged for a

series of illustrated lectures to be given in

the large lecture hall of the museum, on

Tuesdays at 8 p. m. The lectures are :

—

Frank M. Chapman, assistant Curator in

the American ^luseum of Natm-al His-

torj-. A Trip through the Lesser Antilles.

Physical and Natural History of the Is-

lands, their Products and Inhabitants.

January 8.

Henry Fairfield Osborn, Sc. D., Da Costa

Professor of Biology, Columbia College.

The Great West, a Half Million Years Ago.

An account of our Continent when it was

separated from South America and joined

to Asia, and the Climate and Vegetation

were Sub-tropical. Februaiy 5.

"William Libbey, Jr., Sc. D., Professor of

Physical Geogi'aphy and Director of the

E. M. Museum of (ieology and Arch;e-

ology, Princeton College, New Jersey.

Hawaii, the Paradise of the Pacific. March 12.

Frederick W. Putnam, Professor of Amer-

ican .Arclueologj' and Ethnology in Har-

vard Univei-sity, and Curator of Antliro-

pology in the American ^Museum of Na-

tural History. Ancient Earthworks in the

Ohio Valley. April 2.

TTNTVERSITV ARCH.EOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

The University Archseological Associa-

tion of Philadelphia offers a course of lec-

tures to be given at 4 p. m., in the Library

building of the Vniversity of Pennsylvania,

as follows :

—

January 1).

—

Mr. Talcott Williams, Some

Morroccan Relation.*.

January 1(!.

—

Dr. Daniel G. Brinton, The

Beginnings of the Fine Arts.

Januarj' 23.

—

Mr. Henry G. Bryant,

Xoies on the Must Xorthern Eskimos.

January 30.

—

Dr. Harrison Allen, The

Human Skull; xehat uits Place in a Mnseitm

of Archteology f

Februarj' (1.

—

Captain Richard S. Collcm,

U. S. M. C, The Evolution of Small Arms.

February 13.

—

Dr. Daniel G. Brinton,

Love Charms and Tokens.

Eebruaiy 20.

—

Me. Stewart Culin, The

Wand of the Conjuror.

Stewart Culin, Secretary.

the ROCHESTER ADADEMY OF SCIENCE.

Program ot Meetings, 1895.

January 14.—Annual Meeting ; Election of

Officers ; Illustrated Paper by the Presi-

dent, Prof. H. L. Fairchild, The Geology

of the Pinnacle Hills.

January 21.

—

Emil Kuichling, The New
Conduit of the Rochester Water Works.

January 28.—Popular Lecture, J. D. Mal-

LONEE, The Structure of Rocks as Shown by

Polarized Light.

February 11.—J. Stanley-Broavn, The Pri-

bilof Islands and the Seal Industry.

February 2.5.—J. Euuexe "Whitney, The

Depotism of the Plurality.

March 11.—Charles H. "Ward, The Teeth

of Man.

March 25.

—

Prof. A\'. W. Rowlee, The Evo-

lution of Seeds.

April 8.

—

Charles Wright Dodge, Diph-

theria and Anti-to.vine.

April 22.

—

Adelbkrt Cronise, The Panama
Canal.

May 13.

—

Richard jNI. Moore, The Coleop-

terous Fauna of Rochester and Vicinity.

May 27.—H. L. Fairchild, Glacial L<ikes of

Western Xew York.

June 10.

—

H. L. Fairchild, The Geology of

Irondcquiiit liny.
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Decemljer 19.

Mansfield Meeriman, The Strength and

Weathering Qualities of Hoofing Slates.

This paper, which will be published in

the transactions of the Society, about Feb-

ruary 1st, gave an account of original

physical and chemical tests of the proper-

ties of different slates.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.

January 9.

Mr. J. S. DiLLER, Artificial wire silver, pre-

pared byF. C. Phillips.

Mr. G. p. Merrill, On the disintegration of

the granitic rocks of the District of Columbia.

Mr. W. Lindgren, Characteristic features of

the gold quartz veins of California, with speci-

mens. "Whitman Cross, Secretary.

THE BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.

January 12.

L. H. Bailey, The Plant Individual in the

Light of Evolution.

Frederic A. Lucas, Secretary.

BOSTON society OF NATURAL HISTORY.

January 14.

J. Walter Fewkes, The neiufire ceremony

at Walpi. Samuel Henshaw, Secretary.

the new YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.

SECTION OF BIOLOGY.

Exhibition of microscopical and lantern slides

with notes on technique.

E.. H. Cunningham, On the Sources of Illu-

minationfor Photo-micrography.

C. F. Cox, The Lantern Slides of Mr. E. F.

Smith, F. R. M. S., of London, illustrating

the latest Theories of Diatom Structure.

O. S. Strong, Notes of new histological Nerve

Methods.

Edward Leaming, Exhibition of photomicro-

graphic slides, bacteriological, neurological,

biological.

Bashford Dean, Secretary.

the new YORK entomological SOCIETY.

January 15.

Meeting at American Museum of Natural

History.

R. L. Ditmars, Notes on a collecting trip

through Connecticut.

Lewis H. Joutel, Secretary.

NEW BOOKS.

PadiantSuns. Agnes Giberne. New York,

Macmillan & Co. 1894. Pp. vii+.328.

Pace and Language. Andre Lefeyee. New
York, D. Appleton & Co. 1894. Pp. vi-F

424.

Die Samoani.sche Sehopfungs-Sage und Ansch-

liessendes aus der Sudsee. Adolf Bastian.

Berlin, Emil Feller. 1894. Pp. 50.

Die Gross-Schmetterlinge Europas. Prof.

Ernst Hofmann. 2d Ed. C. Hoflfinann.

1894. Pp. xlf 24. M. 28.

Model Engine Composition with Practical hi-

structions to Artificers and Amateurs. J.

Alexander. London, Whittaker & Co.

;

New York, Macmillan & Co. 1894. Pp.

viii+324. $3.00.

Ein geologische Querschnitt durch die Ost-Alpen.

A. RoTHPLETz. Stuttgart, E. Schweizer-

bart. 1894. Pp. iv+268. M. 10.

Geotektonische Probleme. A. Rothpletz,

Stuttgart, E. Schweizerbart. 1894.

Pp. 175. M. 8.

Biological Lect^ires Delivered at the Marine

Biological Laboratory of Wood^s Hall, Bos-

ton. GiNN & Co. 1894. Pp. 242.

Introduction to Chemical Analysis for Begin-

ners. Fe. Rudorff. Translated from

the Sixth Edition by Charles B. Gibson

and F. Menzel. Chicago, The "W". T.

Keener Co. 1894. $1.00.

The Etiology of Osseous Deformities of the

Head, Face, Jaivs and Teeth. Eugene S.

Talbot, 3d Ed. Chicago. The W. T.

Keenee Co. Pp. xvi+487, $4.
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THE PAST AND FUTURE OF THE AMERICAN
MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY.*

ITavixg been requested by the Council

to address the Society on retiring fi-om the

presidency, it has appeared to me that I

must choose betw'cen the discussion of the

*Addrcss delivered by the retiring President, be-

fore the American Mathematical Society at the annual

meeting held December 28, 1894.

position and prospects of some branch of

mathematics with Avhich I may be familiar

and a more general and discursive review

of the present position and future prospects

of our Societj-. I have, after some hesita-

tion, chosen the latter subject. It seems

desirable, on the w'hole, that there should

be made at tliis time some permanent

record, however slight, of the steps by

which so large and flourishing a society has

come togetlier, and of the views ('oncerning

its present scope and tlie hopes concerning

its future possiliilities which are entertained

by tliose who have hitherto been most im-

mediatelj' concerned in the conduct of its

affairs.

The New York ^Mathematical Society,

originating in 1SS8. was at first not much
more than a small mathematical club meet-

ing periodically at Columbia College. The
first meeting was called by a circular signed

by three young men. The number of those

who could be expected to attend these meet-

ings was not great, but all who were able

and who were sufficiently interested to do

so were invited to join the Society. It was

fortunate in securing for its first president

Profes.sor Van Aniringe, distinguished alike

by scientific attainments, official eminence,

and administrative abilitj'. The professor

of astronomy at Columbia was also active

in it from the first. The meetings of the

young Society were, as I am informed (for

at that time I did not reside in New York).
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attended with more than interest, I might

say with zeal. The tlu-ee who called the

Society into being may, without invidious-

ness, be mentioned as having aided mater-

ially in the prosecution of its work. One

of these of course need not be named to

you. He has served from the beginning as

Secretary, and again as the leading mem-
ber of the publication committee. It is no

flattery to him to say that the growing en-

ergies of the Society must at various stages

have become chilled or misdirected, except

for his comprehensive intelligence and un-

tiring industry. Another was our former

Treasurer, now absent from the country.

Still another has been elected by you to-day

to the office of Librarian. The meetings

were, as the ordinary meetings still are,

held at Columbia College, and at that time

the majority of the members of the Society

were connected with that institution. The
President, after two years' service, fearing

that the continuance of a representative of

that College as presiding officer would tend

to hamper its usefulness, proposed the elec-

tion of a new President not connected with

any college. It was in this way and for

this reason that you honored me with the

post from which I retire to-day. It is not

improper for me to add that I am myself

an outspoken believer in the docti'ine of ro-

tation in office, and that I was only pre-

vented fi-om retiring at an earlier period by

urgent representations concerning the pre-

sumed welfare of the Society, at a time

when all were not yet fully agreed upon the

expediency of changes which have since

taken place.

The Society was therefore distinguished

from all American mathematical clubs or

associations by two circumstances : it was

formed in and took the name of the largest

city of America, and it was distinctly under-

stood to be unconnected with any institu-

tion of learning. Suggestions came to be

made that its usefulness would be decidedly

increased by the publication of a periodical

journal. Consideration of these sugges-

tions by the Council led to the establish-

ment of the Society's Bulletin, with the

nature and scope of which you are all fa-

miliar. It was decided to be inexpedient

to publish original investigations, that field

being already occupied by successful Ameri-

can periodicals. To meet the expense of

the publication, the fees of the members

were somewhat increased, and for the same
reason, as well as to extend the usefulness

of the Societj^ well-known mathematicians

in all parts of the country were invited to

become members. That this movement
towards enlargement was judicious and

timely was proved at once by the rapid

growth of the membership,* which since the

middle of 1891 has included a large pro-

portion of the prominent mathematicians

of the United States and Canada. As the

Society thus became in reality an associa-

tion of American mathematicians as a bodj"-,

the change of name effected this year was
only a natural sequence. Finallj', the re-

sult of the change of name has been that a

number of persons, including several of the

highest repute, who had not previously

joined the New York Mathematical Societj^,

regarding it as a local organization, have

connected themselves with the American

Mathematical Society; and I need hardly

say that, if any one of prominence still

holds aloof, from inattention or otherwise,

his entrance at any time as a member will

be greeted with a hearty welcome.

It is said that when the London Mathema-
tical Society was organized there had been

no previous example of a similar organiza-

tion, and that fears were felt and expressed

that its management might naturally drift

into the hands of a few having time and
energy to give to its affairs, and that there

might thus be serious danger of its falling

into the control of a clique. The lapse of

time has developed the fact that the lead-
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iiig membei"s of that society have been men
of broad views, unusually free from per-

sonal i)rejudit'e and (luick to recognize

talent wherever displayed. "We maj' al-

most conclude from the history of that

society that proficiency in the science of

mathematics is distinct evidence of a well-

balanced mind. It may be doubted whether

an equally numerous body of poets or mu-
sicians could have held so successfully on

its course during half ;i centurj-. It is of

course impossible to predict that the man-
agement of our own Society will be equally

prudent, energetic and successful during a

half century to come. All that can be

said at present is that not a trace of per-

sonal self-seeking on the one hand or of

personal prejudice on tlie other hand has as

yet become visible in our counsels. One
single motive has thus far been conspicuous

among all who have interested themselves

in the Society : a strong belief in its pros-

pective usefulness combined with an earn-

est desire to further its success.

Thus far I have spoken only of the pro-

gress of the organization as such. Tlie or-

ganization, however, is merely the frame-

work. It has certain living objects, and

even during its period of formation and

growth it lias been distinctly successful in

promoting those objects. I have spoken of

ol>jects ; the Constitution, however, reminds

me tliat there is but one object : to encourage

and maintain an active interest in mathe-

matical science. It is, however, possible to

subdivide this very general statement of the

aims of the Society. In order to encourage

and maintain an interest in mathematical

science, we may say, then, (1) that mathe-

maticians must be brought to know more

about each other and concerning each

other's work
; (2) tliat the number must

be increased by the encouragement of the

study of the higher mathematics among the

young : (."5) that information should be dis-

seminated fully and .speedily concerning

mathematical publications abroad as well

as at home
; (4) tliat, as regards the more

important of such publications, competent

critics should lie induced to write and pub-

lish papei-s descriptive of their conttmts and
indicating their merits or defects : (.5) and
that every member of the Society should lie

stimulated to the most successful effort jios-

sible in his own line of mathematical labor,

whatever it may be. This .subdivision is

not presented as scientific and exhaustive.

Others would doubtless make variations of

their own ; and it is certain that the sepa-

rate points I have indicated are not mutu-

ally exclusive. I mention these several ob-

jects merelj- as they occur to me for the

purposes of this occa.sion.

That by entering the Societj- and receiv-

ing its monthly Biillrfin the mathematicians

of the United States and Canada have been

and are brought to know far more about

each other and concerning each other's work

than they ever knew before or could possi-

bly have known otherwise is obvious to all.

The mere list of members, which conveys

to each of us the names, addresses and oc-

cupations of all the rest, would alone justify

this statement. Tlie BuUefui, with its lists

and reviews of new books, together with

many notes concerning the higher matlie-

matical work of ditterent institutions, has

aflbrded much additional information, and

it may be expected that further experience

will enable its conductors fi-om time to time

to add to its usefulness in this direction.

While the Society is not directly con-

cerned in encouraging the study of the

higher mathematics among the young, its

indirect influence in that direction has un-

doubtedly been felt, and must be felt in-

creasingly as time goes on. Years ago,

when tlie present centurj' was much
younger, the course of study in our colleges

was so arranged as to give a large propor-

tion of the time of the undergraduates to

the study of mathematics. Subsequently
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the tendency in colleges having uniform

courses of study was to cut down the num-
ber of hours given to this science, as well

as to the classics, and to parcel oiit the time

among the modern languages and various

sciences. It is believed that even ah-eadj^

the oi-ganization, the meetings, and the

publications of the Society have, by the ef-

fect of numbers in association, perceptibly

strengthened the tone of the mathematical

departments of many institutions of learn-

ing and assisted in enabling them, more or

less successfully, to stem the hostile tide of

sentiment to which I have just referred. I

say ' assisted,' for other agencies, especially

the journals, have done great good. That

the dissemination of knowledge concern-

ing the gigantic strides latelj;^ made and
still making in mathematical science must
in the future have the same favorable effect

to an even greater extent is not to be

doubted.

As to the next point in my list of objects,

I need hardly mention to you that the

Societj' has succeeded and is succeeding in

disseminating information fally and speed-

ily concerning mathematical publications

abroad as well as at home. In addition to

this general statement, for the proof of

which we need only refer to the monthly

numbers of the Bulletin, I may recall to jou
that the Society is at this moment engaged

in j)ublishing, at its own expense, supple-

mented bj' personal subscriptions, one of

the largest and most important volumes

ever pubhshed containing nothing but orig-

inal investigations
; namelj', the extensive

and very valuable collection of papers

—

mostly by European authors—^prepared for

and presented to the Mathematical Con-

gress in 1893, held in connection with the

World's Fair at Chicago.

Again, considerable success has been at-

tained in inducmg competent critics to MTite

and publish papers descriptive of the con-

tents and indicating the merits or defects of

the more important current mathematical

publications in all countries. In this re-

spect it is hoped that the usefulness of the

JBullefin, already recognized, will be largely

augmented as time goes on. You have to-

day strengthened the Publication Commit-

tee by the addition of a third member of

tried capacity. The Committee dejiends

for its critical papers upon the cooperation

of other members of the Society, and it is es-

pecially pleased to receive voluntary offers

of siich papers from members who have not

not j'et contributed to the Bulletin. It is to

this resource as much as to any other that

we must look for the enlargement and im-

provement of the Bulletin. The Committee

must be aided freelj^ by the presentation

of an increasing amount of material from

which to choose; and I use this occasion to

urge upon each member that he take every

opportunity consistent with other engage-

ments to impart to his fellows the historical

and critical results of his own reading in

any special branch, and particularly in con-

nection with any new and important work
recentljf published in that branch. The
well-known saying of Bacon cannot be too

constantly before our minds :
" I hold every

man a debtor to his profession, from the

which as men of course do seek to receive

countenance and profit, so ought they of

duty to endeavor themselves by way of

amends to be a help and ornament there-

unto."

Finally, and I might say above all, it is

the object of the Society that every mem-
ber should be stimulated to the most suc-

cessful effort possible in his own branch of

mathematical labor, whatever it may be

;

whether it be in teaching, or writing, or

original investigation, or in any combina-

tion of these lines of activitj^. The inves-

tigator must also be a writer ; the writer

may present his own investigations, or com-

ment upon or summarize or write the his-

tory of those of others, or elaborate a treatise
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or tfxt-book upon j^ome special subject ; but

Avhoever maj- investigate, and whoever may
write, it is tlie lot of almost all of us in one

way or another to teach. For this reason

it is plain that this Society is, and must

always remain, a society of teachers. Any
tendency to restrict its usefulness solely to

the paths of investigation and publication

should, for every reason of prudence and

wisdom, be resisted. The management of

any organization which does not commend
itself to the great majoritj' of tho.se inter-

ested must not indeed necessarily end in

failure, but must certainly fail of produc-

ing the most appropriate, the most useful,

and therefore the best results. While,

however, expressing this general opinion, I

would bj- no means be understood to dis-

parage the work of the writers and investi-

gators. Not every teacher, however suc-

cessful, feels impelled to write for publica-

tion, and not every writer has time and

facilities for original investigation
;
yet we

all of us take pride in such work when
done by others, and we all of us, as mem-
bers of the Society, feel that it would fail

of its highest objects if it did not encourage

in ever}' way the production of good papers

and books and, above all, the prosecution

of original discover}-.

In encouraging the writing of books, as

distinguished from the prosecution of origi-

nal research, the Society can do little except

indirectly, by increasing the possible de-

mand for such works. The need of what

we maj' call advanced text-books giving, as

far as possible, summaries of existing knowl-

edge in the several higher branches, has

long been felt, and of late years has to some

extent been supplied. Some of these fields,

however, are still open ; and as time goes

on, fresh books, to take the place of those

now fresh, will still be wanted ; (or our

science is in all points, even those sometimes

regarded as most stationary, in a condition

of advancing evolution. It is, ifyou plea.se,

the same old oak, but what formerly were

twigs are now sturdy limbs, and what now
are tiny stems may soon be recognized as

vitally important branches. As to the

making of thorough and systematic books

on mathematical subjects, it has before now
been remarked that the task is really more

difficult, for some at least, tlian that of work-

ing uj) original papers. Some of the reasons

for this were clearly stated by Mr. Glaisher

in his presidential address in 1886 before

the London Mathematical Society. I recall

the case of a friend who at one time began

the preparation of a summary of knowledge

in a special field ; but he had not gone far

before he found such temptations in the way
of unifying theories or bridging over gaps

that the result was the production of two or

thi-ee contributions to the journals and the

abandonment of the book. We must, I

think, accord unusual honor to those who
apply themselves successfully to the task,

more arduous every year as the mass of

original work rolls up, of summarizing and

condensing into clear bodies of doctrine all

existing important discoveries in special

fields of mathematical labor, certainly with-

out hope of pecuniary reward and usually

without prospect of an}- wide circle of

readers.

As yet the Society has done little towards

the encouragement of writing and inves-

tigation. The existing well-known and

successful journals maintained, whether by

a great university, 1)}- scientific societies of

a general character, or by the generous ef-

forts of indiN-iduals, have afforded oppor-

tunities for the pulilication of extensive

papers with which the Society's Bulletin

is not intended to compete. For much the

same reas(m those of its members who liave

been per.sonally solicited to give their aid

have been appealed to for contributions to

the Bulletin rather than for original papers

to be read and discus.sed at the meetings.

It is to be hoped that, as time goes on, the
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members of the Society "will become more

and more accustomed to present their orig-

inal papers for reading at the meeting, be-

fore publication. It may perhaps also be

expected that a closer connection may be

developed between the reading and the pub-

lication of such papers, whereby, on the

one hand, perhaps, editors of journals may,

as members of the Council or otherwise,

have some preliminary oversight of the

acceptance of paj)ers for reading, and

whereby, on the other hand, the accept-

ance of a paper for reading shall insure its

speedy publication.

While the Society can thus do little di-

rectly to encourage the writing of important

treatises, it can and should, without doubt,

do much to stimulate original research.

Original discovery has always been recog-

nized as the quickest and surest road to dis-

tinction. A permanently valuable paper

read and discussed at a meeting of the So-

ciety becomes an immediate object of inter-

est to those who attend; the subsequent

record of the reading in the Bulletin, sup-

plemented, perhaps, by a brief abstract,

excites a still wider interest among the

membership at large; and in this way many
of the readers are prepared to welcome the

publication of the paper when it appears.

There are—apart from the institutioii of

medals or prizes, which would be within the

Societj''s province—many other ways in

which, directly or indirectly, the influence

of the Society va&j be felt in turning the at-

tention of individuals to the importance of

original work. And as some slight contri-

bution towards this desirable end, I shall

close this address with a few remarks and
suggestions intended more particularly to

reach those members of the Society whose

attention is turning in this direction, but

who have not as yet produced original

papers. If in doing so I happen to give

good advice, particularly as regards style,

of which I have not always succeeded in

following myself, I trust I may be iavored

with the same kindly personal considera-

tion as is customarily accorded to an ema-

ciated physician or to a stammering profes-

sor of rhetoric. Yet as to the style in

which a mathematical paper should be

wi-itten, as distinguished from good Eng-

lish style in general, there is not really

very much to be said. Such papers should

contain good English, and enough of it.

Obscuritj', above all things, should be

avoided. The printer should not be an-

noyed unnecessai'ily \>y complicated frac-

tions and other things difficult to print.

Phrases and symbols familiar to the writer ,^

but not necessarily familiar to his readers,

should not be introduced without explana-

tion. Such phrases and sjinbols can al-

ways be explained by taking the time and

trouble ; and though the paper be made
somewhat longer, it becomes far more satis-

factory. It is of course possible, especi-

ally if one has not much to say, to err

in the opposite direction hy diffuseness

and verbosity. The golden mean lies in

the distinct explaining of every symbol,

of every phrase not universally under-

stood, and of every step in the discus-

sion in language otherwise extremely con-

cise.

It would doubtless excite a smile were it

known that anjr young man was for the first

time saying to himself :
" Go to ! let me make

a discovery." Yet that is what each one

implicitly does say to himself who makes
any discovery. It is hard to imagine how
any new point could occur fortuitously to

an investigator not engaged in investigat-

ing. ISTo one can tell until he tries whether

or not he is fitted for that sort of work. No
one can be sure, even though failure come
to him after failure, that he shall not later

meet with success. One sort of iailure, in-

deed, should convey the most flattering en-

couragement. It is when a supposed dis-

covery is made, which pi'oves on further in-
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quiry to have been made long before l\v

some one else. The immediate effect is dis-

heartening ; and yet the occurrence has es-

tablished the existence of the power of dis-

covery. "When once anything, no matter

what and no matter how old, is discovered

afresh and originally, the beginner has only

himself to blame for any subsequent want

of success. It may, in fact, be doubted

whether every earnest mathematician who
takes pleasure in his work has not in him,

to some extent at least, the capacity for dis-

covery. Indeed, any fresh solution of an

interesting problem, any new proof of an old

proposition, is in itself a piece of original

work. Undoubtedly some are born with

greater capacitj- than otliers
;
yet no one

can tell, without trying, the limits of his

own capacitj' in this direction ; and it is

l)robably true in this, as in other lines of

effort, that genius consists in an infinite

capacity for taking pains.

He who for the fir.st time makes an at-

tempt towards original mathematical re-

search must do so either in pure or in

apj)lied mathematics. By far the greater

number of papers relate to the former class

of investigations : and yet it would seem

that greater opportunities for attaining im-

portant results lie in the latter direction.

We all of us know, in a general way, that

many important improvements in pure

mathematics are the direct result of efforts

connected with practical applications. Our
knowledge of the laws of phj-sics is con-

stantly luidergoing development. Just

now, perhaps, the most Lmpoi-tant improve-

ments are those connected with the laws of

electricity, in which some of the members
of this Society have taken a prominent

part. Mr. Walker, in his presidential ad-

dress of 1890 before the London Society,

brought forward lunnerous instances illus-

trating the enormous influence of applied

mathematics upon the progress of the pure

science. The numerous illustrations which

he adduced should be consulted by every

one interested in the applications, and
should encourage him to active effort in

extending the domain of applied matliema-

tics, and thereby almost necessarily adding

to existing knowledge in the region of pure

mathematics.

For some reason which no one has under-

taken to explain, but probably connected

with the much wider dissemination of ele-

mentary instruction in pure mathematics

as compared with applied, by far the greater

number of investigations thus far have re-

lated to pure mathematics ; and it may be

presumed that for some time to come this

dispropoi-tion will continue. In other

words, our young mathematician who says

to himself that he will make a iliscoverj- is

most likely to confine his efforts to that in

which he has been most thoroughly in-

structed and with which he is therefore the

most familiar—the pure science. How,
then, is he to set about it? One way,

and a most satisfactory one, would be to

take part in some such neminar as that at

Gottingen, described some time since in our

Bulletin . Another quite similar method is

to begin by assisting some active investiga-

tor and carrying out his suggestions faith-

fullj'. The impulse given to a number of

our best men in this way by Professor Syl-

vester when he was in this country is well-

known to us all. On the other hand, any

attempt at collaboration between two equals

would seem almost certainly predestined to

failure. Though exceptions are well known,

it is really rare to find any fresh and im-

portant development in a paper worked up

by two friends of ecjual .skill, and still rarer

to find a succession of papers by the same

pair of authors. Good practice, however,

can be had in correspondence between two

friends on some fresh subject, each sharpen-

ing the mind of the other, provided the

correspondence be carried on as a matter of

growing interest between the two, rather
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than for the piirpose of producing a joint

publication. As a rule, however, the young-

discoverer works alone, and he will most

likely find, before he gets to the publishing

stage, that his first discoveries have been

made earlier by others. He must choose

his subject according to his own taste.

Usually he will be led most easily to some

fresh result, if he reads and digests with

keen interest the latest publications of

others upon some growing subject. He
may, perhaps, perceive that one of these

papers has not exhausted all the possibili-

ties
;
or he may, by an alteration in the

point of view, find himself enabled to ob-

tain the same result by a much shorter and

more satisfactory process. He must not

fear that he is giving his mind to a subject

too trivial. ISTo matter how slight the ad-

dition which he makes to the sum of knowl-

edge, it is yet an addition, and unless it is

superseded by the doing of the same thing

by some one else in a better manner, it

is a permanent contribution to science.

Some are helped greatly, at times, by
working first on some numerical illustra-

tion of the problem in hand ; others, again,

by a preliminary geometrical representa-

tion ; and the first path to any discovery

is not usually the best. It is sometimes

supposed that the mass of original work
done in so many countries and published

in so many languages makes it likelj'^ that

any ordinary piece of work will be over-

looked in the great mass. Nevertheless,

litera scripta manet ; and what may now
seem an unimportant addition to an unim-

portant branch may probably one day, when
that branch is no longer unimportant, and
when its special history comes to be itself a

topic of discussion, receive its due recogni-

tion. Meantime, every little helps. The
most trifling addition to the actual sum of

knowledge will be at least useful as a step

to aid the next investigator ; but whether
important or unimportant, whether appre-

ciative recognition comes or not, whether

others are helped or no one takes notice,

there is a degree of personal pleasure in the

mere fact of origiuation which is the just

and certain reward of every piece of suc-

cessful investigation.

Emoey McClintock.
New Yokk.

THE ORIGIN OF OUR VERNAL FLORA.

Those who have collected flowering plants

for manjr years, without a doubt have been

impressed with the wonderful regularity

and precision displayed in the successive

flowering of diiferent species, even genera of

plants. The character of the vernal flora in

the northern United States * depends on the

seasonal development of plants belonging to

different natural orders. Each plant, even

orders of plants, have definite times of ap-

pearance, when their flowers open, fertiliza-

tion takes place, and seeds are distributed.

At times, a lull or break in the continuity of

this floral procession takes place just be-

fore the true summer plants appear. Such

a break seems to occur in the neighborhood

of Philadelphia between the twenty-fifth day

of May and the tenth or fifteenth day of

June, when the first true summer plants

appear. Curiously enough, this period cor-

responds with the time of the ice saints in

the United States, when there is a possibil-

ity of frost over a large portion of our con-

* Tlie advent of spring may properly be considered

as taking place at the approach of an isotherm one de-

gree higher than 42.8° F., the general limit of proto-

plasmic activity. Tliere is no temperature in the ex-

treme South, in the vicinity of the Gulf, below 43.8°

on the average, and there is therefore no advent of

spring; no real beginning of vegetation and recloth-

ing of trees vrith leaves. On February 1st, the

isotherm in question is found crossing the United

States from the vicinity of Cape Hatteras on the east

to the north of El Paso, then northward to the Pacific

near San Francisco Bay. The phenomena of ^nnter

are to be found north of that line. See Harper's

Slonthhj Slagiizine, May, 1894, page 874, article by
Mark W. Harrington.
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tinental area.* A floral caloiular might be

constructed with the dates of germination,

seed discharge and death of annual plants,

and it would be found that a plant year

after year departs very little in the time of its

appearance from the dates put down in this

vegetal almanac. Take a common agricul-

tural plant by way of illustration. The
planting season for Indian corn is ft-om the

1st to the 10th of ^May in favorable weather.

One hundred and ten days from date of

sprouting to date ofripening or security from

frost is about the average season. In many
cases in the corn belt, Nebraska for instance,

the farmers are quite sure of at least one

luindred and twenty days. All this goes to

prove that each plant has a peculiarity of

its o\^^l with regard to temperature and en-

vironment; that the sum of the mean daily

temperatures from the time of sprouting un-

til the time of seed discharge is pretty nearly

a constant one, and that if a plant be

watched for years in succession it will be

found that this thermometric sum oscillates

little either way from the plant's normal.

It is desiral)le that our native plants should

be investigated as to temperature condi-

tions, for some rule must determine the

appearance of plants, the time of flowering

and the time of suspended growth. It is

no liaphazard process, but depends on

fixed laws of growth and development.

The daily appearance of new plants de-

pends considerably more on the habits of

their ancestors than on the controlling

influence of present meteorological condi-

ticms.

Our forest trees show some very interest-

ing peculiarities in their early spring devel-

opment, which is apj>arently caused liy tlieir

past conditions of growth and development.

Heredity seems to i>lay a very important

role in their vegetative habits. The facts

condensed in the accompanying taltle will

help to elucidate this statement :

*Sec HarjM'r'.'t Jfarjtniiic, May, 1894.

Plants
wind-

fertilized,

flowerinf^

from
March

to

June.

Cretaoeons
or Chalk
Pcriotl.

Post-

Cietaoeous

Querc-u.s (oiiks), Fajjus
(Iwcfhcs), .Siilix (wil-
lows), Platanus (plane-
trees), SiLssiifras, IjiuniK,

J
Magnolia, Lirioilenilrou,

(tulip-trees), Mvrica
(wax myrtles), Betula
(birches), Liqnidambar
(gum-trees), .Fuglans

I. (walnuts), .\cer(maples).

Conius (dog-wood),
Xyssa ( sour-gums ), Frax-
inus (a.shes).

Ulmiis ( elms
), planera,

Celtis, Carya (hickory),

I accmiKin (hlue-berries).

Almus (alders), Car-
Miocene. ^ pinus (horn-beam), Xe-

gundo.

Italicized genera insect-fertilized.

It will be seen from this table that the

more important genei-a of trees flower in the

early spring. The cause for this is to be

found in the past history of the plants, for

if we arrange them, as in the table, as to

their appearance in geological time, we dis-

cover that nearly all of them appeared be-

fore or during the Miocene (middle Tertiary

or Mammalian Age) Epoch, wlien the north-

ern hemisphere was many degi-ees warmer
than at present, and when a mild climate

extended far into the arctic regions. It is

impossible to ignore the force of the testi-

mony as to the continuous warm climate

of the north temperate and polar zones

throughout Tertiary (Mammalian) Times.

We have in the lower Cretaceous (Chalk)

Period an almost tropical climate down to

the upper Eocene (Lower Tertiary), when
it remains warm temperate, for instance,

in central Europe and cold temperate

within the polar area. It then gradually

cools down and merges through the Pliocene

(tapper Mammalian ) into the Glacial Epoch.

That being the case, it is highly probable

that the .season of growth of our forest ti-ees

during the Miocene Period was uninter-

rupted, and that flowers followed rapid vege-

tation, as night follows daj-. The Glacial

Period succeeded with its cold acting as a
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distm-bing influence, cutting off the growth

of the trees sharply just before tlie flowers

opened. The stately monarchs of the Plio-

cene forests began to change their habit and

adapt themselves to the new meteorological

condition, the ever increasing cold. The
unopened flowers were enveloped by the yet

undeveloped leaves, which became harder

and firmer, forming membranaceous and re-

sinous covered bud scales, as a protection

against the ice and cold. Flowers thus pro-

tected remained dormant during the long

glacial winter, and on the return of the next

growing season opened their flowers for wind

fertilization. This habit of earlj' flowering-

became impressed so strongly on the plants

that' it became hereditarily fixed. Trees of

abnormal habit frequently show atavism,

floweriag in the late autumn, if exception-

ally warm. This apparently indicates that

the cold cut into two periods the normal

process ofjilant growth. The dJAasion, thus,

of the period of growth into two unequal

halves by the glacial cold explains why our

forest trees have varied little durmg the pro-

cess of time fi'om a wind pollinated (anemo-

philous) state, because their floral organs

are developed in the spring before the ap-

pearance of the most highly specialized

flower visiting insects. Two causes have

operated to keep our trees permanently in

an anemophilous condition, first, the sepa-

ration of the vegetative and reproductive

stages by the cold of the Glacial Epoch, and

their early spring flowering ; and secondly,

the association of trees together into forests,

flower visiting insects loving essentially

open glades, or areas devoid of timber.

More diificulty is experienced in explain-

ing the appearance of the herbaceous vernal

flora. In order to arrive at a clear under-

standing of the problem, a few statistics are

necessary.

The following table compiled from a

variety of sources arranged for convenience

of presentation according to the system of

A. L. Jussieu (now little used) will be of

use as apjiroximately showing the statistical

systematic distribution of our spring jjlants.

r stamina epigyna
Polypetalse \ " hypogyna

i ' ' perigj'na

C
Corolla hypogyna

Monopetaloe j " perigj'na

i " epigyna

(_
Apetalie.

Jlonocotyledones.

S e ' ^ . o
i
3

Q P O K,M

6 1—1 3
91 61 86 75 22
6 18 17 30 16
13121 91117

8 5 913
6 15'13—

A predominant number of the plants,

tabiilated in the foregoing table, fall into

eight natural orders: Eanunculaceaj (but-

tercup family), Cruciferse (cress familj^)

Violacese (violet family), Caryophyllacese

(pink family), Eosaceae (rose family), Saxi-

fragacete, Ericacese (heath family), Com-
positse (sunflower family). The plants

belonging to these eight natural orders form

the major and characteristic part of our

spring flora, and with the exception of the

Ericaceae and Comjjositre (few in number)

are all polypetalous (many petals, distinct),

and monocotyledons hypogynous (stamens

and parts below the ovary) in its make-up.

The more complex and irregular flowered

fandlies appear later in the year. Now this

order of flowering corresponds curiously

with the order of evolution of the flowering

plants, which was suppositiously as follows :

A. Monocotyledons. Wind Fertilized. Grasses,

Sedges.

B. Dicotyledons.

1. Wind Fertilized. Ti-ees.

2. True Insect Fertilized.

(a) Pol}'pet«ili3e. ( Petals distinct, 4 or 5.

)

(b) Gamopetalos. ( Petals united.

)

This comparison leads us to infer the ab-

1 Darraoh, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1860, 145;

''Darlington, Flora Cestrica; 'Gray Manual; ^Roth-

rock, Flora of Alaska; 'Burk, Flora of Greenland,

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1894.
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senc-o of true flowers until late geologic

times, for it is only by the visits of insects

and their irritating action on vegetal proto-

plasm that the most irregular flowei-s have

heiMi slowly evolved, for there is a broad

parallelism l)etween the more dillerentiated

types of the vegetal kingdom and the ap-

pearance of the various orders of insects,

which was :

GEOLOGICAL SUCCESSION OF IXSECTS.

Devonian, Ortlioptera (eai^mgs, grasshoppers), Xeu-

roptera ( ant-lions)

.

Carlwniferous, Coleoptera (beetles).

Cretaceous Olite, Hymenoptera (bees), Hemiptera

(lice), Diptera (flics).

Tertiary. Lepidoptera i Imtterflies).

We know from the close association of

insects and flowers that the insects were

modifled by their visits to flowers, and con-

vei-scly that flowers have been changed to

suit the visits of insects, and it is therefore

not improbable that our most highly spe-

cialized flowers, and most irregular ones,

appeared and were modified by the Lepidop-

tera in the late Tertiary time ; for moths

and butterflies are most higlily specialized

to insure cross fertilization, or allogamy.

This variation in flowering plants must have

been most strong at the close of the Mio-

cene period, and after the retreat of the

glaciei-s still more rapid than before, for it

is proljable that the intense struggle which

took place by the migration and intermix-

ture of forms of difterent kinds, occasioned

by the change of environmental conditions,

was a powerful factor in causing the strik-

ing variety of flowers and insects. The
' responsive power ' of the proto{)lasm of

the plants, acting in concert with the exter-

nal impulses received from the environ-

ment, must have been strong after the dis-

appearance of the glaciers, on account of the

re-occupation of a barren glacial country

by northward moving plants, whose proto-

I)lasm had become re.sjwnsively mobile dur-

ing the long continued struggle in the south.

It is not at all improbable that the poly-

petalous groups of plants were northern

ones during the Miocene period, and that

their flowering period depends on this past

geographical position. Those plants which

lived far north during late ^Miocene and

Pliocene times were least modified, for if is

likely that moths and butterflies were then

few in number, and the time was not suffl-

ciently long for change to take place before

the glacial ice sheet moved southward, mix-

ing the northern and southern types, and
introducing a struggle which was to last

until the ice disapi)eared by the temperate

heat. Many tropical plants remained asso-

ciated with the northern forms crowded

southward by the glaciers, notwithstanding

that a great number perished under the

more rigorous conditions of a colder climate.

When the glaciers retreated, the predom-

inant polypetahe adapted to a cold climate

did one of three things : 1 , They reti-eated

northward. 2. They retreated up the high

mountains. 3. They took almost exclusive

possession in their growth of the spring

months, for the temperature conditions are

such as to suit well their hereditarilj- im-

pressed preference for the cold.

These plants flower and mature their seeds

quickly before the summer is well advanced,

which mark them as physiologically adapted

to the influences of the short glacial summer,

alternating with the long glacial winter.

This rapid growth production of flowers and

seed in a short space of time is possible from

the quantity of nutritive material stored up

in the plant. The beet, turnip, i)arsnip and

carrot are familiar examples of biennials

with the reserve substance packed in the

roots ; the houseleek, lily and onion with

the ba.ses of the leaves enlarged and thick-

ened to contain the stores of starch, sugar

and [jroteids. Even under these favorable

conditions, when tlie plant would be in a

condition to grow most vigorously, every

externally perceptible vital motion never-

theless ceases, and it is onlv after a dormant
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period of some months that growth com-

mences anew, and this fi-equently under

circumstances which appear far less favor-

able—especially at a conspicuously lower

temperature. "This periodic alternation

of vegetative activitj^ and i-est is in general

so regulated that, for a given species of plant,

both occiTr at definite times of the year,

leading to the iaference that the periodicity

only depends upon the alternation of the

seasons, and therefore chiefly upon that of

temperature and moisture." A few well-

known examples are selected for illustration.

'

' The leaf-shoot and flowers contained in

the bulb of the Crown Imperial commence
to grow vigorouslj' in the spring-time with

us, even at the beginning or middle of

March, when the soil in which the bulb has

passed the winter possesses a temperature

of 6-10° C; the leaf-shoots protrude for-

cibly from the cold earth to grow vigor-

ously in the but slightly warmer air. There

would be but little to surprise us in this, if

we did not at the same time notice the fact

that a new leaf-shoot is alreadj' formed in

embrj'o in the subterranean bulb in AprU
and May; this shoot, however, does not grow
to any extent in the warm soil during the

summer and autumn. On the contrary,

this favorable period of vegetation passes by,

until at the end of the winter an iuconsider-

able I'ise of temperature above the freezuig

point suffices to mduce vigorous growth ; and
as is well known, the same is the case with

most bulbous and tuberous plants, as the

meadow saffron, potato and kitchen onion."
" I have manjr times attempted to induce

the tubers and bulbs ripened in autumn to

put forth their germinal shoots during N'o-

vember, December and January, bj^ laying

them in moist, warm loose soil ; but as in

the case of the potato, as well as in that of

the kitchen onion, no trace of germination

appeared. If, on the other hand, the at-

tempt is repeated in February, or still better

in March, the germhial buds begin to grow

vigorouslj' even in a few days. It is evident

that some internal change must have taken

place in the tubers and bulbs during the

winter months, when it is impossible to bring

them into activity fi-om their state of rest."

Our spring plants in this agree physiologic-

ally with their arctic congeners. The period

of rest described above in such early spring

plants, as the winter aconite, crocus, Ery-

thronium, etc., has ia my opinion been due

to the influence of the glacial cold heredit-

arily impressed on these plants in con-

nection mth the chemical changes which go

on. The following diagrams will illustrate

my meaning. Diagram B shows that the

period of vegetative activity of our sprmg

plants corresponds with an arctic or a glacial

summer, while the dormant period corre-

sponds with an arctic winter, although our

present summer has encroached on the

former glacial winter.

Astronomical Year, Glacial Period.

Vegetative; p.inwprs
Period.

J-' lowers.
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catastrophe wliieli acoompanies the sudden

onrusli of summer. •• One by one the

flowei-s fade and go to seed, if they have

been fortunate enough to attract a bee or

other suitable poUen-bearing visitor. The

arri\al of summer hapjjens so late that the

inexperienced traveler may be excused for

sometimes doubting whether it really is

coming at all. When continuous night has

become continuous day without any percep-

tible approach to spring, an Alpine traveler

naturally asks whether he has not reached

the limit of perpetual snow. During May
there were a few signs of the possibility of

some mitigation of the rigors of winter. l)ut

these were followed by frost. At last, when
the final victory of summer looked hoj^less,

a change took place : the wind turned to

the south, the sun retired behind the clouds,

mists obscured the landscape, and the snow

melted ' like butter upon hot toa.st,' and we
were in the midst of a blazing hot summer
picking flowers of a hundred different kinds

and feasting upon wild ducks' eggs of vari-

ous species."

The polypetalous families which blossom

early in the season, although old geologi-

cally speaking, have not been gi'eatly modi-

fied since Pliocene times, because their

flowers open in the spring before the Lepi-

doptera hatch out from their cocoons. It

is obvious that every species of flower can

only be visited and fertilized by those in-

sects which occur at the time when the

plant is in flower and in stations where it

grows. The insect visitors of a plant are

therefore limited by the season and by the

time of day when it flowers, by its geogra-

phical distribution and by the nature of its

habitat. The high northern polypetahe

have remained therefore regular while

those plants gi'owing in the southland have

become highly irregular by the visits of

numerous liighly organized insects in great

number near the equatorial zone. We
must be cautious, however, in generalizing

too broadly, for we can only call those parts

perfect which fulfill their purpose in the

life of the plant essentially well; that is to

say, which under existing conditions insure

the sexual reproduction of the species with

particular success.

The Composit;e (sun-flower family), the

highest expression of evolution amongst

Dicotyledons, appeared latest in geological

succession, for no undoubted form of them
(Sj-nanthene ) has been found farther back

than the middle Pliocene. Muller says:*
'• The numerical preponderance which this

family has attained in species and genera

(1000 ) , and the extreme abundance of many
of the species, are due to the concurrence of

several characters, most of which singlj-, or

in some degree combined, we have become

acquainted with iu other families, but never

in such happy combination as in the

Compositie. The following points deserve

special mention: (1) the close association

of many flowers; (2) the accessibility of the

honey as well as the plentiful secretion and

security from rain; (3) the possession of a

pollen mechanism, which renders cross fer-

tilization certain iu the event of insect visi-

toi-s." It is a ma.sterful order of plants

most commonly met with in the late sum-

mer aud autumn, flowering profusely until

the heavy frosts of early winter, when they

cast their seeds abundantly. An enumera-

tion of the Compositie growing in the vicin-

age of Philadelphia shows that the plants

are essentially late summer growers.

Flowebing to Fbiit Ripexixg.
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These are the latest group of plants to ap-

pear geologicallj', they grow and flower in

the warm season added to the short arctic

summer by the retreat of the glacial winter.

The following diagram will indicate more

clearly what is meant, and will show why it

is that the Compositte of the north temperate

zone are the characteristic herbaceous vege-

tation of the late summer and autumn
months.

Peesent Astronomical Yeae.

Spri:ngP;lants
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key to many instincts is found in the con-

ception tliat they are inherited habits,

themselves the originally conscious reac-

tions of the individual to its surroundings ;

and this conception has never been seriously

attacked from tlie front in open field. Yet

Dai-win and all his followers have regarded

the habits and instincts of social insects as

mainly if not wholly evolved by casual vari-

ations and natural selection. For the ori-

gin of the instincts and habits of these

creatures cannot ol)viously be explained on

Lamarck's principle, since they are for the

most part evinced by the workei-S and sol-

diers, who are neutei-s ; and such, of coui-se,

cannot transmit their instincts by blood to

their followers, who are only collaterals and

outside the direct line. Here and there, in-

deed, these neuters may lay eggs, unfertil-

ized but not infertile, since in the bees thej'

produce drones and in some ants also males
;

but we have no evidence that this occurrence

is fi-equent or regular enough really to in-

lluence the race. However, there are two

matters, the so-called instincts of neuters

generally, and those of slave-makers in par-

ticular, that may be dealt with from a

point of view which will show that an ex-

planation is available that makes no exces-

sive denuind on Lamai'ckians.

It is a truism to say that one of the most

potent iactoi-s in education is the imitation

of one's peers. As a teacher of experience,

I know well how thi' presence of a few bright

and handy students eases my annual task

of breaking in a class of book-taught lads

to a study requiring handiwork and obser-

vati(m. The nearer akin the model, the

more powtTful is his example. Thus, the

trained elephant is an almost necessary aid

to the tamer of wild elephants ; no l)ird-or-

gan can do as well as a good songster ; and

if we wish to train a daw, magpie or star-

ling to speak, its Itest teacher is a loquaci-

ous parrot.

Animals may readily thus acquire /i«6/7'<

which, if we did not know their origin, we
might well mistake for imtinctt. Thus a dog

reared by a she-cat has acquired the habit

of sitting up on his tail, licking his paw.s and
washing Ins face—watching a mouse-liole

for hours together ;
' and liad in short all the

ways and manners and disposition of liis wet

nurse.'* So that in considering the behavior

of any species we have to be cautious and

bear ever in mind that manifestations whicli

at first sight seem unetpiivocal instinct may
be really habit, and habit only.

Xow every neuter insect is born from the

pupa (as it was born from the egg) into a

community of busy workere of its own kind,

practising the art that shef will have to

practise in turn. If then her mental pow-

ere and emotional development are up to

the average of the race there can be no dif-

ficult}- in her qualifying for the place she

will take in the nest. Again we must re-

member that this neuter insect hatches from

the egg into a helpless larva, to be fed and

tended with most devoted care by the adult

sister workers until it passes into the chrys-

alis or i>upa stage, where il sleeps out the

transformations that make it an adult. We
know well that neuter insects show every

sign of varied emotion; everyone can tell

the difference of demeanor between the busy

bee and the angry one; and observers have

shown us ample evidence of many other

emotions. If then memory of the earlier

larval state survives the pupa trancej our

*Ree Koinanes, op. cit., p. 226.

t Tlie .>io-fallc(l neuter is always an imperfect female.

t Lubbock liiis .shown that ants will tend any young

whatever of their own species even if born in other

nest.s; liut none the less they do reject them as

strangers after they have ])a.s,se<l tlirouf;h pniiadom

into the adult state, while they welcome Isu'k the

offspring of their own nest that liave been fosteretl by

strangers. Tlie converse- experiments have not been

tried, to ascertiiin whether the new-born adults that

have been nursed outside their own nest show any

memory of or preference for their own folk or their

fosterers respectively. (See Lubl)ock, '.\nts, Bee»

and Wa.si)s. ' 1
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newly emerged neuter should revive with

the liveliest gratitude and almost filial af-

fection for its mates, who have tended it as

devotedly as elder sisters in charge of a

family do even among ourselves.

The only possible objections to this view

are, first, that the insects have not intelli-

gence enough for imitation, and secoudlj^

;that teaching presupposes communication

between the teacher and the taught, which

we have no right to assume. But these ob-

jections fall as baseless when we observe for

ourselves, or trace with a Huber, a Forel, a

Lubbock, or a Bate the unmistakable in-

telligence and the unequivocal signs of com-

munication to be found among these ani-

mals.

We may still assign to natural selection

a certain part, much more limited than has

hitherto been supposed. It conserves the

general intelligence of the race at a high

pitch, by constantly weeding families proli-

fic of foolish virgins; and it checks all ex-

cessive development of individualitj^ by de-

strojdng families with an undue proportion

of those geniuses who aim at striking out

new paths for themselves instead of de-

votedly working at their settled coopera-

tive tasks. But the singular mixture of

ability and rovitine displayed by ants and
bees is just what we should expect if their

arts were largely attained by the influence

of strong tradition. Our lawyers till quite

recently showed the severe limitations im-

posed by tradition on intelligence. And
this is my case for regarding the ways of

neuter insects as habits and practices, not

instincts. Many ants make slaves; they

raid the nest of other species, killing the

adults and bringing home the helpless

young. These are nursed by workers of

the same slave race that were once them-

selves brought in the immature state to the

nest. Some of these slave makers can

neither clean themselves nor feed them-

selves; everything has to be done for them

by their slaves, save the work of war and

capture.

Lubbock writes: "They have lost the

greater part of theii* instincts ; their art,

that is, the power of building; their do-

mestic habits, for they show no care for

their omti young, all this being done by the

slaves; their industry—^they take no part in

providing the daily supplies if the colony

changes the situation of its nest, the

masters are all carried by the slaves on

their backs to the new one; naj', they have

even lost the habit of feeding . . . How-
ever small the prison, however large the

quantity of food, these stupid creatvires

will starve in the midst of plenty rather

than feed themselves."

The origin of this character is not far to

seek; the fertile insects, i. e., the males and

perfect females of social insects, contribute

little or nothing to the work of their nest

save their offspring * ; hence in the parents

of each generation there is a constant

fostering of selfishness and dependence to

be transmitted to their ofispring.

The female or queen termite (or White
ant), indeed, is guarded from all exertion

and tended in a way to satisfj' the indolence

of the most languid Creole fine lady; the

only drawbacks of her position being lack

of amusements and of lovers on the one

hand and an excessive fertility on the

other. Where all or many of the neuters

are workers, indolence and selfishness are

checked and natural selection constantly

eliminates those families whose altruism

is insufficient for a social life. But if

once circumstances arrive in which slaves

are present to do the duties, it is easy

to see how all the traditions of work or

self help—save in war—can die out and be

utterly lost, bravery, pugnacity and hon-

orable cooperation being the sole vh-tues to

survive. It seems at first sight strange

*Tlie amount done is perhaps greatest among
Wasps and Humble Bees, least among Termites.
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that the slave holders have lost the power

of feeding themselves'; but this is not

unexampled in human affairs. Surely

many a fine lady might starve outright in a

jilaee with no provender but live fowls and

unthre.shed wheat and water, no utensils

hut dry sticks and a few stones. Yet we
know that savages of far lower wit could

kill and pluck the fowls and get fire, spit

and roast them, crush the wheat between

the stones and make a damper cook it in

the embers. This is a case of the loss of

the power of self help by peculiar education,

and if we admit this explanation for the

fine lady we have no right to reject it for

the slave holding ant.

I am aware that I have not dealt exhaust-

ively with the whole question of social in-

sects. There are lots of cruxes in their

manners and customs, and especially in the

manifold forms that occur in one and the

same species. AVhy, for instance, worse

food and a narrower cell should make a fer-

tilized bee's egg become a sterile worker

instead of a queen, no one knows ; and the

problems presented among ants are far more

ditlicult and complicated. But it is as well

to take stock frequently of our speculations,

and to place our certain realized assets to

the credit side, even though we have to

keep most of our accounts open indefinitely.

Marcus Hartog.
QiEEx's College, Cork.

THE PROPER SCIESTIFIC NAME FOR
BREWER S MOLE.

Thkre are three species of moles in the

Eastern States, the Star-nosed mole, Cnndy-

liira rri.'ifafa, the common or Shrew mole,

Scahji" aqiiaf!ru.i, and a third less familiar

species known as Brewer's mole, or the

Hairy-tailed mole. It is to this last species

that mj^ remarks relate. It was described

by Bachman in 1842 in the Boston Journal of

Nafural Hixtory (vol. 4, page 32) under the

name of Scalop-t breurri, and was cited under

that designation until 1879, when Dr. Coues

proposed to change the specific name to

anicricanii.'t. This proposition was based on
the fact that in Harlan's Fauna Americana,

published in 1825, the name ' Talpa ameri-

(a)ia, black mole, Bartram's manuscript

notes,' occurs in synonjTuy at the head of a

description which Dr. Coues thought might

be in part, at least, applicable to the species

under consideration.

I find, however, that this is a literal trans-

lation of Desmarest's description of the

European mole, Talpa curopcea, with no ad-

ditions whatever, and no other alteration

than the omission of a word or sentence

here and there. It is evident, therefore,

that Harlan included nothing from Bar-

tram's manuscript, whatever it may have

contained, and that the name Talpa amerl-

mna has no validity.

It will be necessary to return to the

specific name breu'cri. I recently separated

Brewer's mole as the representative of a

distinct genus, which I called Para'<ealnj)s.

If this distinction be accepted, the proper

name of the species will be Para.^calopg

breu'eri (Bachman).

Frederick W. Trie.

U. ,S. National Miseum.

TJIE AMERICAN FOLK-LORE SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of the Society was

held at the Columbian l^niversity, "Wash-

ington, December 27th and 28th. Owing

to a death in his family, the President, Dr.

Alcee Fortier, of Louisiana, was prevented

from attending.

The Secretary, ]Mr. AV. W. Newell, sub-

mitted a report in which he detailed the

publications of the Society for the year.

These included two volumes of • Folk Talcs

of Angola,' prepared by Heli Cliatelain, late

United States commercial agent at Loanda,

West Africa, and jiapers by various well-

known authors as follows: 'Notes on the

folk-lore of the mountain whites of the

AUeghanies,' J. Hampton Porter; 'Three
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epitaphs of the seventeenth century,' Sarah

A. P. Andrews ;
' Popular medicine, cus-

toms and superstitions of the Eio Grande,'

Capt. John G. Bourke
;

' Plantation court-

ship,' Frank D. Banks
;

' Retrospect of the

folk-lore of the Columbian Exposition,'

Stewart Culin
;
'Eskimo tales and songs,'

Franz Boaz ;
' Popular American Plant

Names,' Fannie D. Bergen.

A large number of papers were read be-

fore the Society and discussed by the mem-
bers present. The first was by Dr. Wash-
ing-ton Matthews, entitled 'A ISTavaho Myth,'

which related in detail one of the sacred

legends of the tribe.

Capt. R. R. Moten then read a paper on

'Negro folk-songs,' in which he spoke of

natural musical tendencies of the colored

race and reviewed a number of the old

songs of the South before the war. Negro

music, he said, might be divided into three

kinds, that rendered while working, a dif-

ferent kind for idle hours, and a third and
more dignified sort used for worship. Capt.

Moten said the general public had but little

idea of the old negro music, and that many
of the so-called negro songs rendered by
white men in minstrel performances were

abortions. There were some old familiar

melodies, however, which were true to

nature, and full of inspiration.

A quartet of colored men was present,

and sang a nvimber of negro songs illustrat-

ing the points brought out by Capt. Moten.

Several speakers dwelt upon the import-

ant question of the diffusion of folk-tales

and the explanation of striking similarities

found in localities widely apart. Mr. "W.

W. Newell was inclined to explain such by
theories of transmission ; while Major J.

W. Powell and Dr. D. G. Brinton, both of

whom had papers on closely related topics,

leaned toward the ' anthropologic ' expla-

nation, which regards those similarities as

the outgrowth of the unity of human psy-

chological nature and methods.

Dr. J. W. Fewkes gave a detailed de-

scription of the figures in the ancient Maya
manuscript known as the ' Cortesian Codex.'

Other j)apers presented were :
' Kwapa

folk-lore,' Dr. J. Owen Dorsey ; 'Korean.

Children's games,' Stewart Culin ;
' Burial

and holiday customs and beliefs of the Irish

peasantry,' Mrs. Fanny D. Bergen ; 'Biblio-

graphy of the folk-lore of Peru,' Dr. Geo,

A. Dorsey ;

' Mental development as illus-

trated by folk-lore,' Mrs. Helen Douglass
;

The game of goose with examples from

England, Holland, Germany and Italy,'

Dr. H. Carrington Bolton ;
' The Swastika,'

Dr. Thomas Wilson ;
' Folk-food of New

Mexico,' Capt. John G. Bourke, U. S. A.;

' Opportunities of ethnological investigation

on the eastern coast of Yucatan,' Marshall

H. Saville ;
' Two Ojibway tales,' Homer

H. Kidder.

The officers elected for the ensuing year

were : President, Dr. Washington Mat-

thews ; Vice Presidents, Rev. J. Owen Dor-

sey, Captain John G. Bourke, TJ. S. A.;

Permanent Secretary, William Wells Ne-

well, Cambridge, Mass.; Corresponding Sec-

retary, J. Walter Fewkes, Boston, Mass.;

Treasurer, John H. Hinton, New York, N.

Y.; Curator, Stewart Culin, Philadelphia,

Pa. D. G. Beinton.
Univeesity of Pennsylvania.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Les oscillatioiis electriques.—H. Poincabe,

Membre de I'Institut. Paris, George

Carr6, 1894.

This woi-k contains, briefly stated, a clear

mathematical discussion of the general feat-

ures of the Faraday-Maxwell electromag-

netic theory in Hertzian form, and of those

special problems bearing upon this theory

which are of particular interest to the ex-

perimentalist. The mathematical solution

of these problems is compared carefully with

the results obtained, principally by the ex-

periments of Hertz and of other iuvestiga-
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toi-s who liavo extended the field of the

Hertzian method of investigation. But it

should be observed that the experiments of

tlie pre-IIertzian epoch receive their full

share of attention, as, for instance, the ex-

periments of Rowland, Riintgen, and others.

The work will undoubtedly exert a very

strong inlluence upon the future develop-

ments of tlie electromagnetic theory, and

deserves, therefore, more tlian ordinary at-

tention. This circumstance should, in the

opinion of the reviewer, excuse the length

of this review.

General Theory.—Poincare's discussion di-

vides itself naturally into two parts. In the

fii-st part an electromagnetic field with con-

ductors at rest is considered. In the second

part the discussion extends to electromag-

netic fields with conductors in motion.

The Hertzian method of presentation is

adopted in preference to the Maxwellian.

Two distinct differences between these two

methods should now he pointed out. The

fii-st difterence is essential, and may be

stated briefly as follows :

—

Hertz described jMaxwell's electromag-

netic theoiy as the theory which is contained

in Maxwell's fundamental equations ; he

stated, however, very clearly that the sup-

pression of all direct actions at a distance is

a characteristic feature of this theory. But

if it is not a sufiicicnt hypothesis, and if no

other hypotheses are clearly stated by iMax-

well, then his deduction of the fundamental

equati(ms which form the heart and soul of

his theory must necessarily lack in clearness

and conii>leteness. This is the difficulty

whicli Hertz discovered in Maxwell's .syste-

matic development of his own electromag-

netic theory, and Hertz obviates this diffi-

culty by starting from the equations them-

selves as given, proving tlieir correctness by

sliowing that they are in accordance with

all our experience.

The second difference is formal only. It

mav be stated briellv as follows: Maxwell

considered the elect rotonic state, discovered

by Faraday, as of fundamental importance.

The matliematical exjjression of this state,

the vector potential, was considered by him
as the fundamental function in his mathe-

matical presentation of Faraday's view of

electromagnetic phenomena. Hertz, just

as Heaviside did some time before him,

considered the vector potential as a rudi-

mentary concept which should be carefully

removed from the completed theory Just as

the scaffolding is removed from a finished

building. In place of the vector potential

Hertz substituted the electric and the mag-
netic force as the fundamental quantities.

This enabled him to state the fundamental

equations of JIaxwell in a more symmetrical

form than Maxwell did.

It seems that it is principally this second,

the formal, difference which decides Poin-

care in iavor of the Hertzian method. But

there is still considerable difference between

the presentation of the electromagnetic the-

ory given by Hertz and that which Poin-

care gives in this book. For whereas Hertz

proceeded fi-om the symmetrical form of

Maxwell's fundamental equations as given

and by deducing from them and from .several

clearly defined assumptions the general ex-

perimentally established laws of electrical

phenomena pi-oved the correctness of these

equations, Poincare deduces them from the

following experimentally established facts :

1. The energj- of the electromagnetic

field consists of two parts, one due to the

action of the electric and the other to that

of the magnetic forces. They are each

homogeneous quadratic functions of the

two fundamental ([uantities, that is of the

electric and of the magnetic forces respect-

ively. This experimental relation defines

the units of the electric and of the magnetic

force and also the phj'sical constants of

the medium, that is the specific inductive

capacity and the magnetic permeability.

2. Having defined the meaning of mag-
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netic and of electric induction and of their

fluxes in terms of the corresponding forces,

Poincare states then the fundamental law

of electromagnetic induction in a closed

conducting circuit as an experimental fact

and deduces immediately the first group of

the Maxwellian equations. This group is

nothing more nor less than a symbolical

statement that the law of electromagnetic

induction is true for every circuit whether

it be conducting or not.

3. Joule's law is stated as an experi-

mental fact. In a homogeneous conductor

the heat generated per unit volume and

unit time at any point of the conductor is

proportional to the square of the electric

force at that point ; the factor of propor-

tionality is electrical conductivity by defi-

nition. Another quantity is then introduced

which is defined as the product of the

electrical force into the conductivity and

the name of conduction current is given

to it.

By means of these definitions, the prin-

ciple of conservation of energy, and the first

group of Maxwellian equations, the second

group, in the form given by Hertz, is then

deduced. This completes the Maxwellian

electromagnetic theory for a homogeneous

isotropic field in which both the medium
and the conductors are at rest.

Poincare loses no time in commenting

upon the physical meaning of these equa-

tions, but proceeds rapidly to Poj'nting's

theorem, which introduces one of the most

important quantities in the wave-propaga-

tion of electromagnetic energy. It is the

radiation vector, as Poincare calls it. A
brief remark, however, prepares the reader

for the good things that are to come. A
comparison of Maxwell's fundamental equa-

tions with those of Ampere shows them to be

identical except for rapid electric oscil-

lations, when the displacement currents

(Poincar6 does not mention this name, but

only refers to a mathematical symbol) iu

the dielectric cease to be negligibly small.

For these no provision was made in Am-
pere's or any other of the older theories.

Here then is the starting point of the radi-

cal departure of the Faraday-Maxwell view

from that of the older theories. Hence the

study of Hertzian oscillations takes us into

a new region of electrical phenomena, a re-

gion entirely unexplored by the older the-

ories, and first brought before our view by

the discoveries and surmises of Faraday, by

Maxwell's mathematical interpretation of

these discoveries and surmises, and by

Hertz's confirmation of Faraday and Max-
well.

Hertzian Oscillations.—It is the study of

these rapid oscillations which forms the

subject of the rest of Poincare's work under

consideration.

Sir William Thomson's theory of the dis-

charge of a Leyden jar forms a fitting intro-

duction to this study. It states clearly the

essential elements which should be consid-

ered in the study of electric oscillations.

They are the period and the decrement.

The relation of these to the self-induction,

the electrostatic capacity, and the resistance

of the circuit are given by this theory and it

was verified by many experiments, espe-

cially those of Feddersen, who measured

the period of these oscillations and also

their decrement by a photographic method.

But inasmuch as these oscillations were of a

comparatively long period, 10^ per second,

they were not apt to furnish a test of the

Faraday-Maxwell theory. The waves of

the oscillations studied by Feddersen would

have been 30 kilometers long and would,

therefore, have escaped experimental detec-

tion.

Hertz was the first to produce verj^ rapid

oscillations, 10^ per second ; but since their

period was too short to be measured di-

rectly, another method of testing the agree-

ment between theorj^ and experiment had
to be devised. This was done by Hertz,
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who measured the wave length (about 3

metres in the earliest experiments ) of the

waves produced by these rapid oseillations

by means of the intensity of the spark in

the spark-gap of a secondary circuit, the

so-called resonator. Tlie period was ciileu-

lated by the Thomson formula and divitling

the wave-length by the period gave the ve-

locity of propagation, which, according to

the Faraday-JIaxwell theory, should be

equal to that of light, and that, too, both in

the immediate vicinity of the conductors

and in the dielectric. A mere sketch of

these experiments is given for the purpose

of outlining the plan of the discussion to be

carried out in the succeeding chapters of

the book. Hertz's method of calculating

the period of his oscillators is reproduced

more or less faithful]}- and the various ob-

jections against it discussed.

Theory of Hertzian O.iciUations.—This dis-

cussion paves the way gradually for the gen-

eral theory of the Hertzian oscillator to be

taken up in the next chapter. This theory

can be described as the mathematical dis-

cussion of the following problem : Given a

homogeneous dielectric extending indefi-

nitely. This dielectric is acted upon by a

steady electrical force applied at a conduc-

ductor, the oscillator. It is therefore elec-

trically strained. Describe the pi-ocess by

means of which the dielectric returns to its

neutral state when the mitial electrical

strain is suddenly released.

The discussion uuist necessarily start from

Maxwell's fundamental equations. They

are in the form given bj' Hertz, partial

differential equations connecting the com-

ponents of tlie electric and of the magnetic

forces at any point in tlie dielectric. Hence,

using the language of the mathematician,

the solution of the above problem will

consist in the integration of Maxwell's dif-

ferential equations, which, translated into

the language of the experimental physicist.

means that the solution will cimsist in Hud-

ing the resulting electrical wave, that is,

its period, its decrement due to radiation

and dissipation, and its direction and
velocity of propagation. It is evident,

therefore, both to the mathematician and
to the physicist that the conditions at tlie

boundary surfaces separating the dielectric

from the conductor must first be settled.

To these Poincar6 devotes careful attention.

A lucid demonstration is given of the theo-

rems that in the case of rapid oscillations

there will be : a. Very slight penetration of

the current into the conductor; b. A
vanishing of the electric and the magnetic

force in the interior of the conductor, c.

Electric force normal and magnetic force

tangential to the surface of the conductor,

etc.

Then follows a beautiful mathematical

solution of the general problem mentioned

above. It is this : The law of distribution

of the conduction current on the oscillator

being given the electric and magnetic force,

and tlierefore the state of the wave, at any

point in the dielectric and at any moment
can be calculated by a simple differentiation

of a quantity called the vector potential.

This quantity is determined from the cur-

rent distribution in a manner which is the

same as that employed in the calculation of

the electrostatic potential from the disti-ibu-

tion of the electrical charge, but on the sup-

position that the force between the various

points of the dielectric and the surface of

the oscillator is propagated with the velocity

of light. The value of this solution rests

on tlu! fact that the law of distribution of

the conduction current can be closelj' esti-

mated in some oscillators, as, for instance,

in the case of Bloiidlot's oscillator consisting

of a wire bent so as to form a rectangle in

one of whose sides a small plate condenser

is interposed. A special form of this vector

potential applicat)le to oscillatoi-s whose

surfiice is tiiat of revolution is deduced and

applied to Lodge's spherical oscillator.
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whose oscillations are due to a sudden re-

lease of a uniform electrostatic field. The

solution of this case is complete. The actual

values of both the period and the decrement

are expressed in terms of the radius of the

sphere. The smallness of the period and

the exceedingly rapid rate of decay of the

wave are striking.

This theorj^ throws much light upon

Hertz's method of calculating the period of

an oscillator. Poincare applies it also to

the explanation of the Hertzian method of

calculating the decrement due to electrical

radiation and the force of Poynting's

theorem is exhibited in a masterly manner,

although, of course, the calculation for more

general cases is not as complete as that for

Lodge's oscillator. More experimental

guidance is necessary and will not be sought

in vain in siibsequent chapters.

Phenomena of Electrical Resonance.— Wave

Propagation along a Wire.—Having described

Hertz's method of calculating the period

and the decrement, Poincare discusses next

some of the more important experimental

researches dealing with these two principal

characteristics of an oscillating system.

The earliest method employed in researches

of this class is that devised by Hertz. A
secondai'y circuit, the resonator, consisting

of a turn of wu-e Avith an adjustable spark

gap is brought into the inductive action of

the oscillator. The length and intensity of

the induced sj)ark measures the inductive

effect between the two. When the peiiods

of the two are equal the effect is a maxi-

mum; they are then in resonance. But
experiment reveals the fact that the reson-

ance effect is not as pronounced as in the

case of acoustical resonance. Sarasin and
de la Eive (Arch, des sciences phys. 23, p.

113; 23, p. 557, Geneve, 1890) mferred fi-om

this that the oscillator sends forth a com-

plex wave which, if analyzed in the manner
of a ray of sunlight, would give a contin-

uous spectrum. Poincare, guided by a

carefully worked general theory of reson-

ance, ascribes the absence of a strong reson-

ance effect to the large decrement of the

oscillator. An appeal is then made to ex-

periments bearing on this point and the

subject of stationary waves in long wires is

taken up. Such waves are produced in

the same way as in the case of sound waves.

When a train of electrical waves travels

along a wire and the leading wave reaches

the end of the wire it is reflected there and

by the interference between the direct and

the reflected waves stationary waves are

formed. Hertz's theorj^ of propagation of

these waves is given, showing that their

velocity is the same all along the wire and

equal to that of light for all wave lengths.

If the view of Sarasin and de la Eive be

correct then stationary electrical waves

should have no pronounced nodes and ven-

tral segments and, therefore, a resonator

which, unlike the oscillator, gives a simple

wave of definite j)eriodicity will pick out of

the stationary waves that component only

which is in resonance with it. In other

words, every resonator, within large limits,

Avill respond to stationary waves and if mov-

ed along a wire which is the seat of such

waves its spark will rise and fall in intensity

everj' time the resonator passes bj^ a node or

a ventral segment of that component con-

tained in the complex stationarj' wave with

which it is in resonance. It measures,

therefore, the wave length corresponding to

its own period and not that corresponding

to the period of the oscillator. This wave
length divided by the calculated period of

the vibrator will give, therefore, a wrong
velocity of j)ropagation. A mistake of this

kind was suspected in Hertz's earliest ex-

periments by which he obtained a different

A'elocity of propagation along a wire from

that in the dielectric. Sarazin and de la

Eive called this phenomenon, first observed

by them, the phenomenon of multiple reson-

ance. It is undoubtedly one of the most
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iniportaut discoveries in tlie region of Hert-

zian oscillations. It was probably ( ^ ) Poin-

car6 (Ids modesty prevents him fi'om men-
tioning tliis fact) who first recognized its

full value and detected its true meaning.

He devotes a large part of the present work
to the discussion of this phenomenon and
every serious student will appreciate heart-

ily this very interesting feature of the noble

work before us. Briefly stated Poincare's

explanation of multiple resonance is this.

Ordinarily the oscillator has a large decre-

ment; that of the resonator is very small,

according to the results of Bjerkness' experi-

ments. The train of waves excited in a

long wire by the inductive action of an os-

cillator after each disruptive discharge

consists of a big wave followed by a small

number of waves of very rapidly decreasing

amplitude. Such a train of waves is evi-

dently not capable of forming interference

waves after reflection. Their effect upon
tlie resonator is jiractieallj- the same as that

of a single wave, giving the resonator an

impulse when passing it on its way toward

the end of the long wire and another im-

pulse when it returns after reflection.

Hence, if the time interval between these

two impulses is a multiple of the period of

the resonator the resulting oscillation in

the resonator will be sti'onger than other-

wise. If, therefore, the resonator be moved
along the long wire its oscillations will vary,

passing tlirougli a maximum at regular in-

tervals; the distance between these intervals

being equal to a wave length correspond-

ing to the period of the resonator. But,

obviousl}', the maxima will be most clearly

pronounced wlien the resonator is in reson-

(') It is no more tliaii just that a stronj;; enipliasis

should be put jijion the fact tliat Bjerkness independ-

ently (Wied. Ann. 44 |). 74 and p. 92, July, 1891)

worked out the same theory and proved it by experi-

ment at about the same time that Poineare first pul)-

lished his theory (Arch, des sciences phys. 25 p. GOW,

G6aii\e 15 Juin, 1891).

ance with the o.scillator. This is especially

true in the case of oscill.ators possessing a-

less strongly developed decrement, as for

instance, Blondlot's o.scillator. This ex-

planation is illustrated by a mathematical

discussion of rare elegance and simplicity.

Blondlot's experiments (Jour, de Pliys. "J

serie t. X., p. 549) are then carefully de-

scribed and the close agreement between
them, especially as regards the velocity of

propagation along conducting wires, and
the above tlieory pointed out.

Attenuation of Waves.—A.i\ important feat-

ure connected with wave propagation of

Hertzian oscillations along wires was
stronglj' emphasized by these experiments,

namely, tlie diminution of the wave ampli-

tude with the distance passed over. This

has long since given Mr. Oliver Heaviside

manj' an anxious thought. Poineare is evi-

dently not aware of that and he attacks the

problem with just as mucli of his well-

known mathematical vigour as if its solution

had not been given long ago by Mr. H(>avi-

side. (Electr. Papers, Vol. II., p. :«», etc.)

A few bold strokes of Poincare's unerring

pen disclose the interesting fact that the at-

tenuation is due, principally, to distributed

capacitj- of the wire, since the decrement,

calculated by Poynting's theorem, is shown
to be inversely proportional to the diameter

of the wire. Experimental evidence bear-

ing upon tliis point is then reviewed. In

these experiments the employment of the

resonator had to be discarded and the in-

tensity of the wave at various points of tlie

wire measured directly. Various methods

were einployed in these experiments. The
most important among them are tlie follow-

ing :—
a. Hertz's method (Wied. Ann. 4L', ]).

407, 1891) of measuring the intensity of the

wave at any point of a long wire by the

mechanical force ext-rled upon anotlier small

conductor suspended in the vicinity of the

wire. This method jierniits a study of the
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distribution of the magnetic and tlie elec-

tric force along the wire separately.

b. The method of Bjerkness (Wied. Ann.

44, p. 74) in which two symmetricallj^ situ-

ated points of a long loop are connected to

the quadrants of a small electrometer and

the difference of potential measured.

c. The thei'moelectric method [first sug-

gested by Klemencic (Wied. Ann. 42, p.

416)] employed by D. E. Jones (Rep. Brit.

Assoc, 1891, p. 561-562). The intensity

of the wave at any point of the wire is

measured by the thermoelectric effect pro-

duced in a thermopile placed in the imme-

diate vicinity of that point.

d. The bolometric method first employed

by Rubens and Ritter (Wied. Ann. 40, p.

55, 1890).

e. Perot's micrometric spark gap method

(C. R. t. CXIV., p. 165) by which the in-

tensity of the wave at any point is measured

by the maximum length of the spark gap

when attached to the wire at that point.

The theorjr of each method is discussed

briefly but quite completely, and it is shown
very clearly that the results of the experi-

mental investigations cited above are in

good agreement with the theory and that

they all lead to the conclusion that the os-

cillations of the oscillator produce simple

waves, possessing a rapid rate of decay.

This is in accordance with Poincare's view

of multiple resonance.

Bjerkness' experimental method (Wied.

Ann. 40, p. 94, 1891) of determining the

decrement of a resonator and Poiucare's the-

ory of it are then given and it is shown that

this decrement is a hundred times smaller

than that of the oscillator.

A brief theoretical discussion of the

curves plotted by Perot fi'om the experi-

ments cited above closes this exceedingly

interesting and instructive part of the

book.

It is pointed out now that the experi-

ments so far discussed do not decide the

superioritj^ of the MaxM^ellian theory over

the older theories because it can be and has
,

been predicted by older theories (Kirch-

hoff, Abhandl. p. 146) that the velocitj' of
~

propagation of electromagnetic disturb-

ances along a long straight wire suspended

in air is the same as the velocity of light.

A review of some of the older exj)eriments

in this du-ection is then given.

Direct Determination of the Velocity of Propa-

gation along Conducting Wires.—The earliest

experiments carried ou^t according to meth-

ods against which no serious objections

could be raised were those of Fizeau and

Gounelle (1850) over telegraph lines be-

tween Paris and Amiens, a distance of 314

kilometers. The method was similar to

that employed by Fizeau in the determina-

nation of the velocity of light. The mean
velocity was found to be 10' kilometers per

second for iron mre and 18X10* kilome-

ters per second for copper wire. They em-

ployed signals of, comparativelj' speaking,

long duration, and Poincar6 shoAvs by a ref-

erence to weU. known theoretical relations

that in this case there is a strong distortion

of the signals, so that a disturbance starting

in form of a short wave returns, after passing

over the whole line, in form of a more or

less steep wave fi-ont followed by a long tail.

This made the measurements verj' uncertain

and the velocitj^ of propagation necessarily

much smaller than it ought to have been.

The experiments of Siemens in 1875 avoided

this objection, in a measure, by employ-

ing the disruptive discharge of a Leyden

jar for the purpose of starting an electri-

cal disturbance on lines of varying length,

between about 7 and 25 kilometers. The
velocity found was in several cases nearly

250,000 kilometers for iron wire. Here

again the velocitj^ came out smaller than

that of light and for obvious reasons.

The last and in all respects most success-

ful direct determination of the velocity of

propagation was that recently carried out by
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Blondlot (C. E., 117, p. 543; 1893). The sig-

nals were sent over a wire of about one kilo-

meter in lengtli and another of about 1.8

kilometers. In the fii-.st ease the mean ve-

locity was found equal to 293,000 and in the

second to 298,000 kilometers per second

which is very close to the velocity of light.

Poincar6 proceeds now to the discussion of

tlie most severe test of the Maxwellian the-

ory, that is the propagation of electromag-

netic waves through dielectrics.

M. I. rupix.
Columbia College.

[To he Ciiiidudcd.)

Model Engine Comtnidion.—J. Alexander.

—New York and London, Whitaker &
Co. 1894. Illustrated by 21 sheets of

drawings and 59 engravings in the text.

12mo. pp. viii + 324. Price, 83.00.

This little book is an excellent treatise on

the construction of models of stationary

locomotive and marine engines, and con-

tains also instructions for building one

form of hot-air engine. It is written by an

author evidently familiar with his subject,

and the text and illustrations are such as

will serve the purpose of both artificer and

amateur, desiriug to produce model repre-

sentations of real working engines of stand-

ard forms. Bright young mechanics will

find here business-like statements of details

of drawing, pattern-making, and finishing

such models ; and, if heedfully complied

with, these instructions will result in the

production of steam-engines wliich will actu-

ally ' steam,' and which will delight the

lieart of the meehanician. The drawings

are all representative of British practice,

and, in some respects, therefore, quite dif-

ferent from familiar jiraetice in the United

States; but British jiractice is 'not so bad,"

after all, and many old mechanics, and prob-

ably every amateur, will be able to profit

greatly by the careful study of this little

work.' R. H. T.

NOTES.

PERSONAL.

Karl Hansiiofer, Professor in the Uni-

vei-sity of Munich, and w^ell known through

his researehi's in crvstallogi'aphy and other

branches of mineralogy, lias died at Munich
at the age of fiftj'-four.

Prof. G. Lewitzky has been appointed

Director of the Observatory in Dorpat, and

Dr. L. Sturve succeeds Professor Lewitzky

at Charkow.

Prof. F. KoHLRArscu,of Strassburg, was

proposed as the successor of Hei-tz at Ber-

lin, but the death of Ilelmholtz interven-

ing he will now succeed the latter in the

Directorship of the Physico-Technical In-

stitute.

gexer.vl.

The discontinuation of the Index Medicus

is threatened unless sufficient subscriptions

are secured before February 1 to defray the

costs of publication.

AccoRDiNcj to the I'iibU.ilier:<' Cireuhir there

\vere 5,300 new books and 1,185 new editions

published in Great Britain during 1895, 203

more than during isfl4. Of these, 98 new

books and :!() new editions are placed under

the beading ' Ai-ts, Sciences and Illustrated

Works.'

Mr. (teorge F. KiNZ, Special Agent, Di-

vision of ^Mining Statistics and Technology,

U. S. Geological Survey, has .sent letters ask-

ing for imformation concerning the fresh-

water pearl fisheries, and concerning pre-

cious and ornamental stones of the United

States.

Prof. S. P. Lanciley, Secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution, has addressed a

letter to the competitors for the Ilodgkins

Fund Prizes of 810,000, of 82,000, and of

81,000, stating that in view of the very

large number of competitors, of the delay

which will be nece.s.sarily caused by the in-

tended careful examination, and of tiie

futber time which may be required to con-
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snlt a European Advisorj' Committee, if one

be appointed, it is announced that authoi-s

are now at liberty to publish these treatises

or essaj'S without prejudice to their interest

as competitors.

CONGRESSES.

The sixth International Geographical

Congress will be held at London, on July

26, 1895, and continue until August 3.

There will be an extensive exhibition in

connection with the congress.

NEW AND FOETHCOMING PUBLICATIONS.

W. B. Saunders, Philadelphia, has in

preparation An American Text-hook of Physio-

logy, by Henry P. Bowditch, M. D., John G.

Curtis, M. D., Henry H. Donaldson, Ph. D.,

William H. Howell, M. D., Frederic S. Lee,

Ph. D., Warren P. Lombard, M. D., Gra-

ham Lusk, Ph. D., Edward T. Eeichert, M.

D., and Joseph W. Warren, M. D., with

William H. Howell, Ph. D., M. D,. as

Editor.

The idea of holding International Mathe-

matical Congresses is crystallizing into

shape. Prof. Vassilief, of Kazan, has sug-

gested an assembly of mathematicians in

1896, in order to definitely decide the or-

ganization of such congresses. The matter

was pushed a little further at the Vienna
meeting of the Deutsche Mathematiker

Vereinigung, in September last, when it was
unanimously resolved that the Committee of

the Mathematical Union should take part

in framing the necessary arrangements ; and
the Mathematical Section of the French

Association for the Advancement of Science

have also expressed their support of the

scheme. A cu-cular now informs us that

the Editors of the Intermediare will be glad

to receive the names of mathematicians who
are in favor of international meetings of

the kind suggested. M. C. A. Laisant's ad-

dress is 162 Avenue Victor-Hugo, Paris;

and that of M. E. Lemoine, 5 rue Littre.—

•

Naticre.

Felix Alcan has just issued the first part

(extending as far as Aliment only) of an
elaborate Dktionnaire de Physiologie, edited -

bj' M. Charles Richet with the cooperation

of the leading French phj^siologists. The
work is expected to contain about 5,000

pages, and to be completed in fifteen parts

or five volumes.

GiNN & Co. announce for publication in

February Molecules and the Molecular Theory

of Matter, by A. D. Risteen.

Appleton & Co. announce The Dawn of

Civilization, by Prof. Maspero, and The Pyg-

mies, translated from the French of A. de

Quatrefages, by Prof. Frederick Starr.

Whittakee & Co. are publishing tliis year

a weeklj- journal of science combining The

Technical World and Science and Art.

W. Engelmann has begun the publication

of an Archiv fur Entu'ickelungsmechanik der

Organismen, edited by Dr. W. Roux.

The Rose Polj^echnic Institute of Terre

Haute, Ind., has begun the publication of

a series of bulletins of which the first num-
ber is Physical Units, by Prof. Thomas Gray.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

the annual meeting of the AMERICAN

MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of the American

Mathematical Society was held Friday af-

ternoon, December 28th, at Columbia Col-

lege, New York. In the absence of the

president. Dr. Emory McClintock, and of

the vice president, Dr. G. W. Hill, Professor

R. S. Woodward, of Columbia College, pre-

sided. Among those present were Professor

Simon Newcomb, Professor J. M. Van
Vleck, Professor Henry Taber, Professor

Mansfield Merriman, Professor H. D.

Thompson, Professor Maiy W. Whitney,

Dr. E. L. Stabler, Mr. P. A. Lambert, Mr.

R. A. Roberts, Dr. Charlton T. Lewis, Mr.

Gustave Legras, Professor J. H. Van Am-
ringe, Professor Thomas S. Fiske, Dr. E. M.
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Blake and Mr. (i. 11. Liug. In the secre-

tary's report, it was stated that the total

membership of the Society was 251. The
council and officers elected for 1895 were as

follows : President, Dr. George W. Hill
;

A^ice President, Professor Hubert A. Xew-
ton ; Secretary, Professor Thomas S. Fiske

;

Treasurer. Professor R. S. Woodward ; Li-

brarian, Dr. E. L. Stabler; Committee of

Publication, Professor Thomas S. Fiske,

Professor Alexander Ziwct. Professor Frank
Morley ; Other Members of the Council,

Professor Thomas Craig, Dr. Emory Mc-
Clintock, Professor ^Mansfield Merriman,

Professor Henry B. Fine. Professor E. Has-

tings Moore, Professor Ormond Stone, Pro-

fessor Simon Xewcomb, Professor Charlotte

Angas Scott, Professor Henry S. "White.

The address of the retiring president. Dr.

McClintock, was read to the Society by Dr.

Charlton T. Lewis. It was entitled The

Past and Future of the Society. The following

papers. were also read: On a Certain Chiss

of Canonicfil Forms, bj- Mr. Ralph A. Roberts;

A New Definition of the Hyperbolic Functions,

by Professor Mellen W. Haskell.

Thomas S. Fiske, Secretary.

COLI'MBIA COLLKGE.

IOWA ACADEJtY OF SCIENCES.

Xinth annual session, Des Moines, Iowa,

December 27 and 28, 1894.

Thursday Morning, December 27.

1. Inter-Lusial Till near Sioux City: J. E.

Todd and H. Foster Bain.

2. Pre-Glacial Elevation of Iowa. 3. The

Central Iowa Section of the Mimssippian Serie-t :

II. Foster Bain.

4. Secular Decay of Granitic Pochi. o. Struct-

ure of Paleozoic Echinoids. 6. Opinions Con-

cerning the Age of the Sioux Quartzite. 7. P-

liutrations of Glacial Planing in Iowa : Charles

R. Keyes.

8. Record of the Grinnell Deep Boring. 9.

The Topaz Crystals of Thomas Mountain, Utah :

Arthur J. Jones.

10. The Lansing Lead Mines : A. G. Leon-
ard.

11. How Old is the 3Iississippi ? 12. On
the Formation of the Flint Beds of the Burling-

ton Limestones. Vi. Coincidence of Present

and Pre-Glacial Drainage Systems in Ijctreme

Southeastern Iowa. 14. Extension of the Illi-

nois Lobe of the Great Ice Sheet into Iowa. 15.

Glacial Markings in Southeastern Iowa: F. M.
Fultz.

16. The Maquoheta Shales in Delaware

County, Iowa. 17. On Some Supposed Devon-

ian Outliers in Delaware County, Iowa : S.

Calvin.

18. On the Occurrence of Megalomus Cana-

dense in the Le Claire Beds at Port Byron, III.

19. Geological Section of Y. M. C. A. Ar-

tesian Well at Cedar Papida, Iowa: William

H. Norton.

Thursday Afternoon.

20. President's Address ; Some Recent Work

on the Theory of Solutions : L. AV. Andi'cws.

21. Report of Committee on State Fauna:

C. C. Nutting.

22. A Xew Method of Studying the Magnetic

Properties of Iron. 23. On the De.ngn of

Transfonners and Alternating Ciirrent Motors.

24. Note on a Phenomenon of Diffraction in

Sound: W. S. Franklin.

25. A Kymograph and its Use : AV. S.Windle.

26. The Volatility of Mercuric Chloride : A.

C. Page.

27. Notes on Applying Pollen in the Cross-

breeding of Plants : N. E. Hansen.

Friday Morning, December 28.

28. Changes that Occur in the Ripening of

Indian Corn: C. F. Curtiss.

29. Methods of Soil Analysis: G. E. Patrick.

30. The Coal Supplies of Polk County, Iowa

:

Floyd Davis.

31. A Study of the Nitrogen Compounds of

the Soil : D. B. Bisbee.

32. A Chemical Study of Honey: W. H.

Heileman.
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33 . Notes from the Chemical Laboratory, loiva

Agricultural College, 1S94 : A. A. Bennett.

Friday Afternoon.

34. Effects of Seat on the Germination of

Corn and Corn Smut : F. C. Stewart.

35. A General Discussion of the Family

Psyllidw,with Descriptions of New Speciesfound

at Ames, Iowa: C. W. Mally.

36. New Species of Thripidce: Alice M.
Beach.

37. Studies of Migration of Certain Aphidi-

decB : Herbert Osboi-n and F. Atwood Sirrine.

38. Description of a Species of Aphid Occur-

ring on Carex : F. Atwood Sirriae.

39. The Pollination of Cucurbits—by title :

L. H. Pammel and Alice M. Beach.

40. Notes on the Pollination ofSome Floivers :

Alice M. Beach.

41. 0?i the Migration of Some Weeds. 42.

Notes on Fungus Diseases of Plants at Ames,

Iowa, 1891^—^by title. 43. Notes on the Flora

of Western Iowa—by title : L. H. Pammel.

44. The Action of Antiseptics and Disinfect-

ants on Some Micro-organisms : L. H. Pam-
mel and 0. H. Pagelsen.

45. Notes on a Micrococcus which Colors Milk

Blue: L. H. Pammel and Kobert Combs.

46. On the Structure of the Testa of Poly-

gonacece : Emma Sirrine.

47. A Study of the Glands in Hoptree {Ptelea

Trifoliata.) : Cassie M. Bigelow.

48. Gh^aphic Representation of the Properties

of the Elements. 49. Strata Passed in Sinking

a Well at Sidney : T. Proctor Hall.

50. Notes on the Minerals of Webster County

:

Arthur C. Spencer.

51. Some Notes on the Reptiles of Southeastern

Iowa. 52. Bones Found in a Cave in Louisa

County. 53. Mastodon and Mammoth Remains

in Southeastern Iowa .- A. H. Conrad.

54. Cement Clays in Iowa. 55. Conclusions

as to the thickness of the Upper Carboniferous in

Southivestern Iowa : E, H. Lonsdale.

56. A Geographical and Synonymic Catalogue

of the Unionidce of the Mississippi Valley : by
title, E. Ellsworth Call.

Officers for 1895 were elected as follows :

President, H. W. Noeeis.

1st Vice President, C. R. Keyes.

2d Vice President, T. P. Hall.

Secretary- Treasurer, Heebeet Osboen.

Librarian, H. Fostee Bain.

Executive Committee, Elective Members: W.
H. ISToRTON, N". E. Hansen and T. H.
McBeide.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

AMEEICAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE, JAK.

Late Glacial or Champlain Subsidence and Re-

elevation of the St. Lawrence River Basin

:

By W. Upham.
Automatic Mercury Vacuum Pump : By M. I.

PUPIN.

Ch-aphical Thermodynamics : By R. de Saus-

SUEE.

Application of the Schroeder-Le Chatelier Law

of Solubility to Solutions of Salts in Organic

Liquids : By C. E. Linebaegee.

Preliminary Notice of the Plymoiith Meteorite :

By H. A. Waed.
Scientific Intelligence.

NEW BOOKS.

Elementary Lessons in Electricity and Magnet-

ism. Sylvanus P. Thompson. ISTewYork

and London, Macmillan «& Co. 1895.

Pp. XV + 628. $1.40.

Popular Scientific Lectures'. Eenst Mach.
Ti'anslated by J. McCoemack. Chicago,

The Open Court Publishing Co. 1895.

Pp. 313. $1.00.

Laboratory Exercises in Botany. Edson S.

Bastin. Philadelphia, W. B. Saunders.

1885. Pp. 540. $2.50.

The Aeronautical Annual. Edited bj'^ James
Means. Boston, W. B. Clarke & Co.

1895. Pp. 172.

Outlines of Dairy Bacteriology. H. L. Rus-

sell. Madison, Wis., Published by the

Author. 1894. Pp. vi + 186.
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GUSTAV E. STECHERT'S
Recent Importation of Scientific Books.

M.VTHEMATICS.

B.\CHJIANX, Paul, Zahlentheorie. Versuch e.

GesammMarstellun}; dieser Wissensehaft in ihren

Haupttheilen. 2. Till. Die analj-tische Zalilentheorie.

grS". Mk. 12.

Grassmank's, Hm., Gesamraelte matheniatische
und physikalische Werke. Auf Veranlassung der
mathematisch-physikalischen Kla.sse dor kiinigl. sach-

sischen Gcsellschaft der Wisseiischaften und unter
Mitwirkung von Jul. Liiroth, Ed. Study, Just. Grass-

mann, Hm. Grassman Md. J., G. Scheffere herausge-

geben von F. Engel. I. Bd. 1. Till. Die Ausdeli-

nnngslehre von 1844 und die geometrische Analyse.

a. 8". 35 Fig. Mk. 12.

Cantor, Mor., Vorlesungen iib. GescMchte der
Mathematik. 3. Bd. Vom. J. 1668 bis zum J.

1759. 1. Abtlg. Die Zeit von 1668 bis 1699. gr. 8".

Mk. 6.

Heftee, Prof. Dr. Lothar. Einleitung in die

Tlieoric der linearen Difterentialgleichungen mit
eiiior unabhangigen Variablen. Mit 3 Figuren im
Toxte. gr. 8». Mk. 6.

TnoM.^E, JoH. Die Kegelschnitte in rein-projek-

tiver Behandlung. Mit in den Text eingedruckten
Holzschnitten und 16 lithographierten Figurenta-
feln. gr. 8". Mk. 6.

ASTRONOMY.

Galle, J. G. Verzeichnis der Eleraente der
bisher berecbneten Conietenbalinen, nebst Anmer-
kungen und Literatur-Nacbweisen, neu bearbeitet,

ergiinzt und fortgesetzt bis zum Jahre 1894. Mk. 12.

Publikiitioiion des astrophysikalisclien Observator-
iums zu Pot.<dara. Herausgegeben von H. C. Vogel.
Nr. 32. X. Bd. 1. Stiick. 4". Mit 30 Taf. Mk.
12.

GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY.

Levy, A. M. Etude sur la determination des feld-

spaths dans les pliw|ues minces au point de vue de la

cla.ssification des rocbes. 8°. Atec S pi. c:il. et 9 Jig.

Ft. 7; 50c.

Hintze, C. Handbuoh der Mineralogie. 8. Lfg.

Mit 56 Abliildgn. Mk. 5.

Waltiier, Prof. .lohs. Einleitung in die Geologic
als liistoris<'lie Wissinscliaft. 111. (Schluss-) Till.

Litliogcnesis dor (Jogfinvart. Beobacbtungen iib die
Bildg. der Gcstcine an der heut. Erdoberfliiclie.

gr. 8*. m. 8 Abbildgn. Mk. 13.

ZOOLOGY.

Bekgii, Dr. R. S., Vorlesungen iiber die Zelle und
die einfachen Gewebe des tieriscben Kiirpers. Mit
einem Anhang: Tecbnische Anleitung zu einfachen
histologischen Untersucliungen. Mit 138 Figuren im
Texte. gr. 8». Mk. 7.

Boas, Dr. J. E. v., Lelirbnch der Zoologie. 2.

Aufl. gr. 8°. Mk. 10; geb. Mk. 11.

De Gros-SOUVRE, A. Kechercbes -sur la craie

superienre. 2'partie. Paleontologie: Les ammonites
de la craie superieure. 4". Avec 39 fig. et atlas de
39 pi. Fr. 20.

LlNNAEl, Caroli, .systcnia naturae. Regnum ani-
niale. Ed. X. 175rt, cura societatis Zoiilogiacae ger-
manicae iteruni edita. gr. 8". Mk. 10;—Elnbd. Mk.
2.25.

Hallee, B. Studien fiber docoglosse und rhipido-
glos,se Prosobranchier nebst Bemerkungen iiber die
pbyletisclien Beziehnngen der Mollusken unterein-
aniler. 4°. Mit 6 Textfig. u. 12 Taf. Mk. 32.

POPOFF, Demetrhs. Die Dottersack-Getiisse der
Huhnes. Mit 12 lithogra))hischen Tafcln in Farben-
druck und 12 lithograpliierten Tafel-Erkliirungsbliit-

tern. 4». Mk. 27.—

Schmidt, Adf. Atlas der Diatomaceen-Kunde.
In Verbindung mit Griindler, Grunow, Janisch und
Witt berau-sgegebcn. 48. u. 49. Heft. Fol. 8 Taf.

Mit. 8 Bl. Erklargn. Mk. 6.

Semon, Prof. Dr. Richard. Zoologiscbe Forsch-
nngsreisen in Australien und dem malayischen Ar-
chipel. Mit Untcrstiitzung des Herm Dr. Paul von
Ritter ausgefiibrt in den Jahren 1891-1893. Erster

Band. Ccratodus. Erste Lieferung. Mit 8 lito-

fraphisclien Tafelii und 2 Abbildungen im Texte.

Text und Atlas.
)

gr. 4". Mk. 20.

Ekgler, a., und K. Prantl. Die natiirlichen

Pflanzenfamilien nebst ihren Gattungcn und wich-

tigeren Arten, insbesondere den Nutzpflanzen, unter
Mitwirkung zjililreichcr hervorragender Facbgelehr-

ten begriindet von A. E. und K. P., fortge.setzt von
A. Engler. III. Tl. 6. Abtlg. 8». Mit 592 Ein-

zelbildem in 87 Fig. sowie Abteilnngs-Register.

Subskr.-Pr. Mk. 8 ; Einzelpr. Mk. 16.

Linden, L. Les Orcbidi'cs e.xotiqucs et leurs cul-

ture en Europe. Avcc nonibr. fig. Fr. 25.

Schumann, Kust. Prof. Dr. K., Lebrbnch der sys-

tematiscbcn Botaiiik, Phytopaliiontologie u. Phyto-
geographic. gr. 8". 1!K! Fig. u. 1 farb. Karte. Mk. 16.

GUSTAV E. STECHERT,
810 Broadway, New York.
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Macmillan & Co.'s New Books in Science.

Lens-Work for Amateurs.

By Henry Obfoed, autlior of 'Modern Optical

Instxuments. ' A Microscope Objective, etc. 23111-

liistrations. 12mo, Cloth, 80 cents.

Steel Works Analysis.

(The Specialists' Series), by J. 0. Arnold, F. C. S.,

Professor of Metallurgy at the Sheffield Technical

School, etc. 12mo, Cloth, |3.00.

"Written especially for assistants in Steel Works
Laboratories and Students taking up the analytical

chemistry of iron and steel with a view of becoming
steel works chemists. '

'

riodel Engine Construction.

AVith Practical Instructions to Artificers and Ama-
teurs. By J. Alexander. With Working Draw-
ings and other Illustrations, &c. 12mo, Cloth, §3.00.

The Theory of Sound.

By Lord Eayleigh, Sc. D., F. E. S., etc., in 2
vols. Vol. 1. Second Edition, Revised and En-
larged, 8vo, Cloth |4.

Electrical Papers.

By Oliver Heaviside. 2 vols., 8vo, Cloth, ^7.00.

A Treatise on the fleasurement of Elec=

trical Resistance.

By Wm. Arthur Price, M. A., A. M. I. C. E. 8vo,

Cloth, §3.50.

Elementary Lessons in Electricity and
Magnetism.

By SylvANUS P.Thompson, D.Sc, B.A., F.E.A.S.,
Principal of the City and Guilds of London Technical
College, Finsbuiy. New, Eevised Edition, with many
Additions. With numerous Illustrations. 12mo,
$1.40, net.

Lectures on Human and Animal Psy°
chology.

Translated from the Second and Eevised German
Edition (1892) by J. E. Creighton, A.B. (Dalhou-
sie), Ph.D. (Cornell), and E. B. Titchener, A.B.
(Oxon.), Ph.D. (Leipzig). 8vo, Qoth, |4.00, net.

Popular Lectures and Addresses.

By Lord Kelvin, F.E.S. In 3 vols. Vol. II.

Qeology and General Physics. With Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo. $2.00 each volume.

A Treatise on the Measurement of Elec=
trical Resistance.

By William Arthur Price, M.A., A.M.I.C.E.,
formerly Scholar of New College, Oxford. 8vo, Cloth,

$3.50, net.

A Laboratory Manual of Physics and
Applied Electricity.

Arranged and Edited by Edward L. Nichols,
Professor of Physics in Cornell University. In two
vols. Vol. I. Junior Course in General Physics.
By Ernest Mebritt and Frederick J. Eogees.
Svo, Cloth, $3.00, net. Vol. II. Senior Courses
and Outlines of Advanced Work. By George
S. MoLEB, Frederick Bedell, Homer J. Hotch-
Kiss, Charles P. Matthews, and the Editor.

Illustrated. Svo, Cloth, $3.25, net.

" The needs of those who are in trainmg to become electri-

cians have been specially considered Is admirably
adapted for use as a text-book by students who have already
some knowledge of the technique of physical work."

—

Scois-

Manual of Physico-Chemical Heasure-
ments.

By Wilhelm Osxwald, Professor of Chemistry in
the University of Leipzig. Translated, with the
Author's sanction, by James Walker, D.Sc, Ph.D.,
Assistant in the Chemical Laboratory, University of

Edinburgh. Illustrated. Svo, Cloth, $2.25, net.

Science rianuals.
Practical Physi=

Cambridge Natural
Biological Series,

ology of Plants.

By Francis Daewin, M.A., F.E.S., and E. Ham-
ilton Acton, M.A. With Illustrations. 12mo,
Cloth, $1.60, net.

Columbia University Biological Series.

Edited by Henry Fairfield Osborn, Sc.D., Da
Costa Professor of Biology in Columbia College. The
volxunes of the series already published are as follows:

I. From the Greeks to Darwin. By Henry
Fairfield Osboen, Sc.D. Svo, Buckram,
$2.00, net.

II. Amphioxus and the Ancestry of the Ver-
tebrates. By Arthur Willey, B.Sc,
Tutor in Biology, Columbia College. With
a Preface by the Editor. With Illustrations.

Svo, Buckram, $2.50, net.

The Rise and Development of Organic
Chemistry.

By Carl Schorlemmee, LL.D., F.E.S. Eevised
Edition, edited by Arthur Smithells, B.Sc.

12mo, aoth, $1.60, net.

Essays in Historical Chemistry.

By T. E. Thorpe, F.E.S., Professor of Chemistry
in the Eoyal College of Science, South Kensington,
London. Svo, Cloth, $2.25, net.

MACMILLAN & CO., 66 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN PHYSIOLO-
GICAL SOCIETY.

The American Physiological Society held

its Seventh Annual fleeting in Baltimore,

Md., December 27tli and 28th, 1894. The

mornings Were devoted to the reading of

papei-s, and the afternoons to demonstra-

tions and to visiting the laboratories of

Johns Hopkins University. The success of

the meeting was largely due to tlie hospi-

tality of Johns Hopkins University, the

University Club and friends of the Society

residing in Baltimore.

ELECTION- OF NEW MEMBERS.

Dr. a. C. Abbot, First Assistant at the

Laboratory of Hygiene, University of Penn-

sylvania.

Dr. G. Carl Hubkr, Assistant Professor

of Histology and Embryology at the Uni-

versity of Michigan.

Dr. P. A. Levene, of New York City.

Dr. Franz Pfaff, of Boston.

ELECTION OF THE COUNCIL FOR 1804-95.

H. P. BoWDiTCH, I'regident.

R. H. Chittenden.

AV. H. Howell.

F. S. Lee, Secretary and Treasurer.

W. P. Lombard.

Reading of Papers and Demonstrations

by Invited Guests and Members of the So-

cietj'.

On the Occurrence of Dkeihyl Sulphide in the

Urine of the Doij. with a Demonstration of

Reaction for the Detection of Alkyhulphides

nf the Serie.t (CnHjn+i )2S. J. J. Abel.

Dr. Abel demonstrated in a series of re-

actions, many of them new, that the vola-

tile, odoriferous compound that is liberated

when dog's urine is treated with alka-

lies is ethyl sulphide (CjH.OiS, and al.xo

that the organic sulphides of the series

(CnH2n-;i)2S may readily be detected,

wherever found, with the help of his reac-

tions.

On the V»e of the Trichloride of Acetonic Acid

as An(egthetic for the Laboratory, with Some
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Account of its Fate. J. J. Abel and T. B.

AXDEICH.

Drs. Abel and Aldricli gave an experi-

mental demonstration of the use of the

solid trichloride of acetonic acid of Will-

gerodt, the so-called acetone chloroform, as

an anaesthetic for the laboratory, with an

account of its physiological action and of

its fate, from a chemical point of view, in

the economy.

Demonstration of Instances of Experimental

Cachexia Tyreopriva in Dogs. J. J. Abel
and A. C. Crawford.

Drs. Abel and Crawford showed a number

of dogs whose thyroid glands had been re-

moved. They also gave an account of their

results in treating the diseased conditions

thus induced, and oiitlined the methods and

aims of a research on the functions of the

thj'roid gland.

Equilibrium in the Crustacea. G. P. Clark.

(Introduced by F. S. Lee.)

Dr. Clark stated that he had studied two
kinds of crabs, the ' Fiddler,' Gelasimus

pugilator (Latr.), and the 'Lady,' Platy-

onichus ocellatus (Latr.). The former is an

active runner, the latter an active swimmer.

The movable eyestalks show marked com-

pensating movements when the body is in-

clined. The compensating positions are

maintained without reaction so long as the

incUnation of the body continiies. ISTo com-

pensating movements accompany turning

around the vertical axis. The otocysts con-

tain no otoliths. Eemoval of both anten-

nules, inclusive of the otocysts, caused no
abnormal position of the body and no forced

movements, but was followed by a tendency

of the ' Fiddler ' crab when attempting to

run, and of the ' Lady ' crab when attempt-

ing to swim, to roll over on to the back. A
similar tendency has been observed by
others in the crayfish and dogfish after re-

moval of the otoliths. Eemoval of both an-

tennules was followed by no abnormal posi-

tion of eyestalks, but by marked diminution

oftheir compensating movements. Removal

of otoliths from both ears of a dogfish is re-

ported to be without efi'ect on position of

ej^eballs, but to cause a loss of the mainte-

nance of compensation which is observed in

those rotations wliich involve inclination of

the bodJ^ Compensating eye movements in

the crab occur only in those planes in which

in the dogfish the compensation is main-

tained, and loss of corresponding structures

in these animals tends to destroy compen-

sation in the one and the maintenance of

compensation in the other. In many cases

it was found that a small amount of com-

pensation remained after the ' Fiddler ' crab

had lost both antennules ; if eyes were then

covered with a thick black mixture it was
completely stopped.

Galen's Technical Treatise upon Practical

Anatomy and Experimental Physiology. J.

Gr. Curtis.

Dr. Curtis spoke upon Galen's technical

treatise on practical anatomy and experi-

mental physiology, usually cited as 'De

anatomieis administrationibu^.'

This was written between A. D. 150 and

200, and is the earliest existing technical

treatise upon these subjects.

The Greek text of Books I. to VIII., and

of part of Book IX., is extant in print, and
also Latin translations of the same.

The rest of the work, viz., the latter part

of Book IX., and Books X. to XV., is

inedited, and is contained only in two MSS.
of an Arabic version of the 9th centurj',

attributed to Honain Ibn Ishak or to his

nephew Hobaich.

One of these two MSS. is at the Bodleian

Library at Oxford. Bj^ the kindness of the

authorities. Books IX. to XV. of this MS.
have been photographed for Dr. Curtis,

who is also, through the good ofiices of the

late Dr. Geeenhill, of Hastings, England,

in possession of an inedited MS. sketch of a

translation of these books into French, by
the late M. Gustavb Dugat.
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Dr. Curtis proposes to edit, iiiul to have

published, a translation into English of the

entire treatise, the Greek portion to be

translated by himself, and the inedited

Arabic portion l\v a eollaborator not yet

named.

This English translation will be the first

complete edition of the ' epoch-making '

Galenic work in ((uestion published in any

language since the invention of printing.

The Normal Defect of Vision in the Fovea.

Mrs. C. L. Franklin. (Introduced by

H. P. BowDiTcn.)

Konig's announcement, in May, ISOi,

that the relative absorption by the visual

purple of the ditl'erent portions of the spec-

trum is in very close comcidence with the

relative brightness of the dift"erent portions

of the spectrum, (1) for the totally color-

blind, and (2) for the normal eye for faint

light after adaptation (with the obvious in-

ference therefrom that the vision of the to-

tally color-blind and that of the normal eye

in a faint light was conditioned upon the

presence of the visiuil purple in the retina),

made necessary some assumption to take

account of the fact that in the fovea, which

is the portion of the retina where vision is

most acute, no visual purple has hitherto

been found. Two assumptions were possi-

ble, either that the cones (and hence the

fovea) do contain visual purple, but that it

is here of such an e.\tremely decomposable

character that it can never, no matter what

precautions are used, be detected objec-

tively ; or, that vision does actually not

take i)lace in the fovea under the above cir-

cumstances (that is, for the totally color-

blind and for the normal eye at sucli inten-

sities as are visible only after adaptation ).

As I had already made the prediction tliat

total color-l)lindncss consists in a non-de-

velopment of the eonen of the retina (Zfsch.

f. J'ni/rh. n. Phijs. der Sinnenorgane, Bd. IV.)

and also that the adaptation which renders

vision possible after twenty minutes in a

faint light is conditioned by the growth of

the visual purple (.»//«</, N. S., III., p. lO:?),

both predictions being naturally suggested

t)y my theory of light-sensation, I was most
anxious to put the latter assumption to the

test. I therefore undertook to determine,

in the dark rocmis of Prof. Kiinig's laboi-a-

tory, the threshold for light-sensation for

ditferent parts of the retina and for ditlerent

kinds of monochromatic light.

The blindness of the fovea for faint light

did not at once reveal itself; the act of

fixation means holding the eye so that an

image falls on the part of the retina best

adaiited for seeing it, and hence it would

involve keeping the image out of the fovea

in a faint light, if the fovea were really

blind in a faint light. But after the total

disa])i)earance of the .small bright object

looked at had several times occurred by ac-

cident, it became possible t<j execute the

motion of the eye necessary to secure it at

pleasure. It was then found that the simple

devices of presenting a group of small

bright objects to the eye of the ol)server

was sufficient to demonstrate the ' nomial

night-blindness of the fovea " (as it may best

be called) without any ditlicnlty ;
one or

the other of them is sure to fall into the dark

hole of the fovea by accident. It was only

by means of this arrangement of a number

of small bright spots that the total blindness

of the totally color-blind boy in the fovea

could lie detected ; he had, of cour.se,

learned nut to u.se his fovea in fixation.

Professor Konig then proceeded to demon-

strate the total blindness in the fovea of the

normal eye to blue of about 470.-''

[These experiments upon the normal

eye were exhibited.]—It was shown that

Konig's i)roof that the pigment-epithelium

*Professor v. Kries is said h\ Protc.'isoi'iiad toliavu

shown tliatthc experiments in (jucation do not estab-

lisli the Wk( -blindness ot tlie fovea { BtriMe ilrr Xa-

turforKclicniUn (Itwlhtlmft zu Freihurg, IX., 'i. S. 61 ).

I have not vet lia<l nceess to this criticism.
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is the only layer of the retina which is af-

fected by red, yellow and green light is not

wholly conclusive. The interpretation of

the new facts and their bearing upon sev-

eral theories of light sensation were dis-

cussed.

[This paper will appear in full in The

Psychological Review for March, 1895.]

The Influence of loiv Percentages of Alcohol

upon the Gh'oivth of Yeast. C. F. Hodge.

The influence of decomposition products

upon cellular metabolism is a question of

wide physiological interest and has in-

creased in significance since the advance-

ment of recent theories regarding autointox-

ication. Do the decomposition substances

of initial activity stimulate the cells to more

'active metabolism? Aside from the gen-

eral question of the physiological effect of

alcohol upon cellular processes, the influ-

ence of alcohol upon the ceU which produces

it would seem to be one of the best instances

upon which to test the theory of autointox-

ication. Yeast can grow in a saccharine

solution until by the decomposition of su-

gar it has brought the alcohol content of

the liquid np to 14%- With a greater

amount of alcohol no growth is possible.

Fliigge also states that at 12% growth is

hindered. Experiments were made with ex-

ceedingly attenuated piure cultures in large

amounts of nuti'ient solution, containing

from .01^/,, .1% up to 14 (fo. Counts were

made as often as possible during the first

three days. The general result up to the

present is that yeast grows nearly twice as

fast in pure solution as in 1% alcohol.

An average of nine experiments thus far

give the following figures representing pro-

portional growth in the various cultures.

Growth in: 0%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, alcohol.

77, 45, 16, 1.5, 0.3, 0.11.

Beyond 5% no growth appreciable by the

method employed occurred within the three

days. In cultures containing 0.1% and
0.01% growth was considerably less than

in the normal solution ; but it is desirable to

experiment further before gi^ang the figures.

As yet no evidence in favor of autointoxi-

cation theories has been obtained.

A Means of Recording Daily Activity of Ani-

mals and the Influence upon it of Food and

Alcohol. C. C. Stewart. (Introduced

by C. F. Hodge.)

Tlius far the animals experimented on

have been rats, mice and squirrels. They
are kept in circiilar, easily rotated cages, so

arranged that anj' motion of the animal

rotates the cage, and by means of a tambour

or levers this motion of the cage is recorded

upon kjonograph paper kept mo\ing night

and day. An electromagnetic circuit with

a clock marks hours and minutes. AVe thus

have the manner in which an animal di-

vides his time between rest and activity

recorded by himself. Eats and mice divide

their days into about 12 hours rest and 12

hours intermittent work during the night.

During the work period, short intervals of

activitj', rarely exceeding an hour, are in-

terrupted by almost equal periods of rest.

The squirrel, in winter, works almost con-

tinuouslj' for from twenty minutes to two

hours early in the morning, with sometimes

a short interval of activity late in the even-

ing, and rests nearly 22 hours in the day.

Food has a most marked influence upon

diurnal activity. In general the richer the

diet in proteid, the greater the activitj'. Fat

has the opposite effect, reducing the activity

of mice from 6 to 8 hours' actual work to a

few minutes a day. To test the influence

of alcohol on spontaneous activity, rats

kept on drjr corn were given instead of

water alcohol of from 5% to 60%. During

50 daj'S of his treatment, no uniform effect

of the alcohol could be demonstrated. All

normal animals experimented on tended to

woi"k more minutes per day, when barome-

tric pressure was high, and this miist be

taken into careful account in estimating the

effect of any condition upon daily activitj'.
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A Study of the Operative Treatment for Loss of

Nerve Hubstaiice in Peripheral Nerves. G.

Carl Hcber. (Introduced by AV. P.

Lombard.)

The report covered the results obtained

in 50 experiments on dogs, in which tlie

various methods that might be employed in

the surgical treatment of divided peripheral

nerves, where there is loss of nerve sub-

stance to the extent that an ordinary suture

cannot be made, were tried. Segments va-

rying in length from 5—8 cm were removed

from the ulnar and sciatic nerves of the

dogs. In 26 experiments a portion of an-

other nerve (usually the sciatic of a cat)

was implanted between the resected ends

of the nerve operated upon, and retained in

place by means of sutures ; in 8 experiments

the resected ends were united bj' means of

decalcified bone tubes ; in 7 they were

united with a number of catgut threads; a

tlap from the peripheral end of the cen-

tral stump was made in 7 experiments ; and

grafting the central end of the peripheral

portion of a rese<'ted nerve to an accompa-

nying nerve trunk was tried twice. After

carefully closing the wounds, the animals

were allowed to live for periods varying

from 2 to 182 days ; before killing the ani-

mals the nerves operated upon were tested

as to their conductivity; thej* were then

removed and prepared for histological ex-

amination.

1. In all experiments the peripheral por-

tion ofthe divided nerve degenerated, as also

i cm. of the distal end of the central stump.

2. Regeneration was obtained after in-

plautation of a nerve segment, tubular

suture and suture ') distance with catgut

threads.

."5. Regeneration was from the central

end, buds given otV from the central axis

cylinders growing toward the periphery.

4. The implanted substance serves only

a.s a guide to the down gi-owing axis.

5, Regeneration takes place most rapidly

(120 to l.'JO days in dogs) after implanta-

tion of a nerve segment.

Demon.4ration of a Neiv Gas Pump for the Ex-

traction of Blood-Gashes. G. T. Kemp.
Dr. Kemp exhibited and explained the

action of a new form of gas-pump. This

pump is, except for slight modifications, a

combination of the Sprengel jnimp with the

Xeeson and IJessel-Hagen additions to the

Toepler pump. The large bulb is used in

accordance with a suggestion of Pfliiger and

is about the size of those in the large pumps
used in the laboratorj- at Bonn. The pump
is made in two halves for ease of transporta-

tion. The vacuum space on each side of the

bulb prevents the mercury from spitting

back into the bulb, during the first few low-

erings of the reservoir, as occui-s in the Nee-

son-Bessel-Hagen-Toepler pump. The ad-

vantage of this form of pump over all pat-

terns which have a 3-way stopcock at the top

of the bull), is that there is no danger of

smashing the stopcock fi-om the impact of the

mercury, and tlie pump can be worked very

much faster. No precaution has to be taken

against raising the reservoir bulb too rap-

idly.

The Sprengel attachment can be made to

work either separately or together with the

other part of tlie pumj).

There is no stopcock which is not com-

pletely under mercury seal, so that leakage

is out of the ((uestion.

The essential re(iuisite of such a pump is

to extract all the oxygen as soon as possible,

certainly before the blood clots, and to keep

the tension in the blood bulb from rising

above 20 mm, of mercury, as this prevent.s

the complete disassociation of the oxygen

from the oxyhaemoglobin. When blood is

drawn into the vacuum the oxygen is given

oft" very rapidly, in a 'puff.' so to speak,

and the carbon dioxide is given oft" more

slowly and regularly. By having a large

Hg bulb which can be filled and emptied

rapidly, the exhaustion can easily be main-
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tained so as to keep the tension below 20

mm. of mercury, and after the oxygen is set

free the Sprengel part is left working alone,

and that carries off the CO2, as it is slowly

evolved, mthout necessitating close atten-

tion of the operator or the fatigue of raising

and lowering the reservoir bulb of mercury.

Further Experiments Upon JEquilibriimi in

Fishes. F. S. Lee.

Previous work of Dr. Lee has shown that

the organs of the sense of equilibrium lie in

the ear, the semicircular canals mediatmg
sensations of movements in curves, the

otolithic parts sensations of the resting

body. Recent experiments prove that the

otolithic parts are, moreover, sensory organs

for progressive movements, i. e., movements

in a straight line. Hence the ear deals

with all three groups of equilibrium sen-

sations ofwhich the living body is capable.

Stimulation of the central end of the

lateral nerve causes coordinated movements
of the fins, analogous to those resulting

from stimulation of the acoustic. This

indicates that the organs of the lateral line

are organs of equilibrium.

All experiments to prove that fishes

possess a sense of hearing have so far given

only negative results.

Equilibrium in the Ctenophora F. S. Lee.

Dr. Lee reported the results of experi-

ments made under his direction by Mr. J. C.

Thompson on the equilibrium phenomena
of the Ctenophora. The normal animal ex-

hibits definite positions of rest and definite

coordinated movements. After removal

of the otolith the resting positions are no

longer maintained, and incoordination in

movement appears. Forced movements do

not result. If the body be cutinto two parts,

one with and one without the otolithic or-

gan, the former maintains its equilibrium,

he latter doest not. All attempts to dem-
onstrate a sense of hearing failed.

The two following papers, because of the

lack of time, were read by title:

On cJianges of Structure in the Pancreatic Cell

corresponding ivith Functional Change. A.

P. Mathews. (Introduced by F. S. Lee.)

On the Existence of Secretory Nerves. A. P.

Mathews. (Introduced by F. S. Lee.)

On Cardio-oesophagogeal Movements. S. J,

Meltzer.

Dr. Meltzer has shown in a former paper

that the outflow of arterial blood from, and
the inflow of venous blood to, the thorax

produce the cardiac movements which are

obtaiuable from the pleuritic cavity as well

from the trachea and the nose. lu this

paper he described the cardio-oesophageal

movements arising from the same cause.

He exhibited tracings which he obtained

fourteen years ago from his own oesophagus,

while studying the mechanism of degluti-

tion. His recent studies were made on

curarized dogs. By means of vagus inhibi-

tion the beginning and the end of each car-

diac cycle were made recognizable. Nearly

all the curves have the character of a ' nega-

tive pulse ' and have no similarity either

to a sphygmo- or cardiogram. The con-

stant characteristic undulationse seen at

the beginning of each cardiac cycle are

due to the movements of the auricle, which

are more marked in the posterior mediasti-

num.
Cortex of the Brain: (a) Localization; (6)

Developmsnt of. T. W. Mills.

Dr. Mills undertook this research in con-

nection with a studjr of the psychic devel-

opment of young animals. It became ne-

cessary, however, as a precaution and guide

in studjdng the functional development of

cortical centres to make experiments on

mature animals. While, during these ex-

periments, most of the commonly accepted

localization as set forth by Ferrier was veri-

fied in a general way, the results did not all

harmonize with those of this investigator.

Attention was called to details in the corti-

cal motor localization of the rabbit and
pigeon more especially, which were at vari-
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ance both positively and negatively with

those announced by Kenier.

There had been foniul a great dift'erence

in the degree of eortieal development of

mammals not born blind as compared with

those born with the eyes unopened: but as

the work was not complete the author pre-

ferred not to make many very definite state-

ments at the present time. Cortical devel-

opment and psychic development took place

pari pa-^'^ii

.

The Active I'rinriple of lihus Tox-ieodcwh-oii

ami Jilutx Veiieiiatii. Franz Pfaff. (In-

troduced by H. P. BowDiTCH.)

Dr. Pfofi' stated that his experiments had

been made with the assistance of S. San-

ford Orr. He said that it is the general

opinion that Bh. tojc. and Ek. ven. con-

tain a volatile proximate principle, which

causes the well-known dermatitis venenata.

Maisch's toxicodendric acid has been gen-

erally accepted as tlie active poison. P.

and 0. could not believe that a very Aola-

tile substance is the cause of the trouble,

as this would be contrary to the phai-macol-

ogy of vegetable skin irritants. They iso-

lated Maisch's toxicodendric acid in the

form of the barium salt, and found it non-

toxic. The same is true of a solution of

the free acid in water. As the real active

principle they found a non-volatile oil. This

oil, when applied to the skin, causes the well-

known eruption. Photographs demonstrat-

ing the effect of the oil upon the human skin

were shown. As preventive treatment P.

and 0. proposed a thorough washing with

water, soap and brush, or, still better, a re-

peated thorough washiug with an alcoholic

solution of lead acetate. The oil being sol-

uble in alcohol, and forming a nearly insol-

uble lead compound in alcohol, is thus best

removed from the superficial skin. Fui'ther

investigations will be undertaken, and an

attempt made to classifj' Maisch's toxico-

dendric acid and the new poisonous oil.

which seems to be of the kind called cardol.

obtained from Anacardiwn occidentale. These

two oils are, however, not identical.

Inhibition Hypothe/tix in the Phyniology of Res-

piration. AV. T. Porter.

Dr. Porter said that it is known that

transverse division of the spinal cord be-

tween the bulb and the phrenic nuclei

causes fatal arrest of the respiratory move-

ments of the trunk. If death be prevented

for a time bj^ artificial respiration, the re-

flex powers of the cord gradually increase,

and in the coui-se of a few hours they maj'

become so great that pinching the paws,

blowing on the skin, suspending the artifi-

cial respiration, etc., may cause extended

muscular conti-actions, including contrac-

tions of the respiratory muscles.

It is claimed that these contractions of

the respirator}- muscles after the separation

of the cord from the bulb are proof that the

respirator}' impulse for muscles of the trunk

is not derived from respiratory cells in the

bulb but originates in the spinal cord.

Against this hypothesis of .spinal respiration

is urged the fatal arrest of the respiration

of the trunk caused by separating the bulb

from the cord. It is replied that section of

the cord stimulates inhibitory fibres in the

cord and thus suspends the action of the

spinal respiratory cells. This inhibition, it

is assumed, usually lasts throughout the

period of observation ; in some animals,

however, after long artificial respiration, it

is partially overcome, permitting the resi>i-

ratory contractions mentioned above.

The doctrine of prolonged inliil)ition of

spinal respiration is easily overtlirown by

the following experiment. Hemisection of

tiie cord usually arrests the contractions of

the diaphragm on the side of the hemisec-

tion. ( Exceptions are explained by ' crossed

respiration.') This arrest is not an inhibi-

tion, for the diaphragm on the side of the

hemisection begins at (mce to contract when

the opposite phrenic nerve is cut. Hence,

hemisection of the cord between the bulb
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and the phrenic nuclei does not inhibit the

the phrenic cells on the side of the section.

It follows that two hemisections, com-

pletely separating the cord fi-om the bulb,

do not inhibit the diaphragmatic respiration

on their respective sides. The phrenic cells

often send out no respiratory impulses af-

ter such a section because they receive none

from the bulb. The phrenic cells cannot

themselves originate respiratory impulses.

Hence, the respiratory impulse does not

arise in the spinal cord.

Demonstration—Hemisections of the Spinal Cord

above the Phrenic Nuclei do not inhibit Tho-

racic Respiration. W. T. Poeter.

Acuteness of Vision in St. Louis Public School

Children. W. T. Porter.

The Weight of Dark-haired and Fair-haired

Girls. W. T. Porter.

Exhibition of Some New Forms of Galvanometers

Suitable for Physiological Use, With Remarks

Upon the Same. Prof. H. A. Eowland, at

the Physical Laboratory of Johns Hop-
kins University.

Professor Rowland exhibited two new
forms of high resistance galvanometers.

One was a modification of the Thompson
galvanometer, but less expensive in con-

struction, and possessed a greater delicacy

;

the other was a modification of the Dar-

sonval galvanometer, and was arranged

with the observing telescope on a convenient

wall support. It was shown that thej^ were
well adapted for laboratory use in Physio-

logical work.

Demonstration of an Apparatus for the Plethys-

mographic Study of Odors, toith Report of

Results. T.E. Shields. (Introduced by
W. H. Howell.)
Mr. Shields exhibited his apparatus, and

gave the following account of its use

:

1 . It consists of a device for holding the

arm firmly in place in the Plethysmograph.

Two hard rubber clasps, one fitting the wrist

and the other the arm above the elbow, are

rigidly connected by two metal rods. The

latter of the clasps fits against the Ple-

thysmogTapli under the rubber membrane,

where it is held in place by two other rigidly

connected clasps, one against it outside the

rubber membrane, and the other against

the flange of the PlethysmogTaph

.

2. A device for separating the pulse and

vaso-motor curves. A short ivlde tube leads

fi'om the Plethysmograph to a vertical glass

cylinder in which the water level can be

made to register the pressure on the arm.

Over the water is an ah- cushion connected

mth the tambour by a small tube through

a jjistou movable in the cj^linder. The
motion of the piston controls the size and
pressure of the ail- cushion. The lever of

the tambour is made to move the point of

an independently supported pen. A long

narrotv tube leading from the Plethys-

mograph dips into a test-tube of water

swung from a delicate spiral spring.

(Method described by Professor H. P.

Bowditch.) A vertical thread from the

bottom ofthe test-tube passes under a pulley,

thence horizontally over a second pulley,

and is held taut bj' a small weight. On its

horizontal part is fastened a thin aluminum
plate capable of holding a glass pen at right

angle to the thread. The bulb of the pen

is independentlj' suspended by a vertical

thread. The pendular motion due to the

latter in the direction of the horizontal

thread is so adjusted as to neutralize tlie

curvilinear motion of the pen arising fi-om

the sag in the horizontal thread. The point

of the pen may thus be made to describe a

straight horizontal line. The resistance to

the motion of the water in the narrow tube

is sufficient to destroj' all but vaso-motor

effects
;
pulse effects are, in consequence,

only felt through the ivide tube.

The odors are contained in a series of

bottles. The turning of a stopcock, which

sends the constant current of air through

any particular odor-bottle, at the same time,

by an electrical arrangement, marks the in-
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stant, and ojiens tlie terminal end of the

corresponding tube near the subject's nose.

A pneumograph records the respiration.

The pulse, vaso-motor and respiratoiy

cun'es, the signal and time records (in

seconds) are all traced in ink on a horizontal

kymogi-aph.

Explanation of Xatiiral Immunity. George

M. Sternberg.

Dr. Sternberg, after a review of the experi-

mental evidence relating to the cause of the

natural immunity which exists among ani-

mals against parasitic invasion by various

pithogenic bacteria and by putrefactive

microorganisms, said that the experimental

evidence submitted, considered in connec-

tion with the extensive literature relating

to ' phagocA^tosis,' leads us to the conclusion

that natural immunity is due to a gennicidal

substance present in the blood serum, which

has its origin (chiefly at least) in the leuco-

cj-tes. and is solulile only in an alkaline

medium. And that local infection is usually

resisted by an afflux of leucocytes to the

point of invasion, but that phagocytosis is a

factor of secondary importance in resisting

parasitic invasion.

AVarrex p. Lombard,
UxivERsiTV OF Michigan. Secretaryfw 1894.

ASISUEREST ERROR IS THE VIEWS OFGAL-
TOS AND WEIS3IASS ON VARIATIOS.*

Weismants's name has become so inti-

mately a.ssociated with the doctrine ofgerm-

inal continuity that he is often regarded as

its first advocate, although it is an old con-

ception which has found expression in many
writings.

Among others I myself stated it in the

following words in a book printed in 188:5,

before the publication of Weismann's first

essay on inheritance.

" The ovum, like other cells, is able to re-

produce its like, and it not only gives rise,

• A paper read, by inNitatioii, at the meeting of the

Society of Xatntalists, in Baltimore, Dec. 27, 1894.

during its development, to the divergent

cells of the organism, but also to other cells

like itself. The ovarian ova of the offspring

are these latter cells or their direct unmodi-
fied descendants."

After the appearance of Weismann's es-

says, and the revival of discussion on the

views of Lamarck, I was much surprised

to find mj' book referred to as a Lamarckian
treatise, and my reason for quoting this pas-

sage now is not to claim prioritj-, but to

show that, in 1883, 1, like Weismann, attrib-

uted inlieritance to germinal continuity.

I may take this occasion to say that I still

regard inheritance as a corollaiy or outward

expression of the continuity of living matter,

although I am less confident than I was in

1883 of the importance of the distinction

betn"een somatic and germinal cells. So

much for the doctrine of germinal con-

tinuity.

Passing now to another topic, we find

that the two most prominent writers on in-

heritance, "Wiesmann and Galton, base their

views of variation on the assumption that,

at each remote generation, the ancestors of

a modern organism were innumerable, al-

though a little reflection will show that this

assumption is untenable.

Weismann, at least in his earlier and sim-

pler writings, finds the cause of variation in

the recombination, by sexual reproduction,

of the effects of the diversified influences

which acted upon the innumerable protozoic

ancestors of each modei-n metazoon.

If it can be proved that these protozoic

ancestors were not innumerable, but very,

very few, and that these few were the com-

mon ancestors of all the modern metazoa,

his position is clearly untenable.

Galton's view of the cause of individual

diversity is very similar to Weismann's.

He says :
" It is not possible that more than

one-half of the varietiett and number of tht-

parental elements, latent or personal, can

on the average subsist in the ofi'spriug.
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For if every variety contributed its repre-

sentatives each child would on the average

contain, actually or potentially, twice the

variety and twice the number of the ele-

ments, whatever they may be, that were pos-

sessed at the same stage of its life by either

of its parents, four times that of any of its

grandparents, 1024 times as many as any

of its ancestors in the tenth degree and so

on."

As he holds that each offspring must

therefore get rid, in some way, of one-half

the variety transmitted from its ancestors,

he finds an explanation of the diversity be-

tween individuals in the diversity of the re-

tained halves of then- variety.

Each person has two parents and four

grandparents ; but even in a country like

ours, which draws its people from all quar-

ters of the earth, each of the eight grandpar-

ents is not always a distinct person ; for

when the parents are cousins, this number is

six, or five, or even four, instead of eight.

AxQong more primitive people who stay

at home generation after generation, and

marry within the narrow circle of their

neighbors, a person whose ancestors have

transgressed none of our social laws may
have a minimum ancestry of only four in

each generation.

The maximum ancestry and the miaimum
fixed by our customs are given for ten gen-

erations in the two lines below.

2-4-8-16-32-64-128-256-512-1024=2046.

2-4-4-1-1 1 111 1=38.

Few persons who can trace their ancestiy

back for ten generations are descended from

1024 distinct persons in that generation,

and in all old stable communities of simple

folks the number is very much smaller. In

the long run the number of ancestors in

each generation is determined by the aver-

age sexual environment, and it is a small

and pretty constant number.

All genealogy bears indirect e^ddence of

this familiar fact which has not been ade-

quately recognized by students of inheri-

tance.

I have made a computation from the his-"

tory of the people of a small island on our

Atlantic coast. They lead a simple life,

or have done so in the past, but most of the

men have been sailors, and have ranged

much farther in search of mates than agii-

cultural people. I have selected three per-

sons whose ancestrj' is recorded in detail

for some seven or eight generations. These

three persons have no parents or grandpar-

ents of the same name, and they would not

be popularly regarded as near relations, al-

though two of their twelve' grandparents

were cousins. The generations are not

quite parallel, and the period covered by
eight in one line is covered in the two others

by about seven, and it may be put at about

7^ for the three. In 7^ generations the

maximum ancestry for one person is 382 or

1146 for three persons.

The names of 452 of them, or nearljr half,

are recorded, and these 452 named ances-

tors are not 452 distinct persons, but only

149; many of these in the remoter genera-

tions being common ancestors of all three

persons in many liues. If the um-ecorded

ancestors were interrelated in the same way
as they would surely be in an old commu-
nity, the total ancestry of the three persons

for 7i generations would be 378 persons

instead of 1146.

Few persons know even the names of all

the living descendants of each of their sixty-

four ancestors of the sixth genei'ation,

and marriage with one of them is a pure

chance, depending on the size of the circle

of acquaintance and the distance to which

ancestors wandered.

If a citj^ like Baltimore, where the

strangers to each one of us outnumber our

acquaintances a thousand fold, could be

quarantined against people from outside for

a thousand j^ears, each generation would be

much like the present one so far as known
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relations ai-e concerned, although at the end

of the period the inluibitants would cer-

tainly not be descended from the Baltimor-

ians of our day, but from only a very few

of them. Most of our lines would be ex-

tinct, and the few which survived would

include most of the Baltimorians of the year

2900 among their descendants, who, while

unconscious of their common origin, would

be allied with each other by common de-

scent fi'om their virile and prolific ance,stors

of the year 1894.

This is proved indirectly but conclusively

by genealogical statistics, and while a thous-

and years are hut as yesterday in the his-

tory of species, zoological considerations

furnish e^-idence that allied animals at two

successive geological periods must be re-

lated like these successive generations of

Baltimorians. Of all the individuals of a

species which lived at a given period, very

few would have descendants at a later per-

iod, and these few would be the common
ancestors of all the individuals which repre-

sent the stock at the later period.

The extinction of species is a familiar

conception. The extinction of the lines of

descent from individuals is no less real,

and infinitely more significant in the study

of inheritance.

As we trace back the ancestral tree it

divides into two branches for the parents,

and again into four and eight for the grand-

parents and great-grandparents, and so on

for a few generati(ms, but a change soon

takes place. The student of family records

may be jHTniitted to pictui-e genealogy as a

tree whose branches become more and more
numerous as we get faither and farther

from the starting point; but this cannot be

permitted to the zoologist.

On the contrary, we must acbnit that, on

the average, the number of ancestors in each

generatiim can never be gi-eater than the

number of individuals in the average sexual

environment. It may be very nmch less,

however, since most of the individuals in

each generation must fail to perpetuate

their lines to remote descendants.

Now no animal in a state of nature

ranges so far as man in search of a mate,

and the sexual environment of many plants

and animals, such as the fishes in a brook
or a pond, or the parasites in the intestine

of a mammal, is very narrow. While new
blood, no doubt, finds its way in from time

to time, this is more than balanced by the

extinction of genetic lines. The .series of an-

cestors of each modern organism is long be-

yond measure, but the number of ancestors

in each remote generation can never be very

gi-eat, though it may be extremely small.

The data of systematic zoology also force

us to believe that tlie ancestry of all the

individuals of a species has been identical,

except for the slight divergence in the most

recent part of their history.

The zoologist must picture the genealogy

of a species not as a tree, but as a slender

thread, of verj- few strands, a little frayed

out at the near end, but of immeasurable

length and so fine that the thickness is as

nothing in comparison. The number of

strands is fixed by. but is much smaller than,

the average sexual environment. If we
choose we may picture a fringe of loose ends

all along the thread to represent the ancient

animals which, having no descendants, are

to us as if they had never been. Each of

the strands at the near end is important, as

a possible line of union l)etween the thread

of tlie past and that of the distant future.

The gist of the whole matter is this, that

we miist picture this slender tliread as com-

mon to all the individuals of the species,

whose divergence from each other is infini-

tesimal compared wilh the ancestry they

share in common.
The l)ranches of a human genealogical

tree diverge for a few generations bj- geo-

metrical progression, but we soon find traces

of a change, and if the record were long
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enough to have anj^ evohitionary signifi-

cance we should surelj' find all the mem-
bers of a species descended from a few re-

mote ancestors, and these few the common
ancestors of all. If one metazoon is de-

scended from pre-Cambrian unicellular an-

cestors, the same unicellular individuals

were the common ancestors of all the meta-

zoa, and we may be confident that there

were not verjr many of them in each gen-

eration. It is quite possible that they were

even so few as a single pair or even one.

There is nothing very novel in all this.

Galton has himself devoted an appendix to

the mathematical study of the extinction of

family names, although he and other writers

on inheritance seem to forget it when thej^

assume that the remote ancestors of two

persons, A and B, were, like the parents, dis-

tinct individuals, and that the offspring must

have twice as much ancestry as either

parent, and, therefore, twice as much va-

riety, unless there is some way to cancel out

half of it at each step.

I called attention to the bearing of this

convergence of ancestry on the problem ofin-

heritance in 1883, in words which still seem

to be a clear statement, although the views

on variation of both Galton and Weismann
are based on the unfounded assumption

that each sexual act brings together two to-

tally dissimilar sets of factors, instead of fac-

tors which are identical in innumerable

features for each one in which thej^ differ.

My statement is as follows :
" In order to

breed together, animals must be closely re-

lated ; they must belong to the same species

or to two closely allied species. Since the

individuals which belong to two closely re-

lated species are the descendents of a com-

mon and not very remote ancestral species,

it is clear that almost the whole course of

their evolution has been shared by them in

common
;

all their generic characters being-

inherited fi-om this ancestor. Onlj^ the

slight differences in minor points which dis-

tinguish one species of a genus from another

have been acquired since the two diverged,

and not even all of these slight difterences.-

* * We know that the duration of even the

most persistent species is only an infinites-

imal part of the whole historj' of their evo-

lution, and it is clear that the common char-

acteristics of two allied species must out-

number, thousands of times, the differences

between them. It follows that the parents

of any possible hybrid must be alike in

thousands of features for one in which they

differ. * * Crossing simply results in

the formation of a germ bj^ the union of a

male and a female element derived from

two essentially similar parents, ^^•ith at most

only a few secondary and comparativelj'

slight differences, all of which have been

recentljT acquired. '

'

I trust that you will not think me un-

warranted in the assertion that due consid-

eration of the substance of this extract might

have saved us much unprofitable discussion

of the causes of variation, for I hope I have

made it clear that these must be sought in

the modern world and not in the remote

past; that, as I expressed it in 1883, " the

occurrence of a variation is due to the direct

action of external conditions, but its precise

character is not."

I sought hy these words to express the

familiar fact that the stimulus under which

a Yiial action takes place is one thing,

while the character of the action itself is

quite another thing.

This fact seems, Irom its verj^ simplicity,

to slip out of the minds of naturalists, and I

should like to improve this opportunitj^ to

approach it fi-om another standpoint.

We have been familiar for many years

with two views of the nature of the process

of development from the egg.

One school of embryologists holds that the

organism arises ft-om the egg by virtue of

its inherent potency; that the constitution

which the germinal matter has inherited is
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in SOUK' way an embodiment of all that is

to 1)0 unfolded out of it; while the other

school finds, in the stimulus which one part

of the segmenting egg or of the growing

organism exerts on other parts, the explan-

ation of each successive step in the process

of development.

Advocates of these two views generally

regard themselves as opponents, but is there

any real antagonism ?

We now have positive evidence enough

for each view to convince me that both are

true: that every change which takes place

in the organism from the l)eginning of seg-

mentation to the end of life is called forth

by some external stimulus either within the

body or without; and yet that the outcome

of the whole process of development is what

it is because it was all potential in the germ.

The gun does not go off until the cap ex-

plodes: Imt it hits the mark because it is

aimed.

While the distinction between the stimu-

lus to a vital change and the nature of the

change itself is obvious enougli in simple

cases, we may easily become confused and

lose sight of it in handling complicated

problems.

A hen's egg does not develop without the

stimulus of heat, but the view that heat

cau.ses the chick is too grotesque for a sane

mind.

\\'hat interests us is not that it becomes

a chick while a duck's egg in the same nest

becomes a duckling, but that the one gi'ows

into exquisite adjustment to the life of

fowls, while the otln'r becomes as admira-

bly adapted for the life of ducks.

Here the stimulus comes from the exter-

nal world, but the case is just the same
when it is internal.

The well-known results of castration

prove that the normal development of male
animals is dependent on some stimulus

which comes to the jmrts of the growing
body from the reproductive organs, but who

can believe that this is an adequate expla-

nation of the short, sharp horns, the tliick

neck and the ferocity of the bull, or the

bright colors and higli courage of the cock ?

The only explanation of the origin of these

useful structures worth considering is that

which attributes tliem to the retention by the

germ of the effects of past ages of selection.

We have no reason to take a ditt'erent view

when the result varies with the stimulus.

Under one internal stimulus a bud becomes

a jelly-fish, while under others it may be-

come a liydranth, or a machopolyp or a blast-

ostyle, but the problem we have to solve in

tills case as in others is the origin of a beauti-

fully coordinated organism, with the distinct-

ive characters of its species, and with exquis-

ite fitness for a life like that of its ancestors.

I showed some years ago that a small

crustacean, Alpheus heterochelis, develops

from the egg according to one plan at Beau-

fort in North Carolina, according to a sec-

ond at Key "\\^est in Florida, while it has

still a third life history at Nassau in the

Bahama Islands, but no one can beUeve

that the influences which cause this diver-

sity have anything to do with the final out-

come of the process.

The case is exactly the same when a cell

which normally gives rise to a half or a

quarter of the body produces the whole un-

der a different stimulus.

All the machinery in a gi-eat industrial

exposition may be started by a single elec-

tric contact, but however much the discov-

ery of the Ijutton may interest us, it helps

us little to understand the result.

So it is with living orgiini.sm. Kxt^^rnal

conditions press the button, but it takes all

the inherited potency of living matter to do

the rest.

It is an error to bi'lieve that great know-

ledge is needful for a clear grasp of fii-st

principles. Too often a great store of infor-

mation is like riches. " it cannot be .spared

nor left behind, but it hindereth the march
;
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yea, and the care of it sometimes loseth or

disturbeth the victory."

Students who are drifting on the sea of

facts with which the modern laboratory has

flooded us declare that the doctrine of adap-

tation is antiquated and unscientific and

pernicious.

They tell us organisms have many prop-

erties which are not adaptive, and that in

many other cases we cannot tell whether

a property is adaptive or not. Of course

this is ti'ue. No one supposes that suscep-

tibility to poisons, for example, is adaptive,

and our knowledge of nature is incomplete

beyond measure.

They tell us, too, that many attempts to

explain the uses of parts are fanciful and

worthless. Unfortunately, this is ti-ue also,

but the logic which makes it a basis for deny-

ing the reality of adaptation is enough to

call Paley ft'om his grave.

While protoplasm is the physical basis of

life, the intellectual basis of biology is ad-

justment.

I should like to see hung on the walls of

every laboratory Herbert Spencer's defini-

nition to the effect that life is not proto-

plasm but adjustment, or the older teaching

of the Father of Zoology that the essence of

a living thing is not what it is made of nor

what it does, but why it does it.

Spencer has given us diagrams to prove

that the vertebral column has become seg-

mented by the strain of flexion, but Aristo-

tle tells us that Empedocles and the ancients

are in eiTor in their attempts to account for

the jointing of the backbone by the strain

of flexion, for the thing to explain, he

says, is not how it becomes jointed, but how
the jointed backbone has become so beauti-

fully adjusted to the conditions of life.

" Is there anything of which it may be

said : See, this is new. It hath been al-

ready in the old times which were before

i^s." W. K. Bkooks.
Johns Hopkins University.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY (III.).

THE EARLIEST ENGLISHMEN.

Some interesting studies as to the earliest

signs of human industry in England desei-^'e

a notice.

The description bj^ Professor Prestwich

of some flint implements found by Mr.

Harrison in pre-glacial strata on the chalk

plateaii of Kent seems to have added an

impetus to such researches. Mr. 0. A.

Shrubsole describes a series of those relics

fi'om pre-glacial hill gravels in Berkshire,

in the Journal of the Anthropological Insti-

tute for August, 1894 ; and in the May
number of the same journal, Mr. A. M. Bell

replies with considerable force to the objec-

tions which had been urged againstProfessor

Prestwich's reasonings ; viadicating for the

Kent implements an antiquitj^ beyond that

of the formation of the present river valleys.

A pleasantly writtenvolume on the subject

is one by ISIr. Worthington G. Smith entitled,

Man the Primeval Savage. He discovered

a true palaeolithic workshop, or rather

several of them, in undisturbed relations,

near Dunstable, about thirty miles north of

London. The heaps of chips and broken

flints lay just as the primeval artist had left

them, covered to many feet in depth by the

washings fi-om the boulder clay. Mr Smith

was able to collect the chips in a number of

instances, and by fitting them together,

reconstruct the original flint block fi-om

which the instrument had been formed

;

and then to make a cast of the size and
shape of the tool represented by the cavity.

This beautiful demonstration leaves nothing

to be desired. He does not believe, how-

ever, that either his finds or those of the

others mentioned are pre-glacial. His book

is agreeably ^^Titten and well illustrated.

(Published by E. Stanford, London.)

THE TRIBES OF THE ' GRAN CHACO.'

The ' Gran Chaco,' or ' Great Hunting-

ground,' merits its name, for it extends 850
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miles in Icngtli by 3oO in breadth, one vast

forest and mai-sb. in tlie northern portion

of the Argentine Republic. Mueh of it is

unexplored and almost inaeeessible. Its

sjKii-se human inhal)itants are siivage and

wandering tribes, still in the stone age, shy

and treacherous. Theu' linguistic classifi-

cati(m presents extraordinary difHculties.

Kxplorei-s have extended the same name to

diflorent stocks ; and applied divei-se names

to the si\me stock.

An excellent monograph puldished in the

Atti Delia Societa Romana di Antropolo-

gia by Guido Boggiani is lielpful as far as

it goes. It is entitled ' I Ciamacoco.' This

is another form of Zamuco. the name of a

tribe converted in the h\st century by the

missionaries. But the modern is not a de-

scendant of the ancient clan, scarcely any

linguistic relative. The author presents an

accurate vocabulary of about 250 words,

and gives a full description of the primitive

arts of the tribe, with 62 beautifully pre-

IKired illustrations. They still use the stone

axe, the bow and arrow, feather and shell

decorations, and other appurtenances of the

l)ristine condition of culture.

Another band, the Chunupies, of the

southern Chaco, is the subject of an article

by J. B. Ambrosetti, in the Anales de la

Sociedad Scientitica Argentina for 189-4.

He gives a short vocabulary- and an ethno-

graphic description.

Such work cannot be accomplished too

soon, as these Chaco tribes are dying out

with fearful rapidity, and probably half a

century more will complete their extermi-

nation.

AKrH.F.OI.OGV AS A DEDVCTIVE SCIENCE.

WiTHix the last two yeara an interesting

issue has arisen between two schools of

archseologists, the one which knoivK just

what man's early activities yielded, the

other which prefers to learn about them by

studying what relics can be found, and con-

fining conclusions to their obvious teach-

ings.

In America the fonner school is aljly re-

presented by Mr. W. H. Holmes and ^Ir. J.

D. ^IcGuire, of Washington. Mr. Holmes'

lines of thought are fullj- set forth in the

Proceedings of the Chicago Congress of An-
thropologj', in an article entitled Natural

HiMorii of Flaked Stone Implements, He
maintains that an implement is to be stud-

ied • as the biologist studies the living crea-

tui-e;' and he therefore classifies such re-

mains into '.species' and 'genera,' speaks

of theii- ' lines of evolution,' and even of

their ' ancestral forms,' and adds diagrams

showing their genealogies.

Mr. McGuire, who has published sevei-al

interesting articles on the methods of chip-

ping and rubbing stone, in the American An-

thropologixf, has become so thoroughly mas-

ter of the situation in that connection that

he more than intimates that European

arclueologists have blundered in drawing a

distinction between the ' rough stone age

'

and the ' polished stone age;" a position with

which Mr, Holmes seems to .sympathize.

That neither of these learned writers has

ever examined a European site, seems to

them of light weight, as the ' natural his-

tory method is sufficient.

Those of a dift'erent way of thinking have

not been silent. In this countiy such stu-

dents as Prof. Henry W. Haynes. of Boston,

Mr. H, C, Mercer, of Philadelphia, and Mr.

Thomas Wilson, of "Washingtim, all of

whom are pei-sonally familiar with the old-

est ' stiitions ' on both continents, have con-

demned as narrow and inapplicable the

views of Messi-s. Holmes and ^IcGuire
;

and in the American Xaturall-it, for De-

cember, Mr. Charles S. Read, of the Britisli

Museum, in an exhaustive article, sets

forth the uncertainties which must attend

conclusions based cm studies limited to one

field of research. In the same tone are

several articles in recent issues of Z/' An-
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thropologie. Mr. McGuire returns to the

charge in the Januarj' number of the Na-

turalist, but hardly strengthens his position.

The discussion is not yet terminated.

' Replies ' are announced; but at present, it

must be said that the deductive and infer-

ential method in archaeology appears to be

a dubious mode of procedure.

THE VAJSTNIC LAI^'GUAGE.

Most readers need not be told that the

Vannic language means that which was

once spoken in the region around Lake
Yan, in modern Armenia, by the people

who called themselves Kaldi.

They came into contact with the Assjrri-

ans about 885 B. C, and adopted from them

the cuneiform writing, by means of which

they preserved then- records in their own
tongue. These have been zealously studied

and collected of recent years, but without

positive results. Professor Sayce maintains

that the Vannic was a G-eorgian dialect, and

has published from it various translations.

Last summer, before the Fi-ench Academy,

M. Oppert pronounced all these translations

illusory, denied that we know a single

word of the tongue, and laughed at the

names of the kings so seriously put forth

by Sayce. The latter, however, in the Jour-

nal of the Royal Asiatic Society for October

last, prints a bilingual inscription in good

Assji'ian and Vannic, where the texts cor-

respond almost line for line, and claims in

a number of examples to have proved by
this confrontation the correctness of his

earlier translations. He acknowledges that

our defective acquaintance mth the As-

syrian is a difi&cult obstacle to a complete

rendering.

The evidence that the Vannic was akin to

the Georgian is, however, not increased by
this bilingual text. It still remains more
probable that it was either ancient Arme-
nian, or some other long extinct Aryan
dialect

;
possiblj' near to the Thracian, for

wliicli there is a little evidence in the simi-

laritj^ of proper names. The jioint is one

of considerable ethnographic importance.

REGENT PUBLICATIONS ON CEANIOLOGY.

Two important contributions on the Cra-

niology of the South American Indians have

recent!}^ appeared.

The first is bj^ Dr. Ten Kate on the skulls

of the Araucanians of the Argentine Repub-

lic. His material was 119 crania in the

Museum of La Plata (where his paper was

published). He confii-ms the statement

quoted in my Amevican Race, p. 324, that

these Indians are markedlj' brachj^cephalic,

96 out of the 119 having a cephalic index

above 80. The proportion of artificially de-

formed specimens is large, numbering about

82 per cent. They present quite diverse

varieties of deformation.

Two series from Southern Argentina, in

the valley of the Rio Negro, are described

with his cu.stomary minuteness by Dr. R.

Virchow in the Proceedings of the Berlin

Anthropological Society for 1894, pp. 386-

408. One series was ft-om the base of the

Cordillera, and evidently was of Ai'aucanian

origin ; the other, from near the Atlantic

coast, presented marked dolichocephaly and

probably came from Tzoneca burials. In

this article Dr. Virchow incorporates some

instructive observations on artificial cranial

deformities in America generally, making a

useful appendix to his remarks on that sub-

ject in his Crania Ethnica Americana.

The Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections,

No. 969, just issued, is a translation of The

Varieties of the Human Species hj Giu-

seppe Sergi, Professor of Anthropology in

the University of Rome. His method of

classification is based upon the theories

of craniology of which he himself is the

author. Instead of niultiplj-ing, ad infini-

tum, the measurements of the skull as so

manj' craniologists affect, he classifies ac-

cording to broad outlines of cranial shape,
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believing that such are far more perma-

nent and therefore more racial than the

minor variations whicli have engaged the at-

tention of others. His arguments are drawn
from a con.scienti<)us study of ample series

from various (juartei'S of the globe, and

tiiough some of his refinements may not be

sufticiently established, the general prinei-

ples he advocates merit the careful consid-

eration of cranial specialists, as containing

some new and certainly correct observations.

A short prefatory note by myself introduces

tlie author to the American public.

THE AKVAX CRADLE-LAXD.

If anybodj' thinks that the question

whether the primitive Ai-yan horde lived in

Europe or Asia has been settled, he is mis-

taken. Two publications of late date show
that the defenders of the old theory of their

central Asian origin are nowise lacking in

vigorous argument.

Prof. August Boltz, of Darmstadt, in a

pamplet Das Vcdavolk in geinen Ge.iaintver-

hiiltnmen, has worked out the problem of

the origin and earliest migrations of the

Aryans quite to his own satisfaction. He
adds two maps, on which the reader can

trace very clearly how they began in the

great Tarim liasin and about Lob Nor, and
journeyed westward across tlie Pamir pla-

teau, on the western slojje of which they di-

verged, the Celtic stem wandering north-

west into Europe north of the Black Sea

;

the Greek, Latin. Etruscan and Slavic

l)ranches by way of the Hellespont and the

islands ; the Iranian group remaining in

Pei-sia, while the Yeda-folk or Indo-Aryans,

ascended the mighty passes of the Hindu
Kusch and Karakorum ranges to reach the

fertile valleys to the south. These are

pretty plans, but we look in vain for a sub-

stantial support to them.

Turning to Eui-ope, M. De Nadaillac's

admirable summary of the results of the in-

vestigations in the lake-dwelling of that

continent (in a conti'ibution to the Revue

dex Quedionn Hcientifiijuex for October last, en-

titled Le.-< Pojndatioiit Lacudres de VEurope)

lifts the veil as far as at present possible on
European culture in neolitliic times—those

times when the Arj'an stock began its wide

wanderings. The writer inclines to their

Asian origin: l)ut with his customarj' frank-

ness he acknowledges that nowhere in the

debris of these ancient dwellings has there a

single positive sign of Asiatic art been dis-

covered, nor any relic such as we might

suppose even a savage tribe would carry

from its pristine home. Until down to a late

period of prehistoric time, European culture

seems to have lieeu indigenous. For a

clear and accurate summarj' of what it was
among the lake-dwellers, the student would

do well to peruse the article referred to.

D. a. Brinton.
r.vivEnsiTY OF Pennsylvania.

TCHEBYCHEV*

Of Kussian mathematicians, second only

to Lobachevsky should be ranked I'afiuitij

Lvovitsch Tchel)ychev.

Born in Russia in 1821 and formerly

professor at the University at St. Petersburg,

he reached deservedly the very highest

scientific honors, being privy councillor,

the representative of applied mathematics

in the Imperial Academj- of St. Petersburg,

in 18r>0 made member of the famous Section

I.-Geometrie, of the French Academic des

Sciences, and afterward A»socir Hranger,

the highest honor attainable by a foreigner.

His best known work is the justly cele-

brated Mhnoire mr leg nombres premiers,

Academic Imperiale de Saint Petersbourg,

(1850), where he established the exi.stence

of limits within which the sum of the log-

arithms of the primes inferior to a given

number must be comprised. This memoir

is given in Lioiivllle's Journal, 1852, pp. 306

-390.

* Deceased December 8, 1894.
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Sylvester afterward contracted Tclieby-

cliev's limits ; but the original paper remains

highly remarkable, especially as it depends

on very elementary considerations.

In this respect it is in striking contrast

to the equally marvelous paper of the la-

mented Riemann, Ueber die Anzahl der

Primzahlen unter einer Gegegebenen Chvsse

presented to the Berlin Aeademia in 1859.

Tch6bychev had in 1848 presented a paper

with this very title to the St. Petersburg

Academie ; Stir la totalite des nombres pre-

miers hiferieurs a line limite doninee. (Giv-

en in Liouville's Joiu-nal, 1852, pp. 341-

365.)

Eiemann speaks of the interest long be-

stowed on this subject by Gauss and Di-

richlet, but makes no mention of Tcheby-

chev. However, Sylvester speaks of ' his

usual success in overcoming diificiilties in-

superable to the rest of the world.'

But though best known for his work in

the most abstract part of mathematics, in

reality Tchebychev was of an eminently

practical turn of mind.

Thus it was his work, Theorie des meehan-

ismes eonniis sous le nom de parallelogrammes

(Memoirs des savants etrangers, Tom.
VII.), which led him to the elaborate dis-

sertation Sur les questions de minima qui se

rattachent a la representation approximate des

fondions, 91 quarto pages in Memoirs de 1'

Academic Imperiale des Sciences de Saint

Petersbourg, 1858. While the variable x

remains in the vicinity of one same value

we can represent with the greatest possible

approximation any function / (x) , of given

form, by the principles of the differential

calculus. But this is not the case if the va-

riable X is only required to remain within

limits more or less extended. The essen-

tially different methods demanded by this

case, which is just the one met in practice,

are developed in this memoir.

The same line of thought led to his con-

nection with a subject which has since found

a place even in elementary text-books,

namely rectilineal motion by linkage.

He invented a three-bar linkage, whicli is

called Tchebychev's parallel motion, and

gives an extraordinarily close approxima-

tion to exact rectilineal motion ; so much
so that in a piece of apparatus exhibited by

him in the London Loan Collection of Scien-

tific Apparatus, a plane supported on a

combination of two of his parallel motion

linkages seemed to have a sti'ictlj' horizon-

tal movement, though its variation was
double that of the tracer in the simple par-

allel motion.

Tchebychev long occupied himself with

attempting to solve the problem of produc-

ing exact rectilineal motion bj' linkage, un-

til he became convinced that it was impos-

sible and even strove long to find a proof of

that impossibility. What miist have been

his astonishment then, when a freshman

student of his own class, named Lipkin,

showed him the long sought conversion of

circular into straight motion. Tchebychev

brought Lipkin's name before the Russian

government, and secured for him a substan-

tial reward for his supposed original dis-

covery.

And perhaps it was independent, but it

had been found several years pre^dously by

a French lieutenant of engineers, Peaucel-

lier, and first published by him in the form

of a question in the Annales de Mathema-

tiqne in 1864. When Tchebj'chev was on

a visit to London, Sylvester inquired after

the progress of his proof of the impossibility

of exact parallel motion, Avhen the Russian

announced its double discovery and made a

drawing of the cell and mounting. This

Sylvester happened to show to Manviel Gar-

cia, inventor of the laryngoscope, and the

next day received from him a model con-

structed of pieces of wood fastened \vith

nails as pivots, which, rough as it was,

woi-ked perfectly. Sylvester exhibited this

to the Philosopliical Club of the Royal So-
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cietj- and in the Athenseum Club, where it

delighted Sir AVm. Thomson, now Lord

Kelvin, and led to the extraordinaiy lecture

On Recent DUcureries in Mechanical Conver-

sion of Motion, delivered by Sylvester before

the Royal Institution on January 23, 1874.

This in turn led to Kempe's reniaikablo de-

velopment of the subject, and to Hart's dis-

covery of a five-bar linkage which does the

same work as PeaucelUer's of seven.

Henceforth Poaucellier's Cell and Hart's

Contraparallelograni will take their jilace in

our text-books of geometrj-, and straight

lines can be drawn without begging the

question by assuming first a straight edge

or ruler as does Euclid.

Thus Kempe's charming book, ' Hoic to

Draw a Straight Line,' is a direct outcome

of Tchebychev's sketch for Sylvester. As

might perhaps have been expected, the im-

mortal Lobachcvsky found in his compatriot

a devoted admirer. Not only was Tcheby-

chev an active member of the committee of

the Lobachevsky fund, but he took the

deepest interest in all connected with the

spread of the profound ideas typified in the

non-Euclidean geometry. Knowing this,

Vasiliev in his last letter asked that a copj'

of my translation of his address on Loba-

chevsky be forwarded to the great man.

His active participation in scientific assem-

blies is also worthy of note ; for example, at

the ' Congivs de V association fran^aise pour

Tavancement des sciences, a Lyon,' he read

two interesting papers, Sur le-i valeurs limites

des inti'yrales. and Sur les quadratures, after-

wards published in lAoitville''^ Journal.

George Bruce Halsted.

UXIVERSITV OF TkXAS.

SCIEXTIFIC LITERATURE.

Les Oscillations Electriques. H. Poixcare.

(COSCLUDED.
)

Propagation of Electrical 0'<eillation.'< Through

Air.—The velocity of propagation of electi-o-

magnetic induction through dielectrics of-

fered the fii-st experimental test of supe-

riority of the Faraday-Maxwell theory over

the older theories. According to these that

velocity' should be infinite ; according to the

Faraday-^Iaxwcll view of elcc^tromagnetic

phenomena it should be the same as that of

light. Poincare reviews carefully all the

experimental evidences bearing upon this

point. Hertz's experiments in Carlsruhe

are first discussed and his early failures in

arriving at a satisfactory result are pointed

out. Two methods emploj'cd in these

measurements liy Hertz at Carlsruhe and at

Bonn are described briefly. One of these

consisted in measuring by means of a reso-

nator the difference of phase between two

waves sent forth by the same oscillator, one

wave along a conducting wire and the other

through the dielectric in the vicinity of the

wire. The other method consisted in meas-

uring what Hertz considered the wave
length of stationary electric waves in air

formed by the interference between the di-

rect waves sent forth bj' an oscillator and

the waves reflected by a large flat mirror

consisting of a metal sheet 2 meters wide

and 4 meters high. In all these experiments

the velocity of propagation along the wire

seemed to come out considerably dift'crent

from and generally less than that in air.

But the methods were open to several critic-

isms. In the first place, the hall in which

these experiments were caiTied out was too

small for the wave lengths employed ; sec-

ondly, the influence of the waves reflec'ted

from the walls was entirely neglected

;

thirdly, the dimensions of the reflecting

mirror were not large enough in comparison

to the wave length to prevent errors of ob-

servation due to the misleading influence of

diffraction phenomena. All these objections

were in a measure overcome in the earliest

experiments of Sarasin and de la Rive (C.

R. t. ex. p. 72). In these experiments the

methods of Hertz were employed, but they

were performed in a large hall, with a large
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mirror and -witli smaller resonators. The re-

sults improved with the increase of the di-

mensions of the mirror and the diminution

of the size of the exploring resonators. In a

subsequent series of experiments (C. R.

CXX., p. 688) carried out in a very large

hall with a mirror 8 meters high and 16 me-

ters mde and employiag circular resonators

of 50 and 75 centimeters in diameter these

investigators obtained completely satisfac-

tory results, proving beyond all reasonable

doubt that the velocity of propagation of

electromagnetic waves through dielectrics

is the same as along conducting wires and

equal to the velocity of light. The sources

of error in Hertz's experiments were clearly

demonstrated by these' experiments, for no

matter how large were the hall and the

mirror a sufficient increase in the dimen-

sions of the exploring resonators would al-

ways give misleading results, similar to

those obtained by Hertz.

But among the many encouraging results

obtained by Sarasin and de la Rive there is

one result which causes much anxiety to

the mathematical physicist. It is the

serious disagreement between the theo-

retically calculated period of the resonator

and that determined experimentally by the

illustrious physicists of Geneva. In an ex-

ceedingly interesting mathematical discus-

sion of the functions of the resonator

Poincare shows that the wave length of the

fundamental vibration can differ but little

from twice the circumference of the re-

sonator, whereas Sarasin and de la Rive

found it to be equal to eight times the di-

ameter. The cause of this disagreement

must be explained by the theory, but how ?

Poiacare gives no definite answer to this

question. Many valuable suggestions are

thrown out, however, and the subject is

then dismissed after showing by a reference

to Blondlot's and Bjerkness' experiments

that the theorj' of the resonator just given

is correct in its main features. No other

theory of the resonator has been given since

that given bj' Hertz, and Poincare's discus-

sion contains many valuable additions to

the rough outline of the subject sketched

out bjr Hertz. In this connection the re-

viewer ventures to refer to a paper by

Professor P. Drude (^Zum Studinni des Elee-

trischen Resonators, Wied. Ann. Nov. 1894).

Reflection and Absorption of Hertzian Waves.

—Resonator and mirror form the essential

instruments in every method of studying

electrical waves in the dielectric. The

phenomena of reflection and absorption of

these waves deserve, therefore, careful an-

alysis. To these Poincar6 devotes his at-

tention now. The case of orthogonal in-

cidence upon a plane metal mirror is first

discussed. It is shown that the penetration

of the wave into the metal is inverselj' pro-

portional to the square root of the product

of conductivity and permeability of the

metal and directly proportional to the square

root of the wave length. For instance, a

wave of a periodicity of 50 millions per

second, which is the ordinary Hertzian

frequency, will be reduced to nearly one-

third of its initial intensity at a distance of

gV mm. below the surface of a mirror of

copper. The relation, however, which

Poincare obtains between the penetrability

of the wave and the wave length, the con-

ductivity, permeability, and specific induct-

ive capacity of the metal does not hold good

for fi-equencies as high as those of light,

for on the one hand it gives by approxi-

mation a negative value for the specific in-

ductive capacity of all metals, and on the

other hand it gives a conductivity 300 to

400 times smaller than that obtained bj^

ordinary resistance measurements. The
same relations hold good for oblique reflec-

tion. It is interesting to note that if, as

Cauchjr believes, the fundamental equations

of Fresnel (slightlj' modified) hold good for

metallic reflection then a retardation in

phase equal to half a period takes place at
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the reflecting surface when the electric force

of the incident wave is normal to the plane

of incidence ; no retardation takes place if

this electrical force is in the plane of inci-

dence. The extinction of the wave in its

passage through the metal develops heat

and Poincare calculates the rate at which

the heat is developed by a given current,

obtaining the interesting result that it is

proportional to the square root of the

product of frequency, specific resistance and

permeabilit}' . The results of these consider-

ations are now compared to expeiiment.

The most important experiments bearing

ufwn this part of the theory are those of

Bjerkness (1. c). A circular resonator

having a small plate condenser interposed

in place of the spark gap was employed.

Between these plates a small aluminum
sheet was suspended and measured bj- its

deflection the mean square of the potential

difference between the plates. The oscil-

lator was gradually tuned and the resonance

etfect in the resonator measured by the

deflection of the aluminum sheet. Six re-

sonators of the same dimensions but of

different material were investigated. The
resonance curve of copper was highest, then

followed brass, silver, platinum, nickel and

iron, in the same order as required by theory.

The resonator decrement of iron, for in-

stance, was nine times and that of platinum

twice as large as that of copper. To meas-

ure the depth of penetration these materials

were deposited electrolj^tically, say u"on on

a copper resonator, or vice verxa, and the

resonator effect measured for the various

thicknesses of the deposit. Results agreeing

very fairly with the theory were obtained.

Propagation of Electrical Wave.-* through Die-

lectrics other than Air.—Another crucial test of

the correctness of the Faraday-Maxwell the-

ory is furnished by the well known relation

that the sjiecilic inductive capacity of a di-

electric is equal to the square of its index

of refraction. This relation is an immedi-

ate inference fi-om the new electromagnetic

theory. Since the index of refraction of a

substance is equal to the ratio of the ve-

locity of propagation in vacuum to that in

the substance it follows that the velocity of

propagation of a Hertzian wave in dielec-

trics having a specific inductive capacity

larger than unity should be smaller than in

air. This relation was tested by Blondlot

in the experiments cited above by immers-

ing Ijoth the conducting wire and the reso-

nator in a liquid dielecti'ic and measuring

the wave length. Another method liased

upon the same principle was that emploj-ed

by Rubens & Arons (Wied. Ann. 40 p. 585).

The neutral point of a rectjingular resonator

was connected directly to one side of the

spark-gap of the oscillator. No spark was
then observed in the spark-gap of the resona-

tor. If, however, the balance of the resona-

tor was now disturbed by inserting on one

side of it a certain length of wire immersed

in a dielectric the spark appeared. The
balance was again restored by inserting a

sufficient length of wire in the other side of

the resonator. The ratio of these two

lengths of wire measured the ratio of the

velocities of piopagation in air and in the

dielectric.

Another method, first employed by J. J.

Thomson (Phil. Mag. :iO, p. 129), was based

on the relation which exists between the

capacity of a plate condenser and the di-

electi-ic constant of the insulator separating

its plates. The period of an oscillator or

resonator will vary with the dielectric be-

tween the condenser plates. Thomson mea-

sured the period of an cscillator for vari-

ous dielectrics placed between its condenser

plates and calculated from it the specific

inductive capacity. Several otlier electro-

magnetic nu'thods are described briefly by

Poincare, and then the stiitical methods, be-

longing most of them to tlie pre-llertzian

epoch, are passed in quick review. Finally

the experimental results are coordinated
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and briefly discussed. In a large number

of cases Maxwell's relation is confirmed

;

but, again, the cases are numerous in which

the agreement between theory and experi-

ment is far from satisfactory ; this is es-

pecially true of dielectrics showing traces

of conductivitj' and large electric absorp-

tion, and even more true of electrolytes.

This part of Poincare's work is rather in-

complete, probably because it offers fewer

opportunities to a mathematical physicist

than any other part of Maxwell's electro-

magnetic theory. The most serious critic-

ism, perhaps, that may be brought against

it is its omission of some of the most im-

portant investigations on dielectric con-

stants, as, for instance, the investigations of

Boltzmann. Again, not a single word is

said concerning the influence which the

study of the dielectric properties of sub-

stances had upon Faraday and Maxwell and

how much it had contributed to the forma-

tion of their electromagnetic theory.

The reflection of electrical waves from the

surface of a dielectric is taken up and it is

shown by a reference to analogous phe-

nomena in optics why reflection cannot occur

when the thickness of a dielecti'ic plate is

small in comparison to the wave leng-th of

an electi'ical wave. Trouton's experiments

(Nature, Vol. 39, p. 391) form the basis of

this discussion.

The experimental evidence furnished by
the study of the reflection of electrical waves
is cited which supports the view that the

plane of polarization as defined in optics is

perpendicular to the direction of the elec-

trical force in the wave-fi-ont.

A very interesting experimental investi-

gation published by Klemencic (Wiener
Sitzungsber, 19. Feb., 1891) is next de-

scribed. It treats of wave reflection by di-

electrics. The dielectric experimented with

was a slab of sulphur 120 cm. long, 80 cm.

wide and 7 cm. thick. The wave length

employed was 60 cm. A rectilinear oscil-

lator placed in the axis of a cylindrical para-

bolic mirror furnished the plane waves. The
reflected and refi-acted waves were studied

by means of thermoelectric couples attached

to rectilinear oscillators placed in the axis

of parabolic mirrors similar to the one used

in connection with oscillator. There was a

reflection at every angle of incidence when
the du-ection of oscillation of the electrical

force was perpendicular to the plane of in-

cidence. But when it was parallel to it then

there was an angle of incidence at which no

reflection occurred. Fresnel's fundamental

formulse, however, were not quite satisfac-

torilj^ verified. Poincare ascribes it to the

insufficient thickness of the slab. Klemen-

cic found also that the energy of the inci-

dent wave was smaller than the sum of the

energies of the reflected and refracted

wave, a result which he believed to be due

to the presence of diffraction.

Conductors in Motion in an Electromac/netic

Field.—The last chapter gives the essential

features of Hertz's essay : On the funda-

mental equations of the electromagnetic

field for conductors in motion.

Poincare considers first the electromotive

force induced in a circtut which is moving
through a variable electa'omagnetic field.

He proceeds as follows : Consider a surface

formed by the circuit under consideration.

Let it move with the circuit. Consider two
consecutive positions of this surface, the

time of passage from the first to the second

position being infinitely short, the velocity

of motion being finite. Consider now the

space bounded by the initial and the final

position of the surface and by the ring-

shaped surface whose boundary is the

initial and the final position of the circuit.

The total magnetic flux through this siu'face

is according to well known relations pro-

portional to the total amount of what Hertz

and Poincare call true magnetism included in

the bounded surface. The total induced

electromotive force being equal to the total
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i-ate of variation of the magnetic flux

through the eircuit tlie hist relation leads to

the following final i-esult : The total electro-

motive force iuduceil in an infinitely small

circuit wliich moves through a variable

electromagnetic field is composed of three

parts. First, the electromotive force due

to rate or variation of the magnetic flux

tlirough the circuit and produced by the

time variation of tlic field itself. Second,

the electromotive force due to the rate of

variation of the magnetic flux through the

circuit produced by the motion ofthe circuit.

The third component of the induced electro-

motive force can be described as follows

:

Suppose that permanent magnetic charges

are distributed in any way whatsoever

throughout the field. There is then a

transference of magnetic matter through

the moving circuit. We may call it the

magnetic convection current, following a

suggestion of Hertz ( Unters. neb. d. Aus-

br. der el. Kraft, p. 2(5.5). This magnetic

convection cuiTent is equal to the quantity

of magnetic matter contained in the volume

traced out per unit of time by the moving

circuit, and is proportional to the third

component of the induced electromotive

force. This component does not appear in

Maxwell's theory, so that the Hertzian

equations seem to be more complete than

those of Maxwell.

Poincare recognizes in this quite a differ-

ence between Maxwell's presentation of the

electromagnetic theory and that of Hertz
;

bat this difference will evidently exist onlj'

if it is proved that a di.stributiou of perm-

anent magnetism, whose induction flux over

a closed surface is a constant, different from

zero, can exist. The physical meaning of

such a distribution is far from being clear,

and Poincare might have well devoted more
attention to the elucidation of this perplex-

ing feature of the Hertzian equations. On
this point the student \\ill do well to consult

Boltzniann (Vorles. iiber Maxwell's Theorie

d. Elec. & d. Lichtes, II. Theil, IX. Vorles.).

The second gi-oup of equations refers to

the magnetomotive force induced in a circuit

which is changing its position with respect

to a field of given distribution of electrical

force and it is shown that the total magneto-

motive force induced in an infinitely small

circuit in motion is composed of four compon-

ents. The fii-st component is proportional

to the rate of change of the flux of electric in-

duction whicli constitutes the conduction

current. The second component is propor-

tional to the rate of change of the flux of elec-

tric induction wliich constitutes the displace-

ment current. The third component is pro-

portional to the rate of change of the electric

flux due to the motion of the circuit, and

the fourth component is proportional to the

convection current of permanent electro-

static charges, corresponding to what w"as

called above the convection current of perm-

anent magnetism. There is, however, )io

difficulty of conceiving a permanent electri-

fication of the dielectiic such that the total

flux of its induction through a closed surface

should be difl'erent from zero, and, therefore,

the magnetomotive force induced by an elec-

trical convection current is a priori evidi-nt

as soon as the correctness of the fundamental

assumptions in the Faraday-Maxwell theory

is admitted. There is no diff"erence between

this second group of equations and those

given by JIaxwell.

It is pointed out that the existence of the

third component was verified by Rowland's

experiments (Pogg. Ann. 15<S, p. 487),

and the I'xistence of the fourth component

by the experiments of Roentgen (AVied.

Ann. 3<5, p. 204) . The magnetomotive force

due to displacement currents was, of course,

first pointed out by the experiments of

Hertz.

Next follows a beautifiil mathematical

discussion of the mechanical forces acting

upon a body which is moving through an

electromagnetic field. The foHowing tyjKiS
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of forces are passed in quick review : 1.

An ordinary magnetic force due to the pres-

ence of permanent magnetism. 2. Ordi-

nary electrostatic force due to the presence of

electrostatic charges. 3. Electromagnetic

force consisting of four distinct components.

One component is the electromagnetic ac-

tion of the field upon conduction currents.

The second component is the electromag-

netic action of the field upon the displace-

ment ciirrents. The third component cor-

responds to the electromagnetic action of

the field upon the cun-ents observed by

Eowland and Roentgen. The fourth type

of force is that between a variable current

and the electrical reactions set up in the

field by its variation. All these forces ex-

cept the last have been observed experi-

mentally. The last one is too feeble to be

detected by anj^ of the known experimental

methods.

The work is, unfortunately, marred by

quite a number of typographical errors.

Some ofthem occur in the midst ofimportant

and rather diificult mathematical operations

and will undoubtedly be a source of con-

siderable perplexity to the younger students

for whom, especially, this work is intended.

The reviewer is of the opinion that he

will reecho the sentiment of every lover

of the Faraday-Maxwell electi-omagnetic

theory Avhen he states that this, the latest,

contribution of the brilliant Fi-ench mathe-

matician will be a welcome guide to every-

one who Mdshes to keep in close contact

with the latest advances of the electro-

magnetic theory.

M. I. PupiN.
Columbia College.

The, Steam Engine and Other Heat Engines.

By J. A. EwiNG, Professor of Mechanism
and Applied Mechanics in the Universitj'

of Cambridge. Cambridge Universitj'

Press; ISTewYork, Macmillan&Co. 1894.

8vo., pp. xiv + 400. Price, $3.75.

Professor Ewing, in his article on the

steam engine in the Encyclopaxliu Britannica,

gave good measure to his ability and knowl-

edge of the subject by the production of a^

ti-eatise in which, for the first time, a system-

atic and fairty complete discussion was

attempted of the theory of the real steam

engine, as distinguished from the purely

Thermodynamic Theory of the Ideal Heat

Engine, which only had previously been

presented by writers on that wonderful

machine. Clark and Hirn and Iserwood

had cleverly shown the wide discrepancy

between the ideal and the real engine, and

Cotterill had discussed with elegance and

clearness the extra thermodjTiamic losses of

the machine ; bu^t Ewing brought together,

for the first time, and in such form as to

make his discussion useful, to theorist and

'practical man' and professional engineer

alike, in the study of existing engines and

in the attempt to improve upon them by

scientifically accurate designing and con-

struction. His article was a condensed,

biit complete, exposition to its date, of

scientific and practical knowledge of the

methods of economical production of heat

in the boiler, and of the economical thermo-

djruamic utilization of the energj^ thus made
available at the engine, with exact accounts

of the various methods of waste of thennal

and of dynamic energy. Had its author

written nothing else, this article would have

sufiiced to give him a full share of fame.

His new treatise on the steam engine, now
issued in book form, is based upon his earlier

discussion, but is entirely rewi-itten to give

it a shape better adapted to its present pur-

pose, and to permit the introduction of new
matter. " The endeavor has been, through-

out, to make evident the bearing of theoiy

on practical issues. '

' Some space is devoted

to experimental work and the discussion of

facts and data revealed by it. In so con-

densed a work it would have been impos-

sible to introduce as complete a study of

pure thermodynamics as maj' be found in
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^\'ooll or Peabody. as full ti'eatment of the

extra-tluTinodynaiiiic wastes as in Cotttn-ill,

or of experimental mi'thods as in Carpenter :

but the book exhibits much of that rarest of

tiilents, ability to condense, and, for an

abridged work, maintains an extraordinarily

high standard of scientific quality. The

discussion of the ' entropy-temperature ' di-

agram of Professor J. Willard Gibbs, whieh

is only now, after many years, finding its

place in the treatment of the heat motors,

is the fullest and most satisfactory yet pro-

duced, not even excepting the work of its

first trans-Atlantic ad\ocate, Mr. J. Mac-

farlane Gray. This method of gi-ai)hical

treatment is gradually finding its place, and

a very useful one, in the discussion of tlier-

modynamic machines. Following Wood
and Peabody, and later writers, this author

has adopted, in all his own computations,

the value, 778. for the thermodynamic equiv-

alent obtained bj- Rowland. It may prob-

ably be safely asserted that this value is now
universally accepted

.

The unavoidable brevity with which all

topics are treated in so small a space gives

the reader occasion, frequently, to wish that

the volume had been doubled in size, and

fuller discussion and more of result thus

8eciU"ed ; but the book takes its place, among
the many other treatises on the steam

engine, as meeting a need that is being con-

tinually felt more and more by engineers,

and which is not as wt'll supplied bj' any

other of the existing abridged discussions of

the theory of the machine. It is well up to

date in its practical aspects, as well as in

the van on its purely scientific side.

R. H. Thikstox.
CORXKLL rXIVEKSITV.

-Ill Introduction to Chemical Analy.'si-i for Be-

ijlnners.—From the Sixth German Edition

of Dr. Fr. RrnoRFK.—Translated bj'

Chas. B. Gibson and F. Mex'/el.—Chi-
cago, The W. J. Keent-r Co. S vo., '.»0 jip.

Price 81.00

This book is divided into two parts: Part

I, Reacti(ms: and Part II. Systematic Course

of Qualitative Analj-sis. Metallic copper is

the first substance examined, and then fol-

low copper, zinc, zinc chloride, manganous
sulphate, iron, lead, etc., in the order named.

A careful examination of this part fails to

detect any gi-eat novelty either of matter or

arrangement. In Part II the metals are

grouped under the liiiniliar group reagents

excejit that lead, mercury and silver are

placed along with those precipitated by hj'-

drogen sulfid and not, as is usual, separated

under hydrochloric acid as gi'oup reagent.

The scheme of analysis is well conceived,

but offers little of novelty. The explana-

tions and notes have been carefully adjusted

to meet the needs of the student and are a

valuable feature. The translation is, how-

ever, a very slovenly piece of work, and the

nomenclature is especially bad. For exam-

ple, on page 72, we find ' amnionic ' sulfid

written AnioS, and lower down we have

NHjOH. Why the authors deny to bis-

muth cobalt and nickel the ic terminations

which they give to nearly all the other

metallic salts is not apparent. Several very

awkward sentences occur. For example, in

the introduction, '• We have made a few ad-

ditions calculated to assist the medical and

dental student who sutfers mainly the dis-

advantage of being unable to devote but a

small part of his time to chemical stutlies."

The mechanical execution of the book is

pretty good. There is no index.

Edward Hart.
Lafayette Colleuk.

NOTES AND NEWS.

PALEOBOTANY.

A LARGE collection of fossil plants m:ide bj-

Professor W. P. Jenny in the Cretaceous

rim of the Black Hills during the past field

season has just been opened atthc Xational

Museum and proves to be of the highest

interest to paleontology. It was made under
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uniisual difficulties and in the pure love of

science in connection with Professor Jen.

ney's work as a mining expert in the Black

Hills. All the material comes from the

lower portion of what was regarded by

Professor ISTewton as the Dakota group

;

most of it from nearly the same horizon as

that fi-om which the gigantic cycadean

trunks now so well known and the small

collection of plants made bj' Jenney and

Ward in September, 1893, were obtained

(see Journal of Geology for April-Maj', 1894,

Vol. II., 1^0.. 3, pp. 250-266). The collec-

tion has not yet been systematically worked

up, but a casual examination of it shows that

the plants have no relation to the true Da-

kota group, but are certainly as old as Lower
Cretaceoiis and are probably of Kootanie

age. The genera Gleichenia,Cladophl6bis, Za-

mites, Athrotaxopsis, and many others char-

acteristic of the Kootanie, the Trinity and
the Potomac formations are represented,

vrhile no dicotyledonous leaves occur. Upon
the whole they may be considered as a com-

plete confirmation of the conclusion previ-

ously reached that the Dakota group of

Newton must be subdivided and that a

large portion of it belongs to the Lower Cre-

taceous. Professor Jenney is able to sepa-

rate it into five distinct horizons, only the

uppermost of which belongs to the Dakota
of Meek and Hayden, between which and
the underlying beds he finds an uncon-

formity.

Mr. Lester F. "Ward delivered two lec-

tures on Jan. 8 and 10 before the Peabody
Institute of Baltimore, on the Vegetation of

the Ancient World, illustrated by over fiftj'^ lan-

tern views. These were arranged in such a

manner as to pass in review in their ascend-

ing geological order all the fossil floras

known from the Silurian to the Pleistocene.

The greater part of the illustrations were
di'awn from American matei'ial, and all the

great plant bearing horizons of North Amer-

ica were represented by groups of typical

and characteristic forms. Special attention

was given to the wonderful fossil forests of

this country, and especially of the National

Yellowstone Park. The fossil flora of the

Potomac formation, and particularlj' that of

the State of Marjdand and the City of Bal-

timore, were duly emphasized. Interspersed

mth these more scientific illustrations there

were thrown on the screen a number of the

magnificient ideal landscapes conceived and

executed by the gxeat scientific artists,

Unger, Heer, Saporta and Dawson. The
lectures were well adapted to give to the

general public a systematic and compre-

hensive view of the forms of plant life that

have inhabited the earth and especially

those that have flourished in America

throughout the past ages of geological

time.

A TOPOGRAPHICAL ATLAS.

The Director of the United States Geo-

logical Survey has recently submitted to

the Secretary of the Interior an amendment
to the ' Sundry Civil Bill,' now before Con-

gress, authorizing the printing and distri-

bution of an atlas of ten topograpliical map-

sheets to the schools, academies and colleges

of the country, the proposed atlas to contain

illustrations of the various tj^pes of topo-

gTaphical form observed in the country, and

to be accompanied bj' an explanatory bul-

letin which will serve as a primer of topog-

raphy for school use.

If the amendment is carried, and the at-

las meets the approval of teachers, it is pro-

posed to distribute additional series in later

j^ears. Those who are interested in the ad-

vance of geography in the schools cannot

do better than promptly to address their

Congressman, asking for support of this ex-

cellent proposition. It is iu effect an econ-

omical measure, for it will at a moderate

cost give a wide and novel use to a large

amount of material that has been gathered

at great expense, and that is now stored
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in the office of the Geological Survey,

awiiiting a limited distribution some yeai-s

hence.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AMEKKVVX BOTAXY.

The Bibliography Committee ofAmerican

botanists has just completed its first year of

organized work in the production of an

author catalogue of papers relating to

American Botany. This has been printed

in the monthly issues of the Bulletin of the

Torreij Bot<niie(iI Club and then reprinted on

library cards by the Cambridge Botanical

Supplj- Co. The editors have endeavored

to make the record as complete as possible

and it includes 57-5 titles. The commit-

tee and the editors earnestlj- request that

their attention be called to omissions and

that all interested aid in insuring complete-

ness.

Foreign botanists are particularly re-

quested to call our attention to any of their

writings which refer to American plants.

Communications may be addressed to the

Editor of the Torrey Botanical Club, Co-

lumbia College, New York City.

Ox January 10th, Dr. George M. Dawson.

C. M. G., F. R. S., was appointed Director

of the Geological Survey of Canada, suc-

ceeding Dr. Sehvjn, retired.

The next annual meeting of the Briti.sh

Association for the Advancement of Science

will be held at Ipswich, commencing on

Wednesday. September 11th. Sir Douglas
Galton is President-elect.

AccoRDiXG to the daily papers a paity

composed of Prof. Cliarles E. Hite, Alfred

C. Harrison, .Jr., Henry C. AV'alsh and Dr.

J. Donnell McDonald sailed on Wednesday
to Central America with a view to obtaining

natural history and archaeological col-

lections. The expedition is under the au-

spices of the biological department of the

University of Pennsylvania.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

AMERICAN CHEMICAL JOURNAL, JAN.

Contributtom from the Laboratory of General

Chemistry, University of Michigan :—(1) On
the Action of Chlorcarbonic Jester on Sodium
Acetone: By Paul C. Freer. (2) The

Action of Metals on Xitric Acid : By George
O. Higley. (3) .1)1 Introductory Study of

the Influence of the Substitution of Halogens

in Acids, upon the Hate and Limit of Ester-

Ification : By D. M. Lichty". (4) On the

Action of Sodium on the Esters of Aconitic

and Citric Acids. Preliminary Xotice, by
Paul C. Freer.

The Combination of Sulphur with Iodine: By
C. E. Lixebarger.

Contributions from the Chemical Laboratories

of the Masmchu.ietts Institute of Technology

:

—
An Investigation of the Twitchell Method for

the Determination of Bosin in Soap : By
Thomas Evaxs and I. E. Beach.

A Laboratory Method for the Preparation of

I'ota.i.mim Fericyanide : By M. S. W.\lker.

Beviews.

THE PHYSICAL REVIEWS, JAN.-FEB.

The Apparent Forces between Fine Solid Par-

ticles Totally Immer-^ed in Liquids—/; W.
J. A. Bliss.

The Distribution of Energy in the Spectrum of

the Glow-lamp : Edward L. Nichol-s.

The Influence of Heat and the Electric Current

upon Young's Modulus for a Piano Wire:

Mary C. Noyes.

Minor Contributions: (1) On Magnetic Poten-

tial: Frederick Bedell. (2) ,1 Method

for the Study of Transmi.<sion Spectra in the

Ultra-violet: Erxe.st Nichols. (3) The

Photography of Manometric Flames: Wil-
liam H.VLLOCK.

THE AMERICAN XATURALI8T, JAN.

Birds of Xew Guinea : George S. Mead.

Leuci.'>cus Balfeatus (Bichardson), A Study in

Variation: Carl H. Eigenmann.
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On the Evolution of the Art of Working in Stone :

J. D. McGuiEE.

Recent Books and Pamphlets; Recent Literature.

General Notes : Mineralogy. Petrography

.

Geography and Travels. Botany. Zoology.

Embrxjology . Entomology. Psychology. Ar-

chceology and Ethnology. Microscopy.

Scientific News.

THE BOTANICAL GAZETTE, JAN.

Undescribed Plants from Guatemala and other

Central American Republics, XIV. ( With

plates I-III.) John Donnell Smith.

Notesfrom my Herbarium : Waltee Deane.

The crystallization of cellulose. Duncan S.

Johnson.

Noteworthy anatomical and physiological re-

searches.

Briefer Articles; Editorial; Current Litera-

ture ; Open Letters ; Notes and Neivs.

the AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST, JAN.

Stone Art in America : By J. W. Powell.

The Huaeos of Chira Valley, Peru : By Samuel

Mathewson Scott.

Caste in India : By J. H. Poetee.

Miemae Customs and Traditions : By Stans-

BUET HaGEE.

The Writings of Padre Andres de Olmos in the

Languages of Mexico : By James C. Pilling.

Chinese Origin of Playing Cards : By W. H.

Wilkinson.

Col. Garrick Mallery, U. S. A .; an Obituary

:

By EoBEET Fletchee.

Book Notices ; Notes and Neivs ; Bibliography of

Anthropologic Literature.

NEW BOOKS.

A Text-book of Organic Chemistry. A. Bbknth-
SEN. Translated by Geoege McGowan.
London, Blackie & Sons ; N"ew York, D.

Van Nostrand. 1894. Pp.xix+596. $2.50.

A Text-book of Mechanics and Hydrostatics.

Heebeet Hancock. New York, D. Van
Nostrand. 1894. Pp. v + 408. $1.75.

A Treatise of Industrial Photometry loith Special

Application to Electric Lighting. A. Palaz.

Translated from the French by Geoege

W. Patteeson, Je., and Meeib Kowley
Patteeson. N"ew York, D. Van N'ost=>

rand ; London, Sampson Low, Marston &
Co. Limited. 1894. Pp. vii + 322. $4.00.

Proceedings of the International Electrical Con-

gress held in the City of Chicago, August 2ht

to 25th, 1893. New York, ^4merican In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers. 1894. Pp.

xxiv + 487.

The Life and Writings of Rafinesque. Eich-

AED Ellsworth Call. Louisville, Ky.,

Filson Club Publications, X. Quarto,

pp. xii + 227.

History of Higher Education in Rhode Island.

William Stowe Tolman. WasMngton,
Government Printing OflRce. 1894. Pp.

210.

The Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania and Neiv

Jersey. Witmee Stone. Philadelphia,

Delaware Valley Ornithological Club.

1894. Pp. vi + 185.

An Illustrated Dictionary of Medicine, Biology

and Allied Sciences. George M. Gould.

Philadelphia, P. Blackiston & Sons.

1894. XV + 1633.

Municipal Government in Gi'eat Britain. Al-

BEET Shaw. New York, The Century

Co. Pp. 385. $2.

Eine Discussion der Krdfte der Chemischen Dy-

namik. Ludwig Stettenheimee. Frank-

fort, H. Bechhold. 1895. Pp. 85. M. 6.

On the Origin of Language and The Logos

Theory. Ludwig Noiee. Chicago, Open

Court Publishing Co. 1895. Pp.57. 15

cents.

Geological Survey of Alabama. Eugene Al-

len Smith. Montgomery, Alabama, The
Brown Printing Co. 1894. xxiv + 759 ;

also Geological Map of Alabama.

Freytag's Technique of the Drama. Trans-

lated by Elias J. MacEwan. Chicago, S.

C. Griggs & Co. 1895. Pp. ix + 366.

Social Groivth and Stability. D. Ostrander.

Chicago, S. C. Griggs & Co. 1895. Pp.

191. $1.
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AN HISTORICAL SUR VEV OF THE SCIENCE OF
MECHANICS.*

Olk age is at once the age of excessive

specialization and the age of excessive popu-

larization of science. Every smallest field

of scientific activity lias its gleaners and

classifiers and builders of technical termin-

ology. The workers in each field proceed,

as a rule, without much regard to the iuter-

*Ad(lress delivered by Professor R. S. Woodward,

at a meeting of the New York Academy of Sciences,

November 26, 1894.

ests and objects of the workers in adjoining

fields, and it may easily happen that the

precise and lucid, if not romantic, literature

current in one field will be wadl-nigh uuiii-

telligible in another. So far, indeed, lias

this specialization gone that the various

classes of specialists have but little common
ground on which to meet, and it is some-

times difficult, if not impossible, for them to

dwell together in peace and harmony. In

a general scientific assembly, for example,

the naturalists feel great uneasiness in lis-

tening to a paper from a mathematician or

physicist, while the latter are almost certain

to seek relief in the open air from the de-

pression induced in them by the wealth of

terminology essential to the descrij)tiou of a

new species. The general public, on the

other hand, busy tliough it be with multi-

farious aSairs, is tpiick to appreciate the re-

sults of science and eager to know liow thej'

have been attained. To meet this legiti-

mate demand for information, scientific and

pseudo-scientific men have given us a flood

of popular literature explaining almost ev-

ery discovery, principle. theoiy,and specula-

tion known to .scientific thought. Nay more,

and worse, tliis popularization has gone so

far that many have come to tliink that

the royal road to learning has been found ;

tliat it is only necessary, in fact, to acquire

a little of the technical terminology, to read

a few books, and to witness a few pjTOtech-

nic experiments to come into pos,session of
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sound knowledge. Thus we hear of uni-

versity courses in science carried on by cor-

respondence and completed in a few weeks

or a few months. The professional popular-

izer has been developed. He expounds sci-

ence from the platform and through the

the press ;
and there is no subject so ab-

struse as to deter him from producing a

treatise on it in sixty days. Verily, it may
be said, whosoever hungers for the bread

of science may find an abundance ready

made ; but out of this abundance few are

able to select the real staff of scientific life.

As a worker in one of the narrow fields of

scientific thought, I find myself in diffi-

culties to-night in seeking to say something

which may be at the same time interesting

and instructive concerning a science which

is more than twenty centuries old, but which

has rarely if ever attracted much popular

attention. How to steer clear of the rocks

of obtrusive technicality, on the one hand,

and of the shoals of popularization on the

other, is, you will no doiibt agree with me,

a rather appalling task. Moreover, there

are special reasons why you might expect

the science of mechanics to be the driest if

not the dullest of subjects for a popular

discourse. One reason lies in the fact that

those who, from accident or force of circum-

stances, find themselves obliged to pursue

the study of mechanics seriously for a few

months in college, are wont to celebrate the

completion of such studj^ by making this

science the subject of mock funeral rites or

by relegating it to the bonfires of oblivion.

Another reason finds expression in a very

common notion, even among highly edu-

cated people, that the mathematico-phj^sical

sciences are like so many highl}^ perfected

mills whose remorseless and monotonous

grinding soon converts their operators into

mere automatons destitute of every hiiman

sentiment and deaf to every human song.

In explanation of this notion, at a conven-

tion of professional educators held in this

cit3' about a year ago, a distingaiished

college president said with appropriate

solemnitj' :—"The line AB cuts the line CD^

at right angles. "Who ever shed tears over

such a proposition as that? " he went on
;

and after the applause which followed had

subsided he added, " and who ever laughed

at su^ch a j)roposition before? "

Notwithstanding these unfavorable au-

spices and the profound embarrassment

they entail, I have ventured to invite your

attention for the hour to some of the salient

features of mechanical science, and to the

element of human nature which is indisso-

lubly connected mth this as with every de-

partment of orderly knowledge; believing

that neither the cold facts of the science nor

the hard reasoning of its expounders can

be devoid of interest when recounted in our

A^ernacular.

In oiir search for the beginnings of a

science we look always for the person who
first formulated one or more of its principles

in a way intelligible to his fellow men.

The law of progress admonishes us that

such a person is not necessarily or generally

the sole discoverer, for ideas grow by slow

accretions and become susceptible of clear

statement only after being entertained in

many minds. But of the manj^ who think

of the laws of nature few reach the high

plane of generalization, and it thus happens

that the duly accredited originators of any

science are usuallj^ small in number and

scattered through a long lapse of time.

The name which deserves first mention in

the history of mechanics is that of Arclii-

medes. He was not only the founder of

the science of mechanics, but he was also

the first theoretical engineer. Indeed, he

may be said to have laid the foxmdation for

mechanics and engineering so securely with

the cement of sound mathematics that its

stability has sufficed for the weighty super-

structure reared during the succeeding

twenty centuries. He knew how to weigh
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and to measure and how to work out the

numerical relations of things ; and it is a sin-

gular fact, that in an age when fancy ran riot

and when men were able to put together

fine phrases without troublmg themselves

much with the ideas which ought to accom-

pany their words, tliat Archimedes should

have concenti-ated his attention on such un-

poetic things as the principle of the hand-

spike and the crowbar, and the laws of hy-

drostatics. His appreciation of the doctrine

of the handspike and crowliar, or of the

lever as it is technically called, was worthy

of its far-reaching consequences ; and the

saying attriltutcd to hira—'' Give me a ful-

crum on which to rest and I will move the

earth "—is a favorite though commonly
ill-undei-stood popular expression of his

most important contribution to mechanical

science.

For whatever purpose we read history,

we are continually reminded that the ab-

sorbing occupation of liumauity has lieen

fighting one another. The thirst for blood

and butchery has always been, and we fear

still is, greater than the thirst for knowledge.

Thus it was in the days of Archimedes : and

although devoted to those abstract studies

which engender no malice toward men, he

served his king and country by building

engines of destruction, and perished finally

at the hands of a Roman soldier in the mas-

sacre which followed the fall of Syracuse.

The slowness of the growth of ideas and
the blight upon scientific thought which fol-

lowed the decay of the Grecian and Roman
civilizations are forcibly l>rought to mind by

the fa<'t that scarcely an increment to me-

chanical .science was attained during the

eigliteeu hundred years which elapsed be-

tween the epoch of Archimedes and the

epoch of Cialileo. But, as if in compensa-

tion for this long period of darkness, the

torch of science relighted by Galileo has

burned on with increasing intensity until

now its radiance illumes almost everv

thought and action of our daily life. The
fame of Galileo in the popular mind rests

chieHy on his invention of the telescoije and
on his battle with the Church in the field of

astronomy. But he was able to see things

at short as well as at long range ; and his

obsei-vations on the vil)rating chandelier in

the cathedral at Pisa and on the laws of

falling bodies must be rated as of much
higher value than his discoveiy of the satel-

lites of Jupiter. The peculiar merit of those

observations lay in the fi\ct that they led

him to correct notions of the properties of

moving masses, and of the behavior of mat-

ter under the action of force. Archimedes

had dealt with matter in a state of relative

rest, or with statics only. Galileo rose to

the higher concept of matter in motion, and
founded that branch of mechanics now
known as dynamics.

It seems strange at first thought when we
look back through the light of modern an-

alysis on these advances that they should

hav'e been so slowly achieved and still more

slowly accepted and utilized. "We must re-

member, however, that the elaboration of

the principles which Galileo added to our

science involved the removal of much scho-

lastic rubbisli. It was essential first of all

to establish the validity of precise and

correct observation. He had to recognize

that in .studying the laws of falling bodies

the most important ([uestion was not ivhtj

they fall but hoic they fall. In doing this

he set an example which has ever since

been followed with success in the investi-

gation of the phenomena of nature. Con-

sidering the times in which he lived, the

amount of work he accomplished is little

short of prodigious. For besides his capital

contributions to mechanics and astronomy,

he was the founder of our modem engineer-

ing science of tlie strength and resistance of

materials, a science which has recently

grown into a great department ofmechanics

under the title of the mathematical theorv of
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elasticitJ^ Thus, like Ai-chimedes, he ad-

ded to the practical side of science ; indeed,

a rude woodcut in one of his discourses,

showing a beam built into a stone wall and

loaded with a weight at the free end, proves

that he had no scorn for common things and

gives the key to a long line of subsequent

researches. He was also the inventor of

the thermometer, the hydi'ostatic balance,

and the proportional dividers, all of which

instruments are still in use ; and for the

edification of those who think the pursuit

of his favorite studies leaves no room for the

play of the fancy, it should be mentioned

that he found time to give popular lectures

on the site and dimensions of Dante's

Inferno.

Although it is an axiom of modern phil-

osophy that coincidence of events is no ade-

quate evidence of their connection, yet there

seems to be an innate tendency of the mind
to anticipate a relation between nearlj- si-

multaneous occurrences and to attach much
importance to them when they are historic-

ally allied. It is one of the curious coinci-

dences in the liistorj^ of the founders of me-

chanics that the year of Galileo's death is

also the year of Newton's birth. Thus it

might seem that Nature took care that

G-alileo should have a fitting successor.

During the interval of nearly a hundred

years which elapsed between the epoch of

Galileo and the period of Newton's activity,

not a few philosophers added to the growth

of mechanical science. Most conspicuous

among these was Huyghens, who distin-

guished himself as a mathematician, astron-

omer, mechanician, and physicist. Of his

varied and valuable contributions to these

departments of knowledge, what would
strike the general reader as least worthy of

attention was really of the highest import-

ance. Nothing is commoner now than the

pendulum clock. The town clock and Grand-

father's clock are so proverbial that few

would suppose that a grand treatise could

ever have been written about such a com-

monplace mechanism. But true it is that

Hu3'ghens, taking up Galileo's discoverj'' of

the near isochronism ofthe swinging chande-

lier, not oulj' produced a working pendulum

clock, but also a great theory of it. The
introduction of this instrument for the exact

measurement of time made the subsequent

progress of astronomj^ possible, while his

theorj' of the oscillating pendulum has been

justly called the true prelude to Newton's

Principia. The laws of vibration indeed

play a wonderfully important role in the

science of mechanics, and it may be said

that he who understands the doctrine of the

pendulum in all its phases has in his posses-

sion the key to the secrets of nearly every

mechanical system from the common clock

to the steam engine, and from the steam

engine to the solar sj'stem. "Well may we
retain the euphonious title of Horologium

Oscillatorimn for this important memoir of

Huj'ghens.

Chaucer

—

" Dau Chaucer, the first -warbler, whose sweet breath

Prehided those melodious bursts that fill

The spacious times of great Elizabeth

With sounds that echo still,
'

'

has been called the Father of English litera-

ture. In a broader sense, because not lim-

ited by language, we maj' regard Newiion as

the Father of Natural Philosojjhy.

It was the happj^ lot of Newton to attain

these brilliant achievements. First and

greatest of these was the well nigh perfect

statement of the laws of djaiamics ; the sec-

ond was the discoverj' of the law of gravi-

tation
;
and the third M'as the invention of

a calculus required to develop the conse-

quences of the other two. As we have

seen, however, the laws of matter and mo-

tion were not unknown to the predecessors

and contemporaries of Newton. Galileo, in

fact, discovered the first two, and the third

in one form or another was kno-mi to Hooke,

Huyghens and others ; but it was the pecu-
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liar work of Newton to state these laws so

clearly and fully that the lapvse of two cen-

turies has suggested little, if any, improve-

ment.

What, then, are these laws, you may en-

((uire ? Let me turn them into the ^•ernacu-

lar. The first two assert that matter never

starts off on a journey without solicitation
;

having once started it never changes its

speed or direction unless forced to do so ;

when put to this extremity, it shows perfect

impartiality to every deflecting force ; and
linally, it never stops unless arrested. Add
to these the obvious fact that action and re-

action are equal and opposite, and we have

a body of doctrine which, simple as it may
seem, appears to l)e coextensive with the

material universe. It must be admitted, of

course, that a mere comprehension of these

laws does not suflice to make a mechani-

cian. Between these stepping stones and
the table-land from which Newton looked

out on the order of nature there is a long

and steep ascent ; but whoso would scale

the heights must go by waj' of these step-

ping stones.

The law of gi-avitation, though commonly
considered the greatest of Newton's achieve-

ments, is, in reality, far less worthy of dis-

tinction than his foundation for mechanics.

Its chief merit lay in the clear perception

of the application of the law to the smallest

particles of matter, for the mere notion of

gravitation l)etween finite masses was fa-

miliar to his contemporaries ; in fact, accord-

ing to Newton's own statement, the law of

inverse squares as applicable to such masses

was within the reach of any mathematician

some years before the publication of the

I'r'iitcipia.

A matter of the greatest importance in

the historj- of Newton's work relates not so

much to the substance as to the form of it.

It is now known that the grand results

bnmght (mt in his I'rincipia were reached

chietlv bv means of his calculus, or fluxions.

as he called it, a contribution to science

hardly less important than either of his

others. But the fi\shion of his day did not

favor reasoning h\ means of infinitesimals,

tho.se mysterious increments and decre-

ments which the learned and eloquent Bish-

op Berkeley a half century later called

* the ghosts of departed «iuantities.' The
fa.shion, or rather prejudice, of Newton's

daj^ was strongly in favor of geometrical

reasoning ; and it would seem that he

felt constrained to translate the results to

which his calculus led him into geometrical

language. It was desirable, he thought,

that the system of the heavens should i)e

founded on good geometry. Subsequent

history shows that this course was an ill-

judged one. The geometrical method of

the I'rincipia renders it cumbersome, prolix,

and on the whole rather repulsive to the

modern reader; and the only justification

which appears at all adequate for the ex-

clusive adoption of this method, lies in the

fact that his fellow countrymen would not

have readily appreciated the more elegant

and vastly more comprehensive analytical

method. The result was very unfavorable

to the growth of mechanical science in his

own country. The seed he sowed took root

on the continent and has ever since grown

J[)est in French and German .soil. Accord-

ing to Prof. Glaisher, in an address deliv-

ered by him at the celebration of tlie 20(»th

anniversary of the publication of Newton's

great work, " the geometrical form of the

I'rincipia exercised a disastrous influence

over mathematical studies at Cambridge

T^niversity for nearly a century and a half,

by giving rise to a mistaken idea of the re-

lative power of analytical and geometrical

processes."

Readers of Knglisb mathematical text

l)ooks and treatises can hardly fail to notice

that the bias they show for gcometncal

methods, and especially for the formal,

Euclidean mode of presentation, in which
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the procession of ideas too frequently con-

sists of formidable groups of painfullj'' ac-

curate and technical paragraphs labelled

Peoposition, Coeollaey and Scholium.

This formalism leads to a strained and un-

attractive Uterary style, which frequently

degenerates into intolerable complexity and

obscurity. It is against this sort of 'logic-

chopping' that most minds rebel, against

this excessive attention to the husks rather

than to the kernel of the subject. Another

and equally serious result of the apotheosis

of pure geometry is the tendency to magnifj^

the importance of ideal problems and the

work of problem solving. The exclusive

pursuit of such aimless puzzles constitutes

the platitude of mathematical research,

though it often happens that the devotees

to this species of work are mistaken for

mathematicians and natural philosophers.

It is not specially difficult in our day to

understand how a mind of N"ewton's capac-

ity should achieve so many important re-

sults. The simple fact is that he possessed

just such powers of obseiwation and reiiec-

tion as were needed to correlate the facts

his predecessors and contemporaries had

collected; and the most instructive lesson

of his life to us is the success which attended

the industrious application of those powers.

But, on the other hand, it cannot be said

that the circumstances of his life were very

propitious for his work, or that he availed

himself to the fullest extent of his opportu-

nities. His favorite studies were, in fact,

pursued somewhat fitfully, and not always

with a just appreciation of their merits.

Possessing to a painful degree that modest}^

which is born of a knowledge of things, he

shrunk from the controversy into which his

discoveries di-ew him ; and it appears prob-

able that his Princijyia would never have

been written had not his friend Halley

urged him on to the marvelous feat which

brought out that masterpiece in less than

two years' time. The demand for works on

natural philosophy in his day and the ap-

preciation of the public for natural philoso-

phers may be inferred from the fact that

neither Newton nor the Eoyal Society of

London, to which liis great work was dedi-

cated, was able to furnish the funds essential

to print an edition of 250 cojiies. The en-

tire expense of this first edition was born by

Halley, who maj' thus be justly called the

discoverer of his more famous fellow-

countryman. In such hard times and under

such depressing circumstances, it is not

strange that ]S"ewton should have sought

and obtained a position in the public service;

though it seems a pity that one of the great-

est of philosophers, one who said his head

never ached except when studying the

mechanics of the motions of the moon,

should have busied himself during his

declining years with the dreary details of

fiscal business as master of the mint.

The period of about a hundred years

which followed the epoch of the culmina-

tion of Newton's acti\'ity is remarkable for

the diversitj' of mechanical problems to

which mathematicians devoted their atten-

tion. The discoveries of Newton comprised

and superseded the discoveries of Coperni-

cus and Kepler. The sun with his planets

and the planets with their satellites became
grand mechanical systems under the law of

gravitation. But a crowd of additional

consequences of this law demanded serious

study and ijrolonged observation. ]S^e^vton

had seen that the gravitation and rotation

of the earth ought to make it flattened at

the poles. To test this question it was es-

sential to devise ways and means for measur-

ing the size and shape of the earth. Out of

this necessity grew the science of geodesy.

Maupertius and Clairaut had to be sent to

Lapland, and Bouguer and La Condamine

to Peru to measure arcs of meridian before

definite ideas of the figure and dimensions

of our planet were attained. The preces-

sion of the equinoxes had been discovered
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by Hipparcluis. Tliq . law of gravitation

supplied a reason for this phenomenon

;

but to understand it fully the properties of

rotating bodies had to be elaborately stud-

ied by Euler and d'Alembert. Observa-

tional astronomy liegan far earlier than the

era of Ilipparchus ; but precise observa-

tional astronomy was not possible before

Iluyghens' invention of the penduhmi clock

and before XewtonV law led the way to

separating the motions of the earth from

those proper to the stars and to light.

The earlier part of the period in question

was also characterized by the varietj- of

special processes used in the applications of

mechanics. This peculiarity is due partly

to the fact that the great method of investi-

gation now known as the differential and

integral calculus was not duly understood

and appreciated. Newton, as we have seen,

devised and used this method under the

name of fluxions, but dared not bring it into

jtrominence in his Principia. Indepeudenth"

of, though a little later than Newton,

Leibnitz discovered substantially the same

method. Priority of publication of the

method by Leibnitz led to one of the most

remarkable and bitter controversies in the

history of science
;
proving amongst other

things that scientitic men are no better than

other folks, and giving color to Benjamin

Franklin's allegation that mathematicians

are prone to be conscientiously contentious.

IJut this war of words, in which personal

and national prejudice figured shamefullj-

enough, did not long disturb the minds of

continental mathematicians. The Leib-

nitzian form of the calculus, by reason of its

intrinsic merits, came into general use. The
BernouUis, Euler, Clairaut, and d'Alembert,

who were the leading mathematicians of the

time, adopted the calculus as their instru-

ment of research and paved the way to the

age of extraordinary generalizations which

began nearthe end of the eighteenth century.

The varietj- of problems considered and

the diversity of methods employed during

this period served to call attention to the

need of more comprehensive mechanical

principles. Before the publication of

d'Alembert"s treatise on djniamics in 174.3,

each problem had heeja considered by itself,

and although many important results were

attained, the principles employed did not

appear to have any close connection with

one another. There was thus an oppor-

tunit}' for rival schools of mechanicians, and
they fell into the habit of challenging one

another with Mhat would now be called prize

problems. The first step toward a unifica-

tion of principles and processes was made
by d'Alembert in the treatisejust mentioned.

This treatise announced and illustrated a

principle, since known as d'Alembert's prin-

ciple, which put an end to rivalry by show-

ing how all prol)lems in dynamics can be

referred to the laws of statics. By the aid

of this principle, d'Alembert showed how to

solve mechanically not only the splendid

problem of the precession of the equinoxes,

but also that more recondite question of the

nutation of the earth's axis. The fact of

nutation had Ijeen discovered a year and a

half earlier Ity the astronomer Bradley ; but

d'Alemberfs exi)lanation of this fact, ac-

cording to Laplace, is not less remarkable

in the history of mechanics than Bradley's

discovery in the annals of astronomy.

The work of the devotees to mechanics in

the times of which we speak is not gener-

ally fully appreciated. Their fame is, in-

deed, eclipsed by that of Newton and by

that of their innnediate successoi-s. But

their contributions were important and sub-

stantial. Clairaut gave us the fii"st mathe-

matical treatise on the figure of the earth
;

while his colleague, Maupcrtius, in the

famous Lapland expedition, announced the

the jirinciple of ' least action " and the ' law

of repose,' both of which have proved fruit-

ful in later times. The BernouUis, a most

distinguished family of mathematicians, of
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whom John the first and his three sons

were then active, worked in all fields of ma-
thematical research, and rendered especiallj^

good service in extending the theorj^ of elas-

ticity founded by Galileo. The industrious

Euler, a pupil of John Bernoulli, and a com-
panion of his sons, em-iched analysis in

every direction, gave for the first time the

correct theory of rotating bodies, and -WTote

on almost every question in the mathema-
tics, physics, and astronomy of his day. It

is estimated that his memoirs if fully print-

ed would fill sixty to eighty quarto volumes.

Not the least noteworthy of his works are

his Letters to a German Princess, giving a
popular account of the principles of me-
chanics, optics, acoustics, and astronomy.

Notwithstanding the broad foundation

for mechanics laid by Newton in his Prin-

cipia, and notwithstanding the indefatigable

labors of Clau-aut, d'Alembert, the Ber-

noullis, and Euler, there was near the end
of the eighteenth century no comprehensive

treatise on the science. Its leading prin-

ciples and methods were fairly well known,
but scattered through many works, and pre-

sented from divers points of view. It re-

mained for Lagrange to unite them into

one harmonious system. Mechanics had
not yet h-eed itself from the restrictions of

geometry, though progress since Newton's
time had been constantly toward analytical

as distinguished from geometrical methods.

The emancipation came with Lagrange's

Mecanique Analytique, published one hundred
and one years after the Prineijna. How
completely the geometrical method was sup-

planted by the analytical, at the hands of

LagTange, may be inferred from a para-

graph in the advertisement to his Mecanique

Analytique. " One will fiind " he says, " no
diagrams in this work. The methods I ex-

pose requu-e neither geometrical construc-

tion nor geometi-ical reasoning, but only al-

gebraical operations subjected to a regidar

and uniform procedure."

From a philosophical and historical point

of view this characteristic feature of the

Mecanique Analytique is of the gi'eatest im-^

portance. The mere statement of the fact,

however, convej'S no adequate idea of the

immense value of Lagrange's treatise. The
value of his work consists in the exposition

of a general method bj^ which every me-
chanical question may be stated in a single

algebraic equation. The entire history of

any mechanical sj'stem, as for example, the

solar system, may thus be condensed into a

single sentence
;
and its detailed interpreta-

tion becomes simjjlj^ a question of algebra.

No one who has not tried to cope with the

difficulties presented by almost any mechan-
ical problem can form a just appreciation of

the great utility of such a labor-saving and
thought-sa-sdug device. It has been well

called ' a stupendous contribution to the

economjr of tliought.' But Lagrange did

more than this for the science of mechanics.

He not only perfected a unique and com-

prehensive method, and showed how to ap-

ply it to manj^ ofthe most important and rec-

ondite problems of his day, but he was the

first to di-aw sharpljr the line ofdemarcation

between physics and metaphysics. The me-
chanical ideas of Descartes, Leibnitz, Mau-
pertius, and even of Euler, had proved to

be moi-e or less hazy and unfruitful from a

failure to separate those two distinct re-

gions of thought. Lagrange piit an end to

this confusion, for no seiious attempt has

since been made to derive the laws of me-

chanics from a metaphysical basis.

The age which witnessed the culmination

of the splendid generalization of LagTange
in his Mecanique Analytique was also the age

in which Newton's law of gi-avitation re-

ceived its verification, and the age in which
the foundations of the modern science of

mathematical phj-sics were laid. Lagrange
himself is closely identified with these two

important events in the history of me-

chanics
; but the names which outsliine all

i L
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others are those of Laplace and Poisson.

It was the life-work of Laplace to deduce

the consequences of the law of gravitation

as applied to the solar system. No problem

of equal magnitude has ever been attacked

and treated single-handed with such con-

sunmiate skill and success as sho^\ni by La-

place in his .l/c'wnuV/i/e Celeste. The five vol-

umes of this work, together with the popular

exposition contained in his Systhne clu Maude,

constitute, I think, the greatest systematic

treatise ever written. Think, for a moment,

of the mental eciuipment essential to begin

such an investigation. Copernicus and

Kepler had discovered by observation the

salient features of the motions of the planets

about the sun. Newton showed that these

features were immediately and easil}' de-

rived results of the law of gra^^tation. But

these were the salient features only. Had
our planet been the sole one of the sj-stem,

had it been moonless and devoid of rotation,

the task of Laplace would have been easy.

But instead of a single planet, there is a

crowd of them, each rotating on its axis

while traveling about the sun, and most of

them accompanied bj^ lunar attendants.

When this array of facts is considered, the

simple law of gn-avitation leads to gi-eat

complication. The motion of our planet at

any time depends not only on its position

relatively to the sun, but on its position

relatively to the m^ighboring planets. Our
moon also plays an important role in the

motions of the earth. By reason of these

interactions the earth's axis of rotation,

whicli is the principle line of reference

for astronomical observations, pursues a de-

vious course in the lieavens. Add to these

difficulties those arising from the facts that

our {)lanet is surrounded by an atmosphere

which prevents us from ol)serving our true

relative position, and that light travels with

a finite tliough gi-eat speed, and the mag-

nitude of the ta.sk Laplace set for himself

is in some degree apparent. A complete

mastery of every branch of the mathematics

and physics of his day and a capacity to en-

large the boundaries of either were the in-

dispen.sable prerequisites, which, .sujiple-

meuted by a boundless genius for industry,

enabled him to make dj'namical astronomy

the most perfect of the aj^plied sciences.

His conception of the magnitude and im-

portance of the work he undertook is clearly

but modestly set forth in the preface to the

Mccaniqiie Celeste. " Astronomy," he says,

" considered in the most general mannei- is a

grand problem of mechanics, whose solution

depends on the precision of observations and

on the perfection of mathematical analysis.

It is extremelj' desirable to avoid all em-

pu'icism in our treatment of this problem

and to draw on observation for indispensable

data only. The present work is destined to

accomplish, as far as I am able, this inter-

esting object. I trust that, in consideration

of the difficulties of the subject, mathema-

ticians and astronomers will receive the

work with indulgence."

Not less important than the contributions

of Lagrange and Laplace to pure mechanics

and dynamical astronomy were the volumi-

nous and luminous wTitings of Poisson dur-

ing the same periotl. Equally at home with

Lagrange and Laplace in their favorite re-

searches, man}' of which he corrected and

extended, he explored the additional fields

ofheat, light, elasticity, electricity, and mag-

netism. To his penetrating insight into

these abstruse subjects and to the wealth of

analytical resources he developed are due

more than to any other single source the

subsequent developments of mathematical

physics, by which is meant the application

of mechanics to physical questions. His

discoveries and researches are scarcely less

brilliant than tho.se of his two eminent con-

temporaries, while he outstripped both of

them in his range and grasp of matliematical

and physical principles. Moreover, he

was the prince ofexpositors of mathematic-jxl
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subjects. His memoirs ( of which there

are more than 150) must even now be

classed amongst the best models of scientific

exposition.

It is a striking series of facts that the three

most eminent workers in our science during

the period in question, a period extending,

say, from 1775 to 1825, were all Frenchmen,

that they were warm personal friends, and

that they all resided, in their later years at

least, at Paris. Still more striking is the

fact that this period of extraordinary devel-

opment in mechanical science was coinci-

dent with a period of most profound social

agitation with Frenchmen in general and

with Parisians in particular. How was it

possible to pursue abstract theories ofmatter

and motion, how was it possible to con-

template the grandeur of the celestial uni-

verse at a time when the heads of states-

men and philosophers were falling into the

waste basket, not before the metaphorical

axe of changing ministers, but before the

whetted blade of the guillotine ? Tocque-

ville, in his Democracy in America, has

warned us against the depressing effect on

abstract thought of the incessant attrition

of American life. Why did not the stormy

times of the French Kevolution check the

cui'rent of scientific progress ? The answer

to these questions is to be found, I think,

in the fortunate circumstance that French-

men and the French government, whatever

may have been their shortcomings in other

respects, have developed a higher apprecia-

tion for science and scientific men than any

other nationality. However they may have

fallen out as a people on questions of religion

and politics, they have maintained a high

regard for scientific thought. It was his

admirable devotion to celestial mechanics

that saved Laplace from disgrace, or a worse

fate, at the hands of his fellow-countrymen.

Even the sorry figure he cut during his brief

career as Minister of the Interior, into the

business of which he introduced the ' spirit

of the infinitesimals,' as the future emperor

said, did not deprive him of favors due to a

man of science.

The personal characteristics and the inti-

mate friendship and association ofLagrange,

Laplace, and Poisson are amongst the most

attractive features of their lives, and worthy

of a brief digression.

Lagi-ange was of French descent, though

he was born at Turin and became famous

before taking up a residence at the focus of

French civilization. While yet a youth,

the ample means of his family were lost in

commercial speculation; and to this early

lesson of adversitj' is due, probably, the de-

termination of his career, for he was wont

to say that had he been rich he might never

have pursued mathematical studies. Like

most mathematicians of distinction, he

seems to have owed much less to scholastic

instruction than to his own efforts and in-

dustrjr. At the age of eighteen he was ap-

pointed professor of mathematics at the

royal school of artillerj^ at Turin; and at

nineteen he was in correspondence with

Euler concerning isoperimetrical problems,

which ultimatelj^ led to his perfection ofthat

highest branch of pure mathematics, the

caculus of variations. At twenty-two he

was one of the founders of a society which

afterwards became famous as the Turin

Academy of Sciences. At the early age of

thirtj' he was called to the post of director

of the mathematical department of the Ber-

lin Academy of Sciences as the successor of

the distinguished Euler. Here he remained

for twenty years' working with marvelous

industry and success. About the time of

the appearance of his great work on analy-

tical mechanics in 1788, he removed to Paris

at the instance of the French court, which

made him a ' veteran pensioner ' and re-

ceived him with the most flattering honors.

He lived throxigh the stormy period of the

Revolution, winning additional favoi-s and

distinctions fi-om the French government,
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and closing his remarkable career at the

ripe age of seventy-seven.

Little seems to he known of the ancestry

and early life of Laplace. It appears, how-

ever, that he was the son of a farmer and

that he had achieved some local distinction

as a teacher of mathematics at the age of

eighteen, when he went np to Paris with

such letters of recommendation as he conld

get, and applied for a position in the go\ern-

nient schools. He appealed to d'Alembert,

who was then the leading mathematician at

the French capital, but d'Alembert, it is

siiid, gave no heed to either the application

or the recommendations of the aspirant for

office. Thereupon the unknown Laplace

wrote the gi-eat geometer a letter on the

principles of mechanics which brought an

immediate reply. ''You needed no intro-

duction or recommendation," said d'Alem-

bert, ' A'ou have recommended j'ourself

;

my support is your due." Through the in-

fluence of d'Alembert, Laplace was soon

given a professor.«hip of mathematics in the

militarj' school of Paris, and his scientific

career was thus begun. He was not yet

twenty-five years of age when lie made one

of the most important advances in the his-

tory of dynamical astronomy toward the

solution of the gi-and problem of the stability

of the solar system. By this step be became

at once the peer of his older and eminent

contemporaries. Euler, d'Alemljert, and La-

grange. From this time on until his death

in 1827, his indefatigable labors and pene-

trating insight brought to light a continuous

series of brilliant discoveries. The history

of dynamical astronomj-, indeed, for the lialf

century ending witli 182.5, is essential!}' the

history ofthe work of Laplace as recorded in

his Mi'canlrjur Giede. A pei-sistent and lofty

enthusiasm for the system of the world is dis-

played in all his works; his latest writings

even being no less inspii-ing than his earli-

est. His zeal recognized no bounds. " He
would have completed the science of the

skies," says Fourier, '• had that science been
capable of completion." He died at the age

of seventy-eight, and his last words were
worthy of the philosopher he was. " What
we know is very little; what we are ignor-

ant of is immense."

Poisson.the youngest of this famous trio,

was forty-five years younger than Lagrange
and thirty-two j'eai-s younger than La-

place. He was born of humlile parent-

age at Pitbiviers, in 1781, his father at

that time being a petty government ofiicial.

While yet an infant, Poisson was con-

fided to the care of a neighboring peasant-

woman, at whose hands he received rather

startling treatment for one who was des-

tined to become famous in the annals of

science. Poisson relates that his father

came one day to see how his son was
getting on, and was horrified to find that the

peasant-nurse had gone to the fields, leaving

the child suspended from the ceiling by a

small cord at a height just sufficient to se-

cure immunity from the teeth of the swine

which, it seems, had ft'ce access to the

house. In relating this novel incident in

his early life, Poisson used to say that " a

gymnastic effort carried me incessantly

from one side of the vertical to the other;

and it was thus, in my tenderest infancy,

that I made my prelude to those studies of

the pendulum that were to occupj' me so

much in my mature age,"

As the youth gi-cw up, receiving the bare

elements of education from his father, the

qui'stion was raised in his family as to what

calling he should follow. It was suggested

that he should become a notary, but the

better judgment of the family councils de-

cided that the l)usiness of a notary required

too much intellectual capacity for the young

man, and it was therefore determined to

make a surgeon of him. He was appren-

ticed to an uncle who practiced the art of

blood-letting and l)listering of tliat day,

and who set the beginner at work pricking
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cabbage leaves with a lancet. How he got

on at surgeiy, Poisson himself relates best:

" One day my uncle sent me," he saj^s, " to

put a blister on the arm of a sick child;

the next day when I presented mj'self to

remove the apparatus, I found the child

dead. This event, very common, they saj',

made a profound impression upon me; and

I declared at once that I would never be-

come a physician."

He returned to his home, where, soon

afterwards, an accidental circumstance re-

vealed the true bent of his mind. His

father, being still a government officer, re-

ceived a copy of the Journal de I'Ecole Poly-

technique. The son read it, and was able,

unaided, to understand some of its contents.

He was encouraged to study and soon went

to the school of Fontainebleau. Here he

was fortunate in finding a good and sympa-

thetic teacher in one M. Billy, who took

a warm interest in, and formed a life-long

attachment for, his pupil.

At the age of seventeen Poisson went to

Paris to enter the JEcole Polytechnique. His

genius soon disclosed itself, and at the end of

his first year he was excused from the re-

quirements of the set curriculum and al-

lowed fi-eedom of choice in his studies. Be-

fore he had been at the school two years, or

before he was twenty years of age, he pub-

lished two memoirs which attracted the

attention of mathematicians, and led to his

speedy entrance into Parisian scientific

society, whose leaders at that time were La-

grange and Laplace. They were quick to

recognize and appreciate Poisson's ability,

and it was doubtless through their good

offices that Poisson was appointed to a pro-

fessorship at the JEcole Polytechnique, where he

succeeded the distinguished Fourier in 1806.

From this time to the end of his life in 1840,

Poisson was connected with the educational

system ofFrance. As a scientific investiga-

tor his untiring patience, industry, and suc-

cess have been equalled only by those of

Euler, Lagrange, and Laplace. " Life," he

was wont to saj^, " is good for two purposes

only: to invent mathematics and to expound

them."

One of the best estimates of the character

and scope of Poisson's work may be inferred

fi'om the esteem in which he was held by

Lagrange and Laplace. They treated him
with the greatest consideration ; and that

Lagrange considered him a worthy succes-

sor in the footsteps of the most eminent of

mechanicians is shown by the following in-

cident related by Arago: "I am old," said

Lagrange to Poisson one day ;
" during my

long intervals of sleeplessness I divert my-
self by making numerical calculations.

Keep this one ; it may interest you. Huy-
ghens was 13 years older than l^ewton ; I

am 13 years older than Laplace ; d'Alem-

bert was 32 years older than Laplace ; La-

place is 32 years older than you." Ai'ago

remarks that no more delicate way could

be conceived of intimating to Poisson liis ad-

mission to the inner circle of the fraternity

of mathematical genius.

The dazzling spendor of the achieve-

ments in djaiamical asti-onomy during the

epoch of Laplace not onljr diverted atten-

tion from other applications of mechanical

science, but it would seem also to have led

to an underestimate of the importance of

such applications. Thus the work of Fou-

rier and Poisson in the theory of heat, and
that of Fresnel and Gi-een in the theorj^ of

light', were not duly appreciated by contem-

porary philosophers. All eyes were turned

towards the heavens. The permanence of

the solar system and the dangers of en-

counters with comets were more important

questions than those presented by pheno-

mena close at hand. For nearly a quarter

of a century after the epoch of Laplace,

comparativelj^ little pi-ogress was made in

the fundamental ideas of our science, though

its machinery received many important ac-

cessions, especially from Green and Gauss.
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Aliout 1850, however, the accumuhiting

data of experimental philosophers and the

relleetions of a number of theorists led to

the annoimcemeut of the principle of the

conservation of energy, a doctine which is

now hekl to be tlie highest generalization of

mechanical science. This doctrine asserts

that tlie total energy of any mechanical sys-

tem is a quantity which can neither be in-

creased nor dimislied by any mutual action

of the parts of the system, though it may
be converted into any one of the forms of

which energy is susceptible. Thus, the

sohir system, supposing it to be isolated

fi-om all other systems of the universe,

contains a detinite amount of energy, and

whatever may have been or may be the

vicissitudes of the sun and planets, that

quantity of energy was and will be the

.same.

But what, in common parlance, some one

may properly enquire, is energj^ in a me-

chanical sense ? Tlie answer to this question

is not difficult. If we raise a weight, as,

for example, an elevator car above the sur-

lace of the earth, work must be done. On
the other hand, if it be elevated and its cable

be cut, the car will fall back to the earth

aiul do work of destruction in its fall. The
work stored up in raising the car to a given

height is called energy of position, or poten-

tial energy. The work the car can do by

reason of its fall is called energy of motion,

or kinetic energy. If a strict account of

the expenditure is kept in this case, it is

found that the sum of the energies of posi-

tion and motion at any instant is constant.

Similarly, it was found bj' Count Rumford
and .Joule that in boring cannon and in agi-

tating li([uids heat is produced, and that if

in these cases accurate record is kept, the

amount of lieat developed bears a definite

ratio to the amo\nit of energj' expended.

Thus heat is brought into the category of

energy, hot bodies being such, as we now
tliiuk, by reason of the more or less furious

agitation, or kinetic enei^y, of tlieir ulti-

mate particles.

The law of the conservation of energy,

then, is a simple statement of Nature's

balance-sheet with respect to material sys-

tems. Tlie capital invested remains always

the same, however divereified may be the

investments. A part may be entered as

potential energy; a part as kinetic energy;

a part as heat: etc., but when properly ad-

ded together, their sum is constant. Broadly

speaking, it is believed that the various

forms of energj' may be comprised in two
categories: the energy of position, or poten-

tial energy, and the energy of motion, or

kinetic energy.

It is interesting to note in connection

with the history of this doctrine that tlie

ideas w-hich led up to it go back certainly to

the time of Newton and Leibnitz. The
conservation of matter is, indeed, a funda-

mental concept of mechanics; but the earlier

philosophers, from Newton and Leibnitz

down, were acquainted with the conserva-

tion of momentum and energy in a variety

of special cases. And it is probable that

our modern science owes something to the

nietaphy.sical notions of Descartes. Mauper-

tius and others, who held that Nature per-

forms her operations in the most economical

ways and is, on the whole, conservative.

It appears not a little remarkable that

this important doctrine eluded the insiglit

of Lagrange and Laplace. Lagrange, espec-

ially, was so near to it that he supplied

iiearlj' all the analytical machinery essential

to put it into practical use. Indeed, tliat

machinery meets a much higher demand.

It not only enables us to express and in-

terpret the properties of systems which are

obviously mechanical, but it shows clearly

what must be the characteristic features of

a mechanical exi)lanation of any phenom-

enon. Thus, in the direct application of the

doctrine of energy to a mechanical system,

we express the kinetic energy in terms of
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the masses involved, their coordinates of

position, and the time fi-om any assumed

epoch ; while the potential energy is ex-

pressed in terms of the masses and their

relative positions, irrespectively of the time.

From the expressions for these two parts of

the energy, all of the properties ofthe system

can be derived by means of the Lagrangian

machinery. In the case of most phenomena

it is impossible to observe more than a very

limited nnmber of the circumstances of

motion ; such as, for example, the coordi-

nates of one or more ofthe masses at definite

epochs, the rates of variation of those coor-

dinates, etc.; but if we can express the two

parts of the energy, and if the derived cir-

cumstances agree with the observed circum-

stances, the mechanical explanation is re-

garded as complete. On the other hand, a.

phenomenon may not be clearly or obviously

mechanical, and it becomes important in

many cases to learn whether it is susceptible

of mechanical explanation. The criterion

supplied by the Lagrangian machinery is

this : If the phenomenon can be defined by
two expressions or functions having the

properties of kinetic and potential energy, a

system of masses with appropriate positions

may be found to satisfy those functions and
hence explain the phenomenon mechani-

cally.

The law of the conservation of energy,

then, affords a very comprehensive view of

mechanical phenomena
; and when we add

that this law is believed to be coextensive

with the material universe, one can see why
it should have played so important a role

in the recent developments of mechanical

science. Along with the growth and appli-

tion of this law has come a degree of per-

fection in the technical terminology of me-
chanics surpassing that of most other sci-

ences. The terms mass, force, energy,

power, etc., as now used in mechanics, pos-

sess a precision of meaning which, strange

as it may seem, was largely wanting in

them thirty to fifty years ago. Nothing il-

lustrates this fact more forcibly than titles

to some of the important papers published

during the past half century. Thus, the

great memoir published in 1847 by Helm-
holtz on what we now call the conservation

of energy was entitled ' The Conservation

of Force.' In 1854 Prof. Thomson, now
Lord Kelvin, published an interesting and

important ' Note on the possible density of

the luminiferous medium, and on the me-

chanical value of a cubic mile of sunlight.'

We should now render the ' mechanical

value of a cubic mile of sunlight ' as mean-

ing the energy of a cubic mile of the ether

due to the action of the sun. About thirty

years ago the late Professor TjTidall pub-

lished his capital work on ' Heat Consid-

ered as a Mode of Motion.' "NVe must now
translate this into Heat a Mode of Energj'.

There was, thus, in the writings of experts

of a half century or less ago, much obscure

phraseology, while the literature of less

careful authors was often provokingly am-
biguous. The word force, for example, in

a number of treatises published since 1850,

has been used to denote the tlu-ee radically

different things we now call stress, impulse

and energy.

To the development of the law of energj^,

and its applications in electricity and mag-
netism especiallj'', are due also an impox-tant

fixation of our ideas with respect to the

units and the dimensions of units which

enter into mechanical quantities. Less than

a quarter of a century ago our science was
in a certain sense restricted by its terrestrial

moorings. So strong, indeed, had been the

influence of our earthty abode that onlj'

experts like Lagrange, Laplace, and Poisson

would have known how to formulate a

treatise suitable for instruction in any other

part of the universe. Thanks to the half

forgotten labors of Fourier and Gauss, how-

ever, when it became essential to state the

laws of mechanics in a way readily appli-
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cable to phenomena wUerever the investi-

gator maj' be, the restrictions of terrestrial

attraction were easily removed. By the

introduction of the so-called absolute

systems ofunits, one form ofwhich is known
as the C. G. S. system, a great step in ad-

vance was made. It is no exaggeration, in

fact, to assert that one proper!}' educated in

the mechanics of our day and planet would

be as well fitted to investigate mechanical

phenomena on the companion of Sirius, as

on our diminutive member of the solar

sj^stem.

The rigorous definiteness of terminology,

and the application of the C. G. S. system

of units in mechanics, are humorously set

forth in a little poem published over the

signature ' dp dt ' about twenty y^sirs ago

in the joiu-nal A^afiire. It is now known to

have been written by Clerk-Maxwell. This

poem purports to give an account of certain

lectures on the C. G. S. system delivered to

women by one Professor Dr. Chrschtschono-

vitich. The author figures as one of the

auditors, and her lamentations and criti-

cism run as follows :

Prim Doctor of Philosophy

From academic Heidelberg!

Yonr sum of vital eiiergj'

Is not the millionth of an erg.

Yotir liveliest motion might be reckoned

At one tenth-metre * in a second.

" The air," you said, in language fine

Wliich scicntilic thought expresses

—

" The air '

' ( which with a megadyne
On each s<juare (cntimetre presses)

—

The air, and I may add, the ocean,

Are naught but molecides in motion."

Atoms, yoti told me, were discrete.

Than you they could not be discreter,

Wnio knows how many millions meet

Within a cubic millimetre;

They cUush together as they tly.

But you ! you dare not tell me why.

Then, when, in tuning my guitar.

The inten-als would not come right,

One-tentb metre — 1 metre x lO"'".

" Tliis string," you said, " is strained too far,

'Tis forty dynes, at least, too tight."

And then you told me, a.s 1 sang,

AVhat over-tones were in my clang.

You gabbled on, but cverj' phrase

Was stiff with scientilic shoddy;

Tlie only song you deigned to praise

Was "Gin a body meet a body;"

And even there, you .said, collision

Was not described with due precision.

" In the invariable plane,"

You told me, " lay the impulsive couple;"

You seized raj' hand, you gave me pain.

By torsion of a wrist too supple.

You told me what that v\Tench would do;

" 'Twould set me twisting round a .screw."

Were every hair of every tress

Which you, no doubt, imagine mine,

Ih-awn towards you with its Itreaking stre.s.s,

A stress, Siiy, of a megadyne.

That tension I would sooner suffer

Than meet again with such a duffer!

Our survey of the develoi)ment of me-

chanical science is thus brought down to

the present time. But no account of i)rog-

ress can be complete without some allusions

to the grand problems which are now occti-

pying the attention of mechanicians. It is

hardly necessary to say that these are the

problems presented by the phenomena of

heat, light, electricity, and magnetism, oi-,

in short, the phenomena of that unseen

medium we call the ether. Just as the

problems presented by the solar sj'stem were

the absorbing questions in mechanics at the

close of the ISth century, so are the prob-

lems presented by the ether the engrossing

questions at the close of the 10th century.

In approaching this subject, whether for

the present purj)Ose of popular exposition,

or for the higher purpose of investigation,

one must confess to a difficulty, apparent at

least, which might be raised by any hard

headed reasoner. It might be asked, for

example, by what right we speak of the

ether as a medium, when nobody has ever

seen any such thing? May we not be

merely juggling with mathematical sj'mbols
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which stand for no reality ? In answer to

such questions we should have to admit that

most of our evidence is what would be called

indirect, or circumstantial. Nevertheless,

we could maintain that the evidence of

things unseen may be very strong, and that

it is nowhere stronger than in the domain

of the mechanics of the ether. It seems es-

sential, therefore, to recall, briefly, the

salient features of this evidence.

In the first place, it is known that light

travels through the celestial regions with a

definite speed of about 186,000 miles a sec-

ond. Induction from a wide varietj' of ob-

servations leads also to the conclusion that

heat travels with the same speed, and that

it and light are, in fact, only different aspects

of the same phenomenon. Year in and

year out our astronomical tables proceed on

the assumption that eight minutes and

seventeen seconds after the sun has risen

above the plane of our hoi'izon, we may per-

ceive his light and feel the glow of his heat.

The earth is traveling in its orbit around the

sun at the rate of about eighteen miles in a

second, a fact which, taken ia connection

with the speed of propagation of light,

makes the apparent position of a star a lit-

tle different fi-om its real position. This is

the beatiful phenomenon of aberration dis-

covered by the astronomer Bradley more
than two generations ago. The impi-essive

feature of the phenomenon lies in the fact

that it is always the same, due allowance

being made for the speed and direction of

the earth's motion. Thus we are forced to

the conclusion that the velocity of light lq

the stellar spaces is the same, regardless of

the source and direction of a luminous ray.

The step from this conclusion to the con-

ception that light is propagated by means of

some sort of an elastic medium is easy and
natural, and experience with gross matter,

like water and air, leads quicklj^ to the sug-

gestion that vibration of such a medium
must be the mode of propagation . A crowd

of readily observable facts of reflection, re-

fi-action, and diffi-action confirms the sug-

gestion and dignifies it with the title hypo-

thesis, and finally we are led to accept the

undulatory theorj^ of light, and to speak as

confidently of the lumiuiferous ether as of

any visible matter. Indeed, Lord Kelvin

asserted, a few years ago, that we know
more of the ether than we do of shoe-

maker's wax. Certian it is that the labors

of Fresnel, Grreen, Cauchy and their suc-

cessors have given us a splendid develop-

ment of this mechanical theory of light.

But, alas ! they do not enable us to express

in common parlance a very definite idea of

the medium. No one, it is safe to say,

would undertake with any degree of confi-

dence to predict how a portion of the ether,

a cubic foot say, would look if isolated and

rendered Arisible. It naight appear like a

very tenuous and tremulous jelly. Its

weight would certainly escape detection, for

a bulk equal in volume with the earth would

M^eigh somewhat less than one ounce. Argu-

ing from the phenomena of light alone, it

would be found to possess a slight rigidity,

but whether it would prove compressible or

incompressible we cannot say.

But the strain on the imagination in trj"^-

ing to visualize the ether does not end here.

Quite recently it has been rendered almost

certain that new and still more complex

properties must be attributed to this invisi-

ble but omnipresent medium. About thirty

years ago, Maxwell, taking up the brilliant

experimental researches of Faraday, sought

to give mechanical expression to the phe-

nomena of electricity and magnetism. The
characteristic idea of Faraday and Maxwell

concerning these phenomena was that their

seat lies not so much in the electrified and

magnetized bodies themselves as in some

kind of medium surroundmg and permea-

ting them. The result of Maxwell's laboi's

was the publication, in 1873, of a grand but

enigmatic treatise—grand, because of its
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thonght-provokiug qualities; enigmatic, be-

cause no one has yet been able to say just

what Maxwell's views were The pursuit of

his treatise is like a journey through a

dreamland, wherein the travelers seem never

to reaeh their destinations. But the leading

idea is plain. It is that the medium is the

important factor, and on the medium the

attention must be riveted if we would seek

a satisfactory explanation of electricity and

magnetism.

Faradaj- died twenty years before, and

Maxwell nine years before, anything like

crucial experiments decided in favor of their

theory. The old theories of action at a

distance, without the aid of an intervening

medium, but with their fluids and positive

and negative subtilties, died hard, if indeed

they can be said to be quite dead yet. The

recent investigations of Hertz and others,

however, seem to render it practicallj'

certain that the Faraday-Maxwell concep-

tion is the correct one, and that the medium
in question can be no other than the medium
of light and heat.

Thus the multifarious phenomena of the

four sciences of heat, light, electricity, and

magnetism appear destined to become uni-

fied as the mechanical properties of a uni-

versal plenum. The present concentration

of activity along this line of inquiry seems

fraught with results of the greatest interest.

AVc seem to be, in fact, on the eve of <lis-

eoveries no less brilliant and important than

those whose record has already adorned the

history of mechanics. Nevertheless, it nuiy

not be our good fortune to witness such ad-

vances. The ether may prove intractable

for a eeuturj' or more. It is conceivable, at

any rate, that the full comprehension of this

medium lies beyond the present range even

of tliat extra sense which the late Charles

Darwin attributed to mathematicians. It

may be essential, in fact, to first give atten-

tion to visible and tangible substances, like

shoemaker's wax, before the mind will be

prepared to visualize the hidden reality.

But however this may be, mechanical sci-

ence will remain worthy of the arduous la-

bors of its devotees. The phenomena of

matter and motion, though suVyect to few

and simple laws, are infinitely varied and

infinitely instructive. The knowledge of

those phenomena already acquired gives as-

surance, as Helmholtz said in these halls a

year ago, that we possess the right method of

investigation. "\Ve may therefore expect

that a diligent application of this method

will yield in the future a not less inspiring

body of truth than that which has come

down to us from Archimedes and his suc-

cessors. E. S. Woodward.
Columbia College.

THE FIVE BOOKS OF HISTORY.

Ix the study of the phenomena of historj'

scientific men resort to five great classes of

records. The science of geology seeks to

discover the history of the earth—of the

rocks of which it is composed and of the

plants and animals wliich have lived from

time to time. In this research the geolo-

gist discovers that nature's last chapter eon-

tains a story of mankind, for it is found that

the bones of man and some of the works of

his arts have Ijeen buried by natural agen-

cies in the geologic formations. Sometimes

these materials of history are buried in

cave drift and in deposits derived from min-

eral waters which drop from the ceilings or

ooze from the crevices of the caves. In

flowing away and evaporating, such waters

leave behind certain mineral constituents,

especially carbonate of lime, which, consoli-

dating and crystallizing, accumulate over

the floors and walls of the caves and form

pavements of calcite and aragonite. From

the waters drojiping down from the ceilings

stalactites are fornu'd above and stalagmites

below, in marble cohunns of great natural

beauty. I'nder and within such formations

the bones of men and vestiges of their arts
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are sometimes discovered associated withi

the bones of animals, some of which are

found to be of extinct species ; but the

relics of man are found in other formations.

Altogether, the finds are not many. The
geologic record of man we may call the

Stone Book. It records but a meager tale
;

the rock-leaved bible of geology has but a

postscript devoted to mankiud, but in it are

facts which prove to be of profound interest.

Man was scattered widely over all the

habitable earth in the early period of his

development. The ' Garden of Eden ' was

walled with ice, so that man was not dis-

persed to the poles, for the outer or polar

lands were uninhabitable. Within these

walls men were scattered far and wide,

on the coasts of every sea, on the shores

of every lake, and on the banks of

every stream, for everywhere between the

frigid zones the vestiges of primeval man
are discovered. The ruins of his habita-

tions are thus widely spread—^in palefits

erected over lakes, in habitations con-

structed in every valley, in villages where

men gathered by tribes, and in cities where

they were gathered by nations. The ruins

of his ancient dwelling places and the ves-

tiges of his arts scattered over the lands

are now esteemed of priceless value by
the scientific historian. The ruins furnish

much more material than the rocks for the

ancient historj^ of mankind. Stone imple-

ments are found in great abundance over

all the eai'th ; implements of bone, horn,

shell and wood are in like manner widely

dispersed. In ruins of habitations and
vestiges of arts a story is told of develop-

ing activities in all of the five great depart-

ments of art, for by them we learn much of

the industries, pleasures, speech as recorded

in glyphs, institutions as illustrated by the

paraphernalia of social organizations, and
even of opinions as they are expressed in

picture writings and ideographs. Let us

call this the Ruin Book. It is a sti-ange

book, studied by aid of the pickaxe and the

shovel. Sometimes' habitations are found

in ruins pUed one over another, giving evi-"

dence of the occupancy of sites for many
centuries during successive culture periods

extending from ruder to higher life.

In all ages birth and death have been

abroad in the land. From the infant's wail

at bii-th to the mourner's cry at death men
are engaged in the five great activities.

Primeval man leai-ned to buiy his dead,

and as the swarming generations have come

down from antiquity thi'ough fields of life

whose sheaves were garnered by the sickles

of death, the tombs have become the gran-

aries of arts, to which the scientific historian

resorts that he may discover the vestiges of

the earlier humanities. Over all the earth

these gi-anaries are scattered in graves,

mounds, catacombs, sepulchers and mauso-

leums, and the whole habitable earth is a

necropolis. Sometimes more than bones

are found in the ancient tombs, for often

they contain works of art. Primeval men
were organized into ti-ibes by bonds of afiBn-

ity and consanguinity. The ownership of

propertj' was mainly in the tribe and in the

clans and gentes, which were organized

tiibal units; hence property was chiefly

communal in the clan or gens and in the

tribe. But some articles of property be-

longed to individuals, cliiefly clothing and

ornaments, though a few implements and

iitensils were owned by individual men and

women. In order that controversy should

not arise about the ownership of property

of this character, it was a fundamental doc-

trine of this early life that personal propertj'

should be inherited by the grave. With
the dead person, therefore, were buried the

clothing, ornaments, instruments and iiten-

sils which he ]30sscssed at his death. Grad-

ually this institution became a sacred rite,

as about it were thrown the sanctions of

religion; and in this more highly developed

stage propertj' belonging to the mourning
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friends was sometiuies added to the sacri-

fice. This was especially the case wlun
personages of great importance were buried.

In connection with the rite a mythologic

lore sprang up in many tribes by which

special virtues were attributed to the sacri-

fices as necessary to the happiness and

prosperitj' of the dead on their journey to

the spirit abode and for their welfare on

their arrival in the land of the ghosts.

In the burial of these works of art, rec-

ords of the stage of culture to wliich they

and their contemporaries had arrived were

placed with the dead. It is thus that the

tombs become priceless relics of antiquity.

In later times, when tiibes had been organ-

ized into nations and higher arts devel-

oped, catacombs, sepulchers and mauso-

leums were constructed, sometimes hewn in

the rock. In the sarcophagi and in the

chambers of death many vestiges of culture

are found, and often inscriptions are discov-

ered, all of which arc now of priceless value.

It is thus that the tombs of the ancients

constitute a book of history. Let us call it

the Book of the Tombs.

Tribes and nations are still scattered over

the whole habitable earth, and the people

who dwell on the continents and islands

labor in many arts, sport in many pleasures,

speak in many tongues, are governed bj-

many institutions, and entertain manj- and
widely divergent opinions. In aU of these

forms of culture some peoples have passed

beyond othei"s on the five highways of life,

so we are able to study peoples in various

stages of culture. Xo people have invented

a culture at one great effort, but whatever

arts they practice have been graduallj' ac-

quired bj' eflbrt extending from primeval

to present time. The humanities discovered

as existing in any tribe or nation constitute

an epitome of the historj' of welfare, which
has been developed l)y minute increments

of progress through untold generations of

eflbrt. Their arts, tlien, have been inherited

from generation to generation, while every

generation has made its contribution to their

development. The primeval arts of in-

dustry, therefore, have not been lost, but

have grown to something higher.

In like manner, the pleasures in which a
people primarily engaged far back in an-

tiquity, when the habitable earth was fii*st

peopled by lowly tribes, still remain, trans-

formed into a higher life of childish sports,

athletic exercise, more beautiful decora-

tions, more intellectual games, and more
elaborate fine arts. There is thus an im-

mortality of the arts of pleasure by inheri-

tance fi-om generation to generation.

Speech is produced by generations of peo-

ples. AVords are lost in the air, but the

meanings of words and the knowledge of

their formation remain and are taught from

generation to generation, so that even evan-

escent oral language has perennial life.

Institutions, which are devised to regu-

late conduct, live on, and gi-adually develop

as new conditions arise which demand new
solutions. Old forms are inherited, but by

minute increments they are transformed, as

new concepts of justice are developed.

So opinions have a personal existence by

inheritance and a constant change by de-

velopment as knowledge increases.

I see the germ bursting from the acorn,

with its stem and plumule of leaves ; I .see

the plantlet bourgeoning from the earth ; I

see the scion stretching its green arms into

the air ; I see the old oak with its great

branches in a benediction of shade. Dis-

covering oaklets in acorns, and mighty oaks

with dead branches and djing trunks and

nmltitudes of intermediate forms in every

oak gi-ove, I learn the history of the gi-owth

of oaks without watching the germs until

they Ijccome dead trees. In like manner,

all of the humanities may be studied in va-

rious stages of growth by studying the for-

est of tribes and nations scattered over the

face of the earth. A host of men are en-
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gaged in scientific research for tlie purpose

of discovering the characteristics of the five

great systems of humanities as thej^ are

represented in the daily life of peoples.

This is found to be a book of many books,

gathered into libraries of tribes and nations.

Let us call this the Folk Book.

Gradually man has developed written

speech. He has learned to wiite his

thoughts in glyphs of meaning on rocks, on

bark, on the skins of animals, on tablets of

stone and clay and on parchments made of

many fibers. It is thus that we have tomes

in written language which are gathered in

libraries scattered over aU the world of en-

lightenment.

In these books the opinions of mankind

are gradaullj^ collected, and the process has

been going on since the dawn of civilization.

The erroneous and the correct, the true and

the false, have both been recorded, so that

the books contain a strange mixture of

truth and error. Yet when rightly read in

the spirit of modern scientific criticism,

they tell interesting stories and contain val-

uable instruction. Scientific men do not

appeal to historj^ for the truths of science

about the objective world. From the be-

ginning of culture to the present time man
has interpreted the external world some-

times truthfully, sometimes erroneously.

That which is true remains, that which is

error dies. Yet ever in recording error

something of value has been preserved, for

these errors reveal the development of mind
and exhibit the methods by which the facts

of nature have been interpreted from time

to time.

But more ; that which the writers of the

books of the ages sought to teach is one

thing; that which they unconsciously taught

is another. In the telling of an event of

history sometliing more becomes a matter

of record, for a statement may contain many
facts, though the author purposel}' or uncon-

sciously sought to propagate a lie. If we

read of an armj^ sailing in a fleet of vessels

to pursue a predatory war, the item of hLs-

torj^ may be ti'ue or false, but unconsciously-

'

the writer in making his statement records

many facts of value about the time in whicli

he "ttTites. He may trutlifully explain arts,

habits, customs or institutions. In all of

these ancient writings something of value is

stored. Many of the earlier writings are in

poetic form, and in these and others the

ostensible subject-matter may be mji:hical.

Everywhere we find exclamatory and emo-

tional passages informed with the mysticism

and ignorance of the age, but these mj'ths

and mystical hymns and devout praj'ers i-e-

veal to scientific criticism a world of mean-

ing relating to the history of opinions. So

the writings of antiquity are held to be of

profound interest and importance when used

in the proper manner. Science does not

appeal to Ai-istotle as an authority on the

constitution of the mind, for he supposed

the brain to be a refi-igerator for the blood,

but it appeals to Aristotle's ideas of the con-

stitution of the mind for the purpose of ex-

hibiting the state of thought to which he

had arrived and of illustrating the evolution

of philosophj'. Science does not appeal to

Homer as authority on the nature of the

gods and the constitution of the earth as

ruled by these gods, for he thought that tlie

winds were kept in caves and transported

in sacks, but from Homer it learns how the

powers of nature were personified and how
these personages as gods were supposed to

take part in the affairs of mankind at the

time Homer ^vlote. Science does not appeal

to the novels of Plato for the piirpose of dis-

covering the best forms of institutions,

though he elaborated his opinions with lit-

erary charm in ' The Republic,' but it does

appeal to Plato to discover how the best

minds of his age theoretically solved the

problems ofgovernment in his time. Science

does not appeal to the writings of Confucius

or the Buddhistic scriptures for the purpose
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of discovering the true religion, but for the

purpose of discoveruig the history of re-

hgious opinions. If we use the writings of

antiquity in this spirit the records of the

past are of priceless value for the lessons of

history- which they teach. Let us call this

the Scripture Book.

Modern history resorts to the Stone Book,

the Ruin Book, the Tomb Book, the Folk

Book and the Scripture Book for the mate-

rials to be used in discovering and formu-

lating the development of the industries,

pleasures, languages, institutions and opin-

ions of mankind.

The present generation has inherited all

the labors of the past. The culture of the

day is but a slight modification of the cul-

ture of the last generation, and that was
derived from the antecedent generation ; so

all the generations have wi-ought for us,

and our culture is the product of their

labor and invention. Every generation

has added its minute increment, and hence

there has been progress. We cannot ilis-

sever our life from that of the past. We
inherit its arts and improve them a little

;

we inherit its pleasures and make but a

slight change ; we inherit its speech and
improve our expression only to a slight de-

gree ; we inherit its institutions and mod-
ify the forms of justice only in small par-

ticulars, and we inherit its opinions and

entertain new ideas only as we have discov-

ered a few new facts. So we are indel)ted

to the dead for that which we are, and
are governed by the dead in all our activi-

ties. Yet the past is not a pall on the

present, hiding the truth, but a search-

light that may be turned on the future.

The past is not a tyranny on the present,

but an informing energy wliich evolves

throngli us that the future may be im-

proved. Science endeavors to guide the

waj- by a study of the past and to conserve

and direct our energies in a legitimate

course of development. The past is the

chart of the future ; if misread it is a false

guide, if correctlj' read the way is cleai-.

It is thus that the five volumes of the pilot

book of life are of profound import;uice.

J. W. PoWKI.I,.
WASHIStiTON" D. C.

rxirv OF NOSIEKCLATURE IX ZOOLOGY
AXD BOTANi'.

Systematic biologists have reason to re-

joice at the appearance of the completed

list of ferns and ilowering plants of north-

eastern Xorth America,* on which a com-
mittee of leading botanists has been en-

gaged for the past two or three yeai-s. Fol-

lowing the example set by American orni-

thologists in 1883, a number of prominent

botanists determined to sink individual

preferences for the sake of that much sought

goal—uniformity and stability in the names
of genera and species. In 1892, therefore,

a committee was appointed by the Botani-

cal Club of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, comprising !N.

L. Britton, J. M. Coulter, H. M. Rusby, W.
A. Kellerman, F. Y. Coville, Lucien M. Un-
derwood and Lester F. Ward: and was after-

ward increased by the addition of Edward
L. Greene and AVilliam Trelease.j Although

the De Candolle or Paris Code of 1867 is

the alleged basis of departure, it is evidi-nt

at a glance that nearly every important

rule is borrowed direct from the American

Ornithologists' Union Code of Nomencla-

* List of Pteridophyta and Spermatophyta growing

without cultivation in Xorthea-stern North America.

I'repiired by a Coiuniittce of the Botaniail Club,

.Vmerican Association for tlie Advancement of .Science.

( From Memoire Toitcv Botanical Club. ) New York.

1893-189-1. [Also i.'^ued in dated signatures, a.s pub-

lished, during 18-3 and 1884.]

t In addition to the members of the committee tlie

following botanists have contributed special jMirts to

the 'List': L. H. Riiley, T. H. Kearney, .Jr., Tliom-

as Morong, F. Lani.son-Scribner, John K. .'^mall, .1.

G. Smith and Wm. E. Wheelock.
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ture, published in 1886. The latter code

has been already adopted, not only by orni-

thologists, but also by leading mammalo-
gists, paleontologists, herpetologists and

ichthyologists, and its essential features

have been accepted by many prominent en-

tomologists and other wi-iters on inverte-

brates. It is a matter for special congratu-

lation, therefore, that the botanists have
' fallen into line ' so that, for the first time,

the naturalists of a great continent are in

substantial accord on the main points in-

volved in the nomenclature of genera and

species. Better still, the agreement is by
no means confined to America, for many
of the more progressive naturalists of the

Old World have already accepted the same
guiding principles.

These principles, as applied in the work
under consideration, may be briefly stated

as follows : (1) Priority of publication the

fundamental principle of nomenclature
;

(2) Botanical nomenclature to begin with

1753, the date of the first edition of Linnse-

us's Species Plantarum; (3) Original specific

name to be retained without regard to ge-

neric name
; (4) A name once a synonym al-

ways a synonym
; (5) Original name re-

tained ' whether published as species, sub-

species or variety
' ; (6) Varieties [sub-

species] written as trinomials; (7) Double
citation of authorities.

The well printed volume is not wholly

above criticism. One is surprised to find

that the original spelling of generic names
has been violated—as Buettneria for Butne-

via (p. 163), GleditscJiia for Gledetsia (p.

192), and so on. The retention of capitals

in certain specific names is also to be regret-

ted. A word of explanation respecting the

synonymy, and also a more explicit state-

ment as to the exact scope of the 'List
',

would have been acceptable. But these

matters are trivial compared with the obvi-

ous merits of the work.

C Haet Meeeiam.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

CAN AN OEGANISM T^TTHGUT A MOTHER BE

BOEN FEOM AN EGG ?

1. Ein (jeschlechtlkhe erzeugter Organismus

ohne mufterUche EigenscJiaften.—Boveei.—
Berichte d. Gesellsch. f. Morph. u. Phys.

zu Miinchen, 1889.

2. Giebt es gesehleehtliohe erzeugte Organimnen

ohne miltterliche Eigenschaften.—Seeligee.

—Arch. f. Entwickelungsmechanic, I., 2,

1894.

In 1889 Boveri gave an account of cer-

tain experiments which seemed to him to

prove that a denucleated fragment of the

egg of one species of sea-urchin may be

fertilized by a spermetazoon from another

species, and that it develops into a lai-va

with none of the characteristics of the spe-

cies which supplied the egg, but exactly

like, though smaller than, the normal lar-

vse of the species which supplied the sper-

metazoon. He believes that his experi-

ments demonstrate the law that the nu-

cleus alone is the bearer of hereditarj^ quali-

ties ; that with the removal of the mater-

nal nucleus are removed at the same time

the maternal hereditarj^ tendencies of the

egg, and that while the maternal proto-

plasm famishes a large share of the mate-

rial for the production of the new organism,

it is without influence on the form of this

organism.

This paper was welcomed with great en-

thusiasm as a contribution of the utmost

value to the solution of the problem of in-

heritance, although careful study of it, or

of the translation which was published in

the American Naturalist for March, 1893,

will show that Boveri's evidence for his be-

lief is not direct but very circumstantial.

Seeliger has repeated Boveri's experi-

ments with great care, and on a much more
extensive scale, and he shows that the in-

direct evidence, upon which Boveri bases his

belief that the larvse in question were bora
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from demicleated Ofjgs or fi-agmonts of

eggs, is fallacious. Seeliger also brings for-

ward positive or direct evidence to show

that Boveri's generalization is an error.

W. K. B.

The Rm and Development of Organic i'hcm-

iMry, bj' Carl Schoklemmer, LL. D., F.

R. S., revised and edited by Akthvr
Smithells, B. Sc.. Prof. Chemistrj' in

Yorkshire College, Leeds, Victoria Vniv.

Macmillan & Co., Xew York. Pp. 280.

Price 81. GO.

The first edition of the late Professor

St^horlemnier's history of organic chemistry

made its appearance in 1879. Until the

publication of the present volume no revis-

ion appeared, althoujih a German edition,

carefully edited, was printed in 1880. It

was while Schorlemmer was engaged in the

preparation of this second English edition

that death overtook liim, and his unfinished

task fell into the hands of Professor Smith-

ells, who has ably completed it.

A brief but exceedingly interesting bio-

graphical sketch of Schorlemmer precedes

the real subject-matter of the book. From
this we gather that the researches which

made tlie author famous were first begun

in 18(il, as a result of the studj- of oils

obtained from cannel coal. From them
wei-e isolated the alii)hatic hydi'ocarbons.

A large field was ojjcned up in this study

of the paraffins, and Schorlemmer's results

were ofgreat importance in the development

of organic chemistry.

In the first chapter considerable space is

devoted to the discussion of the origin ofthe

word chemistry: attention is directed to the

earliest attempts at classification; the labors

of Lemery, Stahl, Scheele, Lavoisier,

Berzelius and Gmelin are fully reviewed,

while a concise account of the aetherln theory

closes the <'liapter.

In the second chapter attention is given

to Berzelius' attempt to emphasize the dif-

ference between orgsinie and inorgiinic

bodies as pointed out l)y Gjnelin ; the syn-

thesis ofurea by Wiiider, which created such

a high degree of excitement in the chemical

world ; and the beginnings of the contro-

versy which was waged between Dumas,
Liebig and Berzelius. The presentation of

the substitution theory and the attacks to

which it in turn was subjected are fully and
clearly narrated.

From time to time the story is interruptt'd.

Thus, in the fiftli chai)ter. the author brings

together the various definitions of organic

chemistry. The early definition of Liebig,

viz. : that organic chemistry is the chemi.stry

of the c()mjK)und i-adicals, was shown to be

inadefjuate through tiie efforts of Williamson

and Odling, who demonstrated the existence

of the same in inorganic compounds. As
carbon was recognized as the element

common to all organic bodies organic chem-

istry might, evi'n in the early days, have

been defined as the chemistry of the carbon

compounds, or of radicals containing carbon,

had it not been that compounds like carbon

monoxide, phosgene, carbon disulpliide and

the carbon chlorides were not produci-d in

the organism. In 1848 Gmelin, believing

that he had found a boundary line, wrote,

' hence organic compoumh are all primary covi-

jMitnds containing more than one atom of

carbon.' This definition no longer sufficed

after the chemical world accepted Gerhardfs

atomic weights. In 1851 Kekule, recog-

nizing the difficulties in the way of a simple,

satifactory definition, recorded himself in

these words, " organic chemistry is the chem-

istry of the carbon compounds." He held it

to be a special i)art of pure chemistry, but

because of the great number and importance

of the carbon compounds believed that it

should be separately treated. Erlenmeyer

wrote " their study recpiires in many resiH'cts

peculiar methods of investigation, dilVerent

from those employed in the study of tiio

compounds of other elements, and thus the
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necessity for a division of labor has also

made itself apparent in the interest- of scien-

tific research. '

' Butlerow gave as his opinion

that organic chemistry must be defined as

the chemistry of the carbon compounds.

After giving place to the definitions of the

earlier writers Schorlemmer defines ' organic

chemisti-y as the chemistrj^ of the hj-dro-

carbons and their derivatives.' He, how-

ever, recognized that it did not place a sharp

boundary line between the inorganic and
organic fields.

In the remaining chapters the further

development of the organic field is traced

mth great care. The diiferent views in re-

gard to the constitution of benzene, the ar-

rangement of atoms in space, geometi-ical

isomerism, various striking syntheses in

both the parafiin and aromatic series are

clearly presented. In regard to the great

revolution produced in calico-printing and
in the manufacture of madder preparations

b}' the synthesis of alizarin by Graebe and
Liebermann, Schorlemmer writes "madder
finds to-day only a verj^ limited application

in dyeing of wool. Twenty years ago the

annual yield of madder was about 500,000

tons when a friend of the author

asked to see the madder plantations at

Avignon he was told ' it is no longer grown,

as it is now made by machinery.' "

The book closes with a chapter upon the

unsolved problems. " If to-day we cannot

make morphine, quinine, and similar bodies

artificially, the time is near at hand .... If

we cannot make quinine we have already

found a partial substitute in antipjTine."

Yes, in the language of Schorlemmer " or-

ganic chemistry advances with giants' steps.

About fifty years ago only twelve hydrocar-

bons were known, and twelve years ago

this number had increased to about 200.

To-day we are acquainted with more than

400, and many of them, as well as their de-

rivatives, have been carefully studied."

The little volume from which we have

quoted is well constructed and replete with

information for the student of chemistry.

Its careful studj^ will be well repaid. The.

editor and publishers deserve much credit

for again presenting such a valuable work.

Edgar F. Sshth.

Univebsity of Pennsylvaxia.

NOTES AND NEWS.

MILK IN ITS RELATIONS TO DIPHTHERIA.

Vladimikow, in the Second Part, Vol.

III., of the Archives des Sciences Biologiques

•publiees 2^<^'>' L'Institut Imperial de mededne

Experimentale, St. Petersburg, page 84, gives

the results of some researches made by him
in ISTencki's laboratory on the effects of the

diphtheria bacillus upon cows, and especially

as to the possibilitj' of producing in the cow,

by subcutaneous injections of this organism,

a disease which would result in the infection

of the milk by the same organism, so that

such milk might become a carrier of the

germs to those who used it.

Dr. Klein, of London, has reported, as the

result of such hj'podermic injections, the

production of an eruption upon the udder

of the cow, in which eruption the diphtheria

bacillus was found to exist.

These experiments were repeated by Dr.

Abbott, of Philadelphia ; but while he found

that the injection produces disease, and even

death, in the cow, there was no eruption in

the udders, and no diphtheria bacillus in

the milk. Vladimirow confirms the results

obtained by Dr. Abbott. He found that if

the diphtheria bacillus was introduced into

the milk ducts of the teats upon one side of

the udder of the cow, an inflammation was

produced upon that side of the udder, and

general fever occurred, which, in one case,

produced death. The milk secreted by the

injected half of the gland acquired a greenish

tint, coagulated, contained pus, had an alka-

line reaction, and contained less sugar and

more albuminoids than the milk coming

from the sound side of the gland. The di-
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niinution in the (luantity of sugar wiis due

to the dooomposit ion of this substance by

the diphtheria batillus, with the production

of lactic acid. Tlic diphtheria bacilli only

remained alive in the udder for a short

time—from four to five days—and their

number steadily diminished. Sulx-utaneous

injections of cultures of the diphtheria bacil-

lus in the cow produced a serious fever, with

lo.><s of appetite, etc.. but there was no irri-

tation on the udder, the milk did not change

iu its appearance and contained neither dij)h-

theria bacilli nor the toxins due to these.

C-OXSrSIPTION OF WIXE AND BEER IN DIFFER-

ENT COUNTRIES.

During the years 1886-90 the mean an-

nual consumption of wine, stated as num-

ber of liti-es per head of population, was,

in Spaiu, 11.5; in Greece, 100. .3; in Bul-

garia. 104.2: in Portugal, 95.6: in Italy.

95.2: in France, 94.4; in Switzerland, 60.7:

in Roumania, 51.6: in Servia,35.0: in Ger-

many, 5.7: in Belgium, 3.2; in Holland, 2.2:

and in Great Britain and Ireland. 1.7.

In 1890 a.verage consumption of l)eer.

stated as number of litres per head of popu-

lation, was, in Belgium, 177.5; in Great

Britain and Ireland, 136.2; in Germany,

105.8: in Denmark, 102.9; in the United

States, 58.0; in Switzerland, 40.0: in Xoi"-

way, 37.5; in Holland, 34.(>: in France,

22.5: and in Italy. 0.9. (Bulletin de I ' Lut.

infernaf. de Statistique. VII. 2." Sive. 1894.

p. 309.)

m.\(:netic waves.

At a late meeting of the Mathcmatico-

Pliysical Club in Cambridge, Mass., Profes-

sor Dolbear showed that magnetic waves

prtKluced by the vibrations of a magnet

making two thousand vibrations per second

could easily be heard by listening to a mag-

netic teleplione held in the neighborhood

without any emploj'ment of its coil. The
inductive action of the waves upon the mag-

net of the telephone being direct instead of

being fii-st transformed into an electric cur-

rent as in the common way of using it.

Two sympathetic tuning fork.s may, if mag-

netized, react in the same way as they will

from sound vibrations and one ijiake the

other vibrate through a thick wall, thus

showing that such walls are transparent to

magnetic waves. The reactions show that

the periodic change of form due to vibra-

tion changes the strength of the magnetic

field at the same rate. A few turns of wire

about the bend of a U magnet maj* have

the ends fastened to a telephone circuit,

when, if the magnet be struck so as to pro-

duce a sound, it will give so loud a sound

in the telephone as to probably surprise

one who has not tried the experiment

before.

ANATOMY.

The Bibliographie Anatomlque begins its

third year with the announcement of in-

creased success. It is to be enlarged to

make room for a greater number of original

articles, and at the same time the subscrip-

tion is to be raised from seven and a-half to

ten francs. This excellent publication gives

a current classified list of all anatomical ai--

ticles i)ublished iu French, and difiers from

other similar journals in adding brief re-

sumes of all the more important articles.

In practice it covei-s (juite thoroughly the

field of vertebrate morphology, and it may
therefore be recouunended for the support

of American investigator.s.

CARNIVOROUS PLjVNTS.

Profes-sor Tuom.\s Meeuan, in an article

on Darlingtonia Califoniica in the January

issue of Meehan'.< Monthly, notes that the

so-called carnivorous plants are just as able

to get their food from the earth as other

plants do, and that the animal food which

they undoubtedly consume through their

foliage can only be looked upon as a gas-

tronomic luxury in no way to be classed

among the necessaries of life.
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TOADS ON THE SEASHORE.

During a vacation recently spent at Cape

May, New Jersey, I was mticli interested in

observing the habits of the toads on the

seashore. Between the ' board-walk ' and

high-water mark is a narrow belt of un-

even sand, dotted with tufts of beach-grass

and raised here and there into miniature

' dunes.' Here the toads congregate in

considerable numbers, and as evening draws

on they may be seen hopping about in quest

of food. As they were not to be seen dur-

ing the heat of the day, I became interested

to know where they concealed themselves.

A short search revealed their whereabouts.

Like so many of the small animals of the

contiguous waters, they bury themselves in

the sand for concealment. Upon looking

attentively over the surfaces of the little

dunes, one saw here and there a pair of

bright eyes, not unlike the sand in color

and as fixed as gems in a rock. It was

only necessary to totich the sand in the im-

mediate vicinity of the eyes, when a toad

would hop out and tumble clumsily over

the hummocks in endeavors to escape.

"Whether the toads captured any prey

while concealed in the sand I was unable

to discover, but I should tloink it improb-

able, as their mouths were usually beneath

the surface and there would be little chance

for them to shoot out their tongues.

Frederick W. True.

Professor Arthur Cayley, the eminent

mathematician, died at Cambridge, England,

on January 26, at the age of seventy-four.

John S. Burdon-Sanderson, M. A., Fel-

low of Magdalen College, and "Waynflete

Professor of Physiologj'-, has been appointed

Regius Professor of Medicine, at Oxford, in

place of Sir Henry A¥. Acland, Bart., Christ

Church, resigned. Professor Burdon-San-

derson continues to direct the lectures and

practical instructions in the Department of

Physiology, with the assistance of Dr. Hal-

dane and Mr. Pembrey.

Applications for the table at the Biolog-

ical Laboratory of Cold Spring Harbor,

maintained by the American Association

should be sent to Professor W. H. Conn,

Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.,

or to Professor F. AV. Hooper, Bi'ooklyn

Institute of Arts and Sciences, Brooklyn,

N. y.

The Johns Hopkins Univerdty Cireidar for

January consists of scientific notes on work
done at the University. It includes a

reprint fi'om the Journal of Geology of Pro-

fessor Brooks' paper. On the Origin of the

Oldest Fossils and the Discovery of the Bottom

of the Ocean, and a reprint from. Natural

Science of a review of Professor Brooks'

monograph. The Genus Salpa. It also con-

tains notes in chemistry, astronomj' and

botany.

The French Minister of Education, M.
Leygues, has opened the new buildings for

the scientific departments of the Sorbonne.

The list of books for sale issued by Ber-

nard Quaritch in January includes many
valuable works in natural history, especially

in botany and ornithology.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

NEW Y'ORK academy OF SCIENCES.

Biological Section : Januarj;- 14, 1896.

Notes on Neurological methods and ex-

Mbition of photo-micrographs.

A paper on The Use of Formalin in Golgi's

method was read by Mr. 0. S. Strong. The
writer found that formalin (40% solution of

formaldehyde) may be used (instead of os-

mic acid) mixed with potassium bichro-

mate. Pieces of adult brain were placed

in the following : Potassium bichromate

(3i%-5%) 100 volumes -|- formalin 2i to

5 vol. During several days or more the tis-
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sue is transferred to the silver nitrate solu-

tion {\%). Or the tissue after 1 to 2 days

may be transferred from the above bichro-

mate-formalin mixture to the following

:

Pot. bieh. (5/f ) '2 vols. + formalin 1 vol.

After 12 to 24 hours the tissue is put into

silver solution. The advantages of this

method are that it avoids the use of osmic

acid and that the stage of hardening

favorable for impregnation lasts longer than

when the osmium-bichromate mixture is

used and good results are consequently

more certain. lu other words, the forma-

lin-bichromate does not overharden. In

this respect it is also superior to the lithium

l)ichromate method of the author (N. Y.

Acad, of Sc. Pro. vol. XIII., 1S94). For

embryonic tissue the formalin method is

probably not equal to the osmium-bichro-

mate method, possibly because it does not

liardeu sufficiently. For such tissue lHh-

inm bichromate (which hardens more

rapidly tlian potassium bichromate) had

better be mixed with the formalin instead

of potassium bichromate. While good results

are obtainable, especially with advanced

embryonic tissue, with either of the above,

yet the author belitives that for such tissue

the osmium-ljicliromate method is prol)ably

in certain respects somewhat superior.

A fuller account will be published later.

Dr. Ira Van Gieson reported some pre-

liminary observations on the action of for-

malin as a fixative and preservative of the

central nervous system for the ordinarj' his-

tological staining methods ; solutions of Ibr-

malin, four, six and ten per cent, were used,

followed bj- 9.^ per cent, alcohol and celloi-

din embedding. Sections of the human cord,

cerebellum and cortex prepared in this way
gave very thorough fixation of the ganglion

cell, neuroglia cells, and fine nerve fibres.

Weigert's haematoxylin method can be

applied to such sections, and gives very

good results for the plexus of fine fil)res in

the cortical and spinal grey matter. The

mjelin of the fine fibres is well preserved

and gives the characteristic bluish black re-

action with the "Weigert liaematoxylin stain,

as in chronu> hardened preparations. The
background of the grey matter is especially

clear and the fibres sharply delineated.

The formalin hai-dened sections should be

soaked in the neutral copper acetate solu-

tion, diluted one-lialf \nth water, for 2

hours, then thoroughly washed in water and
immersed in the Weigert lithium-carljonate

haematoxylin solution two to twelve hours.

Weigert's borax-prussiate of potassium so-

lution is used for differentiation. The dif-

ferentiation takes place rapidly and must be

watched carefullj-.

The formalin sections of the central

nervous sj'stem maj- also be used for Rehm's
modification of Nissl's method ; but the

staining of the chromatin and minute struc-

ture of the nucleus and cj-toplasm is not

quite so shai-plj' outlined as with absolute

alcohol fixation.

The duration of the hardening in formalin

solutions has a verj- important and \ arying

influence on the nerve fibers and ganglion

cells with reference to the application of

such methods as the Weigert and Nissl

groups of stains. A further study to define

the more exact limitations of formalin as a

new histological pres^l'^•ative for the nervous

system will be published later and the more

exact periods of time in the hardening ne-

ces.sary lor different stains detailed.

Mr. R. H. Cunningham, On the Souvvea of

Illumination for Phufo-Micrographi/, noted a

practical mode of employing the arc light

with satisfactory results.

Mr. C. F. Cox ilhistrated the Latest Theories

of Diatom Stntetiire, exliibiting lantern slides

of Mr. T. F. Smith, of London.

Dr. Edward Learning projected a series

of his micro-photographs of bacteria, fer-

tilization processes of sea-urchin, Toxo-

penemtes, and Golgi preparations.

Bashford Dean, Recording Secy.
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THE BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON,

JAN. 26.

Council meeting at 7:30 p. m.

A New Cotton Enemy, brought over from Mex-

ico : Mr. L. O. Howard.

Anatomy of a Leaf-gall of Pinus virginiamis :

Mr. Theo. Holm.

Abnormal Feet of Mammals : Mr. F. A. Lucas.

The Mesozoie Flora of Portugal compared with

that of the United States : Prof. Lester F.

Ward.
Frederic A. Lucas, Secretary.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

THE ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL, JAN.

On the Conditions which Affect the Spectra-Pho-

tography of the Sun : A. A. Michelson.

Photographs of the Milky- Way : E. E. Bar-

nard.

The Arc-Spectra of the Elements I. Boron and

Berylium: H. A. Eowland and E. Tat-

NALL.

On Some Attempts to Photograph the Solar Co-

rona Without an Eclipse, made at the Mount

Etna Observatory: A. Riccd.

Discovery of Variable Stars from their Photo-

graphic Spectra : E.G. Pickering.

Preliminary Table of Solar Spectrum Wave-

Lengths I.: H. A. Eowland.

Observations of Mars made in May and June,

189If, ivith the Melbourne Gi-eat Telescope:

E. L. J. Ellery.

Recent Changes in the Spectrum of Nova

Auriga : W. W. Campbell.

The Modern Spectroscope. X. General Consider-

ations Respecting the Design of Astronomical

Speetroscojies : F. L. O. Wadsworth.

Minor Contributions and Notes.

Reviews.

Recent Publications.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS, JAN.

Sur une transformation de mouvements: Par

Paul Appell.

Extrait d'une lettre adress'ee & M. Craig : Par

M. Hermite.

On the First and Second Logarithmic Deriva-

tives of Hyperelliptic Functions: By Oskar

BOLZA.

Sur la definition de la limite d'une foncHon,

Exerdce de logique mathematique : Par G.

Peano.

Theorems in the Calculus of Enlargement : By
• Emory McClintock.

On Foucault's Pendulum : By A. S. Chessin.

BULLETIN OF THE TORREY BOTANICAL CLUB,

JAN.

Family Nomenclature : John Hendley Barn-

hart.

A Revision of the North American Species of

the Genus Cracca : Anna Murray Vail.

A Revision of the Genus Scouleria with De-

scription of one neiu Species : Elizabeth G.

Britton.

Studies in the Botany of the Southeastern United

States—III. : John K. Small.

New Plants from Idaho : Louis F. Hender-

son.

Buxbaumia Aphylla : Geo. G. Kennedy.

Herbert A . Young : Wm. P. Eich.

Proceedings of the Club.

Index to Recent Literatare Relating to American

Botany.

NEW BOOKS.

The Factors in Organic Evolution : A Srjllabus

of a Course of Elementary Lectures. David

Starr Jordon. Pp. 149. Ginn & Co.

$1.50.

The Geological and Natural History Survey of

Minnesota. N. H. Winchell. Minneap-

olis, Harrison & Smith. 1894. Pp. 210.

Anatomy and Art. President's address be-

fore the PhilosopMcal Society of Wash-

ington. Egbert Fletcher Washington.

1895. Pp. 24.

Annual Reports of the Bureau of Ethnology of

the Smithsonian Institution, 1S90-1891. J.

W. Powell. Washington, Government

Printing Offtce. Pp. 742.
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GUSTAV E. STECHERT'S
Recent Importation of Scientific Books.

PHYSICS.

Abhaxdlungen, physikalisohe, der kiinigl. Aka-
demie der Wissenschafteu zu Berlin. 4°. Mit. 1 Taf.

Mk. 10.

Bois, Dr. H. du. Ma^netische Kreise, deren Tlie-

orie und Anwendnng. Mit i)4 in den Te.vt gedruck-
ten Abbildungen. gr. 8". Gebunden. Mk. 10.

CiiRiSTi.\NSEN, Prof. Dr. C, Elcmente der tlieo-

retischen Pliysik. Deutscli v. Dr. Joh. Jliiller. Mit
e. Vorwort v. Prof. Dr. E. Wiedemann, gr. 8". Mk.
10.

^

Dhude, p. Physik des Aethers anf elektromag-
netischer Grundlage. 8°. Mit 66 Abbildgn. Mk. 14.

FtipPL, Prof. Dr. A., Einfiihrung in die SlaxweU-
'BcheTlieorie der Elektricitat. Mit. e. Einleit. Ab-
sohnitte iiber das Rechuen m. Vectorgrossen in der
Physik. gr. 8". Mk. 10.

Garkault, E. Mocaniqne, physique et chimie.
Paris, 1894. 8". Avec. 32.5 fig. 8 fr.

KoRX, Dr. Arthur. Eine Tlieorie der Gravita-
tion und der elektriselien Erscheinungen ant Grund-
lage der Hydrodynamik. Zweiter Teil: Elektrotly-
namik. Ei-ster Abschnitt. Tlieorie des pemianenten
Magnetismus und der konstanten elektrischen Strome.
gr. 8». Mk. 3.

Weber. Sechster Band. Mecbanik der mensch-
lichen Gehwerkzenge. Besorgt durch Friedrich Mer-
kel und Otto Fischer. Mit 17 Tafeln und in den Text
gedrnckten Abbildungen. gr. 8". Mk. 16.

Weber's Webke, Wilhelm. Herausgegeben von
der Kiiniglicben Gesellsfhaft der Wissenschafteu zu
G<)ttingen. Vierter Band Galvanismus und Elektro-
dynamik. Zweiter Teil. Besorgt durch Heinrich
Weber. Mit 4 Tafeln und in den Text gedruckten
Abbildungen. gr. 8". Jlk. 16.

Wiedemann, Gistav. Die Lelu'e der Elektriz-
itiit. Zweite umgearlieitcte und vcrmehrte Auflage.
Zugleich als vierte Aullage der Lelire vom Galvanis-
mns und Elektromagnetisnius. Zweiter Band. Mit
163 Holzschnitten und einer Tafel. gr. 8°. Mk. 28.

CHEMISTRY.
Biechele, Dr. Max., I'liannacenti-sche Uebungs-

priiparate. Anleitung zur DarstcUung, Erkennung,
Priifung und stiichiouietrisclien Berechnung von of-
fizinellen clieniisch-phamiaceutischen Priiparaten. 8".

Oebnnden. Mk. 6.

BujARD Dr. Aleons, und Db. Eduabd Baier.
Hilfsbuch fiir Nahrungsuiittelchemiker anf Grund-

lage der Vorschriften, betreffend die Priifung der
Nahrungsmittelchemiker. Mit in den Text gedruck-
ten Abbildungen. 8". Gebunden. Mk. 8.

Erlenmeykr's, E., Lehrbuch der org-anischen
Chemie. II. Thl. Die aromatischen Verbindungen.
Begonnen von Kch. Meyer lortgesetzt von H. Gold-
schniidt, weiter fortgefiihrt von K. v. Buchka. I. Bd.
8 Lfg. Mk. 6.

Geissler, Dr. Ewald. Gmndriss der phanna-
ceutischen Massanalyse. Mit Beriicksichtigung ein-
iger handelscheniiscben und hygienischen Analysen.
Zweite verbesserte und vermebrte Auflage. Mit 37
in den Text gedruckten Holzschnitten. 8". Gebun-
den. Mk. 4.

2896. GiRARD, C, et. A. Dupre. Analyse des
matieres alimentaires et recherche de leurs falsifica-

tions. 8". 32 fr. 50c.

Glvcksmaxn, Karl. Kritische Studicn im Be-
reicbe der Fundamentalanschauungen der throrcti.sch-

en Chemie. Zweiter Teil: tjber die Molekularhvpo-
these. 8". Mk. 2.30.

HANDwiJRTERBrcH DER Chemie, herausgegeben
von A. Ladenburg. XII. Bd. 8". Mit Holzschn. S.

Nr. 2532. Mk. 16.

Jacquot, E. et WiLM, Les Eaux mint-rales de la

France. Etudes chimiques et giJologiques. 8". Aveo
carte et 21 fig. 20 fr.

Jaheesbericht iiber die Leistungen derchemisch-
en Technologic m. besond. Beriicksiclit. der Gewerbe-
statistik f. d. J. 1893. Jahrg. 1—XXV bearb. von
E. V. Wagner. Fortgesetz v. Dr. Ferd. Fischer. 39.

od. neue Folge. 24 Jalu-g. gr. 8". M. 200 Abbildgn.
Mk. 24.

OilcHSNER DE CoNNlCK. CouTS de ohlmie organ-
ique. 2 vol. 8". Fr.20.

Ostwald, W. Die wissenschaftlichen Gmndlagen
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THEINFLUENCB OF CERTAINAGENTS IN DE-
STROYING THE VITALITY OF THE TY-
PHOID AND OF THE COLONBACILLI'S.

During the last year a series of re-

searche.s upon tlie influence of liglit, of

deeiccation. and of the products of certain

micro-organ i.sm.s upon the vitality of some

of the pathogenic bacteria has been car-

ried on in the Laboratory of Hygiene of the

University of Pennsylvania, bj- Dr. Ade-
laide W. Peckham, in accordance with a

general scheme for such investigation pre-

pared by Dr. AVeir Mitchell and Dr. Bil-

lings, the Director of the Laboratory, and

with the aid of a grant from the Bache fund.

A portion of the results obtained in this re-

search has been communicated to the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences at its meetings

in April and in October, 1894 ; but as the

volume of the Transactions of the Academj-

which will contain these papers will not be

issued before next year, it has been thouglit

best to publish some account of tliese ex-

periments without further delay.

That direct sunlight kills or stops the

growth of certain bacteria has been known
since 1877, when Downes and Blunt pre-

sented to the Koyal Society a report on

" Researches on the effects of light upon

bacteria and other organisms."* Since

that date a number of papers on this subject

liave been published, the most imjiortant

one in relation to the typhoid bacillus being

that of Janowski in 1 SOO.f The fii-st series

of experiments bj- Dr. Peckham was made

with the daphijlococeus pyogenes aureus, the

object being mainly to determine the best

methods of investigation.

* Proc. Roy. Soc. 1877, vol. 26, p. 488.

t Zur Biologic der Typhn.s Bacillen, Centralbl. f

Bakteriol, etc., VIII., 1690, pp. 167, 193, 230, 262.
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Photobacteriographs were made by Buch-

ner's method, namely, by placing a square

of black paper, or of glass of different colors,

upon the bottom of a plate containing in-

oculated agar-agar during insolation; but

although the protected portion was visible

after fifteen minutes' insolation and incuba-

tion for twenty-four hours, and sharplj^ de-

fined after two hours' insolation and incuba-

tion as before, no accurate estimate could

be made of the difference in the destruc-

tive power of different periods of inso-

lation. Successfal photobacteriography re-

quires inoculation of large quantities of

bacteria, in order that the colonies may be

set so closely together that a ground-glass

appearance is produced; in which case

coiinting of the colonies is practically im-

possible.

For this reason the following method was
used for each of the three organisms,

the staphylococcus pyogenes aureus, the bacillus

coli cammunis and the bacillus typhi abdom-

To obtain an accurate measure of the

effects produced by lights of different in-

tensity or of different colors, it is necessary

to ensure, as far as possible, that the bac-

teria to be experimented on shall be uni-

formly distributed in the culture media.

Tubes containing each 10 cc. of bouillon

were inoculated with one drop of a bouillon

ciilture and then placed in an incubator for

twenty-four hours. A small quantity of

sterilized gravel was then added to the

culture tube and it was thoroughly shaken,

after which 10 cc. of a one-half per cent,

salt solution was added and the culture

drawn into a Nuttall's dropping apparatus.

From this, one-twentieth of 1 cc. of the

bouillon culture was dropped into a tube of

melted agar-agar, which was slowly and
thoroughly agitated, and the contents were
then poured into a Petri dish, carefully

levelled on a levelling tripod over ice water.

In the first method used the Petri dishes

were found to be so uneven on the bottom

that the layer of medium under the pro-

tective square was often very thick or very

thin as compared with that about the cir-

cumference of the plate, and, therefore,

comparisons made between the centre and

the cu'cumference would be in almost every

case unreliable. To overcome this diffi-

cultj', just one-half of the plate was shaded

mth black paper or colored glass.

The plates were then exposed to sunlight,

bottom upwards, so as to allow the sun to

shine as directlj^ as possible on the inocu-

lated agar-agar. At intervals of fifteen

mhiutes a plate was removed and placed in

the incubator. The temperature of the

plates during insolation was always

below 34° C. as shown by a thermometer

with a blackened bulb which was placed in

the sun and the temperature noted every

fifteen minutes. Sunny, still days were

latilized for insolation, beginning at 10 A. m.

during the months of October, November
and December. After insolation, the plates,

and also a non-insolated control plate were

incubated for tn^enty-four hours.

The colonies were counted in the follow-

ing manner : A number 1 eye-piece was
divided into fields (as done by Nuttall in

counting tubercle bacilli), by inti'oducing a

disk of black cardboard which had a square

opening divided into four parts by two hairs

placed at right angles. This eye-piece and

an objective of low power were used in

counting. The percentage of germs de-

stroyed by insolation was estimated &"om

the mean of four counts taken on both the

insolated and the protected halves of the

plate. Bjr this method an accurate state-

ment can be made regarding the difference

in protective power given by the different

colors, not from simple observation, but by
comparison of a definite number of colonies

counted.

The following table shows the compara-

tive effect of the blue raj'^s and of complete
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«hado\vs on the growth of the organisms ex-

perimcnted on :

Percentages of or-

ganism destroyed in
the insoluted half of

[
the plate as com-
pared with the pro-
tected half.

Number of minates exposed 15 30 45 60 75 !)0 105 120

I

black paper..,lT!28 33 34 6o63 90 9«

Ibliie glass....! 7 U 30 32 24 38 35 .52

ik paper. . 25 15 25 71 83 88 97 99

Typhoid Shaded mth-

Colon ... .Shailed nith-
(blue glass....

I
black paper..

.\iireus.. Shaded with-^
(blue glass....

13.29132 35|S6 59 60 52

..i..J55j.. 17272 80 90

.. 38S4J&151'41 48 50

From tliis series of experiments the fol-

h)\ving results were obtained :

Insolation for fifteen minutes destroys to

a sliglit e.\tent each of the three organisms

experimented ui)on. Two hours" insolation

de.stroys 08% of the germs and from three

to six hours kills all. The colon bacillus is

more easily destroj'ed by insolation than is

the typhoid bacillus. Exposure to diffuse

dayliglit, to gas light, or to the incandes-

cent electric light produces little effect.

Red, orange, yellow, and green light pro-

duce little effect, during two hours' insola-

tion ; while the blue and violet rays kill

nearly as rapidly and as certainlj- as full

sunlight. Insolation from six to eight hours

lessens the number of colonies under the

protective square to a slight extent, for the

colors red, orange, yellow and green.

Plates were made in the same manner
and exjiosed to diffiised light for periods

varying from fifteen minutes to two days.

The exposure was made on clear sunny days
in the light, part of a room. In this ex-

periment the result was negative, the num-
ber of colonies on the two sides of the plate

being approximately the same.

.\n ordinary gas-burner and an incandes-

cent light were each used as the source of

illumination. The plates were placed bot-

tom-upwards in a dark room near the light

used. Illumination for sixteen hours with

gas produced no effect on the gi-owth of the

organism as shown by counting of the col-

onies.

Illumination for four and one-half liours

with an incandescent light al.'<o g-ave nega-

tive results.

A series of experiments was made witli

tubes of bouillon inoculated with the differ-

ent orgiinisms and tlien enclosed in larger

tubes containing fluids of different colons

—

red, orange, yellow and blue, which were

exposed to sunlight with control tubes, one

placed in water, and the other in a similar

tube covered with black paper. The ma-
terials ifsed for making the colored solutions

were corallin, chromate and bichromate of

potassium, and methylene blue. From these

tubes, plates were made, and the number of

colonies counted.

It was found that an increase in the num-
ber of colonies continued to the eighteenth

daj'^, the number being greater in the colon

and aureus cultures than in the typhoid.

The colonies then began to decrease, and on

the fiftj'-eighth day the plates contained but

few colonies. In this experiment, as in the

last, plates made from culture tubes placed

in blue ffuid showed fewer colonies.

Since the presentation of the above re-

sults, with details, charts and tables, to the

Xational Academy, in April, 1804, Dr. Dieu-

donne has published in the Arhviten au» dem

Kaiserliclien Gesnndheitgamte, a paper on the

effects of sunlight on bacteria, in which he

reports results substantially the same, and

obtained by almost tlie same methods as

tho.se of Dr. Peckham.

Sunlight not only weakens or kills the

typhoid and the colon bacillus, but it aff'ects

culture media .so as to render them less

capable of sui)j)orting the growth of these

organisms. Dr. Peckham found that sterile

bouillon insolated from one to ten days and

then inoculated with tlie baciUii-i typhi ub-

dominalU showeil no diminution in the num-

ber of colonies as comjKired with a control
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plate made from a similar culture uot so

exposed. Twenty days insolation and then

inoculation with the typhoid bacillus

showed great deci'ease in the number of

colonies on all the plates ; some ofthem were
sterile. Insolation of fortj^ days, and inoc-

ulation in the same manner, gave very few

colonies for each plate, probably the same

as the number of germs introduced, i. e.,

there had been no development. Bouillon

insolated 50—60 days and inoculated gave

sterile tubes. This insolated bouillon after

inoculation and incubation remained per-

fectly clear, and plates made after a week
of incubation gave no more colonies than

those made at the end of twenty-four hours.

Its reaction was alkaline, but not intensely

so.

Insolated agar-agar—Of twenty-three tubes

of agar-agar insolated twenty days, and
then inoculated with the badlhis typhi ab-

dominalis, all except one remained sterile,

and neither the hacillus typhi abdominalis nor

the hacillus coli communis grew when inocu-

lated in stripes on these plates. Of seven

tubes of agar-agar insolated forty days and
then inoculated with the bacillus of typhoid,

all remained sterile. On four of these plates

mould appeared after some days. Of seven

tubes of agar-agar insolated forty days and
then inoculated and incubated as before, all

remained sterile.

Insolated gelatine.—Of ten gelatine tubes

insolated forty days and then inoculated

with the hacillus typhi abdominalis, six re-

mained sterile, two contained a few colonies

of bacillus typhi abdominalis, and two were
contaminated.

The insolated bouillon was then kept in

diffuse daylight for forty days and again
inoculated with the typhoid bacillus. Within
twenty-four hours the tubes of bouillon be-

tame turbid and plates made from them
showed innumerable colonies.

It is diflacult to account for the effect of

insolation on culture media. Koux in his

experiments on anthrax found that iusola*

tion of bouillon for tivo or three hours ren-

dered it unsuitable for germination of the-

spores, but if the bacilli were introduced

they would thrive. He attributes this alter-

ation to some chemical change which the

culture media undergo during the insolation.

He found also that if the insolated media

were kept in the dark or in diffuse daylight

for a time, the original nutritive qualities

were restored and germination of spores

would take place. Geisler and Janowski

observed the bactericidal j)roperties of inso-

lated media, but the latter coiUd find no

chemical alteration in such media.

Percy Frankland in his chapter on action

of light on micro-oi'ganisms* concludes from

the results obtained by many investigators

' that the effect is due to a process of oxi-

dation possibly brought about through the

agency of ozone or peroxide of hydrogen, or

both ; that all apparent^ dii-ect low tem-

perature oxidations require the presence of

water. And inasmuch as the bactericidal

action of light is unquestionably a case of

low temperature oxidation, there is the

strongest presumptive evidence, as well as

weighty experimental evidence, that moist-

ure, which practically means the possibility

of the presence of peroxide ofhj^drogen or of

some similar material, is essential for its

manifestation. 't Westbrook (' Some of the

effects of sunlight on tetanus cultm-es.

Jour, of Pathol. & Bacteriol. III., Nov.

1894, 71
') found that old broth cultures of

the tetanus bacillus in an atmosphere of

hydi-ogen were not in the least affected by
exposure to sunlight, either in regard to

their virulence or their rapiditj' of growth

on reinoculation. "When the same culture

was sealed up in the presence of au-, the

*Micio-organisms in water, p. 390.

fGelatine, to which were added different amounts
of the peroxide of hydrogen, was inoculated with the

bacillus typhi abdominalis and poured into plates.

Tliose plates in which more than one part of the

peroxide to 5000 of gelatine was used, were sterile.
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micro-organisms, were not only killed, but

the material was completely harmless when
inoculated into white mice. It was, how-

ever, possible to obtain vigorous and viru-

lent growths from cultures which had been

made quite innocuous by the action of the

Bun. Oxygen was used up in the process.

Under ordinary circumstances one might

be tempted to explain the effect of sunlight

in destroying bacteria by the drying of the

organisms exposed to it, especially in the

case of those bacteria which do not form

spores, but our experiments show that

desiccation for months has little effect on

the vitality of the typhoid or of the colon

bacillus. To detei-mine the influence of

desiccation upon these organisms, and also

upon the ataphylococcKs aureus, the following

experiments were made

:

Bouillon cultures of the baciUiia typhi ah-

dominalis, the hacillus coli communis and the

staphylococcus anreus were roughly dried on

threads one centimetre long and then desic-

cated, a portion lieing placed in a vacuum,

another portion in a desiccator over sul-

phuric acid, and a third in a closet ; all

were kept in the dark. The result of the

desiccation under the tliree different condi-

tions is as follows :

Bacillus typhi abdoiniiialin

:

Lived in a vacuum from December .30

until July 24, or 207 days. In a desic-

cator over sulphuric acid from January
3 until July 24, or 213 days.

In a closet from December 18 until July

24, or 229 days.

Bacillus coli communis:

Lived in vacuum from November 29 to

May 30, or 183 days.

In a desiccator over sulphuric acid from

January 3 until Julj- 24, or 213 days.

In a closet from December 30 until May
30, or 152 days.

Staphylococcus aureus :

Lived in vacuum from November 29 until

July 24, or 207 days.

In a desiccator over sulphuric acid fi-om

October 2.5 until April 19. or 178 days.

In a closet from February 13 until July

24, or 162 days.

It will be seen from these experiments

that the organisms experimented on endure

desiccation for five mouths, or more, with-

out losing their ^^tality. and hence the slight

evaporation which may have occurred in

the insolation experiments, had probably no

influence on the results.

It is evident that sunshine must exercise

considerable influence in destroying bacteria

on the surface of soU, streets, etc., exposed

to its influence, but its action is almost con-

fined to the surface, as appears from the re-

sults obtained by Esmarch in attempts to dis-

infect bedding and clothing by this agency.

While the light from an incandescent elec-

tric lamp has little germicidal effect, tliat

from a powerful arc lamp produces eft'ccts

similar to those of sunlight, and it has been

proposed to use this means to disinfect the

walls of infected rooms. The bacillus of

tuljerculosis appears to be more quickly de-

stroyed by light than the typhoid or the

colon bacillus, being killed by exposure to

simple diffused daylight in about a week,*

and this fact should be borne in mind in ad-

vising measures to prevent the diffusion of

this organism.

The investigations ujion the typhoid and

the colon bacillus referred to in this paper,

were undertaken as part of a general scheme

of inquiry to ascertain the agencies which

tend to detroy the tjiihoid bacillus when it

is introduced into a source of water supply,

as, for example, into a running stivam.

An important part of this investigation

relates to the influence of the common
water bacteria, or of their products, upon

the vitality of the typhoid bacillus.

This research was conducted as follows :

* Uebor Ixactcriologisclic Forachung : Vortra); in der

ersten allgem. Sitznng des X intemationalen Con-

gress, 1890.
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1. Forty-five varieties of bacteria found

in the water of the Schuylkill river were

\ised in the first experiment. Cultures of

each organism were made on agar-agar and

after attaining a luxuriant growth were

sterilized, the reaction was taken, and the

medium was again slanted. A set of these

tubes was inoculated with the bacillus typhi

abdominalis and a second set mth bacillvs

coli communis.

The object of this research was to ascer-

tain whether the two organisms would grow

on media containing the products of the ac-

tivity of water bacteria. The reaction was

alkaline in every tube. The bacillus typhi

abdominalis and the bacillus coli communis

lived in every instance, some showing fairly

luxuriant growths, while others were only

transparent films.

2. In the second experiment, thirty-nine

varieties of the water bacteria used in the

first experiment were inoculated into tubes

each containiug 10 cc. of sterilized tap-water

and 5 drops of bouillon. Two sets of tubes

were made as before, one being inocu^lated

with the bacillus typhi abdominalis and the

other with the bacillus coli communis. To
ascertain whether the two organisms under

consideration would multiply in the pres-

ence of water bacteria, gelatine plates were

made for twelve or more days. Both ba-

cilli gave characteristic colonies with each

of the water organisms, except two which

had apparently an antagonistic effect upon

their development. They were both mem-
bers of the subtilis gTOup. In other mem-
bers of this group this peculiarity was ab-

sent.

The typhoid bacillus in several instances

outlived its associate organism. In one

instance a gelatine plate made from a tube

of sterilized water inoculated with the ty-

phoid bacillus and a water bacterium 160

days previously gave characteristic colonies

of the bacillus typhi abdominalis.

3. To meet the objection that might be

raised to the use of heat for the sterilization

of the medium in which the water organ-

isms had grown, the opinion having been ad- -

vanced that some products of gi'owth are

either volatile or rendered inert by high tem-

peratures, flasks each containing 70 cc. of

bouillon were inoculated with water bacteria

and incubated for from 15 to 20 days. The
cultures were then filtered through porce-

lain, the reaction was taken, and the filti-ate

was run into sterilized tubes which were

inoculated with the bacillus typhi abdomi-

nalis and the baeilhis coli communis and then

incubated. In each of the thirteen filtrates

inoculated the bacilli grew and multiplied

for at least four days.

John S. Billings.

Adelaide Waed Peckham.

CUMBENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGRAPHY (Z ).

INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

It is proposed to contribute to Science

under the above title a series of notes and

comments on recent investigations and cm*-

rent literature concerning phj^siography, or

physical geography in its modern form. A
brief statement of the field to be covered

may be appropriate at the outset.

Following the plan inti'oduced by Carl

Bitter, and popularized in this countiy

chiefly by Arnold Guj^ot, geographj' maj' be

defined as the study of the earth in ^'ts rela-

tion to man. Some prefer to extend tliis

relation to all forms of life. Physical geog-

raphy ma
J'
then be defined as the rational

study of those features of the earth which

must be understood in order to appreciate

its relation to man. In deference to the

opinions of the majority of the conference

on geographj^, held in Chicago in Christmas

week, 1892, physiography is taken as the

name of this subject in its modern form,

with particular reference to the rational

study of the lands, where man dwells. De-

scr'iptive geography is an empirical study
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that liardly deserves a place in modern

teaching. Political geography is undiffer-

entiated history. Commercial geography is

the elementary phase of economics. The

distribution of plants and animals leads tlie

way to botany and zo()logy ; the chief value

of this subject coming from the emphasis

that it gives to those physical features and

conditions of the earth that determine the

distribution of life ; when it is made a

basis for the introduction of classification

and terminology, it is misused, for these

matters need deliberate study with a method

and discipline of their own. The subjects

of oceanography and meteorologj^ involve

considerations and disciplines so different

in many respects from those which char-

acterize the study of the lands that they

fully deserve separate names and treatment ;

but their teachings must be frequently drawn

on for use in physiography.

Contributions from many subjects, as-

tronomy, physiology, botany, zoology, his-

tory and economics, are merged into a single

elementary study—geogi-aphj-—in the ear-

lier school years ; all are expanded and sep-

arately treated in later school years ; all de-

serve to be treated over again afterwards in

the broader way characteristic of college

teaching ; and all include broad fields for in-

vestigation in the university.

Physiography being particularly directed

to the study of the lands, must of necessity

in its higher researches give due considera-

tion to themore minutefeaturesofland forms

and their development—^subjects which re-

cent writere name gi'omorphologj' and geo-

morphogenj'—for tiic sufficient reason that

a close understanding of the development

of land forms greatly aids the observation,

description and recognition of the forms

themselves ; and that the knowledge thus

only to be gained of the forms of the land

is essential as a preparation for the careful

study of their relations to man and other

inhabitants of the earth.

As thus explained, physiography is an

outgrowth of geologj' ; and geology, especi-

ally field geologj-, is a necessary prelimi-

nary discipline both for those who would
undertake the higher study ofphysiography

and for those who would reduce it to the

simplest form of expression for early school

use.

MEiVXIKG OF THE TERM, BASELEVEL.

Since the introduction of the term base-

level by Powell twenty years ago, its use

has become popular but unhappily its mean-
ings have not been well defined. A sub-

division of the work that the word has been

made to do now seems desirable. It should

be restricted rather closely to its original

meanings, and newer terms should be em-

ployed for its secondary meanings. Powell

originally wrote :
" AVe may consider the

level of the sea to be a grand base level,

below which the ch-y lands cannot be eroded,

but we may also have, for local and tempo-

rary purposes other base levels of erosion,

which are the beds of the principal streams

which carry away the products of erosion."

(Colorado Eiver of the West, 1875, 203.)

By using a few qualifying adjectives, there

need be no confusion between general,

local and temporary baselevels. "Wiien

unqualified, the general baselevel, or sea

level, should be underetood.

When a region has been ba.selevelled

(the verb being here made from the noun,

after the ordinary English fashion), the

surface thus produced is often spoken of as

a ' baselevel.' For example, J. S. Diller

writes: ''It is evident that a general base-

level of erosion must have originated ap-

proximately at sea level. This is the only

position in which a very extensive baselevel

can originate. If we now find such a base-

level at a considerable elevation above the

sea, its position furnishes evidence that

since the baselevel was formed the country

has been uplifted." (Chicago Journal of
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Geology, II., 1894, 33.) Further on in the

same article, he writes of the ' deformation

of the baselevel.' Although the writer has

repeatedly made a similar use of the term,

it now seems doubtful if it should be used

so freely ; and some such word as peneplain

might serve to replace this extension of the

original meaning of baselevel. This is the

more advisable, when it is considered how
very seldom a region is reduced sensibly to

baselevel; how generally a long eroded

surface still retains some faint inequality of

form which should be expressed in its name.

GEOMOBPHOLOGY OF THE SOUTHERN APPA-

LACHIANS.

The interpretation of the development of

geogi'aphical features in accordance with

the general theory of baselevelling has re-

ceived two notable contributions during the

past year. The first is by Hayes and Camp-
bell on the Geomorphology of the Southern

Appalachians ( N"at. Geogr. Magazine, VI.,

1894, 63). The authors recognize the wide-

spread occurrence of more or less fully de-

nuded peneplains at two levels, one of late

Cretaceous, the other of late Tertiary date,

thus extending the conclusions reached by

others farther to the north. They then

proceed to measure the amount of deform-

ation that the peneplains have suffered by
drawing contour lines upon them. It ap-

pears very clearly that the axes of elevation

along which these old lowlands have been

arched up, coincide closely with the Appa-

lachian axis; thus adding two more dates

to the many others at which this Une has

been the scene of deformation. The tilting

of the surface of the deformed peneplains is

regarded as of importance in determining

the capture and diversion of certain streams

by their rivals; this principle being further

illustrated by Campbell in a separate article

on ' Tertiary changes in the drainage of

southwestern Virginia' (Amer. Journ.

Science, XLVIII., 1894, 21).

GKADED RIVERS.

A RIVER that ceased the active deepening

of its valley is by various ^Titers described

as havmg reached its baselevel. Thus A.

Winslow writes :
" The streams of the prai-

rie country have, in large part,

reached base level, ani are developing me-

ander plains." (Missouri Geol. Survey,

VI., 1894, Lead and Zink deposits, 310.)

H. Gannett figures a bit of the Great Plains

of Colorado as ' near base level,' although

the contour lines indicate altitudes of over

4000 feet. (Monogr. XXII., U. S. Geol.

Survey, 1893, pi. viii.) Now it is true that

streams which have ceased the active deep-

ening of their vaUeys serve as local base-

levels for their ti-ibutaries—as Powell's ori-

ginal definition stated ; but it seems unad-

visable to speak of these streams as them-

selves having reached baselevel ; still less

is the country which slopes down to them
necessarily near ' baselevel.' If the term is

used in so general a sense as this, then an im-

portant feature in the development ofrivei\s

will remain undistinguished bj' any special

name, and the attention of readers will not

be forcibly brought to it. It is well known
that when a river has cut down its valley

and reduced its velocity to such a value

that its capacity' to do work in transporting

waste is just equal to the work that it has

to do, any further change iu the profile of

the stream-channel can take place only as

fast as a change in the amount of land-

waste ofiered to the streams shall allow.

If the amount of waste slowly decreases, as

is commonly the case, the stream will slowly

assume a flatter and flatter slope (except so

far as the development of meanders may
lengthen its coui'se and thus retard the deep-

ening of its valley). If an increase in the

amount of waste takes place after equality

of capacity and task is reached, as some-

times happens, then the stream must ag-

grade its valley for a time. If the climate

of the region changes, a new slope may be
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called for. Of two regions, similar in all

respects except that one is made of resist-

ant rocks, and the other of weak rocks, the

fii*st will develop a stronger relief dnring its

mature dissection than the second. The

Great Plains of the "West are often referred

to as a region of considerable elevation, in

which, however, the rivers are unable to cut

deep vallej's on account of the rapid disin-

tegration of the tributary slopes, and the

consequent necessity of maintaining steep-

sloping channels in order that the streams

may do theii- work of bearing the plentiful

waste of the land to the sea.

All this series of considerations is con-

fused if it is said that a river which has es-

tablished an equality between its capacity

and its task is 'at baselevel. ' From whatever

profile of slope it began to work on, it has

developed a profile of equilibrium, as certain

French writers would phrase it ; or, follow-

ing a suggestion by G. K. Gilbert (Chicago

Jouraal of Geology, II., 189-1, 77), it has

graded its slope ; it is a graded river ; it is

almost balanced between degi'ading and ag-

grading its valley, and most of its activity

may be given to lateral sapping. No better

English term than ' grade ' has been sug-

gested for the expression of this important

idea.

GEOMOEPHOGENY OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA.

The second contribution to the general

subject alluded to above is bj^ A. C. Lawson,

in account of the Geomorphogeny of the

coast of northern California (Bull. Dept.

Geol., Univ. of Cala., I., 1894, 241-242),

which students of this new-named subject

will do well to consult. Although only the

report of a rapid reconnoissance, the paper

announces the determination of a well-

marked, uplifted and dissected peneplain,

in which a fully developed system of subse-

quent drainage is exhibited on an extensive

scale. The district is recommended to

students as an inviting field for further in-

vestigation. The author brings out the

point that a constructional mass of resistant

rocks will never at any stage of its denuda-

tion yield a topography that may be reach(Kl

at certain stages in the denudation of a mass

of weaker rocks ; and he therefore suggests

that in the accounts of topographic devel-

opment, or geomorphogeny, a factor should

be introduced indicative of the rate as well

as of the stage of degradation of the region

concerned.

THE ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES OF BASE-

LEVELLING.

The results gained in the two papers

mentioned above, and in many other similar

articles, are based on the essential princi-

ples of baseleveUing : Any region must in

time be reduced to a nearly featureless

peneplain close to sea level ; during the pro-

gress of its denudation, the forms assumed

follow a tolerably well defined sequence, de-

pending chiefly on the structure of the

wasting mass ; the features and arrange-

ment of the drainage lines are essentially

systematic and not arbitrary in their de-

velopment. A generally accepted corollary

of these princiijles is that a surface of de-

nudation, having faint relief and no control

by structure, can be produced onlj- close to

its controlling baselevel ; and that such a

surface represents the peneplain stage, at-

tained close to the end of the cj'cle of denu-

dation in which it was developed. It is

evident that if a plain of denudation can be

produced at a considerable altitude above

baselevel, and independent of structure,

then the conclusions of various investiga-

tors regarding land movements, based on

the occurrence of elevated, warped or

faulted peneplains, must be critically re-

vised. It therefore behooves those who ac-

cept and employ the doctrine of baselevel-

ling to examine carefully any alternative

hypothesis by which peneplains are ex-

plained independently of baselevels.
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL EDUCATION OF OUE

TOPOGRAPHERS.

Some engineers hold the opinion that it

is not necessary for a topographer to have

an understanding of the forms that he maps
;

it is sufficient for him simplj^ to record what

he sees without knowing its meaning. If

all topographers could sketch with minute

accuracy, if thej' all worked on a large

scale and without limitation of time, they

might perhaps manage to get along without

an appreciative knowledge of the subject of

their sketching. But the topographers by

whom our maps are made cannot as a rule

sketch with minute accuracy ; and even if

they could, their talent would be of little

avail, for time could not be given to its use;

moreover, maps of a scale large enough for

minute accuracy are too expensive to un-

dertake in so vast a country as ours. In

many parts of the country the land is

hardly worth as much per mile as it would

cost to map it in an elaborate manner.

Our maps must be made on a relatively

moderate scale—seldom more than an inch

to a mile ; expensive detail cannot be per-

mitted ; and very slow work must give way
to methods that will give results more

rapidly. A great deal of our topographical

work must be done by rapid sketching be-

tween measured points ; the sketching must
always be generalized ; and every thing

that will promote the production of good

results from rapid and generalized sketch-

ing must be taught to the topographer.

Looking at the subject in this practical

manner, there can be no question that an

appreciative understanding of topogxapM-

cal features is of great value. Eapid work
by a topographer who does not understand

the country before him will produce an un-

appreciative portrait. Generalizations bj'

a surveyor who does not understand the

relations of the forms that he generalizes

wUl produce an unsuggestive and inaccur-

ate map. . A good understanding of physio-

graphy should therefore be regarded as an

essential qualification of a topographer ; and

schools of engineering should see to it that

adequate teaching of this subject is pro-

vided for theu" students.

WINSLOW'S EXPLANATION OF THE MISSOtJKI

PLAINS.

Such an alternative hypothesis is offered

by A. Winslow in his recent report on the

lead and zinc deposits of Missouri (Geol.

Survey of Missouri, Vol. YI., 1894). He
describes certain parts of southern Missouri

as exhibiting broad expanses of nearly flat

land. A ' prominent feature ' of the district

is ' the steepness of the hills adjacent to the

stream valleys' (p. 306). Another part

of the same region is a dissected plateau of

carboniferous strata, terminating eastward

in an irregular escarpment. The even inter-

stream uplands of both plain and plateau

are not regarded as of constructional origin,

for the region has long been above sealevel

;

the possibility of either upland having once

been a smooth peneplain ofbaselevel erosion

is considered and rejected ; and the follow-

ing hj'pothesis is offered in its stead

:

" These prairie and plateau plains are pri-

marily due to the fact that the slope of the

surfaces has alwaj^s been and continues

slight Consequently, the flow of the

streams has been so sluggish that general

atmospheric degradation has nearlj^ kept

pace with the corrasion of the streams and

formation of the valleys. As a result, the

whole surface has been denuded simultane-

ously. This condition is attributable, first,

of course, to the gentleness of the original

constructional slope ; the horizontality of

the stratification has helped to perpetuate

it Secondarily as a factor in the pro-

duction of these surfaces, it is probable that,

where streams have con-aded so slowly,

broad flood plains have been developed at

difierent levels at diiferent times. Thus

many flat stretches, which may be removed

i A
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from the formative streams, are, perhaps, to

be considered as of the nature of terraces

marking the flood plains of a past stage of

erosion" (p. 322, 328). Change of altitude

of the region, or in other words, change of

baselevel. is not referred to as essentiallj'

involved in the problem.

The plateau surface, sloping to the west

and terminating eastward in an escarpment

Carboniferous strata, seems to depend on the

greater resistance of these strata. It might

be called a structural plain ; a stripped sur-

face on which general denudation has hesi-

tated by reason of the endurance of the ex-

posed strata, although the streams have

deeply trenched it.

With the prairie plains the case is difter-

ent, for much of their area " is underlain by

coal measure rocks, which are readilj' acted

on by sub-aerial agents of erosion" (p.

323) . If the streams of the region were not

enclosed by steep- sided valleys, but wander-

ed across the plains in channels hardly be-

neath the general surface level, then it

might be admitted that the whole surface

would waste away about as fast as the

streams degraded their courses. But as the

streams are in well-enclosed valleys, it does

not seem logical to admit that the inter-

stream plains can have wasted as fast as the

valley forces. If the streams of the region

even now distinctly incise its surface, all

the more strongly must they have done so

before long continued denudation had re-

duced its original altitude to its present

altitude. The steep valley sides should

long ago have been ravined, and the inter-

stream plains should thus have been un-

evenly dissected. If this process had been

long in progress, the region might already

have reached or i>assed through the stage of

most varied relief—topographical maturity :

but it could not have attained an even sur-

face distinctly above the level of its streams.

Similarly, it does not seem admissible to

suppose that streams, which are now run-

ning in rather narrow, steep-walled valleys,

should ever, when still higher above base-

level, have had broad flood-plained valleys,

beneath which they have incised the narrow

existing vallej-s, yet without being prompt-

ed to this change of behavior by any change

of altitude in the region.

A decision as to the origin of these plains

must be left to workers on the ground ; but

opinion as to the sufficiency of the j^rocess

suggested for their production may be formed

by any one who has familiarized himself

with the general principles of denudation

here involved. In the writer's mind Wins-

low's hypothesis does not invalidate the

generally current principles of the base-

leveling theory.

gannett's manual of topographic

METHODS.

The general principle that the topo-

grapher should be well trained in physio-

graphy is strongly affirmed in CJannett's

Manual of Topogi-aphic Methods ( Monogr.

XXII., IT. S. Geol. Survey, 1S93, issued in

1894). The volume contains a concise ac-

count of the surveys thus far undertaken

in the United States ; an account of the

map now in progress by the U. S. Geological

Survey, this containing much of interest to

the geographical reader; and a treatment

of the more technical matters of astronom-

ical determination of position, horizontal

location, secondary triangulation, sketch-

ing, and office work. In the chapter on

sketching, there is an interesting discussion

of the origin of topographic forms, with

illustrations taken from various map
sheets in the Survey office; this discussion

being introduced 'as an aid in the interpre-

tation of the various topographic forms

which present themselves' to the topo-

grapher. Here we read the sound state-

ment that "it is in the matter of generaliza-

tion that the judgment of the topographer

is most severelv tested. He must be able
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to take a broad as well as a detailed view

of the country; he must understand the

meaning of its broad features, and then

must be able to interpret details in the

light of those featiu-es. Thus, and thus

only, wiU he be competent to make just

generalizations" (p. 107).

THE UPLIFT OF THE EXISTING APPA-

LACHIANS.

The origin oftopogTaphic forms has as yet

received so small a share of attention from

the greater number of field geologists and

geographers, and the presentation of the

problems involved has as yet gained so Uttle

attention from teachers in schools of higher

grade that contributions to the subject ft-om

a man of Mr. Gannett's experience and
qualifications are of great value. Yet in

certain parts it seems to the writer that his

plan of presentation is open to criticism . He
states first that topographic features origi-

nate by uplift, by deposition and by erosion.

Under the heading of uplift, he writes :

" The ridges and valleys of the Appalachian

region are the result of uphfts, with numer-

ous sharp folds and faults, which raised at

various angles an alternation of hard and
soft beds, from which erosion has since

carved the existing alternations of ridge

and valley" (p. 109). In spite of the

qualifications of a preceding paragraph, to

the effect that forms produced by uplift are

during and since their rise greatly carved

hj erosion, the reader can hardly acquire a

correct understanding of the facts concern-

ing the Appalachian ridges and valleys from

Gannett's statement ; nor can he easily ac-

quire ft'om the Appalachians an idea of the

nature of forms produced by uplift mth
folding and faulting. Such forms can be il-

lustrated best by the selection of young
topographic districts, on which erosion has

as yet made little advance. Our western

country possesses many and excellent ex-

amples of this class. Furthermore, it is no

more allowable to describe the Appalachian

ridges and valleys as the ' result of uplifts,

with numerous sharp folds and fault ' than

'

it would be to associate the fiords of Labra-

dor with the ancient deformation of the old

rocks of that region. The ApiDalachian up-

lifts with folds and faults have long ago been

consumed ; the uplift fi-om which the ex-

isting ridges and valleys are carved was a

broad arcliing of the region, without folding

or faulting of perceptible measure. It is

true that the uxJ-arched mass possessed a

structure given ages before by folding and

faulting ; but that more disorderly kind of

uplift had little in common with the broad

and even uplift of the region by which its

present relief was initiated. The essaj' by

Hayes and Campbell, alreadj' referred to,

gives sufficient demonstration of this im-

portant conclusion.

A FRENCH OPINION.

The following abstract from an essaj' en-

titled 'L''age des formes topograpMques' by

A. de Lapparent, the eminent geologist

(Eevue des questions scientifiques, Oct.,

1894), expresses an opinion concerning the

personnel of a topographic corps that is

somewhat surprising as comingfrom France,

where we had supposed that the propriety

ofthe military control of official geographical

work was unquestioned. De Lapparent

m'ites in effect : The distraction of our

professional geographers bj' the studj' of ar-

bitrary political boundaries in the early part

of this centurj^ would have been lessened if

the work of detailed mapping had been left)

to men readj- to interest themselves in the

many questions provoked by the manifold

forms of land relief. Unfortunatelj^ the re-

verse was done in decreeing that cai-to-

graphy should be exclusivelj^ a ftinction of

the department of war. Up to 1830 there

was in France an excellent institution, that

of the geographical engineers. Well pre-

pared in the Ecole polj'technique, the

:' i
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officers of this corps devoted themselves en-

tirely to geodesy and topography. Thus

occupied they came to have a lively appre-

ciation of the relation between internal

-Structure and external form. Trulj', geologj'

was at that time but little advanced, but this

productive combination of two ordei-s of

studies must have been of mutual advan-

tage, had not an always regrettable decision

caused the suppression of the corps of geo-

graphical engineers, and the transfer oftheir

duties to the officers of the armj' stafi'.

Certainly there was no lack of capacitj'

among the latter, but it was nevertheless a

capital mistake to entrust a service essen-

tially civil, and even scientific, to military

officers who could not devote themselves ex-

clusively to it. Consequent!J', even though

the maps have been well made, there has

been a slow advance of what may be called

appreciation of topographique form (T intel-

ligence du terrain). Certain of the more

sagacious geologists in vain showed how the

meaning of topographic form is illuminated

when it is studied in relation to internal

structure ; the divorce of 1830 continued to

exercise its unlucky influence, and all the

more because other nations, following the

example of France, have for the most part

identified topographical work with that of

the national defense. But a reaction has

graduallj^ set in, and to this none have con-

tributed more eftectivelj' than the Ameri-

cans ; and here the author goes on to pay a

high tribute to the scientific results of our

western surveys.

Accepting the correctness of the principles

stated by de Lapparent, it follows that our

topographere can succeed in their great work
only wlien imbued with a truly scientific

spirit. There is small likelihood of this

spirit being generally attained so long as

engineering schools give so little attention

as at present to the studj"^ of the great sub-

ject on which tlieir tojiographic art is to be

exercised. For this reason, such works

as Gannett's ^lanual are particularly wel-

come.
W. M. Davis.

Harvard Un-iversiiy.

THE NEEDS OF METEOROLOGY.

To state a problem clearly is to contri-

bute much towards its solution ; to realize

one's wants and make them known may
bring the needed help ; therefore I accept

with pleasure an invitation to speak of the

needs of meteorology.

Considered as a source of climatological

statistics bearing on every branch of human
activity, on land and sea, meteorology has

been handsomi'ly supported for a century

by all governments and scientific organiza-

tions. This feature of our work is now
carried on bj' the U. S. Weather Bureau

and the State Weather Ser\-ices with in-

creasing thoroughness from year to year.

Considered as a system for the prediction

of storms andweather for a day or two in ad-

vance, meteorologj- has received enthusias-

tic support by our own and all other nations.

"We are now doing about all that can be

done bj' the mere utilization of the tele-

graph and weather map and the cautious

application of general average rules, but

we are still powerless in the presence of

any unusual movement of the atmosphere.

Indeed, I do not see that even our West

Indian hurricanes are predicted anj^ better

to-day than they were in my ' Probabilities

'

of August, 1871.

Meteorologists can never be satisfied

until they have a deeper insight into the

mechanics of the atmosphere. Something

more is needed than the most perfect

organization for ol)ser\'ing, reporting and

publishing the latest news from the

atmosphere. It is not enough to know

what the conditions have been and are,

but we must know what they will be, and

why 80. We must have a deductive treatise

on the laws governing the atmosphere as
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complete and rigorous as the ' Celestial

Mechanics ' of La Place, and this will

necessarily be a treatise on the application

to the atmosphere of the general laws of

force, or what is technically known as the

dynamics and thermo-dynamics of gases

and vapors. Such a work cannotbe written

now, nor when written can it be studied

successfully unless accompanied by an

introductory ' Laboratory manual of physics

and hydro-dynamics.'

But the preparation of this latter work
demands appropriate laboratory arrange-

ments. I will, therefore, invert the order

and say that further progress in meteorology

demands a laboratory and the consecration

of the physicist and the mathematician

to this science. Something like this was
started in 1881, by G-eneral Hazen, in es-

tablishing a ' Study Room,' but it was ruled

out by the report of a committee of Con-

gress, and since that daj' meteorology has

more than ever looked to the universities

for its higher development. The applica-

tions of climatology to geology, physiogra-

phy, hygiene, irrigation and other matters

have been developed, but meteorology it-

self, the most important and the most com-

plex of all the physical sciences, still re-

mains to be provided for.

The crying need of this science is a home,

a domicile, a meteorological laboratory, and
full recognition as a course in university

study.

Without experimentation there is no true

progress in the physical sciences.

Cleveland Abbe.
Washington.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A CAED CATALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC LITERA-

TURE.

Editor of Science, Dear Sir : The efforts

which students of the l^atural Sciences are

constantly making to provide themselves

with more complete summaries of the

literature of their various departments all

testify to the existence of a wide-spread

feeling of dissatisfaction with the existing

methods of cataloguing scientific papers and

reporting upon the results of scientific re-

search. That this dissatisfaction is felt by
none more keenly than by those engaged in

the work is shown by the appeal made last

spring by the Eoyal Society to various

universities and leai-ned societies for advice

as to the feasibility of maintaining by in-

ternational cooperation a complete catalogue

of current scientific literature.

The following circular of the Society, to-

gether with the reply of Harvard Univer-

sity to the same, will doubtless be of inter-

est to your readers, and by opening the col-

umns of j^our journal to a discussion of the

subject you will not fail to elicit valuable

suggestions with regard to the details of the

plan.

In adopting the recommendations of the

committee as printed below, the University

Council voted " that the Secretary of the

Council be instructed to transmit to the

Roj^al Societj' a letter stating the opinion

of this Council, that the expression ' scien-

tific literature ' as used in the above recom-

mendation ought to receive a very broad

interpretation . '

'

Yours very trulj',

H. P. BOWDITCH.

LETTER FROM THE SECRETARIES OF THE ROYAL

SOCIETY.

The Royal Society,

Burlington House, March 22, 1894.

Sir : The Roj'al Society of London, as yon

are probably aware, has published nine

quarto volumes of ' The Catalogue of Scien-

tific Papers,' the first volume of the decade

1874-83 having been issued last year.

This Catalogue is limited to periodical

scientific literature, i. e., to papers published

in the Ti-ansactions, etc., of Societies, and in

Journals ; it takes no account whatever of
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monographs and independent books, how-

ever important. Tlie titles, moreover, are

arranged solely according to authors' names;

and though the Society has long had under

consideration the pri'paration of, and it is

hoped may eventually issue, as a key to the

volumes already pul)lished, a list in which

the titles are arranged according to subject-

matter, the Catalogue is still being prepared

accoriling to authors' names. Further,

though the Society has endeavored to in-

clude the titles of all the scientific papers

published in periodicals of acknowledged

standing, the Cat^ilogue is, even as regards

periodical literature, confessedly incom-

plete, owing to the omission of the titles of

papers published in periodicals of little im-

portance, or not easy of access.

Owing to the great development of scien-

tific literature, the task of the Societj^ in

continuing the Catalogue, even in its pres-

ent form, is rapidly increasing in difficulty.

At the same time it is clear that the pro-

gress of science would be greatly helped by,

indeed, almost demands, the compilation of

a Catalogue which should aim at complete-

ness, and should contain the titles of scien-

tific publications, whether appearing in peri-

odicals or independently. In such a Cata-

logue the titles should be arranged not only

according to authors' names, but also ac-

cording to subject-matter, the text of each

paper and not the title onlj' being consulted

for the latter purpose. And the value of

the Catalogue would be gi-eatly enhanced

by a rapid periodical is.sue, and by publica-

tion in such a form that the portion which

pertains to anj' particular branch of science

might be obtained separately.

It is needless to say that the preparation

and publication of such a complete Cata-

logue is far beyond the power and means of

any single society.

Led by the above considerations, the Pres-

ident and Council of the Royal Society have

appointed a committee to enquire into and

report upon the feasibility of such a Cata-

logue being compiled through international

cooperation

.

The committee are not as yet in a posi-

tion to formulate any distinct plan by which

such international cooperation might be

brought about ; but it may be useful even

at the outset to make the following prelimi-

nary suggestions :

—

The Catalogue should commence with

papers published on or after January 1,

1900.

A central office or bureau should be estab-

lished in some place to be hereafter chosen,

and should lie maintained by international

contributions, either directly, that is by an-

nual or other subsidies, or indirectlj', that

is by the guarantee to purchase a certain

number of copies of the Catalogue.

Tliis office should be regularly supplied

with all the information necessarj- for the

construction of the Catalogue. This might

l)e done either by all periodicals, mono-

graphs, etc., being sent direct to the office

to be catalogued there, or by various insti-

tutions undertaking to send in portions of

the Catalogue already prepared, or by both

methods combined.

At such an office arrangements might be

made by which, in addition to preparing the

Catalogue, scientific data might be taljulatcd

as they came to hand in the papers supphed.

The first step, however, is to ascertain

whether any scheme of international coop-

eration is feasible and desirable. The com-

mittee accordingly is desirous of learning

the views upon this subject of scientific

bodies and of scientific men.

We, therefore, venture to express the hope

that you will lie so good as, at some early

opportunity, to bring the matter before the

Harvard University and to make known to

us. for the use of the committee, the con-

clusions arrived at concerning it.

Should the decision you report be in any

wav favorable to the scheme, mav we fur-
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ther ask you to communicate to us, for

the use of the committee, any suggestions

which JO^x may think it desirable to make; as

to thebest methods ofinaugurating a scheme;

as to the constitution and means of main-

tenance of the Central Oifice; as to the exact

character of the work to be carried on there
;

as to the language or languages in which

the Catalogue should be published, and the

like?

We are, your obedient servants,

(Signed) M. Foster, Secretary R. S.

Eayleigh, Secretary R. S.

J. LisTEE, Foreign Sec. R. S.

EEPOET OF THE COMIUTTEE OF THE UNIVER-

SITY coinsrciL appointed to consider the
communication of the royal society

relating to a catalogue of scien-

tific papers to be made by in-

ternational cooperation.

To the University Council of Harvard Univer-

sity :
—

The committee of the Universitj^ Coun-

cil, to whom was referred the accompany-

ing circular of the Koyal Society, respect-

fully submits the following report

:

The committee iinds itself fally in sym-

pathy with the desu'c of the Royal Society

to improve the methods of cataloguing

scientific literature, and is distinctly of the

opinion that the estabhshment of such a

catalogue, to be compiled through interna-

tional cooperation, is both desu'able and
practicable.

To determine in what way this result can

be best attained, it will be well to consider

what are the defects of existing methods,

and what are the requirements which an
improved system may be reasonably ex-

pected to fill.

Bibliographical catalogues and indexes are

generally defective in one or two waj^s.

Either they present simply a Ust of titles

which often convey an inadequate, and
sometimes a misleading idea of the contents

of the articles catalogued, or they appear,

like the various annual reports, so long af- -

ter the publication of the articles which are

reported upon that they lose a great part of

their value as guides to current literature.

A thu'd defect is common to all existing

catalogues, viz., that of necessitating a ref-

erence to a number of separate volumes

whenever the literature of several years is

to be sought for.

It is evident that some form of card cata-

logue can alone remedy these defects, so

that the practical question is : How can a

card catalogue of current scientific litera-

ture be best established and maintained?

The requirements of such a catalogue may
be stated as follows :

—

1. It should appear promptly—if possi-

ble, simultaneously with the book or article

catalogued.

2. It should furnish an accurate descrip-

tion of the purport of the book or ai-ticle.

3. It should be readily accessible to all

persons interested in the literature cata-

logued.

It seems probable that these requirements

maj^ best be met by the cooperation of a

centi-al bureau with the various publishers

and editors of scientific literature in issuing

with each book and with each number of

every periodical a set of cards of standard

size and type, each card to exhibit for a

book, or for a single article in a periodical :

—

1. The name of the author.

2. The title of the book or article.

3. The date, place, and house of publica-

tion of the book, or the title, volume, and

page of the periodical in which the article

appears.

4. A brief statement, not to exceed eight

or ten lines, to be prepared by the author

himself, setting forth the general purport of

the book or article, so as to furnish the

necessaiy data for cross references.

Each card should be in duplicate to per-

mit of arrangement according to subject or
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author, or both if desired, and additional

cards should be issued whenever tlie char-

acter of the title necessitates cross refer-

ences. A card when printed would present

somewhat the following appearance: *

Calderwood, Henry. Evolution and Man's

Place in Nature. Macinillan & Co., London and

New York. 1893. pp. 349. sm. 8°.

Summary:

Gourlay, F. Tlie I'loteids of the Tliyroid and

the Spleen. Journal of Physiology. 1894. Vol.

xri. p. 23-33. Plate II.

Summary

:

The dimensions and texture of the card

should be determined by careful comparison

of the cards already in use in the principal

libraries of the world.

Si>ace should be left at the top of the

card for writing such words as may be de-

sired for cross references. This could best

he done by each person for himself, as there

would necessarily be much difference of

opinion as to the number and character of

the cro.ss references desired. Furthermore,

subscribers of different nationalities would
wish to catalogue the same subject under

diflferent headings, e. </., an article on the

spleen would be ciitalogued by a French-

man uiuler rate and by a German under MHz.

* Tlie size is here re<hiced.

If thought desirable, the tj'pe used in

printing the cards could be kept set up till

the end of the year, and then, by arranging

the material according to subjects, an an-

nual report in book form could readily be

published.

A central bureau charged with the work
above outlined could verj' properly be es-

tablished under the auspices of the Royal

Society. In this central office subscriptions

could be received from libraries and indi-

viduals for tlie cards relating to the articles

published in certain journals, or to the

literature of certain departments of science,

and the subscriber would thus receive, in

weekly instalments, a complete card cata-

logue of all the literature in his own line of

work. The cards thus i-eceived could be

arranged by each subscriber so as to form

the sort of card catalogue best adapted to

his own needs.

Although in this scheme the greater part

of the work, including the printing of the

cards, would be done in a central office, j'et

the cooperation of the pulilishers could not

well be dispensed with, for from tliem must

be obtained the summaries prepared by the

authors, wliich form an essential feature of

the scheme. No difficulty need be antici-

pated in obtaining such summaries ; for it

would be the interest of the writers to fur-

nish them, and no one could prepare them

so easity and correctly as the writers them-

selves.

A central office with this function would

readily secure the cooperation of lil)raries

and learned societies throughout tin; M'orld ;

and to an undertaking thus endorsed the

publishers of scientific literature would

doubtless lend their aid, since they would

find in it a means of advertising their V>usi-

ness. The support of such an office could

be provided for at the outset by international

subscription ; but it would doubtless in a

short time l)econie self-supporting, since por-

tions of the total catalogue would l)e needed
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not only in every public library, but on the

study table of every serious student in every

department of science.

The above report is submitted not as an

elaborated plan, but as a suggestion of the

end to which effort should be directed.

Your committee would further express the

hope that some plan may be put into oper-

ation at an earlier date than the year 1900,

the time suggested in the circular of the

Koyal Society.

In accordance with the views above set

forth the committee respectfully recom-

mends the adoption by the University

Council of the following votes:

—

1. That, in the opinion of the University

Council, the establishment of a catalogue of

scientific literature to be maintaiued

through international cooperation is both

desirable and practicable.

2. That a copy of this report be trans-

mitted to the Royal Society as the sugges-

tion of a way tu which this plan may be

successfully carried out.

3. That the Corporation be requested

to contribute a suitable sum toward the

carrying-out of this enterprise, provided the

plan finally adopted by the Royal Society

shall appear to the University Council to be

practicable.

Henby p. Bowditch, Professor of Physiology,

Cliairman.

Feedeeick W. Putsam, Peabody Professor of Amer-
ican Archseology and Ethnology.

Nathaniel S. Shalee, Professor of Geology.

Edwaed C. Pickeeing, Paine Professor of Practical

Astronomy.

John Teowbeidge, Rumford Professor and Lecturer

on the Application of Science to the Useful Arts.

William G. Faelow, Professor of Cryptogamic Bo-
tany.

Heney B. Hill, Professor of Chemistry.

Edwaed L. Maek, Hersey Professor of Anatomy.

William T. Councilman, ShattuckProfessor ofPath-
ological Anatomy.

lEA N. HoLLls, Professor of Engineering.

Hugo Munsteebeeg, Professor of Experimental Psy-

chology.

William F. Osgood, Assistant Professor of 3Iaihe-

matics.

June, 1894.

SCIENTIFIC LITEBATURE.

Systematic Survey of the Organic Colouring Mat-

ters. By Drs. G. Schultz and P. Julius.

(Translated and edited, with extensive

additions, by Aethue G. Green, F. I. C,
F. C. S., Examiner in Coal-tar products

to the Citj' and Guilds of London Insti-

tute.) London and New York, Mac-

millan & Co. 1894. 4°, pp. viii + 205.

Price, $5.00.

The industi-y of the organic coloring mat-

ters has within a comparatively few yeai-s

grown to enormous dimensions, and it is

becoming difficult even for the specialist in

organic chemistry to keep track of the new
products. In this valuable book a carefully

classified list is presented of 454 dj'e stufis

which have been patented, and many of

these are now iu extensive use. All ofthem

are derived indirectly fi-om coal-tar. Under

each dj^e we find the common name, together

with other names sometimes used ; the scien-

tific name ; the empirical formula ; the

constitutional formula
;
the method of pre-

paration
;
the year of discovery ; the name

of the discoverer ; reference to the patents

granted ; behavior with reagents ; shade

and dyeing properties, and method of em-

ployment. The original German edition is

so well known, and it has acquired such a

high reputation that any words of praise for

the book would be superfluous. The trans-

lator's work seems to have been done with

care, and he has not only furnished a trans-

lation of the original, but brought the work

up to date, that is to say, up to the date of

publication, for it must be borne in mind

that a book treating of organic coloring mat-

ters bears to the general subject somewhat

the relation that an instantaneous photo-

graph bears to the rapidly moving object

which it attempts to represent.

The authors tell us that :
" The average

quantitj'^ of gas tar worked up per annum
is given at 350,000 tons for England, and

530,000 tons for the whole world, whilst the
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quantity of coke-oven tar, though constantly

increasing, probably does not at present ex-

ceed 50,000 tons. It maj' be expected, how-

ever, that witli the more general introduc-

tion of electricity for lighting purposes and

the consequent diminution of the supply of

gas tar, the coke-oven tar will eventually

become the main source of our aromatic
' hydrocarbons." To this it should be added

that the increasmg use of ' water-gas,' in

this country at least, is decreasing the sup-

ply of coal-tar, so that the time is certainly

approaching when it will pay to collect the

tar from the coke-ovens.

The translator expresses the hope " that

this work will be found valuable not only

to the technical chemist, but also to the

dyer, analyst, merchant, patent agent, etc.,

and in fact to every one concerned with the

production, handling, or use of the coal-tar

coloui-s." His hope is undoubtedly well

founded. He might have added the patent

lawyers, many of whom have learned to

rattle oft" their ' ortho,' ' meta,' ' jmra' with

a facility that would put many a modest

chemist to the blush. Ir.\ Remsen.

Elementary Lei<son.s in Electricity and Magnet-

ism. Sylvanus P. Thompson. K^ewYork,

Macmillan&Co. 1894. Pp.628. Price,

81.40.

The fii-st edition of this book appeared in

1881. It at once became immensely popu-

lar, and deservedly so, on both sides of the

Atlantic. The author combined in a rare

degree the three principal requisites for the

preparation of a good text-book. He was
himself a widely known scholar and investi-

gator in the department of science specially

treated ; he was more than ordinarily ac-

complished in the art of exposition, and he

was an experienced and successful teacher.

His possession of these qualifications in un-

diminished magnitude is evidenced in the

preparation of this new edition now offered

to the public, which is the original work in

plan, but entirely revised and largelv re-

written, with an enlargement of scope suffi-

cient to embrace the importivnt additions to

the science which have l)een made during

the past fifteen yeai-s. To enable this to be

done without undesirable condensation, the

size of the volume has been somewhat in-

creased. Indeed, one of the larger merits

of the plan of the book is to be found in the

conscientious retention of the long known
and well estal)lished principles and facts of

the science, to neglect which for the newer

and more novel developments is a tempta-

tion to which too mauj' authors of text-books

in physical science have yielded. While

retaining all essential 'fundamentals,' Pro-

fessor Thompson has found place for the

presentation of all of the essentials of recent

discovery, and while this has been done with

conciseness it has also been done with that

clearness and logical appropriateness for

which the wiitings of this author are justly

celebrated. The wonderful results of the

study of alternating currents and alternating

current machinery are well presented in this

edition, as are recent advances in both theory

and experiment due to Hertz, Fitzgerald,

Boltzmann, Lodge and others. At the end

is an excellent series of questions, classified

as to the chapters of the books to which

they refer, which cannot fail to add much
to the value of the book in use, especially

for those who study without an instructor.

In fact, as an ' all around ' elementarj- text-

book in electricity and magnetism it will be

difficult to find another in the English lan-

guage that is superior or even equal to this.

T. C. M.

The Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania and New
Jersey, prepared under the direction ofthe Del-

aware Valley Ornithological Club. Bj' WiT-

MER Stone. Philadelphia, 1894. 8°, pp.

vii-i-185.

Eastern Pennsylvania has hmg been a

favorite field for lovers of birds. Audubon,

Wilson, Nuttall. Cassin, Peale, Woodliouse,

Gambel, Bonaparte. Heerman, Haldeman,
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Ord, Baird and Trumbull may be numbered

among the contributors to its ornithological

literature. Aside from general works and

special or local papers, three publications

have been devoted to the birds of this

particular area : (1) Barton's i^ra(/??ienfe of

the Natural History of Pennsylvania ; ( 2 )

Trumbull's Birds of East Pennsylvania and

New Jersey ; (3) Witmer Stone's Birds of

Eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Bar-

ton's ' Fragments' is a rare folio printed in

Philadelphia in 1799, and is something of a

curiosity. Trumbull's list is a carefully

annotated and atti-actively illustrated cata-

logue published in Glasgow, Scotland, in

1869, and reprinted in America. Stone's

' Bii-ds of Eastern Pennsylvania and New
Jersey' is a large octavo published by the

Delaware Valley Ornithological Club in De-

cember, 1894. It is a thoroughly modern

work, abounding in exact data and authori-

ties, and based largely on the field observa-

tions of Mr. Stone and other members of the

Delaware Valley Ornithological Club—evi-

dently a very active organization. It is

divided into two principal parts : An essay

on the Greographic Distribution and Migra-

tion of Birds ; and a Systematic Annotated

List of the Birds of the region. To these

are added a bibliography and an index.

The chapter on Geographic Distribution is

subdivided into general and local parts.

The general part is weak, and in the refer-

ences cited some of the more recent and im-

portant papers are overlooked. The local

part is excellent and gives ample evidence

of Mr. Stone's familiarity with the some-

what diverse physical and faunal character-

istics of the region. Some idea of its scope

may be had from the headings : The Mari-

time Marshes, the Pine Barrens, the Cedar

Swamps, the Lowlands of Pennsylvania, the

Delaware Valley, the Susquehanna Valley,

the Interior Uplands, the Appalachian Dis-

trict, the Alleghany and Pocono Mountains.

This part is accompanied by a curious col-

ored map which might be termed a physico-

faimal map of Eastern Pennsj'lvania and

New Jersey.

The Canadian or Boreal element in the

fauna is restricted in Pennsylvania to

" the tops of the highest mountains and

the elevated plateau region, where the deep

hemlock forests, with their cool brooks and

dense shade, still remain undisturbed. The

passage from the Alleghanian to the Cana-

dian zone is here, as a rule, remarkably

distinct, as the more northern birds keep

strictly to the virgin forest. '

' The settlement

of the region has proved particularlj' des-

tructive to the Canadian species. It is

melancholy to be told that " where the

forest has been removed the Canadian spe-

cies for the most part disappear, and judging

fi'om present indications, it would seem

that this element in our fauna, which once

undoubtedly extended over a much greater

area than at present, may soon almost en-

tirely disappear, as the lumbermen j'ear by

year encroach upon the forest tracts."

The chapter on Bird Migration is full of

interest and replete with new information

respecting the region studied.

In the Sj^stematic part no less than 352

species are recorded on good CAddence as

occurring within the area embraced by the

catalogue. A new departure is here inti-o-

duced which more pretentious works would

do well to follow. Instead of the much
abused term ' Habitat ' the ' Breeding range '

and ' Winter range ' of each species are

given. Mr. Stone is to be congratulated

upon the distinction of being first to inaugu-

rate this reform, which is bound to come into

general use in the near future. Another im-

provement that might be made in all lists of

birds is the transfer of accidental stragglers

from the body of the work to a special list at

the end. Since such extra-limital species

form no part of the proper fauna of a region,

why should they be included among the reg-

ular inhabitants? C. Haet Merriam.
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Fi'.^i/or's Guide to the Local Collection of Birds

in the Mu.'<eum of Xatural History, Xetv

York City. By Fkaxk M. Chapman. 1894.

8°, pp. 100. 15 cents.

One of the best and most attractive local

bird lists that has ever appeared in Amei-ica

has been recently issued fi'om the American

Museum of Xatural Historj^, New York.

While it bears the misleading title Visitor's

Guide, only a glance is necessary to see that

it is much more. It is in reality a compact

treatise on the birds known to occur within

50 miles of the gi-eat metropolis.

The author, Mr. Frank M. Chapman, pre-

faces the list proper by 12 pages of interest-

ing and important matter respecting the

physical and faunal aspects of the region,

and the birds that are found there at differ-

ent seasons. The area covered bj' the list

is unusually rich in birds, no less than 348

species being recorded as occurring within

its limits. This richness, as stated by Mr.

Chapman, is due in part to the circum-

stance that two faunas—the AUeyhanian (or

eastern division of the Transition Zone) and

Carolinian (or eastern division of the Upper

Austral Zone) meet within its boundaries,

and in part to the natural advantages of the

region. ''Our sea-coast, ^\dth its sandy

beaches and shallow baj's ; our rivers,

creeks and ponds, with their surrounding

grassy marshes ; our wooded hillsides and

valleys ; our rolling uplands and fertile mea-

dows,offer haunts suited to the wants of most

birds. Again, our coast-line and the Hudson
River Valley form natural highways of mi-

gration regularly followed by birds in their

journeys to and from their summer homes."

The paper is a model of its kind and
should be in the hands of all interested in

the birds of New York and vicinity. It is

bountifullj- illustrated by cuts of birds bor-

rowed from Coues' 'Key,' to which are added

several full-page plates of gi-oups in the

American Museum.
C. Hart Mekriam.

Outline of Dairy Bacteriology. By H. L.

Russell, University of Wi.sconsin. Pub-

lished in Madison, Wisconsin, 18!)4.

Pp. vi+18C.

There is no better indication of the rather

remarkable advance that has been made in

recent years m bacteriological matters not

connected with diseases than the publica-

tion of a text-book upon dairy bacteriology.

That tliere should be demanded for classes

in dairy schools a text-book describing the

various phenomena connected with bacteria

in their relation to dairy matters is rather

siirprising when we consider the fact that

dairy bacteriologj- itself is the result of ex-

periments of the last very few years. Prof.

Russell has attempted in this little book of

about 180 pages to give an outline of the

present knowledge of the relation of bac-

teria to milk and all its products. Tlie

book is designed originally for his classes

in a dairy school, and is, as its title indi-

cates, only an outline, not involving any

critical scientific discussions. As an out-

line, however, it is quite complete and the

treatment is satisfactory. The book will

be of iise not only in dairy schools, but to

all who are interested in matters connected

with milk or butter supply. It will also be

found useful to nurses and phj-sicians who
desire a knowledge of some of the recent

discussions in connection with milk bac-

teriology and its relations to diseases.

H. W. C.

Tlie nature and distribution of attraction-spheres

and centrosomes in veyetable cells.—John H.

ScHAFFNER. Bot. Gaz. Nov. 1894.

The author studied centrosomes found in

root tips of Allium cepa L., Vicia faba L.,

Tradescantia rosea L., also in the resting cells

of the epidermis of Allium cepa bulb scales

and in the walls of Z)7/»m longijlorum ovaries.

The usual methods for preparing and stain-

ing the material were adopted. In addi-

tion the author used a stain suggested by
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Prof. Newcombe. It is called the iron-

tannin-safranin stain and consists of the

following solutions: 1, 1% aq. sol. of fer-

rous sulphate; 2, 5% aq. sol. of tannic acid;

3, alcoholic solutions of anilin-safranin; 4,

aq. sol. of picro-nigrosiu. The sections are

placed for thirty- to forty minutes in the

iron solution, washed, then placed for the

same period in the tannic acid solution;

again washed and replaced for a few min-

utes in the iron sol. After washing again

they are placed in the safi-anin for thirty

minutes; then fifteen minutes in the picro-

nigrosin. This method is said to give good

results.

The special results of the investigations

may be summarized as follows: (1.) Cen-

trosomes and attraction spheres are present

in non-reproductive as well as in reproduc-

tive vegetable cells. (2.) In phanerogams

there are two of these bodies for each resting

nucleus. (3.) When the nucleus prepares

to divide, one or both of the centrosomes

migrate to take then- position at the poles

of the future spindle. (4.) Stibsequently

they immediately begin to divide. The
division is complete in the prophase of the

mother nucleus. (5.) After their migra-

tion the spheres remain at the poles of the

nuclear spindle and do not change theu-

position until the beginning of the following

division. (6.) Centrosomes are persistent.

One plate and a list of thirty-three valu-

able references accompany the article.

Albert Schneider.

NOTES AND NEWS.

THE ELIHU THOMSON PRIZE.

The Elihu Thomson prize of 5,000 francs

has been awarded to Dr. Arthur G. Web-
ster, of Clark University, Worcester, Massa-

chxisetts. The history of this prize is,

briefly, as follows :

—

In 1889 the City of Paris offered a series

of prizes for the best ' electric meters,' it

being required that certain conditions should

be satisfied, to be determined by an exact-

ing pi'actical test. The first prize, 5,000

fi-ancs, was awarded to Professor Elihu

Thomson, who submitted the well known

^

Watt-meter devised by him. Wishing to

encourage investigation of certain theoreti-

cal questions Professor Thomson donated

the prize for the establishment of a new
competition, the subjects to be considered

and the prize to be determined by a com-

mittee which consisted of J. Carpentier, Hip-

polyte Fontaine, Hospitaller, Mascart, A.

Potier and Abdank-Abakanowicz. Four

subjects for investigation and discussion

were selected, and it was announced that

competing memou-s must be submitted on

or before September 15, 1893. Four me-

moirs were submitted to the committee ; one

of these was wiitten in German, one in

French and two in English. The two latter,

numbered respectively three and four, re-

lated to the same subject, namely, the de-

termination of the period of electric oscilla-

tions. On examining the memoirs the com-

mittee reported that it ' considered memoir

number four to be worthy to receive the

prize estabhshed by Professor Elihu Thom-
son,' and expressed the hope that the author

will be encouraged to continue his beautiful

researches.

At the same time they express their re-

gret that they have not available another

prize of the same value which they would

be glad to award to memoir number three.

When their desire in this respect was made
known, Professor Thomson and the French

and English Thomson-Houston Electric

Companies joined in offering another 5,000

francs, which was awarded to the author

of memoir number three. On opening the

sealed envelopes containing the authors'

names, it was found that memoir number

four, for which the first prize had been

awarded, was prepared bj' Dr. Webster,

and number three was the joint product

of Oliver Lodge and Glazebrook.
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The title of Dr. Webster's memoir was
' An Experimental Determination of the

Period of Electric Oscillations.'

He is to be congratulated upon so signal

a success, and it is especially gi'^tifying that

an American should have come out in the

lead in competition with the two distin-

guished Englislimcn who contested with

him, and especially so as their work and

his were upon the same subject.

ENTOMOLOGY.

Dr. McCook is to be warmly congratu-

lated on the successful issue of the third and

final volume of his ' American Spiders and

their Spinning Work,' which has appeared

four years after the second volume. The
author is more at home in his delineation of

the outdoor world than in systematic work,

with which this volume is mainly concerned,

yet he has applied himself to this task with

commendable zeal and success and describes

123 species and 30 genera. Apparently (as

the table of contents curiously shows) he

had intended to carry his work beyond the

'orb weavers,' but his courage or his time

gave out as he saw his work grow to por-

tentous dimensions. We have to thank

him for thirty large and careful plates of

spiders coloi-ed. besides a mass of structural

details; they will greatly facilitate future

study. The price of the complete work is

now justly advanced to SoO. Unhappily

the title page is marked 1893, though the

preface is dated in July, 1894, and the vol-

ume was not issued until December, ISiM.

Mr. a\d Mrs. Pkckham have given us

(Trans. Wise. Acad., X) a new series of

their admirable experiments with spiders in

a paper on their visual powers and color

sense ; they " prove conclusively that Atti-

dae see their prey (which consists of small

insects) when it is motionless, up to a dis-

tance of live inches : that they see insects in

motion at much greater distances ; and that

they see each other distinctly up to at least

twelve inches" ; they are guided by sight

rather than by smell. The experimenters

are further " of the opinion that all the ex-

periments taken together strongly indicate

that spiders have the powei- of distinguish-

ing colors."

Certainly the University of Califor-

nia Entomological Society has done a

uniqiie thing in issuing from Berkeley, Cal.,

as a Californian journal of entomology
' The Entomologists^ Daily Post Card ' at

$2.00 a year. A card of regulation size

and color is ijrinted on both sides in clear

type, leaving a meagi-e space for an ad-

dress. The number before us contains an

editorial on note taking, part of a list of

species in Edwards's last catalogue of but-

terflies, and a portion of a tabular key to

the genera of Nymphalidse. It is a curious

venture.

In a recent paper on the Siphonaptera

(Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., XXVI., 312-

3.55) Dr. A. S. Packard gives an excellent

resume of published observations on the

embryology, postembryonic historj' and an-

atomy and the adult structure of the fleas,

adding new data from his own preparations

and numerous figures. He is led to regard

them as forming a distinct order standing

nearer the Diptera than any other, but with

many points of relati(mship to the Coleoj)-

tera.

Hansen gives in English (Ent. tidskr."

XV., 65-89, pi. 2-3) an important paper on

the structure and habits of Ileniimerus, a

Platypsylla-like insect infesting rats in

Africa, and which had previouslj' been

studied only from dried material. Sau.ssure

in particular had published a long memoir

upon it, founding upon it a new order

Diploglossata from its possessing, as he

thought, a second labium. Hansen shows

that this does not exist (it is diflicult to

understand how the ligures of Hansen and

Ssiussure can have bi'eu taken from the same
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kind of insect) and he concludes that

" Hemimerus belongs to the Orthoptera,

constituting a separate family very closely

allied to the Forficulina." He shows from

his dissections that the insect is viviparous,

bringing forth one young at a time.

THE COOLING OF HOSPITALS.

De. Moeeill Wyman, of Cambridge, Mas-

sachusetts, has published in the Proceedings

of the American Academy of Arts and

Sciences, Vol. 30, page 482, an interesting-

paper giving the results ofsome experiments

made in the Cambridge Hospital, in which

the air admitted to the wards in warm
weather was cooled by passing it through

pipes in which cold water was circulating,

these pipes being the same as those used for

warming the air in the winter by the circu-

lation of hot water. In one experiment the

external temperature was at 83° F.; there

was no wind and the patients were suffering

from the heat. The temperature of the

water as it entered the cooling pipes was
57 to 58 degrees. An electrical fan 36 inches

in diameter, making five hundred revo-

lutions a minute, forced about 10,200 cubic

feet of the warm outer air through these

pipes into the ward, which contained 21,000

cubic feet. In an hour the ah entering the

ward was at 71° F., and the comfort of the

patients was manifestly improved. But

the cooling surfaces were not only the ten

cooling coils of 30 square feet each, but also

the four walls of the air chamber beneath

the ward, being about 3,300 square feet of

surface, and it is estimated that the cooling-

power of the coUs was about one-tenth that

of the walls. A month later the heat of

the external atmosphere was greater and

the fan was more constantly in motion; the

temperature of the air chamber had in-

creased, and that of the water had risen to

70°. The quantity of water required for

the circulation was large and expensive, and

it was therefore shut off. But the same

amount of ventilation was continued, th^

air passing thi'ough the air chamber. During

the summer the ward temperature gradually

rose until it diii'ered but little from that of

the open air. Nevertheless, the comfort

given to the patients and nurses was im-

mediate and decided, and there was a

decided feeling of freshness and freedom

of air.

Dr. Wyman points out that we can do

little towards lowering the temperature of

the air in hot weather in the volumes re-

quired for the ventilation of a hospital. It

is a question of the rate of evaporation

fi-om the perspiring surface, which is gov-

erned in a great measure by the velocitj' of

the air coming in contact with that surface,

and this is a factor which by art it is possible

to control. If we try to cool the air before

it enters the ward, it must be remembered

that air absolutely humid, when brought

into contact with warmer air also saturated,

will cool the latter, which will approach

dew-point, and if its moisture is condensed

into visible vapor will give out heat.

" Evaporation consumes heat, condensation

liberates heat." " To give comfort dui'ing

the excessive heats of summer the sick re-

quu"e three or four times the air needed for

satisfactory ventilation in winter. It re-

quired 400,000 cubic feet an hour for our

sixteen patients, and yet while this large

quantity was passing through the ward it

was only known, except at the registers, by

the accompanying sense of freshness and

pleasant coolness ; it was never felt as a

draught."

" The experience of the Cambridge hos-

pital leads to these two conclusions : first,

that fresh air directly from the open, in

the quantity and manner there supplied,

can be made to give great comfort to

the sick during the heats of summer ; and,

secondly, that previous cooling of the

air so supplied is difficult and practically

useless."
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PITHECANTHROPUS ERECTrS.

Professsor Mar.sh has contributed to the

February number of the American Journal

of Science an account illustrated by plates of

the discovery by Dubois described in Sci-

ence (January 11) by Professor Brinton.

A •m-iter in Xature (January 24) under the

initials R. L. (Professor Lankaster) holds

that the remains arc human, the skull be-

ing that of a microcephalous idiot. Profes-

sor Marsh writes :

—

" The brief review here given of the main

facts relating to this discoveiy, together

with the figures reproduced from the mem-
oir, will afford the reailer some idea of the

importance of this latest addition to the

known allies of prinueval man, if not to his

direct ancestry. "Whatever light future re-

searches may throw upon the afhnities of

this new form that left its remains in the

volcanic deposits of Java during later Ter-

tiary time, there can be no doubt that the

discoverj- itself is an event equal in interest

to that of the Neanderthal skull.

"The man of the Xeander valley remained

without honor, even in his own country, for

more than a (juarter of a centurj-, and was

still doubted and reviled when his kinsmen,

the men of Spy, came to his defense, and a

new chapter was added to the early history

of the human race. The ape-man of Java

comes to light at a more fortunate time,

when zeal for exploration is so great that

the discoven- of additional remains may be

exi>ected at no distant daj'. That still

other intermediate forms will eventually be

brought to light no one familiar with the

subject can doubt. Nearlj- twenty years

ago, the WTiter of the present review placed

on record his belief that such missing links

existed, and should l)i' looked for in the

caves and later Tertiary of Africa, which he

then regarded as the most promising field

for exploration in the Old World. The
first announcement, however, has come
from the East, where large anthropoid apes

also survive, and where their ancestore were

doubtless entombed under circumstances

favorable to early discovery. The tropical

regions of both Asia and Africa still oiler

most inviting fields to ambitious explorei's."

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

new YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.

The section of CTCologj' and Mineralogy

of the New York Academy of Sciences met

on Monday evening, Januarj^ 21, and lis-

tened to a paper by Prof. R. S. Woodward,
of Columbia College, on the Condition of

the Interior of the Earth, of which the fol-

lowing is an abstract. The two envelo^its

of the earth, the atmosphere and the ocean

are important factors in the problem of the

interior, and yet we know les.s of the condi-

tion of the outer atmosphere than of the

inner earth. The atmosphere's shape we
can calculate, with some approximation to

the truth, as an oblate spheroid, whose polar

radius is 5.4 times the earth's radius, and

whose equatorial radius is 7.6 times the lat-

ter. This shape is determined by centri-

fugal force and gravity. Its bulk is 310

times that of the earth, but its mass is onlj^

one-millionth that of the latter. If we

speak of the latter as 6642 x 10'* tons we

can get some conception of the mass of the

atmosphere, and of its extreme tenuity in

the outer portions.

Our inferences regarding the interior of

the earth rest chiefly upon four facts, viz.

1. Its shape and size, which are known

with great accuracy.

2. Its surface density, 2.6.

3. Its mean density. 5.58, which is prob-

ably accurate within two units in the

second decimal place.

4. The precession ratio -^ , in which C is

the moment of inertia of the earth with re-

spect to the polar axis, and A is the moment

of inertia with respect to an equatorial axis.

These facts limit the distribiitioii of the

earth's mass. The densitj' of the mass must
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inci'ease from the siirface toward the center.

Various laws of its increase have been pro-

posed, of which that of Laplace seems to be

on the whole the most plausible.

It is im2Dortant to appreciate that the

strata rest vipon one another substantially

as if fluid, because the arch of the crust is

so flat. The compressive stress on any

portion considered as a keystone is 30 times

the crushing strength of steel, and 500-

1000 times that of granite and limestone,

whence it follows that the earth is prac-

tically in hydrostatic equilibrium. It also

follows that the pressures in the interior

are excessive, and that at the center the

pressure is about 3,000,000 atmospheres.

The earth is ' solid,' as the word is used

by Lord Kelvin, that is, it has no cavities

below a comparatively shallow depth. The
explanations of the changes of latitude lately

advanced and based on internal hollows in

which loose matter rolls around are absurd.

There is perfect continuity of matter, and

there is only fluidity when for some local

cause the pressure is somewhat relieved.

As Major Button has shown, the trans-

mission of vibrations from the centrum of

the Charleston earthquake indicated a

medium nearly as homogeneoiis as steel.

Geologists have had to account for move-

ments of the crust, such as subsidence, ele-

vation, crumpling, folding, etc. Two ele-

m^entarjr forces are necessarily appealed to.

The first is Ch-avity ; the second that due to

the Em-til's Internal Heat. The idea of the

earlier geologists that the earth cooled and

contracted and hence caused the disturb-

ances has been mostly relied on as an ex-

planation, but for the last ten or fifteen

years it has been felt to be insuflicient. The
idea of Babbage and Herschel that loaded

areas, or areas of sedimentation, sink and
crumple up the adjacent areas as moun-
tains, tending thus to renew and perpetuate

regionsof upheaval, has also had believers.

This has had its best formulation in the re-

cent doctrine called isostafsy, which regards

the earth as a body in essentially hydrosta-

tic equilibrium, and as balancing inequali-

ties of pressure by subterranean flow. Tlie

speaker regarded this doctrine, however, as

insuflicient in that it furnishes no start and

tends to run rapidly down. We need secu-

lar contraction to keep isostasy at work.

The earth's internal heat is the great store

of energy available for this purpose. How
to explain the earth's internal heat is a

hard and dark problem. The nebular hy-

pothesis, first outlined in Leibnitz's Proto-

gea has been most widely believed. The
critical stage in this method of development

came when convection ceased and the sphere

was all at the same temperature, the stage

usually called consistentior status. Then

came the formation of a crust and the be-

ginning of geological phenomena as usually

discussed. The speaker had reason to ques-

tion the reliability of the nebular hypothe-

sis and whether the earth had ever been

gaseous, etc. An origin for the globe and an

explanation of its heat are perhaps as well

to be found in the collision of meteoric

bodies.

The time that has elapsed since the con-

sistentior status has been an interesting sub-

ject for computations, and widelj' varying

estimates have been made. Lord Kelvin in

1862, on very questionable data, placed the

limits of geological phenomena at 20,000,-

000-400,000,000 years in the past. On the

same line, Tait estimated 10,000,000, but it

was doubtless true that in England the

weight of Kelvin's authority had fettered

geological thought in the last thirty years

to too narrow limits of time, for no geolo-

gist of eminence had questioned his results.

Yet within a month Lord Kelvin has raised

his upper limit to a possible 4,000,000,000.

All must appreciate that if the data are un-

reliable, the finest processes of mathematics

will lead to no certain result.

The speaker concluded that to secular
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cooling must be attributed the principal

motive force. The main criticism raised

against it is its insuflieiency, but George

Darw^in has shown that as a cause it can be

mathematically shown to be able to produce

results at least of the same order as those

observed. In the sj)eaker's estimation it is

probably sufticient, although the heat ra-

diated is a very difficult thing to measure

in a reliable way. Our data are all from the

continents, and they have not been obtained

in sufficient quantity. The oceanic areas

are necessarily unoliserved.

In discussion Professor Kemp stated that

attention had been naturally been drawn to

the interior of the earth in the endeavor to

explain, first of all, the contrasts of the con-

tinental elevations and the oceanic abysses,

and secondly, the crumplings, foldings and
faults of mountainous regions. Herschel's

explanation, while rational and simple on

the face of it, is inapplicable because it is

the area of sedimentation, subsidence and
' overloading ' that later on is upheaved in

the mountains, and this apparent contradic-

tion is the great difficulty. He also referred

to the measures of rigidity of the crust, to

the remarkable localization of the yielding

along narrow lines wlien it did come, and to

its great effects and relativelj' short dura-

tion. He asked Professor "Woodward also

to touch on the slowing up of the revolution

of the earth and the consequent readjust-

ment of the spheroid to the loss of centri-

fugal force, an idea advanced some years

ago by W. B. Taylor.

In reply Professor "Woodward admitted

that the questions were old and very difficult

ones, and that for the mountains he had no

explanation to advance. He spoke of the

mountainous protuberances as measures of

the rigidity, aiul yet this must be qualified by
the statement that according to isostas}- and
to recent pendulum observations they ap-

pear to be somewhat lighter under the sur-

fiice. As to the slowing up of rottitiou and

loss of centrifugal force, the idea was an im-

portant and valuable one, but it did not ap-

pear to be sufficient to account for the re-

sults.

Professor Rees referred to the rt'cent

observations on changes in latitude made
under his direction, and to certain factors

that entered into the calculations wdiich

would thrown light on the question.

Professor Hallock brought up the recent

results of experiments on the gyration of

liquids as bearing on the question and prov-

ing that a fluid set in rapid rotation con-

tinues to gjrate long after the enclosing

vessel ceases. The curious results obtained

at the "Waterville arsenal in the great test-

ing machine were also cited. The attempt

was made to burst a cast iron cylinder by
forcing into it, through a three-sixteenth of

an inch hole, paraffine and tallow. But it

was found that both these substances be-

came, under high pressures, more rigid than

steel and could not be driven through the

hole.

Prof Britton asked Prof "Woodward if

the amount of heat radiated per annum
could be quantitatively expressed, and in

reply Prof. "Woodw-ard said it is computed

£i-om very meagi-e data to be enough to melt

a layer of ice 5 to 7 mm. thick over the

earth's surface. The chairman. Prof E. P.

Whitfield, in closing the tliscussion called

attention to the fact that the submarine

crumpling and upheaval were not well

known nor often taken into account, and

yet the}- probably far exceed all that we see

on the continents.

The discussion will be continued at the

meeting of the Section, February 18.

J. F. Kemp, Recording Secretary.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE, FEB.

Relation of Gravity to Continental Elevation:

By T. C. Mendenhall.
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LABORATORY TEACHING OF LARGE
CLASSES.*

Teaching maj' be subdivided into two
kinds : First, that wliich cultivates the fac-

* Annual discussion before tl»e meeting of the American
Society of Naturalists, Baltimore, December 27, 1894. The
continuation of this discussion by Professors Bumpus and
UanoDf; will be published in the ne.\t issue of Scie>-ce.

ulties of the individual, increasing his abil-

ity to work for himself and enabling him to

use his intellectual powers with confidence

in the acquisition of knowledge. Second,

that which disregards or takes for granted

that he has these powers at his command
and strives to increase his store of informa-

mation. The first process is the improve-

ment and building up of the intellectual

forces by any means that will enable them
to do tlieir work thoroughly and correctly,

and the second is practically, except in so

far as it can be used in carrying on the first

process, a load carried bj' the brain. Simi-

lar in fact, though not in kind, to the extra

fats and extra growths, of all sorts carried

bj' the body, it may sometimes be of ad-

vantage, and sometimes, when in unnatural

proportion, a serious and perhaps even an

injurious burden.

The cultivation of the original powers of

the individual, of his whole mind, with, of

course, proper regard ibr moral and phj-si-

cal well-being, which are, in mj- opinion,

equally important and essential, is akin to

the treatment by which a good teacher of

athletics strives to improve the native

strength of a pupil and give the muscles

endurance and force, and which the young

gymnast himself is taught how to use to the

gi-eatest advantage. Tliis athletic training

must go hand in hand with judicious feed-

ing, and in the parallel processes of educa-

tion similar objective training must go hand
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in liancl with a legitimate amount of infor-

mation. It is striving against nature to

throw a pupil wholly on his own resources

and allow him to find his way alone. This

effort not only wastes valuable time, but it

is an attempt to return to primitive condi-

tions and to produce unfavorable surround-

ings that do not exist at the present time.

This kind of teaching is fortunately very

rare nowadays, and usually an ideal that it

is impossible to pursue consistently in act-

ual practice.

The natural and right course is really fol-

lowed by a very good teacher, and strives

not only to exercise and train his pupil's

faculties, but at the same time or at proper

intervals furnishes information that will

give needed nourishment and renewed

strength to liis power of doing pioneering

work, if he be capable of this higher order

of effort.

The happy combination of self-culture

and sufficient intellectual meals is by no

means easy, and they are mingled in due

proportion only when the pupil can be em-

ployed for much the largest part of his time

in the handling of objects or experiments

under proper direction, which will enable

him to build up bj^ his own experience meth-

ods suitable for his own mind, or, failing

that, to at least learn how original work
has been done by others.

Laboratory teaching is an effort made
now by all institutions to furnish proper

facilities for practical instruction of this

sort, and it is successful or the reverse, ac-

cording to the proportions in which the

system adopted deviates from the happy me-
dium in which neither self-culture nor the

administering of information is allowed to

usurp the whole field.

This being a partial description of Labor-

atory teaching, it is a question in the minds
of most naturalists whether it is in a strict

sense applicable to large classes except un-

der very exceptional conditions. In the

first place, what is a large class ; is it foi-ty,

eighty, or one hundred and sixty? Can
the class be taken in sections or must it bo

handled as a whole? Can the instructor

command laboratorj' facilities in the shape

of rooms, tables, specimens or instruments,

and materials for observation or experi-

ment, and, above all, can he command as-

sistants ? All of these queries must be re-

plied to in some shape bj' each instructor

before it is possible for him to consider

the subject from any practical point of view.

It is obvious that laboratory exercises and

information must be individuaUzed to be of

the highest standard, and this could not be

carried out fully by an instructor alone, ex-

cept for a small class. There is also an ob-

vioiis limitation of numbers due to the neces-

sarj' limitation of facilities that can be

offered bj^ any institution, however well

equipped. Even if an instructor had an

enormous laboratory capable of accommo-

dating a large class and money to employ

the best of assistants, it is also obvious that

the larger the class the further removed

the members must be fi-om personal contact

with their teacher, and as individuals con-

sequently less able to benefit by his experi-

ence and by his example, these tw'o last be-

ing perhaps after all among the most im-

portant elements of good teaching.

Assistants come not only between the head

teacher and his pupils, but where there are

many minds there must be some strict

system and set ways of doing the work, and

more or less disregard of the peculiar needs

of each individual. It is, however, evident

that as long as this is recognized as a neces-

sary evil, and the red tape of the system

regarded in this light and not exalted into

a fetish of productive virtue, a very large

class may be kept at work through assist-

ants, if they are allowed to have some indi-

viduality themselves and are taught to cul-

tivate the same gift in some of then- pupils.

In such matters, however, one must speak
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from the fulness of his own experience, and

I must leave this subject to those who have

liad experience in conducting large labora-

tories crowded with j)upils.

My own experience has been with a few,

unfortunately with very few jmpils of the

highest gi-ade. and then, skipping all mter-

mediate gi-ades, next with pupils who have

come to me uninformed or worse ofl' in being

burdened with undigested information. The
first of course had almo.st unlimited time

and ample facilities, and, therefore, do not

come into consideration here.

My classes have varied from ten to five

hundred, but unluckily the binding force of

the conditions under which instruction was

given did not vary in the same proportion.

I have always been obliged to give lessons

to the whole class at once, and the time has

been invariably limited to comparativelj'

few hours.

I'nder these somewhat difficult conditions

it became necessary to adopt some system

that would include, as far as pi-acticable at

least, tlie idea of self culture, so that the

pupils would at anj- rate not be led into the

belief that they knew how to handle and

use a subject when they rcallj' had only ac-

qufred some informatitm and the power to

read about it more intelligently, and perhaps

also the ability to recognize certain facts of

which no educated man should be ignorant.

Pennit me to exercise one of the usual

privik'ges of every speaker and enlarge

somewhat the boundaries of this discussion

by asking you to consider Laboratory Teach-

ing as but one branch of object teaching.

We shall then be able to regard it from the

point of view of its essential character and
see more clearly its aiiplication to cases in

which large clas.ses must be dealt with in

lecture rooms capacious enough to hold from

eighty to five hundred or even more persons.

It may then l)e said, tliat in proportion as a

lecturer follows objective methods and clings

to the habit of making his audience see.

each for himself or herself, the objects he is

talkmg about, in just the same proportion

is he trying, at least, to educate them ac-

cording to the ideal standards.

Some twenty-four years ago the Teachers'

School of Science was begun in Boston and

it became necessary to decide how the les-

sons should be conducted. To be faithful

to the ideals of science and handle a class

as large as could be comfortably seated in

the lecture room of the Boston Society of

Natural History was the practical problem,

and secondarily how to do this so as to lead

to the final adoption of natnral history

teaching in the public schools.

Two necessary conditions were assumed

as the l)asis of the system adopted : first, the

actual study of specimens, and second, the

subsequent possession of these Ijy the teach-

ers. This system was inaugurated with a

class of eightj% and was found to be practi-

cable with five hundred persons, and suc-

ceeded as well as could be expected with

such large audiences. The lectui-ei-s em-

ployed b}- the school, which subsequently

came for the most part under tlic patronage

of the Trustee of the Lowell Institute. Mr.

Augustus Lowell, w^ere instructed to con-

form to the requirements mentioned above,

and the sj-steni has not been materially al-

tered since the beginning, except in one of

these requirements. Of late years it has

not been deemed necessary to have very

large classes, nor to distribute specimens in

such profusion as during the earlier years

in which hundreds of thou.sauds had been

given awaj-. The details aj-e very simple.

p]very person in the audience is furnished

with a certain number of specimens. These

are placed by assistants upon temporary

tables opposite each chair befbi-e the les.son

begins. The tables for large classes were of

the .simplest des<'ription, mere boards with

a slight moulding to keep objects from roll-

ing ofl'. They were made in sections and

were fastened to the floor by iron stanch-
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ions that could be unscrewed and removed

after they were no longer needed. It occu-

pied three men about one-half of a day to

put them up and take them down and store

them away from a lecture room accommo-

dating five hundred persons. The seats in

this room were the ordinary distance apart

and were not constructed especially for the

purpose of giving additional room for these

tables. Similar tables have also been built

and used successfully in several different lec-

ture rooms.

The lecturer leads his hearers to observe

with the specimens in hand certain facts,

and he may if he chooses go far beyond

these simple observations in his remarks,and

he very often does this, but the specimens

are dead weights upon his flights into the

empyrean of fancy or theory. The objects

are there ; they demand constant atten-

tion, and the teacher cannot keep away
from their consideration, nor can his audi-

ence lose consciousness that they are the

subjects upon which the work is to be

done.

The principal difficulty is to acquire the

habit of carrying on the thread of the dis-

course, directing it to some definite morpho-

logic point, or whatever the lecturer may
choose, weaving the facts shown by the

specimens into a demonstration of this point,

and at the same time keep, the pupils at

work upon the specimens to such an extent

that most of them actually see the needed

facts.

The field capable of being illustrated and
taught in this way is necessarily limited,

and there are in each branch of science

certain series of facts requiring elaborate

apparatus or rare specimens that cannot be

used in sufficient numbers. ]S"evertheless,

the limits in each department are not so

narrow as one at first thinks, and the field

covered grows continually broader in pro-

portion to the ability and experience of the

instructor.

The first expense is not large ; the cost

of the Geological and Mineralogical speci-

mens was about ten dollars for each lecture,

and for Botany about fifteen, and Zoology

twenty to twentj^-five for audiences of five

hundred.

But before entering upon the second part

of mj' subject, the application of this method

to smaller classes, permit me to say that

diagrams were used in order to direct the

attention of the audience to the facts to be

observed, and thej^ were encouraged to make
notes and sketches and instructed in the

use of a cheap magnifier costing from sixty

to seventj^-five cents. The lectui-er was
allowed also to place objects simDar to

those in the hands of the audience upon his

table and platform and on the tables in the

body of the lecture room, and whenever

practicable these were liviag representatives

of the preparation.

It is needless to say to this audience that

no claim is made here to the discovery of a

royal road to knowledge. The system itself

is an ancient one and was used before I was
born by many persons. The habit of ob-

serviQg accuratelj^ cannot be formed by an

hour or two of work on Saturday afternoon,

even with the use of specimens. The
method has, however, a valid claim to con-

sideration in so far as it possesses great

advantages over the subjective methods of

the ordinarj' lecture, when illustrated solely

bj' diagrams or stereopticon pictures, and

its results are far more satisfactory.

All lessons or lectures away from the act-

ual presence of the objects described or dis-

cussed throw the individual back upon his

own mental processes, unless he already

has experience and knowledge of the facts

treated. Illustrations in the shape of dia-

grams or stereopticon pictures are substi-

tutes of one dimension
; they have the su-

perficial attributes of length and breadth,

but their apparent thickness and solidity

are artistic shams. People who are taught
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in tliis way think afterwards iu a weak sub-

jective form. The objects depicted are present

to them as pictures, not as things. The
classes in drawing at the Lowell Institute

were objectively taught and not permitted

to draw fi-om illustrations, but among the

pupils there were often some that had had

instruction according to this method. They
were seated and placed so that no two per-

sons got the same Anew of a cube mounted

on a stand, in one of their lessons. Those

that had had no training from copying flat

illustrations tried to depict what they saw;

those that had had this sort of training us-

ually outlined the cube as they thought a

cube ought to appear, giving it the conven-

tional shape and aspect it had in their own
minds. "Whether seated on the floor or on

chairs, or standing, in ft-ont or at one side,

the cube almost invariably appeared on

their sheets with the top side in perspective,

whether they saw the top or did not see it

from their station.

Able pupils carry awa3- from our lessons

much more than they can from lectures,

however elaborately adorned with illustra-

tions, and our results show that even the

crudest efforts to observe facts with ex-

amples in hand lead often to a realization

of the effectiveness of objective work and a

desire for more culture in this direction.

These lectures to large audiences created

gradually a demand for more precise and
extensive instruction in some of our pupils.

and this demand led to the giving of si'ries

of lessons on the same subjects to more
limited numbers and extending over longer

periods of time. These have lately taken

the form of consecutive courses running

through each winter for four yeai-s. We
have just finislied one on Geologj', of this

amount of time, about one hundred and
thirty hours in all, and another in Botany,
and have still another in Zoologj- and Pale-

ontology, of about the same length, which
will be finished this year.

In these classes numbering from thirty-

six to forty-eight the lecturer treats the au-

dience in much the same way as far as

specimens are concerned, but having more
time and more control over the pupils, he

can do his work more effectually. Each
pei-son must have a note-book and magni-

fier; microscopes are furnished by the So-

ciety. The pupils are told that they must
make notes, and must make sketches of the

specimens. Those who state that they can-

not draw are insti-ucted to try and are

shown that the quality of their tb'awing is

not of so much importance as the employ-

ment of the ej-es and mind in tiying to

draw the object before them. The act of

trying to draw a specimen is not absolutely

essential to the success of this method, but

it is very helpful. It holds the pupil down
to his work, keeps him constantly observ-

ing, and he soon learns to make approxi-

matel}' a good outline of the specimen, and
then studies the details much more closely

than he would otherwise do, if not making
an effort to represent them on his sketch.

Different teachers have different ways of

doing their work, but in general it may be

said that those at present at work in the

school follow this process more or less and
also hold either examinations at stated in-

tervals or have reviews in which the stu-

dents are questioned with regard to what
they have been studying and so on. One
gentleman keeps a complete card catalogue

of names and marks, so that he can follow

accurately the exact course of each jmpil

back through the entire four years, and he

holds no final examination, preferring to

make his work perfect as he goes along.

Two of the teachers—there are onlj' four

in all—have constantlj'' had the services of

two assistants who helped to set out the

specimens and clear the tables after the les-

.sons were finished. These assistants were

for the most part selected from the audience,

and can generally be obtained in this way,
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either as vohintary laborers or for a vei-y

moderate compensation. These persons,

under the direction of the teacher, help him
to supervise the note making and microsco-

pical observations of the pupils and help

them to see and discuss with them the facts

that they observe. A large part ofevery les-

son is passed in the description and discus-

sion of observations made on the specimens.

The pupils are also encouraged to work in-

dependently in making connected studies

and collections out of doors, and to embodj'

the results in reports and actual collections

presented at the final examinations or at the

close of the term.

Field work is also carried on in connec-

tion with the laboratory lectures in miner-

alogy and geology, and it is proposed to do

the same when opportunity offers in other

branches. One can judge in part of the

ability and attainments of classes by the ex-

amination papers and their note-books kept

through the term, and the results in this di-

rection have been higlily satisfactory. I

have not had time to gather any of these

evidences as I had intended to do, and I

shall have to ask you to take my word for

it that these were more than creditable.

I have brought a few placards of the courses

and of the questions for the final examina-
tions in two of the courses, which I have
exhibited for your inspection.

The persons attending these lessons were
all adults and mostly teachers in the public

schools, but the same method has been found
to be equally successful with classes of the

Institution of Technology and Boston Uni-

versity, and no difficulty has been experi-

enced in handling them in this way beyond
what is usual with such pupils. Pupils of

the Teachers' School of Science have also

applied the same method to large classes of

young people of both sexes in the public

schools, and by covering less ground at each

lesson succeeded with them also.

In certain subjects, such as Physical Geog-

raphy, Chemistry and Physics, and Physi-

ology, and so on, this method has a neces-

sarily more limited application than in the"

branches enumerated above, but even in

these departments it has been more or less

used, du-ectly by selecting the few experi-

ments that could be actually made bj^ indi-

viduals in the audience, and indii-ectly by
showing others on the platform that could

be repeated by them with apparatus that

they could make themselves, or purchase

with very small outlay.

Permit me in conclusion to repeat that it

has been thoroughly tested with such classes

of persons of all ages as have been described,

but it has not yet, as far as I know, been

applied to large classes of students in any
university. If it has been applied to such

classes by any one their experience is proba-

bly known to some persons in the audience,

and I shall be glad to hear what the results

have been. I am aware that our experi-

ence will probably be of real value only to

those who have to deal with classes having

at their command a limited number of hours

and but little chance for laboratory work
outside of the hours devoted to the lessons.

N"evertheless, there are many who now lec-

ture with illustrations, diagrams and the

stereopticon, to whom I would with all de-

ference suggest the possibility of adding to

these specimens distributed among their

pupils. And I further make bold to recom-

mend that those who make partial use of

text-books, as aids for the pupils to study

and recite from, drop a part of these re-

quirements and allow their pupils to substi-

tute actual work on specimens done inside

or outside of the class-room, collections

made by themselves and so on. I also

crave their permission to suggest one fea-

ture of our examinations which you will see

mentioned on the cards I have displayed.

This consists in placing before each pupil a

set of test specimens which he is required

to place in proper sequence as regards their
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mutual relations, to luunher, name, describe,

and so on, in accordance with what he has

been taught. I have myself a way of slip-

ping into this set one object that the pupils

have never seen, so far as I know their

studies. The replies to this silent ques-

tioner fi-equently enable me to determine

who are the best oliservers and most origi-

nal thinkers, and very often point out clearly

the difference between them and those who
are merelj- the best students.

Whether this system is the best that can

be devised or has only some praiseworthj'

feature, or is in reality but a poor substi-

tute for a good one, I shall not pretend to

decide. There are numbers of scientiiic

teachers of great experience and learning-

present who have heard my ai'guments and

must be our judges, but I think they will all

indulgently agree that the teachers who liave

adopted and elaborated this method have

tried to come as near to the ideals of objec-

tive work as the adverse circumstances of

large classes and limited time would per-

mit. Alpheus Hyatt.
Boston.

ORKilXAL RESEARCH AND CREATIVE AU-
THORSHIP THE ESSENCE OF UNIVERSITY

TEACHING*

That which is most characteristic of the

present epoch in the history of man is un-

doubtedlj^ the vast and beneficent growth
of science. In things apart from science,

other races at times long past may be
compared to the most civilized people of

to-day.

The lyric poetry of Sappho has never

been equalled! The epic flavor of Homer,
even after translation, comes down to us

unsurpassed tln-ough the ages. Dante, the

voice of six silent centuries, may wait six

centuries more before his mediteval miracle
of song finds its peer.

* Inaugural Address l)_v the President of the Texas
Aaideniy of Science, Dr. George Bruce Halsted, Octo-
ber 12, 1894.

The Apollo Belvidere, the Venus of Milo,

the Laocoon are the glory of antique, the

despair of modern sculpture. To mention

oratory to a schoolboy is to recall Demos-
thenes and Cicero, even if he has never

pictured Ca'sar, that gi-eatest of the sons of

men, quelling the mutinous soldiery by his

first word, or with outstretched arm, in

Egj-pt's palace window, holding enthralled

his raging enemies, gaining precious mo-
ments, time, the only thing he needed to

enable him to crusli them under his domi-

nant intellect.

There is no need for multiplj'ing exam-
ples. The one thing that gives the pres-

ent generation its predominance is science.

The foremost factor in modern life is science.

All criticisms of the scope of life, of the es-

sence of education, made before science had
taken its present place, or attempting to

ignore its prominence, are obsolete, as are

of necessity any systems of education

founded on pre-scientific or anti-scientific

conceptions.

Unfortunately there are still some people

so dull, so envious, so unscientifiic, so stu-

pid as to maintain that the highest aim of

a university should be the training of young
men and young women, where they use the

word ' training ' in its repressive, inhibi-

tive sense. The most profound discoveries

of modern science unite in replacing this

old ' training ' idea of education by one

immeasurably higher, finer, nobler. We
now know that the paramount aim of

teaching at every stage, and preeminentlj-

of the final stage, at the university, should

be to lidp the developing mind, the develop-

ing character, the developing personality.

Judicious, delicate, symj)athetic help is now
the watchword. Even horses and dogs

worth owning are no longer ' broken;' they

are 'gentled.'

What has brought about this glorious

change ? Science, the greatest achievement

of human life, the one thing that puts to-
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day, the present, in advance of all past

ages. Not only by having subjugated the

forces of natui'e to the dominion of mind,

but also by its intellectual influence, science

is remodelliag the life and thought of mod-
ern humanitj'.

Thoiigh science is the piirest knowledge,

yet even our estimate of knowledge has

been changed by science. Mere acquire-

ment is now considered an unworthy end

or aim for endeavor. Action, production

alone now receives our homage, now gives

a life worth living ; and, therefore, each

must aim either at the practical application

of his knowledge, or at the extension of the

limits of science itself. For to extend the

limits of science is really to work for the

progress of humanity. This is a fitting

crown to the sweet and symmetrical evolve-

ment which true teaching aids—^the unfail-

ing spring of pure pleasure which it affords.

The laws of physical, but, above all, of

mental health, made clear by science, let

every one realize how now our truest edu-

cation stands ready to aid, to save, to sat-

isfy endangered or craving bodies or minds.

Nothing is more beautifully characteristic

of young children than the desire to know
the why and wherefore of everything they

see. This natural spirit of inquiry needs

only proper direction and fostering care to

give us scientists. But no one can teach

science who does not know it. For a

teacher, however subordinate, to have the

true informing spu-it to vivify his book-

knowledge, even of the very elements, it is

found almost uniformly essential that he

should have been in direct personal contact

with some one of those great men whose
joy it is to be able to advance the age in

which they live, and lead on mankind to

unexpected victories in the progressive con-

quest of the universe. But it is the highest

function of a university to help the gifted

young man on his way toward becoming

one of these glorious creators, these men

who make and who honor the age in which

thej^ live. A universitj' should wish to

feed the mental leaders of the next genera-

~

tion. For this nothing can take the place

of contact with the living spirit of research,

original work, creative authorship.

Without fostering and requiring such

work of students and still more of all its

professors, no institution can be a univer-

sitj^ of the first class. Intimate contact

with a producer of the first rank is worth

more than the whole world of so-called

training by use of retailed convictions.

The most inspii-ing teacher must have

known how to acquire conviction where no

predecessor had ever been before him; to

show others how to conquer new regions,

he must himself have broken barriers for

human thought. As Eector of the Univer-

sity of Berlin, Helmholtz said: "Our ob-

ject is to have instruction given only by

teachers who have proved their owa power

to advance science." There is no honest

test or proof of scholarship or acquirement

but production. The characteristic quality

of all the highest teaching lies in the fact

that it comes from a creator.

No more convincing demonstration of

my thesis could be wished for than the

work of Sylvester for America. On page

233, I., of his Hohere Geometi-ie, 1893,

Felix Klein, as high an authority as any

living, says: "Sylvester hat noch 1874 als

60 jahriger Mann den Mut gehabt an die

Johns Hopkins Universitj^ in Baltimore

ueberzusiedeln und durch eine ganz specif-

ische durch 10 Jahre fortgesetzte Lehrthii-

tigkeit hohere mathematische Studien auf

amerikanischen Boden zu initiiren."

The birth of higher mathematics in

America will always date from Sylvester's

advent at the Johns Hopkins. There and

then with his mighty head he raised the

whole western continent, and made it a

worthjr associate in the profoundest thought-

life of our world. But few know that this
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epoch-making period was not Sylvester's

first, advent in the United St.ates. The im-

mortal glory now belonging to the Johns

Hopkins University might have been antici-

pated by another, and with the verj- same

instrument.

An adequate life of James Joseph Syl-

vester has never been wi-itten, and jiroba-

bly never will be while he lives. At Cam-
bridge he was most impressed by a classmate

of his own, the celebrated George Green,

who had already then produced the re-

markable Green's Theorem, and much of

the work which still stands as a founda-

tion stone in the edifice of modern elec-

trical science. As Sylvester would not

sign the thirty-nine articles of the Estab-

lished Church, he was not allowed to take

his degree, nor to stand for a fellowship, to

which his rank in the tripos entitled him.

Sjivester always felt bitterly this religious

di.sbarment. His denunciation of the nar-

rowness, bigotry, and intense selfishness ex-

hibited in these creed tests was a wonderful

piece of oratory in his celebrated addi-ess at

the Johns Hopkins University. No one

who saw will ever forget the emotion and
astonishment exhibited by James Eussell

Lowell while listening to this unexpected

climax. Thus barred from Cambridge, he

accepted a call to America fi-om the Univer-

sity of Virginia.

The cause of his sudden abandonment of

the University of Virginia is often related

by the Rev. Dr. R. L. Dabney, as follows :

In Sylvester's class were a pau' of brothers,

stupid and excruciatinglj' pompous. When
Sylvester pointed out one day the blunders

made in a recitation by the younger of the

pair, this individual felt his honor and
family pride aggrieved, and sent word to

Professor Sylvester that he must apologize

or be chastised.

Sylvester bought a sword-cane, which he
was carrying when waylaid by the brothers,

the younger armed with a hea^'y bludgeon.

An intimate friend of Dr. Dabney's hap-

pened to be approaching at the moment of

the encounter. Tlie younger brother step-

ped up in front of Professor Sylvester and
demanded an instant and humble apology.

Almost immediately he struck at Sj-lves-

ter, knocking ofi' his liat, and then delivered

with his heavy bludgeon a crushing blow
directly upon Sylvester's bare head.

Sylvester drew his sword-cane and lunged

straight at him, striking him just over the

heart. With a dispairing howl, the student

fell back into his brother's arms screaming

out, " I am killed I
'" " He has killed me."

Sylvester was urged away from the sjiot by
Dr. Dabney's friend, and without even wait-

ing to collect his books, he left for New
York, and took ship back to England.

Meantime a surgeon was summoned to

the student, who was lividly pale, bathed in

cold sweat, in complete collapse, seemingly

dying, whispering his last prayers. The
surgeon tore open his vest, cut open his

shirt, and at once declared him not in the

least injured. The fine point of the sword-

cane had struck a rib fair, and caught

against it, not peueti-ating.

When assured that the wound was not

much more than a mosquito-bite, the dying

man arose, adjusted his shirt, buttoned his

vest, and walked oft', though still trembling

from the nervous shock. Sylvester was
made head professor of mathematics of the

Royal Military Academj^ at Woolwich, a

position which he held until the early period

set by the English military laws for confer-

ring the life-pension.

He thus happened to be free to accept a

position at the head of mathematics in the

Johns Hopkins University at its organiza-

tion. With British conservatism, he stipu-

lated that his traveling expenses and annual

salary of five thousand dollars should be

paid him in gold, and this fixed, he came a

second time to America.

The fame of his coming preceded him, for
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by this time he was ranked by Kelland in the

Encyclopsedia Britaunica as the verj' fore-

most living English mathematician. The

only possible sharer of this proud preemi-

nence was his life-long friend Cayley.

Appointed among the first twentj' fellows

at the organization of the Johns Hopkins

University, and having an intense desire to

study Sylvester's own creations with him,

I became alone his first class in the new
University. Sylvester gives in his cele-

brated address a graphic account of the

formation of that first class as illustrating

the mutual stimulus of student and pro-

fessor.

The text-book was Salmon's Modern

Higher Algebra, dedicated to Sylvester

and Cayley as made up chiefly from their

original work.

The professor broke every rule and canon

of the Normal Schools and Pedagogy, yet

was the most inspiring teacher conceivable.

Eveiy thing, from music to Hegel's meta-

physics, linked into the theory of Invari-

ants, combined with the precious personal

data, and charming unpublished reminis-

cences of all the great mathematicians of

the preceding generation.

Such a course in the creation of modern
mathematics, with most precious, elsewhere

unattainable, historic indications, will per-

haps never be paralleled. It went on not

only at the appointed hours, but the pro-

fessor would send for his class at night,

while at other times they took excursions

together to Washington. The incidents of

these two formative years, spent in most

intimate association with one of the great

historic personages of science, can never be

forgotten. It was during this period that

Sylvester founded the American Journal of

Mathematics, and it is due to his particular

wish that it was given the quarto form.

Then began a new productive period in

his life, the astounding activity and mar-

velous results of which can be faintly esti-

mated by consulting the pages upon pages

taken up in the Johns Hojikins Bibliogra-

phia Mathematica, merely to enunciate

the titles of the memoirs and papers pro-

duced. The verj' complete and profound

historic and bibliographic account of the

theory of Invariants given by Meyer in the

Berichte of the deutsche mathematische Ge-

sellschaft indicates very fairlj' Sjivester's

final place in the history of that all-pervad-

ing subject. His origmal contributions to

many other parts of the vast structure of

modern pure analj'sis are of nearly as great

weight.

Sylvester was completely of the opinion

that no teaching for a real universitj^ can be

ranked high which is not vitalized by abun-

dant original creative work. He main-

tained that it was the plain duty of any

mature man holding a professorship in a

real university to resign at once if he had

not ah'eady been copiouslj'^ and creatively

productive.

He believed that without unceasing orig-

inal research and published original work

there could be no real university teaching,

and that any universitj' professor who,

without such a basis, pretended to be a

good teacher, was, consciously or unconsci-

ously, a selfish fraud.

On page 6 of his address delivered on

Commemoration Day, 1877, he speaks of a

university * under its twofold aspect as a

teaching body and as a corporation for the

advancement of science.' He then con-

tinues; "I hesitate not to say that, in

my opinion, the two functions of teaching

and working in science should never be

divorced.

" I believe that none are so well fitted to

impart knowledge as those who are engaged

in reviewing its methods and extending its

boundaries . . . May the time never come

when the two offices of teaching and re-

searching shall be sundered in this Univer-

sity !"
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This was spoken of the Johns Hoi^kins.

Since tlien no university has vohmtarily

avowed an ideal not equallj' noble and ex-

alted. Science, penetrating ever deeper,

makes clear the conditions of progress, of

true education, of finest teaching.

Only those who have produced can ade-

quately fulfill its present motto :
" I serve,

I help." Geokge Bruce Halsted.

L'XIVEESITY OF TEXAS.

THE AItCS.EOLOGY OF SOVTHERX FLORIDA

Through the investigations of Professor

Jeffries AVyman, Mr. A. E. Douglass and
lately of Mr. Clarence B. Moore, a large

amount of accurate information about the

mounds of central and southern Florida

lias been laid before the public. Especially

noteworthy are Mr. Moore"s explorations,

which have been pul)]ished with every de-

sirable addition of nuips, measurements and

illustrations. They were conducted with a

fidelity to the correct principles of mound
excavation, which renders them models of

tlieir kind. The results were rich, instruc-

tive, often surprising, such as copper breast-

plates and ornaments, curiously decorated

pottery, specimens of Catlinite, and little

earthern images, very life-like, of the bear,

sijuirrel, wildcat, and even the tapir, which

latter had become extinct in Florida when
the whites first explored it.

Nothing, however, which has been found

in the mounds of Florida justify us in sepa-

rating them as a class fi-om other mounds in

the Southern States ; there is nothing in

them ' extra-Indian," as Jlr. H. C. Mercer

remarks in his review of the subject in the

American Naturalist for January. He might

have gone further and have said there is

nothing extra-North American Indian. The
pottery decoration does not reveal those

arabesque designs which Mr. Holmes has

jK)inted out in some of the more modern
pottery of the Gulf coast, as indicating

Caribbean or Antillean influence. If that

arrived, its arrival was later than the con-

struction of the older Floridian mounds.

But an obscurity certainlj- hangs over

tlie ethnogi-aphy of Florida at the period of

tlie discovery.

A large part of the peninsula was peopled

by a tribe whose language stood alone on

the continent, the Timucuas, and which be-

came extinct generations ago, though fortu-

nately resei'ved in the works of a Spanish

missionary. Father Pareja. They are de-

scribed by the Spanish and French explorers

of the sixteenth century as quite a cultured

people, and at that time building mounds
and erecting their houses upon them.

It is not certain that they extended to the

extreme south, and therefore this portion

of the peninsula is left blank on the lan-

guistic map of the region. That some tribe

of advanced culture occupied the territory

about tlie Carlosahatchie bay is revealed by

a curious discovery due to the distinguished

antiquary and explorer M. Alphonse Pinart,

which he communicated to the former pub-

lislier of Science. In examining a rare work

by Father Francisco Romero, jniljlished at

Milan in 1G9.3, entitled Llanio Sagrado de la

Aiiwrica Meridional que busca alivio en los reale.''

ojox de Xue.itro Senor Don Carlos III., he found

the statement that a chieftain called Carlos,

who lived on the bay of that name on the

southwest coast of Florida, came across to

Havana in a small canoe to be instructed in

the Christian faith and baptized. On re-

turning, the autliorities promised to send a

missionary to his people, but neglected to

fulfill their agreement.

" Some time afterward," says the writer,

' they recieved a letter \^Titten witli char-

acters entirely ditVerent from ours, and with

a strange ink. This letter was l)rought

across by a lisherman, who translated it.

He stated that the Floridian chief, Carlos,

sent by it his respectful liomage to the au-

thorities, and complained bitterly that the

missionary had not been sent to him.''
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The original, says the author, was subse-

quently taken to Spain and deposited in the

library of the Duchess of Aveyro. M. Pin-

art adds that, fi'om correspondence with the

representatives of that family, he has reason

to believe this original is still in existence.

Whether the ' writing ' was the familiar

pictography of the North American Indian,

or allied to that higher form which preA'ailed

in Mexico and Yucatan, may be decided by

a sight of the document itself. At any rate,

it is worth mentioning that this unknown
people had a recognized system of recording-

ideas; and possibly investigations in the

mounds of that locality may bring other

specimens to light

.

D. G. Brinton.

TJniveesity of Pennsylvania.

THE EARLIEST GENERIC NAME OF AN
AMERICAN DEER.

In" September, 1817, Eafinesque pubUshed

descriptions of two species of deer from

Paraguay, which he named Mazama bira and

M. pita.'^ The first was based on the

Gouazoubira, the second on the Goitazoupita,

of Azara. Both had been previously de-

scribed by lUigerf; consequently the speci-

fic names fall. Mazama bira Eaf. ^^Cervus

rufus 111.; M. pita Kaf. =C simplidcornis 111.

But the generic name Mazama antedates by
many years the names Suhulo %, Passalites §,

Coassus
1 1

, and even Cariacus ^, and hence is

the earliest generic name for any American

deer, so far as known. Fortunately, the rules

*Am. Monthly Mag., Vol. I., No. 5, Sept. 1817, p.

363.

fAbliandl. K. Preuss. Akad. Wiss., Berlin (for

1811), 1815, p. 117.

tSubtdo H. Smith, Griffith's Cuvier, Vol. V., 1827,

p. 318.

? Passaliles Gloger, Hand- u. Hilfshuch Naturge-

schiohte, 1, 1841, p. 140.

II
Coassus J. E. Gray, List. Mamm. British. Mus.

1843, pp. xxvii and 174.

II Cariacus Lesson, Nouv. Tableau Eegne Animal,

Mammif., 1842, p. 173.

of nomenclature demand that the type be

chosen from the species originally covered-

by the genus ; it cannot be taken fi-om those

subsequently added by Eafinesque himself

(in Am. Monthly Mag., Vol. I., p. 437, Oct.

1817; and Vol. II., p. 44, Nov. 1817). The

tjTDC therefore must be one or the other of

the two well known South American deer,

rufus or simplioicorim, and may be restricted

to the formr, which will stand as Mazama

rufa (lUiger).

C. Haet Meeriam.

JAMES OWEN DORSET.

Eev. J. Owen Dorsey, Indian Hnguist,

died in Washing-ton, February 4, of typhoid

fever. For over twenty years Mr. Dorsey

was an enthusiastic student of aboriginal

languages, chiefly those of the Siouan fam-

ily. His acquaintance with these languages

was so extended and his grasp of principles

so strong as to render him one of the fore-

most authorities on Indian linguistics. Al-

though numerous publications have been

made under his name, the greater part of

the material collected and created during

his active career remaius unpublished.

Fortunately, this rich store of manuscripts

is preserved, under the systematic arrange-

ment of their author, in the Bureau of Amer-
ican Ethnology, with which Mr. Dorsey

has been connected from its organization.

James Owen Dorsey was born in Balti-

more, Maryland, October 3] , 1848, and re-

ceived his earlier education in local schools.

He was remarkably precocious, reading He-

brew at the age often, and his vocal range

and power of discriminating and imitating

vocal sounds were exceptional. He entered

the Theological Seminarj^ of Virginia in

1867, was ordained a deacon of the Protest-

ant Episcopal Church in 1871, and during

the same year became missionarj^ among
the Ponha Indians, in what was then Dakota

Territory. There he began sj^stematic study

of Indian language, mji:h and custom.
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Among his publications are memoirs on
' Omaha Sociokigy,' ' Osage Traditions,' ' a

study of Siouan cults,' ' Omaha dwellings,

furniture and implements,' printed in the

annual reports of the Bureau of American

Ethnology ;
' Omaha, and Ponca lettei-s,' a

bulletin of the same bureau ; and the ' Dhe-

giha language.' forming Volume YI. of the

Contributions to North American Ethnol-

ogy. In addition he edited a Dakota-Eng-

lish dictionary, and a volume on Dakota

grammar, texts and ethnography, by the

late Rev. S. R. Riggs, published in two
volumes of the last named series. Numer-
ous minor articles were published in ditfer-

ent anthropologic journals. Mr. Dorsey

was Vice-President of Section H ofthe A. A.

A. S. in 1893, and at the time of his death

was Vice-President of the American Folk-

lore Society. In the absence of the Presi-

dent of this Society he presided over the

annual meeting in Wasliing-ton during the

Christmas holidays, this being his last pub-

lic work in science. W J M

DISCUSSION.

ON INDISCRIMINATE ' TAKING.'

In many of the text-books which have of

late appeared, and even in articles by some
of the most renowned chemists, the verb ' to

tiike ' is frequently used in a way that is

very annoying to teachers who are endeav-

oring to train students in brevity and ex-

actness of expression. Pages could be filled

with examples of bad style and verbo-

sity that ill-accord with the clearness and
brevity that are desirable, and that are

supposed to' chara<'terize scientific litera-

ture. A few quotations from recent text-

books will suffice to illustrate this particu-

lar case—that of indiscriminate 'taking.'

" Take a cylindrical porous jar, such as

is used in a galvanic battery, close the open

end, etc."

It were better to saj', " close the end of a

cylindrical porous jar, such as is used, etc."

Another example :
" Take two flasks and

connect them."

Better—" Connect two flasks," etc.

Another :
" The method of experimenting

adopted by Graham was to take a bottle or

jar with a neck contracted somewhat and
fill it to within half an inch of the top with

the solution of the salt to be investigated."

Better—" The method . . . was to fill a

bottle or jar with a somewhat contracted

neck to within half an inch," etc.

Another :
" Ifwe take an iron tube closed

at one end and connected at the other with

a Sprengel pump and exhaust it com-

pletely."

This awkward form of diction often ex-

cites mirth in the class-room, as it gives

unusual opportunities for double meanings.
" Take a pound of sugar and an equal

weight of sulfuric acid." This would be a

severe dose, even for a trained scientist.

The following is from a recent text-book

:

" Take a lump of chalk or sandstone, some

very dry sand, a glass of water and a glass

of treacle."

This might do for a bill of fare in a

Chinese restaurant, but it is out of place in

a scientific book.

" Take some white arsenic."—" Take a

sedlitz powder,"—are the singular directions

which j)reface two experiments in a book

recently published by the Society for Pro-

motion of Christian Knowledge in London.

If editors and teachers will paj- more at-

tention to this awkward use of the word
' take ' they will incur the gratitude of a

patiently suffering public.

Peter T. Austen.

Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Tlie Life, of Tlichard Oiven. By his grandson,

the Rev. Richard Owen, M. A. With
the scientific i)ortions revised by C.

Davies Suerborn. Also an essay on

Owen's position in anatomical science.
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By the Right Hon. T. H. Huxley, F.

E. S. Portraits and illustrations. In

two volumes. New York, D. Appleton

& Co. 1894. Pp. 409, 393. $7.50.

The life of the great English comparative

anatomist as told in these volumes was in

many respects an ideal one. It is the old

story of a self-made man, who, without the

advantages of good preparatory schools, or

of the university life at Cambridge or Ox-

ford, by his own native ability and industrj',

as well as by his kindly disposition and social

tact, rose to the highest scientific position in

Great Britain, came to be the friend of some

ofEngland's leading statesmen, of her great-

est poets and novelists ; the recipient of

marked favors from the Queen ; living to

see the completion of the magnificent na-

tural history museum at South Kensington

planned by himself, and dying at the great

age of eighty-eight years, during sixty of

which he published the long series of mono-
graphs and general works which form his

most enduring monument.
This biography, as prepared by his grand-

son largely from Owen's letters and diary

and those of his wife, even if it includes

what may be thought to be many trivial

details, gives what seems to us to be a most

arttractive and life-like sketch of the man.
"We see Owen, not only in his study at the

College of Surgeons and afterwards at the

British Museum, but also at his home in the

little rambling thatched cottage in Rich-

mond Park, presented him by the Qvieen.

We also catch glimpses of his club life, of

his success as an administrator, as a lec-

turer, as a literateur ; we are given evi-

dences of his fondness for art and music
and the drama, as well as poetry, and ac-

counts of his journeys over the continent

and up the Nile.

It is a record not of a scientific recluse,

but of one who had many outside interests,

and who lived in touch with the best minds
and the best thought of his time.

Richard Owen was born in 1804 at Lan-

caster, the son of a merchant. After leaving

the grammar school, he was M'hen sixteen

apprenticed to a surgeon, and when twenty

matriculated at Edinburgh University as a

medical student. Six j^ears after he became

prosector to Dr. Abernethy in London and

assistant curator ofthe Hunterian Collection

at the College of Surgeons, and in 1856 was
appointed superintendent of the Natural

Historj^ collections of the British Museum,
a position created for him and which he held

until shortly before his death.

His first paper was published in 1830,

and two years later his famous memoir on

the pearly nautilus. This at once gave

him a national and continental reputation

as a comparative anatomist of the first rank.

Huxley makes the generous claim, in

referring to the work, that there is

nothing better in Cuvier's ' Memoires sur les

Mollusques,' and he adds: " Certainly in the

sixtj' years that have elapsed since the

pubUcation of this remarkable monograph,

it has not been excelled, and that is a good

deal to say with MiiUer's ' Mj^xinoid Fishes '

for a competitor." Owen's last work (the

list of the entire series of articles, mono-
graphs and general works embracing 647

titles) appeared in 1889. What a record !

Sixty years of almost uninterrupted health,

of unexamj)led productiveness, of accurate,

j)ainstaking, honest labor.

Owen's place in biological science, a
science which has widened and deepened

so immeasurably since the date of publica-

tion of his first great work in 1832, is not

altogether easy to determine, but the task

is much lightened by the appreciative and

magnanimous essay by Professor Huxley on

Owen's position in Anatomical Science,

placed at the end of the biogTaphj\

Owen was called by some of his contem-

poraries ' the British Cuvier,' and this fairly

well expresses his position. He may be said

to have lived in the interregnum between
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the age of Oken, St. Hilau-c and Ciivier, and

tlie age (if the modern school of morpholo-

gists. He made no special eontrilrations to

comparative embryology ; he was guiltless

of histology and of microscopic techui(iue.

His ideas and lines of thought and work

were a fusion of Okenism and of the

doctrine of correlation of organs biuglit

by Cuvier, with perhaps a slight infus-

ion of the transformationist school of

France. Like some of the fossil forms

which he restored with masterly skill

and philosophic insight, he was in a sense

a synthetic or prophetic type of naturalist.

For example, he declined when asked to at-

tack the ' Vestiges of Creation ', rather

sjTnpathizing with the views put forth in

that book; bnt also objected to become a

loyal disciple of his friend, Darwin. He
partiallj- accepted the general doctrine of

evolution ; but though his ^iews were vagne

and nnformed. like many others perhaps in

the period between ISM) and 1870, he prob-

ably felt tliat Natural Selection was not a

sole, eflicient cause, though believing in the

orderly evolution of life bj- secondary law.

We find in this life no statement from

Owen's own letters orjournals regarding his

attitude to tlie doctrine of natural selection.

Either he was late in life somewliat iudifter-

ent, or he was guarded in speaking or writ-

ing of the matter. Oertainly there are no

grounds for the statement sometimes made
that he showed outright ' hostility ' to Dar-

winism, unless his Athenfeum article be re-

garded <as such. In Owen's evidence before

Mr. Gregory's committee regarding the re-

moval of the Natural History Collection to

South Kensington his biographer tells us :

"Owen made some interesting remarks con-

cerning Darwin's work on the 'Origin of

Species," just published, which helps to

strengthen the impression that he was at

first much taken with the new views, and felt

the same friendliness toward them as he liad

previously shown to tlie views expressed in

the ' Vestiges ofCreation.' " Owen remarks

concerning the arrangement of the new mu-
seum :

" With regard to birds, I must say

that not only would I exhibit every species,

but I see clearly, in tlie present plan of na-

tural history pliilosophy, that we .shall be

compelled to exhibit varieties also

As to showing you the varieties of those

species, or anj- of those phenomena that

would aid one in getting at the mystery of

mysteries, the origin of species, our space

does not permit :

" and again he replies to

a question of the chairman : "I must sjiy

that the number of intellectual individuals

interested in the great question which is

mooted in Mr. Darwin's book is far beyond

the small class expressly concerned in sci-

entific research."

Owen's controversial papers, as well as his

statements of scientific belief, were at times

vague and a grain oracular, and were jire-

sented in a labored style, quite different from

that of his letters and popular lectures, or

even his work on Archetypes, the style of

which has been characterized as 'clear and

forcible.' Darwin in the well known refer-

ence to Owen's views in the Historical

Sketch prefacing the sixth edition of the

Origin of Species was, he says, 'completely

deceived' by such expressions as ' the con-

tinuous operation of creative power,' and he

was ajiparently unable to determine wliat

his real opinions were, and was evidently

piqued and disappointed that the great an-

atomist, his old scientific friend of many
years, did not accept the doctrine of natural

selection. On p. 91 his biographer states

:

'• If not 'dead against' the theory of natural

selection, Owen at first looked askance at it,

prefeiTing the idea of the great scheme of

Nature which he had himself advanced.

He was of the opinion that the operation of

external influences and the resulting 'con-

test of existence ' lead to certain sjiecies be-

coming extinct. Thus it came about, he

supi)osed, that, like the dotlo in recent times,
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the dinornis and other gigantic birds had

disappeared. But he never, so far as can be

ascertained, expressed a definite opinion on

Darwinism."

It is well enough at this day, when the

scientific woi'ld is of one mind as regards

the ti'uth of the evolution theory, to ascribe

indifference and even 'hostility' to Owen,

but we fail to see that this is quite just.

For Owen, so far from attacking or mini-

mizing the new plan of evolution invoked by

Darwin, was even said by the editor of the

'London Review,' as Darwin tells us, in his

own words, to have ' promulgated the theory

of natural selection before I had done so.'

So strong a Darwinian as the acute and

clear-headed Gray states, more fully and

satisfactorily perhaps than Darwin, the posi-

tion of Owen. In his ' Darwiniana ' Dr.

Asa Gray, who, writing in 1860, frankly

confesses :
" We are not disposed nor pre-

pared to take sides for or against the new
hypothesis," and yet who by his own studies

and mental tendencies was ' not wholly un-

prepared for it,' thus humorously refers to

Owen's views, published before the appear-

ance of Darwin's book, " Now and then we
encountered a sentence, like Prof. Owen's
' axiom of the continuous operation of the

ordained becoming of living things,' which

haunted us like an apparition. For, dim as

our conception must needs be as to what
such oracular and grandiloquent phrases

might really mean, we feel confident that

they presaged no good to old beliefs " (p.

88). Further on he writes :
" Owen him-

self is apparently in travail with some trans-

mutation theory of his own conceiving,

which may yet see the light, although Dar-

win's came first to the birth In-

deed to turn the point of a pungent simile

directed against Darwin—the difference be-

tween the Darwinian and the Owenian hypo-

theses may, after all, be only that between

homoeopathic and heroic doses of the same
drug " (p. 102). Again, in 1873, he writes :

" Owen still earlier signified his adhesion to

the doctrine of derivation in some form, buj;

apparently upon general, speculative

grounds; for he repudiated natural selection,

and offered no other natural solution of the

mystery of the orderly incoming of cognate

forms."

Finally we maj' quote from a letter of

Darwin's (Life ii. p. 388), written in 1862

to Sir Charles Lyell : "I was assured

that Owen in his lectures this spring a,d-

vanced as a new idea that wingless birds had
lost their wings by disuse, also that mag-

pies stole spoons, &c., from a remnant of

some instinct like that of the Bower bird,

which ornaments its plajdng passage with

pretty feathers. Indeed, I am told that he

liinted plainly that all birds are descended

from one."

From all that has been said it would seem

to follow, from a perusal of these scattered

fragments, that Owen was an evolutionist

somewhat of the Lamarckian school; that

he was not a Darwinian as such, not being

fully persuaded of the adequacy of natural

selection as the sole cause of all evolution.

To this class certainly belong some natural-

ists and philosophers of the present day.

But it should be added that Owen, in the

latter part of his life, did not use the hy-

pothesis or theory as a working one, as did

some of the elder naturalists of his own
period, asLj^ell, Wjanan, Leidy, etc. He
was fifty-five years old when the 'Origui of

Species' appeared, and either was not then

prone to speculation, or had little leisure

for it.

It must be granted that Owen, clear-

headed and sagacious as he was, did not rise

to the plane of that high qualitj^ of genius

which opens up new lines of investiga-

tion. His was not an epoch-making mind

of the quality of Lamarck or Darwin, in

the field of evolution, nor of Miiller, Von
Baer, Eathke, and Huxley, the founders of

modern morphology; nor of Koelliker or
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Lej'tlig, the founili'i-s of modern histology.

He was a closet naturalist, made no collec-

tions with his own liands, was not a field

paleontologist ; and his travels were rather

for health and recreation than for study or

exploration. The vast collections which

poured in upon him from South America,

Australia and New Zealand, as well as

from his own land, occupied his working-

hours and energies decade after decade,

until the passing years left him stranded on

the shores of a world of ideas and modes of

cooking now subsiding beneath the incom-

ing flood of modern methods and theories.

And yet, his philosophic grasp and sug-

gestive mind exhilnted in his treatment

of the subject of parthenogenesis, in his

essay on the subject which appeared in 1849,

and in which he has, as Huxley states, an-

ticipated the theory of germ-plasm of

Weismann, are qualities of genius, and
prove what he might have produced, had
he received anj' training along the lines of

embrj'ology and cell-doctrines.

'•Owen, in fact," says Huxley, '"got no

further towards the solution of this W(mder-

ful and difficult prol)lem than Morren and
others had done before him. But it is an

interesting circumstance that the leading

idea of ' Parthenogenesis," namely, that sex-

less proliferation is, in some way, depend-

ent upon the presence in the prolifying re-

gion, of relatively unaltered descendants of

the primary impregnated embryo cell (A +
B) is at the bottom of most of the attempts

which liave recently been made to deal with

the question. The theory of the continuity

of germ-plasm of Weismann, for example,

is practically the same as Owen's, if we
omit from the latter the notion tliat the en-

dowment with ' si)ermatic force ' is the in-

dispensaljle condition of proliferation."

Owen's greatest works, those of most last-

ing value, in vertebrate zoology were, as

pointed out l)y Huxley, besides his memoir
oil the anatomy of Xautilus, his work on

Odontography, his papers on the anthropoid

apes, on the aye-aye, on Monotremes, and on

Marsupials, as well as on Apteryx, the great

auk, tlie Dodo, and Dinornis, as well as Lepi-

dosiren, while chief among his essays on

fossil mammals were those on Mylodon, Me-
gatherium, Glji^todon, etc. He also pro-

posed the orders of Theriodouta (Anomo-
dontia), Diuosauria, and Pterosauria, and
as early as 18.'?9, as Zittel states, " he began

liis long series of fundamental works which

continued to appear for half a century, and
which laid the foundation for all later re-

searclies on fossil reptiles." He also revised

the classification of the Ungulates, his divi-

sions of odd and even-toed Ungulates being

well founded and generally accepted.

Unlike Cu-\der and others, Owen labored

without the aid of trained assistants ; he

did his own work unassisted. And here

arises the question how far he was indebted

to Cuvier for his methods of work. It is

generally supposed and stated that Owen
studied in Paris under Cuvier, and that

" Cuvier and his collections made a great

impression on Owen, and gave a direction

to his after studies of fo.ssil remains." But

his biographer explicitly states that he onlj^

made a brief visit to Cuvier in July, 1831,

and gives us the following account of his in-

tercourse with the great French anatomist

:

" His rough diary, which he kept during his

stay at Paris, seldom mentions the fossil

vertebrate collection, and shows that his

interviews with Baron Cuvier were for the

most part of a purely social character. It

notes, for example, that he attended pretty

regularly Cuvier's soirees, held on Saturday

evenings, and that he enjoyed the music.

With the diarj' agree his letters. Both de-

vote page after page to the sights and amuse-

ments of Paris. Owen, in fact, seems to

have regarded tliis stay at Paris as an ex-

ceedingly^ l)leasant and entertaining holiday.

At the .same time it is impossible to form a

just estimate of Owen's work without tak-
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ing the labors of Cuvier into accovint. Al-

though Owen stands on ground wholly his

o^mi, he was ever willing to acknowledge

the debt which he owed to Cuvier."

The name of Owen will ever be associated

with those of Oken, Goethe, Spix, and Carus,

or the school of transcendental anatomy.

The discussion by Huxley ofOwen's work on

the archetype of the vertebrate skeleton is

handled in his peculiarly trenchant and

clear-minded way, and yet his criticisms are

genial, just and broad. It should be re-

membered that Owen's work ' On the Ai'che-

type and Homologies of the Vertebrate

Skeleton ' appeared in 1848, over ten years

before the appearance of the ' Origin of

Species,' and at a period when many minds

in the scientific world were tinged more or

less deeply with the spirit of the German
and French transcendental school of an-

atomy. As Huxley eloquently exj^resses it,

" The ablest of us is a child of his time, profit-

ing by one set of its influences, Umited by

another. It was Owen's limitation that he

occupied himself with speculations about the
' Archetype ' some time before the work of

the embryologists began to be appreciated

in this country. It had not yet come to be

understood that, after the publication of the

investigations of Kathke, Reichert, Remak,
Vogt and others, the venue of the great cause

of the morpology of the skeleton was re-

moved from the court of comparative an-

atomy to that of embryology." He then

adds : "It would be a great mistake, how-
ever, to conclude that Owen's labours in the

field of morphology were lost, because they

have jdelded little fruit of the kind he

looked for. On the contrary, they not only

did a great deal of good by awakening at-

tention to the higher problems of morphol-

ogy in this country
;
but they were of much

service in clarifying and improving anato-

mical nomenclature, especially in respect of

the vertebral region."

As regards the vertebrate theory of the

skull, perhaps the last word has not been

said, if traces of vertebrae still, as is alleged^

appear in certain of the shai'ks.

If Huxley by his destructive criticism has

destroj^ed, or seemed to have destroyed this

theory, the ghost is apparently not wholly

laid. The more ideal constructive, German
minds, as Gegenbaur and others, claim that

the adult skull is in a degree segmented, as

evinced by the serial arrangement of the

nerves, as well as of the branchial arches.

Though Wiedersheim states* that " the at-

tempt to explain the adult skull as a series

of vertebrae fails completely," adding, " it is

a case of protovertebrte only," he says in a

foot-note that Rosenberg has, however,

shown that in a shark (Carchcmas glaueus),

" the portion of the cranium lying between

the exit of the vagus and the vertebral col-

u^mn is clearIj^ composed of three vertebrre."

Gadow finds four vertebrte in embryos of

Carcharias, while Sagemehl has found a

somewhat similar modification in Ganoids.

It would seem that the segmentation of the

head observed in the embrj^o of vertebrates,

and probably inherited ft'om their vermian

ancestors, has been obliterated in the adults

by adaptation, but that ti-aces may have

survived in certain sharks and Ganoids.

Finally, it must be conceded that though

it is the fashion of the younger men to

characterize Owen as a comparative anato-

mist of the old school, and now quite overr

shadowed by the scientific leaders of the

present generation, the kindly and dis-

criminating judgment of the great English

anatomist and essaj-ist we have just quoted,

will undoubtedly be sustained by many
coming generations. Owen's place in na-

tural science, in many respects an unique

one, will be among the greatest anatomists

of the first half of our ceuturj\ His name
will bridge over the gap between Cuvier,

and the embryologists and morphologists

Elements of the Comparative Anatomy of Verte-

brates, p. 56.
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of the second half of the nineteenth cen-

tury.

A. S. Packakd.
Browx University.

Heat ; Light; Elementanj Text-Bo()k>', Theoreti-

cal and Practical for Schools and College.': :

By E. T. Glazebrook. 12 mo., about

220 pages each. New York, MacmiUan
& Co. Price $1.00.

These are recent volumes in the series of

Cambridge Natural Science Manuals.

All American physicists are familiar with

the previous excellent products of Mr.

Glazebrook "s pen in the line of text-books

for laboratory and class-i-oom, and will be

interested in this new series which is in-

tended to fill a place quite different from

that for which his previous works were pre-

pared. They are less extensive and more
elementary. According to the author, they

represent what has for some time consti-

tuted a practical course for medical students

.in the Cavendish laboratorj\ There has

been much discussion, and there will con-

tinue to be much discussion for some time

to come, as to the proper sequence of labor-

atory, text-book and lecture instruction in

elementary physics. In the Cavendish lab-

oratory the system adopted for this course,

at least, seems to be that the instructor

first presents a portion of the subject in the

form of a lecture in which he illustrates, by
the use of simple apparatus, and explains

the theory of the experiments, deriving

principles and numerical results, as far as

possible, from the residts of experiments

actually performed. The members of the

class then make the experiments, singly or

in pairs, or occasionally in large groups,

using the same, or similar, apparatus.

The volumes contain descriptions of experi-

ments and also theoretical principles and
deductions, so that they constitute at once

text-book and laboi-atory hand-book. At
intervals througliout the work there will

be found well selected coirections of prob-

lems and examples, and a good set of ex-

amination questions at the end. The ap-

paratus described is usually simple, and
most of it could be made with simph' ma-
terials by one having some technical skill

of the right sort.

It is hardly necessary to say that the the-

oretical discussions and presentation of prin-

ciples are, for the most part, clear and clean

as far as they go.

In the ' Heat,' the first chapter has to do

with its nature, and its relation to work or

energy is conciselj' but clearly stated. In

the second chapter the treatment of temper-

ature and its measurement is unusually

satisfactoiy, considering the limitations to

which the whole work is subjected. It is to

be regretted, however, that there is no men-
tion of the hj'drogen scale, since so many of

the most important temperature measure-

ments now depend upon it. Calorimetrj' is

discussed quite thoroughly, with many prac-

tical illustrations, and in the chapters de-

voted to expansion several neat suggestions

as to methods will be found. In the refer-

ence to the necessity for ' compensating ' the

eflfect of temperature on the balance wheel

of a watch, it is erroneously implied that the

principal reason for this grows out of the

change in the dimensions, and consequently

moment of inertia of the wheel due to change

in temperature, while, as a matter of fact,

it is the temperature change of the modulus
of elasticity of the ' hair ' or balance spring

which makes nearly all the trouble. The
volume ends with a brief but good chapter

on the mechanical equivalent of heat.

In the volume on ' Light,' the geometrical

treatment is used exclusively. There is a

single brief reference to the physical nature

of light, which is so thoroughly discussed

in the author's volume on ' Physical Optics '

published some years ago, but in the book

under consideration the rectilinear propa-

gation of a ' raj' ' is assumed and made the

basis of the whole discussion . The chapters
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devoted to reflection fi-om plane surfaces are

excellent, and those in which refraction is

treated are particularly thorough and good.

The simpler geometrical treatment of lenses

is very satisfactory ; optical instruments and
' aids to vision ' receive rather more atten-

tion (especially the latter) than is usual in

books of this class. There are also a num-
ber of interesting and rather uncommon ex-

periments and exercises combining the eye

and lenses of various forms, by means of

which many problems relating to vision are

made clear. There is a chapter on the

spectrum and color, with which the volume
ends.

Both of these volumes can confidently

be recommended for courses in secondary

schools, or in colleges where a limited

amount of elementary instruction in physics

is required. T. C. M.

Electricity, One Hundred Yea7-s Ago and To-

day. Edwin J. Houston. New York,

W. J. Johnston & Co., Limited. 12mo.,

pp. 200.

This volume is built around or upon a

lecture having the same title which was de-

livered in 1892. It was a historical discus-

sion of the growth and development of elec-

tricity from the beginning (not one hundred
years ago ) to the present time. In preparing
it for publication the author has increased its

volume several times, and its interest and
value proportionately by the addition of an
extensive series of historical foot-notes.

Many ofthese consist of long quotations from
original authorities which would have been
hardly suitable for a popular address, but

which greatly enhance the worth of the ad-

dress when printed. Some discussions of

quite recent date are extensively quoted,

and this volume includes, in comparatively

small space, the results of much labor ex-

pended in the pursuit of exact information

by reference to original papers. For this

reason, if for no other, it will be welcome to

all interested in the science of electricity or

the art of its application. T. C. M.

Hygiene. By I. Lane Nottee and R. H.
FiETH. London, Longmans, Green & Co.

1894.

This manual, of 374 pp. 8°, is a very con-

cise and clear summary of what a non-pro-

fessional, well educated man should know
with regard to the general laws of health,

the causes of disease, and the best means
of combating the latter. Dr. Notter is the

Professor of Hygiene in the Army Medical

School at Netley, and Examiner in Hygiene
in the Science and Art Department at South

Kensington, and Dr. Firth is his assistant

in each of these positions, hence this manual
may be considered as a summary of the

latest English teaching on tliis subject. In

such subjects as heating and ventilation,

house drainage, construction of buildings,

hospitals, etc., its recommendations are

adapted especially to the climate and cus-

toms of England, and the illustrations are

solely of English appliances and methods,

and this must be borne in mind by Americaa
readers.

Galton's gi-ates, Tobin's tubes, Shertng-

ham valves, Buchan's traps, etc., are not to

be found in the market in this country,

where other equally satisfactory appliances

take their place.

It is not a book to be resorted to for tliril-

ling and sensational quotations, but it will

be found to give sound common sense advice

upon the subjects of which it ti-eats, and is

commended to the readers of Science as a

good manual of reference.

An Illustrated Dictionary of Medicine, Biology

and Allied Sciences. By George M. Gould,

A. B., M. D. Philadelphia, P. Blakis-

ton. Son & Co. 1894. 4°, pp. 1633.

This is a veiy hiH and complete diction-

ary of medicine, printed clearly on good pa-

per, and so bound that it will remain open

at any page, a convenience not always
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found in books of reference. Some of the

words proposed by the author are not ac-

cepted by good autliorities, as for example,

' chemic ' for chemical, ' physiologic ' for

phj'siological, and in this respect the work

is sometimes misleading. In the attempt

to give a complete list of the bacteria many
names are given which would not be ac-

cept<?d l)y a bacteriologist, the list evidently

having been prepared by some one not

familiar with the subject. These, however,

are minor details ; the main fact about the

work is that it is the most complete and

practically useful single volume dictionarj-

of medical terms in the English language,

and as such it is commended to the readers

of Science.

NOTES.

THE INTEENATIOXAL ZOOLOGICAL CONGREaS.

The following invitation has just been

issued to the Third International Zoological

Congress to be held in Leyden next Septem-

ber :
" The first International Zoological

Congress took place in Paris at the time of

the International Exhibition of 1889. The
second meeting was held in Moscow in 1892.

There the resolution was passed that in

September, 189.5, this Congress would again

meet in Leyden, the oldest University of

the Netherlands. The Netherlands' Zoolo-

gical Society has taken upon itself to make
all the necessary arrangements for the re-

ception and accommodation of the Congi'ess.

At tlie invitation of that Society, the under-

signed request you to become a member of

the International Congi-ess and to attend

the Leyden meeting. It ajipears probable

that diil'erent questions, in which the inter-

est of zoologists in general, as well as those

of specialists are involved, can be brought

to a solution by mutual exchange of opinions

on the occasion of such an international

meeting. At any rate the way that will

lead to such a solution may there be pre-

pared. Moreover it is undoubtedly a dis-

tinct advantage to become personally ac-

quainted with representatives of Zoological

Science from diU'erent parts of the world.

As soon as you shall have expressed your
sj-mpathy with tlie above stated aims of the

International Zoological Congress we shall

be glad to be allowed to append your name
to a more general invitation directed to all

zoologists and morphologists, which will be

brought before our fellow-workers by the aid

of diflerent periodicals. We venture to

add that even in case of your not being able

to attend the proposed Congress you will

favor us with the expression of your sym-

pathy with the movement. Pray to be

so kind to send your answer to Dr. P. P. C.

Hoek, Secretary of the Netherlands Zoolo-

gical Society at Helder, Holland."

The invitation is signed by about one

hundred naturalists in different jiartsofthe

world, including the following from tliis

country : A. Agassiz, E. D. Cope, E. L.

Mark, O. C. Marsh, H. F. Osborn, W. B.

Scott and C. O. Whitman.

THE TESTING OF ELECTRICAL STREET

RAILWAYS.

The expenditure and distribution of

power on electrical street railwaj-s has

formed a subject of investigation on a some-

what extensive scale, and for a number of

years past, by the departments of Sibley

College, Cornell Universitj'. In the issue of

the Sibley College Journal for January, Mr.

James Lyman, formerly of Yale University,

now engaged in special work of this char-

acter in the graduate department of the

College, summarizes some of the most im-

portant results thus collated. In the per-

formance of the work of investigation, par-

ties are sent out, sometimes to the number
of ten or a dozen, including the experts in

charge and their student-assistants, di-

vided into squads, assigned each to its spe-

cial part of the work, the electricians to the

measurement of current, the electrical en-
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gineers to the handling of the dynamos

and electric ' plant,' the mechanical en-

gineers to the testing of engines and

boilers, and each individual to that work
which he can best direct or with regard to

which the experience will prove most

fruitful.*

The records of the Sibley College labora-

tories are thus peculiarly rich in data of

this kind. The first case quoted is that of

the trial of the Rochester, N. Y., street rail-

way plant by Dr. Bedell, in 1891 . The road

has about twenty miles of track, and very

easy gradients. The traction demanded 1.4

E. H. P. per ton, at 6.5 miles average speed,

efficiency of line was 90 per cent., that of

the station 64.8 per cent., and there were

needed, at the engines, 2.4 /. H. P. per ton,

20 I. H. P. per car. The Buffalo plant was

tested in 1892, under the responsible direc-

tion of Messrs. Wood and Palmer. The
average power demanded was 1.76 I. H. P.

per ton. The Ithaca street railway was
tested in 1894, and is important as illus-

trating work on heavy gradients, averaging

about nine per cent., a maximum occui-ring

at twelve or thirteen. The traction co-

efficient was found to be 40 pounds, per

one per cent, of gradient and per ton.

In a level country, the estimate for power

to be provided at the station is put at

2.5 I. H. P. per ton of car and load, the

number of cars on the line averaging about

ten. If averaging twenty, the figure be-

comes 2.2.

* As many as a dozen indicators and nnnierous volt

and ammeters, dynamometers, special condensing

apparatus, scales for weighing coal and water, and
similar test apparatus are often supplied by the Col-

lege, the resources of which are gauged, in a way, by
the fact that it furnishes a large part of its graduating

classes of late years, numbering about a hundred,

with all the instruments needed in work of investiga-

tion in their graduating theses ; which theses are us-

ually accounts of such work. Its working ' plant

'

includes fifteen steam engines, seven gas engines,

some fifty gauges and a still larger number of steam

engine indicators.

THE MIJSTNESOTA ACADEMY.

The ]\Iinnesota Academy of Natural Sci-

ences has, in addition to its 'Bulletin,' in-

stituted a new series of publications tenned

'Occasional Papers.' It is intended that

in this series shall be published researches

of considerable importance. Vol. I., No. 1,

which has recently appeared, contains 'Pre-

liminary Notes on the Birds and Mammals
collected by the Menage Scientific Expedi-

tion to the Philippine Islands,' by Frank S.

Bourns and Dean C. "Worcester.

ANTHEOPOLOGY.

Under the title of ' Notes on Primitive

Man in Ontario,' by David Boyle, there has

been printed in Toronto, by order of the

Legislative Assembly, as an appendix to the

report ofthe Minister ofEducation, Dr.G.W.

Boss, a pamphlet ofabout 100 pages, contain-

ing much instruction concerning the aborigi-

nal tribes of that province. Mi-. Boj'le has

been for many j^ears the efficient cui-ator of

the valuable Ethnological Museum of the

Canadian Institute. This monograph com-

prises many pictures of the native imple-

ments of stone, claj^, bone, horn, shell and

copper in that museum, and will be useful

to ethnologists for purposes of comparison.

Tsdsaiit is the Tsimsian name of a small

tribe recently discovered on Portland Inlet,

British Columbia, 54° 50' Lat., which con-

sists at present of twelve Indians only.

They live on the proceeds of hunting and

fishing and originally spoke a Tinne or

Athapaskan dialect, which is evidenced by

the fact that two of theii* number still re-

member words of it, though the rest speak

the Nass dialect of .the Tsimsian Indians

surrounding them. Even the original

Tinne name of the tribe is no longer re-

membered. Dr. Franz Boas studied the

tribe during the later months of 1894, and

also discovered another remnant of the

same lingaiistic family, the Tinn6, which

lives in the vicinity. He favors, somewhat,
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the tlieory that Haida, Tlinkit and Tinn^'

are related to each other, and tliat after a

more thorough study the three will be found

to form one and the same linguistic family.

Dr. Boas' discovery is remarkable for this

reason, that the great TLnne family is al-

most exclusively an inland nation, and has

pushed its branches to the ocean only at two

places, viz., in Southern Texas (Lipans)

and in .Southwestern Oregon (Rogue
Rivers), contiguous to the northwest coast

of California, where little Tinne tribes have

settled also.

Alai>l;a. This name was originally ap-

plied only to the narrow peninsula situated

at the southwest extremity of the Alaska

Territory.
,
It is a corruption of alakshak,

mainland, continent, a term of the Eastern

dialects of the Ale-ut language. The name
of Unaluxhka Mand contains the same word,

for it is contracted from iingun alakshak,

'to the west of the mainland.' Anguu,
tveat, also enters into the composition of

TJnangun, a division of the Ale-ut people,

which is reducible to nn, people, and iingun,

tixxt. ( From notes by Ivan Peti-oflf.

)

The Department of Anthropologj-, Uni-

versity of Chicago, has just published

Bulletin 1

—

Xote.t on Me.eican ArchiroJofjy, by

Frederick StaiT. A full description is given

of the ruins of an interesting ' painted

house' at San Juan de Teotihuacan. The
walls were decorated with pictures, in a
varietj' of colors, representing warriors and
religious personages. The designs ai-e re-

produced in a series of a dozen cuts. Some
notes are also given regarding ^Mitla and
Monte Alban. Paintings from a wall at

Mitla are reproduced in full size.

It is the intention of the University to

publish Bulletins in tliis Department from

time to time as fresh material is secured.

ZOOLOGY.—THE M.\MM.\IJS OF FLORIDA.

Mr. Frank M. Chapman has recently

publislied a list of the Mammals known to

inhabit the State of Florida (Bull. Anier.

Mus. Nat. Hist. vi. pp. 333-346). He gives in

all, the names of 53 species and sub-species.

Aquatic species are excluded. The largest

forms are the Virginia deer, the black bear,

the puma and the wolf. The last-named

is approaching extinction. The beaver is

believed to occur in the Chij)ola River.

The sole "West Indian form is a leaf-nosed

bat (Artibeug carpolegus), and this is believed

to be only an accidental visitant. The
house-rat of Florida is the white-bellied

roof rat (Mu.i alcxandmig') rather than the

Norway rat. F. AV. T.

GEOLOGY'.

At a meeting of the Council of the

Michigan Academy of Sciences, Messrs. A.

C. Lane and I. C. Russell were appointed

a committee to present to the Legislature a

j)lan for a topographical survey of Michigan.

The plan to be proposed will be in cooper-

ation with the U. S. Geological Survey and
the preparation of a map similar to the

maps of Massachusetts, Rhode Island and

Connecticut, recently compiled at the joint

expense of the States named and the L^. S.

Geological Survey.

Profes-sor J. E. ToDD, State Geologist of

South Dakota, has just issued his first re-

port. It is entitled ' South Dakota Geo-

logical Survey, Bulletin Xo. 1: A Preli-

minary Report on the Geologj' of South

Dakota.' In this volume the present state

of knowledge concerning the geology of the

State is presented briefly and in a form that

is acceptable to the intelligent citizen as

well as to the specialist. The report is an

octavo- of 172 pages, and it is accompanied

l)y several plates and a geological map of

the State.

The committee appointed by the mem-
bers of the Johns Hopkins University to

mature a plan for securing a permanent

memorial of the late Professor (Jeorge

Huntington Williams are able to announce
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i/hat subscriptions have been received of a

sufficient amount to procure a portrait in

oil, which will soon be completed and pre-

sented to the University. The artist selected

is Mr. Eobert G. Hardie, of New York.

ENTOMOLOGY.

In a paper read to the K. Bohm. Gesell-

schaft der "Wissenschaften on November 23d
last, Dr. Anton Fritsch, of Prag, announced
the discovery in the Permian beds of Bo-

hemia of the larval cases of a caddis-fly.

This is the first indication of the existence

of insects with a complete metamorphosis
in paleozoic times, unless the doubtful ii-ag-

ments found by Dathe in Silesian culm are

to be regarded as shards of beetles, or the

passages found in certain carboniferous

woods are to be credited to coleopterous

larvae. It is to be hoped that Dr. Fritsch

will amply illustrate these remains in his

great work now in progress on the Fauna
der Gaskohle Bohmens.

GENERAL.

Peofessob Warburg, of Freiberg, has

been called to Berlin as the successor of

Kundt.

Professor Kulz, of Mai-burg, known for

his researches in physiological chemistry,

died on Januarjr 16.

Macmillan & Co. announce a translation

by Dr. A. C. Porter, of the University of

Pennsylvania, of the Lehrbuch der Botanik,

by Strasburger, ISToU, Schenck and Schimper.

The St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences

has recently made some changes in the

system of publishing papers communicated
to it. In September, 1894, it commenced
the publication of a monthlj' number, under
the title Bulletin de V Academie Imperiale des

Sciences, which serves as the organ of the

three classes of the Academy. This Btdletin

is intended to include the proces-verbaux of

the meetings, annual reports of scientific

researches, reports on prizes conferred by
the Academy, notes on the work of the

museiims, &c. lu addition to notices of

this kind, the Btdletin will contain short

scientific papers. The Mcmoires de I'Acad-

cmie Imperiale des Sciences will form in future

the second means of publication. It will ^

be divided into two independent series,

dealing respectively with the physico-

mathematical section of the Academy's pa-

pers, and the historical and philological sec-

tion. The publication of the Melanges, tires du

Btdletin, has been discontinued.

—

Natttre.

Ajn International Congress on Childhood

will be held in Florence in the spring of

1895. Among the questions to be discussed

are the physical, moral and mental eleva-

tion of children, childi-en's hospitals, the

care of deaf-mute and blind children up to

the time of their admission into an educa-

tional institution, care of poor and aban-

doned children, reformatories, and vaga-

bondage in its relation to childhood.

—

N.

Y. Mediccd, Record.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

A. A. A. S. MEETING, 1895.

At a special meeting of the Council, held

on January 26th, it was decided to post-

pone the proposed meeting in San Francis-

co. An invitation from Spi-ingfield, Mass.,

to hold the meeting of 1895 in that citj', was

accepted. The date of the meeting was

fixed as follows : Council meeting, "Wednes-

day, August 28th, at noon ; General Ses-

sions, Thursday, August 29th, at 10 a. m.

Special efforts will be made by the offi-

cers of the sections to prepare programmes

for the sections in advance of the meeting

and for this purpose members are requested

to send abstracts of their papers, as early

as possible, to the Permanent Secretaiy, or

to the Secretaries of the Sections.

F. W Putnam, Permanent Secretary.

Salem, Mass., Jan. 30, 1895.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES ; SECTION

OF ASTRONOMY AND PHY'SICS, FEB. 1.

Professor "W. Hallock showed a new
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photographic method of comparing the rate of vi-

bration of two tuning forks. The forks are

so clamped that a pron<>: of each is held in

front of a nianometric capsule. The forks

are bowed and the llauies photographed as

described in the Physical Review, Vol.

II., p. 305, 187.^. The vibrations arc then

counted in the wavj' line on the negative.

The accuracy in ordinary work is about two

or three-tenths of a \\ave per second.

The second paper was by Prof J. K.

Rees on the Penumbne of .ntn-sj)ots as

shown in Rutherfui'd"s photographs, with

especial reference to the discussion at the

December meeting of the Royal Astronom-

ical Society. Professor Rees called the at-

tention of the Section to the remarks made
by the Rev. F. Howlett on presenting to

the Royal Astronomit'al Society of London
three volumes of sun-spot drawings. Tliis

set of volumes contains drawings made dur-

ing a period of thirty-five years, and shows

minute details in regard to the forms and
changes of solar spots. The Rev. Mr. How-
lett stated tliat his main object in continu-

ing the series had been to test the theoiy

put forth by Professor Wilson, of Glasgow,

in the latter part of the last century. "Wil-

son's theory claimed that the penumbra in

a spot shelves down toward the umbra ; and

that the portion of the penumbra nearest

the sun's centre will, therefore, grow nar-

rower and narrower, due to perspective, as

the sun-spot reaches a point nearer and
nearer to the limb. Mr. Howlett claimed

that Ivis drawings showed that the Wilson-

ian theory was not Ijoi-ne out bj' his obser-

vations as recorded in his drawings.

He made bold to s;n' that, instead of the

penumbra of tlie spot possessing shelving

aides sloping down toward the umbra, the

penumbra shows a convex surface in a

curve conformable to the general contour

of the solar surface. He remarked that he

had not himself witnessed a single case of

certain notching of the limb.

Professor Rees exhibited on the screen a
series of fine photogi-aphs of the solar sur-

face taken by Mr. Rutherfuid with his pho-

tographic telescope (1.3 inches diameter of

object gla.ss, 11 feet of focal length) during

the years 1870-1871. Attention was willed

to the appearance of the penumbral regions

of the spots which showed conclusively that

the penumbra was. as a rule, eccentric with

respect to the umbra. Spots were pointed

out near the centre of the sun where the

penumbral mai-king was deficient on, .some-

times the west side, then on the east side,

sometimes on the north side and sometimes

on the south side. Spots were also indi-

cated which showed, when near the limb of

the sun, the penumbral region wanting on

the side farthest from the centre and well

developed on the side toward the centre. So

far as these photographs showed, there was
no doubt that the A\"ilson theory did not

completely explain the various phenom-
ena.

Professor Rees also showed some pictures

of sun-spots taken by Mr. C. A. Post, of

New York City, exhibiting the non-central

character of the umbrawith respect to the pe-

numbra. Mr. C. A. Post, of New York City,

then threw on the screen some photographs

of the sun and moon that he had taken.

He also exhibited a series of strikinglj-

beautiful lantern slides made from photo-

graphs of lightning flashes.

Professor M. I. Pupin described his new

form of automatic vacuum-pump (see Am.
Journ. Sci., Vol. 3!), 1895, p. 10). An ex-

tremelj' ingenious device utilizes an ordi-

nary vacuum pump (water pump) to raise

mercury for tlu' Sprengel pump. Little

mercurj' is needed and the whole is con-

tinuous in its action.

INDIAIfA ACADEMY OF SCIEXCE.

The Indiana Academy of Science met at

Indianapolis, December 27-28, 1894, with

W. A. Noyes, of the Rose Polj'technic of
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Terre Haute, as President, and C. A. Waldo,

of De Pauw Universitj^, as Secretary.

The Academj' was well attended by the

leading scientists of the State.

After the ordinary preliminarj' business,

the body continued in general session, and

listened to the reading of nine papers on

general scientific topics.

The Academy then met in two sections,

Physico-Chemical and Biological. In the

former section, 28 short papers were read,

and in the latter 51. The papers indicated

that much work had been done during the

past j^ear in the various lines of scientific

investigation.

The reports from the directors of the Bio-

logical Survej' of Indiana were encouraging,

showing that every effort was being put

forth to accomplish this survey as quickly

as possible and in a satisfactory manner.

A resohition was passed requesting the Leg-

islature of the State to print and distribute

the proceedings of the Academj^ This ex-

pense has alwaj's been borne by the Acad-

emy, but in view of the fact that the State is

reaping the benefits it should assume the

expense.

The Spring meeting will be held at the

Wyandotte Cave, in Crawford county.

Following is a list of the papers :

Address by the Retiring President,—Lavoisier.

W. A. ]I^OTES.

GENERAL SUBJECTS.

1. Some Facts in Distribution of Gleditschia

Triacanthos and Other Trees : Ernest Walker.

2. Propagation and Protection of Game and

Fish : I. W. Sharp.

3. Anthropology ; the Study of Man: Amos
W. Butler.

4. A Neiu Biological Station and its Aim :

C. H. Eigenmann.

5. Transmission of Impressions in Spinal

Cord : G. A. Talbert.

6. Does High Tension of Electric Current

Destroy Life : J. L. Campbell.

7. The Surdue Engineering Laboratory since

the Restoration : Wm. F. M. Goss.

8. Method of Determining Sewage Pollution

of Rimrs : Chas. C. Brown.

9. Psychological Laboratory of Lidiana Uni-^

versity: W. L. Bryan.

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL SUBJECTS.

10. Interesting Deposit of Alumina Oxyhy-

drate : G. W. Benton.

11. Observations on Glacial Drift of Ja.^per

County : A. H. Purdue.

12. Concerning a Burial Mound Recently

Opened in Randolph County : Joseph Moore.

13. Reversal of Current in the Toepler Holtz

Electrical Machine : J. L. Cami^bell.

14. A Florida Shell Mound: U. F. Glick.

15. Note on RocJc Flexure: E. M. Kindle.

16. The Alternate- Current Transformer witJi

Condenser in one or both Cireuits : Thomas
Gray.

17. Elastic Fatigue of Wires : C. Leo Mees.

18. A Warpied Surface of Universal Elliptic

Eccentricity : C. A. Waldo.

19. Accurate Measurements of Surface Ten-

sion: A. L. Foley.

20. Efect of the Gaseous Medium on the

Electrochemical Equivalent of Metals : C.

Leo Mees.

21. Some new Laboratory Appliances in

Chemistry : H. A Huston.

22. Volumetric Determination of Phosphorus

in Steel : W. A. Noyes and J. S. Eoyse.

23. Actio7i of Ammonia upon Dextrose : W,
E. Stone.

24. Action of Zinc Ethyl on Ferric Chloride

and Ferric Bromide: H. H. Ballard.

25. The Sugar of the Century Plant: W.
E. Stone and Dumont Lotz.

26. Camphoric Acid : W. A. Il^oyes.

27. Action of Potassitnn Sulfhydrate upon

Certain Aromatic Chlorides: Walter Jones

and F. C. Scheuch.

28. A Neto Phosphate: H. A. Huston.

29. Dip of the Keokuk Rocks at Blooming-

ton, Ind : Edward M. Kindle.
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• 30. Stntdural Geologic Work of J. H. Meam
in Arkansas : J. C. Branner.

31. Wavr Marks on Cincinnati Lime-itone

:

W. P. .Shannon.

;?2. Correlation of Silurian Sections in Ea.4-

ern Indiana : V. F. Marsters and E. M.

Kindle.

33. Some Xew Indian Fossih: C. E. Nowlin.

.!4. Extinct Fauna of Lake County: T. H.

Biill.

35. Strepomatid(e of the Falh of the Ohio,

loith their Synonymy: R. Ellsworth Call.

36. Streams of Southeastern Indiana, with

List : H. 31. Stoops.

37. The Swamps of Franklin County: H.

M. Stoops.

BIOLOGICAL SUBJECTS.

38. Wafer Cultures of Indigenous Plants : D.

T. MacDougal.

39. Working Shelves for Botanical Labora-

tory : Katherine E. Golden.

40. Xew Apparatus for Vegetable Physiology

:

J. C. Arthur.

41. Collections of Plants made during the

Year: M. B. Thomas.

42. The Flowering Plants of Wabash County:

A. B. nrey and J. IS". Jenkins.

43. Revision of the Phanerogamic Flora of

the State : Stanley Coulter.

44. Report of Progress of the Botanical Divi-

sion of the State Biological Stirvey : L. M.
X^nderwood.

45. Value of Seed Characters in Determining

Specific Rank in the Genus Plantago : Alida

M. Cunningham.

46. Additions to the Fish Fauna of Wabash

County : W. O. Wallace.

47. Notes 0)1 the Reptilian Fauna of Vigo

:

W. S. Blatchley.

48. Preliminary Li^t of Birds of Broivn

County: Edward M. Kindle.

49. The Birds of 1S03 : Amos W. Butler.

50. iSbme Notes on the Blind Animals of

Mammoth Cave, with Exhibition of Specimetis

:

R. Ellsworth CaU.
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ON DR. WILLIAM TOWNSEND PORTER'S IN-
VESTIGATION OF THE GROWTH OF THE

SCHOOL CHILDREN OF ST. LOUIS.*

Dr. Porter's investigations on the growth
of the school children of St. Louis claim

particular attention, as the author opens a

number of new problems and proposes new
methods of inquiry. His conclusions are

far-reaching and have a close relation to

the method of treatment of a number of

questions. It is the importance of these in-

vestigations, which are based on very exten-

sive material, which induces me to subject

the author's methods to an examination.

Dr. Porter's scheme of measurements is

based largely upon that used by Dr. H. P.

Bowditch in his investigations in Boston,

and on the one which I used in the collec-

tion of data in Worcester, Mass. To these

the measurements of girth of chest and
of strength of grasp are added. It must

be regretted that Dr. Porter determined the

age of the child at its nearest birthdaj',

*1. The Physical Basis of Precocity and Dullness.

(Transactions of the Academy of Science of St. Louis,

Vol. VI., No. 7, March 23, 1^<93.

)

2. Tlie Relation between the Growth of CliiUlren

and their Deviation from the Physical Tyjie of their

Sex and Age. (Ibid., Vol. VI., Xo. 10, November

14, 1893.

)

3. Untersuchungcn der Schulkinder in Beztig auf

die physischen Grundlagen ihrcr geistigen Entwick-

lung. ( Verb. d. Berliner Gcsellschaft fiir anthropolo-

gic, 1893, pp. 337-354.

)

4. Tlie Growth of St. Louis Children. (Transac-

tions of the Academy of .Science of St. Louis, Vol.

VI., No. 12, April 14, 1894, pp. 263-380 ; repnbli.sheil

in Quarterly Publications of the American Statisti-

cal Association, N. s., No. 24, Vol. III., December,

1893, pp. 577-587.

)

5. The Growth of St. Louis Children. (Urid., Nos.

25, 26, Vol. IV., March-June, 1894, pp. 28-34.)
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while heretofore all investigators deter-

mined the age in full years. There exists,

therefore, a difference of half a j'ear between

the period of Dr. Porter's tables and all

others which makes a comparison dififlcult.

Dr. Porter bases all his discussions on

the assumption that all series ofobservations

of children of anj' given age are probability

curves, and he illustrates this point by a

detailed discussion of the observations on

stature of eight-year-old girls. In connection

with this subject he discusses the meaning

of the probable deviation, of the mean, and

of the average value ofthe series. Although

he employs both the mean and average

values, he evidently inclines toward the use

of the former. I will not dwell at length

upon the fact that whenever the curve is

really a probability curve the average is

a better value than the mean, because it is

more accurate, nor on the other fact that

the mean deviation gives a more constant

value than the probable deviation, and is

therefore the better value, as both con-

siderations have little practical bearing,

although I consider them of importance

from a theoretical point of view.

It may be granted for a moment that the

curves are probability curves. Then there

remain two objections to Dr. Porter's values.

The one is that the difference in numbers

of individuals observed for each year is not

taken into consideration. This difference

in numbers has the effect that the average

age of all individuals whose nearest age is

six years will be a little more than six

years. These corrections amount to more

than 3% of the annual growth, during the

first and last years to even more. It af-

fects the annual rate of growth of stature to

the amount of several millimeters, the

weight to the amount of half a pound.

Furthermore, Dr. Porter makes a linear

interpolation for determining the mean,

while the general curve ought to be taken

into consideration. The determination of

the 50% point ofa series ought to be based on

the values found at two points, at least, on

each side. The same may be said of the

interpolation for all the other percentile

grades. The corrections made necessary by

these two causes are not great, but sufficient

to make all the millimeters and tenths of

kilograms inaccurate.

A more important objection is based on

the fact that the observed curves are not

probability curves. In examining Dr.

Porter's curve for stature of girls of 8 years

of age (paper No. 4, p. 286), it will be seen

that in the first jjart of the table the differ-

ences between theorj' and observation are all

j)Ositive, while in the second part thej' are,

with one exception, all negative. When
the curves of stature, weight, span of arms,

height sitting, gii'th of chest for girls from

12 to 15 years of age, and for boys from 14

to 18 years of age are consulted it will ap-

pear that the asymmetry is still more

mai'ked. Dr. Porter himself quotes at

leng-th Dr. Bowditch's remarks on this asym-

metry (Ibid., p. 298), and calls attention to

the difference between mean and average.

These constantly occurring differences and

their regular distribution are the verj^ best

proof that the curves under consideration

are not probability curves. If this is the

case, neither the average, nor the mean, nor

the most fi-equent value represent the type

of the age to which the curve refei'S.

This can be determined onlj'^ by a detailed

examination of the causes of the asj'mme-

tries.

I have stated at a former time (Science,

Vol. XIX., May 6, May 20, 1892) what I be-

lieve to be the cause of this asjTnmetry, and

I will revert to tliis subject after the dis-

cussion of one of Dr. Porter's most funda-

mental deductions.

He concludes, from his data, that the

basis of dullness is deficient physical devel-

opment
;
that the basis ofprecocity is an un-

usualty favorable physical development.
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His mt'tluxl has been to compare the meas-

urements of all children of a certain age at-

tending various grades ofschools. He found

that those in the lower grades were inferior

in their measurements to those attending

the higher grades. He expresses this result

in the following language (No. 1, p. 168):

" Precocious children are heavier, and dull

children lighter, than the mean child ofthe

same age. This establishes a basis of pre-

cocity and dullness."' I believe that the

method of investigating this point is not

free of objections. It would, indeed, be a

serious accusation against the tea<,'hers of

St. Louis if they should entirely disregard

the effects of physical development in grad-

ing their pupils. However crudely this

may be done, it is certainly done to a lim-

ited extent. Sickly children who stay out

of school for a gi-eat portion of the term

will lag behind ; vigoi-ous ones will advance

more rapidly. Be this the case or not, the

fact remains that children who are physic-

allj' more vigorous accomplish a greater

amount of mental work. But I do not be-

lieve that Dr. Porter's wording of the phe-

nomenon conveys the correct interpreta-

tion. I should prefer to call the less favor-

ably developed grade of children retarded,

not dull ; and these terms are bj- no means

equivalent, as a retarded child may develop

and become quite bright. In fact, an inves-

tig-.ition which I had carried on in Toronto

witli the same object in view, but according

to a different method, gives just the reverse

result. The data were compiled by Dr. G.

M. West, who found that the children pro-

nounced by the teacher as bright wei"e less

favoral)ly developed tluin those called dull

by their teachers. Furthermore, I do not

believe it is correct to say that the facts

found by Dr. Porter establish a basis of pre-

cocity and dullness, but only that preco-

cious children are at the same time better

developed physically ; that is to say, the in-

teresting facts presented by Dr. Porter prove

only that children of the same age who
are found in higher grades are more ad-

vanced in their general development than

those who are found in lower grades. Dr.

Porter has shown that mental and physical

gi'owth are correlated, or depend upon com-

mon causes ; not that mental development

depends upon physical growth.

This brings me back to the question of

the cause of the asymmetries of the obsei-ved

curves. According to the above interpreta-

tion of Dr. Porter's results (which is merely

a statement of the observed facts), we
must expect to find children of a certain

age to be on ditt'erent stages of development.

Some will stand on tlie point corresponding

exactly to the age. while others deviate from

it. This was the assumption which I made
in the paper quoted above, when trying to

explain the asymmetries of the curves, and

I consider Dr. Porter's observations a very

strong argument in favor of my theory,

which is briefly as follows :

When we consider children of a certain

age we may say that they will not all be on

the same stage of development. Some will

have reached a point just corresponding to

their age, while others will be a little behind,

and still others in advance oftheir age. Con-

sequently the values of their measurements

will not exactlj- correspond to those of their

age. We may assume that the difference

between their stage of development and

that belonging to their exact age is due to

accidental causes, so that just as many
will be less developed as further developed

than the average child of a particular age.

Or, there will be as many children on a

stage of development corresponding to that

of their age plus a certain length of time

as corresponding to that of their age minus

a certain length of time.

The number of children who have a cer-

tain amount of deviation in time may be

assumed to be arranged in a probability

cui've, so that the average of all the ehil-
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dren will be exactly on the stage of develop-

ment belonging to their age.

At a ijeriod when the rate of growth is

decreasing rapidly, those children whose

growth is retarded will be further remote

from the value belonging to their age

than those whose growth is accelerated. As
the number of children above and below

the average of development are equal, those

with retarded growth will have a greater

influence upon the average measurement

than those whose growth is accelei-ated,

therefore the average value of the measure-

ment of all the children of a certain age

will be lower than the typical value, when
the rate of growth is decreasing ; higher

than the typical value when the rate of

growth is increasing. This shows that the

averages and means of such curves have no

meaning as types. I have shown in the

place quoted above, how the typical values

can be computed, and also that for stature

they differ from the average up to the

amount of 17 mm.
These considerations also show clearly

that the curves must be asymmetrical.

Supposing we consider the weights of girls

of thirteen years of age, the individuals

composing this group will consist of the fol-

lowing elements : girls on their normal

stage whose weight is that of the group

considered, advanced girls, and retarded

girls. In each of these groups which are

represented in the total group in varying

numbers, the weights of the individuals are

probably distributed according to the laws of

chance, or according to the distribution of

weights in the adult population. What,
however, will be the general distribution '?

As the rate of increase of weight is de-

creasing, there -will be crowding in those

parts of the curves which represent the

girls in an advanced stage of development,

and this must cause an asymmetry of the

resultant general curve, which will depend

upon the composition of the series. This

asymmetry does actually exist at the

period when the theory demands it, and
this coincidence of theorj^ and observation

is the best argument in favor of the opin-

ion that advance and retardation of devel-
"

opment are general and do not refer to any
single measurement.

Futhermore, the increase in variability

until the time when growth begins to de-

crease, and its subsequent decrease, are en-

tirely in accord with this theory. I have

given a mathematical proof of this phenom-

enon in the paper quoted above (Science,

May, 1892). Dr. Porter has called atten-

tion to the same phenomenon in his paper

of Ifovember, 1893, but I believe his formu-

lation is not sufficiently general, nor does he

give an interpretation of the phenomenon

which may be explained as follows : The
probability ofa child not being in the stage of

development corresponding to its age fol-

lows the laws of chance. With increas-

ing age the mean deviation from the normal

type must increase. Assuming that at

the age of four years, .5 year represents the

mean deviation, then a certain number of

children will be in the stage of develop-

ment corresponding to 3.5 and 4.5 j^ears.

At the age of sixteen years the mean devia-

tion will probably be one year, and just as

many children would be on the stages of

fifteen and seventeen years as there were of

the four-year old childi-en on the stages of

3.5 and 4.5 years. The absolute amount of

gTOwth (iu girls) from fifteen to seventeen

j^ears is less than from 3.5 to 4.5, so that

for this reason a decrease in variability

must be found at the time when the rate of

growth begins to decrease. On the other

hand, the difference between individuals

which will finally become tall or short, in-

creases with the increase of growth, so that

the combined effect of these counteracting

causes will be a maximum of variability at

the period preceding puberty. Dr. Porter's

formulation of the phenomenon (No. 2, p.
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247 ) that '• till' phyfiiological difference be-

tween the indiN-idual children in an antliro-

pometric series and the phj-sieal type of the

series is directly related to the (juiekness of

growth " does not quite cover the jihenome-

non.

It will be seen from these arguments that

the \Qvy natural supposition that some

children develop more slowly than others

is in accord with all the observed facts. It

was necessary to prove this in some detail,

because the further interpretations made

by Dr. Porter largely hinge upon this point.

These conclusions are based on the as-

sumption that " the tjiie at a certain devi-

ation from the mean of an age will show

the same degi-ee of deviation from the

mean at any subsequent age; for example,

a type boy in the 7.") percentile grade at age

6 will throughout his growth be hea\aer than

75 per cent, of boys of his o'wn age." (No. 4.

p. 293.) This assumption which I have

criticised on a former occasion (Science,

Dec. 23, 1892, p. 351), is most decidedly in-

correct, and with it fall all the conclusions

in regard to the growth of tall children and

short children.

AVe know a number of facts which show

plainly that the assumption is incorrect.

It has been shown in Dr. Bowditch's tables

that Irish children are shorter than Ameri-

can children. If the po.sition of the Ameri-

can child is expressed in percentile grades

of the whole Boston series, and that of the

Irish child in the same manner, it will be

seen at once that they diverge more and

more with increasing age. Pagliani's meas-

urements of Italian children and my own
of Indian triljcs of different statures bring

out the same point still more strongly.

I think the error underlying the assump-

tion that the average children retain their

percentile rank can be shown best in the

following manner: We know by means of

observations the distribution of measure-

ments for certain ages. If the assumption

is made that the same children remain on

the average in the same percentile grade a

certain very complex law of growth follows.

We may invert this reasoning by saying :

Only if the assumption of a certain very

complex law of growth is made can the

same children remain in the same percentile

grade. For any different law of growth

thej' would change from one grade to an-

other. There is no inherent probability in

this law ; on the contrary, it was quite un-

expected and surprising when first promul-

gated. As a matter of fact, three factors

condition the rate of growth : hereditary

influences, the preceding life historj^ of the

individual and the average conditions dur-

ing the period under consideration, and it

is quite unlikely that these factors should

always be found to stand in such a relation

as to result in general stability of percentile

grades

.

As the facts disprove this assumption,

and as the cause of the asymmetries remains

entu-ely obscure under it, while tliey can

be fully explained in all their details by

the theory advanced before, I cannot ac-

knowledge that the conclusions reached re-

garding the growth of tall and shoi't chil-

dren are correct.

On pp. 339-348 of his fourth paper Dr.

Porter makes a valuable suggestion regard-

ing the practical application of measure-

ments to the determination of the stage of

development of indi^iduals. His proposal

is to compute the distribution of weight,

chest, girth and others correlated to vari-

ous heights. Then all ehildri>n are under

the suspicion of being abnormally devt'loped

who differ much fi-om the standard values.

Dr. Porter assumes the narrow limits of

the probable deviation as the limits of nor-

mal vaiiabilitj'. It may be a question where

these limits ought to be drawn, but there

can be no doubt that this metliod is much
Ijetter than the one ai>plied in our gymnasia,

namely, that the individual is expected to
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be in all his measurements on the same per-

centile grade. This latter method is based

on a quite erroneous theory of the propor-

tions ofthe body. Dr. Porter's method is also

better than that based on single measure-

ments, as it points out abnormal propor-

tions, not simply abnormal size. It is

necessarj^, however, to bear in mind
the one restriction that many measure-

ments are not closely correlated with

stature, but have different correlations.

This is the case with girth of chest, strength

of squeeze and many others. Therefore

their correlation to stature will not give

more satisfactory results than the study of

the single measurements alone. It will

certainly be of great use to school hygiene

to subject all children whose proportions

are abnormal to a medical examination,

but it will not be possible to determine by

means of the measurements what indi-

viduals are retarded in growth and what
are advanced, as Dr. Porter suggests, ex-

cept in very exceptional cases. The corre-

lation between any two measurements is so

slight that a great many cases which are

noi'mal for one year are also quite normal

for the preceding and following years at

least. This is also shown by the fact which

is apparently so contradictory, that children

of a certain height are the heavier the older

they are (according to Bowditch), but that

also children of a certain weight are the

taller the older they are.

Finally, I must say a word in regard to

Dr. Porter's objection to the combination of

measurements taken in different cities. It

is, of course, true that the results in various

cities depend upon the composition of the

population and its geographical and social

sxirroundings. If we knew all these factors

and their influences it would be necessary

to sub-divide the series of each city into

numerous divisions. As we do not know
the exact influence of these factors, we must
endeavor to take as our basis a general

curve, including as many individuals as

possible of the same population but under

a diversitj^ of conditions and compare the

curves determined by certain factors with

them. It is, therefore, perfectly correct"

to compute the growth of American chil-

dren from data collected in various cities,

provided each city is given its proper

weight according to the number of chil-

dren measured. The more cities and vil-

lages are included in such a combination,

the more nearly we shall get the curve re-

presenting the growth of the American child.

By comparing the general curve with the

ones obtained in different cities we can in-

vestigate the causes which produce the dif-

ference between the individual curves and

the general curve. We know that national-

ity, occupation, social status have a con-

siderable influence. I have found that first-

born children exceed later-born children in

size. The effect of all these causes can be

studied bj^ comparing the individuals repre-

senting each group of factors wth the gen-

eral population. Feanz Boas.

New Yoek.

LABORATORY TEACHING OF LARGE CLASSES
IN BOTANY.*

The great increase in the size ofthe classes

in Elementary Botany during late years in

Harvard College has forced their teachers

to the development of some system for

their efficient and economical management
in the Laboratory. Under the guidance of

Professor Goodale there has been worked

out the plan upon which are based the

recommendations made in this paper; in-

deed, what I have to say is little more than a

description ofthe system in use there during

the last year I was connected with it, i. e.,

1892-'93. My observations are, therefore,

based not upon theory alone, but upon the

results of trial and selection.

*Eead before the American Society of Naturalists,

Baltimore, Dec. 38, 1894.
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The coiKlitions which had to be faced

were these : A class, numbering towards,

and in one year over, 'JOO men, and likely in

the future further to increase, composed of

beginnei-s ignorant of how to study thiiifj",

comes in for a course in General Botany,

extending from the middle of February to

the first of June, in all some fifteen weeks.

There are two regular weekly lectures.

The Laboratory work cannot for academical

reasons exceed an average of four hours

per week, and lor practical reiisous it must

be confined to the hours 11-1 and 2-5 Tues-

day, the same hours on Thursday, and H-l

Saturday, /. e., only 14 hours in the week

are available. The normal seating capacity

of the Laboratory is 7."), but the supply of

dissecting microscopes and boxes for stu-

dents' utensils, books, etc., is enough for

over three-fourths of the class.

I give thus fully a statement of the con-

ditions at Harvard, because they illustrate

in kind, though perhaps in unusuallj' favor-

able degree, the difficulties which in more

or less modified form must be faced in all

large colleges pro\iding elementary labora-

tory instruction, and to wliich an eflicient

sj'stem of laboratory management must be

adapted. These conditions may be classified

for purposes of discussion as follows :

1. The classes are too large for individual

teaching by the instructor.

2. Laboratory hours must be adjusted to

other academic work, to insufficient ac-

commodations and sometimes to jx't other

considerations.

3. Many students of diverse attainments

must be taught how to work and to think

scientifically, and must be kept j)rogressing

together tln-ough the stages of a logically-

graded course.

4. Large quantities of special material

must be provided at an uufiivorable season.

I have placed first what all admit to be

the greatest drawback to large laboratory

classes, but one which seems inseparable

from our unwieldy colleges, ». e.,the impos-

sibility of individual knowledge of and con-

tact with his students by the instructor.

That this kind of teaching, this diagnosis

of each case and fitting of proper treat-

ment to it, is the only good kind, and that

no development of methods or sj^stems, or

of leadership of the whole class by one man,
can replace it, is pedagogically so axiomatic

that the instructor should here take his

stand squarely and insist that his students

shall have it, if not from him directly, then

from competent assistants trained l)y him.

I regard this as the first gi-eat essential in

the laboratorj^ teaching of large classes

—

competent assistants.

The source of supply of such assistants is

not far to seek : thej' should come fi-om

amongst the advanced students who have

been through the course and who intend to

make teaching a profession. Any college

witli elementary courses large enough to

need such a sj'stem as we are discussing

must have advanced students in propor-

tional numbers, and skillful management of

the real advantages of the position should

give the instructor his choice from among
them. In Harvard College the supply has

always exceeded the demand; the prestige,

experience and money attaching to the po-

sitions make them attractive to the best

men.

The assistants having been thus selected,

it is essential to place each in full charge

of a section which he keeps without change

to the end of the term, in order that he may
come to know well and teach well each in-

dividual. These sections should never ex-

ceed thirty men, and twenty-five is a much
better, and twenty the best number. The
instructor himself will, of course, visit the

laboratory constantly, but he will do far

better to go about among the men generally

than to take a section himself. Moreover,

great freedom should he allowed to the judg-

ment of each assistant in the details of his
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teaching. There mvist be, to he sure, a uni-

form plan of stud
J'

for the course, but the

cari-ying-out of the plan in details should be

left to the assistant, who should be held

responsible for his results rather than his

methods. It is very desirable, or perhaps, I

should say, necessary, to hold weeklj' meet-

ings of the assistants at which the coming la-

boratory topics are discussed, uniform ways
of treating diiiicult or morphologically de-

batable questions agreed upon, and peda-

gogic advice given, the latter, as I have

found, always eagerly received and acted

upon. In this way, in conjunction with

the weekly guides to be mentioned below,

all desu-able uniformity of treatment can be

secured.

It is necessary, and indeed, good policj^ as

well, to pay the assistants
;
the amount will

vary according to the general scale of ex-

penditure in vogue in the particular college.

One dollar an hour may be considered fair,

perhaps the maximum that it is needful to

pay.

Let us consider secondly how conflicting

hours may be adjusted to insufficient ac-

commodations, and to the need of bringing

each man always under the same assistant.

The solution of this often appalling problem

can be found only in this : the instructor

must claim for his Laboratory work equal

rank with any other college exercises, make
the choice of hours, or rather sections, as

wide as possible, and require students to

work exactly in these sections or else remain

out of the course. The size of the sections

must be limited partly by the number an

assistant can manage, partly by the seating

accommodation of the laboratory. Thus a

room of fifty to sixty seats can accommodate
two sections at once. The hours should be

ai'ranged so as to give at least two hours of

consecutive time
; the best arrangement for

a four-hour-a-week course is to have each

section meet in two-hour periods at the same
hours on two different days. Thus a sec-

tion meeting 11-1 Tuesday would meet 11-

1 Thursday. No student should be allowed

to break hours and come in different sec-

tions if it can possibly be avoided. To ar-

range the students in sections, each should

be asked to hand in, at the opening of the

work, his preference and his second choice.

The great majoritj'^ can be assigned to their

preference, only a few, selectable by lot,

need to be placed in their second choice

in order to adjust the sizes of the sections.

In order to prevent all confusion, we have

found it very useful to give each student

a card stating the number of his section,

of his seat, of his microscope, of his box

and the name of the assistant, and to

check off" for each section on blue-i)rint plans

of the laboratory and lists of instruments,

etc., the numbers as assigned. By tliis

plan successive sections may use the same

seats and instruments without confusion

and each come always under its own as-

sistant.

"We have next to notice how the labor and

confusion of getting the sections to work

may be minimized and the time of the assist*

ants economized for the higher grades of

their teaching work, and how the sections

may be kept progressing uniformly. The

beginner ( and for that matter the most

advanced of students ) , when a new topic is

placed before him, has no idea of what he is

to study about it, of what is imijortant and

what is not, of the nomenclature he is to

employ. The questions " what am I to do

with it?" "what do you want me to do

next '? " dreadful as thej^ sound, are yet nat-

ural enough. If these questions can be

answered for each student without reference

to the assistant it is an immense gain, and

they can be answered by a printed guide or

sj'nopsis of the week's work supplied each

week to each student. These should be ar-

ranged upon the approved plan in use in

the many excellent laboratory' manuals, i.

e., they should indicate the points which it,
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is needful to study, suggest some idea of

their relative iuiportance, give needed bits

of information now and then, and in general

supply just enough data to allow the student

to work by liunself to correet conclusions.

But an ordinary lal)oratorj' manual is not

sufficient, for a great value of these weekly

guides is that they fit the exact material to

be used, the state of advancement of the

class, and the logical course laid out by the

instructor, which cannot be the same as that

of anybody else's manual. These guides

may also be madi? to supply botanical

terms, always upon the good pedagogic

principle of making the student feel the

need of a term before supplj-ing it, and then

offering it not as a term with a delinition,

but as a definition or description which can

be expressed in a single word. The efl'ect

of these guides upon the order and rapidity

of work is remarkably great, and they en-

able one assistant to teach a much lai'ger

section than is possible without them.

It is also of very great value to the labor-

atorj' work to have the lectures accompany,

and actually, as they do theoretically, sup-

plement it. This is practically possible,

though perhaps not always convenient. The
most logical coui-se (to be briefly described

immediately) that I have been able to de-

velop in my few years' teaching does allow

the lectures to keep with and supplement the

laboratory work throughout the term.

Laboratory study must always be the study

of a few type forms ; the correlation of the

data thus gained, their bearing upon general

principles and theii- relation to the science

as a whole must be the function of the

lecture, and this is the better performed

when the latter follows as closely as possi-

ble upon the former and while it is stiU

fresh in mind. A few minutes at the begin-

ning of each lecture devoted specially to the

topics of the laboratory work just past, and
its relation to what is to come, has been

found to be very profitable.

We come finally to our fourth and last

problem, how can good materials be pro-

vided in the winter to .such large classes?

A college which has abundant greenhouses

hardly needs to ask this question. What
remarkable results may be obtained in pro-

viding large quantities of material from

small space is shown by Mr. B. JI. Watson's

work at the Bussey Institution in supplying

material to the classes at Harvard. For
those less fortunately situated, its solution

is to be found in so arranging the course

that materials available in the markets or

easily grown, come first, and are gradually

replaced by out-door materials as the season

advances. Happily the most logical plan

of treatment for a general course in Botany
lends itself exactly to this procedure. Ex-
perience has shown that with elementary

classes it is desirable to consider plant life

as a cycle, which may best be broken for

studj^ at the seed. Ifnow the structure and
morphology of the seed be the first topic in

Ijoth Laboratory and Lectures, and its de-

velopment into the young plant the second,

and if then the plant-organs leaf, root,

stem, flower and fruit be treated in succes-

sion, we are in both bi'ought back to the

starting point, the seed. If, moreover, in the

lectures, the full biologj' and physiology of

each organ be considered along with its

anatomy and morphology and as determin-

ing these, then are the topics not only

treated in the most logical and in.structive

fashion, but the lectures and laboratory

work may be kept together, the one truly

suiJplementing the other; and the topics are

taken up in the order which allows material

best obtainable in winter to come first,

gi-adually giving place to that which the

spring oflers. The seed, always obtainable,

comes first, then follow germinating embryos

and young plants easj' to grow in wardiaii

cases in class rooms or at very small cost in

the nearest greenhouse. Leaves may be ob-

tained from the same greenhouse, from
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evergreen shrubs out of doors or eveu

bought in the markets, as celery, cabbage,

etc. Roots may likewise come from the

markets, stems and buds abundantly from

the trees out of doors, and towards spring

the latter may be forced to open in warm
rooms. Far too little use is made of these

easily obtained materials. By the time the

vegetative organs have been studied the

first Apetalfe will be in bloom, and if the

students have been properly taught to use

eyes and hands the Apetalte will present

no difficulties ; later come other wild flowers,

and all is easy.

Allow me, in conclusion, to sum up the

points of this paper. In the laboratory

teaching of large classes, the first essential

is a recognition of the fact that nothing can

replace individualism in teaching and that

a sufficient number of assistants should be

emploj^ed. These assistants must be in-

tending teachers, given some pedagogic in-

struction, supplied with a uniform plan of

work, but left very free in the details of their

modes of reaching the students. Classes

should be divided into sections with fixed

hours and containing not more than thirtj^

men, over each of which one assistant has

entire charge until the end of the term.

As an aid to uniformity of plan and to

answer the innumerable legitimate ques-

tions which arise in laboratory work, as

well as to supply technical nomenclature,

weekly printed guides, fitted to the exact

work being done, should be supplied to

each student. Lectures and laboratory

work should be kept together and follow

such a course that the vegetative organs

upon which material is at all times avail-

able should be studied in the winter, and

the reproductive organs in the spring or

summer.

So much for a general plan ; each teacher

must vary it in adaptation to his own
needs. W. F. Ganong.

Smith College.

MAGNETISM AND THE WEATHER.

Much time has been devoted to the study

of magnetic and meteorologic observations

with the hope of establishing a definite con-

nection between the two. The results thus

far have been almost entirely negative, al-

though a connection has been found with

auroras, and the diurnal range of air pres-

sure is now believed to be a thermo-electric

phenomenon, alUed to the diurnal range in

the swings of the magnetic needle. There

are certain well established facts that have

been ascertained regarding magnetism that

almost always stand at the base of all such

investigations, although it is admitted that

magnetic phenomena are extremely com-

plex, and those of the weather are far

moi'e so.

1. The three principal magnetic con-

ditions or fluctuations are as follows : (a)

The diurnal change due to some combined

solar and terrestrial action, (b) Magnetic

storms, which are peculiar and sharp dis-

turbances, generallj^ originating in the sun.

These often occur at thi-ee or four successive

rotations of the sun

.

(c.) A gradual change in magnetism

from one day to the next. These are quite

singular, and have been studied more than

any other conditions in the hope of establish-

ing some relation with our weather.

2. In studies of magnetism strenuous and

long continued efforts have been made to

establish a regular recurring period depend-

ing upon the rotation of the sun. It is

easy to see that if there were such regular

period its discoverj^ would be of the pro-

foundest significance. The results of such

studies, however, have been far from satis-

factory. It is known that sunspots have a

different period of rotation, according as

they are near or far from the equator, and

this fact is enough to show the extremely

dubious nature of an attempt to fix on any

definite period for recurring solar eflects.

It is not at all surprising that more than a
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score of periods have been determined from

25.5 to 27.5 days, depending somewhat

upon the data employed and upon the me-

thod of its manipidation. It is very certain

that, if any one will take the ' horizontal

force,' for example, and arrange the observa-

tions in intervals of 2() days (the best thus

far found) he will quickly find that, judg-

ing from the disturljed days, there is abso-

lutely no fixed interval. These disturbed

days would seem tlie verj- best material for

such studies, as they are very definite.

These days will occur for three or four ro-

tations most beautifully, but after that the

distui-bance disappears and no more will

appear along that line for a score of rota-

ti<ms.

In the .same May one will very quickly

find, in using the data and leaving out the

disturbed days, that there is absolutely no

recurring period of 2(5 days or any fraction

of that interval. Sometimes by grouping

ten rotations one will find a fairly good

fluctuation, but the very next group of ten

rotations will make ' hedge podge ' of the

pre^aous group. This woidd seem an ex-

tremelj' important point to settle, as months

Jiave been devoted to fruitless efibrts in

trying to determine such a period.

3. The fluctuations under (c) above are

simultaneous over the whole earth, as has

been shown by the records at Batavia,

India, Los Angeles. Cal.; St. Petersburg

and Tiflis, in Russia ; Vienna, Austria

;

Washington, D. C, and Zikawei, China.

One is struck at once by the wonderful

regularity of these fluctuations over the

whole Northern Hemisphere. Making al-

lowance for the difterence of time and for

disturbed days, the fluctuations an; found to

he exactly the same at each station, and the

record at a single station will answer per-

fectly for (comparison with anj' supposed

related meteorologic jthenomenon.

4. After thirteen years of study and care-

ful discussion I am satisfied that the pressure

of the air, or perhaps the fluctuations of the

dew jioint, arc by far the best to use for de-

termining a possible connection with mag-
netism. I am also perfectly satisfied that,

except in the cases specified above, there is

no direct relation between magnetic and
meteorologic phenomena, and this is also

the outcome of the exhaustive studies in

England and on the continent. I am also

satisfied that thei-e is an indirect relation,

but the phenomena are so extremelj^ com-

plex that it has proven impossible to deter-

mine it up to the present.

5. In all studies of this character, and in

all attempts at determining coincidences

between such phenomena, one will always

find a most valual)le check by cutting up

the long list ol' rotations into groups of 7,

10 or l-t rotations in each. If these sepa-

rate gi'oups do not show a thread running

through them, or fluctuations common to all

and continuall}- recurring, he may be satis-

fied that there is nothing in it. There is a

peculiar and well-nigh unaccountable fasci-

nation in arranging and summing grouj)s of

figures in the hope that something may
come, but continuous effort will show that

there is something back of it all which is

not understood, and no headway can be

made bj' direct comparisons.

H. A. Hazen.
Febriary 1, 1895.

SIMILAR INVENTIONS IN AREAS WIDE
APART.

As a contribution to the much (lisi)uted

question of the occurrence of similar inven-

tions in areas wide apart, I desire to call the

attention of readers to the device for weav-

ing of which I have found abundant ex-

amples in the Pueblo country, in the New
England States, and in Finland.

The apparatus consists essentially of a

small rectangular frame-work in which are

placed a series of jierpendicular slats i)erfo-

rated in the middle. It has the appearance
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of a grating of small bars about one-six-

teenth of an inch apart, and each bar is

pierced in the middle. In fact, all of these

are the harness of a small loom used in

weaving tape, braid, garters, belts and the

like.

Among the old-time families of New Eng-

land, this apparatus is set up by taking a

ball of twine or thread which is to constitute

the warp, and walking around a number of

chairs placed at a distance from one another

as many times as there are to be threads in

the warp. This coil is then cut apart, one

end tied together in a knot, and the separate

threads of the other end passed through the

holes of the slats and between them. This

apparatus is worked bj^ lifting and depres-

sing this frame as the weft shuttle is passed

backward and forward by the hand. At
each turn the weft is beaten home hy the

harness, the lower end of which is held be-

tween the knees, by the shuttle, or by the

hand.

In a Zuiii example in the Museum set iip

by Mr. Gushing, the weaver sits upon the

ground, having the far end of the warp
fastened to some part of the building, and
the proximal end attached to a stick form-

ing part of a belt. The very same process

employed bj"- the New England woman
is. also in vogue among the Pueblos. By
lifting and depressing the fi-ame which
is simply a couple of parallel sticks to

which split reeds are tied, having holes

burnt through the center, the weaver is able

to pass the shuttle stick backward and for-

Avard.

When the Pueblo woman wishes to make
short garters she uses the soles of her feet

as a resting place for the little bar to which
the far end of the weft is attached. Her
shuttle is a stick on which the weft yarn is

wound.

The Finnish harness is carved from a

single block of wood, the upper and lower

borders being somewhat cjdindrical and the

upright bars carved like little slats from the

solid piece. These are perforated exactly

after the manner of the New England ex-

amples.

I learn by inquiring at the Patent Office

in Washington, that in Belgium a patent

has recentlj' been issued for an improvement

on this style of weaving apparatus.

I leave the question open as to the amount
of contact between the Fins, the New Eng-
land housewife and the Pueblo woman. It

is easj^ enough to account for the dispersion

of this apparatus among the white peojjle of

Europe, and thence among the Fins and the

New England farmers. The only question

for us to inquire into now, is, where did the

Pueblo woman learn to weave after this

fashion ?

Dr. Matthews tells me that the Navajo

do not use this frame, but make their belts

by means of a harness similar to that which

they emploj' in making their blankets. It

is also a question where and how the

Navajos learned to set up a loom so much
like those found among the primitive Euro-

pean weavers. It is a fact that the Aino

emploj' preciseljr the same apparatus as do

the Navajo. O. T. Mason.
AVashington.

THE SOCIAL SENSE.

All persons thrown intimately with chil-

di-en fi'om about four years of age and later

may serve psj'chologists by making detailed

obserA'ations of what maj^ be called 'chum-

ming^ on the part of children and youth. By
' chumming ' is meant all instances of un-

usually close companionship A'oluntarily

made, ' platonic affection,' personal influ-

ence one over another when this influence

is limited more or less to one person, and

when the relationship is stronger than ordi-

nary and is shown in anj' unusual or re-

markable Avaj's, such as bearing punishment

for or AA'ith the other, moping or becoming

A^ery unsocial Avhen separated. Cases of
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boys chuminiug with boys, and girls with

girls, are especially valuable ; and of older

pereons of the same sex. Similar observa-

tions are needed on eases of marked or

unreasonable aiitij>athi/ of one child to an-

other.

The object of the inquiry is to get light

on the growth of the child's social sense,

what it is that attracts and repels him most

in others. To this end observations on the

fbUowing points are especially desired by
the writer.

In every case of chumming or anti-

pathy :

1. (a) Ask the child A why he loves or

dislikes the child B. Take down the an-

swers in full, (b) Repeat the question once

a week for six weeks at least, if the phe-

nomenon continues.

2. (a) Observe what A imitates most in

B, and (b) whether he imitates the same
actions or qualities in others besides B.

(c) Xote whether what A imitates in B
is more prominent in B than in other per-

sons.

3. (a) Observe how far A shares his toys,

propertj', food, pleasui-es, etc., with B more
than with other children, (b) Ask him
why he gives his things to B. (c) Observe

whether this keeps up if B does not re-

ciprocate.

4. (a) Observe any cases in which A is

willing to suffer for or with B. (b) Whether
he will fight for him. or defend him \\-ith

words (give details of actions or words of

defense).

5. Observe whether B figures largelj- in

A's drejims (a) bj- noting any speech aloud

when sleeping, and (b) by asking A fre-

quently what he dreamed about the pre-

ceding night (being careful not to suggest

B to liim in any way).
B. Stiite all tlie details of the relation be-

tween A and B esjiccially. (a) Do they see

eadi other oftener than thej' do others?

(b) Do they sit together in school ? ( c) Do

they room or sleep together? (d) Have
they any common infirmity or fault (stam-

mering, defective vision, stooping, deceitful-

ness, (See.) ? (e) Have they ever been pun-

ished or disgraced together in school or at

home ?

7. Give ( a) what is kiioivn (not mere im-

pressions) of the disposition of each
;
(b)

the length of time they have shown the lik-

ing or antipathy.

8. In case of tlie breaking off of the lik-

ing or antipathy (a) note all the facts which
lead to it. (b) (Question each child as to

why he has ceased to like or dislike the

other.

!). When the relation is mutual make the

same series of observations with the second

child, B, as ^^'ith the first, A (as given

above).

10. Give the number ofcompanions ofeach

child reported on : (a) Number of brothers

and sisters, and their ages and places of resi-

dence with or away from the child reported

on. (b) Amount of time per day which
the child spends with other children in

school and on the street, etc.

11. Make special note of any unusual oc-

currences or action, showing tlie attection

or antipathy, which are not covered by this

schedule.

N. B. All observations should cover as

many of these enquiries as possible, yet ob-

servations of some of them only should still

be sent in. All observaticms should be care-

fully arranged under the headings of the

schedule, i.e.. by the numbei-s, letters, etc.,

in order to secure correct cla.ssification. All

reports and enquiries should be addressed

to tlie undersigned at Princeton, N. J., and
should bear the name and address of the

.sender plainly written. All names, per-

sonal details, etc., are strictly confidential,

except when special consent to the contrary

is given in further correspondence.

J. Mark Bai.dwix.

Prixckton.
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AMERICAN STUDENTS AT THE NAPLES
ZOOLOGICAL STATION.

In another number of Science the steps

leading to the establishment in 1892 of the

United States Table at Naples, by the

Smithsonian Institution are described. Up-

on behalf of Harvard College, Prof Alex-

ander Agassiz subscribed for a second table

at the same time. ]\Ir. Willian E. Dodge,

of New York, has recently visited the Sta-

tion, and has offered to contribute $250 a

year for three years toward a thu-d Ameri-

can Table. In response to this offer Dr.

Anton Dohrn has sent to Mr. Dodge the

following interesting letter, giving a com-

plete history of American work at the

Naples Station up to the present time :

" When I established the Station I had a

correspondence with Professor Louis Agas-

siz, who greatly applauded my plans, but

at the time was not in a position to estab-

lish any relations with us. In a later letter

he told me that he had also begun to work
in the same direction, having procured a

sum of money and a suitable locaUty in

Penikese Island, where he would try to es-

tablish a school of marine biology. In the

year 1881 Professor Whitman, now of Chi-

cago University, came to Naples, on his re-

turn from Japan, where he had been pro-

fessor at Tokio for two years, and asked for

permission to work in the Zoological Sta-

tion. Although there was no American

Table for him I offered him hospitality, and
he remained for six months. Half a year

later came Miss Nunn, availing herself of

the table of the University of Cambridge,

also for six months. In 1883 Dr. Sharp,

from Philadelphia, spent two months

at the Bavarian Table. In the same year

the first American Table was engaged by
Williams College for one year, and this table

was first occupied by Prof. E. B. Wilson,

now at Columbia College, for six months,

and was engaged later by Professor Clarke,

of Wilhams Colleae, but owing to sickness

he postponed coming until the year 1884.

In 1885 the table was subscribed for one

year by the University of Pennsylvania,

and was occupied first by Dr. DoUey and
later by Dr. Patten. Dr. Patten was also"

received for six months as our guest.

"All my efforts to secnre the cooperation

of other American colleges proved unsuc-

cessful, and again the American naturalists

took advantage of the English and German
Tables. Dr. Cobb, of Massachusetts, occu-

pied the British Association Table for two
months. ISIr. Norman, of Indiana, occu-

pied the Hamburg Table ; Mr. Ward, from

Ti'oy, the table ofthe Grand Duchy ofBaden,

and Mr. Kaufman one of the Prussian

Tables. This Avas in the spring of 1891,

when Major Davis first visited Naples and

became acquainted with the state of things.

He immediately offered, in a most generous

way, to engage a table for his counti-ymen,

and asked me not to admit any more Ameri-
cans to the European tables. His table

was immediately occupied bj' Dr. Russell, a

botanist, who worked here during four

months ; by IMiss Piatt, of Boston, for three

months, and again in the second year by

Professor E. B. Wilson, then of Brya Mawr.

Dr. Corning, also an American, but occu-

pying the post of assistant in Prague Uni-

versity, came iipon one of the Austrian

Tables, and Dr. Bashford Dean, of Colum-

bia, upon the Bavarian Table, while the

Davis Table was occupied by others. In

the year 1893 the Davis Table was occupied

bjr Dr. Field, of Baltimore, and Dr. Parker,

from Harvard College. In the meantime

Dr. C. W. Stiles, of Washington, who ha4

paid a short visit to the Zoological Station

in 1891, led a movement for the establisli-

ment ofmore direct official relations between

American institutions and the Zoological

Station, and finally upon the unanimous re-

commendation of the Society of American

Naturalists, the secretary of the Smithson-

ian Institution entered into a contract for
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an American table for three years. Almost

at the same time Professor Agassiz engaged

a table for Harvard College for three years.

Both of these tables a re in demandby so many
investigators that they still do not cover the

needs of Americjin students. In fact, there

have always been more American occupants

than tables, and I receive them ^^•illingly as

guests. Dr. Fairchild, of Washington, Dr.

Wheeler, of Chicago, and Professor Bnm-
piis, of Browni University, occupied the

Smithsonian Table in 1S93-94, while Mr.

Rice, of Washington, occupied the Harvard

Table in 1894. In 1894-5 Dr. Murbach, of

Berkeley, occupied the Smithsonian Talile.

while Dr. Child and Professor Bitter, of the

University of California, occupied the Har-

vard Table. At the same time Professor

Hargitt. of SjTacuse Universitj', and Pro-

fessor Gardiner, of the University of Colo-

rado, were received as guests. At the pres-

ent time Professor Morgan, of Bryn Mawr,

and Professor Leslie Osbom, of the Uni-

versity of Indiana, are occupying the Smith-

sonian Table, and Dr. Nutting and Pro-

fessor Keighard are soon expected to arrive.

" These twentj'-nine American naturalists

have already profited by the Zoological

Station, and many more would have come
had arrangements been made earlier and on

a larger scale. In comparison with Euro-

pean states, I may state that Germany rents

eleven tables, Italy nine, Austria-Hungary

three, England three, Russia three (which

were discontinued this year, but are going to

be continued). Spain has had three, which

have been for a time discontinued, but will

most likely be re-established. Holland,

Belgium, Switzerland and Roumania have

each one table. I entertain the hope that

France and the Scandinavian kingdoms
will subsequently secure tables. I am glad

to siiy that the Zoological Station is quite

capable of giving them all the full benefit

of its complete arrangements."

Tills letter places before American zoolo-

gists in the most direct and convincing

manner the importance, not to say obliga-

tion, of remedying the past infringement

upon the hospitality of the broad-minded

director of the famous station. The Smith-

sonian table and the Harvard table should

now be supplemented by a third, and it is to

be hoped that some means will be found of

adding S2.50 to the generous subscription of

Mr. Dodge and securing this end.

Henry F. Osborn.

COEEESPOXDENCE.

PITHECANTHROPUS ERECTUS.

Mr. Editor : In Science of January 11,

p. 47, Dr. D. G. Brinton reviews under the

title • The Missing Link Found at Last,'

Dr. E. Dubois' Memoir on Fithecanthrnptim

eredus. Dr. Brinton, while accepting the

dental apparatus to be of the simian tj^ie,

acknowledges that the skull is like the

famous Neandertlial man, and that the

femora are singularly human. Professor

O. C. Mai-sh (Silliman's Journal, February,

1895, p. 144) calls Fifhecanihropus an ' ape-

man.' In another place he alludes to it as

a ' large anthropoid ape. ' A communication

signed 'R. L.,' presumably Richard Lydek-

ker, appeared in ' Nature,' January 24,

1895 ; the ground is taken that the femur

of Pithecanthropus is ' actually human ;
' that

the skull ' can belong to no wild anthro-

poid ;
' and that the molar may ' perfectly

well be human.'

It thus appears that diflerences of opinion

are already being entertained, respecting

the validity of iWicc«))<7ir()piM. I have ven-

tured to make a contribution to the subject,

since I quite agree with ' R. L.' The single

tooth preserved (see the accompanj'ing cut)
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is the thii'd upper molar. It possesses two

divergent roots. Contrary to what one ex-

pects, the smaller part of the crown forms

the outside (buccal), and the larger the in-

side (palatal) surface. Du Bois thus de-

scribes the tooth on the assumption that the

broader of the two roots represented two

other confluent roots. If the broader half

of the crown were outside (as it appears to

be from the figure) the identification of the

tubercles on tlie grinding surface would be

easy. As it is, it is difficult, if not impos-

sible, to name the cusps. The tooth must

be classified as irregular and degenerate.

I am in the habit of naming such teeth,

crater-like, since all sides of the crown are

uniformly higher than the centre, and the

sides of the single valley are much fissured.

We often meet with such teeth in man, but

so far as I laiow they have not been seen La

apes.

The tuberculation in the gorilla for the

third molar is complete; the fourth cusp

(hypocone), while rudimentary, is distinct.

In the chimpanzee, according to Owen, the

third molar is tritubercular, but in a speci-

men in the Academy of liatural Sciences of

Philadelphia, it shows distinctly the rudi-

ment of a hypocone. In the orang the third

molar is distinctly quintitubercular, the

fifth cusp being developed in the commissure

between the mesocone and the hypocone.

The tooth of Pithecanthropus is larger than

any human tooth with which I am famil-

ilar. The following table will place its

measurements in harmony with ape and

human teeth.

Length. Width.

Pithecanthropus, 11.3 mm. 15.3 mm.
Gorilla, 14.1 " 13.5 "

Orang,
,

IS " 13 "

Cliimpanzee, 10 " 10 "

Native of Australia, ( 1 ) 10 " 13 "
" " " (2) 10 " 14

" " Sandv^ach Islands, 10" " 13.5 "

In Owen's Odontography the gibbon is

seen to possess a molar of length 6 mm. and

width 7. .5 mm.; but even here the form of the

tooth is quite unlike that of Pithecanthropus^

being tritubercular with a rudimental hj'po-

cone. The tooth, unlike that of any anthro-

poid ape examined, is wider than long. The"^

proportion of the width in comparison to

the length is much the same as in the third

molar of the human subject. The great

size of the tooth and the possession of three

roots, forming two diverging root-stems are

distinguishing characters, but thej' are not

simian. Some allowance must be made for

the great variability in the shape of the

third upper human molar.

Respecting the calvarium, I note in the

view of the vertex a median elevation ap-

parently over the interfrontal suture. This

is often met with in the human skull, but

so far as I know is never seen in the skull

of the ape. The recession back of the exter-

nal orbital process differs only in degree fi'om

that seen in man. The femur is indubi-

tably human. Haeeison Allen.

Philadelphia, Feb. 14, 1895.

THE ELIHU THOMSON PEIZE.

The Editoe of Science : Your trans-

atlantic contemporarj', Nature, has from its

beginning enjoj^'ed a large support among
scientific men of the United States. It is

so well conducted, and combines in so un-

usual a degree freshness and reUability, that

it it iS' almost indispensable, and Americans

continue to renew theii" subscriptions an-

nually, in spite of the very general feeling

and not inft-equently expressed opinion that,

on the whole, it is not now and never has

been quite fair or just in its treatment of

American science and scientific men.

An illustration of this is to be found in a

recent number (January 31, 1895) which

is so striking as to deserve attention. On
page 324 will be found a note in reference

to the recently announced award of the

Eliliu Thomson Prize (see this journal,

page 190). It is a most ingeniously con-
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striu'ted account of tlic award made by the

Paris Committeo, the preparation of which

must have cost the writer no small eflbrt.

So skilfully, however, are the words selected

and the phrases arranged that, to one un-

familiar with the facts, the note appears to

be a simple and straiglit forward statement

that in declaring the award the Committee

announced that it had found two memoirs

of equal value and that it was decided to

award a prize of 5000 francs to each, the

collection of the additional money being the

cause of the delay in the publication of

tlie decision of the Committee. In the ac-

count of the affair in a recent number of

Science it was pretty clearly stated that the

memoir prepared by an American, Dr. Web-
ster, of Clark University, had been adjudged

by the Committee to be worthy of first place.

In order that every reader may be able

to decide this matter for himself, the follow-

ing (juotations from the report of the Com-
mittee are submitted : Memoir 3 was that

to be the work of Messrs. Oliver Lodge and

R. T. Glazebrook, and No. 4 M'as that of

Dr. Webster.
" Le n° 3 est consacre a la verification de

la formule douant la period des decharges

oscillantes d'un condensateur. C'est un

travail considerable, accompagn6 de plusi-

eui-s pliotographies et dans lequel I'auteur

a cherch(',au moyen de calculs approfondis,

a 6valuer toutes les corrections inlu'rentes

k I'emploi de sa methode.
'' La vei-ification n'e.st qu'approachee ; le

prhicipe de la methode pourrait donner lieu

si quelques criticiues, le circuit de la de-

charge se fermant pei-iodiquement par une

6tincelle qui introduit des perturbations im-

possibles a prevoir.

" Le memoir n° 4 port sur le meme sujet,

('•tudie par une methode nouvelle dans ses

details, qui a permis a Tauteur d"atteindre

et de mesurer des periodes de (luehjues ccnt-

milliemes de seconde. L'influence des

principales causes d'erreur parait tres at-

t<''nuee, bien qu'il reste encore quelques

doutes sur rinttnence de la capacite inher-

ente a la bobine de self-induction. La for-

mule a 6t^ verifiee a 1 pour 100 pri%. Le
temps a fait defaut a I'auteur pour comple-

ter ses recherches en variant les conditions

de ses experiences."'

And then the following award from the

' proces-verl)al ' of the Commission :

" La Commission estime que le m6moire

n° 4 est digne de recevoir le prix etabli par

le Professeur Elihu Thomson ; elle espere

que ce temoignage encouragera I'auteur a

continuer ses belle recherches.

" ' Toutefois elle regrette de ne pas avoir

a sa disposition deux prix d't'gale valeur

qu'elle serait heureuse d'attribuer aux me-

moires n° 3 et n° 4.' "

A literal translation of the above, as a

fair statement of its meaning is, perhaps,

too much to look for in the columns of

' Nature,' but it is a pleasure to assure

Messrs. Lodge and Glazebrook, whose names

are ' household words ' in every corner of

this country, that their reputation is not

such as to need bolstering by any oblique

methods. M.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

3Io)iogiaj)hie Revision of the Pocket Gophers,

Family Geomyidu- (e.febmve of the Specie.^ of

Thomomys). By Dr. C. Hart Merriam.

North American Fauna, No. 8. AA'ash-

ington, Government Printing Office.

189.5. 8vo, pp. 258, pll. 18, with 4 maps

and 71 cuts in text.

In this memoir Dr. Merriam has pro-

duced an admirable piece of monographic

work, setting a standard that may well be

aimed at bj' other workers in the treatment

of similar groups. The family fJeomyidie,

or the Pocket Gophei-s, has lutherto been

regarded as consisting of the two genera

Geomy.i and Thomomy-'', only the first of

which is here treated. It is a distinctively

North American group, ranging from the
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dry interior of British Columbia and the

plains of the Saskatchewan to Costa Rica.

The regions occupied respectively bj'' the two

groups, however, do not to any great ex-

text overlap, Thomomys occupying in the

United States the area west of the Great

Plains, and the Geomys group the region be-

tween the Mississippi River and the eastern

base of the Rocky Mountains, with outlying

representatives in northern Florida and the

contiguous portions of Alabama and Geor-

gia. In Mexico Thomomys ranges over the

peninsula of Lower California and a large

portion of the interior of Mexico, which lat-

ter region it shares with numerous forms of

the Geomys group, now broken up by Dr.

Merriam into no less than nine genera.

These collectively not only occupy a large

part of central and southern Mexico, but

extend as far southward as Costa Rica.

In respect to material Dr. Merriam has

been especially fortunate, having availed

himself of opportunities at his disposal as

Chief of the Division of Ornithology and

Mammalogy of the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, to bring together ma-

terial from a wide area and in an abimd-

ance scarcely dreamed of by any previous

monographer of the group. Of the one

tboi^sand specimens thus rendered avail-

able for study, over two hundred are from

Mexico and Central America, from which

area the specimens previously handled by

investigators could be counted on the fin-

gers of the two hands. Hence not only has

the known area inhabited by these animals

been greatly extended, but the harvest of

specimens has yielded novelties not pre-

viously suspected to exist.

Only about one-half of Dr. Merriam 's

excellent memoir is given to the systematic

descriptions of the genera and species, the

first hundred pages being devoted to the

generalities of the subject—habits, func-

tion and structure of the cheek pouches,

food, sexual and individual variation, geo-

graphical distribution, etc., about 15 pages

—

and to chapters on the morphology of the

skull (30 pages) and the dental armature

(36 pages). Nearly seventy of the text fig-

ures and six i^lates relate to the structure

of the skull and teeth, this profusion of

illustration greatlj^ facilitating a clear com-

prehension of the points discussed in the

text, and formtag a most important feature

of the work.

In coloration, size and in external details

generally, the species of Geomjddje are very

much alike. There are, however, large

forms and small forms, between which there

is a wide difference in size, and also forms

that are normally plumbeous instead of the

usual shade of yellowish browTi, but in gen-

eral, even for the discrimination of species,

resort must be made to structural details of

the skull and teeth, which often afford char-

acters of importance where external differ-

ences are nearly inappreciable. The range

of variation in cranial and dental charac-

ters is so great, in these animals which

look so much alike externallj^, that Dr.

Merriam has felt justified in separating the

old genus Geomys into nine groups which he

thinks should rank as genera, ' several of

which ' he says, ' are of supergeneric value.'

These genera are Geomys, Pappogeomys, Or-

tJiogeomys, Cratogeomys, Platygeomys, Orthogeo-

mys, Heterogeomys, Macrogeomys and Gygogeo-

mys. While these are apparently natural

groups, doubtless taxonomers will differ as

to whether all are entitled to full generic

rank.

In 1857 Baird recognized seven species of

Geomys, of which six retain place in Mer-

riam's list. In 1877 Coues, in his mono-

graphic revision of the genus, admitted five.

During the last two years others have beeu

described, raising the number currently

admitted in 1894 to sixteen. To this num-

ber Dr. Merriam here adds twenty-one,

raising the total of species and sub-species

to thirty- seven ! Only the genera Geomys
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and Crafogeomys are represented in the

United States; the former, with seven spe-

cies and five sub-species, scarcely extends

across our southern border ; the latter,

with seven species and one sub-species.

is mainly Mexican, one species, however,

ranging noi-thward over southeastern New
Mexico and northwestern Texas. Macro-

geomyif is known only Ironi Costa Rica; He-

terogeomi/K and Orthogroint/^ occupj' separate

areas in southern Mexico and Guatemala;

Pappogeoiinj.i, Plafi/geomi/i< and Zygogeomys

occur in central and western Mexico, the

latter l>eing known , only from a very re-

stricted area in the State of Michoacan.

The chapters on the Morphologj' of the

Skull and the Dental Armature bring into

strong relief many jioints in relation to

changes of structure, due to age and growth,

which have heretofore been only lightly

touched upon, and es])eeially the influence

of the masseter muscle upon the general

shape of the skull in adult life. The facts

here presented may well be studied with

care and profit by students of not only the

mammals of to-day, but of the extmct forms

as well. The skull is considered not only

as a whole, l)ut its individual bones are

treated in detail, with cuts showing the

skull sectionized. and young skulls in com-
parison with old ones of the same species.

The memoir thus illustrates some of the best

work and the tendencies of the ' new school'

in recent mammalogy. In fact, no similar

group of mammals has before been treated

in such exhaustive detail, or fi-om a mor-
phological .standpoint, or with such admi-

rable profusion of illustration.

J. A. Allkn.
ajibbicas sivsecm of
Natural Histoby, Xkw York.

The Planet Earth. Richard A. Gregory,
16 mo, pp. 108. Iklacmillan & Co., New
York. Price 60 cents.

This little book is called 'An Astronomi-
cjil Introduction to Geography.' In the

preface the reader is promptly informed

that in class books on Astronomy and

Geography the suljject of the eartli con-

sidered as a planet is treated inadequately

and uuscientilicalty. The author expresses

his hope that his treatment, which, by in-

ference, is both adequate and scientific, may
be the means of reviving the ' Observa-

tional Astronomy of pre-telescopic times.'

Just why the telescope should be tabooed,

or wh}- it is less ' scientific ' than strings

with beads strung on them, does not clearly

appear. It is quite evident, however, that

the author wishes to restore what is some-

times called the ' historical ' method of

presentation and instruction, according to

which the student is expected to traverse

the \y,\i\\ along which mankind has slowly

toiled in order to reach conclusions which

in the present state of our knowledge are

often quickly attained by perfectly logical

processes. There is, also, generally involved

in tliis method, the erroneous assumption

that a student can, in the short time avail-

able for his training in science and scienti-

fic metliods, re-discover for himself all the

great facts and principles which are the

fruit of ages of intellectual activity, if

onl}' he has a few simple appliances at hand

and is started in the right direction. This

is a very large error, and it is not desii'able

to pursue it farther at this point. Admit-

ting, therefore, and no one will venture to

denj- this, that much can be learned by a

proper study of the apparent motions of the

heavenlj' bodies, and that young people

should be led to make such study before

finishing or even beginning their study of

the earth, as it is presented in the .so-called

unscientific ti-eatment in Astronomy and

Geogi-aphy, it is yet extremely doubtful if

the book now under consideration will Ije

of reiil value to them.

The first chapter, which forms a consid-

erable jiart of the whole, is devoted to ' the

constellations.' The continued fixedness of
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the North Star at one point in the sky is

established by a quotation from Shake-

speare, but there is an intimation later that

the distinguished poet was possibly a little

weak in his Astronomy. The author is

veiy fond of bolstering up quite generally

accepted scientific theories by poetic quota-

tions, and even in the case of the Law of

Gravitation, against which there can hardly

be said to be any serious rebellion at the

present time, he finds it desirable to repeat

that bit of nonsense beginning,

"The very law that moulds a tear, '

'

for the existence of which not even poetic

license furnishes excuse.

In the discussion of the size and mass of

the earth, as elsewhere, great unevenness

is shown. On one page is a diagram of a

complicated piece of triangulation by the

British Ordnance Survey, including the

base-line on Salisbury Plain, and on that

opposite is one explaining angular measure

and terrestrial latitude by opening the legs

of a pair of compasses. In the discussion

of latitude there are many errors, and a be-

ginner will be greatly helped by not reading-

it. There is a good deal about the Zodiac,

with incidental references to ' mansions in

the sky ' and the emotions with which the

first men witnessed the first Setting of the

Sun, ' to whom he was dead,' together with

a brief account of how their hopes were

buoyed up and their fears calmed by the

appearance of the ' Evening Star.' See wood
cut on opposite page representing Venus
shiniag upon a rural scene, including a vil-

lage of at least twenty houses, a church

with a tall spire tipped with a cross, and
calming the fears ofa farmer driving a yoke

of oxen drawing a cart on which is prob-

ably a half ton of hay or grain or something

of the sort. This is a marvellous develop-

ment for a single day. At this point more
poetry appears, and the rigorously scientific

treatment is enhanced in value by numer-

ous references to Lucifer, Apollo, etc., etc.

To ilhastrate the phases of Venus, which,

by the way, hardly belong to pre-telescopic

astronomy, the author shows a picture in

which a lamp represents the sun, and a

comely youn'g woman with quite-up-to-date

leg-of-mutton sleeves is represented as

standing in four positions, in front of,

behind, on the right and on the left of the

luminary as viewed by the reader. Un-
fortunately it has been thought necessary

to represent this yoiing lady as looking

squarely at the sun in all of the four posi-

tions, and thus what is intended to simplify

the explanation of one phenomenon proves

to be much more effective in establishing a

very erroneous conclusion respecting an-

other. And this is not the only happening

of this kind in the barely one hundi-ed pages

of the book. To one who only 'skims'

through it, it is reminiscent of the days of

a quarter or half century ago, when ' As-

tronomy and the Use of the Globes ' was a

favorite subject in yoiing ladies' seminaries.

A more careful examination shows, however,

that it is not so harmless as might at fii-st

appear, and although it unquestionably con-

tains some good features it is quite safe to

predict that the ' inadequate and unscien-

tific' treatment of the subject found in good,

modem text-books of Astronomy and Geog-

raphy will continue, for the present, to re-

ceive the confidence of both instructors and

students. T. C. M.

Biological Lectures Delivered at the Marine

Biological Laboratory of Wood's Holl. 8vo,

242 pp. Boston, Ginn & Co. 1894.

In no way, short of an actual sojourn at

the Wood's Holl Laboratorj', is it possible

to secure a better idea of the scope and

character of the opportunities afforded by

this institution than by the perusal of this

series of selected lectures. Wood's Holl is

at once the ' finishing school ' of the Ameri-

can biological student, and the rallying point
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for trained investigators. Its biological

laboratory affords advantages wbiph are

each year more widely ai)preciated, and one

has but to glance over the titles of the papers

listed in the appendix to the volume under

consideration, to be impressed with the

scientific vigor which characterizes both its

staff and pupils.

The ten lectures for 1894 bear the follow-

ing titles : I. ' The Mosaic Theory of De-

velopment,' by E. B. Wilson. II. ' The
Fertilization of the Ovum,' by E. G. Conk-

lin. III. ' On Some Facts and Principles

of Physiological Morpliology,' by Jac(iues

Loeb. lY. ' Dynamics of Evolution,' by J.

A. Ryder. V. 'On the Nature of Cell-Or-

ganization,' by S. Watiise. VI. ' The In-

adequacy of the Cell-Theoi'y of Develop-

ment,' by C. O. Whitman. VII. ' Bdellos-

toma Dombeyi Lac' by Howard Ayres.

VIII. ' The Influence of External Condi-

tions on Plant Life," l)y W. P. Wilson. IX.
' Irrito Contractility in Plants,' by J. Miur-

head McFarlane. X. ' The Marine Biolog-

ical Stations of Euroiie,' by Bashford Dean.

Of these papers more than one-half are

concerned in a presentation of the results of

modern research into tlie activities of the

living cell, and it would be diffioult to di-

rect a student to any one volume from

which he might gain a clearer idea, or find

a more satisfactory discussion, of the pres-

ent condition of theory and established fact

concerning the cell state. Prof. E. B. Wil-

son strikes the key-note of the motive

which runs through tlie book when he calls

attention, on the first liage, to the remark-

able change of front which has tiiken place

during recent years respecting the germ-

layer theory—^namely : (a) the growing re-

cognition of the inadc(iuacj' of a theory of

development which practically ignores the

pregastrular stages of the ovum; and (6)

the tendency to resume the attempts of

Briicke and others to formulate a pre-or-

ganization theory which should account for

the evident organization of the cell, by the

postulatioii of primary elements, or bearers

of cell qualities; the 'physiological units'

of Herbert Spencer, the ' gemmules ' of

Darwin, the ' Micelke ' of Niigeli, the ' plas-

tidules ' of Elsberg and Haeckel, the ' ino-

tagmata ' of Th. Engelmann, the 'pangenes '

of De Vries, the • plasomes ' of AViesner,

the • idioblasts ' of Hertwig, the ' biophores '

of Weismann, and finally the ' idiosomes '

of Whitman, in which may be found ' the

secret of organization, growth and develop-

ment.'

The tendency in modern biology is, in

other words, to rob the cell of its leadership

in the phenomena of organization, and to

regard it as but a 'biotome,' life epoch, or

form-phase; correlated with a series of vis-

ible cell-aggregates (organs and tissues) on

the one hand, and to another series of invis-

ible aggi'egates of diminishing complexity,

which terminate fiuallj' in protoplasmic

molecules variousljr designated, as indicated

above. These living molecules are pointed

out as the foundation of organization, and
the protoplasmic molecule, the ' Specifische

Bildungstoile " of Sachs, as the ' essential

archetectonic element ;' furnisliing a com-

mon basis for evei-y grade of organization,

but 'subject to a regenerative and forma-

tive power existing as one and the same
thing throughout the organic world' (Whit-

man). The prevailing thought of the book

seems to be expressed bj- Eyder in the con-

viction "that experimental investigation in

embryologj^ will make no solid progress

until all such conceptions as gemmules,

biophores and idiosomes are abandoned,"

and in the dictum of Loeb that •' all life

phenomena are determined by chemical pro-

cesses." We are asked to concur m the

admission that "the phenomena of life are

ultimately physical in their nature <and are

to be treated in detail as physical problems."

We may derive from these essays a no-

tion of the drift of biological thought in the
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immediate future whicli will undoubtedly

throw much light on the behavior of pi-oto-

plasm through the investigation of its mole-

cular relations, its surface tensions, vortex

movements, chemotropism, chemotaxis, po-

larity, etc.; but many wiU doubt whether

this treatment of life phenomena 'as purely

physical and chemical problems' will do

away with the conception of some anage-

netic or organic growth force, some bathmic

energy, such as is assumed by Cope in his

consideration of the 'Origin of Stru^ctural

Variations.'

That physical and chemical influences

tend to locate growth force is becoming more

and more evident, irom such studies as we
have presented to us in these lectures, and

in recent researches like those of Biitschli on
' Protoplasm and Microscopic Forms,' Loeb

on ' Physiological Morphology,' and Vaug-

han, Halhburton and others on the ' ]Sruc-

leins.' There is no reason to doubt that sur-

face tensions may lie behiud all protoplas-

mic movements ; that polarity, gravity,

geotropism, heliotropism or thermotropism

may determine the direction of growth, and

that osmosis, metabolism, or the presence

of nuclein may explaiu the ability of cells

to utilize the pabulum within their reach,

but the explanation seems, somehow, to be

inadequate.

Notwithstanding the brilliant achieve-

ments of experimental science, the oracular

dicta of the modern priests of monism
or materialistic empiricism carry little con-

viction. One turns away with a sense of

dissatisfaction and a lingering doubt wheth-

er mechanism and organism are after all

identical. Haeckelismus has by no means
proven itself infallible, and the reading of

these lectures will be much more interesting

to many, fi-om the fact that here and there

are to be found wide differences of opinion

on fundamental questions; while along with

the assurance that certain present state-

ments must be regarded as axiomatic ; long

established theories are shown to be inade-

quate; long discarded theories are resusci-

tated and presented, rehabilitated and dis-

guised. The moneron no longer stands m
its integrity as the material basis and start-

ing point of life. The student of the cell

finds himself confronted with a microcosm,

not with an ultimate unit of life, and is

puzzled to know whether he may account

for this comj)lex organism by differentiation

fi'om some homogeneous Anlage or rudiment,

or whether nucleus and cj-toplasm repre-

sent dissimilar organisms, which ' by mutual

adaptation have given rise to a third organ-

ism, in which each of them serves as organ

to the whole.'

As the facts of particulate iuheritance

have led to a rehabilitation of the old the-

ory of incasement, preformation or pangene-

sis, it seems not improbable that having

traced ' the secret of organization, gi'owth

and development ' beyond the cell to cer-

tain ' ultimate elements of living matter,'

'idiosomes,' or protoplasmic molecules, and

bearing in mind that these liAong molecules

must have a complex atomic organization,

inasmuch as ' function presupposes struc-

ture,' we find ourselves forced to ask what

determines the vipbuilding of atomic aggre-

gates combining the phj^sical and chemical

complexity essential to the phenomena of

growth and evolution. In reply we are

presented with a prepotent ' plastic power

'

(Schwann); a 'regenerative and formative

power, one and the same thing throughout

the organic world' (Whitman); this is prob-

ably the ' formative impulse ' of Schleiden.

Cope (loc. cit.) refers us to ' a special form

of energy known as growth energj^ or Bath-

mismel.' In what way does this 'plastic

power,' ' formative impulse ' and ' growth

energy ' differ fi-om the ' vital force ' of

Planck, Schelling, Schopenhauer and other

philosophers ? The physiological morphol-

ogist has carried us back to li^dng proto-

plasmic molecules varying greatly, and
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which he finds himself able to direct some-

what in their future combinations, as the

chemist handles radicles and proximate

principles ; but President Schurman has

long since pointed out that there is a fun-

damental contrast betwe(>n the initial varia-

tions and the subsequent means of their

preservation'; for example, between modi-

fying organisms and originating idiosomes

and ' that where science stops, philosophy

begins.'

It is to this lothfulness to directly admit

that Czolbe was right in saying: "The
power of organisms cannot be explained by

the planless and formless physical and chem-

ical activities;" that Schurman refers in

saying: "This jugglery with causality, as

though in time everything could be got out

of almost nothing, is the besetting sin of

Dsirwinists." Charles S. Dollev.
PHILAni-XPHIA.

Aero-therapeutics or the Treatment of Lung Dis-

eases by Climate. By Charles Theodore
Williams. London and New York,

Macmillan & Co. 1S94. 8°, pp. 187.

This is a good book by a competent au-

thority, being the Lumleian lectures for

1893, by Dr. "Williams, who is the senior

physician to the hospital for consumj)tives

at Brompton, and the late President of the

Royal Jleteorological Society. It includes

a discussion of those factors and elements

of climate which bear directly upon human
health, and is especially full upon the sub-

ject of atmospheric pressure and its varia-

tions, and on the eflects of high altitudes

upon cases of consumption.

The effects of such altitudes as are usually

resorted to for curative purposes depend in

part upon the rarefaction and increased

diathermancy of the atmosphere, and in

part upon the change in habits, exercise

and food which is made when becoming a

resident of such a resort. One of the most
definite effects produced by diminished at-

mospheric pressure upon the healthy animal

organism is an increase in the number of

the red corpuscles of the blood, which has

been shown by Vianlt and Eggar to occur

in man to the amount of 16 per cent, in the

course of three or four weeks. Mountiiin

races usually have large chests, compara-

tivelj- great acti\-ity of the respiratory or-

gans, and great power of endurance for

walking. They are usually remarkably

free from scrofula and consumption, which

is probably due to absence of overcrowding

and to their comparatively great amount
of out-door life, which greatly lessen the

chances of their becoming infected with the

tubercle bacillus. The sending of consump-

tives to high altitudes is a method of treat-

ment which has come into vogue within the

last thu'ty j'cars, Davos and St. Moritz be-

ing the first of this class of health resorts to

attract special attention. Dr. Williams

concludes that this mode of treatment is

most effective in recent cases of consump-

tion, that at least six months', and in many
cases two j^ears', stay is desirable, and that

it produces great improvement in about 75

per cent, of the cases, and a cure in about

40 per cent. One chapter of the book is de-

voted to the liigh altitudes of Colorado and

their climates, and is based on the author's

personal observations. The greater part of

the surface of tliis State is over 5000 feet

above the sea level, and some of the most

beautiful parks are above 7000 feet in alti-

tude, the atmosphere is dry and clear, and

there is sunshine the year round, all of

which are important factors in the treat-

ment of consumption. Physicians will find

Dr. Williams' comments upon the import-

ance of these great mountain plateaus and

parks, as a location for consumptive pa-

tients in the first stages of their disease, to

be interesting and valuable.

On the Vobintary Formation of Hollow Bubbles,

Foam and Myelin Forms by the Alkaline
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Oleates, together luith Related Phenomena,

Especially those of Protoplasm. G. Quincke.

Wiedemann, Ann. 1894. Vol. 53, p. 593.

This article is a continuation of Prof.

Quincke's investigation published in 1888

(Weid., Ann., Vol. 35, 1888, p. 562, et

seg) , and a reply to the criticisms which his

article provoked. It gives the results of

elaborate investigations upon the phenom-

ena observable u^jon mixing various soaps,

oils and water, and traces them to surface

tension and allied forces. Some very inter-

esting suggestions are given upon the simi-

larity of some ofthe resulting appearances,

with the arrangement ofthe heavenly bodies

in space, and a strong likeness is shown be-

tween some of these peculiar bubbles with

very thin, solid walls formed in such mix-

tures, and some of the formations in plant

cells. The observations also go far toward

explaining the motions sometimes obsei'ved

in cells, which would seem to be due to the

sam.e forces as produce those peculiar mo-
tions of a drop of oil upon water.

On the Comparison of High Range Mercury

Thermometers of Jena Glass 59III, with the

Air Thermometer at temperatures between

300° and 500° C. By Alfons Mahlke.
(Wied. Ann. 1894. Vol. 53, p. 965.)

Contains a very careful determination of

the apparent co-efficient of expansion of

mercury in Jena glass 59III, and demon-
strates the availability of mercury thermo-

meters made of this glass for the measure-

ment of temperatures up to 500° C. (900°

Th). William Hallock.

On the Units of Light and Radiation. Hy
A. Macfaelane, D. Sc, LL.D. A pa-

per read before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, 16th January, 1895.

(Abstract.

)

The author shows that the difficulty ex-

perienced in defining and denoting the dif-

ferent ideas commonly expressed by the

word ' candle ' is due to the want of a name

for the unit of solid angle
;
and suggests

the word steradlan, which has already been

used for that purj)0se.

He considers the different physical ideas

in the general subject of radiation, an^

shows the appropriate exj)ression for the

unit of each. With this sj^stem of radiation

units he compares the sj'stem of units of

light recently proposed by M. Blondel, and

shows that the light system ought to be par-

allel to, not identical with, the radiant en-

ergy system. Finally he discusses M. Hos-

pitaller's proposed sj^mbols for light quan-

tities.

GEOLOGY.

Report on the Bevier Sheet, by C. IT. Gordon

and others. Aethue Winslow, State

Geologist, Mo. Geol. Surv. 1894.

This is the second of a series of detailed

reports on areal geology in Missouri. The
main feature is a carefully prepared and

well executed topographic and geologic map,

which includes portions of Macon, Ran-

dolph and Chariton counties, an area of

about 250 square miles. This map is on a

scale of ^3^55 ij
and the topography is shown

by contoui's of 20 feet interval. The topo-

graphic base was executed by Messrs. C.

H. Gordon, C. F. Marbut and M. C. Shel-

ton. On the map are shown the horizon

lines of the coal beds and the distribution

of the geological formations, as well as the

location of coal pits, drifts and drill holes.

It is accompanied by a sheet of columnar

and cross-sections, which give details of the

geology. In the accompanying text, Mr.

Gordon describes the physiography, includ-

ing the topography, drainage, soil, forestry,

etc., and the stratigraphic and economic

geology. The Quaternary geology is re-

ported on by Prof. J. E. Todd, and the

distribution of the clays and shales by Mr.

H. A. Wheeler, E. M., who were employed

as specialists and whose reports on these

subjects for- the whole State are in process

of preparation. J. D. R.
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NOTES AND NEWS.

A. A. A. S. TABLK AT WOODS HOLL LA-

BORATORY.

In joint session of Sections F and G, the

following resolutions of the Committee of

the A. A. A. S., on a tal)le at the Marine

Biological Laboratory at Woods Holl,

Ma#s., were oflered by Dr. S. H. Gage for

adoption by the Sections :

The Sections of Zoology and Botanj' (F

and G) request that the Association con-

tinue its subscription of -SlOO for an inves-

tig;itor"s table at the Marine Biological La-

boratory at Woods Holl. Mass.

The two Sections in joint Session also

make the following suggestions for the

award and government of the table sub-

scribed for by the Association :

1. That the table shall be known as the

A. A. A. S. table.

2. That the award of this table shall be

entrusted to a committee of five, consistmg

of the vice-president and secretary-elect of

each Section (F and G). and of the director

of the Marine Biological Laboratory (at

present CO. Whitman).
3. Xw\ fellow or member of the A. A. A.

S. shall be eligible for appointment to the

table. (An applicant for membership in

the Association will be considered as a

member, and therefore eligible.)

4. Applications for the table are to be

made to the pei-manent secretary, who shall

forward them to the senior vice-president

of Sections F and G, senioritj' being deter-

mined as in S 11 of the Constitutiou, L e.,

according to continuous membership.

o. That the holders of the Association's

table are expected to give proper credit for

the use of the table in all published results

of investigations carried on at the table.

[The gi-ant for the table was made bj-

Council.]

GENERAL.

PBOFES.SOR T. H. MoRG.AJV and Professor

Herbert Osborn have been awarded the

Smithsonian Table at the Naples Zoological

Station for periods lasting until October S,

1895. After that date the table will be

vacant and applications for it may be ad-

dressed to Professor Langlej-, Secretary of

the Smithsonian Institution.

Lord Acton succeeds the late Professor

Seeley in the professorship of modern his-

torj- at the University of Cambridge.

Professor W. W. Clendenin, of the State

Universitj- of Louisiana, has been appointed

geologist in charge of a sui-vey of the State.

Dr. Lombard, known for his ^^Titings on

climatologj', died at Geneva on January 2'J,

in his ninety-second year.

According to The American Xaturalisf, Mr.

R. T. Hill, of the U. S. Geological Survey,

is in Panama, and Dr. H. C. Mercer, of the

University of Pennsylvania, is in Yucatan.

The New York Assembly has passed a

bill appropriating .51,175,000 for the pur-

chase of a new site, and the erection of

buildings for the College of the City of New
York.

The American Museum of Natural His-

tory has applied to the Legislature for

§500,000, for an addition wing, which

would complete the southern front of the

building.

The Arizona Legislative Assembly has

presented a memorial to Congress, request-

ing that the district in Apache county

covered with trunks of petrified trees be

withdrawn from entry with a view to pre-

venting destruction and injury until the

district has been made a public park.

There have been so manj' requests for

copies of Prof. Charles S. Minot's article in

the Popular Science Monthly for July, 1893, en-

titled ' The Structural Plan of the Human
Brain,' that the article has been reprinted

and copies may now be obtained at twenty

cents each, from Mr. Charles B. Wormclle,

6 Menlo Street, Brighton District, Boston,

Mass.
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

MICHIGAN SCIENCES AND ACADEMIES.

After some discussion and correspond-

ence, a preliminary meeting was called

at the State Universitj' in Ann Arbor, last

June, and an organization effected. The
following officers were elected to serve for

the first meeting which was held in connec-

tion with that of the State Teachers' Asso-

ciation, December 26-27, in the State Capi-

tol at Lansing :

President—W. J. Beal.

Vice-President—J. B. Steere.

Secretary and Treasurer—F. C. Newcombe.
Additional Members of the Executive Commit-

tee—W. B. Barrows, I. C. Russell.

At the close of the meeting very nearly

an even hundred members were enrolled.

A very complete constitution and by-laws

were adopted. One of the main features of

the Societj' is to proceed systematically with

a State biological survey. The State will

be asked to publish the transactions, and to

furnish some aid toward conducting field

work.

Three vice-presidents were elected who
are to act as chairmen of committees on

Botany, Zoology and Sanitary Science.

Doubtless other vice-presidents for other

work may be elected at the next annual

meeting.

An informal field meeting will be held in

May or June.

Those in attendance were much pleased

with the first program as carried out in

Lansing, and are showing much enthusiam

regarding future work. The objects of the

Society, as now stated in the constitution,

are the investigations in Agriculture, Bot-

any, Zoology, Sanitarj' Science, Archaeology

and kindi-ed subjects, but may include

other departments when workers are ready

to enter the field.

The present oificers are:

President—Bryant Walker.

Vice-President—Frederick C. Newcombe.

Vice-President—Jacob E. Reighard.

Vice-President—Henrj^ B. Baker.

Secretary—G. C. Davis.

Treasurer—E. A. Strong.

The program was as follows :

WEDNESDAY, 1:30 P. M.

1. Call to order and introductory remarks by

the President.

2. Beport of the Executive Committee.

3. Determination of the hour for Election of

Officers, and for Other Business.

PRESENTATION OF PAPERS.

1. The Mammals of Michigan : Dr. J. B.

Steere.

2. The Birds of Michigan : Prof. D. C. Wor-
cester.

3. Additions to the Flora of Michigan: Mr.

C. F. Wheeler.
4. The Cryptogamic Flora of Michigan ; Mr.

L. N. Johnson.

5. Work of the Michigan Fish Commission:

Dr. C. a. Kofoid and Prof. H. B.

Ward.
6. The Michigan Lepidoptera : Dr. R. H.

WOLCOTT.

WEDNESDAY. 7:30 P. M.

7. Our Society and a State Survey : Prof. W.
J. Beal.

8. Practical Benefits of Bacteriology: Prof.

F. G. NovY.

9. Simian Characters of the Human Skeleton:

Prof. W. H. Sherzer.

10. Date and Development of Michigan Arche-

ology : Mr. Harlan I. Smith.

11. Some Notes on the Michigan Coat of Arms:

Prof. W. J. Beal.

12. Teaching Botany in Winter: Prof. W.J.
Beal.

thursday, 9:00 a. m.

13. Flora of Michigan Lakes: Prof. Chas.

A. Davis.

14. Michigan Lepidoptera : Dr. R. H. Wol-

COTT.

15. Revieiu of our Present Knowledge of tlie
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.Wollnscan Fauna of Michigan : Mr. Bryant
Walker.

1(). Di)itoma Patalosum; A Parasite of the

Crayji^h: Mr. C. H. Lander.

17. Baetei-la and the Dairy: Prof. C. D.

Smith.

IS. Tendeiicleji In Michigan Horticfidture : Mr.

A. A. Crozier.

l!l. Futile E.rperlmentj< for the Improvement of

Agriculture : Dr. Manly Miles.

THE academy of NATURAL SCIENCES OF

PHILADELPHIA.

Professor Daniel G. BrintonIs giving a

couree of six lectures, entitled A Survey of

the Science of Man. on Mondays, January

28, February 4. 11, 18, 25, and March 4,

1895, in the Lecture Hall of the Academj'.

The lectures are :

1. The Physical Faculties of 3Ian.

2. The Mental Faculties of Man.

3. The Social Faculties of 3Ian

4. The A rtlitlc Faculties of Man
5. The Religious Faculties of Man.
ti. The Progress of the Pace.

GEOLOCilCAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.

FEB. 13.

Discussion of Field Methods : (1) How do you

determine the Thickness of Strata f Sym-
posium opened bj' Mr. G. K. Gilbert.

General discussion is invited.

Bapid Section Work In Horizontal Rods : Mr.
M. R. Campbell.

Neii'ly Discovered Dyke mar Syracuse, X. Y.:

Messrs. N. H. Darton and J. F. Kemp.
Whitman Cross, Secretary.

philosophical society OF WASHINGTON.

FEB. 16.

Biographical Sketch of James Clarke Welling:

Mr. J. Howard Gore.
Biographical Sketch of Robert Stanton Avery:

Mr. L. D. Shidy.

Biographical Sketch of Garrick Mallery : Mr.
Robert Fletcher.

The Central American Rainfall: Mr. Mark
W. Harrington.

William C. Winlock, Secretary.

FORTNIGHTLY' SCIENTIFIC CLUB IN THE UNI-

VERSITY OF MINNESOTA.

Jan. 19, 1895.

The Vivisection of Plants : Mr. D. T. Mac-
Dougal.

Is Man Woman's Equal f The Zoologist's

answer and some of its consequences

:

Professor H. F. Nachtrieb.

Feb. 2, 1895.

The Departure of the Ice Sheet from Lake Su-

perior and the more Eastern Laurenflan

Lakm: Mr. Warren Upham.
Some Things People Ought to Know About

Micro- Organisms : Dr. Chas. N. Hewett.

Feb. 16, 1895.

The Detection of Star Motions in the Line of

Sight: Professor J. F.Downey.
The Constitution ofMatter : Dr. G. B. Frank-
fortek.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

THE AMERICAN NATURALIST, FEB.

The Philosophy of Floiver Seasons, and the

Phcenologleal Relations of the Entomophllous

Flora and the Anthophllous In.iect Fauna:

(Illustrated.) Charles Robertson.

Insanity In Royal Families; A Study In He-

redity : Alice Bodington.

The Slgnlfieance of Anomalies: Thomas
DWIGHT, M. D., LL. D.

Editor's Table; Recent Literature; Recent

Books and Pamphlets.

General Notes ; Geography and Travels ; Min-

eralogy ; Petrography ; Geology ; Botany

;

Zoology; Entomology; Embryology; Arclur-

ology and Ethnoloyy ; Microscopy : On a New
Method of Entrapping. Killing. Embed-
ding and Orienting Infusoria and other

very small Object.s for the Microtome.

(Illustrated.)

Proceedings of Scientific Societies; Scientijic

Keivs.
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THE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL

SOCIETY, FEB.

A Modified Arrangement of the Elements Under

the Natural Law : P. P. Venable.

The Determination of Potash in Kainite : Ru-

dolph DE EOODE.

The Oxidation of Organic Matter and the De-

composition of Ammonium Salts by Aqua

Regia, in Lieu of Ignition, in the Determina-

tion of Potash in Fertilizers : Rudolph de

EOODE.

On Certain Phenomena Observed in the Pre-

cipitation ofAntimonyfrom Solutions of Potas-

sium Antimonyl Tartrate : J. H. Long.

An Examination of the Atmosphere of a Large

Manufacturing Oity : Charles F. Mabery.

A New Form of Water- Oven and Still : Lewis

William Hoffmann and Robert W.
HOCHSTETTER.

The Determination of Nickel in Nickel-Steel

:

E. D. Campbell and W. H. Andrews.

The Volumetric Determination of Phosphorus in

Steel and Cast Iron : W. A. Noyes and J.

S. ROYSE.

The Contribution of Chemistry to the Methods of

Preventing and Extinguishing Conflagration :

Thomas H. JSTorton.

The Action of Organic and Mineral Acids Upon

Soils : Harry Snyder.

New Books.

THE JOURNAL OF GEOLOGY, JAN.-FEB.

The Basic Massive Rocks of the Lake Superior

Region. IV. : W. S. Bayley.

A Petrographical Sketch of jEgina and Methana.

Part II. : Henry S. Washington.

Lake Basins Created by Wind Erosion : G. K.

Gilbert.

On Clinton Conglomerates and Wave Marks in

Ohio and Kentucky : Aug. F. Foerste.

Glacial Studies in Greenland. III. : T. C
Chambeblin.

Studies for Students :

Agencies tvhich Transport Materials on the

EarlVs Surface : Rollin D. Salisbury.

Editorials ; Publications ; Notes.

THE AMERICAN GEOLOGIST, FEB.

George Himtington Williams : John M. Clark.

(Portrait.)

The Geological History of Missouri : Arthur
WiNSLOW.

A Neio Cretaceous Genus of ClypeastridcB: F.

W. Craigin.

Further Observations on the Ventral Structure

of Triarthrus : C. E. Beecher.

The Second Lake Algonquin : F. B. Taylor.

Editorial Comment.

Revieiv of Recent Geological Literature.

Recent Publications.

Correspiondence.

Personal and Scientific Neios.

the botanical gazette, FEB.

New or noteworthy Compositae from Ghiatemala

:

John M. Coulter.

A preliminary paper on Costaria, with descrip-

tion of a new species : De Alton Saunders.

Notes on our Hepaticce. Ill: Lucien M.

Underwood.
Theflora ofMt. Mansfield: W. W. Eggleston.

Briefer Articles.

Editorial; Current Literature; Open Letters;

Notes and News.

NEW BOOKS.

Missouri Botanical Garden. Fifth Annual

Report. St. Louis, Mo., Board of Trus-

tees. 1894. Pp. 166.

The Great Ice Age. James Geikie. New
York, D. Appleton & Co. 1895. 3d

Edition. Pp. xs:viii+850. $7.50.

The Pygmies. A. DE Quatrexages. Trans-

lated by Frederick Starr. New York,

D. Appleton & Co. 1895. Pp. xiv +

255. $1.75.

Annah of the Astronomical Observatory of Har-

vard College. Vol. XXXII., Parti. Inves-

tigations in Astronomical Photograpliy.

William H. Pickering. Cambridge,

Mass., the Observatory. 1895, Pp. 115.
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GUSTAV E. STECHERT'S
Recent Importation of Scientific Books.

ANDEKS.SOHN', AUEEL. Physikalische Priucipien
der Naturlehie. 03 Seiten. 8". M. 1.60.

ARCHIV Fi'R EXTWICKLlXtiSMECHAXIK DER OR-
GANISM EX. Hcrausgei^eben von Prof. Wilheliu Roux.

Jlit 7 Tafeln und 6 Te.\t^

M. 10.

Tiait(5 de Cliimie LiJgale.

Recherches Speciales, 356

Erster Rind, Erstes Heft
figuren, 160 Seiten. 8°.

I5AKKILL0T, Ernest.
Analyse Toxicologiqne.
pages. 8". Fr. 6.50.

BuJAHD, Dk. Alfoxs und Dr. Eduaed Baier.
Hilfsbuch fiir Nahrungsniittelcheiniker auf Giund-
liifte der Vorschriften, betreffend die Priifung der
Nalirungsniittelcliemiker. Mit in den Text gedriick-

ten .Vl)biiauuf,'en, 486 S. Kl. 8". Gebunden, JI. 8.

Dkiksch, Hans. Analytische Theorie der orga-
nischeu Entwicklung. Mit >< Textfiguren, 184 S. 8".

M. 5,

Decde, p. Physik des Aethers auf elektromag-
netischer Grundlage. 8". Mit 66 Abbildgn. Slk. 14.

Epiiraim, Dr. Julius. .Sammlung der wichtig-
sten Original arbeiten iiber Analyse der Nahrungsrait-
tel zusamniengestellt und mit Anmerkungen verse-
hen. 3>2 S. Kl. S". M. 6.

Fischer, Prof. Dr. Berxiiahd und Dr. Carl
Brebeck. Zur Morphologie, Biologie und Systenia-
tik der Kahmpilze, der Monilia Candida Hansen und
des Soorerrcgei-s. Mit 3 Tafeln. 52 S. Gr. 8". M. 4.

G.VRNAULT, E. Mecani((ue, physique et chimie.
Paris, 1894. 8". Avec. 32.-> tig. 8 fr.

Gbawixkel, C. und K. Strecker. Hilf.sbucli

liir de Elektrotec^hnik. Unter llitwirkung \on Fink,
Goppclsroeder, Pirani, v. Renesse und Seyffert. Mit
zahlreichen Figuren im Text. Vierte vennehrte und
verbesserte Autlage. 670 S. Kl. 8" Gebunden.
M. 12.

Hehx, Victor. Kulturpllanzen und Hausthiere
in ihrem Ueberg-ang aiis .Vsien nach Grieclienland
und Italien sovie in (Uis iiljiige EuroiKi. Historisch-
linguistischeSkizzen. Secliste Auflage neu herausge-
gel)en von I. Schriider. Mit botanischen Beitriigen
von X. Engler. 625 S. Gr. 8'. SI. 12.

Imbeet, Arjiand. Traitv I'U'mentaire de phy-
sique biologique. Avec 399 figures ilans le texte'et
une planche coloree. X. 1084 pp. in 8". fr. 16.

Kapp, Gisbert. Dyiiaiiioniaschinen fiir Gleich-
nnd Wechselstrom und Transforniatoren. Autorisirte
deutsche Ausgabe von Dr. L. Holborn und Dr. K.
Kahle. Mit zahlreichen in den Text gedruckten
Figuren. 331 S. 8". Geb. M. 7.

Loos, De. a. Ueber den Ban von Distomum
heterophyes v. Sieb und Distomum frateruum n. sp.
59 S. Gr. S". M. 12.

LOEW, Dr. E r.liittiibiologische Floristik des
mittleren und niirfllichen Europa soH-ie (ironlands.
Systematische ZusanimenstcUung des in den letzten
zehn Jahren veriiSentliehen Beobachtungsmaterials.
424 S. Gr. 8". JI. n.
Meyer, Prof. Dr. Erxst von. Geschichte der

Clieniie von den iiltesten Zeiten bis zur Gegenwart.
Zugleieh Eiufiihrung in das Studium der Cheraie
Zweite, verbesserte und vermehrte Auflage. 522 S.
8". M. 10.

Meyer, Prof. Dk. Oskae Emil. Die Kinetische
Theorie der Ga.se. In eleincntarer Darstellung mit
niathematisohen Zusatzen. Zweite unigearbeitete
Auflage. Erste Haltte. 20S S. 8". M. 5.

MuTH, Dr. P. Grundlagen fiir die geometrische
Anwendung der Invariantentlieorie. Mit einem Be-
gleitworte von M. Pasch. 131 S. 8". M. 3.

Neureiter, Feedixaxd. Die Vertheilung der
elektrischen Energie in Beleuchtuugsanlagen. Mit
94 Figuren. 257 S. 8". M. 6.

PsYciioLOGiscHE Arbeitex. Herausgegeben von
Prof. Emil Kraepelin. Erster Band, 1 Heft. 208
Seiten. 8". M. 5.

Richet, Charles. Dictionnaire de physiologie.
Tome premier, fasc. 1. Avec gravures dans le texte.

XI. 336 pp. gr. in 8». fr. 8.50.

Rothert, Dr. W. Ueber Heliotropismus. Mit 60
Abbildungen im Text. 212 S. Gr. 8". M. 9.

ScHLEsiXGER, Prof. Dr. Ludw. Handbuch der
Theorie der linearen Differentialgleichungen. Erster
Band. 486 S. Gr. 8". M. 16.

YoioiiT, Prof. Dr. Woldejiae. Kompendium
der theoretischen Physik. In zwei Biinden. Erster
Band. Jlechanik starrer und nichtstarrer Korper.
Wiirmelehre. 608 S. 8". M. 14.

Wiedemaxn, Gustav. Die Lehre der Elektric-
itiit. Zweite umgearbeitete und vermehrte Auflage.
Zugleieh als vierte Auflage der Lehre vom Galvanis-
mus und Elektromagnetismus. Zweiter Band. Mit
163 Holzschnitten und einer Tafel. gr. 8». Mk. 28.

W'ulln'EE, Adolph. Lehibuch der Experiraental-
physik. Erster Band. AUgcmeine Physik und
Akustik. Fiinfte vielfach umgearbeitete und verbes-
serte Auflage. Mit 321 in den Text gedriiektcn Ab-
bildungen und Figuren. lOOd .^. Gr. 8". M. 12.

GUSTAV E. STECHERT,
810 Broadway, New York.
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Macmillan & Co.'s New Books in Science.

SCIENTIFIC WEATHER OBSERVATION AND PREDICTION.

Meteorology. Weather and Method of Forecasting.
Description of Meteorological Instruments, and Eiver Flood Predictions in the United States. By THOMAS

Russell, U. S. Assistant Engineer. 8vo, cloth, illustrated, §4.00.

A work designed to show how trustworthy predictions of coming we.ather may he made, and in what
cases useful forecasts are possible. The method is based chiefly on statistics of the observed condition of the

air as to pressure, temperature and humidity of particular types.

Memoir of Sir A. C. Ramsay.
By SiE Archibald Geikie, F. E. S., Director-

General of the Geological Survey of Great Britain and
Ireland. With portraits. 8vo, cloth, |4.00.

"The volume is in every sense a valuable contribution to
the history of contemporary science, while its intrinsic inter-

est and its skill of presentation will commend it to a wide
circle of general readers."—Time*.

Economic Classics.

Edited by W. J. Ashley, M. A., Professor of

Economic History in Harvard University. 12mo,
limp cloth, each 75 cents.

Adam Smith. Select Chapters and Passages from
'The Wealth of Nations.'

David Ricardo. The first six chapters of ' Tlie

Principles of Political Economy, ' etc.

T. R. Malthus. Parallel Chapters from the First

and Second Editions of "An Essay on the Principles

of Poptdation."

Outlines of English Industrial History.

By W. Cunningham, D. D., Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge, and Ellen A. McAbthur,
Lecturer at Girton College. 12mo, cloth, §1.50.

Steam and the Harine Steam Engine.

By John Yeo, Fleet Engineer, Eoyal Navy, In-
structor in Steam and Marine Engineering at the
Eoyal Naval College. With illustrations. Medium
6vo, net, $2.50.

Steel Works Analysis.

By J. O. Arnold, F. C. S. ( Tlie Specialist's Series),

Professor of Metallurgy at the Sheffield Technical
School, sometime Chief Chemist at the SheiHeld Steel

and Iron WorliS. 12mo, 350 pages. Cloth, ?3.00.

Lens=Work for Amateurs.
By Henry Orfoed, author of 'A Microscope Ob-

jective, Modern Optical Instruments,' etc. With two
hundred and thirty-one Hlustrations. IGmo, 231
pages. Cloth, 80 cents.

Elementary Lessons in Electricity and
Magnetism.

By Sylvanus P.Thompson, D.Sc, B.A., F.E.A.S.,
Principal of the City and Guilds of London Technical
College, Finsbury. New, Revised Edition, with many
Additions. With numerous Illustrations. 12mo,
$1.40, net.

NEW WORK BY PROFESSOR BALDWIN, OF PRINCETON.

MENTAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE CHILD AND THE RACE.
Methods and Processes. By James Mark Baldwin, Ph. D., Stuart Professor of Experimental Psychology,

~ ~ ""

8vo, cloth, $2.60, net.

I

Columbia University Biological Series.

I
Edited by Henry Fairfield Osborn, Sc.D., Da

Costa Professor of Biology in Columbia College. The
volumes of the series already published are as follows:

I. From the Greeks to Darwin. By Henry
Fairfield Osborn, Sc.D. 8vo, Buckram,
$2.00, net.

II. Amphioxus and the Ancestry of the Ver-
tebrates. By Arthur Willey, B.Sc,
Tutor in Biology, Columbia College. With
a Preface by the Editor. With Illustrations.

8vo, Buckram, $2.50, net.

Law in a Free State.
By Wordsworth Donisthorpe, author of ' Indi-

vidualism a System of Politics, ' etc. 12mo, cloth $2. 00.

"The work of an acute thinker and vigorous

writer. '

'

Princeton CoUeg

Lectures on Human and Animal Psy=
chology.

Translated from the Second and Eevised German
Edition (1892) by J. E. Creighxon, A.B. (Dalhou-
sie), Ph.D. (Cornell), and E. B. Titchener, A.B.
(Oxon.), Ph.D. (Leipzig). 8vo, Cloth, $4.00, net.

Popular Lectures and Addresses.

By Lord Kelvin, F.R.S. In 3 vols. Vol. II.

Geology and General Physics. With Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo. $2.00 each volume.

A Treatise on the Measurement of Elec-

trical Resistance.
By William Arthur Price, M.A., A.M.I.C.E.,

formerly Scholar of New College, Oxford. 8vo, Cloth,

$3.50, net.

A TIMELY AND PRACTICAL BOOK ON THE CURRENCY.

HONEST MONEY.
By Arthur I. Fonda. A work dealing in a rational and common sense way with the requirements of

an honest money, criticising the merits and defects of various proposals for its betterment, with an outline of

a new monetary system that seems to meet the requirements and correct existing faults. 12rao, cloth, $1.00

MACMILLAN & CO., 66 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY {IV.)

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF VARIATIONS IN THE

HUMAN SKELETON.

It is a little odd that two papers on the

same suhject, with almost the same title,

prepai-ed independentlj' at the same time,

should agree in defending a new view of

the significance of variations and anomalies

in organic forms.

The one of these is that which I read be-

fore the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science in August last, pub-

lished in the American Anthropologist for

October, entitled Vnriations of the Human
Skeleton and their ('ai(i<es; the Other was the

Shattuck Lecture, delivered before the Mas-
sachusetts Medical Society by Dr. Thomas
Dwight, Professor of Anatomy at Har-

vard University, with the title, the Range

and Sifjnlficance of Variation in the Human
Skeleton.

The two papers, although (b-awing their

material ft-om wholly independent sources,

and reasoning along different lines, reach

quite the same conclusion, to wit: That

variations, which in the human skeleton re-

semble forms in lower animals, are not to be

interin-eted as ' reversions ' or ' atavistic

retrogressions,' but that other laws should

be invoked to account for them, such as

nutrition, mechanical action, etc.

ITr. Dwight adds the following significant

words :
'' The opinion is growing daily

stronger among serious scholars that if

man's body came from a lower form it was

not by a long process of minute modifica-

tions, but by some sudden, or comparatively

sudden transition."

This is the opinion which, under the name
heterogenesis, I have defended for many years

(see my Races and Peoples, pp. 80. 81 ) . It has

lately received strong support from some of

Bateson's admirable studies in variation.
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THE ANTIQUITY OF MESOPOTAMIAN CULTURE.

At a recent meeting of the Oriental Club

of Pliiladelpliia, Dr. J. P. Peters, whose re-

searches among the ruins of the valley of the

Euphrates are well known, mentioned his

observations on the deposition of alluvium

by the river as a clu'onometer for measuring

the antiquitj^ of some ruin-mounds. The

deposits from the known date of Alexander's

conquests display marked uniformity ; and

taking the depths of these as a standard, the

foundations of Ur (the ' Ur of the Chaldees '

of Genesis, the modern Muchair) and of Eri-

chu (the modern Abu-Shahrein) must have

been laid about seven thousand years B. C.

This venerable antiquitj', however, ap-

pears quite modern compared to that as-

signed the same culture in some calculations

laid before the Academie des Inscriptions

by M. Oppert last summer. They had refer-

ence to the established beginnings of the

Sothiac cycle and the Chaldean Saros, or

recurrent cj^cles of eclipses. His argument

was that the former dated from an observa-

tion of the cosmical rising of Sirius visible

to the naked eye. This could occur only at

an eclipse of the sun at its rising ; and this

he figured was upon a Thursdaj^, August

29, in the year 11,542 before Christ ! And
as it was visible only south of latitude 26°,

the locality of the observation he fixes for

various reasons at the island of Tylos, the

modern Bahrein, in the Persian Gulf.

Truly, this is a tov,r de maitre in archseology

which makes one dizzy!

DIVISIONS OP THE STONE AGE.

A USEFUL broadside, about twenty inches

square, presenting succinctly the subdi-

visions of the Stone Age, was published last

j^ear by M. Philippe Salmon in the Bulletin

de la Societe Dauphinoise d' Archceologie et

cV Ethnologie. The three periods it presents

nre the palaeolithic, the mesolithic and the

neolithic. These are subdivided into epochs,

six in all, each characterized by the products

of definite stations, peculiar industries,

climate and fauna. As a synopsis of the

accepted data, fi-om the best French author-

ities, the scheme merits high praise.

The position of the mesolithic division

takes the place of the ' hiatus,' which figures

in the works of Mortillet and others as an

unexplained time of transition befrw^een the

rough and polished stone ages. Salmon,

however, claims that no such gap exists.

He quotes, for instance, the station of

Campignj', near the lower Seine, and Spien-

nes, in Belgium, as proofs that the peoples

and the culture of the earlier and ruder

epochs progressed steadily, without import-

ant breaks, up to the full bloom of the

neolitliic generations. The importance of

such a generalization, if it could be estab-

lished, would be great ; for, working back

fi'om historic to pre-historic times, there is

no doubt but that the neolithic nations of

central and western Europe were of Aryan

speech, and Salmon's argument would carry

this mighty stock in lineal line to the pre-

glacial fishermen in the valley of the Somme.

THE TEACHING OP ANTHROPOLOGY.

In a little pamphlet which I published in

1892, entitled ' Anthropology as a Science

and as a Branch of University Education,'

a plan was suggested bj' which this science

could be introduced into our universities as

one of the optional branches for the doctor-

ate of j)hilosophy, and its importance as a

department of the higher education was

emphasized.

The subject has been taken up lately in

Germany with gi-atifying interest. In the

' Globus ' for October, 1894, Professor Fried-

rich Mliller, of Vienna, warmlj' advocates

that a chair representing anthropology

should be recognized as a j^roper addition

to the faculty of a great universitj' ; and

a few weeks later, in the same journal,

the question was discussed by Dr. Eudolf

Martin, of the University of Zurich. The
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latter agrees that anthropology properly

takes its place in the faculty of philosophy ;

but his division of the science is open to

doubt. He would class all its branches un-

der two groups : those relating to, 1. phys-

ical anthropology; and, 2. psychical anthro-

pology, or 'ethnology.' Under the latter,

he includes pre-liistoric archjeologj' ; and

not seeing very clearly where in such a

Bchemc ethnograjihy would come in, he

takes the short cut of leaving it out alto-

gether I This is a serious omission, as in

many respects descriptive racial and tribal

anthropology alone oflers the indispensable

raw material on which to build up a true

science of man. His opinon, that at least

two instructors, one for the physical and

one for the psychical side, are desirable,

will, of course, commend itself; but each

should at the .same time be well versed in

the side which he does not teach.

GUATEMALA:^ ANTIQUITIES.

UxDEE the sensational title ' An Ameri-

can Herculaneum,' a writer, M. X, West,

in ' La Xufure,'' November 3, describes the

site of an ancient city, three kilometers

from Santiago Amatitlan, Guatemala. His

story is that at a depth of five or six meters,

under a mass of volcanic cinders and tufa

thrown out by some sudden eruption, there

have recently been discovered the remains

of a village with all the appurtenances of

its dailj- life, finely di'corated pottery, stone

implements and images, the foundations of

its buildings, and blocks bearing inscrip-

tions in unknown characters. More aston-

ishing is the statement that along with

these were cups of graceful shape of glass,

sometimes colored. This Ciists serious doubt

on the whole narrative, unless ' voclanic

glass,' i. e., obsidian, is intended, as nowhere
on the American continent had glass-making
l>een discovered by the natives; and, indeed,

it is very doubtful if at any point they had
reached the art of glazing pottery.

At the Madrid Exposition, in 1892, the

Lake of Amatitlan figured as the locality

where an extraordinary seal, Egj-ptian in

appearance, and some other j)robable frauds

were found. No doubt it was the center of

a high native culture, that of the Zutuhils,

a Mayan tribe ; and there seems to be also

some modern adepts at present in the vicin-

ity, whose skill should admonish the col-

lector to be wary in investing in articles of

that provenance.

ax excellent ixtrodrctiox to antiikopo-

geo(;raphv.

The various relations which his geo-

gi-apical surroundings bear to man in his

personal, social and national life constitute

the almost new science of ' anthropo-geo-

graphy,' to which Professor Ratzel, of Leip-

zig, has lately contributed a standard work.

In this country it has received little atten-

tion fi'om educators since the time of Pro-

fessor Guyot, whose ' Earth and Man ' was
creditable for its period. The more mod-
ern opinions and results have been admi-

rably summed up in a little volume writ-

ten by Professor Spencer Trotter, of Swarth-

more College, under the title ' Lessons in

the New Geography " (Boston, D. 0. Heath

and Co., 1895). In the compa.ss of 182

pages the author presents, in succinct lan-

guage, suitable to the student and the gen-

eral reader, the relations which have ex-

isted between the distribution of land and

water, the climates of the various zones and

the plants and animals which they produce,

to the life and development of the human
species. He then proceeds to define the

recognized tA'pes or races of men, and to

point out their distribution when they first

became known. The book closes with ob-

servations on commerce and the progress of

discovery, and various tables of statistical

information.

Whether as a text-book in schools and col-

leges, or as a trustworthy and lucid exposi-
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tion of the subject for general reading, tliis

volume merits cordial commendation, and

shovild awaken a mder interest in the attrac-

tive topics which it discusses.

THE OEOTCHI TARTARS.

An entertaining description of this tribe

is given from Russian sources in the ' Jour-

nal of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society,' Vol. XXVI. ( Shanghai, 1894).

It is a member of the Tungusic stock, and

is situate along the eastern coast of the con-

tinent, from 42° to 52°
; but the pure types

are found only toward the northern limit.

Thej' are small in stature, a man five feet

four inches in height being considered tall.

The women average six inches shorter than

the men. Their bodies are thick set and

muscular, and their power of endurance re-

markable. Like all the other pure blood

tribes in Eastern Sibera, they are steadily

diminishing, either through intermixture of

blood or through new diseases introduced by
foreigners.

Their boats are rude, but they manage
them skillfully, which is the more neces-

sary, as none of them knows how to swim,

and when a craft capsizes its occupants in-

fallibly drown. This ignorance is owing to

two causes : the coldness of the water at

most seasons, and their invincible repug-

nance to cleanliness. They are adepts in

making garments ofthe bowels and skins of

fishes, from which they are sometimes called

' the fish-skin Tartars.' They are also handy
with tools.

Their religion is ostensibly that of the or-

thodox Greek Church ; but really their ances-

tral Shamanism is as strong as ever. The
residences of the Shamans are denoted by
sticks or poles planted in front of them,

carved to resemble animals, like the Totem
poles of the north-west coast. Their chief

divinities make a triad, being Boa Anduri,

'spirit of the sky;' Temu Anduri, 'spirit

ofthe sea,' and Kamtchanga Anduri, ' spirit

of the mountains.' They indulge in violent

religious frenzies, in which thej^ speak in un-

known tongues. One woman was unable

to talk in her own for two months after such

a spell.

THE FUTURE OF THE COLORED RACE IN THE

UNITED STATES.

This momentous question has been made
the subject of careful investigation by a

physician of Savannah, Dr. Eugene R. Cor-

son. His essay is published in the ' Wilder

Quarter-Century Book,' a well deserved

memento issued by the pupils of Dr. Burt C.

Wilder, of Cornell University, at the expira-

tion of his first quarter century of teaching.

Dr. Corson regards the I'elative mortality

of the two races, white and colored, in the

United States as 'the pith of the whole

matter ;' and, thei'efore, addi-esses his special

attention to this. From his own observa-

tions and the census statistics, he concludes

that the pure blacks have in our country a

decidedly higher mortalitjr than the whites
;

more die in childbirth, they are more suscep-

tible to disease, they succumb more quickly,

thejf are prone to bacillar diseases in a

higher degree, and their alleged exemption

from malaria is not generally true. The
hybrids between the two races he pronounces

less fertile and less viable than either. " Mis-

cegenation is a reducing agent, chemically

speaking."

From these considerations, which he ad-

vances, backed by large testimonj', he

reaches the comforting conclusion that there

will be no ' war of races ' among us ;
that

the blacks will gradually fade out or become

absorbed in the white population ; and this

in such a manner as not to deteriorate it.

THE PRE-HISTORIC TRIBES OF THE EASTERN

UNITED STATES.

In the Archill fiir Antliropolgle, for Novem-
ber, 1894, Dr. Emil Schmidt undertakes to

gather together the fragmentary facts which
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cast light ou the populatiou of the Missis-

sippi Valley and Atlantic slope of the Un-
ited States at a date anterior to that of the

tribes found there resident by the first ex-

plorers. He presents the question temper-

ately and free from the fantastic notions

which one generally anticipates in this in-

vestigation. His results may be briefly

stated.

Beginning with the ' mound builders,' he

points out numerous reasons for consider-

ing them the immediate ancestors of the

present Indians
;
going further into their

identification, he decides that the ancestors

of the Cherokees were the mound builders

of the Ohio Valley. The original seat of the

Huron-Iroquois family he locates north of

the Great Lakes, and that of the Algon-

quian family somewhere to the south of

Hudson's Bay, where the Crees are still

found speaking a pure and ancient dialect.

These two mighty stocks moved slowly

southward, driving the mound builders

from the Ohio, and penetrating into Vir-

ginia. There they met the Dakotas, whom
they destroyed, except the small tribes of

the Tuteloes and Catawbas. The Gulf

States were peopled l)y the Muskoghean
tribes from the south-west. The debated

qui'stion whether there was a ' rough stone '

or paheolithic age in the United States, he

answers, from the evidence before him, in

the negative.

galton's method of isogens.

Mr. Galton is fertile in the application of

new methods to anthropologic data. In a

recent article in the Journal of Statistics he

applies the method in use among meteorolo-

gists to define lines of equal barometric

pressure, to data of natality. His so-called

' isogens ' are analogous to the isobars of the

weather maps. They are lines of equal

birth-rate forming a constant derived from
the two variables, the age of the father and
that of the mother.

Bj' this ingenious and simple process he

reaches some curious results. One is the

unexpected law of natality, " That the

sums of the ages of the parents are con-

stant
; in other words, that the birth-rate is

determined by the joint ages of the father

and mother. The dirt'erence between the

ages of the two parents is of no account

whatever in nine-tenths of the total num-
ber of marriages." Only in the obvious

case where the wife is older than the hus-

band and is approaching the limit of the

child-bearing age, is this law at fault. An-
other odd fact developed by this method is

that a woman approaching somewhat closely

the limit of the child-l)earing age, say about

thirty-five or thirty-eight, is more fertile

with a man of her owai age than with one

who is younger ; though it is admitted cer-

tain social reasons may help to this result.

Like all of Mr. Galton's articles, this one

will be found admirably presented and well

worth study.
D. G. Brixton.

University of Penxsvlvaxia.

CUKREXT XOTES OX PHYSIOGB.irHY (II.).

SIXTH INTERNATIONAL GEOGRAPHICAL

CONGRESS.

The Sixth International Geographical

Congress is to be held in London from July

26th to August 3d, 1895, under the auspi-

ces of the Royal Geographical Society. An
invitation circular has lately been issued,

stating the general plan of the Congress,

the conditions under which tickets of mem-
bership can be obtained, the program of

subjects for discussion, and a most compre-

hensive list of honorary officers, honorary

general committeemen, and committees in

charge of various divisions of the subject

proposed for discussion. An extended ex-

hibit of geogi-aphical materials will l)e held

in connection with the Congress, which

altogether promises to be a most attractive

reunion. The invitation circular can be
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had from the Secretary, Royal Geographical

Society, 1 Saville Row, London, W. A
representative American attendance is

highly desirable.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MONOGRAPHS.

A RECENT number of the ' National Geo-

graphical Magazine,' as well as a circular

distributed by the American Book Co., New
York, announces the early preparation of

a series of geographical essays under the

above title, prepared by various experts and

addressed particularly to the public school

teachers of this country. The intention of

this series of monogi-aphs is to present ac-

curate and properly correlated informa-

tion upon the geography of our countrj^,

in simple, untechnical language, and with

good illustrations, in such form that it

may be practically useful in supplement-

ing the ordinary teaching of physical geo-

graphy. They are to help supply the teach-

er with that background of knowledge

that is so essential to good teaching.

They will not replace any existing text-

books, but in time, as the number of mono-
graphs increases, they will certainly be free-

ly drawn on by text-book makers. They
deserve prominent mention in Science, for

although reduced to as simple form as pos-

sible, the names of the authors announced

are a guarantee that the monographs will be

essentially scientific in character. Their

appearance will be watched for with inter-

est.

GEOGRAPHICAL PRIZES.

The National Geographic Society an-

nounces as a subject for a competitive prize

essay in 1S95 :
' The River Systems of the

United States.' The essays must not ex-

ceed two thousand words in leng-th, and
will be received only from those public

schools whose intention to compete is an-

nounced not later than May, 1895. The es-

says must be composed entirely by scholars.

They must be written by the end of the

school j'ear, lS94-'95, and submitted to the

Society not later than July 15th next. The
geographical gold medal of the Society will

be awarded to the best essaj'ist of the"

country ; the second best will receive a cer-

tificate of honorable mention. The best es-

sayist of each State will receive a certificate

ofproficiency from the committee on awards.

This committee consists of General A. "W.

Greely, Professor T. H. Mendenhall and

Superintendent W. B. Powell. Further in-

formation concerning the competition may
be had from the Societj' by addressing its

Secretary in Washington, D. C.

newell's report on agriculture by

irrigation.

Much physiographic material is gathered

in the harvest fields of other subjects. A
good opportunitj'' for phj'siographic glean-

ing is Newell's ' Report on agriculture by

irrigation in the western part of the United

States at the eleventh census' (1890), re-

cently issued. In California, where irriga-

tion has attained greater importance than

in any other State, the advantageous ar-

rangement of the canals and ditches is in

many cases peculiarly dependent on the

aggraded alluvial fans that the streams

from the Sierra have so often built out from

their canyons on emerging upon the open

valley plain. The fans of Kings and Kern

rivers are the best illustrations given of

this kind. The abrupt slopes of the San

Bernardino mountains in the southern part

of the State are cut by deep narrow valleys

from which the waste is strewn in great al-

luvial fans of unusual height and radius.

Newell shows these to be of much impor-

tance in their relation to agriculture, but, as

if to illustrate the backward condition of

geographical terminologj^, and the slow

penetration that the few terms already in-

vented make among practical engineers, he

calls these well-formed fans by the vague

term, ' great masses.' " The debris, conr
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sistiiig of sand, gravel aud bowlders, has

been piled in great masses at the points

where the streams enter upon the lower

plains." If it were not for the earlier ac-

count of these huge fans by Hilgard (Bull.

Geol. Soc. Amer., iii, 1S»1, 124) they could

hardly be recognized here. In Arizona

we read that the irrigating streams are

largely supplied by rains induced by the en-

forced ascent of the winds when they en-

counter the precipitous and ragged fault

scarp, where the great plateaus rise out of

the lower desert plains. In Idaho a great

e.vpanse of dissected eountrj', w-here the

rivei"S have cut down deep valleys, cannot

be irrigated without expensive engineering

operations
; but farther up the Snake River,

' where the streams have not j^et succeeded

in cutting through the lava," the river

water can be distributed over the plain with

comparative ease. ' Yet ' is a most ex-

pressive word for the geographer. The
whole report is full of suggestive examples

for exti-act and quotation.

BAYS AXD FIORDS KEGARDED AS SUBMERGED

VALLEYS.

Early writers generally ascribed bays

and fiords to the destructive action of the

sea, or to local dislocation. Esmark, about

1826, was perhaps the first to ascribe much
importance to ice as an agent in making the

Nonvegian fiords; a suggestion that was
aftei-ward carried to an extravagant ex-

treme. Dana, on returning from the "Wilkes

expedition, introduced the idea that fiords

are drowned valleys ; but whether the ero-

sion of the valleys was done by ' river work
alone, or more or less by glaciers,' must be

determined bj' local study. In the present

view of the problem, glacial erosion is

almost by general consent reduced to a

moderate measure ; it is chiefly the fiord

basins that are now attributed to ice action,

while fiord valleys are regarded by nearlj'

all observei-s as of preglacial origin as ordi-

nary land valleys, afterwards submerged.

Bays, like Chesapeake and Narragansett,

are commonly regarded as resulting from
the submergence of wide river valleys, modi-
fied by glacial erosion or deposition, if in

glaciated regions. This modem view is

lately reenforced in an article by Professor

Shaler (Evidences as to change of sea level.

Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., vi., 1SS5, 141-166),

in which various reentrants of our coast,

such as Chesapeake and Narragansett bays,

the fiords of Maine, and the numerous de-

pressions which break the northern part of

the continent into a group of islaiuls, are all

ascribed wholly or chiefly to the submerg-

ence of stream-worn lands. The general

problem of submergence seems, however,

hardly so simple as ' to indicate a progres-

sive subsidence of a somewhat uniform

nature ' along the Atlantic coast from Mexico

to near the pole. The possibility of numer-
ous subordinate and discordant oscillations

in different parts of the coast is wide open
;

and while in a general way it may be said

that our eastern coast has been depressed,

it does not follow that the depression was
sj'uchronous throughout, as it must have

been if its cause were a movement of the sea

floor ; hence a preference for this ' hypo-

thesis of Straljo ' hardly seems warranted.

The submergence of our southern coast may
now be going on, while the northern coast

may be at present rising, but not risen

enough to correct an earlier and greater sub-

mergence. This would make diverse conti-

nental movements the essential cause, and
displacement of the sea floor onlj- secondarj-.

GEOLOGIC ATLAS OF THE CXITED !<TATES.

Although primarily of geological inter-

est, the sevei'al folios of this great atlas now
issued are important to geogi-aphers fi-om

the accurate and succinct accounts that they

give of topographical features. The topo-

grapliical sheets alone are verj' instructive
;

but their value is greatly increased when
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accompanied by explanations that have

been prepared by trained observers who
have been all over the ground, examining

the forms of the surface as the expressions

of internal structures. From the sheets in

eastern Tennessee we may learn of the two

peneplains that there give local illustration

of wide-spread Appalachian forms. On the
'

Livingston sheet, Montana, there is a fine

illustration of one of the many extinct lake

basins now drained through a steep-walled

gorge, in a way so characteristic of the

northern Eocky Mountains. "With the

Placerville sheet, in the California Sierra, the

text tells of the reduction of the mountain

belt to gentle slopes before the eruption of

the great Neocene lava flows by which many
of the older valleys were broadly filled ; and

of the deep canyons cut by the displaced

rivers since the mountain belt has been up-

heaved with a westward slant. The plan

of liberal distribution of these folios ensures

that they will reach a wide variety of

readers. They will be welcomed by many
workers : students, teachers and investiga-

tors
;

geographers, geologists and econo-

mists.

geikie's great ice age.

The third edition of this important work

has been lately issued (ISTew York, Apple-

ton, 1895). Although distinctly a geolog-

ical treatise, not written from the geograph-

ical point of view, it contains numerous

pages of physiographic interest, for many
glacial deposits are so young as still to pre-

serve essentially their constructional form
;

hence the account of moraines, drumlins,

rock-basins, and so on, are of immediate

geographical value. The general subject

of glacial erosion is hardly treated with the

fulness that the many discussions it has

given rise to would warrant ; and the ex-

planation of rock-basins does scanty justice

to the opinions of many Swiss geologists

who look on ice action as a secondary pro-

cess compared to a gentle warping of pre-

existent valleys. The extract fi-om Wal-
lace's paper, defending the glacial excava-

tion of rock-basins, would imply that that

author was not acquainted with the numer-

ous lakes of dislocation in our western ter-

ritorj\ For American readers the two
chapters and the several maps by Cham-
berlin will prove attractive.

W. M. Davis.
Haevaed Univeesity.

LABORATORY TEACHING OF LARGE
CLASSES—ZOOLOG Y. *

If the large and increasing attendance at

our summer schools, and the publication of

many books and the reports made by those

dealing in scientific apparatus, can be taken

as an index, the amount of zoological teach-

ing is very rapidly increasing, and the con-

duction of large classes is a problem of con-

siderable importance.

A class of college students numbering

twenty or twentj^-five, and conducted by
one officer, is a large class and, even with

a favorably equipped laboratory, is quite as

large as a single teacher should attempt to

carry. Of course, if a certain number of

assistants can be engaged, a larger number
of students can be directed, though this is

virtually the establishment of so many sub-

classes.

One of the first conditions for successful

zoological instruction is that of immediate

environment. To crowd a score or more of

katabolic youth into a small, miserably-

lighted room, and compel them to breathe

the fumes of stale alcohol for two or three

hours, is to invite failure. Each student

should have a table to himself where there

is good light, and where he feels a certain

amount of proprietorship. It should be so

located that he is not tempted to carry on a

clandestine parasitism, or even a symbiotic

* A paper read before the American Society of Nat-

uralists at the Baltimore meeting, Decemher 28,

1894.
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existence with his neighbors. He should

be provided with instruments, drawing and

dis.secting, that are his own, and these ought

not to l)e handed down from chiss to elass,

broken and rusty and inheriting mutilations

from a long line of ancestoi-s. P'ach table

should be provided with a drawer or locker

in which towel, dissecting tray, books, notes,

etc., can be safely kept, and any disposition

towards untidiness should be censured.

I do not think that the best dissecting

material obtainable is any too good for the

college student. An advanced worker, or

one of a small class, may perhaps profitaljly

examine poorly prepared material, but noth-

ing can more effectually dampen the en-

thusiasm of an instructor than to see a

student pour fi-om cai-apace to the dissect-

ing dish the only too appropriately named
' soft-parts ' of a crab or lobster. There is

everywhere an abundance ofgood laboratory

material, if the teacher will only exercise

a little activity and foresight. With the

numerous preserving fluids, and with alcohol

free of duty, the student should have per-

fectly preserved material, unless living

forms are available.

The compromise that is often made be-

tween the lecture and laboratory, by the

mere exhibition of specimens or the passing

of specimens from hand to hand during the

lecture, is slipshod and dangerous. Such

a displaj' may come ofi' once or twice a

month, and if carefullj- conducted is of con-

siderable value, but if occurring frequently

there is bound to be a most unfortunate

.sameness in the style of presentatiou . The
average student who has cai-efully tlissected

the cranium of the cat or sheep will take

away with him a better understanding of

the mammalian skull than he who has

\iewed acres of diagrams or handled, for a

moment, the skulls of all the typical ver-

tebrates.

In certain laboratories it is considered

good form to prohibit, or at least to dis-

courage, the free consultation of books of

reference by the laboi-atory student. Pic-

tures and diagi-ams, illustrating the animals

under discussion, are supposed to poison the

adolescent mind and should only be kept in

the inner recesses of the professor "s studj',

where he may occasionally retreat for a few

moments of silent communication, after

having been floored by a poser fi-om one of

his students. In my opinion, the student

should be given every possible aid ; there

should be books galore ; cliarts and diagrams

should be conspicuous upon the wall; and
fine dissections, made possibly by advanced

students, anatomical preparations and
models should be freely displaj'ed upon the

reference table. Prof. Howes, in his ad-

mirably equipped laboratory in London,
has placed upon a ledge, running nearly

around the room, a series of most beautiful

dissections. In America these are too

often hidden away in cases, and I fail to un-

derstand why the best of such material is

placed in our museums, ostensibly for the

education of the public, but actually to tlic

sacrifice of the interests of the student.

Speakers at earlier meetings of this So-

ciety have, I think, not over-estimated the

educational value of drawing, but we should

be very careful that the permission to dia-

grammatize is not interpreted as permission

for free-hand carelessness. The drawings

should be careftdly prejiared; outline, com-

posite pictures of the material studied.

It is unfortunat*' that we must introduce

the microscope into our large class of ' zo-

ology students.' The question of first ex-

pense, for every student must have an in-

strument, is a serious one, and then there is

the time lost in giving a course in optics.

Here, however, a little forethought will pre-

vent much waste of the precious time actu-

ally appropriated to zoology. It is well to

liave one or two extra instruments in re-

serve, to use in case of accident, and there

should be an abundance of the material
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studied. I feel that one should be cautious

in appropriating large time to the process

of killing, staining, and other matters of

pure technique, and especial care should be

taken lest the disease of ' microtome-mania '

become epidemic. The microtome is an in-

strument for the advanced worker and the

investigator, but it is no uncommon thing

to see a student, yielding to the blandish-

ments of the instrument, cutting sections

by the yard, when a few questions will

reveal shameful ignorance of the gross an-

atomy of the animal imbedded.

One is inclined to think that the enthusi-

asm of the student is the proper index of

the work accomplished. But it is not, at

least not always. The course in zoology

should be a course in zoology, and the stu-

dent, certainly of the elementary class,

should not be allowed to take alluring short

cuts to histology, embryology and advanced

morphology. There is a vast amount of

microscopical work that can and ought to

be done in our large classes. At Brown
University the work of an entire term is

upon the cat. The material is easy to

procure ; the organs are large, and I think

the time of fifty students well spent. A
critical study of other vertebrates should

use up the two remaining terms of the

year. The turtle and the snake very fairly

represent the reptilian phylum ; the latter,

aside from popular prejudice, is a most

satisfactory animal for the laboratory. I

think it is a mistake not to more generally

provide Elasmobranch material for the col-

lege student. When skate and ' dog-fish '

can be so readily procured and so easilj^

preserved,every zoological laboratory should

have an abundance.

And now let me mention a condition, and

the one upon which success with large

classes most du*ectly depends, viz., order and

system. Though the members of our class

are not all free and equal, as Americans

they must be treated as such. The work

of a certain day must be planned for the

class as a whole, and not for individuals of

the class. All students should have, at the

beginning of the session, the same equip-

ment, the same material, and matters of

neatness should be enjoined upon all aUke.

The water in the dissecting trays must be

fi-equently renewed, organic refuse must

be disposed of, the tables must be kept

dry, the instruments should not be allowed

to soak in the bottom of the pan, or the

pencil used as a probe. The table should

not be smeared with blood, fat and alcohol.

There should be a place for everything,

and 'systematic zoology,' in the sense of or-

der, should everywhere prevail. It is much
easier for the student to become indifferent

to the orderly side of zoology than it is for

him to acquire respect for the cleanly.

A definite syllabus, placed upon the board,

or laboratory outlines, one on each table,

must be used. The latter can be prepared

by the teacher and struck off with a cyclo-

style or hectograph, and they are of im-

mense help. The student knows what to

do and when and how to do it. Extra par-

agraphs may be added for those who work

more rapidly; though qualit^^ and not quan-

tity should be the end.

The teacher, with his eye upon the whole

class, must go from table to table, quizzing

here and helping there. He must be ready

to dissect mutilated specimens and repro-

duce lost parts instanter ; and thankful is

he, if not too frequently he is constrained

to follow that motto placed by Professor

Agassiz so conspicuously at Penikese :
" Do

not be afraid to say, I do not know."

I must beg your forbearance while I say

a few words in regai'd to the large zoology

classes in our secondary schools. It is my
opinion that laboi'atory classes, conducted

along the lines which we have just men-

tioned, are not at the present time to be too

strongly urged for the common schools.

There are verj^ few teachers who have had
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proppr training for this kind of work, though

the number is happily on the rapid increase.

The liard parts ' of the lower animals,

sfcn-fish, nrchius, molluscs, Crustacea, in-

sects, etc., oft'er ample opportunity for ele-

mentary zoological work, but it seems to be

hardly advisable to largely recommend the

dissecting of mammals by the average class,

though I thmk the isolated parts, eye,

bones of the ear, the tongue, heart, brain,

etc., can be properly and very profitablj'

u.sed. Elaborate outfits of dissecting in-

struments are not here necessarj-, though

one or two microscopes are desirable.

In the secondary school there is a splendid

opportunity for the cultivation of the obser-

vational powers, by comparing the external

characters of animals ; by observing hab-

its ; how the bird breathes ; how it involun-

tarily grasps the branch ; the adaptation of

structure to use in the feet of waders,

scratchers and singing birds ; the structure

of the scale and feathers, and claws; the

pneumaticity of the bones ; the preening of

the feathers ; the dull coloring of the fe-

male ; the shapes and colors of eggs and any
peculiar nt'sting habits. It is all wrong for

a child to think that zoology can only be

learned over a dissecting dish. The funda-

mental principles of biology, the theory of

adaptation, protective coloring, protective

and aggressive mimicrj\ distribution, de-

generation, parasitism and development can

all be illustrated to and understood by the

school-cliild who has never held a scalpel.

The school-room already has its plants ; it

should also liave its local collection. The
children make most enthusiastic and active

collectors. It is not necessary that the

teacher should be qualified to give off-hand

the sesquipedalian scientific name of each

and every insect that is brought to the

school. A far better goal is reached when
the student is taught to recognize homolo-

gies, to place grasshoppers, katydids and
crickets together, to have a separate apart-

ment for butterflies and moths, and another

for beetles, etc. Perhaps certain students

may be interested in the moUuscan fauna

of the neighborhood and others may choose

to collect cocoons. (I recently read in one

of the ubiquitous anti-vivisection papers

that the lung of the pond-snail is provided

with most beautiful rows of minute horny

teeth. Early observations would not only

correct such aberrations, but would secure

a familiaritj' with natural phenomena which

would give that philosophical training that

is often so lamentably lacking in our edu-

cated classes.) The child is delighted with

the movements of aquatic animals. Aqua-
ria should be in every school. There are

hundreds of animals to be collected in any
pond or stream, and how easy is it to liere

find themes for written exercises and models

for drawing I

The zoology ofthe secondary school should

not be merely an isolated subject of study.

It is not attractive to some, and knowledge

cannot be forced upon unwilling minds

;

but it can be unconsciously al)sorbed in so-

lution. Zoology tlien should enter into the

reading, the wTiting, the spelling, the arith-

metic
;
geography is stupid without it, and

the history of human progress is but dis-

tribution with the consequent ' struggle for

existence ' and the ' survival of the fitti'st."

Hkrmon C. Bujii'us.

Browx Uxiveesitv.

XOTES ON THE BIOLOGY OF THE LOBSTER*

Eeprocltiction.—After hatching a brood in

May, the female usually molts and after-

wards extrudes a new batch of eggs. In

•This paper was read before the Soelety of )[orpholoKist.s,

Baltimore, December 2Sth.

The follow-in-; ol)Scrvations are from part of a pro-

longed investigation of the habits and devflopment

of the lobster, undertaken for the U. S. Fish Commis-

sion. Tlie detailed work, now ready to go to press,

will l)e publislied in the Fish Commis-sion's Bulletin.

It will contain a full presentation and discussion of

tlie habits and general life-history of the adult lol)-
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this case egg-layiug follows close upon

copulation. Sometimes a female is impreg-

nated immediately after the old eggs are

hatched and before the molt occm-s. A
second copulation is then necessarjf for the

fertilization of the eggs. Occasionally the

seminal receptacle of a lobster is found

loaded with sperm a year before the eggs

are due.

Laying of Eggs.—Much confusion has sur-

rounded this subject because of the lack of

continuous observation throughout the

year. The facts seem to be as follows :

The majoritj^ of lobsters capable of spa'WTi-

ing lay eggs in July and August. About
20 to 25 % extrude their eggs at other times,

it may be in the fall, winter or spring. Dur-

ing a period of seven consecutive months

five traps were kept set in the harbor of

Wood's HoU, Mass., December 1st, 1893, to

June 30th, 1894, and visited daily. In all

168 egg-lobsters were taken; 44, or 25.6 %
of the number, bore eggs which had been

laid in the fall and winter.

I have tabulated 51 lobsters coming from

different parts of the coast of Maine, having

external eggs which had been laid out of

the usual season of July and August. In

one case at Matinicus Id., Maine, February

4th, the eggs had been extruded but a few

hours, and the yolk was unsegmented.

Another from York Id., Maine, November
15th, had eggs in a late state of segmen-

tation of the yolk. Still another from

Brimstone Id., Maine, January 27th, had

eggs in the nauplius stage . At Wood 's Holl

,

in 1889 to 1893, the recorded observations

(over 300 in all) show that the greatest num-
ber of eggs are laid in the last two weeks of

ster, and the habits of the larviS aud young diu-ing

their period of immaturity. Tlie history of the lan'a

and the structure and development of the reproduc-

tive organs -nill be fully described, and the develop-

ment of the embrj'o ^vill also be reviewed. The work

is illustrated by 54 full-page plates, many of whicli

are executed in colors or reproduced from jilioto-

graphs, and by 40 figures in the text.

July, the whole period lasting from June

16th to August 31st. Data ft-oni the Maine

coast (129 observations) indicate that the

greatest number spawn in the first two
weeks of August.

The spawning period of lobsters in the

extreme north is said to last from July 20th

to August 20th in Newfoundland. July

and August are the months commonly as-

signed for the spawning in Prince Edward
Island.

Number of Eggs Laid and Law of Produc-

tion.—In the course of the work of lobster-

hatching at the Station of the United

States Fish Commission at Wood's Holl,

it becomes necessary to remove the eggs

from a large number of lobsters. These

are carefully measured and the number de-

duced by simple calculation. I have tabu-

lated the number of eggs laid in 4,645 lob-

sters measuring from 8 to 19 inches. In

examining the column of averages one is

struck hy the fact that a ten-inch lobster

bears twice as manj' eggs as one eight inches

long ; that a twelve-inch lobster bears twice

as manj^ as one ten inches long. It is there-

fore suggested that in early j-ears of sex-

ual vigor there is a general law of fecun-

dity which may be thus formulated ; the

number of eggs produced by female lob-

sters at each reproductive period varies in

a geometrical series ; while the lengths of

lobsters producing these eggs varj- in an

arithmetical series. If such a law prevails

we would have the following :

Series of lengths in inches:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

8 : 10 : 12 : 14 : 16 : 18

Series of eggs

:

5,000 : 10,000 : 20,000 : 40,000 : 80,000 :

160,000.

An examination of the table shows how
closely the first four terms of this series are

represented in nature, aud that when the

14-16-inch limit is reached there is a de-

cline in sexual activitj\ Yet the largest
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number of eggs recorded for lobstei-s of this

size show that thei-e is a tendency to main-

tain this higli standard of production even at

an advanced stage of sexual life.

A graphic representation of the fecundity

of the lobster tells more forciblj' than words

or figures can do ho^^ closely it conforms to

the law just enunciated. The curve which

we obtain is the wing of a parabola; the

curve of fecundity is parabolic up to the

fourth term, where the ratio of production

is distinctly lessened. The largest female

lobster, carrying the largest number of eggs,

was obtained at No Man's Land, June 9th,

1894. It was sLsteen inches long and car-

ried one pound of eggs, estimated to contain

97,440. It is safe to assume that the aver-

age number of eggs laid by a lobster eight

inches long is not above 5,000. The large

lobster just mentioned, on account of the

incumbrance of its eggs, M'as unable to fold

its 'tail,' which suggests the explanation of

the rudimentary condition of the first pair

of swimmeretts. If these appendages were

of the average size the large number of eggs

which would naturally adhere to them

would make folding of the abdomen impos-

sible, and it is by folding the 'tail' that the

egg-bearing lobster so successfully protects

her eggs and eludes her enemies.

Period of Incubation.—Summer eggs which

are hxid in July and August are ordinarily

hatched in June, after a period of from ten

to eleven months. Xothing is known about

the hatching of fall and winter eggs. The
majority of the eggs which are hatched at

AVood's IIoU complete their development in

June.

That young are liatched at other times is

certain, and we should expect this to be the

case from the variations which occur in the

time of ovulation. Captain Chester in 1885

hatched some eggs at Wood's Holl Station on

the 8th ofNovember and the following days,

the temperature of the water varying from

54.3 to 56 degrees Fah. Some lobsters

were hatched early in FeViruarj- in 1889 at

the hatchery of the Fish Commission Station

at Gloucester, Jilass. The water was very

cold, and it was estimated that as many as

10,000 lobsters were hatched.

Period of Scrual Maturity. Lobsters be-

come mature when measuring from 7i to

1'2 inches in length. Very few under 9

inches long have ever laid eggs, while but

few have reached the length of \Q^ inches

without having done so. The majority of

female lobsters lOi inches long are mature.

Anatomical evidence shows that the period

at wliich lobsters become mature is a vari-

able one, extending over several years.

Frequency of Spanning. The adult lobster

is not an annual spawner, bvit produces

eggs once in two years. This is proved by

the anatomical study of the reproductive or-

gans, and confirmed by the percentage of

egg-bearing lobsters which are annually

captured. In a total catch of 2,657 lobsters,

December 1st to June 30th, 1898 and 1S94,

the sexes were verj- nearly equally divided,

and about one-fifth of the mature females

caught bore external eggs. The catch off

No Man's Land in 1894 amounted to 1.518

lobsters; 93.59^ were females, and 1)3.7%

carried eggs. When these results are aver-

aged it is found that about one-half of the

females carried eggs, as would be the case

if they spawned every other year. Ehren-

baum is, without doubt, mistaken in sup-

posing that the lobster does not Ijreed olten-

er than once in four years {Der Helgolander

Humer, ein Gegendand deuticher Fi.icherei.

Aus der Biologischcn Anstalt auf Helgoland,

1894.

6'((.«7)o/(VA.>. Ciastroliths are known only

in two Macroura. the lobster and crayfish,

and were observed in the lobster for the

first time, and recorded l)y CJeoffi-oy, the

Younger, in 1709. Though a dift'erentiated

part of the cuticle, they are not cast otV in

the molt, but are retained and dissolved in

the stomach. Their structure in the lobster,
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consisting of liiindreds of small spicules

makes the solution of them possible in a

very short time.

The gastroliths have been supposed to

possess great medical properties and to

perform a variety of functions, the most

common and accepted belief being that they

play an important part in the provision of

lime for the hardening of the new shell.

The small quantity of lime which they con-

tain, however, not more than one one hund-

red and twenty-sixth of that of the entire

shell, according to an analysis recently

m.ade by Dr. Eobt. Irvine, shows that

this is relatively unimportant. Fragments

of lime furthermore are always at hand, and
are frequently eaten by the soft lobster,

shortly after ecdysis, in the adolescent

stages at least. It is more likely that the

gastroliths are the result ofexcretion of lime

which is absorbed from parts of the shell to

render molting possible, and that their sub-

sequent absorption in the stomach is a mat-

ter of minor importance.

Bate of Growth.—Larvse increase in length

at each molt (stages 2 to 10) from 11 to

15.84%, or on the average about 13.5%
(measurements from 66 individuals). The
increase in the young at each molt agrees

quite closely with that seen in the adult,

where the increase per cent, in ten cases

was 15.3%. Allowing an increase per

cent, at each molt of 15.3—probably not ex-

cessive for young reared in the ocean—and

assuming the length of the first larv£e to be

7.84 mm. we can compute approximately

the length of the individual at each molt.

Length at 10th molt 28.23 mm.
" " 15th " 57.53 "

" " 20th " 117.24 "

" "25th " 258.90 " (9.5 inches.

)

" "30th " 486.81 " (19.1 inches.)

According to this estimate a lobster two

inches long has molted 14 times ; a lobster

5 inches in length, from 20 to 21 times ; an

adult from 10 to 11 inches long, 25 to 26

times; and a 19-inch lobster, 30 times. These

estimates do not, I believe, go very far

astray. We see them practically verified

xip to the tenth molt.

The time interval between successive

molts is the next point to consider. Here

the data are very imperfect. How long is

the three-inch lobster in growing to be six

inches long ? Probably not more than t^vo

years and possibly less. This is supported

by the observations of G. Brook. We there-

fore conclude that a ten-inch lobster is be-

tween four and five years old, with the

highest degree of probability in favor of the

smaller number.
Francis H. Heeeick.

Adelbeet College.

THE NEWARK SYSTEM.

In an article in a recent number of Sci-

ence* Professor C. H. Hitchcock again ob-

jects to the use of ' Newark ' as a gi-oup

name in geology. This article is essen-

tially a republication of a portion of a paper

by the same author, which appeared in the

American Geologist in ISOOf in criticism of

an article of mine in the same journal,!

in which reasons were presented for reviv-

ing the use of Newark as a name for a cer-

tain system of rocks.

I replied! to Professor Hitchcock's ob-

jections and criticisms, and showed conclu-

sively, as I believe, that the term referred

to has precedence over all other names ap-

plied to the system in question, which do

not imply correlation. In his recent article

Professor Hitchcock does not so much as

mention my rejoinder ; but is of the opinion

that the considerations presented in his ear-

lier paper ' would have been sufficient to

convince any one, looking at the subject ju-

dicially and impartially, of the inadequacy

*Vol. 1, New Series, Jan. 18, 1895, pp. 74-77.

t Vol. 5, 1890, pp. 197-202.

i Vol. 3, 1889, pp. 178-182.

?Am. Geo!., Vol. 7, 1891, pp. 238-241.
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of the name Xewavk to special recognition."

On the other hand, I am of the opinion that

my reply shonlcl have silenced opi^osition.

There is, thns, a radical diflerence of opin-

ion between us. There is also a question

of fact involved. Has Newark prioritj^ as a

group name ? This is a simple historical

question that almost any one can decide

from the documentary evidence. In the

psipei-s described in the following foot-note*

I have presented or referred to all of the evi-

dence known to me bearing on the question.

In Professor Hitclicock's recent article

there are many statements that have no re-

lation to the matter under discussion, since

they refer to usages of later date than the

inti-oduction of the term Newark. No legit-

imate arguments are advanced that are not

in the former paper, and as these have all

been answered, there is nothing left for me
to do but to follow my opponent's example

and republish my reply to his five-j'ear-old

criticism.

My paper in the American Geologist for

April, ISO] , reads as follows :

" In a brief paper on the Newark system

published in this journal [Am.GeoL] about

two years since,f I [iroposed a revival of

' Newark ' as a group name for the reddish-

brown sandstones and shales and associated

trap rocks of the Atlantic coast region,

which had previously been (|uite generally

referred to the Triassic and Jurassic. A
long list of names was presented that had
been used to designate the rocks in question

;

nearly all of which imjilied correlation with

European ten-anes, ranging from the Silu-

rian to the Jurassic. The advisabilitj- of

adopting a name that did not indicate re-

Tlie Newark .System, Am. Geol., Vol. 3, 1H8!),

pp. 17IJ-182.

Has ' Newark ' priority as a {rroup name, Am.
Geol., Vol. 7, 1891, pp. •J:!>^-241.

The Newark System, U. S. Geol. .Sur\-., Bull. No.

85 (Correlation Papers) I-'iVi.

tVol. 3, 1S89, pp. IT-^-l*-'.

tAm. Geol. 5, April, 1hh9, p. 251.

lationship with distant formations was also

pointed out. The first name on the list re-

ferred to which met this requirement was
' Newai-k group,' proposed by W. C. Red-
field, in 1856. That this was a grouji name,
intended to indicate the entire formation, is

shown by the language used. Redfield's

words are:

" I propose the latter designation [New-
ark group] as a convenient name for these

rocks (the red sandstone extending from

New Jersey to Virginia) and to those of

the Connecticut valley, with which they

are thoroughly identified by foot-prints and
other fossils, and I would include also the

contemporaneous sandstones of Virginia

and North Carolina.'"*

As stated in my previous paper, the term
' group ' has been adopted by the Internat-

ional Congress of Geologists in a wider

sense than was implied by Redfield. I

therefore suggested that ' system ' should be

substituted instead. Before offering the

suggestion I made what I believe to have

been an exhaustive examination of the lit-

erature relating to the terrane in question,

and concluded that Redfield's name had

precedence over all other names that had

been used which did not implj' correlation.

The term Newark system has recently

been adopted by several geologists, in ac-

cordance with my suggestion, and up to the

present time but one voice has been raised

against it. In an article on ' The use of the

terms Laureutian and Newark in geological

treatises,' published in this journal, f Prof.

C. H. Hitchcock has formulated live objec-

tions to its acceptance. The.se will be con-

sidered in the order in which they were pre-

sented .

Flrd. It is claimed that ' An essential

feature of a name derived from a geograph-

* Am. Jour. Sci., 2d ser. 1856, Vol. 22, p. 357 ; also

in Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Proc., Vol. 10, Albany meet-

ing, 1856, p. 181.

t Vol. 5, 1890, pp. 197-202.
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ical locality is that the terrane should be

exhibited there in its entirety or maximum
development ;

' and that the teriitory about

Newark, IST. J., does not meet these require-

ments for the Newark system.

Without dissenting from the wisdom of

the rule proposed, although a large number
of exceptions could be found to it in the

best geological memou-s, I wish to state

from my own knowledge that the region

about Newark may be taken as tj^ical of the

terranenamed after that city. The character-

istic reddish-brown standstones and shales

are there well exposed, and in the neighbor-

ing Newark mountains the associated trap

rock occurs in sheets of great thickness.

This statement is sustained by Prof. Hitch-

cock's own words, a Uttle farther on in the

paper cited, where he says, " the New Jersey

terrane possesses the distinguishing features

of the Trias quite as well as the one in New
England."

That Passaic would have been a better

name, as Prof. Hitchcock suggests, is per-

haps true, but the one before us was
definitely selected and has priority.

Second. It is stated by Prof. Hitchcock

that the name ' Connecticut or Connecticut

River sandstone has priority over Newark,'

and was used by several geologists before

Eedfield's proposal in 1856, ' though none
of them had proposed it as a geological

term.' The admitted fact that no one had
used the name referred to as a geological

term, relieves me of the necessity of show-
ing that Redfield's name has priority.

In the writings of the older geologists

among whom Prof Edward Hitchcock will

always take the first rank as an investiga-

tor of the sandstones of the Connecticut val-

ley, the terms ' Connecticut sandstone,' or

'Connecticut Eiver sandstone,' were used in

the same sense as the coordinate term I have
just employed, i. e., as a geographical desig-

nation
;
just as they might have referred to

the granite of Massachusetts without any

intention of proposing a group name. The
fact that the older geologists, and among
them Prof Edward Hitchcock, spoke of the

Newark rocks of New England under defi-"

nite group names, implj'ing correlation, is

sufficient evidence that thej^ did not recog-

nize the value of an independent name.

Third. It is stated that Prof J. D. Dana
adopted the name proposed by Redfield, in

his lectures, but did not use it in his subse-

quent writings. Prof Dana's reasons for

this course have never been published, and

so far as it is a precedent—hapj)ily prece-

dents have less Aveight in geology than in

some other professions—it indicates that we
should first use the name Newark and then

abandon it for other names implj'ing indefi-

nite correlation with distant terranes.

Fourth and Fifth. While it is admitted

that the terrane under discussion is quite as

well represented in New Jersey as in the

Connecticut valley, it is claimed that the

latter having been studied first, should have

furnished the group name. I fuUj'^ agree

with Prof. Hitchcock in this, and could add

several other group names which to my
taste might be improved, but the author of

a geological name, like the paleeontologist

who describes a new fossil, is entitled to

priority. To attempt to introduce a new

name for a gi'oup of rocks already sufiicient-

ly well designated, would only bring con-

fusion, similar to that produced by the

great variety of names implying correla-

tion that have already been used for the

Newark system." Israel C. Eussell.

University of Michigan.

DEATH OF QEOBGE N. LAWRENCE.

The veteran ornithologist, George N.

Lawrence, died at his home in New York

City, Jan. 17, 1895, at the age of 89 years.

He was born in New York, Oct. 20, 1806.

His wife, to whom he had been married

more than sixty years, died only five days

earlier.
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Mr. Lawrence was one of the most care-

ful and prolific of American oruithologists.

The list of his published \\Titings * contains

r_'l titles, the earliest of which appeared in

1844, the latest in ISill. The period of

his productive activity thus covered nearly

half a century. He was an active contem-

porary of all American ornithologists from

Audubon and Xuttall to the younger writ-

ers of the present day. ' Baird, Cassin and

.
LiiwTcnce ' ai-e classic names in ornithology

—names associated in joint authorship in

Biiird's gi-eat work on the birds of North

America, published in 1858. For nearly

fifty j-ears Baird and Lawi'ence, then the

foremost authorities on jAmerican birds,

were waim personal friends, and on more
than one occasion accomplished, by hearty

cooperation, what neither could have done

alone. It should not be forgotten that their

arduous labors paved the way for the re-

finement of detail that characterizes the

bird work of to-day.

Baird busied himself chiefly with the

birds of the Vnited States, Lawrence chieflj-

with those of tropical America. LawTence
described more than .'JUO new species from

the West Indies, Mexico, Central and South

America. One genus and twenty species

were named in his honor—tokens of respect

and esteem—by American and European
naturalists.

Baird and Lawrence lived under widely

diflerent conditions. Baird led an active

official life, burdened with the cares and
responsiljilities of three great institutions,

two of which, the National Museum and
Fish Commission, were his own creation ;

he was constantlj' overworked and died

prematurely at the age of sixty-five years.

Lawrence led a quiet, retiring life, far away
from the public eye, and died at the ripe

age of fourscore years and nine. Still, the

*The Published Writiiif.'sof George Newliold Liiw-

reiice, by L. S. Foster. Hull. U. S. National Musemn,
No. 40. 1892.

two had many traits in common ; both were
plain and unassuming, kind and thoughtful

in their family relations, and ever ready to

extend a helping hand to those, however
young, whose tastes led them to tlie study

of birds. In looking l)ack over the twenty-

five years that have passed since I first

enjoyed their acquaintance, my mind con-

stantly recurs to the kindly words of en-

couragement and advice that shaped my
early course as a naturalist, and the friend-

shijjs that followed will always live among
my most cherished memories.

C. Hart Merriam.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

A Ti-eatUe on Hydrostatic. By Alfred
George Greenhill, Professor of Mathe-
matics in the Artillerj' College, AVool-

wich. Macmillau & Co., London and

New York. 16mo, pp. viii-|-53t5.

The science of hydrostatics, originating

-with Archimedes, is now more than twentj'

centuries old. It is, in many respects, one

of the most perfect and satisfactorj' of the

sciences. This fact, however, arises from

the simplicity of the phenomena with which

hydrostatics has to deal rather than from

anj'thing like continuity of progress during

its lengthy history. Indeed, as regards

purely hydrostatical priuciples, we are not

very greatly in advance of Archimedes.

Our superiority over him is due, first, to an

immensely enlarged capacity, through the

developments of mathematics, for the aj)-

plication of those principles; and, secondly,

to the e.xjjloration of the much larger and

more interesting domain of hydrodynamics,

of which, in fact, hydrostatics is only a

special case.

The work of Professor Greenhill treats

hydrostatics from the modern point of view.

He does not hesitate to cross the border for

an excursion into hydrokinetics whenever

desirable or essential, although some might
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infer from the title of the book that such ex-

cursions are avoided. The scope and char-

acter of the work may be best inferred from

the following paragraphs of the preface :

"The aim of the present Treatise on

Hj^drostatics is to develop the subject from

the outset by means of illustrations of ex-

isting problems, chosen in general on as

large a scale as possible, and carried out to

their numerical results
; in this way it is

hoped that the student will acquire a real

working knowledge of the subject, while at

the same time the book will prove useful to

the practical engineer."

" In accordance with modern ideas of

mathematical instruction, a free use is

made of the symbols and operations of the

Calculus, where the treatment requires it,

although an alternative demonstration by

elementary methods is occasionally submit-

ted ; because, as has well been said, "it is

easier to learn the differential calculus than

to follow a demonstration which attempts to

avoid its use."

Too much stress cannot be laid on this

remark with regard to the role of the cal-

culus in applied science. We are coming

now, after two centuries, to realize clearly

that the use of the calculus has become gen-

eral in all higher investigations, not because

the pure mathematicians have so desfred,

but because the phenomena of nature de-

mand for their interpretation such an instru-

ment of research.

The book is a mine of interesting and
useful information, and must become one

of the standards for students, teachers and
engineers. The principles are illustrated

by a wide variety of good examples, many
of which are drawn from practical applica-

tions. Special attention is given to the

problems of flotation and stability of ships,

and to problems arising in naval architec-

ture. The theory of the various hydrostat-

ic instruments, including the hydrometer,

the barometer and the gas thermometer, is

worked out quite fullj-. A chapter is de-

voted to pneumatics, and another to pneu-

matic machines. There are also chapters

on capillarity, hydraulics, the general equa-

tions of equilibrium, and on the mechanical

theory of heat. In shoi't, the work is a very

comprehensive one. Few books contain

more information per page, and few abound

to such an extent in historical references.

The exposition of the author is in general

clear and logical, though occasionally an

,

important principle is announced without

due warning. Thus, Bernoulli's theorem

appears without demonstration on p. 467 in

the chapter on hydraulics. It would have

been more in accord with the admirable

spirit of the book, we think, if the author

had given in that chapter the general equa-

tions of fluid motion, and thence deduced

Bernoulli's theorem, even if this enlarge-

ment had required a change in the title of

the work.

Some obscurity arises here and there from

the author's habit of condensation. Thus,

on p. 458 we read, " so that the attraction

of pure gravitation on a plummet weighing

TFg is WG dynes, where G denotes the ac-

celeration of gravity." Of course, the ex-

pert would quickly see that TFg means W
grammes, but the average engineer will not

commend such economy.

The book has a good, but not quite good

enough, index. For example, the unusual

words barad and spoud are occasionally

used by the author. Their meaniag is plain

from the context, in most cases, to the

specialist, but the general reader would not

get any light on these terms from the in-

dex ; for it does not contain the word spoud,

while it refers for barad to a page on which

this word does not occur.

These faults, however, are small ones,

and such, moreover, as are well-nigh in-

separable from the first edition of a book so

full of sound knowledge as this one.

E. S. WOODWAED.
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Eine Discussion der Krdftc der chemischen Dij-

iHimik. 3 Vorti-iige von Dr. Ludwig Stet-

tenheimer. H. Bechhold. Frankfurt,

1895. (5 Marks.

Tlii.s pamphlet of 85 pages is certainlj'

revolutionary in character, as the author

proposes to aliandon some of our fundamen-

tal conceptions of chemistry, and to deal

with the subject purelJ- mechanically. Chem-

istrj', according to the author, is the me-

chanics of the smallest bodies, as Astronomj'

is the mechanics of the largest, while Phjs-

ics is a connecting link between the two.

In chemistry we have to deal with mat-

ter, with equilibria, and with forces. In

chemical reactions energy is set ft-ee, and

we know in many cases its mechanical ex-

pression in calories. All the groupings and

unions which we expi'ess in our chemical

formuhe do not necessarily have their coun-

terpart in the substances themselves, but are

only conditions of eqnilibrium, not general

but special cases of equilibria. The mole-

cule ceases to be a fundamental conception.

Chemistry of to-daj- isa molecular chemistry,

but we must now give up this conception,

and, in the jjlace of the molecular or chem-

ical compound, we must introduce, as in as-

tronomy, a ' system,' a ' chemical system.'

Atoms combine to form groups due to the

action of the various forces, but why not

have these groups go on combining until we
have something which can be perceived l)y

the senses? If the same force of attraction

which binds the atoms together also causes

the groups to unite, \\hat conditions the

limits of the molecule ? In a substance like

potassium oxide we do not know whether

two or several molecules are combined, but

why may not hundreds, thousands or all

the molecules be combined? This does

not conflict with Boyle's law, since we may
regard a gas as if it were only one molecule

and having no inter-molecular spaces.

A system composed of a few well-defined

atoms and gi-oups is termed a molecular

system. These combined systems, and not

the ordinary molecules, represent conditions

of equilibria. In the second chapter c(m-

siderable space is given to the consideration

of equilibria, both stable and unstal)le, and

the third and last is devoted to the condi-

tions of union in the solid, liquid and

gaseous states. As a result of these con-

siderations, the author concludes that

chemical forces differ in no wise from me-

chanical, but that everything points to a

mechanical interaction between the smallest

particles of matter.

While scientists are always readj' to con-

sider new ideas which will lead to wider

generalizations, yet it is always a fair ques-

tion to ask whether a given suggestion will

accomplish this. In the i^resent case it

seems quite proper to consider whether all

the chemical evidence of the existence of

atoms and groups forming definite units,

ciilled molecules, has been taken into ac-

count. If so, then will this method of

regarding chemical phenomena- enable us to

advance further or faster than that involv-

ing atoms and molecules ? It can tie safely

predicted that chemists will be somewhat

adverse to giving up conceptions upon which

their whole science is built, at least until

something more than abstract ideas are

offered in their place, something about

which they can think definitely and clearly,

and which will suggest new lines of work.

It is doubtful whether the work published

by Dr. Stettenheimer will meet with pro-

nounced success in removing these con-

ceptions of atoms and molecules from

chemistrj', since they have proved so fruit-

ful in the past, and seem to meet the de-

mands of most of the working chemists of

to-daj'.

The book, while clearly printed, contains

a remarkablj' large number of typographical

errors. Nearly a full page of corrections is

given, yet the reader will encounter manj*

mistakes in the text which form no }iart of
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this tabulated evidence of careless proof-

reading.

The reviewer has found it difficult to give

a satisfactory account of the contents of the

second and third chapters in a short review,

so that those who may wish to follow the

author's applications of his fundamental

ideas must read the original.

H. C. Jones.
Johns Hopkins Univeesity.

Text-book of Organic Chemistry. By A.

Beenthsen. 2d English Edition, trans-

lated by G. McGowAN, from the 4th

German Edition. London, Blackie &
Son. New York, D. Van ISTostrand. 1894.

The general excellence of this work is in-

dicated by its reception both in German
and in English speaking countries. Four

German editions in six years have been

found necessary, and the second English

edition will probably be even more exten-

sively used than the first. The present

book is a work of about 575 pages, fifty

more than the previous edition, and occu-

pies a position between the elementary and

the encyclopedic text-book. As stated in

the preface, the descriptive part is con-

densed as far as possible, and special em-

phasis put upon summarizing the charac-

teristics of each class of compounds. There

are frequent valuable tables of the princi-

pal properties of important classes of com-

pounds. The subject-matter is treated in

a way showing the intimate knowledge of

the literature to be expected from a chem-

ist like Bernthsen, though it seems strange

that he makes no reference to American

periodicals, but seems content to use the

often imperfect abstracts in the foreign

journals. The fourth German edition was

published in 1893, and the subject is well

brought to that date. A point would have

been gained, and the value of the book

greatly enhanced, had the translator

brought to the date of publication of the

English editions at least those chapters

which treat of classes of compounds on

which important work was done in 1893

and 1894. I refer particularly to the

sugars, terpene, etc. The translation is

good, though sometimes too literal. Many
German expressions have crept in, and do

not make the matter anj^ clearer. In the

text, formulfe of substances are fi-equently

used instead of names. It would be better

to use names only, but if PoS^ is used in

one place becaiise it occupies less space

than Phosphorus Pentasulphidc, it should

be used always, and the one should not ap-

pear on one page, and the other a few

pages further on. On the whole the work
is well adapted to the needs of those Amer-
ican colleges in which organic chemistry

can receive the time and attention it de-

serves. With it a mature student can eas-

ily get a good working knowledge of the

subject. For undergraduate work, as car-

ried on in most of our colleges, a less am-

bitious course, thoroughly given and em-

bodying the use of a smaller text-book,

seems desirable.

Felix Lengfeld.
University of Chicago.

Systeviatische Phylogenie der Protisten und

Pflanzen. Eenst Haeckel. Jena, 1894,

Pp. 400.

Prof. Ernst Haeckel, of Jena, has re-

cently begun an extensive work on the sys-

tematic evolution of animal and plant life.

It is to be in three parts, the first of which

has just appeared as the ' Phylogeny of the

Protista and the Plants.' The second part, on

the phj'logeny of invertebrates, and the

third part, on that of vertebrates, are also

promised during the present year. In the

present volume the author outlines his plan

and presents in the opening paragraphs the

main data upon which his phylogenetic

trees are based, namely, the three branches

of natural science, palfeontology, ontogeny,

or the life histor}^ of individuals, and mor-

phology. The work as a whole is in
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Haeckel's most attractive popular stylo, aiul

is divided aud subdivided into titles and

headings, thus makiuji; it delightful for read-

ing and reference.

The first organisms, he imagines, were

Monera, or ' Probionfeii,' which were small

homogeneous plasma particles with no an-

atomical structure. Life activity here was

limited to mere assimilation and growth,

and where the latter exceeded a certain limit

of cohesion of the constituent plasm the or-

ganism split into two parts and thus formed

two organisms. This was the beginning of

reproduction aud of inheritance. The homo-

geneous protoplasm of these Monera was an

albuminate arising from a mixture of water,

carbonic acid and ammonia. The origin of

life, therefore, is little more than this par-

ticular combination of inorganic parts at a

certain period. While it is probable that

the Monera were widely created at this

period, the atmosphere, temperature, etc..

being in the proper condition, it is not prob-

able that they have been produced spon-

taneously since then. Haeckel states the

stages in this creation as follows : 1st.

Nitro-carbon compounds were formed by
the synthesis and reduction of various acids

and salts. The composition was about the

same as that of albumen. 2nd. The albumen

molecules with water formed crystalline, l)ut

as yet microscopically invisible, molecules.

3rd. These albumen groups arranged them-

selves in definite ways and formed micro-

scopically visible plasma granules. 4th.

These plasma granules had the power to as-

similate food, a chemical change, and to

grow, and at the limit of cohesion to divide

and form ne\y ones. These homogeneous
plasma granules were Moiiera.

All of this, however, is hardly new to the

readers of Haeckel. The greatest novelty of

this work lies in his radical views as to the

re-classification of animals and plants. He
first separates them on the old lines accord-

ing to their mode of nutrition. Plants are

essentially formative organisms and liave

the power by the thermal energy derived

fi-om the sun's rays to change inorganic into

organic combinations, taking up carbon

<lioxide and throwing off oxygen. Animals,

on the other hand, are Just the reverse; with

them the chemical energy of combinations

is reduced to heat and motion. It follows

that plants must have been the first forms of

organisms on the earth, because they onlj'

are able to transform by the energy of the

sun"s rays inorganic substances into organic.

Animals were developed secondarily from

the plants by a process of parasitism. That
is, some of the plants began to absorb and
assimilate parts of other plants, thus chang-

ing from an inorganic, carbon-dioxide diet

to an organic mode of nutrition . This pro-

cess of nutrition-change, known as metadtUm

{metasitismus), is familiar in certain of the

higher plants which have acquired the

power to absorb solid nutriment, for ex-

ample, the insectivorous plants. Haeckel

derived the original name then from the

original plant by a mere change in nutrition.

Metasitism plaj'S a most important part in

the new theory, and in this book is given

more importance than it has hitherto

received.

From this original homogeneous substance
the several parts of the cell, as it is known
to-day, were derived by a process of differ-

entiation. Certain parts of the plasm, by

reason of their position, became adapted for

the acquisition of food, while the internal

parts, unable to take in food, gradually as-

sumed reproductive functions, and in time

came to have a certain definite form ; thus

arose the cell nucleus. The outer portion

of the cytoplasm, in addition to its nutri-

tive function, gradually acquired a protect-

ive function also, aud membranes were dif-

ferentiated. Later, by a process of inc<nn-

plete cell division, colonies of these simple

cells were formed, and from these the high-

er cell aggregates were derived by a process
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of division oflabor. Haeckel supposes, fi-om

the almost universal appearance of nuclei

in cells, that this differentiation, into nu-

cleus and cytoplasm, must have taken place

at a comparatively early period, and that all

of the forms of life which have a nucleus

must have been derived fi-om one earlj' nu-

cleated type, for he is a firm believer in the

inheritance of acquired characters.

The primitive plants, from which all of

the organic world has been derived, are

called ' Probiontes ' or archephyta. From
this primitive stem, which was non-nu-

cleated type, and composed of absoliitely

homogeneous protoplasm viithout indica-

tions even of the ' micellae,' of Hertwig, or

the ' Schaumplasma,' of Butschli, were given

off the primitive nucleated plant tj'pes of the

Flagellata in one direction, and the primi-

tive non-nucleated animal (Moneran) tj^jes

in another. In addition to these two de-

rivatives there was a third, which repre-

sents the original chlorophyl bearing plant.

These were the Cyanophycea or Chromacea?,

in which the chlorophyl is not in the form

of small plates, but exists as a diffuse color-

ing matter within the cell. From these

forms, which also were non-nucleated, the

Bacteria arose by a process of metasitism.

In the primitive plant types of Flagellata

the nuclei have not acquired a distinct dif-

ferentiation, but remain absolutely homo-

geneous (i. 6., not divisible into nuclein, pa-

ranuclein, etc.), and therefore represent the

first and most primitive forms of nuclear dif-

ferentiation. These are not derived from the

Monera or non-nucleated animal tj'pes, but

come directly from the primitive plant tj'pe

or the Archephyta. He gives the name
Mastigota to these early flagellated plant

cells which belong to the class of Palmel-

laceffi, and from them he derives all of the

higher plants and animals, the latter aris-

ing polyphyleticallj' by the process of meta-

sitism. The rise of the higher animals and

of man is traced in a direct line down to

these primitive plants. The first step ia

the scale is the origin of the animal Flagel-

lates by change in the method of nutrition

and consequent loss of chlorophyl or allied-

bodies. Then comes the formation of col-

onies and gradual division of labor untU

the highest type of protozoon organization

is attained. This tj'pe is represented by
the form Catallacfa, which is thus the con-

necting link between the protozoa and meta-

zoa. Volvox occupies a similar position in

the phjdogeny of the higher plants in their

relations to the protophjiia.

In genei'al it may be said that this part

of the ' Sj^stematische Phjlogenie ' is a re-

vision of the earlier views of Haeckel. The
one essentiallj^ new feature is the division

line which he makes between plants and

animals. This border line has been the

subject of contention between zoologists and

botanists for ages, and now he proposes to

form a hard and fast distinction. The di-

viding line is the ability of the organisms,

whatever they may be, to form chlorophyl

or similar bodies, and thus to derive nourish-

ment, in conjunction with solar energy, fi-om

inorganic substances. This, as may readily

be svipposed, makes havoc with our existing

classifications, and the changes will be ac-

cepted, if ever, only after much contention.

For example, the Fungi (Chytridiacese,

Zj^gomj'cetes and Ovomycetes) are taken

from the vegetable kingdom and transferred

to the animal, and with them the Saccharo-

mycetes ( j^east) and the Bacteria. The lat-

ter he claims have absolutely no connection

with the fungi—" Indessen beruht diese Auf-

fassting nur auf der Macht der dogmatkclien

Tradition und nicht auf welchem rationellen

Urtheil "—is Haeckel's forcible way of repre-

senting this position.

On the other hand, manj^ of our so-called

Protozoa are taken into the Pi-otophyte di-

vision of plants. All forms wliich have

coloring matter in the form of chlorophyl,

and are, therefore, holophj-tic in their mode
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of nutrition, are transferred to the vegetable

kingdom. The greatest drafts are upon the

group of Flagellata. which are so often pro-

vided with ehromatophores. He does not

take the Kadiohiria. however, with their

'yellow cells,' probably for the reason that

they are symbiotic forms. This will prob-

ably be the sticking point in such a classi-

fication, for even if the dividing principle

be admitted, the difficulty will ever be to

decide, in these low forms, what is true

chlorophyl formation and what symbiosis.

The discoveries of Famintzin and Entz show

that in many of the lower forms the presence

of chlorophj-1 is due to minute plant cells

which live independently of the animals

with which they are associated. Before the

classification can be complete it must be de-

termined for each form whether the chloro-

phyl is a symbiotic plant or a natural pro-

duct. Gary N. Calkins.

Katims River Section of the Pernio- Carbonifer-

ous and Permian Bocks of Kansas. Charles

S. Prosser. Bulletin Geol. Soc. America,

Vol. 6, pp. 29-54. 1894.

In the above paper Professor Prosser con-

siders the historic section of the Vpper
Paleozoic rocks as exposed along the upper

course of the Kansas River. As is well

known, the early geologists of the State en-

gaged in a most animated controversj' over

the correlation of the geological formations

of this region. Altliough the investiga-

tions of Meek, Hayden, Hawn and Swallow

began more than thirty-five years ago and
were vigorously conducted for a number of

years, still the subject was not settled, and
many of the points at issue between the dis-

putants are still open for decision.

The author descril)es various tj'pical geo-

logical sections as exj)Osed in the steep

bluffs of the Kansas river and its tribu-

taries, giving the distinctive geological

characters and fossils of the various divi-

sions. In connection with this description,

there is a complete review of the previous

geological work, followed by a chart of tab-

ulated sections, on which the correlation of

the early geologists is indicated.

Possibly the most interesting fact in the

paper to a geologist familiar with the region,

is the statement that the Cottonwood and

Manhattan limestones are the same. This

limestone, which is the most valuable stone

in the State for construction, has been ex-

tensively used, and the author states that

he has traced it across the country ft-om

Cottonwood Falls, on the Cottonwood River,

to Manhattan, on the Kansas River. An-

other interesting fact in reference to tlie

stratigraphical geology is the coiTelation of

the buff', magnesian limestones near Fort

Riley with those of Florence, in the Cotton-

wood Vallej'.

In conclusion, it is stated that this is only

a preliminary paper and that the writer has

in hand the preparation of a report in which

a full description of the formations of Cen-

ti'al Kansas will be given, with the distri-

bution of their fossils and their general

correlation.

NOTES AND NEWS. '

FORESTRY AND ECONOMIC BOTANY.

The steady increase of interest in for-

estry matters, so desirable and essential, has

recently become evident in many ways, es-

pecially in the Eastern States. New York,

Pennsylvania and New Jersey have taken

long strides in the right direction in the

shape of much needed legi.slation ; and the

establishment of forestry journals for the

promulgation of knowledge respecting the

nature and value of our native trees is a

step that will receive commendation from

thoughtfid people everj^vhei-e. The South

Jersey \\'oodmen's Association has shown

wisdom in securing an official organ through

which they may increase the scope of their

influence. The fir.st number of ' The New
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Jersey Forester' (May's Landing, New
Jersey), contains valuable and interesting

articles from the pens of well known scien-

tists. The editor, Mr. John Gifford, Special

Forestry Commissioner of New Jersey, re-

views recent forestry legislation in that

State, and discusses the causes and effects

of forest fires in the southern interior ofNew
Jersej^ ; B. E. Fernow, Chief of the Forestry

Division, Washing-ton, D. C, presents the

extent and aims of the forestry movement
in the United States. An illustrated article

on ' The Periodical Ciceda, or Seventeen

Year Locust,' by Professor John B. Smith,

State Entomologist, New Brunswick, N. J.,

is followed by interesting contributions on
' The Evil Effects of Drifting Sands Along

the Jersey Coast,' by Professor Charles S.

Dolley, President of the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Education, and

on 'The Colony of Russian Refugees at

Woodbine,' by H. L. Sabsovich, Superin-

tendent of the Baron Hirsch Colony. The
example set by this publication, both in its

purpose and the high standard presented in

this first number is one which may well be

followed by State forestry associations

throughout the country.

All teachers ofbotany and lovers of trees,

especially those interested in forestry agita-

tion, wiU welcome the excellent charts is-

sued by Miss Lewis. The execution of the

drawings of leaves and acorns in Chart No.

1 is all that could be desired, accurate and

finished in every detail, as might be expect-

ed of anything coming from the pencil of one

so expert, and so widely and favorablj'

known as a thorough botanist and skilled

artist. Miss Lewis, a member of the

Academy of Natural Science of Philadel-

phia and a teacher of long experience, has

done much to promote a love for natural his-

tory and to encourage its being taught in

our schools, and she is to be congratulated

upon her latest contribution to this good

work. Teachers have only to see the charts

to insure the introduction of the same into

the class-room.

Stiles and Hasall announce in a recent,

number of the Veterinarj^ Magazine the

discovery of a new species of intestinal fluke

(Distoma tricolor) in the Cotton-tail rabbit

(Lepus sylvaticus, JBachman) and in the

Northern hare (L. americanvs Erxleben).

A NEW and serious enemy to pear trees

has recently been discovered in New Jei-sey

by Dr. Jolin B. Smith. It is a flat-headed

borer {Agrilus Sinnatus 01.) , a species com-

mon in Europe, and was imported into a

nurserj^ iu Union county, N. J., not more

than ten years ago. It is already wide-

spread in that State, probably occurring

also in New York. The last number of

' Insect Life ' (Vol. VII., No. 3) contains

an illustrated article on this pest.

M. G. V. Beethoumieu, in the first num-

ber of the current volume of Annales de la

Societe entomologique de France, has be-

gun the publication of what bids fair to be

a very complete monograph of the Ichneu-

monidm of Europe.

E. A. Smyth, Je., of the Vu-ginia Agri-

cultural College, has recently examined the

stomach contents of a large number of

hawks and owls, with the result that he is

able to show that the good ofiBces of many
of these birds by far overbalance any oc-

casional instance of ravages upon the poul-

try yard. The ' trim and dauntless little

sparrow hawk ' is found to be a very active

enemy of caterpillars, grasshoppei-s and

other insects, as well as of the ubiquitous

English sparrow, and to deserve protection

at the hands of all farmers.

The Cornell University Agricultural Ex-

periment Station Bulletins for December,

1894 (Nos.7S,80), just issued, treat respec-

tivel}^ of'The Quince in Western New York,'

a subject of considerable interest, inasmuch

as quinces are more extensively grown in

that district than anyiN'here else in North
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America ; and of ' The Variety and Leaf-

Blight of the Strawberry.' The publica-

tions of the Cornell Station excel in beauty

of illustration much of the material issued

by similar institutions.

ENTOMOLOGY.

In a recent and excellently illustrated

memoir (Musieum Dzieduszj'ckianum, iv-

Lemberg) on the insect fauna of the petro-

leum beds of Boroslow, Galicia, Lemnicki
describes no less than seventj'-six coleoptera,

of which nineteen arc regarded as identical

•with living European insects, while the

othere find their nearest allies in boreal

Europe, Asia and America. As only four

species are identical with those found by
Flach at Hosbach, Bavaria, in beds looked

upon as Lower Pleistocene bj' Plach, and
since the Hosbach coleoptera as a whole

show for less boreal affinities than those of

Galicia, Lemnicki thinks the Hosbach
fauna must be considered Middle Pleistocene

and the Galician Lower Pleistocene.

RUSSIAN SCIENCE NOTES.

The Jubilee-book issued bj' the Univer-

sity of Kasan in commemoration of the

Lobach6vsky centenary has already reached

a very large circulation. His compatriots

are pushing tiie non-EucIideau geometry.

N. P. Sokolov has just issued at Kiev
(Univei-sity Press) a pamphlet of 32 pages

(large 8vo) entitled ' The signilicance of

the researches of N. I. Lobachevsky in

geometry.'

Volume VI. of the second series of the

Bulletin of the phy.sico-mathematical society

of Kasjin, pp. l.S-41, contains an interesting

contribution by W. Sichstel on the funda-

mental theorems of spherical geometry.

Two books on America have latelj- been
published in Russia. One is by Witkowsky,
a scientist sent by the Russian government
to study geodetic work in the United States.

The other is published by a Russian, now

resident in Los Angeles, who has been more
than ten years in America, and has here

amassed a fortune. He is a fervid republi-

can, and WTites under the nom-de-pliime

Tverski.

The well-known and justly admired writer

Korolenko, ranked by tlie Russians second

only to Tolstoi of li\dng authors, was during

1893 in America, and is about to issue his

impressions of travel. This book, because

of the high reputation of the author, is

awaited with keen interest.

George Bruce Halsted.

the cold spring harbor laboratory.

The a. a. A. S., at its Brooklyn meet-

ing, made two appropriations to aid research

in biological laboratories. One at "Wood's

Holl, of which notice was given in our last

number, and one at the Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory ; concerning which the follow-

ing is the wording of the vote :

'• That $100 be granted to Franklin W.
Hooper in behalf of the Biological Labora-

toiy at Cold Spring Harbor, to be devoted

to defraying the expense of original re-

seai'ch ; he nature of this to be approved

by a committee selected by the Council."

The committee appointed consists of the

Vice-Presidents-elect of Section F. and G.,

viz.: Prof. D. S. Jordan and Prof. J. S.

Arthur.

Applications are to be sent to Prof. F. W.
Hooper, Brooklj'ii Institute of Arts and

Sciences, or to Prof. H. W. Conn, Wesleyan

University, Middletown, Conn.

WASHINGTON LECTURES.

The Series of Saturday Lectures, compli-

mentary to the citizens of Washington, will

be continued during the season of 1S95, un-

der the joint auspices of the Anthropological

and Geological Societies. Two courses have

been provided for, each so arranged as to

give a logical introduction to the science

treated.
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The addresses will be delivered in the

Lecture Hall of U. S. National Museum,
4:20 to 5:30 p. m., on the dates specified.

Citizens of Washington and their friends are

cordiallj^ invited to attend.

The anthropologic course will comprise:

( 1 ) an exposition of the elements of anthro-

pology \>y the President of the Anthropo-

logical Society, and (2) somewhat more de-

tailed expositions of the dififerent branches

of the science of man by representatives of

the four sections of the Society. The geo-

logic course, which is provisionally ar-

ranged, will comprise an exposition of the

growth of North America from the most

ancient geologic period to the present time,

illustrated by maps showing various stages

in continental development.

ANTHROPOLOGY.

February 23.— What is the Science of Demol-

ogy f Major J. W. Powell.

March 2.

—

Human Growth : De. Franz Boas.

March 9.

—

The Founding of Sociology : Vice-

President Lester F. Ward.
March 16.

—

The Progress of the Scientific

Method : Vice-PresidentW J McGee.
March 23.

—

The Gh-owth of Arts: Vice-Presi-

dent Frank Hamilton Gushing.

geology.

March ZQ.—The Continent in Algonkian Time :

Prof. C. E. Van Hise.

April 6.

—

The Continent in Cambrian and

Silurian Time: Hon. Charles D. Wal-
COTT.

April 13.

—

The Continent in Devonian Time:

Marius R. Campbell.

April 20.

—

The Continent in Cretaceous and

Tertiary Time: G. K. Gilbert.

April 27.

—

The Continent in Glacial and Re-

cent Time: Prop. William B. Clark.

A PROPOSED NATIONAL UNIVERSITY.

Representative Hainer, of Nebraska,

has introduced a bill to establish the Uni-

versity of America, in which each State,Ter-

ritorjr and Congressional District shall be en-

titled to an equal proportionate number of

students, chosen by means of open competi-

tive examinations. Instruction in all the

branches of all departments of knowledge is

to be given, and facilities furnished for scien-

tific and literarj' research and investigation.

The government of the University is to be

vested in a board of twenty regents.

—

Even-

ing Post.

GENERAL.

John Murray has published the report

of the Oxford meeting of the British As-

sociation edited by the Assistant Secre-

tary, Mr. G. Griffith. In addition to the

address of the President, Lord Salisbui-y,

and those of the Vice-Presidents of the

several sections, there are printed in full

eight papers by special invitation of the

general committee, among them Professor

Langley's On Recent Researches in the Infra

Red Spectrum. The other papers are given

in abstract or by title onlJ^ Four hundred

pages, half the volume, are taken up by the

reports of committees and investigators,

previously appointed.

Dr. Hermann Weber, a Fellow of the

College of Physicians in London, gave last

December £2,.500 for the purpose of found-

ing a prize to be given triennially for the

best essay on tubercular consumption. The

competition is open to writers in all coun-

tries.

The Vienna Academy of Sciences has

received by the will of Josef Treitel 800,-

000 florins to be used for the advancement

of astronomy.

Professor Weldon is announced to dis-

cuss Variation in Animals and Plants at the

second of the special meetings of the Royal

Society.

M. GuiGNARD has been elected a mem-
ber of the Section of Botanj^ of the Paris

Academy of Sciences, succeeding M. de

Chartre.
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Dr. F. N. Schmitz, Professor of Botany

in the University of Greifswald, died on

January 28, at the age of 44.

TuE Universitj' of Wisconsin has begun

the publication of series of bulletins in

Philology and Literature, in Science, in

Engineering, and in Economics, Political

Science and History. The numbers so far

issued are : On the Speed of the Liberation of

Iodine in Mixed Solution-i uf Potassium Chlorate,

Potassium Iodide and Hydrochloric Acid, bj'

Herman Schmidt. Track, bj' L. F. Loree.

Some Practical Hints in Dynamo Design, by
Gilbert "Wilkes. The Steel Construction of

Buildings, by C. T. Purdy. The Evolution of

a Switchboard, bj' Arthur Vaughan Abbott.

The Geographical Distribution of the Vote of

the Thirteen States on the Federal Constitution,

17S7-S, by Orin Grant Libby.

The J. B. Lippincott Co. announce Sug-

gestions to Hospital and Asylum Visitors, by Dr.

John S. Billings and Dr. Henry M. Hurd,
and A Text-book of Chemistry, intended for

the use of pharmaceutical and medical

students, by Professors Samuel P. Sadtler

and Henry Trimble, of the Philadelphia

College of Pharmacy.

GiNX & Co. announce The Religions of

India, by Edward Wasliburn Hopkins.

D. Appleton & Co. announce The Story

of the Stars, by G. F. Chambers, as the first

volume in a new series of ' Useful Stories.'

This series includes The Story of the Earth,

by H. G. Seeley ; The Story of the Primitive

Man, by Edward Clodd; The Story of the

Solar System, by G. F. Chambers. The
same publishei-s announce a translation of

Max Nordau's Entartung.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.

TuE Section of Geology and Mineralogy,
on February 18, listened to papers of which
the following are abstracts: Heinrich Ries

described the geologj- and petrography of the
' Harrison Granite " of Westchester county,

N. Y. This forms an elongated belt, prin-

cipally in the town of Harrison, on Long
Island Sound, and is in the mid.st of the

mica schists, which Dr. F. J. H. Merrill re-

gards and has recently mapped as meta-

morphosed representatives of the Hudson
River stage. The granite contains both

hornblende and biotite and is really a gran-

ite-diorite. It is all more or less gneissic,

and shades from a coarsely laminated va-

riety with many ' Augen ' of feldspar, in the

central portion, to decidedly schistose vari-

eties at the border. Evidences of crushing

and manj' curious inclusions in the feldspar

are abundant.

In discussion, J. F. Kemp cited the

many intrusive bosses of granite all along

the north shore of the Sound from Stony

Creek.Conn., tojSTiantic, R. I. The results

of observations as yet unpublished, on those

in Rhode Island, were given and a few notes

on their mineralogj-.

G. F. Kunz followed with a pajior on the
' INIinerals used for the Assyrian, Babylo-

nian and Sassanian Cylinders, Seals, etc.,'

which was illustrated by many specimens

and lantern slides. An abstract of the pa-

per, M'hich will l^e jH'inted in full in the

Transactions of the Academj^, is as follows

:

The seals that date from 4000 B. C. to

2500 B. C. are cjlinders, a form that is

thought to have been suggested by the joint

of a reed. Nearly all depict animals with-

out other ornamentation. They were made
of black or green serpentine, conglomerate,

diorite, and often of the central whorls of

the large conchs from the Persian Gulf.

From 2.500 to 600 B. C. the cylindrical shape

continues, but, in addition to the animals,

from one to six rows of cuneiform charac-

ters appear. Variously colored chalcedony,

(especially a blue variety), brick red ferru-

ginous quartz and red hematite are also

used. Up to this time the carving was
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done with a sapphire point, but in the fifth

century wheel-work begtas to appear. In

the sixth century B. C. cylinders begin to

be partially replaced by cone-shaped seals,

and by the scaraboid forms introduced from

Egypt. From the third century B. C. to

the third century A. D. the seals become
lower and flatter, and finally graduate into

rings, mostly with Persian or Sassanian

characters. Although in part made from

the stones of the neighboring hills, yet rarer

materials begin to appear—evidently ob-

tained by trade with Egypt and other coun-

tries more or less remote.

In addition to the minerals mentioned

above, the following are recognized : clear,

pellucid quartz, amethyst, agates of various

colors, lapis-lazuli irom Bodakshan tu Tur-

kestan, amazon-stone, possibly of Egyptian

origin, calcite, green and white and iu the

form of various marbles, aragonite, gj'psum,

syenite and jade.

It is hoped that further study may enable

us to trace these minerals to then- original

localities with greater certainty.

J. F. Kemp, Recording Secretary.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

THE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL

SOCIETY, MABCH.

The Synthetic Food of the Future : Hakvey
W. Wiley.

The Determination of Phosphoric Acid : H.
Pemberton, Jr.

On the Estimation of Sulphur in Pyrites : G.

Lunge.

Improvement in the Manufacture of Acetone:

E. R. Squibb.

Report of Committee on Atomic Weights, Pub-

lished During 1894.: F. W. Clark.

Coloring Matter in the California Red Wines

:

W. D. BiGELOW.

The Penetration Machine—An Explanation:

H. C. BOWEN.
Notes : Argon.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY, JAN.

Comparative Ohservations on the Indirect Color

Range of Children, Adtdfs, and Adults Train-

ed in Color : Geo. W. A. Luckey.
Minor Studies from the Psychological Laboratory

of Cornell University: TaMe Dreams: E.

B. Titchexer. On the Quantitative Deter-

mination of an Optical Illusion : R. Wata-
NABE, Ph. D. The Ctdaneous Estimation of

Open and Filled Sjmce : C. S. Parrish.

The Daily Life of a Protozoan; A Study in

Comparative Psycho-physiology :C F. Hodge,
Ph. D., and H. Austin Aikins, Ph. D.

Minor Studies from the Psychological Laboratory

of Clark University : A Study of Individual

Psychology: Caroline Miles. The Mem-
ory After-image and Attention : Arthur H.

Daniels, Ph. T>. On the Least Observable

Interval between Stimidi addressed to Dis-

parate Senses and to Different Organs of the

Same Sense : Alice J. Hamlin. Notes on

New Apparatus : Edmund C. Sanford.

On the Words for ' Anger ' in Certain Lan-

guages ; A Study in Linguistic Psychology:

A. F. Chamberlain, Ph. D.

A Laboratory Course in Physiological Psychol-

ogy ; The Visual Perception of Space : Ed-

mund C. Sanford.

Proceedings of the Third Annual Meeting of

the American Psychological Association at

Princeton.

Psychological Literature.

NEW BOOKS.
History of Chemistry. F. P. Venable. Bos-

ton, D. C. Heath & Co. 1894. Pp. viii

+ 157.

Mental Development of the Child and the Race.

Methods and Processes. James IVIaek

Baldwin. New York and London, Mac-

millan&Co. 1895. Pp. xvi+496. $2.60.

Qualitative Chemical Analysis of Inorganic

Substances as Practiced in Georgetown Col-

lege, D. C. New York, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago, American Book Company. 1894,

Pp. 61.
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THE PLANT INDIVIDUAL IN THE LIGHT OF
EVOLUTION*

THE PHILOSOPHY- OF BUD-VARIATION, AND ITS

BEARING UPON WEISMANNISM.

I.

Whil-st tlie aniuial and vegetable kiug-

doms originate at a common point and are

not clearly distinguishable in a number of

* Address before the Biological Society of Wash-
ington, Jan. 12, 1895.

the lower groups or organic beings, thej^

nevertheless diverge rapidly and they finally

become very unlike. I believe that we
shall find that this divergence into two
coordinate branches of organic nature is

brought about bj' the operation of at least

two fundamentally distinct laws. There is

a most unfortunate tendency, at the pres-

ent time, to attempt to account for all phe-

nomena of evolution upon some single

hj-pothesis which the observer may think

to be operative in the particular group of

animals or plants which he may be studj--

ing. For myself, I cannot believe that all

forms of life are the results of any one law.

It is possible that all recent explanations of

evolution contain more or less truth, and
that one of them may have been the cause

of certain developments , whilst others have

been equally fundamentally important in

other groups of organisms. If I were a
zoologist, and particularly an entomologist,

I should hold strongly to the views of La-

marck; but, being a horticulturist, I must
accept largely, for the objects which come
within the range of my vision, the princi-

ples of Darwin. In other words, I believe

that both Lamarckism and Dai-winism arc

true ; and, in this connection, it is signifi-

cant to observe that Lamarck propounded

his theory from studies of animals, whilst

Dai'win was first led to his theoiy from ob-

servations of plants. I am willing to

admit, also, at least for the sake of argu-
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ment, that Weismannism, or the Neo-

Darwinian philosophy, may be true for

some organisms, but it is wholly untenable

for plants.

There is one feature of this difference be-

tween the animal and the plant to which I

wish to call your attention on this occasion.

It is the meaning of individuality in the

two. I must say, at the outset, that when

I speak of a plant or an animal I refer to

those higher forms which the layman knows

by these names, for it is not my purpose to

discuss the original causes of divergence so

much as those phenomena of individuahtj^'

which are most apparent to the general ob-

server. The animal may be said to have

complete autonomy. It has a more or less

definite span of life. It grows old and dies

withoiit having been impaired by decay,

and the period of death may have no imme-

diate relation to environment. It has a defi-

nite number of parts, and each part or organ

is differentiated and performs one function,

and this function serves the whole animal

and not the organ itself. If any part is re-

moved the animal is maimed and the part

cannot be supplied, and the severed portion

has no power to reproduce either itself or

the animal from which it came. The only

means by which the animal can multiply is

by a union of sexes. The plant, on the con-

trary, has no perfect or simple autonomy.

It has no definite or pre-determined proxi-

mate span of life, except in those instances

when it is annual or biennial, and here du-

ration is an evident adaptation to environ-

ment. The plant frequently dies as the re-

sult of decay. It has not a definite number

of parts, and each part of the plant may
perform a function for itself, and the part

may be useful to the remainder of the plant

or it may not. One part is like what all

other parts are or may be. If one portion

is removed the plant may not be injured; in

fact, the plant may be distinctly benefited.

And the severed portion may not only have

the power of reproducing itself, but it may
even reproduce an organism like that fi-om

which it came. In other words, j^lants mul-~

tiply both with and without sex. Poten-

tially, everj' node and interuode of the plant

is an individual, for it possesses the power,

when removed and properly cared for, of

expanding into what we call a plant, and of

perfecting flowers and seeds and of multiply-

ing its kind.

Those of j'ou who are botanists now re-

call the contention of Gaudichaud concern-

ing the plant unit or phyton. He proposed

that the leaf, -with its connecting tissues, is

the vegetable iadividual and that the plant

is a colony of these individuals. Gaudi-

chaud offered this theory as an explanation

of the morphology and physiology of plants,

and the hypothesis really has no place in

the present discussion; but, inasmuch as I

have borrowed the word which he proposed

for the plant unit, it is no more than fair

that I should explain his use of it ; and this

explanation may serve, incidental^, to il-

lustrate some of the problems of individual-

ity to which I shall recur. Gaudichaud,

while recognizing that a cell which develops

into a biid is itself an individual, neverthe-

less considered that the leaf, with its de-

pendent tissues, represents the simple vege-

table unit. Each of these units has an

aerial or ascending part and a radicular

part. The ascending part has thi-ee kinds

of tissues or merithals—the stem merithal,

petiolar merithal and the limbic merithal.

N"ow, each phj^ton fixes itself upon the

trunk or upon an inferior phyton, in the

same manner as a plant fixes itself in the

soil, and, sending its vascular threads

downwards between the bark and the wood,

is enabled to support itself upon the plant

colony; and, at the same time, the exten-

sion of these threads produces the thicken-

ing of the stem, and the superposition of

phjiions increases the height of the plant.

This mechanical theorj^ of the morphologj'
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of plants was not original with Gaudichaud,

but he greatly enlarged it and gave it most

of its historic value, and, what is more to

our purpose, he used the word phyton,

which, in lieu of a better one. I shall use as

a convenient expression for that asexual

portion of any plant which is capable of re-

producing itself. Gaudichaud's fanciful

hypothesis was not completely overthrown

until the exact studies of Von Mohl upon

the vegetable cell established a rational

basis of morphology and physiolog}'.

What I Avish now to show is that the

evolution of the vegetable kingdom cannot

be properly understood until we come to

feel that the phyton, or each portion of the

plant, which, when removed, has the capa-

bilitj- of reproducing itself and its parent,

is in reality a potential autonomy. In

doing this I shall not forget that the plant

also has an individuality as a whole, but as

this feature is quite aside fi-om my argu-

ment and is the conception of the plant

which is every^vhere accepted, I shall, ne-

cessarily confine my remarks to the indi-

vidual life of the phyton. The mere fact

that the phjiion may reproduce itself is not

the most important point, but, rather, that

each part of the plant maj' respond in a

diflferent manner or degree to the effects of

environment and heredity. Before proceed-

ing to this matter, I should say that there

is no doubt about the capability of every

plant to lie propagated asexually. It is

true that all plants have not been so propa-

gated, but there is every reason to suppose

that the gardener can acquire the requisite

skill to grow, oaks and hickories from cut-

tings were it worth his while to do so. At
present there are cheaper modes of multi-

plying these plants. But certain pines and
spruces, which do not seed under cultiva-

tion, are propagated by cuttings, and the

tissue of the.se trees is as little adapted to

such use as that of any plants with which I

am acquainted. The fact that plants are

not grown from cuttings does not prove

that they cannot be so propagated, for we
know that the essential structure of all of

them is very similar, and that each node

and internode—or each phyton-—does or

may produce branches and flowers and
seeds when it is borne upon its parent plant.

And I should remind you that those plants

which are not readily multiplied by cuttings

are generally propagated by grafting, which,

for illustration, amounts to the same thing,

for we only substitute the stock of another

plant for the soil. Plants of the most vari-

ous kinds are readily multiplied by graft-

age. Even tuberous herbaceous stems,

which are not commonly associated with

the arti of the grafter, unite with ease. One
of the latest investigators in this field is a

Frenchman, Daniel, and his conclusions

upon the physiology of gi'afted plants show
that the phj-siological modifications in these

plants are largely such as arise from physi-

cal causes, showing that the parts still

preserve their essential autonomy.

Now, if every plant varies in the number
of parts, or phytons, of which it is com-

posed, it follow'S that this number must be

determined by agencies which act imme-

diately upon the given plant itself. AVe all

know that the number of these parts is de-

termined veiy largely by environment.

A dozen plants springing from the same

capsule may vary immensely in the num-
bers of their branches, leaves and flowers,

and this variation is generally obviously

correlated with amoimt of food, amount of

space which the plant is allowed to occupy,

and other physical conditions which afl'ect

its welfare. But we not only find that no

two plants have the same number of parts,

but that no two branches in the same plant

are alike. One part grows longer, one more

erect, one has greener leaves, one bears

more fruit. So, too, there may be different

forms of flowei*8 on the same plant, a sub-

ject to which Darwin has devoted an entire
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volume. We know, also, that this varia-

tion amongst the sisterhood or colony of

branches is determined by very much the

same conditions which determine variation

in independent plants growiug in soil. I

believe that the primary and most im-

portant determinant of this variation is the

variation in food supply, the same which

Darwin believed to be the most potent fac-

tor in the origination of variations in gen-

eral. That branch or phj^on which re-

ceives the most food, because of its position

or other incidental cu-cumstance, is the one

which gTOws the largest, has the heaviest

and greenest leaves, and, in the end, is the

most fruitful. I use the word food to desig-

nate not only the supply of nuti-iment

which is derived fi-om the soil, but also that

obtained irom the air and which is most

quickly and thoroughly elaborated in the

presence of the brightest sunlight. Thus

the uppermost branches of the tree, whilst

farthest from the root, are generally the

strongest, because they are more freelj^ ex-

posed to light and air and their course is

least impeded. Many bi'anches in the in-

terior of tree tops are undoubtedly parasites

upon the plant colony, taking from it more
than they return.

If the number of the plant units is deter-

mined by circumstances peculiar to that

plant, and if there is variation amongst

these units in any plant, then it follows that

there must be struggle for existence between

them. And this struggle diifers from the

conflict between independent plants in the

complex battle for life only in the circum-

stance that it is more intense or severe,

from the fact that the combatants are more
closely associated. There are weak branches

and strong branches, and the survival of the

fittest is nature's method of pruniug. The
strong terminal branch, shootiug upwards
towards air and sunlight, makes the bole of

the tree, whilst the less fortunate or side

branches perish and fall. The leaf surface

of any tree or large plant is always puslung

outwards towards the peripherj', which is

only another way of saying that the an- ,

terior branches die. I often find fruit

growers who refuse to prune their trees be-

cause they believe it to be unnatural, while

at the same time theu" tree tops are full of

dead limbs, eveiy one a monument to the

stupiditj^ of the owner !

Now, the effect of this struggle for exist-

ence allows of mathematical measurement.

Each bud should produce a branch or a clus-

ter of fruit. A seedling peach tree maj"^ be

two feet high the fii'st year, producing thirty

leaves, and ui every axil a bud. Each of

these buds should produce a branch, which

should again produce thirty buds. The
third year, therefore, whilst the tree is only

six or eight feet liigh, it should have 900

branches, and in the fourth year 27,000 !

Yet a peach tree twenty j-ears old may not

have more than 1,000 branches ! That is,

manj' millions of possible branches have

been suppressed or have died. I once

made an actual observation of such a battle

and counted the dead and wounded. A black

cherrj' tree came up near mj^ door. The
first year it made a straight shoot nineteen

inches high which produced twenty-seven

buds. It also sent out a branch eight inches

long which bore twelve buds. The little

tree had therefore enlisted thirty-niue sol-

diers for the comiag conflict. The second

year twenty of these buds did not grow.

Nineteen of them made an effort, and these

produced 370 buds. In two j'ears it made
an effort, therefore, at 409 branches, but at

the close of the second year there were only

twenty-seven branches iipon the tree. At
the close of the third year the little tree

should have produced about 3,-500 buds or

branch-germs. It was next observed in

Julj^ of its fourth year, when it stood just

eight feet high ; instead of having between

3,000 and 4,000 branches, it bore a total of

297, and most of them were onlj' weak
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spurs from one to three inches long. It

wtis plain that not more than twenty, at

the outside, of even this small number could

long persist. The main stem or trunk bore

forty-three branches, of which onlj- eleven

had much life in them, and even some of

this number showed signs of weakness. In

other words, in mj- little cherrj' tree, stand-

ing alone and having things all its own

way, only one bud out of every 175 suc-

ceeded in making even a fair start towards

a permanent branch. And this struggle

must have proceeded with greater severity

as the top became more complex, had I not

put an end to its ti-avail with the axe !

II.

I am now ready to say that I believe bud-

variation to be one of the most significant

and important phenomena of vegetable life,

and that it is due to the same causes, oper-

ating in essentially the same way, which

underlie all variation in the plant world.

As some of you may not be familiar with

the technical use of the term, I will explain

that a bud-variety is an unusual or striking

form or branch appearing upon a plant ; or,

as Darwin put it, bud-variation is a term

used to " include all those sudden changes

in structure or appearance which occasion-

ally occur in full-grown plants in their

flower-buds or leaf-buds." A classical ex-

ample is the origination of the nectarine

from a branch of a peach ti'ee ; and one

often hears of Russet apples upon a certain

branch of Greening apple tree, of weeping,

variegated or cut-leaved shoots on otherwise

normal trees, or of potatoes that 'mix in the

hill.' Now, this matter of bud-variation

has been a most puzzling one to all writers

upon evolution who have touched upon it.

It long seemed to me to be inexplicable,

but I liope that you will now agree with me
in saying that it is no more unmtelligible

than seminal variation of plants, for I have

already shown that there is abundant asex-

ual variation (of which bud-variation is

itself the proof), and that this variation

takes place as readily when the phj-ton is

growing upon a plant as when it is growing

in the soil. The chief trouble has been, in

the consideration of this subject, that per-

sons have obsei'S'ed and recorded only the

most marked or striking variations, or those

which appear somewhat suddenly (although

suddenness of appearance usually means

that the observer had not noticed it before),

and that they had therefore thought bud-

variation to be rare and exceptional. The

truth is, as I have said, that every branch

or phj-ton is a bud-variety, diflering in

greater or lesser degree from all other

phytons on the same plant. These difier-

ences, even when marked, may arise in

every part of the parent plant, as on stems

aerial and subterranean, from bulbs and

tubers, or even fi-om the adventitious buds

of roots ; and the characters of these vari-

eties are as various as those originating

from seeds. The nm-serj'man knows that

branches differ amongst themselves, for

he instructs his budders to cut buds only

from the top-most shoots of the nursery

rows in order that he may grow straight,

vigorous trees ; and every farmer's boy

knows that the reddest and earliest apples

grow on the uppermost branches, and his

father will always tell him that he should

never select cions from the center or lower

part of a tree. Every skilful horticulturist

will tell you that the character of the

orchard is determined very largely by the

judgment of the propagator in selecting

cions. To select out the extreme forms of

these variations and to attempt to explain

bud-variation by them is exactly like se-

lecting the extreme tj^pes of seminal

variations, and, by ignoring the lesser ones

and the intermediates, to attempt to build

thereon a theorj' of the variation of plants.

If you ask me why it is that the nectarine

was produced upon a branch of a peach
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tree I will answer that nectarines have

also been produced from peach seeds. The
answer to one answers the other. It is

true that bud-variations, if we use that

term, as we logically must, to denote all

variations between phytons, are commonly
less marked than seed-variations, but this

is only because the conditions of origin and

environment of the phyton are less varied

than those of the seedling. The phytons

originate from one parent, not from two

;

and they all grow in very like conditions.

But I am convinced that, when we consider

the plant individual in the light of evolu-

tion, the bugbear of bud-variation vanishes.

A good proof that bud-variation and seed-

variation are one in kind is afforded by the

fact that selection can be practiced for the

improvement of forms originating by either

means. Darwin was surprised, as he says,

to " hear from Mr. Salter that he brings the

principle of selection to bear on variegated

plants propagated by buds, and has thus

greatly improved and fixed several varie-

ties. He informs me that at first a branch

often produces variegated leaves on one side

alone, and that the leaves are marked only

with an irregular edging, or with a few lines

of white and yellow. To improve and fix

such varieties he finds it necessary to en-

courage the buds at the bases of the most

distinctly marked leaves and to propagate

from them alone. By following, with per-

severance, this plan during three or four

successive seasons a distinct and fixed var-

iety can generally be secured." This prac-

tice, or similar ones, is not only well known
to gardeners, but we have seen that nature

selects in the same manner, through the op-

eration of the same struggle for subsistence

which Darwin so forcibly applied to all other

forms of modification . Once given the three

fundamental principles in the phylogeny of

the phyton, the variation amongst them-

selves, the struggle for existence, the capa-

bility of perpetuating themselves—an in-

disputable trinity—and there can no long-

er be anj' doubt as to the fundamental like-

ness of the bud-variety and the seed-variety.-

Yet I must bring another proof of this

likeness to your miad. It is well known
that the seedlings of plants become more

variable as the species is cultivated
;
and it

is also true that bud-varieties are more fre-

quent and more marked in cultivated

plants. Note, for example, the tendency of

cultivated plants to bear variegated or cut-

leaved or weeping shoots, and the fact that

the colors and doubleness of flowers often

vary greatly upon the same plant. Many of

our best known roses, carnations, chrysan-

themums, violets and other garden plants

originated as bud-sports. This fact is so well

known that critical gardeners are always on

the alert for such variations. In any house

of 200 roses, aU grown from cuttings, the

grower will expect to find more than one de-

parture from the type, either in color or free-

dom of bloom or in habit of plant. Every

gardener will recall the ' sporting ' tenden-

cies of Perle des Jardins rose, and the fact

that several commercial varieties have

sprung from it by bud-variation. As early

as 1865 Carriere gave a descriptive list of

154 named bud-varieties, and remarked at

length upon their frequency amongst culti-

vated plants. This fact of greater bud-

variability under cultivation was fully

recognized by Darwin, and he regarded this

as one of the strongest proofs that such va-

riation, like seed-variation, is " the direct

result of the conditions of life to which

the plant has been exposed."

In order to extend the proofs of the es-

sential ontogenetic likeness of bud and semi-

nal variations, I wUl call to j^our remem-

brance the fact that the chai'acters of the

two phytons may be united quite as com-

pletely by means of asexual or graft hybrid-

ism as bj' sexual hybridism. I do not need

to pursue this subject, except to say that

we now believe that graft-hybrids are rare'
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and exceptional chioHy because the sub-

ject has received little experimeutal at-

tention. Certainly the list given by Focke,

and the anatomical researches of Maciar-

lane, show that such hybrids may be ex-

pected in a wide variety of subjects and

with some frequency. It is now stated pos-

itively by Daniel, as the result of direct ex-

periment, that the seeds of cions of certain

cultivated herbs which are grafted upon a

wild plant give ofl'spring which show a

marked return to the wild type. I should

also add that the breaking up of seminal

hybrids into the characters of either parent

may take place, as Darwin has shown,

through either seed- or bud-variation. You
are all no doubt aware that hybrids gener-

ally tend to revert to the types from which

thej- sprung, and this sometimes occurs

even in hybrid offspring which is propagated

exclusively by buds or cuttings.

Still another proof of the similarity of

bud-varieties and seed-varieties is the fact

that the seeds of bud-varieties are quite as

likely to reproduce the variety as the seeds

of seed-varieties are to reproduce their

parents. Darwin and others have recorded

this seminal transmission of bud-sports.

" Notwithstanding the sudden production

ofbud-varieties," Darwin writes, '' the char-

acters thus acquired are sometimes capable

of transmission hy seminal reproduction .

Mr. Elvers has found that moss-roses

[which are bud-varieties] generallj' repro-

duce themselves by seed ; and the mossy

character has been transferred by crossing

from one species to another." This general

fact that bud-sports may reproduce many
of their essential acquired characters by
seeds is so well grounded in the minds of

gardeners that the most critical of them
make no distinction, in this respect, be-

tween varieties of bud and seed origin when
selecting parents for making crosses. And
if we can prove the siniilaritj' of bud and
seed variations bj' showing that both bear

the same relation to transmission of char-

acters bj' means of seedage, we can demon-

strate it equally well Ijy the conver.se pro-

position—that Ijoth bear the same relation

to the perpetuation of their features by

cuttings. Some seed-varieties will not
' come true ' by cuttings, and there are also

some bud-sports wliieli will not, as every

gardener of experience knows. I will cite

a single case of ' sporting ' in bud offspring.

One winter a chance tomato plant came up
in one of my greenhouses. I let it grow,

and it bore fruit quite unlike any other

variety which I ever saw. There was no
other tomato plant in the house. I propa-

gated it both by seeds and cuttings. I

had two generations of cuttings. Those

taken directly from the parent plant,

' came true ' or verj' nearlj'^ so ; then a lot

of cuttings from these cutting-grown plants

was taken, making the second asexual gen-

eration from the original seedling. While
most of the seeds ' came true,' few of these

second cuttings did, and, moreover, thej'

' sported ' into several veiy unlike forms

—

so much unlike that I had both red and
yellow fruits from them. In respect to

transmission of characters, then, bud- and
seed-varieties are alike, because either class

may or maj- not transmit its marks either

by seeds or buds.

Finallj', let me say, in proof of the further

similaritj" of bud- and seed-variations, that

each class follows the incidental laws of

external resemblance which pertain to the

other class. For instance, there are analo-

gous variations in each, giving rise to the

same kinds of variegation, the same anoma-

lies of cut and colored foliage, of weeping

branches, party-colored fi'uits and the like;

and the number of similar variations may
be as great for any ameliorated plant in the

one class as in the other. The most expert

observer is not able to distinguish between

bud-varieties and seed-varieties ; the only

way of distinguishing the two is by means
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of the records of their origins, and because

such records of any varieties are few we
have come to overlook the fi-equency of

bud-variation and to ascribe all progressive

variability in the vegetable kingdom to

seeds or sex.

Whilst it is not my purpose to discuss

the original sources of bud-variations, I

cannot foi'bear to touch upon one very re-

markable fact concerning reversions. It is

a common notion that all bud-varieties are

atavistic, but this position is untenable if

one accepts the hypothesis, which I have

here outlined, of the ontogenetic individual-

ity of the phyton, and if he holds, at the

same time, to the transforming influence of

environment. It is also held by some that

bud-varieties are the effects of previous

crossing, but this is controverted by Dar-

win in the statement that characters some-

times appear in bud-varieties which do not

pertain to any known living or extinct spe-

cies ; and the observations which I am
about to recite also indicate the improba-

bility of such influence in a lai'ge class of

cases. The instances to which I call your

attention are, I think, true reversions to

ancestral types. Those of you who have

observed the young non-blooming shoots of

tulip-tree, sassafras and some other trees

will have noticed that the leaves upon them
often assume unusual shapes. Thus the

leaves of sassafras often vary from the typ-

ical oval form to thi-ee-lobed and mitten-

shaped upon the strong shoots. There are

the most various forms on many tulip-trees,

the leaves ranging from almost circular and

merely emarginate to long-ovate and vari-

ously lobed ; all of them have been most

admirably illustrated and discussed recently

by Holm in the proceedings of the National

Museum. Holm considers the various

forms of these liriodendron leaves to be so

many proofs of the invalidity of the fossil

species which very closely resemble them.

This may be ti-ue, for there are probablj'' no

specific names of organisms founded upon
so fragmentary and scant material as those

applied to fossil plants ; and yet I cannot

help feeling that some of these contempora-

neous variations are reversions to verj' old

types. I was first led to this opinion by a

study of the sports in ginkgo leaves, and
finding them suggestive of Mesozoic tj'pes.

" This variation in leaf characters," I wrote

at the time, " recalls the geologic liistorj' of

the ginkgo, for it appears to be true that

leaves upon the j'oung and vigorous shoots

of trees are more like their ancestors than

are the leaves upon old plants or less vigor-

ous shoots, as if there is some such genea-

logical record in leaves as there is in the de-

velopment of embryos in animals." Subse-

quent observation has strengthened my be-

lief in the atavistic origin of manj^ of these

abnormal forms, and this explanation of

them is exactlj^ in line with the characters

of reversions in animals and in cultivated

plants. It would, of course, be futile to at-

tempt any discussion of the merits of the

specific types proposed by palfeobotanists,

but in those cases, like the ginkgo, where

the geologic types are fairly well marked,

constant and frequent, and where the similar

contemporaneous variations are rare, there

is apparently good reason for regarding

contemporaneous forms as fitful recollec-

tions of an ancient state ; and this supposi-

tion finds additional sujiport in the ginkgo,

because the species is becoming extinct, a

fact which also applies to the tulip-ti-ee,

which is now much restricted in its disti'i-

bution. I am further reinforced in this view

by Ward's excellent study of the evolution

of the plane-tree, for, in this instance, it

seems to be well determined that the geo-

logic tj'pe has fau'lj^ well marked specific

characters, and the auricular or peltate base

upon contemporaneous leaves, which re-

cords the connection between the two, is

sufficiently rare to escape comment. Va-

rious waiters have remarked upon the
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similarities of these occasional leaves to

geologic types, but, so far as I recall,

they regard them as remnants or ves-

tiges of the ancient types rather than as

revei-sions to them. There is this impor-

tant diflference between a remnant and a re-

version. A remnant or rudiment is more

or less uniformly present under normal

conditions, and it should give evidence of

being slowly on the decline ; whilst a rever-

sion is a reappearance of wholly lost char-

acters under unusual or local conditions.

Now, mj^ chief reasons for considering these

sports to be reversions is the fact that thej'

occur upon the sterile and verdurous shoots,

the very shoots which are most likely to

vary and to revert because they receive the

greatest amount of food supply, as Darwin

has shown to be the case with independent

plants. And I am therefore able to make
still another analogy between phytons and

plants, and to illustrate again the essential

sameness of bud-variations and seed-varia-

tions.

III.

I now wish to recall j'our attention more

specifically to the subject of asexual varia-

tion. I have showai that no two branches

are alike any more than are any two plants.

I have also cited the frequent occurrence of

differences so marked that they are called

bud-varieties or sports. Carriere enumer-

ated over 150 of them of commercial im-

portance in France, and, as nearly as I can

estimate, there are no fewer than 200 named
horticultural varieties grown at the present

moment in this counti-y wliich had a like

origin. It is also kno«Ti that there are a

number of species in which seeds are prac-

tically unknown, and yet which run into

many varieties, as the pineapple, banana
and bread-fruit ; and note, if you will, the

great variations in weeping willows, a tree

which never fruits in this countiy. In our

gardens there are three or four varieties of

the common seedless ' top ' onion, and I

have been able, by treatment, to vary the

root of the horse-radish, a plant which

rarely, if ever, produces viable seeds in this

climate ; and there are variable seedless

plants in our greenhouses. I might also

cite the fact that most fungi are sexless, so

far as we know, and yet they have varied

into innumerable sjiecies. You will be in-

terested in a concrete case of the apple.

The Newtown Pippin, which originated

upon Long Island, New York, has been

widely disseminated by graftage. In Vir-

ginia it has varied into a form known as

the Albemarle Pippin, and a New York
apple exporter tells me that it is a poorer

shipper than the Northern Newtown and is

not so long-keeping. In the extreme North-

western States the Ne\vtiOwn, while- it has

not been rechristened there, is markedly

unlike the Eastern fruit, being much longer

and bearing distinct ridges about the apex.

Finally, in New South Wales, the ridges are

more marked and other characters appear,

and the variety is there known as the Five-

crowned Pippin. This is not an isolated

case. Most Northeastern varieties of apples

tend to take on this elongated form in the

Pacific Northwest, to become lieavj--grained

and coarse-striped in the Mississippi Valley

and tlie Plains, and to take other character-

istic forms in the higher lands of the South

Atlantic States. This asexual variation is

sometimes very rapid. An ilhistration came
directly under my own observation (and

upon wliich I have once rej)0rted) in the

case of the Chilian strawberry. Within

two years this plant, growing in my garden,

varied or departed from its wild type so

widely as to be indistinguishable from the

common garden strawberry, which has been

regarded by many botanists to be specifi-

cally distinct from the Chilian berry. This

remarkable departui'c, which has enabled

me, as I believe, to reconsti-uct the evolu-

tion of the garden strawben-y, was one in
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which no seedling plants were concerned.

If all the common garden strawberries owe
their origin to a Hke source—as I cannot

doubt—then we have here a most instruc-

tive case of sexless evolution, but one in

which the subsequent generations reproduce

these characters of sexless origin by means
of seeds.

This asexual modification is not confined

to domesticated plants. Any plant which

is widely distributed by man bj^ means of

cuttings or other vegetative parts may be ex-

pected to vary in the same manner, as much
experiment shows ; and if they behave in

this way when disseminated by man they

must undergo similar modification when
similarly disseminated by nature herself.

I need only cite a few instances of habitual

asexual distribution ofwild plants to recall to

your attention the fact that such means of

distribution is common in nature, and that in

some cases the dispersion over wide areas is

quite as rapid as b}^ means of seeds ; and

some plants, as various potamogetons, cera-

tophyllums and other aquatics, are more
productive of detachable winter buds and

other separable vegetable organs than they

are of seeds. The brittle willows drop theu*

twigs when injured by storms of ice or

wind, or hy animals, and many ofthese cut-

tings take root in the moist soil, and they

may be carried far down streams or distrib-

uted along lake shores ; the may-apple and
a host of rhizomatous plants march onward
from the original starting point ; the brj'-

ophyllum easily drops its thick leaves, each

one of which may establish a new colony of

plants ; the leaves of the lake-cress (Nas-

turtium lacustre) float down the streams

and develop a new plant while they travel

;

the house-leeks surround themselves with

colonies of ofi^-shoots, the black raspberry

travels by looping stolons, and the straw-

berry by long runners ; the tiger-lily scat-

ters its bulb-like buds, and all bulbiferous

plants spread quite as easily by their fleshy

parts as by seeds. Now all these vegetative

parts, when established as independent

plants, produce flowers and good seeds, and

these seeds often perpetuate the verj' char-

acters which have originated in the asexual

generations, as we haA'e seen in the case of

many bud-varieties ; and it should also be

remarked that these phj-tons usuallj^ trans-

mit almost perfectly the characters acquired

by the plant from which tliej' sprung. Or,

to put the whole matter in a convenient

phrase, there may be, and is, a progi-essive

evolution of plants without the aid of sex.

Now, where is Weismann's germ-plasm?

One of the properties of this material—if an

assumption can receive such designation

—

is its localization in the reproductive organs

or parts. But the phyton has no reproduc-

tive parts ; or, if it has them, they are de-

veloped after the phyton has lived a per-

fectly sexless life, and possibly after genera-

tions of such life, in which it and its progeny

may either have remained comparatively

stable or may have varied widely, as the

circumstances may have determined. If

any flower, therefore, contains germ-plasm

it must have derived it out of the asexual

or vegetative or soma-plasm. And I mU
ask where the germ-plasm is in ferns.

These plants are fertilized in the prothallic

stage, and one brief sexual state is all that

the plant enjoj^s, after which the sex-organs

die and whollj' disappear. The fern, as the

laj^man knows the plant, is whollj^ asexual,

and the spores are as sexless as buds
;
yet

these spores germinate and give rise to an-

other brief prothaUic or sexual stage, and if

there is any germ-plasm at all in these

fleeting sexual organs it must have come

fi-om the sexless spores. It is interesting

to note, in this connection, this bud-varia-

tion is as frequent in ferns as in other

plants. Or, if the Weismannians cau locate

the germ-plasm in all these instances, pray

tell us where it is in the mja-iads of sexless

fungi ! There is no such thing as continu-
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ous localization of germ-plasm in plants.

Weismann himself admits that the germ-

plasm must be distributed in ' minute frac-

tion ' in all ' somatic nuclei ' of the begonia

leaf, because that leaf is capable of giving

rise to new plants, by means of cuttings,

and all the plants may produce good

flowers, which, if they are sexual at all, are

so only by virtue of containing some of this

elusive germ-plasm. There is no other way
for these plants to get their germ-plasm, ex-

cept from the somatic leaf from which they

came. It would seem that this admission

undermines the whole theory of the local-

iziition of the germ-plasm in plants, for one

exception in the hypothesis must argue

that there are others. But not so ! There

are no insurmountable difficulties before

the Weismannians. It is the begonia which

is the exception, for it is abnormal for plants

to propagate by any such means ! The an-

swer which has been made to this state-

ment is that verj' many plants are jjropa-

gated asexually by horticulturists, and that

all plants can probably be so propagated if

there were any occasion for the eflbrt.

This answer is ti'ue ; but the philosophical

answer is that every phyton is an autonomj^

and that the mere accident of its growing

on the plant, in the soil, or in a bottle of

water, is wholly aside from the point, for

wherever it grows it lives at first a sexless

life, it has an individuality, competes with

its fellows, varies to suit its needs, and is

capable, finally, of developing sex.

Another fundamental tenet of "Weis-

mannism is the continuity of the germ-

plasm, the passing down from generation to

generation of a part or direct offspring of

the original germ-plasm. Now, if there is

any continuity in plants, this ancestral

gerin-j)lasm must be inextricably diffused in

the sonia-plasm, as I have said, for every

part or phyton of these plants, even to the

roots and parts of the leaves, is able to pro-

duce sexual parts or germ-plasm. And if

this germ-plasm is inextinguishably associ-

ated with every cell of the plant bodj', why
does it not receive aud transmit all incident

impressions upon the plant ? Why should

acquired characters impress themselves

upon the soma-plasm and not upon the

germ-plasm when this latter element is

contained in the very nuclei, as Weismann
admits, of somatic cells? If the theory of

the continuity of the germ-plasm is true for

plants, then acquired characters must be

transmitted ! The only escape from this

position is an arbitrary assumption that one

plasm is impressionable and that the other

is not ; and, now, that we can no louger rel-

egate the germ-plasm to imaginary deep-

seated germ-cells, such an assumption is too

bold, I think, to be suggested.

The entire Weismanuian hypothesis is

built upon the assumption that all perma-

nent or progressive variation is the result

of sexual union ; but I have shown that

there is much progressive variation in the

vegetable kingdom which is purely asexual,

and, for all we know, this type of modifica-

tion may proceed indefinitely. There is no

doubt of the facts ; and the only answer to

them which I can conceive the Weismanuian

to make is that these progressive variations

arise because of the latent influence of an-

cestral sexual unions. In reply to this I

should ask for proofs. Hosts of fungi have

no sex. I am not convinced but that there

may be strains or types of some species of

filamentous algte and other plants in which

there has never been sexual union, even

from the beginning. And I should bring,

in rebuttal, also, the result of direct obser-

vation and experiment to show that given

hereditable asexual variations are often the

direct result of climate, soil or other im-

pinging conditions. As a matter of fact,

we know that acquired characters may be

hereditary in plants : if the facts do not

agree with the hypothesis, so much the

worse for the hypothesis. Unfortuuately,
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the hypothesis is too apt to be capable of

endless coutractions and modifications to

meet individual cases. I sometimes think

that we are substituting for the philosophy

of observation a philosoj)hy of definitions.

I have, therefore, attempted to show :

1. That the plant is not a simple aiitono-

my in the sense in which the animal is.

2. That its parts are virtually independent

in respect to (a) propagation (equally either

when detached or still persisting upon the

parent plant), (b) struggle for existence

amongst themselves, (c) variation, (d)

transmission of their characters, either by

means of seeds or buds.

3. That there is no essential difference

between bud-varieties and seed-varieties,

apart from the mere fact of their unlike

derivation ; and the causes of variation in

the one case are the same as those in the

other.

4. That all these parts are at fii-st sexless,

but finally may or may not develop sex.

5. That much of the evolution of the

vegetable kingdom is accomplished by
whoUj^ sexless means.

There is, then, a fundamental unlikeness

in the ultimate evolution of animals and

plants. A plant, as we ordinarily know it,

is a colony of potential individuals, each one

of which, save the very first, is derived from

an asexual parent, yet each one may, and
usually does, develop sex. Each individual

is capable also of receiving a distinct or pe-

culiar influence of the environment and

struggle for existence, and is capable, there-

fore, of independent permanent modifica-

tion. It is not possible, therefore, that there

is any localization or continuity of a germ-

plasm in the sense in which these concep-

tions are applied to animals ; nor is it pos-

sible for the plant as a whole to make a

simple functional adaptation to environ-

ment. If there is a continuity of germ-

plasm in plants this element must of neces-

sity be intimately associated with every par-

ticle of the plant body, even to its very pe-

riphery, and it must directly receive external

impressions ; and this concept of AVeismann

—the continuitj'' of the germ-plasm—^be-

comes one of the readiest means of explain-

ing the transmission of acquired characters.

All these conclusions prove the unwsdom
of endeavoring to account for the evolution

of all the forms of life upon any single

hj'pothesis ; and thej' illustrate with great

emphasis the complexitj^ of even the funda-

mental forces in the progression of organic

nature. L. H. Bailey.

CoENELL University.

CUEBENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGBAPHY {III.).

woodward's smithsois'iaiv geographical

TABLES.

' The average geographer,' to whose needs

Professor Woodward has attempted to suit

the recent volume of Geographical Tables

issued by the Smithsonian Institution,

should certainljr feel liighly complimented

by this ti-ibute to his quality. The volume

contains, among manj' other matters, tables

of coordinates for the projection of poly-

conic maps, lengths of a degree on parallels

and meridians at different latitudes, areas

of latitude-and-longitude, quadi'ilaterals of

diiierent dimensions and at different lati-

tudes, adopted dimensions of the earth's

spheroid, value of gi-avity at the earth's sur-

face, and salient facts of phj'sical geodesj'.

The latter heading includes the ai-ea of the

earth, of oceans and continents, and the

average heights of continents and depths of

oceans, taken from Helmert's Geodiisie. For

areas the continents are given 51,886,000,

and the oceans 145,051,000 square miles.

The mean depth of the oceans is placed at

3,440 meters. The mean heights of the con-

tinents are given as follows : The earlier re-

sults of Humboldt's, still often quoted, and

the later ones of Penck (Morphologic der

Erdoberfliiche, 1894) being added for com-

parison.
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Humboldt. Helinert. Penck.

F^uropc,

Asia,

AfKca,

Australia,

20.5

351

300 330 m.

500 1010

500 (i()0

2.50 310

Xorth, 22S ) .,^America, '"V,"' ^T,. '; -'85 410 ^'i^. ] 650
houth, 34() ) boO j

All Continents. 30S 440 735

Tlie increase in tlie values of the latter

measures is probablj' an approacli to the

truth, for early explorations frequently gave

too much emphasis to narrow mountain

ranges, and too little to broad plateaus.

A. AGASSIZ OS THE BAHAMAS.

A EECOXNOissANCE of the Bahamas and of

the elevated reefs of Cuba, made by A.

Agassiz in the winter of 1893, affords

material for a Bulletin of 200 pages with 47

plates and many figures in the text, lately

issued by the Museum of Comparative Zo-

ology at Harvard College. The author is

emphatic in rejecting the sufficiency of the

Darwin-Dana theory of submergence in ex-

plaining the features of great limestone

banks. The Bahamas consist of low hills

ofleolian limestone, " formed during a period

of rest, during which the great beach of the

then existing reef constantly supplied fresh

material to be changed by the surf and the

winds into sand for the heaping up of sand

dunes. They could not be formed in a dis-

trict of subsidence unless the subsidence was

slower than the rate of growth of the corals,

which is not the case in the Bahamas, as the

reefs of to-day, even when they come to the

surface, are not tlie sources from which the

material for the great dunes of the Bahama
Islands is derived " (p. 184, 185). At pres-

ent the dunes are disappearing before the

action of the sea. The conclusion of the re-

connoissance seems to be that the great

limestone banks are chiefly formed as

' marine limestones,' accumulating ' at great

depths by accretion ; ' and that in the AVest

Indies " wherever coral reefs occui-, and of

whatever shape, they form onlj' a compara-

tively thin growth upon the underlying

base" (p. 177). The text, with its figures,

supjjlemented by maps and plates, gives an

excellent idea of the geographical features

of the region and of their evolution.

spencer's eecoxsteuction of the antil-

leax contixext.

Prof. ]\Iarcel Bertraxd, of the Ecole

des Mines and the Geological Survey of

France, has published an account of certain

faint deformations of northwestern France,

in which he interprets the inequalities in

the floor of the Englisli channel as the re-

sult of faint anticlinal and synclinal move-

ments (Bull. Soc. Geol. France, xx., 1892,

118); thus implying that neither erosion

nor deposition has been of significant meas-

ure in shaping the channel floor. Prof. J.

W. Spencer takes almost the other extreme,

and interprets certain inequalities of the

ocean floor of the Antillean region, even to

depths of twelve or fifteen thousand feet, as

the results of river erosion during a not re-

mote time when the entire region is sup-

posed to have had a much greater altitude

than at present (Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., vi.,

1895, 103-140); thus implying that no

other processes than river erosion can ac-

count for the inequalities that he has traced.

It must be concluded from these contrasted

arguments that the forms of the sea floor

are not yet so well understood as those of

the land ; because the facts are much less

accurately known under than over sea level,

because only form and not structure can be

determined by soundings, and because the

forms of the sea floor have received rela-

tively little study. "Where two specialists

reach conclusions so unlike, it is difficult

for others to choose l)etween them ; and for

the present there will probably be some

hesitation in adopting the teachings of the

one or the other. "With much interest

aroused in the facts brought forward, and
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with all willingness to look on the conti-

nents as unstable, it is difficult to believe

that they have sufifered changes so great as

Spencer announces, not only in the uplift of

the AntiUean region, but in the deep de-

pression of the axis of Central America, and

in the denudation of the (inferred) great

banks or continental shelf along the Wind-
ward Islands. The strongest proof will be

demanded before vertical movements of

two miles and a half can be accepted ; and

we fear that most readers will take refuge

in a verdict of ' not proved.'

HISTORY OF THE ST. JOHN RIVEE, NEW
BRUNSWICK.

An article on the 'Outlets of the St. John

river,' by G. F. Matthew (Bull. Nat. Hist.

Soc, New Brunswick, xii., 1894, 43-62),

concludes that this river has been built up

by contributions from three other systems,

whose lower parts are now to be seen in the

Eestigouche, Miramichi and Petitcodiac.

The evidence of this conclusion is derived

from the geological structure of the coun-

try, beginning as far back as the Huronian

time ; the three rivers whose upper basins

now belong to the St. John having been de-

fined as basins of deposition in more or less

remote geological periods. Thus the St.

John river has attained its present magni-

tude by the breaking of mountain or hill

barriers which once separated its three river

systems, and is not a simple valley of con-

tinuous growth like the Mississippi (p.

55). The difficulty of accepting Dr. Mat-

thews' conclusion as the only solution of

the history of the St. John does not lie in

any objection to the geological history of

the region and its several basins of deposi-

tion, as far as stated, but in the omission of

sufficient consideration of what has hap-

pened in the region since it became a land

area. It has long been subject to subaerial

erosion. During this time it has in all

probability been variously warped and

otherwise moved with respect to its base-

level. Its rocks are of diverse resistance,

and hence there may have been repeated

opportunities for diversion and rearrange-

ment of river courses during the long life

of the region as a land area. While admit-

ting that several geological basins of great

antiquity are now drained by a single river,

it does not necessarily follow that this river

is an immediate descendant of the rivers

which at one time or another drained the

separate basins. The actual St. John river

may once have been larger than now ; its

neighbors may have gained drainage area

from it instead of losing drainage area to it;

but these possibilities are not considered.

THE ORIGIN OF THE MISSISSIPPI.

The reference to the Mississippi in the

previous paragraph brings up an oft-encouu-

tei'ed implication of simple history in the

development of this great river, against

which there is much evidence. A similar

implication is found in a recent State Sur-

vey Eeport, where it is stated that, as a re-

sult of continental evolution at the close of

the Carboniferous period, the drainage of

the Ohio region was turned southward

"into the great Mississippian bay, which

then washed the shores of the new-born

continent as far north as the mouth of the

Ohio river" ( Geol. Coastal plain of Alabama,

1894, 11). It is found again in the ' Story

of the Mississippi-Missouri,' where the

Mississippi at the close of the Appalachian

revolution is described as heading some-

where in the Minnesota-Wisconsin region,

and flowing southward to its mouth some-

where near the present city of St. Louis,

whence a deep gulf extended southward to

the present Gulf of Mexico (Amer. Geol.

iii., 1889, 368). While the southward-

flowing streams of the Wisconsin-Minnesota

highlands are probably of ancient origin,

the southward course of the Mississippi be-

tween Tennessee and Arkansas seems to
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have been initiated not at tlie close of the

Appalachian revolution, but lonj;; afterwards

in Cretaceous time. Tlie Appalachian revo-

lution formed the mt)untains of Arkansas,

as well as those of tlic Alleghany belt. The
similarity of structure is so gi-eat that a

trans-ilississippian extension of Appala-

chian growth may be reasonably assumed,

as has been pointed out by Winslow (Bull.

G. S. A., ii., 1891, 231). The existence of

a bay, from the Gulf of Mexico northward

towards St. Louis, is very improbable as a

result of the Appalachian revolution ; an

east and west constructional mountain belt

is a more likely product ; and not until this

mountain belt was well denuded to a pene-

plain did a later deformation depress it

transversely, admitting the Cretaceous

waters northward across it, and thus first

forming the Mississippi embayment. Prob-

ably in part at the same time, and to a

greater extent in later time, the denuded
peneplains to the east and west were raised

towards their present upland altitude, and
as a result of this elevation the existing

vallej's and lowlands were opened iu them
during some part of Tertiarj' time. With
these later elevations we may associate the

uplift of the filled embayment and the

southward gi-owtli of the Mississippi as a

river. This view of the origin of the Mis-

sissippi embayment and of the date of the

southward discharge of Mississippi drainage

was first published by L. G. Westgate

(Amer. Geol. xi., 1893, 251), as a result of

conference with L. S. Griswold, who had
then recently completed his investigation of

the novaculite region of Arkansas.

THE CUUNNENUGGA RIDGE AND THE BLACK
PRAIRIES OF ALABAMA.

It is. perhaps, too much to expect that the

origin of the physiographic features of a

region should always receive due attention

in a geological report along with the origin

of its strata
; j-et there is no other place so

appropriate for the official publication of

phj'siogi-aphical discussions. It therefore

occasions regret to find so little account of

the origin and meaning of the Chunnenugga
ridge and the Black prairies of Alabama in

the elaborate report on the Geology of the

Coastal Plain lately published by the Survey

of that State. " The Chunnenugga ridge is

made in great part by alterations of hard

limestone ledges and bands of indurated

sands of the Eipley It overlooks

the low trough of the black prairies of the

Rotten limestone towards the north with

somewhat precipitous slopes in that direc-

tion, while its descent towards the south is

much more gentle" (p. 856). It is mani-

fest that the ridge wdth its inland-facing

escarpment and the denuded inner lowland

are typical features of a certain stage in the

denudation of a coastal plain that consists

of more and less resistant strata ; the drain-

age of the lowland being chiefly gathered

by subsequent streams that have been de-

veloped along the strike of the beds, and dis-

charged by consequent streams which main-

tain transverse valleys through the enclos-

ing ridge or upland. Tliis genei-al relation

of form and drainage is so often repeated on

coastal plains that its occurrence in Alabama
deserves mention as a local example of a

general physiographic feature
;
just as the

Cretaceous strata on which it is developed

deserve mention as local examples of a wide-

spread geological formation.

W. M. Davis.

Harvard University.

THE NEW YORK MEETIXG OF THE ASSOCI-

ATION OF AMERICAN ANATOMISTS.

The Seventh Annual Session of the Amer-

ican Anatomists was held in the Medical

Department of Columbia College, 437 West
59th Street, Xew York City, December 28

and 29, 1894.

The Association was called to order Fri-

daj', December 28th, by the Presidi-nt, Dr.
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Thomas Dwight, in a few introductory re-

marks.

The report of the Secretarj^ and Treasurer

was read and accepted.

The Executive Committee recommended
for election to membership the following

names, and, on motion, the gentleman were

elected :

1. Dr. F. J. Brockway, Assistant Demon-
strator of Anatomy, Columbia College, New
York City.

2. Dr. W. A. Brooks, Jr., Assistant in

Anatomy, Harvard Medical School.

3. Dr. Franklin Dexter, Demonstrator of

Anatomy, Harvard Medical School.

4. Dr. B. B. Gallaudet, Demonstrator of

Anatomy, Medical Department of Columbia

College, ISTew York City.

5. Dr. E. H. Gregory, Jr., Demonstrator

of Anatomj"^, St. Louis Medical College.

6. Dr. C. J. Herrick, Acting Professor of

Biology, Denison University, Granville,

Ohio.

7. Dr. P. C. Hunt, Assistant Demonstra-

tor of Anatomy, Columbian Medical College,

Washington, D. C.

8. Dr. Woods Hutchinson, Professor of

Anatomy, Medical Department, University

of Iowa.

9. Dr. W. P. Mathews, Demonstrator of

Anatomy, Medical College of Virginia,

Eichmond.

10. Dr. Eugene A. Smith, Professor of

Anatomy, Niagara University, Buffalo,

N. Y.

11. Dr. P. Y. Tupper, Professor of An-
atomy, St. Louis Medical College.

The Executive Committee, while not

recommending affiliation with the Society

of Naturalists, suggested that, as a rule, the

Association should meet at the same time

and place. This suggestion was discussed

by Drs. Wilder, Spitzka, Dwight and Lamb,
and was then adopted.

Dr. Wilder, from the Committee on

Anatomical Nomenclature, reported prog-

ress. He also stated that Professor Stowell

had resigned from the Committee.

The report of the Committee on Ana-

tomical Material was called for. In the

absence of the Chairman, Dr. Mears, Dr.

Dwight reported progress.

The Committee on the Anatomical Pecul-

iarities of the Negro also reported prog-

ress.

Dr. Huntington was elected to the va-

cancy on the Executive Committee, caused

bj^ the retirement of Dr. Spitzka.

The following papers were then read :

1. ' The best arrangement of topics in a

two years' course of Anatomy in a medical

school.' Dr. Gerrish. Discussed by Drs.

Huntington, Baker, Wilder, Bevan, Allen,

Shepherd, Lamb and Dwight.

2. ' History of the Development of Den-

tine.' Dr. Heitzmann.

3. 'On the Value of the Nasal and Or-

bital Indices in Anthropology.' Dr. Allen.

Discussed by Drs. Wilder, Huntington and

Dwight.

4. ' Loose characterizations of vertebrate

gi'oups in standard works.' Dr. Wilder.

Discussed bj^Drs. Baker, Dwight and Allen.

5. ' The comparative anatomj' of the cere-

bral circulation, with an exhibition of a

series of anomalies of the cu'cle of Willis.'

Dr. LeidJ^ Bead by title in the absence of

the author.

6. ' Convolutions of the hemispheres of

Elephas Indicus.' Dr. Huntington. Dis-

cussed by Drs. Wilder and Baker.

An inspection of the Medical Department

of Columbia College was made in the even-

ing, under the conduct of Dr. Huntington.

On Saturday, the 29th, the President ap-

pointed Dr. Gerrish to fill the vacancy upon

the Committee on Anatomical Nomencla-

ture, caused bj' the resignation of Professor

Stowell.

The reading of papers was resumed

:

7th paper. ' Classification of the tissues

of the animal bodj'.' Dr. Baker. Dis-
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cussed by Di-s. Heitzmann, Wilder, Dwight

and Lamb.
8. ' Anomalies—Their significance.' Dr.

Dwight.

9. ' Some muscular variations of the

shoulder girdle and upper exti-emity, with

especial reference to revereions in this re-

gion.' Dr. Hunting-ton.

10. 'Some anomalies of the brain." Dr.

Wilder.

11. ' The correlation between specific di-

versity and individual variability, as illus-

ti-ated by the ej'e muscle nerves of the Am-
phibia.' Professor C. Judson Herrick.

The discussion on papers 8 to 11, inclu-

sive, was then opened by Dr. Baker, and
contmned by Dr. Shepherd (who illustrated

his remarks with specimens). Dr. Wilder,

Dr. Lamb (who also showed a specimen), Dr.

Huntington, and concluded by Dr. Dwight.

Dr. \\'ilder exhil>ited a brainless frog and

made remarks thereon.

On motion, the thanks of the Association

were tendered to the College, and particu-

larly to Dr. Huntington, for their hospital-

ity.^

The following members were present at

some time during the session : Allen, Ba-

ker, Bevan, Bosher, Dwight, FeiTis, Ger-

rish, Hamann, Heitzmann, C. J. Herrick,

Huntington, Lamb. Moody, Shepherd,

Spitzka, Weisse, Wilder. Total, 17.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A CARD CATALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC

LITERATURE.

Editor of Science—Dear Sir : Your in-

vitation to open in the columns of Science

a discussion of the jirojected Catalogue of

Scientific Literature to be prepared by in-

ternational co6perati<m, the claims of which
were presented in your issue of February

15, affords me a welcome opportunity to

fall pul)licly into line with a great move-
ment that I believe destined to prove of the

highest importance to scholarship. As a

few of your readei-s are aware, I printed

privately, last summer, a brief circular

advocating a similar enterprise. At the

time of doing so I was at an out-of-the-way

spot in the countiy, where it was impossible

to exchange inspirations, except by post,

with friends wliose interest in the scheme

might have been counted upon ; but upon

canvassing the subject in my own mind I

became so convinced that the learned world

was in sore straits in this matter, and that

the M-ay out was clear, that I felt sure I

should presently discover that otlier restive

spu'its were beginning to agitate in the

same direction. Little did I expect, how-

ever, to meet with so conspicuous and

agreeable a confirmation of my premonition

as came to me several weeks after the is-

suance of my circular (thougli dated before

it), in the printed report of the Harvard

committee, which has now appeared in

Scienx'E. (The original communication of

the Koj-al Society I have seen for the first

time, through your editorial courtesy, in the

proof sheets of Science.)

Although several of the suggestions con-

tained in my own little circular were

promptly outgro\\ni by me, it may appear

not inappropriate, on the principle of com-

paring small things with gi'eat, to reproduce

here the contents of this highly aspiring

but whollj' unpretentious little document

:

VNIFORM CARD MEMOU.iXDVM INDEX.

The accompnnying slip (size 2'^x3J4 inches, .i.7 x s.'.i een-
timetres), JesiKned to be em out and tiled uliihiibetiinlly in

the manner of a card catalogue, is printeti as a lenta'tive
specimen of a jirojected »-nif<»rin Caril Mv rrtiutuin lii-

fl*.*. antl is herewith privately submitted to representatives
of a few of tlie leading iniiversities, learned societies and
publication agencies, w ith a view to securing inlluential ap-
proval of the general plan, together with useful sugge.stions
and criticisms as to its [>ractical application. It is proposed
that all llie universities, learned societies and high-class
periodicals of the w<irld should coiiperate (from January,
isiu) in the orofluction of such a uniform memorandum iti-

der. by publishing, as a s\ipplement (or appendi.\. tir hnlh)
to every number of their original publications, a brief s]ii>-

digest of the contents of each article —or even of important
portions of each article, as may appear to be warranted.
Thes4' siipplenu'ius could be easily preiuired (the digests be-
inu l"urni>hfil in all or in must cases l>y the authors them-
sehcM, would lie inexj)cnsive both in their orii.'inal form of
public-ntiou and as separate slips. an<l would incalculably
facilitate both the <li.«tribution and the ilassiticatiou for in-
stant reference of all the newest results of discovery and re-
search. Those interested in such a project are earnestly re-
quested to comnuinicate on the subject, before September
1.5, w ith the undersigned.
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The specimen slip read as follows :

KINETO-PHONOQRAPH. PHONO-KINETOGRAPH. PHONO-KINETOSODPE.

Edison, Thomas A., Invention ofthe Kineto-phonograph.
Century Magazine, June, '94, p. 206.

"In the year 1887 the idea occurred to me that it was
possible to devise an instrument which should do for the
eye what the phonograph does for the ear, and that, hy a
combination of the two, all motion and sound could be
recorded and reproduced simultaneously. This idea, the
germ of which came from the little toy called the Zoe-
trope, and the work of Muybridge, Mari(5 and others,
has now been accomplished, so that every change of
facial expression can be recorded and reproduced life

size. The Kinetoscope is only a small model illustrating
the present stage of progress, but with each succeeding
month new possibilities are brought into view, etc., etc."

The above circular, though sent to but

comparatively few persons, called forth a

gratifying number of ' adherences' and

of valuable suggestions. In particular, the

president of one of the American universi-

ties famous for activity in research and in

the promulgation of knowledge undertook

to have furnished, with the official impri-

matur, summaries of the contents of all the

publications of his university.

The necessity of entrusting the organiza-

tion of the enterprise to a great central

bureau that would command universal con-

fidence early became manifest, and an in-

formal communication on the subject was
addressed to one of the officers of the Smith-

sonian Institution at Washington, who
wrote in response : "I heartily favor the

idea. "When you have the matter in shape

to make a formal proposition I shall have

much pleasure in recommending it to the

Secretary."

Meanwhile, from correspondence and con-

ference with numerous scholars, various

points involved in the success of the enter-

prise have grown in distinctness. The
problem of utilizing more effectively the

ever-increasing mass of accumulated, scat-

tered and current contributions to knowl-

edge can no longer be shirked. The time

is ripe for instituting widely concerted ac-

tion for recovering mastery of the situation.

The various eff'orts hitherto directed to this

end have done great service ; but they have

been devised almost exclusively to meet the

requirements of reference and circulating

libraries in their relations to broad classes

of readers, rather than to serve the imme-
diate needs of the individual scholar en-

gaged upon a learned specialty.

All productive scholars, it would seem,

must have devised or adopted for their per-

sonal use some form of index rerum, some
mode—systematic or unsj'stematic—of note

making. It is safe to say that very many
such scholars have adopted for this purpose

the general idea of the aljjhabetical card

index, the merits of which are at present

almost universally recognized. The scholar

of Anglo-Saxon race is fast becoming as

wedded to, and as dependent upon, his

reference slips as the German scholar has

long been silently devoted to his Zettel or

the French savant to his Jiches. It now re-

mains for the Anglo-Saxon, with his open-

ness to new applications of old ideas and

the proverbial genius of his race for practi-

cal devices, to bring the power of the

printing-press, as well as of scholarly co-

operation, to bear upon the problem of

multiplying indefinitely the benefits of the

private card index.

Just here I should like to emphasize a

consideration that is unexpressed, though

latent, in the masterly report of the Harvard

committee. This is, that such a card cata-

logue as is there projected, if based upon a

wise choice in the size of card adopted, would

render it possible for everj^ member of the

rapidlj' recruiting army of those emploj'ing

the card system for private notes to incor-

porate his own manuscript or tj''pe-writteu

cards and the printed cards (pertaining to

his own specialty) of the cooperative index

into one homogeneous whole, ever-growing,

ever abreast of the latest research. This

consideration it was, with all the possibili-

ties and pi-oblems of administi-ation it opens

up, that held the mind of the writer under

a spell of fascination for almost a week of

vacation leisure. For be it noted that the

blessings of the proposed coopei-ative card
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index are to flow directly into the lap of

the individual scholar, seated at his own
desk in his private sanctum, enabling

him to disc<vrd (not inappropriate word) to

the limbo of the great libraries everything

that does not directly concern him, while

filing within reach of his finger-tips abso-

lutely everj'thing (pardon the optimism of

an enthusiast) that he maj' intimately de-

sire.

How can so Utopian a consummation be

most speedily attained V

Let universities and colleges, and all

manner of learned institutions and societies,

at once appoint committees similar to the

Harvard committee (though of course not

limited to the natural and physical sciences,

since the project of the Royal Society will

form only a portion of the great undertak-

ing), to accomplish three preliminarj- ob-

jects :

1. To arouse an intelligent and earnest

interest in the subject.

2. To induce the Smithsonian Institution

to assume the American leadership of the

movement.

3. To convince publishers—primarilj' the

publishers to the respective institutions con-

cerned—of the importance of printing, on
sUps of the standard size, No. 33, of the

American Librarj^ Bureau (7ixl2^ cm.,

3x.5 in. approximately), summaries of their

current j)ublications for distribution as

publishers' announcements. Tliis size of

slip is already widely in use, both publicly

and privatelj', and may well prove to be of

the dimensions ultimatelj^ adopted by the

authorities of the projected international

index. A beginning of these publishers'

announcements has already been made by
Messrs. D. C. Heath & Co., at the personal

request of the present writer, and has been

favorably submitted to the attention of the

Si'cretaries of the Royal Society by Profes-

sor Bowditch, chairman of the Harvard
committee. Other leading American pub-

lishers have heartily favored the idea of

these card announcements and have prom-
ised to introduce them into use.

Columbia College has within a few days

appointed, through its University Council,

a committee to further the interests of the

proposed International Cooperative Cata-

logue of Scientific Literature.

Yours very truly,

Hexry Alfred Todd.
Columbia Colleoe, March 2, 1895.

PITHECAXTHROPUS ERECTUS.

Editor of Science—Sir :

In my letter of February 14th occur two

expressions which need amendment. For
the phrase ' divergent roots,' p. 240, 1st

col., first line, read ' divergent root stems ;'

and for the phrase ' is wider than long,' p.

240, 2d col., fifth line, read ' is much wider

than long.' Yours truly,

Harrison Allen.
Philadelphia, March 4th, 1895.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Electrical Engineering
,
for Electric Light Ar-

tisans and Students. Tiy W. Slingo and A.

Brooker. New and revised edition,

London, 1S9.5. Longmans. Price, 83. .50.

The object of this work is to cover gen-

eral electrical engineering, and, taken as a

whole, it is probably the most successful at-

tempt yet made in this direction. The de-

mand for a satisfactory' general treatment

of the applications of electricity is a very

large and important one, and anj-thing

which supplies this demand is more than

welcome. It is very doubtful whether any

single work is ever likelj' to be published

which will completely set forth the numer-

ous and rapidlj' developing branches of

electrical science and industry. Nothing

short of an encyclopicdia of manj' volumes

could be expected to accomplish this result.

A general discussion of the most important

principles and uses of electricity, particu-
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larly if it is not attempted to cover all

branches, is a far more practicable problem,

as the success of this volume demonstrates.

A work of this kind, however, is some-

what limited in its scope, since it is not in-

telligible to the ordinary untechnical reader,

and is not of much use to the professional

electrical engineer, who requires a more

thorough and detailed study of each sub-

ject than is possible in a general treatise.

This work would therefore be suited to one

who had a certain amount of technical

knowledge but who was not a specialist in

electricity, for example, a mining or me-

chanical engineer, or a young man who had

received a certain amount of electrical edu-

cation at a technical or trade school and

who wanted to learn more by his own ef-

forts. It would also be useful as a text-

book wherever a general course in electric-

al engineering is given. But in the opin-

ion of the reviewer, a general treatment

running from one subject to another is not

the best way to educate electrical engineers

of the highest type. This requires a care-

ful and special study of each branch, aided

by lectures and laboratory work, and the

text-books should be entirely devoted to

one subject, or, in fact, several books, each

devoted to a small part of any one branch,

is often preferable.

The authors of this book have had con-

siderable experience as teachers and also

the advantage of correcting and extending

the contents of the first edition, which ap-

peared in 1890, with the result that the new
edition is well arranged and expressed and

in most cases is brought reasonably well up
to date. The first six chapters are devoted

to general principles, units and methods of

measurement. The next six chapters con-

tain a treatment of dynamos and motox's

which is very satisfactory, considering the

limitation of space. Transformers, second-

ary batteries, arc and incandescent lamps,

are also well explained ; but the last chap-

ter, on ' Installation equipment, fittings,

etc.,' is very meagre and the least satisfac-

tory portion of the book. In fact, the prin-

cipal criticisms would be that each element

or device is explained as a separate thing,

and no methods for combining these into

systems are given. Nevertheless, it is a fact

that the general design and arrangement of

electrical apparatus is fully as important as

the merits of each particular element. For

example, the laying-out of a centi-al station,

or even a small isolated plant, determines

its success or failure fully as much as the

quality of the individual dynamos, lamps,

or other particular parts of the plant.

The various systems for transmitting and

distributiug electric power, which is prob-

ably the most important branch of electrical

engineering, are barely touched upon. In

short, we may say that electrical engineer-

ing in its broadest sense is not covered, and

probably was not intended to be covered,

by this work. The subjects of electro-chem-

istry and electro-metallurgjf, which now
appear to be on the eve of important de-

velopment, are not discussed. Telegraph

and telephone apparatus and methods are

not even mentioned.

These omissions, which are doiibtless

intentional and probabty necessary, indicate

that a complete treatise on electricity and

its applications is almost an impossibility.

A few mistakes are noted ; for example,

on page 17, the International Ohm, adopted

at the Chicago Electric Congress of 1893, is

defined iu terms of a column of mercm-y

106.3 centimetres in length and one square

millimetre in cross section, whereas, the

statement actually adopted was ' a column

of mercury at the temperature of melting

ice, 14.4521 grammes in mass, of a con-

stant cross-sectional area and of the length

of 106.3 centimetres.' This was intended

to be exactly equivalent to a cross-section

of one square mm., but it was put in this

form because mass is more easily and ac-
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curately determiuable than cross-section.

Another somewhat serious mistake, since

it is fundamental, is the statement on page

18, that specific resistance is ' the resistance

of any particular substance as compared

with the resistance of a piece of some other

conductor, such as silver, both being of unit

dimensions,' As a matter of fact, sijecific

resistance, which is a very important term,

is the resistance in ohms of a unit volume,

and is entirely independent of any particu-

lar standard substance. The use of the

term ' magnetic resistance,' on pages 219 to

221, is open to objection, since the term
' reluctance ' is now almost universally em-

ployed to distinguish this quantity fi-om

electi-ical resistance.

Taken as a whole, however, the errors

are not numerous, and the work is recom-

mended as a text or reference book for

those who desire to learn the principles,

general construction and action of the

various kinds of electrical machinery and

instruments, with the exceptions already

noted. F. B. Ckocker.

PHYSIOLOGICAL PHYSICS,

On the Spontaneoiw Heating and Ignition of

Hay. Beethelot. Ann. Chim. Phys.,

7, 2. p. 430. 1894.

The author finds that poorly dried hay

may ignite when the rise in temperature is

only to 140° C. (280° Fh.). The evolution

of heat necessarj'^ for this rise of temperature

is due to the absorption of oxygen in .spite

of the interrupted sprouting, which will only

take place when the hay is quite wet. The
chemical process involving this absoi-ption

of oxygen maj' continue until the hay is

thoroughly di-y,

Druck unci Arbeit^letsfung durch Wachiiende

Pfianzen. W, Pfekfer. Abh, d, Math,-

Phys. Kl, der K. Sachsicher Gesellschaft

der Wiss,, 20, p. 235, 1893.

Mr. Pfefter investigated very carefully

and ingeniously the pressure exerted by

parts of plants in growth, and found, for

example, that a root point conld exert a

pressure of 10-15 atmospheres. He ascribes

these forces to osmotic pressure, and criti-

cises the view concerning the growth of the

cell-wall, which ascribes it to simple plastic

expansion.

La Lumih-e Physiologique. R. Dubois Rev,

gen, des Sciences, .5, p, 41.5 and p, .529,

1894,

Part first contains a review of light emit-

ting organisms, and a description of the

organs involved. In part second the author

treats the subject of the emission more

thoroughly, describing the character of the

light radiated, and finds that the brightest

PjTophorus i-adiates 1, 4X10-' calorie in

ten minutes.

The author summarizes his extensive in-

vestigations as follows

:

Neither a perfect organ nor a perfect cell

is necessary for the coming and going of the

light. The cell produces the photogenic

substance which, once formed, may light or

not, according to the conditions surround-

ing it.

They must fulfill the conditions neces.sary

for life, must contain oxygen and water,

and have a suitable temperature.

The light (luminous energj') is found to

be 90% of the total energy radiated,

Dubois made a fluorescent substance from

the blood of Pyrophorus, which, like that

from the animal itself, lost its peculiar prop-

erty on being treated with weak acetic

acid and regained it on treatment with am-

monia.

All the causes which excite or desti'oy

the activitj' of the protoplasm have a simi-

lar effect upon the production of the physio-

logical light.

The production of light depends upon the

change of living protoplasmic granulations

into the condition of lifeless crystalline

matter.
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It is to be remembered that the secretions

of Orya barbarica are acid, thus in this case

excluding the explanation of Eadziszewski.

William Hallock.

mathematics.

The Principles of Differentiation in Space-Ana-

lysis.'^ By A. Macfarlane, D. Sc, LL. D.

According to Hamilton the differentiation

of a function of a quaternion presents novel

difficulties due to the non-commutative

character of a product of quaternions.

There is in general no derived function, and

it is necessary to define the differential in a

new manner. Under certata conditions

there is an analogue to Taylor's Theorem,

but it is very complex, and no use is made
of it. Hamilton does not differentiate the

general transcendental functions, but only

these functions restricted to a constant

The author shows that these anomalies

are true of products of vectors, but not of

functions of versors. In versor analysis

there is a derived function, satisfying a gen-

eralized form of Lagrange's definition ;
and

Taylor's Theorem takes on a form similar

to that in ordinary analysis, only the order

of the two quantities must be preserved.

Let X and h denote two versors, then

f (x+]i)=f (x)-|-{' (x)h-l-* f" (x)h2+, etc.,

provided the order of the x and h be pre-

served throughout.

The author finds the derived functions of

various transcendental functions in space.

He also shows that there are two essentially

different meanings ofV ~-l ; one, when made
definite, means a quadrant of rotation

round a specified axis ; while the other has

no reference to direction, but distinguishes

the area of a hyperbolic angle fi-om the

area of a circular angle. He also re-

marks that the theory of functions must be

imperfect, because it is based upon a complex

* A paper read before the meeting of the American

Mathematical Society, January 26, 1895. (Abstract.)

number which is restricted to one plane; no

account is taken of the two essentially

different meanings of V~-l, and the idea of.

the versor is not distinguished from that of

the vector.

meteorology.

Neudnicke von SeJiriften und Karten ueher

Meteorologie und Erdmagnetismus.

Dr. Gr. Hellmann, of Berlin, has under-

taken the republication of certain old and

rare writings relating to meteorology and

terrestrial magnetism which have an im-

portant bearing on the historj^ and develop-

ment of these sciences. Very rare or typo-

graphically interesting works are printed

in facsimile. Each reprint is preceded by

an introduction, containing a general de-

scription of the book and its author. Al-

though facsimile publications generally are

so dear that only connoisseurs are able to buy

them, yet, owing to the aid of the German
Meteorological Society and its Berlin

branch, the reprints are offered at a relative-

ly low price by A. Asher & Co., Berlin. A
few copies may also be had of A. L. Eotch,

Blue Hill Observatory, Readville, Mass., at

the publishers' prices. Each j^ear one or

two of the reprints will be issued, but the

whole number will not exceed twelve. The

following have already appeared :

No. 1. Wetterbuechlein von imhrer Erkennt-

niss des Wetters. Reynman, 1510. 41

pages introduction and 14 pages fac-

simile. Price 6 M. = $1.50.

This is the oldest printed meteorological

work in the German language and was

verj'^ popular, having 34 editions in seven-

teen years. Nevertheless, it is now so

scarce that hardly thii-ty-six copies can be

found.

No. 2. Jtecit de la Gfrande Experience de VEquil-

ibredes Liqueurs. Blaise Pascal. Paris.

1648. 10 pages inti-oduction and 20

pages facsimile. Price 3 M. ^ 75 cents.

This little work is of the greatest impor-
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tance for the liistory of physics, meteor-

ology and physical geography, since it fur-

nishes proof of the existence of atmospheric

pressure, and forms the basis of measure-

ments of altitudes with the barometer. But

three copies of the original are known to

exist.

No. 3. On the Modification of Clouds. Luke
Howard. London. 1803. 9 pages in-

troduction and .?2 pages facsimile with

three plates. Price 3 M. = 75 cents.

This was the first successful attempt at

a cloud nomenclature on which all later

schemes are based. The first edition of

the original work is veiy rai'e.

A. L. RoTCH.

XOTES AND NEirS.

ENTOMOLOGY.

It is well to draw attention to two admi-

rable brief illustrated papers published last

year by Ch. Janet on Myrmica rubra, one on

the morphology of the skeleton and espe-

cially of the postthoracic segments (Mem.

See. Acad, de V Oise, xv.), the other on the

anatomy of the petiole (M^m. Soc. Zool.

France, 1894). We regret we have not

space for a full analysis of each, but thej'

will be found of gi-eat interest to morphol-

ogists and hymenopterists. The clear il-

lustrations are pretty sure to find their way
into text-books.

The annual presidential address before

the Entomological Society of London by

Capt. H. J. Elwes is on the geographical

distribution of butterflies and deals largely

with those of North America.

Dr. Ph. Bertkau announces that his

health obliges him to give up the admirable

annual review of entomology which has ap-

peared in the Arrhlv fiif naturycKchichte since

1838 under different editors— Erichson,

Schaum, Gerstaecker, Hrauer and Bertkau.

Entoniologists are under great obligjitions

to Dr. Bertkau for the excellence of his

summaries, their completeness and the

promptness with which they have a])peared.

A still prompter method of rapid publica-

tion in all branches of biology is now being

planned, which is at the same time a prac-

tical combination of all the current re^'iews

—a consummation devoutly to be wished

and helped forward.

M. Emile Blanchard was retired Xovem-
ber last from the chair of entomology at the

Jardin des Plantes, on account of age ; hi»

first entomological paper was published

nearly seventj- years ago ; his successor has

not yet been announced.

Fire has committed ravages with our ento-

mologists this winter. Mr. J. G. Jack lost

his library and collection in Jamaica Plain

by the destruction of the building in which

they were kept ; Prof. C. H. Tj'ler Town-
send lost his valuable dipterological library

(nearly complete for America and very full

for Europe ) by the burning of the warehouse

at Las Cruces, N. Mex., while he was absent

for a few weeks at "Washington ; and now
comes news that Rev. C. J. S. Bethune's

school at Port Hope, Ont., has been burnt

to the gi'ound. His loss is estimated at

eighty thousand dollars.

GENERAL.

Among the articles of scientific interest

in the popular magazines for March are the

following : Hermann von Helmholtz ; Thos.

C. Martin— f'€)i<Hr)/. The World's Debt to

Medicine ; John S. Billings

—

The Chaidau-

qnan. Weather studies at Blue Hill ; Ray-

mond L. Bridgman

—

Neiv England Maga-

zine. Heredity; St. George Mivart

—

Har-

per's Magazine. The Direction of Educa-

tion ; N. S. Shaler

—

Aflantic Monthly.

Professor Carhart will deliver the ad-

dress at the dedication of the Hale scien-

tific building of the Univei-sitj' of Colorado,

on March 7th. His subject is The Educa-

tional and Industrial Value of Science.

There will be held at Vienna between

the months of January and Mav, ISitfi, an
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historical exhibition intended to bring un-

der view the social and industrial condition

-of the country at the beginning of the cen-

tury.

Aerangembnts have been made that will

probably ensure the union of the Astor

Library, the Lenox Library and the Tilden

Endowment. This would supply New York

with a Library whose property is valued at

$8,000,000.

A Committee of the English House of

Commons has been appointed to consider

changes in the system of weights and meas-

ui-es.

Me. Chakles D. Waloott has been

awarded the Bigsby Medal of the Geologic-

al Society of London.

Lord Eatlbigh is delivering a course of

six lectures on Waves and Vibrations at the

Eoj'al Institution of London. On April 5th

he will lecture on 'Argon.'

The Massachusetts Horticultural Society

invites subscriptions for the erection of a-

monument in honor of the late Francis

Parkman.

De. Kossell, of Berlin, has accepted a

•call to the Professorship of Physiology at

Marburg.

Peofessoe C. L. Doolittlb, of Leliigh

University, has been called to the chair of

Mathematics in the University of Pennsyl-

vania, and Mr. A. P. Brown has been ap-

jpointed Assistant Professor of Geology and

Mineralogj'.

Peofessoe John B. Clarke, of Amherst

College, has accepted a call to a professor-

ship of Political Economy iu Columbia

CoUege.

Dr. D. Hack Tuke, editor of the Journal

of Mental Science, and well known for his

writings on insanity, died in London, on

March 5th, at the age of sixty-eight.

Mr. J. W. Hulke, President of the Royal

•College of Surgeons of England, died re-

cently at the age of sixty-five. He was

eminent as a surgeon and especially as an

ophthalmologist.

Mr. Hymajst Montague, known for his

writiugs on numismatics, died in London

on the 18th of February, at the age of fifty-

one.

Professor Lauth, the eminent Egyptol-

ogist, died at Munich, on February 11th,

at the age of seventy-three.

The death is announced, at the age of

eighty-five, of Sir Hem'y Eawltuson, the

eminent Assyriologist.

Macmillan & Co. announce two woi-ks

on Physical Geogi-aphy, by Prof. Tarr, of

Cornell University—one an elementary

and the other an advanced text-book. The

same publishers announce : Loids Agasdz,

his Life, Letters and Works, by Jules Marcou.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON, FEB. 23.

Mr. F. E. L. Beal read a paper on the

food habits of woodpeckers, based on the

examination of more than 600 stomachs.

He found that the Haii-y and Downy wood-

peckers {Dryohates villosus and jiubescens)

feed chieflj^ on insects, most of which are

harmful species. They also eat wild fi'uits

and seeds. The food of the flicker ( Colaptes

auratus) consists largelj^ of ants. Two
stomachs contained each more than three

thousand ants, and these insects formed 45

per cent, of aU the stomach contents ex-

amined. The Flicker also ate other noxious

insects and some wild fruit, such as dog-

wood berries and wild grapes. The Red-

headed woodpecker {Malanerpes erythroceph-

alus) feeds largely on insects, all of which

are harmful species except a few predacious

beetles. The vegetable food of the Redhead

comprises wild fruits and some corn and

cultivated fruit. The Yellow Bellied wood-

pecker, or Sapsucker (Sphyrapicusvarius), is
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the only one in which the vegetable food

exceeds the animal. It feeds largely on the

inner bark and sap of trees, and also on in-

sects. More than two-thirds of the latter

in the stomachs examined were ants.

Dr. C. Hart Merriam, commenting on

this paper, said that one result of the study

of birds' stomachs by the Division of Orni-

thology- and Mammalogy of the Department

of Agriculture had been to show a wider

range of food than previously suspected.

Each bird has its favorite foods, but when
these fail it is usually able to find some-

thing else on which it can subsist. Further-

more, the food of most species varies in

difierent localities and at diflereut times of

the j'ear, so that the examination of a series

of stomachs, however large, from a single

localitj' is utterlj' insufficient to furnish a

reliable index to the range of food of the

species. Thus, while the 600 stomachs of

woodpeckere examined by Professor Beal

failed to show a single beech-nut, it is

nevertheless true that in northern New
York beech-nuts form, during winters fol-

lowing ' nut years,' the principal article of

food of three of the five species men-

tioned.

Mr. L. 0. Howard remarked that it had

been queried whether or not ants were more
injiu'ious than beneficial, and stated that as

harborers of aphids and mealy-bugs they

indirectly c<ause much damage, and are to

be considered on the whole as decidedlj' in-

jurious. He gave an interesting illustration

of the manner in which ants had jilaced

colonies of mealj'-bugs on the artificiallj' en-

larged foliar nectar glands of certain Libe-

rian coflee trees which had been placed in

the hot-house of the Department of Agricul-

ture.

Mr. r. A. Lucas described the general

structure of the tongue of woodpeckers,

noting the great ditlerence between the

tongue of the sapsucker {Sphyrapicus) and
of most woodpeckers. In the sapsucker

the tongue was of moderate length and
margined for some distance back from the

tip with hair-like bristles, some standing

out, others dii-ected backward, thus form-

ing a brush for securing syi'up. In the

other woodpeckers examined, the tongue

was excessively long and armed towards

the tip with a few sharp, reverted barbs,

an arrangement which seemed admirable

for extracting grubs from holes in ti'ces.

Mr. B. E. Fernow, in clo.sing the discus-

sion, said that he was glad to see the re-

habilitation of the woodpecker, a bird which,

once considered very beneficial, had been

latterly condemned as injurious, while the

evidence now presented seemed to be in its

favor.

Mr. F. A. Lucas exhibited some Abnor-

mal Feet of Mammals, saying that abnor-

malities in the way of digits could be mostly

grouped under three heads, duplication of

digits, irregular additions to the number of

digits, the extra ones liudding out from the

others, and increased number of digits due

to reversion. The latter he considered to

be the rarest of the three, most of the extra

digits of polydactyle horses being simplj-

cases of duplication, as in the specimen

shown. The feet of a pig exhibited illus-

trated the irregular addition of digits, while

two feet of a three-toed cow were thought

to be cases of reversion. Feet of an old

and young llama illustrated the transmis-

sion of abnormalities.

Mr. M. B. Waite gave notes on the Hora

of Washington and vicinitj', which were

the result of his own collecting. Two species

were added to the fiora. namely: Floerkia

proserjinacoide^, "Willd. (already published),

and KijUingia primila, Michx.

Selaginella rupetitris. Spring, which had

not been found for many years, was redis-

covered at Great Falls. New loailities

were given for a number of rare plants.

Attention was called to some spurious and

doubtful additions to the local flora. The
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tendency of some of tlie botanists to include

in the flora cultivated plants or plants es-

caped from cultivation which do not prop-

erly belong there was criticised, as was

also the practice of publishing plants in the

hsts of additions without seeing specimens

and depositing them in some accessible col-

lection. F. A. Lucas, Secn-etary.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, FEB. 11.

BIOLOGICAL SECTION.

The following papers were presented :

The Occurrence and Functions of Rliizohia.

De. Albert Schneider. A discussion of

the discovery of the adaptability of rhizo-

bia to other plants than leguminous. Some
conclusions based on investigations carried

on at the Illinois experiment station were

given to show that it is probable that rhizo-

bia may be so modified as to grow in and

upon roots of gramineous plants (ex. Indian

corn)

.

An Undescrihed Ranunculus from the Moun-

tains of Virginia. Prof. N. L. Britton.

On the So-called Devil's Corkscrews of Ne-

braska. Dr. J. L.Wortman. A visit to the

locality during the past summer had enabled

him to stud}^ many problems in connection

with their occurrence, which tend to throw

considerable light upon their nature. The
formation in which they occur was posi-

tively identified as the Loup Fork division

of the upper Miocene, which is a true sedi-

mentary deposit. The Diamonhelix occurs

in a stratum of from 50 to 75 feet in thick-

ness always standing vertically, and their

tops are not confined to any one level.

They vary much in size and character, but

so far as observed always present the spinal

twist. The fact that they occur in true sedi-

mentary rocks, that their tops occupy many
levels, together with the lack of evidence

to show that there was any disturbance of

level during the time the sediment was be-

ing laid down, was considered to totally

disprove the theory that they represent the

burrows of animals, which has been so ex-

tensiveljf held in explanation of their curi-

ous nature. The invaluable presence of

plant cells, together with other facts, leads

to the conclusion that thej^ very probably

represent the remains of roots or stems of

some gigantic water plant.

The excretory System of Clepsine and Nephe-

lis. Dr. Arnold Graf. The results of H.

Bolsius have proved to be erroneous. The
different parts of the nephridium are classi-

fied as follows: (1). Infundibidum, consist-

ing in Nephelis of six bilobed ciliated cells, in

Clepsine of a peduncle cell, pierced by a cil-

iated canal, and two bilobed ciliated cells

attached to the peduncle. (2). Receptw-

cidum excretorium. A vesicle which is in

open communication with the funnel and in

osmotic communication with the following

parts of the nephridium. It is similar in

both genera, and filled with disintegrating

material. (3). Portlo afferentia. The part

of the gland, consisting of a single row of

round cells, pierced by a sometimes bifur-

cated canal, which gives offbranched canals.

Similar in both genera. (4). Portia glandu-

losa. Row of cells, pierced by a smooth

canal without side branches or bifurcation.

This part is the largest part of the whole

organ. Similar in both genera. (5). Vesi-

cida terminalis. In Nephelis a vesicle, lined

by a ciliated epithelium, in Clepsine a sim-

ple pouch of the epidermis, without cilia.

(6). Canalis terminalis. The short canal by

which the terminal vesicle communicates

with the exterior. Present in Nephelis. In

Clepsine it is equivalent to the terminal

vesicle.

The cells formerly called Chloragogencelk

should now be called Excretophores. A pre-

liminary account of these cells has been sent

to the ' Zoologischer Anzeizer .
' Tlie investi-

gation has been carried out mainly on Uv-

ing tissues, and every source of eiTor has

been eliminated.

Bashfoed Dean, Rec. See'y.
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

CALENDAR, 1895.

Feb. 8.

—

Topographic Forms : Maj. Gilbert

Thompson, Mr. Henry Gannett, Mr. G.

AV. Littlehales.

Feb. 15.

—

Shakespeare's England : Rev. G.

Arbuthnot.

Feb. 22. Practical BemlU of the Bering Sea

Arbitration : Mr. J. STANLEY-BRO\yN.

Mar. 1.

—

Recent Discoveries in Assyria and

Babylonia: Rev. Dr. Francis Brown.
Mar. 8. Mexican Boundary : Mr. A. T. Mos-

MAN, Mr. Stehman Forney, Capt. E. A.

Mearns, U. S. a.

Mar. 15.

—

Turkey: Rev. Dr. Henry H.

Jessup.

Mar. 18.— Washington to Pittsburg and to Ni-

agara Falls ; Across the Appalachians: Dr.

David T. Day.

Side Trip to Xiagara Falls: Mr. G. K. Gil-

bert.

March 20. Reception at the Arlington Ho-
tel, Washington, D. C, 9 to 11 p. m.

Mar. 22. Pittsburg to Yellowstone National

Park ; Pittsburg to St. Paul, through the oil

and gas i-egio7is : Professor Edward Or-

ton.

St. Paul to Velloivstone National Park: Mr.
"Walter H. Weed.

Mar. 22.

—

The Alaskan Boundary: Mr. J. E.

McGrath, Mr. J. F. Pr.\tt, Mr. H. P.

Ritter.

Mar. 25. Yellowstone National Park to Sacra-

mento; Yellowstone Park ; doivn the Columbia ;

visit to Mt. Rainier and Portland : Mr.
Bailey AVillis.

Portland to Crater Lake; Mount Shasta and

Sacramento : Mr. J. S. Diller.

Mar. 29.

—

Sacramento to northern Arizona; Sac-

ramento ; the Golden Gate ; Yotemite ; Los

Angeles; San Bernardino: Mr. W. D.

Johnson.

From San Bernardino across ttie deserts ; to San
Francisco Mt., Arizona: Maj. J. W.
Powell.

Mar. 2d.— Oregon : Hon. J. H. Mitchell.

April 1.

—

Grand Canon and Sonora, Mexico;

Salt Lake City to the Grand Caiion ; a winter

in the depth of the Cafion : Mr. Charles
D. Walcott.

Prescott, Phanix and Tucson, to Sonora, Mexico;

visit to the so-called cannibals : Mr. W J
McGee.

April 5.

—

Across the Rocky Mountains to

Denver ; Northern Arizona, the Rio Grande,

and across the mountains to Denver: Prof.

A. H. Thompson.

The Home of the Pueblo Lulians: Mr. Frank
Hamilton Gushing.

April 5.

—

Physical Geography of the Great

Lakes: Prof. Mark W. Harrington.

April S.

—

Denver to Washington; Denver to

Pueblo, doivn the Arkansas river, and across

the plains to St. Louis: Mr. F. H. Newell.
St. Louis to Washington, with i>isits to the great

caves of Ky. and Va.: Major Jed. Hotch-
KISS.

April 12.—^)-_i7e?i<i*na,Colunibian Universitj'^,

8:.30 to 9:30 P. m.: Dr. D. Estanislao S.

Zeballos.

Aj)ril 19.

—

The Geography and Geology of

Nicaragua : Mr. Robert T. Hill.

April 26.

—

Antiquities and Aborigines of Peru

:

Mr. S. Mathewson Scott, Mr. F. H.

Gushing.

May 3.

—

Fredericksburg : Mr. W J McGee,
Maj. Gilbert Thompson, Gen. John
Gibbon, U. S. A.

May 4.— Excursion and Field-Meeting,

Fredericksburg, Ya., 9 a. m. to 6 p. m.

May 10.

—

President's Annual Address: Hon.

Gardiner G. Hubbard.

May 17.—Annual Meeting for the Election

of Officei-s.

philosophical society of WASHINGTON,

march 2.

On the Discovery of Marine Fossils in the Pam-

pean Fonnation, by Dr. H. Von Biering

:

Mr. Wm. H. Dall.

Claj>sification of Clouds; Hlustrated by lan-

tern slides : Mr. Alexander McAdie.
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The Army Magazine Rifle, Cat. SO: Me.

ROGEES BlENIE.

Additional Note on Gravity Determinations :

Me. G. K. Gilbert.

William C. Winlock, Secretary.

BOSTON SOCIETY OF NATUEAL HISTOEY,

MARCH 6.

The Geographical History of the Lower Missis-

sippi: Mr. L. S. Geiswold.

Some Features of the Coastal Plain in the Mis-

sissippi Emhayment : Me. C. F. Maebut.

Note on cusped Sand-bars of the Carolina

Coast: Me. Cleveland Abbe, Je.

Samuel Henshaw, Secretary.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

THE AMEEICAN JOURNAL OP SCIENCE, MARCH.

The Appalachian Type of Folding in the White

Mountain Range of Inyo County, Cal. : C.

D. Walcott.

Notes on the Southern lee Limit in Eastern

Pennsylvania: E. H. Williams.

The Succession of Fossil Faunas at Springfield,

Missouri: S. Wbllee.
Distribution of the Echinoderms of Northeastern

America : A. E. Veerill.

Drift Bowlders Bettveen the Mohawk and Sus-

quehanna Rivers : A. P. Beigham.

Scie?itific Intelligence; Chemistry and Physics;

Geology and Mineralogy; Botany; Miscel-

laneous ; Obituary.

AMERICAN CHEMICAL JOURNAL, MAECH.

On the Cupriammonium Double Salts : Theo-

dore William Richaeds and Andrew
Henderson Whiteidge.

The Composition of Athenian Pottery : Theo-

dore William Richards.

A Redetermination of the Atomic Weight of

Yttrium: Harry C. Jones.

Separation of Nickel and Iron : E. D. Camp-

bell and W. H. Andrews.
Researches on the Complex Inorganic Acids

:

WOLCOTT GibBS.

Gupric Hydride : Edwin J. Baetlett and

Waltee H. Merrill.

Action ofLight on Lead Bromide: R. S. Noeeis.

The Action of Ammonia upon Dextrose: W. E.

Stone.

The Carbohydrates of the Gum of Acacia De-

currens: W. E. Stone.

Reviews and Reports ; Notes.

BULLETIN OP THE TORREY BOTANICAL CLUB,

FEB.

New Species of Ustilaginew and TJredineie : F.

B. Ellis and B. M. Everhart.

Contributions to American Bryology—/X.-

Elizabeth G. Britton.

Japanese Characece—II: T. F. Allen.

Tradescantia Virginica var. villosa Watson :

E. F. Hill.

Some new hybrid Oaks from the Southern States :

John K. Small.

Family Nomenclature : V. Havard.
Revieivs.

Proceedings of the Club.

Index to Recent Literature Relating to American

Botany.

NEW BOOKS.

Antisepsis and Antiseptics. Charles Milton

Buchanan. Newark, N". J., The Ter-

hune Co. 1895. xvi+352.

A Laboratory Guide in General Chemistry.

George Willaed Benton. Boston, D.

C. Heath & Co. 1894. Pp. 163.

A Laboratory Manual in Organic Chemistry.

W. R. Oendorpf. Boston, D. C. Heath &
Co. 1894. 82 experiments.

First Lessons in Chemistry. G. P. Phenix.

Boston, D. C. Heath & Co. 1894. Pp.

41.

The World of Matter a Chdde to the Study oj

Chemistry and Mineralogy. Harlan Hogue
Ballard. Boston, D. C. Heath & Co.

1894. Pp. 264.

Physical Laboratory Manual. H. N. Chute.

Boston, D. C. Heath & Co. 1894. Pp.

vi + 213.
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ARGON.
The plain facts concerning argon are

these: For some time past Lord Rayleigh

has been engaged on relincd work involving

the weighing of various gases. Last year he

found that the nitrogen obtained from the

air is a little heaNier than that made from

definite chemical compounds. This led him
to further exi)eriments and, at the same

time. Professor W. Ramsay, of University

College, London, also undertook experi-

ments with the object of explaining, if pos-

sible, the discrepancy. The general method

ofwork consisted in pas.sing air, first through

substances that have the power to remove

those constituents that are present in small

quantities, such as water vapor, carbonic-

acid gas, etc., then through a heated tube

containing copper. The oxj^gen of the air

unites with the heated copper, and what

has hitherto been regarded as nitrogen

remains uncombined. This ' atmospheric

nitrogen ' was subsequently treated in three

different ways for the purpose of removing

the nitrogen from it.

(1) It w^as drawai through clay pipes in

the hope that, if the gas is a mixture, one

of the constituents would pass through the

porous material more easilj^ than the other,

and at least a partial separation be thus

effected. While something was accom-

plished in this way, the experiment was on

the whole unsatisfactoiy.

(2) The ' atmospheric nitrogen ' was

mixed with oxygen in a vessel con-

taining caustic alkali, and electric sparks

were passed through the mLxture. Under

these circumstances the oxygen united with

nitrogen and formed a compound which is

soluble in alkali. After no further absorp-

tion of nitrogt'n could be effected by spark-

ing, any unchanged oxygen present was re-

moved, and there was then found a residue
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of gas which was certainly not oxygen nor

nitrogen. This proved to he the substance

about which the world is now talking.

In this connection it is of great interest

to note that Cavendish, in 1785, probably

had this same substance before him free

from nitrogen. He performed the experi-

ment above described, and noticed the resi-

due, and says in regard to it: " We may
safely conclude that it is not more than yi^

of the whole . '
' This is very nearly the truth

as regards the relative amount of argon in

the air.

(3) The most satisfactory method for ob-

taining the gas on the large scale consists

in passing ' atmosphere nitrogen ' over

highly-heated magnesium, which has the

power of uniting with nitrogen, while the

newly-discovered gas has not this power.

But, even by this method, the preparation

is very slow, and, up to the present, the gas

cannot easily be obtained in large quantity.

The new substance is heavier than nitro-

gen. The density of hydrogen being taken

as unity, that of nitrogen is 14, of oxygen

16, and of argon 19.7.

Perhaps the most remarkable property of

argon is its inertness. It has not been pos-

sible thus far to get it to combine with any

other substance, so that anything more than

a general comparison with known substances

is out of the question. It owes its name to

its inertness, argon being derived from two

Greek words signifying ' no work.'

A determination of the ratio of the

specific heat of argon at constant pressure

to that at constant volume was determined

by means of observations on the velocity of

sound in the gas, and the ratio was found

to be 1.66. This is of much importance as

showing that the particles of which the gas

is made up act as individuals. If this con-

clusion is correct, it follows further that

argon must be either a single element or a

mixture of elements, and that, if it is a

single element, its atomic weight must be

nearly 40, as its density is 19.7 and its atom

is identical with its molecule.

Professor Crookes has studied the spectra

of argon and, in an article giving his results

in detail, he says : "I have found no other

spectrum-givhig gas or vapour jdeld spectra

at all like those of argon." * * * "As far,

therefore, as spectrum work can decide, the

verdict must, I think, be that Lord Rayleigh

and Professor Eamsay have added one, if

not two members to the family of elemen-

tary bodies."

Finally, Professor Olszewski, of Cracow,

the well-known authority on the lique-

faction of gases has succeeded in both liqui-

fying and solidifying argon. It was found

to boil at 186.9° C, and to solidify at 189.6°

C, forming a mass resembling ice.

To quote from Professor Ramsay's article

read before the Royal Societj' :
" There is

evidence both for and against the hj-pothesis

that argon is a mixture : For, owing to Mr.

Crookes' observations of the dual character

of its spectrum ; against, because of Profes-

sor Olszewski's statement that it has a defi-

nite melting point, a definite boiling point,

and a definite critical temperature and pres-

sure ; and because, on compressing the gas

in pi-esence of its liquid, pressure remains

sensibly constant until all gas has condensed

to liquid."

The above is a brief account of all that is

known about argon, and it would evidently

be prematui'e to indulge in speciilation re-

garding its position in the sj'stem. It may
as well be said at once that, if it is an ele-

ment or a mixture of elements, it will ap-

parentlj^ be dif&cult to find a place for it on

Mendele.efif's table. It will be well to await

developments before wonying on this ac-

count. If the time should ever come when

Mendeleeff's table has to be given up, some-

thing better will take its place.

The suggestion has been made repeatedly

that argon is perhaps an allotropic form of

nitrogen. The strongest argument against
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this view is the established fact that the gas

conducts itself as if made up of individual

particles, while any allotropic form of nitro-

gen, which is heavier than this, must, ac-

cording to all that we know of such mat-

ters, consist of more complex molecules

than nitrogen itself.

Ira Remsen.
Johns Hopkixs University.

THE FUNDAMENTAL DIFFEREXCE BE-
TWEEN PLANTS AND ANIJfALS*

To the advanced student, as to the inves-

tigator, the question of a definite and ac-

curate distinction by which all ti'ue plants

can be distinguished from all true animals,

is a question of minor interest. To the be-

ginning student the question, on the con-

trarj', is a pressing one for which the an-

swer is urgentl}' claimed. Thus I am led

to believe that the definition given below,

though it cannot add anj-thing essential to

the conceptions of investigators, will never-

theless prove valuable to teachers of biologj'.

The usual method of drawing a contrast

between the animal and vegetable king-

doms, for the purpose of establishing some
sort of definition of the two in students'

minds, is to leave out of consideration the

lower forms, and to take into consideration

only the higlier forms, on the one side plants

with chlorophyll, on the other the multicel-

lular animals or so-called Metazoa. It is

then easy to establish a difference in the

physiological nutritive processes, emphasiz-

ing the synthetic processes, particularly the

power of bringing free nitrogen into com-
binations on the i)art of plants and the ab-

sence of the synthetic process among ani-

mals. It is much to be regretted that this

method of defining animals and plants has

been and still is very widely used, for it

leads to inevitable perplexity, because the

next thing almost wliich the student must

* Rea<l before the American Society of Morpholo-
gists at Baltimore, December, 1894.

learn is that the distinction does not hold

true. On the one hand, he learns that

among plants there are manj- forms without

chlorophyll and that these cannot bring

nitrogen into combination and must secure

proteid food. On tlie other hand, he learns

that among animals numerous synthetic

processes occur, and if he takes up the

study of medical physiology he learns many
instances of synthetic chemical work on the

part of the mammalian body. Dr. F. Pfaft"

has kindlj- indicated to me two striking in-

stances of synthesis in the mammalian body,

first, the formation of glycuronic acid after

the administration of camphor or turpen-

tine, and second, the formation of hippuric

acid after the administration of benzoine.

Another distinction often drawn between

animals and plants is that of the presence

or absence respectively of internal digestive

organs. But this again soon leaves the

student in the lurch, for the first amoebea

he examines knocks that distinction out of

the ring.

We may, however, I think, rightly define

the two primaiy divisions of the living

world thus:

Animals are organisms wliich take part

of their food in the form of concrete parti-

cles, which ai-e lodged in the cell proto-

plasm by the activity of the protoplasm

itself.

Plants are organisms which obtain all

their food in either the liquid or gaseous

form bj' osmosis (diffusion).

There are certain facts which appear to

invalidate these definitions. The most im-

portant of such facts, so far as known to

me, is atforded bj^ the Mj'xomycetes, which,

as well known, while in the Plasmodium
stage of their life-cj'de, take solid particles

of food very mucli after Amu'ba-fashion.

Through the kindness of Professors W. G.

Farlow and G. L. Goodale, I have learned

that there are no other plants which at the

present time are known to take solid food
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at anj^ stage. I understand also that

botanists are by no means agreed to accept

the Myxomycetes as veritable plants. One

cannot bnt ask, Have we not here organ-

isms which connect the two kingdoms?

Certainly, in using the above definitions in

teaching, it will always be easy to specify

the one exception oifered by the Mjtco-

mycetes and still leave a clear and avail-

able conception in the student's mind.

Other facts, which stand in the way of

strictly upholding the two definitions, are

encountered among animal parasites. For

example, a tape-worm in the intestine does

not apparently take up any solid food, but

is nourished by absorption through the sur-

face of its body of food material in solution.

But in these cases we have evidentlj^ second-

ary modifications due to the parasitic life,

and in the near relatives of the tape-worms,

the trematods and planarians, solid food is

taken up. It is to be remarked, too, that it

is possible, though perhaps not probable,

that even tape-worms will be found on more

careful study to take up solid food.

The extent to which it has now been

demonstrated that animals take up food in

the form of discrete solid particles is not

realized generally. The process has been

observed with varying degTces of accuracy

in the entodermal cells of the digestive

tract of hji-droids, ctenophores, planarians,

trematods, annelids, Crustacea, insects, am-
phibia and mammals, and probably in other

forms, which have not come to my notice

in this regard. There is here offered a rare

opportunity for a valuable research, by
making a comparative study of the absorp-

tion of solid food. That the protozoa take

up particles by means of their pseudopodia

is certainly one of the most familiar and
most be-taught facts of elementary biology.

I believe that we can also safely teach

that the absorption of solid particles of food

is to be considered one of the most essential

factors in determining the evolution of the

animal kingdom. The plant receives its

food passivelj' by absorption, and the evolu-

tion of the plant world has been dominated

hy the tendency to increase the external

surfaces—to make leaves and roots. The
animal, on the contrary, has to obtain at

least the solid part of its food bj^ its own
active exertions, and to the effects—through

natural selection—of the active sti-uggle to

secure food we maj^, I think, safely attribute

a large part of the evolution of locomotor

nervous and sensory systems of animals.

That it has been the onlj' factor cannot be

asserted of course for a moment, but it is

presumably not going too far in speculative

conclusions to look upon it as the most im-

portant single factor. An equallj^ impor-

tant role must be attributed to the taking of

solid food in connection with the evolution

of digestive organs, which are ca^dties which

hold food material until it is absorbed by

the cellular walls of the cavities. Indeed,

we may expect to find that the entodermal

cavity had originally no digestive function

whatsoever, but was merelj' a receptacle to

retain the food while the surrounding ento-

dermal cells swallowed it at leisui-e.

With these speculations I will close, ad-

ding only that the speculations have in

themselves little value, their only value be-

ing to suggest lines of research, which ap-

pear promising. The sober naturalist avoids

the infernal dipsomania for sheer specula-

tion, and in this article I have akeady

yielded suflBciently to the temptation.

Charles S. Minot.
Hakvaed University.

THE BEST ORDER OF TOPICS IK A TWO-

YEARS' COURSE OF ANATOMY IN A
MEDICAL SCHOOL^-

Teachers of anatomy differ so widefy in

their views as to the most useful arrange-

ment of the various branches of the subject

*A paper read at the annual meeting of the

Association of American Anatomists, in New York,

28tli December, 1894.
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that it is desirable to clear the field as far

as possible at the veiy beginning of our dis-

cussion In' the elimination of those points

uj/ou which there is substantial agreement.

I assume that there is no diversitj- of opin-

ion ou the places which should be occupied

by histology and topography. It is to my
mind perfectly manifest that the student

cannot profitably or comfortably receive in-

struction in gross anatomy until he has

learned the elements of histology : has be-

come ftvmiliar with the characters of the

various textures which make up the parts

and organs of the body, and to which, of

necessity, references are constantly made
in macroscopic anatomy. By identically

the same method of reasoning the conclu-

sion is reached that topography should be

taken up latest of all : for it cannot be in a

high degi'ce useful to the pupil to work at

the relations in space which different organs

sustain to each other, until he has acquaint-

ed himself with the facts of their shape,

size and consistency. To attempt descrip-

tive anatomy without histological knowl-

edge is comparable to studying architec-

tural structures in perfect ignorance of the

qualities of building materials, such as stone,

brick, wood, iron and mortar ; and to under-

take regional, before being well grounded

in systematic, anatomy is about as possible

as reading sentences before acquiring words,

or studying the relations of any other

things without knowing something about

the things themselves. Besides, there is a

marked advantage in the incidental, Init

searching, review of every preceding por-

tion of gross anatomy involved in the pur-

suit of typographical ; and all teachers

recognize the vast importance of such repe-

titions for the student, even if they do not

admit that they themselves retain their fa-

miliarity with this .science of innumerable

details only by virtue of incessant review

in one way or another.

There is certainly room for difference of

opinion concerning the most advantageous

marshaling of the remainder of tlie topics

with which we have to deal ; but our de-

cision should probablj^ be in largest measure

determined by the circumstances in which

it is necessary to pursue the studj'. If the

pupil is to devote himself to anatomy onlj',

•no great objection is to be raised to the order

of subjects adopted in the text-books in

most common use—the order which, I

think, the majoritj- of teachers employ—be-

ginning wdth osteology, and following in

regular succession with arthrologj-, mj'ologj',

angiologj', neurology and splanchnology.

Much can be said in support of this arrange-

ment. The knowledge of vessels, their

origins and terminations, can be of little

avail, ifthere is not a precedent acquaintance

with the muscles and other structures which

thej- flush with nourishing blood, or drain

of unneeded and effete material ; and so,

before undertaking angiology, we need

especially to studj* muscles, which consti-

tute so large a part of the human bulk out-

side of the great cavities, and in which are

found so considerable a proportion of the

tubes of supply and waste with wliich we
have to deal in the practice of medicine and
surgery. The nerves, too, cannot be studied

to advantage without antecedent familiarity

with the muscles, which are the objective

point of their motorial function. In their

turn, also, the active organs of locomotion

are never learned unless there is a well-laid

foundation of skeletal knowledge, upon

which to build them ; for, in absence of this

basis, they are but impotent, flabby, almost

shapeless masses of flesh, but little amen-

able to description, and quite elusive ofcom-

prehension. Arthrology is plainly out of

the question without osteologj', which slwuld

immediately precede it. The studj- of the

viscera and organs of special sense concludes

the series.

This arrangement is not altogether free

from objections. For instance, even after
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one knows the skeleton and the muscles

clothing it, he finds in his study of the ar-

teries much that he cannot fully comprehend

fit'om lack of acquaintance with the viscera.

But no method can be absolutely perfect

:

one needs to know all of his anatomy—the

whole of everything—iu order to under-

stand any one organ perfectly. The prob.-

lem, therefore, for us, as teachers, is to dis-

cover that plan which reduces to the mini-

mum this necessity of knowing a good deal

of every department of our great science be-

fore entering upon the study of any one of

them ; and particularly the scheme which

makes this need least conspicuous in the

earlier portion of the course, when every-

thing is new ; for, since the growth of one's

anatomical knowledge makes further acqui-

sition in the same line progressively easier

day by day, because he is all the time getting

nearer to the goal of knowledge of the

whole, the last part of the course is natu-

rally that in which there is the least occa-

sion for such help as can be derived from a

wise order of topics. After all, however,

the arrangement in question is useful, per-

haps as good as any other, provided that

there is an observance of the condition

which I have attached to my commenda-

tion of it ; but without this provision it

seems to me to be clumsy, obstructive,

wasteful and irrational.

The condition is that the student is at-

tempting nothing else than anatomy. Prac-

tically this is a state of affairs which never

obtains in the schools, and is not in the

least likely to occur ; always physiology is

studied synchronously, and usually, also,

general chemistry—the latter a branch with

no more claim to be regarded as a legitimate

topic of medical study than have botany

and zoology, and, in all fairness to student,

school and community, should be required

as a preliminary to the medical course. We
may confidently count upon finding the

first-year student occupied equally with

physiology and anatomy. Now, it is so ob-

vious as to require no argument that the

action of an organ can never be studied with"

complete satisfaction until its structure is

well understood. Consequently, the anat-

omy of each part should be learned before

its function is presented, in order that the

pupil may work intelligently and be spared

much difficult and unproductive effort. If

the professor of anatomy does not aid him

in this matter, the physiologist is driven to

perform the task, although it is outside of

the proper sphere of his work, and involves

the expenditure of much time which he

needs for affairs in his own peculiar field.

The phj'siology which we most require is a

knowledge of the offices of the viscera, and

the teachers of this branch necessarily de-

vote the greater part of their instruction to

the consideration of the action of these or-

gans, which, according to the conventional

order of topics in the anatomical course, are

not touched until all other portions of sys-

tematic anatomy have been disposed of.

As a result of this, in the early part of the

course the anatomist is teaching a vast

number of things which are of the smallest

possible help to the student of physiology
;

and, in almost the last part, he goes over

ground which has been traversed long be-

fore by a suffering colleague, who has been

forced into this unwilling usurpation by the

unhappy arrangement of the anatomical

schedule. In other words, a large and im-

portant (to my tliinking, the most impor-

tant) section of anatomy is not taught by

the professor of this branch at a period

when it is most urgent^ required by the

student, and is presented by him long after

it has been already learned.

Surely this state of affairs is, to say the

best of it, deplorable, and should not be per-

mitted to continue, if it can be abolished

^yithout injustice to the interests of the

science to which we dedicate so much of

our lives. Each one of us should bear con-
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stantly in mind that he is not meielj' an

instructor in a speciul branch, but is, besides

this, a member of a faculty, the purpose of

which is to give to medical students the

most complete, well-rounded, professional

education possible with the available means.

On the old lines, which schools have followed

far too long, and which are not j'ct aban-

doned by all institutions, everj' professor

discoursed to the entire class—a higgledy-

piggledy arrangement (perhaps derange-

ment would be the more appropriate desig-

nation for so lunatic a scheme) which

would not be tolerated for a week in a

common school of the lowest grade. Grad-

ually faculties are becoming converted to

the idea that a grading of the course is

essential to the best results ; and those

branches which are natural stepping stones

to others are completed before advanced

studies are undertaken. But much still

remains to be done before the most useful

system is formulated, and the part of this

work which most concerns us is the proper

adjustment of our topics to the needs of

our colleagues who teach physiology. The
plan which I am about to propose is designed

especiallj' to attain this end, and will be

seen, I trust, to be the most advantageous

in other respects, also. It is devised in the

spirit which should actuate every individual

in a body which is formed to accomplish

a given purpose ; each one is bound not

simply to do these things which will make
his department a success, but to do them
in such a way as to promote the interests of

every other chair. There should be per-

fect coordination in teaching—the faculty

should work always as a ' team,' if a popular

expression may be used. In no other way
can the highest results be achieved.

In the first place I would have the anato-

mist ascertain the exact order of topics in

the course of his physiological colleague.

Let us suppose that the latter purposes, after

a little time spent in necessary preliminary

considerations, to conduct his class into the

realm of tlie circulation. The anatomist

will precede him by a day or two with the

study of the organs by means of which cir-

culation is performed. The structure of the

heart will be presented with as much of de-

tail as is requisite for the ready comprehen-

sion of its action, and this will be followed

bj' the physiological anatomy of the blood

vessels: the materials of which they are com-

posed, the arrangement of these, and the

variations in their proportions in the large,

medium, and small vessels respectively ; the

physical qualities of the walls ; the style of

division and union : how the great arterial

trunks branch and divide until the most

diminutive twigs terminate in capillaries,

and how the venous radicles begin in the

midst of the tissues and by successive and
innumerable conjunctions form larger tubes

until the great tap-roots of the system are

reached ; in short, all those points which

aid in the understanding of the function of

these organs. lie makes no attempt at this

stage of the course to present the systematic

anatomy of the arteries and veins
;
perhaps

not a single vessel of the great multitude is

called by name, except those which, being

attached to the heart., must be specifically

designated in order to make the description

of that organ intelligible. He does not

undertake to descrilie the relations in space

which the heart and principal vessels sus-

tain to the parts by which they are sur-

rounded ; for he knows that these relations

might be very dilVcrent without essential

modification of their action, and that there-

fore they need not be introduced at this

period of the curriculum. Thus, the stu-

dents are well equipped to receive instruc-

tion on the circulation from the professor of

phj-siology, and the latter is free to devote

his energies entirely to the work which alone

he should be expected to undertake.

This example is no more striking than

any other ; but it serves well to illustrate
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on the physiological side the benefits com-

ing from the adoption of the order which I

advocate. In this manner the course pro-

ceeds ; and no portion of the field is entered

upon by the physiologist which has not

been explored and surveyed as far as struc-

ture is concerned by the anatomist in com-

pany with the same set of pupils. After

the study of the viscera, including the cere-

bro-spinal centres and the organs of special

sense, comes the consideration of the re-

maining branches of systematic anatomy,

beginning with the skeleton and proceeding

in the conventional order.

That much advantage accrues to the

class in physiology by the execution of this

plan seems to me to be perfectly clear.

That any anatomical sacrifice is made by it

I do not believe. On the contrary, a dis-

tinct benefit is gained even in anatomji"

;

for the learning of the function of an organ

immediately after the study of its structure

serves to emphasize and deepen the impres-

sion made by the earlier lesson, and quick-

ens with a living interest what otherwise

might remain in the mind only as dry and

arbitrary fact, if, indeed, it did not lapse

altogether from memory beca\ise of its lack

of significance.

Incidentally, too, there results great profit

of a practical kind, which is lost in follow-

ing the common order. Students usually

know less about visceral anatomy than

about any other section of the science. This

comparative ignorance depends upon three

causes. The first is the fact that the ordi-

nary text-books are far less accurate in the

description of the viscera than in that of

other parts—a statement which it is un-

necessary to substantiate in this learned

presence. Second, the study of the viscera

is much more difiicult than that of other

parts. In their best estate they present ap-

pearances which are liable to be misleading

even to the most careful and experienced

observers, as witness the conspicuous errors

which for generations passed muster regard-

ing the form of the liver and the position

of the stomach—points still misstated in.

some of the text-books of the day. But
another obstacle is often more serious

than this. If the organs are fresh, much
that is valuable can be learned from them

;

but when they are the seat of advanced

putrefactive changes, as often happens when
the muscles and associated parts are still

useful for somewhat prolonged examination,

they must be removed speedilj', without af-

fording the slightest opportunitj^ for care-

ful observation. Third, as the subject of

the viscera is usually placed last in the

study of systematic anatomy, it is more
likely than anything else to be slighted.

We all doubtless know from observation,

and some of us probably from personal ex-

perience, that the enthusiasm of a novice

in a study rarely is sustained to the end.

In fact, it ma.y be said without incurring

the imputation of exaggeration that a large

majority of students in any class flag very

noticeably towards the close of the term,

however eagerly they may have started out.

Unquestionably most medical men, young

or old, know more about osteology than

about any other branch of anatomy. The
reasons of this are not far to seek. The
skeleton is less perishable than the soft

parts and hence the opportunities for the

study of it are vastly greater ; and, what

seems to me to be of quite as deep signifi-

cance, it is generally the first branch of our

science which the student attacks. It is

his memorable, first step mside the mighty

and mysterious domain of medicine, and,

consequently, every detail makes a power-

ful impression on his plastic mind. Al-

though he sees that his book contains much
besides osteology, this is the first and, by

inference, the most important of its con-

tents. The common people sometimes speak

of a skeleton as an anatomy ; and the young

student almost deludes himself with the
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notion that he knows the bulk of anatomy,

when lie has acquired a very general con-

ception of the bones. Of course, his ideas

are silly and childish, and have to be cor-

rected ; but we must take human nature as

we find it, and, if possible, turn its very

weaknesses into useful channels. Now, with-

out having the smallest disposition to belit-

tle the advantage of an accurate knowledge

of the skeleton, it has long been a convic-

tion with me that visceral anatomj^ should

be ranked first in tlie list of topics, consid-

ered from the purely utilitarian point of

view : that the subject of which our stu-

dents generally know least is precisely that

of which they ought to know most. They
come to us in order to be equipped as prac-

titioners. Whatever maj' be their callow

aspirations, however much they may be

dazzled and charmed by the brilliant per-

formances of surgery, we and all of our

colleagues know that the enormous ma-
jority of them must be general practitioners,

doing almost no surgical operations, except

the strictly minor ; having a great many
obstetric cases ; seeing a multitude of sick

infants, a good many ailing women, and not

a few acutely ill adults of both sexes. What
is the greatest anatomical need of such men?
Is it not undeniable that, for one case de-

manding in them a knowledge of bones,

muscles, blood vessels or nerves, they have
at least a score in which they must know
something definitely about the sti-ucture of

lungs, heart, stomach, bowels, liver, kid-

neys, uterus or brain? If, then, visceral

anatomy far surpasses all other portions of

the field in importance to the enormous ma-
jority of practitioners of the healing art, it

should be placed first chronologicallj^ in the

course of systematic anatomy, so that it

shall be taught at the time when the

learner's mind is most eagerly receptive

and most faithfully retentive—provided, of

course, that this assignment of position does
not conflict with the rights of other things.

Unless mj- argument has utterly miscarried,

it is established that the proposed order not

only does not sacrifice anjthing on the

physiological side, but is even of conspicu-

ous advantage to it ; and I have been un-

able to discover any way in which it can

affect unfavorably the welfare of anj' depart-

ment whatsoever. There is no occasion for

anxiety lest the jjostponement of osteology

will result in its being ignored or slighted.

The flxcilities for its study are so compara-
tively abundant, the conventional concep-

tion of its importance is so deeply rooted,

and the natural and mevitable attraction

which it exercises on the student is so strong

as to insure the bestowal upon it of a suffi-

cient share of his attention.*

With me the order advocated is not

merely a theory : it is a long accomplished

fact. For about fifteen years I have had
the plan in practical operation, and have
not yet observed a single thing which has

caused me to regi-et the change from the

ancient sj^stem. It appears to me now, as

in the beginning, to be the most rational,

economical, fiicile, attractive and useful

succession of topics. During tliis prolonged

trial of the order I have had as fellow-

members of the Bowdoin faculty in the

chair of physiology three gentlemen, of

whom two, Drs. B. G. Wilder and C. D.

Smith, are members of this Association, and
can testify as to the usefulness of the plan.

* It would be foolish to disparage the cultivation

of any portion of tlie lield of human anatomy
; the

more thoroughly the physician knows every part of it,

the better equipped will he be as a practitioner.

Vast!J' more blunders than are ever recognized depend
upon ignorance of easily known facts of structure.

But the tremendous insistence upon the supreme
value of osteology, which characterizes the method of

some teachers of anatomy, seems to me to demon-
strate a lack of sense of proportion, which, while

easily enough accounted for by the student of mediciil

history, who appreciates also the dominating (some-

times almost domineering) influence of habit and
suggestion upon the mind, is none the less peculiarly

unfortunate in its effect.
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The third, Dr. Henry Hastings Hunt, has

within a month ceased from his labors, and

been borne to his honored grave ; but I feel

justified in giving his testimony emphatic-

ally in its favor.

My plan, slightly detailed, is as follows :

Beginning with some explanations of a gen-

eral character, and the definition of certain

terms which are so technical that the novice

cannot be expected to know them, I give

the names, both English and Latin, and the

limits of extension of all of the superficial

parts; for I have learned that it is not safe

to count on anybody's knowing what an

anatomist or surgeon means by various

terms applied to parts which are visible

without dissection, and have vernacular ap-

pellations. Histology is then presented in

an elementary way, and the student is

taught the essential truths about the simple

tissues. The different kinds of membranes

are discussed, and the structure of glands

in general is naturally given the next place.

The student is now fairly equipped for the

study of the viscera, and these are taken up

in whatever order the physiologist of the

institution prefers. In one important par-

ticular my course at this period differs from

visceral anatomy as presented in most of

our books ; the braiu and spinal cord, the

noblest and most interesting of all entrails,

are included in the company of the viscera,

and not, as ordinarily in the text-books,

with the nerves. After this come in regu-

lar, conventional style the bones, ligaments,

muscles, arteries, veins, lymphatics and

nerves ; and, last of all, topogTaphical, or,

as I prefer to call it, relational anatomy.

In this scheme no separate place is as-

signed to embryology, a subject usually

treated in obstetrical and physiological

works, as well as in anatomical. By agi-ee-

ment with my colleague in physiology, its

systematic presentation is made by him
;

but all through my course the facts of de-

velopment are introduced, not only to in-

fonn the student upon points of practical

moment, but also to illustrate and enforce

many features of adult structure.

At the end ofhis first year in the school the

student is required to pass a satisfactory

examination in histology, splanchnology,

and osteology, and he is not permitted to

enter upon second-year studies until he

has so passed. At the end of his second

year he is examined on the remainder of

systematic and all of relational anatomy,

failure excluding him from Ms third j'ear.

It will be observed that I have confined

my remarks strictly to the subject an-

nounced, and have refrained from discuss-

ing the relative merits of various methods

of imparting instruction, as by lectures,

recitations, demonstrations, and so forth.

I wish it to be understood, however, that, if

any expression of mine has seemed to im-

plj' that the old-time method of teaching by

lectures holds the first place in my esteem, I

have unwittingly done an injustice to a cher-

ished conviction ; for the lecture system,

as an exclusive, or even principal, method

of instruction, has long seemed to me to

be the worst which has been devised.

Frederic Henry Gerrish.

BowDoiN College.

CURRENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGRAPHY (IV).

MERRIAM ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMAIil

AND PLANTS.

A STUDY that is admirable, alike in its

quality and its results, has been presented

hy Dr. C. Hart Merriam in a vice-presiden-

tial address to the National Geographical

Society of Washington, under the title,

' Laws of tempei-atm-e control of the geo-

graphical distribution of terrestrial animals

and plants' (Nat. Geogr. Mag., VI., 1894,

228-238). The life zones of the United

States, as mapped two years ago (Ann. Eep.

Sec'y Agriculture, 1893), are now shown to

be limited northward by the total quantity

of heat during the season of growth and re-
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production ; and southward by the mean
temperature of the hottest part of the year.

The ' total (luantity of heat ' is measured

by the sum of the excesses of mean daily

temperature over 43°; tliis temperature be-

ing taken as marking ' the inception of

physiological activity in plants and repro-

ductive activity in animals.' The ' hottest

part of the year ' was arbitrarily limited to

the six hottest consecutive weeks of sum-

mer. Tlie life zones, the northward con-

trol, and the southward control are showni

on three maps ; and the accordances between

the controls and the zones are ti-ulj' sur-

prising. The peculiar over-lapping of boreal

and austral types along the Pacific coast,

hitherto not cleai-l}- underetood, is thus

shown to obey the same controls as those

which elsewhere keeps these tj'pes apart

;

the western coast being exceptional in hav-

ing a great total quantity of heat, but a very

mild summer. The dependence of these

temperature controls on general geographi-

cal features offers a beautiful illustration of

the general principles of climatology.

HARRIXOTOX's RAINFALL CHARTS OF THE
UNITED STATES.

A QUARTO paper of text and tables and a

large atlas of charts, entitled ' Rainfall and
Snow of the United States, Compiled to the

end of 1891,' by Mark W. Harrington,

chief of the AVeather Bureau, has lately

been issued as Bulletin C, of that office. It

is based on all available records, of very

dirterent periods and values, but constitu-

ting the best body of material now in liand

for the study of precipitation in this coun-

try. The charts exhibit the monthly, sea-

sonal and annual rainfall, monthly maxima
and minima, and many other details. The
text calls attention to the chief features in

the distribution of precipitation, both in

plaeeand season. The unusually heavy rain-

fall in the southern Appalachians, averag-

ing over sixty inclies, and exceeding ninety

inches in 1892 at one station, is a new fea-

ture. It may be doubted whether the rain-

fall of the more mountainous belts is in

general sufficiently represented. For ex-

ample. Pike's peak is the only mountain

meteorological station in Colorado, and its

rainfall (30") is greater than that of any
other station. It might therefore be tiiken

as indicating the rainfall on the mountains

of Colorado in general ; but, although there

are many other lofty peaks, the isohyetal

line of 30 inches does not include them.

One might, to be sure, in the absence of di-

rect observations, feel some hesitancy in as-

serting that these other summits actually

have a 30-inch i-ainfall
;
yet one might feel

equal hesitancy in asserting, as the charts

do so emphatically, that the high peaks in

general have not a 30-inch rainfall. It is

stated that " in general the rainfall de-

creases also with the elevation above sea

level ;" and the decreased precipitation in

passing westward across the Great Plains

is taken as an illustration of this generali-

zation. It is questionable whether the il-

lustration is pertinent ; for other controls,

such as distance inland and relation to

mountain ranges, are here presumably of

much gi-eater importance than increasing

elevation. It is to be regretted that, in the

interests of a consistent terminology, Flor-

ida should be cited as a region of ' subtrop-

ical ' rainfall. Florida is a region of sum-

mer rains ; while regions of subtropical

rainfall always have their maximum in

winter, as in the region originallj' so named
1)V Dove, around the Mediterranean, and

again with equal distinctness in California,

Chili, South Africa and South Australia.

The southeastern coast of Asia has a sum-

mer rainy season, like Florida ; and Flor-

ida might therefore with some justice be

likened to the regions of monsoon rainfall,

but this would hardly do justice to its other

relations. As a matter of fact, no techni-

cal name has yet been suggested for sea-

sonal rainfall of the Florida kind.
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BAEOGEAPH EECOED DURING A TOENADO.

The general fall of pressure during the

passage of cyclonic storms is an old obser-

vation. The short-lived rise of pressure

during the onset of a thunderstorm is of

more recent detection. The inferred very

low pressure in the funnel of a toi-nado has

never been tested by direct observation, un-

less the tracing of a barograph at Little

Eock, Arkansas, on October 2, 1894, may
show an effect of this kind. The tornado

passed over the Weather Bureau station at

8:28 p. M. of that day, and although the

upper story of an adjacent building was

blown upon the station, the instruments on

its roof generally destroyed, the windows

blown in and the furniture di-enched with

rain, the barogi-aph bravely continued its

record ; and its interesting curve is repro-

duced in the Monthly Weather Eeview for

the month in question. As the tornado

passed there was a momentary fall and rise

of 0.38 inch. Shortly afterwards the storm

passed over the gas works, and all the lights

in the city went out as if by relief of pres-

sure from the gasometer. As soon as the

cloud passed, the tank settled again, the

pressure was resumed, and the gas jets could

be lighted. Professor Abbe, editor of the

Weather Review, points out that the sudden

change of pressure recorded on the baro-

graph cvirve may have been merely a local

effect of decrease of pressure by wind suction

up the chimney, followed by restored pres-

sure when the windows were broken in
;

so the inferred low pressure of the tor-

nado funnel still eludes unquestionable

record.

NEW YOEK STATE WEATHEE SERVICE.

The fifth annual report of the New York
State meteorological bureau and weather

service, of which Professor E. A. Fuertes,

of Cornell University, is du-ector, is perhaps

the most elaborate and valuable of any of

the State service reports yet issued. Be-

sides the summaries of monthly reports for

all stations for 1893, with good charts of

temperature and rainfall fi-om records at

about one hundred stations, there is a com-

prehensive chapter on the climate of the

State, bj^ E. T. Turner, meteorologist to the

State service, with a number of interesting

plates and charts. For example, the curves

of daily mean temperatures and pressures

exhibit to a nicety the greater fluctuations

of these elements in the winter, when cy-

clonic action is increased, than in summer,

when it is diminished. A neatly tinted

map, shaded for elevation, gives a clear

idea of the general relief of the State. The
few elevated stations in the Adirondacks

have a higher mean winter temperature

than those in the St. Lawi'ence valley, more

than a thousand feet lower ; a notable ex-

ample of this inversion having occurred un-

der an anticj'clone on December 8, 1890,

which is illustrated by a special chart.

Nocturnal winds, flowing northward past

Ithaca to Cayuga Lake, are described as

characteristic of the valleys of the southern

plateau ; they occur on clear nights, both

winter and summer, beginning one or two

hours after sunset and reaching a velocity

of about eight miles an hour before morn-

ing. The thickness of this current, as de-

termined by balloons, is only from fifty to

a hundred feet. Apart from the immediate

value of so well managed a service as this,

in the way of displaying weather signals

and distributing crop reports, it deserves

hearty support from the State in its long

task of collecting and discussing authentic

climatic data. The number of reporting

stations should, however, be largely in-

creased, and for this purpose the service

cannot do better than foster the adequate

teaching ofmeteorology in the public schools,

both by the publication of special articles

serviceable to teachers, and by making these

articles known at teachers' and farmers'

institutes.
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ARGENTINE METEOROLOGICAL REPORTS.

Among the most elaborate discussions of

meteorological observations published in

America are those of the Argentine Meteoro-

logical Ofbce, under the direction of Walter

G. Davis, whose headquarters are at Cor-

dova, in the middle of the pampas. The
latest volume issued, number IX., is in two
parts ; the first giving the original observa-

tions at Cordova since 1872, the second giv-

ing the mean values determined from this

important series of records. A notable

climatic feature is the occurrence of a wet

summer, October to March, and a drj-

winter, April to September, The summer
rains are chiefly supplied by thunderstorms,

yet curiously enough the rains exhibit both

in quantity and in number of occurrences a

distinct afternoon minimum and an early

morning maximum : but the scale of cloudi-

ness has its maximum toward midday, and
in January in mid-afternoon. High baromet-

ric pressure confirms the continental qual-

ity of the winter dry season. Westerly

winds are rare; northeast and southeast are

common, the latter flowing feebly through

the night, the former actively through the

afternoon ; and thus indicating the left-

handed or austral deflection that might be

expected with increased velocity in the

southern hemisphere. The strong diurnal

winds last fi-om ten to five o'clock in late

summer, but only from noon to three in

midwinter ; whUe the duration of the quiet

winds ofnight plainly varies with the period

from sunset to sunrise. Although the text

and tables are most elaborate, the treatment

of the subject is local, numerical and clim-

atic, rather than giMieral, descriptive and
meteorological.

THE SPECIOUS TEEM, ' REFORESTATION.'

The hard times lately reported as afflict-

ing some of the Western States in the

debatable belt, where agriculture is an un-

certain occupation, recall by contrast the

over-confident opinions, so freelj' uttered

by ' experts ' before Congressional commit-

tees, concerning the improved climatic con-

ditions that might be expected over the

Great Plains as settlement advances. Gov-
ernmental science wUl, we fear, suffer

severely when the inaccuracies of this quasi

scientific testimony are understood. Hardly
less misleading than the loose phrases con-

cerning ' the underflow,' from which an in-

exhaustible water supply has been looked

for, is the term ' reforestation,' used with

the impUcation that the barren plains of

to-day have been forested in the past. One
ofi&cial has testified :

•' By the destruction

of the forest which originally covered this

region, the verj- condition of its existence

and of its natural recuperation was de-

stroj'ed ; and thus, in a reverse manner, re-

forestation of parts by artificial means may
make natural reforestation over the whole

area possible by and by. . . . Reforestation on

the plains and forest preservation on the

mountains is of greater national concern

than the location of irrigation reservoirs."

There is no shadow of evidence that the

Plains have ever been forested since their

geographical surroundings were like those

of to-day. It is a most gratuitous assump-

tion to use the term 'reforestation' in vnit-

ing of the Plains, It does harm to those

who are tempted to settle there by these

and other over-favoralfle views concerning

the climate of the sub-arid region ; and it

discredits governmental science by exposing

it to so easy contradiction,

W. M. Davis.
Harvard University,

ANXUAL RECEPTION OF THE XEW YORK
ACADEMY.

The New York Academy of Sciences last

year instituted a series of annual receptions,

suggested by the famous conversazione of

the Royal Society of London. The firet

Reception was held in the Librarj' of Co-
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lumbia College. The second, held upon

March 14th, in the Galleries of the Ameri-

can Fine Arts Society, was much larger and

more successful than the first, including 331

separate exhibits, grouped under sixteen

branches of Pure and Applied Science. In

the South Galleiy were placed Physics, Elec-

tricity, Astronomy, Mechanics and Chemis-

try ; in the Middle Gallery, Photography,

Psychology and Mineralogy; and in the

Vanderbilt Gallery, Zoology, Palseontologj^,

Human and Comparative Anatomy, Bot-

any and Geology. Each branch was under

a Chairman who had entire control of the

the general arrangements, and while the

exhibits were largely from the educational

institutions and museums in and around

New York a number of most interesting ob-

jects were sent from considerable distances,

such as the photographs fi'om the Allegheny

and Lick Observatories. Among the very

large number of excellent exhibits it is only

possible to mention a few of the most novel.

Mr. Charles A. Post, of the Strandhome

Observatory, had charge of the astronomy,

in which he displayed photographs of star

spectra between F. and D. from the Alle-

gheny Observatory, glass positives of comets

and the Milky-Way from the Lick Observa-

tory, and a number of new spectroscopic

and other astronomical instruments. Pro-

fessor Mayer, of Stevens' Institute, had
charge of the physical section, in which

were shown his series of Chladni figui-es pre-

served in sand, illustrating the errors of

older figures and the accuracy of Lord Ray-
leigh's theoretical deductions. A number
of new physical instruments for spectro-

scopic and sound measurement were exhib-

ited in operation by Professor Hallock fi-om

the Columbia Physical Laboratory. Pro-

fessor Crocker had charge of electricity, in

which were shown Professor Pupru's ma-
chines for producing alternating currents

for multiplex telegraphy and other purposes,

also E. H. Dickerson's acetylene illuminat-

ing gas produced from calcium carbide made
in an electric furnace. The mechanical ex-

hibit was in charge of Professor R. S. Wood- -

ward, and included models of the interna-

tional prototj^e metresandkilogrammes,and

several pieces of new mechanical apparatus.

In the mineralogical exhibit, arranged by

Dr. L. P. Gratacap, of the American Mu-
seum, was a series of Babylonian and Assyr-

ian cylinders, illustrating the different min-

erals employed between 4000 and 300 B.

C; also an extensive display of new tj'^pes

of American minerals. The photographic

exhibit, in charge of Dr. Edward F. Leam-
ing, besides new apparatus from Zeiss of

Jena, included all the recent applications of

photography in color printing, and the

combination of colors in lantern projection

shown by the inventor, Frederic E. Ives, of

Philadelphia. Dr. Leaming's micro-photo-

graphs of nervous and cellular tissues and

of bacteria formed an impoi'tant feature of

this exhibit. The exhibit in experimental

psychology was contributed by the depart-

ment of experimental psychology of Colum-

bia College. The apparatus has been re-

cently made for the college, and with the

exception of the harmonium was designed

by members of the department. The har-

monium was designed by von Helmholtz and

Ellis to give pure intervals in place of the

equal or tempered intervals used in musical

instruments with fixed keys. The other

apparatus shown was : (1) an instrument

which measures the duration, intensity and

area of lights, now being used for the

iuvestigation of after-images
; (2) an in-

strument which measures the time (to

0.0001 sec.) objects are exposed to view,

now being used to study the legibility of

letters and types, and in an altered form to

measure the perception, memory and atten-

tion of school children ; and (3) a new
chronograph of very high speed with fixed

drum and movable carriage. Phj^siology

was represented by a number of special ex-
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hibits made by the Chairman, Prof. J. G.

Curtis, and by Professor Thompson, of the

New York I'uiversity. The botanical ex-

hibit, arranged by Dr. Carlton C. Curtis,

included an extensive displaj' of new plants

from North and South America, Dr. .Schnei-

der's studies of lichens, and the morphologi-

cal and embryological studies carried on

under the direction of Dr. Curtis, by the

students of Dr. Curtis and of Professor

Gregory of Barnard College.

The American 3Iuseum contributed two
extensive exhibits in Zoology and Palaeon-

tology, arranged by Professor Allen and Pro-

fessor Osborn. The Zoological exhibit illus-

trated the rapid improvement in the modern
methods of taxidermy by a series of com-

parisons of specimens of work just com-

pleted and that of ten years ago, the most

notable being the prepai-ation of the chim-

panzee ' Chico ' by Mr. Rowlej'. Tlie re-

sults of the current field explorations of the

Museum and the natural methods of group

mountings were also shown by extensive

exhibits. In vertebrate Palseontologj^ the

chief feature was three panels showing the

stages in the evolution of the horse; first, of

the modern skeleton in comparison with

that of Hyracoiherittm venticohtm, from the

Cope Collection recently acquired by the

Mu.seum ; second, a complete series of feet,

and third, a complete series of skulls. Two
newlj' discovered ancestral forms of Titano-

theres fi-om the Eocene were also sho^\^^,

displaying the first rudiments of the great

horns which characterize the latest survi-

ving members of this group. The most note-

worthy feature in invertebrate Paheontol-

ogj' was the collection shown by Messrs.

Van Ingen and Mattlu!w. of what appears
to be a sub-Olenellus fauna from the lower

Cambrian, in other words, the oldest fauna
thus far discovered. Under Geology, as ar-

ranged by Professor J. J. Stevenson, was
shown an extensive series of eruptive rock
from the pre-Cambrian volcanoes along the

Atlantic coast, besides many results of

Prof. Kemp's field work. The Columbia
biological laboratorj' contributed to the

zoological exhibit a full series illustrating

the Golgi silver nitrate nerve-cell prepara-

tions, together with the results obtained

by the ' lithium-bicromate ' and ' forma-

lin ' modification introduced by Mr. Sti-ong,

exhibitor. Professor E. B. Wilson, dis-

played his new series of fertilization stages

of the Sea-Uchin, pro^^ng that the arch-

oplasm is entirely derived from the sper-

matozoon. All of these cytological ex-

hibits were accomj)anied bj' micro-photo-

graphs taken by Dr. Leaming. Dr. T. H.
Cheeseman had charge of the bacterial ex-

hibit, including priucipallj' a display ofprep-

arations by the new formalin method, and
an illustration of the stages in the prepara-

tion of the anti-toxine treatment of diph-

theria. In Anatomy. Professor Huntington

displayed a unique series of 194 prepara-

tions, showing the comparative anatomy
of the caecum and vermiform appendix

throughout the vertebrata.

The Exhibit was open throughout the

afternoon to students, and throughout the

evening to guests of the Academy. The
admirable arrangements were largely due

to Professor Hallock, Chairman; Dr. Dean,

Secretary, and Professor Lee, Chau-man of

the Eeception Committee. The event fully

justified the large amount of time and care

which was given to its preparation, and in

tlie opinion of all those who were present

will prove a great stimulus to the various

branches of research now in progress in New
York. It has been informally decided to

renew these receptions fi-om year to year,

and to attempt to give them a more national

character by inviting exhibits from other

parts of the country. The galleries of the

Fine Arts Society, with unlimited wall space

for the exhibition of charts and diagrams,

with admirable means for electrical illumin-

ation for microscopic and other purposes,and
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with veiy extensive floor space for tables, is

exceptionally adapted to the needs of an ex-

tensive exhibition of the annual progress of

science. Henry F. Osboen.

COBBESPONDENCE.

AN INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CATALOGUE

AND CONGRESS.

Editor of Science: Dear Sir

:

—In consid-

ering your very courteous invitation to con-

tribute something of present interest to your

valuable journal, it has occurred tome that

I could not perhaps do better than to follow

the example set in your issue of Feb. 15th,

by the distinguished representatives of my
alma mater, Prof. Bowditch and his commit-

tee, in their report to the Harvard Uni-

versity Council on the circular of the Eoyal

Society, respecting the proposed Interna-

tional Catalogue. My letter of reply to this

circular does not, as you will see, in any

way conflict or interfere with the recom-

mendations made in that excellent report.

It deals almost entirely with other points in

the circular which are not directly noticed

in the report.

Should the suggestions which I have ven-

tured to make, especially in regard to the

meetings of an International Congress of

Science in connection with the proposed

Catalogue, be finally approved and carried

into effect, they may lead to practical re-

sults of great importance. Such meetings,

held from time to time—^perhaps in various

cities of the two continents—may not only

bring together from all parts of the globe

the most eminent votaries and friends of

science in fraternal conference, but may
help not a little, with other influences which

are now constantly at work, in converting-

Tennyson's ' parliament of man ' and ' fed-

eration of the world ' from a poetical vision

into a beneficent reality.

Yours faithfully,

Horatio Hale.

Clinton, Ontario, Canada,

May 30, 1894.

Gentlemen: As you have honored me
bj' addressing to me a copy of your impor-

tant circular letter, in which j-ou solicit from

the recipient the expression of his views re-

specting the establishment of a ' Central

Ofiice or Bureau,' by ' international cooper-

ation,' for the purpose of preparing and pub-

lishing, at brief intervals, a catalogue of all

scientific pubUcations of every description

(whether appearing in periodicals or inde-

pendently), I cannot, in due courtesj^, de-

cline to offer in response such considerations

as occur to me, however inadequate they

may seem in comparison mth others which

will reach you ft'om better qualified corre-

spondents.

That the proposed scheme is both highly

desirable and abundantly feasible cannot

reasonably be doubted by anj^ one who is

aware of the immense increase in the num-
ber of scientific publications of late years,

and the equally rapid increase of scientific

associations, public libraries and high insti-

tutions of learning, for most of which such

a catalogue will be found of very great ad-

vantage and ultimately a necessity. The

most convenient ' method of inaugurating

the scheme '' would seem to be by first ascer-

taining the probable annual cost, which can

readily be judged through the experience

already gained by the Eoyal Society in the

publication of its annual ' Catalogue of Scien-

tific Papers,' and then by appointing in each

(presumed) contributing country, under

some appropriate title, an ' Aid Bureau,'

which should be an existing institution of

high standing, and one that either is already,

or can easily be placed, in touch with the

chief scientific associations, colleges and

public libraries ofthe countiy, and can ascer-

tain the amount of contributions which

could be obtained fi'om them . In the Un ited

States, for example, such a suitable Aid

Bureau at once presents itself in the Smith-
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sonian Institution. In Canada and in each

of the other British colonies which possesses

a Royal Society, this Society will naturally

assume the office. In every other country

some institution of similar position and char-

acter will readily be found.

As to the place of the Central Bureau,

and the directing authority under which it

should be inaugurated, one would suppose

that there can hardly be two opinions.

That this place should be Loudon, and this

authority the Royal Society of England,

would seem to be necessary conclusions

from the existing circumstances, at least at

the outset. Both place and directory might,

of course, be changed hereafter, if this

should be found desirable.

It would seem specially ad\'isable, for the

purpose of arousing and maintamiug an in-

terest in the object in \iew, and of ensuring

the cordial cooperation of all concerned in

the work, that general meetings should be

held—either annually, or biennially, or tri-

ennially, as might be found most convenient

—of representatives of all the contiibuting

bodies, or at least of all that contribute a

certain defined amount to the ftind. Such

meetings might be held either at the place

of the central office or at other places, as

might be decided, from time to time, by the

assembled representatives. Such an assem-

blage would constitute an International

Congi-ess of Science, possessing much of the

character of those congresses of geologists,

of anthropologists, of Orientalists, of Ameri-

canists and the like, which have of late

years been found so popular and useful,

but differing from them in possessing to

some extent a representative character, and
with it a defined purpose and authority.

Its purpose would be that of maintaining a

connection among the students of all the

sciences throughout the globe, not onlj' by

personal acquaintance or correspondence,

but also and especially through the medium
of the Central Bureau and the Catalogue,

which would be directly under the author-

ity ofthe Congress. In general it may Ije said

that this Congress would .speedily become
for the whole civilized world what the mod-
ern Association for the Advancement of

Science is for its own country ; with the

important diiference, however, that the

Congress, besides the personal iniluence of

its meetings and the interest that would at-

tach to the volume recording the proceed-

ings of each meeting, would have the much
greater influence and usefulness resulting

from the permanent acti\'itj^ of its Central

Office and the frequent issue of its catalogue

of scientific publications.

As regards the ' character of the work to

be carried on in the central office,' there

seems little to be added to the suggestions

of the cii'cular. The final paragraph, in

which it is suggested that " arrangements

might be made by which, in addition to

preparing the catalogue, scientific data

might be tabulated as they come to hand in

the paj)ers supplied," could perhaps be en-

larged, with much advantage, into the

creation of a special ' Bureau of Scientific

Correspondence,' to which any member of

a contributing body might apply for in-

formation on questions of fact. As is well

known, it constantly happens that through

the unavoidable ignorance in which, to a

large extent, students of science have here-

tofore remained of one another's actions,

supposed new discoveries are announced

and resulting theories suggested, which

have been already made known elsewhere.

Every such student will appreciate the

advantage of being able to refer to a bureau

of specialists for information on doubtful

points of this description.

On the question of ' the language or lan-

guages in which the catalogue should be

published,' there would seem to be little

difficulty in deciding. If English and

French should be jointly selected for this

purpose, there would probably be no ob-
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jection from any quarter. There are very

few students of science who are not familiar

with one or other of these idioms. And
the choice will be made generally accept-

able by the fact that they very fairly repre-

sent the two great Indo-European branches

of language, the Teutonic and the Eomanic,

in which at least nineteen-twentieths of all

scientific publications are likely to appear

for many years to come. If the time should

arrive when the addition of another lan-

guage may seem advisable, it can readily

be made by the proposed congress or any

other authority then governing the Central

Bureau.

It would, of course, be understood that

the deliberations of the congress and of its

sections, and the papers read before them,

would not necessarily be restricted to the

two idioms of the catalogue, but might be in

any language which the congress or any

section should at the time decide to admit.

This decision, it may be assumed, will

always be considerate and liberal to the

largest possible degree.

I am your obedient servant,

HoEATio Hale.
The Secretaries of the Eoyal Society,

Burlington House, London.

SCIENTIFIC LITERA TUBE.

A Primer ofMayan Hieroglyphics : By Daniel

G. Beinton. Ginn& Co., Boston. 1895.

8°, pp. 152.

The public mind is becoming more and

more interested in the archseology of Mexico

and Central America. At once symptomatic

of and a cause of increasing this interest

are the numerous explorations of recent

years, the exhibition from this region collect-

ed for the Exposition, and the notable works

published in Mexico, Spain and Germany in

connection with the Quadri-centennial cele-

bration of America's discovery.

Nevertheless, students in our own country

are soBaeM'hat at a disadvantage in this

matter. The literature of the subject is not

only scattered, but is in various languages,

—Spanish, French and German—and it is

not easy to keep track of progress. This

little volume, by one who has devoted years

to the study of 'the American Race,' and who
is a specialist in the languages, literature

and life of Isthmian people, will therefore be

particularly welcome. It not only summa-

rizes the work done, but is a guide to the or-

iginal publications wherein discussions have

been published.

The Maj^an hieroglyi^hic system was in

wide-spread use, being represented on monu-

ments of Yucatan, Tabasco, Chiapas, Gua-

temala and Western Honduras. Though so

often compared with that of the Aztecs, it is

certainly more fully developed. On the

whole, it can not be said to comprise a very

great number of simple elements ; these,

however,are variously combined and united,

and the composite glyphs are manJ^ The

material for study varies. There are books

—Codices—written on long strips of paper,

which were folded screen-mse. Four such

codices are known, called the Codex Troano,

C. Cortesianus, C. Peresianus and C. Dres-

denis ; they are in libraries at Madrid,

Paris and Dresden. There are also mural

inscriptions cut in stone ; elaborate series

of calculiform characters chiseled on altars

and monoliths
;
pretty cartouches engraved

on amulets or ornaments ; symbols or char-

acters painted on pottery
;
glj'phs on hard,

firm grained boards of wood like those

from Tikal.

Are these characters ideograms or pho-

netic ? There are those who believe they are

entirely the former ; there are othei-s who

claim that many are phonetic. Some ad-

mit that both occur. Brinton himself in-

vented, years since, the word ikonomatic.

He believes that there are some true ideo-

grams in the Mayan texts ; very many of

the characters, however, he believes are in

the nature of rebuses. They still betray
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their origin as pifturcs, hut are not to be

considered as picturfs but as characters

representing sounds—either the name of tlie

object pictured, used as a phonetic element,

or a sound suggested by that. Looking at

the whole field he recognizes three groups of

elements

:

1°. Arithmetical signs, numerals, numer-

ical computations—^lathematical elements.

2°. Pictures of men, animals, fantastic

beings, ceremonies, objects, etc.—Pictorial

elements.

3°. Graphic elements, proper.

To each of these our author devoted a

di^^siou of his work.

Numbers, daj"^ signs, month signs, are so

common in the Codices as to suggest that

these are mainly time-counts. The IMayas

counted by twenties, and had distinct terms

for higher orders of numerals up to at least

the sixth power of twenty. They were able

to write numbers, even the highest ; dots

were units, lines were fives, and there were

special characters for the score and for

higher orders. Forstemann appears to have

found that they had a zero sign, and that

numbers were written upward, a higher or-

der of units being indicated hy position.

Maya time divisions are complicated, and a

variety of numbers are used in their tables.

Thus the numbers 4, 5, 13, 20, 24, 52, 65,

104, 115, 260 and others occur in grouping

days and months into years, cycles, &c.

The Maya idea of a complete number seems

to have been the multiple which should con-

tain all these numl)ers used in reckoning

days. Foi-stemaun claims to find the number

1,366,560 days ( = 3744 years) in the

Dresden Codex. The eminent German be-

lieves the Codices were largely astronomical

treatises, and in this opinion Brinton agrees.

This is, as he says himself, world-wide dis-

tant fi-om the theories of Seler or Thomas.
Aside from theories, however, Brinton pre-

sents the necessary information, which is

gained so far, regarding numbers as they

occur in the Codices ; he also presents brief-

ly and simply a sketch of his owni and
Forstemann's astronomiciil views, and calls

attention to the fact that other views exist.

The bulk of the pictorial elements have

to do apparently with religious ideas and
represent deities, ceremonies or religious

objects. Schellhas' paper upon the repre-

sentations of the gods in the Maya writings

will ever remain the foundation for such

studJ^ In some cases Brinton agrees with

Schellhas ; in others he reaches a different

identification. A considerable number of

the gods are satisfactorily made out ; that

is certain. Influenced as he is bj' Forste-

mann's strongly astronomic views. Dr. Brin-

ton feels that among these representations

of deities there should be some of the planet

Venus. In all parts of the Codex Troano

there are many curious representations of a

bee ; this he connects with Venus as the

evening star and merges the latter into the

old woman, so often represented with Cu-

culcan, as the earth goddess. In all the

Codices, Brinton counts 825 representations

of male deities and 125 of females ; he be-

lieves that 638 of these have been made
out. He says :

" This is a satisfactory re-

sult and shows that, as far as these picto-

graphs go, the contents of these once mys-

terious volumes are scarcely an unsolved

enigma."

The graphic elements are and long must

be the most difficult. The signs of the

days and months have long been known
;

those of the cardinal points have recently

been pretty surely identified ; the ' mono-

grams ' of the gods are fairly agreed upon.

In studying the graphic elements the com-

posite glyphs must be analj-zed. They
consist usually of one main element, with

infixed, prefixed, superfixed, postfixed or

sub-fixed secondary elements. Then one

must, if possible, find the things which

these simple elements oiiginally represented.

The ideogrammatic force may be gone, but
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the name of the thing pictured may suggest

the phonetic value. The work is not easy.

Brinton takes up one after another such as

have been most studied, or for which he

has a meaning to suggest. That we are

still far from final conclusions is shown by

the variation in interpretations of different

authors. A group of signs which Seler con-

siders are derived from ' man ' and signi-

fying ' person,' others distribute among
crescent, ear, a serpent's mouth, eye and

eye-lash, comh, claw, feather, part of a

plant, etc. One of the commonest of

glyphs, believed by Brinton to be derived

from a picture of a feather ornament, and

with the phonetic value of ijax, and mean-

ing (by metaphor) green, new, young,

strong, fresh, virile, etc., is by others

variously identified as representing a gourd,

a tree, a zapote fruit, the phallus, etc. Su.ch

diversity of opinion is not discouraging
;
it

only shows that much remains to do.

Our author does not slavishly follow

authority. The bee-god sign and the yax

character alreadymentioned show independ-

ence. His recognition of the pax (drum)

sign is ingenious and probably strong. He
introduces much new argument in identify-

ing the deities. His suggestions in refer-

ence to day and month signs are thoughtful.

In so new a field we must have conflict of

ideas. Dr. Brinton fairly aims to present

all sides. The Primer shows the real posi-

tion of knowledge on the question as result-

ing from the labors of Seler, Thomas, Schell-

has, Forstemann and a host of other stu-

dents. It is a good summary of present

knowledge with a considerable addition of

new and thoughtful material. It points the

way, gives suggestion and help. The be-

ginner must have the book, and every

worker must recognize that Dr. Brinton by

its publication puts all under genuine ob-

ligation, whether they agree with all his ar-

guments or not. Feedeeick Staee.

Univeesity of Chicago, Feb. 16, 1895.

Steam and the Marine Steam Engine. By John
Yeo. London and New York, Macmillan

& Co. Illustrated. 105 Engravingg.

Pp. xiv, 196. 8vo. $2.50.

This is a book written by a Fleet Engineer

of the British Navy, for use at the Royal

Naval College and elsewhere, embodying

lectures prepared by Mr. Yeo for a course

addressed to Executive Officers. It is

thought that it may prove also useful for

officers of the merchant service, and for stu-

dents in engineering. It is a very compact

presentation of the subject, and, as might be

expected, coming from an officer of long

service, abounds especially in well-made

illustrations exhibiting the construction of

the marine engine in its various usual forms

and all its details. Of these engravings we
can hardly speak too highly. They are

largely reproductions of the diagrams and

drawings employed in the lecture-room, and

reductions ofworking drawings made especi-

ally for the book . The introduction gives an

abridged account of the history of the marine

engine, from the time of Watt to the pres-

ent, and indicates, in a general way, the

methods of improvement which have

brought about the enormous gain, mean-

time, in economy and power of steam-

ships.

The structure of engines and boilers, and

of all their minor parts and accessories, in-

cluding the slide-valve and its gearing, in-

dicator-diagrams and their interpretation,

and the condenser, the screw, and the

powering of ships, are subjects treated of

with evident knowledge and with brevity

and accuracy. Little space is given to the-

oretical discussions of the thermodynamics

or of other principles, mathematical or plij'-

sical, iilusti-ated by the action of the steam

engine, and the special value of the book

lies in its presentation of the forms of parts

and its descriptive account of the macliine.

It is well made
;
paper, tj^pe, style and blad-

ing all being excellent ; and the publishers
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are to be congratulated on tlieir good work

in this respect. R. H. Thukston.

Tlie Life and Correspondence of WiUiam Buck-

land, D. D., F. E. S. Some time Dean of

Westminster, twice President of the Geo-

logical Society, and First President of the

British Association. By his daughter,

Mrs. Gordon. With portraits and illus-

trations. New York, D. Appleton & Co.

1894. Post 8°. Pp.288. S3.50.

To those who were 'brought up,' geologi-

callj' speaking, on perhaps the most weighty

and j'et brilliant of the Bridgewater

Treatises, ' Geology and Mineralogy con-

sidered with reference to Natural Theology,'

and are famiUar with the prolonged strug-

gle for existence undergone by the ' noble

subterranean science ' in the first half of

our centurj-, this life of the English partici-

pant in the contest will show what a force

he must have been in the intellectual and

scientific life of his time.

Dean Buckland was one of the creators

of the science. Himself inspired by the

teachings, though at second-hand, of Wil-

liam Smith, ' the father of English Geology,'

he became the teacher of Lyell, of Murchi-

son, of Etheridge, Daubeny, Egerton and
Lord Enniskillen. As early as 1809, when
a Fellow at Oxford, he had by his energj'

in collecting, his contagious enthusiasm,

and his bold and effective advocacy of the

infant science, produced a sort of panic

in the minds of those who would have

gladly strangled this newly born science.

The philosophic calm and classical se-

renity of the Oxford dons was sorely vexed

and disturbed bj' the 3'oung savant. " Some
dreaded lest his examjile should drive the

amcenitaten academicc: out of fashion." When
his shorter journeys on British soil finally

led to a longer excui-sion to the Alps and to

Italy, one of the elders is said to have ex-

claimed :
" Well, Buckland is gone to Italy

;

80, thank God, we sliall hear no more of

this geologj-.*' But young Buckland's zeal,

energj-, overflowing humor and eloquence,

led to his appointment in 1813 to the Read-

ership of Mineralogj^, and in 1819 a Pro-

fessorship of Geologj^ was created for him.

He went on triumphantly in his career

of advancing and popularizing his favorite

science, overcoming objections and theo-

logical narrowness either by a joke, a

hearty laugh, a strain of lofty elo-

quence, or by earnestlj- insisting that the

study of geology, so far fi"om being irre-

ligious or atheistic in its consequences, had

a tendency to confirm the evidences of

Natural Religion, and that there could be

no opposition between the works and the

word of God.

His humor, quick wit and overflowing

jollity or plaj'ful fancy in the lecture room
were contagious. His field lectures were

largely attended, and many are the stories

told of his apt illustrations on these occa-

sions, as well as of some of his adventures

on his geological excursions. They are il-

lustrated by rhymes and bj' comic pictures

from the pen and pencil of liis fellow geol-

ogists. As an example of his graphic mode
of explaining the earth as understood in his

day, it is said " He compared the world to an

apple-dumpling, the fiery fi-oth of which

fills the interior, and we have just a crust

to stand upon; the hot stufi' in the centre

often generates gas, and its necessary ex-

plosions are called on earth, volcanoes."

When riding towards London with a friend

on a very dark night, they lost their way.
" Buckland therefore dismounted, and tak-

ing up a handful of earth, smelt it. ' Ux-

bridge,' he exclaimed, his geological nose

telling him the precise locality." Mr.

Etheridge tells the story of Buckland when
travelling in Scotland, " in order not to

shock the feelings of the Scotchmen on Sun-

daj', carrying his hammer up his sleeve."

Ruskin, who was an undergi-aduate of

Christ Church when Buckland was not only
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the Professor of Geology, but also a Canon
of the Cathedral, writes in his ' Prseterita :'

" Dr. Buckland was extremely like Sydney

Smith in his staple of character
;
no rival

with him in wit, but like him in humor,

common sense, and benevolently cheerful

doctrine of Divinity . . . Geology was only

the pleasant occupation of his own merry

life."

With these characteristics of head and

heart, a sane mind in a sound body, it may
be imagined what an immense impetus

Buckland gave to the growth and develop-

ment of the young science. He was the

first president of the Royal Geological

Society, and the first president of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science,

which he invited to meet at Oxford. His

papers and memoirs were not numerous,

though upwards of fifty, besides three

general works
;

perhaps his volume on

Caves, ' Reliquiae Diluviante,' was of most

lasting value. He was, though at first

rejecting Agassiz's theory, one of the first

to recognize the fact of the former existence

of glaciers in Great Britain.

Buckland was born in 1784 and died in

1856. His last scientific paper appeared in

1849. In 1845 he was appointed by Sir

Robert Peel to the deanery of Westminster,

and one of the fia-st things he did was to in-

troduce a system of pipe-drainage in West-

minster Abbey, the first of its kind ever laid

down in London, and which led to the

disuse ofcesspools and brick sewers through-

out that city. He was, then, not only dean

and a doorkeeper in that palatial house of

the Lord, but he applied his scientific

knowledge to the thorough cleansing of its

foundations. Cleanliness with the good

dean was evidently a synonym of godliuess.

His sermon delivered in 1848 on the words,
' Wash and be clean,' was almost the first

contribution to sanitary science, a subject

in which he was far ahead of his time. His

interest in medical science, in general

charity and philanthropy, in building

churches and schools, was informed and

enlightened by his early geological training

and advanced ideas. When, in 1846, the

famine crept over Ireland, and even into

England, he met the difficultj' while living

in his summer house at Islip, and among
other wise and kindly acts he supplied the

village shops with sacks of hominy and
Indian corn. Here also he built a recre-

ation room for the village lads, the fore-

runner of our boys' clubs and kindred

associations.

The story of Buckland's brilliant and
useful life is in most respects well told ; the

illustrations are amusing and often in-

structive, and we warmly recommend the

book as most entertaining reading for

geologists, young and old, and indeed for

all lovers of nature. A. S. Packard.

GEOLOGY.

Report on the Iron Mountain Sheet, by Arthur

Window, E. Haworth, Frank L. Nason and

others. Aethue Winslow, State Geolo-

gist, Mo. Geol. Surv. 1894.

This is the third number of the same

series of reports as the Bevier sheet and

covers an area of about 250 square miles in

portions of Iron, St. Francois and Madison

counties. As in the others, the principal

feature is the map showing the topogi-aphy

and the geology. This was constructed by

Messrs. Haworth, E. H. Lonsdale and C. F.

Marbut and is similar in scale and contour

interval to the one described above. It is

also accompanied by a sheet of columnar

and cross sections, showing the structure

of Iron mountain and Pilot knob. In the

text the peculiar topography of the region,

as well as the other physiographic features,

are described by Mr. Winslow. Mr. Ha-

worth contributes the portion on the geol-

ogy of the crj'stalline rocks and Mr. Win-

slow that on the geology of the Paleozoic

rocks. The economic geology of the iron
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ores is treated of by Mr. Frank L. Nason,

the author of the report on Iron Ores,

pubUslu'd bj- the Missouri Survej- in 1892.

The report on the building stones is by Mr.

G. E. Ladd.

The first of this series, viz., the Higgins-

ville sheet, was issued in folio form, the

text being printed on large sheets of the

same size as the maps, somewhat similar to

the sheet reports issued by the United States

Geological Survey, except that the former

was stitched. In these later repoi-ts the text

is printed in octavo form, while the map with

the sheet of sections and a sheet of brief ex-

planatory matter is issued in a folio cover

separately. A portion of the edition, how-

ever, has the map and sheet of sections

printed on thin paper, folded and inserted

at the end of the pamphlet. Thus this

series of reports have been issued in three

forms, which may serve to assist in deciding

the best form for publication of future re-

ports for different purposes.

J. D. K.

Preliminary Report on the Bainij Lake Gold

Region. By H. V. "Winchell and U. S.

Gra>'t. Geol. and Xat. Hist. Survey of

Minn., 23rd Ann. Kept., pp. :5G-105.

Jan., 1S!)5.

Considerable excitement has been caused

during the last year bj' the reported dis-

coveries of rich gold-hearing veins at Rainj-

Lake, on the northern boi-der of Minnesota,

and accordingly an examination of tliis re-

gion was made by the Geological Survey oj

the State. The veins occur in more or less

crystalline rocks of Pre-Cambrian age, and
can be classed as: (a) fissure veins, (b)

segregated viens and (c) fahlbands. The
most promising part of the district is in

what is known as the Seine River country,

in Canadian territory, wliere there are true

fis-sure veins which furnish a good quality of

free-milling ore. Actual mining was con-

ducted during the last summer in but one

place—at the Little American mine, in

Itasca count
J',

Jlinn.; but prospecting and
exploitation have been carried on in a num-
ber of other places. As j-et the development

is iusufhcient to warrant the positive asser-

tion that profitable gold mining can be con-

ducted in the Rainy Lake district, but in

several localities the prospects are full of

encouragement and promise. The report

is accompanied by a geological map of the

region.

NOTES AND NEWS.

BIOLOGICAL.

The Januarj^ uumber of the Geological

Magazine contains a note by Professor H. G.

Seeley, on the skeleton of Pareiasauntsbaini.

This remarkable animal is one of the Ano-

modontia which Professor Seeley has been

making known to science fi"om the Karoo
or Upper Triassic beds of South Afi-ica.

He observes that while there are super-

ficial characters which parallel the laby-

rinthodont amphibia, there is no doubt

the animal finds its place among true rep-

tilia. It is remarkalile for the number of

sharp recurved teeth upon the palate, to-

gether with the teeth in sockets on the alve-

olar margins of the jaw. Xotwithstanding

the extremely hea^•y' build of the animal,

there is much that recalls the lowest mam-
malia in the shoulder girdle and the fore

and hind limbs. It is the shoulder chiefly

which iudicates this affinity with the Mono-

tremata. The new knowledge which this

animal supplies gives a meaning to the or-

dinal term by showing the resemblances in

the teeth to various groups of animals which

would not have been suspected from the

reptilian structure of the skull, or the mam-
malian structure of the extremities. The

skeleton is figured, as it now appears

mounted in the British Museum, of a total

length of seven feet, nine inches. It would

be difficult to imagine a more grotesque

quadruped. Those who have had experi-
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ence in mouuting stone skeletons realize

what an extremely difficult undertaking it

is, and will judge of this pai'ticular mount
with leniency ; at the same time, an exam-

ination of the figure, or still more of the orig-

inal specimen in the Museum, shows that

the limbs have been placed in an unneces-

sarily awkward and impossible position.

Thei'e was no necessity for placing the hind

limbs so far in front of the center of grav-

ity of the posterior half of the bodj^, or for

turning the fore feet so far inward that lo-

comotion in a forward direction would be

rendered impossible.

The latest Bulletin from the Museum of

Comparative Zoology is Professor Agassiz's

' jReconnoissanee of the Bahamas and of the

elevated coral reef of Cuba in the steam yacht

Wild Duch, January to April, 1893,'' covering

200 pages, 47 plates, and a large number of

illustrations in the text. It contains a com-

plete survey of this remarkable coralline

region, and is not only full of original ob-

servations and notes of great value, but

brings the region far more easily within the

reach of future biological and geological

exploration. As the survey in the Wild
Duck continued over only four months, it

has rather the reconnoissance character of

that made by Professor Agassiz in the ' Al-

batross,' on the west coast of South America,

than the thoroughness of the author's work
upon the Blake. The Wild Duck was placed

at Mr. Agassiz's disposal by Mr. John M.
Forbes, and while not fitted like the Govern-

ment vessels for deep sea work, proved to

be admirably adapted for cruising on the

Bahama banks, her light draft enabling her

to go to every point of interest and to cross

and recross the banks where a larger vessel

could not follow. The gi-eater part of the

Bulletin is descriptive. A number of im-

portant problems are discussed, the author

closing with an expression of his own views

upon the formation of coral reefs, as con-

firmed by this exploration of the Bahamas

:

" Substitute subsidence for rising land and

remembering that reef coral will not grow

at a greater depth than twentj' fathoms, we
eliminate subsidence as a factor unless we
are prepared to accept or imagine a sjti-

chronism between the growth of corals and

subsidence in a great number of the districts

in which they flourish, of which we have no

proof."

WELDING OF IRON.

At the last meeting of the Eoyal Society,

according to the London Times, a paper on

Iron and Steel at Welding Temperatures \yy Mr.

T. Wrightson, M. P., was read. The ob-

ject of the paper was to demonstrate that

the phenomenon of welding in iron is

identical with that of regelation in ice.

The author recapitulated some experiments

which were made by him in 1879-80 upon

cast iron, and proved the fact that this

form of iron possesses the property of ex-

panding while passing from the liquid to

the plastic state during a small range of

temperature, and then contracts to the

solid state, and that the expansion amounts

to about 6 per cent, in volume. This prop-

erty of iron resembles the similar property

of water in freezing, which, within a range

of about 4° C, expands about 9 per cent,

of its liquid volume, and then contracts as

the cooling proceeds. Subsequent investi-

gations at the Mint appeared to prove that

wrought iron at a welding temperature pos-

sesses the same property of cooling under

pressure which was proved bj^ Lord Kelvin

to exist in freezing water, and on wliich

demonsti'ation the generally received theory

of regelation dei^ends. The author distin-

guished the process of melting together of

metals from that of welding. Either pro-

cess forms a junction, but the latter takes

place at a temperature considerably below

the melting point. The well-known and

useful property of weldiag in iron appeared,
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therefore, to depend, as in the case of rege-

hvtion in ice, upon this critical condition,

wliich exists over a limited range of tem-

peratnre between tlie molten and the plastic

state. An interesting discussion followed,

in which Lord Kelvin, Professor Eoberts-

Austen, Professor Silvanus Thompson and

othei"S joined.

THE .lOtXT COMMISSION OF THE SCIENTIFIC

SOCIETIES OF WASHINGTON.

At a meeting of the Joint Commission of

the Scientific Societies of Washington, on

January "iSth, recommendations were made

which have since been adopted by the

Societies represented on the Commission,

which are : The Anthropological, the Bio-

logical, the Chemical, the Entomological,

tlie Geological, the National Geographic,

and the Philosophical Societies.

The resolutions adopted are as follows :

The .lointi Commission of the Scientific Societies of

Wiushiugton, Ijelievinj; that fuller cooperation of the

Societies is desirable, and that it can advantageously

be provide*! for by enlarging the powers of the Joint

Commission, recommend to the Socities the adoption

of the following:

The Joint Commission shall be composed of the

otficers and administrative boards of the several com-

ponent Societies

The Commission shall liave power:

a. To provide for joint meetings of the Societies
;

h. To conduct courses of popular lectures ; c. To pre-

mre a joint directory of the members of the Societies;

d. To distribute to all membere of the Societies peri-

odic a<lvance notices of tlie meetings of the several

Societies
; c. And to act in the interest of the com-

ponent Societies at the instance of any of them.

The following ofhcers have been elected :

President, Gardiner G. Hubbard ; Vice-

President, G. Brown Goode ; Secretary, J.

S. Diller; Treasurer. P. B. Pierce; Mem-
bers at Large of the Executive Committee,

J. W. Powell, William H. Ashmead,
George M. Sternberg, G. K. Gilbert, W. H.

Ball. Ciiarles E. Munroe and C. D. Walcott.

GENERAL.

The Educational Ki'vicw for March should

be read by all who are interested in elemen-

tary and secondary education . The numl)er

consists of the report of ' The Committee of

Fifteen " appointed bj' the Department of

Superintendence of the National Educa-

tional Association and submitted at Cleve-

land, February 19-21. The three sub-com-

mittees report respectively, ' On the training

of teachers,' ' On the correlation of studies

in elementary education,' and ' On the or-

ganization of citj' school systems.

Mr. T. C. Martin contributes to the

March number of The Century Magazine an

article on Hermann von Helmholtz well

calculated to impress the general reader

with the magnitude of Helmholtz' genius.

The article is accompanied by a portrait of

Helmholtz, as he appeared during his visit

to America in 1893, which should be pre-

served by all men of science.

The American Book Company has just

published a fourth edition of Dana's Manual

of Geology, the work being enlarged by 150

pages. The entire manuscript, extending

to 1000 pages of printed matter, is in Pro-

fessor Dana's own band-writing, which is

remarkable in the case of an author in his

eighty-third year.

A TELESCOPE is being constructed ibr the

Berlin Industrial Exposition, to be held

next j'ear, in which the lenses, made by

Steinheil of Munich, will be 110 cm. in

diameter.

Helmholtz' library has been bought bj^

the German Government for the Physico-

Technical Institute.

The anntial appropriation for the Univer-

sitj' of North Carolina has been made by

the Legislature. It had been feared that

this might not be done. The recent Legis-

lature has reorganized the Board of Regents

of the West Virginia I'niversity and has

reduced it from thirteen to nine, requiring

all the membei-s to be appointed from the

two leading political parties, as nearly

ecjually divided between them as practi-
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cable ; its members are appointed for a

period of six years, one-tliird changing ev-

ery two years. Owing to former dissen-

sions in the faculty of the University, the

time of all the professors expires on June

15th ; and the Board, at its meeting in Jujie,

will elect an entire new faculty, including

president and professors. This applies only

to the professors of the University, not to

members of the Agricultural Station Staff.

Dr. Rudolph J. J. de Roode, Chemist of the

Station, resigned the first of February, to

accept a more lucrative position in New
York. His position has been filled by the

appointment of B. H. Hite as chemist and

G. Wm. Gray as assistant chemist, both of

Johns Hopkins University.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

THE BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.

At the meeting held March 9, 1895, the

papers were presented, of which abstracts

are here given.

Dr. C. W. Styles spoke of A double-pored

Cestode with occasional single poi-es.* Great

stress has been laid upon the arrangement

of the genital pores in the classification of

the Cestoda, but this character alone is not

of generic value. Stiles has already shown
that although Thysanosoma Giardi generally

possesses alternate genital pores, it occa-

sionally possesses double pores in its seg-

ments. In American rabbits, the speaker

finds two species of tapeworms, one of

which possesses irregularly alternate geni-

tal pores and a peculiar arrangement of the

eggs in capsules—such as is found in the

genus Darainea ; this makes it possible that

this species is the adult stage of the armed
cysticercois described from the intestine of

rabbits in his Note 31 ; if this be so, the

parasite would be classified with the genus

Darainea, although, according to Eailliet's

*To be published as ' Notes on Parasites, 36 : A
double-pored Cestode with occasional single pores ' in

Centralblatt fiir Bact. u. Parasitenkunde, 1895.

present classification, based upon the ar-

rangements of the pores, it is an Andrya.

The second tapeworm possesses double geni-

tal pores. If classified on its pores alone, it

is a Ctenotmnia Rail. It differs from the

type of the genus ( Ct. maniiotcc) in possess-

ing a double uterus instead of a single

uterus. One strobila of this rabbit tape-

worm ( Ctenotmnia sj). '?) was found in which

most of the segments possessed double pores,

but thirteen segments were found with ir-

regularly alternate pores. This anomaly is

extremely important, both from a morpho-

logical and a systematic standpoint, and the

speaker expressed the opinion that a thor-

ough study of a large series of Cestoda in

any group would result in greatly modify-

ing the present classification and in sup-

pressing a large number of species.

Dr. Theo. Holm discussed (Edema of Violet

Leaves. Leaves of a cultivated garden va-

riety of Viola odorata aflected with this dis-

ease were studied, and their anatomical

structure showed several points of interest.

The diseased parts of the leaf showed brown-

ish, wart-like swellings on both faces of the

blade, above and between the nerves. The

following changes were observed in the

tissues : The epidermis became very thick-

walled, and the stomata modified into nar-

row, irregular openings. The palisade tis-

sue showed numerous (three or even four)

tangential divisions, and swelled up very

considerablj'^, jjushing out thi-ough the epi-

dermis. The pneumatic tissue, which

seemed to be the most affected, had in-

creased in size, the cells having divided

themselves very considerably so as to form

a loose, open tissue of large, roundish cells.

The petiole showed similar symptoms of the

disease, especially along the keel and the

wings. The coUenchymatic tissue under-

neath the epidermis, the bark pareuchj^ma,

and the endodermis showed numerous divi-

sions, so that similar swellings were pro-

duced like those observed on the leaf blade.
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Dr. Geo. M. Sternberg read a paper en-

titled Explanation of Acquired Immuiiitij from

Infectious Diseases, an account of which will

be printed in the next is.sue of Science.

M. B. Waite,

Recording Secretary.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

THE .lOURXAL OF MORPHOLOGY.

The latest number of the Journal of Mor-

phology is of exceptional importance. Mr.

Frank Lillie's artich' upon the Embryology of

the Unionidice contains a most careful inves-

tigation of the relations of the earliest cells

in the embryonic cleavage to the adult

organs of the body. This is followed by

Oliver S. Sti'ong's memoir iipon the Cranial

Nerves of the Amphibia, which opens up a new
and thoroughly plulosopliical interpretation

of the cranial nerve.s, based not upon their

numerical relations, but upon their physio-

logical components. This is the result ofan

investigation of a very difficiilt character

which has been under way for the past five

years. The third paper, bj- Pierre A. Fish,

upon the AduU Xervous System of the Sala-

mander, is followed by a brief but interesting

paper from Professor W. K. Brooks upon

the Sen-^oi-y Clubs of Certain Calenterates.

The most important feature of this num-
ber, however, is contained in three short

preliminarj- papers at the end of the Journal,

occupying only a few pages, but apparently

establishing a new law in the field of fertili-

zation phenomena. The discovery has been

made independently by Dr. Wheeler and by
Dr. A. D. Mead, of the University of Chi-

cago, and l)y Professor E. B. Wilson and
Mr. A. T. Matthews, of Columbia College.

In coui-se of correspondence the authoi's of

these papers learned tliat they had inde-

pendently reached the same unexpected con-

clusion, and it was arranged by the editor

that their three communications should ap-

pear together. While they mark an im-

portant step forward in our knowledge of

fertilization, at first sight the results ob-

tained by Dr. Wheeler and Professor Wilson

are directly contradictorj'. Dr. Wheeler
proves conclusivelj- that in the fertilization

of Myzostoma (a parasitic form of Annelid)

there are no traces of the archoplasm or

d3'Tiamic substance in the spermatozoon, and
that this element is entirely resident in the

ovum. Professor Wilson, on the other

hand, independently working on the eggs

of the echinoderm loxopneustes. proves that

there is no trace of the archoplasm in the

ovum, but that it is entirely resident in the

spermatozoon. It is too soon to make a

general induction from these observations,

but at present they appear to wholly set

aside the brilliant announcement of Fol in

1891, which has been supported by Guig-

nard and Conklin, that both the ovum and

spermatozoon contain archoplasm, and that

one feature of segmentation is a ' quadrille

of the four centers ' derived from these male

and female archoplasmic masses. These

observations do prove, however, that the

archoplasm may be derived exclusivelj''

either from one sex or the other, and they

show that Fol's law was based upon de-

fective preparations. They tend also to

show that the archoplasm is not a bearer of

the hereditary qualities, but necessarily a

purely neutral dynamic agent.

the psychological RE^^EW, MARCH.

The current number is largely taken up
with the Princeton meeting of the American

Psychological ^l.?«oc/a/(OH, already reported in

Science (January 11). Authors' abstracts

are given of sixteen papers presented, and

the address of the President, Prof. William

James, is given in full. Mrs. Franklin's

paper on Normal Defect of Vision in the Fovea

was also read before the Association. The
only remaining paper consists of Contribu-

tions from the Psychological Laboratory of

Columbia College. Dr. Griifing describes

experiments on the relations between der-
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mal stimuli and sensations, and Mr. Franz

gives an account of measurements of the

light which is just sufficient to produce an

after-image. In addition to discussion and

notes, there is an extended survey of recent

psychological literature prepared by Profs.

Sully, Ormond, FuUerton, Dewey, Baldwin,

Donaldson, Cattell, Angell, Gardiner and

Duncan, and Drs. Binet, Kirschmann,

Tracy and Noyes.

THE POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY, MARCH.

The number opens with an intei-esting

account of The Birth oj a Sicilian Volcano by

Prof. Packard, describing an ascent of

Monte Gernellaro, a crater on Mount Etna

formed in 1886. In the second paper Dr.

Bela Hubbard dwells on the importance of

the forests and the need of legislation to

prevent destruction by fire. An article by

Dr. S. Millington Miller discusses the edu-

cation of the blind and of the deaf and

dumb and their careers. The number in-

cludes articles on engraving and bookbind-

ing, two articles on scientific education,

and accounts of Tyndall's work and of

Thomas Nuttall (with a portrait)

.

THE ASTROPHTSIOAL JOURNAL, MARCH.

Notes on the Atmospheric Bands in the Spectrum

of Mars : William Huggins.

Recent Researches on the Spectra of the Planets :

H. C. VOGEL.

Solar Observations made at the Royal Observa-

tory of the Roman College in 189^ : P.

Tacchini.

On a very large Protuberance Observed Decem-

ber H, 1894. • J- Fenyi.

On the Distribution of the Stars and the Distance

of the Milky-Way in Aquila and Cygnus

:

C. Easton.

Preliminary Table of Solar Spectrum Wave-

Lengths. III. : H. A. Eowland.

The Modern Spectroscope: F. L. 0. Wads-

worth.

Minor Contribidions and Notes ; Reviews ; Re-

cent Publications.

bulletin of the AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL

SOCIETY, FEB.

On a Certain Class of Canonical Forms :^

Ralph A. Egberts.

Hayivard's Vector Algebra : Maxime Bocher.

Apolar Triangles on a Conic : F. Morley.

An Instance Where a Well-knoivn Test to Prove

the Simplicity of a Simple Group is Insuffi-

cient : George S. Miller.

Briefer Notices ; Notes; Neiv Publications.

THE AMERICAN GEOLOGIST, MARCH.

Development of the Corallum in Favosites forbesi,

var. occidentalis : George H. Giety.

Early Protozoa: G. F. Matthew.

The Stratigraphic Base of the Taconic or Low-

er Cambrian : N. H. Winchell.

The Second Lake Algonquin : F. B. Taylor.

Editorial Comment ; Review of Recent Geologi-

cal Literature; Correspondence; Personal

and Scientific News.
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THE MESOZniC FLOHA OF PORTUGAL COM-
PARED WITH THAT OF THE UNITED

STATES.

HISTORICAL NOTICE.

The earliest studies in tlie Mesozoic de-

posits of Portugal seem to have been made
by Mr. Daniel Sharpe, who read a paper

before the Geological Societj- of London on
April 11, 1832, describing certain beds in

the vicinity of Lisbon and Oporto ; in the

former of which were included strata re-

ferred by him to the Oolite. On the 9th

and 23d of January, 1839, he presented a
second paper describing more fully the sec-

ondary formations in the vicinity of Lisbon.*

On November 21, 1849, Mr. Sharpe read

still a third paper before the same societyf

of a much more extended nature and de-

voted entirelj' to the secondary formation.

In this paper is a full list of all the fossils

known down to that date carefully deter-

mined by Mr. John Morris. Included in

these was a single fossil plant regarded by
Mr. Morris as a variety of a species of the

Yorkshire Oolite called by Phillips Cycadites

graminem. It was found at Cape Mondego,
and from this circumstance was given the

varietal name Mundir. As Mr. Morris re-

ferred Phillips' plant to the genus Zamites,

the Portuguese plant was made to bear the

name Zamitea grmnlneu.'i var. Mxmdm.

In 1858 Sr. Charles Ribeiro published a

series of elaborate papers on the Geology of

Portugal,! ti'cating chiefly of the Carbon-

iferous ; but in two of tlieseS he considers

the Lias and Oolite, mentioning the plant

above referred to from Cape Mondego and

*Geol. Soc. Land., Proc, Vol. I., p. 395 ; Vol. II.,

p. 31 ; Tran.s., 2d Ser., Vol. VI., p. 115ff.

t Quart. Journ. Gcol. Soc. Land., Vol. VI., pp. 135-

201.

tMem. Acad. Seal. Sci. de Lisboa, New Ser., Vol.

II.

(i Mina de Carnto de Pedra do Caho Mondego, do di.t-

tricto dc Leiria : op. cit., Pt. II., Third and Fourth

Memoirs (these memoirs are separately paged).
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four other species fi-om this and otlier local-

ities.

Meantime other collections were being-

made, and in 1880 M. Paul Choffat pub-

lished a somewhat elaborate report on the

geology of the Jui-assic of Portugal* in which

the fossil plants were considered as far as

available. The collections were sent by

Choffat to Professor Oswald Heer, and a

preliminary report upon them was received

in time to be inserted as an Addendum.
Heer's full report appeared a year laterf and

constitutes the first important contribution

to the Mesozoic flora of Portugal. It also

inchides a large number of Tertiarj^ plants.

The horizons are here regarded as embra-

cing : first, the Rhetic ; second, the Jurassic,

subdivided into Lias, Oolite or Dogger, and

Upper Jurassic or Malm ; and third, the

Cretaceous, which was largely compared

with the Wealden of other pai'ts of Europe.

Heer found in these collections 5 Rhetic,

18 Jurassic, and 23 Cretaceous forms. The

Cretaceous plants consisted chiefly of ferns,

cycads and conifers, but two of them were

referred to the monocotyledons. No traces

of dicotyledons were discovered.

M. Choffat continued his investigations

and after Heer's death sent the plant-im-

pressions to the Marquis Saporta at Aix;

the latter was greatly interested in them

and published three preliminary reports.

J

What specially attracted him was the pres-

ence of certain peculiar forms from this

Lower Cretaceous horizon that he regarded

as prototypes of the existing dicotyledonous

* Etude straUgraphique et PaUontologique des terrains

Jurassiques du Portugal. Premiere livraison. Le Lias

et le Dogger au Nord du Tage. Section des ti-avaux

g^ologiques du Portugal, Lisbonne, 1880.

t Contribution.^ a la flore fossile du Portugal par le

Dr. Oswald Heer. Section des travaux gi5ologiques

du Portugal, Lisbonne, 1881.

X Comptes Sendus Acad. Sci. de Paris, Vol. CVL,
May 28, 1888, pp. 1500-1504 ; CXI., December 1,

1890, pp. 812-815
; CXIIL, August 3, 1891, pp. 249-

253.

flora. No dicotyledons had thus far been

reported fi-om any Lower Cretaceous deposit

in Europe, and it had long been supposed

that the Cenomanian was the earUest horizon

at which this type existed. The several in-

stalments embraced in these papers were

from horizons in the Cretaceous, some of

wliich were the same as those containing

the plants described by Heer, while others

were considerably liigher. They contained

a number of very remarkable forms, and the

Marquis could not doubt that they repre-

sented ancestral dicotyledons. The full re-

port upon these interesting collections has

been waited for with great impatience, espe-

cially bj' American geologists familiar with

our Potomac formation, in which the case is

so nearly paralleled. In fact the present

«Titer, having learned through correspond-

ence with the Marquis that large collections

were in his hands, and not knowing how
soon his report would appear, was so de-

sirous of learning more in regard to them

that while in Europe during the past sum-

mer, by pre-vious arrangement with him

and at his urgent request, he paid a visit to

the veteran paleobotanist at Aix, in the

South of France, and through his extreme

courtesj' was not only permitted to examine

these collections, but enjoyed the great favor

of discussing with him a large number of

the most interesting questions to which they

give rise. It was then that he learned that

the final report was already in press and

would soon appear, and proof sheets of the

text and plates were then in the possession

of the author, so that it was possible to ex-

amine the work in immediate connection

with the specimens. This work has now

appeared* and copies of it are in the

hands of American geologists ; but it may

* Flore fossile du Portugal. Nouvelles contributions

a la flore Mesozoique par le Marquis Saporta. Ac-

compagnees d' uue notice stratigrapUique par Paul

Choffat. ( Aveo 40 planches. ) Direction des travaux

gcologiques du Portugal, Lisbonne, 1894.

II
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as well be stated here that although a large

and voluminous repoi-t containing 280

quarto pages and 39 plates, it still comes far

short of covering the material that is now
in the author's hands. The collections were

sent to him in instalments almost every year

and are still arri^'^ng, but it was necessary

to fix some limit to the publication, which

was closed at a certain date and the work

sent to press, since which time other col-

lections have been received, which were also

careiully examined on that occasion at the

Chateau of Fonscoloml)e, the country resi-

dence of the Marquis. Hi kilometei-s north

of Aix, and upon which he was at the time

actively eng-aged. These will be reported

upon in a subsequent memoir. The re-

markable parallelism between the plant

bearing dejwsits of the west coast of Portugal

and those of the eastern part of the United

States, and especially between the Lower
Cretaceous of Portugal and our Potomac

formation, gives an esj)ecial interest to this

memoir.

TUE JCRASSIC FLORA.

Ix America there is a decided time hiatus

between the lowest Potomac beds and the

next plant bearing horizon below, which is

now regai'ded as belonging to the extreme

Upper Triassic and as about the ecjuivalent

of the Keuper deposits of Lunz, in Austria.*

In Portugal, on the contrarj% there appear

to be no plant bearing horizons in the Trias

proper, but in the Jurassic, which is ab-

sent in this country, a considerable num-
ber of such deposits have been found. M.
Choftat, who prepared the geological part of

this memoir, follows as closely as possible

the nomenclature of the French geologists,

and it is found that plant beai-ing horizons

occur in the Infralias, part of which may
be as low as the Rhetic, and some of which
is referred to the Sinemurian ; in the Lias

;

in several of the properly Oolitic beds

*See Bull. Gciil. Soc. Am., Vol. Ill, 1891, p. 31.

(Toarcian, Bajocian, Callovian, etc.); in

several members of the Corallian ; in the

Kimmeridgian, and in the Portlandian.

The Jurassic deposits of Portugal consist of

sandstones and limestones, the former pre-

dominating below; and while all of them
may not be of marine oi-igin, so large a part

is fossiliferous that by the aid of the careful

stratigi-aphical investigations of the Portu-

guese geologist it is possible to fix the posi-

tion of the plant beds with relation to

those holding animal remains, a fact which
is of the utmost importance in deter-

mining the validity of the evidence of

fossil plants in such countries as Amer-
ica, where, for the most part, no such guide

exists.

The Jurassic floi-a of Portugal, as em-

braced in the present memoir and in that

of Heer alreadj' mentioned, consists of 122

species, of which 22 are Infralias, 1 Lias, 8

Oolite, 8 Corallian and 88 Kimmeridgian.

It is subdivided into (3 Alg?e, 6 Equiseta,

70 ferns, 7 Cycads, 24 Conifers and 9 Mo-
nocotjiedons. Of the ferns, which so largely

predominate, 27 species belong to the genus

Sphenopteris, 8 to Cladophlebis, 8 to Scler-

opteris, and 4 each to Pecoptcris and HjTne-

nophj'llites. Of the conifers, which come
next in importance, 5 belong to Pagiophyl-

lum, 4 to Brachyphyllnm, and .3 to Thuyites.

The cycads belong to the two genera Podo-

zamites and Otozamites. Seven of the Mo-
nocotyledons consist of small blades and

culms of gi-asses, grouped under the genus

Poacites.

A comparison of this Jurassic flora with

that of the American Trias reveals the fact

that while only 3 species, Cheirolepk Mi'in-

^teri, Pagiophyllum peregrinum and Palmya
Brown It, are common to the two, there are

14 genera that occur in both. In the num-
ber of species the two floras as now known
are almost equal, that of the American
Trias numbering 119, while that of the Por-

tuguese Jurassic numbers 122. It is there-
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fore important to note in what proportions

these 14 genera occur in the two floras

:

GENERA COMMON TO AMERICAN TRIAS AND JU-

RASSIC OF PORTUGAL.

Baiera
Brachyphyllum
Cheirolepis .

Chondrites .

Cladophlebis
Clathropteris

Equisetum .

Otozamites .

Pagiophyllum

NUMBER OF SPECIES.

Pecopteris .

Podozamites
Schizoneura .

Voltzia . . .

When we consider that the two horizons
do not at all overlap and that more than
three-fourths of the Portuguese plants come
from the uppermost members of the Juras-
sic, it is not to be expected that the corre-

spondence mil be very close ; and accord-

ingly we not only miss in the Portuguese
flora some of the largest American genera,

such as Aci-ostichites, Ctenophyllum, and
Pterophyllum, but also some of the most
striking and abundant forms, such as Macro-
tseniopteris, while on the other hand no
monocotyledons occur in the American
Trias so far as known, and the two largest

genera of ferns in the Portuguese Jurassic,

Sphenopteris and Scleropteris, are entirely

wanting in the American Trias.

THE CRETACEOUS FLORA.

The Cretaceous flora of Portugal has
much greater interest for the student of

American paleobotany than the Jurassic
flora, which has just been considered.

First, because, as now known, it is consid-

erably larger, numbering 199 species, but
chiefly because we have in America a large

number of plant bearing deposits that cor-

respond so closely with those of Portugal
that a comparison may be legitimately

made that furnishes valuable results. It is

true that our American Lower Cretaceous

flora has now been so extensively worked
that it has assumed relatively large propor-

tions, numbering, so far as known, over

800 species. The Potomac formation alone

furnishes no less than 737. The interest is

stDl further heightened by the fact that in

the Lower Cretaceous of both Portugal and
America, the plant bearing beds occur at a
number of distinct horizons, which may not

without profit be directly compared in the

two countries. For example, the Potomac
formation now furnishes at least five distinct

horizons from which fossU plants have been

obtained, the lowest being that of the James
Eiver, which may extend as low as the top

of the Jurassic. The next higher is that so

well known at Fredericksburg, A'irginia,

and other points on the Eappahannock and
Potomac Rivers. The third is the Mount
Vernon clays which directly overlie the

last named and have furnished a distinct

flora. The fourth is well developed in the

vicinity of Aquia Creek, the plant bearing

beds near Brooke, Virginia. The fifth is

undoubtedly much higher, and there appeai-s

to be a considerable thickness of non-fossil-

iferous deposits intervening between the

last named and those plant bearing beds

that have been discovered on the eastern

side of the District of Columbia and at

other points near Washington, on the

Severn River, and on the Eastern Shore of

the Chesapeake Bay, which have furnished a

flora substantially identical with that of

the Ambojr clays on the Raritan River and
of Staten Island, Long Island and Mar-
thas Vineyard, as well as of the Tuscaloosa

formation of Alabama.
The Lower Cretaceous of Portugal is sub-

divided into a very similar series of plant

bearing deposits. One locality, Valle-de-

Brouco, is referred by Chofiat to the In-

fravalanginiau, which is at the veiy base of

the Neocomian and corresponds well with
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our James River series. An important

plant bearing locality between JIatta and

Valle-de-Lobos is regarded as Yalanginian

or Xeocomian. It may be compared with

the Fredericksbiirg l)eds of the Potomac

formation. The beds of Ahnargem, which

have furnished many species, overlie the

recognized Urgonian and probabl}' belong

to the upper portion of that subdivision,

or possibly to the base of the next

one called by the French geologists the

Aptian. It corresponds quite closely with

the Konie beds of Greenland and may be

compared with the jMount Vernon clays of

the Potomac formation, though it is probably

higher. Then there is a series of beds in

the vicinitj- of Torres-Yedras, viz., at S.

Sebastiao, Quinta-da-Fonte-Nova, Forca,

Quinta-do-Chafariz, Portella-da-Villa, etc.,

and another series in the vicinitj' of Cereal

and Zambujeiro, wliich are classed as Aptian,

between which and the last named there is

a considerable interval, including marine

deposits belonging to the Urgonian. Cer-

tain other beds, as at Calxaria and Caran-

guejeira, are less definitely fixed geologic-

ally, but probably belong to about the same
horizon. The Aptian of the French geolo-

gists lies between the Urgonian below and

the Albian above, and corresponds in the

main with the lower Greensand of England.

It may be compared with those deposits of

the Potomac formation near Aquia Creek

called the Brooke beds by Professor Fon-

taine, which have yielded a large number of

fossil plants, including such well-marked

dicotyledons as Celastrophyllum and Sapin-

dophyllum.

Above these beds there is an abundant

plant localitj' at Buarcos, which is classed

as Albian, and still higher othei-s at Naza-

reth, Alcancde and Monsanto, also regarded

as Albian, but as belonging to that upper-

most member called \'raconiuan. The Al-

bian corresponds in a general waj' with the

Gault and is the uppermost section of the

Lower Cretaceous, the overlying beds being

Cenomanian, which is the lowest subdivision

of the I'pper Cretaceous. These Albian

plant bearing beds may be roughlj' compared

with what has been called in America the

Amboy clays, but which has recently been

more correctly named by Professor William

B. Clark the Raritaii formation. In Amer-
ica, as in Portugal, this deposit maj^ also be

divided into two parts, a lower and an upper,

the former consisting of the beds along the

Raritan, which themselves have a consider-

able thickness and show marked changes in

the Hora, while to the latter belong the de-

posits on Staten Island, Long Island and
Martha's Vineyard, which have yielded

large collections chiefly from indurated no-

dules formed in red claj*.

Finally', in the Valley of Alcantara, at

Padro, Pombal and Villa-'N'erde-de-Tentu-

gal, there are plant Ijearing beds belonging

to the Cenomanian. It is possible that these

latter may not be higher than those of Long
Island and Gay Head.

The floras of the several horizons in the

Lower Cretaceous of Portugal differ less in

their abundance than those of the Jurassic;

the largest is that of the Valanginiau,

amounting to 86 species or over -13 per cent.

;

the Urgonian has yielded only 2.5 species or

12 per cent., the Aptian 42 species or a little

more than 21 per cent., the Lower Albian

58 species or over 25 per cent., and the Up-

per Albian or Vracounian 28 species or 14

per cent. The striking coincidence of the

parallelism between these horizons and those

of the Potomac formation in America is still

further heightened by the circumstance, ac-

cidental perhaps, that the numerical pro-

portion existing between the species now
known at the corresponding horizons in

America is very nearly the same. The Basal

Potomac, corresponding to the Vraconnian,

has yielded 329 species or a little over 44

percent.; the Mount Vernon clays, which

were compared with the Urgonian, 42 species
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or somewliat less than 6 per cent.; the Aquia

Creek beds, corresponding to the Aptian, 137

species or rather more than 18 per cent.;

the Raritan beds and their equivalents, com-

pared to the lower Albian, 264 species or

nearly 36 per cent. ; and the uppermost beds

of Marthas Vineyard, Long Island and

Staten Island, which may be called the

Island Series and compared to the Vraconni-

an, 133 species or 18 per cent. These results

may be put in the following tabular form :

LOWEE CRETACEOUS OF
POETUGAL.
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though in some cases the autlior's iadi-

viduality is probably alone responsible for

slight differences of termination in the

names. For example, forms referred to

Baiera by one would be referred to Baleri-

opsis by the other, and so with Ctenis and

t'tenidium, Myrsine and Myrsinophyllum,

Oleandra and Oleandridium, Salix and

8aliciphyllnm, Thuya and Thuyites, etc.

Many of these genera, when we consider

the diflerence in the size of the two floras,

occur in both countries in nearly the same

proportion. For example, of Aralia we
liave in Portugal 2 species, in America 11; of

Brachyphyllum, in Portugal 4, in America

9 ; of Gladophleljis, in Portugal 10, in

America 25 ; of Frenelopsis, in Portugal 2,

in America 6 ; of Laurus, in Portugal 2, in

America 8 ; of Myrica, in Portugal 2, in

America 11 ; of Podozamites, in Portugal

7, in America 15 ; of Sphenolepidium, in

Portugal .3, in America 9, etc. There are,

of course, some cases in which the propor-

tion is not the same. Thus, only one species

of Magnolia occurs in the Portuguese beds,

while in America we have 12, and on the

other hand the largest Portuguese genus,

Sphenopteris, represented there by 32

species, counts in America only 8 species.

But here It may be supposed that the true

representative in America of the Sphenop-

terls type of Portugal is really that exceed-

ingly abundant genus Thyi-sopteris, which

numbers 40 species in the American beds.

This would restore the relative proportions.

On the whole, then, it may be considered

that the Lower Cretaceous flora of Portu-

gal is botanically speaking a very close rep-

etition of that of America ; and in view

of the fact that In both countries a number

of distinct horizons showing the progressive

change in the flora throughout that period

have yielded fossil plants in such a way
that each of these llorules may also be com-

}>ared, the Interest in the subject is almost

fascinating.

AKCHETYPAL ANGIOSPERMS.

Space will only permit the consideration

of one other important aspect, viz., a com-

parison of the dicotyledonous forms in the

two countries, together with those ancestral

types which the Marquis Saporta regards as

prophetic of that great group of plants.

This last question may be considered first.

He finds among the specimens certain

forms which he refei-s to the genus Protor-

hipis of Andne. This genus was founded

in 1855 upon some remarkable forms from

the Lias of Steierdorf in Banat, Hungary,*

which Andrje regarded as a fern and placed

under the Pecopterldese. He compares It

with Jeanpaulia, which has since been

proved identical with Baiera and correctly

referred to the Coniferse ; also to Cyclop-

teris, Comptopteris, Dlplodictyum. and

Thaumatopteris, among fossils, and to

Platycerium, among living ferns.

When I first saw the figure of his Pro-

torhipis Buchii, I had grave doubts of Its

being a fern and fully believed that It rep-

resented some higher type of vegetation . I

am,therefore, not surprised that the Marquis

Saporta has arrived at the same conclusion,

and am highly gi-atified that he has had

the courage to give it publicity, notwith-

standing the fact that Schlmper, Schenk,

Heer and Nathorst have all been content to

regard it as a fern of the type of Drj-naria,

Platycerium, Allosorus, Clathropterls and

the other living and fossil forms alreadj"^

mentioned.

In 18t)5 Zigno discovered another species,

which, however, differs In a marked man-

ner from the original of Andra?, having the

margin entire. It Is a small, deeply kidney-

shaped leaf resembling that of some species

of Asarum and was named P. asarifolia.

This comes from the Oolite of Italy.

f

*Lias-Flora von Steierdorf im Banate, by C. .T.

Andne, Abhandl. geol. Keichsanst., Vol. II., Abth.

3, No. 4, 1855, pp. :i5-36, pi. viii., fig. 1.

fFl. Foss. Form. Oolithicae, Vol. I, 1865, p. 180,

pi. ix., tig. 2, 2a.
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The forms described by Nathorst in

1878,* though much sraaller are otherwise

similar to P. Buchii, and Nathorst at first

proposed to refer one of them to that spe-

cies, but later concluded that it was dis-

tinct and made two species, P. integrifolia

and P. crenata.

In 1880 Heer described another small

cordate form from the Oolite of Siberia. It

is similar to Zigno's species and was named
P. reniformis.f Two years later, however,

he found another similar form in the Kome
beds, Urgonian, which is rather cordate

than reniform and which he called P. eor-

data.X Both these forms have the margin

entire.

Saporta in this work has revised all these

forms and comes to the conclusion that

they cannot be ferns, and although the

original P. Buchii and both of Nathorst's

species so closely resemble dicotyledonous

leaves and are somewhat comparable in

nervation to Credneria and some fossil Vi-

burnums, as well as to such living genera as

Glechoma and Chrysosplenium, still he hes-

itates to class them in that group. He has

carefully refigured both of ISTathorst's speci-

mens, and also one that Nathorst figured

without naming but regarded as probably

a monocotyledon, but which Saporata con-

siders to belong to the same type and calls

P. Nathorstii. And these he carefully com-

pares with the Portuguese form which he

names P. Choffati, and classes the whole in

special group which he long ago created and

denominated the Proangiospei-ms, as repre-

senting the forerunners of both the mono-

cotyledons and dicotyledons. The Portu-

guese species comes from Cereal, which

Choffat places in the Aptian; it is therefore

probably somewhat higher than the Kome

*F1. Bjuf. Heft 1, p. 42 ; Heft 3, p. 57, pi. ix.,

figs. 2, 4.

fFl. Foss. Arot., Vol. VI., Abtli. 1, Pt. 1, p. 8,

pi. 1, fig. 4a.

Jlbid., Abth. 2, p. 11, pi. iii, fig. 11.

beds of Greenland from which Heer de-

rives one of his species ; all the others, of

course, are of far more ancient origin, viz.,

Jurassic, and it is not to be wondered at

that no one should have ventured to refer

them to any modern type.

Of the other four genera refen-ed to this

group, viz., Changarniera, Yuccites, Delga-

dopsis and Eolirion, the first two come

fi'om the Valanginian (Neocomian) of S.

Sebatiao, the third fi-om the Aptian of Cer-

eal, and the last from the Albian of Buar-

cos. They all seem to be ancestral mono-

cotyledons. Delgadopsis occurs in two

forms: first, as a sort of culm or broad stri-

ate stem; and secondly, in the form of a

jointed rhizome, the swollen joints emitting

innumerable rootlets, which, when absent,

leave peculiar scars.

Choffatia Fmneheti, regarded by the author

as a dicotyledon, is also a very remarkable

plant, and has been aptly compared by him

to certain euphorbiaceous forms, such as

Phyllanthus. It also resembles some

species of Euphorbia. It seems to be a

floating aquatic, and specimens with the

fibrous roots occur in the collection. In

some of these descending fibers occupj' one

side of the stem or rachis, while the floating

or aerial leaves occupy the other.

Upon the whole, it cannot be said that any

of these higher tj^pes, found below the

Albian, and corresponding in age to our mid-

dle and older Potomac, very closely resemble

the plants of the same general class fi-om

the American beds of that age, and j^et there

are certain Potomac forms referred bj' Pro-

fessor Fontaine to Menispermites, Hederje-

phyllum, Protesephjdlum and Populophyl-

lum, whose areolate nervation somewhat re-

sembles that of Protorhipis Choffati. The

new genus Dicotylophyllum, of which he

finds four species in the Aptian of Cereal,

and which he very properly regards as a

true dicotyledon, somewhat resembles the

Protorhipis, but lacks the peculiar areolate
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nervation. These leaves are all quite small,

but show a somewhat distinct midrib, and

usually 2—t lateral primaries. In t'orm thej'

recall some species of Yitis or Cissities, and

D. eerclj'onne, while not resembling Cereis,

as the specific name would imply, has many
of the characteristics ofHedera. It may be

roughly compared with Professor Fontaine's

Vitiphyllum from the Potomac of Baltimore,

and except in size D. hederaceum and D.

corrugahim are fairly comparable with Pop-

ulophyllum reniforme (cf. Fl. Pot., pi. clvi.,

f.3).

In the Albian beds of Buarcos, and es-

pecially in the Vraconnian of Nazareth, we
Ijegin to find some of the higher tj'pes.

But the genus Proteopliyllum has still a

very ancient appearance with a more or

less areolate nervation. It is a narrowly

lobed leaf, remotely recalling in its general

form some species of Dewalquea. It may
be possible to trace this form into his Aralia

ealomorpha from the same beds. His Adojea

praatavia is a very peculiar plant, which

also reminds one of Vitiphyllum Font., al-

though none of the species of the latter ge-

nus which show tlie Ijrancliiug character

have j'et been figured. His Braseniopsis ve-

nulosa has some of the chai-acteristics of

Protophyllura of Lesquereux, but is usuallj-

smaller and always entire; the nervation is

also different, except at the base of the leaf,

which has a large expansion below the sum-
mit of the petiole, as in Protophyllum.

Myrginophylhnn revisendinn will doubtles have

to be revised. It is much like Potomac
forms that have been referred to Myrica (e.

g., M. brookemi.<) and Celastrophyllum. It

is entirely diff'erent from the Myr.iiiie bore-

alU of Heer, which, with two other species,

occur in the Amboy clays and Tuscaloosa

formation. His Geranium lucidum is an ex-

ceedingly definite and handsome form, but

it is hard to separate it generically from his

Cmite^ ginuosus, and all of these seem to be

analogous to our Vitiphyllum. His Menii-

pennites cercidifoUu-i. though much smaller,

is not unlike Profes.sor Fontaine's M. Vir-

ginieniiii, especially the smaller forms which

I have found in the Mt. Vernon clays. His

Aralia pro.rima can scarcely be distinguished

from M. WeUimjtoniaiia of the Dakota group,

more common in the Newer Potomac.

It is only in the Nazareth beds (Vracon-

nian) that we find the tj-pical Amboy Clay

flora. Here we have the Eucalyptus,

Laurus (Laurophyllum), Salix, Myrsino-

phyllum, Sapindophyllum, etc., some of

which are probal)ly specifically identical

with forms descrilied by Newberry, and it

is altogether probable that if the post-

humous work of Dr. Newberry, now in

press, had been in the hands of the present

author a large numl)er of the species would

have been identified with American forms.

I will only notice one other significant

fact. In the Cenomauian beds which over-

lie these last, as it would seem uncouform-

ably, but which may not be so widely

separated from them as has been supposed,

there occui-s a large elongated leaf which

tlie Marquis has called Chondrophyton lace-

ratum. It agrees only in its finer nervation

with C. dimedum Sap. and Mar., the only

other species.* It has a very delicate

nervation with small polygonal meshes, and

an entire paryphodrome margin, but the

remarkable fact is that it seems to have a

deeply refuse summit. It is evident that

from the specimen the author was unable

to make this latter out with certainty ; but

he has drawn the marginal lines so as dis-

tinctly to indicate it. So desirous was he

that this leaf siiould be correctly repre-

sented that he has given us two interi)re-

tations from drawings made at dift'erent

times, figs. 4, 5 of pi. xxxviii. He states

that he considers figure 5 to represent the

form better than figure 4 : and it is in this

*L. Evolution du Hi'jine Vt'getal. Par i^porta et

Marion. Les Phaiu'rofnimcs, Vol. II., Pari.s, 1885, p.

120, fig. 126.
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that the tei-miual lobation is most clearlj^

shown. A comparison of this figure with

the numerous specimens of LiriodendrojJS'k

simplex of Newberry leaves no doubt what-

ever that the Portuguese plant is at least a

congener of the American plant, and it is

just possible that it may belong to the same

species. As this form has been three times

published* it is a little surprising that

Saporta did not think to compare it with

the Portuguese plant. There are differences

in the finer nervation, but this is also per-

ceptible between his two drawings of the

same specimen ; these also differ in different

specimens of the American plant, and one

or two other species remain to be published.

When all the material is illustrated most

of these differences will disappear. If any

remain it can be ascribed to difference of

age and geographical position.

Lester F. Ward.
Washington.

EXPLANATION OF ACQUISED IMMUNITY
FROM INFECTIOUS DISEASES.i

It has long been known that, in a con-

siderable number of infectious diseases, a

single attack, however mild, affords protec-

tion against subsequent attacks of the same
disease ; that in some cases this protection

appears to be permanent, lasting during the

life of the individual ; that in others it is

more or less temporary, as shown by the

occurrence of a subsequent attack.

The protection afforded by a single attack

not only differs in different diseases, but in

the same disease varies greatly in different

individuals. Thus certain individuals have

been known to suffer several attacks of

small-pox or of scarlet fever, although, as a

*BuU. Ton-. Bot. Club, Vol. XIV., New York,

Jan. 1887, p. 6, pi. Ixii, figs. 2, 3, 4 ; Am. Journ.

Sci., Vol. XXXIX., New Haven, February, 1890, p.

98, pi. ii., figs. 6, 7 ; Trans. N. Y. Acad, Sol., Vol.

XI., 1892, p. 102, pi. it., figs. 2-7, 9.

t Abstract of a paper read before the Biological

Society of Washington, March 9, 1895.

rule, a single attack is i^rotective. Excep-

tional susceptibility or insusceptibility may
be not only an individual but a familj' char-

acteristic, or it may belong to a particular

.

race.

In those diseases in which second attacks

are not infi-equent, as, for example, in pneu-

monia, in influenza or in Asiatic cholera,

it is difficult to judge from clinical experi-

ence whether a first attack exerts any pro-

tective influence. But from experiments

upon the lower animals, we are led to be-

lieve that a certain degree of immunity,

lasting for a longer or shorter time, is af-

forded by an attack of pneumonia or of

cholera, and probably of all infections due

to bacterial parasites. In the malarial

fevers, which are due to a parasite of a

different class, one attack affords no pro-

tection, but rather predisposes to a subse-

quent attack.

In those diseases in which a single at-

tack is generally recognized as being pro-

tective, exceptional cases occur in which

subsequent attacks are developed as a re-

sult of unusual susceptibility or exposure

under circumstances especially favorable to

infection. Maiselis has recently (1894)

gone through the literature accessible to

him for the purpose of determining the fre-

quency with which second attacks occur in

the various diseases below mentioned. The
result is as follows:

Second Tliird Fourth

Attacks. Attacks. Attacks. Total.

Small-pox . . 505 9 514

Scarlet fever .29 4 33

Measles ... 36 1 37

Typhoid fever . 202 5 1 208

Cholera ... 29 3 2 34

Eecent researches indicate that the prin-

cipal factor in the production of acquired

immunity is the presence, in the blood of

the immune animal, of some substance ca-

pable of neutralizing the toxic products of

the particular pathogenic microorganism
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against which immunity exists, or of de-

stroying the germ itself.

Tlie sulistances which destroy the toxic

products of pathogenic bacteria are called

antitoxins. As pointed out by Buchner in a

recent paper, the antitoxins differ essentially

from the so-called alexins, to which natural

immunity is ascribed. The alexins are char-

acterized by their germicidal and globulici-

dal action—they destroy both the red cor-

puscles and the leucocytes of animals belong-

ing to a different species fi-om that from

which they have been obtained, and by

their coagulability and instabilitj'— de-

stroyed by sunlight and by a temperature

of 50° to 55° C. On the other hand, the

antitoxins best known (diphtheria and te-

tanus) have no germicidal or globulicidal

action ; they resist the action of sunlight

and require a temperature of 70° to 80° C.

for their destruction.

Our knowledge of the antitoxins dates

ft'om the experiments made in the Hygienic

Institute of Tokio, by Ogata and Jasuhara.

in 1890. These bacteriologists discovered

the important fact that the blood of an

animal immune against anthrax contains

some substance which neutralizes the toxic

products of the anthrax bacillus.

In the same year (1890) Behring and

Kita.sato discovered that the blood of an

animal wliich has an acquired immunity

against tetanus or diphtheria, when added

to a virulent culture of one or the other of

tbe.se bacilli, neutralizes the pathogenic

power of such cultures, as shown by inocu-

lation into susceptible animals. And also

that cultures from which the bacilli have

been removed by filtration, and which kill

susceptible animals in very small amounts,

have their toxic potency destroyed by adding

to them the blood of an immune animal,

which is thus directly proved to contain an

antitoxin which comparative experiments

show not to be present in the blood of non-

immune animals.

During the past two or three years nu-

merous additional experiments have been

reported which confirm the results already

referred to, and show that immunity may
be produced in a similar manner against the

toxic products of various other pathogenic

bacteria—the typlioid bacillus, the ' colon

bacillus,' streptococcus pyogenes, staphylo-

coccus pyogenes aureus and albus, etc.

The Italian investigators, Tizzoni and

Centanni, in 1892. published a preliminary

communication in which they gave the re-

sults of experiments which appear to show

that in guinea-pigs treated with tuberculin

.

by Koch's method, a substance is devel-

oped which neutralizes the pathogenic po-

tency of the tubercle bacillus. Professor

Tizzoni and his associate. Dr. Schwarz, have

also (1892) obtained evidence that there is

an antitoxin of rabies. Blood-serum taken

from a rabbit having an artificial immunity

against this disease was found to neutralize,

in vitro, the vii'ulenee of the spinal marrow of

a rabid animal after a contact of five hours.

Professor Ehrlich, of Berlin, in 1891,

published the results of some researches

which have an important bearing upon the

explanation of accpiii'ed immunity, and

which show that susceptible animals may
be made immune against the action of cer-

tain toxic proteids of vegetable origin,

other than those produced by bacteria

;

also that this inmiunity depends upon the

presence of an antitoxin in the blood-serum

of the immune animals.

The experiments of Ehrlich were made

with two verj' potent toxalbumins—one

ricin, from the castor-oil bean ; the other,

abrin, from the jequirity bean. The toxic

potency of ricin is somewhat gi-eater than

that of abrin, and it is estimated by Ehr-

lich that 1 gm. of this substance would suf-

fice to kill one and a half million of guinea-

pigs. When injected beneath the skin in

dilute solution it produces intense local in-

flammation, resulting in necrosis. Mice are
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less susceptible than guinea-pigs, and are

more easily made immune. This is most

readily accomplished by giving them small

and gradually increasing doses with their

food. As a result of this ti-eatment the

animal resists subcutaneous injections of

200 to 300 times the fatal dose for animals

not having this artificial immunitJ^

Ehrlich gives the following explanation

of the remarkable degree of immunity es-

tablished in his experiments by the method
mentioned

:

'

' All of these phenomena depend, as may easily

be shown, upon the fact that the blood contains a

body—antiabrin—which completely neutralizes the

action of the abrin, probably by destroying this

body."

In a later paper (1892) Ehrlich has given

an account of subsequent experiments which

show that the young of mice which have an

acquired immunity for these vegetable tox-

albumins may acquire immunity from the

ingestion of their mother's milk ; and also

that immunity from tetanus may be acquired

in a brief time by young mice through their

mother's milk.

A most interesting question presents it-

self in connection with the discovery of the

antitoxins. Does the animal which is im-

mune from the toxic action of any particu-

lar toxalbumin also hdve an immunity for

other toxic proteids of the same class ? The
experimental evidence on record indicates

that it does not. In Ehrlich's experiments

with ricin and abrin he ascertained that an
animal which had been made immune
against one of these substances was quite as

susceptible to the toxic action of the other

as if it did not possess this immunity, i. e.,

the anti-toxin of ricin does not desti-oy

abrin, and vice versa.

We have also experimental evidence that

animals may acquire a certain degree of

immunity from the toxic action of the

venom of the rattlesnake. This was first

demonstrated by Sewall (1887), and has

been recentlj' confirmed by Calmette (1894)

.

In his paper detailing the results of his

experiments the author last named says

:

'
' Animals may be immunized against the venom of"

serpents either by means of repeated injections of

doses at first feeble and progressively stronger, or by

means of successive injections of venom mixed with

certain chemical substances, among which I mention

especially chloride of gold and the hypochlorites of

lime or soda.

' 'Tlie serum of animals thus treated is at the same
time preventive, antitoxic and therapeutic, exactly

as is that of animals immxmized against diphtheria or

tetanus.

" If we inoculate a certain number of rabbits, un-

der the skin of the thigh, ^ath the same dose, 1

millgr. of cobra venom, for example, and, if we treat

all of these animals, with the exception of some for

control, by subcutaneous or intraperitoneal injections

of the serum of rabbits immunized against four

millgrs. of the same venom, all of the control ani-

mals not treated will die within three or four hours,

while all of the animals will recover which receive

5 c. c. of the therapeutic serum within an hour after

receiving the venom."

As a rule the antitoxins have no bacteri-

cidal action ; but it has been shown, by

the experiments of Gamaleia, Pfeififer and

others, that in animals which have an

acquired immunity against the spirillum

of Asiatic cholera and against spirillum

Metchnikovl there is a decided increase in

the bactericidal power of the blood-serum,

and that immunity probably depends upon

this fact.

Certain important questions present them-

selves in connection with the production of

antitoxins and germicidal substances in the

blood of immune animals, one of which is

:

Is the production of the antitoxin contin-

uous while immunity lasts, or does it occur

only during the modified attack which re-

sults from inoculation with an attenuated

virus, or of filtered cultvires, the antitoxin

being subsequently retained in the circula-

ting blood? The latter supposition does

not appear very plausible, but it must be

remembered that these antitoxins do not

dialyze

—

i. e., they do not pass through ani-
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mal membniues—and consequeutlj' would

not readily escape from the blood-vessels,

notwithstanding the fact that they are held

in solution in the circulating fluid. On tlie

other hand, the passage of the tetanus anti-

toxin into the mother's milk would indicate

a continuous supply, otherwise the immu-
nity of the mother would soon be lost. Fur-

ther experiments ar(> i-equired to settle this

question in a definite manner, and also to

determine the exact source of the antitoxins

in the animal bodj' and the modtt^ operandi

of their production.

Geo. M. Sternberg.
Washington.

SEMARKING THE MEXICAN BOUNDARY.

Mb. a. T. Mosman, assistant in the U. S.

Coast and Geodetic Survej', one of the com-

missioners on the part of the United States,

presented an interesting summary of the

work at a meeting of the National Geo-

graphic Society in Washington on the 8th

inst.

At the initial meeting of the commis-

sioners for the two countries, it was agreed

that any of the old monuments recovered

should be taken as defining the line ; that

new monuments should be interpolated be-

tween them, so that no two monuments
should be more than 8000 metres apart, as

retjuired by the new treaty. The line had

been marked under the treatj' of 1853, by
52 monuments ; the commissioners found

38 of these standing in 1891. On the paral-

lels the new monuments mark the curve of

the parallel, but on the oblique lines the

monuments recovered were not accurately

located on the line Joining their extremities,

and the boundary on these lines as now
marked is, therefore, a broken line. Old

monuments were recovered at all imj)ortant

points on the boundary, including all points

where the line changed direction, but the

distances between them were unequal, and
in one instance exceeded 100 miles. The

line from El Paso on the Rio Grande to San

Diego on the Pacific, 700 miles, is now de-

fined by 258 monuments.

The field work required the redetermina-

tion of the geograi)hic positions of the old

monuments recovered, and presents some
interesting comparisons showing the facility

and certainty of modern methods. The
longitudes of the old monuments were de-

termined by Emory from transits of the

moon and moon culminating stars. In the

relocation the longitudes were determined

by the telegraphic method, connected with

the geodetic work of the Coast Survej' by

coast survey parties working in conjunction

with the commissioners. The greatest dif-

ference developed from Emory's positions

was 4' 34".3 with other differences of 34"

and 54" and still smaller quantities show-

ing the old work to have been remarkably

good for the method. The latitude stations

in the new work were about 20 miles apart

over the whole line, and at each station an

azimuth was observed on Polaris near

elongation to start the direction for the new
tangent for the parallel and check the tan-

gent ending at the station. The latitude

observations were made with the zenith

telescope formerly used on the N. W. boun-

dary, but improved with new micrometer

and levels. The telescope has a focal

length of 826 mm., and the objective a clear

diameter of (57 mm. A new departure was

made in mounting the instrument on a

wooden pier constructed in a simple form,

readily transported. Its stability proved

as great as a brick or stone cemented pier,

as it was not uncommon to secure a whole

night's work without relevelling, and the

instrument invariably remained for several

houi-s with level correction less than one

div.^l".28. The probable errors of the

latitude determinations from the U. S. ob-

servers = ± 0".03 to 0".4. The Mexican

observations have not yet been received.

The plan of operations agreed upon required
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independent determinations by the repre-

sentatives of both governments. This was
not practicable in the longitiide determina-

tions, but in the latitudes, running the

parallels and locations of the numerous

monuments, it was strictly carried out. .The

mean diiference in the location of the 258

monuments, was less than three-tenths of a

metre ; the maximum difference was onlj^

1.8 m., which occurred in locating a point

about midway between two old monuments
100 miles apart, and over a very rough

mountainous country, where the distances

between water holes was over 60 miles.

The angular variations of the lines run by

the two parties at this poiut was a little

more than three seconds.

The final results from the astronomical

observations were required for immediate

use on the ground ; to permit the computa-

tions the mean declinations for the stars for

latitude had been furnished by Professor T.

H. Safford, of Amherst. In this way the

latitude and azimuth were always available

within three or four days after the observa-

tions were completed, a feature of such work
that, it is believed, has not heretofore been

attempted. Mr. Mosman promises that a

list of the stars furnished by Professor Saf-

ford, some 600, will be published in the re-

port of the commission, to be available for

future work in the same latitude.

In locating the intermediate monuments
the commission made use of the stadia, with

gratifying results. On the parallel of 31°

47' for a distance of 100 miles both chain

and stadia were used for the purpose of com-

parison. It was found that the stadia was
m^uch more reliable than the chain, even on

the desert, and in a rough country was much
superior. The whole line was measured

by both the American and Mexican engi-

neers independently ; when the two results

for any distance differed more than one part

in 500, remeasurements were made by steel

tape or triangulation to discover the error.

Many Imes determined by triangulation

were compared with the lengths determined

by stadia, and the results showed that the

stadia measurement could be relied on

within one part in 1000. One line of 45

miles measured over rolling sand hills dif-

fered by one part in 1800 only.

In addition to the astronomical work, a

strip of topography was surveyed on the

American side 2h miles wide, and a line of

levels was run with the wye level from the

Rio Grande to San Diego, giving the eleva-

tion of each monument above mean tide of

the Pacific Ocean. The levels were checked

at Yuma with R. R. levels fi-om San Fran-

cisco, showing the infinitismal discrepancy

of two hundredths of a metre, probably an

accident. At the Rio Grande there is a

discrepancy of about two metres, but the

datum plane for the R. R. levels at this

place is not known. O.

THE NATUBE OF SCIENCE AND ITS BE-
LATION TO PHILOSOPHY.

If any one should ask me, ' What is phj's-

ics ? ' I would tell him to study in the phys-

ical laboratory for ten years and then

what he had learned by the time he was

through woiild be the nearest he could get

to an answer to the question. So to the

question, ' What is science ?
' I can give no

other general answer than that to anyone

it is just what he knows about it. I can,

however, give as a particular answer what

I have in my own experience found science

to be.

Science consists of weighing evidence and

stamping each statement with an index of

its reliability. That the sun moves around

the earth is, according to the evidence at

present produced, a statement with a relia-

bility of 0. That the earth moves around

the sun, we at the present day stamp as

certain. That Mars contains living beings

is to-day stamped as quite improbable.

On the scale of probability where means
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not at all probable, and 1 means secure, i

means indifferent, we might say that such

a statement regarding Mars would have a

probability perhaps of ^'g

.

The difference between the unscientific

and the scientific mind lies in the extent of

evidence. The woman who lately left a

fund for a prize to the one who shall estab-

lish communication with Mars had gathered

enough evidence to give, in her mind, a

high degree of probability to the supposi-

tion of the possibility of such an under-

taking. And yet the members of the

French Academy who accepted the money
in the sense that it should go to the one

making the best contribution to our know-

ledge of Mars were evidently in possession

of enough further evidence to attach a very

small degree of probability to the supposi-

tion.

This is the actual work of all the sciences.

We cannot and dare not make statements

except just so far as warranted by the facts.

If you say that the act of discrimination

increases the time of thought, the psycholo-

gist must answer yes, with a high degree of

probability, because carefully collected ex-

perimental evidence points that way. If

you say that consciousness is continuous

during sleep, the psj'chologist must answer

that reliable evidence is lacking, and that

he is entitled to no opinion either way.

"We often hear, from philosophers of the

old school, the statement that the facts of

the universe are divided into classes, each

of which is given over to a science for in-

vestigation regarding details, while the gen-

eral conclusions are reserved for the phil-

osophers.

I must object to the limitation of science

to the investigation of individual facts.

Many of the problems with which a scien-

tist is most directly concerned are the most

general of all. The subject of time is one

to which the psj'chologist and the astrono-

mer devote their special attention. There

can hardly be anything more general than

the great independent variable, as it is

called. Likew'ise space forms a problem

for geometry, physics and psychology.

As every scientist knows, an investi-

gator in one science is forced to learn a

dozen other sciences ; the more he special-

izes, the more remotely must he go for his

information. For example, the specialist

in experimental psychology is obliged to be

more or less famiUar with the science of

measurement, w'ith the astronomical deter-

mination of time, with portions of meteor-

ology, with phj'sics, w-ith portions of organic

chemistry and physical chemistry, with

statistics, ethics, anthropologj^ etc., etc.

The meditcval philosopher likes to bottle

things up and label them, but the modern

sciences are too lively specimens for that

process.

This brings me to the question of the re-

lation of science to philosophy. According

to Wundt the work of philosophy is to take

up and discuss the most general questions,

time, space, number, etc., which cannot be

handled by the particular sciences.

But let us consider a moment. Suppose

the U. S. Government wishes a report on

Lake Tahoe. It would go to the geographer

to learn where it is, to the U. S. Survej- to

learn its measurements, to the chemist to

know its composition, to the meteorologist

to inquire about its weather, to the land

owners for the price of land, to the boatman

to learn the sailing qualities, etc., etc. It

would print the reports all side by side for

each reader to assimilate as he would or

could. What it would not do would be to

send out a special agent who should look

into these matters himself and make his

own report. We verj- well know that such

agents filter through more of themselves

than of the facts ; they see what they bring

eyes to see, and no one can be master of a

dozen sciences or trades.

Suppose, however, it is desired to have a
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treatment of the subject of ' time.' Wundt
would propose that a special agent, called

a philosopher, should gather up all he can

from everybody and should present it as he

thiaks best. So with all the other funda-

mental questions. The result is that we
have as many systems of philosophy as we
have writers. "Would it not be better to

get the astronomer to present his experience

with time, then the physicist to present his,

then the psychologist, and so on? The
reader can then assimilate what he is able,

instead of accepting it as previously assimi-

lated by the philosopher, as a kind of ' pre-

digested' food.

A somewhat similar thought was spoken

b}^ Paulsen some years ago. I do not know
if he has stated it in print. He considered

that the day of philosophical systems was

past ; there could be text-books of philos-

ophy as well as text-books of all sorts of

things, but philosophy itself would consist

of monographs by specialists.

Of course, on such conditions as these, ,

we should be obliged to conclude that phil-

osophy has no relation to the sciences and
that, having the astronomer, the mathema-
tician, the physicist, the geologist, the

psychologist, the economist and all the

others, we can entirely dispense with the

philosopher.

e. w. sckiptuee.
Yale Univeesity.

'SCIENCE.'

[The following article, contributed by
one of the original supporters of Science,

will prove of interest to those who are not

acquainted with the earlier history of the

journal. All men of science are under very

great obligations to Mr. Bell and Mr.

Hubbard for establishing a weekly journal

of science in America at a time when the

conditions were less favorable than at pres-

ent; to Mr. Scudder for the high standard

maintained during his editorship, and to

Mr. Hodges for liis faithful and untiring ef-

forts on behalf of the journal.

J. McK. C]
In 1882 Mr. A. Graham Bell conceived

the idea of estabUshing a scientific journal,

which should do for America what ' Nature

'

does for England. For this purpose, he was
wilUng to contribute, with the cooperation

of Mr. Gardiner G. Hubbard, the sum of

twenty-five thousand dollars, which, in the

estimation of good judges, would be suffi-

cient to start a weekly paper and put it on

a paying basis. Mr. Bell furnished the

larger proportion of this sum. Mr. Samuel

H. Scudder, of Cambridge, Mass., became

the editor. President GUman, of Johns

Hopkins ; Major Powell, of the Geological

Survey ; Professor Newcomb, of the Nautic-

al Almanac ; Professor 0. C. Marsh, of New
Haven ; and Professor Trowbridge, of Co-

lumbia College, agreed to give their advice,

and to act with Messrs. Bell, Hubbard and

Scudder as a Board of Directors. This

board, representing different interests and

localities, possessed great weight with the

entire community, and was believed to be

generally acceptable to scientists.

The first number of ' Science ' appeared

February 9, 1883, some six or eight months

subsequent to the conception of the idea.

Mr. Moses King, the first publisher, retired

the succeeding September. Shortly after,

Mr. C. L. Condit, formerly with the ' Nation,'

took charge of the publishing department

and continued until the spring of 1886. Mr.

Scudder retired from the editorsliip in

1886 and was succeeded by Mr. N. D. 0.

Hodges, when the ofi&ce was removed fi-om

Cambridge to New York. It was soon found

that twenty-five thousand dollars was not

sufficient, and Messrs. Bell and Hubbard

continued to advance further sums until, in

1886, they had expended about seventy-five

thousand dollars, without having made the

paper self-supporting.

An arrangement was then made with Mr.
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Hodges to assume the entire charge of Sci-

ence for a fixed aiimial sum. For three

yeai-s M. Hodges had charge of the paper,

iinder the advice of the Board of Directors.

Mr. Hodges made hirge reduction in ex-

penses of publication, but unfortunately

niade a larger reduction in the subscription

price, from five dollars to three dollars and

fifty cents a year.

It was never the intention of Messrs.

Bell and Hubbard to make a profit from the

publication of Science, but they did e.xpect

its establishment to make a contribution to

.science.

The circulation of tlie journal, under the

management of Mr. Hodges, largelj'^ in-

creased, and the changes made by lum and

his associate editoi-s, Messrs. D. G. Brinton,

of Philadelphia, and Charles Piatt, of Balti-

more, whose services were given gratuitous-

ly were of great value. It was originally

supposed that advertisements would con-

tribute largely to its support, but they were

not obtained, partly on account of the lim-

ited circulation, and more largely because

advertisers preferred to publish in special

journals rather than in one intended to

meet the wants of the scientific public.

The publication of Science was stopped

for a time a year ago, although its circula-

tion was then larger than it ever had been,

the stringency of the times preventing many
from paying their subscriptions.

At the meeting of the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science, at

Brooklyn in 1894, the renewal of the pub-

lication of Science was brought before the

As.sociation. A large committee was chosen

to consider its usefulness, and the proprietj'

of contributing towards its support. Mr.

Hodges appeared and stated fully his views

and plans ; the Association then voted that

a contribution of fifteen hundred dollars

should be made for the purpose of enabling

Mr. Hodges to continue its publication.

Immediately after Mr. Hodges decided that

he could not continue the publication, and

therefore this arrangement fell through.

Subsequently the reorganization of Sci-

ence was undertaken by Professor Cattell,

of Columbia College, who will, we trust,

make it a success.

It would not be proper to close this ar-

ticle without an acknowledgment of the

great ability, untiring zeal and never flag-

ging interest shown by Mr. Hodges in his

connection with Science.

COERESPONDENCE.

A catalogue of scientific literature.

Editor of Science :—The admirable

plan for a card catalogue of scientific lit-

erature recommended to the Royal So-

ciety by the Harvard University Coun-

cil (reprinted in the current volume of

Science, pages 184-186)' strongly com-

mends itself to users of scientific literature,

and has alreadj^ been adopted with minor

modification bj- at least one national scien-

tific society. A slight extension of the plan

in one respect Avould seem, however, to be

advantageous.

The body of scientific literature is vast

and constantly increasing, and scientific

authorship and publication are rapidlj^ ex-

tending from country to country and from

point to point in each country throughout

the world. Population is increasing, and
with it writing and printing increase ; civil-

ization is spreading, and with it literature

is expanding in an increasing ratio ; science

is becoming increasingly important as a di-

recting and controlling force in civilization,

and so the growth of scientific writing out-

strips that of non-scientific scripture ; the

domain of science is widening rapidly as re-

search concerning every conceivable subject

pushes into and illumines the peuumbi-a of

half-knowledge, and thus the subject-matter

of scientific literature is differentiated.

Moreover, the fashion of scientific publica-

tion is changing : few recent investigators
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spend years ou a book, the masterpiece of a

decade oi- a lifetime ; most keep pace with

the rapid progress of the times by issiiing

their chapters or sections as completed from

time to time in the form of articles or bro-

chures ; and thus the average number of

titles to be credited to individual authors

is increasing. So the augmentation in sci-

entific literature is many-branched and
cumulative, and its rate is constantly aug-

menting. With the multiplication of scien-

tific literature the need for comprehensive

cataloguing is multiplied; yet with the

multiplication the difficulty of measuring

the teeming fiood from the scientific press

is increased in still larger measure. The
task before the Eoyal Society is one ofgreat

magnitude.

It would seem that the success of the

scheme for cataloguing scientific literature

will depend largely on the intimacy of the

relations to be established between the

Royal Society, on the one hand, and (1)

trade publishers, (2) non-commercial pub-

lishers, and (3) individual authors, on the

other hand. ISTow, the basis for the rela-

tions between the central organization and
trade publishers, and through them with

the authors, is the simple one of financial

interest
; it is set forth in a satisfactory

manner in the report of the University

Council, who point otit that it would be to

the interest of the writers, as it would be

also to that of the publishers, to prepare

summaries suitable for carding by the cen-

tral organization. In the ease of this class

of publishers, perhaps the leading interest

would be that of the publishers themselves,

who might accordingly be trusted to induce

negligent authors to prepare the requisite

summaries.

The non-commercial pu.blishers include

those issuing (a) periodicals put forth with-

out hope of profit and often at individual

sacrifice, which it would be useless to ad-

vertise in the ordinary way by reason of the

limited number of possible subscribers
;
(b)

proceedings, transactions and related serials

published in limited editions bj^ many scien-

tific societies; (c) reports of official bureaus,

like the U. S. Geological Sui-vey and various

State institutions, to whom increased dis-

tribution means no profit, but some loss in

time, ifnotmonej^; and (d) privately jDrinted

and irregularly published brochui-es, book-

lets and leaflets, commonly issued by the

authors themselves. All of these classes

of publications are important in this and

several other countries ; collectively, in this

country at the present time, at least, they

probably contain the major part of the

material which should be catalogued by

the Eoyal Society. To bring their contents

within reach of a central organization would

involve a wide-reaching and constant co-

operation, which manifestly cannot be

brought about through the ordinarj^ finan-

cial stimulus, since the publication is not

made on a commercial basis ; it can be

brought about, if at all, only through the

inspiration of creative genius and authorial

ambition. There are few scientific wi'iters

who would not be willing, indeed glad, to

prepare summaries of theu- writings for the

sake of securing wider publicity and more

permanent record of their discoveries and

ideas ; for it is the laudable ambition for

publicity and permanent record, for the

good of men, that inspires the oiiginal writr

ing, if not indeed the research itself. Many
of the non-commercial publishers them-

selves are actuated by similar motives, and

would be willing to incur the small tax of

periodically sending summaries to the cen-

tral organization, while others would doubt-

less be stimulated thereto bj^ the authors

themselves
;
yet, it is probable that so far

as the non-commercial publications are con-

cerned, the sti-onger bond of connection

would be that between the central organiza-

tion and the authors ; and since the more

natural relation is the hierarchic one, first
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from central l)0(ly to the less numerous

class and from this in turn to the more

numerous, an\- device that would strengthen

the relation between the central body and

the publishers would be useful. Thus, it

might be well for the Royal Society to

furnish sets of cards pertaining to the

specialtj- represented by the non-commer-

cial publication, cither in exchange simply

for the periodical transmission of summaries

or in return for such summaries and for

printing in the advertising pages or else-

where a standing notice of the Royal So-

ciety catalogue. The cooperation of the

publishers in securing, and indeed in editing,

the summaries would be highly desirable,

partly because with most writei-s summaries

or abstracts need editorial scrutiny more
sadly than their ordinary writing. It may
be noted also that in these days of the

making of many bibliograpliies there is a

special need for abstracts and summaries

for a wide variety of purposes, and the re-

cognition of this need will make easier the

way of the Royal Society in putting its

plans into execution . Partlj' for this reason

there would seem to be a certain desira-

bility in printing the brief summaries, per-

haps in a distinctive tj-pe, in conjunction

with scientific articles.

The Geological Society of America re-

cently concurred in a report to the Royal

Society conforming to that of the Harvard
University Council, with a brief addition

designed to facilitate obtaining summaries

of articles from non-commercial publishers

of scientific literature, this addition having

been suggested by the writer as one of the

committee on the subject.

W J McGee.

TEACHING BOTANY ONE TOPIC AT A TIME,

ILLUSTRATED BY SUITABLE MATERIALS

AT ANY SEASON OF THE Y'EAR.

Editor of Science—Sir: The recent

papers in Science concerning the manage-

ment of cla.sses in botany prompt the follow-

ing. In the.se times, of cour.se, every true

teacher of botany insists that his pupils shall

study the objects before receiving much, if

any, instruction from books or persons. I

take it for granted that any teacher of a

class beginning subjects that are treated in

Gray's Lessons would prefer to take them up
in about the sequence there given, but he

will find it impossible to procure at anj'

season of the year enough suitable material

that is fresh to fully illustrate many of the

sections of the book. For example, he can-

not procure at any one time suitable ma-
terials to illustrate the section on stamens.

The varieties there illustrated appear at dif-

ferent dates some weeks apart. So of the

forms of pistils, the torus, fruits, etc. My
plan has Ijeen to collect quantities of stamens

of the barberry, sassafras, lobelia, cji^ripe-

dium, mallow, locust, dandelion, lily, tulip

tree, blueberry, sage, milkweed, and in most

cases preserve each kind bj' itself in twenty-

five per cent, alcohol, or in formalin one

hundred of water to one of formalin. These

are ready when we want to studj' stamens.

A specimen or more of each kind of the pre-

served objects for illustrating any section of

this subject can be placed in a small dish

before each pupil in case fresh specimens

cannot be procured. In many instances,

when not allowed to dry, these can be

gathered up and used for several successive

classes.

In like manner, it is very satisfactoiy to

be able, when fi-uits are to be studied, to

have a good many kinds to illustrate the

various sorts, such as half grown plums

or cherries, the mandrake, bloodroot, violet,

mulberry, winter-green, et«. Lessons in

morphologj- can, in this way, be made more

impressive than when some of the illustra-

tions are used in one day and others in a

week or a month.

W. J. Real.

Ageicultukal College, Mich.
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SCIENTIFIC LITERA TUBE.

Nieoldi Ivdnovieh Lobachevsky.—Addi'ess pro-

nounced at the commemorative meeting

of the Imperial Universitj^ of Kasan,

October 22, 1893, by Professor A. Vasi-

LiEV, President of the Physico-Mathe-

matical Society of Kasan.—Translated

from the Russian, with a preface, by Db.

Geoege Beuce Halsted, President of

the Texas Academy of Science.—Volume
one of the neomonic series.—Published

at The Neomon, 2407 Guadalupe Street,

Austin, Texas, U. S. A. 1894. Sm. 8vo,

pp. 8+40+17.
Within the last thirty years the name of

Lobachevsky has become widely known as

that of one of the earliest discoverers in the

field of non-Euclidean geometry, a subject

which has not only revolutionized geomet-

rical science, but has attracted the attention

of physicists, psychologists and philos-

ophers.

Professor Vasiliev's life of Lobachevskj^,

which we welcome here in an English trans-

lation, is without question the best and

most authentic source of information on

this original mathematical thinker who
spent his whole life in a remote Russian

town, almost on the confines of civilization,

and whose work began to be appreciated by

the scientific world only after his death

(1856). What lends a peculiar interest to

the story of this uneventful life is its in-

timate association with the growth of the

University of Kazan . Lobachevsky entered

this university as a student soon after its

foundation, became, immediately after

graduation, an instructor, and then a pro-

fessor in it, was its president for nineteen

years during its formative period, and con-

tributed largely to its rise and progress

through his administrative ability and un-

tiring energy. Tliis man, who is known
abroad as an original investigator in one of

the most abstruse branches of mathematics,

endeared himself, moreover, to his towns-

men in many respects as a progressive and
public-spirited citizen, delivering popular

lectures on scientific subjects, conducting

evening classes in elementary science for

workingmen, taking a most active part in

the work of the Kazan Economic and Agri-

cultural Society, and so on.

It is due to these facts that the centen-

nial celebration held by the Phj'sico-Mathe-

matical Society of the Universitj^ of Kazan,

in 1893, in commemoration of his birth,

was participated in not only by professional

mathematicians, but also by the whole uni-

versity and the citizens of Kazan. It is for

this occasion that Professor VasiUev pre-

pared his biographjr.

The celebration began with religious ser-

vices in the University chapel, on Loba-

chevsky's one hundredth birthday, Novem-
ber 3 (or, according to the old calendar still

used in Russia, October 22); at noon the

University Senate assembled in solemn ses-

sion, the foreign delegates were greeted by

the president of the university, letters and

telegrams of congratulation were read, and

several addresses were made commemora-
ting the life and work of the gi-eat Russian

geometer. On the next daji- the Physico-

Mathematical Society held a public session

for the reading of various papers on sub-

jects connected with non-Euclidean geome-

try. On the 5th of November the Munici-

pal Council of the city of Kazan dedicated

with appropriate ceremonies a memorial

tablet, inserted in the front wall of the

house in which Lobachevsky had lived.

Another meeting of the Physico-Mathemati-

cal Society brought the celebration to a

close. A sum of several thousand rubles

had been collected in the course of the year

for the purpose of founding a Lobachevsky

medal or prize to be awarded annually, and

of erecting a bust of Lobachevsky at Ka-

zan, in the public square that bears his

name.

It is well that this late justice should be
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done to the memory of a man who dui-ing his

lifetime never received any public recogni-

tion for his scientific work. At the present

time no competent mathematician doubts

the value of Lobachevskj''s investigations

in non-Euclidean geometry. For those not

familiar with modern mathematical thought

it is, however, difticult, if not impossible, to

fully appreciate the true value of this sub-

ject; they are inclined to attribute undue

importance to its possible bearings on non-

mathematical questions and to neglect and

underrate what is most valuable.

The starting point for Lobachevsky's re-

searches, as for those of all the earlier

writers on non-Eviclidean geometry (Sac-

cheri, Lambert, the two Bolyais), is given

by the theory of parallels in elementary

plane geometiy which is based by Euclid

on his fifth postulate (usually called his

" eleventh axiom "). This postulate I'efers

to two lines cut by a transversal, and states

that if the sum of the interior angles on

one side of the transversal be less than two

right angles the lines will meet on this

side if sufficiently produced. The numer-

ous attempts that have been made to make
a theorem of this propo.sition, and to prove

it, have always remained as futile as the

attempts to square the circle. They have

only shown that it can be replaced by other

postulates, such as that only one parallel

can be drawn to a given line through a

given point, or that the sum of the angles

of a triangle is equal to two right angles, etc.

Does it follow that these postulates ex-

press an absolute necessary truth ? Cer-

tainly not. For it can be shown—and
this is just what Lobachevsky did—that a

perfectly consistent system of geometry can

be constructed bj' rejecting Euclid's postu-

late and its equivalents, and assuming, say,

that more than one parallel can be drawn
to a given line through a given point, or

that the sum of the angles of a triangle is

less than two right angles.

The question of the character of the .so-

called geometrical axioms thus assumes an

aspect very difl'erent from the one it had at

the beginning of the present century, when
they were comnnmly regarded as necessary

logical truths. It is, however, not for the

mathematician to decide whether ultimately

these axioms express facts of obsei-vation

unconsciously acquired and made familiar

through the constant perception of an actu-

ally existing space. For him they represent

mere assumptions selected for the purpose

of defining his space or his methods of

measuring this space.

It would, of course, be very important to

know which of the different spaces that the

mathematician can thus define corresponds

most closely to the facts of observation.

But this question is difficult to decide ; for

while the ordinary Euclidean space appears

in this respect to satisfy all demands, the

non-EucUdean spaces do the same, at least,

approximatelj' within certain limits ; and

all our observations give only approximate

results and are confined within a narrow

range of space.

What the mathematician has gained

through the generalization of non-Euclidean

geometrj' is a broader horizon and a vastly

extended field ofresearch. The multifarious

relations by which this new science is con-

nected with the various banches ofgeometry

are admirably set forth by Professor F.

Klein, of Gottingen, in his Vorlemngen iiber

HicM-EiikUdkche Geometrie (1889-90). These

lectures also trace the historical development

of the subject since the times of Gauss. A
few more recent investigations were dis-

cussed by him in the Evaiuton CoUoqumm

(New York, Macniillan, 1894), in the 6th

and 11th lectures.

What Professor Vasiliev tells us about

Bartels, who in his earlier j^ears had inti-

mately associated with Gauss, and later, as

the first professor of mathematics at the

University of Kazan, became the teacher
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and protecting friend of Lobachevsky, con-

firms the supposition that the first impulse

to these studies came to him, at least indi-

rectly, from Gauss. To the same source of

inspiration must be traced the almost simul-

taneous, but independent, researches of

the Hungarian "Wolfgang Bolyai and his

son Johann. Gauss himselfnever pu^blished

anything on the subject of non-Euchdean

geometry ; but we know from his letters to

Schumacher that he had spent much thought

on these questions, which had occupied him
from his earliest youth, and had arrived at

practically the same results as Lobachevsky

and the Bolyais.

In the later development of non-Euclid-

ean geometry and the closely related the-

ory of M-dimensional spaces or manifold-

nesses we find among others the names of

Grassmann, Riemann, Hehnholtz, Cayley,

Klein, Lie ; and in these the uninitiated

may find a sufiicient guarantee for the value

of the subject.

In conclusion, a few words must be said

of the present English translation. The
original has been followed so faithfully that

anybody possessed of an adequate knowl-

edge of the Russian language will under-

stand the translation very readily. The
reading of such unidiomatic English is,

however, exceedingly painful. Were it not

for the direct statement on the title-page,

we should never have ascribed this transla-

tion to Professor Halsted, whose vigorous

command of the English language is well

known. It seems almost incredible that a

person whose native language is English

should have written, or even passed in the

proof, such sentences as these : (p. 3) " So

in celebrating this day to Lobachevskj'^, we
must remember with gratitude his teach-

ers." (ib.) "His destiny was to be the

teacher and protector not only of Loba-

chevsky, but of the scientist of our century

most influential on the development of

mathematics, Gauss, (ib.) "The mathe-

matical ability of the boy-genius awakened

the attention of the science-hungry Bar-

tels." (p-4.) "... he received the grade

of 'Magister' July 10, 1811, for extraordi-

nary advance in mathematics and physics."

(ib.) "... the question of the lowering

of the gi-ade of a two-termed equation ..."

The transliteration of Russian names is

faulty and inconsistent ; thus we find Pouch-

kin for Pushkin, Demidef for Demidov, Ka-
ramzen for Karamzin, Simenov for Simonov,

etc. It is inconceivable why the name of the

well-known astronomer Littrow should be

persistently misspelled Lettrov. On p. 1,

for ' November 9, 1807 ' read ' January 9,

1807.' The statement in the preface, p.

vii., that " in 1500 Copernicus was enjoying

the friendship of Regiomontanus and fulfill-

ing with distinction the duties of a chair of

mathematics " is singularlj' incorrect. Re-

giomontanus died in 1476, when Copernicus

was three years of age ; and, although Rhae-

ticus, in speaking of the residence at Rome
in 1500, refers to Copernicus as ' professor

mathematum,' it is now, in the absence of

any direct evidence, generally accepted that

the author of the De revolutionibus was never

connected as teacher with any scientific in-

stitution. Alexander Ziwet.

UNnrEESiTY OF Michigan.

Laboratory Exercises in Botany, designed for

the use of colleges and other schools in

which Botany is taught by laboratory

methods, by Edson S. Bastin, Am. Pro-

fessor of Materia Medica and Botany and

Director of the Microscopical Laboratoiy

in the Philadelphia CoUege of Pharmacy.

Philadelphia. 1895. $2.50.

In a review of this volume it should be

considered for whom it was written and

from that standpoint an estimate should be

made whether the purpose has been really

accomplished. Being designed for students

who are beginners, it leads them from the

simple to the complex, and does it, we think.
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in a very satisfactorj' manner. As a labor-

atory }>;uide tlic work \a perhaps a little too

voluminous, 540 pages. It is divided into

two portions, the first requiring work with

the simple microscope, and consists of a

series of lessons inductivelj' arranged, which

leads the student from a study of the root

througli the typi's of the largest families to

a study of the seed and embryo. Tliey are

designed to give to the student a familiarity-

with the various forms, without burdening

him with the technical descriptive terms,

which are, however, summed up in tabulated

plates for reference. The full-page illustra-

tions of the first portion are numerous,

verj- simple, excellently drawn and well

printed.

The second portion of the volume, 270

pages, on vegetable histology, opens with a

chapter on the compound microscope and

the use of micro-chemical reagents, and is

accompanied bj- excellent and practical

tables of reagents and stains. The purpose

of this volume limits its scope. It makes
a good working guide to jiut into the hands

of students wlio can give but a limited time

to the study, but further than that, as a

work upon vegetable histology, it is meagre.

The arrangement of this portion of the

work is less commendable than the first.

Its numerous illustrations can be classed as

most good, few bad and a number indifier-

ent, in general the simple elements of tissues

being good, whereas those showing the

tissues tliemselves, esjjecially the more
complex ones, arc less to be approved.

The work is one which is admirabl}-

adapted for the use ofstudents in pharmacy,
for which it was probably first intended, and
in the hands of a guide whose metln)ds were

similar to those of the writer, we conceive

it to be excellent. In general its scofH! is

limited; it gives facts but fails, we think, to

point out those logical sequences of growth
and development that lead the student to a

rounded conception of the science of botanj'
;

it nevertheless is by far the best laboratory

guide we have seen for directors of labora-

tories who wish to give their students a

practical elementary knowledge of botany.

S. E. Jellikke.

Principles and Practice of Agricultural Analy-

sis.—By Harvey W. Wiley, Chemist of

the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.—Easton,

Chemical Publishing Co., 181)4. Vol. I.

We have already called attention to the

first part of this admirable woi-k,now being

published in monthly installments bj* the

Chemical Publisiiing Company, and need

not again speak of its general excellence of

plan. If any fault is to be found with the

work it is with its limited title, which is

rather apt to mislead some into a supposi-

tion that the book will be of service only

to the analyst, and as a laboratory manual

alone. The twelve parts which have now
appeared, nearly (iOO pages in all, indicate a

work of much broader scope, one which no

scientific library can afford to omit from its

catalogue. Of the first of the series we have

already spoken. In No. 2 the subject of

soils and soil formation is continued, the

action of earth-worms, bacteria, air, etc.,

the qualities of the various soils and the

discussion of certain peculiar soil types.

An interesting chapter on sampling follows, .

and here is discussed in principle and pi-ac-

tice all of the accepted methods now in use

in various countries and among the leading

workers in agricultural science. The .study

of the physical properties of soils and the

description of methods of mechanical and

microscopical analysis, etc., occupies some

200 pages, whih' the methods of chemical

analysis, begun in No. 7 of the series, ex-

tends to the present issue. AVe know of no

other work approaching the present in com-

pleteness and scientific value. The exhaus-

tive treatment of the subject leaves nothing

to be desired, and it would be difficult indeed

to criticise anj- of its features. At the end
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of each part is a Bibliography of works

cited, and an inspection of these lists at

once indicates the labor entered npon by

the anthor, as well as that saved to those

who have now the benefit of his research.

Philadelphia. Charles Platt.

Nitrogen and Water, or the Water Atoms and

Their Relations. Part—The Earth's Atmos-

phere, by AVlLLIAM COUTIE.

The author of this polygraph of 31 pages

is good enough to assure us that some

things remain undiscovered, or at any rate

we infer this to be his meaning. To dis-

cover the real meaning of manj^ of his

sentences would require the application of

the calculus, since his thoughts soar off into

space in what are apparently curved lines.

It is probable that minds of the earth,

earthy, like that driving this pen, are in-

capable of fully grasping the mighty

thoughts here set forth. They are certainly

starthng and go to the root of all things.

It appears that we have all been mistaken

in our conception of the design of Creation,

at least those who have ventured to form

any such conception have been mistaken.

The real reason is thus set forth:

"It is evident that it is the law of change that

gives the Creator some work to do and something that

is new in all time. It is thns to Him the most im-

portant of all, for it is to Him preeminently omni-

present, universal and in all things forever new, and

without it time would he a monotony and a burden,

almost everything would he old and He would have

nothing to do.

"

The following whack at our biological

brethren is commended to their attention;

their disgraceful Darwinian tendencies make
it deserved, if somewhat severe

:

"If we now turn to the results in time we find

that, first, horse in our knowledge was of the size of

a fox and walked ou his heels. Now all horses of

every kind walk on the point of their longest toe, and

they are all many times the weight of a fox. Now,

why did all horses get on their toes at the same time,

or how did they get on the tips of their toes at all ?

Darwinism is to me acompound of utility,and economy

.

Buthy what process of economy or utility did horses get

on the point of their toes? To me, it is evidently the

exclusive result of their Maker's will, and that the

creation and government of the universe is an absolute

despotism in all things. '

'

This facer ought to settle the Darwinians;

lest it should not, we subjoin another extract

of like tenor

:

" I found that a butterfly is an insect ornamented

by scales, and that they are divided into day flies and

night flies, and again divided into six thousand day

or butterflies and sixtj' thousand night or moth flies,

and that butterflies are purely and exclusively (so far

as they are butterflies) things made for beauty by an

agent or Maker who sees beauty of colors in the night,

for there are sixty thousand kinds of night flies and

only six thousand day fUes. This led me to the un-

doubted belief that Dar^vinism applied to butterflies

is worse than an error, for it leaves out the most im-

portant and essential part of the whole, which is, that

the origin of species is the direct exclusive result of

an intelligent design."

To the initiated the following will per-

haps explain how some of Mr. Coutie's re-

sults were obtained

:

"As the ways of this argument are so far from the

ordinary beaten paths, mj' intent when i\'riting it

was to print in full along with it Newton's four rules

of reasoning, pages 384 and 385, Principia, to show

that this is in full and exact accord with them."
'

' Tliis design led to a full, careful review of the

men, their method and their particular results, that

I found that these rules are wholly insufficient for

my purpose. Tliey are perfect for his purpose, but

insufficient when applied to this paper."

This, so far as we are able to understand

it, looks black for Newton.

Among other gems of stj^le and statement,

we have the following :

" The history of origin leads us far back into the

distant past. '

'

" 'S^^lat this subject learns from this observation of

the heavens is that the same rules that govern the

atoms. '

'

"The densitj' of the air is the result of its own

weight."

The author has also discovered a few less

important matters of detail. Among other

things two new—what shall we call them ;

not elements for they are, according to our

present notions, compound. The first of
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these new somethings is kirs. This is no

t'ommou mangy kirs. but a new kind of kirs

altogether. He or it—for the author says

enough about the relations of the atoms to

make one careful—is introduced to our

notice as follows

:

' The most resultant discovery of all is that kire

is a hydrate of nitrogen, having the atomic form

The second something new is Stuart,

which is N3H, it seems. According to the

author this, as well as kirs, is unobserved.

We understood that Curtius not many years

since discovered a compound liaving the

symbol of Stuart. Init this is perhaps a mis-

take. Carbon has lieen found to be AN., ice

is Aq. and made up of Stuart, Cyanogen and
more Stuart. Coke equals kars and A.

^^'e are nowhere informed what is meant
hy A, nor is it easy to see what difterence

there is between • combining constituents '

and constituents " except with the eye of

faith. The author explains, however, that
" The grand difficulty of the calculation is

that the revelations at the end constantly

contradict the premises at the beginning."

Everything about this wonderful pam-
phlet is new, even the spelling is sui generis.

For example : Flourine, Ghicium, Rube-
dium, Phosphorous. Telerium. Tantalium,
Lanthanium. Paladium.

We hope that E. H. Lisk, printer, Troy,
N. Y., turned oft" a large edition of these

pamphlets. They will all be needed, and
when obtained ought to be carefully pre-

served as an illustration of the magnificent

reach sometimes attained by the American
intellect. Edward Hart.

NOTES AND NEWS.

BIOLOGY.

The Tenth Annual Fish Commissioner.s'

Report fi-om Michigan is entirely in the field

of fresh-water biology. It is important to

mark the rapid development of biological

work in the central universities of this

country, and to note that the work carried

on by the State is so largely by the cooper-

ation of the biologists of the University.

Thus two of the papei-s of this report are

by Professor Jacob Reighard, the first being

a study of the development of the wall-eyed

Pike, the second a valuable resum6 of the

whole subject of artificial fertilization. The
Bulletm, No. 4, of the Commission, which
we receive at the same time, contains a pre-

liminarj' account of the biological examina-
tion of Lake St. Clair during the summer of

1803. This was suggested by the continued

decrease in the number of Whitefish, but

very wisely the work extended over a
broader field. The objects of this examina-
tion are .stated as follows : "(1) To study

carefully and in the broadest possible way
the life in the lake. After examining the

physical characteristics of the lake, such as

the color, transparency and chemistry of the

water, a study of this sort should include a
determination of the kinds of animals and
plants in the lake. Every species should be
sought out, carefully described and figured,

and a specimen of it preserved. Then the

habits of each species should be known, its

habitat, its food, its enemies and its para-

sites. The numbers of animals and plants

of each species in a given volume of water

should be determined and the variations in

these numbers in different parts of the lake

and at different seasons of the year. Such
a collectio7i of data would form a complete

picture of the biology of the lake." The
work was under the direction of Professor

Reighard,assisted by Dr. Ward, of the Uni-

versity of Nebraska, by Mr. Frank Smith,

of the University of Illinois, and bj' several

assistants from the Univei-sity of Michigan.

The materials collected were widely dis-

tril)uted for dt'termination, and the reports

are by Dr. Blanchard, of Paris, Dr. E. A.
Birge, of the University of Wisconsin, and
others. The survey seems to have been

carried on with all the thoroughness both
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in the collection of littoral, pelagic and

deep-lake types, wluch characterizes the

best marine work, and the final results

promise to be of the greatest interest and
importance.

Me. Aethur Bibbins, who has been en-

gaged during the past year in investigating

the fauna of the Potomac Formation, in the

interest of the Woman's College of Balti-

more, has made a considerable collection of

reptilian remains, mostly from the vicinitj^

of Muirkirk, Md. The specimens represent

the four species of Dinosaurs described by
Professor Marsh under the names of Allo-

saurus, Pleuroccelus and Priconodon. A tibia,

probably that of Allosaurus, measures 10

inches in width and 32 inches in length,

although the ends are lacking. A single

tooth seems to be referable to Astrodon

Johnsoni, Leidy, which was based on a tooth

found at Bladensburg, Md. The conditions

are very unfavorable for collecting, as the

specimens occur in a tough clay, often at a

considerable depth, and are much scattered.

De. S. W. Williston, of Lawrence, Kan-
sas, has in press a work, entirely rewritten,

on the classification and structure of North

American Diptera. It will contain tables

of all the North American genera, including

those from Central America and the West
Indies, together with descriptions of larvEe,

habits, anatomy, etc. It will appear next

autumn. In its preparation he has had the

assistance of Messrs. Aldrich, Townsend,

Snow and Johnson, who have kindly pre-

pared or revised the tables of the families

with which they are best acquainted.

At the second open meeting of the Royal

Society, on February 28th, Prof. W. F. R.

Weldon opened a discussion on variation

in animals and plants, his remarks being

based on the report of a committee, consist-

ing of Mr. Francis Galton, Mr. F. Darwin,

Professor Macalister, Professor Meldola,

Professor Poiilton and Professor Weldon

himself, its object being to conduct statistical

inquiries into the measurable characteristics

of plants and animals. The first part of

the report which was presented was de-

scribed as ' an attempt to measure the death

rate due to the selective destruction of

Careimts mcenas (the shore crab) with respect

to a particular dimension.' Another pajier

bearing on the subject under consideration

was presented by Mr. H. M. Vernon, on
' The Effect of Environment on the Develop-

ment ofEchinoderm Larvie: An Experimen-

tal Inquiry into the Causes of Variation.'

An interesting discussion followed, in which

Mr. Thiselton Dyer, Professor Raj' Lankes-

ter. Professor A. Agassiz, Mr. Batesou, Sir

H. Howorth and the chairman took part.

There seemed to be a prevailing doubt as to

the suitability of mathematical methods in

biological research.

Peof. H. W. Conn conti-ibutes to the

March number of the American ]!^aturalki an

account of the Cold Spring Harbor Biologi-

cal Laboratory, of which he is the director.

The article is illustrated by four plates,

showing the buildings and location. The
laboratory was organized by Prof. F. W.
Hooper as a branch of the Brooklj^n Insti-

tute of Arts and Sciences, and held its first

session in July and August, 1890, under the

direction of Dr. Bashford Dean, now oi

Columbia College. The Cold Spring Labo-

ratory does not rival the Wood's Holl Lab-

oratoiy in the amount of research work ac-

complished, but offers exceptional facilities

for students requiring instruction.

APPEOPEIATIONS FOE THE U. S. GEOLOGICAL

- SUEVEY.

The appropriations for the U. S. Geologi-

cal Survey for the fiscal j'ear 1895-96, as

made by Congress at its last session, will

enable the bureau to continue its work un-

der favorable circumstances. The appro-

priations for topography, geology, paleon-

tology and chemistry are the same as those
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for the present your, except that in the case

of geology tliere is an additional appropria-

tion of S5,000 for the specific object of the

investigation of the gold and coal resources

of Alaska. For the rest, there is an appro-

priation for the preparation of the report on

the niiiieral resources of the United States

of §18,000, an increase of §3,000 ; and fur-

ther was inserted in connection with this

work, under the head of Public Printing

and Binding, a clause providing for the

piinting of advance copies of papers on

economic resources, and for this work an

appropriation of 82,000 was made. Under

the head of engraving and printing the

geological maps of the United States, author-

ity was gTanted the Director to sell copies

of topographic maps, with a descriptive

te.xt, at cost, with ten per centum added.

The object of this item is to provide for

the preparation of a series of ten or more

maps, with text, to illustrate the typical

topographic features of the United States,

for use principally in teaching. It is antici-

l)ated that the maps and text will be prepared

during the summer. To the appropriation

for ' gauging the streams and determining

the water supply of the United States, in-

cluding the investigation of under-ground

currents and artesian wells in arid and
semi-arid regions,' 87,500 was added, mak-
ing the appropriation for this work 820,000.

The total appropriation for the Survey,

including all field and office expenses and
salaries, is 851.5,000.

An appi-opriation of 8200,000 was made
for a survey of the lands of the Indian Ter-

ritory, with the provision that the '"Secre-

tary of the Interior may in his discretion

direct that the surveys in the Indian Terri-

tory, herein authorized, or any part of them,

be made under the supervision of the Di-

rector of tlie Geological Survey.'' This

work wUl result in the making simultane-

ously of a land subdivision survey and a

topographic map.

GENERAL.

The German Anthropological Society is

publishing an extensive description of the

anthropological collections of Germany.
Sixteen parts (costing from 2-15 M.), pre-

pared bj' competent authorities, have al-

ready been issued.

The TecImologkchej< Wiirterbuch, edited by
Gustav Eger and published by Yieweg,

Brunswick, is a full English-German and
German-English dictiouarj' of scientific and

technical words, which should have as large

a sale in America as in Germany.

The first volume of the memoirs from the

Department of Botany of Columbia College,

a monograph of the North American Species

of the Gemis Polygonum, by John K. Small, is

now in press.

Dr. Ernst Mach, Professor of Physics in

the University of Prague, has accepted a

Professorship of Philosophy in the Univer-

sity of Vienna, and will direct a Laboratory

of Experimental Psychology.

Professor E. W. Hopkins, of Bryn Mawr
College, succeeds Professor Whitney in the

chair of Sanskrit and Comparative Phi-

lolog3% and Professor E. G. Bourne, of

Western Reserve College, has been elected

Professor of History, at Yale University.

Prof. Weierstr.ass, of Berlin, has been

elected Foreign Associate of the Paris Acad-

emy of Sciences ; he received forty-three

votes, one being given to Prof. Frankland

and one to Prof. Huxley.

Prof. E. Dorn succeeds Prof. Knoblauch

as Director of the Physical Laboratorj- of

the University of Halle.

Prof. INI. K. R6nt(5EN, of Wiirtzburg, has

been called to the chair of Physics in the

University of Freiberg, vacated bj' Prof. E.

Warburg.

Dr. R. Be.\uxs has been made Professor

of Mineralogj' in the University of Tii-

bingen.
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De. a. Kossel has been made Professor

of Physiology in the University of Marburg.

Dr. K. Boedeker, Professor of Chemis-

try in the University of Gottingen, died on

February 22d, aged seventy-nine years.

Sir William Savory, an eminent sur-

geon, and at one time Professor of Compar-

ative Anatomy and Physiology at the Col-

lege of Surgeons, died on March 4th, at

London, in his sixty-ninth year.

Dr. Georg von Gizycki, Associate Pro-

fessor of Philosophy in the University of

Berlin, died early in the present month.

Dr. Darwin G. Eaton, formerly Professor

of Natural History in Packer Institute, died

on March 17th, at the age of seventy-two

years.

Prof. Peter H. Vander Weyde, editor

of Manufacturer and Builder, and formerly

Professor in Girard College and at the

Cooper Institute, died at New York, on

March 18th, at the age of eighty-two years.

Dr. Henry Coppee, Acting President of

Lehigh Universitj^, Professor of English Lit-

erature in the University of Pennsylvania,

1855 to 1866, and President of Lehigh Uni-

versity, 1866 to 1875, died at Bethlehem on

March 21st, at the age of seventj'-five years.
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THE ANIMAL AS A MACHINE AND PRIME
MOVER*

The \sTiter of these! papei-s has been

greatlj' interested in the study of the vital

machine in its relations to the special work
of the engineer and to the methods illus-

trated bj- it in transformation of potential

•Abstracted from Tlie .\nimal as a Prime Motor
;

X. Y., J. Wiley & .Sons, 1894. Journal of the Frank-

lin Institute, Jan. -March, 1895.

energies into the mechanical form for use-

ful purposes in the industries.

The value of this form of prime motor to

the engineer is enormous, though rarely ap-

preciated or realized. Until the introduc-

tion of the steam-engine into mills and
factories through the inventions and enter-

prise of Watt and his partner, at the begin-

ning of the century, horse-power and
manual labor only were available for any
work for w'liich w^ater-power could not be

obtained, and hundreds of horses had even

been employed, in earlier times, in draining

of single mines. But, even at the present

time, the horse is the prime motor for an

enormous section of the industries ; and all

transportation on short routes or available

lines, all agricultural work nearly, and

work of whatever kind on the highway and

in the by-ways must rely on this vital

machine for its performance.

The theory of the machine and studj- of

its methods of operation, of energy -conver-

sion, and of economical application of power,

is one of the most important subjects prac-

tically presented to either the engineer or the

man of science, and this for tw^o quite dif-

ferent reasons. In the first place, the vital

machine has a higher efficiency than any

steam-engine and involves methods of trans-

formation, storage and application of energy

which are as yet a mystery, and which,

could thej' be discovered and simulated in

engineering practice, might possibly prove
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more enormously valuable as improvements

iipon current methods than was the inven-

tion of the modern steam-engine and the dis-

placement of the old machines of Worcester

and Savery. It is also possible that nature's

waj'S of producing light and electricity, as

well as power, may be ultimately found

immensely more economical than those of

man. They certainly are quite different,

and are inconceivably more ef&cient in

themselves, as single transformations, than

any processes yet discovered by science.

In the second place, the laws of operation of

the vital machine being fully revealed, it is

possible that we may find ways of promot-

ing the improvement of the machine in

such a manner as to make the animal

mechanism a mox-e ef&cient and a better

apparatus for the use of man, and even,

perhaps, find ways of improving the instru-

ment employed by the mind in its special

operations, as well as the mechanism of the

frame in which it is given a home and a

vehicle.

The outcome of the investigations made
up to the present time may be stated

perhaps in the briefest and most intelligible

way in the form of a series of theorems,

thus:

(1.) The Vital Machine is not a thermody-

namic engine, a heat-motor.

Many writers have taken for granted the

now obviously incorrect hypothesis that,

since the machine is evidently a source of

heat, and its energy is derived from com-

bustible materials, it must, therefore, be a

heat-engine and its operations necessarily

thermodynamic. This is easily disproved.

In any thermodynamic machine, ofwhatever

class, among the heat-motors, the proportion

of heat converted into work, the ' efficiencj'

'

of the machine is measured by the range of

temperature, from the highest to the lowest

in the cycle operated in by the thermody-

namic mechanism, divided by the maximum
absolute temperature in the cycle. For the

animal machine this would ordinarily be

the widest range of temperature attainable

in thermodynamic conversion divided by

about 300° C. But the machine is, in-

this case, a mass of circulating fluids of lair

condiictivity, mainly, and can have no sen-

sible range of temperature, so far as can be

seen ; and, in fact, it is known that differ-

ences of but one or two degrees, in different

parts of the bodj', the only actual diflfer-

ences of temperature, are produced by a

slight warming of the venous blood by

chemical action, or by proximity to or dis-

tance fi-om the epidermis. As a thermody-

namic engine, even were it possible, there-

fore, the machine should have an exceed-

ingly low efficiency. The fact is that its

efficiency exceeds that of any heat-engine

known to man, under the most favorable

possible practical working conditions.

The vital engine is certainly not thermo-

dynamic ; its heat is a ' bj^-product.'

(2.) The machine is jprohahly not electro-

dynamic.

Scoresby and Joule, and Sir William

Thomson ' Lord Kelvin ' and others among
later writers, have suggested that the ma-

chine may be, as some have said, an electi'o-

dynamic machine, others an electro-mag-

netic engine. In support of this view it is

pointed out that, in some cases, as in the

gjonnotus, the torpedo and some fiftj' otlier

creatures, powerful electric batteries, accum-

mulators, are found in the animal system;

that all animals seem to have conductors,

the nerves, and that electricity leakage is

alwaj^s to be detected in the living creature

—currents passing in various directions

through the body and leaking outward to

the surface in all parts. The nerves termi-

nate in ' plates ' having close relation in

form and structure to the more highly de-

veloped cells of the storage batteries of the

eel and similar animal producers of elec-

tricitJ^

A great variety of facts and cousidera-
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tions based upon research in this fiekl con-

spire to indicate, if not to fully prove, that

the passage of the electric current along the

nerve is the initial act in the motion and

energy-production of the muscle. On the

other hand, however, it may probably be

stated, as conclusively ascertained, that

there is no representative of the mechan-

ism of our electro-dynamic machines, either

of generator or motor, in the muscle,

where, unquestionably, the applied en-

ergy is set free and utilized. There is no

equivalent of magnet, of solenoid, of field

or of armature. On the other hand, it is

indicated by numerous and varied investi-

gations and observations that the electric

current ha.s for its office, in the vital ma-

chine, the promotion of the chemical actions

wliich accompany all motion and develop-

ment of force and power. The familiar ef-

fects of currents having their origin outside

the body afford illustrations of the fact and

the method of action of these currents.

The electric currents, so far as existing in

the system, have light work to perform
;

and where, as in the gymnotus, they are

given more formidable tasks, they require

for their production and application very

large special organs, and occupj' an exorbi-

tantly large proportion of the body.

The vital machine is probably not an

electro-dj-namic motor.

(3.) The animal prime mover is very proba-

bly an example of an exceedingly highly organ-

ized and efficient chemieo-dynamic motor.

There are but three known forms of en-

ergj' available in conversion of the stored

potential energj- of the foods into dynamic

form. Two of these have been seen to be,

the one certainly, the other probably, un-

utilized in the energA'-conversion of the vi-

tal machine. The third, until .some as j'et

undiscovered process and energy is found

to be available, must be assumed to be the

source of all dynamic phenomena in the

animal system. The machine is probably

a chemieo-dynamic prime mover, in which

the developments of energy in active form,

their magnitude and their applications, are

directed by the supreme authority of the

system through a verj- perfect arrangement

of electric apparatus, bj' means of which the

necessarj' orders are telegraphed to the va-

rious points at which energy is to be liber-

ated and applied, and by the currents trav-

ersing which apparatus the chemical reac-

tions needed in transformation of the po-

tential energj' of the fats and glycose, and of

the products of broken-down tissue, into

active and useful form are inaugurated.

Electricity, or some related energy, serves

as the directing and stimulating power, and

the resolution of fats and other substances

into glycosic compounds and their oxida-

tion, at the point at which power is to be

developed, into carbon-dioxide and water,

by chemical changes resulting in the trans-

formation of potential into actual energies,

supplies the working power of the system.

The presence of electricity is always observ-

able in the vital machine, and the chemist-

physiologists have traced the processes of

supply and transportation of potential en-

ergj' and of the liberation of active energies

down to the very last, though still mysteri-

ous, act of utilization.

These authorities are now apparently

substantially unanimous in declaring it

well settled that the action of muscle, for

example, is due to what is termed an ' ex-

plosive ' chemical action in the mass of the

organ, the outcome of which is mechanical

energy and the liberation of carbon-dioxide.

The physicist-physiologists are equally unit-

ed in testifying that the provocation of this

explosive action, at will and in proper

quantity, is effected by a nerve-impulse

which is more nearly like the electric cur-

rent than any other known form of physical

energy ; and the process of doing work by

muscular action is likened to the firing of a

charge of explosive in the mine by a current
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sent over a wire, in this case along a nerve,

and the provocation, by its action, of instan-

taneous oxidation of carbon into carbon-di-

oxide with change of the physical state from

the solid or liquid form into gas liberated in

a small space under high compression, and

thus in a condition to perform maximum
work by its expansion.

(4.) In this eheviico-dynamie machine, the

energy displayed in its dynamic operations, as in

its muscular work, is generated and applied

locally.

It has been supposed by some writers that

the power of the muscular system was de-

rived by transmission from some central or

remote source to the point of application, by

the nervous system, there to be utilized in

the act of muscular stress. It is now well

ascertained that not only is there no pro-

vision for such transmission of energj^, but

that the liberation of energy occurs within

the mass of the muscle itself, and within its

tissue-cells. That the action is local is

easily seen in the fact that the excised heart,

an excised bit of intestinal muscle, the cor-

puscles of the blood itself, and the am.(Bba-

form protoplasm of which the flesh is com-

posed, in its minutest elements, possess this

attribute of energy-development. The heart

beats, often for hours in some cases, after

removal from the body; the excised mus-

cular tissue exhibits its rythmic pulsations

visibly after isolation ; the white blood cor-

puscle, even, propels itself independently

into the locality in which it is to join its ener-

gies and activities with those of the already

built-up living substance ; the elemental

protoplasm everywhere exhibits these char-

acteristics of what we call ' living '• matter.

Thus complete elemental vital systems are

found distributed, in many forms, in all

parts of the machine, with their directing

and initiative forces as well as their energy-

transforming apparatus.

Further: It is now well settled and easily

shown that the potential energy supplied

is tendered to the working system in the

form of glucosic matter, sugars, produced

from fats and starches, and sent tlirougli

the arterial pipe lines to the capillaries and

thence into the very cells of the organs La

which work is done. There they are re-

solved into carbon-dioxide and water; the

location and to some extent the nature of

the energy-transformation being thus fully

revealed. It is a local transformation of

chemical into mechanical energj-, directly

or indirectly, at the very point and in the

very cell, apparentlj^, where the work of

that elementary portion of potential energy

is performed. The question remaining to

be solved is whether this transformation is

direct or indirect, a single step or a series

of energy-changes, not whether it is effected

locally or generally or within some special

organ appropriated to that duty. Each
cell appears to be an elementary prime

motor, an elemental vital machine; and the

muscular mechanism is a combination of

innumerable elements of similar composi-

tion and method of action, in each of which

a similar process of energy-transformation

is conducted.

This process is not thermodynamic, is

probably not electro-dynamic, is presum-

ably chemico-dynamic, by which is meant

that the energy of chemical action is prob-

ably directlytransmuted into mechanical en-

ergy, not, as in thermodynamic machines,

first into heat and then into work. A ther-

modynamic link in the chain would mean
the loss of a large fraction of the whole

supply; but it still remains to be ascer-

tained how direct chemico-dynamic conver-

sion of energy can give the remarkable

eificiency observed in the vital machine.

(5) The Nerve-Impxdse, the physical energy

relied uponfor communicating the voluntary and

the automatic stimidi ivhich determine the time

and intensity of the action of the musmdar motor-

system, is probably a fonn of electric energy or

some closely related physical action.
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This is a system of tolegraphj' from nerve-

ganglia, spine and brain which does not, as

liad been formerly supposed by some

writers, transmit energy, but simply indi-

cates where and when locally available

stored energj' is to be liberated and applied

to definite purposes by appropriate muscles.

It demands energy only in the manner and

in the degree in which the electric current fir-

ing a mine expends energy in the initiation

of the chemical action resulting in the tre-

mendous cflfects observed. The work is

done by the more or less complete transfor-

mation of the potential energy available in

chemical combinations into mechanical en-

ergy, once the electric spark fires the

charge.

The passage ofthe electric current through

the fresh muscle produces the same efiects

as the nerve-impulse, and these etiects may
be reproduced again and again, until the

muscle loses its store of glycose or until its

structure changes. At every effort, the

flexed muscle consumes glj-cose and liber-

ates carbon-dioxide, precisely as iu its na-

tural operation under the stimulus of the

nerve-impulse. This parallelism of action

and effect may be taken as, perhaps, good

circumstantial evidence. In every animal

system, and in every mass of muscle within

it, electricity-leakage, or other movements
of electricity, may always be detected by
the familiar methods of the electrician, and
this everywhere distributed energy un-

questionably originates in the sj'stem itself,

and has place and purpose in its economj'.

In special cases, as in the gj^mnotus, Na-
ture has magnified its work and given it

larger place in the working of the machine
than ordinarily, and thus has given us an

opportunity to observe, on this magnified

scale ofworking, both the form of the special

constructions for the production of this form
of energy, and the method of its transmis-

sion and application. We find the electric

system of the gymnotus to be simply a

development of the nerves and terminal

plates found in all animals. That they

have a common oflice. though very difterent

in relative magnitude and importance in

the two cases, is undoubted. That the

origin, however, of this form of energy,

simplj- as required for telegraphy, is chem-

ical is very certain, also, since it must find

its source iu the common store of potential

energj- supplied the whole sj'stem. That

this chemical process may be somewhat
different from that producing chemico-dy-

namic efl'ects is not imjirobable ; especially

as the presence of combustible fats of pecu-

liar composition seem always an essential

to nerve action. But all chemical action is

accompanied by electric phenomena, and

Xature here seems to make the fact sub-

servient to her plans. But she adopts

singular methods, and possibly a peculiar

form of this energj' ; and the minute quan-

tity detected by investigators, and the slow

rate of progress along the nerve fibers, are

elements of as yet unrevealed mystery.

The familiar exhausting effect of continued

nervous expenditure may be either due to

large energy expenditure or to restricted

supply of the special form of potential from

which it is derived.

(6.) The nature, source and methods of de-

velopment and transformation of brain and

nerve power do not appear to have been yet dis-

covered, or ei'en surmised.

The fact that such energ}' is subject to

exhaustion and renewal by preciselj' the

same processes, so far as can be obsers'ed,

certainly under the same conditions as pro-

duce fatigue or favor recuperation of mus-

cular power would seem to justify the in-

ference that the potential energy of the food

and the processes of nutrition and of devel-

opment of active physical energies in the

brain, spine and nerves are so modified in

these glands as to give a special product in

the form of vital energy, and perhaps of

brain-power, and of those initiative forces
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of the whole nervous system which inaugu-

rate and direct, automaticallj' or intelli-

gently, the currents of nerve-impulse and

set in operation and sustain the whole com-

plicated life-system. But how the mind

seizes upon these forces and compels these

energies to work its will, or how the spine,

and automatic mechanism, generally, is set

in communication with the mind on the

one side, and the organism of the machine

on the other, remains a mystery challen-

ging every resource of talent and the high-

est genius in the investigator. So far as a

judgment or even a surmise is permitted,

it may probahlj^ be assumed that, like all

other energies of the vital machine, those

of brain and spine and nervous system have

a definite, quantivalent relation with the

familiar physical energies, and fall within

the province of modern scientific research.

They demand, beyond a doubt, their pro-

portion of the potential energy supplied in

the daily ration.

(7.) Observed phenomena and statistical data

upon which these deductions are founded may be

summarized as follotvs :

Taking the human vital engine, in illus-

tration, the amount of potential energy sup-

plied the average individual may be taken at

2,500 or 3,000 calories when doing no exter-

nal muscular work, 4,000 calories when per-

forming a fall day's work as a laborer.*

This corresponds to 10,000 to 16,000 British

thermal units, to from 8,000,000 to 12,500,-

000, nearly, British dynamic units, foot-

pounds per individual per day, of which

supply a part is wasted by defective diges-

tion and assimilation and a portion by vari-

ous defects of the machine itself. Taking

the energy-supply of the vital machine as

8,000,000 foot-pounds for the man of seden-

tary habits and performing brain-work and

*Pavy on Foods ; Mott's Manual ; Thurston's

Animal as a Prime Mover ; Year Book of the New
York State Reformatory, 1894 ;

Reports of the Conn.

Agrioultural Station.

10,000,000 for a steadj' and hard-working

laboring man, who does much muscular

labor and little thinking, we have the basis

of estimates which, though probably not

very precise, may yet answer present pur-

poses in giving general conclusions.

Of tliis eight or ten millions of foot-pounds

of energy supplied the machine in potential

form, in the foods, not less than fifteen per

cent, must be reckoned for deficiency of

digestion and transformation into available

form in the chyme and chyle, the solutions

from which the sj'stem draws it for its vari-

ous special purposes. This seems the mini-

mum usual loss, and an excess is commonly

observed, which is furnished bj' larger food-

supply than the assumed figures as here

given. A good ' digestion coefficient ' is 85
per cent.*

Of the 8,000,000 foot-pounds of energy

furnished in the food of the brain-worker, or

10,000,000 supplied the day laborerer, some-

thing like 7,000,000 in the one case, and

8,500,000 in the other, pass into the reser-

voirs of potential energy of the vital ma-

chine, and circulate in the blood through

all its organs
;
giving up to each that pecu-

liar form of nutriment needed for its work

or for its own maintenance. The muscles

draw upon it for energy to be converted into

the work of external labor or of internal

operations essential to life; the various

glands elaborate from it those special com-

positions required for their purposes ; the

brain and nervous system absorb fi-om it the

material for consumption in the operations

directed by the mind or automaticallj' con-

ducted by the vital powers of the animal

system. Of the 8,500,000 foot-pounds of

energy thus furnished the mechanism of the

laboring man, in the best cases of applica-

tion, under most favorable conditions, about

2,000,000 are applied to the performance of

•"Flint's Muscular Power ; Woods's Digestibility

of Feeding Stuffs, Awater's Studies of Dietaries,

Report of Conn. Ag. Experimental Station, 1893.
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the day's work : which is equivalent to say-

ing tliat the ellieiency of this vital machine,

considered simply as prime mover, is 23i

per cent. If etticiencj- of conversion of

potential into dynamic energy of muscular

work, internal as well as external, is con-

sidered, it is very possible that this figure

may be doubled, and the efficiency to be

taken in comparison with that of heat-

engines may be somewhere between forty

and fifty per cent. If the internal work of

thought and of brain and nerve power is

considered useful work, and the total com-

pared with the energy supply, the efficiency

will be a still higher figure, perhaps fifty or

even sixty per cent.=^=

But the highest total efficiency of the

best steam-engine yet constructed is but

about twenty per cent., with its thermody-

namic range of about 200° F. (111° C.)

degrees, Fahr., and that of the best gas-en-

gine is but about the same, with a range

of ten times that extent. If the vital ma-

chine be a thermodynamic engine, there-

fore, it.s known efficiency, with no recog-

nized temperature, range of heat ' letdown,'

is not less than twenty-five per cent, higher

than, and may be twice as high as, the best

heat-engines constructed by man. Tliis is

recognized by engineer and thermodyna-

mist alike, as a reductio ad absnrdum, and the

vital engine is certainly not a heat-engine.

The facts regarding the distribution of

potential energy to the various organs of

the body; the dovelojiment by each organ

of its special form of product in new compo-

sitions or in a special energy ; the localiza-

tion of energy-transfoi'mations in the cells

of the muscle, or other energy-producer;

the accompahj'ing liberation of carbon-

dioxide from consumption of glycosic ma-
terial

; the utilization of a telegi-aphic, or

rather a semaphoric, system communication

*Weisbach'sMechanic«of Engineering ; Kankine's

Prime Movei-8 ; Tliurston's Animal as a Trinie Motor
;

Keynolds' Memoir of ,7oule.

between the mind or the interior automaton

of the spine and cerebellum and the point

of useful application of energy all : these

are fiiuiiliar to all ithysiologists.* Beyond

these known phenomena lie the mysteries

which the engineers, if possible more than

the physiologists themselves, most desire

to see completely solved. When thej' are

thoroughly investigated and the oi)erations

of the vital machine become fully known,

in all their details of energy-transformation,

it may be possible to secure new prime

movers of similarly high efficiency and thus

to double the life of the I'ace by prolonging

the period marking the endurance of our

supplies of potential energj' in the coal-

fields of the world. Should it prove that

only by preliminary manufacture of fuel,

in the form of sugars, can this result be

attained, it may seem unlikely that, even

when these operations are no longer mj-s-

teries, commercial applications of nature's

methods can be expected to prove success-

ful; yet when it is considered that the

sugars are simply carbon and water, it will

not be denied bj^ either engineer, chemist

or physiologist that a possibility still re-

mains of effecting so enormously important

an advance in the prime motors. If, further,

nature's economies in light-production can

be paralleled, the engineer may ultimately

furnish heat, light and power, the three

gi-eat products of his special labors of most

value to the race, with insignificant wastes

and approximately perfect efficiencj' and

maximum cheapness. Given perfect eflS-

ciency of power-production and the main

problem is solved. R. H. Thurston.

Cornell University.

IIARSHBERGER ON THE OIIIGIX OF OUR
VERNAL FLORA.

By way of a review of a paper bj' Mr.

Henry L. Clarke, in the American Natural-

* Foster's Physiology; Encyclopsedia Britanniav.

Art. Physiology; Chauveau's Le Travail Musculairc.
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isi for September, 1893, XXVII., 769-781,

entitled ' The Philosophy of Flower Sea-

sons,' I have just contributed an article to

the same journal, Feb., 1895, XXIX., 97-

117, giving the results of local observations

on the same siibject. After my paper was

in tj'pe, I found a short article in Nature,

XXVII., 7, by J. E. Taylor, entitled "' The
OrigLQ of our Vernal Flora,' which sug-

gested some reflections bearing upon the

problem. These, with other thoughts re-

lating to the subject, were too late to be in-

corporated in an article which was already

of considerable length. A consideration of

these items, however, may not be out of

place in connection with an examination of

the article by Mr. Harshberger, in Science,

Jan. 25, 1895 ; New Series, I., 92-98.

Commenting upon the fact that it is usual

to assign an Arctic origin to our mountain

flora, but without giving references, Mr.

Taylor says :
" Seeing that temperature is

so largely influential in. explaining the dis-

tribution of flowering plants, it occurs to me
that not only may height above the sea-

level answer to northern disti-ibution, but

seasonal occurrence as well." Briefly, this

covers Mr. Harshberger's propositions num-
bered 1, 2 and 3 on page 95.

Mr. Taylor observes that the early flow-

eriug plants blossom two or three months

earlier in Great Britain than within the

polar circle. For example, Chrysosplenium

oppositifolium and G. alternijolium bloom ' in

March or April ; within the Arctic circle

not until June and July, and even so late

as August.' This suggests a general re-

tardation of flower seasons as we go north-

ward, and I have used this assumption as

in part explaining the late blooming of some

of the luxuriant, highly specialized groups,

which MacMillan* calls ' north-bound.' In

many of these, flowering is preceded by a

long vegetative period. In the northward

movement, if the vegetative period remains

*Higher Seed-Plants of the Minnesota Vallej', 1892.

of the same length, it seems probable that

the flowering would be later in consequence

of this period beginning later.

Mr. Clarke's paper is an elaboration ofthe

idea of the preponderance ofthe less-special-

ized flowers in the earlj' part of the season

and of the more highly specialized flowers-

in summer and autumn, and I have criti-

cised this theory from the standpoint of the

local flora of my neighborhood, and have

undertaken to account for flower seasons as-

a result of the competition of flowers among
themselves and in correlation with the

flight of the anthophilous insect fauna.

The reader is referred to these papers for a

more extended discussion of the relations of

flower seasons and the specializations of

floral structure.

Mr. Harshberger's observations upon the

lull or break in the continuity of the floral

procession, which he says at times occurs,

is quite interesting. He says :

'

' Such a

break seems to occur in the neighborhood

of Philadelphia between the twenty-fifth

day of May and the tenth or fifteenth day

of June, when the first true summer plants

appear. Curiously enough, this period cor-

responds with the time of the ice saiats in

the United States, when there is a possi-

bility of frost over a large portion of our

continental area."

There is a lull, however, Avhich, at least as

regards the entomophilous flora, takes place,

not ' at times,' but regularlj'. The fi*ost

may, indeed, in manj'' cases have a very

definite effect in preventing plants from ad-

vancing into the spring months, probably

indirectly, however, through its influence

upon the vegetative state which precedes-

flowering. The time of the ice saints, ac-

cording to Harrington,* is from May 19th

to 24th, while the floral dej^ression is later.

In the neighborhood of Carlinville, 111.,

the entomophilous flora shows a slight de-

*Harper's Sronthjy, LXXXVIII., 878. 1894. Ar-

ticle cited by Harshberger.
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cline in June, and many of the groups show

well marked June depressions, as will be

seen ironi my eurves (in article cited).

The dominant families show maxima before

June or after, but not one of them shows a

June maximum. The depression some-

times occurs in very homogeneous groups,

as the Scrophulariace;e, there being no par-

ticular distinctions between the early and

late ones. The gap sometimes separates

species of the same genus. As a rule, the

vernal Howers belong to plants of low habit

which bloom in the woodlands, which are

now warm and sunny, or upon the open

groimds. About June the former become

overshadowed by the leaves which have ap-

peared on the trees, and the latter bj'the later

more luxuriant vegetation. Thus the species

of Viola and Lifho^permiim produce attractive

flowers until about this time, when they

either stop blooming altogether, or resort to

the production of cleistogamic flowers.

One fact, which was not mentioned in my
paper, but is shown in my cm-s-es, is that

the gi'oups of anthophilous insects show

the same tendency to form early or late

maxima, wliich emphasizes the importance

of the correlations of the two sets of more
or less mutually dependent organisms.

The Syrphid;e. Empidse and Andrenidje

show early maxima, while all of the other

families show late ones. In the case of the

dominant genera of bees, Anthophora, Synha-

lonia and Ogmia reach their maxima early,

but the other genera predominate late.

Xunutda breaks into a large early group and
a small late one, just like Andrcna, upon
which it is parasitic.

In the case of our trees, I suspect that

the flowers were always produced before

the appearance of the leaves, an arrange-

ment which would be most favorable to their

anemophilous pollination. Mr. Harshlier-

ger certainly seems very wide of the mark
in explaining the retention by trees of their

adaptation for wind aid in transferring their

pollen. In the first place, their height ex-

poses them to the wind in such a way as

to make wind pollination quite favorable,

while the wind may also interfere \vith in-

sect visits. The fact that the most highly

specialized flower visiting insects are not

so abundant in spring will not do, for they

are not the insects which are most likely tO'

favor incipient stages of entomophily. The"

less specialized bees (Andrenid;e) and the

flower flies (Syrphidie) are most abundant

in spring, and they would be the most fa-

vorable guests in the less specialized states

of insect-adaptation. Moreover, flower-

loving insects are very abundant in the

woodlands in the spring before the leaves

appear, and that is the verj' time that the

wind pollinated trees are in bloom. Bj" re-

sorting to entomophily, the trees would only

come in competition with the terrestrial

flora, which is more favorably situated for

insect visits and is very attractive to the

earlj- insect fauna.

The author states that " Trees of abnor-

mal habit frequently show atavism, flower-

ing in the late autumn, if exceptiona 11j'^

warm." Such cases as HamameUs are ex-

amples. I am inclined to Foerete's* view

that the autumnal blooming is a case of

precocious development of a spring flower.

According to him, Hamamelis has distinct

liibernacula and in cold autumns holds over

until next sjiring.

If the generally accepted flower theorj' is

true, one would expect to find the highest

specialized flowei-s at that part of the sea-

son when the most highly specialized flower

visiting insects are most abundant. But it

is hard to understand how Mr. Hai-shber-

ger could attribute this modification to

the Lepidoptera. As far as adaptation for

flower-pollination is concerned, the bees are

beyond (juestion the most highly special-

ized. Mi'illei-f says: "Bees, as the most

*Bot. Gazette, XVII., 3, 1892.

t Fertilization of Flowers, 595, 1883.
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skilful and diligent visitors, have played

the chief part in the evolution of flowers
;

we owe to them the most numerous, most

varied and most specialized forms." The
Lepidoptera have given rise to some highly

specialized flowers, but I think it would be

hard in a single case to show a probability

that the incipient stages of irregularity

were induced by their visits.

That the less specialized flowers are

spring flowers is only true in a general way.

From my present data it appears that the

maximum of the entomophilous Choripeta-

Ite is in August, though further observa-

tions may show a greater number in spring.

Including the anemophilous species, the

Choripetalse will certainlj^ show an early

maximum, and that is the extent of the

justification of their being called spring

plants. The same is true of the entomo-

philous Monocotyledons. If the blooming-

seasons of all of the Monocotyledons of a

given neighborhood be worked out, I doubt

if they will show a vernal maximum,
though the position of Carex may accom-

plish this result. The Ganiopetalse have

a late maximum, but none of them are free

from the competition of the Monocotyledons

or the Choripetalse.

It seems to me that Mr. Harshberger has

contributed an important point in reference

to the general positions of the flower groups

by indicating the influence of the retreat of

glacial winter. Making use of this sugges-

tion we may suppose that, as the warm sea-

sons became longer, a large proportion of the

Monocotyledons and Choripetalse moved
northward, climbed the mountains or open-

ed their flowers early. While the more
highly specialized groups were by no means
thus relieved from the competition of the less

specialized, there can be little doubt but

that in the later months they found a time

when that competition was less severe.

This may aid us in explaining what has

struck me as a fact in the phtenological

habits of the flora of my neighborhood. I

have indicated that the introduced plants,

the aquatics and the degraded entomophi-

lous flowers tend to prolong then- blooming

seasons, and have supposed that this results

from their being more reUeved from the com-

petition which besets the other flowers. Al-

though the data have not been arranged to

test the point thoroughlj^j it has occurred to

me that the later plants in general bloom

longer than the early ones. (In investiga-

ting this proposition, it may be proper to

eliminate some of the very late ones, whose

seasons are not cut short bj' competition,

but by way of preparation for the approach-

ing winter.) The later species thus appear

to have entered a position where competi-

tion was less severe. It may be, however,

that they show the effects of competition

less, merely on account of their superiority.

Mr. Harshberger attributes floral modifi-

cations to the ' irritating action of insects

on vegetal protoplasm.' This suggests

Henslow's* theory. As far as I know,

that theory has not been accepted by any

one who has made a serious investigation

of the relations of flowers and insects, and

for that reason it has not seemed justifiable

to discuss it at length. It seems safe to

say that it has not been shown that direct

insect contact will induce floral modifica-

tions, or that the theory will account for

the most ordinary facts of floral structure.

Finally, with regard to the literature, I

notice that Mr. Harshberger quotes Mae-

Millan (1. c.) without giving references.

On consulting this author, I find that the

general proposition of the early blooming of

the less specialized plants and the late

blooming of the more highly speciaUzed is

at least strongly suggested, and that too

evidentlj^ on the authority of persons cited

in a bibliographical list. The autumn-

flowering of the Composite is distinctly

stated. From his observations in Flanders,

* The Origin of Floral Structures, 1888.
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MacLeocF concludes! that the less special-

ized flowers, as well as insects, prefer the

springtime, while the more highly special-

ized prefer the latin- months. This antici-

pates my statement of the same general

" result.

Charles Robertson.

Carlixville, Illinois.

BlilSSOX'S GENERA OFMAMMALS, 17GJ.

In 1756 Brisson published, in Paris, the

mammal volume of his ' Jieginim Animale in

Chmes IX Distribuftnn/ It is a quarto, with

the descriptive matter in French and Latin,

in parallel columns, and contains a folding

table or key on which the generic names

are given in proper Latin form. But since

the work antedates by two years the 10th

edition of Linmeus' Si/-itema Natura-, which

l)y common consent is accepted as the start-

ing point in Zoological nomenclature, the

names cannot be used. Sis years later, how-

ever, a second edition of Brisson appeared.

It is a rare octavo, wholly in Latin, and was

printed at Leyden in 17()2 f. It is ofspecial

importance because it falls between the two

editions of Linn;eus that are available in

Zoological nomenclature (10th Ed., 1758;

12th Ed., 1706), and hence may be con-

sidered, so far as the genera ofmammals ai-e

concerned, as a part of the foundation oftlie

nomenclature. The specific names are not

exclusively binomial and cannot be used,

but the generic names given in the keys

(pp. 12-13 and 218) are in due Latin form,

and are entitled to recognition.

Although the work was not printed until

four years after the 10th edition of Linnjeus,

the Gth edition (1748) is the only one quot-

ed. Still 25 of the 46 genera given are the

same as those published by Linmeus in the

* 0\-er lie bevruchtiiif; (Ut bloemen in het Kempisch

gedeeltc van Vhuinderen. Bot. Jaarboek, VI., 1891.

t Keftiium .\nimale in Classes IX. Distribntnni

. . (}uiMlru|>e(lnni i*t Cetaoeorum . . ..A.I). Bris-

8i>n . . . Edit io altera auctior . . . Ln};<Iiini Batavo-

rum . . . 1762.

10th Ed. (1758). Of the remaining 21 , ten

are strictly synonymous with and antedated

by Linna'an genera, and consequently can-

not be used either in a generic or sulj-gen-

eric sense. These are :

Brifwon, 1762. Linnreus, 1758.

Pholidotus = Manis

Tardigradus = Bradypus

Cataphractus = Dasypus

Hircus = Capra

Aries = Ovis

Musaraneus = Sorex

Prosimia = Lemur
Pliilandcr = Didelphis

Cetus = Physeter

Ceratodon = Monodon

The remaining eleven are introduced bj^

Brisson for tlie first time and are entitled

to recognition. They are:

Odobenus Glis

Giraft'a Pteropus

Tragulus Hyana
Hydrochcerus Meles

Tapirus Lutra

Cuniculus

Most of these are now in current use, but

are attributed to later writei-s, and in

several cases wrong species are taken as

types. Carrying the date back to 1 762 not

onlj' gives them greater stability, but also

establishes the types in a satisfactory

manner. All but one of the genera take

Linmean species for tj-pes, as follows:

The type of Odobenus is 0. odobenus Bris-

son = Phoca rosmaru" Linn., which becomes

Odobenus rosrnarus (Linn.) 1758. It thus

seems as if the "Walrus, after oscillating for

a century and a half l)etween Odobenus and

Trichechus, might fairly claim a permanent

abiding place.

The type of Girafa is G'. girafa Brisson=

Cerinis camelopardalis Linn., which becomes

Gimffa eamelopardaUx (Linn.) 1758.

The type of Truf/ulusia T. iiirficu;* Brisson=

Capra pyijmea Linn., which becomes Tragulus

pygmcus (I.,inn.) 1758.
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The type of Hydrochceris is JET. hydrochcenis

'Brisson=Sus hydrocharis Linn. (12th Ed.),

which becomes Hydrochcenis hydvochceris

(Linn.) 1766.

The type of Tapiriis is T. tapirns Brisson=

Sippojwtamiis terrestris Linn., which becomes

Tapirus terrestris (Linn.) 1758.

The type of Cuniculus may be fixed on C.

Cauda longissima Brisson, which becomes

Cuniculus alaetaga (Olivier) 1800.* Cuni-

cidus is one of the few genera in which Bris-

son did not indicate the type by repeating

the generic name for the first species. It

was made up of a heterogeneous assemblage

comprising no less than six modern genera

and five families of Rodents as follows :

The tj'pe of Lidra is L. Intra Brisson:=

Mustela Intra Linn., which becomes Imtra

Intra (Ltun.) 1758.

C. Haet Merriam.

{Dasyproctidce)

Cawa Pallas 1766 (Caviidce)

Leinmus Link 1795 {Muridw)

Ccelogenus Cuv. 1807

Dasyprocta 111. 1811

Anisonyx Eaf. 1817 (Sciuridce')

^^ Allactaga Cuv. 1836 (Dipodidce')

According to the A. 0. U. Code, therefore,

Allactaga, having been left in Cuniculus until

all the others had been taken out, must
stand as the type of Cuniculus.

The tjT^e of Glis is Glis glis Brisson=
Seiurus glis Linn. (12th Ed.), 1766, which
becomes GHs glis (Linn.) 1766.

The type of Pteropus is P. pteropus Brisson

^Vespertilio vampyrus Linn., which becomes
I^eropus vampyrus (Linn.) 1758, replacing

Pteropus edulis Auct.f

The type of Hycena is H. hycena Brisson^
Canis liyncea Linn., which becomes Hyncea

hyncea (Linn.) 1758.

The type of Males is M. meles Brisson^
Ursus meles Linn., which becomes Ileles meles

(Linn.) 1758.

* Dipzis alaetaga Olivier, Bull. Soc. Philomatique,

II., No. 40, 1800, p. 121 ; also Tilloch's Philosophical

Mag., Oct., 1800, p. 90.

t See &ray, List of Specimens of Mammals, British

Museum, 1843, p. 37 ; and particularly Thomas, Proc.

Zool. Soc, London, 1892, p. 316, foot note.

NOTES ON AGRICULTURE {I.)

ELECTEO-HOETIOULTUEE.

The latest results dra\\Ti from experi-

ments with electric light upon vegetation

are by Professor Eane in Bulletin No. 37

of the West Virginia Experiment Station.

Investigations along this general line began

in 1861, when Herve-Mango demonstrated

that electric light can cause the formation

of gxeen material (chlorophyll) in plants

and produce other phenomena, as turning

toward the light (helioti-opism). Pril-

leaeux, in 1869, showed that assimilation

in plants goes on in the presence of arti-

ficial light. Dr. Siemens experimented

largely with arc lights, both witliin and at

other times outside of and above the plant

houses. Professor Bailey, who at Cornell

University has tested electric lighting ex-

tensively dui-ing the past few years, in re-

viewing Dr. Siemens' work, wi-ites: "He
used the term electro-horticulture to desig-

nate this new application of electric energy.

He anticipated that in the future the horti-

culturist will have the means of making
himself particularljr independent of solar

light for producing a high quality of fruit

at all seasons of the year .... whatever

may be the value of electric light to horti-

culture, the practical value of Siemens' ex-

periments is still great." After years of

trial Professor Bailey stated in one of his

reports :
" I am convinced that the electric

light can be used to advantage in the forc-

ing of some plants."

In the fall of 1892 Professor Rane intro-

duced the use of the incandescent light in

place of the arc lamp, and his recent report

with its illustrations from photographs of

plants, etc., has features of interest to all

who are interested in science, as well as the
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market gardener. He finds that "the in-

candescent electric light has a marked eil'ect

upon greenhouse plants,'' it being " benefi-

cial to some plants grown for foliage, such as

lettuce. Flowering plants blossomed earlier

and continued in l)loom longer under the

light ' than elsewhere. Plants like spinach

and endive " quickly ran to seed, which is

objectionable in forcing these jilants for

sale. Most plants tended toward a taller

growth under the light." The fact of

plants responding promptly to electi'ic light

is widely demonstrated, but that it will be

an economical method of growing crops is

not so clearly shown.

SOIL TREATMENT OF ORCHARDS FOR DROUC.HT.

In many parts of our country crop gi'ow

-

ing is very uncertain, due to a lack of suffi-

cient rainfall. This fact has led the Ne-

bra.ska Experiment Station to make a study

of methods of mitigating the ill efiects of

dry weather. Professor Card* reports re-

sults upon an old orchard, a third of which
was mowed, a third pastured and the re-

maining third cultivated every two weeks.

The trees in cultivated ground suffered much
less from the drought and hot winds than

those in sod, the foliage being more vigorous

and without the wilting during the hot

windy days common to the trees in the sod

ground.

The fruit was larger and better upon the

cultivated trees than elsewhere. An ex-

amination of the soil showed that for every

100 barrels of water in the first twenty

inches of sod ground there were 140 barrels

in the cultivated ground. The soil in all

regions when drought is experienced needs

a covering of mulch. It is not practicable

to add a mulch of straw or other material,

but the upper few inches of the soil when
kept light and mellow serves as a mulch for

all below. Therefore a kej* to the solution

*'Some Obstacles to .Successful Fruit Growing,'

Bulletin 39 Xcb. Experimentation Station.

of the problem is to plow deep ; even sub-

soiling will pay for some crops, and then

mulch by means of a mellow layer upon the

top produced by frequent cultivation.

THE RUSSIAN THISTLE.

Xo Other species of plant has received so

large amount of attention as has been given

during the past two years to the Russian
Thistle (Sahola Kali Tragus (L) Moq.).

Xot only the botanists have been interested,

but law makers in legislative halls have
paused in their party strife to listen to the

demands of their constituents for enact-

ments against this newly arrived and
miserable plant pest.

Many of the Experiment Stations have
published bulletins of greater or less size

Avith full-page engravings of the thistle in

its various parts or conditions of growth.

Recently a large emergency poster has been

issued by a Central-Western Station to be

disjilayed in public places as a means of in-

formation and warning to all whom it may
concern. The National Government has

shared in tliis work by issuing a bulletin

from the Department of Agriculture, while

Congress was asked to appropriate vast sums
to put down this rapidly spreading, prickly

weed.

As the name indicates, this enemy to

American agriculture came to our country

from Russia, where it is called by a name
having the meaning of ' Leap-the-field.'

In German it is • Wind witch,' and with us

the same idea is embodied in the name of

' Tumble weed,' namely its capacity for

traveling with the wind. When it matures

in autumn the stem decaj's at the surface of

the ground, and the large bu.shy, prickly

plant is easily blown for long distances by

the wind, and when twenty or so of these

plants become entangled and formed into a

giant ball the structure is quite formidable.

The new conditions of the far-prairie

States, where a rich soil and open country
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prevail, the spread of this pest has been

phenomenal. From a siagie center in South

Dakota, where it was brought in flax seed

from Eussia a few years ago, it has been

disseminated in all directions, so that to-day

it may be expected in almost any State in

the Union. Its spread is not confined to

to its natural methods, for with our lines

of railway running in all directions the

seeds are carried rapidly and for long dis-

tances.

As an outcome of the advent of the Rus-

sian thistle, there has been a wide and

thorough awakening upon the subject of

weeds wliich will result in a better under-

standing of these foes, their ways of migra-

tion to and throughout our country, and the

best methods of subduing them.

THE BEET-LEAF SPOT AND ITS REMEDIES.

The last Bulletin (ISTo. 107) of the New
Jersey Experiment Station describes a fun-

gous trouble of beets in the United States,

the Cercospora beticola, Sacc, which causes a

conspicuous spotting of the foliage. There

seems to be no respect shown for any vari-

eties of beets, for the writer has made special

visits to the trial grounds of large seed-

growers, and all sorts of beets, from the

oldest to the newest kinds, were found with

their foliage about equally injured.

The common name of ' Leaf Spot ' well

describes the general appearance of the beet

leaves infested with this Cercospora, for

they are at first more or less covered with

small light or ashy spots, which later often

become holes by the disappearance of the

tissue previously killed bj^ the fungus.

Figure 1 is an engraving made from a sun

print of a beet leaf, natural size, that was
badly infested with the Cercospora. Full-

sized leaves often become mutilated, and
sometimes scarcely more than the frame-

work remains. The fungus itself is quite

similar in structure and habits of growth to

those causing leaf spots and blights in other

crops. The so-called ' rust ' of celery is due

to a Cercospora (Cercospora Ajni Fr.), as

likewise is the violet leaf spot (Cercospora

Viohe Sacc. ) . These fungi consist of slender

threads wliich run through the substance of

the leaf, and, coming to the surface in

groups, pass through the openings (stomata)

in the skin, and in clusters bear long, slender

spores in considerable numbers. These

spores, when mature, fall from their points

of attachment and soon germinate, thus

spreading the fungus and causuig other

spots.

During the past season, under the special

charge of Mr. J. A. Kelsey, spraying exper-

iments have been carried out to check the

Cercospora of the beet. A field of Man-

golds, kindly provided by Supt. E. A. Jones,

at the College Farm, was experimented

upon with Bordeaux mixture.

As the season progressed the Bordeaux
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mixture made so striking a diflerence in

the plants that it could have been observed

by anyone passing along the side of the

field. The untreated rows had the foliage

smaller, more upright and badly spotted

with the fungus, while the sprayed plants

showed a rank growth of foliage, nearly

green throughout, more inclined to lop and

much less spotted than the untreated plants.

The difference between the roots in the

treated and untreated rows shown below

in pounds was not so great as that seen in

the foliage.
Sprayed. Unsprayed.

Roots, -llfims. 331fts.

Leaves, 6:51 lbs. 49W)s.

Total, -18011)8. 380R1S.

This is an increase of nearly twenty-six

per cent., or one-quarter in round numbers.

Therefore, the conclusion is that whatever

the crop may have been per acre in this

case, spraying with Bordeaux mixture

would have increased it one-fourth, or, for

example, from nine tons to twelve tons.

Byeox D. H.\lsted.

SCIENCE IN CANADA.

A NEW volume of the transactions of the

Royal Society of Canada (Volume XII.)

will shortly be issued. It will be the largest

of the series and will contain a bibliography

of the work of the Society, collectivelj' and
individually. This Society was founded in

1882 by the Marquis of Lome, at that time

Governor-General of Canada, and was or-

ganized, to some extent, on the basis of the

Institut de France. It consists of four sec-

tions, of which two are scientific, one being

devoted to the physical and chemical, the

other to the biological and geological sci-

ences. The system of HoyeK, introduced

originally by the French Section (I.), has of

late been adopted by the other sections also.

Carefully conducted, this feature cannot fail

to be of value to the future inquirer. An
accurate catalogue of deceased members'
works, with their dates of publication, etc.,

and an impartial estimate, ought to accom-

pany the biography.

The scientific members of the Eoyal So-

ciety of Canada comprise several scientific

workers and writers of continental, a few of

European, fame. Except one year (1891 ) it

has always met at Ottawa, a rendezvous

which, though inconvenient for members
living at a great distance, has some import-

ant advantages, such as access to the Na-
tional Library, the Archives Bureau, the offi-

ces, museum and lil)rary of the Geological

Survej- and the Central Farm, with its la-

boratories, etc. All these departments are

represented in the membership.

Not the least of the services that the

Eoyal Society has rendered to Canada is

that which arises from the afiiliation of the

principal local societies throughout the

Dominion. Some of these are iiuportant

bodies, which publish transactions of theu"

own, and have done a fair share of original

work. Among these may be mentioned

the Natural History Societj- of Montreal,

founded in 1827 ; the Canadian Institute

(1851), the Hamilton Association (1856),

the Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Science

(1862), the Entomological Society of On-

tario (1863), the Murchison Society, Belle-

ville (1873), the Ottawa Field iS^atural-

ists' Club (1879), the Canadian Society of

Civil Engineers (1888), the Natural His-

tory Society of British Columbia (1889) and

the Literary and Scientific Society of AVin-

nepeg (1879). It will be seen that this list

practically covers the Dominion from At-

lantic to Pacific, and when it is added that

every one of these bodies is represt^nted at

the May meeting by a delegate, who reads

a statement of the year's woi-k. published

in the ensuing volume, it will be ad-

mitted that the plan is not unfruitful.

Some of these allied societies have organized

their work into departments, and their re-

ports in the proceedings of the Royal So-

ciety form a valuable record of scientific
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development. The yearly volume of the

R. S. C. is thus both a stimulant and a tes-

timony to scientific progress.

To even outline the character of the woi-k

done by the local societies just enumerated

would occupy a good deal of space. In some

cases the name indicates the general trend

of inquirj^, but for the most part this can

only be learned by consulting reports. The
Entomological Society, of Canada has long

had a reputation for steady and painstaking

work, and the commendations that it won
at the Centennial Exposition (1876) were

not undeserved. The Natural History Soci-

ot}^ of Montreal has two courses of lectures

every winter ; the regular monthly meet-

ings yielding papers that are strictly scien-

tific, while the Somerville lectures (founded

by a Presbyterian minister more than half a

century ago ) are ofa more popular character

.

The two latest of these Somerville lectures

were delivered by Prof. Saunders, Superin-

tendent of the Central Farm, Ottawa, and

Dr. Eobert Bell, F. G. S., of the Geological

Survey, their subjects being ' The Resources

of the Soil,' and ' The Mammals of Canada,'

respectively. Dr. Bell's lecture, which was
delivered on the 16th ult., covered an im-

mense habitat or succession of habitats,

and was the result of personal observation

from the international frontier to the ex-

treme north. The members of the Survey

have traversed the vast region between

Hudson Bay and the Rocky Mountains, some
of them having spent seasons in the Yukon
country, others in the Barren Lands. Dr.

Bell went on two expeditions to Hudson
Bay. In his lecture he spoke of the moose,

the red deer, the reindeer, the Rocky Moun-
tain sheep, the antelope, the arctic bear, the

seal, the walrus, the whale, the porpoise,

the beaver, the cat family, the fox, in his

varieties and the smaller laammals, es-

pecially the fur-bearing species. He men-
tioned the domestication of wild animals

by the aborigines, and suggested the follow-

ing of their example. The lecture was
perhaps rather economic than scientific;

though, as largely the result of personal

observation, it had a greater value than -

most popular lectures.

A Montreal society that has been doing

good work in an unostentatious way is the

Society for the Studj- of Comparative Psy-

chology, of which Professor T. W. Mills,

M. D., author of a work on ' The Dog,' may
be said to have been tlie founder. Most of

the papers read at the Society's meetings

are based on observations of the habits of

animals, several of the members being, like

the president, Dr. Mills, connected with the

Veterinary College, affiliated to McGill

University. At the last meeting (on the 8th

ult.), Mr. A. Dell read a papei* on the Evo-

lution of Language, Mr. C. A. Bautelle an-

other on Habit. In both observations of

animals were used (in part) for illustration.

Mr. B. K. Baldwin read a paper on the re-

lation between the intellectual status of the

horse and his owner, in which he showed

that by sympathj^ and kindness lower races

attained greater control over their horses

than higher races without those qualities.

Another society that has been doing some

quasi-scientific work is the Folk-Lore, or

rather the Montreal Branch of the American

Folk-Lore Society. It meets at the houses

of members monthly, when papers are read

and discussions take place. At the last

meeting, Dr. D. S. Kellogg, of Plattsburg,

N. Y., gave an interesting paper on the

Folk-Lore of the Lake Champlain Valley,

the importance of which was increased by

the fact that everj' belief, usage, sajdng and

tradition mentioned had been collected by

the essayist in the course of an extensive

practice. In almost every case, the source

of the story or incident was mentioned.

Dr. Kellogg's paper admirably exemplified

how profitably a busy pi'ofessional man, of

scientific habit of mind, may utilize his spare

quarts d' heures and odd moments. J. T. C.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

THE CLASSIFICATION OF SKULLS.

Editor of Science : In ' Varieties of the

Human Species, Principles and Method of

Classification ' (Le Yarieta L'niane. Priu-

cipi e methodo di classificazione. Di Giu-

seppe Sergi. Torino, 1S93), which consti-

tutes one of the Smithsonian Miscellaneous

Collections, 189-t, the skulls are gi'ouped as

follows

:

NORMA VKRTICALIS.

1. Ellipsoid (ellipsoides).

2. Pentagonoid (pentagonoides).

3. Rhomboid (rhomboides).

4. Ovoid (ovoides).

5. Sphenoid (sphenoides).

6. Spheroid (si)ha'roides).

7. Byrsoid (byrsoides).

8. Parallelepipi'doid (parallelei)ipedoi-

des.)

9. Cylindroid (cyliudroides).

10. Cuboid (cuboides).

11. Trapezoid (trapezoides).

12. Acmonoid (acmonoides).

13. Lophocephalic (lophocephalus).

14. Chomatocephalus (chomatocepha-

lus).

15. Platj-cephalic
(
platycephalus).

10. Skopeloid (skopeloides).

In ' Observations upon the Cranial Forms
of the American Aborigines based upon

Specimens contained in tlie Collection of the

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadel-

phia,' by J. Aitken Meigs, Proceedings of

the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-

delphia, 186(5, 232, occurs the following

classification of skulls:

A—Pyramidal or Pyramidocephalic Form.
B—Oval or Oidoce])halic Form.

I Cymbecephalic Form.

II Narrow Oval Form (Stenoeephalic).

III Broad Oval Form (Euryccphalic).

IV Barrel-shaped or Cylindrical Form
(Cylindri('e])halic).

V Angular Oblong Form.

C—Arched or Hypsecephalic Form.

I Archecephali.

II Phoxocephali.

D—Wedge-shaped or Sphenocephalic Form.

E—Flat or Platj'cephalic Form (Subglob-

ular).

F—Globular or Spluerocephalic Form.

G—Square, Cuboidal or Cubicephalic Form.

The tv\-o classifications are sufficiently

alike to suggest comparisons. Confining

mj' remarks to the forms in Meig's table,

which are best illustrated in the norma verti-

calis, I note that :

Oidocephalic ;= Ovoides.

Cymbecephali =: Ellipsoides & Pentago-

noides.

Cylindricephali = Cylindroides.

Angularly Oblong Form = Rhomboides.

Archecephali = Trapezoides & Acmo-
noides.

Phoxocephalic =: Lophocephalus.

Spheuocephalic = Sphenoides.

Platycephalic = Platycephalic.

Spluerocephalic =^ Sphjeroides.

Cubicephalic = Cuboides.

Thus six out of sixteen names of Sergi's

classification are included in Meig's classifi-

cation. I conclude from comparison of

IMeig's types with Sergi's figures that the

forms are identical.

Ellipsoides and Pentagonoides are in-

cluded in Cymbecephali ; Rhomboides is

the same as the skulls included under
• Angularly Oblong Form ; ' Lophocei)halus

is a synonym of Phoxocephalic ; Parallel-

epipedoides appears to be a variety of

Cylindricephali : Trapezoides and Acmo-

noides are included in Archecephali.

So long as Sergi endeavors to establish

a classification which he desires to be tested

by the methods of zoology and botany (p.

60), the names he proposes must be judged

by the law of priority of publication.

Harrison Allen.

Philadelphia, Mnrch lf>, 1895.
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NOTES ON THE BIOLOGY OP THE LOBSTER
;

A CORRECTION.

In an article entitled ' Notes on the Bi-

ology of the Lobster' (Science N. S. Vol.

I., No. 10, p. 263.) the following sentence

occurs : "After hatching a brood in May,
the female usually molts and afterwards ex-

trudes a new batch of eggs." This should

be corrected to read thus : After hatching a

brood in May, the female usually molts, but does

not extrude a neiv batch of eggs until the foUoiv-

ing year.

These notes were culled from a fuller

paper, and this slip in the context crept in

unobserved. It is, however, corrected in

the latter part of the article.

Francis H. Herrick.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

THE TYRANNY OF THE MONISTIC CREED, A
REVIEW.

Der Monismus als Band svnschen Religion und

Wissenschaft. Glaubensbehenntniss eines Na-

turforschers. Ernst Haeckel. Bonn,

Emil Strauss. 1893 (Vierte Auflage).

Monism. The Confession of Faith of a Man of

Science. Ernst Haeckel. Translated

from the German by J. Gilchrist. Lon-

don, Adam and Charles Black. 1894.

The influence of a ' creed ' on the pro-

gress of science is a proper subject for dis-

cussion by men of science, and it is to this,

and not to the value of the basis for

Haeckel's ' faith,' that we will direct atten-

tion.

As he defines it. Monism " is the convic-

tion that there lives one spirit in all

things and that the whole cognizable

world is constituted, and has been de-

veloped, in accordance with one funda-

mental law."

This positive creed is very different from

a modest confession of ignorance, which

leaves us free to follow wherever future

discoveries may lead, for the monistic creed

is based on the assumption that what we
know is a proper measure of what we do

not know, as if we could have any measure

of the unknown.

An enthusiastic admirer of Haeckel's sci-

entific researches may be pardoned a word
of comment on this published statement of

his creed.

He tells us all eminent and unprejudiced

men of science who have the courage of

their opinions think as he does. No one

likes to be called a bigot or a coward, or to

be accused of ignorance, but those who do

not agree with Haeckel must fortify their

souls by the thought that this argument is

no new thing in history.

Science is justified by works and not by

faith, and when Haeckel says ' Credo ' and

not ' Scio ' we need not discuss the value of

his belief, although its influence on the pro-

gress of science is a more practical matter.

The struggle for intellectual freedom is

often called a conflict between religion and

science, but while the men of science have

burst through those Pillars of Hercules

which, according to Bacon, are ' fixed by

fate,' thej^ have had no msh to demolish

these ancient landmarks, but only to force

a passage on to the great ocean of natural

knowledge. Least of all do they desire to

set up new bounds.

So far a creed involves, or seems to its

holders to involve, preconceptions on mat-

ters which fall within the province of re-

search or discovery, it is an obstacle to the

progress of knowledge and a proper subject

for scientific examination.

I shall try to show that the monistic

' confession of faith ' has led to the dis-

counting of the possibilities of future dis-

covery, and that it has thus obstructed pro-

gress.

One of its results is intolerance of doubt

on the problems of life. In this field the

monist holds that those who are not with

him are against him, and he admits no
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middle ground. ]\Iorc freedom is permitted

in other fields of thought.

We may say that, since we know noth-

ing about it, we neither believe that the

planet Mars is nor that it is not inhabited,

but no such philosophic doubt is permitted

in biology.

If a teacher of natural science were to

say he does not believe life is the outcome

of the physical and chemical properties of

protoplasm he would most surely be re-

ported as believing it is not the result of

these properties, and he would straightway

he branded a dangerous scientific heretic or

a weak brother of the faith, and Ms confes-

sion of ignorance would be put on record as

positive belief.

This antipathy to philosophic doubt on

the problems of life is clearly due to the

dogmatism of the monistic creed, which

cannot admit the presence of anj- unjoined

links in our knowledge of nature.

We might be indifierent to this intoler-

ance if it did not cause the most essential

characteristics of life to be ignored or pushed

into the backgi-ound.

It is as true now as it was in Bacon's

day that: "Whoever, unable to doubt,

and eager to affirm, shall establish principles

proved, as he believes, . . and according

to the unmoved truth of these, shall reject

or receive others, . . he shall exchange

things for words, reason for insanity, the

world for a fable, and shall be unable to

interpret/'

The essential characteristic of life is fit-

ness.

A living organism is a being which uses

the world around it for its own good.

I, for one, am unable to find, in inorganic

matter, any germ of this wonderful at-

trilnite.

It is po.ssible that after chemistry lias

given us artificial protoplasm this may be

shaped, bj' selection or some other agency,

into persistent adjustment to the shifting

world around it, and that it may thus l)e-

come alive.

Everything is possible in the unknown,
but why should we believe anything on the

subject until we liave evidence ?

Of one thing we maj' be sure. The arti-

ficial production of protoplasm would not

be a solution of the problem of life. The
nature of the problem must be grasped in all

its length and breadth, with all its diffi-

culties, before we can hope to solve it.

Many biologists have sought to solve it by
transforming Huxley's carefully guarded
statement that protoplasm is the physical

basis of life into the dogma that life is the

sum of the physical properties of protoplasm.

Life cannot go on without food, and we
may say with propriety that bread is the

staff of life, but the agency which shapes the

food into the specific structure of an organ-

ism exquisitely adapted to the conditions of

the M'orld around it is to be sought some-

where else than in the properties of bread.

One of the distinctive characteristics of

this organizing agency is that it may exist

in a germ without any visible organization.

Another is that, so far as we know, it has

been handed down, in an unbroken line,

from the oldest living things, generation af-

ter generation, to the modern forms of life,

and that it has leavened the whole hump
of living matter.

While we know nothing of its nature or

origin, and must guard against any un-

proved assumption, there seem, from our

present standpoint, to be insuperable objec-

tions to the view that this agency is either

matter or energy. While we know it only

in union Avith protoplasm, it would seem

that, if it is matter, it must, long ago, have

reached the minimum divisibile. If it is en-

ergy, or wave motion, or perigenesis of

plastidules, it is hard to understand why it

has not l)ecn dissipated and exhausted. We
know that it exists, and this is in itself a

fact of the utmost moment.
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We are told that the belief that it has, at

some time, arisen from the properties of

inorganic matter is a logical necessity, but

the only logical necessity is that when owx

knowledge ends we should confess igno-

rance.

Young men who have been trained in

the routine of the laboratory tell us all

their interest in biology would be gone if

they did not believe all its problems are, in

the long run, to be resolved into physics

and chemistry.

The only answer we can give them is

that noble work has been done in natural •

science by men like Wallace, who believe

that life is fundamentally different fi'om

matter, and also by men like Haeckel, who
believe the opposite.

They also serve science who only stand

and wait, and among them I would wish to

be numbered.

While nothing is gained by giving a

name to the unknown agencj'' which is the

essence of life, it is better to call it a ' vital

principle ' than to deny or ignore its exist-

ence. It is better to be called a ' vitalist,'

or any other hard name by zealous monists,

than to be convicted of teaching, as proved,

what we know is not proven.

The word vitality is as innocent as electricity

or gravity; in fact, Newton's use of this

word led Leibnitz to charge him with infi-

delity to the spirit of science, although no

one need fear to follow where Newton leads.

The older vitalists may have looked on

a mere word as an explanation, but the

reason the word has fallen into disrepute

is the antagonism of the monists to the

view that the problem of life presents any

peculiar difficulties.

Many thoughtful men of science have

held that the ' faith ' of men like Haeckel

ignores many of the data which are fur-

nished by our scientific knowledge of the

world around us.

Huxley, in his essay on the Phj^sical

Basis of Life (1868), says it is necessary

for a wise life to be fully possessed of two
beliefs : "The first, that the order of nature

is ascertainable by our faculties to an ex-

tent which is practically unlimited ; the"

second, that our volition counts for some-

thing as a condition of the course of events.

Each of these beliefs can be verified ex-

perimentally as often as we like to try."

Agaia, twenty-five years later (1893), he

saj^s (Evolution and Ethics) that, fragile

reed as man may be, "there lies witliin

him a fund of energy, operating intelli-

gentlj'', and so far akin to that which pervades

the universe that it is competent to influence and

modify the cosmic process."

Clearly this man of science has no over-

whelming dread of the charge of anthro-

pomorphism or animism, or of anj' charge

except lack of caution.

I think that he would also admit that

everj^ livtag thing contains some small part

of this influence which ' counts for some-

thing as a condition of the course of events,'

and that it must be reckoned with in our

attempts at a philosophy of the universe.

W. K. Bkooks.

Johns Hopkins Univeesity.

The Life and Writings of Constantine Sam^iel

Bafinesque. (Filson Club Publications

No. 10.) Prepared for the Filson Club

and read at its meeting, Mondaj', April 2,

1894. By RicHAED Ellsworth Call,

M. A., M. Sc, M. D. LouisviUe, Ky.,

John P. Morton & Co. 1895. 4to. pp.

xiii + 227. Portraits, etc. Paper. Price

^2.50, net.

This sumptuous volume is published bj' a

Histoi'ical Club ia LouisviUe, Kentucky, as

,
a memorial to one of the pioneer naturalists

and explorers of the Ohio valley, a man
whose brilliant intellect, eccentric character

and unhappy fate will always cause his

career to be looked upon with interest, and

whose nervous and appalling industry has
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been the cause of a myriad of perplexities to

students of the nomenchiture of plants and

animals in Europe as well as in America.

Born in Constantinople in 1783, his father

a French merchant from Marseilles, his

motluT a Greek woman of Saxon parentage,

Constantino Katines(ine early entered upon

the career of a wanderer. The roving

habit of mind which soon became a part of

his nature led him into a mental vagabond-

age that influenced his career even more

than the lack of a permanent place of

abode. His youth was passed in Turkey,

Leghorn, Marseilles, Pisa and Genoa. He
had good opportunities for study and read-

ing, and before he was twelve had. as he

himself records, read the great Universal

History and one thousand volumes of books

on many pleasing and interesting subjects.

He was ravenous for facts, which he gath-

ered, classified and wrote down in his note-

books. He began to collect fishes and

birds, shells and cralis, plants and miner-

als, found or made names for them, copied

maps from rare works, and made new ones

from his own surveys. His ijrecocious mind,

unguided and undisciplined, wandered at

will over the entire field of books and nature,

and l)y the time he reached the age of nine-

teen he had formed his own character and

equipped himself for the career which lay

before him. He became a man of cata-

logues, of categories, of classifications. He
possessed much native critical acumen, and
it is possible, thougli scarcely probable, that

as his present biogi-apher suggests, had he

during the formative period been firmly

guided by some master hand, he might have

become one of the world's greatest natural-

ists. Lacking such guidance, however, he

was by no means fitted to enter upon a sci-

entific career in a country like the Vnited

States, so when, at the age of twenty, he

crossed the Atlantic he brought with him
the germs of failure and bitter disappoint-

ment.

From 1802 to 1805 ho lived in Philadel-

phia. From 1806 to 1815 he was in Sicily,

where he did some of his best work in his

' Index to Sicilian Ichthyology,' and in his

often quoted 'Caratteri.' Here he estab-

lished his monthly journal, the ' Mirror of

the Sciences' (Specchio delle Scienze, etc.),

which endured throughout the twelve

months of 1814, but ended wdth its second

volume. Katinesquo was not only the

editor, but almo.st the sole contributor to

this journal, in which he printed no less

than sixtj'-eight articles upon a great va-

rietj' ofsubjects—upon animals, plants, min-

erals, meteorolog}', physics, chemistry, po-

litical economy, archeology, history and
literature, besides many critical reviews.

His fatal tendency to ' scatter ' was already

apparent, and in the work which he did

for the ' Specchio ' all the weaknesses of

his subsequent career were foreshadowed.

"While in Sicily, for political reasons, he

assumed the surname, Schmaltz, that of his

mother's family.

In 1815 he returned to America, and was
shipwi'ecked on the coast of Connecticut, lo.s-

ing all his books, manuscripts and collec-

tions. For the next three yeare he lived in

New York, and duringthis period hecoutinb-

uted to the 'American Monthly Magazine ' a

number of really brilliant and learned arti-

cles. So masterly, indeed, were these that it

seemed as if he were likelj' to become one of

the leaders in American scientific thought.

It seems probable that he was at this time

steadied and guided by his friend and pa-

tron. Dr. Samuel Latham Mitchill, whom
he gi-eatly respected and admired ; at all

events, when he left Xew York, signs of de-

terioration appeared in his methods. In

1818 he crossed the Alleghanies, and in the

following year became a professor in the

Transylvania University, at Lexington, Ky.

There he remained for seven yeai-s, sadly

ill at ease among the old-school college pro-

fessors who composed the faculty, yet, fi-oni
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the showing even of his own complaints,

treated with singular indulgence by them,

and allowed to devote the most of his time

to his excursions and to his writing. While

here he printed nearly one hundred papers,

chiefly descriptions of new plants and

animals. From 1825 to 1840 his life was

so irregular and his wanderings so extensive

that his biographer has made no attempt to

follow its course. Philadelphia was his

home, when he had one, but he was a soured

and disappointed man. His health was

bad, and he could not get any one to print

his voluminous writings. He established

his 'Atlantic Journal,' which soon failed.

He published various works by subscription,

and also added to his income by the sale of

' Pulmel,' a medicine for the cure of con-

sumption, concerning which he wrote a

book. In his later years he established in

Philadelphia his ' Divitial Institution and
Six Per Cent. Savings Bank,' which seems

to have had some degree of success. He
died in 1840, in poverty and almost friend-

less, and is buried in an unmarked grave.

His career is described well and in sym-

pathetic mood by Professor Call, who sums
up the story of his last years in these words:

" The experiences through which he had
passed, which involved some of the saddest

that come to men, had so broken him that

there is little question that he was not of

sound mind during these latest years. He
was not, however, the irresponsible madman
some would have us believe ; rather, his

was monomania and took the direction of

descriptions of new forms of plant and ani-

mal life. But more than this, his defect

was that peculiar form of monomania which

believed only in himself ; which gave his

own work a value which does not always

attach to it ; which made him neglect the

work of others, or, if it were noticed, im-

pelled him to caustic and unwise criticism."

This judicious estimate, which is intend-

ed by Professor Call to apply onlj^ to his

later years, I should be disposed with

some slight reserves, to accept as a fair

summary of his entire life-work, for all of

the faults of his latest works were, as I

have already suggested, foreshadowed in~

his Sicilian writings of 1814. The sym-

pathy which I once felt for Rafinesque has

almost vanished with the reading of the

whole story of his life, for the man, as shown
bj^ his own private papers, appears to have

been singularly unsjinpathetic and unlov-

able, enveloped in a mantle of self-esteem

and interested in natural objects solely be-

cause he found in them something to name
and to classify. In all his writings there ap-

pears scarceljr a gleam of love or enthusiasm

for nature, and he speaks of his fellow-men

only in words of criticism or malediction.

It would doubtless have been much better

if he had never touched pen to paper. The

fact that he had a keen eje and a remark-

able power of diagnosis, and that he had

learned the methods of sj'Stematic descrip-

tion, made his activitj^ all the more perni-

cious, since regard for painstaking accuracj'

was as foreign to him as love of nature.

The canons of nomenclature which now
prevail among American naturalists force

them to take cognizance of all his descrip-

tions and to use his names, whenever by any

possibility his meaning can be determined.

In many instances I have known him to be

given the benefit of a doubt. So the unwel-

come name of Eafinesque is constantly

obtruding itself in almost every branch of

zoology and botanj', and it is likely to re-

main for a long time an obstacle in the way

of securing the recognition of American

nomenclature in Europe. He stands never-

theless as an important figure in early

American biological literatiire, and whether

we like him or not he cannot be ignored.

It is fortunate, then, that all relating to his

work has at last been brought together in so

convenient a form.

The minute and scholarlj^ bibUography,
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which includes in all 420 titles, is most

valuable. Professor Call's estimate of the

value of these writings is a very kindly one.

Bad as it was, Rafinesque's work unques-

tionably entitles him to recognition as the

pioneer student of the ichthyologj- and con-

ehology of the Mississippi valley, and he

was also among the earliest to study its

bofainy and its prehistoric archa?ology.

All the existing portraits of Eafinesque

are reproduced, as well as a specimen of his

handwTiting. and in the appendix is re-

printed his will, which aftbrds a better in-

sight into his character than all else he ever

wrote.

The book is exhaustively complete, well

WTitten and beautifully printed, and in its

publication the author and the Filson Club

have accomplished admirably the task

which they had undertaken. They have

reared a noble monument to him wlio was
' the first Professor of Natural Science west

of the Alleghanies.'

G. Brown Goode.

The Royal Xatural Hixfory. Edited by
Richard Lydekker. Illustrated bj' 72

colored plates and 1600 engravings.

Frederick Warne & Co., London and New
York. Royal S°. 1894-95. Issued in

monthly parts.

The second full volume of this important

work is now out and, like the first, is de-

voted entirely to the ;Mammalia. The first

comprised the Apes, Monkej's, Bats, In-

sectivores and part of the Carnivores : the

second completes the Carnivores and in-

cludes also the Ungulates, ^Manatees and
Dugongs. The well-known reputation of

the editor and principal author, Mr. Lydek-
ker, gives special value to these parts.

In general scope and plan of treatment

the work resembles Brehm's Tliierleben, of

which several editions have appeared in

Germany, and the Statxiard Xatural History,

published in this country. The illustrations

are in the main borrowed from Brehm; they

were pirated bj- the Standard Natural Hidory

ten j'ears ago. and here appear for the third

time. Of counse this is not the fault of the

author ; but it is a pity original works can-

not have original illustrations. Good plates

are as much a part of a book as the text

itself, and should be allowed to stand un-

molested as monuments to the author. It

is not intended to deprecate the exchange of

technical figures or the judicious bringing

together of scattered cuts illustrating special

subjects—a very diflerent thing from the

wholesale reproduction ofa jjrevious author's

pictures.

The original cuts are not of high merit.

Those of the hooded seal and skull of the

cave bear are gross caricatures, and nearly

all the skulls and teeth are far inferior to

modern standards for such work ; and it is

not too much to say that Mr. Lj'dekker

himself, in previous publications, has done

much toward fixing these higher standards.

The colored plates are cheap chromos, in

striking contrast to the excellent and artistic

plates borrowed from Brehm.

In quoting American writers on ' big

game ' the most authentic and best informed

writers are not always chosen. The one

book that is beyond all comparison the

best j-et written on our larger mammals

—

I refer of course to Roosevelt's Wilderness

Hunter—is apparently nnknowni to the

editor. As a natural result some surprising

statements are made, as, for instance, when
Oregon antelope hunters are told that the

pronghorn has ' almost or quite disajjpeared '

from their State.

Some confusion arises from different

usages of the common names of animals.

The statement that in North America " the

range of the elJc appears to have extended

originallj' from about the 43d to the 70th

parallel of latitude, its northern limit being

marked by the southern limit of the so-

cixlled barren gi-ounds," will take the breath
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away from most Americans who read it for

the first time, but a careful perusal of the

context shows that our moose is the animal

meant.

The hooded seal is said to be ' nowhere

met with in large numbers,' a statement

that will bear qualification ui view of the

fact that many thousands are sometimes

taken by single vessels at the Newfoundland

and Labrador seal fisheries. More than 15,-

000 were killed on the ice and brought to

ISTewfoundland in March, 1883, by a sealer

—

the Proteus—which I accompanied as sur-

geon-naturalist, and similar catches are not

rare.

In the matter of genera, the compre-

hensive groups of the past are commonly
used instead of the smaller groups of to-day.

The same conservatism characterizes the

treatment of species—perhaps a good fault

in a popular work, though one that can be

carried too far—as when a dozen skunks

are lumped under a single name, and the

most specialized of our true foxes is left out.

The author seems to be constitutionally

averse to the recognition of American spe-

cies as distinct from their European repre-

sentatives. This is shown by his treatment

of our wolf, red fox, lynx, wolverine, marten

and weasels. Even in the case of the mruk
the opinion is expressed that the American

and European animals are ' mere local

varieties of a single species.' The only

explanation of such statements, from a man
of Lydekker's experience in studying fossil

mammals, is that he has not personally

compared the skulls and teeth of the Ameri-

can and European forms. The number of

American species is reduced out of all pro-

portion to the sharpness of their characters

or the size of the areas they inhabit. Thus,

while three martens are accorded specific

rank for Eurasia, only one is allowed for

America, and it is given as doubtfully dis-

tinct. It should be stated, however, that

no European collection of mammals con-

tains more than a fraction of our species

;

hence it is not so surprising that a foreign

author should fail to appreciate their char-

acters.

The common skunk of New England is

said to range from Hudson Bay to Guate-

mala, but it does not reach even the South-

ern United States. Again, skunks are said

to be good climbers, but neither Mephitis

nor Conepatus can climb trees—the ability

to do this being limited to the agile weasel-

like members of the genus Spilogale.

The article on the fur seal is full of mis-

statements and savors too strongly of a po-

litical argument from the British side of

the case. The number of fur-seals killed

at the Pribilof Islands each year is said to

be ' limited to 100,000,' and it is implied

that the number actually killed is still

larger. As a matter of fact, 100,000 have

not been killed since 1889, while the num-
ber killed at the islands since 1890 is as fol-

lows: 1890, 25,701; 1891, 14,406; 1892,

7,509 ; 1893, 7,390 ; 1894, 15,033.

"We are told that the seals taken at sea

(by pelagic sealers) ' appear to be exclus-

ively young males or barren females.' In

reality the great majority of these seals are

breeding females. The author's ideas of

humanity are simply past comprehension.

He says :
" Of the two methods of sealing,

the shooting in the open sea is decidedly to

be preferred on humanitarian grounds, more

especially if it be true, as asserted, that on

the Pribiloffs a considerable number of

breeding female seals are killed before their

cubs are old enough to shift for them-

selves." No female seals are ever killed on

the islands except by accident—possibly one

in many thousands—while in the open sea,

as already stated, the great majority are fe-

males. Of these females, those killed on

their way to the islands in spring are heavy

with young, and those killed in Bering Sea

in summer are nursing; so two lives are

sacrificed for every one taken. Ever since
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pelagic sealing lias been carried on in Ber-

ing Sea, thousands of motlierless ' pups '

have died on the islands ejich year of star-

vation.

It is lamentable that the author has been

so grossly deceived in these matters, and

still more unfortunate that a scientific work

should be tainted with partisan odor.

It is stated that no islands in Bering Sea

besides St. Paul and St. George are inhab-

ited by fur-seals. This must be a slip of

the pen, for of course Mr. Lydekker knows

that the Commander Islands are the breed-

ing grounds of the wext Bering Sea herd,

just as the Pribilof Islands are the home of

the ea»t Bering sea herd.

In the matter of nomenclature the author

seems to be on the fence. In some cases

the law of prioritj' is rigidly enforced ; in

others a name in common use is retained

rather than the earlier name. Preoccupied

generic names are as a rule discarded, but

Bamarls, though preoccupied, is given in-

stead of Bassariscus—doubtless bj' oversight.

The author's attitude as to genera is

shown by the remark that in a certain

group only one genus can be admitted ' on

account of intermediate forms.' Is tins

not a surprising position for one of the most

distinguished of living paleontologists?

Are not all mammals connected bj- inter-

mediate forms, living or extinct, even if all

are not yet discovered? And would not

Lydekker's system, if logically enforced, re-

sult sooner or later in the destruction of

most of our generic groups ? Is it not more
rational to found genera on the weight of

characters as presented in extremes of dif-

ferentiation rather than on the accident of

the survival or extinction of annectant

species ?

As a general criticism of the Royal Na-
tural History, so far as now issued, it may
be said that the parts cm American mam-
mals are weak. On the other hand, the

foreign species—foreign from our stand-

point—are treated with a fullness and re-

liability not to l)e found in any other work.

The magnitude of the undertaking and the

haste in which the parts had tol)e preiiared

(to appear monthly) inevitably led to oc-

casional inaccuracies ; but the defects are

far outweighed by the merits, and the work

will prove helpful to naturalists and ama-

teurs alike for many years to come. It is,

indeed, a great satisfaction to be able to

turn to a single publication in which the

prmcipal facts respecting the mammals of

the world are brought down to date and

stated with clearness and authoritj-.

C. Hart Merriam.

The Book of Antelopes. By P. L. Sclater

and Oldfield Thomas. Illustrated bj'

Joseph Wolf and J. Smith. 4° . London,

R. H. Porter. 1894-95.

The second part of this handsome and

useful work, dated Jauuarj^ 1895, has come

to hand. The distinguished authors make
no attempt to ofl'er a complete scientific

treatise on the antelopes, but furnish •' de-

scriptive letter-press [with full synonymy]

for the beautiful series of lithographic plates

drawn some twenty years ago under the

supervision of the late Sir Victor Brooke,

making thereto such necessary modifica-

tions and adilitions as the progress of sci-

ence demands."

The work comprises the diverse members

of the Bo^idte commonly called antelopes,

hartbeests, gnus, duikers, water-boks and

gazelles, and also the gemsbok, saiga, oryx,

eland and many others. The geographic

range of each species is given, together with

an interesting account of its habits and pe-

culiarities. Besides the full page colored

plates, there are many excellent cuts in the

text, mostly of horns and .skulls. The book

therefore is helpful alike to the naturalist

and the sportsman, and is a hand.some ad-

dition to any library.

The animals treated in the first two parts
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are the hartbeests and gnus (genera Buhalis,

Damaliscus and Connochcetes) , all belonging

to the subfamily Bubalidinse, and residents

of Africa and Arabia. Twelve colored

plates have been issued, and seven are

promised with the next number, which will

be devoted to the duikers {Ceplialophus).

C. H. M.

NOTES AND NEWS.

Prof. S. Calvin, State Geologist of Iowa,

announces that reprints of the photographs

accumulated by the survey may be had for

12| cents each. A descriptive list of views

may be had on application to the State

Geologist at Des Moines ; all orders to be

made by the numbers of this list. If this

practice were generally adopted by our

State Surveys, it would be greatly to the ad-

vantage of many students and teachers.

Prof. W. R. ISTewbold, of the University

of Pennsylvania, has become one of the as-

sociate editors of the American Naturalist.

In the current number he gives an account

of ' The Present State of Psychology.'

Dr. "Wirtinger has been made Professor

of Mathematics in the University of Inns-

bruck.

Dr. Wilder D. Bancroft, now Instructor

in Harvard University, has been appointed

Assistant Professor of Physical Chemistry

in Cornell University.

Prof. Francis Gotch, now of University

College, Liverpool, has been elected to the

Waynfiete Chair of Physiology at the Uni-

versity of Oxford, vacant by the transfer-

rence of Prof. Burdon Saunderson to the

Regius Professorship of Medicine.

James E. Oliver, Professor of Mathemat-

ics in Cornell University, died at Ithaca,

on March 28th.

The Duke d'Orleans has presented the

Imperial Institute of London with his ex-

tensive collection of specimens of natural

history, costumes and curiosities.

Mr. Lester F. Ward writes that he has

just received from the family confirmation

of the reported death of the Marquis Sa-

porta. He died at Aix on January 25th.

Dr. Nikola Tesla suffered a serious loss

in the destruction of his laboratory by fii'e

on March 13th.

General de Masouty, Founder and Di-

rector of the Pic du Midi Observatory, died

recently at the age of eighty years.

Dr. Harrison Allen has been elected a

member of the Council of the Philadelphia

Academy of Natural Sciences, to fill the

vacancy caused by the death of John H.

Redfield.

The Joint Commission of the Scientific

Societies ofWashington has begun to publish

a monthly programme, giving the dates of

meeting of the various scientific societies

of Washington for the ensuing month and

a full list of papers to be presented.

At a meeting of the New York Alumni

of the Johns Hopkins University, on March

29th, President Gilman made an address

on ' Impending Problems in Education.' An
address was also made by Professor Butler,

of Columbia College.

A National Exhibition of Industry and

Fine Arts in the City of Mexico will be

opened on April 2d, and an International

Exposition is proposed for Montreal, to be

opened on May 4th.

At the last meeting of the Academy of

Natural Sciences at Philadelphia, Miss

Emma Walter read a paper entitled Does

the Delaivare Water Gap Consist of Tioo River

Gorges f She adduced evidence to show that

the river once flowed through the Gap

from the south towards the north ; that this

north-flowing river was pre-glacial, and

that much the greater part of the erosion is

the work of this old river, the remainder

being due to the action of the present south-

flowing stream.
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.

The Section of Geology and Mineralogj-

met !March IS, and after electing as officers

for the ensuing year, Prof. J. J. Stevenson,

chairman, and Prof. J. F. Kemp, secretary,

listened to a lecture by Prof. J. J. Steven-

son on ' The Origin of the Pennsylvania

Anthracite,' of which the following is an

abstract

:

Long ago H. D. Rogers showed that the

coal regions of Pennsj'lvania are divided

into longitudinal basins or troughs. The

first series embraces the area between the

Great Valley and the Alleghany Mountains

and contains the several anthracite fields

as well as the semi-bituminous fields of

Broad Top and the Potomac River. Bej"ond

the Alleghanies are six well marked basins

containing bituminous coal.

Along a line from centi-al Ohio, eastward

to the Potomac coal field, one finds note-

worthy vai'iations in dip, the amount being

insignificant in Ohio, but very great in the

first series of basins. The increase is not

regular, there being no change practically

from the coke basins of eastern Pennsyl-

vania until within three or four miles of the

Potomac field, where the dip becomes very

abrupt. This line shows the extremes of

variations, for further northward there is

in all of the basins a diminution of disturb-

ance, even in the anthracite areas, while

southward there is a similar decrease, except

in the last.

Analysis of coal samples from the Pitts-

bui^ bed, in the several basins, show a pro-

gressive decrease in proportion of volatile

matter toward the east or .southeast. H. D.

Rogers regarded this decrease as due to in-

fluence of steam or other gas escaping from

crevices madeduringthe folding ofthe rocks,

for he asserted that the volatile increased

aethe fiexures diminished in strength. Ste-

venson in 1877 showed that no such relation

exists. Lesley in lS7i> thought that earth-

heat might have caused the change, as coals

in the anthracite region were buried under a

very deep covering of rocks ; but there is no

evidence that the coal measures were thicker

at the east than in western Pennsj'lvania,

while there is every reason for supposing

that the coal measures were thinner there

than at the southwest. There is therefore

no good ground for supposing that the earth-

heat would be efiective, for in Virginia,

where the thickness is very great, the coals

at the bottom of the column are verj' rich in

volatile matter.

Professor Lesley has suggested that the

change in the coal might have been due to

oxidation. The rocks of the anthracite re-

gion are consolidated gi'avels with little of

argillaceous matters, whereas those of the

bituminous area are largely argillaceous,

which, being undisturbed, lute down the

coals, preventing percolation of water and

the escape of gases. But in fact the bi-

tuminous fields afford all types of coal from

highly bituminous to hard anthracite, and

sections in many portions of the anthracite

fields show more clay beds than do those in

S. W. Virginia where the coal is highly bi-

tuminous.

It is not necessarj^ to regard metamor-

phism as the sole cause of anthracite. It

is not called in to explain a variation of

ten per cent, in the same beds within short

distances, and it cannot explain the occm--

renee of bituminous in one bench and of

anthracite in another in the same opening

in Sullivan County, Pa., or equally of semi-

bituminous and dry anthracite in different

benches of the Mammoth. It does seem

as though the conversion of the coal must

have been practically complete before en-

tombment ; otherwise the variations of coal

of the same age in different areas would

seem to be inexplicable.

In Pennsylvania the decrease in volatile

bears no relation to the extent of plication,

but it bears close relation to the thickening
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of the coal. The decrease in all of the areas

is toward the old shore line at the north

and northeast. In the anthracite area it is

very gradual until one passes the prongs in

the southern field, where the thickness of

coal increases abruptly. With that abrupt

increase in thickness is an equally abrupt

change in the amount of volatile. It seems

probable that the anthracite of Pennsyl-

vania is due to the long continuance of

coal-making periods during which the

chemical change was unchecked, leading

eventually to complete loss of the hydrogen

and oxygen.

At the conclusion of the paper, discus-

sion followed, but failed to shake the

speaker's main points. A paper by J. E.

Wortman, on ' The Geology of the Bad
Lands,' was postponed until the next meet-

ing. J. F. Kemp,
Secreta7'y.
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THE EDUCATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL
VALUE OF SCIENCE.*

Ox the occasion of tlie formal dedication

of a building devoted to the teaching of sci-

ence, it is fitting that something should be

said respecting the claims of science to such

generous recognition and such ample provi-

sion for its cultivation in a j'oung univer-

sity, established by a Commonwealth itself

still ' in its teens. ' In the Atlantic States

the stagecoach is almost obsolete. It has

*Read at Boulder, Col., March 9, 1895.

given waj' to the railwaj', and it is an open

question whether transportation by steam

will not ultimately j'ield to the agile trolley

wheel. So the old-time college, devoted to

the ancient languages, mathematics, and a

little leaven of moral philosophy, with its

slow-going ways, its simple outfit of benches,

a teacher's desk and a chapel, has been su-

perseded by the modem university, with its

complex organization, its multiplicity of

courses and subjects of study, its laborato-

ries and equipment, and its corps of trained,

eager, alert instructors, w-ho are not ex-

pected to teach a book only, but to add to

the sum of human knowledge, and to

awaken in kindred spirits at least an en-

thusiasm for study, a delight in investiga-

tion, which has proved the most efficient

stimulus to high intellectual attainments.

The erection of the Hale Scientific Building

indicates that the Ilnivei-sity of Colorado

aims to pursue its way untrammeled by an-

cient traditions, with the spirit of modern

ideas in education, and in touch with the

most progressive institutions of learning.

Shall we pause a moment to inquire what

has WTOught this change in the aims and

methods of higher education in the United

States? What new conditions make it

possible for a young university like that at

Chicago to forge toward the front in two or

three short years? I'niversities have al-

ways been considered as institutions of slow

growth. They represent the accretions of
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years and centuries even, if we broaden our

view sufficiently to include those of Europe.

Such indeed are the customs, the traditions

and the general policy of a great university

with decades or centuries of historj' behind

it. Every ancient seat of learning has a

character peculiarly its own. There is an

indescribable charm attaching to crumbling,

ivy-cumbered walls; to time-stained libra-

ries, that point with motionless fingers back

toward their more silent authors; a subtle

influence in the steady gaze of the famous

sons of the college, as they look down on

the younger generation from the deepening

canvas in the memorial portrait hall. Who
that has a fibre of his soul tuned to vibrate

in unison with melodies of the past can fail

to feel an energetic thrill as he stands among

the distinguished sons of the Harvard of

former years ranged around the walls of

' Memorial Hall,' or as he walks softly

through the portrait gallery of Christ Church

College in Oxford ? These influences are not

to be despised. They are an inheritance fi-om

the long past and are still potent. Addison

still walks under the arching trees by the

quiet stream at the back of Magdalen Col-

lege; Wolsey and Wesley and Gladstone

still linger in the noble hall of Christ Church

;

and Newton's rooms remain near the im-

posing gateway of Trinity College in Cam-

bridge. I love to step within the charmed

circle of such subtle influences, to yield to

the magic spell, and to count mj^self a part

of all this glorious past.

But the modern spirit prevades the oldest

institutions, and great seats of learning are

rising on new foundations. In both old

and new the most marked characteristic of

the teaching of the present is the scientific

method. It has pervaded every depart-

ment and has proved the leaven that, being

taken and hid in the ancient curriculum, as

inert as the three measures of meal, has

leavened the whole. Till the introduction

of serious scientific study with laboratory

facilities, the educational methods which

had prevailed for centuries were still cur-

rent. As late as twenty-five years ago in a

respectable New England college it was not

possible for a student to learn his science

by means of laboratory study. All this

has now changed, and no less impoi'tant a

change has taken place in the teaching of

language and literature. It is significant

that this advance in pedagogical practice,

the introduction of the method bj' investi-

gation as compared with mere memoriter

acquisition, has been coincident with the

introduction of the serious studj' of science

into our American colleges and universi-

ties. Twentj'-five years ago the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology led the way by
introducing the physical laboratory into the

study of phj'sics. Some progress had al-

ready been made in the teaching of chem-

istry bj^ direct contact with chemical re-

actions at the work table. It is only fifty

years since Liebig inaugurated the system

of studying chemistry hj the laboratory

method, and it is highly probable that the

physical laboratory established bj^ William

B. Eogers in Boston marked the introduc-

tion into the regular curriculum of insti'uc-

tion in physics by experiment.* I venture

to say that no greater success has followed

any new departure in education. The
physical laboratory is now a necessary part

of every institution devoted to higher learn-

ing ; its growth has been phenomenal. En-

ormous sums of money have been expended

for physical laboratories and their equip-

ment. The example set bj^ this oldest

branch of science has had a most beneficent

influence in several directions. It has im-

proved the quahty of the work in the

secondary schools . The phj'sical laboratory

is now a necessary part of everj' first-class

high school equipment. It has also stimu-

lated and advanced original work. Every

* Professor Mendeuhall in The Quarterly Calendar

of tlie University of Cbicago, August, 1894.
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instructor competent to fill a professor's

chair in physics is now expected to add

something to the stock of knowledge by his

independent investigations. It has thus

made graduate instruction possible in Am-
erican universities, a movement having tlie

most hoi)eful outlook and of the most pro-

found educational import.

A third and most complete leavening in-

fluence is that the method by experiment

and original investigation adopted by sci-

ence has compelled other departments of

learning to become its imitators, so that

now the laboratory method prevails in

nearly everj- department of learning. This

result is too patent to be questioned even.

Psychologj-, language and history have

yielded to the powerful example set by
physics and chemistry. Archaeology has its

work-room, its laboi-atory ; language its

photographs, its projections, its casts and

reproduction of ancient life and times; while

psychology has appropriated not only the

methods, but the apparatus of the phj'sicist.

Now a movement which has been such a

powerful operator in solving the problem of

education in everj- branch of learning has a

significant value in the intellectual training

of American youth. In fact, the value of

science in any sj'stem of liberal education is

so generally admitted that it is an almost

needless expenditure of energy to enter into

a discussion relative to its merits. It is no

new comer for whom room is benevolently

or patronizinglj- made in order that it may
displaj' its powers and demonstrate its worth.

It acknowledges other claimants as peers,

but admits no superiors. It came long ago

to staj-.

I should like to point out two or three

aspects of the study and pursuit of science

not often alluded to or recognized, but on

which I lay much stress. The first relates

to the cultivation and chastening of the

faculty of imagination. Sir Benjamin Brodie

said in a presidential address to the Royal

Society many years ago: " Physical investi-

gation, more than anything besides, helps

to teach us the actual value and right use

of the imagination—of that wondrous fac-

ulty which, left to ramble uncontrolled,

leads us astray into a wilderness of perplex-

ities and errors, a land of mists and shadows;

but which, properly controlled by experience

and reflection, becomes the noblest attribute

of man, the source of poetic genius, the in-

strument of discovery in science, without

the aid of which Xcwton would never have
invented fluxions, nor Davj' have decom-

posed the earths and alkalies, nor would
Columbus have found another continent."

It would be a grievous mistake to suppose

that the cultivation of science contributes

only to accuracy and exactness; to the de-

velopment of the liabit and power of obser-

vation, and to the education of the reason-

ing faculty as applied to the concrete—to

the objects and phenomena of nature. All

of these constitute a valuable training and
are demonstrable results of an honest effort

to understand and coordinate the phenom-

ena of nature. But as soon as the student

of science passes beyond the mere elements

he must train himself to the habit of con-

ceiving things wliich " eye hath not seen,

nor ear heard, nor have entered into the

heart of man." He must emancipate him-

self as much as possible from the domina-

tion of his sensations, and must learn that

sense-perceptions should not be projected

into the outer world of nature, but that they

are only symbols of objective phenomena

presented to consciousness, wliich the im-

agination, aided by reason and reflection,

must interpret. Not only is the imagina-

tion called into activity by the common oc-

currences of the natural world lying along

the level and the horizon of man's experi-

ence, but it is powerfully stimulated by the

more remote phenomena above him and be-

low him. Man contemplates the starrj"

firmament on high, the spangled heavens,
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flecked with, barely discernible patches of

light; he puts together these trembling

nebulae, as the dismembered parts of a puz-

zle panorama of the heavens ; and out of

them all, triumphant over time and space,

he constructs a nebular theory of the -sdsible

universe. He thus concludes that the vari-

ous bodies of the solar system " once formed

parts of the same undislocated mass ; that

matter in a nebulous form preceded matter

in a dense form; that as the ages rolled

away, heat was wasted, condensation fol-

lowed, planets were detached, and that

finally the chief portion of the fiery cloud

reached, by self-compression, the magnitude

and density of our sun " (Tyndall).

On the one hand, the telescope and spec-

troscope are aids to the imagination in

penetrating the almost inscrutable mysterj^

of the skies ; on the other, the microscope

enables it to descend somewhat into the no

less limitless underworld, and to sink the

exploring plummet to depths as far removed

from the field of the microscope as the celes-

tial boundaries are beyond the vision at-

tained by the telescope.

How wonderful, also, is the ethereal me-

dium which man's imagination has con-

structed, the vehicle of the energy wafted

to us from sun and stars ! To the mental

vision this medium fills all space and quiv-

ers with radiant energjr—that winged Mer-

cury, bearing messages to man from all the

worlds on high. Even electrical and mag-

netic phenomena are utterly inexplicable

without it. The imagination of Faraday,

of Maxwell, and of Hertz, has woven out of

it a texture of lines of electric and magnetic

force, which are as real to the electrician

as the machines and conductors which he

mantles with them. Every conductor con-

veying a current, every permanent or elec-

tromagnet, is surrounded with its system of

lines of force in the ether. And when an
alternatiag current traverses a conductor

these lines of magnetic force are projpagated

outward from it in waves which spread with

the velocity of light. In fact, thej' are iden-

tical with light objectively, except in point

of wave-length. Thus the theory, imagined

by Maxwell with the insight of marvelous

genius, and confirmed later by the classical

experiments of the lamented Hertz, is now
accepted doctrine by physicists the world

over. The existence of the ether is now
seen to be a necessary consequence of Eoe-

mer's discovery in 1676 of the finite speed

of light. For the transmission of light is

the transmission of energj^; and a medium
of transmission is a necessary postulate as

the repository of this energy during the

time of transmission. N"ewton imagined the

light-giving body projecting minute parti-

cles, or corpuscles, through space and car-

rying their energy with them as a bullet

carries its energy to the mark. These en-

tering the eye excite vision by impact upon

the retina. But Newton's corpuscular the-

ory failed because of its final complexitj'

and the crucial test applied to it by the

great experimenter, Foucault.

The undulatory theorj^, on the other

hand, requires a continuous medium, and

the energy is handed along from particle to

particle as an undulation. In this way
energy is conveyed bj^ sound and by water-

waves across the surface of the sea. Ac-

cording to this theory, a luminous body is

the center or source of a disturbance in the

ether which is propagated in waves through

space. They are electromagnetic in origin,

travel with the velocity of light, and en-

tering the eye excite the sense of vision.

Thus far have we been helped along by the

imagination of genius and the contributory

aid of experiment. Mean and unfi-uitftil

indeed is the science which has not been en-

riched, extended and vivified bj^ the scien-

tific imagination. Where dull reason halts

and the understanding is confounded by

appalling obstacles, imagination overleaps

them all and the barriers are dissolved
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uway. The boundaries of scientitic inquiry

have thus been moved forward and new
territory has been added to the cultivated

domain.

Again, let me direct your attention to

another feature attending the prosecution

of scientific research. While it is undoubt-

edlj- destructive of crodulitj', and is perhaps

but a weak allj- of faith, it is nevertheless

a powerful promoter of honesty. The object

wliich the scientific investigator sets before

him is to ascertain the truth. He is devoted

to it and pursues it with unremitting toil.

But this is not all. He not only seeks

truth, but he must be true himself. It is

difficult to conceive of any circumstances

which would induce him to play a dishonest

part in scientific research. He has every

inducement not only to aceuracj' but to

honesty. He may imwittinglj' blunder and

fall into error, but if he is untrue he is cer-

tain to be exposed. Xo discovery is per-

mitted to go unverified. It must undergo

the searching examination of scientific in-

quirj'. The investigator must submit his

data and must seek to have his results con-

firmed. There is, therefore, every induce-

ment for him to be absolutely truthful. This

condition impo.ses upon him also the habit

of conservatism and moderation in state-

ment. He is not expected to plead a cause

or to make the most of the occasion for

himself. In this regard his position is in

contrast with those whose profession makes
them the allies of faith, but whose modera-

tion is not always known to all men; for

their assertions are not brought to the

touchstone of revision and justification, and
the released word flies over the unguarded

wall. The habit of the scientific investi-

gator is to subject everj' question to the

scrutiny of reason and to weigh probabili-

ties. He obeys the injunction, " Prove all

things; hold fast that which is good." He
respects conscience, but has no use for

credulity. He exhibits devotion to principle.

but dogmatism, whether in science or re-

ligion, has no place in his creed. He looks

not only upon the things which are seen,

but also upon the things which are unseen.

You may suft'er me to remind you that the

most noted American atheist is not a man
of science, while one of the forceful books

of modern times, ' The Unseen Universe,'

which aims to lay a foundation for belief

in a future life without the aid of inspira-

tion, was written bj' two distinguished phys-

icists. Science examines the foundations

of belief. It takes nothing from mere tradi-

tion, on authority, nor because it is an
inheritance from the past. It admits its

own limitations and the somewhat circum-

scribed boundaries set to the field of its

inquiries; but within this province it seeks

to ascertain only the truth. It recognizes

not only the promise and potency of matter,

but the power which makes for righteous-

ness.

Turning now to some more practical mat-

ters, it is strongly urged that the study of

science should begin earlj', before the taste

for such study has become atrophied by too

excessive attention to language and mathe-

matics. It is a fact established by observa-

tion that if a student gets his first introduc-

tion to science only after he is well along in

his college course he comes to it with a

mental inaptitude that often produces dis-

couragement and precludes the possibility

of much satisfaction in its pursuit. The
procedure in scientific study, especially

when it includes the method of the labora-

tory, is so radically different from that in-

volved in the study of language that one

trained onlj^ in the latter finds himself in a

foreign field when he enters the former.

The studj- of language, considered merely

as the symbolism of thought, or the instru-

ment for its expression, is most valuable

and essential. You shall hear no word fi-om

me designed to depreciate the value of

linguistic study and training. It is rather
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to be deprecated that scientific men do not

generally pay more attention to the forma-

tion of a correct English style, and do

not oftener acquire the ability to ex-

press the results of their studies in more

elegant English diction. On the other

hand, an exclusive training in the so-

called humanities leaves the student

unsymmetrically developed. The elemen-

tary study of language is largely a study of

the forms and symbols of speech ; to the

young student, at least, the thought is alto-

gether a secondary consideration. Mathe-

matics furnishes a training in the relations

of abstract number, and in the manipulation

of symbols invented to facilitate operations

expressing the relations between related

quantities. It is not only a valuable agency

in mental development, but it is a powerful

instrument for the investigation of phenom-

ena in those branches of science to which

applied mathematics is indispensable. Sci-

ence has more to do than either language

or mathematics with objective phenomena.

The student of science soon finds that he

has a new set of relationships with which

to deal. He may be familiar with mathe-

matical theorems and solutions, but his first

difiiculty is to see the points of attachment

of mathematics to the facts of physical sci-

ence. He is armed with a weapon of most

modern design and exquisite workmanship,

and he has possibly obtained some skill in

target practice, but he has no eye for game.

He may be too short-sighted to see that

there is any game even.

Skill in the use of scientific methods of

reasoning and acquirement comes only

after the mind has been kept for some time

in contact with science, so that it has ac-

quired the scientific spirit and aptitude.

The preparation for the scientific work of

the university should therefore begin in

the secondary schools. Continuity in scien-

tific acquisition is as essential as in that of

language or mathematics. While six, or

even eight, years are given to language in

the high school, counting the four years

with three studies each as twelve, it is

thought bj' some to be an evidence of great

magnanimity if two years out of the twelve^

are given over to the mere elements of

physical and biological science. It is

obvious to any careful observer that

much improvement has been made in the

teaching of science in secondary schools

within the last few years. More competent

teachers are employed, laboratory facilities

have been provided, better manuals have

been written, and the tone of the science

department has been improved by the fact

that preparation in science at last leads to

something further in the university. This

continuity in the pursuit of scientific studies

has already furnished qualified teachers for

the lower schools. What wonder if the

teaching of science in the schools should

not have proved as fruitful as was once

hoped ! Till recently language and mathe-

matics have had the training of the teachers

throughout our whole educational historj',

and if science secured entrance to a second-

ary school at all it got there in a secondary

place. All that science asks is to be placed

on equal footing with other lines of study.

It demands no preferences and is strenuous

that no ultimate bounties shall be extended

to other branches. There should be no

favored nations in the world of education.

It recognizes no excellences in language or

literature to justify superior awards at

graduation. There are no sacred vessels in

education which science maj'^ not touch,

no shibboleth which she cannot pronounce,

no holy of holies which she should be for-

bidden to enter. The ideal culture course

is not all science, not all language, and not

all mathematics, but a judicious combi-

nation of these and other branches. It

would be no less logical for one to make
one's course chiefiy science than to make it

chiefly language ; but when the student has
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successfullj- completed liis coui-se, making

due allowance for personal diflerences and

needs, no reason seems to me valid for not

crowning the equivalent work of all with

the same degree.

Eeference to the other aspect of vay subject

has, perhaps, been too long delayed. Sci-

ence has not only educational value of a high

order, but industrial applications as well.

Discovery and scientific training precede

invention. The quality of mind that dis-

covers the laws of nature is of a higher or-

der than that which makes application of

them. The genius of Faraday and Heniy,

who discovered the laws of magnetic in-

duction, must not be dimmed or diminished

by reduction to the level of even the great-

est living inventors. The contributions of

these men to the well-being, comfort and

happiness of mankind cannot be over-esti-

mated. They laid the foundation in mag-
nificent discoveries of those splendid appli-

cations which have dazzled the world in

recent years. So thoroughly intrenched in

theory and practice are Faraday's concep-

tions at the present day that they enter into

every design of motor or dynamo. Thej'

have been shot through the entire bodj' of

practice and are intertwined with every

thread of electrical thought.

On the other hand, one must not fail to

note that the w-onderful applications of

science have reacted in a favorable way
upon theory and investigation. They have

proved an effective stimulus to research and
have funiished a multitude of problems for

original investigation. Scientific discovery

and inventions involving scientific laws are

two handmaids of national improvement.

They are largcir agencies for the advance of

modern civilization than any others. As-

tronomy has made splendid contributions

to navigation since Galileo sufl'ered for

teaching that the earth revolves dailj- on

its axis and j'carly round the sun. It has

also made possible modem chronometry by

giving us the accurate unit of time. The
contributions of modern chemistry are so

numerous and so important that it is diffi-

cult to particularize. It has taken a useless

refuse of the gas retort and converted it in-

to resplendent dyes that rival the gorgeous

colors of the rainbow . It has improved and
cheapened the processes of manufacturing

iron till the cost of the ore and the fuel con-

trol the price of the product ; and old estab-

lishments, far removed fi-om the cheap sup-

ply of either, have had to succumb to the

march of events.

Bacteriologj', the allj' of chemistry, work-

ing largely bj' chemical methods, gives the

fairest promise of discovering the cause and
the prevention of disease. Its beneficent

aim now is to devise methods of securing

immunitj' fi'om the most deadly diseases,

whose ravages are gi-eater than those of

great civil war.s. Important discoveries in

this direction are impending, and medicine

is fast becoming a science instead of a body

of empirical rules.

Bacteriolog}^ has already isolated and
identified a lai"ge number of pathogenic or

disease-producing germs and hopes in time

to corral them. It has demonstrated that

disease is not due simply to the presence of

the bacillus, but to the specific i)oison result-

ing ft'om its gi'owth. It has added con-

sumption and pneumonia to the list of in-

fectious diseases ; and the discovery of the

cause is a long stride toward the goal of

prevention.

The specific direction in which the large

body of scientific discovery is turned to

practical account is in the several branches

ofengineering. The civil, mechanical, elec-

trical and mining engineers are the prophets

of the new civilization. They have jnerced

the highest mountains ; hung highways

over the most dizzy canons ; constructed a

rushing steed that feeds on the compressed

vegetation of the carboniferous age and

wearies not ; thej' have brought the nations
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together so that the great oceans scarcely

separate them ; they have bound continents

together by wonderful cables embedded in

slimy ooze at the bottom of the sea. Eiffel

reared his tower a thousand feet to pierce

the sky ; Baker projected three of his out

1700 feet horizontally without staging to

bridge the Firth of Forth ; and over them
fly four hundred trains daily without slack-

ening speed ; each span is longer than the

Brooklyn bridge, and there are three spans.

The seven wonders of the world have be-

come seventy, and still the modern en-

gineer pauses not. He now soberly con-

templates a deep waterway from the great

Northwest to the Atlantic coast. He has

not even abandoned the problem of aerial

navigation, but attacks it on a new princi-

ple. Archimedes is said to have declared

that if he had a place for a fulcrum he could

move the world. Professor Vernon Boys

has just weighed the earth and determined

its density to the third decimal place by
means of two gilded balls suspended by a

fiber of quartz, finer and stronger than a

spider's web. Not content that the earth

yields her yearly increase, and that the sea

furnishes abundant food, the engineer bur-

rows into the eternal hills and seeks for hid

treasures in the depths of the earth. The
gold and the silver he wishes to be his also.

He even establishes an electric plant some
1600 feet underground, converts the power

of the descending stream of water into elec-

tric energy, and sends it back to the surface

for further service.

He has contemplated the colossal cataract

at Niagara not only as a display of natural

gi-andeur, but as an example of unhmited

power running to waste. At last he is

nearly ready to recover a small part of

this power and to transmit it to distant

cities, where it may turn the wheels of in-

dustry or be transmuted into light. No
grander problems remain for solution than

those even now confronting the electrical

engineer. The swiftness with which he

has already passed from one almost insur-

mountable task to another has amazed no
one more than those most iamiliar with the

means employed. If electrical engbieeriag'

is still in its infancy it is certainly a giant

infant. It has long since outgrown its toys.

With the nerve and audacity of vigorous

young manhood it quails before no obstacles

and acknowledges no impossibilities. Hav-
ing practically banished the plodding horse

from the street railway, it is getting ready

to enter the lists against the locomotive.

If your city is not seated near a source of

power it will undertake to bring the power

to you. The mountain can not go to the

city, but the city can go to the mountain for

its power. Electrical engineering stands

at the door of the twentieth century, ready

to accept the tasks that it imposes, and

eager to enter upon a new period of dis-

covery and application.

A marked feature of educational history

in the United States for the past twenty-five

years is the rapid increase in engineering

schools, partly on independent foundations,

and partly as a professional department of

universities. Of this latter class the only

ones existing a quarter of a century ago, so

far as I know, were the La\vrence Scientific

School at Harvard, the Shefl&eld Scientific

School at Yale, and the courses in Civil

Engineering in the Universities of Penn-

sylvania and Micliigan. The first two, as

their name implies, were devoted quite as

much to the teaching of pure science as to

engineering. They attracted but little at-

tention, and in fact the Lawrence School

had but a moribund existence for many
years after the establishment of the Insti-

tute of Technology in Boston. Recently

it has had new vigor infused into it and

has profited by the growing interest in

engineering education. Cornell and the

State Universities have led the way in the

establishment of engineering schools, and
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their example has been followed in a way
that demonstrates more completely than

anything else could that a popular demand
exists for engineering instruction.

Civil engineering came into the Univer-

sity of Michigan in 1853, with the late Dr.

Alexander Winchell, as an adjunct of

Physics. It had an independent instructor

in 1857 in the pei-son of Professor De Yolson

Wood, who is well known in the profession

at the present day. Mining engineering

followed in 1875. Mechanical engineering

was introduced by a professor detailed fi-om

the U. S. Na\-y Department in 1881. Finally

the course in electrical engineering was be-

gun in 1889. The success of this last course

has more than justified its introduction, as

the roster of students in it alreadj- exceeds

that of either of the older engineering

courses. This gi-owth is attributable to the

popular interest in the subject.

The engineering courses are primarily

professional as distinguished fi-om the liter-

ary curriculum. They lay the foundation

in theory and a moderate amount of prac-

tice for distinguished careers in a private

professional capacity and at the same time

in the service of the State. A large portion

of the graduates of American technical

schools have been very successful in their

professional career. The presence of a con-

. siderable body of trained engineers, dis-

tributed throughout the country, has had a

marked influence on the number and char-

acter of the public improvements made. If

a great commonwealth is justified in main-

taining an institution of higher learning be-

cause of the public weal, as I fuUj' believe

it is, then the maintenance of schools of en-

gineering is approved by considerations of

high public interest.

From an educational point of view, the

courses in engineering furnish a thorough

and by no means naiTOw intellectual train-

ing. The rigid discipline in pure and ap-

plied mathematics, the courses in physics

and chemistrj , the attention given to

modern languages, are all additional to the

special insti-uction in engineering studies
;

and while they serve as a foundation for

them their value as a means of intellectual

culture are just as great as if they were pur-

sued for this purpose alone. An eminent

scholar, Professor Ritter of Germany, has

recently testified to the success of technical

education in the United States and says

that the Americans have outdone Europeans
in this regard. The theoretical side of the

technical branches Professor Ritter believes

to be less solid here than in Germany ; but

against tliis defect he sets the " trulj' grand

achievements in engineering and machine
construction in the United States." In the

normal gro\\^h of our engineering courses

thej- will gradually be strengthened on the

theoretical side. At the same time we can

not guard too carefully against the crowd-

ing out of that amount of practice obtain-

able from a well-equipped engineering

laboratory and such tests of actual mar
chinery as may be accessible. The highest

justification of the American plan of engi-

neering schools is to be found in the prom-

inent part taken by comparatively recent

graduates in the most difficult undertakings

of engineering practice.

In the provision for science and engi-

neering, indicated by the dedication of the

Hale Scientific Building, the Universitv' of

Colorado is following the best examples of

American education. It has made a noble

beginning in the cultivation of science, the

augurj' we may be permitted to hope of a

brilliant future. A wide world of discovery

yet remains. The remark of an eminent

physicist that the future discoveries of phys-

ical science are to be looked for in the

sixth place of decimals is rendered rather

ludicrous by the recent discover}- of 'Argon,"

a new constituent of the atmosphere, com-

posing about two per cent, of its weight. If

the air we breathe can funiish a new and al-
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most unsuspected element, what other sur-

prises may hide in equally common things ?

The twitching of a dead frog's leg a hun-

dred years ago started a train of discoveries

in electricity that have revolutionized the

world. But Galvani was not the first anato-

mist who used the frog as illustrative ma-

terial. Science knows no ultimate limits be-

yond which she may not go. The mountains

of Colorado are not yet exhausted of their

precious metals, nor has nature yet thrown

up her hands as a signal that she no longer

resists the uncovering of all her treasure.

I bear to you the congratulations of the

Mother of State Universities, and the wish

that this institution may be an intellectual

light attracting the youths of Colorado, and

a glory to this great Commonwealth.

Henry S. Cabhaet.
TjNrVEBSITY OF MICHIGAN.

TSE GROWTH OF FIEST-BOEN CHILDREN.

During the year 1892 I made arrange-

ments for a series of measurements of school

children, one of the objects of which was

the determination of any existing difference

between the growth of first-born and later-

born children. The measurements were

taken in Toronto, under the direction of Dr.

A. F. Chamberlain, and in Oakland, Cal.,

through the kindness of Professor Earl

Barnes. The following table contains the

results of the observations taken in Oak-

land.

The columns named ' Differences ' gives

the amount to be added to the average stat-

ure and weight in order to obtain the stat-

ures and weights of first-born and later-

born children. The figures printed in pa-

renthesis designate the numbers of individ-

uals measured.

Statures of Boys in Millibietees.
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vigor of the motlier at the time of birth of

the fii-st child and the greater care bestowed

uj)on the first child during its early child-

hood may be the cause of the phenomenon.

The cares of the increasing household tend

to weaken the mother and to decrease the

amount of motherly attention devoted to

later-born children. It is remarkable that

the relation of size existing at the time of

birth should be reversed in later life ; it

having been shown that the weight and

length of new-born infants increases fi'om

the first-born to the later-born children.*

A comparison between the above table

and others shows that the children of Oak-

land exceed those of aU other cities of the

United States in which measurenaents have

been made, in height as well as in weight.

Franz Boas.
Washington, D. C.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY ( F.).

SUBDrPlSIONS OF THE STOlSrE AGE.

Those students who make use of Mortil-

let's excellent manual ' Le Prehistorique

Antiquite de I'Homme,' now a little out of

date, will be glad to learn the subdivisions

of prehistoric time as taught this winter in

his courses at the Ecole d' Anthropologic,

of Paris.

He divides the Stone Age into three

' periods ,

' covering sis ' epochs .
' The oldest

is the eolithic, beginning with the ' Thenay-

sienne,' referring to the rather doubtful

flints from the station of Thenay. Above
this is the ' Puycournienne,' based on the

finds at Puy-Courny. The palaeolithic

epochs remain the same as given in his

manual, to wit : beginning with the oldest,

the Chelleenne, the Acheuleenne, the Mous-
terienne, the Solutreenne and the Magda-
lenienne. Then follow two epochs which fill

in the ' hiatus ' which he formerly taught

existed between the palseolithic and neo-

* H. Fasbender in Ztschr. f iir Geburtsliiilfe und Gy-
niikologie, Vol. III., p. 286. Stuttgart, 1878.

lithic periods. They are the Tourassienne

and the Compignyenne, referring to stations

on the upper Garonne and the lower Seine.

These bring us to the Eobenhausienne, of ~

Zurich, and so on.

The changes indicated are significant. I

have before referred to those of similar

character in the scheme of M. Salmon (see

Science, p. 254). A leading question has

been whether we can trace the oldest his-

toric population of Europe in an uninter-

rupted culture-development back to the

rough stone age {pace, Messrs. McGuire &
Co.). This would seem now to be the case;

and this carries with it the increased proba-

bility that the cradle of the Aryan or Indo-

Germanic peoples was in western Euz-ope.

THE ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE.

Some years ago the Society of Anthro-

pology of Paris passed a resolution to reject

aU papers written to show the origin of

language; believing that all discusssions of

that subject are fi-uitless and time-wasting.

One has but to look over the historical

sketch of the hypotheses advanced, written

recentljr by Professor Stetnthal under the

title ' Die Ursprung der Sprache,' to become

convinced how much nonsense has been

poured out concerning this theme. Among
•others, he represents a full analysis of the

theories of Ludwig Noire, showing at once

their acuteness and the vicious circle of

reasoning, arriving nowhere, in which the

author involves himself.

Nevertheless, Noir6 has found admirers

in this country, and the Open Court Publish-

ing Company of Chicago has j)rinted a pam-

phlet of 57 pages, ' On the Origin of Lan-

guage and the Logos Theorj', by Ludwig
Noire." It will be found an excellent pre-

sentation of his views for those who wish

to learn them.

There is but one scientific method of ap-

proaching this problem, and that is not the

a priori stjde adopted by most MTiters, but
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by a patient analysis of the structure

(morphology) of the languages of savage

tribes. These reveal to us human speech

on its lowest terms and it will be found

sometliing quite different from what we ex-

pected. Xoire's examples, on the conti'ary,

are taken from the highly developed Aryan
languages, and from their vocabulary, not

ft'om their morphology. Nearly all writers

follow the same false trail, and consequently

reach no results worth naming.

KECENT STUDIES IX CRANTOLOGY.

The pathological effects of cretinism on

the form of the skull have received inade-

quate attention. For this reason, a brief

paper by Dr. Harrison Allen in the Neiv

York Medical Jourmd, for Februarj' 2, 1895,

on the influence exerted bj' this condition on

the shape of the nasal chambers and other

cranial elements, is a welcome contribu-

tion.

The distinguished Eoman craniologist.

Professor Giuseppe Sergi, has added an-

other to his many interesting studies of

Mediterranean craniologj' bj' a paper of

sixty pages in the Bulletin of the Medical

Academy of Rome, 1894-1895, entitled

' Studi di Antropologia Laziale,' in which
he discusses a number of skulls derived

from cemeteries of ancient Latium. His

conclusions are as w'e might expect, that the

populus romanus of the Empire was decidedly

mixed in blood and cranial types.

The island of Engano adjoins Sumatra,

and little has been known about the phj'si-

cal type of its inhabitants, who, moreover,

are rapidly dying out. For that reason,

additional value is attached to a .study of

the skulls and bones brought from there

by Dr. Modigliaui. prepared by Dr. I.

Danielli, and published in the ' Archivio

per r Antropologiae 1' Etnologia,' Vol.

X XIII. They appear to have belonged to a

Malaysian people, with a dash of Negrito

blood. A mixed population, at any rate,

occupied the island, for the precise gene-

alogy of w hich we must await further re-

searches.

AFRICAX FOLK-LORE AXD ETHNOGRAPHY.

Important additions to the ethnography

and folk-lore of the Bantu tribes have been

recently made by Mr. Heli Chatelaiu, late

U. S. commercial agent at Loanda, "West

Aft-ica. First to be noticed is a volume of

315 pages, published by the American Folk-

Lore Society, entitled ' Folk-Tales of An-
gola.' These are fifty tales, faithfully re-

corded from the lips of the native sjieakers,

with the original Kimbundu text, a literal

English translation and an instructive

introduction and notes. It is an excel-

lent and original study of these prominent

tribes from the point of view of the folk-

lorist.

An article broader in scope, by Mr.

Chatelain, entitled ' African Races ' is

published in the Journal of American Folk-

Lore for December last. In it the author

undertakes to present the result of his ob-

servations and theorizing on African eth-

nogi-aphy in general. The main point

which he endeavors to prove is that there

is no true racial or linguistic difference be-

tween the Bantu and the Sudanese negroes.

The reasons for this, advanced in the note to

page 207, are far from satisfactory. Mr.

Chatelain, though a most competent lin-

guist, clearly does not appreciate the value

of linguistics in ethnographj- ; and it is

slightly preposterous to forbid any ethnolo-

gist to have an opinion about the affinities

of a tribe unless he has lived with it. At
that rate, that class of scientists would find

their field limited indeed. There are many
reasons, not discussed b}' Mr. Chatelain, for

holding the Sudanese of pure type to be as

different from the Bantus as, say, the Sibiric

tribes of Asia are different from the Sinitic

peoples ; and that is all that has been

maintained.
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DR. EMiL Schmidt's recent works.

Dr. Emil Schmidt, of Leipzig, is favora-

bly known to anthropologists bj"^ his many
practical contributions to their science.

His text-book on physical anthropology is

the best manual extant. Quite lately I re-

ferred to his investigations into the pre-Co-

lumbian history of the United States (see

Science, p. 256). These were a chapter

of his large volume, ' Vorgeschichte Nord-

amerikas, im Gebiet derVereinigten Staaten'

(pp. 216, Braunschweig, 1894). This is di-

vided into four parts, one on the very old-

est relics of man in the area of the United

States ; the second on the prehistoric copper

implements of North America ; the third

on the prehistoric Indians of IS'orth Amer-
ica east of the Rocky Mountains ; and the

fourth on those in the southwestern por-

tions of the United States. These topics

are treated with a thorough knowledge of

the best authorities and a calm judgement.

The book will, I hope, have a translation

into English.

In another work, ' Eeise nach Siidindien '

(pp. 314, Leipzig, 1894), Dr. Schmidt gives

the results of his own observations and in-

vestigations into the native tribes of south-

ern India. It is written in popular style,

abundantly enriched with illustrations of

the natives and of the scenery, and replete

with valuable information.

THE ANCIENT ETHNOGRAPHY OF WESTERN
ASIA.

There is no other portion of the globe of

equal area the ancient ethnography of which

is so interesting to the history of human
culture as western Asia, in the land area

included between the four seas, the Black,

the Caspian, the Persian Gulf and the

Mediterranean. This embraces Palestine,

Mesopotamia and the upper Euphrates

valley, eastern Asia Minor, Armenia, Mount
Ararat and many other wondrous sites of

old. Here lay the Garden of Eden, the

holy cities and the earliest centers of civil-

ization.

A most valuable contribution to the study

of its earliest geography and ethnography,^

as understood by the ancient Eg3'ptians and
preserved in their writings, appeared a little

over a year ago from the pen of Professor

W. Max Miiller, now of Philadelphia (Asien

und Europa nach altegyptischen Denk-

malern, pp. 403,.Leipzig, 1893). It is very

abundantly illustrated with copies of the

ethnic types found on the Egyptian monu-

ments and with texts in the hieroglyphic

script of the Nilotic scribes. As the author

is one of the most accomplished Egyptolo-

gists living, his translations of the hiero-

glyphs are peculiarly valuable to the ethnog-

rapher, since few students of that specialty

have paid attention to ethnic descriptions.

A map appended to the volume locates

from Egyptian sources those troublesome

people, the Hittites, this time, in Cappa-

docia, as well as the Mitanni, the Kilak,

and other little known tribes. The numerous
drawings of the faces, costumes, armors,

etc., of these former inhabitants, as well as

the profound linguistic analj'sis of texts,

render this volume one of exceptional value.

D. G. Brinton.

University of Pennsylvania.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A CARD catalogue OF SCIENTIFIC LITERA-

TURE.

Editor of Science—Dear Sir : I presume

that there is no doubt of the existence of

considerable demand among workers in, and

writers upon, various branches of science

for an index catalogue of the books and

papers relating to the subjects in which they

are interested, and that an accurate card

catalogue, each card to be promptly- fur-

nished as soon as the book or paper is pub-

lished, will best meet this demand. It is

also desired that each card should contain a

brief summary of the contents of the article.
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A large number of investigators and writers

would be glad to have their work done for

them by some automatic or mechanical

means, as far as possible, up to a point just

sliort of the conclusions or results. These,

of coui-se, they prefer to prepare and state

themselves. Those who like literary re-

search would be pleased to have cooperative

laboratories established in which, for a

moderate annual subscription, they could

have any experiments made which they

might suggest, the results to be reported to

them for their use. Others would prefer to

do the experimenting themselves, and have

some one else tell them everything that other

people have done and written about the

matter. And if each party is able and will-

ing to pay for the assistance he requires,

and can find persons competent to give that

a.ssistance and willing to do the work merely

for the paj- ofl'ered, every one will agree

that it is a good thing, and will furnish new
channels of employment and remuneration

for experts, for which channels the need is

steadilj- increasing.

It is, however, not clear that the benefits

to science and to humanitj-, which would
result from a complete ca^-d index of science

up to date and available for every one who
would like to consult it, would be so great

as to make it the duty of any existing scien-

tific body or institution to incur the great

expense of taking charge of the matter or to

contribute largely to its support.

Physicians meet with some cases for

which it is desirable that the food should

be carefully minced and partially digested

before it is given, and sometimes it is ne-

ce.ssarj' to push this food far back on the

tongue to make sure that it will be swal-

lowed, or even to forcibly inject it, but in

most cases this benefits no one but the pa-

tient.

There is a very considerable number of

men now engaged in preparing abstracts

and summaries of what is known in various

branches of science, and publishing them as

monographs, monthly reviews, year books,

etc.; and in medicine, at all events, the

supply of this kind of material is quite

equal to the paying demand for it.

Moreover, it is not certain that the inves-

tigator who wishes to know everything that

has been suggested with regard to the sub-

ject which he has under consideration will

be much happier when he gets his card in-

dex up to date, if he has not made it him-

self. He will find references to articles by
Smith, and Schmidt, and Smitovich; but

where are the books containing these

articles? Very probably, after a week's

hunt and correspondence, he finds that

there are one or two of them that are not

in an
J'

librarj' accessible to him, and then

he is decidedly worse off than he would be

if he did not know that they existed.

It is probable that such complete card

catalogues with abstracts would be the

means of adding largely to the bulk of

scientific literature, as the Index Catalogue

of the National Medical Library and the

Index Medicus have done to the literature

of medicine. The bibliography and the

abstracts will be published over and over

again in successive papers by difierent

writers.

The expediency of having such card in-

dexes prepared depends upon the cost, and

upon whether the money could be used to

better advantage in promoting the increase

and diffusion of knowledge in other ways.

I should suppose that $25,000 a year would

be a moderate estimate for providing 25

copies of such a card index for all branches

of science, and to bring the cost within this

limit would reciuire careful selection.

If each author were to make his own ab-

stract, and every article thus abstracted is

to be indexed, probably 850,000 a year would

be required. Much might be done for the

advancement of science with a fund of S25,-

000 per annum.
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I do not wish to be understood as opposing

the preparation and furnishing of an uni-

versal card index; the schemes proposed are

beautiful in the glow and shimmer of their

optimism—reminding one of Chimmie
Fadden, " Up t' de limit an' strikin' er great

pace t' git on de odder side of it," but they

must be looked at from the practical busi-

ness point of view by those who are to de-

fray the cost, and who have, I feel sure,

other important uses for their money and

for the skilled brains required for such work,

and more definite information is wanted

with regard to the number of titles, etc.,

which must be indexed annually upon such

a scheme before a wise decision can be

made. For general Biology, Morphol-

ogy, Physiology, Bacteriology and scientific

Pathology, and other subjects of scientific

importance connected with medicine, I think

that about 10,000 cards a year would be

sufficient if all second-hand matter and hash

were carefully excluded.

Very truly yours,

J. S. Billings.
Washington.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

The Qreat Ice Age and its Relation to the An-

tiquity ofMan. By James G-eikib, LL. D.,

D. C. L., F. R. S., etc. Murchison Pro-

fessor of Greology and Mineralogy in the

University of Edinburgh, formerly of H.
M. Geological Survey of Scotland. Third

Edition, largely reAvritten, with maps and

illustrations. New York, D. Appleton &
Company. 1895. 8vo., xxviii + 850.

Twenty-two years ago the first edition of

this book appeared in England . The author

then endeavored to give a systematic ac-

count of the Glacial Epoch, with special

reference to its changes of climate. In so

doing he entered first quite fully into the

geological history of glacial and post-glacial

Scotland, presenting many elementary mat-

ters, and taking more than half the book

for this purpose. Afterwards he discussed

the glacial phenomena as exhibited in Eng-

land, Ireland, Scandiaavia, Switzerland

and North America. A newly acquired -

view with him related to the age of the

paleolithic deposits of southern England

—

all of which he referred to inter-glacial and

pre-glacial times. It was this book that

fu'st called the attention of manj' geologists

to the doctrine of several periods of cold in

the ice age separated by as many times of

milder conditions. Like the early doctrine

of Agassiz and Buckland that the drift phe-

nomena were to be explained bj' the agency

of glaciers, so this theory of a series of cold

and warm periods has been vigorously con-

tested by geologists, but bids fair to be as

generally accepted as the former. In 1877

a second edition of the book appeared. The
author remarks in its preface that great

additions to our kncjsvlege of the facts had

been made, above those first presented, all

of which strengthened his argument that

the epoch was not one continuous age of ice,

but consisted of a series of alternate cold

and warm or genial periods ; while the

ancient cave-deposits cannot be assigned to

a later date than the last genial interval of

the ice age, and some of them were probably

still older. Among the more important

alterations he notes a change in the use

of the terms till and boulder clay. Instead

of calling one purelj'' glacial and the other

partly marine, both are referred more or

or less directlj' to the grinding action of

glaciers, and are strictly synonjnuous terms.

Likewise he modifies his view of the kames

;

none of them are now regarded as of

marine origin. There has been no great

submergence of Scotland since the close of

the glacial epoch, and thus the Scotch depos-

its are brought into much closer relationship

with those of England. In the interim he

made many personal studies of the English

phenomena until able to say positively that

after the deposition of the ossiferous gravels
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and Cyrena beds, a great ice-sheet stretched

south as far as the valley of the Humber,

thus proving the existence of a later ice in-

cursion. In the first edition the term kamcs

was not difi'erentiated fi-om e^ker and asar,

and all of tliem wore believed to have been of

marine origin; now he separates the kames

from the esker and asar and adopts Hum-
mel's river theory of the origin of the latter,

besides disowning the necessity of any

marine agencj' in the formation of the

kames. The accounts of the glacial phe-

nomena in Europe and America are given

with greater fulhiess in the second edition.

The second edition attained a bulk of xxx +
624 pages and a larger size of page than the

first, which had xxv + 524 pages.

The third and present edition shows a

similar increase in size above its predeces-

sor, but not so great a modification in the

fundamental principles. About one-fourth

of the subject-matter, or that relating chieflj*

to Alpine, Arctic and Scottish parts has been

revised ; but the other three-fourths have

been entirelj' rewritten. The glacial and

interglacial deposits of the continent are

treated with a fullness that was impossible

before. Many sections of it have been

visited personally and the results of others

verified. Aid has been received from a

multitude of friendly fellow laborers. Ne-

cessarily because of the astonishing increase

in the literature of Surface Geology, many
important contributions are unnoticed. He
does not profess' to write the historj- of the

rise and progress of glacial geologj', but

simply to sketch its present position. No-

where, he says, has glacial geology been

more activelj' prosecuted in recent j'ears

than in America. While he has endeavored

to keep abreast of this, he preferred to have

a summarj' of the American evidence pre-

pared by a recognized authority ; and hence

called ui>on Professor T. C. Chamberlin, of

Chicago, to furnish him with a digest of this

material ; which is of great service to every-

one, since we have been awaiting almost with

impatience the announcement of some gen-

eral statements here first presented to the

public. Professor Geikie also expresses liis

great gratification that his conclusions

should essentially agree with those of Pro-

fessor Penck, of Vienna, in respect to the

glacial phenomena of the Alpine lands, the

Pj-renees and Auvergne.

The following is a summary of the glacial

succession in Europe as determined by Pro-

fessor Geikie fi-om a consideration of all the

facts :

1. Older Pliocene.—Before the advent of

the cold the sea occupied considerable tracts

in the east and south ofEngland, in Belgium,

Holland, northern and western France and

the coast lands of the Mediterranean, and

boreal forms are just beginning to make
their appearance.

2. Newer Pliocene—Fird Glacial Epoch.—
The Weyboum crag and Chillesford clay of

England with their pronounced arctic fauna

represent a part of the evidence for this time

of cold ; also the bottom moraine near the

Baltic sea, in southern Sweden, where the

movement was from the southeast to the

northwest. Arctic animal remains have

also been detected in East Prussia at a

similar horizon. Hence it is suggested tliat

a gigantic glacier occupied the basin of the

Baltic sea, and the mountainous parts of

Scandinavia and the British Isles were snow

clad. In the Alps the snow line was de-

pressed for 4,000 feet or so below its present

level, and all the great mountain valleys

were filled with glaciers which left behind

terminal moraines at the foot of the chain.

In central France verj- considerable glaciers

descended from the great volcanic cones of

Auvergne and Cantal.

3. First Interglacial Epoch. Latest Plio-

cene. Forest Bed of Cromer.—The arctic

fauna retreated from the North Sea. and dry

land occupied the southern part of this sea

up to the latitude of Norfolk. The river
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Ehine flowed across this land. A temperate

flora, mucli like that now existing in Eng-

land, prevailed; and among the land animals

were elephants, hippopotami, rhinoceroses,

horses, bison, boar, deer, machterodus,

hysena, wolves, glutton, bear, beaver, etc.

In other parts of Europe similar genial con-

ditions prevailed. A luxuriant deciduous

flora occupied the valleys of the Alps, at-

taining heights greater than the present

limits of the same vegetation. Elephants

existed with the flora in northern Italy.

From the amount of river-erosion effected

during this epoch it would appear that the

stage was one of long duration.

4. Second or Maximum Glacial Epoch.—The
mountains of Scandinavia seem to have been

the center of dispersion of the ice at this

time, and the glaciers extended easterly so

as to become confluent with the Ural sys-

tem in western Siberia, southwesterly into

the basin of the Volga, southerly into the

basin of the Dnieper, Poland, Saxony, Bel-

gium, southwesterly to the British Islands,

excepting a small part of southern England,

and to the westward 600 feet below the

present surface of the Atlantic ocean, from

off Ireland to the Arctic sea. Both the

Baltic and North seas were covered by ice,

and erratics from the Scandinavian hills

were strewn more or less over this entire

area. They were also transported from

lower to higher levels in the British islands,

to a height of 3500 feet in Scotland, and the

highest peaks may have projected through

the ice as Nunatakker, like the bare spots

thus designated in Greenland. This area

is rudely elliptical in shape, 2700 miles long

and 1600 miles wide. In Switzerland the

Alpine glaciers reached their greatest exten-

sion, the snow line extending 4700 feet

lower than it is at present, the ice being

4000 feet thick in the low grounds, and im-

mense blocks of stone were carried across to

the Jura Mountains to an elevation of 3099

feet above Lake G-eneva. In connection

with the presence of this ice, Arctic-Alpine

plants and animals occupied the lowgrounds

of Europe, extending even to the Mediter-

ranean. This epoch constituted the begin-,

ning of the pleistocene or quaternary period.

5. Second Interglacial Epoch.—The return

of the temperate flora and fauna in north

Germany and central Russia is suggestive

of a milder and less extreme climate than is

now experienced in those regions. Britain

must have been connected with the conti-

nent and Italy with North Africa. The
rivers of this epoch eroded their valleys to

great depths.

6. Third Glacial Epoch.—An extensive

ice-sheet overwhelmed most of the British

Islands and much of the continent. The
northwestern limits are much the same in

the edges of the Atlantic and Arctic oceans,

but to the east it extended about a hundred

miles beyond St. Petersbui'g, and just

reached Berlin to the south. From the

Alps glaciers descended to the low grounds,

dropping conspicuous moraines, which ex-

tend in curving lines between the highly

denuded moraines of the earlier epochs,

and the associated extensive fluvio-glacial

gi-avels.

7. Tliird Interglacial Epoch.—The young-

est interglacial beds of the Baltic coast-

lands belong here, with both arctic and tem-

perate marine faunas—as the mammoth,
wooly rhinoceros, hare, urus and Irish deer.

It is probable that a considerable portion of

the old alluvial deposits of -Britain and Ire-

land, hitherto classed as post-glacial, belong

here.

8. Fourth Glacial Epoch.—The ice-sheets

of the British Islands are now local and

entirely separate from the Scandinavian

mass. In Scotland the snow line did not

exceed 1600 feet in elevation above the sea;

the land was 100 feet higher than now,

and an arctic marine fauna occupied the

coasts. The Scandinavian peninsula sup-

ported an ice-sheet of more importance,
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which discharged icebergs at the mouths of

fiords in western Norway. Finland was

overwhelmed, and the Baltic basin was

occupied by a great ice stream, which in-

vaded north Germanj- and Denmark. As

the ice melted, a wide area in Scandinavia

was submerged in a cold sea communica-

ting with the Baltic. In the Alps the snow

line was 300 feet lower than now.

9. Fourth Inter<jlacial Epoch.—The British

Islands were connected with the continent.

Deciduous trees spread far north into re-

gions now bereft of them. The Baltic sea

became converted into a great lake ; Den-

mark and Sweden were united ; the Rhine

flowed quite near England and Scotland,

over the upraised bed of the North Sea,

meeting the main ocean above Bergen; the

Seine flowed through the English channel

l)eyond Brest, and there was a large river

flowing over the bed of the Irish Sea, hav-

ing the Severn for a ti'ibutary, and meeting

the ocean quite near the mouth of the

Seine, and there was a land connection be-

tween the continent, Great Britain, Iceland

and Greenland. When the salt water fin-

ally returned, the fauna was more temper-

ate than it is at present. This epoch is not

yet recognized in the Alps.

10. Fifth Glacial Ej^och.—In Scotland the

snow line reached an average height of

2,500 feet, the shore line being fiftj' feet

lower than it is now. Occasionally glaciers

discharged bergs into the sea on the north-

west coast of Scotland. Most of the corrie

rock-basins of the British Islands were ex-

cavated in this epoch, each one marking the

presence of a distinct glacier. In the Alps

there were advances of the glaciers giving

rise to terndinal moraines, the snow line

reaching a depression of 1 ,600 feet below the

present limit.

11. Fifth Interglacial Epoch.—The upper
' buried forests ' of northwest Europe show
that this epoch was characterized by drier

conditions and a remarkable recrudescence

of forest gro\\i;h. It is uncertain whether

Britain was connected witli the continent.

12. Sixth Glacial Epoch.—This is indicated

by the latest raised beaches of Scotland,

indicating twenty or thirty feet of depres-

sion. The snow line stood at an elevation

of 3,500 feet, and thus a few small glaciers

could exist in the loftiest highlands. In the

western Alps there were some high level

moraines.

13. The Present.—The sea has retreated

to its present level, drier conditions prevail

and permanent snow fields have disai)peared

from most of the regions in northern Europe

once so comj)letely submerged by glacial

ice. The term post-glacial properly de-

scribes only the present epoch.

Professor Geikie' devotes three chapters

to a discussion of the presence of man in the

Pleistocene. His bones and implements

are found chiefly in the extra-glacial regions,

associated with the remains of both extinct

and living mammalia, such as have been

mentioned as occurring in several of the

interglacial epochs. Man would naturally

migrate towards the glaciers as they receded,

and retreat southerly as they advanced.

The large animals would have done the

same ; hence a perfectly satisfactory corre-

lation of the several teiTanes in the glaciat-

ed and extra-glacial regions is of difficult

attainment. Our author concludes that

Paleolithic man existed abundantly in the

second interglacial epoch in company with

the elephas antiquus and hippopotamus.

Some of the caves occupii^d by him appear

to have been abandoned before the third

glacial epoch reached its climax, because

thej' are sealed up by the moraines of that

stage. During this epoch Paleolithic man
seems to have retired to southern France,

and, if negative evidence is of value, he

never revisited northwestern Europe.

American geologists will be more than

pleased with the sketch of the glacial phe-

nomena of North America by Prof. Cham-
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berlin. The facts correspond in a general

way with those described by Professor Gei-

kie in Europe. The attempt is made to

group the stages of glaciation and deglacia-

tion both on a two-fold and a three-fold ba-

sis, without deciding which is the more ac-

ceptable. The foundation of the grouping

is what is called ' imbrication ' of the till,

or the superposition of the later or more
northern sheets upon the earlier or more
southern ones. The oldest is the Kansan,

next the East Ioivan,a,nd thirdly the East Wis-

consin stage of glaciation, followed by six,

seven or more terminal moraines. Professor

Geikie says that these general conclusions

harmonize with the results obtained in Eu-

rope, and without hesitation he correlates

the Kansan stage with his second glacial

epoch, the time of maximum, glaciation,

after which the ice sheets declined in im-

portance.

Granting the correctness of the corre-

spondence of the Kansan stage to the sec-

ond or maximum glacial epoch of Geikie,

American geologists can easily complete the

correlation. The Lafayette or Orange sand

deposit will correspond to the first or Plio-

cene phase of the glacial epoch. This refer-

ence will be satisfactory to those who be-

lieve in elevation as a prime cause of re-

frigeration, as it is generally conceded that

the late Pliocene was a time of continental

uplift. It should be satisfactory to the ad-

vocates of the unity or continuity of the

ice-age, because there was just one pe-

riod of maximum intensity or culmination

of refrigeration—the Kansan phase. It

was preceded by the Pliocene-Lafayette

flood, and followed by the gradually less

intense lowan, Wisconsin and later phases.

It will, however, enlarge our conceptions

of the magnitude of the ice age in geo-

logical history ; for we cannot deny that

the remotest centers of dispersion have

been active from the beginning of refrigera-

tion. The latest geological epochs are

fundamentally glacial for the countries

above forty degi-ees of latitude on both

sides of the equator ; ice-action character-

izes the time. The writer has hitherto

been esteemed an advocate of unity; but"

he has repeatedly insisted that the several

margins of glacial accumulation indicate

just so many phases of more intense glacia-

tion, and that they are to be our criteria

of classification. He is satisfied that they

can be interpreted to correspond with the

several glacial and interglacial epochs es-

tablished by Professor Geikie.

It remains only to notice the chapter upon

the cause of the climatic and geographical

changes of the glacial period. The ratio of

precipitation was the same as now prevails.

Snow fields gathered most abundantly in

those regions which in our day enjoj^ the

largest rainfall. What are now dry regions

were formerly regions of limited snowfall.

But the amount of precipitation was greater,

snow in the north and rain in the south.

Arctic currents prevailed near the equa-

torial in the cold epochs, but the reverse

was true in the interglacial phases. The
land seems to have been elevated at the

commencement of every cold epoch an<J

depressed at its close, submergence having

been more characteristic of the glacial than

of the interglacial phase. The fiord val-

leys were mostly excavated before glacial

times. The Scandinavian flora migrated to

Greenland after the close of the fourth

glacial epoch, when the land was continuous

between the continents. There are con-

siderations favorable to the Adew that the

accumulations of ice in the several glacial

epochs produced depressions, not excluding

epeirogenic warpings of the crust. The

cause of the remarkable connection between

glaciation and depression is still an un-

solved problem. All the proposed astro-

nomical causes of refrigeration are rejected

as untenable, except that of Dr CroU,

supplemented by Ball, who believed the
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climatic changes of the glacial period

resulted from the combined influence of

precession of the equinoxes and sec-

ular changes in the eccentricity of the

earth's orbit. In favor of this view, the

mean temperature of the globe was lowered,

and the ratio of the precipitation increased
;

the dominant set of the currents in the At-

lantic was from north to south in the colder

terms. In the interglacial climates the

summers were cooler and the winters

warmer, while the Atlantic cui-rents flowed

northerly. The maximum glaciation came
early, succeeded by cold epochs of diminish-

ing severity. Glacial epochs in the north-

ern hemisphere were necessarily contempo-

raneous with interglacial conditions in the

southern hemisphere. Hence the astronom-

ical theory would appear to ofier the best

solution of the glacial puzzle ; while it is

conceded that this answer is not completely

satisfactory. C. H. Hitchcock.

Biological Lectures and Addresses, by Ak-
THCR MiLXEs Marshall. Macmillan &
Co., New York. Price S2.25.

Lectures on the Dartcinian Theory, by Arthur
MiLXEs Marshall. Macmillan & Co.,New
York. Price S2.25.

It was a curious coincidence by which ac-

cidents in mountain climbing deprived Eng-
lish science of two of its prominent biolo-

gists, and two who were at the same time

personal friends. Prof. F. M. Balfour, as

every one remembers, lost his life in a

journey in the Alps, and Prof. Arthur Milnes

Marshall, upon the last day of 1893, in a

somewhat similar manner, met his death in

mountain climbing. Prof. Balfour and
Prof. JIarshall were personal friends and
naturally worked upon kindred subjects, al-

though their work was very unlike. Prof.

Marshall was still a young man, only about

forty years of age. Early in life he entered

upon studies looking toward the profession

of medicine, but in 1879 gladly accepted the

chair of Zoology in Owens College, and con-

tinued to occupy the chair until his death.

His additions to the literature of science

have been of two general types. There are

first a series of papers embodj'ing the results

of oi-iginal research. These, because of his

intimate association with Balfour, were at

fii-st of an embryological nature, while some
of the later ones were more distinctly ana-

tomical. His chief contributions to science

of this sort were upon the Serjmental value of

Cranial Xerves, the Pennatulida of the Por-

cupine a7id Triton E.rpeditions, and upon The

Nervous System of the Crinoids. The second

class of his papers were more distinctly

characteristic of his special powers. They
were of a more general character and in-

cluded a text-book on The Frog, on Practical

Zoology, and a more recent work upon T er-

tebrate Embryology. In addition, we have

in the recent posthumous volumes a large

number of lectures and addresses given in

various places before various societies.

Above all things, Professor Jlarshall was

a teacher. It was in this direction that his

powers showed at their best. He had the

happy way of putting subjects so that they

were intelligible to his audiences,and had the

somewhat unusual power of putting himself

in the position of his audiences, in such a

way that he could understand how and

what was needed in his teaching to render

his subjects clear. His lectures were always

abundantly illustrated both by drawings,

and especially by homely though terse illus-

trations. His illustrations for rendering

scientific fiicts intelligible were drawn some-

times from the most surprising sources, and

altogether rendered his addresses and his

class lectures of the very highest character

in the way of scientific teaching. Since his

death Macmillan & Co. have published his

collected lectures and addresses in the two

volmnes which are the subject of this notice.

The first series consi.sts of miscellaneous

addresses given by him at various intervals
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between 1879 and the time of his death,

and before a number of debating societies

and scientific organizations, ending with

his presidential addi-ess before the British

Association in 1890. These addi-esses are

all designed for a somewhat popular audi-

ence, and treat of diiferent scientific subjects

in a clear, entertaining manner. Among the

most interesting of them the lectures that

will, perhaps, first commend themselves to

the reader are those on Fresh AVater Ani-

mals, on Inheritance, on Shapes and Sizes

of Animals, and the one upon the Recapitu-

late Theory. Professor Marshall possessed

in a wonderful degree the power of seizing

hold of the salient points of abstract scien-

tific subjects and isolating them from the

cumbersome mass of details with which they

are associated in ordinary scientific discus-

sions. The result is that in a few pages

the reader obtains a clearer conception of

the salient points in a subject like embryol-

ogy by reading the last of the essaj^s in this

volume than he might obtain from the care-

ful perusal of many lengthy books upon the

subject. Details, of course, are left out, but

the salient and interesting points which em-

bryology teaches and attempts to teach are

presented with wonderful clearness. The

addresses are, in short, popular science of

the highest type, and one does not wonder

after reading them that Professor Marshall

was one of the most popular lecturers in

the University Extension courses.

Every teacher is aware how difficult it is

to send a young student to literature that

will give him a clear, succinct account of

evolution. Scientific discussions of one and

another phase of the subject are abundant,

but usually they are beyond the compre-

hension of the ordinary reader. Manj^ a

student having been recommended to read

Darwin's Origin of Species reads the book

with an utter failure to comprehend Dar-

winism. ISTor is this the fault of the student.

Even the better class of thinking students

are so handicapped bj' the abundance of

material in that Darwinian classic that the

thread ofthe argument is lost, and they are

just as likely to confuse Darwin's views

with those of Lamarck as thej' are to under-"

stand Darwinism. Few students who are

beginning the study of modern biology will

have any proper appreciation of Darwinism

from the study of the Origin of Species, or,

indeed, fi-om the study of most of the scien-

tific writings on evolution, unless the es-

sential facts are presented to them in some

form of introduction. For this reason the

series of lectures on the Darwinian theory

by Professor Marshall are especially val-

uable. These lectures are not encumbered

with numerous details, but seize hold of the

thread of the Darwinian argument and pre-

sent it before the reader in such a way that

he cannot fail to understand evolution and

Darwinism after having finished such a

volume. This series of essays wUl, there-

fore, be perhaps the best literature to which

a student can be sent at the present time to

enable him to understand what evolution

was before Darwin, what Darwin added, and

what have been the subsequent modifica-

tions and criticisms of Darwin's theory.

Professor Marshall writes as a partisan and

thorough believer in Darwin, and presents

his facts in such a way that liis readers

cannot fail to recognize the full force of the

Darwinian argument. Indeed, he naturally

exaggerates the force of many arguments,

frequently begs the very question of the

issue, and the essays are by no means calcu-

lated to be critical discussions. The lectures

cannot be considered as a fair presentation

of the Darwinian theoiy. The innocent

reader will conclude that the argument

upon Darwinism is all on one side, that

every essential feature of it is abundantly

demonstrated and all criticisms are refuted.

But, in spite of this fault, which comes

naturally from one who is attempting to

teach a theory in which he so fully believes.
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the outline of the Darwinian tlieory is an

exceptionally good one. Certain it is that

nothing in our literature at the present time

will give gueh a ter.se. clear presentation of

the Darwinian hypothesis \\'ith the argu-

ments in its favor, and of the additions

which have been made to this hypothesis

subsequent to the writings of Darwin

himself.

These two books are, then, designed for

popular reading. Tliey are perhaps as good

an illustration of the especial character of

Prof. Marshall's power in teaching as could

be found. They are valuable additions to

that class of books in which the English

language is beginning to abound, viz., pop-

ular scientific writings that actually teach

gcknee. H. AV. Coxx.

Wesleyan Uxivkrsity.

Elements of Astronomy.—By Geokge "W. Par-

ker, of Trinity College, Dublin. Long-

mans, Green & Co., London and Xew
York. 8vo., 236 pages. 81.75.

The book is designed as a connecting link

between the elementary school-astronomies

and the higher treatises used as text-books

in the univei-sities. It treats the subject

almost exclusively from the geometrical

point of \-iew, breaking up the matter into

propositions, corollaries and problems, ar-

ranged in an order which is probablj' logical

enough in its mathematical sequence, but

strikes one as rather peculiar. The book

will be found useful by teachers who have
' examination papers " to draw up, since it

presents a large number of them, as well as

numerous ' exercises ' and problems well

suited to test a student's understanding of

the subject-matter.

"What the book professes to do is in the

main vi-ry well done. The statements and
definitions are intelligible and correct, and
the reasoning is generally clear and logical.

The writer's description of the instruments

and methods of practical astronomj- make

it evident, liowevi-r, that he has had very

little actual experience in that sort of work.

It reads rather strangely, for instance, to

be told that the way to find the value of a
micrometer-screw revolution is to * note

how many turns correspond to the sun's

diameter.'

Regarded as an elementary presentation

of 'Astronomy ' taken as a whole, the book
must be pronounced extremelj- one-sided

and defective. Astrophysics is most inade-

quately dealt with ; the whole subject or

spectroscopy is dismissed with six pages

and a single old diagram of the dispersion

of light b}' a prism ; and all phj-sical mat-

ters relating to sun, planets, comets, stars

and nebulse are treated on the same general

scale. C. A. Y.

Qualitative Chemical Analysts of Inorganic

Substances—As practiced in Georgetown

College, D. C. American Book Co., New
York. 1894.

Rev. H. T. B. Tarr, S. J., formerly pro-

fessor of chemistry in Georgetown College,

prepared a series of tables for analj-tical

purposes, which have been whollj^ recast

and incorporared into the work now before

us. The present editor. Rev. T. W. Fox,

S. J., speaks of the book as being ' useful in

a couree such as is given at Georgetown

and in similar institutions throughout the

country.'

The ' gi-ouping of the bases ' is that gener-

ally adopted by writci-s on qualitative an-

alysis the world over. We believe, liow-

ever, that it would have been wiser and

better for the student had the author divided

his third group, consisting of the metals

precipitated liy ammonium sulphide from

neutral or alkaline solutions, into two

groups. But this is merely a matter of

opinion.

"We obsen-e that the properties of the

metals are first studied, after which the

author draws up a table for the analysis of
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a mixture ofmetals, constituting a particular

group, accompanied by explanatory notes.

This order is preserved throughout the book,

which consists of sixty-one pages. We ti"ust

that the author and the reader will pardon

us when we declare that we think such

tabular schemes, so early in the coui'se of

analysis, are apt to make the student a mere

machine—^precisely what the author, in his

introductory remarks, announces that he

wishes to avoid, for he writes, " A mere me-

chanical acquaintance with a working

scheme for separating ***** is at best

but a questionable accomplishment," etc.

And, for some unaccountable reason—per-

haps from natural, human depravity or per-

versity—the great majority of students, be-

ginning analysis, do wed themselves to such

a table or scheme and cling to it, despite

the rough handling they may receive from

an earnest and intelligent quiz-master. But

we are rambling. On retiu-ning to our sub-

ject we discover in it no new methods of

separation, no new characteristic test or

tests for the various elements ; the land-

marks in these directions remain unchanged.

This is pardonable, seeiag that " no pretense

is made to originality, either in matter or ia

method."

Part II. considers the ' acid analysis ' and

commences with excellent advice for the

student, who must now, more than ever,

apply what knowledge he may have ac-

quired in regard to the metals and their

various combinations with acids.

Brief chapters on ' preliminary examina-

tions,' the solution of solid substances, a

table of solubilities, and an appendix, deal-

ing with the prepai'ation of the ordinary

reagents, conclude the book.

The little volume is well written and

nicely printed. Its chief merit seems to be

that it presents its author's particular

method of instructing students in this most

important branch of chemistry, upon which

many others have likewise prepared similar

brochures. The same kindly welcome given

them must be accorded this latest arrival.

Each does some good, and together they

will doubtless do great good.

Edgar F. Smith. ^

A Course of Elementary Practical Bacteriology,

Including Bacteriological Analyses and Chem-

istry. By a. a. Kanthack and I. H.

Drtsdale. XXII. 181pp. Sm. 8°. Mac-

millan & Co., London and New York.

1895. Price $1.10.

This is a laboratory hand-book which

will be interesting to all practical workers

in bacteriology, since it gives the details of

methods used in the Laboratory of St.

Bartholomew's Hospital in London. Some

of these methods are not so useful as those

now employed in American Laboratories
;

as, for example, that given for the collection

and sterilisation of blood serum, while some

are probably more rapid and convenient.

As the authors remark, every laboratory

has its own ways and means, its ' short

cuts ' and ' tips,' which are not always

published, and it is necessay to work for a

little while in the laboratory to become ac-

quainted with them. The descriptions

given are simple and straightforward, and

well calculated to meet the wants of stu-

dents. The plan and order of the several

lessons will be found interesting by teachers

of the subject. The lessons in Bacteriologi-

cal Chemistry contain good matter not

usually found in a manual of this kind.

NOTES AND NEWS.

TYPHOID INFECTION OF OYSTERS.

The Medical News of March 23, contains a

paper by C. I. Foote, giving the results of

experiments with oysters, and with the

water in which they grow, to determine the

possibilities of their becoming infected with

the bacillus of typhoid. He found that

this bacillus will live in brackish water,

taken from just above oyster beds, for at
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leiist eight days, even in very cold weathei-.

In apparentlj- normal and liealtby oysters

and in their juice he found bacteria of

various kinds ; the number of which

that will grow in gelatin ranging from 240

to 1680 per c.c. The number found in the

water over the oysters was 9520 per c.c.,

indicating that the water is purified bj' be-

ing taken into the shell. He inoculated a

number of oystei-s with typhoid bacilli by

injecting a cultiu-e of these organisms be-

tween the edges of the shells. The results

indicate that the bacilli can live in the

oyster for from one to two weeks, but it is

doubtful whether they multiply there. But

the oysters were cleaned before inoculation,

and, after the operation, were apparentlj-

not placed in water, but simply kept in a

cool room. The research would have given

much more definite and conclusive results

if the oysters had been placed in brackish

water, and then the typhoid bacilli added

to this water, so that they might have been

taken in and disposed of in the natural

way.
ARGOX

.

According to the London Times, M. Ber-

tbelot has supplied the first information

concerning the chemical properties of argon.

In experimenting with a small quantity of

that substance, furnished by Professor Ram-
say, he has found that under the influence of

the silent electric discliarge it combines with

various organic compounds, and notably

with benzene. It is decidedly interesting

to discover that argon, which is supposed

to be totally inert, and lias been vainly sub-

jected to all the most potent agencies at the

command of the chemi.st, is all the time

capable of forming a variety of combina-
tions under conditions which always exist

in the atmospliere. Great interest also

attaches to M. Berthelofs communication in

connection witli the obscurity which hangs
over the chemical nature and relationships

of the new substance. For he pointed out

years ago that nitrogen combines, under

the influence of the silent discharge, with

hydrocarbons like benzene, witli carbohy-

drates, such as go to build up, the tissues of

plants, and even with tertiary products,

such as ether.

GENERAL.

Dr. William S. W. Ruschenberger,
President of the Philadelphia Academy of

Science from 1869 to 1881, died on March
24th, at the age of eighty-seven years.

Dr. John A. Ryder, Professor of Embry-
ology in the University of Pennsylvania,

died on March 26th.

The Library Building of Harvard Uni-

versity will be altered during the present

summer in such a manner that the space

for books will be greatly enlarged.

The North Dakota State University must
be closed until the next session of the Leg-

islature, in January, 1897, owing to the fact

that the appropriation has been reduced

from $6:5,000 to S15,000.

The British Association will meet at

Liverpool in 1896. The Council have re-

solved to nominate Sir Joseph Lister for

President.

T. G. Crowell & Co. announce ' Forests

and Forestry ' by the Hon. B. E. Fernow, of

the Department of Agriculture, and ' Mar-

riage and the Family,' by Professor George

E. Howard, of Stanford I'niversity.

The sixt\--third annual meeting of the

British Medical Association will be held in

London, July 30th to August 2d, 189.").

The next meeting of the American Micro-

scopical Society will be held at Cornell

L^niversity, Ithaca, New York, on August

21, 22 and 23, 1895.

Dr. K. Schmidt lias been made Professor

of Physics in the Universitj' of Halle.

The two final volumes of the report on

the scientific results of the voyage of II. M.

S. Challenger, prepared under the direction
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of Dr. John Murray, have now been pub-

lished by Eyre & Spottiswoode, London.

The completed work fills 50 large quarto

volumes containing about 29,500 pages and
illustrated by over 3,000 plates. These two

concluding volumes ai'e mainly occupied by

a general summary of the scientific results

of the voyage.

Db. a. R. Foesyth, of Trinity College,

has been elected to the Sadlerian Professor-

ship of Mathematics in the University of

Cambridge, succeeding the late Pi-ofessor

Cayley.

AccoEDiNG to the American Geologist, ef-

forts are being made looking towards a geo-

logical survey of the State of Maine.

Db. John P. Lotsy, now Associate in

Botany at Johns Hopkins University, has

accepted the Directorship of the Botanical

Gardens on the Island of Java.

The Lake Superior Mining Institute

made an excursion on March 6th, 7th and

8th, from Duluth to the Mesabi iron range.

The mines were visited and in the evenings

meetings were held, at which papers were

presented by Dr. L. L. Hubbard, Dr. U. S.

Grant, Mr. F. W. Denton, Mr. F. F. Sharp-

less and Mr. E. F. Brown.

The tenth annual meeting of the Ameri-

can Association for the Advancement of

Physical Education will be held at the

Teachers' College, New York, on AprQ 25th,

26th and 27th.

The Journal of Mental Science gives, in

the last number, a retrospect of l^ormal

Psychology, prepared by Mr. Havelock

Ellis, and proposes to give regular sum-

maries of the progress of psychology.

The Chemical Society has conferred its

Faraday medal upon Lord Eayleigh in re-

cognition of the investigation which has led

to the discovery of Argon. Dumas, Caniz-

zaro, Wurtz, Helmholtz, and Mendeleefi"

have been the previous recipients of the

medal.

Rev. Heebeet A. James, principal of

Cheltenham College, has been elected head

master of Rugby, succeeding the Rev. Dr.

Percival.

The Woods Holl Biological Lectures for

1894, in the press of Ginn & Co., include :

I. Life from a Physical Standpoint.—A. E.

DoLBEAE. II. A Dynamical Hypothesis of In-

heritance.—John A. Rydee. III. On the

Limits of Divisibility of Living Matter.—
Jacques Loeb. IV. Tlie Differentiation of

Species on the Galapagos Islands and the Origin

of the Group).—G. Batjb. V. Search for the

Unknoivn Factors of Evolution.—H. F. Os-

boen. VI. The Emhryological Criterion of

Homology.—E. B. Wilson. VII. Cell-Di-

vision and Development.—J. P. McMtjeeich.

VIII. The Problems, Methods and Scope of De-

velopmental Mechanics.—W. M. Wheeler
(Roux's). IX. The Organization ofBotanical

Museums for Schools, Colleges and Universities.

—J. M. Macfaelane. X. The Centrosome.

—S. Watase. XI. Evolution and Epigen-

esis.—C. O. Whitman. XII. BonneVs

Theory ofEvolution.—C. 0. Whitman. XIII.

Bonnet on Palingenesis and Germs.—C. 0.

Whitman.

SOCIETIES AND ACADESIIES.

biological society of WASHINGTON,

MAECH 23.

Me. Chaeles T. Simpson read a paper on

the ' Respective Values of the Shell and

Soft Parts in Xaiad Classification.' Mr.

Simpson deprecated the fashion ofmany con-

chologists of late in basing classification

wholly on the soft parts and stated that

his studies of the Xaiads, or fresh water

mussels, go to show that among them, at

least, he has found the characters of the

soft' parts of the animal more variable and

less reliable for the purposes of classification

than those of the shell. That, while in

some cases the soft parts give us the key to

true afl&nities, in others they are worthless,

and we must rely on the shell for a knowl-
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edge of relationships. Numerous cases

were cited showing such variation. In

Unto novi-eboraci the branchiae are some-

times free only a short distance on the

posterior part of the abdominal sac ; in

other cases they are united the whole

length, and the same is found to be true to

a great extent in U. mtdfijAicatus. In that

species and some others not closely related

the embrj-os are found in all four leaves of

the branchiae but in all other Jforth Amer-

ican forms thej' onlj- occupy the outer

leaves.

The statement was made that the dissec-

tion of a single animal of a widely dis-

tributed and variable species will probably

not give any more knowledge of all its

characters than the examination of a single

shell, Cadalia, Castalina and Glabaris, South

American Naiads, may either have no

siphons at all, or have them perfectly de-

veloped, and this variation occurs in the

same species. The families L'nionida: and

MutiUdw were founded on the absence or

presence of this character. In a new ar-

rangement of the Naiads v. Ihering has

based the family Unionkke on the fact that

the embrj'o is a glochidium. in which the soft

parts are enclosed in a bivalve shell, and

the Middidce was established on the fact that

the embryo is a lasidium, divided into three

parts, the middle one only being protected

by a single shell.

Basing a classification on these characters

it will be found that the genera of the unionidce

have invariably heterodont teeth, or vediges of

them, while in the mutilidce the arrangement is

es$eniiaUy ta.radont.

It is claimed that similar circumstances

of environment maj' produce like characters

of unrelated forms; the Mycetopus of South

America and Solenaia of China are bur-

rowers, and though belonging to different

families closely resemble each other in the

elongated shell and greatlj' developed foot,

and have both been placed in one genus on

this account. Anodonta angulata burrows

in rapid streams and differs greatlj' in ap-

pearance from A. dejecta, which is closely

related but Uves in stagnant water. The
two were showTi to have affinities bj' con-

necting forms.

Dr. Stiles spoke* ' On the Presence of

Adult Cestodes in Hogs.' He called atten-

tion to the remarkable fact that no adult

tapeworms were described as regular in-

habitants of Sus, and discussed the cases

recently mentioned by Cholochowsky in

Kussia and two cases wliich had recently

been reported to him from Iowa. One of

the Iowa cases was certainly a case of

chance parasitism in this host, and although

there are no satisfactory data upon which

to base an opinion concerning the other

cases, he thought helminthologists in gen-

eral would not admit the forms mentioned

to the lists of the parasites of hogs.

Mr. Coville laid before the society a copy

of the newl}' published list of ferns and
flowering plants of the northeastern United

States, prepared by a committee of the

Botanical Club, A. A. A. S., in accordance

with the nomenclature rules adopted by
the Club, and gave a brief history of the

recent nomenclature reform in botany. He
jjointed out the fact that in a recent criticism

of the List by Dr. B. L. Robinson, who rep-

resents those still favoring the old sj'stem,

only a single specific point of vital principle

in the new sj'stem was really discussed, the

other items of criticism referring to details

which do not involve the principles them-

selves. Mr. Coville pointed out that in

view of the success of the new system as

ah-eady tried by several of our leading bot-

anical institutions and as tested for many
j'ears past in other branches of biological

science, together with the prevailing dis-

satisfaction regarding the old system among
working botanists, the new code gives eveiy

*Notes on Parasites, 34 ; Centralbl. f. Bakt., u. Par.

1895.
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promise of satisfactorily solving the nomen-

clature problem.

Professor Joseph F. James made some

remarks on ' Daimonelix and Allied Fossil.'

He gave an account of the large fossil

' cork screws ' described by Professor Bar-

bour from the Bad-Lands of northwestern

Nebraska, calling attention to their peculiar

features. He noted the fact that while they

had heretofore been considered as unique

and without resemblance to other fossils,

that in reality several other similar forms

had been described. One of these was

figured by Heer in 1865 in ' Die Urwelt der

Schweiz,' under the name of ' screw-stones,'

which presents all the characters of Daim-

onelix as figured by Barbour. In 1863 Pro-

fessor James Hall described Spirophyton and

gave a restoration of S. typum. In a view

of one of the whorls there is a great corre-

spondence between it and a figure of the

same character given by Barbour. In 1883

Professor Newberry described Spiraxis, also

a genus of screw-like fossils which presents

features similar to Daimonelix. Heer's fossil

occurs in the Miocene of Switzerland, while

Spirophyton and Spiraxis occur in the Che-

mung ofNew York and Pennsylvania. The
wide distribution of the forms is interesting

as showing that Daimonelix is not an ' acci-

dent ' as hinted by some. Whether it is a

plant or not must be decided in the future,

although there is a strong presumption that

such is the case. Fbedeeio A. Lucas,

Secretary.
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ON MARINE MOLLUSKS FROM THE PAMPEAN
FORMATION.

It is known that D'Orbigny considered

the pampas as a marine formation, Bur-

meister as a fliivio-lacustrine deposit. In a

paper on the Lagoa dos patos, in 1885, I re-

referred to conditions which I considered

important for the study of such formations

as the Pampean. All discussions hitherto

lay great stress on the absence of marine

fossils in the Pampean mud. But this fact

itself seems to rest partly on the belief of

Burmeister that marine organisms are not

to be found in the formation.

Burmeister (Descr. Phys. Rep. Arg. II.,

1876, p. 177) having seen fragments of an

AstretM found at a depth of two meters at

San Nicolas, and believing that their pres-

ence was due to some disturbance of the

beds, said that it is not possible to under-

stand how they could have reached the

localitj' where they were found.

Burmeister's view, above cited, will be

essentially modified by the announcement

which I am able to make of the following

list of marine shells received by me from

the distinguished Argentine paleontologist,

Dr. Florentino Ameghino. The specimens

are from the ' formacion pampeana, piso

belgranense', near La Plata.

Piii-pura luemastoma L.

Nassa polygona Orb.

Bullia deforinis King.

Olivancillaria auricularia Lam.

Voluta brasiliana Sol.

Litorina flava King.

Litoridina australis Orb.

Crepidula fornicata? Lam.

Ostrea cristata Born.

Ostrea puelchana Orb.
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Mytilus platensis Orb.

Mj'tilus exustus L (magellanicus Rve.

fide Dall.).

Area Martensii Reel.

Azara labiata Mat.

Tagelus gibbus Spgl. (platensis Orb.)

Macti-a patagonica Orb.

*Mactra Dalli v. Iher. (M. BjTonensis

fide Dall).

f Maetra riograndensis v. Thes. (M. isa-

belleana Orb. fide v. Martens).

Cytberea rostrata Koch.

An otolith of a Seifenoid fish, Micropogon

undulatus L., very common at Rio Grande
do Sul, and probably also in the La Plata

estuary.

All these moUusks are common species

of the Atlantic coast of Uruguay and Ar-

gentina and most of them also from Rio

Grande do Sul. Only three of them are of

special interest, as not now found living in

these latitudes.

Purpura hwmastoma L., still common on
the coast at Rio Grande do Sul, is, I beUeve,

not now known from the La Plata region.

D'Orbigny, Petit and other authors have
suggested that this species has been distrib-

uted through the agency of navigation.

It is therefore important to note that it

occurs fossil in America, as it does in the

European Tertiary.

lAtorina flava King, common from the

West Indies to Santa Caterina, is not known
to occur at Rio Grande do Sul.

Nassa polygona Orb. seems to have al-

most the same distribution as Litorina flava.

I use D'Orbigny 's name in default of the

complete synonymy. Prof, von Martens
considers it synonymous with N. polygonata

Lam. Hidalgo, treating it in extenso (Moll.

* This seems to me different from the Chilian form.

t A very common species on the coast at Eio Grande
do Sul, but probably undescribed. Prof, von Martens
named it M. imbelleana Orb., but this is a species

with the beaks more inflated and the valves not so

thick. Descriptions wiU be published elsevrhere.

del viage al Pacifico, III., p. 39) regards it

as being the same as N. cinisctdus Reeve,

with antillarum Dkr. and sturnii Phil, as

varieties. So I prefer the name of D'Or-

bignj', as to the application of which there

is no doubt.

These are, therefore, species once reaching

to the 35° of south latitude, which now do

not occur south of Santa Caterina or Rio

Grande do Sul. It is quite possible that

other species exist in the actual fauna which

are dying out. For example, Neritina mele-

agris Lam., found at Santa Caterina. It

occui'S also in the bay of Paranagua, but

onlj' in one locality, though formerlj' it was
much more common, being not rare in the

shell mounds of the Sambaquis. Dunker

( Jahrb. d. Deutsche mal. Ges. 1875, p. 245)

says that N. meleagris is common at Monte-

video, but this seems to be an error, as

D'Orbigny, myself and others have not

found the species in the La Plata region,

either recent or fossil.

It was the opinion of Darwin, shared in

part by Burmeister, that deep bays entered

long distances into the interior during the

Pampean formation, which for the most part

is due to the action of winds and fresh water.

To this I also agree. To such a gulf we
owe the existence of the marine shells. The
important facts discovered by Ameghino
give a new turn to the discussion of the

origin of the pampas
As Dall has showoi that in Florida some

of the Pampean mammals occur in beds

covered hy marine pliocene limestone, there

cannot be anj^ doubt that the pampean for-

mation is in part of Pliocene age. It

seemed that with the important study of

Santiago Roth the pampas question might

be considered as settled, but the facts here

considered awaken doubts. It is quite pos-

sible that observations here brought together

may be increased with time and more and
more tend to modify the basis of our knowl-
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I am not aware of the distribution of As-

trcea and other corals sonth to Paranagua.

It is quite possible tliat the Asfriea. like the

mollusks above mentioned, was a denizen of

warmer water, demonstrating that the tem-

perature of the Atlantic Ocean in this region

has diminished since the Tertiary epoch.

Santiago Roth says that marine (Ter-

tiary ?) shells also occur at Buenos AjTes

at a considerable depth, and at other local-

ities in the Pampean beds. The question

is a ditheult one, and only in the future may
it be possible to fully appreciate such facts

as are here put on record. The Argentine

geologists have hitherto paid little attention

to the study of the fossil mollusks, and for

this reason this first contribution of Ame-
ghino is encouraging and important.

H. VON Ihering.

MusEO Paulista, Sax Paulo, Brazil.

USE OF THE IXITIAL CAPITAL IN SPECIFIC
XAMES OF PLANTS.

The idea seems to prevail among some

naturalists, as may be seen from a recent

re^^ew in this journal (p. 162), that the re-

tention of the initial capital in certain spe-

cific names of plants is a barbarous relic that

the botanists themselves cannot honestly de-

fend. As a matter of fact, this is very far

from the truth, for it is almost universally

adopted in botany, and for good and logical

reasons. In the latest authoritative enumer-

ation of American plants, namely, the Lid

of Pteridoplujta and Spermatophijta, there are

four classes of specific names that are written

with an initial capita,l : (1) Species named
in honor of persons; (2) species named
from places; (3) names of old genera, tribes

or sections used as specific names; (4)

substantives used as specific names.

The fii-st case is based largely on senti-

ment. It, to the botanist, does not look

well or dignified to write a person's name
with a lower ease initial. The name was
given as an honor or monument to the per-

son, and should be maintained as such.

Not Sedum torreyi, Plantago jmriihii, but S.

Torreyi and P. Furshii.

The second case is, perhaps, least defen-

sible of all, yet it seems most natural and

logical to give the name of a place as nearly

as it is usually written, at least in English

speaking countries. Thus, Sambucits Cana-

demis and Campanula Americana, rather than

S. canadensis or C. americana.

The third case, namely the capitalization

of specific names derived from old genera,

tribes or sections, is in the highest degree

valuable and condusive to accuracy. As
names derived from these sources do not

necessarilj- agi-ee in case and number with

the generic word, the initial capital calls

attention to this, saves much trouble, and

reduces the probability of error. Campanula

Medium, for example, would half the time be

changed into Campanula Media, but for the

initial. So also with Convolvulus Sepium,

Achillea Millefolium, Delphinium Consolida

Vacciniitm 0.rycoccui<. and hundreds of others

that could be mentioned.

The ease with which words of this kind

are changed is very well shown by the spell-

ing of the name of the rufled-grouse in the

Century Dictionary. The correct name is

Bonasa Umbellu.< and it is so printed in most

places, but under the vocabulary word

Bonasa it is B. umbella. This is, of couree,

quite a different thing, and simply shows

that some unguided proof-reader, observing

that the termination «.< did not agree with

Bonasa, changed it.

The fourth case is much the same as the

one just considered. Substantives do not

necessarily agree with the generic word,

and it is a matter of much convenience and

information to write them \vith an initial

capital, e. g., Ile.r Dahoon, GauUheria Shallon.

In this form they stand out in bold relief,

Avhile if the lower case was used there would

be the constant tendencj' to make them har-

monize in termination with the genus word.
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The use or disuse of tMs capital initial

may not be a matter of much importance,

but if there were no rule upon it there

would be lack of that uniformity which is

so much to be desired. If left to personal

choice, some writers would use it and others

would not. The British Association Re-

vised Code (1865), the code of the French

Zoological Society and that of the Inter-

national Zoological Congress leave the

matter to individual preference. The code

of nomenclature of the American Ornitholo-

gists' Union (canon viii.) expresslj' de-

cides against capitals, although agreeing

' that it is a trivial matter.' The Inter-

national Botanical Congress of 1867 and the

committee of the American Association

(1894) agree as to its adoption. Therefore,

in addition to the above mentioned reasons,

botanists write these classes of specific

names with an initial capital for the sake

of uniformity in botanical writings.

F. H. Knowlton.

DENSITY AND DIA3IETEB OF TERRESTRIAL
PLANETS.

Recent determinations of the mass of

Mercury have brought out a relation be-

tween the densities and diameters of the

terrestrial planets which have not hereto-

fore been thought possible on account of

the supposed great density of Mercurj^.

The accompanying sketch shows graph-

ically this relation. The planets have been

plotted with their diameters in miles as

abscissa and their density, the earth as one,

as ordinates. It is seen that these points

lie approximately in a straight line. The
data has been taken from Harkness' ' Solar

Parallax ' and Young's Astronomy. The
masses from the former and the diameters

from the latter, except that the density of

Mercury is that lately announced by Back-

lund from a discussion of Encke's comet.

The probable error of the density has

been obtained by combining the probable

errors of the mass and diameter, and is

shown in the sketch by the arrow-heads

above and below the plotted points. It

will be seen that the earth, Mars and the

moon have much smaller probable errors

than Mercurjr and Venus, since these latter

have no known satellites to aid in deter-

mining their masses. If the most probable

straight line be drawn with respect to the

former, it will be as shown in the drawing.

This line passes mthin the limits of the

probable errors of all except Venus.

It will be observed that the straight line

when prolonged to the left does not pass

through the origin of coordinates, but cuts

the ordinate at some distance above it.

This indicates that a planet with a very

small diameter would still have a consid-

erable density. Meteroic stones of small

diameter, when they reach the earth, do

have a densitj^ about the same as that of

terrestrial rocks, and this is about the den-

sity which is indicated in the drawing.

If this relation should prove to be the

true law, then the mass of a terrestrial

planet could be determined from its diam-

eter. The mass of Venus so determined

would be about one-tenth greater than as

given. Venus is the only one of the five

that is any more discrepant than might be

expected from its probable error. The

probable error of this planet as given may
be too small. An increase of one-tenth in

the mass, or a decrease of one-thirtieth in

the diameter, would make Venus accordant.

A sulficient increase in her mass would

explain the movement in Mercurj^'s peri-

helion. If the mass of Mercury proves to

be as small as now supposed, that is about

one-thirtieth that of the earth, it maj' ex-

plain some of his irregularities.

Prof. Young has pointed out that a body

200 miles in diameter near the sun would

not be likely to be accidentallj' discovered,

although it might be seen with some of the

best instruments during transit across the
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Sun's disc. It is, therefore, possible that

Mercury may have an undiscovered satellite

200 miles in diameter. If so, and the

satellite should be as far from Mercury as

the moon is from the earth, it would take

1.50 days to make one complete revolution

around the planet, or nearlj- twice as long

as it takes Mercury to revolve about the

aun. Such a satellite would have suflicient

mass to cause Mercury to revolve in a

secondary orbit 1-50 miles in diameter,

which would be a measurable quantity.

E. S. Wheeler.

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

TJIE DISTRIBUTION OF THE BLO W-G UN.

The blow-gun is one of the most remark-

al)le savage devices in which compressed air

is used as a motive force. Primarily, the

blow-gun is a simple tube of cane, smoothly
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cleared of the joint septums, through which

light darts feathered with a tuft of down,

or pieces of pith, are propelled by the breath.

The blow-gun is used for killing birds

and small mammals. Fi-equentlj' the ar-

rows are poisoned, rendering the light dart

effective on larger game. The chief merit

of the blow-gun is its accuracy and the

silence with which it may be employed.

The penetration of the blow-gun dart is

greater than would be imagined. At the

distance of 50 feet I have driven a blunt

dart one-quarter of an inch into a pine plank.

It is stated that the range of the blow-gun

among some tribes is from 80 to 100 yards.

Apropos to Professor Mason's paper con-

necting the Eastern Asiatics with the Amer-

icans along a great natural migration line,

the distribution of the blow-gun may be in-

teresting.

The blow-gun is a tropical or sub-tropical

device, and may be looked for in regions

where bamboo or cane grows. Neverthe-

less these tubes are often made ofhard wood,

single, or of two excavated pieces joined to-

gether, and frequently one tube is thrust

inside of another to secure rigidity. The
examination of many of these blow-guns in-

spires a great respect for the ingenuity and
mechanical skill of the workers.

The curious fact of distribution, however,

is that the Malays and American aborigines

alone use the blow-gun. The Malay speci-

mens of the blow-gun existing in the Na-

tional Museum are from the Dyaks of

Borneo, the Javanese, the Kj'ans of Burma
and the Johore people from the Malay

peninsula. The literature also supplies

other Malay localities.

The North American specimens are from

the Chetimachas of Louisiana, who fre-

quently combine the tubes in series, forming

a compound blow-gun and the Cherokees of

the Carolinas. From Central Amercia, the

Indians of Honduras and Costa Eica ; from

South America, several Amazon tribes from

Equador east and from British Guiana em-
plojr the blow-gun. Walter Hough.

PSYCHOLOGY*

Psychology, as we all know, is the

'science of mind.' But such a definition

does little more than raise the question,

What is mind? We cannot take mind for

granted, for it is the very thing that psy-

chology has to investigate. And j'et, al-

though ' mind ' is one of those words

which it is impossible to define, everyone

is able to attach some sort of meaning to it.

What do j'ou yourselves mean when you

talk of 3^our ' mind ? ' You medn, probablj',

some particular group or set of j'our internal

experiences ; some tangle or other of feel-

ings, thoughts, desires, resolutions, ideas,

wishes, hopes, actions, emotions, impulses,

expectations, memories. There are plenty

of words, expressing diflferent ' sides ' of

mind, as they are called. Mind, then, is

the sum total of all these experiences—of all

these processes. There is no mind beyond

them ; the term is simply the collective

name of all such processes as those which I

have enumerated.

I said, however, that when j^ou talk, in

an everyday way, of your ' mind,' you

probably refer to some special set or group

of these experiences. When you say, " I

cannot make up my mind whether to do it

or not," you mean that you cannot make up
your present mind. Now here the psj'chol-

ogist makes a distinction. We use the term
' consciousness ' to express the mind of the

present moment. Thus if I were to ask

you to tell me something ofyour experiences

just now, I should say to you :
" Look iutO'

your consciousness, and see whether so-and-

so is taking place or not." Or, again, if I

were to analyze for you your present state

of mind—to try and imagine what is going

* A lecture delivered to the Class in General Phil-

osophy (Introductory ) in Cornell University, Decem-

ber, 1894.
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on inside of you as you listen to me—

I

should speak technically of analyzing your

consciousness. Consciousness is the mind

at any moment. Mind, therefore, is the

sum-total of consciousnesses experienced in

the lifetime of the individual. You have

one mind, extending (I hope) over seventj'

full years ; but the mind upon which you

experiment at any given moment for j)sy-

chological purposes—or the mind which j'ou

make up at a given moment—is called j-our

consciousness. So that psychology, while

it is the science of mind, in the sense that

it deals with all the mental experiences of

a man, from the time of his birth to the

time of his death, deals in any special hour,

during any special enquiry, with the phe-

nomena of consciou.sness.

But consciousness—as the number of

words in my catalogue of a moment ago

sufliciently indicated—is a very intricate,

complex and tangled matter. If we are to

examine it at all carefully, we must try, first

of all, to get some sort of order into its phe-

nomena. Let us begin the attempt at once

of describing our internal experiences, as

accurately as possible.

We notice, at the outset, that we are to a

large extent at the mercj' of our surround-

ings, of things outside of us. We are not

free to see what we like, to hear what we
like, to touch what we like; what we see

and hear and touch is all determined for us,

by the physical nature of the bodies from

which impressions come. You can under-

stand, of course, that tliis is true in the

simple instances that I have given ; but I

want to prove to you that it is true of a

very large part, indeed, of our mental ex-

perience. Put down in the first place (1)

sensations and perceptions. Every time

that one of our sense-organs is excited, is

put in action, that is done by means of

something in the external world. An
ether-vibration makes us see ; an air-vibra-

tion makes us hear or smell, and so on.

Those are sensations. And perceptions

only differ from sensations in being more
complicated. Thus in the sphere of sight,

you perceive a house or a tree ; in the sphere

of hearing you perceive a musical harmony
or a musical discord ; in the sphere of touch

you perceive that a complex of impressions

is a piece of wood, or a piece of wire, or

what not. The tree and the house are com-

pound impressions, containing many colors

and manj- shapes ; the musical chord is a

compound of three or four or more simple

tones, and so on. All this, very obviously,

comes from the outside world. So, too,

does (2) memorj-. You cannot remember
what has not happened. If you try to re-

member a name, you try to recover a lost

perception—the ijerception of the spoken

word. If you try to remember a picture,

you are attempting to recover a lost visual

perception. It is for this reason that the

psychologist distinguishes kinds or types of

memorj'—the visual, the auditor}' and the

motor. People who can play chess blind-

fold have the visual memory verj' highly

developed. They do not, perhaps, see every

piece in their mind's eye, but they see the

board as a whole, and know where each

piece upon it is. Most ' extemi)ore ' speak-

ers, too, rely upon their visual memory.

There is comparatively little true extempore

speaking done. Of course, if a man is

thoroughly familiar with his subject, or is

speaking under the influence of strong em-

otion, he may be able to address an audi-

ence without preparation. But most of us

who speak ' without notes ' do so by the

aid of our visual memory ; we see what we
have written, mentally, paragraph by para-

graph, and when our eyes are on our hear-

ers, are really reading from a memory
manuscript. Instances of good auditory

memory, again, are furnished by those fortu-

nate persons wlio can recall accurately the

airs of an opera that they have only once

heard. And people who play the piano
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' by ear ' play by finger-memory ; their

memories are muscular or motor. All

these memories, then, depend upon the ex-

ternal woi'ld. So (3) does imagination.

Imagination can put perceptions together

in new or unusual ways ; but it can never

make a new perception. Try to imagine a

color which is different from all the colors

that are known. You cannot do it. You
may imagine mixtures of colors, hues and

tints obtained from combinations of the

known colors, which you have never ac-

tually seen ; but j'ou cannot imagine a new
color. The same fact comes out in works

of fiction. When Baron Munchausen takes

you to the moon or the dog-star, and shows

you their inhabitants ; and when Peter

Wilkins describes to you the population of

the South Pole—these people are simply

human beings, with their characters chang-

ed and modified in various ways. They
can take their eyes out of their heads and

pass them round to their neighbors, or they

have wings which fold around them and

serve as clothing ; but there is nothing new
in all this. It is only the putting of the

perceptions together that is new, not the

perceptions themselves. And the same is

true of all the constructions of the imagina-

tion, as thej are called, devils, centaurs,

sea-serpents, dragons, hippogriffs, ghosts

and the rest of them.

The world outside of us, then, is respon-

sible for a good deal of our mental furni-

ture. We can simplify matters, here, for

purposes of classification, bj' grouping to-

gether sensation, perception, memory-image

and imaginary representation, as 'ideas.'

Sensation is the raw material fi-om which

ideas are built up. As for the other usages:

if you cannot remember, you say ' I haven't

any idea of what that man's name was ;'

and if you are endeavoring to imagine a

circumstance, you say ' I haven't any idea

of how that could have happened.'

So much for the first principal category

of mental experience. Now, in the second

place, we are in some respects not at the

mercy of the world outside, but the world

is at our mercJ^ What is the great difl'er-""

ence between the animal and the plant?

Surely this, that the animal can move at

will, while the plant is stationary. That

seems to be a verj^ simple matter; but just

consider how much it means. If the plant

is going to lead a stationary life, it can

take advantage of the fact—I speak meta-

phorically, of course—to be careless of its

shape and size; or rather, it must make
itself as big and as complicated as it can,

in order to secure all the nourishment

possible from one settled spot. The result

is that the plant carries its lungs and its

digestive apparatus all over it, on the out-

side. You know the functions of leaves

and roots. With the animal the reverse

is the case. It is going to move about. It

can seek food in different places. The best

thing for it, therefore, is to have its lungs

and digestive organs packed away inside

of it ; so that it can get about with as light

a weight to carry, and as convenient a

balance of that weight, as possible. There

must be no loose ends left on the outside,

injury to which would mean inefi&ciency

or death. Well ! Yoit see that, by moving

among things at its own will and pleasure

the animal has a certain power over the

external world. How is this power repre-

sented in consciousness ? In two principal

ways: (1) Whenever we move; or, to put

the matter more technicallj'', and more defi-

nitely with reference to ourselves as dis-

tinct from the lower animals, whenever we
act, we have in consciousness the experi-

ence of effort, of endeavor. This is an

experience quite different fi-om the experi-

ence that comes to us as ideas. We can

have, naturally, an idea of effort ; that

would be the idea of some person making

the effort, or the idea of some obstacle to

be overcome by effort, or what not. But
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besides the idea of effort, we experience

effort itself. That is one of the hardest

points in psychology to have made clear to

j-ou. or to make clear to yourselves. This

instance may help you : You know that we
speak of one man as having more ' go ' in

him than his neighbor, without implying

by the phi-ase that he has more ideas.

There are many names for the effort-

experience. Some psychologists speak of

it as the experience of spontaneity, of one's

own initiative; otliers of an activity in

cousciousness. ' Eflbrt ' is at once the most

concrete and, I think, the most intelligible

word. (2) Our power over the world out-

side, again, is manifested in another way
—by the phenomena of attention. Not

every process among our physical surround-

ings has us at its mercj" in the same degi-ee.

We are exposed to all maimer of impres-

sions : but they are not all alike powerful

to affect our consciousness. Think of your

own state of mind now. You have pre-

sented to j'ou a certain number of visual

impressions—the room, its furniture, the

people about you. You are subject to cer-

tain temperature sensations; to certain pres-

sures, from your clothing ; to certain or-

ganic sensations, hunger or satietj'. Each
of you has a large stock of memories, readj-

to crowd into consciousness if they are

allowed to. Each of you, again, has the

day's programme in his mind ; he can

imagine what will be done between now
and bed-time ; and this train of ideas of

the imagination is ready to sweep across

his mind, if free plaj" is given to it. But

all this medley of conflicting influences you

are able, if j'ou like, to neglect. You can

just brush them aside, by attending to the

single series of auditory impressions that is

affecting you, to the succession of words

which I am speaking. "When the whole of

j'our suiTOundings is pressing in ujHjn you

through the avenues of the sense-organs,

clamoring for notice, you have the power

of choosing wliich shall be let in at the

door of ctmsciousness. Only those facts

cross the thresliold to which j-ou desire to

attend.

" But," you may sjiy, " suppose that this

is true, what has attention to do with move-
ment ? You told us that it was movement
that distinguished the animal from the

plant, and that along with movement went
power over the external world. Now what
has movement to do wdth attention ?" That
is a perfectly fair question, but one which I

cannot here answer for you in detail. To
understand the fact of the connection

thoroughly—and the connection is a fact

—

you must have studied psychologj*. But I

can give you a pair of statements which
will be better than nothing. The first is

this : "Whenever we attend, we move. I do

not mean that the whole body moves, that

there is locomotion : but that there is move-

ment,—movement in the ej^e, movement in

the ear, movement in the scalp, movement
somewhere. And the second is this : It is

the moving thing that attracts the attention.

You cannot attend to one single thing, one

really single thing, for more than a few

seconds together. Either you go to sleep,

or you go into hysterics. On the other

hand, one is almost constrained to attend

to anything that moves. You can hear the

single voice that carries the melody, when
there is an orchestra of half-a-hundred in-

struments thundering on at the same time,

because the melody changes, the tones

move ; while the accompaniment is rela-

tively stationary. So that attention to the

melody is easy. If any of you liave been

out shooting after dark, you will know that

one tells the game by its movement. So

long as it is still, it is safe. But let it move,

and though the eyes liave been looking in

a (luite wrong direction, the attention is

drawn upon it by force, as it were ; one

cannot help seeing it.

Those, then, are two categories of mental
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experience. There is one more to mention.

Tiiis self of ours, this ' I,' which is ex-

posed to the physical changes in the world

in part, and in part helps to bring about

physical changes in the world by moving to

and fro in it, is not indifferent to what goes

on in either case. It does not just have

ideas, on the one hand ; and attend to them

or move in consequence of them, on the

other. It does more ; it feels. It feels

when impressions come in ; it feels when
efforts go out. So that alongside of ideas

and efforts must come a third category of

m.ental experience—feelings. Feeling is of

two kinds, pleasurable and painful. It is

quite distinct in consciousness from idea-

tion, and from effort and attention. That

is another of the points which arise at the

very beginnings of a study of psychology

that it is extremely difficult to get clear

about—that pleasure and pain, as such, be-

long to an entirely different order of pro-

cesses from the processes which we call col-

lectively ideas. But it is a fact, despite

the intimate interconnection of the two in

our concrete experience. Let me try to

drive it home for you by two illustrations.

You cannot remember a pleasure or pain.

When you try to recall the pain of a flog-

ging that you had at school, what you re-

call is really only the complex of percep-

tions, not the pain itself. You remember
all the circumstances—^your being sen-

tenced, the people standing round you, the

room in which the fatal event took place,

the master who did the deed. All these

are ideas. But so far are you from being

able to remember the actual pain of the

flogging that the memory of the circum-

stances to-day may be actually pleasant

;

you smile as you look back on them. That
is the first illustration ; the second is this:

You cannot attend to a pleasure or pain as

such. It is a common saying that if you
attend to a toothache, for instance, you
' make it worse.' That is bad psychology.

You attend, in reality, to the tooth. That

means that you perceive the tooth more

clearly than anj^thing else for the time

being
;
your idea of the tooth is the very

strongest in consciousness. But by attend-

ing to the idea and so making it clearer,

the feeling that goes along with the idea

is made clearer, too. So the pain ' gets

worse,' not because you attended to it,

but because you attended to the group

of perceptions with which it was con-

nected.

Now, then, we have got our raw material

into something like order. Consciousness,

instead of being a shapeless tangle and maze

of various intertwined and interwoven pro-

cesses—as it appeared to us to be when we
started out on our enquiry—has proved to

be capable of arrangement and simplifica-

tion. You may, it is true, raise the objec-

tion that our table of contents is, perhaps,

not inclusive of every known mental state.

Where, you may ask, is emotion ; where is

expectation ; where are all the rest of the

familiar terms for mental experiences'?

Well, you must take my word for it, that

all these other states of mind or mental ex-

periences can be derived from the tlu-ee

simple processes which I have named to

you . If you were to work through a psy-

chology, you would find that there was
nothing treated of, in any chapter of it,

which was not a compound of these three

sets of elements—ideas, feeling-s and eflbrts

—mixed in different proportions. And that

being the case, it is these three elements

with which psychology begins. She first

of all describes them, as minutelj^ and accu-

rately as possible ; and then furnishes a the-

ory or an explanation of them, in the sense

that she gives the conditions, bodilj- and

mental, of their appearance in consciousness.

Under what conditions do we have this and

this perception ? Under what conditions

do we remember and imagine? Under

what conditions do we feel so and so, attend
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to this and that V These are the questions

that come up for answer.

Into those questions we cannot here enter.

Let it be sufficient for you, in this lecture,

to liave learned the names and characters

of the simplest items of mental experience

—

of those items which are always and in-

variably present in our concrete, every-daj'

experiences. Draw for youi-selves an out-

line map of mind. You must make three

countries, as it were, within that map. Ideas

must go in in one color to the right ; eftbrts

in another to the left ; and feelings will lie

in the middle between the two. And you

must suppose that each of these three terri-

tori(?s has an independent government ; but

that their governments are very friendly,

and often take joint action—indeed, that

they hardly ever think of taking action of

themselves. Especially must you conceive

that both idea and eftbrt have right of way
through any part of the dominion of feeling;

and that the communications are so open,

and the relations so close, that scarcely any-

thing can affect idea or eftbrt, from the out-

side or from the inside, that does not also

exert an effect upon feeling. The detailed

survey of the three territories, and the laj'ing

down of roads through them for the student

to follow—that is the further Inisiness of

Psychology. E. B. Titchexek.

LOSS OF PROFESSOR MILXES SEJSMOLOGI-
CAL APP.UiATrs, LIBRARY AXD

COLLECTIOX.

Every one interested in Seismologj-

knows of the great work done by Professor

John Milne. F. R. S.. during a residence of

nearly a quarter of a century in Japan,

which countrj- became, a decade ago, the

earthquake lahoratorj^ of the world.

Through his interest, and that which lie

kindled in other foreign residents, the Seis-

mological Society of Japan was organized

about fifteen years ago. During its active

existence its Annual Reports contained the

most important contributions to Seismology

anywhere published, and it is not too much
to say that the work of this Society amount-

ed to a revolution in the methods of obser-

vation and research. To its Transactions,

Professor Milne was bj^ far the largest con-

tributor. When the rapid decrease of the

number of foreign scientific men resident in

Japan threatened the life of the Society,

he tactfully enlisted the support and co-

operation of the Japanese. The issue, by
the University, of an extensive and valu-

able series of scientific memoirs, tended,

naturally, to divert much of the active in-

terest which they for a time manifested,

and a few years ago the publication of the

Transactions of the Seismological Society

ceased. Professor Milne was not discouraged

however, and at his own risk and expense

at once substituted a periodical which he

called the ' Seismological Journal," which

he has continued to issue at gi'cat pe-

cuniary loss and which contains many val-

iiable and important contributions to the

science.

During all of these years, with a tireless

and inexhaustible industry and a rare in-

genuity of design and wealth of mechanical

resource, he had invented, constructed and

put into use a variety of earthquake detect-

ors, recorders, measurers, wave and tremor

registers and even earthquake ' avoidei-s ' or

' nullitiers,' which, with the numerous de-

vices and inventions of other foreign stu-

dents of Seismology in Japan, the value of

which he was quick to recognize and utilize,

constituted a collection the like of which

never existed before. Besides these instru-

mental appliances Pi-ofessor Milne had ac-

cumulated an extensive and valuable library

of Seismology, including many early and

rare pamphlets and volumes and almost

everything published on the subject during

the past fifteen yeai-s.

His connection with the Japanese Gov-

ernment is shortly to terminate, and he had
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prepared a complete equipment for an ob-

servatorj^ to be set up in England on his re-

turn to that country, by means of which he

hoped to show that earthquakes travel

around the globe, and to be able to stud}'

them there.

Those who have been aware of all these

facts, and all who are now made aware of

them for the first time, will, I am sure, ex-

perience a feeling of great regret on learn-

ing of the destruction by fire on February

17th of practicallj' all of these valuable ac-

cumulations of j^ears of labor, together with

personal effects of great interest and value

to Professor Milne.

The observatorjr in which these things

were, and which is now gone forever, was
also an object ofmuch interest in its relation

to the educational development of Japan
during the past twenty years. It was
erected nearlj^ that many years ago, a little

before the close of Dr. Murray's connection

with the Department of Education. It con-

tained in the beginning a good but small

Equatorial by Alvan Clark and a Transit.

One end of it was used as a meteorological

observatorj' under the direction of the wi'iter

during several years, being equipped with a

good collection of self-registering instru-

ments obtained mostly from London, the

results of the use of which were published

as Annual Scientific Memoirs by the author-

ities of the University. The transit wing-

was utilized by Professor W. S. Chaplin in

his courses in Civil Engineering, until the

Astronomical part of it was placed in the

hands of Professor H. M. Paul, who served

the University as Professor of Astronomy
for several years, beginning in 1880 . When
a few years later the Engineering College

became an integral part of the University

and the whole was located in the Kaga
Yashiki, the observatory was turned over

to Professor Milne, an addition to it was
built and he made a Seismological ' Labora-

tory and Bazaar ' out of it, residing in a

part of it. It was a comfortable bungalow

sort of a structure, located in the Kaga
Yashiki, just in the rear of the row of dwel-

lings where, fifteen j'ears ago, lived, begin-

ning at the entrance to the Compound,
Fenollosa, Mendenhall, Braun, Cooper,

Morse, Chaplin, Ewing and Atkinson, all

Professors in the Universitj' and exhibiting

a mixture of American, Spanish, German,

English and Scotch blood which illustrates

the disposition of the young-old nation to

get what it wants wherever it thinks it can

find it. When it became the home of Pro-

fessor Milne it became the source of a de-

lightful hospitality which many ' globe trot-

ters ' of all lands have enjoyed, and thous-

ands besides his scientific fiieuds will sjnn-

pathize with him in his great loss.

In a recent letter from Professor Milne

he says

:

" Just now you and Paul maj' be breath-

ing all that is left of the old observatory

and my belongings."

He sends me a characteristic and graphic

account of the occurrence, 'prepared,' he

says, ' for maiden aunts and relatives,' fi-om

which the following extract will, I am sure,

be of interest to all readers :

'
' As nearly all the transactions of the Seismological

Society were packed up to go to Europe, a few that

had middle places in the boxes may be saved, but I

doubt if even out of 2500 copies I shall get more than

two or three hundred. All my old earthquake books,

some of which even dated from 1500 to 1600, but

which were perhaps more curious than useful, seem

to have gone. One function they had was to inspire

the globe trotter, or travelling clergyman, with respect

for a science that was apparently so ancient. Ationgst

them there was a jioem called 'the earthquake,' A.

D. 1750, but I know that l)y heart. The new
books were volumes of bound pamphlets in all sorts

of languages which I had slashed out of the publica-

tions of all sorts of societies. Perhaps the burning

of them was a visitation for my Goth-like behaviour.

Instruments were fused or vaporized. Sixteen

specially constructed clocks which would turn drums

once a day, once a week, or drive a band of paper for

two years, together with seismographs and horizontal

pendulums, self-recording thermometer's and barome-
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tei-s, microscopes, and a museum of old and uew con-

trivances are now in tlic scrap heap. Until to-day, I

felt I had tlie observatory I intended to put up in

England completely furnished, and I was proud of the

furniture.

One verj' cruel cut was the picking up of an insur-

ance policy dated 1878, which fluttered out of the

ruins. One reason that I liave not insured for some

years past is because day and night I always had for

purposes of continuous photography open benzine

lamps burning in my house, and I should have had

to tell the agent about the little tricks they played

when first I used them. It may sound odd, but I do

not think a stranger to their ways can light one so

that nothing shall happen during the next three days.

Against eccentricities like these 1 insured myself by

having above them a bunch of fluffy paper, wliich, if

the lamp blazed up, was burned and burned its sus-

pended sti'ing. Tliis was followed by the falling of a

lever, when an electric bell in my bedroom and one in

the kitchen was set going.

Outside the door of the instrument room stood tire-

extinguishei-s and a heap of rugs. Prom time to

time I had ' fire drill, ' going through the operation

of turning up a lamp, burning the paper, ringing the

bells, alarming everybody, and then putting out the

conflagration—in fact, very much like what happens

on ship-board, only I had real fire—which was easily

extingui.shed.

But what happened was the unexpected; the fire

broke out in the midst of a pile of wood in an out-

house, and this, with a nice wind blowing, on a Sun-

day morning, when tlicre was no one near to help.

And now I have next to nothing—decorations,

medals, diplomas, clothes, manuscripts, extending

over twenty-five years, and everything else has gone

up in smoke ; still it is not altogether a misfortune.

I shall not have a sale, nor the worrj- of selecting

amongst my accumulations; there will be no l)uying

boxes and packing up, neither will there be any hag-

gling with custom house officials, or trouble in col-

lecting on an insurance policy. On the other hand,

I sliall have new clothes, and some time or other, I

hope, new clocks and new instrumeuts, whilst what

I have got is the knowledge that 1 have many sincere

and kind friends. Tlieir clothes don't fit, but the

sympathy that they have expressed and the little

things they have sent me tells me that I should never

be homeless in Jai>an. Looked at in the right way;

like an earthquake, a fire may, after all, be a blessing

in disguise, l)ut, of course, it is sometimes pretty well

wrapped up.

Dies inv, dies ilia,

Solvet sa;clum in favilla."

Pi'ofessor Milne asks me to make public

the loss of his address book and his desire

to send to all to whom it may be due, cop-

ies of Vol. IV. ofthe 'Seismologioal Journal.'

This, he says, is an unusually large number,

and he hopes an unusually valuable contri-

bution to Seismology—his • expiring eflbrt
:

'

and he asks all to whom this volume should

be sent to address him, care Japan Mail

Office, Yokohama.
Out of the few hundred copies, more or

less, ofthe Transactions of the Seismolog-

ical Society of Japan, he will be able to

make up some sets ; and those desiring to

obtain them should address him, care Geo-

logical Society, Burlington House, London.

And finally, he earnestly desires to receive,

in exchange or otherwise, copies of any

papers on or relating to earthquakes, vol-

canoes, or earth movements in general.

I am sure that every one who can will

respond to this last appeal and cheerfully

do whatever is possible to assist Professor

Milne to replace, as far as may be, the ac-

cumulations of a quarter of a century, con-

verted into sunset-reddening dust in a few

short moments. T. C. M.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE IDEAL INDEX TO SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

To THE Editor of Science : Since you

have been so kind as to ask me to con-

tribute to Science my views as to how the

plan of cataloguing scientific literature may
best be accomplished, I venture to present

the following considerations. It is probable

that some of the ideas suggested are im-

practicable, and indeed that the plan is too

extensive and unwieldly to be undertaken

as a whole at the ijreseut time. The litera-

ture of science is so vast and the number of

workers so gi-eat, the degree of specializa-

tion in modern work so intense and the

participation in research so wide-spread

over the world, that a really adequate and
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serviceable index must, of necessity, be of

great extent, and undertaken upon a scale

of considerable magnificence.

It may be that the time has not yet come
when the scientific men of all the world can

cooperate together in such a task as this,

but if cooperation is possible in anj^ field of

intellectual activity, surely it is in that of

science. Such cooperation is not only es-

sential to thorough work in indexing, but

would also have a most important influence

in promoting united efforts in other branches

of scientific activity.

The considei'ations suggested are these :

1. The catalogue should be international

in name and scope. This is essential in

order to secure the unreserved support of

all nations engaged in the production of

scientific literature. It should, therefore,

not bear the imprint of any society or organ-

ization, or derive its distinctive character

from any one nation. Since the titles will,

of necessity, be quoted exactly, it might be

well that all annotations and comments
should be in the same language as the title.

To insist that only English or French

should be used would be fatal to its general

adoption bj^ other countries. Titles in the

Scandinavian, Slavonic and Oriental Lan-

guages and dialects and others would, how-
ever, need to be translated into French,

German or English.

2. It should be exhaustive within its own
limits, no latitude being given to the jiidg-

ment and taste of its editors, in the matter

of rejecting titles.

3. It should be printed in annual in-

stallments, each installment including every

paper or work printed within a single year,

and each installment should be published in

not more than six (preferably not more
than three) months after the close of the

year.

4. The publication should be in the

form of a bibliographical catalogue, with

the titles arranged alphabetically by au-

thors, the papers by each author to be num-
bered, beginning with number one. This

would render it possible to identify anj^

paper, either in an annual or a general

index, by simple reference to author, year

and number.

In recommending that the catalogue

shall be published in book form, I am by
no means unmindful of the merits of the

card-catalogue system in work of this kind.

I use card-catalogues freely in my own
work, and in the National Museum there

are hundreds of thousands of cards by

means of which the vast collections of

specimens and papers are kept under con-

trol. The card-index has its limitations,

however, and these are nowhere more evi-

dent than in connection with such a

scheme as a universal scientific catalogue.

The verj' bulk and unwieldiness of the

card system is an objection, which maj' be

partly appreciated if one can imagine the

contents of the ten volumes of the Royal

Society's Catalogue transformed into card

form and arranged in drawers.*

In the volumes as they now stand, the

eye can sweep rapidly over page after page

in search of a given title, and thirty or

forty impressions pass to the mind at a

glance, instead of one, while the strain

upon the attention caused by turning over

the pages is much less than where each

title card is scrutinized singly.

For finding a book or reference when

the name of the author or its title is

known, the card system is without rival.

It is less useful, however, when, as often

happens, one is ' looking up ' a subject in a

general way. A card-catalogue, after it has

attained to great bulk, requires much labor

* Dr. Carrington Bolton prepared the copy for his
' Select Bibliography of Chemistry ' on slips of

standard sizes, and it filled 7 standard trays or »
length of nearly 9 feet. Tlie slips were on thin paper
—if they had been of card the lengths would have
been nearly 20 feet. When printed the 12,000 titles

were presented in a light convenient octavo volume
of about 1,200 pages.
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in consultation and a vast amovint of pains-

taking care to insert new cards and keep it

in order. Then, too, one of its features

wliich makes it particularly advantageous

in the hands of an individual scholar, is

that the cards may be continually sorted

and rearranged. This would be practically

impossible with a great card index intended

for the use of many in a public institution.

Volumes like those of the Royal Society

index may be carried to the desk of the

student. A card-catalogue he must consult

in its place of deposit, probably in a crowd-

ed and noisy library. Then, too, after a

period of years the card index will represent

the investment of hundreds and soon of

thousands of dollars, on the part of each pos-

sessor, and the tendency will be to place con-

stantly narrowing restrictions upon its

use.

The needs of library workers might l>e

met in part by printing a special edition of

the catalogue on one side of the page, so that

the titles might be cut and pasted upon

cards.* Indeed, if there were a sufficient

demand, a special edition of the catalogue

might be printed on cards. Whatever may
be said of the advantages of the card sys-

tem, it is certain that it would not be ac-

cepted in Europe.

Every one remembers the plan of Jewett,

who, in the early days of the Smithsonian

Institution, proposed a universal bibliog-

raphy. His plan was to electrotype each

title upon a sei>arate block, and to supply

these blocks, either for printing cards, or to

be made up into catalogues in any sj-s-

* In order to Jacilitate this, the name o( the author

might well be printed in bold-faced type, and repeated

at the beijinning of eaeli title. Tliis increases the

cost but little, and a<Uls much to the usefulne.<s of

the bibliojrraphv, if it is to be cut up and rearranged,

either for a catalogue, a.s I have suggested, or as

'copy ' for (ithci- l)i 111 iographies. The width of the

title as printed slniiild not exceed 41 inches, whether
the publication is in octavo fomi or larger. It will

then come within the limits of the standard cards.

tern of arrangement desired. His project

almost succeeded fifty years ago, when
there was much less demand, much less

monej-, and much more in the way of

mechanical obstacles, than at present.

The modern type-setting machine, which
casts each line of type in a single bar,

would lend itself admirably to such co-

operative work.

5. A subject-index of the most exhaustive

character should be issued in connection

with each annual publication, but since this

index cannot so conveniently be made until

the catalogue itself has been set in type, it

might be well not to delay the distribution

of the catalogue itself until the index is

readj-, but cause the latter to follow as soon

as practicable.

6. The adoption of this index as a part

of the plan would render it practicable to

issue the entire record of the year's work
in one single alphabetical series, if this

were deemed desirable. It might be, how-

ever, that it would be more convenient,

and less expensive to subscribers inter-

ested in special branches of science, if

the titles were arranged in more than one

series. To divide it into two—one for

the j)hj^sical and one for the natural

sciences—would be ([uite practicable; per-

haps philology, historj^, economics and

mechanical science might each have a vol-

ume of its own. Whether further subdi-

vision would answer, is a question for

careful discussion.

7. The catalogue should embrace within

its determined scope all publications in the

following categories :

(a). Publications of scientific academies

and societies.

(b). Scientific publications of univer-

sities, colleges, and technical schools.

(c). Publications of scientific exi)edi-

tions.

(d). Scientilic publications of national,

municipal and other governments.
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(e) Independently published scientific

books of reputable character.

(f ) All articles in journals and maga-

zines devoted exclusively to the sciences.*

(g) Articles of scientific importance in

the general periodical literature of the day,

and in the cyclopaedias and works of refer-

ence, at the discretion of the editorial com-

mittees

.

(h) All bibliographical publications, re-

lating wholly or in part to scientific liter-

ature, including important library cata-

logues, etc.f *

(i) All authors-separates or offprints

with independent titles and paging. (In-

cluding even scientific addresses and spe-

cial papers in ephemeral journals, when
practicable.)

(k) Festschrifien : Memorial works and
others, cooperative volumes, these to be

analyzed and indexed as periodicals.

(1) Scientific biography, the history of sci-

ence and scientific institutions, etc.

8. The catalogue should embrace the fol-

lowing divisions :

A. General Science.

B. Mathematics.

C. Astronomy.

D. Meteorology.

E. Physics (including Astrophysics).

F. -Chemistry.

Gr. Mineralogy.

H. Geology and Physiography.

I. Biology (including Morphology, Phy-
siology, Systematic Botany and Zoology,

* Book reviews and important book notices should

probably be included, but whether they should be

cited under tlie names o£ tlieir authors, or paren-

thetically under the titles of tlie jiublioations to

which they relate, is a question. The latter is prob-

ably better, especially if cross references should be

made under the name of the arrthor of each re-(dew.

t It is suggested that even bibliogi-aphical appen-

dices of importance, published in connection with

Ijooks or articles, should be separately indexed, and

that the annotations sliould indicate with precision

their exact scope and character.

Geographical Distribution of Life, Pathol-

ogy, Psychophysics, etc.).

K. Anthropology (including Prehistoric

Archfteology, Ethnography, Comparative

Technology, Folk-Lore, Culturgeschichte, etc.

L. Economic Science and Statistics (un-

der determined limitations).

1^1. Mechanical Science and Engineering

(under determined Umitatious).

]Sr. Philology.

O. Historjf, at least to the extent of in-

cluding Archffiology and the History of In-

stitutions.

P. Geography (including all serious

works of travel and works of reference geo-

graphically arranged).

In connection with this annual biblio-

graphy, an effort might be made to induce

all persons and societies engaged in biblio-

graphical work to adopt the same system,

so that every title prepared and printed

might be available for use in the universal

catalogue of scientific literature, beginning

with the birth of science, which, it is hoped,

ma
J'

in time be printed. In this connection

there might be committees to advise with

bibliographical workers, and whose function

it would be in part to discourage duplica-

tion of work. A central office or a bulletin

might be established, in which should be

recorded all manuscript and published

bibliographies in existence, and means pro-

vided bj^ which persons proposing to do

bibliography-work maj^ ascertain whether

the field which they intend to work in has

alreadjr been covered.

N"o system for organizing this work has

been suggested, but it is evident that if all

the energj' and all the mone}^ yearly ex-

pended upon the printing of partial biblio-

graphies could be concentrated, there would

be no lack of means for accomplishing very

much more than has been here proposed.

To secure such cooperation the proposed

catalogue must meet, as fully as possible,

the necessities of librarians, readei's in libra-
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ries, investigators and wTitere, booksellers

and book buyers.

It is evident, however, that existing

agencies which are now engaged in biblio-

graphical and index work should all be

conciliated and enlisted in the work.

The Royal Societj', the Smithsonian In-

stitution, the special societies, such as the Zo-

ological Society of Loudon, the American

Chemical Society, all groups of bibliogra-

phers engaged in the preparation of such

works as the Zeitschrift fiir Orieidalkche Bib-

liographie, and the great individual biblio-

graphei-s, like Professor Cams, should be

brought in.

The sale of the work woiild undoubtedly

cover the expense of printing and publish-

ing, and it is not impossible that a consider-

able part of the expense of compiling might

also thus be covered.

Considerable monej- subsidies would how-

ever be essential if the thing is to be done

well.

The editorial work should doubtless be

done without regard to geographical con-

siderations, under the direction of special-

ized societies or institutions which should

also be depositories of special informa-

tion in regard to the bibliography to

which they are devoted. It would be well,

however, that in everj' country there

should be a central ofece or depot where
all the publications of that country should

be systematically gathered.

It would seem also that some suitable plan

should be dcAised for giving individual

credit to the persons bj- whom the work is

done, for there is an immense deal of self-

sacrificing and conscientious work put into

bibliograpliy, and the pride of the biblio-

grapher in having produced a thorough and
workmanlike contribution in his chosen

field is perhaps scarcely less than that of

literary authorship.

G. Browx Goode.

r. .S. Natioxal Museum.

fiCIESriFIC UTERATUBE.

A Handbook of the Bird-i of Eastern Xorlh

America. By Fraxk M. Chapman. New
York, D. Appleton & Co. 1895. 12°,

pp. 4'20. Library edition, heavy paper,

broad margins. Pocket edition, thin

paper, no margi^is. 83.00.

We live in a period of unusual produc-

tiveness in ornithological literature. We
have technical works of scientific merit,

popular works of literary merit, and local

lists almost without end. But ornitholo-

gists and amateurs alike have long felt the

need of a compact handbook small enough

to be carried in the pocket, and full enough

to afford means of readj' identification.

Another desideratum was that it should be

written in language not too technical for

the beginner. The older ornithologists,

while recognizing the demand for such a

book, have been too busy with special stud-

ies, and it has remained for one of the

younger men to bring out.

Mr. Frank M. Chapman, the author of

the present Handhooh, has sought to fill the

gap. He has written a book so free from

technicalities as to be intelligible to a four-

teen-year old boy, and so convenient and

full of original information as to be indis-

pensable to the working ornithologist. His

plan is unique ; his descriptions are from

actual specimens (not compiled); they are

written in plain English, so that no glossary

is necessary, and are accompanied l)y nu-

merous figures of heads, feet and tails as aids

to identification. The description of each

species is followed by paragraphs giving tlie

geographic i-ange (and the breeding i-ange

is commonly discriminated from the migra-

toiy and winter ranges); the time of pres-

ence at Washington. Long Id. [water birds]

,

Sing Sing and Cambridge ;^- descriptions of

the nest and eggs, and a brief popular ac-

* Tlie (lata for these 4 stations arc contributed re-

spectively by Clias. W. Kiclimond, Wni. Dutcher, Dr.

A. K. Fisher and William Brewster.
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count of the habits. The latter is a special

feature of the book. Many of the biog-

raphies are contributed by well-known

authors and were written expressly for this

work—a novel departure. Among the

names signed to these articles are those of

Mrs. Olive Thome Miller, Miss Florence A.

Merriam, William Brewster, Eugene P.

Bicknell, Jonathan Dwight, Jr., Ernest E.

Thompson and Bradford Torrey. Biit it

would be unfair to imply that the contrib-

uted biographies, excellent as they are, are

better than those of the author. Mr. Chap-

man is not only a naturalist of wide field

experience and a close observer ; he is in

addition a true lover of birds, and his short

sketches of the diiferent species contain the

essence of their life histories.

Another feature of the book is the keys

to species. These keys have been prepared

with great care, and, while not always di-

chotomous, are so complete as to enable the

student to identify the females and young

as well as the adult birds—a rare merit. A
chromolithograph chart comprising 30 colors

serves as a key to the terms used in describ-

ing plumages—an advantage not possessed

by any other American Ornithology. The
ilhistrations also are helpful. The text

figures, more than 150 in number, will prove

of great assistance. The frontispiece is a

colored plate of the Bob-white or Quail in a

bramble thicket, by Ernest E. Thompson.

The other full-page plates are engraved

half-tone reproductions of photographs. One
shows the heads of 15 kinds of ducks and

will be most useful. The remaining 16 are

photographs of mounted birds in natural

surroundings and serve to embellish the

book. One of the best and most artistic

shows a rail on his marsh ( from a group in

the American Museum).
Fifteen profusely illustrated pages are

filled by the keys to the larger groups, and

the figures alone should suffice to enable be-

ginners to refer any bird to its proper familj\

The systematic part of the book is pre-

faced by 40 pages of introduction, in which

an effort is made to place the study of birds

on a higher plane than that of the mere
collector and student of technicalities. Mr.

Chapman well says :
" Birds, because of their

beauty, the charm of their songs, and the

ease mth which they may be observed, are

usuallj^ the forms of animal life which first

attract the young naturalist's attention. . .

. . The uninstructed begiuner usually ex-

pends his energies in making a collection,

for he knows no better way of pursuing his

study of birds than to kill and stuff them !

Collecting specimens is a step in the scien-

tific study of birds, but ornithology would

have small claim to our consideration if its

possibilities ended here."

The scope of the introduction may be

seen from the chapter headings : The study

of ornithology ; The study of birds out of

doors ( including bird calendars for the

vicinity of New York ) ; Collecting birds,

their nests and eggs ; Plan of the work ( in-

cluding a bird diagram, feather patterns,

and so on).

It is hard to find anything worthy of se-

rious criticism in this excellent and timely

book. The iise of English inches instead

of millimeters is a blemish in a work of

scientific value, and is less excusable since

the persons who use it will be students and

graduates of our schools, who are familiar

with the system. We trust that in the next

edition the author will not only substitute

millimeters for inches and fractions, and

make all the keys dichotomous, but that he

will enlarge the scope of the work so as to

take in the great West as well as the East

—

giving us a ' Handbook of the birds of

America north of Mexico.'

The plan and originality of Chapman's

Handbook, its copious illustrations, bounti-

ful keys, succinct accounts of habits, con-

venient size and low price insure it wide

popularity ; while as a handbook of the
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birds of eastern America it is bound to

supersede all otlier works. It is a boon to

the amateur, a convenience to the profes-

sional, and will prove a help and incentive

to the study of birds. Such books are now
among the greatest needs in all departments

of natural history.

C. Hart Meeri.\m.

National Geographic Monographs, jyrepared

under the auspiceg of the National Geographic

Society. No. 1, Physiograjthic Processes ; Xo.

J, Physiographic Features. By J. AY. Pow-

ell, late director of the United States

Geological Surve}\ New York, Amer-

ican Book Company, 1895. Twenty cents

a number. .S1..')0 a year (ten numbei-s).

The fii-st two numbers of the geographic

monographs, announced in Science No. 10,

have latelj' been issued under the above

titles. The scries is to appear monthlj- dur-

ing the school year, the special object of the

pul)lication being '' to sujiply to teachers

and students of geography fresh and inter-

esting material with which to supplement

the regular text-book.'"

A series of essays like this deserves a

warm welcome ft'om those who are inter-

ested in raising the standard of geographical

teaching, and the two nuinliers now issued

are of particular importance in several ways.

They affirm, with an emphasis not hitherto

given in tliis country, that the proper foun-

dation of geogi-aphical study is an under-

standing of physiogi-aphical processes ; they

mark the entrance of various members of

our National scientific bureaus into the work
of publishing the best selections fi-om their

knowledge in essentially elemcntarj' form,

with the intention of aiding teachers and

scholai-s in our schools ; they represent not

simply the temporary eifort ofan individual,

but the continued eflbrts of a body of ex-

perts to introduce subjects of better quality

and treatment into ordinary geographical

study. Such an undertaking, if success-

fully maintained, cannot fail to impress it-

self sti'ongly all through our educational

system, for, instead of appalling the reader

at the outset with a large treatise of heavy

cost, it continually tempts him to go further

and further by the successive appearance

of attractive and interesting but inexpen-

sive pamphlets, month after month and
year after year.

The publishers present the monographs

in good form, well illustrated, and certainly

at a very moderate price.

It is particularly interesting to receive in

these two numbers the results of Major

Powell's long consideration of physiographic

questions. For some years his attention

has been so largely given to administrative

work in connection with the National Geol-

ogical Survey that we have liad compara-

tivelj' little from his pen ; but now we learn

the general views that have been gradually

forming during his long experience of the

many aspects of geogi-aphj^ and geology
;

here we find terselj' presented his matured

opinions on the essential elementary concep-

tions concerning deformation and denuda-

tion, about which our teachers are as a

body so indifferent, so skeptical or so timid.

Mountains are not described as the result

of chaotic uplifts, but as the unconsumed

remnants of broadlj' uplifted and deeplj'

eroded masses. The product of long-con-

tinued denudation is not illustrated bj' a

canj-on or a valley, as so many of the text-

books in current use imply, but by a broad

surface of faint relief, close to baselevel.

The lesson of our West that volcanic action

is not so dependent on neighborliood to the

sea as has been generallj' supposed is given

perhaps too much importance ; for no as-

sociation of vulcanism with the ocean is

mentioned. Among geologists, these an-

nouncements may not be regarded as novel,

nor are they so presented ; but it is certainly

novel to have them addressed to teachers

of geography, and to have them emphasized
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as of fundamental impox-tance to such teach-

ers by placing them in the first two num-
bers of a series of geographical monographs.

Much good must result from this earnest

inculcation of modern physiographical

principles.

The character of the two monographs may
be inferred from the following outlines :

The ' processes ' open with an account of the

three moving envelopes of the earth—air,

water and rock. Their mutual interpene-

tration and characteristic movements are de-

scribed ; the more important headings being

rainfall, run-off, floods ; kinds of rock, struc-

ture of the rock envelope, age of rocks, in-

terchange of land and sea ; vulcanism, dias-

trophism and gradation. The ' features '

are classified as plains and plateaus of

various kinds, mountains, valleys, hills,

cliffs, special forms, stream channels and

cataracts, fountains, caverns, lakes, marshes,

coast forms , islands . The intelligent teacher

cannot fail to be interested and broadened

by a careful study of these suggestive pages.

There are, however, a number of consider-

ations which cast a shade of doubt on the

plan of beginning this series of monographs

with two general essays of comparatively

abstract treatment. From the very nature

of the case, when so small a space as thirty

pages is allowed for subjects so large as 'phys-

iographic processes ' and ' physiographic

features,' there can be little room saved

for the introduction of concrete illustrations.

Consequently, instead of inculcating physio-

graphic process by example, it is here in-

culcated almost entirely by abstract gen-

eralities. Our teachers are already educated

rather too much in this way ; they have

not enough knowledge of fact to take the

best advantage of so rich a feast of generali-

zation as is here presented. The same com-
ment may be made on the classification of

features ; the broad scheme of classification

here announced is of much value to the ex-

pert, who has already in mind a multitude

of examples with which to fill each pigeon-

hole in the scheme ; but it is of much less

value to the school teacher, whose knowl-

edge of geograpliical facts is generallj- very

narrow, except in so far as they are con-

cerned with empirical data, such as the posi-

tion of cities, the length of rivers or the

height of mountains. With features as the

result of processes, teachers have heretofore

had verj' little to do ; and they can hardly

now be ready to use an extended classifica-

tion of land forms, few of which are made
real by illustration or example. It may be

doubted whether these general monographs

would not have met a better appreciation

two or three j'ears hence, after other mono-

graphs had presented in detail a good num-
ber of individual features as the result of

particular processes.

There is another way in which the dis-

cussion of processess and the classification

of features as here given may embarrass the

teacher. He may naturally expect, fi'om the

leading place of these monographs, that they

are authoritative as to plan and terms, and

that the latter monographs will follow the

beginning thus made. But, as a matter of

fact, it is at present too early in the develop-

ment of the new subject of physiography to

expect any one plan of description or any

one scheme of terminology to gain general

adoption; particularly a plan or scheme not

hitherto published, not modified by expert

criticism, and not generally assented to by

various investigators. As a suggestion to

his fellow experts, these plans of treatment

from one of so wide a knowledge as Major

Powell are of high value ; but as formula-

tions of method, according to which later

writers of monographs should arrange their

own studies, they are of unknown value,

because as yet untested by repeated use and

public criticism. It is highly probable that

each of the later writers of the monographs

will depart from the plan here presented

and introduce methods and terms of his
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own: so little advance has yet been made
towards a general concensus of opinion in

this new subject, the rational study of the

forms of the land.

In its fundamental princijiles the classi-

fication of features proposed by Major

Powell will endure, for it is based on struc-

ture and process, not on external form

alone. In some other respects it does not

seem acceptable, for there is a certain in-

consistency and incompleteness in its ter-

minology that is disturbing. For example,

diastrophism having been defined in the

first monogi'aph as meaning upheaval or

subsidence, with or without faiilting or

flexure, and gradation having been defined

as including all processes of disintegration^

transportation and deposition, we read in

the second monograjjh that diastrophic

mountains and diastrophic hills result es-

sentially from the action of gradational pro-

cesses on uplifted masses ; but that dias-

trophic valleys, diastrophic cliifs, diastrophic

cataracts and diastrophic islands result

from movement alone without degradation;

and no place is given to mountains of es-

sentially constructional form, corresponding

in origin to the diastrophic valleys and cliffs.

Valleys of gradation, cliffs of gradation

and gradational cataracts result from pro-

cesses of degradation
;
yet it must of course

be understood that the land masses acted

on by gradational processes had in these

cases, as well as in the case of diastrophic

mountains or hills, in some way gained an

efl'ective height above baselevel ; hence it

would be more consistent to call most

mountains and hills • gradational;' and thus

reserve the adjective ' diastrophic ' for

mountains and hills made by diastrophism,

like diastrophic valleys and diastrophic clifl's.

Gradational islands are deposits of land

waste near shore, and gradational hills are

heaps of debris left directly or indirectly by

glaciers; while sand dunes are given an

efjuivalent value with gradational hills, in-

stead of being placed with glacial hills

under a general gradational heading.

Sea plains are plains of ultimate denuda-

tion with reference to the sea as the con-

trolling baselevel; the sea plain may be

enlarged by sedimentation along its margin,

but no mention is made of the numerous
plains resulting from the uplift of smooth

sea-bottoms. Lake plains are formed with

their baselevel depending on the level of

lakes; lake-bottom plains, revealed by the

deepening of the lake outlet (" the waters

of the lake rush through the newly opened

channel, and the lake is di-ained in whole

or in part," is an unfortunate suggestion of

a sudden change that must be very rare in

nature), are included, but without special

name, under the same heading with plains

produced bj- denudation of the surrounding

land down to lake level: and without any

indication that the latter are rare and the

former common.
The gradual change of opinion regarding

the comparative efiicacy of marine and

subjerial erosion gives some justification of

the small share of space devoted to the pro-

cesses of the seashore: but it is to be re-

gretted that they are so disproportionately

condensed. After nearly two pages about

inland clifts of gi-adation, sea clifls are dis-

missed with less than two lines of text:

" On sea coasts and lake shores, sapping is

canned on by the waves, and cliffs are often

produced." Floods are rather fully treated

and flood plains are given about two pages,

but deltas are dismissed with the briefest

mention. Coast-foi'ms in the second essay

have less than two pages of the total thirtj'.

The explicit omission of seashore features,

or their postponement to a later monogi-aph,

would have been pi-eferable to so brief a

treatment.

Those who have enjoyed ^Major Powell's

eloquent accounts of his western explora-

tions will be glad to see again here some-

thing of the fervor of his style; but in a
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few cases it has led him too far for the crea-

tion of the best impression on readers so

literal-minded and so ready to accept and

quote authority as teachers are. It is over-

eloquent to say: " The tides sweep back and

forth across the surface of the sea, and

alternately lash the shores with their crested

waves," or " The purple cloud is painted

with dust, and the sapphire sky is adamant

on wings." After all the efforts to drive

' burning mountains ' out of school geogra-

phies, it is disconcerting to read here about

' floods of fire ' from volcanoes. In view

of the importance of the gentler processes

of nature, it is unfortunate to find in the

closing summary of the second essay a very

figurative expression regarding the three

great physiographic processes: " How fire,

earthquake and flood have been involved

in fashioning the land and sea . " The plain-

spoken teacher will have difficulty here in

distinguishing between poetry and prose.

There are occasional briefer over-general-

ized statements that must raise unnecessary

questions in the teacher's mind. In men-

tioning the tides, the apparent diurnal rota-

tion of the moon around the earth is worded:
' As the moon revolves about the earth

from east to west.' A little later, it is

said: "The seas are heated under the

tropics;" but schoolmasters are the very

persons who know that the tropics and the

torrid zone are not one and the same. The
surface currents of the ocean are referred

entirely to convectional movement in the

ocean itself; no surface cui-rents being as-

cribed to the winds ; and it is said that

" all surface currents drift eastward in going

towards the poles;" although this is wide

open to qualification. It is inconsistent

with the teachings of modern physics to

speak of the ' flow of . . . heat from the

fiery globes of space.'

The corrections of small things is a vexa-

tious matter. It is little less than a nui-

sance to the author to have to stop for so

small a trifle as the choice between ' under

the tropics ' and ' within the tropics.' This

distracts him fi-om the main line of thought

along which he is constructing his essay.

Minute corrections call for mental charac-

teristics that are pettj' in comparison with

the creative abilitj^ that produces the essay

itself; and from an author as independent

and original as Major Powell self-correction

of these relatively trifling verbal matters is

hardly to be expected. Yet it wiU be un-

fortunate if the editing of the future mono-

graphs does not involve such revisions as

will reduce their inconsistencies to a mini-

mum ;
for when teachers discover that they

can take exception to certain parts of then-

text, their confidence in the rest of it is

weakened. They have not as a rule much
sense of perspective in these matters ;

and,

as with book-keepers, a little error is in

their opinion about as dangerous as a great

one. They are confii-med in this habit of

thought hy the character of the contests,

of which they are frequent witnesses, that

grow out of the rivahy of publishers and

the strife of book agents. Knowing tliis,

the best way to prevent the confirmation of

the habit is to give it no opportunitj' for

practice. Even though the personality of

the author be in a measure lost, it is best to

scrutinize very carefully all books intended

for school teachers, and exclude fi-om them

every statement and phrase that will dis-

tract the reader from the essential line of

thought and set him to differing from the

author on matters of subordinate value.

For this purpose an experienced book agent

makes a most useful proof-reader ; and his

services should be secured, if possible, by

those who are acting for the National

Geographic Societj^ in the supervision of

these monographs. His advice will be found

very serviceable to authors whose previous

practice in writing has been on essaj'S for

scientific journals and governmental reports.

Haevaed University. W. M. Davis.
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Bufferjiiegand Mofli.'' (British). By W. FvR-

NEAUX. London. Lougnians. 1894. 12°.

This is by no means a complete treatise

on these insects, which would be quite im-

possible in the 3.50 pages to which it is lim-

ited : but rather a selection has been made
of such as the author thinks would prove

most desirable. The number of British

butterflies, however, is so limited (G6 spe-

cies) that place is found for all of them.

A brief description and general account is

given of each species mentioned, together

with a figure of most of them ; a certain

amount of attention is paid to the early

stages and especially to the caterpillar : but

the book is very weak indeed on all points

as to classification, the common characters

of groups being hardly hinted at ; it is there-

fore intended almost exclusively for the

amateur, and not for the serious student.

The introduction, which occupies about a

third of the book, and is of as much inter-

est to an outsider as to a Briton, is excep-

tionally good for a work of this class, though

here again it is lean as regards all matters

of structure or classification . The illustra-

tions in the text, and they are numerous,

are with few exceptions unusually good ;

those on the twelve colored plates not so

good. The figure of the egg of Pieris bra-^-

sic(e, on p. 14, is upside down.

S. H. S.

The Pygmies. By A. de Quaetrefages.

Translated by Frederick Stare. Illus-

trated. Pp. 255. D. Appleton & Co.

1895.

This volume forms number 2 of the

Anthropological Series, edited by Professor

Starr, of the University of Chicago. The
original appeared in Paris about eight years

ago, and the name of the distinguished

author, as well as the interest of the sub-

ject, insured it considerable attention.

He approaches the topic liistoricallj' with

a chapter on the accounts of the pygmies

which are found in classical writings, and
an attempt to analyze them in the light of

modern research. Turning to later sources,

a full history is supplied of what was
known ten years ago of the dwarf tribes of

Melanesia, of the Mincopies of the Anda-
man islands, of the Negritos of Indonesia,

of the Negrillos of Central Africa, and of

the Hottentots and Bushmen of the southern

portions of that continent. Special atten-

tion is given to the physical peculiarities of

the tribes mentioned and to their sociologic

condition. A chapter of .some length is

devoted to the religious beliefs of the Bush-

men and Hottentots, successfully contro-

verting the statement often advanced that

these humble peoples had no religion

at all. The illustrations, thirty-one in

number, are fairly well done, though printed

rather carelessly. The translator has ac-

complished his task well, and the text reads

pleasantly.

It is to be regretted that the large ma-
terial accumulated in the last ten years on

this subject was not more freely called up-

on. Mr. Haliburton, Professor Kollman
and Dr. Virchow have contributed mono-

graphs which should not be overlooked.

Emin Bey's anthropometric reports on the

Negrillos are the best we have; but these

names are not referred to. We should

have liked, also, a chapter on the causes

which bring about decrease in stature, a

physiological studj^ of its etiology. Prob-

ably any people would become dwarfs un-

der given conditions, and the trait is there-

fore not a racial one. D. G. Brinton.

An Introduction to Structural Botany (Flower-

ing Plants). By D. H. Scott. London

and New York. Macmillan & Co. 288 pp.

11.3 figs. 81.00.

The author intends that this shall be a

book for beginnei-s. Three types are chosen

to illustrate the structure of the flowering

plants, the wall flower (Cheiranthvs Cheiri
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L.); the white lily (lAlium candidum L.);

and the Spruce fir {Picea excelsa Link). He
has also introduced a chapter of 32 pages on

the 'physiology of nutrition.' The lan-

guage of the book is exceedingly simple.

Some of the original figures are very good.

In general it may be stated that the subject-

matter is well treated. The author intends

at some future time to present in a similar

way the cryptogamic types.

The fact that the author begins the study

of structural botany with the highest types

will be objected to by most modern botan-

ists. Many will also question the advisa-

bility of attempting to present structural

botany in an elementary way.

Albert Schneider.

NOTES AND NEWS.

ARGON.

M. Berthelot has communicated to the

Academy of Sciences the fuller details

which he promised concerniug his experi-

ments upon argon. Towards the end of

February he received from Professor Ram-
say 37 cubic centimetres of the gas, with

which small quantity he has obtained posi-

tive results of the greatest interest. Fol-

lowing the process by which he formerly

effected the direct combination of nitrogen

with various organic compounds, he finds

that argon is equally absorbed by these

bodies, though apparently with somewhat
less facility. The action of the silent dis-

charge upon a mixture of argon and ben-

zene vapor is accompanied by a feeble vio-

let luminosity visible in the dark. In one

of five experiments he found that a fluor-

escent substance was produced, which de-

veloped a magnificent greenish light and a

peculiar spectrum. M. Berthelot took 100

volumes of Professor Ramsay's gas, added a

drop or two of the hydrocarbon, and exposed

the mixture to the silent discharge at mod-
erate tension for about ten hours. The ex-

cess of benzene vapor being removed in the

usual way, the mixture was found to have

been reduced to 89 volumes. More benzene

was then added, and the experiment was

repeated with higher tension, which in

three hours produced a reduction of vol-

ume equal to 25 per cent. On again sub-

mitting the gaseous residue with benzene to

very liigh tension discharge he found the

final result to be 32 volumes. Analysis

showed this residue to contain onlj' 17 vol-

umes of argon, the other 15 volumes being

hydrogen, free or combined, and benzene

vapor. In other words, M. Berthelot has

effected the combination of 83 per cent, of

the argon under experiment, and was pre-

vented only bj^ the dimensions of his appa-

ratus from carrying the condensation yet

further.

The quantity at his disposal was too

small to permit of complete examination of

its products, but he is able to say that they

resemble those produced when nitrogen

mixed with benzene is submitted to the si-

lent discharge. That is to say, they consist

of a yellow resinous matter condensed on

the surface of the glass tubes employed.

This matter on being heated decomposes,

forming volatile products and a carbona-

ceous residue. The volatile products restore

the color of reddened litmus paper, proving

the production of alkali bj^ the decomposi-

tion, though the quantity of matter at com-

mand was too small to allow of its nature

being demonstrated. In any case, M. Ber-

thelot concludes, the conditions in which

argon is condensed by hj^drocarbons tend

to assimilate it yet more closely with nitro-

gen.

He adds that if it were permitted to as-

sume 42 instead of 40 as the molecular

weight of argon—an assumption which the

limits of error in the experiments hitherto

made do not, in his opinion, exclude—this

weight would represent one and a half times

that of nitrogen ; in other words, argon
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would stand to uitrogeii in the siime relation

as ozone to oxygen. There is, however, the

fundamental difl'erence that argon and ni-

trogen are not transformable into one an-

other, any more than the isomeric or poly-

meric metals. "Without insisting upon

points which are still conjectural, M. Ber-

tlielot observes that in any case he has de-

monstrated that the inactivity of argon dis-

appears in the conditions he describes.

"When the gas can be obtained in consider-

able quantities, he says it will be easy by

ordinary chemical methods to take these

primaiy combinations, or their analogues

obtainable with oxygen, hydrogen, or water,

as a point of departure for the preparation

of the normal series of more simple com-

pounds.

—

London Times.

At the anniversary meeting of the Chem-
ical Society, Professor Eamsay stated that

he had examined the gas (which according

to an observation of Hillebrand's was nitro-

gen) given ofl' bj' the mineral clevite when
treated with sulphuric acid, and discovered

that it contained argon. Spectroscopic ex-

amination showed a very bright yellow line

nearly coincident with the yellow sodium

line. This line was found to be identical in

position with the j'ellow line observed in

the spectrum of the sun's chromosphere,

and attributed to the hypothetical element

helium. AVhether helium could be sepa-

rated from argon remained to be seen. Mr.

Crookes gave some additional particulars of

the spectrum of the gas from clevite. He
found certain coincidences with the band
spectrum of nitrogen, particularlj' in the

ultra violet region, but some lines were
present which were not found in the nitro-

gen spectrum, and vice versa.

Dr. B. Br.\uner, Professor of Chemistrj-

in the Bohemian Universitj-, Prague, has

written to Xature, suggesting that argon

possibly exists in nebuhe. He points out

that a strong argon line, measui*ed by Mr.
Crookes, has practically the same wave-

length as the chief nebula line, and thinks

that the line at /. .3729.8 in the ' blue' spec-

trum, of the new sub.stauce represents tlie

line at I 3730, found in the spectra of nebuhe

and white stars.

PALEONTOLOGY.

Professor H. J. Seelev has recently

published a paper in the Philosophical Trans-

actions upon The Reputed Mammals from the

Karroo Formation of Cape Colony, in which

he reconsiders the evidence as to the mam-
malian nature of Theriodesmus and of

Tritylodon. He established the former

genus some j'ears ago upon a fore-arm ; the

latter was established by Richard Owen in

1884, upon a skull. In his previous papers

the author has descrilied both of these types

as mammalian, and the skull has invariably

been placed with the niesozoic Monotremes,

owing to the resemblances which its teeth

present, both in the crown and in the multi-

ple fangs, to other mammals of this veiy an-

cient and widespread group of multituber-

culates. Professor Seelev, in his renewed

examination of the skull of Tritj'lodon, be-

lieves that he finds evidences of • post-

frontal ' and ' pre-fi'outal,' and possibly of a

' transverse ' bone, as in the Theriodont

reptiles. This evidence he considei-s over-

weighs the distinctively mammalian char-

acters of the teeth. If it is subsequently

confirmed by more satisfactory material

this will be another example of the inde-

pendent development of what we have al-

ways considered distinctively mammalian
characters within the reptilian class. An-

other remarkable species of an undoubted

reptile is the Diademodon tetraijonus, in

which the single-fanged or reptilian molar

teeth are capped with crowns which bear a

most striking resemblance to a low-crowned

quadritubercular mammalian molar. These

discoveries in the Kai-roo Formation prom-

ise to yield most interesting and surprising

results, although if the position here taken
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is correct, it is somewliat disappointiug to

have such a tj'pe as Tritylodon taken from

the class mammalia. The evidence, does

not seem to be conclusive.

SIE AVILLIAM DAWSON.

At the last regular monthly meeting of

the Montreal Natural History Society (26th

ult.), Sir J. William Dawson read a paper

on the skeleton of a ' white whale ' (JBehiga),

recently found in a brickyard off the Papi-

neau Eoad, Montreal. The specimen, which
was imbedded in the Leda clay, belongs to

a species once abundant, and still not at all

uncommon, in the lower St. Lawrence.

Though it is now rarely known to ascend

the river to fresh water, a stuffed specimen

in the museum of the N. H. Societj^ is said

to have been caught near Montreal. The
fossil was below the normal length, being

about 12 feet.

Since his retirement from the principal-

ship of McGill University, Sir William
Dawson has turned his larger leisure to

good account. Besides three important

works issued from the press during the last

two years, he has found time for special

courses of lectures and an unfailing succes-

sion of papers on a wide range of subjects.

Just forty years ago he entered on his task

of building up McGill College. The status

of the university when his supervision

ceased, in 1893, is one of the things on which
Canadian science may well congratulate it-

self. J. T. C.

GENERAL.

The Mies bill incorporating the New
York Zoological Society, and providing for

the establishment of a zoological garden, has

been passed by the Senate at Albany.

D. Appleton & Co. announce a Crimi-

nology Series edited by Mr. Douglas Morrison,

the first volume of which, The Female Of-

fender, by Professor C. Lombroso, will be
issued this month.

The Academische Revue is a new journal

edited by Dr. Paul Von Salvisberg and pub-

lished by the International Hochschulwesen
in Munich. In addition to original articles

on educational interests it proposes to pub-

lish academic news, and the editor will be

glad to have items of news sent to liim.

The building used as a school of manual
training by the New York Institution for

the Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb, at

One Hundred and Sixtj'-fifth Street and
Fort Washington Avenue, was burned on
April 8th, causing a loss of $40,000. The
building stood about 400 feet from the main
buildings of the institution.

At a meeting on March 28th, the Coui't

of St. Andrew's Universitj' decided to found

two medical chairs, the one of materia med-
ica and the other of anatomj^.

Macmillan & Co. have in press a trans-

lation, by Dr Charles E. Eastman, of Prof.

Karl von Zittel's ' Elements of Paleon-

tology.'

De. Thomas M. Deown, now Professor of

Chemistry in the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, has been elected President of

Lehigh Universitj^.

LuiGi Feeei, Professor of Philosophy in

the University of Rome, died recently at

the age of 68.

De. G. Glogau, Professor of Philosophy

in the Universitj- of Kiel, died recently in

Greece at the age of 50.

Peofessoes Eeman, E. Schmidt and

Stumpf, of the University of Berlia, have

been elected members of the Prussian Acad-

emy of Sciences.

The British Government spent in 1894

£4,802 on the destruction of locusts in Cy-

prus. The methods used were the collec-

tion of eggs during the summer and winter

and the purchase of live locusts by weight

in spring.

The following lectures wiU be given be-

fore the Eoj^al Institution, of London, after

Easter: Professor George Forbes, three

lectures on 'Alternating and Interrupted
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Electric Currents'; Professor E. Ray Lan-

kester, four lectures on ' Tliirty Yeai-s' Pro-

gress in Biological Science
'

; Professor De-

war, four lectures on • The Liquefaction of

Gases'; Dr. William Huggins, three lec-

tures on ' The Instruments and Methods of

Spectroscopic Astronomy."

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIEXCIS OF PHILA-

DELPUIA.

At the meeting on March 26th Dr. ISI.

V. Ball called attention to the microscopic

preparation of the germ characteristic of

erysipelas, the botanical name of which is

Streptococcus pyorjenes. The culture of the

organism had been used with most gi-atify-

ing success in the treatment of cancer, the

cure of some cases having been reported,

while others had been manifestlj' benefited.

A subcutaneous injection of the culture

raises the temperature to 104° in 20 min-

utes. This palliative effect of the poison

of erj-sipelas had long been known, the im-

provement of cancer cases accidentallj'

affected having been noticed j-ears ago in

hospitals.

Dr. S. G. Dixon spoke of the morpho-

logical resemblance between Actinomyces, or

the ray fungus, and ^Eyevita Candida, a white

fungus, found growing on damp decaying

wood. The former is believed to produce

in cattle and man the disease known as

lump jaw, or Actinomyces. Should the two
fungi prove to be identical, the hitherto un-

known cause of lump jaw in cattle would
not oulj' be explaint>d, but cattle breeders

would be enabled to prevent, to a gi-eat ex-

tent, the much dreaded disease.

Mr. Henry C. Pilsbrj' exhibited fine

specimens of the genus Cerion, and ciilled

special attention to the variations of the

teeth or plates on the collumella, some of

which extended far into the shell, while in

other individuals thej- are quite superficial,

the external chai-acters, however, remaining

tlie same. He believed the use of these

folds was to enable the mollusk to keep a

more firm grasp of the shell, and thus move
it about more freely, as it hangs from twigs

and leaves.

Tlie geographical distribution of the spe-

cies is peculiar. They inhabit Cuba, Hayti,

the Bahamas and Florida Kej-s and reap-

pear in Curacoa, off the northern coast of

South America, but are completely absent

from Jamaica and the Caribbean chain.

There is, therefoi-e, a wide gap between the

northern and southern areas inhabited by
the genus Cerion, altliough the islands in

this space are apparently favorable to the

existence of snails. A suite of specimens

illustrating species of Cerion was exhibited.

Edw. J. ^O'L&.'S, Recording Secretary.

>EW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.

At the meeting of the Section of Astron-

omy and Physics ofthe New York Academy
of Sciences on April 1st Professor R. S.

Woodward was elected chairman and

William Hallock secretary for the following

year.

President Rees gave a verj^ interesting

resume of the work done in astronomy

during 1S94. This paper may appear in

Science a little later.

President Rees then showed some of Pro-

fessor Barnard's wonderful photographs of

the Milky-Way, pointing out the evidences

of the peculiar geometrical clustering of the

stars in certain parts, as well as the ' dark

lanes ' and ' star streams ' discovered by

Barnard. He also showed photographs of

several comets, especially Brooks', which

went through such interesting changes.

The photographs brought out most beauti-

fullj- the unusual structure of the tail, and

the sudden changes in shape, especially

when it seemed to have encountered a

resisting medium and apparently broke

the tail near its middle.

The pictures were discussed and admired
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by the members. Mr. C. A. Post admitted

that his skepticism as to ' star streams ' had

been conquered, and argued that ft'om the

photograph it seemed more probable that

Brooks' comet had run its head against the

obstacle rather than its tail, as maintained

by Professor Barnard.

"Wm. Hallock, Sec^y of Section.

THE TEXAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, APRIL 5.

Brief announcement of my recent discoveries in

the mathematics of engineering : Dk. G. B.

Halsted.

The storm-xoater storage system of irrigation:

;ftoBERT A. Thompson.

Cometary Orbits as related to the solar system :

Charles K. McDonald.

Microscopic exhibition of slides sent by Dr. A.

J. Smith on the organism tohich causes ma-

larial fever : "W. W. Noeman.

SCIENTIFIC JOUBNALS.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS, APRIL.

A Method for Calculating Simidtaneously all the

Roots of an Equation : Emory McClintock.

Sur le logarithme de la fonction gamma : Ch.

Hermite.

Sur la pression dans les mileux dieleetriques ou

magnetiques : P. Dtjhem.

On Ternary Substitution- Groups of Finite Order

which leave a Triangidar unchanged: H.

Maschke.
psyche, APRIL.

A Comparison of Colias hecla ivith Colias

meadii and Colias elis : Thomas E. Bean.

Western Pedicice, Bittacomorphm and Tricho-

cerce: C. R. Osten Sacken.

Failure to emerge of Actias luna : Caroline

G. SOULE.

Entomological Notes.

journal of geology, feb.-march.

Sedimentary Measurement of Cretaceous Time

:

G. K. Gilbert.

Use of the Aneroid Barometer in Geological

Surveying : C. W. Rolfe.

A Petrographical Sketch ofjEgina and Methana

:

Part III. Henry S. Washington.

On Clinton Conglomerate and Wave Marks in

Ohio and Kentucky (Concluded}: Aug. F^

Foerste.

Glacial Studies in Greenland: T. C. Cham-

berlin.

Editorials ; Publications.

BULLETIN of THE TORREY BOTANICAL CLUB.

APRIL.

Biographical Sketch of Dr. J. Bernard Brinton

{with portrait): By a Committee of the

Philadelphia Botanical Club.

Food Plants of the North American Indians:

V. Harvard.

The Classification of the Archegoniates : Lu-

ciEN M. Underwood.

Rules for Citation adopted by the Madison Bo-

tanical Congress and Section G., A. A. A. S.

Proceedings of the Club.

Index to Recent Literature Relating to Ameri-

can Botany

NEW BOOKS.

The Story of the Stars. G. F. Chambers.

New York, D. Appleton. 1895. Pp.

160.

Evolution and Effort. Edmond Kelly. New
York, D. Appleton, & Co. 1885. Pp.

vii+297. $1.25.

A Primer of Evolution. Edward Clodd.

New York andLondon,Longmans, Green

& Co. 1895. Pp. 186.

Repetitorumder Chemie. Carl Arnold. 6tli

Ed. Hamburg und Leipzig, Leopold

Voss. 1894. Pp. X + 613. M. 6.

Anleitung zur Mikrochemisehen Analyse. H.

Beheens. Hamburg und Leipzig, Leo-

pold Voss. 1895. Pp. xi + 224. M. 6.

Bildungselemente und Erziehlicher Wert des

Unterrichts in der Chemie. Rudolph

Arendo. Hamburg und Leipzig, Leo-

pold Voss. 1895. Pp. 103. M. 2.

Le Petrole. A. Jaccard. Paris, Felix Al-

can. 1895. Pp. xii + 292.
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.

The National Academy of Sciences met at

Washington on April IG, 17, 18 and 19,

Profesaor O. C. ^Mai-sh, pre.sident, in the

chair. The following member.s -were re-

ported as present

:

Professor C. Abbe, Gen. Henry L. Abbot,

XJ. S. A., Professor Alexander Agassiz, Pro-

fessor George F. Barker, Professor Carl

Barns, Dr. John S. Billings, Professor H. P.

Bowditch, Mr. Lewis Boss, Professor W. K.
Brooks, General Thomas L. Casej', U. S. A.,

Professor Charles F. Chandler, Professor S.

C. Chandler, General Cyrus B. Coinstoek,

Professor E. D. Cope, Professor Kussel H.
Chittenden, Professor Theodore N. Gill,

Professor Wolcott Gibbs, Mr. G. K. Gilbert,

Professor G. Brown Goode, Professor Ben-

jamin A. Gould, Professor Arnold Hague,

Professor Asaph Hall, Professor Charles S.

Hastings, Mr. George W. Hill, Professor

0. C. Marsh, Professor T. C. Mendenhall,

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, Professor A. A. Mi-

chelson, Mr. Edward S. Morse, Professor

Simon Newcomb, U. S. N., Professor Ira

Eemsen, Professor Henry A. Rowland, Pro-

fessor Charles A. Sohott, Professor John

Trowbridge, General Francis A. Walker,

Professor Charles A. White.

The papers entered to be read were as

follows :

1

.

On Some Variations in the Genus Encope

:

A. Agassiz and W. McM. Woodworth.
2. Notes on the Florida Reef: A. Agassiz.

3. The Progress of the Publications on the E.r-

pedition of 1891 of the U. S. Fish Commis-

sion Steamer ' Albatross,' Lieut. Commander

Z. Ij. Tanner, commanding : A. Agassiz.

4. On Soil Bacteria : M. P. Ravenel. (In-

troduced by J. S. Billings.)
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5. A. Linkage Showing the Laws of the Refrac-

tion of Light : A. M. Mayee.

6. On the Color Relations of the Atoms, Ions

and Molecules : M. Caeey Lea.

7. Mechanical Literpretations of the Variations

of Latitude : E. S. Woodward. (Intro-

duced by S. C. Chandler.)

8. On a New Determination of the Nutation-

Constant, and some allied topics : S. C.

Chandler.

9. On the Secular Motion of a Free Magnetic

Needle : L. A. Bauer. (Introduced by C.

Abbe.)

10. On the Composition of Expired Air, and

Its Effect Ujion Animal Life: J. S. Billings.

11. Systematic Catalogue of European Fishes :

Th. Gill.

12. The Extinct Cetacea of North America: E.

D. Cope.

13. On the Application ofa Percentage Method in

the Study of the Distribution of Oceanic Fishes.

A. Definition of Eleven Faunas and Two

Sub-faunas of Deep Sea Fishes.

B. The Relationships and Origin of the Carri-

beo-Mexican and Mediterranean Suh-

faunas : Gr. Brown Goode.

14. On the Two Isomeric Chlorides of Ortho-

sidpho-benzoic Acid : Ira Remsen.

15. On Some Compounds Containing two Hal-

ogen Atoms in Combination with Nitrogen

:

Ira Remsen.

16. Presentation of the Watson Medal to Mr.

Seth G. Chandler, for his Researches on the

Variation of Latitudes, on Variable Stars, and

for his other works in Astronmny.

17. Biographical Memoir of Dr. Leivis M. Ruth-

erfurd : IB. A. Gould.

18. Relation of Jupiter''s Orbit to the Mean
Plane of Four Hundred and One Minor

Planet Orbits : H. A. Newton.
19. Orbit of Miss MitchelVs Comet, 1847, VI:

H. A. jN"ewton.

The officers elected were as follows : Presi-

dent, Prof. Wolcott Gibbs ; Vice-president,

Gen. F. A. Walker ; Home Secretary, Prof.

Asaph Hall ; Foreign Secretary, Prof. A.

Agassiz ; Treasurer, Dr. John S. Billiugs

;

additional members of the Council, Prof.

George J. Brush, Prof. George L. Goodale,

Dr. B. A. Gould, Prof. O. C. Marsh, Prof.

Simon Newcomb and Prof. Ira Remsen.

The new members elected were Prof. W.
L. Elkin, professor of astronomy in Yale

Observatory; Prof. C. S. Sargent, professor of

botanj' in Harvard University ; Dr. W. H.

Welch, professor of pathology in Johns

Hopkins Universitj^, and Prof C. 0. Whit-

man, professor of biology in the University

of Chicago. The foreign associates elected

were Prof. Rudolph Leuckart, professor of

zoology in the University of Leij^sic ; Prof.

Julius von Sachs, professor of botanj' in the

University of Wiirtzburg, and Prof. Sophus

Lie, professor of mathematics in the Uni-

versity of Leipsic.

The Barnard Medal was awarded to Lord

Rayleigh for his discoveiw of argon, and

the Watson Medal to Professor S. C. Chand-

ler for his researches on the variation of

latitude and other subjects.

The autumn meeting of the Academy
will be held at Philadelphia, beginning Oc-

tober 29.

ABTEUR CAYLEY.

How Professor Caylej' touched everj^thing

mathematical, and touched notlung which

he did not adorn, may be illustrated by the

following unpublished letters, which were

the first expression of discoveries that have

siace taken their permanent place in our

best text-books. They are both the outcome

of the sudden and fruitful interest in linkage,

dating from S3dvester's interview with

Tchebychev, when, leaving behind him the

diagram of the now celebrated Peaucellier's

Cell, the illustrious Russian gave in parting

the characteristic advice: "Take to kine-

matics; it Avill repay you; it is more fecund

than geometry ; it adds a fourth dimension

to space."

I -will transcribe the letters exactly, not
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only because the recent deatli of Tclieby-

chev. followed in less than two months by

that of Cayley, gives them now a special

pertinence, but because it is of interest to

compare one witli what is given on ' ti-am

motion ' in Kempe's ' How to Draw a

Straiglit Line,' and the other with its repro-

duction by no less a master than Clifford

on pages 149, 150 of his Dynamic, whence
I add figure 2.

•' Robert's theorem of 3-bar motion takes

the following elegant form : Take a triangle

Bl
~

CI ^

ABC and a point and through O draw-

lines parallel to the sides as in the figure, the

3 shaded A 's are of course similar to ABC.
Now imagine a linkage composed of the

shaded A's and the bars AAj, AA3, BB3,
BB,, CC,, CC„ pivoted together at A, B, C,

Aj, A3, B3, Bj, Co. Cj, O ; then, however,

the figure is moved [of course A3, B3 do
not continue in the line AB, etc.] , the tri-

angle ABC will remain similar to the shaded tri-

angles ; and if in any position of the figure we
fix the points A, B, C, then the point O will

be movable in a curve, viz.: we have the

same curve described by O considered as the

vertex of OA3 B3, where the two radii are

AA3, BB3—by O considered as the vertex

of OA2 Cj, etc.—and by O considered as

the vertex of OB, C,, etc."

Cambridge, Feb. 22, 1876.

" The porism is venj prettj' ; it was new
to me, though I think it ought not to have
been so. Look at the theorem thus: Im-
agine a plane, two points thereof, A, C
moving in fixed lines Ox, Oy. Describe the

circle OAC, which consider as a circle fixed

in the plane and movable with it. Then
the theorem is that any point B of this

circle moves in a line OB through O. In

particular B may be the opposite extremity

of the diameter through A, and we have

then the points A,B moving on the lines

Ox and OB at right angles to each other,

viz. : the general case of a plane moving two
points thereof on two fixed lines is reduced

to this well-known particular case. And
the theorem comes to this, that dividing

the rod AB at pleasure into two parts AM,
MB, and drawing MC at right angles, and a

mean proportional, the locus of C is a right

line through O, which is of course easily

proved." Yours very sincerely,

A. Cayley.
Ca.mbridge, M<ay 5.

George Bruce Halsted.
Austin, Texas, Feb. 15, 1895.
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THE PROTOLENUS FAUNA*
The above article will be one of especial

interest to students of the early Paleozoic

faunas, since it describes one of the oldest

known.

From time to time during the last thirtj^

or forty years discoveries of fossils have

been made in the Cambrian rocks of east-

ern Canada. Those of the St. Lawrence

valley and northern Newfoundland were by

Billings referred to the ' Lower Potsdam,'

but at a later date, together with others

found in that valley and in southern New-
foundland, they have been more specially

correlated with the Olenellus Fauna by C.

D. Walcott and others.

Other fossils found in the lower part of

the Cambrian rocks in New Brunswick be-

low the Paradoxides bed were naturally at

first thought to be also of this fauna, but, as

win be seen by considerations advanced fur-

ther on, it does not now seem possible so to

establish the relationship.

The discoveries in New Brunswick have

from time to time been reported in articles

pubUshed by G. F. Matthew in the Transac-

tions of the Eoyal Society of Canada, but

such important additions were disclosed

through the collections made by W. D.

Matthew in 1892 and 1893, and by him in

conjunction with G. van Ingen for Columbia

College, New York, in 1894, that a special

article on this, the Protolenus fauna, has

been written. From this article the follow-

ing abstract has been made of the character

of the fauna, and the conclusions arrived at

from its study.

The fauna consists of Foraminifera,

Sponges, Molluscs and Crustaceans. All the

Foraminifera described are referred to the

genera Orhulina and Globigerina; the

sponges include Protospongia and others.

The molluscs are mostly hyalithoid shells

^Abstract of a paper commumoated to the New
York Academy of Sciences by G. F. Matthew, of St.

John, N. B.

of the genera Orthotheca, HijoKthu:< and Dip-

lotheea. A remarkable mollusc having a

helicoid shell and supposed to be a Hete-

ropod, enables me to establish a new
genus. The Crustaceans are chieflj' of two
gTOups, Ostracoda and Trilobita, of which

the former are remarkable for the large

number of genera and species, as compared

with the trilobites; two predominant and
characteristic genera are Hipponieharion and
Beyrichona. All the trilobites are of genera

peculiar to this fauna, except Ellipsocephaliis,

which, although one of the dominating

tj'pes, also occurs in the Paradoxides beds of

Europe. The most characteristic genus or

trilobites is Protolenus, which is abundantly

present in the typical beds.

The following are some of the salient

characters of the fauna as at present known.

All the trilobites have continuous eyelobes. This

is a decidedly primitive character, and its

value in tlus respect is shown by the genus

Paradoxides of the overlying fauna, which

began with small species having such eye-

lobes, and culminated in the large forms of

the upper Paradoxides beds in which the

eye-lobe was considerably shortened. Tliis

shortening of the eyelobe was carried still

further in the Oleni of the Upper Cambrian,

dwarfed forms, with a general similarity to

the Paradoxides, in which the eyelobe is al-

most on a line with the front of the gla-

bella.

The important family of Ptychoparidw is ab-

sent. This family did not have continuous

eyelobes, for in the young, when this pro-

jecting fold first shows itself, it is short and

at the lateral margin of the head-shield.

No trilobite with such an ej^elobe has been

found in this fauna . The Ptj'choparidae had

about a dozen species in the Olenellus

Fauna, and became quite common in that

with Paradoxides, and continued to abound

throughout the Cambrian period.

The genus Conocoryphe is absent. This is

specially a type of the Lower Paradoxides
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beds and under, the name of Conocoryphe

irilineata (Atops triliiieatus), is claimed as a

characteristic fossil of the Olenellus Zone.

The genug Microdi-icus is absent. This trilo-

bite is especiallj- characteristic of the Olen-

ellus Zone and continued to live with Para-

doxides. Here it occure in the Paradoxides

Zone, but is absent from the Protolenus

Fauna.

The genus Olenellus is absent. Though

carefully looked for, no example of this

genus has been found among the trilobites

of the Protolenus Fauna, hence, though this

fauna apparentlj- holds the place where we

might naturally expect to find Olenellus, that

genus proves to be absent, or at least not at

all characteristic ; and, as so many of its as-

sociate genera also are absent, we cannot re-

gard this fauna as the Fauna of Olenellus.

Of the genera of trilobites that are pres-

ent Micmacca has affinitj' with Zacanthoides.

It differs in the course of the posterior ex-

terior of the dorsal suture. The relation

will seem closer if we suppose a movement

of the eyelobe during the growth of Zacan-

thoides similar to that which occurred in the

Ptychoparidse, by which the eyelobe was

drawn in toward the glabella, while at the

same time there was a projection of the

posterior extension of the dorsal suture out-

ward toward the general angle. If this

change were shown to have occurred in Za-

canthoides, Micmacca might be looked upon as

an ancestral form of that genus.

In this fauna there is a very primitive as-

semblage of Brachiopods, of forms which it

is in man}- cases difficult to assign to any

known genus. Many are small, some are

minute, and the larger species belong to the

Obolidie and Siphonotretidae.

The Gasteropoda have already been al-

luded to ; among the.se Pelagiella (n. gen.) is

remarkable for the peculiar aperture which

seems to indicate a free swimming Heter-

opod.

This fauna is distinguished from that of

Olenellus bj' two marked features; it is

more primitive and also more pelagic.

The way in which the trilobites are bound

together bj' the single feature of a continu-

ous eyelobe shows a unity of origin and a

close relationship not found in any other

fauna. And yet among these trilobites

there are forms which in other respects are

parallel to the types which developed in

the later faunas ; thus in Protolenus we have

have the flat pleura with the diagonal fur-

row of Paradoxides and the deeply grooved,

geniculate pleura of Ptychoparia, and at the

same time the prominent glabella and deep

dorsal furrows of Solenopleura. Micmacca, as

has already been said predicated Zacan-

thoides of a later fauna, and Protagraxdos in

its almost obliterated glabella and flat

cephalic shield closely resembles Agraulos

of the Paradoxides Fauna.

It is a more pelagic fauna than that of

Olenellus, for we notice the absence of many
forms differentiated for shore-conditions.

Trilobites with fixed outer cheeks, like

Olenellus and Microdiscus are absent ; cal-

careous corals and sponges are rare ; thick-

shelled brachiopods and the Orthidse are

wanting, or rare ; no Lamellibranch is

known, but Foraminifera are quite common
in some of the beds.

The question of the antiquity of this fauna

as compared with that of Olenellus is dis-

cussed. The facies of the fauna as above

described indicates a greater antiquity,

but if the two faunas were contemporaneous,

that of Olenellus may have reached these

shores first.

VOLCANIC DUST IN TEXAS.

Sometime since the writer was given, for

examination bj' the microscope, a sample of

a white, fine-grained silicious deposit by

Prof R. T. Hill, of the U. S. Geological

Survey, who writes as follows concerning it

:

" Tlie material which I gave you was collected by

au old Te.xas friend of miue, Mr. S. P. Ford, in De-
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cemtier, 1893, who said that at first he supposed it was

chalk, but had since come to the conclusion that it is

something else. "When I wrote to Mr. Ford that I

thought it was volcanic glass, proh.ibly derived from

some of the now extinct vents along the Rocky Moun-

tain front, he expressed some doubt as to this mode of

origin, and said :

' '

' This specimen was from a solid hill from thirty to

forty feet high, composed entirely of this stufi. The

point I make is that, on account of its thickness, the

crater must have been somewhere very close, and if so,

is it not something heretofore unknown in Texas?

The exact locality is on Duck creek, in Dickens county,

about 50 miles northwest of the Double Mountain.

'

( Dickens county is in northwestern Texas, in the

Brazos River drainage.—Author.

)

"This specimen undoubtedly comes from the post-

Cretaceous formations constituting the great Llano

Estacado. Perhaps you will remember that in 1886

I collected some similar material from near Wray,

Colorado, and Hecla, Nebraska, which was described

by Prof. MeiTJll of the National Museum, in the

American Journal of Science. This Texas material

seems very similar to that of the Colorada-Nebraska

locality, both in appearance and in geological position,

I wish that more was known of the stratigraphy of

the Texas beds. The Colorado specimens occur in

what is called the White River Tertiary. '

'

An examination by the microscope shows

that the white material is volcanic glass, in

the angular and fluted foirms figured by Mer-

rill,* as characteristic of volcanic dust from

Furnas county, in southern Nebraska. Dil-

ler t also describes and figures similar forms

of glass particles from ISTorway, Krakatoa,

Truckee River and Breakhart Hill, the lat-

ter a hill to the north of Boston, Mass.

In the same article he describes volcanic

dust from TJnalashka, which fell in October,

1883, and discusses volcanic dusts in gen-

eral. Professor Diller concludes that '

' so far

as definite observationshavebeen made, they

warrant the general assertion, that with oc-

casional exceptions, which can be readily

explained, volanic dust contains a higher

percentage of silica than the lava to which

it belongs."

Professor Diller has also described some

*Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1885, p. 100.

t Science, May 30, 1884.

volcanic material fi-om Knox county, Ne-

braska, and from the West Blue River,

Seward county, Nebraska,='= and estimated

that about 90% was vocanic dust, there"

being also numerous rolled quartz grains.

The description of the material collected

by Professor HiU ft'om Wray (B. & L. R.

R.), on the south side of the Republican

River, occiu's in an interesting article by

Professor Merrill, ' On the Composition of

Certain Pliocene Sandstones from Montana

and Idaho.'!

Three figures are given showing the shape

of the particles of volcanic glass found in

the sandstones. In the material fi-om the

Devil's Pathway (No. 35893 " ) " there are

many disc-like bodies on the glass particles,

coloi'less and nearly circular in outline,"

but the other figures show angular and

fluted forms like those above referred to.

Merrill gives analyses of three samples of

the volcanic dust from Montana and Idalio,

and concludes that they are of andesitic or

tractytic origin. His analyses include lime

and alkali determinations, and the silica •

contents range from 67.76% to 68.92%.

Merrill also states that some volcanic

dust from Krakatoa fell on a ship 885 miles

from the source of volcanic activity, so that

the existence of a layer of volcanic dust at

a given point may not indicate the prox-

imity of the volcano from which the ma-

terial came, but a deposit fortj^ or more feet

thick would hardly form at a great distance

from the source.

The volcanic dust obtained by the writer

from a layer in the Neocene Lake beds that

underlie Mohawk Valley, in Plumas county,

California, likewise resembles in the shape

of its particles the dusts figured by Diller

and Merrill. An analysis of this material

by Dr. W. H. Melville showed that it con-

tained 70.64% of silica, and it was there-

*See article by J. E. Todd, Science, Vol. VII., p.

373.

tAm. Jour. Sei., Vol. XXXII., pp. 199-204.
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fore presumed to be a rhyolitic glass.* The
material obtained by Professor H : 1 1 closely

resembles the Mohawk Vallej' material.

The Texas occurrence is of unusual interest,

being in a region where evidences of the

former existence of volcanoes are rare.

H. W. Turner.
W.vsnixc.Tox.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY (VI.).

THE CAUCASIC LIXGUISTIC STOCK.

Col. R. Yon Ekckert, of the Russian

army, already known for an excellent work
on the ethnography of the Caucasus, has

just published an epoch-making volume on

the languages of that region (Die Sprachen

des Kaukasischeu Stammes, Vienna, 1895).

In this he solves the intricate problem which

has so long puzzled linguists as to the rela-

tionship and place oftiiese tongues. He dem-
onstrates by satisfactory evidence, structural

and lexicographical, that these numerous
languages and dialects, some thirty in num-
ber (the Ossetic. which is Arj'an, being of

course excluded), belong to one family,

which should be called the ' Caucasic' It

is divided in three groups, the Georgian,

the Circassian and the Lesghian. The
stock stands wholly independent, all simi-

larities to either Ural-Altaic or Indo-Euro-

pean proving accidental or unimportant.

AVhich of the groups is nearest the ancient

original tongue he does not pretend to de-

cide ; but he offers striking testimony to

the persistence of the traits of these lan-

guages. The Georgian was written as

early as the ninth century A. D., and he

gives a letter composed bj' a bishop in 918.

It is quite identical, both in sj-ntax and
words, with the current tongue of to-day.

All these facts are the more to the pur-

pose since so much has been made of late

years bj' Professors Sayce, Hommell and
their followei-s, of what they call the 'Ala-

* Bull. Phil. Soc. Wasliiugton, Vol. XI., p. 389.

rodian ' linguistic stock (t. e., the Geor-

gian), in connection with the pretended
' Sumerian ' of lower Babylonia. It is

likely that they will have to ' back water,'

now that comparisons can really be

made.

CUNEIFORM LN'SCRIPTIOXS.

Dr. Hugo Wlnckler, in his ' History of

Babylonia and A.ssyria,' tells us that the

cuneiform method of writing was in use

among eight nations speaking entirely dif-

ferent languages. Whether this is quite

accurate or not, we need not stop to con-

sider, as there can be no question that it

had a much wider distribution than used to

be supposed. Last year the well-known
French archicologist, M. E. Chantre, un-

earthed specimens of it at Pterium and
CiBsarea, in Asia Minor, as far west, perhaps,

as such inscriptions have been found in

place. The excavations continued by the

University of Pennsylvania at Niffer have

proved rich in finds of tablets. But the

champion recent discoveries appear to be

those of M. de Sarzec at Tello. A brief ac-

count of his eighth campaign in that rich

localitj^ appears in the ' Revue Ai-chaeolo-

gique ' of December last, extracted from the

official report of M. S. Reinach. From it

we learn that M. de Sarzec opened a small

mound some hundreds of j-ards fi-om that

which he had previously worked, and
chanced upon the very archives of the old

city themselves. Thej' were inscribed on

tablets and neatly stored in trenches, where

thej' had rested undisturbed these thousands

of yeai-s. From these deposits he took out

more than thirty tlwumnd tablets, about five

thousand in perfect condition, another five

thousand very slightly injured, and the

others more or less defaced. This magni-

ficent discovery will have the greatest im-

portance in revealing the history and

character of the ancient Babj'lonian civili-

zation.
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THE ORIGIN OF NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURE.

Among the Americanists of Europe, Dr.

Eduard Seler easily ranks in the first class.

He is lecturer on American archajology in

the University of Berlin, and his numerous

writing are of the most solid merit. Two
recent articles by him are significant. One
in 'Globus' (Vol. 65, IsTo. 20), entitled

' Where was Aztlan ? ' was inspired by Mr.

Wickersham's aticle in ' Science,' December

8, 1893, in which that writer endeavored to

discover ' Asiatic analogies ' between the

Aztecs, the Puget Sound Indians and vari-

ous Asian tribes. Seler"s second article is

broader. It is entitled ' On the Origin of

the Ancient Civilization of America,' and

appears in the Preussische Jahrbiicher (Vol.

79, 1895).

In these able and pointed papers he sums

up with masterly force the arguments which

prove that the culture of ancient America

in all its details was indigenous, starting at

various centers independently, and in no

item or shred derived from instructors from

across the ocean or across Bering Straits.

' American science,' he pertinently says,

' can only win by giving up once for all the

vain attempts to construct imaginary con-

nections between the cultures of the old and

new continents,' and he points out clearly

that this independence of historic connec-

tion is what lends to American archteology

its greatest importance.

In singular and sad contrast to these

truly scientific views are the efforts of a

local school of American students to rehabil-

itate the time-worn hypotheses of Asiatic

and Polynesian influences in the native cul-

tures of our continent. The present leader

of this misdirected tendencj^ is Professor O.

T. Mason, whose articles in the ' Interna-

tional Archives of Ethnography' and in

the ' American Anthropologist,' bearing on

this question do the utmost credit to his

extensive learniag and the skill with which

he can bring it to bear in a lost cause. His

latest, entitled ' Similarities of Culture

'

(Amer. Anthrop. April, 1895), is so excel-

lent an effort that it is all the more painful

to see its true intent is to bolster uj) a mori-

bund chimera. It is to be hoped that they

will not influence the younger workers in.

the field to waste their energies in pursuing

these will-o'-the-wisps of science which will

only lead them to bootless quests.

ARCH^OLOGICAX NEWS FROM SWITZERLAND^

Two or three years ago the curious dis-

covery was made in Switzerland that at one

time, during the neolithic period, a dwarf

race, true pj'gmies, flourished in Europe.

The bones of a number of them were un-

earthed at Schweizersbild, near Schaif-

hausen, in connection with polished stone

implements and pottery. The average height

ofthe adults was about 140 centimeters, close

to that of the Bushmen. They apparently

lived along with other tribes of ordinary

stature, as the remains of both were found

together. The cubical capacity of the skull

was about 1200 c. c. Several anatomists have

given the skeletons close attention, notably

Professor J. Kollman, of Basel, in the ' Ver-

handlungen der Anatomischen Gesellschaft,'

May, 1894, who appends to hispaper a bib-

liogrophy of articles relating tothe find.

The abundant richness of Switzerland as

an archseological field is strikingly shown

by an archaeological mapof the canton Zur-

ich, prepared by Dr. J. Heierli, andjust pub-

lished in the city of the name. It is veiy

neatlj' printed in colors, showing by the

tint the relative age of the station, whether

neolithic, Eoman, Allemannian, etc. The

author has added a pamphlet of explana-

tions and an index, so as to familiarize stu-

dents with the local sites and what they

signify. It is heartily to be wished that

some State of our countrj^ would foUow this

excellent example and thus lead to a more

intelligent comprehension and a better pre-

servation of the antiquities on our soil.
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SOUTH AMERICAN TRIBES AND LAXGUAGES.

In the February nuniber of the Journal of

tlie Anthropological Institute, Mr. Clements

K. Markhani, republishes his ' List of Tribes

in the valley of the Amazon,' which first

appeared about twenty years ago. Of course

there are many improvements in the

enumeration ; but it is amazing to note that

by far the best recent authorities are not

referred to, and their material is ignored.

In the ' list of authorities ' there is no men-

tion, for instance, of the names of Von Den
Steinen, Ehrenreich or Barbosa Rodriguez.

For the linguistics he quotes Dr. Latliam as

still the authority. In fact, the best work
done in Amazonian ethnograjjhy within the

last decade is not mentioned nor utilized.

Some interesting studies in the languages

of the Argentine Republic should not be

overlooked. The Allentiac was a language,

now extinct, spoken in the vicinity of San

Juan de la Frontera. A little catechism,

grammar and vocabulary of it was printed

by Father Louis de Valdivia in 1607, of

which onlJ' one perfect copy is known . This

has been edited with a useful introduction

by Jose T. Medina (Sevilla, 1894), and has

been made the subject of a neat study by
General Bartolome Mitre (Estudio Biblio-

grafico linguistico de las Obras de Valdivia,

La Plativ, 1894; pp. 1.53). He inclines to

consider it a separate stock.

The well-known Argentine linguist, Sam-
uel A. Lafone (^uevedo, lias added another

to the list of his valuable monographs by a

thorough study of the mysterious Lule

language ( Los Lules ; Estudio Filologico,

Buenos Aires, 1894, pp. 14.j). It is ba.sed,

of course, on the grammar of Machoni,and

reaches the conclusion that the modern are

not the ancient Lules, and Machoni's gram-
mar is that of a tongue which belongs with

the Quichuan gi'oup, and not among those

of the Gran Chaco.
D. G. Brinton.

University of Pe.vssvlvania.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A LARGE REFLECTOR FOR THE LICK

OBSERVATORY.

Mr. Edward Crossley, F. R. A. S., of

Halifax, England, has offered to present

his 3-foot reflecting telescope to the Lick
Observatorj- with its apparatus and dome,
complete. The grateful thanks of the Ob-
servatory are returned for this generous and
highly appreciated gift.

Edward S. Holden.
Mount Hamilton, April 4, 1895.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Alternatiiuj Generations. A Biological Study of

Oak GalU and Gall Flies. By Herman
Abler, M. D. Schleswig. Translated

and edited by Charles R. Straton.

New York, Macmillau & Co.

The recent appearance, from the Claren-

don press, of an edition of Dr. Herman Ad-
ler's celebrated work, which was published

some fourteen years ago, on alternating gen-

erations among the Cinipidte, being a bio-

logical study of oak galls and gall-flies, will

be welcomed by all interested in the sub-

ject, especiallj' by those who do not read

German or French. The English transla-

tion is by Charles R. Straton. The work
consists of: (] ) an introduction by the edi-

tor
; (2) the translation proper, to which

the editor iias added, in brackets and in

smaller type, the popular English name of

the gall, the jiarticular oak upon which it

is found, and a list of the inquilines and
parasites that have been reared from each

species
; (3) as Appendix I., by the editor,

a full account of Cynips kolluri Hartig

;

(4) as Appendix II., a synoptical table of

oak galls
; (5) as Appendix III., a classifi-

cation of the Cynipidie, and (fi) a bibliog-

raphy.

The synoptical table of oak-galls (Cynipi-

dpe alone included) is based on European

species ; while the classification includes

not only European but a certain number of
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the older American species, but it is very

imperfect in taking no note of the many
later described American species, especially

those described by Ashmead and Gillette.

The classification is based on Mayr's, as was

that given in Lichtenstein's translation of

1881, and comparatively few additional spe-

cies are included.

The introduction is verj^ full and includes

a discussion of heredity and a rather full

summary of late embryologic work, with a

view of getting a clearer conception of the

philosophy of alternation in generations.

Mr. Straton particularly discusses Weis-

mann's views, but by no means accepts

them, though a thorough believer himself

in natural selection.

Straton points out " that galls may be ar-

ranged in groups of greatly increasing com-

plexity and that they must have arisen by

gradual and complete improvements in the

initial stages of their formation, acting

through natural selection over an unlimited

period of time and through numerous con-

secutive species." Each infinitesimal im-

provement in the gall itself, internally or

externally, which has been of service as a

protection against parasites or as favoring

the development of the larva, has been pre-

served. In this view of the case, which is

one that certainly seems most reasonable,

the various characteristics of galls, such as

spines, prickles, glutinous secretions, indui--

ation, and even size and coloration, are all

acquired characteristics for the protection

of the larva within. This theorj^ is cer.

tainly justified in a large number of cases,

but is equally at fault in manj^ others. It

would be hard to conceive that the bright

colors which many galls assume in an early

stage of development or the succulent char-

acter and pleasantly sub-acid or fruity

flavor of others which renders them so prone

to be invaded and preyed upon hj a host of

other insects could have any relation to the

benefits of the gall-maker within. Here, as

in most other natural history phenomena,

natural selection can hardlj^ be considered

an all-sufficient explanation. Likewise, the

assumed protective colors which galls often

take on in autumn will find more valid ex-

planation in the same causes which produce

the similar changes in the leaves themselves,

which can have no reference to the welfare

of the plant.

No subject connected with galls has per-

haps been more written about than the in-

citing cause of their formation. Adler and
Bj'erinck effectuallj' disproved the older be-

lief that the exciting poison was inserted by

the parent in the act of oviposition, i. e.,

that the initial force was due either to a

chemical secretion injected by the gall-

mother or to the mechanical stimulus of

traumatic ii-ritation. A fluid is secreted in

the act of oviposition, but it is absolutely

unirritating and acts primarilj- as a lubri-

cant to facilitate the arduous mechanical

act and probablj' also as a mild antiseptic,

dressing to the wound made in the plant.

Nevertheless there is an irritating salivary

secretion produced by the larva itself and

the gall gTO\vth is co-incident with the

hatching and feeding of this larva. The

fact that the influence on the plant tissues

sometimes begins before the egg-shell is

ruptured indicates that this fluid possesses

amj'lolytic and proteolj'tic ferments. That

the influence should be slightly exerted pre-

natallj' is not to be wondered at when we
consider the delicate nature of the egg cover-

ing which often makes it diflicult to observe

the dividing line between the egg and newly

hatched lai-va.

While, therefore, it is the larva in the

Cynipidfe which causes the gall, this is not

the case with the manj' other gall-produ-

cing insects, since manj' of the gall-gnats

(Cecidomyidte) and most, if not all, of the

gall-making saw-flies (Tenthredinidse) se-

crete a poison in the plant tissue in the act

of oviposition, causing the gall to form be-
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fore the larva hatches. One must, there-

fore, in reading Straton's Introduction, bear

in mind tliat he is treating solely oftheCy-

nipida^ Adler himself recognizes the fact,

so far as the Tenfhredinkhe are concerned,

from observations on Xemahis vaUignerii,

which produces a gall on Salix amigdalina

;

but in sweepingly denying it for the gall-

gnats (p. 100), on the score that they have

no piercing apparatus, he makes one of those

generalizations which the facts do not jus-

tify, as most of the gall-making species have

a very effective and specialized piercing ovi-

positor. This is, of coui-se, not homologic-

ally comparable to that of the Hymenop-
tera, but is no more exceptional than is the

wonderful piercing apparatus of Pronuba

among Lepidoptera, being, like this last, a

modificiition of the tubular tip of the abdo-

men and of the chitinous rods connected

therewith.

Adler shows very conclusivelj^ that, in

spite of the great variation in form, size,

appearance and manner of formation, or

whether they grow from bud, blossom, leaf,

bark or root, galls spring invariably from

the zone of formative cells or the cambium
ring, just as indeed does the whole life of

the plant. These cells are the theatre of

actual metabolism. They are not differen-

tiated into stable tissue, but await a period

of developmental activity and possess the

very conditions essential to gall formation.

This explains the fact that Cyuipid galls

formed from punctures in the leaf almost

always begin on the under surface of the

leaf, since the cells of the upper surface

have become stable and do not respond to

any irritation applied to them ; while when
the eggs are laid in a dormant bud contain-

ing rudimentarj- leaves consisting of un-

modified cells, both surfaces may take part

in gall formation, the resulting gall, in sudi

case, growing through the leaf substance.

Again, when the egg is laid in the cambium
ring of the bark, there is a sharp zonal con-

ti'ast in tlie resulting gall between the soft

and sappy parenchymatous cells and a

harder central zone of wood parenchj'ma

corresponding to the bast and to the wood
parenchyma, the softer parts of the gall

projecting from the bark while its woody
base penetrates into the woody tissue.

From the above facts we come to under-

stand why from winter buds, /. e., where

eggs are laid during winter in a bud that is

dormant, only bud galls are produced, while

from buds pierced in spring, when meta-

bolism has begun, we get leaf-galls. More-

over, it has been proved by Adler, and ex-

plains the many failures in the eflbrts to

obtain gall growths by confining gall-flies

upon the plants, that if the parent fly fails

to reach the formative zone of cambium
cells the larva on hatching perishes without

forming a gall. Another interesting fact

which tlie writer has observed is that where

but one bud-gall is usually produced several

eggs are nevertheless inserted in the bud by

the parent, a prodigality not uncommon in

insects under similar circumstances, and

which has some profound significances

which we cannot discuss in this connection.

On the question as to w'hat determines

the ultimate growth of each particular gall

so characteristic of its species Adler ven-

tures no theory or explanation; but all the

facts would indicate that it depends on the

specific quality of the larval secretion, each

having its distinct form of morbid poison

working in the same pathologic way as the

virus of the various eruptive diseases of

man. Bacteriology may, in fact, yet come

to our aid in this connection, as it has in

the study of the pathologic manifestations

of higher animals.

The process of oviposition in the Cynipid.e

is a verj' elaborate one and has been much
written about. Adler gives a most full and

elaborate description of the mechanism of

the ovipositor, and particularly of the ven-

tral plates and bundles of muscles by which
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the terebra is worked. The structure of the

ovipositor is well known and its parts

homologize with those of the same organ in

all Hymenoptera. It consists of a large

bristle or seta, and of two spiculae which

mortise into it by means of two tenons and

form the channel down which the egg passes.

The seta occupies half the area of a trans-

verse section of the terebra, and the two

spiculae occupy the other half. The seta

has a central canal which contains an air

vessel, a nerve branch and some san-

guineous fluid. While appearing like a

single piece, it is in reality double or com-

posed of two parts which, indeed, are sepa-

rated at the extreme base, but otherwise

firmly soldered together. The spiculge are

serrate or notched near the tip, and the seta

often ends in a slight hook. The two spiculse

play by means of strong basal muscles, lon-

gitudinally up and down on the tenons of

the seta.

The eggs of Cynipidse are characterized

by having a stalk or pedicel of varying

length according to the species, the egg-body

proper, according to Adler, being at the

apical or anterior end which first issues

from the body, and the posterior end being

also somewhat enlarged or spatulate. In

repose the ovipositor is concealed within

two sheaths, but in oviposition, according to

Hartig's views, the spiculse grasp the egg-

stalk and push it to the tip, the fluids in the

egg-body being pressed back in the oper-

ation, so that they come to be distributed

along the stalk or to lie at the opposite or

posterior pole of the stalk. The spiculse

then slightly separate at the tip from the seta

and extend beyond it so that the apical end

of the stalk becomes free. N"ow by pres-

sure the fluid at the posterior end passes

back through the stalk into the opposite or

apical end which is plunged in the plant,

the basal portion becoming emptied, the

swollen apical end thus x-emaining in the

plant when the ovipositor is withdrawn, fill-

ing the distal end of the puncture, which is

somewhat enlarged. The empty basal sack

of the egg and a portion of the stalk are

often left exposed, looking not unlike the

empty egg of some lace-wing flj' (Heme-
robiid).

In short, Hartig's view, very generally

adopted, was that the extensile and ductile

egg was driven through the ovipositor itself

while this was in the plant, and that the

contents of the egg-body were pressed back

into the egg-stalk or pedicel during the

operation and collected in the posterior end,

and onljr after the apical end had reached

the bottom of the puncture did these con-

tents stream back into it. Adler would re-

fute this view and draws attention to his

own figures on Plate 3, where the eggs and

ovipositor are illustrated side by side, all

taken from photographs and drawn fi'om

the same amplification. These show that

the ovipositor is, in every case, longer than

the egg itself, the enlarged head of the egg

corresponding in direction to the tip of the

ovipositor. He argues from this fact that

one end of the egg cannot be in the plant

tissue while the other is in the canal. He
further argues that it is not possible that

the whole egg can be received into the ovi-

positor and glide through it in the waj' in

which Hartig supposed. The oi^eration of

oviposition according to his observations

consists of three distinct stages: (1) The
canal in the plant is first bored, after which

the fly rests; (2) the egg is then passed

from the ovarium to the entrance or base of

the ovipositor, the anterior sivollen end or egg-

body hanging out, since it is too large to be

passed down the channel. It is then pushed

along by means of the egg-stalk behind be-

ing grasped between the two spiculse. (3)

Finally, when the egg-body reaches the

perforation, the ovipositor is partially witli-

drawn and the whole egg is then puslied in

till the egg-body reaches the bottom of the

punctui-e. Adler rightly expresses wonder
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that this complex procechire slioukl be re-

peated so often \\-ith such great accuracy,

and proceeds to describe the tactile hairs

connected with the o\'ipositor which permit

the fly to carry out the operation. He further

states that, while oviposition in the surface

of leaves is in its nature easier, the mech-

anism of oviposition is exactly the same as

in buds.

We thus have two diametrically opposed

views as to how the CjTiipid egg passes

dowTi the ovipositor, the oviduct or passage

of which is but one-fourth as wide as the

egg-bodj' itself, and into the puncture pre-

pared for it. Hartig gave a perfectly sim-

ple explanation, and one generally accepted.

While it is difficult to understand how the

egg can be pushed into the puncture with

the swollen egg-body entering first, yet Ad-

ler goes into elaborate details and is so care-

ful that one is scarcely justified in question-

ing his conclusions. There is, however,

good reason for doubting their accuracy as

applied to all sjiecies and for believing that

the method described \>y Hartig does also

obtain and that there are even further modi-

fications of the process.

In controverting Hartig and referring to

his figures of eggs and ovipositors, Adler

gives no indication whether the eggs were

taken from the buds after being deposited,

or from the ovaries or from the ovipositor,

and my own experience with these and

other ductile and extensile eggs with long

egg-stalks would indicate a very varjing

length of stalk according to these varying

circumstances. Again, he evadently has

misjudged Hartig in assuming that the lat-

ter describes the passing of the egg down
the minute channel of the seta, for Hartig's

figures, as well as his description, make it

clear that he had in mind the actual facts,

viz., the passage of the egg down the channel

formed bj' the connection of the two spi-

cuhe with the seta. He is quite clear on
this point and refers to the seta as the egg-

guide (Eileiter) and not as the oviduct.

He also elaborately describes and figures

the eggs in the ovaries, with the swollen

egg-body away from and the stalk directed

to the base of the ovipositor.

Mj^ own studies of the oviposition of Cal-

Urhytis clamda O. S. in the buds of Quereus

alba in April show that the eggs are in-

serted by the egg-stalk into the substance

of the leaf, and that the fluids are first

gathered in the posterior end which is not

inserted. The fluids are then gradually

absorbed from this exposed portion into the

inserted portion of the egg and by the time

the young leaves have formed the exposed

shells are empty, the thread-like stalk has

disappeared and the egg-contents are all

contained within the leaf tissue. The larva

now hatches and young galls rapidly form,

the colorless and shriveled egg-shell being

still often exposed in position and generally

some distance from the position of the larva,

a difierence doubtless representing the orig-

inal length of the inserted egg-stalk.*

These observations certainly comport

more with the conclusions of Hartig than of

Adler, though they indicate a quite difierent

* This agamic Rail-fly produces a hemispherical

gall Involving both sides of the leaf, the cells in the

center being connected by loose spongy fiber, and

from it comes the se.xual species, Callirhi/li-i fuiilis O.

S. Tliis in turn produces the twig gall from -which

the agamic C. q-clnniln is derived. >Ir. H. F. Bas-

sett (Psi/clie, Vol. 5, pp. 235-8, December, 1889)

has connected Qillirkylis fulilia O. S. with a new spe-

cies which he there describes as Callirhi/lw radieis,

reared from a gall which is, practically, a blister-like

swelling of the root. Tliere is here either an error as

to determination or else we have another interesting

discovery in connection with these insects, viz., that

the same species may indifferently produce a gall on

the root or on the twig. Wlien we remember how
readily nature in many cases will convert a root into

a twig, and rice vena this last explanation will not ap-

pear so improbable. I may add that Mr. Ashmead,

who lias reared the fly from the clmiila gall, has care-

fully corajjared it with those actually ol)ser\-ed ovi-

positing in the buds and agrees with me that they

are identical.
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method of oviposition from that described

by either, in that the fluid egg-contents are

not passed from one pole to another rapidly

in the act of oviposition as described by

Hartig, but very gradually, the process not

being completed till just before the hatch-

ing. I had the assistance of Mr. Th.

Pergande in carefully watching the steps in

this particular case (in April 1884) and
have put them on record here for the first

time. Again, a small black wingless species

{Biorhiza nigra Fitch, subsequently described

as B. politus by Bassett), is not infrequently

found during winter under the shelter of

bark scales and oviposits during late winter

in the terminal buds of Quereus alba and Q.

obtusiloba. The ovipositor in this case, as in

most cases where eggs are laid in dormant

buds, is thx'ust down between the bud-scales

until it reaches the soft latent cell tissue

toward the center of the bud. And here it

is easy to observe, by removing the scaly

coverings, as I have done, that the pedicel

or stalk only is inserted in the embryo leaf-

tissue and that the enlarged portion or egg-

body is at first external, being pressed and

somewhat flattened by the surrounding leaf-

scales.*

In still a third case of a small black in-

quiline (Cero];)tus politus Ashm..^ oviposition

was observed by Mr. Pergande in the mid-

rib of Quereus rubra, May 20, 1894 ,and in

this case, as my notes show, the egg is

thrust down iuto the puncture made by the

terebra in the mid-rib until not a vestige of

the egg is visible, the pedicel being very

short.

There is, therefore, good reason for be-

lieving that oviposition in these insects fol-

lows no uniform system, and there is a

*This fly produces an undescribed vesicular bud-

gall from -which issues a small black winged bisexual

species {DryopMnta vesieuloidesM S. mihi). The gall

produced by this and from which the apterous agam-

ic generation comes is not yet known, though it mil
probably be a leaf-gall similar to that of Acraspis eri-

nacess Walsh.

serious question whether Adler's rejection of

Hartig's views are justified. In connection

with Adler's views as to oviposition, he con- .

eludes from his own studies that the main
purpose of the egg-stalk is to supply oxygen

to the egg-body in the plant-tissues, but that

this is also an erroneous conclusion is. I

think, made manifest by some of the facts

just stated. That the function of the egg-

stalk is, rather, to facilitate the otherwise

dif&cult mechanical operation of the passage

of the egg down a narrow and elongate ovi-

positor in the manner indicated by Hartig

is supported by the fact that the puncture

is often closed at its mouth as also from

what we know of the similar oviposition in

other orders of insects. The facts, for in-

stance, connected with the oviposition of

Pronuba yuccaseUa, where the egg is thrust

deep into the ovarian cavity of the Yucca
pistil bear out this view. The egg, in this

case, as it passes down the ovarium has not

a definite pedicel or stalk, but becomes a

mere thread in passing through the ovi-

positor (the nature of which precludes any

external outlet during the passage) , and the

fluids gradually concentrate in the apical or

anterior end as the embryo develops. More-

over, it is passed into the ovarian cavity

and has no connection through the pedicel f

mth the exterior wound which is closed

long before the larva hatches.*

The great service which Adler rendered

in the study of the gall-flies was, however,

to establish the fact of alternate generation

in so many cases. He thus proved the ex-

istence of alternate generation in the follow-

ing species : (See opposite page.)

The writer established, by breeding, the

connection of the agamic Callirhytis operator

O. S. and C. qpemtoZa Eiley in 1872, the facts

and specimens having been communicated to

* Vide the Yucca Moth and Yucca Pollination, by

Cliarles V. Riley (from the Third Annual Report of

the Missouri Botanical Garden). Issued May 28,

1892.
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Parthenogenetic Generation.

Nenrotenis lenticularis . . . .

"
liVviuscxiUis . . . .

" numisniantis. . . .

" fumipennis . . . .

Aphilotrix radicis

" Sieboldi

" corticis

"
jilolmli

" coUaiTS
' fecundatrix . . . .

' callidoma
"

Malpigliii . . . .

" aiitumnalis

Drj-ophaiita scutellaris . . . .

"
loiigivent lis . . . .

"
(livisa

Biorliiza aptera

" remim

Neurotenisostreus*

Flies
Emerge.

April

J March
t April
April
May

/April
\Mav
f April

I May
f April

\ May

April

April
April
April
April
April

f Jan.

\ Feb.

Nov.

f Oct.

\ Nov.

f Dec.

\ Jan.
/Dec.
1 Jan.

J Nov.
1 March

Sexual Generation,

Spathegaster baccarum . .

"
albipes . . . .

"
vesicatrix . .

"
tricolor . . .

Andricus nodiili

" testaceipes . . . .

'

' gemmatiis ....

" inflator

" curvator
" pilosus
"

eirratus
" nudus
" ramuli

Spathegaster Ta.s(lieiil)ergi .

"
similis. . . .

" verrucosus . .

Teras tenuinalis

Trigonaspis cnistalis . . .

Spathegaster aprilinus . . .

Flies
Emerge.

June

June

June
July

August

August

f July
\ August
f June
\July
June
June
June
June
July

f May
\ June
f May
\ June
( May
\ June

July

( May
(June
( May
\ June

H. F. Bassett July 10th of that year, though

not published till 1873. The synoptical

table bj' Straton does not add to the list as

originally published by Adler. The subse-

quent discoveries have not been many, it is

true,t but their inclusion would have in-

creased its value. The facts incidentally

recorded in this review add two other

American cases to the list, though the alter-

nate gall in one instance has not yet been

discovered. It is not difficult to observe

these gall-flies in the act of oviposition and

* Franz Low (Verb. Zool.-Bot. Gesellsh. in Wien,

XXXIV., 1885, p. 334 ) has given good reasons for

believing that there was an error liere, and that the

agamic fonu of XeuroUrun uprilinufi Gir. is Nfurotcrus

Schlechlcndtili JIayr. It should also be noted that

Spathegaster is synonymous with Neuroterus.

1 1 now only recall, besides those already mentioned

in this notice, Chilaspi'<mili<la Ger. as the agamic form

of C. lijioii Wachtl., and Dryoplmnta cornifex Hart., as

the agamic form of Syntomaxpis lazulina Fiirst..

to follow up the investigation until the re-

sulting gall is produced, and there is a wide

and most interesting field of inquiry which

offers rich results for any American biologist

who has the time to take it up seriously.

The coupling of the alternate galls with each

other is, however, more difficult, by direct

observation, and is to be arrived at rather

from careful identification of the flies in con-

nection with the galls they have been reared

from. Even in an epoch-making work like

Adler'a, the conclusions respecting some of

the most interesting problems connected

with the economy of galls and gall-flies may
yet be questioned, as indicated in this re-

view, and there is unlimited opportunity

for careful and conscientious direct observa-

tion in a field where experience shows that

analogy and sweeping generalizations are

often misleading. C. V. Riley.

AVashixoton.
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A Manual of Topographic Methods. 'By Heney
Gannett, Chief Topographer U. S. Geo-

logical Survey. Washington, Government

Printing office. Quarto, xiv+ 300pp. 18

plates.

Whatever may be thought of the advisa-

bility of the publication of scientific manu-
als or text-books by the government, there

is probably little question but that a bureau

is justified in issuing volumes or bulletins

which are in the nature of instructions to

its officers and employees. Some publica-

tions of this kind, issued as parts of the re-

ports of scientific bureaus, have been of

great value to surveyors and engineers on

account of the new facts and methods that

they contain. The preface of this work
states that it was primarily prepared for

the information of employees, and further-

more that it ' describes the stage of develop-

ment reached at present.' Hence it should

presumably be of interest and value to all

topographers who are acquainted with the

excellent maps issued by the Geological

Survey. Of the eighteen plates in the vol-

ume twelve give beautiful illustrations of

types of topography, and these form its

most useful and attractive feature.

The 300 pages of the manual include 130

pages of text, 168 pages of tables and 2

pages of index. Although the form is

quarto, the size of the printed page is only

5J X 7^ inches, and being in large type it

includes but little more matter than a com-

mon octavo page. Chapter I. devotes 14

pages to historical and general information,

chapter II. has 26 pages on astronomical

determinations, and chapter V. is an inter-

esting geological essay of 25 pages on the

origin of topographic features. Thus only

65 pages remain for the discussion of meth-

ods of topography, a space entirely inade-

quate to do justice to the subject.

On base line measurements with the

steel tape the corrections due to inclination,

temperature and elevation above sea level

are explained, but nothing is said about the

sag of the tape, which as well known always

makes the recorded distance too long, and-

the effect of varying intensity of pull is also

unnoticed. The subject of primary trian-

gulation is presented more fully tlian any

other topic, the general methods of the Coast

and Geodetic Survey being adopted, with

somewhat different but excellent instruc-

tions for measuring angles. No statement

as to the allowable probable errors of an-

gular measurements is made, and the re-

mark that the average length of lines in

primarj^ triangulation is 12 or 16 miles,

leaves a confused idea as to what class of

work is really under discussion.

On topography proper 5 pages are de-

voted to the plane table, 3 to traverses, 1^

to stadia measurements and 9 to barome-

ters. It is difficult to ascertain fi-om these

the details of the methods recommended or

used, and it is safe to saj^ that the excellent

maps now being issued by the Geological

Survey were not made without the applica-

tion of principles and methods of which

this volume gives no adequate explanation.

It abounds, however, in useful generalities,

such as " Stations for sketching should be

selected with the utmost freedom ;" " Un-

der certain circumstances it is found advis-

able to use the stadia method for measuring

distances instead of the wheel ;" " Constant

communication must be had between the

chief of party and his assistants," etc.

The main feature of a small-scale topo-

graphic map is, of course, the contours. In

chapter IV. references to the determination

of heights by the barometer and stadia are

made, but no forms of field notes are given,

and the fact that these heights are to be

used for locating contours is scarcely men-

tioned. In chapter V
.
, however, one page is

devoted to the subject, the essence of which

is that contours are sketched in the field by

the chief of party. It is stated that this

'is artistic work,' that "it is impossible
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that any map can be an accurate, faithful

picture of the country it represents," that

the topographer must be able to generalize

through his knowledge of geological pro-

cesses of origin, and that he should be able

to decide, " where details are omitted, what

to put in their places in order to bring out

the dominant features." These are dan-

gerous doctrines. The earth exists, the

duty of the topographer is to map it truly,

^nd the study of the origin of its features

ishould come later. It is not a function of

the surveyor to interpret nature, and the

geologic discussions of Chapter V. seem out

of their proper place in a manual of topog-

raphy.

The book does good service in dwelling

upon the important idea that a topographic

survej' must necessarily be based upon a

triangulation, so that an eifective control of

accuracy may be everj'where at hand. This

is set forth with clearness as a sound estab-

lished principle.

It is difficult to understand wbj' one gov-

ernment bureau should republish tables

issued by other bureaus unless they be out

of print or not easily accessible. Pages

l(j3-174 and 190-224 give the well-known

geodetic and astronomical tables issued bj'

the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and others

are taken from the publications of the Coi'j)S

of Engineers. Of the 108 pages of tables

only 24 appear to have been prepared by

the Geological Survey. Table XI., for the

reduction of stadia readings, gives merelj'

•differences of altitude, the reduction to the

horizontal being only mentioned in the four

lines of text on page 1)3, where it is said

^ tables for this reduction are to be found in

Bulletin.' "We know, however, of no au-

thor of this name who has published stadia

tables.

Still more difficult is it to understand

why a government bureau should republish

a set of logarithmic tables prepared bj' a

foreign author, thus committing a moral if

not a legal piracy. Pages 232-298 consti-

tute a reprint of the well-known five-place

tables of F. G. Gauss, which are for sale in

all bookstores. If the slightest improve-

ment in tj'pe or method of arrangement

bad been introduced some excuse might be

seen for this procedure, but as a matter of

fact the type employed is far inferior to the

original, while the black rules between the

columns will prove an injury to the ej'es of

all who make use of the tables. Moreover,

the marks indicating whether the last deci-

mal figures have been increased or not are

in all cases omitted ; the reprint is thus

rendered a most unsatisfactory counterfeit

of the excellent original.

This Manual of Topographic Methods is

offered for sale by the Geological Survey at

one dollar per copj\ It is an advantage for

many persons to be able to buy a govern-

ment publication, instead of attempting to

beg it through a member of Congress, but

in this case it is to be regretted that the

value of the contents is so much less than

the price demanded. As a presentation of

actual field methods, as a manual for the

instruction ofthe employees ofthe Geological

Survey, and as a contribution to science,

this volume occupies a low plane compared

to what should be expected from a bureau

that has done and is doing topographic

work of liigh excellence.

Maxsfield Merriman.

Lehigh University.

Degeneration. By Max Nordau. New York,

D. Appleton & Co. 1895. 8vo. Pp.

5G0 -f xiii. Price, S3. 50.

This is an English translation from the

second edition of the original German, the

first edition of which was published in

1893, and a French translation of wliich ap-

peared in 1894.

The author is a pupil of Loinl)roso, to

whom he dedicates his work, and he states

tliat its object is to apply the methods em-
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ployed by the modern Italian school in the

study of weak, imperfect, degenerate men
as found among the criminal and mentally

disordered classes, to the identification of

degenerates among m.odern authors and

artists. Such degenerates, he declares,

manifest the same mental characteristics,

and, for the most part, the same somatic

features, as do criminals, prostitutes and
lunatics.

The physical characteristics, or ' stig-

mata,' as they are called, of degeneracy in

man consist of various malformations which

have been described and classified by Morel,

Lombroso and others, and which are relied

upon to some extent in the diagnosis of

doubtful cases of insanity, especially in

criminals.

The mental stigmata of degeneracy are

also, in many respects, well known, and
consist in mental asymmetry, more or less

lack of the sense of morality, excessive

emotionalism, or its converse, i. e., abnormal

apathy and sluggishness, morbid despond-

ency, incapacity for continiied attention,

and lack of will power, tendency to ramb-

ling revery, mysticism, intense egotism, ab-

normal sexual instincts, etc.

I^ordau distinguishes between the hysteri-

cal and the degenerate, applying the former

term to the admirers and followers of the

latter. In his sense there are quite as

many hysterical males as females. He is

not a physician, and his ideas of hysteria do

not precisely correspond with those of the

ordinary practitioner ; he is a literary critic

who has made a special study of morbid

mental phenomena and attempts to apply

this knowledge to the elucidation of the

characteristics of certain forms of modern
art and literature with which he is remark-

ably familiar. He takes up in succession

the impressionists, the mystics, the Pre-Ea-

phaelists, the symbolists and the decadents

and aesthetes, discussing Ruskin, Holman,
Hunt, Rossetti, Swinburne, Morris, Ver-

laine, Mallarme, Tolstoi, Wagner, Peladan,

Maeterlinck, Baudelaire, Oscar "Wilde, Ib-

sen, Zola, N'ietzsche and many others. The.

only illustration of degeneracy in a scienti-

fic man which he gives is Zollner. His

criticisms of these are by no means scien-

tifically impartial ; they are at times almost

vituperative, but they are in the main just,

and substantiated by his cxuotations, and
his strong expressions of condemnation and

disgust will in the majority of cases meet

with sympathy on the part of an intelligent

reader, even if he does find some of the ad-

jectives too sweeping and unqualified.

The chief defect of his work considered

from the scientific point of view is its want
of logical order ; it may almost be said to be

composed of two different works, composed

in two different moods, one of which was
strongly pessimistic, the other more calm

and impartial ; the first an eloquent appeal

to the emotions, the second addressed

rather to the reason, and these two parts

are so arranged and mixed that it is neces-

sary to read the book from cover to cover

and to rearrange and classify the matter in

one's own mind, before one can be reason-

ably sure that he knows the views of the

author, and this is the more neeessarj' be-

cause the book has no index. For exam-

ple, the first chapter entitled ' The Dusk of

the Nations,' is an eloquent piece of pessi-

mism, j'et ISTordau is by no means a pessi-

mist; in fact, he considers pessimism as one

of the stigmata of degeneration, and the

reader after finishing the first chapter

should next read the last two chapters,

which relate to the prognosis and treatment

of the disorder under discussion, in which

chapters the author points out that the

symptoms which he has described pertain

mainly to the scum or froth and to the dregs

of population, that the great mass of the

people are sound, that the degenerates can-

not maintain themselves in the struggle for

existence, and that humanity as a whole is
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not yet senile. A degenerate organism

can transmit to its offspring the morbid

peculiarities, but. as a rule, the stock soon

dies out.

In like manner, mysticism is treated with

considerable detail as a pathological phe-

nomenon, without a hint that it is ever

anything else, and it is only in a succeeding

chapter that we are told that " Mysticism

is the habitual condition of the Imman race,

and in no way an eccentric disposition of

mind," and that the difference between

what may be termed normal and patholog-

ical mysticism is that " the health}- man is

in a condition to obtain sharply defined

presentations from his own immediate per-

ceptions, and to comprehend their real con-

nection. The mystic, on the contrary,

mbces his ambiguous, cloudy, half-formed

liminal representations with his immediate

perceptions, which are thereby disturbed

and obscured."

In his fourth chapter the author discusses

the causes of the disorder, summing them
up as alcohol and tobacco, the gi-owth of

cities, and excessive fatigue due to the great

increase in the number of sense impressions,

perceptions and motor impulses which are

experienced in a given unit of time. His

argument from the supposed increase of in-

sanity has no sound basis, for there is no

good evidence that it lias increased, and on

this point the recent report of the General

Board of Commissioners in Lunacy for Scot-

land is very satisfactory. The argument

that the present generation is aging much
more rapidly than the preceding one be-

cause there are more deaths from heart dis-

ease, apoplexy, etc., now than formerly is

also fallacious. Deaths from all the causes

which chiefly affect persons over fifty years

of age are becoming more frequent, because

the proportion of persons over ftfty years of

age is becoming larger, and the death rates

of children are becoming smaller.

His therapeutics are not very definite,

being mainly the promotion of education,

the condemnation of works trading on un-

chastity, and the Ijranding of the pornog-

raphist with infamy. This is rather the

treatment of a symptom than of the disease

itself.

The real ])rol)lem of dealing with the de-

generate, and of checking their increase,

is no doubt mainly connected with the con-

ditions of city life and the increasing use of

mechanism, and is to be solved by changes

in municipal organization adapted to the

new conditions of the day, combined with

intelligent direction of the work of private

associations of various kinds.

The work of Xordau should be carefully

read by every one who is interested in so-

cial progress ; the translation is excellent,

and it is a book well calculated to make
one think. His dogmatic statements as to

the mechanism of nerve cells in mental

phenomena are, for the most part, pure hy-

potheses based on materialism and taking

no account of the persistence of individual

consciousness, but they are in many ways

suggestive and interesting; and while one

must object to some of his premises, his

conclusions with regard to the majority of

the authors whom he discusses will proba-

bly be accepted by the majority of persons

who are competent to form a definite opin-

ion on the subject.

J. S. Billings.

Darwinwn and Eace Progress. By John
Berry Haycraft, M. D., D. Sc, F. R.

S. E., Professor of Physiologj', University

College, Cardiff. London, Swan, Son-

nescheiu & Co. New York, Charles

Scribner's Sons. 1895.

This is an eminently sensible book, and

besides its scientific interest it deserves the

study of social reformers and religious

teachers. Dr. Haycraft holds that the

muscles and brains of a race are not bound

to decay, but tliat the human species in
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civilized countries is in fact deteriorating

because we are breeding from inferior tj'pes.

The increased knowledge of recent years is

being applied to free mankind from those

hardships and diseases which have beset

them. But although we may improve an

individual during his lifetime, both in phj's-

ical capacity and mental and moral power,

this improvement is not transmitted in any

appreciable degree to the offspring, who
have therefore to begin again where the

parents began. Men can leave their full

purses to their sons, but no legacies of

mental and moral improvement, or not

much. Therefore the action of healthy sur-

roundings will never produce a robust race

out of a feeble race, nor will the action of

the best educational system ever devised

develop a race of wise men out of a race of

fools.

This leads our author to a dicsussion of

the question whether acquired characters

are inherited, or whether the reproductive

cells remain unaffected by local changes in

the body cells, and he sides with Darwin
and Weismann rather than with Lamarck
and Herbert Spencer. Eacial change is

brought about by selection, i. e., by the death

or nonproductiveness of certain sorts of in-

dividuals, so that the others alone remain
;

and if this remnant is organically superior,

then the next generation will be so. But
at present we are not perpetuating our best.

The gardener perfects his stock by selecting

seed only from the best ; and improved

breeds of cattle are produced in the same
way—not by any new method of ventila-

ting the cowshed, nor by any freshly discov-

ered patent fodder—yet we foolishly fancy

we can regenerate society by better food

and improved dwellings. We must resort

to selection rather. Preventive medicine

is saving us from small-pox, measles, ty-

phoid fever, etc.; but these diseases previ-

ously exercised a selective influence to carry

off the feeblest, who are now preserved to

become race-producers. Leprosy also ex-

terminates the unhealthy, and must be

looked upon as a friend to humanity. The
germs of phthisis or scrofula are our racial-

friends. Sufferers from phtliisis are prone

to other diseases as well, and are unsuited

for the battle of life, yet because of a certain

attractiveness of personal appearance they

easily marrj^, and they leave a large pro-

gen3^ It follows that by exterminating the

bacillus of consumption and giving this deli-

cate and fragile type of persons an advan-

tage in the struggle of life we may imperil

the well-being of the future of the race.

Even drink may be looked upon as a selec-

tive agency, constantly thinning the ranks

of those who are weak enough by nature to

'

give way to it, and leaving unharmed those

with healthy tastes and sound moral con-

stitutions. Besides the diseased and the

drunken there are the incorrigibly criminal,

the class whose feet take by nature the

crooked path, and who at present are al-

lowed to transmit the taint and the ten-

dency.

What is the remedy ? The argument might
seem to give a moral sanction to the broad-

cast scattering of the germs of disease, and

to the leaving of unlimited whisky on the

doorsteps of our weaker neighbors. But

no ! other ways are open to us. As regards

drink, indeed. Dr. Haycraft would not im-

pose any other restraining influence than a

man's own conscience and sense of self-re-

spect. But as regards persons tainted with

disease, he does not suggest anj' such merci-

less measure as a lethal chamber for them or

their offspring. He is content that preven-

tive medicine should continue its work, so

beneficent to the individual ; but he thinks

we ought to replace one selective agency by

another. There is already a widespread

feeling against the marriage of persons with

a distinct family history of insanity. He
would try to strengthen that feeling and

extend it to other forms of weakness and
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disease. In the course of time public opiu-

ion might sanction legislation of a prohibi-

tive character. As to inveterate criminals,

we must bring our minds to the remedy of

the perpetual confinement of the irreclaim-

able, so that they may die out and leave

no successors.

After discussing the competition of brain

against brain and the fact that property is

not always acquired by the most capable,

and considering the eft'oct of modern demo-

cratic attemps to etpuilize the struggle, as

also the question of the relative sterilitj' of

the capables and the possible swamping of

the capables by the incapables, our author

says he cannot doubt that by selection Eng-

land, in a hundred j'ears, might have its

average man and woman as well endowed
in body and mind as are the best of us to-

day.

It should be mentioned that Dr. Hay-
craft has a high regard for the deserving

poor and wishes to see the criminal and va-

grant class separated from them in our

poor-houses and treated differently.

Geo. St. Clair.

Cardiff, Wales.

A Short History of Chemisfry. By F. P.

Vexable, Ph. D. 12 mo. Pp. viii.,

163. Boston, D. C. Heath & Co. 1894.

Price, §1.00.

AVhat may be called the historical habit

of mind is of great value to the student of

any science. Many things are constantly

met with which can only be understood in

the light of their historical setting. This

is especially true in the case of a science

which has seen so many vicissitudes and so

many changes in its i)oint of view as has

chemistrj'. For this reason a book which

gives a clear, concise outline of the historical

development of the science is sure to find

an extensive field of usefulness.

The present author follows, in general,

the division into periods as given by Koi)p,

but discusses the periods of Medical Chem-
istry and of Phlogiston together under the

head of ' Qualitative Chemi.stry ' and adds a
period to wliicli the name of Structui-al

Chemistry is given. The opinion is ex-

pressed that this period has already passed

and that we are entering upon a new
and different phase of development for

the science. His characterization of the

present tendencies of the science is, how-
ever, necessarily vague and unsatisfactory.

The book is \\'ell written and there ap-

pear to be few errors. On page 141 the

value of 15.96 for the atomic weight of

oxjgen is based, incorrectly, on the author-

ity of Stas, instead of on that of Dumas
and of Erdmaun and Marchand.

For any student who desires more than

a very elementary knowledge of the science,

the book must, of course, be considered as

an outline which is to be filled out by ex-

tensive reading of larger works. But,

whether used by itself or in connection

with other books or lectures, it is hoped

that a book which is so easilj^ accessible to

every one will give a new impetus to a

phase of chemical studj' which has been too

much neglected. W. A. Noyes.

Rose Polytechnic Institute.

A Laboratory Manual containing directions for

a course of e.r2)eriments in Organic Chemistry

systematically arranged to accompany liem-

sen^s Organic Chemistry by W. R. Orn-

DORFF. Boston, Heath & Co. 1894.

As indicated by the title, this manual

contains directions for the experiments in

Remsen's Organic Chemistry in a fonu suit-

able for students in the laboratory. The

page being printed on but one side, ample

room is left for the student's observations

and, as the text-book is not open before him,

he is led to observe for himself, instead of

merely trying to see what the text-book says

he should. As stated by Professor Remsen in

the preface, " Great care has been taken to
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determine the best condition for each ex-

periment, and in many cases the directions

given are undoubtedly better than those

given in my (E's) book." Frequently,

however, the only difference in the direc-

tions is that in the text-book they are more

or less general, whereas in the manual thej'

are given in great detail and, though the

student may thus fail less frequentlj^ the

first time he tries to make a substance, the

educational value is diminished. Often

more is learned by failure than success.

The student must determine the necessary

conditions himself. Thus he becomes self-

reliant and learns to think chemically.

This fault of the manual is to some extent

compensated by the questions asked on

almost every page. On the whole, the book

will be fovind a valuable aid, especially in

those laboratories in which the instructor

can not devote much time to each student.

Felix Lengfeld.

University of Chicago.

NOTES AND NEWS.

INVESTIGATION OP THE GOLD AND COAL BE-

SOUECES OF ALASKA.

Congress at its last session ordered a

special investigation of the gold and coal

resources of Alaska, appropriating $5,000

therefor. The investigation will be made
under the direction of the U. S. Geological

Survey, and will be under the immediate

charge of Dr. George F. Becker, the well

known gold expert. "With Dr. Becker will

be Dr. Wm. H. Dall, paleontologist, who
has a superior knowledge of the geography

and the general geology of the region.

These experts and a single geologic assistant

will comprise the party.

The party will leave Washington City,

May 15, and it is proposed, with the sum
available, to spend three months in actual

field work, spending a month in each of

three distinct districts along the Alaskan

coast. Work will be begun in the Sitka

area, where both gold and coal are known
to occur. Transportation into and about

the various inlets and bays to the north

and west of Sitka will be furnished, through

the courtesy of Secretary Herbert of the

Navy, by the TJ. S. S. Pinta, which will be

stationed in those waters. From the Sitka

region the party will go to Kadiak Island

and Cook's Inlet by mail steamer. In this

region both gold and coal will be looked for

also. The district to be visited last is

Shumagin, to be reached by mail steamer

fi-om Kadiak. In the last named region,

as in the other areas, gold and coal will

be the main objects of inquiry, though the

district is otherwise of very considerable

geologic interest on account of its fossil re-

mains and the presence of an active volcano.

The search for coal is one of especial in-

terest to the IS'avy Department; if coal

suitable for use as fuel in the war vessels

and revenue cutters in the Pacific were

found to be available in quantities, it would

be of incalculable advantage to the Govern-

ment.

It will not be feasible with the limited

fund available to carry this investigation of

gold and coal resources as far as might be

desired. There is demand, for example,

for an investigation of the gold placers of

the Yucon river, but to do this work effec-

tively the geologist will have to remain in

the Yucon region through one summer and

through the ensuing winter.

A EEDFIELD MEMOEIAL.

The botanical section of the Academy of

l^atural Sciences, of Philadelphia, which

had under consideration the subject of a

monument commemorative of the services

to botanical science of the late John H.

Redfield, Conservator of the herbarium of

the Academy, has issued a circular, saying:

" It has been decided that no better

monument to the memoiy of John H. Red-
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field could be erected than to arrange for

completing and caring for the work he

loved, and to which he gave freely so many
yeai*s of his life—namely, the Herbarium

of the Academy of Natural Sciences.

Mainly through his disinterested labors, it

stands to-day scarcely second to any in the

United States, containing, besides many
unnamed, over 35,000 named species of

flowering plants and ferns, the half of

which have been verified and fastened

down.
" No one can probablj' be found to give

the years of time he so freely gave. In

order to carry on the work, and add to the

collection, as exploring expeditions afibrd

the opportunity, it has been proposed to

establish a Redfield Memorial Herbarium
Fund.

" Mr. RedfieUFs will provides that his

herbarium, minerals, shells and scientific

works shall be sold to help the herbarium,

thus furnishing a nucleus for the proposed

fund. It is in mind to raise 820,000, but

the interest of any sum that may be con-

tributed can at once lie made available.

" Statements wall be furnished from time

to time to contributors, keeping them in-

formed of the progi-ess of the contributions.

Checks may be made payable to the order

of Thomas Meehan, Director, or Steward-

son Brown, Treasurer, and mailed to either

at the Academy of Natural Sciences, Nine-

teenth and Race streets, Philadelphia."'

THE MOTION OF CLOUDS.

At a meeting of the Royal Meteorological

Society, of London, on March 20th, Mr. "W.

N. Sliaw, F. R. S., delivered a lecture on
' The Motion of Clouds considered witli ref-

erence to their mode of formation,' which
was illusti"ated by experiments. The ques-

tion proposed for consideration was how far

the apparent motion of a cloud was a satis-

factory indication of the motion of the air

in which the cloud is formed. The moun-

tain cloud cap was cited as an instance of a

stationary cloud formed in air moving
sometimes with great rapidity; gi-ound fog,

thunder clouds and cumulus clouds weie

also referred to in this connection. The
two causes of formation of cloud were next

considered, viz.: (1) the mixing of masses

of air at different temperatures, and (2) the

dynamical cooling of air by the reduction

of its pressure without supplying heat from

the outside. The two methods of formation

were illustrated bj- experiments.

A sketch of the supposed motion of air

near the centre of a cyclone showed the

probabilitj- of the clouds formed by the

mixing of air being carried along with the

air after tliey formed, while when cloud is

being formed bj' expansion circumstances

connected with the formation of tb'ops of

water on the nuclei to be found in the air,

and the maintenance of the particles in a

state of suspension, make it probable that

the apparent motion of such a cloud is a bad

indication of the motion of the air. After

describing some special cases, Mr. Shaw re-

ferred to the meteorological efltcts of the

thermal disturbance which must be intro-

duced by the condensation of water vapori

and he attributed the atmospheric disturb-

ances accompanying tropical rains to this

cause. The difference in the character of

nuclei for the deposit of water drops was

also pointed out and illustrated bj' the ex-

hibition of colored halos formed under

special conditions when the drops were

sufficiently uniform in size.

the discrimination of colors.

Professor Arthur Konig (Zeit^chrift fur

Fsychologie, Feb., 1895) has ciilculated, from

experiments previously published, the num-

ber of hues or colors that can be distin-

guished in the spectrum. Differences in

hue cannot be perceived beyond / = G55 /i/t

and beyond / = 4.30 fift ; between these

limits the normal eye can distinguish about
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160 hues. According to Konig, the dichro-

matic eye (green or red blind) can distin-

guish nearly the same number of hues, its

accuracy being greater than that of the

normal eye in certain regions. The seven

oolors inherited from Newton should be

abandoned. Physically, any three wave-
lengths, sufficiently separated, suffice to

produce all the colors; psychologically, we
•can distinguish about 160 hues, or, as Leo-

nardo da Vinci stated, there are four dis-

tinct colors—red, yellow, green and blue.

In the same paper Konig calculates that

about 660 degrees of intensity or brightness

-can be distinguished between the light that

is just visible and the light so intense as to

be blinding.

THE KAEAKOEAM HIMALAYAS.

In a lecture before the Imperial Institute

of London, Mr. William Conway described

the expedition to the Karakoram Himalayas
made in 1892 under the auspices of the

Eoyal Geographical Society, the Eoyal So-

•ciety, the British Associotion, and the Gov-
ernment of India. The party consisted of

the Hon. C. G. Bruce, Mr. A. D. M'Cor-

mack, the lecturer, and two others, with an
Alpine guide. The lecturer stated, accord-

ing to the report in the London Times, that

.starting from Abbottabad, they went to

Srinagar, the capital of Kashmir, thence by
the Burzil pass to Astor and Bungi, in the

Indus valley. The party followed the road

to Gilgit, and a month was then spent in ex-

ploring the glaciers at the head of the Bagrot

valley, and the great peaks in the neighbor-

hood of Rakipushi. Eeturning to Gilgit

they ascended the Hunza-Nagar valley, and
visited the towns. From that point two
long expeditions were made into the snowy
region to the south and southeast before

pushing forward to Hispar, which was at

the foot of the longest glacier in the world

outside the polar region. Dividing them-

selves into two parties, they made the first

known passage of Europeans up the ISTushik

pass, and the first definitely recorded pas-

sage of the Hispar pass. The two parties

united at Askole, in Baltistan, and, proceed-

ing up the Braldo vallej', arrived at the

foot of the remarkable Baltoro glacier.

Having forced their way to the very head

of the glacier, they camped for two nights

at an altitude of 20,000 ft. The Pioneer

peak, which was 3,000 ft. above the camp,

was also climbed, thus making, it was said,

the highest ascent yet authentically re-

corded. Returning to Askole, they crossed

the Skoro pass to Shigar and Skardo,

whence they rode up the Indus valley to

Leh, the capital of Ladak, or Western

Tibet. The Zoji pass to Kashmii* was trav-

ersed, and the part}^ returned from Srina-

gar to England.

• GENERAL.

Professor James D. Dana died at New
Haven, on April 14th, at the age of eighty-

two years.

The sixty-fifth meeting of the British As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science

will commence on Wednesday, the 11th of

September, under the presidency of Sir

Douglas Galton, well known for his works

upon sanitation, and as an adviser of the

Government in matters of sanitary engi-

neering. An invitation is issued to the

philosophers of England and other coun-

tries, by the Secretarj^, to support this

meeting by personal assistance and written

contributions. Americans who have been

the guests of the British Association know

how admirable the arrangements are for

the conduct of these meetings and how, by

invitation to the General Committee and

the Sectional Committees, a visitor fi-om a

foreign country is soon made to feel that he

is a part of this great scientific organism.

At the last meeting of the Victoria Insti-

tute, of London, Sir George Stokes, Bart, F.

R. S., in the Chair, papers by Sir J. W.
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Dawson, C. M. G., F. R. S., Professors E.

Hull, F. R. S., Parker and Duns, the Rev.

G. Wliidborne, and Mr. J. Slater, F. C. S.,

were read upon the ([uestions in regard to

natural seleetion ai\d evolution, treated bj'

Professor Huxley in his recent address on

'The Past and Present.'

Ox May 4th the Association for the Edu-
cation of "Women is to hold a general meet-

ing in the Schools, Oxford, to consider the

question of a petition to the Universitj- for

the admission of women to the B. A. degree.

Dr. Sherrington, now Superintendent of

the Brown Institution, London, has been

appointed to the George Holt chaii- of Physi-

ology at Liverpool, vacant by the removal

of Professor Gotch to Oxford.

Dr. H. "Weber, Professor of Mathematics

in the University of Gottingen, has accepted

a call to the University of Strassbourg, and

Professor Hilbert, of Konigsberg, has been

called to the vacant chair in Gottingen.

Dr. E. R. L. Gould has accepted a call

to the Professorship of Statistics in the Uni-

versity of Chicago.

Mr. Theodore T. Groom, of St. John's

College, Cambridge, has been appointed

Professor of Natural History in the Royal

Agricultural College, Cirencester, succeed-

ing the late Professor Harker.

Dr. Johannes Brummee, Professor of

Agriculture in the University of Jena, died

recently at the age of fortj'-three years.

The death is announced of the Irish

Naturalist, Mr. A. G. More.

The Appalachian Jlountain Club, of Bos-

ton, announces the following excursions for

1895: April 1!), Long "Walk; May 11, May
"Walk—Nobscot Hill and "W^ayside Inn;

May 30, Mt. Tom and Mt. Holyoke; July

1-8, Field Meeting—Seal Harbor, Mt. Des-

ert; August, A probable excui-sion to tlie

Selkirk mountains in British Columbia, oc-

cupj'ing an entire month.

A Psychological Index, being a bibli-

ographj' of the literature of Psychology and
cognate subjects for 1.894, has been pub-

lished by Macmillau & Co., as a supplement

to the Psychological Review. The index has

been compiled by !Mr. Howard C. Warren
of Princeton College, and Dr. Livingston

Farrand, of Columbia College. I.'il2 titles

are given, distributed as follows : General

135, Genetic, Comparative and Individual

Psychology 259, Anatomy and Physiology

of the Nervous System 190, Sensation 107,

Consciousness, Attention and Inhibition

176, Feeling 50, Movement and Volition

116, Abnormal 278. "

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

THE MINNESOTA ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCI-

ENCES, MINNEAPOLIS. JOINT MEETING

WITH THE ST. PAUL ACADEMY OF

SCIENCE.

March 6th, in the rooms of the St. Paul

Commercial Club.

The Physical Feature.^ of the Lake of the Woods:

Professor Conway MacMillan, State

Botanist.

Psychic Effects of the Weather: Edward S.

Beals, Observer U. S. "Weather Bureau,

Minneapolis.

Geology and Flora of the Mountain Region of

Nortkwestern Montana : D. R. McGinnis,

Secretary St. Paul Commercial Club.

April 2d in the Public Library, Minne-

apolis.

Fatigue; its Cause and Social, Religious,

Economic and Educational Aspects: H. S.

Baker, Ph. D., Principal of the Jeffer-

son School. St. Paul.

Some Queer Forms of Shellfish : Professor H.

L. OsBORN, Hamline University, St. Paul.

C. W. Hall, Secretary.

NEW YORK BRANCH OF THE AMERICAN FOLK-

LORE SOCIETY.

On the evening of Saturdaj', April the 6th,

the annual meeting of the New York Branch
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of the American Folk-Lore Society was held

with the following result

:

The officers elected for the season of

1895-96 are as follows : President, Mr. E.

Francis Hj^de ; First Vice-President, Mr.

George B. Grinnell; Secretary and Treasurer,

Mr. William Burnet Tuthill; as members
of the Executive Council, Mi's. Henry

Draper, Mrs. Mary J. Field and Mrs. E.

Francis Hj'de. The offices of Second Vice-

President and the fourth lady member of

the Executive Council were not filled, the

places beiug held vacant for the action of

the Executive Council.

It was determined to hold the final meet-

ing of the season on the evening of Tuesday,

May the 7th, at the Hotel Waldorf. The
speaker for the evening will be Dr. Mat-

thews, of Washington, the subject being

Navahoe Myths, illustrated by phonograph.

It is also the intention of the Council to

have four meetings during the coming sea-

son ; three of them to be held at the Hotel

Waldorf and one at the Museum of Natural

History. At the meetings held at the Hotel

Waldorf the members of the Societj' will be

entertained after the reading of the paper.

Wm. B. Tuthill, Secretary.

THE NEW YORK MINEBALOGICAL CLUB.

At the last meeting of the New York
Mineralogical Club the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year : Presi-

dent, George F. Kunz ; Secretary, Professor

Daniel S. Martin ; Ti-easurer, J. W. Freck-

leton ; Executive Committee, E. Scherni-

kow, Dr. E. S. Arnold and Professor A. H.

Chester; Curators, Professor E. P. Whit-

field, Gilman S. Stanton and William

Mven ; Committee on Admissions, J. Mc-
Carthy and Frederick Kato ; Committee

on Executions, J. S. Walker, Professor D.

S. Martin and Frederick Kato ; Delegates

to Scientific Alliance, George F. Kunz,

Professor D. S. Martin and J. W. Schoon-

maker.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

THE ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL, APRIL.

Recent Researches on the Spectra of the Planets,

II.: H. C. VOGEL.

A summary of recent work on Jupiter,

Saturn and Uranus. Photographic obser-

vations reveal no deviation in their spectra

from that of the sun, but in the less re-

frangible region bands due to the absorp-

tion in the atmospheres of the planets have

been recorded visually. A comparison of

the visual spectrum of Uranus as mapped
by Keeler and by Vogel shows httle varia-

tion. Repeated observations on the red

spot of Jupiter indicate no difference be-

tween its spectrum and that of the belts.

From a study of the red region, the satel-

lites probably have atmospheres similar to

that of the primary. The spectra of Sat-

urn and the ansoe of the ring on each side

are identical in the more refrangible por-

tion. That there is no absorption band at

X 618 fiji indicates the absence of an at-

mosphere around the rings.

On the Periodic Changes of the Variable Star

Z Herculis : N. C. Duner.

After discussing various observations

upon this variable and giving its ephemeris,

the writer concludes that Z Herculis is a

connecting link between the algol and the

T Cygni types, differing ii-om algol in hav-

ing both components bright, and from ]'

Cygni in that the components are of un-

equal brightness. It consists of two stars

of equal size, one of which is twice as

bright as the other. The stars revolve in

3 days, 23 hours, 48 minutes, 30 seconds,

in an elliptical orbit whose semi-major axis

is six times the diameter of the stars. The

plane of the orbit passes thi-ough the sun.

Preliminary Table of Solar Spectrum Wave-

length, IV. : H. A. EOWLAND.

The table is continued fi-om ). 4266 to 4414.

T. AndromedcB : E. C. Pickering.

A study of later photographs indicate that
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the period of this variable, which was 281

days during 1891-1S94, has changed for

1890.

Eclipse of Jupiter's Fourth SateUite, February

19,1S95: E.C.Pickering.

A photometric observation before and

after eclipse, compared with the second

sjxtellite.

Spectrum of Mars : Lewis E. Jewell.

A spectroscopic study of the water vapor

of the earth's atmosphere shows that, unless

the amount of water in the atmosphere of

Mars is greater than that in the earth's at-

mosphere, it is useless to look for it there,

with our present instruments. The chances

for detecting oxygen and chlorophj'l are

better.

On a Keiv Method of Mapping the Solar Cor-

ona : George E. Hale.

A method for using the diflerential bo-

lometer. Evidence is offered that the heat

radiation of the corona could be ditferen-

tiated from that of the adjacent sky. If one

member of the bolometer be exposed to a

portion of the sky just beyond the coronal

region, and the other member set success-

ively on tliflferent parts of the coronal image,

the galvanometer would indicate the vaiy-

ing radiation of heat intensity. Methods

are also proposed for reducing the galva-

nometer ri-adings to a form suitable for com-

parison with actual photogi-aphs of the

corona.

On a Xew Form of Sjiectroscope : C. PuLFitiCH.

A translation from the Zeitschrift filr

Instrumentenkunde, describing a modifica-

tion of the Littron spectroscope.

Minor Contributions and Xotes.

Photographic Correcting Lens for Visual Tele-

scopes : James E. Keeler.

The Color ofSirius in Ancient Times: AV. T.

Lynn.

On the Variability of Es.-Birm. 281: T. E.

ESPIN.

The Displacement of Spectral Lines Caused by

the notation of a Planet : James E. Keeler.

Br. Pulfrich's Modification of the Littrow Spec-

troscope.

A list of the titles of recent publications

on astrophysical and allied subjects appear-

ing since the last numl)er is a feature of

each issue.

THE physical KE\aEW, MARCH-APRIL, 1895.

The leading article in this number of

the Review is one by Dr. A. S. Mackenzie,

On the attractions of Crystalline and Iso-

tropic Masses at Small Di.-itanccs The primary

object of the paper is to give in de-

tail the methods and results of an investi-

gation made for the purpose of determining

whether, within the errors of observation,

there is anj' deviation from the law of New-
ton in the case of attracting crystalline

matter with reference to its optic axis, and

the author gives also the results of some

experiments made with a view to testing

the application of the same law in the case

of isotropic matter at small distances.

Physicists do not j'et fullj^ appreciate the

value of tlie ingenious device suggested by

Professor Boys through which they have

lately been able to use quartz fibres, which

furnisli a mode of suspending small masses

far ahead of anything before made use of

in stability or constancy of torsional re-

sistance. Like many other apparently mi-

nor discoveries or inventions, the introduc-

tion of the quart/, fiber has greatly enlarged

the opportunities of the experimentalist, in

that it provides a ready means of measur-

ing forces so minute as to have been thought

until recently quite beyond our reach. The

solution of problems relating to near at-

tractions has especially been forwarded by

tliis device, as Professor Boys has himself

shown in several able and important inves-

tigations. In the paper under consideration

Dr. Mackenzie describes the apparatus used

in studying the attraction of crj'stalline
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masses. It is simple but effective, and so

delicate in its indications that the utmost

care was necessary to avoid interference for

external causes, often difficult to control.

Full details are given, as they are of great

interest, especially to those who contem-

plate the use of a quartz torsion fibre. It

is interesting to note that the author was

never able, throughout a long series of ex-

periments, to control absolutely the zero

point of his balance. Although quartz is

enormously superior to any other suspen-

sion thus far proposed, it is still defective

in this respect. For some cause which Dr.

Mackenzie is unable to give, the zero was
constantly shifting. He does not clearly

say whether this partakes of the nature of

a ' drift ' in one direction or not. In a long

series of experiments, made by direction of

the writer of this notice, for the purpose of

trying to improve the existing form of the

vertical force magnetometer, quartz fibres

were used. Although apparently well pro-

tected from convection currents and changes

in temperature, the mirror attached to them

was never actually at rest. When this shift-

ing and drifting is small, as it usually is,

and observations are of the nature of those

described by Dr. Mackenzie, that is, not in

themselves extending over long periods, the

error arising from it may be readily and

correctly eliminated.

The apparatus used for observing the at-

traction of isotropic masses was of the same
character, and similar to that used by Pro-

fesser Boys. The conclusion reached, the ex-

perimental results being in agreement within

one or two-tenths of one per cent., is that

neither in the case ofcrystalline nor isotropic

masses was any deviation from the law of

Newton detected. The author fails to note

the very ingenious and interesting method of

attacking the problem of the attraction of

crystalltue masses proposed by Poynting in

his Adams Prize Essay on the Density of

the Earth. Poynting proposes to test the

question of there being different proper-

ties as to attraction along different axes of

crystals by the directive action which must
exist when one sphere of a ciystal is in tlie

field ofanother. He made some experiments

along that line, and his work probably pre-

ceded by a year or two that of Dr. Macken-

zie. At the present moment, with library

out of reach, I am unable to say whether

he has published any further results.

The Influence of Tenvperatxire on the Trans-

parency of Solutions, by E. S. Nichols and

Mary C. Spencer, is another prominent

article of the Review. Transparencj'^ to

various wave-lengths was tested and a num-
ber ofcolor solutions were examined. There

are also papers on the Electric Conductivity

of Certain Salt Solutions, by A. C. Mac-

Gregorj', a continuation of the paper on

Forces between Fine Solid Particles totally

Immersed in Liquids and among the minor

contributions is one interesting and useful

on the Variation of Internal Eesistance of a

Voltaic Cell with Current, by Professor

Carhart. T. C. M.

NEW BOOKS.

Die Chemie des Chlorophylls. L. Marchlew-
SKi. Hamburg und Leipzig, Leopold

Voss. 1895. Pp. iv + 82. M. 2.

Les Aurorespolaires. Alfred Angot. Paris,

Felix Alcan. 1895. Pp. vii + 315.

Lehrhuch der Allcjemeinen Psychologic. Jo-

hannes Rehmke. Hamburg und Leipzig,

Leopold Voss. 1894. Pp. 582. M. 10.

Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. III. Des Moines,

Published for the Iowa Geological Survey.

1895. Pp. 501.

Magnetismus und Hypnotismus. G. W. Gess-

MAN. Vienna, A. Hartleben. 2d edi-

tion. Pp. xiv + 205.

Bidletin of the Geological Institution of the Uni-

versity of Upsala. Edited by Hj. Sjogren.

Upsala, Almqvist & Wiksells. 1 893-1894.

Pp. 95, 293.
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.

REPORT OF TEE WATSON TRUSTEES ON THE
AWARD OF THE WATSON MEDAL TO

SETH C. CHANDLER.

On the recommendation of the Board of

Trustees of the Watson Fund, the Academy
last year unanimouslj- awarded the "Wat-

son medal to Seth C. Chandler, of Cam-
bridge, Mass., for his investigations relative

to variable stars, his discoveiy of the period

of variation of terrestrial latitudes, and his

researches on the laws of that variation.

It is the pleasant duty of the Trustees to

set forth the gi-ounds on which this award

w-as recommended.

It is a result of the well-known laws of

dynamics relating to the rotation of a rigid

body, as the earth is assumed to be, upon

its axis, that the poles of the earth may be

determined in two ways. Our globe, being

a spheroid flattened at the poles and pro-

tuberant at the equator, has a certain axis

passing betw-een the points of greatest flat-

tening. This axis has no direct connection

with the rotation of the earth ; it would ex-

ist if the latter, retaining its present form,

did not rotate at all. It is called the axis

of figure, being determined altogether by

the shape of the earth.

But the earth has also an axis around

which it rotates. Xow, assuming the earth

to be a rigid solid, there is no necessity that

the axis of rotation should correspond to

that of the axis of figure just described.
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We could take a solid bodj^, pass an axis

through it in any direction, and make it

rotate on that axis.

It was shown by Euler, more than a cen-

tury ago, that if a solid body rotated on an

axis dififerent from that of figure, the posi-

tion of the axis of rotation in the bodj'

would be subject to a slow change, consist-

ing iu a constant revolution around the axis

of figure. Were this body the earth, the

latitude of a place, as determined bj^ astro-

nomical observation, would change in the

same way. The time of one revolution of

the pole would depend upon the figure of

the earth. The flattening of the earth is

such that, were it a perfectly rigid body, the

time of revolution would be about 305 days;

that is to say, the north pole would make
its circuit in a period of 305 days.

There being no necessity that the two

poles should coincide, the question was

naturally raised whether, perhaps, there

might actually be such a difference of the

two poles, and, in consequence, a change of

latitude of every place on the earth's sur-

face having a period of 305 days. The first to

investigate this qu.estion with all the refine-

ments of modern astronomy was C. A. F.

Peters, who, half a century ago, was an as-

sistant at the Pulkowa Observatory. In

his classic paper on the parallax of the fixed

stars, one section is devoted to the qiiestion

of the variabilitj' of the latitude in a period

of 304 days, which, according to the then

accepted value of the flattening of the earth,

would be the time of one revolution of the

poles. He found a coefiicient of 0".079,

with a probable error of 0".017. This re-

sult was so extremely minute that it might

have arisen from unavoidable sources of er-

ror; and the conclusion therefore reached

was that if there was anj^ such separation of

the two poles, it was too small to be certainly

detected by the most refined observations.

In 1862 our late fellow member, Profes-

sor Hubbard, of the ITaval Observatory,

commenced a series of observations with

the prime-vertical ti'ansit of that institu-

tion, which would be available for the same

research. They were interrupted after a
~

little more than a year, by his untimelj'

death, but were continued four years longer

by Ms successors. The result was the same

as that reached by Peters ; no change hav-

ing a period of 305 days could be detected.

In 1873 the question was investigated by

Nj-ren in connection with a longer series of

observations on the latitude of the Pulkowa

Observatory. His results were somewhat dis-

cordant, and the only conclusion that could

be drawn fi-om them was that the variation

could not be certainlj-- detected by these

most refined observations.

Ten years later Nyren repeated the de-

termination, in connection with his obser-

vations for the determination of the con-

stant of abberation. These observations,

made with the prime-vertical transit, were

carried through with the minutest attention,

and the utmost care to avoid everj^ con-

ceivable source of error. Curious discord-

ances were nevertheless found in the re-

sults for the constant of abberation.

In 1885 Kiistner showed that they could

be accounted for by supposing a change

going on in the latitude. But nothing

could be inferred respecting the law or the

cause of the change.

As a result of these investigations, the

coincidence of the earth's axes of rotation

and of figure has, until within a verj' few

years, been assumed bj^ astronomers as a

practicalljr established fact ; and all their

methods of observation have rested upon

the idea of absolute coincidence. This con-

fidence has not been disturbed until within

a few years, when the question has been

reopened. But it has now apparently been

settled upon a new and firmly established

basis.

Dr. Chandler's work upon this subject

began with observations made by him in
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1884-85, using a novel form of astronomical

instrument of his own invention. These

observations, continued uninterruptedly for

tliirteen mouths, revealed a progressive

change of a pronounced periodical character

in the instrumental values of the latitude.

In publishing these results in 1885 he an-

nounced his intention to continue the re-

search throughout the remainder of that

year. Yet cu'cumstances prevented him

from carrying out his intention at that time,

and he did not resume his examination of

the subject until six years later. Mean-

while Dr. Kiistner, at the Observatory of

Berlin, in 1888, published a memoir on the

Constant of Aberration, as deduced by him

from a series of observations also made in

1884-85, simultaneously with Chandler's

series, which brought to light anomalies of

an entirely analogous character. Kiistner's

series was not continuous enough to show

the periodic nature of the phenomenon ;

but, by an exhaustive examination of the

possible subjective sources of error, he

clearly demonstrated that it was no longer

permissible to retain the hypothesis of an

invariable position of the pole, and he

recommended that properlj' organized ob-

servations at various places be instituted

to settle the question definitely. It was

doubtless this work of Kiistner's which

compelled the attention of astronomers to

the subject. As a result, by the coopera-

tion of three German observatories, under

the auspices of the International Geodetic

Association, and the independent action of

that at Pulkowa, the fact of the variability

of terrestrial latitude was placed beyond

question, and, by a corresponding series

made at the Sandwich Islands, the further

fact was established that the variable ele-

ment is the position of the axis of rotation

with respect to the earth's body, and not

its jx)sition in space.

It was just before this point that a re-

newal of Chandler's connection with the

problem began. The results are published

in a series of eighteen papei-s in the Astro-

nomical Journal (18111-04). exclusive of a

series of five papers upon a topic closely re-

lated thereto, and involving it ; namely,

the abberation-constaut, which will be

separately spoken of lat«r.

The keynote of these investigations, and
the undoul)ted cause of the success which

has attended them, lies in the fact that at

the outset he first recognized the necessity

of deliljerately disi-egarding all teachings

of the adopted theory, which had misled

previous investigators, and of examining

the facts bj- a purely inductive process,

taking nothing for granted, and basing all

conclusions strictly upon the observations

themselves.

It is impossible to give here more than a

bare statement of the principal results thus

established, which we arrange in their nat-

ural order, and not in the historical order

of their derivation.

1. The phenomenon is not a local or a

regional, but a terrestrial one ; also it is a

displacement of the earth's axial rotation

with reference to the principal axis of in-

ertia, and not of the direction of the former

in space.

2. The axis of rotation, although fixed

as regards its direction in space, performs

a relative revolution about that of inertia

in a period of 428 days. This motion is

circular, with an average radius of about

fourteen feet, and its direction is from west

to east.

3. Sinuiltaneously with the above motion,

the actual position of the principal axis of

inertia on the eai-th's surface is in motion

.about a mean position, in a period of a year.

Its direction is also from west to east, but

is in an ellipse, thi-ee or four times as long

as bi-oad, the major and minor axes being

about twenty-five feet and eight feet re-

spectively. The major axis is inclined at

present, by about 45° to the Greenwich
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meridian. The motion is central, obeying

the law of proportionality of times to areas

described by the radius vector about the

center of the ellipse.

4. Both the radius and period in the cir-

cular 428 days' revolution are systemati-

cally variable ; the former between about

eight feet and eighteen feet, the latter be-

tween about 423 and 434 days ; in a long-

period of apparently about sixty-six years.

In this inequality of motion the average

angular velocity is attained when the size

of the circle is least or greatest when the

circle has its mean dimensions.

5. Similarly there are simultaneous

changes in the apparent dimensions and

velocity in the annual period, which are

complementaiy in their character to those

in the 428 days' revolution ; but whether

they are the result of real changes in the

form and dimensions of the ellipse, or the

effect of an apsidal motion of long period,

cannot at present be determined from the

observations available. All that can be

said is that observations during five years

show that the line of apsides is either fixed,

or, if variable, revolving only at a very slow

rate.

6. Besides these two motions of relatively

short period, there is distinct evidence of a

third motion of rotation in a much larger

term, probably not far from twelve years,

with a radius of ten or fifteen feet, which

reconciles similar indications of slow

changes which had been pointed out by
other investigators. (A. J., XII., 178;

XIII., 35, 36.)

The results thus established are the out-

come of the examination of an immense
number of observations, covering the whole

interval since the era of refined practical

astronomy began, and in fact practicallj' ex-

haust the materials which may be drawn
for this purpose from existing astronomical

annals. The endeavor to make the discus-

sion exhaustive in this respect made it neces-

sary to completely reduce, from the original

instrumental readings, extensive older series

of observations. It has, incidentally, for

example, rescued fi'om almost complete ob-"

livion the series of Pond, 1825-36, and

sho\\Ti that work to be of a character which

will compare favorably with the most re-

fined observations made with the meridian

instruments of the present daj'.

Intimately connected with the work on

the variation of latitude are five additional

papers, containing a redetermination of the

value of the aberration-constant from eight

different series of observations at the Pul-

kowa Observatory, with the prime vertical

transit and the vertical circle. The correct

value of this fundamental element is one of

the most important questions occupj'ing the

astronomy of the day.

VARIABLE STAES.

The subject of variable stars was erected

into a distinct branch ofastronomical science

\>j Argelander, beginning in 1843, and oc-

cupied a large share of his activity and in-

terest during a score of years. His classical

labors were siicceeded or overlapped bj'

those of Schonfeld, who assumed the prin-

cipal charge of the subject for another score

of years, when his devotion to the great

work of the Southern Durchmusterung, and

later his failing health, left opportunitj^ for

other hands to take up and continue the

work where they had left it. Since the is-

sue of Schonfeld's Second Catalogue the

number of known variables has more than

doubled, while the fund of observations per-

taining to them has vastly increased.

Chandler's work in this direction, besides

the incidental work of observation and dis-

covery which he has contributed to it, has

involved the collection of all the data in

astronomical history, their discussion, and

the formulation of the elements of their

light-variations into numerical laws. The

catalogues of 1888 and 1893, while filhng a
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very moderate number of pages of print,

are a crystallization of all the known facts.

Especially may be mentioned the investiga-

tions of inequalities in the periods of these

bodies. AVhUe the number of these in-

equalities known in Schonfeld's time

amounted to onlj- about half a dozen. Chand-

ler has detected their existence in about

eighty other stars, and has deduced the

numerical laws in about fifty ofthem. This

will indicate, in one direction onh', how the

labor of caring for these objects is increasing.

It would be unjust if. while alluding to

these important researches, no mention

were made of Mr. Chandler's ingenious and

successful device of a new form of instru-

ment for making that class of measure-

ments of position which had previously been

made bj- mei-idian instrument alone. Both

the instrument and the method were novel.

In the former, instead of a motion of rota-

tion, determined mechanicallj- bj' the pivots

of a horizontal axis, there was substituted

one about a vertical axis determined bj-

gravitative action of an instrument resting

in mercury.

As to method, instead of a vertical plane

passing through the pole, which is the fun-

damental plane of reference for meridian in-

struments, there was substituted a horizon-

tal circle. The value possessed by such an

entirely diflerent method consists in substi-

tuting a totallj' difierent sort of observation,

and hence a ditlerent set of the sj^stematic

errors to which all observations are liable,

so that the combined results of the two

methods are likely to be freer from them
than those obtained by an adherence to a

single system of observation. In a memoir

of 222 pages Dr. Chandler develops the

theory of the instrument and method math-

ematically, and gives the result of its

practical use in observations made with it

for a year, and directed to various astro-

nomical problems.

Although not mentioned as forming anv

part of the grounds for the award of this

medal. Dr. Chandler's important labors for

many j'ears upon cometary orbits are well

known to astionomers. Casual mention

may be especiallj- made of his computations

relative to the principal component of

18S0Y, and the action of Jupiter in 1886

upou it, which led to a complete transforma-

tion of its orbit ; also the definite deter-

mination of the relative orbits of the sev-

eral components into which the comet be-

came separated in consequence of that dis-

turbance.

The Trustees of the Watson Fund feel

that this brilliant series of investigations is

preeminently deserving of the highest rec-

ognition which can be given by the Nat-

ional Academy, and have therefore not hes-

itated in recommending the award of the

medal to Dr. Chandler.

S. Newcomb.
B. A. Gould.

A. Hall.

SUMMARY OF COXCLUSIO.VS OF A REPORT BY
DR8. D. H. BERGEY, S. WEIR MITCHELL
AND J. S. BILLINGS UPON 'THE

COMPOSITION OF EXPIRED
AIR AND ITS EFFECTS
UPONANIMAL LIEE.'*

1. The results olitained in this research

indicate that in air expired by healthy mice,

sparrows, rabbits, guinea pigs or men
there is no peculiar organic matter which

is poisonous to the animals mentioned

(excluding man), or which tends to pro-

duce in these animals any special form of

disease. The injurious eflects observed of

such air appeared to be due entirely to the

diminution of oxygen or the increase of

carbonic acid, or to a combination of these

two factors. They also make it very im-

probable that the minute quantity of organic

* Results of an investigation mode under the pro-

visions of tlic Hodffkin's Fund. Head before the Na-

tional .Vcademy of Sciences, .\pril IG, 189.5, by permis-

sion of the Secretarv of the Smithsonian Institution.
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matter contained in the air expired from

human lungs has any deleterious influence

upon men who inhale it in crowded rooms,

and hence it is probably unnecessary to take

this factor into accoimt in providing for the

ventilation of such rooms.

2. In ordinary quiet respiration no bac-

teria, epithelial scales, or particles of dead

tissue are contained in the expired air. In-

the act of coughing or sneezing such organ-

isms or particles may probably be thrown

out.

3. The minute quantity of ammonia, or

of combined nitrogen or other oxidizable

matters found in the condensed moisture of

human breath appears to be largely due to

products of the decomposition of organic

matter which is constantly going on in the

mouth and pharynx. This is shown by the

effects of cleansing the mouth and teeth

upon the amount of such matters in the

condensed moisture of the breath, and also

by the differences in this respect between

the air exhaled through a tracheal fistula

and that expired in the usual way.

4. The air in an inhabited room, such as

the hospital ward in which experiments

were made, is contaminated from many
sources besides the expired air of the occii-

pants, and the most important of these con-

taminations are in the form of minute par-

ticles or dusts. The experiments on the air

of the hospital ward, and with the moisture

condensed therefrom, show that the greater

part of the ammonia in the air was con-

nected with dust particles which could be

removed by a filter. They also showed

that in this dust thei-e were microorganisms,

including some of the bacteria which pro-

duce inflammation and suppuration, and it is

probable that these were the only really

dangerous elements in this air.

5. The experiments in which animals

were compelled to breathe an- vitiated hy
the produ^cts of either their own respii-ation

or by those of other animals, or M^ere in-

jected with fluid condensed from expired

air, gave results contrary to tliose reported

by Hammond, by Brown-Sequard and d'Ai'-

sonval, and by Merkel ; but correspond-

ing to those reported by Dastre and Loye,

Russo Gilibert and Alessi, Hofinann AVel-

leuhof, Rauer, and other experimenters re-

ferred to in the preliminary historical

sketch of this report, and make it improb-

able that there is any peculiar volatile poi-

sonous matter in the air expired by healthy

men and animals, other than cai-bonic acid.

It must be borne in mind, however, that the

results of such experiments upon animals

as are referred to in this report may be ap-

plicable only in part to human beings. It

does not necessarily follow that a man
would not be injured by continuously liv-

ing in an atmosphere containing 2 parts

per 1,000 of carbonic acid and other prod-

ucts of respiration, of cutaneous excretion,

and of putrefactive decomposition of organic

matters, because it is found tliat a mouse, a

guinea pig, or a rabbit seems to suffer no

ill effects from living under such conditions

for several days, weeks or months, but it

does follow that the evidence which has

heretofore been supposed to demonstrate

the evil efl'ects of bad ventilation upon hu-

man health should be carefully scrutinized.

6. The effects of reduction of oxygen and

increase of carbonic acid, to a certain de-

gree, appear to be the same in artificial

mixtures of these gases as in air in which

the change of proportion of these gases has

been produced by respiration.

7. The effect of habit, which may enable

an animal to live in an atmosphere in which

by gradual change the proportion of oxy-

gen has become so low and that of carbonic

acid so high that a similar animal brought

from fresh air into it dies almost instantly,

has been observed before ; biit we are not

aware that a continuance of this immunity

produced by habit has been previously

noted. The experiments reported in the
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appendix show tliat such an immunity may
either exist normally or be produced in cer-

tain mice, but that these cases are verj- ex-

ceptional, and it is very desirable that a

special research should be made to deter-

mine, if possible, the conditions upon which

such a continuance of immunity depends.

8. An excessively high or low tempera-

ture has a decided eflect upon the produc-

tion of asphyxia by diminution of oxygen

and increase of carbonic acid. At high

temperatures the rcspiratorj' centers are

aifected when evapoi-ation from the skin

and mucous surfaces is checked bj- the air

being saturated with moisture ; at low tem-

peratures the consumption of oxygen in-

creases, and the demand for it becomes

more urgent. So far as the acute effects of

excessively foul air at high temperatures

are concerned, such, for example, as ap-

peared in the Black Hole of Calcutta, it is

probable that they are due to substantially

the same causes in man as in animals.

9. The proportion of increase of carbonic

acid and of diminution of oxygen, which

has been found to exist in badly ventilated

churches, schools, theatres or barracks, is

not sufficiently great to satisfactorily ac-

count for the gi'cat discomfort which these

conditions produce in many persons ; and

there is no evidence to show that such an

amount ofchange in the normal proportion of

these gases has any influence on the increase

of disease and death rates which statistical

evidence has shown to exist among persons

living in crowded and unventilated rooms.

The report of the Commissioners appointed

to inquire into the regulations aft'ecting the

sanitary condition of the British Army,
properly lays great stress upon the fact that

in civilians at soldiers' ages in 24 large

towns the death rate per 1000 was 11.9,

while in the foot guards it was 29.4, and in

the infantry of the line 17.9 ; and shows

that this diflerence was mainly due to dis-

eases of the lungs occurring in soldiei-s in

crowded and unventilated barracks. These

observations have since been repeatedly

confii-med by statistics derived from other

armies, from prisons, and from the death

rates of persons engaged in different occu-

pations, and in all cases tubercular disease

of the lungs and pneumonia are the dis-

eases which are most prevalent among
persons living and working in unventilated

rooms, unless such persons are of the Jew-

ish race.

But consumption and pneumonia are

caused by specific bacteria, which, for the

most part, gain access to the air passages

liy adhering to particles of dust which are

inhaled, and it is probable that the greater

liability to these diseases of persons living

in crowded and unventilated rooms is, to a

large extent, due to the special liability of

such rooms to become infected with the

germs of these diseases. It is bj' no means

demonstrated as yet that the onlj- deleterious

effect which the air of crowded barracks or

tenement house rooms, or of foul courts and
narrow streets exerts upon the persons who
breathe it, is due to the greater number of

pathogenic microorganisms in such locali-

ties. It is possible that such impure atmos-

pheres may aftect the vitality and the

bactericidal powers of the cells and fluids of

the upper air passages with which they

come in contact, and may thus predispose

to infections the potential causes of which

are almost everywhere present, and espe-

cially in the upper air pas.sages and in the

alimentary canal of even the healthiest per-

sons; but of this we liave as j^et no scientific

evidence. It is very desirable that re-

seai-ches should I)e made on this point.

10. The discomfort produced by crowded,

ill-ventilated rooms in persons not accus-

tomed to them is not due to the excess of

carbonic acid, nor to bacteria, nor, in most

cases, to dusts of any kind. The two great

causes of such discomfort, though not the

only ones, are excessive temperature and
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unpleasant odors. Such rooms as those re-

ferred to are generally overheated; the

bodies of the occupants, and, at night, the

usual means of 'illumination, contributing

to this result.

The results of this investigation, taken in

connection with the results of other recent

researches summarized in this report, indi-

cate that some of the theories upon which

modern systems of ventilation are based

are either without foundation or doubtful,

and that the problem of securing comfort

and health in inhabited rooms requires the

consideration of the best methods of pre-

venting or disposing of dusts of various

kinds, of properly regulating temperature

and moisture, and of preventing the en-

trance of poisonous gases like carbonic

oxide, derived from heating and lighting

apparatus, rather than upon simply dilu-

ting the air to a certain standard of propor-

tion of carbonic acid present. It would be

very unwise to conclude, from the facts

given in this report, that the standards of

air supply for the ventilation of inhabited

rooms, which standards are now generally

accepted by sanitarians as the result of the

work of Pettenkofer, De Chaumont and

others, are much too large under any cir-

cumstances, or that the differences in health

and vigor between those who spend the

greater part of their lives in the open air of

the country hills and those who live in the

city slums do not depend in any way upon

the differences between the atmospheres of

the two localities except as regards the

number and character of microorgan-

isms. ,

The cause of the unpleasant, musty odor

which is perceptible to most persons on

passing from the outer afr into a crowded,

unventilated room is unknown. It may in

part be due to volatile products of decom-

position contained in the expired afr of per-

sons having decayed teeth, foul mouths, or

certain disorders of the digestive apparatus,

and it is due in part to volatile fatt}' acids

produced from the excretions of the skin

and from clothing soiled with such excre-

tions. It may produce nausea and other";

disagreeable sensations in specially suscep-

tible persons, but most men soon become

accustomed to it and cease to notice it, as

they will do with regard to the odor of a

smoking car or of a soap factory after they

have been for some time in the place. The
dfrect and indirect effects of odors of various

kinds upon the comfort, and, perhaps also,

upon the health of men are more consider-

able than would be indicated by any tests,

now known for determining the nature and

quantity of the matters which give rise to

them.

The remarks of Eenk upon this point

merit consideration.

Cases of fainting in crowded rooms usual-

ly occur in women, and are connected with

defective respiratory action due to tight

lacing or other causes.

Other causes of discomfort in rooms

heated by furnaces or by steam are exces-

sive dryness of the air and the presence of

small quantities of carbonic oxide, of illu-

minating gas, and, possibly, of arsenic, de-

rived from the coal used for heating.

AMERICAN 3IETR0L0GICAL SOCIETY.

This Society held its annual meeting

at Columbia College, on April 22d, at 3

p. M.

The President, B. A. Gould, of Cam-

bridge, Mass.
,
presided. Therewere present,

Wolcott Gibbs, of Newport, K. I.; A. A.

Michelson, of the University of Chicago;

T. Egleston and J. H. Van Amringe, of

Columbia College ; T. E. Pynchon, of Trin-

ity College ; T. C. Mendenhall, of Wor-
cester, Mass.; George Eastboui-n, of Phila-

delphia ; J. M. McKinlay and J. K. Eees,

of New York City.

President Gould made an informal ad-
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dress, ami called attention to the rapid

progress of the zone standard-time sj'stem

throughout the world. This system the

society did important work in introducing.

Allusion was made to the report that

Turkey had made the Metric System obli-

gatory. The principal countries that do

not use the Metric System are England, the

United States and Russia. Through the

action of the New Decimal Association of

England, and of the American Metrological

Society, it was hoped that some steps might

be taken in the two countries named which

would bring about a larger use of the Metric

System. It was stated that Utah proposed

to adopt the Meti-ic System as the standard

when she was admitted to statehood.

The societj' appointed an important com-

mittee on Metric Gauges. This committee

consists of the President, B. A. Gould, Wol-

cott Gibbs, T. C. Mendenhall, A. A. Michel-

son, and T. Egleston as chairman.

Reports were made by various officers and

the following officers were elected for the

year 1895-96 : President, B. A. Gould, Cam-
bridge, Mass. Vice Presidents, Wolcott

Gibbs, SrewT)ort, R. I.; T. R. PJ^lchon,

Hartford, Conn.;Sandford Fleming, Ottawa,

Canada; T. C. Mendenhall, Worcester,

Mass.; T. Egleston, New York City; J. H.

Van Amringe, New York City. Treasurer,

John K. Rees, New York City. Recording

Secretary, John K. Rees, New York City.

Corresponding Secretary, 0. H. Tittmann,

AVasliington, D. C. Members of the Coun-

cil, H. A. Newton, New Haven, Conn.;

Cleveland Abbe, AYashiugton, D. C; R. H.

Thurston, Ithaca, N. Y.; A. M. Majer,

Hoboken, N.. J.; Henry Holt, New York
City ; W. F. Allen, New York City; Simon

Newcomb, Washington, D. C: S. P. Lang-

ley, Washington, D. C; F. H. Smith, Uni-

versity of Virginia; George Eastbourn,

Philadelphia. Penn.

Edward Atkinson, of Boston, was elected

a member of the society.

In this connection it may be of interest

to state the objects of tliis society

:

1

.

To improve existing systems of weights,

measures and moneys, and to bring them
into relations of simple commensurability

with each otlier.

2. To secure universal adoption of com-
mon units of measure for quantities in

physical observation or investigation, for

which ordinary systems of metrology do not

provide; such as divisions of barometer,

thermometer, and densimeter ; amount of

work done by machines ; amount of me-
chanical energy, active or potential, of bod-

ies, as dependent on their motion or posi-

tion
;
quantities of heat present in bodies of

given temperatures, or generated by com-
bustion or otherwise ; quantity and inten-

sity of electro-dynamic currents ; aggi-egate

and efficient power of prime movers ; ac-

celerative force of gravity; pressure of steam

and atmosphere ; and other matters analo-

gous to these.

3. To secure uniform usage as to stand-

ard pout^^ of reference, or physical conditions

to which observations must be reduced for

purposes of comparison, especially tempera-

ture and pressure to which are referred

specific gravities of bodies, and the zero of

longitude on the earth.

4. To secure the use of the decimal sys-

tem for denominations of weight, measure,

and money derived from unit-bases, not

necessarily excluding for practical purposes

binary or other convenient divisions, but

maintained along with such other methods,

on account of facilities for calculation, re-

ductions, and comparison of values, afforded

by a system conforming to our numerical

notation.

MODES OF OPERATIOX.

1. The society wUl endeavor to carry out

its objects, by appeals to Congress, State

Legislatures, boards of education, liigher

institutions of learning, and to directors and
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teachers of schools of every grade through-

out the country, urging adoption of meas-

ures in their several spheres for diflusing

information as to the present state of the

world's metrology and recent progress in

its reform, and specially for instructing the

rising generation in these matters, to the

end that our people may be early and fully

prepared to act intelligently on the impor-

tant questions connected with weights and

measures.

2. By invoking the aid and cooperation

of bodies organized to consider questions of

scientific or social interest, boards of trade,

chambers of commerce, societies of engi-

neers, industrial associations, professions

and trades, in this country and elsewhere.

3. By specially ui'ging scientific bodies to

open communications with similar bodies

in other countries, with a view to general

agreement on values to be henceforth uni-

formly given to units of measure and points

of reference which particularly concern

them . i. e., to the so-called constants of sci-

ence.

4. By memoriahzing Congress in favor of

laws requiring the use, in certain depart-

ments of the public service, of metric weights

and measures, wherever such legislation

may tend to reheve commerce of some of

its burdens, to facilitate international com-

munication, to promote international juris-

prudence, and to familiarize our own peo-

ple with the benefits of that system of met-

rology, with the least interference with

their ordinary habits of thought or daily

business.

5. By direct appeals to the people through

the public press, and by circulating, so far as

means allow, books and documents inform-

ing the pubhc of the defects of the common
system of weights and measui-es, the means
most proper for its amendment, and the

great advantages which the acceptance of a

universal system would insure to all mau-
kiud. J. K. R.

THE INTERNATIONAL 3IATIIEMATICAL
CONGBESS.

Professor A. Vasiliev, President of the

Phj^sico-mathematical Society of Kasan,"

Russia, has sent me a document prepared

by him for the Minister of Public Instruc-

tion, with a request that I translate such

part of it from the Russian as bears on the

founding of an International Mathematical

Congress, and make it known in America.

This is in substance as follows

:

After recapitulating the action of the

French Association for the Advancement of

Science at Caen (August 14, 1894) [already

translated by me and published on pp. 21-22

of the Bulletin of the American Mathemat-

ical Society, October, 1894] , he gives the res-

olution offered by me that very same day,

August 14, 1894, for their signatures to all

the members of the American Mathemat-

ical Society present at the Brooklyn meet-

ing, and signed unanimously, which was as

follows :
" The undersigned members of the

American Mathematical Society present at

its summer meeting, 1894, take this method

of expressing their cordial approval of a

series of International Congresses of Math-

ematicians to take place from time to time,

as suggested by A. Vasiliev and C. A.

Laisant." The names of the signers may
be found on page 290 of Vol. I., of the

American Mathematical Monthly. I ex-

plained the plan as contemplating a reunion

preparatoire at Kasan in 1896, a eongrh con-

stihiant in Belgium or Switzerland in 1897,

which perhaps might fix the First Interna-

tional Congress at Paris in 1900.

Professor Vasiliev then goes ou to state

the decisive step taken by the deutsche Matlie-

matikei'- Vereinigung in a reunion at A^ienna,

September, 1894. It was there unanimously

resolved to take part in the organizing Con-

gress. The action was as follows :

" Concerning future International Con-

gresses, the Mathematiker-Vereinigung de-

cides in principle to participate, and charges
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its bureau to take in regiird to this subject

the measures that appear necessary. In

particular, it leaves to each of its mem-
bei-s entire freedom, considering alone as

essential that the Society, on this important

occasion, may be assured of having tlie

place due it."

Professor Yasiliev expects that the inau-

guration of the Lobachevskj' monument at

Kasan will take place in August or Sep-

tember, 1896, and counts on having there

a large number of eminent mathematicians,

and will profit by the occasion to propose

definitely the organization of the Interna-

tional Congress, and then official calls will

be issued to meet for the purpose of final

organization in 1S97 at a city of Belgium or

Switzerland.

George Bkuce Halsted.
Austin, Texas.

CURRENT XOTES 02f PHYSIOGRAPHY (V.).

THE EXTINCT LAKE PASSAIC.

The annual report of the Geological Sur-

vey of New Jersej- for 1893 contains a long

report on surface geologj-, in which there

is an interesting chapter on Lake Passaic,

an extinct glacial lake, by R. D. Salisburj'

and H. B. Kiimmel. First mentioned by
Professor Cook in his annual report for 1880,

Lake Passaic is now carefully traced by its

Bhore lines and the deltas built in it by
streams. Its basin was limited on the west

by the slope of the crystalline highlands

;

on the south and east by one of the curved

trap ridges of the Watchung or Orange
mountains ; while on the north it was en-

closed by ice. Most remarkable of all the

shore deposits in the lake waters is the great

morainic embankment that was built across

the basin from Morristown to Madison dur-

ing the furthest advance of the ice sheet

into the lake waters ; the lobate front of this

bank standing up with great distinctness

north of a marshy plain, which now rep-

resents part of the lake bottom.

The outlet of the lake was, for a time at

least, by a notch in the trap ridge near its

southern end, at a height of 331 feet above

sea level. Twenty-five miles to the north,

the records of the lake level now stand

sixtj--seven feet above the lowest shore line

at the southern end of the basin. Many
details of iutei-est are considered in the re-

port ; none more surprising than the depth

of the drift-filling in the notch of one of the

trap ridges at Summit (where the Morris and
Essex Eailroad crosses the ridge), from

which a preglacial discharge of the inner

vallej' at this point is fairly inferred. An
excellent map accompanies the report.

LOCAL DISPLACEMEXT OF THE MISSISSIPPI.

The annual report of the Iowa geologi-

cal survey for 1893, just issued, contains a
chapter bj' C. H. Gordon on a former channel

of the Mississippi, now filled with drift.

The modern river has cut a narrow rock-

bound gorge, five miles to the east of the

former valley, and about ten miles long ; its

lower end being at Keokuk, where the Des
Moines river comes in fi-om the west. A
general study of the surface and the records

of a deep well indicate that the earlier

valley was about three times as broad and

twice as deep as the new gorge. The gorge

being hardly more than in its 3-outh, the

earlier vallej- was certainly not advanced

beyond its early adolescence. It therefore

clearly indicates that during only a com-

paratively short preglacial time did the

region stand as high as or a little higher

than now ; most of its preglacial history

must have been pa,ssed at a less elevation

above baselevel. To speak of the pre-

glacial channel as a ' measure of vast de-

nudation ' (p. 250) therefore seems some-

what inappropriate ; it was onlj' the begin-

ning of a denudation that could in a geo-

graphical sense be called vast. The vast

denudation is more really shown in the

stripping of an unknown thickness of strata
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from the region, thus preparing the general

surface in which the adolescent preglacial

valley was eroded.

The relation of displacements of this kind

to the location of settlements along the

river and to the choice of places for bridge-

building across it, would furnish material

for an interesting phj^siographical essay, ex-

tending the well-known report by Gen. War-
ren. The outline map on which the old

and new courses of the river are represent-

ed, is unfortunately without names, mak-
ing the careful reading of the chapter a

difficult matter for those unacquainted with

with such places as Fort Madison and Sand

Prairie.

W. M. Davis.

Haevaed TJniveesity.

CURRENT NOTES ON ANTHROPOLOGY { VII.).

ET72SriC INSCEIPTIOIfS IN EASTEEN AMERICA.

It is well known that venturous Norwe-
gian navigators in the eleventh century

visited at divers times the eastern coast of

]S"orth America. The ancient sagas of Ice-

land which narrate the events of these

voyages are provokingly meager and ob-

scure ; so that it has been quite impossible

to decide how often such voyages were

made, or how far south the explorers ad-

vanced. Of course, it is to be supposed

that of some such expeditions we have no

account whatever.

The late Professor E. N. Horsford per-

sistently maintained that positive evidence

of a pre-Columbian European settlement on

the Charles river, Mass., had been discover-

ed by him. The testimony he presented did

not convince many, and his daughter. Miss

Cornelia Horsford, has done well to pursue

and extend the lines of investigation which

her father began. The results are said to

be confirmatory of his theory, but the only

one which has as yet been made public is a

neatly illustrated, privately printed pam-
phlet, of 22 pages, entitled ' An Inscribed

Stone,' By Corneha Horsford (Cambridge,

1895).

The stone referred to was discovered at

Weston, Mass., in an uncultivated field,

and came under Miss Horsford's notice

merely by accident. One of its sides bore

a partly obliterated series of lines which

Mr. J. B. Woodsworth, of the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey, pronounces to be of arti-

ficial origin. Thej^ are arranged after the

manner of a runic futhorc, and simulate

certain forms of such writing. Miss Hors-

ford does not offer an interpretation.

A second inscribed stone near New York
city is depicted, the runes on which Miss

Horsford both transliterates and provi-

sionally translates as referring to a census

of the inhabitants by the church officials.

On a loose sheet a large number of runic

and ogham inscriptions from Great Britain,

the north of Europe and Greenland are

given for the purpose of comparison.

The publication is one well worthy the

attention of historians.

WHEEE WAS THE GARDEN OF EDEN ?

We have not yet done with seeking on

the earthly plane the pristine Paradise,

Eden, ' the land of joy'.

The latest explorer of its whereabouts is

the distinguished Professor Paul Haupt, of

the Johns Hopkins University, in an article,

'Wo Lag das Paradies?" in the'Ueber

Land und Meer,' No. 15, 1895. He differs

from Friedrich Delitsch, who, in his work

with the same title, asserted that the de-

scription of the locality in Genesis appUed

directly to the canal and river system of

Babylonia; he differs from himself in his

opinion as expressed in a paper published

last j'car in the proceedings of the American

Oriental Society, and concludes that the

four rivers mentioned in the Hebrew record,

the Pison, the Gihon, the Hiddekel and the

Euphrates, are, reversing the order, the

Euphrates, the Tigris, the Karun and the
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Kercha. The two latter are small streams

flowing, one into the Persian Gulf, and one

into the Schott el Arab, near the ancient

mouth of the Tigris, both east of it.

Though Professor Haupt supports his

opinion with his customary depth of erudi-

tion, I doubt if it will be adopted. That

part of Genesis was written by the Hebrew

author about CSO B. C, and at that pei-iod

he certainly knew what he was talking

about when he mentioned the Gihon and

identified it with the river ISTile. Professor

Haupt's former theory, which recognized

this, seems much more plausible.

But all such theories do not touch the

kernel of the question. The mj-th of the

Paradise, watered by its four streams, is

found in native American mythologies as

prominently as in those of the Old World :

and uo explanation is valid which does not

apply to both continents.

The true inter^^retation is that the four

streams refer to the four cardinal points

and the four winds, the rain bringers. Thej'

are the cosmic and celestial causes of the

weather and its changes, and hence of fer-

tility and growth. It were easy to prove

this by abundant examples. The Hebrew-

realist merely endeavored to transport the

ancient mj-th iuto terrestial geography.

D. G. Brixtox.

Univebsitv of Pennsylvania.

JAMES D. DANA.

We cannot pay a tribute to the memory
of Dana more appropriate than the letter

addressed to him by a number of his older

colleagues on his eightieth birthday and

communicated by Prof. George P. Fisher to

the Evening Post.

New Haven, February 12, 189.3.

Dear Prof. Dana : Having had the pri-

vilege for many yeai-s, of being associated

with you as colleagues at Yale, we wish to

bring you our cordial congratulations ou the

occasion of your eightieth birthday.

It gives great pleasure to your friends

that after so extended a period of incessant

and most faithful activity you are still able

with unimpaired mental vigor to carry for-

ward the studies which have contributed so

much to the advancement of science and

have conferred so great distinction, not on

j'ourself alone, but equally on the Univer-

sity and on the country.

We recall the circumstance that it was only

four years after your graduation, in 18.33,

that the first edition of your work on miner-

alogj', a ^\ork which has remained a classic

to this day, was issued. Two years later

you embarked ou the voyage of discovery,

undertaken under the auspices of the

government by the American Exploring

Expedition, and during four industrious

years collected the materials for the subse-

quent rei^orts on geology, mineralogy, corals

and Crustacea, which established your repu-

tation at home and abroad as a scientific

man of distinguished ability.

It is now well-nigh half a century since

you entered upon your labors as an editor

of the American Journal of Science, your name

having first appeared on the title-page of

the journal in 1846. The long series of

volumes of this periodical are a noble mon-

ument of the extent and thoroughness of

your labors as a naturalist.

It is in truth surprising that in connec-

tion with this continuous employment and

with your work as professor you have been

able to send forth from the press, in succes-

sive editions, the elaborate text-books and

other writings, the solid excellence of which

is everywhere recognized.

We cannot revert without admiration to

the universally broad field of scientific in-

vestigation in which you have maintained

your place as an acknowledged master.

It would be a signal achievement for any

man to hold this position as regards geol-

ogj', and the branches of zoology connected

with it ; but when, as in your case, the sci-
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ence of mineralogy is added to the list, the

eminence which yon have attained is quite

exceptional.

It is gratifying to know that your services

to the cause of science have obtained full

recognition from teachers and students of

science and from learned bodies in all civil-

ized countries. IS'one will question that the

honors which have thus been so abundantly

bestowed and so modestly received are well

deserved. The consciousness that the mo-

tive of your researches has been an unal-

loyed love of truth and an unselfish desire

to enlarge the bounds of human knowledge

must give to these testimonials all the value

that such marks of honor can ever possess.

We congratulate you that yoiir academic

relations both with fellow-professors and

with pupils have been so uniformly pleasant.

The classes which, in long succession, have

listened to your instructions, could their

voices be heard, would unite in expressions

of sincere respect both for the qualities of

character and for the talents and learning

of their revered instructor. But it is no

part of our purpose to enter into a detailed

statement of the reasons which render it

peculiarly agreeable for us, your old friends

and neighbors, to offer to you to-day our

heartfelt congratulations. Had it been

thought worth while to extend the list of

subscribers to this letter, no doubt all the

members of the teaching body in the Uni-

versity would gladly have added their

names.

But our communication is simply in-

tended as an expression, from a few of your

older associates, of interest in this anni-

versary and of our earnest hope that the

blessing of a kind Providence may continue

to be with you and with the members of

your family.

Very sincerely yours,

Timothy Dwight, George E. Day,

George P. Fisher, George J. Brush,

"William H. Brewer, O. C. Marsh, Frank-

lin B. Dexter, Edward E. Salisbury^

William D. Whitney, Hubert A. New-
ton, Samuel W. Johnson, Daniel C.

Eaton, A. E. Verrill, Addison Van-
Name, Sidney I. Smith.

COBBESPONDENCE.

THE distribution OF SLEDGES, ETC.

Did anybody ever read or hear of sledges,

snowshoes or goggles for the eyes in aborig-

inal South America? I have traced the

skee entirely across Asia, the netted snow

shoe from the Amur around to Klamath
river, Cal., with extension throughout Can-

ada, New England and our northern tier of

States. The ice creeper for the foot covers

the region of my migration track from

sou^thern Kamchatka around to the Yukon.

The built-up sledge is everywhere in the

Hyperborean area of two hemispheres, the

form depending on the exigencies of timber

growth. The great broad skee or snow shoe

of the Amur is the flat toboggan of the

Dominion of Canada.

Otis T. Mason.
U. S. National Museum, April 20.

SCIENTIFIC LITEBATVRE.

Memoir of Sir Andrew Cronibie Ramsay. By
Sir Archibald Geikie, Director of the

Geol. Surv. of Great Britain and Ireland.

London and New York, Macmillan & Co.

1895. Pp. X + 397.

This is really a charming book and ought

to be read not only by every geologist, but

by every one interested in the story of a

noble life. Indeed, the memoir of such a

man as Kamsay by such a writer as Geikie

could hardly be otherwise than deeply in-

teresting.

Kamsay's career overlaps on the one hand

with the old heroic days of the founders of

English Geology—Lyell, Buckland, Sedg-

wick, Murchison, De la Beche, etc., and on

the other with modern times and modei-ii

methods. He shared with the former tlie
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enthusiasm of grappling -with the great gen-

eral problems of geology : but he himself did

much to introduce and urge forward the

more accurate methods, if less daring theo-

ries, of modern times. The story of his

forty year's connection with the British

Survey, first as assistant and then as local

director for England under De la Beche,

then as local director of England and Scot-

land under Murchison, and finally as Di-

rector General himself, is literallj- a history

of the Survey itself. The book is illumin-

ated too and its value enhanced by the

pictures of all the principal men of the

Sui-vey, whose work every geologist knows,

but whose faces are now perhaps seen for

the first time.

The story of Ramsay's career is also in

no small degree the historj- of the develop-

ment of geological science in England. For

in the beginning he sat at the feet of the

geological Gamaliels, imbibing their spirit,

and at the end he gathered about himself

all the most ardent and progressive spirits

and guided their course. Many modem
ideas he himself initiated, while others he

carried forward with his characteristic ar-

dor.

In this connection it is interesting to note,

in the history of science, the transfer of

study from the remote to the near at hand, from

the abstract to the concrete and often ft-om the

obscure to the obvloii/'. Thus the field of

study was Astronomy before Geology, the

Science of the Stare before the Science of

the Earth. So also it was dead things be-

fore living things, and man last of all. This

is doubtless mainly due to the fact that the

nearest things, and things most closely con-

nected with our highest interests are also

the most complex and most diflicult to re-

duce to law. But this is not all. There is

a fascination in the remote, the hidden and
the obscure which picjues our curiosity, while

we neglect phenomena which lie on the sur-

face and which therefore seem common and

trivial because we see them every day.

The history of geology is an excellent illus-

tration of this. The early geologists loved

to speculate on the interior of the earth and
its mysterious forces. Xext rock strata,

their positions, successions, foldings, faults,

etc., engaged attention. In the meantime
the surface configuration of the earth, moun-
tains and plains, ridges and valleys, soils

and underlying rock surfaces, in fact all the

most obvious and obtrusive features were

neglected. Now, the change from the study

of interior structure alone to the studj- of

surface configurations in relation to interior

structures, one of the most fascinating

branches of geology, took place during Eam-
say's times, and he himself was one of the

most active agents in bringing it about.

From the first he was deeply interested in

the agency of exterior forces as contrasted

with interior forces ; with destructive as

contrasted with constructive agencies. Still

later he became interested in the signifi-

cance of soils and underlying rock surfaces.

He it was, therefore, who first gave strong

impulse to glacial geologj- in England.

For the seed sown by Agassiz found, at

first, but poor soil iu England.

Again, it is instructive to note also the

effect of physical environment on the course

of geological science. The incessant beat-

ing of waves on the limited shore line of

the ' tight little sea-girt island ' of Great

Britain, and the ravages produced by these

attacks on some parts, early impressed the

minds of Briti.sh geologists with a strong

sense of the power of the sea. In the study

of erosion, therefore, all the early geologists,

Kamsay among the number, attributed far

too much to marine denudation, while rain

and rivers were almost neglected as being

of little importance in comparison. It was

apparently for the same reason that the

iceberg theory of glaciation took so firm a

hold and was so hard to displace in Eng-

land. It was only by travel on the conti-
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nent of Europe, and especially in the Alps,

that Eamsay was led to appreciate the great

importance of rain and rivers, as compared

with the sea, as a land-destroying and land-

; sculpturing agent ; and of land ice as com-

pared with floating ice as a glaciating agent.

Eut his ardent, candid nature knew no

half-measures. His conversion was com-

plete, and some think that he even carried

his later views on this subject somewhat

too far.

The work of Eamsay is well known to

geologists. But the readers of Science are

not all geologists. Itmay be well therefore to

briefly mention some of the main points on

which he contributed to geological knowl-

edge or modified the course of geological

thought.

His greatest direct contribution to ge-

ological knowledge is undoubtedljr that

embodied in his admirable map of Wales.

The problem of Wales had been attacked

successively by Sedgwick, Murchison and

De la Beche. But the work of the older

geologists was far too cursory. Nothing but

the most careful foot-by-foot mapping could

unravel its intricate structure. This was
first done by Eamsay, and he devoted a large

portion of life to its completion. His map
is a monument of industry combined with

rare geological insight.

Again, he was undoubtedly one of the

founders ofthe study ofgeographical forms in

relation to geological structure. Surety

this is one of the most fascinating depart-

ments of geology (or of geography, for it

may be claimed by both). It is this which

constitutes the chief charm of his admirable

work on the ' Physical Geology and Geogra-

phy of Great Britain.'

Again, he was the originator of the idea

of other possible glacial periods in the his-

tory of the earth and especially of glaciation

in Permian times. His ardent uniformita-

rianism naturally led him in this direction.

Again, finally, he was the originator of

the doctrine of the origin of lake basins by

glacial erosion. It is possible that in the

enthusiasm of the originator, he maj^ have

cari'ied this idea a Uttle too far
; but it is a

misrepresentation to say, as has been done,

that he attributed all lake basins to this

cause. His original paper was entitled

' Origin of Certain Lakes by Glacial Ero-

sion.'

So much for Eamsaj' the geologist. But

the greatest charm of the book is found in

the vivid picture it gives of Ramsa}- the

man ; his intense interest in life in all its

phases and in hterature in all its depart-

ments ; his large human sj'mpathj^, embra-

cing alike all true men from the rudest coun-

trjr people in their sport and dances to the

most eminent scientists in their discussions

;

his deep love of art, poetrj^ and music ; his

ardor oftemperament, showing itself alike in

the intensitj^ of his work and in his keen en-

joyment of fun and frolic. I never saw Ram-

say but once, viz., at the Montreal meeting

of the A. A. A. S. in 1857, when he was in

his prime. I remember well on the occa-

sion of a geological excursion in the vicin-

ity the rapid, eager way in which he scram-

bled over the rocks, hammer in hand, firing

all of us with his ov^ii enthusiasm. Is it

any wonder that he wore himself out pre-

maturely ? Although he lived to 77, yet he

resigned and quit work ten years earlier,

and was already an old man at 63.

In closing this brief account of Eamsay,

I cannot do better than quote the closing

words of the memoir itself, " But above and

bej^ond the impress of his scientific achieve-

ments, Su'. Andrew Eamsay's high posi-

ton among his contemporaries was largely

determined by his individual personality.

His frank, manly bearing, his well-cut fea-

tures beaming with intelligence and a sweet

childlike candor, his ready powers of con-

versation, his wide range of knowledge, his

boyish exuberance of spirits, his simplicity

and modesty of nature, his sterling integrity,
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perfect straightforwardness and high sen.si'

of duty, his generous sympathy and untir-

ing helpfulness, marked him out as a man
of singular charm and endeared him to a

wide circle of friends who, while they ad-

mired him for his genius, loved him for

the beauty and brightness of his charac-

ter."

But I cannot close this notice without a

final word concerning the memoir itself as

a work of art. "What we wish to know of

great men is not only their achievements,

but also all, even the trivial details of tlieir

dailj' life ; for these, more than aught else,

show character. All things, great and

small, must be brought together into a liv-

ing whole. This Geikie has done in a mas-

terly way. Journals of petty daily occur-

rences, narratives of more continuous ^^ork,

discussion of important scientific problems,

lettei-s on all kinds of subjects to all sorts

of people, some full of weighty scientific

matters, some full of fun and jokes and

humorous verse, some full of deepest filial

or conjugal affection—all these are skill-

fully woven into a vivid picture of the man
as he really lived. Happy is the man who
shall have such a biographer.

Joseph Le Conte.

A Text-Book of Invertebrate 3Iorpholof/y. Hy
J. Playfair McMurrick, M. A., Ph. D.

Xew York, Henry Holt & Co. 1894.

In preparing this book the author has

followed the zoological method, and has

given us a succinct though general account

of the morphology of the different ' types,'

classes and ordei-s of the animal kingdom
;

no special forms under each being described.

Speaking of flie word ' type,' we much
prefer the older terms, branch, sub-king-

dom or phylum, to the the rather meaning-

less word ' type ;' the first and last terms

being naturally suggested from the evolu-

tional point of view, the main sub-divi.sions

of the animal genealogical tree being more

naturally referred to as branches or phyla.

The increase in the number of ' t\-pes ' from

eight to twelve results from dividing the

Vermes into several, such as the Platyhel-

minths, Nemathclminthes and Annelida,

which the author regards as of the same
rank as the Mollusca. The Arthropoda

also, somewhat prematurely, we think, are

divided into three types, viz.: Crustacea,

Arachnida and Tracheata. That the di-

vision is somewhat artificial is indicated by
the fact that Limulus is assigned to the

Crustacea, though placed in an appendix,

whereas it is plainly neither a genuine

Crustacean nor a true Arachnidan, and be-

longs to an independent phylum. And then

if we begin thus to manufacture ' types ' out

of the Arthropoda and out of the Vermes,

we cau scarcely end at the point the author

reaches.

In agreement with some German authors,

the Echiuodermata, written Echinoderma,

are interpolated between the highly special-

ized Tracheata and the Protochordata.

This seems to us in a text-book of this sort

a shade objectionable, when we consider

how closely allied to the lower worms, both

in embryology and in some points in their

adult structure, Ecliinoderms are. Of course

this is a matter of individual opinion, but

we should look for some expression of the

reasons why they are placed so far away
from worms, in a situation between such

closely circumscribed and specialized groups

as insects, and the Chordata. If the posi-

tion assigned the Ecliinoderms is due

solely to the resemblance of the Tornaria

larvai of Balanoglossa to the larv;e of

Echinod«'rms, this seems a rather slight

reason.

While the descriptions of the types and

classes are evidently clear and accurate
;

tliough not always presented in simple

Saxon words, the salient points of resem-

blance or difierence do not seem in all eases

successfullj- ijrought out. Thus in writing
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of the Brachiopoda the author speaks of

the bivalved shell, 'similar to that of a

bivalve moUusk,' but he does not add that

the shells are dorsal and ventral, a point

in which they differ from any moUusk. On
p. 271 it is stated that eyes do not occur in

these animals, meaning, of course, the

adults, though on the next page the young

Argiope is credited with eye-spots ; the fact,

however, that they occur in the larva of The-

cidium not being nientioned. In the bibliog-

raphy the papers of Morse on the develop-

ment of Terebratulina and of Kowalevsky

on Argiope, Thecidium, etc., are omitted, al-

though the lower half of the page is left

blank, and there was abundant room for

the titles.

The treatment of the moUusca is in some

respects unsatisfactory, though the anatom-

ical details appear to be correctly and care-

fully stated. We should decidedly differ

from the view that Lamellibranchs, or Pely-

cj^oda, as it is now the fashion to call them,

though the name is not nearly so apt or gen-

erally applicable as the older term, are in-

termediate between the Gastropoda and

Ceptalopoda. They have no head, and it

seems much more natural to suppose that

they have more or less directly descended

from the Amphineura. The position as-

signed them by Gegenbaur, next above the

last named group and below the Cepha-

lophora, seems to us to be a more natural

one. And speaking of the last named
group, it is a pity that there should not be

more figures of these obscure generalized

forms, especially of the ladder-like nervous

system of the different genera to show their

relationship to Chiton, though the discus-

sion of their affinities is excellent. In

speaking of the Gastropods the use of the

clumsy German term ' visceral hump ' seems

objectionable ; we should prefer to call it

the visceral mass. The visceral ' hump ' in

a Cephalopod is in reality all of the body

behind the head.

The definitions or diagnoses of the sub-

divisions of the ' types ' placed at the end

of each chapter are too brief or defective

and not always, it seems to us, happily

worded. In those of the Gastropoda and

Cephalopoda, the fact that they have a well

differentiated head is not mentioned, though

the ' visceral hump,' if the student clearly

understands what that is, is said to be well

developed.

The same lack of completeness applies to

the diagnoses of the Crustacea, and particu-

larly to those of the insects, while those of

the Arachnida are much better.

The Tracheata (myriopods and taseets),

as in some other recent works, are not

treated with such detail and thoroughness,

nor in the case of the present book, so care-

fully and accurately as the Crustacea. It

appears to be wholly a compilation, and

not the result of autoptic study. This is not

the case in Siebold's excellent Anatomy of

the Invertebrates, which, though published

forty years ago, is still for Tracheata useful

and reliable. Our author's account of the

anatomy of insects is somewhat faulty and

needs revision in numerous places.

The spiral band of the trachea is said to

extend along the tube, whereas it is not con-

tinuous, but varies much in length and

makes fi.-om one to four or five turns, a

single tracheal branch thus having many
such disconnected spiral bands.

The olfactory organs of the antennse are

not setse alone, but the pits to which the

auther does not refer are far more numer-

ous. The elements of the ovipositor are not

situated on the ' last abdominal segment'

(p. 414), while the cerci (p. 489) are not

regarded by the author afe equivalents of

the jointed appendages, though they are

obviously so, whatever maj' be said of the

parts of the ovipositor. It is also a ques-

tion whether the ' spring ' of Collembola is-

not the homologue of the legs.

It is rather venturesome to saj^ that in
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butterflies aud Diptera the thoracic seg-

ments seem to be reduced to two, etc., when
tlu"ee segments are easily observed. Vesti-

gial mandibles are attributed to the sphinx,

though the structures so called have been

shown by Walter not to be such.

The chapter on the Protoehordata is well

prepared aud illustrated. Why, howevei-,

Ehabdopleura aud Cephalodiscus are, with-

out apparent hesitation, regarded as belong-

ing in this type, should, we think, be care-

fully explained, the chordate features being

so slight compared with those of the Euter-

opneusta. One also is somewhat startled to

find Amphioxus included in a work ou

invertebrate morphology when its structurt^

and embryology associate it so intimately

with the Cliordata ; and why it should be

regarded as a lower or more generalized

type than the Tunicata we do not under-

stand. It has been the nearlj' universal

opinion of anatomists that the lancelet is

nearer to vertebrates than are the as-

cidians.

The figures are mostly diagi-amatic, and

carefully drawni, though often coarsely so.

We should have preferred, in many cases,

exact and not schematic representations.

The figures oi Buccimim vndatinn, a.s regards

the shell, reminds us more of a Strombus

;

and the figure of Xautilus should have been

credited to Owen ; several of the figures

are credited to Leunis, and not to the ori-

ginal author or artist. The style cannot

always be said to be simple and clear ; the

tendency being towards the use of long words

requiring close attention in the beginner.

The typography is fair and there is a praise-

worthy absence of tj-pogi'aphical errors.

But whatever we have said by w^ay of criti-

cism, we desire to commend the book as

excellent in its general plan and ti-eat-

ment, usually reliable, and forming a useful

manual of the subject.

A. S. Packard.

Brown Uxiver.sitv.

The Land-Bird.^ and Game-Birds of Xeiv

England. By II. D. MixoT. 2d edition,

edited by William Brewster. Houghton,
Mifllin & Co., April, 1895, 8°, pp. xxiv+
492, outline figures. Price, S3..50.

Eighteen years have passed since the first

appearance of Minot's ' Land-Birds aud
Game-Birds ' (published in February, 1877).

It had a good sale and was soon out of

jirint. Practically the whole book was
original—the descriptions of the birds, nests

and eggs, and the biographies. The latter

are based on the author's own field experi-

ence and are interesting, truthful, and in the

main well written.

The body of the work is followed by an

appendix comprising a bird calendar for

eastern Massachusetts, and keys to the

Land Birds of New England and the eggs

of Massachusetts birds. These keys are

based primarilj' on color and are not likely

to prove of much value.

The personality of the author deserves

a word. When only a boy of seventeen he

had amassed a large quantity of field notes

and had written the book now under review.

As the editor of the new edition says in his

preface :
" The author had a clear head, a

true heart, and a well-defined purpose, com-

bined with an amount of literary taste and

ability very rare in one so young. He was

deeply in earnest, full of warm yet rever-

ential love of nature, whollj' unconscious of

or indifiierent to certain conventional meth-

ods of investigation and expression, yet in

the main careful in observation, temperate

of statement, and singularly logical and

dispassionate in argument." In his thirtieth

year he was chosen President of the Eastern

Kailroad in Minnesota, and soon after lost

his life in an accident on another road.

The new edition is accompanied bj- a por-

trait of the author aud is an attractive,

well-printed volume. The editor, AVilliam

Brewster, tells us that his ' editorial touches

have been of the lightest.' He has substi-
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tuted current nomenclature for tlie old, and

has added numerous foot-notes, alwaj's over

his OAvn initials, amplifying or correctiag

statements made in the body of the work,

which has been allowed to stand essentially

as in the original edition. Mr. Brewster

has also added an appendix comprising ad-

ditions to Minot's list and containing an ab-

stract of the results of his study of the

gyrfalcons—a most perplexing group. He
agrees with Ridgway in the number and

nomenclature of the forms, and records the

authentic New England specimens of each.

It is a great compliment to the worth of

Minot's book that one of the most eminent

of American ornithologists, and one who
could ill spare the time from his own im-

portant work, was willing to edit it.

C. H. M.

The Central Nervous System of Desmognathus

fusca. By Pieeee A. Fish. Reprinted

fi'om Journal of Morphology, x, 1, 1895.

Mr. Fish has made an important contri-

bution to our knowledge of the brain of

salamaders. His preliminary remarks em-

brace two- statements of interest: (1) That

the adult Desmognathus fusca lives equally

well in the open air or wholly under water^

even where no trace of lungs exists; and

(2) that the mouth cavity and esophagus

are lined with ciliated columnar epithelium.

During arial respiration the floor of the

mouth is alternately raised and lowered very

rapidly, while when the animal was kept

under water it was raised and held in that

position a long time ; the inference being that

the blood is oxygenated by means of the

epithelium of the mouth.

The simplicity of the amphibian brain

renders it, as the author states, " a most
admirable object for the study of morpho-

logical relations; its general absence of flex-

ure, its successive segmental arrangement

and the degree of exposure and differentia-

tion of these segments, give it a great ad-

vantage over most other generalized forms."

It was found to be remarkable for the large

number of ' embryological ' features pi-e-

served.

About 40 pages are devoted to the brain

and cranial nerves, and the paper is ac-

companied by a bibliography and four

plates. C. H. M.

Introduction to Botang. 'By Volney M.
Spalding, Professor of Botany • in the

University of Michigan. Boston, D. C.

Heath & Co. 1896. Pp. 287.

Professor Spalding has added to his

valuable book that which was needed to

make it complete, namely, a full glossary,

an iudex, a brief chapter on the organs of

flowerless plants, and a chapter on fungi.

These added chapters are in keeping with

the genei'al plan of the book. .The material

required is briefly indicated and directions

given for its care. Laboratory directions,

brief notes directing the student's attention

to prominent features, foUow. These ar&

extremely good, and it is hoped this feature

of Spalding's method of studying plants, cor-

responding, as it does, with Dodge's method

in biology, will be pursued by future mak-

ers of text-books, and that we have seen

the last of full accounts of what is to be

seen, requiring on the part of the student

very little thought, and only the attention

necessaiy for the vex-ification of the state-

ments. It is remarkable, when one stops

to think of it, how little the inductive meth-

od is used in the studj^ of biology. After

the directions, comes a little review or sum-

mary, giving information not likely to be

attained from laboratory practice. This is

a very marked feature of the volume and is

especially valuable because the information

given is so up to date. A very slight exami-

nation of the foot-notes will reveal the fact

that the very latest research work has beea

consulted in the preparation of this text-

book.
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Since the book is only a year old, and

since its title is rather misleading, it may
not be out of place here to give a short ac-

count of it. Its strong point is that along

with the study of the morphology of the

seed, the root, the stem, the leaf, the flower,

the fi'uit, there is an excellent course of

physiological work indicated. Indeed, the

whole subject is discussed on the life side,

and. although in spite of its title, it is a

book adapted to the needs of rather ad-

vanced students, yet such a student could

easily adapt it to work even in primary

schools, according to the most modern peda-

gogical ideas.

After the general discussion of the life

history of the plant, follows a similar work

with each of the natural group of flowering

plants, the Algte, Fungi, Mosses, Ferns,

Equiseta, and the Club mosses, conducted

on the same genaral plan. Then follow the

Pines, the Monocotj'ledons and the Di-

cotyledons, a special point being made of

the relationship of the orders to each other.

In this, as in the physiology, a thorough

knowledge of the latest thought on the

subject is shown, and more than this, the

knowledge is giveu to the student often in a

much more logical and understandable way
than by consulting the original sources.

Altogether it is the best of the modern
text-books on the subject, both in matter

and method, and is admirably adapted for

use in colleges, either as a basis for advanced

work or to give the undergraduate a good

general knowledge of the subject.

W. P. WiLSOX.
University of Pexxsylvasia.

XOTES AXD XE\rS.

FOSSIL VERTEBRATES OF ARGENTINA.

We have recentlj^ received Part II. of the

Paleontolog'ta Argentina, forming a continua-

tion of the Anaki del Mmeo de la Plata, pub-

lished under the direction of Francisco P.

Moreno, Director of the Museum. This

sumptuous Memoir in royal quarto size con-

sists of ' Contribniiong to a Knowledge of the

Foml Vertebrates of Argentina, by R. Lj'dek-

ker, in three parts covering the Dinosaurs

and Cetacea of Patagonia and the Ungulates

of the Argentine. The text is in English

and Spanish in parallel columns, and is ac-

companied by thirty-two large plates wliich

give us some conception of the superb col-

lection of fossils in this Museum. In the

fii-st section the author describes the Dino-

saurs from Patagonia belonging to Marsh's

division of Sauropoda, which have not

hitherto been described fi-om South America.

The agreement of some of these animals

with the North American Dinosaurs seems

to be strikingly close, so far as «in be judged

from Mr. Lydekker's description. The re-

mains, however, are not well preserved.

There are several plates principally illus-

trating the family Titanosauridse. The
Cetacea come from a marine deposit in the

Territory of Chubet, and embrace especially

three skulls which are far more complete

than any of their European congeners and
represent the Physodontida', Squalodon-

tidte, ArgjTOcetida? and Platanistidic. The
most important section of the Memoir, how-

ever, is that relating to the extinct ungu-

lates which are described from the superb

collection in the La Plata iluseum, belong-

ing to the aberrant Toxodontia and Litop-

terna, besides the typical Artiodactyla and

Perissodactyla. The author gives ii clear

and concise descrijition of the principal

characters of each family and of each genus,

and has sho^^'n considerable skill and great

clearness m matters of priority, for the con-

fusion in South American palseontological

literature and reduplication of terms is

second only to that which prevails in our

own country, and lias arisen from the simul-

taneous and independent publications of

Ameghino, Moreno and Mercerat. The

author has not gone into the labyrinthine

problems of specific prioritj', but has en-
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deavored to clear up the genera with what

appears to be considerable success. Palseon-

tologists everywhere are placed under a

great debt both to the author for his most

timely review of these forms and to the

Argentine Government for the liberal style

in which these Memoirs have been pub-

lished.

VARIATION IN CRABS.

The English monthly, Natural Science,

under its recent change of publishers, has

not lost any of the vigor which has charac-

terized it since its establishment three years

ago, and contiaues to be one of the most

interesting of the reviews of progress in

biology and geology which come before us.

The general editorial attitude is that of

entire independence of all traditional theo-

ries and authorities. There is shown no

bias in the present evolution controversy,

either towards the Darwinian or the La-

marckian side, but an impartial considera-

tion of each. In the April number are some

comments upon the recent discussion in the

Eoyal Society of the facts brought out by

Professor "W. T. Weldon's extensive statis-

tical investigation of variations in the shore

crabs, from which we take the following:

"Although Professor Weldon did not say

so, it must have occurred to manj' listeners

that this first result of statistical inquiry

npon variation was iu direct contradiction to

those who asserted that variation is not a

matter of ' chance,' but has its course in de-

termined directions His results have

already established the importance of these

methods, and we cannot doubt that wher-

ever the methods are applied with discrim-

ination equally important results will be

obtaiued Pending such inquiry, he

may be taken to have shown that there is

a relation between selection and minute

variation, not that selection operates upon

minute variations."

It seems to us too early even to make such

guarded inductions as these from these re-

searches, for their significance is very largely

diminished, if not completelj^ destroyed by

our absence of a knowledge of the condi-

tions under which these seven thousand^

crabs developed. If the variations were

due to congenital tendencies then their se-

lection has a bearing upon the evolution

problem, but if the variations were due to

varying conditions of development, as is

more than probable in a large percentage of

cases, their selection has no bearing what-

ever upon the evolution problem. This is

the uncertaiuty which vitiates this method,

and is strangely overlooked hy the editors

of Natural Science as well as by others.

]!^ono the less, this investigation is a step

in the right direction towards a sound in-

ductive basis for the solution of this most

pressing biological problem of the day.

REGRESSION AND ORGANIC STABILITY.

Mr. Francis Galton (42 Eutland Gate,

London W.) would be glad to receive infor-

mation regarding :

(1) Instances of such stronglj' marked

peculiarities, whether in form, in color or

ia habit, as have occasionally appeared in a

single or in a few individuals among a brood;

but no record is wanted of monstrosities, or

of such other characteristics as are clearly

inconsistent with health and vigor.

(2) Instances in which any one of the

above peculiarities has appeared in the

broods of different parents. In replying to

this question, it will be hardly worth while

to record the sudden appearance of either

albinism or melanism, as both are well

known to be of frequent occurrence.

(3) Instances in which anj'^ of these pecu-

liarly characterised individuals have trans-

mitted their peculiarities, hereditarily, to

one or more generations. Especial mention

should be made whether the peculiarity was

in any case transmitted in all its original

intensity, and numerical data would be par-

ticularly acceptable, that showed the fre-
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quency of its transmission (o) in an undi-

luted form, (6) in om> that was more or less

diluted, and (e) of its non-transmission in

any perceptible degree.

GEXERAL.

At a meeting of the secretaries of the

Scientific Societies of Washington on April

18th, Hon. Gardiner G. Hubbard, Presi-

dent of the Joint Committee, presiding, it

was decided to print in Science regular re-

ports of the meeting's of all the societies.

Philadelphia has been selected as the

place for the next meeting of the Societj- of

American Naturalists. In conjunction with

it will meet the affiliated societies—the

American Morphological Society and the

American Phj-siological Society, and prob-

ably the Geological Society of America, the

Association of American Anatomists and
the American Psychological Association.

Professor "Wolcott Gibbs, President of

the Xational Academj- of Sciences, Professor

Herman Knapp of Columbia College and
Professor Hugo jSIiinsterberg of Harvard
University have been appointed an Ameri-

can committee to collect money for the

memorial to Helmholtz to be erected in

Berlin.

Dr. Louis-Florextin-Cameil died at

Fontenay-sous-Bois on March 11th, at the

great age of ninety-seven. He was for

many years head j)liysician of the Asylum
for the Insane of Charenton, being the suc-

cessor of Royer Collard and Esquirol.

Mr. J. C. SuMXER, of the Roj'al College

of Science, has been appointed Curator of

the Port Erin Biological Station.

Dr. John Fiske gave, during April, at the

Berkeley Lj-ceum, New York, a course of

lectures on ' Lessons of Evolution in Rela-

tion to Man.'

The 'Mazjimas,' a society of mountain

climbers organized in Oregon last j'ear, pro-

pose sending l)y heliograph a message and

reply from British Columbia to Mexico on
July 10th. The coiiperation of societies

and individuals is re(iuested in order that

uU the intervening mountain peaks may be

occupied. Comnninications should be ad-

(b-essed to Mr. T. Brook AMiite, Secretiiry,

Portland, Oregon.

A National Ethnological Exposition

will be held at Prague from May llith to

October 12th.

Among the papers read at the annual

spring meeting of the Institution of Naval
Architects on April .3d, 4th and 5th, at

London, were ' Notes on Further Experience

with First-class Battleships,' by Sir William

White; 'On Solid Stream Forms,' bj' D.

W. Taylor, U. S. Navy, and ' On the

^lethod of Initial Condensation and Heat
Waste in Steam Engine CVlinders,' by Pro-

fessor R. H. Thurston.

Me. Christopher Heath, of University

College, has been elected President of the

Royal College of Surgeons, to fill the vacancy

caused by the death of Mr. J. AV. Hulke.

Mr. Herbert Spencer has begun a new
series of articles in The Popular Science

Monthly for May. His general subject is

' Professional Institutions,' one of the divi-

sions of his Synthetic Philosophy, and he

will aim to show how each of the professions

has been developed out of the functions of

the priest or medicine-man.

The New York Legislature has appropri-

ated 816,000 for scientific work in horticul-

ture. The work will be under the imme-

diate charge of Professor L. H. Bailey of

Cornell LTniversity.

The Legislature of California has appro-

priated 8250,000 to erect a building in San

Francisco for tlie professional departments

of the University of California.

The international importance of the work
(lone at the Columbia College Observatory

in investigating the subject of variation of
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latitude has been recently indicated by an

oiier, from the Royal Geodetic Institute at

Potsdam, of a considerable sum of money
to be used in employing computers to re-

duce the results.

A SOCIETY has been incorporated in the

State of New York for the preservation of

scenic and historic places and objects. Mr.

Andrew H. Greene, to whom the move-

ment is chieflj^ due, is president of the so-

ciety, which includes among its trustees a

number of the leading citizens of New
York.

The Universitjr of Kansas will send into

the field the present season five different

scientific expeditions. Professor Dj^che

leaves the first of May to collect and

study the birds and mammals of Green-

land and adjacent regions; Professor Wil-

liston will have two expeditions for the col-

lection of vertebrate fossils, one in Western

Kansas and one in Wyoming; Chancellor

Snow, it is expected will spend the summer
in the Southwest with a partj'^ collecting en-

tomological specimens; a fifth party under

Professor Haworth will be in the field dur-

ing the next six months engaged in map-
ping the Tertiary outcrops of the State.

The cost of the three geological expeditions

is borne by special appropriations from the

State Legislature.

Mb. Mark W. Haeeingtdn, Chief of the

Weather Bureau, has issued a circular stat-

ing that a periodical is proposed, devoted to

Climatology and its relation to health and
disease, similar in size and general appear-

ance to the monthly weather review. The
cooperation is requested of sanitary boards

and societies, and of individuals interested

in this work.

The Italian Botanical Societj^ met this

year at Palermo on the 13th and 26th of

April. The German Zoological Society

will meet at Strasburg on the 4th to the

€th of June.

According to the Zeitschrift fib- Luftschrift-

fahrt and the Revue Scientifique, Herr Bei-son,

on December 4, made the highest baloon

ascent on record, attaining an altitude of

9,100 metres. The temperature at this alti-

itude was—-47.8° C. The highest tempera-

ture, 6 .1 ° C. , was at a height of 1 ,400 metres.

The death is announced of Dr. Peck,

director of the Museum of Natural History

in Gorlitz.

Among recent new appointments in Ger-

many we note that Dr. Himstedt, professor

of physics in Giessen, has been called to

Freiburg
;
Dr. Czermak, professor of oph-

thalmology in Innsbruck, to Prague, and

Dr. Steinmann, professor of minerology in

Freiburg, to Tiibingen. Dr. Minkowski has

been made professor of mathematics in

Konigsberg.

The mathematician, Dr. E. D. F. Meissel,

died at Kiel, on March 11, at the age of

sixty-eight years.

The Revue Scientifique of April 13th reports

the speeches made at the banquet given in

honor of M. Berthelot on April 4th.

Speeches were made bj^ MM. Poincare, Bris-

son, Perrier, Richet, Zola and M. Berthelot

himself.

Professor Ryder at the time of his death

had nearly completed the MS. of a book,

and left other scientific work of importance

which will probably be published shortly

under very competent editorship.

The Prince of Wales has formally pre-

sented to Sir Joseph Lister the Albert

Medal of the Societ}^ of Arts for "the dis-

covery and establishment of the antiseptic

method of treating wounds and injuries, by

which not only has the art of surgery been

greatly promoted and human life saved in

all parts of the world, but extensive indus-

tries have also been created for the supply

of materials required for cariying the treat-

ment into eifect."
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The American Naturalist for March con-

tains illustrations of some remarkable forms

of deep sea fishes dredged by the U. S.

Steamer Albatross at depths varying from

700 to 1500 fathoms and recently described

by Dr. G. Brown Goode and Mr. Tarletou

H. Bean in the Proceedings of the U. S.

National Museum. The genera have been

named Hariotta. Rondletia and Cctomimus.

M. l'Abbe Maze has communicated to

the Paris Academy an account of the earliest

meteorological observations made in France.

They were carried out by the asti-onomer

Boulliau from the 25th of Maj', 1658, to

19th of September, 1660. The winter was
uuusuallj- cold, whereas April was warnu'r

than in any recent year, excepting April,

1865. M. Maze also shows that Boulliau

used a mercury thermometer 62 years be-

fore Fahrenheifs invention.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

At the regular meeting of the National

Geogi-aphic Society in the large hall of

Cosmos Club, Washington, D. C, Friday

evening, April 19, Mr. Robert T. Hill, of

the U. S. Geological Survey, delivered an
address upon the Geography and Geology
of Costa Rica and Panama. The fact that

he has only recently returned from a tour

of scientific investigation of the region,

during which he saw a good deal of the

prevailing revolutionarj- spirit, gave special

interest to his remarks.

Grateful acknowledgment was made for

the opportunity to study the geology of the

adjacent continental and island areas fur-

nished the speaker by the enlightened lib-

erality of Prof. Agassiz.

Mr. Hill's lecture, illustrated by a large

number of very interesting lantern slides,

mostly from photographs taken by him dur-

ing his recent ti-ip, was partly popular and
partly technical in character, descrijitive of

the topography, vegetation, products, archi-

tecture and customs of the widely contrast-

ing regions of the Isthmus of Panama and
the modern Spanish American Republic of

Costa Rica to the northward.

The Isthmus was discussed as a type of

the low-lying costal lands of the tropical

region, where Caucasian population could

only be maintained by constant immigra-

tion, and which would be uninhabited did

it not lie in the track of commerce between

two oceans. All of its population, except

a few unconquered Indian tribes, is concen-

trated in the two seaports of Colon and
Panama, or along the right of way of the

railwaj' and canal. On either side it is

still an unconquered jungle. The impor-

tant commercial and political American in-

terests in this region were discussed, show-

ing that its traffic is entirely in the control of

Americans, and that it is an important point

between our Atlantic and Pacific sea-ports.

Costa Rica, on the other hand, is an ex-

ample of the higher and better climatic

conditions existing in the Tropical Ameri-

can region, where indigenous civilization

flourishes under healthy climate conditions.

]\Ir. Hill spoke of this as an ideal country

and praised the hospitality and progressive

spirit of the people. Illustrations were

given of the entire course of the Panama
canal, showing the topograph}', cuttings,

machinery and laborers at present working

upon the construction. While not commit-

ting himself to any preference of canal

routes, he said that the aftairs of the Pana-

ma Canal Companj- had been painted in

this countrj- much darker than they de-

served. A far greater amount of work had

l)ecn accomplished than is supposed. The
machinery instead of rotting is kept in the

best of condition and tlie aflairs of the

Company are not as hopelessly involved as

represented. A lil)cral sum is still in the

treasury, and while tlie concern is in the

hands of the courts, it looks as if the French

had no intention, after having completed
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the hardest part of the canal construction,

of abandoning it. The terminal port facili-

ties have been completed. Nearlj^ 25 miles

of the canal is finished, reducing the dis-

tance between the oceans from 47 to 22

miles ; about two-fifths of the necessary

grading has been accomplished, and every

possible machine and tool for its completion

is upon the ground. The great problem of

controlling and diverting the waters of the

Chagres has also been accomplished. It is

the general opinion of all Americans who
have observed the work, including the en-

gineering of our own famous Cabin John

Bridge, that no great obstacle stands in the

way of the early completion of this work

except the recuperation of its financial

affairs from the shameful mismanagement

thej' have suffered.

The lecturer gave interesting accounts of

the various zones of vegetation seen in as-

cending the great volcanoes of Costa Rica,

and, incidentally, a general description and

classification of the region bordering the

Gulf and Caribbean Sea. Especial atten-

tion was called to the important bearing of

this Spanish American region, between the

latitude of the Orinoco and the southern

boundarjT of the United States, iipon the

great problems of continental development,

and its correlated biologic and meteorologic

problems ; and to the great work Prof. Alex-

ander Agassiz has undertaken at his own
expense in studying the marine physiog-

raphy of the region, especially as regards

the origin of its vast areas of coral reefs.

The relief of this portion of the earth's

surface, a knowledge of which involves a

study both of the land and the submarine

topography, was provisionally classified

into four great divisions : mountains of

accumulation; mountains of corrugation;

coastal plains of uniformly iiplifted mar-

ginal sea-bottom, and land formed by the

combined action of coral polyps and wind
and tide (as described by Prof. Agassiz).

In speaking of the mountains he classified

the systems as follows:

1. The southern extension of the Cordil-

leran region of the United States, which

terminates with the great scarp of the Mex-
ican plateau in the latitude of Vera Cruz.

2. The Andes proper, the north and south

i-idges of wliicli end abruptly in Northern

Colombia.

3. A sj'stem of more ancient mountains

having an east and west trend and com-

posed of folded Mesozoic rocks, with Paleo-

zoic axes, extending along the north coast

of South America (between the Caribbean

and Orinoco) ; throughout the Greater An-
tilles; and through Guatemala, Nicaragua

and British Honduras. For this Mr. Hill

proposed the name of the ' Ajitillean Sys-

tem.' It was shown that there were sub-

marine topographic ridges connecting the

Honduras peninsula mth the islands of

Jamaica, Hayti and Puerto Eico, probably

also parts of this ancient corrugation.

4. Protuberances of older volcanic ac-

cumulation, such as the Windward Islands-

and Isthmian region.

5. Mountains of recent volcanic accumu-

lation, including the three widely separated

gTOups, with different trends, of southern

Mexico, Central America and the northern

Andes, all more or less parasitic upon the

termini of the antecedent and fundamental

mountain systems of corrugation, and to a

certain extent (owing to their newness and

greater mass) concealing them.

Everett Hayden,
Secretary.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.

At a meeting on April 6th, Dr. Theo,

Gill read a paper ' On the Torpedoes.'

The subject was discussed fi-om two points-

view, taxonomic and nomenclatural.

The family of Torpedoes, or cramp fishes,.

is well differentiated fi-om all others by the

development (from original muscular tis-
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sues) of a pair of eloctric batteries in the re-

gion between the cranium and anterior ex-

tension of the pectoral fins. The family is

divisible naturally into three sub-families

which should be called Xarcobatinre. Xar-

cininic and Hypninte. These sub-families

are diftcrentiated Ijy modifications of the

cranium and skeleton generally, disk, tail,

position of spiracles and structure of teeth.

The nomenclature involves a singular

point. The name Torpedo was first applied

(by Forskal in 1775) as a generic term to

the electric catfish of the Xile subsequentlj-

called Malapterurus, and was accompanied

by a tolerable generic diagnosis. (The full

history and etymology of the word Tor-

pedo was given.) Therefore Torpedo must

be used for the Xematognath fish. The
electric ray must consequently receive an-

other name, and Xarcobatis, of Blainville, is

therefore available. The genera would then

have the fallowing names : Xarcobatince,

with Narcobatis and Tetranarce; Xarcininw,

with Narciue, Discopj'ge, Xarbe (Astrabe)

and Temera ; Hypnliur, with Hypnos.

Mr. L. O. Howard cited the name Taran-

tula as a similar case in which a generic

name had long been misapplied. It was
first given to a scorpion, and after long ser-

vice as the name of a spider it has recenth'

been restored to its original meaning. Dr.

W. H. Ball and Dr. C. Hart Merriam both

agreed that in all such cases the strict law

of priority should govern.

Major J. W. Powell spoke on the Classi-

fication of the Subject-Matter of Biology

and the paper was discussed at length.

Frederic A. Lucas,

Secretary.

ACADEJIY OF SCIEXCE OF ST. LOtJLS.

The Academy held its regular meeting on
April 15 with President Green in the Chair

and twenty-nine members and visitors

present.

Miss Mary E. Murtfeldt read a paper on

' Habits of Certain Seed Feeding Insects,'

giving the result of her observations and
experiments with insects which feed \i\yon

tlie seeds of weeds and other injurious

l>lants. Some of these insects were new to

science. !Miss Murtfeldt stated as her con-

clusion that the seed feeding insects exer-

cise a very pronounced eftect in preventing

the spread of weeds, and in many instances

almost exterminate them.

A. W. D0UGL.\S,

Recording Secretary.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

BOTAXICAL GAZETTE, APRIL.

Issued April 20, 1895. 64 pp., 2 pi.

Present Problems in the Anatomy, Morphology

and Biology of the Cactacew: "W. F. Ganong.
This is the first installment of a paper (to

be concluded in the May number) setting

forth in brief statement what is at present

known of this group in regard to the topics

enumerated in the title, and the problems,

mainly to be solved by careful field observa-

tion and a study of development, which still

remain to be worked out.

Flowers and Insects, XIV. : Charles Robert-

son.

In this paper and its predecessor (Bot.

Gaz. 20 : 104. Mr. 1805) Mr. Robertson has

somewhat changed his plan of contributions

to the relations of flowers and insects, in

now bringing together his information in

regard to the several species of a genus, ac-

companying it with a voluminous bibli-

ograpliy. Species of Gentiana, Frasera,

Phlox, Lithospermum, Physalis and Mim-
ulus are discussed.

Xotes From My Herbarium, II. : Walter
Deane.

The herbariitm of Mr. Deane is one of the

finest private collections in this country in

the; excellence and completeness of the

plants represented, viz., those of the range

of Gray's Manual. It is specially rich in
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its representation of life histories of plants

so far as these can be shown by di-ied speci-

mens. In this series of notes Mr. Deane is

putting on record some of the information

gained in the making of this collection.

The fruit of Nymphcea odorata Ait., a case of

teratology in Apocynum androscemifolium L.,

and Typha latifolia L. are discussed in 'No.

II.

Synopsis ofNorth American Amaranthaeece, II.

:

Edwin B. TJline and Wm. L. Beay.

This installment of the paper gives a sys-

tematic enumeration of the N. Am. species

of the genera Acnida and Gomphrena.

Acnida tamariscina prostrata and Gomphrena

Ttierekheimii are described as new. To the

latter Telanthera Tuerekheimii Vatke is prob-

ably to be referred.

A Reply to Dr. Bobinson's Criticism of the ' List

of Pteridophyta and Spermatophyta of North-

eastern America

:

' Frederick V. Coville.

Among Briefer Articles Mr. J. Schneck

describes and figures the flowering and fruit-

ing of the spider-flower, Cleome spinosa L., a

subtropical species which reaches up the

Mississippi valley as far as S. Ills.; Mr.

Geo. H. ShuU records some observations on

the branching, inflorescence and flowers of

Enslenia albida, illustrated with a plate;

Mr. F. H. Blodgett adds some points to a

paper (Bot. Gaz. 19: 61. F 1894) on the

development of the bulb of the adder's

tongue, Erythronium Americanum Ker. ; Mr.

Thomas Meehan gives a short biographical

sketch of the late John H. Redfield of Phil-

adelphia, and Professor W. W. Bailey does

the same for the late Mr. George Hunt of

Providence, E. I. In a note on the Syste-

matic Botany of North America, Professor

N. L. Britton, the chairman of the Board of

Editors, gives a list of the parts at present

assigned to the collaborators named.

The editorials deal with the discussion on

nomenclature and the progress of the Syste-

matic Botany of North America. In the

dej)artment of Current Literature Sayre's

Materia Medica (botanical part), Thomas
and Dudley's Manual of Histology, and

Lister's Monograph of the Mycetozoa are re-

viewed, with briefer mention of several

other works. The number closes with six

pages of notes and news regarding botanists,

their doings and wi'itings.

THE AMERICAN NATURALIST, APRIL.

On the Presence of Fluorine as a Test for the

Fossilieation of Animal Bones.

Experimental Evolution Amongst Plants : L.

H. Bailey.

Observations on a so-called Petrified Man : J. M.

Stedman.

On the Validity of the Genus Margaritana:

Chas. T. Simpson.

Editor''s Table ; Recent Literature ; Recent Books

and Pamphlets; General Notes; Geography

and Travels ; Mineralogy ; Petrography ; Ge-

ology and Paleontology ; Botany ; Zoology ;

Entomology; Embryology ; Psychology; Arche-

ology and Ethnology ; Microscopy.

Proceedings of Scientific Societies; Scientifte

News.

NEW BOOKS.

The Cambridge Natural History, Vol. III.,

Molluscs. A. H. Cooke. Brachiopods

(recent), A. E. Shipley. Brachiopods

(fossil), F. R. C. Reed. New York and

London, Macmillan & Co. 1895. Pp.

xi + 535. $2.60.

Elements of Mineralogy, Chrystallography and

Blowpipe Analysis. Alfred J. Moses and

Charles Lathrop Parsons. New York,

D. Van Nostrand Company. 1895. Pp.

vii -I- 342.

Steam Poiver and Mill Work. Geo. W. Sut-

cliffe. New York, Macmillan & Co.

1895. $4.50.

A Treatise on Bessel Functions. Andrew

Gray and G. B. Matthews. New York*

Macmillan & Co. 1895. $4.50.
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CURRENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGRAPBY (VI.).

SURFACE CURRENTS OF THE GREAT LAKES.

A REVISED edition of the atlas of ' Surface

Currents of the Great Lakes,' as deduced

from the movements of bottle pajjers during

the seasons of 1892, 1893 and 1894, by Pro-

fessor ^I. W. Harrington, has lately been

issued as Bulletin B of the Weather Bureau.

The text describes the method of study, and

gives tables of the prevailing winds of the

lake-port stations and a list of recovered

bottles, 672 being found out of nearly 5000

floated. The chief drifts are : eastward

along the south side of Superior, westward

along the north side ; south along the west

side of Michigan and Huron, north along

the east side
;
generally eastward in Erie

and Ontario. Many irregular movements

are noted, especiallj' near shore. Local

and transient currents, formed during se-

vere gales, are sometimes strong enough to

drag vessels from their moorings. " There

also occurs, occasionally, on the Great

Lakes a phenomenon which may be called

a geiche, namely, a wave of considerable

height which travels unaccompanied by

other waves, and is seen by na\'igators as a

white wall approaching and rapidh' passing

them." Following the use of the term seiche

on the Swiss lakes, where it originated, it

would be more properly applied to the rise

and fall of the water on the shore, in periods

of generally less than an hour ; these being

well known at our Lake ports, but as yet

very little studied. These white-walled

waves also call for investigation.

HUCHAN's CHALLENGER REPORT ON OCEANIC

CIRCULATION.

The latest volume of the Challenger re-

ports contains thirty-eight pages of text and

sixteen maps, prepared by Dr. Alexander
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Buchan, of Ediuburgli, to illustrate the

densitj' and temperature of ocean water at

different depths ; all available material

being employed in this elaborate discvission,

whose ultimate object is the determination

of the oceanic circulation. The charts ex-

hibit the mean annual specific gravitj^ of

the surface and the bottom waters, the mean
annual surface temj)eratures, and the tem-

peratures at every hundred fathoms of

depth to 1000, then at 1500, 2000 and at

the bottom. At 400 and 500 fathoms the

South Atlantic and the North Pacific are

the colder oceans ; the N"orth Atlantic and

the Indian are exceptionally warm. At 600

and 700 fathoms the most remarkable fea-

ture is the relation of ISToi'th Atlantic tem-

perature to the warm over-saUne water that

issues fi-om the Mediterranean; a similar

but less marked effect being noticeable iu

the Indian ocean near the Red Sea. The

average at 700 fathoms being 3S.°1, the

northwestern Indian ocean is 44°, the

eastern North Atlantic is 51°, with the

maximum centering precisely towards Gib-

raltar. At 900 and 1000 fathoms the tem-

peratures in low latitudes are symmetrically

warmer than in high latitudes ; but the

difference is less than two degrees.

Dr. Buchan's text summarizes the facts

and deals little with theories ; but he ac-

cepts the winds as the chief cause of the

surface currents, and he ascribes deep

movements to differences of density, thus

indicating the truth of both sides of the

CroU-Carpenter controversy of a quarter

century ago.

THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN.

The third sei-ies of the ' Berichte der

Commission fiir Erforschung des ostlichen

Mittelnieeres,' recently issued in the me-

moirs of the Imperial Academy of Sciences

ofVienna, contains further physical investi-

gations by Luksch and "Wolf on the basis of

soundings on the ' Pola ' iu the ^gsean sea

in 1893. The sea con.sists of a number of

separate basins, of which the deepest (2250

met.) lies north of the east end of Candia.

Much greater depths occur iu the Mediter-

ranean east and west of this island. Charts

of temperature and salinity at the surface

and at successive depths to the bottom ex-

hibit the distribution of these features with

much detail. The surface temperatures are

maintained to a depth of about thirtj' meters;

then follows a rapid cooling for seventy or a

hundred meters, below which there is a

gradual cooling to the bottom, where tem-

peratures a little lower than 13° C. prevail.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL JOURNALS.

It is regrettable, but for the present per-

haps not surprising, that no American

geographical society issues a journal from

which a student, teacher or geuei-al reader

can gather a thorough acquaintance mth
geographical activitj^ over the world. A
journal of thorough and scientific character

needs a background of accumulated ex-

perience, a large librarj' and exchange list,

a good number of active contriljutors and

correspondents, and a large subscription

list ; and we have not yet been fortunate

enough to develop all these conditions under

a single control. The best association for

such a journal iu this country would be

with the American Geographical Society of

New York, its membership being large, its

funds comparatively munificent and its

librarj' of long-continued growth and cer-

tainly much supei'ior to that of any other

similar society in the United States ; but,

although this society counts explorers,

travellers, government officials, professors

and a large representation of the general

public among its members, the number of

its producing geographers is small, and its

quarterlj^ Bulletin, now in its twenty-sixth

volume, can hardly at present be included

among the important geographical peiiodi-

cals of the world. We understand that
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plans for greater activity aud enlarged I'orni

of publication are in consideration. The

National Geographic Society of "Washington

is bnt a few years old. Its activity at pres-

ent is greatest in its home city in the matter

of geographical lectures, wliich are very suc-

cessful. A list of this winter's lectures was

given in Science Xo. 11. Its Magazine is

of irregular publication, presumably on ac-

count of lack of funds. While it contains

a larger proportion of physiogi'aphic matter

than auj' other publication in this country,

it gives practically nothing of general news

or literature. Ajipalachia, the organ of the

Appalachian Mountain Club of Boston, the

Bulletin of the Geographical Club of Phila-

delphia, the Bulletin of the Geogi'aphical

Society of the Pacific, and the papers of the

Sierra Club, both of San Francisco, com-

plete the list of geogi-aphical publications in

this country as far as known to the writer.

Geographical notes are given in the Amer-

ican Jfaturalist and in the Popular Science

Monthly. All these geograpliical journals

deserve warm support, especially in their

own communities, but none of them pre-

sents the subject of geography nearlj' as fully

as it is presented by several journals abroad.

FOREIGN GEOCJE.iPHICAL JOUEXALS.

The small amount of space that can be

allowed in Science to geogi-aphy makes it

impossible to report on the progress of ex-

ploration, save when results of especial im-

portance or of immediate physiogi'aphic

interest are announced. Exploration is,

however, fullj^ presented in various foreign

geogi'aphical journals ; and, in the hope of

extending their circulation in the libraries

of our countiy, occasional notes of their

character and contents will be here intro-

duced. Preeminent among all such publi-

cations stand the Geogi-aphical Journal of

the Royal Geogi-aphical Society of London,

and Petermann's Geogi-aphische Mittliei-

lungen, issued by the great geographical

publishing house of Justus Perthes of Gotha

and now conducted by Professor Alex.

Supan. The Geographical Journal has for

the great body of our students of geography

the advantage of being in our own lan-

guage, and it will therefore long continue

to reach the larger circle of readers. Be-

sides general articles and current news,

ten or twelve pages are given in each num-
ber to notes on geograjjhical literature by

Dr. H. R. Mill, the entries being conven-

iently summarized bj- brief headings in

bold tj'pe, arranged under countries. Ex-

tended reviews are made of important

works. But those who can consult Ger-

man sources—and this abilitj' is now gen-

ei'ally demanded of students in higher col-

legiate and university work—will find in

Petermann's Mittheilungen an unrivaled

tiibliography of the whole range of geo-

graphical literature, from the geologj"^ of

the earth beneath to the meteorology of the

air above. Reviews of the more important

publications are given in so extended a

form that reference to original sources is

unnecessary, except for the specialist in

some particular division of the subject.

Anyone who follows these reviews and the

items of monthly news will acquaint him-

self very fully ^\^th the general progress of

current geographical work. Other foreign

journals will be referred to in subsequent

numbers of Science.

wagner's geographisches jahrbtjch.

This indispensable annual, founded in

1866 by Behm and now in its seventeenth

volume, is a fitting supplement to the other

geographical publications of the house of

Perthes in Gotha. The most important re-

views and summaries in the Jahrbuch for

1 894 are : on terrestrial magnetism by

Schering, map projections by Hammer, eth-

nology by Gerland. geographical meteor-

ology by Briickner. and on the geographical

literature of the European countries by va-
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rious contributors. Several of tlie latter are

of great thoroiighness and maj' serve as

guides in ordering the best recent publica-

tions for public and college libraries. The

most thorough are by Fischer on Southern

Europe, Neumann on Germany and Sieger

on Austria-Hungary. That by Schlichter

on Great Britain and Ireland unwarrant-

ably omits mention of the recent editions

of Geikie's Scotland and Eamsay's England.

The volume closes with a series of small

scale index-maps, giving the state of ad-

vance of topographical surveys in Europe,

India and the United States up to the au-

tumn of 1894. One may thus determine at

a glance whether the sheet for a certain lo-

cality in any country is yet published or

not. The j)ractical use of these indexes

would have been increased if the name and

address of the official bookseller from whom
the maps may be purchased had been given.

FOESCHUNGEN ZUE DEUTCHEN LANDES- UND
VOLKSKUNDB.

The eighth and latest volume of these val-

uable essays, edited bj' Kirchhoff of Halle,

and published at Stuttgart by Engelhorn,

contains studies by Schreiber on the climate

of Saxony, Partsch on the giaciation of the

Eiesengebirge, and FoUman on the Eiffel,

besides three others on historical and eth-

nological subjects. Schreiber's essay gives

a full account of the periodic values of vari-

ous climatic factors, but it is deficient in

omitting all account of the unperiodic or

cyclonic changes, which in winter are

dominant, and fully deserve recognition as

climatic elements. Partsch presents a care-

ful study of the moraines and associated

terraces of the Eiesengebirge, which rise a

few miles south of the extreme limit as-

cribed to the northern ice sheet in that re-

gion. The height of the snow line during

glacial times is placed at about 1200 meters,

hy means of ratios between length of gla-

ciers and area of snow fields, as determined

in the Alps. An older and a younger gia-

ciation are sei^arated by a considerable in-

terval, during which normal vallej- making

was in progress. The author dissents froiii

Berendt's views concerning a more general

giaciation of the Eiesengebirge. Follmau's

account of the Eifel is chiefly geological

and descriptive, little attention being given

to the development of the existing topog-

raphy or to the explanation of the present

courses of the streams. The volcanoes and

the maare, of course, receive special atten-

tion.

penck's moephologie dee erdober-

FLACHE.

This is the most important work on physi-

ography that has appeared during the past

year ; indeed, in many respects it is a

unique work, one that will stand long at the

head of works of its class. It is a worthy

successor of earlier volumes in the series

of geographical handbooks (published by

Engelhorn, Stuttgart) to which it belongs

—

Eatzel's Anthropogeographie, Hann's Kli-

matologie, Heim's Gletscherkunde, Bogus-

lawski and Kriimmel's Oceanographie and

others ; and in the matter of citations of

authorities it is much superior to anj' of its

predecessors. Penck's acquaintance with

the literature of his subject is truly remark-

able. Each topic is outlined historically,

as well as in its present status. A subject

relatively so subordinate as the efiect of the

earth's rotation on rivers has thirty-five cita-

tions ; sand dunes have fifty-one. Pro-

cesses of deformation, deposition and denu-

dation are all considered elaboratelj', vnth

special reference to the forms that thej' pro-

duce, and this part of the book might prop-

erljr be called Morphocjenie. The forms them-

selves are considered afterwards at length.

The more general headings in the table of

contents are : Form and size of the earth

;

area of land and water, mean altitude of

lands and depth of seas, volume of lands and
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seas ; coutinents and oceans and their per-

manence. Land surfaces ; weathering and

denudation by wind, rivei*s and ice ; defor-

mations of the surface. The forms of the

land
;
plains, hills of accumulation, valleys,

basins, mountains, depressions, caverns.

The sea ; its movements, coasts and bot-

tom ; islands.

The chief deficiency of the book is the

scarcitj' of illusti-atious and the rough qual-

ity of nearly all the few cuts that are intro-

duced. Many are merely diagrams, often

with excessive vertical exaggeration. This

is to be regretted in a subject where graphic

aid of the highest (juality is necessary for

the adequate presentation of the facts. But

as the work is in two volumes of 471 and

690 pages, the omission of illustrations has

e^^dentlJ• been a matter of necessity.

W. M. Davis.
Harvard University.

NOTES UPON AGRICULTURE (II.).

MUSCARDINE DISEASE OF CHI^'CH-BUGS.

One of the most serious of insect depre-

dations to wheat and corn is that caused by

the chinch-bug, and for years methods of

checking it by employing a parasitic fungus

have been the subject of research. In

Kansas special appropriations have been

made by the Legislature to determine the

best means of propagating and applying the

virus. The latest information upon this

subject comes in the shape of a sixty-page

bulletin with eight plates (No. 38, March.

'95) from the Illinois Expei'iment Station

prepared bj- Dr. Forbes. The fungus experi-

mented with is Sporotrichum rjlobulijerum

.

Speg., which was cultivated successfully

ui)on a mixture of corn meal and beef broth

and afterwards distributed to farmei-s in the

chinch-bug infested portions of the State.

The "White Muscardine (Sporotrichium)

spreads most rapidly in the field when the

weather is moist and the ' catch ' is quickest

in the low spots in the field and among

fallen herbage. Professor Forljes is of the

opinion that the disease may be developed

^\'ithout infection by artificially producing

the above conditions by trampling down the

grain in spots or cutting and stocking small

portions as starting points for the infection.

It was observed that mites feed upon the

Muscardine and in some of the artificial

cultures eat up ' the last vestige of the

fungus.' The Sporotrichium lives upon many
kinds of insects, and a plate is given of the

appearance of it upon a leaf skeletonizer

(Carnarsia), June Beetle (Lachnosterua),

"Walnut caterpillar (Datana).

bacteriosis of rutabaga.

The number of diseases of plants of bac-

terial origin is rapidly on the increase, or,

more strictly writing, the nature of these

troubles is in these later daj's being better

understood. A portion of Bulletin 27 of

the Iowa Experiment Station is devoted to

a disease of rutabagas that Professor Pam-
mel finds, through a long course of bacteri-

ological study, to be caused by a microor-

ganism which he names Bacilhis campestris

u. sp., and figures in details in a plate.

This disease is distinguished bj' its strong

odor, the decay usuallj* beginning at the

crown of the root, the fibro-vascular zone

becomes black, while the softer portions of

the root become soft and finallj- wateiy.

Healthy roots were caused to decay by in-

troducing the Bacilli, previously isolated

by cultural methods, into their tissue.

WEED seeds in WINTER WINDS.

It is well known that winds play an im-

portant role in the distribution of seeds.

Professor BoUey. in the Xorth Dakota Ex-

periment Station Bulletin (No. 17, March,

1895), records that in two stjuare feet of a

three-weeks old and three-inch deep snow

drift upon an ice pond ten yards from any

weeds he found nineteen weed seeds, and

and in another drift quite similarly situated

thirtj--two seeds representing nine kinds
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of weeds. While the wind was blowing

twenty miles per hour a peek of mixed

seeds was poured upon the snow crust, and

ten minutes after 191 wheat grains, 53 flax

seeds, 43 buckwheat and 91 rag weed seeds

were found in a trench thirty rods from

where they had been poured upon the crust.

BLACK KNOT OF PLUMS AND CHEEEIES.

The Black Knot fungus {Ploiurkjhtia mor-

hosa Schw.) is an old orchard enemy. Pro-

fessor Lodeman, in Bulletin 81 (December,

'94) Cornell Experiment Station, has given

the long bibliography of the subject and

shows, by means of cuts, how the spores of

the fungus may find their way between the

adjoining layers of bark in the forks of the

small limbs. At these places the bark is

thin and the growing layer (cambium)

comes near to the surface, thus facilitating

the inoculation. Lodgement is also pro-

duced at these angles between stems, and

besides it is here that knots are most apt

to form. Experiments in spraying knotty

trees with Bordeaux mixture gave results

that were decidedly encouraging.

RECENT APPLE FAILURES.

In another bulletin (N"o. 84) from the

Cornell Experiment Station—and there are

many and fine ones—'The EecentApple Fail-

ures of Western New York ' are considered

by Professor Bailey. A glance at the cuts

shows that failures may be due to imperfect

pollination, injudicious application of fun-

gicides, but more particularly to the ravages

of the Apple Scab (Fusieladium dendriticum

FL), of which Professor Bailey gives a full

page colored plate showing the scab enemy
in detail from the appearance of the young

distorted fruit to the microscopic structure

of the fungus shown in leaf sections. That

the scab fungus is the leading cause of

apple failures is demonsti-ated by the fact

that thorough sprajdng to check it produc-

tiveness has been obtained. The essentials

for success in apple culture, as given by the

author as his concise summary, are :
" till,

feed, prune, spray."

DETASSELING CORN.

The removal of the male flowers from a

large or small per cent, of the corn plants in

a fleld has been experimented upon at va-

rious stations. Thus in Marj'land where

two-thu'ds of the tassels were removed the

detasseled rows gave a decrease of nearl}'

10 per cent. At the Kansas Station by

detasseling alternate rows of six varieties iu

every case there was a reduced jaeld aver-

aging 22 per cent. Delaware obtained

under similar circumstances an increase of

6.6 per cent.

Before us is the bulletin (No. 37 Feb.,

1895) upon 'Corn Experiments ' of the Illi-

nois Experiment Station in which detassel-

ing receives its share of consideration. " In

eighteen out of twenty-three comparisons

the yield of corn was greater for the rows

(alternate) having the tassels removed.

For tassels pulled we have an increase of

twenty-seven per cent., and for those cut

only six per cent. Removed before expand-

ing gives an increase of eleven per cent.

The average increase is thirteen per cent.''

At the Cornell Station one report (1890)

gave an increase of fifty per cent, for detas-

seling, but the next j^ear there was no difiier-

ence. The results thus far obtained teach

that the end of experimentation in this

direction is not yet reached.

Byron D. Halsted.
RuTGEEs College.

LAGOA SANTA.

Such is the title of a memoir published

in 1892 by Professor Eugene Warming, of

the Universitj' of Copenhagen. It is also

stjded Et Bidrag til den biologiske Planteyeo-

grafi, and this sub-title sufiiciently explains

the aim of the work. Lagoa Santa is a

small village about 835 meters above the

sea and 200 miles north of Rio de Janeiro,
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iu the Brazilian caiupos, or hilly region be-

yond the great virgin forests of the coast

mountains. Warmiug spent three yeai-s at

this place, 1863-6(). and made large collec-

tions of plants, which have been studied

and described by various specialists. Xow,
after nearlj- thii-ty years, the author gives

his general conclusions as to the flora of

this region, which he considers typical of a

great part of the interior of Brazil. The
mean temperature is 20.5°C, ^vith a range

of 3.5° to 37°C. There are two seasons—

di-y, from April to September, correspond-

ing to our winter, and wet, during the rest

of the year. Spring opens in August. June
is the coldest mouth, and December and

January are the warmest months, but there

is no winter in our meaning of the term,

the means of the coldest month being only

a few degrees Ijelow that of the warmest.

The annual rainfall is not known, but it is

considerable during part of the year, and

there are heavy dews in the dry season.

The heaviest rainfalls are in November,
December and January. The soil is a red

clay, very common in Brazil, resulting fi'om

the decomposition of the primarj' rocks.

In places cavernous limestones occur.

There are no plains here, but only an in-

terminable succes.sion of hills with narrow

valleys through which streams have cut

gorges or iu which there are lakes or ponds.

Forests line the water courses and cover the

calcareous rocks. These are a meager con-

tinuation of the luxuriant coast forests.

The greater part of the country is, however,

destitute of trees or bears only scrubby

growths. These surfaces are the campos.

They cousist either of barren, pebbly pla-

teaus and Hanks of hills which are subject to

washing, covered with scant herbage and
oft.en entirely destitute of trees, or of simi-

lar areas bearing deeper and more fertile

clays and covered more or less densely with

herbs, shrubs and small trees. The marsh
and water plants form only an insignificant

part of the vegetation, and may be left out

of account in this synopsis. The contrast

between the forest \-egetation and that of

the campos is very sharp, the plants of the

latter resembling desert vegetatiou in many
interesting particulars. Except iu very rich

parts of the campos the herbaceous vegeta-

tion is never dense enough to hide the hard

red earth. Grasses are the most im})ortant

part of the herbaceous covering. There are

about sixty species, mostly Panicnms, Pas-

palums and Androjiogons. All are peren-

nial and grow in thin scattered tufts, never

forming a sod. The Cyperaceie also grow
in the same way. The composites are rich

in species, especially the Yernoniete and
Eupatorieje. The Leguminosie come next

in number of species. There are 554 species

of herbs on the campos, but there are no

biennials, and the number of annuals is verj-

few, i. e., less than 6%. There are also

very few climbers or twiners although the

campos bears many forms intermediate be-

tween erect herbs and climljing and t\\'iuing

plants. The great dearth of annuals is

attriljuted to the gi"eat di-jTiess and hard-

ness of the soil at the time the seeds are shed,

to the annual fires which consume seeds

and seedings and may perhaps have trans-

formed some annuals into perennials, and

to the hard struggle for existence with tall

herbs and bushes. Herbaceous shoots de-

velop ordinarily in tufts and are not

branched or l)ut slightlj', arising in gi-eat

numbers from subterranean stems or roots.

Exclusive of certain grasses, sedges and

Bromeliacete, herbs with rosettes of l)a.sal

leaves are almost entirelj' wanting. Hori-

zontal rhizomes and stolons are absent and

horizontal ciiuline organs always remain

very short. Almost all of the perennial

Dicotyledons have a short, thick, lignified,

irregular, and more or less tuberous sul)ter-

ranean axis. Sometimes a delicate little

shoot only ten to fifteen centimeters high

arises from a tul)erous axis as large as one's
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fist. Juicy tubers and tender biilbs are

very rare on the canipos. Typical shrubs

are not rare and in some places they form

thickets. In other instances unbranched

shoots arise in great numbers from a big,

lignified, root-shaped axis and form tufts

which are often very large. Generally,

these tufts are only 0.35 to one meter high,

but they cover a diameter of one to three

meters and often more. This manner of

growth resembles that of the herbaceous per-

ennials, but the shoots are woody. The
campos bears 170 to 180 shrubs. The fami-

lies represented by most species are : Mjt-

tacese 40-50, Malpighiacete 30, Melasto-

macese 20, Compositse 15, Euphorbiacete and

Lythracese 6-10, the rest of the species be-

ing scattered among twenty-five families.

The tallest trees of the campos are three to

eight meters high, and the densest growth

forms a kind of forest, but this is never close

enough to shade the earth. Sometimes the

trunks rise obliquely, and both trunk and

branches are twisted and stunted with thick,

rough, channeled and cross-fissured bark.

Many of them are also blackened and

charred by the campos fires. There are

eighty-six arborescent species on the campos,

but many are only one to three meters high,

and all resemble stunted fruit trees rather

than ordinary arborescent vegetation . Phas-

nogamic epiphytes and epiphytic mosses

and lichens are very rare. Lianas are want-

ing, but some species show a tendency to-

ward such types and these belong to genera

which in the forest are developed largely or

exclusively as lianas, e. g., there are eigh-

teen species of Serjania in the dense forest,

all lianas, while on the campos the one spe-

cies, S. erecta, is a shrub with lithe slender

branches. Cactacese and all fleshy plants,

exclusive of members of the orchidaceous

genus Cyrtipodium, are also wanting and

spiny plants are very rare. Certain fami-

lies very common on the high mountains of

Brazil, e. </., Vellosacese and Ericaceae, have

no representatives on the campos. Finally

the soil bears no mosses, lichens, algte or

fungi. This region is dry. The coast

mountains and their virgin forests retain

the moisture of the air, and the dryness is

increased by the altitude. " The vegetation

of the campos, properly speaking, is xero-

philos. It is strange to see two forest

growths developed side by side and often

touching but differentiated in the sharpest

possible manner, namelj', the wooded cam-

pos and the forests. The latter accompany
the water and sti-eams everywhere. The
trees are close together, tall and slender;

lianas twine about them and epiphytes live

upon them, and a coolness that is sometimes

exquisite reigns in them. Proceeding from

the streams the forests have invaded a cer-

tain territory on both sides to which, in

course of time, they have brought a fertile

humus. All at once, the forest stops and

we find ourselves on the edge of the campos,

where there is neither moisture nor shade,

nor hiimus, and where the red clay earth

cracks open in the dry season under the in-

fluence of the heat and desiccation. It is

the soil conditions which have caused this

antithesis. The difference in the quantity

of water contained in the soil in the bot-

tom of the vallej's and on the summit and

flanks of the hills of the campos has brought

about these strong and curious contrasts

between the two floras. It is certain that

the geological formation exhibits no difl'er-

ence. In the campos and under the humus
of the forests it is everywhere the same red

clay."

The xerophilous character of the cam-

pos vegetation is manifest first of all in the

shapes of the trees. On account of the

dryness of the air these are small, stunted

and twisted the same as in the high moun-

tains of Brazil or in the maritime forests of

" Restinga," along the sandy shores. Fires

have also played a great role in developing

stunted forms. The strong development
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of the cortical system aud the heavy siiher-

izatiou are due to the dryness of the air

aud probably also to the fires. The thick,

irregular, ligneous, subten-anean axial

organs (it is often difficult to tell which

part is stem and which is root) are also,

both in herbs and shrubs, related to the

aridity and to the fires. The absence of

mosses and of hymenomj-cetous and other

sajTophytic fungi is another indication of

the dryness. The leaves show the dryness

of the climate in numerous waj's. An
abundant hairy covering is very frequent,

aud the leaves of some species have both

surfaces covered with a white or greyish

felt, while others have only the lower sur-

face felted. The leaves of other species

are scabrous, hispid, glaudiUar-hairy, or

shining as if lacquered. A few have a

waxy covering. Almost always, even in

the herbs, the leaves are stifiF and cori-

aceous, unless both surfaces are tomen-

tose, and on some ti'ees they are so stifl'

as almost to jingle in the breeze. Most
of the grasses and sedges have narrow

stiff leaves. The direction of the leaves

also shows the aridity. Manj- are vertical or

pointed upward, so as to receive the sun"s

raj's at an acute angle. Some species

are aphyllous and in others the leaves are

much reduced. Usually, the leaves of the

forest species are larger and especially

broader than those of the campos species,

even when of the same family or genus.

" The most of the peculiarities which dis-

tinguish xerophytes are also found in the

plants of the campos, although rarely to

such a pronounced degree. The environ-

ment does not reach the excessive dryness

of the deserts of Africa and Asia, of the

high plateaux of Mexico, etc., and this ex-

plains the absence of catacese and other

Hesliy plants and the rarity or absence of

succulent organs, such as tubers and bulbs.

The dryness is never so great that vegeta-

tion is forced to disappear or dry up en-

tirely for a longer or shorter period, as hap-

pens in the steppe or the desert, and the

spring awakening is not so sudden as in

these places. The dryness of the campos
is also manifest in the fall of the leaves."

Every year, when the sun has parched the

herbage so that it is almost like hay, the

campos are fired so as to get new growths
for the cattle. These firings occur most
fi-equently from July to September, but also

earlier and later. The fires sweep every-

thing that is close to the ground, including

the lower branches of the trees, and cause

the leaves to fall by thousands. When
they are set too early, i. e., in May or June,

the succeeding vegetation is feeble, and
when they are set too late in the spring, /.

e., after the spring vegetation has begun,

they cause immense and lasting injury.

"When set at the proper time the campos
are covered in a week or two with a rich

carpet of green. Plants blossom earlier on
the burned campos, and many species are

seldom found in bloom elsewhere. The
rarity of annuals has already been men-
tioned. The unbranched tufted habit of

many shoots and the numerous swollen tu-

berous axial organs also seem to be due to

the fires, and the numerous big under-

ground stubs of trees and shrubs are un-

doubtedlj- due solelj' to this cause.

The forests of Lagoa Santa are not as im-

posing, as dense or as moist as those of the

coast mountains. Those on the calcareous

rocks in jjarticular are quite open, dry and

light. Tropical forests sometimes pass for

being poor in flowers, but this is only an ap-

pearance, the blossoms being concealed in

the tops of the ti-ees. Jlost of the trees

have small flowers. Like tropical forests in

general the ground between the trunks is

densely covered, in places imi)enetrably

tiingled, with bushes, small trees and lianas.

Tlie author observed nearly 400 arborescent

species in the forest and thinks the actual

number much exceeds this. These trees
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belong to sixty-seven families, the leading

ones including nearly one-halfof the species,

being Papillionacese, MjTtacese, Eubiacere,

Lauracese, Artocarpacese, Cesalpinaceffi,

Euphorbiacete, Meliaceje, Mimosacese and

Anonacese. The individuals of a species

are widelj^ scattered and it is often difficult

to find more than one or two of a kind.

The great number of species is attributed to

the uninterrupted development of the forest

during many geological ages, the campo-

growths being a derived and more recent

flora. The height ofthe trees is rarelj^ more

than 20 to 25 meters. The trunks are not

scraggy like those of the campos, and the

bark is smoother and less corky. The well

lighted forests have a dense undergrowth of

shi'ubs 1-3 meters high, most of which bear

small white flowers. The soil ofthe forests

is poor in herbaceous and suffrutescent

species. There is no carpet of mosses or

lichens. Agarics are small and very rare.

Grasses form no part of the covering of the

soil, and if any exist in the forest they are

tall perennials such as Olyra and Bambusa.

The forest is rich in climbing and twining

plants, in striking contrast to the campos.

The big woody lianas belong principally to

Bignoniacese, Convolvulacese, etc., and the

herbaceous climbers to Cucurbitacese, Passi-

floracese, etc. The Convolvulaceie of the

forests are generally voluble, while those of

the campos are erect under-shrubs. The
numerous Aristolochias of the forest are also

all voluble, while the single species of the

campos is an under-shrub with stems 15-30

centimeters high from a woody, tuberous,

subterranean axis. The air is so dry that even

in the forests there are but few Epiphj'tes.

Cactacese and other fleshj^ plants, and num-
erous hairy, thornj' and stinging plants grow

in the more open forests on the calcareous

rocks.

Only the forest lands are used for agricul-

tural purposes. The trees are felled, and

after the clearing has been subject to the

heat of the drj' season for some months it is

fired and then planted—sometimes to sugar

cane and rice, but more generally to Indian

coi"n, with castor bean, perennial cotton,

beans, cucumbers, pumpkins, etc., between

the hills. After the second year the clear-

ing is abandoned. These neglected clear-

ings are soon covered with a dense growth

of weeds, which are quickly crowded out

by various shrubs—felted leaved and spiny

Solanums, hispid Lantanas, dirty green or

brown hairy Crotons, numerous Sidas and

other Malvaceae,dull composites often stickj',

tall grasses Mdth large leaves and many
other plants, mingled with which are shoots

from the tree stumps. Graduall}' the area

becomes once more a forest, twentj^ or thirtj'

years sufficing. It is said that after the

forest has been cleared awaj^ three or four

times it will not return, its place being

taken by bushes, thickets of Pteris aqui-

lina var. esculenta and dense masses of the

glandular hairj' Panicum Melinis ; 43% of

the weeds of the gardens and clearings are

annuals, and a few of these weeds are old

acquaintances, e. g., Chenopodium ambro-

sioides, Gnaphalium purpureum, Xanthium
Strumarium, Erechthites hieracifolia, Sou-

chus oleraceus, Panicum sanguinale, Eleu-

sine Indica, Argemone Mexicana, Phyto-

lacca decandi-a, Portulacca oleracea, Phys-

alis pubescens, Datura Stramonium and

Solanum nigrum.

The flora of the forest is twice as rich in

species as that of the campos. Of the 755

genera observed at Lagoa Santa 82 belong

exclusively to the campos, 61 are tributary

to the water and 364 belong to the forests,

although the latter otAj occupj^ a small part

of the eountrj\ The forest flora is probablj'

much more ancient than that of the campos.

Compositse and Papilionacese form about

one-quarter of the entire flora of the campos.

The flora of the forest is made up chiefly of

Compositaj, Polypodiacepe, Orchidaceas, Eu-

biacese and Euphorbiacete. A large num-
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ber of genera are common to both canipo

and forest, but often the species are not

nearly related. In other cases the species

resemble each other so closely that some

botanists regard one as a vai-iety of the others.

The Brazilians have also noticed this in case

of certain trees and designate one form as

do campo and the other as do mato. "Woody

species are more common in the forest than

on the campos, (. e., 800 to 250. The num-
ber of herbaceous species on the campo and

in the forest is about the same. Hygrometric

conditions determine essentially the an-

atomy and the morphology of plants. This

causes the dift'erence in form and in thick-

ness of bark of the trees of the campos and

of the forest. In the campo plants there

is a marked reduction of foliar surfiice to

prevent excessive transpiration, and pilosity

is most frequent in these species, although

common in the forest, where it occurs most

abundantlj- on the foliage of the trees and

lianas, the glabrous plants of the forest be-

ing the lower and shaded species. A great

manj- of the weeds are abundantly hairy.

These grow principally in the clearings in

narrow valleys exposed to a burning sun.

Plants with lacquered leaves occur both on

the campos and in the forest. Spiny plants

are rare on the campos, more frequent in the

forest, especially on the calcareous rocks,

and most common in the clearings. Waxj'

leaved plants occur in various situations,

but are not frequent. Coriaceous leaves

occur on the woody plants of the campos

and also frequentlj- on the forest trees. They
are not so common on the forest shinibs and

are still rarer on the marsh plants. Many
plants of the forest have large thin leaves,

entirely uusuited for the campos. The fall

of leaves is brought about bj' the increasing

drj-ness of the air and soil i-ather than by any

change of temperature. This is much more

decided in the trees of the campos than in

those of the forest and is most noticeable

in the woodj- plants on the calcareous rocks.

Some trees shed their leaves in winter and

remain bare for several months, but most

of the leaves fall in the spring ( August to

October) simultaneously with the appear-

ing ofnew leaves, so that the forest is always

green and retains about the Siime coolness

and depth of shade. The trees of the cam-

pos as well as of the forest show annual

rings, and the author thinks that the same
periodicity of growth takes place everj'-

where, even in the trees on the Amazon.
Buds are not generally protected by bud-

scales, although some of the woody plants

of Lagoa Santa bear as characteristic buds

and budscales as any forest trees in Den-

mark. The author's principal collections

were made from the small area of 170 sq.

kDometers, from which he obtained about

2,600 species of vascular plants.

Erwin F. Smith.
Washixgtox.

THE PJiOGEESS OF PAEONTMY.

Ten years ago -^ I urged the desirability

of the general emplo_\"ment of technical ana-

tomic terms consisting, so far as practicable,

of one word each (mononyms), and derived

directly or indii-ectly from the Latin, consti-

tuting jjaco)!(/Hi< of the originals. Such paro-

nyms might be either identical with the ori-

ginal, e. g., English /(OH*, or changed in va-

rious ways in conformity A\-ith the custom of

each language, e. g., French pant. Italian

ponte. The suliject was further discussed

in connection with Prof. S. H. Gage in

18861 and in 1889, J and the principle of

* Paronymy versus heteronymy as neuronjinic prin-

ciples. Presidential address at the 11th annual meet-

ing of the .Vmericau Xenrological Association, 1885.

Tramactions of the Assoeialion, pp. 21. Also Journal

of Nerrous anti Menial Disease, Vol. XII.

t Anatomical teclinolofjy: an introduction to hn-

raan, veterinary and comparative anatomy. Second

ed., 1-*8G, O., pp. (!0O. 120 tiv;s., 4 plates.

J Anatomical terminolojty. Keference Handl)Ook

of the medical sciences. A. H. Buck, editor, VIII.,

pp. 24. 1889.
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paronj'my was approved by the Committee

on Biological Ifomenclature iu the Report

adopted by the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, August, 1892.

Naturally the application of the principle

has been easier with the French and Italian

than with the German. Yet nearly all

recent works in this language contain paro-

nyms either unchanged (excepting for

capitalization), e. g., Dura, or with slight

changes, e. g., Hipiyohamp for hippocampus.

The last example of Gex-manization to

come under my notice is in Eisler's ' Das

Gefass- und periphere Nervensystem des

Gorilla," where the customary heteronym,

Herzheutel, is abandoned for the regular paro-

nym of j^;e7'ica7'rfMW)i, Perikarcl. Curiously

enough in English we have hitherto re-

tained the useless termination, but analogy

with pericarp (from ]->eriearinimi) not only

warrants but demands the abbreviated form,

pericard. Burt G. Wilder.
Ithaca, N. Y.

THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABOBATOBY.

The annual announcement of the ' Ma-
rine Laboratory' for the eighth season,

1895, has recently appeared.

The ofl&cers are as follows : Dr. C. 0.

Whitman, Director, Head Professor of Zo-

ology, Universitjr of Chicago, and editor of

t\\e> Journal of Morphplogxj ; Dr. H. C. Bumpus,

Assistant Director, Professor of Compara-

tive Anatomj', Brown University.

•ZOOLOGY.

A. Investigation. Howard Ayers, Pro-

fessor of Biologj', University of the State of

Missouri ; E. G. Conklin, Professor of Bi-

ology, Northwestern University ; S. AVatase,

Assistant Professor of Zoology, University

of Chicago ; M. M. Metcalf, Professor of Bi-

ology, The Woman's College of Baltimore

;

C. M. Child, Fellow in Zoology, University

of Chicago; F. E. Lillie, Instructor iu Zo-

ology, University of Michigan ; 0. S. Strong,

Instructor in Zoology, Columbia College
;

H. S. Brode, Fellow in Zoologj', University

of Chicago.

B. Instruction. W. M. Eankin, Instruc-

tor in Zoology, Princeton College ; J. L.

Kellogg, Professor of Biologj-, Olivet Col-

lege ; P. A. Fish, Instructor in Physiology

and Anatomy, Cornell Universitj' ; A. D.

Mead, Fellow in Zoology, University of

Chicago; H. E. Walter, Chicago.

BOTANY.

W. A. Setchell, Instructor in Botany,

Yale Universitj- ; W. J. V. Osterhout, In-

structor in Botany, Brown University.

PHYSIOLOGY.

Jacques Loeb, Associate Professor of

Physiology, University of Cliicago; W. N.

Norman, Professor of Biology, University of

Texas.

The work ofthe laboratorj'- is definitely or-

ganized ^^ith reference to the needs of tlu-ee

classes of workers, namely, (1) students, (2)

teachers of science, and (3) investigators.

There are regular courses ofinstruction, con-

sisting oflectures and laboratory work under

the supervision of the instructors, given in

Zoologj', Botany, Embrj'ology and Physi-

ology. In addition to these, there will be

courses of lectures on special subjects as fol-

lows: Embryology, by the Director, Pro-

fessor CO. Whitman; on Botanical Museum
Development, bj' J. M. McFarlane, and on

Matter and Energy, by E. A. Dolbear.

There will also be evening lectm-es on

biological subjects of general interest.

Among those who contribute these lectures

may be mentioned: G. F. Atkinson, E. G.

Conklin, Northwestern University; J. M.

Coulter, President Lake Forest University;

A. E. Dolbear, Tuft's College; Simon Flex-

ner, John Hopkins Hospital; E. 0. Jordan,

University of Chicago; William Libbey, Jr.,

Princeton College; F. S. Lee, Columbia Col-

lege; W. A. Loey, Lake Forest University;

J. M. MacFarlaue, University of Pennsj^l-

vania; C. S. Minot, HarvardMedical School;
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E. S. Moi-se, Peabody Academy of Science;

H. F. Osboru. Columbia College; W. B.

Scott, Priucetou College; W. T. Sedgwick.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology;

\Villiam Trelease. Director Missouri Botan-

ical Garden; S. Watase, University of Chi-

cago; E. B. Wilson, Columbia College; B.

G. "Wilder, Cornell University; "\V. P.

"Wilson, University of Pennsylvania.

The laboratory has been considerably en-

larged and now consists of four two-story

buildings, with forty private rooms for the

exclusive use of investigators, and seven

general laboratories. It is supplied with

aquai-ia, a steam launch, boats, dredges,

and all the apparatus necessary for collect-

ing and keeping alive material reserved for

class work or research.

A Dejiartment of Laboratorj- Supply has

been established in order to facilitate the

work of teachers and others at a distance

who desire to obtain material for study or

for class instruction. Circulars giving in-

formation, prices, etc., may be obtained on

application.

The forty private laboratories are dis-

tributed as follows ; Zoology, twenty-two
;

Phj'siologj', eight ; Botany, ten. These

rooms are rented at one hundred dollars to

colleges, societies or individuals.

The general laboratories for research are

for the use of students engaged in special

work under the supervision of the Director

and his assistants, and for advanced courses

preparatory to beginning investigation, such

as the course in Embryology. There are

forty-two tables, of which Zoology has twen-

ty-two, Physiologj' ten, and Botany ten.

Applications should be made to Professor

C. O. "Whitman, University of Chicago,

Chicago, 111.

EMBRYOLOGY.

The course in Embryologj' extends from

July 10th to August 17th. The aim is not

only to master the details of development.

but also to acquire a thorough knowledge

of preparing surface-views, imbedding in

paraffin and celloidin, staining, mounting,

drawing, reconstructing modeling, etc. The
study is mainly confined to the fish egg as

the best type for elucidating vertebrate de-

velopment ; but the eggs of amphibia and

other vertebrates as well as some inverte-

brates will receive attention. The fee is 850.

IX^'ESTIGATIOX.

The course in Investigation extends fi'om.

Jul
J-

3d to August 17th. For those pre-

pared to begin original work, ten tables are

reserved in Zoiilogy, and the same number
in Physiology and BotanJ^

Special subjects for investigation are as-

signed to the occupants of tables, and the

supervision of the work is so divided that

each instructor has the care of but three or

four students. In this way all the advan-

tages of iudi^•idual instruction are secured.

The fee is 650.

SEMIXAK.

A Seminar has been instituted, and,

though specially designed for members of

the class in Embryology and beginners in

investigation, it is open to all. The tliii'd

volume of the Biological Lectures will be

made the basis of discussion. Most of the

authors of these lectui-es will be present

;

and from two to three mornings will be de-

voted to the consideration of each lecture

and such questions as may be raised.

LABORATORY' FOR TEACHERS AXD STUDENTS

IX AXATOjrr.

Ix the Laboratory for Teachere and

Students in Anatomy, which is open from

July 2d to August 30th, two coui-ses are

ofiered : the first, in Invertebrate Anatomy,

and the second, a newlj' arranged couree

in A''ertebrate Anatomy. The fee for either

course is 840.

VERTEBRATE AXATOMY".

The list of lecturers on Vertebrate An-

atomv will be as follows : Professor H. P.
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Bowditcli, Harvard Medical School ; Dr. F.

S. Lee, College of Physicians and Surgeons;

Dr. C. F. Hodge, Clark University; Dr. O.

S. Strong, Columbia College; Dr. C. S. Minot,

Harvard Medical School; Dr. J. S. Kingsley,

Tuft's College; Dr. J. P. McMurrich, Uni-

versity of Michigan; Dr. H. F. Osborn,

Columbia College.

Applications for admission to the labo-

ratory for students and teachers should be

made to Prof. H. C. Bumpus, Brown Uni-

versity, Providence, E. I.

The laboratory work in Botany (July

10-August 17) will be restricted to the

study of the structure and development of

types of the various orders of the crj^pto-

gamous plants, and especial attention will

be given to the study of the various species

of Marine Algae which occur so abun-

dantly in the waters about Woods Holl.

The following colleges and societies con-

trolled private rooms or tables during the

season of 1894:

Boston University School of Medicine,

Brown University, Bryn Mawr College,

College of Medicine, Syi'acuse University,

College of Physicians and Surgeons, Colum-

bia College, Hamilton College, Harvard

University (Professor Farlow). Lake Forest

University (President Coulter), Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, Miami Uni-

versity, Mt. Holyoke College, Missouri Bo-

tanical Garden, Northwestern University,

Princeton College, Smith College, University

of Chicago, University of Cincinnati, Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania (Provost Harrison)

,

Vassar College, Wellesley college, "Williams

College, Women's College Baltimore, Amer-

ican Association for the Advancement of

Science, American Society of Naturalists,

Beta Alpha Chapter of the K. K. G. Fra-

ternity of the University of Pennsylvania,

Lucretia Crocker Scholarship, Woman's
School Alliance Milwaukee.

THE GENERIC NAMES OF THE THREE-TOED
ECHIDNA.

The three-toed Echidna discovered by M.

Bruijn in northwestern New Guinea, and

described by Peters and Doria in 1876 as

Tackyglossit-i bruijnii, has been coninionlj'

recognized as belonging to a different genus

from the common iive-toed Echidna of Tas-

mania and Australia. Although the species

was described less than twenty years ago,

four generic names have been proposed for

it. Early in 1877 Dr. Theodore Gill erected

the genus Zaglos.ms* for it, and Gervais sepa-

rated it in November of the same j'ear

under the name Acanthoglosms ;y but a few

days later, finding that this name had been

pre-occupied, he renamed the genus Proe-

chidna.X Five years later M. Dubois pro-

posed to replace Acanthoglossus by Bruynia.^

Of these four names Proechidna has come

into general use, while Zaglossus Gill seems

never to have been mentioned by any sub-

sequent author. My attention was first

called to it several months ago by Dr. Gill

himself, who suggested that it would prob-

ably antedate Proechidna, but no copj' of

Gervais' Osteographie being at hand I could

not determine which name had priority.

Recently I have had an opportunity of ex-

amining a copy of the Osteogi-aphie des

Monotremes, and find that not only does

Zaglossxis antedate Proechidna, but in fact it

was the earliest name proposed for the

genus, and should be adopted to the exclu-

sion of all the others.

The second chapter of the Osteographie,

apparently the only part of the text ever

published, contains the name Proechidna on

page 43. In the introductory foot-note on

*Ann. Record of Science & ImUistry for 1876,

May 5, 1877, p. clxxi.

fComptes Rendus, Ixxxv., No. 19, seance dn 5

Nov., 1877, p. '838.

J Osteographie des Monotremes Viv. et Fossiles,

Nov. 30, 1877, p. 43.

?Bull. Soc. Zool. de France, vi. No. 6 (1881) 1883,

pp. 267-270, pis. ix-x.
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page 41, dated 'JO Novembre, 1S77,^ M.

Gervais gives the reasons for publishing the

second chapter first, and states that the

first and third chapters will probably ap-

pear during the year 1S7S. From this

statement it is evident that Froechidna could

searcelj' have been publislied prior to De-

cember 1, 1S77. The Annual Record of

Science and Industry for 1876, on the other

hand, was received at the Library of Con-

gi'ess, "Washington, D. C, on April 28,

1877. This date, however, may be the date

of entry for copijrit/ht, and does not neces-

sarily show that the book was issued on

April 28. A copy of the same volume in

the library of the U. S. Patent Office,

"Washington, D. C, was received early in

May, while the publishers, Messrs. Harper

& Brothers, give the exact date of publica-

tion as May o, 1877.

The synonomy of the genus should stand:

Zaf/lossiis Gill, May -5, 1877.

Acanthofjlossus Gervais, Nov. 5, 1877 (Date

of reading, not of publication).

Froechidna Gervais, Nov. 30, 1877 (Date

of prefatory foot-note).

£/-((i/»/a Dubois, , 1882.

The evidence seems sufficient to show that

Zaglossms was published at least as early as

May 5, 1877, and, therefore, antedates Acan-

tlioglofsu-^ by six months and Froechidna by

nearly seven months. T. S. Palmer.
Washington.

COJiJRESPOXnEXCE.

SPECTROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS OF SATURN AT

THE ALLEGHENY OBSERVATORY.

To THE Editor of Science : As certain

observations of mine on the spectrum of

Saturn have been widely noticed by the

daily press, and various reports have been

spread, some of which are correct and some

incorrect, but none of which were made by

my authority, I take this opportunitj' to ex-

plain the real character of the observations.

It is hardly necessary for me to say here

that I have made no ' claims ' whatever re-

specting them.

The observations furnish a direct proof of

the accepted hypothesis that the ring of

Saturn consists of a multitude of small

bodies revolving around Saturn in circular

orbits. The hj'pothesis is an old one, but

its universal acceptance dates from the pub-

lication of Maxwell's prize essay in 1859.

"While the mathematical proofs given by

Maxwell and his predecessors are conclusive,

a demonstration of the hypothesis by the

widely diflereut method of direct observa-

tion with the spectroscope is not, I think,

without interest.

The proof depends upon an application of

the well-known principle of Doppler, by

which the motion of a heavenly body in the

line of sight can be determined by measuring

the displacement of a line in its spectrum.

Under the two difi'erent hypotheses, that

the ring is a rigid body, and that it is a

swarm of satellites, the relative motion of

its parts would be essentiallj' dift'erent

;

hence, to distinguish between these two

hj'potheses it is onlj- necessary to find a

method of sufficient delicacy, in order to

bring the question within the pro\'ince of

the spectroscope. Any method depending

on the successive comparison of the spectra

given by difi'erent parts of the ring would

be almost certain to foil. The method which

I have employed is explained below.

If two planes, at right angles to each

other, are passed through the observer and

the system of Saturn, one (A) passing any-

where through the system and the other

(B) through its center, the velocity, resolved

in the direction of the line of sight, of any

point on the surface of the system where it

is intersected by plane A can be expressed

as a function of the perpendicular distance

of the point from plane B. It is only nec-

essary to consider the case when the plane

A is parallel to the major axis of the appar-

ent ring. On the assumption that the
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ball of Saturn rotates as a solid bodj', aud

the ring as an assemblage of particles, each

of which moves -nith a velocity determined

by Kepler's thii-d law, the expressions for

the ball and for the planet are very dif-

ferent, the former being linear, and the lat-

ter an equation of a degree higher than the

second. I have determined these expres-

sions for the special case above mentioned.

Thejr are still further simplified by assum-

ing that plane A also passes through the

center of the planet.

Now, if we bring the image of Saturn,

formed by a telescope, upon the slit of a

spectroscope, with the slit in the intersect-

ing plane A, the expressions above referred

to are also the equations to the curves of

which the lines in the spectrum of the

planet are a part, referred to an undis-

placed spectral line and the perpendicular

line through its center as axes ; for, in these

curves, x is proportional to the perpendicu-

lar distance fii'om plane B, and, by Dop-

pler's principle, y is proportional to the ve-

locity in the line of sight. The simplest

case, is, of course, that in which the slit co-

incides with the major axis of the ring ; this

is also the condition for which the differen-

tial velocity of points on the surface of the

ring is a maximum, and it is one which can

be approximately realized in observation.

Hence the laws of rotation of the com-

ponent parts ofthe sj^stem can be determined

(within certain limits) by the form of the

special lines, and the form can be determin-

ed with very considerable accuracj^ by
photographing the spectrum with a suitable

instrument.

According to the assumptions which have

been made above, and which represent the

accepted hj^pothesis, lines in the spectrum

of the ball are straight, but inclined; as

compared with their direction the general

inclination of the (theoretically) curved

lines in the spectra of the opposite sides of

the ring is smaller, and it is reversed. The

actual aspect of the lines on my photo-

graphs is in exact accordance with that re-

quired bj' the hypothesis.

If the ring rotated as a whole, the lines in

its spectrum would be straight, and theii-

direction would pass through the origin

;

they would be very nearly prolongations of

the planetary lines. Such an aspect of the

lines as this could be recognized on my
photogi-aphs at a glance.

The direction of a line fi-ee from displace-

ment was obtained by photographing the

spectrum of the full moon on the same plate,

on each side of the speeti'um of Saturn.

For further details, with the numerical

results of measurement of the plates, I must

refer to the May number of the Astrophysi-

cal Journal, in which I have described these

observations at some length.

James E. Keeler.
Allegheny Obseevatoey.

A GENERAL SUBJECT-INDEX TO PEEIODICAL

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

The Editor of Science—My Dear Sir:

I notice that you are printing in Science

various replies to the circular of the Royal

Societj' of London relating to the matter

of a general subject-index to all scientific

publications. Your correspondents have so

far been in favor of such an undertaking.

As I do not believe it to be practicable, it

may be of interest to some of your readers

to see my own replj^ which I venture to

send here^vith. I have made a few trifling

changes in the copy which I enclose.

I am, very respectfully,

Edward S. Holden.
The Lick Obseevatoey,

March 30, 1895.

Mount Hamilton, April 24, 1894.

To Professor M. Foster, Secretary B. S.,

Cliairman of the Committee on a Subject-In-

dex, 'etc., etc.

My Dear Sir : I beg to acknowledge receipt

of the circular of April 6 relatiug to a pro-
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post'd subject-index of scientific papers, and

to express my opinions on .some of the points

contained therein. I will not burden you

Avith the arguments that might be brought

forward in support of the opinions, at this

time ; but, of course, I am ver_v ready to give

my reasons in detail should you desire

them.

I. It appears to be of the utmost impor-

tance that the Royal Society should continue

to issue its author-indexes, i. e., the quarto

Catalogues of Scientific Papers. Such in-

dexes can be made at comparatively small

expense, and by comparative!}' unskilled

workers, under the direction of a single

competent scientific head.

II. It is entirely otherwise with a subject-

index. Here the routine work must be done by

the expert. Professor Helmholtz was none

too good to make the subject-index of his

Optics. If it had been made by one of his

pupils, it would have been less valuable ;

if it had been made by clerks, it would have

been of little use except to beginners. It

is perfectly clear that, in general, we can-

not expect our liibliogi-aphies, etc., to be

made by the heads of science, as Helm-
holtz, Houzeau, etc., and it therefore seems

to me that it is unadA-isable to attempt

a general subject-index to science on any

plan whatever.

III. If it is ever attempted at all, it

should not, in my judgement, be done Ijj"

international cot")peratiou," but by a single

society responsible only to itself. Inter-

national cooperation has, I believe, gener-

ally failed (the only marked exceptions

that I recall are the International Geodetic

Association and the International Bureau of

Weights and Measures). The Zone obser-

vations of the German Astronomical Society

are of the highest use and excellence, but

they were begun by international coiipera-

tion about 18(56 and are not yet published.

IV. If the work is attempted, it should

be printed in English alone, one would

think. If the past is not ours, the future

surely is to be.

V. My own opinion, therefore, is that the

general subject-index should not l)e attemp-

ted. The Royal Society and other great

academies might well subsidize the making

of special bibliographies, for example, Hou-
zeau's Bililiographie de 1' Astronomic (al-

readj- printed;, or Professor Cleveland

Abbe"s Bibliograi)hj' of the Literature of

Meteorology (now in 5IS.), and other under-

takings of the kind, when they are directed

by men of special learning, and not other-

wise.

VI. It, however, appears to me that the

Roj'al Society can do a great work in the

dh-ection aimed at, at comparatively litttle

expense and trouble, as follows : I would,

first, saj' that it is uecessarj-—essential

—

that an author-index should be complete.

It is very desirable, but by no means essen-

tial, that a subject-index should be exhaus-

tive. A subject-index is generally required

to set the inquirer on his way, and once

fairly started in his reading, the foot-notes

will keep him informed. This being

granted, the plan I refer to is for the Royal

Society to undertake the publication, in one

volume, of a subject-index, or guide, to the

ten quartos of author-indexes already pre-

prepared. The work could be easily done

as follows: Select a scheme of subject-

headings, under the advice of specialists.

The Melville Dewey plan of lilirary cata-

loguing* would serve as a basis, and it is

capable of indefinite and logical subdivision.

This subdivision should be made under the

advice of the heads of English science ; and,

in my opinion, the thing to lie avoided is

too minute division. A practical point is,

also, that the .same pajx^r should be cata-

logued under all the headings under which

it might be sought, not merely under the

strictly logical and appropriate heading.

* 'Wniich is based on the scheme of Dr. W. T. Harris,

Editor of tlie Jourual of Speculative Philosopliv.
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This is a detail, but it is of prime impor-

tance.

For each subject, as Astronomy, appoint

a Director who should be the best man ob-

tainable, but who may be any competent

and faithful astronomer, even if he is

without very wide experience and read-

ing. Let each Director go over the author-

indexes already in type, and mark each

entry there printed with the numerals ex-

pressing its class or classes. Many, in fact

most, of these papers can be pretty well

classified from their titles alone, especially

if the subject-index is not too minutely sub-

divided. All cases of doubt must be re-

solved by a reference to the original memoir.

A clerk follows the Director. He finds

under Neivconib certain papers which have

been marked by the Director as relating to

Astronomical Optics—Class XXXII., say.

He, therefore, collects these on a card, thus

:

XXXII.
Neweomh {S): Xos. 1, 11, 19, 26 (vol. I.).

In a subsequent volume he finds other

entries belonging under class XXXII. and

under Neweomh, and makes a separate card

for them, noting the volume. The same
thing is done by the Director for Astronomy
for all his classes and for each author ; and
by the Directors of other subjects in like

manner ; and they are followed by copyists.

Finally all cards are sorted into one series :

First, by the class—as XXXII.
Second, alphabetically by authors, and

then revised and printed thus.

Class XXXII.—Astronomical Optics

—

Optics of the Telescope; see also classes

XCV., etc., etc.

Ahhe{C) : Vol. i., 17, 34
;

ii., 80 ; ix., 92,

etc.

Albrecht (T): Vol. vii., 13 ; viii., 31.

Auivers (A): ii., 7, 23; iii., 18, 37; iv.,

etc., etc., etc., etc.

By following out this plan under intelli-

gent Directors for the special topics, the

Koj^al Society would verj- soon have a

nearly complete subject-index in one vol-

ume, covering its author-indexes, vols, i.-x.;

and the plan, once in operation, could be

carried on without trouble and at small

expense. Such a subject-index would, in

my view, supply all real needs in science.

It certainljr would in my branch of it.

The only objection that I can see to this

plan is that it is not perfectly complete and

logical to the extremest point. If the pref-

ace to the proposed book declares that it is

not intended to be so, it seems to me that

the Eoyal Society need not mind. After the

book was printed it would, I think, be used

by everyone ; and it would, I believe, meet

the wants of every one as nearly as any

practicable plan could do.

If I have extended my remarks too far,

I beg you to excuse me. I have desired to

show what seems to me to be an easily ob-

tained benefit to science, and I trust my
suggestion is not impertinent to your in-

quiry. I am, My Dear Sir, with high re-

gard. Very faithfully yours,

Edward S. Holden.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATUBE.

Ein Geologischer Quersehnitt dureh die Ost-

Alpen, nebst Anhang iiber die sog. Glarner

Doppelfalte von A. Rothpletz, mit 2

Tafeln und 115 Abbildungen im Text.

Stuttgart. 1894. Pp. 268.

This valuable contribution to our knowl-

edge of mountain structure is arranged in

three parts. The first of these is a state-

ment of the petrography and stratigraphy,

and the second an account of the tectonic,,

of a cross-section of the Alps, in the merid-

ian of Munich, from the plain of the Po

to the Bavarian plateau, a distance of about

230 km. The third part is a discussion of

the general results of the author's study.

The details of the first two parts are well

illusti-ated, both by the fine geologically

colored profile on a scale of Tsisst ^^^ ^Y
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the numerous excellent cuts throughout the

text. Only the conclusions of the author

can be adverted to in the present Ijrief

notice.

The eastern Aljjs have an east and west

trend and the section ;s normal to the

strike. The highest mountains have an

elevation of about ."ioUO m., and lie towards

the northern end of the section. The aver-

age elevation is 1800 m. In the northern

Alps there are three jwiucipal folds, in the

middle Alps four, aud in the southern

three, with many subordinate folds through-

out. None of these folds remain in their

original continuity. Fractures separate

one fi'om another and chop each of them

up into a series of blocks. By faulting on

these fractures the folded arrangement of

the strata is greatly distui'bed and ob-

scured.

The special features of the faulting are :

1. The prevalent dislocation of syncliues

in such a manner that their axial troughs

are thrust up and the wiugs dropped.

'1. Anticlines with dropped crests so that

the newer strata of the crests appear below

the older strata of the wings. Not well ex-

emplified in the section.

3. The occasional downthrow of the axial

troughs of syncliues with uplift of both

wings.

4. The faulting of anticlines on longitu-

dinal axial planes aud the conversion of the

convexity of the anticlines into concavity

by subsequent compression.

5. Thrusts. There are five important

overthrusts in the section ranging in in-

clination from 20° to 70°, the overthrust

in all cases being toward the south.

(i. Cross fractures. Highly inclined to

the longitudinal faults and generally nearly

vertical. These are not expressible on the

profile, but are of the utmost importance

for a proper appi-eciation of Alpine struc-

ture. They are subsequent to the folds aud

associated longitudinal faults, and are the

latest manifestations of the orogenic forces.

As such they have exerted a powerful in-

fluence upou the topography, giving the

Alps, in the opinion of the author, their

transverse draiuage outlets and many of

their lake basius.

7. There are also faults which antedate

the period of Alpiue folding.

In discussing the age of the folding of

the Alps the author makes it clear that

there have Ijeen at least two chief periods of

folding, one pre-Permian, and the other

post-Miocene. There were, however, dia-

strophic movements in the interval. This

is proved, first, by the faults which antedate

the later folding, and second, by the oscilla-

tion of the ocean border in the intervening

time. In discussing the latter argument

the author gives a series of nine pi'ofiles

showing the hypothetical relative distril)u-

tion of land and water over the Alpine

region in old Paleozoic. Pennian, 3Iu.^chelkalk,

Bhcetic, Liaif, Xeocotnian, Eocene, Miocene and
the Present. These show a trangressiou of

the sea up to the close of the Triassic, fol-

lowed by a steady recession from then on

to the present time. The sections, consider-

ed by themselves, might lend support to the

hjlJOthesis of Suess that the oscillation is

due to the variation of the surface of the

oceau. But other sections in neighboring

parts of the Alps give discordant results,

and it is concluded that the Alpine region

was the scene of diastrophic movement

between the Permian and Mioceue, whether

the ocean surface oscillated or remained

constant.

The shortening of the arc of the earth's

surface in the line of the author's section

is 18 per cent., /. e., the region has, in con-

sequence of the folding, now only about

four-fifths of its original breadth. If the

folding of the central Alps be assumed to

be pre-Alpine, then the shoilening is re-

duced to from 12 to 13 per cent., or about

one-eighth. The author contrasts these
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figures with the much higher values ob-

tained by Heim, who places the shortening

of the arc in the north and central Swiss-

Alps at one-half. He discredits the struc-

tural interpretations which have led Heim
to so large a value. He takes issue with

the latter, particularly in the interpretation

of the so-called Glarner double fold, and

discusses this structui-e at length in an ap-

pendix to the volume, interpreting the

structure as an overthrust and not a double

fold.

In discussing the mechanics of the lateral

thrust, to which all are agreed the Alpine

structure is due, the author says the earth's

crust may be considered a virtual arch.

Then the continents must be either arches

of less radius than that of the earth as a

whole, or they must be superficial masses

reposing upon the arch. In the latter case

the continental masses would suffer no fold-

ing, but would lie as a dead weight upon

the laterally compressed and folding arch

below. This being contrary to experience,

it is rejected, and the alternative is adopted

that the continents are arches of smaller

radius. The condition of folding of strata

by lateral compression is, then, that they

must lie below the limiting curve of the

continental arch. So long as they lie above

this curve they escape folding. Where
folding occurs under the dead weight of

rocks lying above the curve it is manifest

at the surface only as elevation or depres-

sion. But the load tends to restrain fold-

ing and the latter takes place most readily

where the load is least. This occurs where
the continental arch merges into the geoid

arch. Here is the weakest part of the

arch ; here the strongest folding should

arise. Orogenic folding is most effective

on the borders of the oceans. This fact the

author finds in accord with his theoretical

deductions, for it is on the oceanic borders

that the continental and geoid arches inter-

sect.

This principle is resorted to in explana-

tion of the common up-throw of sj'nclinal

troughs. The deep sjTicliual folds will suf^

fer most from the lateral compression. The
consequence is that the axial troughs of the

syncUnes are faulted up and the anticlines

relatively dropped.

Part of the transverse cleavage of the

rocks is ascribable to pre-Permian oro-

genic forces and part to the later com-

pression which gave rise to the Alps.

Most of the pre-Permian strata show

this cleavage in a pronounced degree.

This cleavage is best developed in the Zil-

lerthaler towards the middle of the section,

and least so on the margins of the Alpine

region. The author suggests, in exjjlanation

of this deficiency of cleavage on the mar-

gins, that these parts were folded under a

less load than the more central portions and

were earlier lifted above the line of com-

pression. The limestones are characterized

by suture-like cracks so well known in lime-

stones and marbles the world over. These

are held by the author to be due to solution

under pressure, and evidence in favor of this

view is adduced.

The discussion of the metamorphism is

perhaps the least important section of the

book, and contributes little of importance

to the general subject.

The discussion of the cause of mountain

uplift and folding is chiefly interesting for

the clear and concise statement of the ex-

pansion theory as an adequate explanation

of the origin of mountain structures and

plateau upUfts. The advantages of this

theory over the docti'ine of the earth's con-

traction under secular cooling are clearly

set forth. The doctrine of secular contrac-

tion fails to give an adequate explanation

of the phenomena of volcanologj^ ; it does

not account for the distribution of the force

of gravity ; and it involves too great a

shortening of the earth's radius. The ex-

pansion theory does not have these objec-
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tious. The admissibility of the expansion

theorj' is based on the assumption that the

earth magma may expand on solidifying as

water does. The recent work of Barnes,

however, with which our author was proba-

bly not famiUar at the time he wrote, so in-

validates this assumption that it is no

longer worthy of serious consideration.

A. C. Lawsox.

UXIVEBSITY OF CALIFORNIA.

Mesozoic Plants From Kosuke, Kit, Awa and

Tosa. By META.JIRO Yokoyoma, Professor

in the Imperial University of Japan.

In tliis paper, illustrated by nine plates of

good figures, and published as part III.,

Vol. VII., of the Journal of the College of

Science, Imperial Uuiversitj' of Japan, Pro-

fessor Yokoj'oma has given us a valuable

addition to our knowledge of the lower Cre-

taceous flora. The plants of this age,

known for a long time mostly in their

Wealden types, and from a few localities in

England and on the continent of Europe,

have, by recent discoveries, been greatly in-

creased in number and variety. The extent

of the territory kno^\Ti to have been occu-

pied by them has of late been still more

notably enlarged. We now know lower

Cretaceous plants from such widely sepa-

rated series of strata as the Potomac of the

Atlantic States : the Comanche series of

Texas, the coal group of Great Falls, Mon-

tana ; the Kootanie series of British Co-

lumbia ; the Shasta group of California ; the

lower strata of Newton's Dakota gi-oup in

Dakota and Wyoming. Professor Yoko-

yoma's investigations add still another

region on the Asiatic side of the Pacific, and

make it probable that the lower Cretaceous

flora was in Asia no less important than it

was in Xorth America. These additions

are especially gi~atifying, as the flora of this

time was the last one in which angiosperms

did not predominate. It is the flora of an

era when predominating Mesozoic elements

were about to dis;\ppear forever. If we are

ever to learn what changes caused a flora

consisting only of Equiseta, Cycads, Ferns

and Conifers to give way to one in which

angiosperms overwhelmingly predominate,

and in which all these groups, except the

conifers, play an insignificant part, we shall

most probably find the solution of this as

yet unsolved problem from the examination

of lower Cretaceous plants.

In 1890 Prof. Nathorst, of Stockholm, ex-

amined a number of fossil plants from Shi-

koku, Japan, and determined their age to

be either upper Jurassic or Wealden. Pro-

fessor Yokoyoma states that he was induced

to carry the investigation of this flora far-

ther than the Swedish paleontologist had

done, with the hope of fixing more definitely

its age. In consequence of tliis he col-

lected not only from the localities of Nath-

orst, but fi'om several others showing a

similar flora. He succeeded in adding a

number of species not seen by Nathorst,

and in procuring, in some cases, better

specimens of those previously obtained.

In this way the total number of species was

brought up to 26, with 2 varieties. It is

noteworthy that, while the flora is without

doubt lower Cretaceous in age, as Professor

Yokoyoma determines it to be, it contains

no angiosperms. He identifies several of

the species with certain ones found in the

lower Potomac strata of the eastern United

States. He states his conclusion as to the

age of the plants in the following words :

" I go a step farther than Professor Nath-

orst and saj' that the plant-bearing beds of

Kozuki, Kii and Shikoku represent the

whole Neocomian series, corresponding to

the Potomac of Americji. '

' This statement,

so far as the Potomac is concerned, would

be more correct if it made the Japanese

beds correspond to the loiver Potomac. Amer-

ican geologists now mclude in the Potomac

the Tuscaloosa group and the South Amboy
series of beds, both of which contain few, if
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any, of the characteristic plants found in the

lower strata of the Potomac of Virginia,

while angiosperms overwhelmingly predom-

inate in each. Until the Japanese beds

show angiosperms they cannot be consid-

ered as young as the uppermost portion of

the lower Potomac, which, in the Brooke

locality, Vu-ginia, and at Baltimore, Marj^-

land, show manj^ angiosperms.

Prof. Yokoyoma has followed Prof. Natli-

orst in changing from Dioonites to Zamio-

phyllum, the name of a cycad that, so far,

is confined to the lower Cretaceous. This

is the species known as Dioonites Buchianus.

This change does not seem to be called for.

The reason assigned by Prof. Nathorst

does not seem weighty enough to remove a

name so well fixed as this, and, if a change

be made, the name Zamiophyllum seems

open to more objections than Dioonites.

The leaflets of Zamia are articulated at

theirjunction with the rachis and deciduous,

characters which are decidedly not found in

Dioonites Buchianus. These features seem

to be of more importance than the obliquity

of the leaflets and their narrowing towards

the base, which characters in Dioonites

Buchianus Professor N'athorst presents as

objections to regarding this plant as a

Dioonites. Wm. M. Fontaine.

UNIVEESITY of ViEGIKIi:.

Repetitorium der Chemie. By Dr. Gael Ar-

nold. Sixth Revised and Enlarged Edi-

tion. Hamburg and Leipzig, Leopold

Voss. 1894. 8°. Pp. x-t-613. Paper.

Price, 6 marks.

This book has been written for medical

students and is intended to be used by them
as a convenient reference book in connec-

tion with lectures upon inorganic and or-

ganic chemistry and in preparing for ex-

aminations. That there is a demand for

such a book is shown by the fact that since

it first appeared, in 1884, six editions have

been called for.

The work is divided into three sections.

In the first one of fifty pages the general

principles of the science are considered.

Such topics as the laws of stoichiometry,"

the atomic and molecular theorj", the deter-

mination of molecular and atomic weights,

theorj' of valence, constitutional formulas

and the periodic classification of the ele-

ments are here discussed. The treatment

of these subjects is necessarily verj' briefand

is not intended to be exhaustive. As far

as it goes, however, it is clear and concise,

and, on the whole, the views of the author

represent fairly well the present position of

the science. To a few statements, such as

those on pages 6 and 31 that heat, light,

electricity and chemical aflinity are known
to be diifereut forms of motion (bekannfUch

nur verschiedene Beivegiingsformen darsteUen),

one is inclined to take exception.

The second section of 216 pages deals with

descrij)tive inorganic chemistry. The ele-

ments are arranged under two heads, first

the non-metals, then the metals. The more

important facts as to the occurrence, prepa-

ration and properties of each element and

its chief compounds are here systematical!j'

and concisely presented. Newly discovered

facts in this field of chemistry have not been

overlooked. Thus, for example, we find

here described the preparation of azoimide,

H N" 3 , from inorganic substances ; the elec-

trolytic preparation of aluminium and mag-

nesium ; the statement that red phosphorus

is crystalline, etc.

The last section of 295 pages gives a sum-

mary of the more important facts of organic

chemistrJ^ After some preliminarj' para-

graphs ui^on the analysis of cai-bon com-

pounds, molecular weight determination,

constitutional formulas and stereochemis-

try, the organic compounds are taken up in

the iisual way. In connection -with each

class of compounds the general behavior

and chemical characteristics of the class

are discussed. In this section of the book.
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as in the earlier ones, the author has en-

deavored to keep abreast of the times, and

we find mentioned here the results of recent

synthetical experiments, such as those upon

the sugars ; and many new substances that

in recent years have become prominent lie-

cause of their medicinal properties have

been inti-oduced. "While the book is not

intended to be a text-book in the ordinary

sense, nor to sei've as an introduction to

the science, it can, nevertheless, be stronglj-

recommended to all students of chemistry,

who, in connection with their lecture and

laboratory courses, desire to have a con-

venient and compact reference book—a-

book containing all the more important

facts of general and descriptive chemistrj-

clearly stated and provided with an ex-

cellent index. Edward H. Keiser.

eluded, but the Southern native flora is

almost wholly omitted, so that in this re-

spect the title is misleading. As a guide to

the cultivated species it will find its greatest

value. It is our opinion, however, that if

the scope of the work had been restricted

to the domesticated flora, and tlie descrip-

tions of these plants been more fully drawn

out, it would have been more generally

serviceable than by treating them with the

native species.

The necessitj' which has been felt of

making the book a companion to the

' Manual ' has kept up the old and unfor-

tunate arrangement of groups which we
find in that work, although we are pleased

to find that the Gymnosperms have been

brought into their logical position.

X. L. B.

Field, Forest and Garden. Botany. A simple

introduction to the common plants of the

United States east of the 100th Meridian,

both wild and cultivated. By Asa Gray.

Revised and extended by L. H. Bailey.

American Book Co. 1895. 8vo. pp. -519.

The first edition of this useful popular

botanj- was issued in 1S6S as a comj)aniou

book to the author's ' Manual of the Botany

of the Northern United States.' The present

revision is planned to fill the same place as

relates to the sixth edition of the Manual,'

giving, as it does, concise descriptions of the

more common native plants, and of the

large number of species cultivated for use

or ornament. The number of the latter

category has greatly increased during the

twenty-seven years which have elapsed

since the first issue of the work, and as re-

gards these the treatment is exceedingly

complete. The selection of the ' common '

native species has been a matter of gi-eat

difficulty, and in this the book will prob-

ably be found unsatisfactory. The more

usual plants of the region north of Virginia

and Tennessee are for the most part iu-

Description des ravageun de la vigne. Insects

et champignons parasites. Hexri Joli-

coeuk. 4°. Riems et Paris. 1894. Pp.

viii., 236, pi. 20.

This sumptuous volume ^vitll large pages

and wide margins is one of the latest con-

tributions to the rapidly increasing litera-

ture of disease of plants. The French have

always taken the gi-eatest interest in dis-

eases of the vine, and quite naturallj-, be-

cause of the extent of the industrj- in their

country. The author of the present vol-

ume is the general secretary of tlie Society

of Viticulture and Horticulture of Reims,

and while he brings to the subject a knowl-

edge of what various French authors have

to say upon the subjects discussed, from its

pages there never could be gleani-d the fact

that the English speaking races had ever

done any work upon the various diseases.

This is, perhaps, a general fault of the

French, since they are so imbued with ad-

miration for their own countiy that other

countries hold a very subordinate place.

The work under notice is divided into

two parts, one treating of parasitic ani-
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mals, the otlier of parasitic plants. The
' animals ' treated of are uiainlj' insects,

and the various orders taken up are Lepi-

doptera, Coleoptera, Orthoptera, Hemiptera

and Arachnida. Under each of these heads

the species belonging to the orders are dis-

cussed, and facts are given regarding their

life histoiy, geographical distribution, nat-

ural enemies, influence of external condi-

tions on development, means of destruction

and bibliography. The cryptogamic ene-

mies of the vine form the subject of the

second part, and we have here discussions

of Oidium, mildew, anthracnose, pourridie

(caused by Agaricus melleus) , Vibris&ea hypo-

gea, melanose, black rot and one or two

others. There are no especially new facts

given in the volume as far as observed.

The plates are beautifuUj'- drawn and col-

ored and have the merit of being mainly

new, only a very few figures having been

copied from other authors.

J. F. James.

Icones fungorum ad usum Sylloges Saccardiance

Aecommodatw. A. 1^. Beelese. Vol. 2,

fasc. 1, pp. 28, pi. 45.

This, the first part of a. new volume of

this sumptuous work, has just been pub-

lished. It sustains the high character of

the first A^olume. In it Dr. Berlese dis-

cusses the species of Saccardo's section Dlc-

tyosporce of the Sphcniacece, giving diagnosis

of the species of Pleomassaria, Kardemda
and Pleospora. Only two new species are

described, viz., Pleospora parvula on stems

of Berberis vulgaris, and P. magnusiana on

cu-lms and leaves of Glyeeria vahliana. The
latter name is proposed for P. pentamera of

Berlese's monograph, as the form is now
considered distinct fi-om Karsten's species

of this name. Pleospora carpnnicola Ell. &
Ever, is transferred to the genus Karste-

nida ; and P. hysteroides Ell. & Ever, is re-

garded as a sub-species of P. andropogonis

ISTiessl. These are all the changes proposed,

which seems quite remarkable in these

daj's. The illustrations are excellent, and

while some species seem to be perilously

near others, doubtless a carefullj- discrimr-

nating eye would be able to separate them.

Joseph F. Jasies.
Washington, D. C.

NOTES AND NEWS.

General John Newton, U. S. A., engi-

neer, died on May l,at the age of seventj'-

two years. He was elected a member of

the National Academy of Sciences in 1876.

Dr. Karl Ludwio, professor of physi-

ology in the University of Leipzig, died on

April 27, at the age of seventy-niue years.

The Johns Hophins University Circidar for

April contains the address made bj- Presi-

dent Low on the Nineteenth Commemora-
tion Day, Februar3^ 22 . The address was en-

titled ' A City University,' and gives an

admirable review of the scope of a great

university and its relation to the city in

which it is situated. After describing the

different plans of the American, German,

French and English university, IMi-. Low
continued: "The aim which the German
university has set before itself and which

it has very largely realized under the con-

ditions natural to German life, is the aim,

in mj' judgment, which the American uni-

versitj' also should set before itself, and

which it must realize under the conditions

natural to American life. Because, after

all has been said, the world is ruled by its

thinkers, and civilization is carried for-

ward by the patient investigators of natm-al

laws ; the lives of men are largelj' shajjed

bj' the teachings of experience as revealed

by historic study; and the literature of

men is enriched by every addition to our

knowledge of the literature and language

of the ijast. Nature's craftsmen in all these

directions will produ^ce results according to

their gifts outside of a university ifthey get

no opportunity nithin it. But the history
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of Germany clearly shows that the opjior-

tunity to serve mankind along such lines is

much enlarged if to tiuin such meu is the

chosen aim of the university ; in part, l)e-

cause, in that case, the university aftbrds

the material ajjparatus by the aid of which

the natural thinker or investigator can best

do his work, and, most of all, because, in a

university so constituted, the atmospliere

of the place and the spirit of the meu who
work there are friendly to such labors."

Through the courtesy of the Assistant

Secretary of the Roj^al Meteorological So-

ciety, we are informed that at the meeting

of that Society on Ajiril ITtli Messrs.

A. C. Bayard and W. Marriott com-

municated a paper on ' The Frost of Janu-

ary and February, 1S95, over the British

Isles.' It was stated that the cold period

which commenced on December 30th and

terminated on March 5th was broken by a

week's mild weather from January 14th to

21st, otherwise there would have been con-

tinuous frost for 66 days. Temperatures

below 10° Farenheit, and in some cases be-

low zero, were recorded in parts of England

and Scotland between January Sth and

13th, while from the 26th to the 31st, and

from February 5th to 20th, temperatures be-

low 10° occurred on every day in some part

of the British Isles. The coldest days were

February Sth to the 10th. The lowest tem-

peratures recorded were —17° at Braemar,

and —11° degrees at Bucton and Drumlan-

rig. The mean temperature of the British

Isles for January was about 7°, and for

February from 11° to 1-1°, below the aver-

age, while the mean temperature for the

period from Jauuary 26th to February 19th

was from 14° to 20° below the average.

The distribution of atmospheric pressure

was almost entirely the reverse of the

normal, the barometer being highest in the

north and lowest in the south, the result be-

ing a continuance of strong, northerly and

easterly winds. The effect of the cold on

the public health was great, especially on

young children and old people. The num-
ber of deaths in London due to diseases of

the respiratory organs rapidly increased

fi'om February 2d to March 2d, when the

weekly number was 1448, or 945 above the

average. From a comparison of previous

records the authors are of opinion that the

recent frost was more severe than auy since

1814.

The Popular Science Monthly for May prints

an interesting account of the naturalist

Conrad Gesner. Ijy Professor AV. K. Brooks.

It is illusti-ated by twelve photo-engra\ings

taken from the original wood cuts in his

woi"k, HUtoria Aniinalitim, pul>lished in the

latter half of the si.xteenth century.

In the Atlantic Monthly for May Mr. Per-

cival Lowell begins a series of articles on

the planet Mars. He concludes that we
have proof jjositive that Mars has an atmos-

phere, that the air is thinner at least by

half than that on the summits of the Hima-

layas, that in constitution it does not differ

gi-eatl}' from our own, and that it is rela-

tively heavily charged with water vapor.

Professor Holden, on the other hand, in the

May number of the Xorth American Review,

concludes from the observations on the

.spectrum of Mars made by Professor Camp-

bell, and printed i-eceutly in the Publications

of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, that

there is no more e\'ideuce of aqueous vapor

nor of an atmosphere in Mars than there is

in the case of the Moon.

The American Academj- of Medicine met

at Johns Hopkins University on May 4th

and May (Ith. under the Presidency of Dr.

J. McF. Gaston.

Mr. Henry Seeboum will write the text

for a new work on the eggs of British Birds,

to be published l>y Pawson and Brailsford, of

Sheffield. England. The work will contain

colored illustrations of the eggs of 400

species.
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Pkofessoe F. ISr. Cole, now of the Uni-

versity of Michigan, has been appointed

Professor of Mathematics in Columbia Col-

lege and Barnard College, filling one of the

three new chairs recently endowed in

Barnard College.

Professor Franz Posepny, known for

his researches on mineral deposits, died on

March 27th, at the age of fifty-nine years.

The Association of Military Surgeons of

the United States will meet at Buffalo, New
York, on May 21st, 22d and 23d, under the

Presidency of Dr. George M. Sternberg.

The twenty-second National Conference

of Charities and Correction will be held in

New Haven during the week beginning

May 24th.

Gov. Morton has signed the bill incor-

porating the New York Zoological Society

and providing for the establishment of a

Zoological Garden in New Yoi'k.

Mr. Robert Fitch, antiquarian and ge-

ologist of Norwich, England, died recently

at the age of 93 years.

The death is announced of Lothar von

Meyer, Professor of Chemistry at the Uni-

versity of Tiibingen, at the age of 65.

The presidential address delivered before

the recent meeting of the American Society

of Naturalists by Professor C. S. Minot on

The "Work of the Naturalist in the "World is

printed in the May number of the Popular

Science Monthly.

The tenth annual meeting of the Ameri-

can Association for the Advancement of

Physical Education was held at the Teach-

ers' College, New York, on April 25, 26

and 27. The program included a large

number of papers of scientific interest.

Dr. Kurt Rumker has been called to a

professorship of agriculture in the Univer-

sitjr of Breslau.

Commissioners are being appointed by

Governor Morton with a view to the acqui-

sition of the Hudson Elver Palisades bj^ the

United States.

Mr. M. S. Eead, now of Cornell Uni- -

versify, has been appointed Professor of

Philosophy in Colgate University.

The departments of Mining and Geology

of Columbia College will hold their annual

summer school in Colorado. The School in

Practical Mining will be in Central City

under the charge of Professor Peele, and

the Geological School will meet at Golden

under the charge of Professor Kemp.

De. Hans Thierfelder has been ap-

pointed Director of the Chemical Depart-

ment of the Physiological Laboratorj^ in

Berlin.

The Amherst Summer School of Library

Economy, under the direction of Mr. y^W-

liam I. Fletcher, will be in session from July

1 to August 3.

The April number of the Bulletin of the

Torrey Botanical Club contains a biogi'aphical

notice of John H. Eedfield by Mr. "V\''illiam

M. Canby. There is an excellent portrait

and a bibliography containing fiftj'-four

titles.

The presidential address on ' The United

States Geological Survey,' given before the

Geological Society of Washington, on De-

cember 18, 1894, by Mr. Charles D. Wal-

cott, and published in the February num-

ber of the Popular Science Monthly, has been

reprinted. It should be in the hands of all

who are interested in the great work ac-

complished and in progress under the direc-

tion of the United States Geological Siu-vey.

"With the permission of the Prussian

Minister of Education the University of

Gottingen has conferred the degree of doc-

tor of philosophy on Miss Grace Chisholm.

This is a first degree conferred on a woman
since Gottingen became a Prussian univer-

sity.

Professor Halsted writes to Garden and

Forest that the late winter has been very
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trying upon the English Ivy which covers

many of the older buildings in New Bruns-

wick, Xew Jersey. The leaves are mostly

brown, many of them dead, and have tlie

appearance of having been scorched by lire.

It may l)e that the plants will revive with

warm weather, Init these old vines, which

have been the pride of the city, are just now
anything but attractive.

SOCIETIES AXD ACADEMIES.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.

At the meeting of April 20 Dr. Frank

Baker exhibited specimens and gave de-

scriptions of two anomalous forms of human
lumbar vertibne hitherto undescribed.

Dr. Theobald Smith read a paper entitled

' An Infectious Entero-hepatitis of Turkeys.

Caused by Protozoa."

The first intimation of the existence of

this hitherto unrecognized disease was given

by some diseased organs sent by Mr. Sam-

uel Cushman of the Ehode Island Experi-

meet Station in 1803. In 189-t the speaker

had an opportunity of studying a number
of cases in various stages of the disease.

This begins in the cfeca and manifests

itself by a more or less uniform thickening

of the wall. When this has continued for

some time an exudate is poured out fi-om

the mucous membi-ane, which coagulates

firmly and occludes the tube itself more or

less completely. The cause of the thicken-

ing of the ciecal wall is a protozoou from

6 to 10 n in diameter, which multiplies very

rapidly within the connective tissue intei--

stices of tlie mucous and submucous ti.ssue.

Tlie irritation jiroduced by these bodies in-

duces jiroliferation of the connective tissue

cells. The thickening is fiirther increased

bj- cell infiltration, due to inflammatory

processes which appear later on, and which

may be due to the absorption of bacterial

products from the denuded mucosa.

In almost every case the liver is second-

arily and usually very severely involved by

the transportation of these protozoa from

the seat of the disease in cseca through the

portal system. The liver becomes covered

with round isolated and confluent patches

of a j'ellowish or brownish color, which rep-

present necrotic foci in the substance of the

liver itself. Within these, in the earlier

stages, large numbers of the same protozoa

may be found.

The protozoon. as stated above, is a

spherical or slightlj- oval body, of a homo-
geneous appearance and containing an ex-

ceedingly minute ring-like nucleus. It has

shown none of the characters of sporozoa.

Its rapid multiplication within the ti.ssue

spaces, where it may be seen either isolated

or in groups of two, three, four or manj- in-

di^^duals, as well as the absence of anj- in-

tercellular stage, has induced the writer to

place it, at least provisionally, in the genus

Amceba. and, in consultation with Dr. Stiles,

to denominate it Amaba meleagridis. A de-

tailed account of this investigation is to ap-

pear in a forthcoming bulletin of the Bu-

reau of Animal Industry.

Dr. G. Browne Goode read a paper on
' The Horizontal and Vertical Distribution

of Deep Sea Fishes.' The paper had for its

object to demonstrate that the accepted

ideas in regard to tlie distribution of deep

sea fishes, having been founded on incom-

plete data, are eixoneous ; and that, con-

traj-y to the commonly accepted opinion,

no separation of deep sea fish life into hori-

zontal strata is possible. On the other

hand, the idea that the fish fauna of the

depths of the sea is the same in all parts of

the world is without foundation.

Through the application of a percentage

method eleven well marked faunal regions

were shown to exist, as well as two sub-

regions. The regions proposed were as fol-

lows :

1. Boreal Atlantic.

2. Eastern Atlantic or Lusitanian, with a

Mediterranean sub-region.
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3. Northwestern Atlantic or Virginian,

witli a Caribbean-Mexican sub-region

4. Southwestern Atlantic or Brazilian.

5. Boreal Pacific or Aleutian.

6. Eastern Pacific or Galapagean.

7. Northwestern Pacific or Japanese.

S. Polynesian.

9. Zealandian.

10. Antarctic.

11. Indian.

M. B. "Waite,

Recording Secretary.

BOSTON SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY.

The annual meeting was held on Wed-
nesday, May 1st.

A paper was read by Mr. J. L. Tilton

On the Geology of the Southivestern part of the

Bodon Basin.

Eeports of the officers were received and

officers for 1895-6 were elected as follows :

President, "William H. Niles.

Vice-Presidents, Nathaniel S. Shaler, "Wil-

liam G. Farlow, Charles P. Bowditch.

Curator, Alpheus Hyatt.

Secretary, Samuel Henshaw.

Treasurer, Edward T. Bouve.

Librarian, Samuel Henshaw.

Councillors for Three Years, Hermon C.

Bumpus, Charles B. Davenport, "William A.

Jeifries, George G. Kennedy, Augustus

Lowell, Miss Susannah Minns, Thomas A.

"Watson, Samuel "Wells.

Samuel Henshaw,
Secreta7-y.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE, MAY.

James Dtvight Dana.

Color Relations of Atoms, Ions and Molecules

:

By M. C. Lea.

Further Notes on the Gold Ores of California :

By H. "W. Turner.

Some Relations betiveen Temperature, Pressure

and Latent Heat of Vaporization ; By C. E.

LiNEBARGER.

Double Halides of Civsium, Rubidium, Sodium

and Lithium with Thallium: By J. H. Pratt.

Argon, Proufs Hypothesis, and the Periodic

Law: By E. A. Hill.

Improved Rock Cutter and Trimmer : By E.

KidWELL.
Relation of the plane of Jupiterls orbit to the

mean-plane of four hundred and one minor

planet orbits : By H. A. Newton.
Chemistry and Physics; Geology; 3Iiscellane-

ous Scientific Intelligence ; Obituary.

bulletin of the torrey botanical club,

APRIL.

Notes on Some Florida Plants: Geo. V. Nash.

John H. Redfield: "Wm. M. Canby.

A Fossil Marine Diatomaceous Deposit at St.

Augustine, Florida : Charles S. Boyer.

Neio Species of Parastic Fungi : S. M. Tracy
and F. S. Earle.

The Systematic Botany of North America ; Bo-

tanical Notes ; Proceedings of the Club ; In-

dex to Recent Literature Relating to Ameri-

can Botany.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CHEMISTRY, MAY.

On the Tu'o Isomeric Chlorides of Orthosulpho-

benzoic Acid : Ira Eemsen.

/. The Action of Aniline and of the Tolui-

dineson Orthosidphobenzoic Acid and its Chlo-

ride : Ira Eemsen and C. E. Coates, Jr.

II. Further Study of the Action of Aniline

on the CJdorides of Orthosidphobenzoic Acid

:

Iea Eemsen and E. P. Kohlee.

III. Separation of the Two Chlorides of

Orthosidphobenzoic Acid : Iea Eemsen and

A. P. Saunders.

The Sugar of the Agave Americana: "W^. E.

Stone and D. Lotz.

The Laiv of Mass Action : J. E. Trevor.

Chromates of the Rare FartJis : Chromates oj

Thorium : Chase Palmee.

On a New Method for the Separation of Copper

and Cadmium in Qualitative Analysis : Al-

LEETON S. CUSHMAN.

Reviews.
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Jahrhundert 179.>-1876. Xach seinen Reiseberichten,
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Mabchlewski, Dr. L., Die Chemie des Chloro-
phyUs. 82 Seiten. 8". M. 2.

Merkel, Professor Fe., und 0. Bonnet, Ergeb-
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THE BALLISTIC GALVANOMETER AND ITS
USE IN MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS.

The ballistic g-alvanometer gives one of

the most convenient and reliable means of

measuring the total quantity of electricity

conveyed through a circuit by a transient

current when the conditions are such as to

atlmit of its legitimate application. It is

well known, however, to experienced ob-

servers that in a large number of the com-

mon applications of the instrument the re-

sults are doubtful because the fundamental

principle on which the calculations are based

is not sufficientlj^ attended to. The object

of the present note is to direct more par-

ticular attention to the conditions under

which accurate results may be obtained.

Most text-books on electrical measure-

ments give formuliB for the calculation of the

quantity of electricity required to produce

a given deflection, or throw, of the galva-

nometer needle, and also indicate how the

constant of the instrument may be de-

termined, and how the damping effiect of

the air and of induced currents may be al-

lowed for. The formultc assume as fimda-

mental that the duration of the flow is

negligibly small in comparison with the

time which the needle takes to reach its

greatest deflection. This fundamental con-

dition is of course implied in the name bal-

listic, but it does not seem, from the appli-

cations which we find continuallj' made of

the instrument, that the simple statement,

as commonly given, is suflicientlj- explicit

to prevent a vicious use of this method of

experiment. For the measurement and the

comparison of the capacities of condensers

and similar purposes the ballistic galva-

nometer is generally reliable, providing the

constant is properly determined and suit-

able appliances used for manipulation. In

magnetic measurements, however, it not
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unfi-eqiiently happens that the dui-atiou of

the current is much too great, and not only

too great, but variable throiighout the series

of observations, the results of which are

compared. The carelessness with which

this method of experiment is recommended

by authorities who ought to know better is

astonishing. "We find, for instance, in one

of the most widely used text-books on the

practical application of electricity the state-

ment that to measure the total induction

across the armature of a djmamo a few

-turns of wu-e may be wound round the sec-

tion of commutation and connected in series

with a ballistic galvanometer, and the throw

of the needle, when the field circuit is closed

or broken, will indicate the induction. For

^ny ordinary galvanometer such statements

are simply nonsense.

Let us take, for the purpose of illustra-

tion, the measurement of the magnetic

quality of iron, according to Kowland's

method, or some one of the modifications

of it which have come into use. Here the

specimen is a ring, which, in most of the

recent determinations, is made up of wire

or thru sheet iron. The ring is surrounded

along its whole length by one or more mag-

netizing coils, and over a short length by a

secondary or induction coil, included in the

circuit of a ballistic galvanometer. The
inductions produced by different magnetiz-

ing forces are then measured by observing

the corresponding throws of the ballistic

galvanometer needle. Various modes of

operation are adopted, as, for instance,

the magnetizing force is changed by suc-

cessive steps from an extreme value in

one direction to an equal extreme in the

opposite direction, and then back by simi-

lar steps, thus passing the iron through a

complete cycle of magnetization. The cor-

responding successive throws of the galva-

nometer needle are then taken to indicate

the increased or diminished magnetic in-

duction, due to the different changes of

magnetizing force. In another method the

magnetization is changed always fi'om the

extreme in one direction as the zero for

each observation. The change of magneti-

zation is in this case produced either by
dimtuution, and, if necessarj', reversal of

the magnetizing force in one magnetizing

coil, or by the use of a second coil and a

current sent through it in sucli a du-ection

as tends to reverse the original magnetiza-

tion. The reverse half of the cycle is then

obtained by passing the extreme current

through the second coil, then slowly de-

creasing it to the required value, and after-

wards suddenly breaking the circuit. The
changes of induction are measured as be-

fore by the deflections of the ballistic gal-

vanometer needle. Other methods might

be mentioned, but these will serve for our

present purpose.

In order to illustrate the variable condi-

tions under which such experiments are

made, the curves given in figures 1-4 have

been di-awn by an autographic recorder

showing the actual character of the in-

duced current which is sent through the

galvanometer under different circumstances.

In figure 1 the numbers 1, 2, .3, 4, 5, 6, give

the curves of variation of current with

time (the ordinate being current and the

abscissse time) for the following set of oper-

ations : Two magnetizing coils being placed

on the iron a constant current was estab-

lished in one of them ; next, for curve 1, a

small reverse current was sent through the

other coil ; for curve 2, the second coU was

closed across the battery and the batteiy

cut out ; for curve 3, the battery put in cir-

cuit and the current again established ; for

curve 4, the cui-rent was increased by short

circuiting part of the resistance in the cir-

cuit ; for curve 5, the short circuit was

taken off and the current reduced to the

same valve as at the end of 3 ; for curve 6,

the coU was closed across the battery termi-

nal and the battery taken out of circuit.
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Figure 2 shows the result of a simihir

series with the magnetizing foree for curve

1 greater and the operations 2 and 3 of

figure 1 omitted. Figure 3 illustrates the

result when the w-hole of the reverse cur-

rent was put on in operation 1, and the

curve 2 shows the effect of short circuiting

the hatterj' in the second cii'cuit. Figure

4 is the same as figure 3 so far as the first

operation is concerned, but in the operation

which gave curve 2 the second magnetizing

circuit was simplj' broken. The scales of

these curves are arbitrary, but are the same

complete bi-eak of the magnetizing coil

circuit.

The fact that the time required to pro-

duce the change of magnetization is depend-

ent on the amount of change shows that,

unless the period of the galvanometer

needle be so long that even the longest of

these times is short in comparison, the

measurements of the higher magnetizations

will be more in error than the lower. The
effect of this on the magnetization curve of

iron is to render the steep parts of the curve

less steep. The curves 1 and 2 of figure 4

ES

for the different cui-^-es, and hence the rela-

tive magnitudes of the changes of current

may be estimated from the curves. The
reverse current in the second coil was not

at any time adjusted so as to give an equal

but opposite magetization to that given by

the coil through which the constant current

was kept flowing. The two primary objects

of drawing the curves were (a) to show
the great difference in the time required to

produce changes of magnetization as de-

pending on tlie magnitude of the change,

and (b) to show the differences in time

for the two cases of short circuit and

show the efiect of tlie diminished inductive

retardation when the circuit is broken in

shortening the time required for the mag-
netization to change back as compared with

the time required to produce it. Curve 2

of figure 3 compared with curve 2 of figure

4 shows the relative times when in the first

case the e. m. f. is removed, but the circuit

left closed and in the other case the circuit

is broken. Comparisons between the de-

flection due to the application and the re-

moval of magnetizing force should always

be made in such a way that the circuit has

the same inductive retardation in both cases.
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The e. m. f. should therefore be introduced

and removed without breaking the circuit.

If we assume no damping action on the

needle the equation to its motion is

where n is a constant depending on the gal-

vanometer and the intensity of the mag-

netic field at the needle, while X depends

on the galvanometer and on the nature of

the transient current. If we suppose the

impulse given to the needle to be due to

the charge or discharge of a magnetic field

and take the permeability of the core as con-

stant we may put X = A e« ^ where A is

a constant depending on the galvanometer

and « = L where li is the resistance and L
the co-ef&cient of induction.

We thus get
d̂f + nW = A e-« f

The solution of this equation is

S = -=—

;

; \ e~° '-|— smnf-oosnf [

where term 3 ^-
' a

The constant n is equal to 2,t/T, where T
is the free period of the needle.

Take, as a particular case, a ring of mean
circumference Z= 30 centimetres, and cross

sectional area S^ 2 square centimetres, and
suppose the total number of turns on the

magnetizing coil to be N" = 600, the per-

meability /i = 2000, and the resistance 1

ohm. Then the increase or decrease of in-

duction per unit current X IS" ^ L ^
1 y 109

= A nearly in henrys. Hence

we have a or E/L ^ Jg"-, and the current at

time t, after the removal of the e. m. f., the

circuit remaining closed, is Ct = C„ e-V t

where Co is the current just before the

e. m. f. is removed. Giving t different val-

ues in seconds we have the following values

of the ratio Ct / Co

:

t in seconds =1 2 .3 4 5
~

Ct / Co = 0.1889 0.03565 0.00673 0.00127 0.00024

If the resistance be taken equal to 10 ohms
then the unit of time in the above table is

to be taken as one tenth ofa second, and so

on for different resistances. Preciselj' the

same calculation appUes to the case of in-

creasing magnetization, only Co is then the

fijial steady current, and the numbers in the

line Ct / Co are the differences from unity

of the ratio Ct / C^^ , that is, the equation

becomes Ct / Co = 1—e—
b- t.

Hence, remembering the high value which

L may have at certain parts of the cycle in

the case of iron, we see that to insure the

whole quantitj^ of electricity getting through

the galvanometer coil in a small fi-action of

the quarter period the resistance would re-

quire to be in the neighborhood of 1000

ohms for a needle of 4 seconds period, and

of 100 ohms for a needle of 40 seconds

period.

The quantity of electricity which flows

through the coil in time t is given by the

equation

-/"• (--i.)

Hence in the case supposed above the

quantity which flows in one second is about

I of the whole when the resistance is one

ohm, and about -|- of the whole in j^jj of a

second when the resistance is 100 ohms.

The equatim e^^J e'^ ' + ^j'!!_+^ sin

(«'—/?) h reduces to 6' = an in the case

of a being very great in comparison with n

and this form can be readilj' reduced to the

equation commonly given on the supposi-

tion of tlie time of discharge being small in

comparison with the period of the needle.

Keeping to the case taken above of the
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period i seconds or quarter period 1 second

we have the following values of a :

—

« = 1 10/6 2

d I
0' — 0.632 0.774 0.810

The middle one of these values corre-

sponds to the ring discussed above when the

resistance is one ohm. In these three

cases the maximum deflection is reached

after 1.54 seconds, 1.45 seconds and 1.40

seconds from the time when the e. m. f. is

applied to or removed from the circuit . The
conditions here taken may be considered ex-

treme in so far as the period of the needle

is concerned, but it is not difficult to find

examples of actual measurements in which

the period has been equallj' short.

The examples here given are probably suf-

ficient to direct attention to the care that

must be taken in the choice of apparatus

and the arrangements of circuits when the

ballistic galvanometer is used in magnetic

measurements. The method is only appli-

cable when a is so lai'ge that 6 and 6' are

practically equal to each other and this

condition is approximated to by making R
large and L as small as possible. Hence,

high 6. m. f. s. should be used with high non-

inductive resistance in the circuit and mag-

netic force should be secured with small

numbers of turns by using large currents.

It is well alwaj's when comparing charge

with discharge to keep the induction of the

circuit the same in both cases by means of

an apparatus which cuts out the batterj' and

at the same time keeps the circuit closed

through an equal resistance, instead of

breaking the circuit when the discharge is

measured. A check on the accuracy- of the

observations in any particular case may be

obtained by observing the successive ex-

treme deflection of the needle. If the first

deflection has the proper magnitude the

mean ordinate of the curves drawn through

the extreme deflections to opposite sides of

zero should be at all points zero. When

the duration of the current is a large frac-

tion of the time of swing of the needle the

mean of the deflections to opposite sides

will lie for the first few swings on the same
side of zero as the initial deflection.

Thomas Gray.
Rose Polytechnic Institute.

THE SCIENTIFIC 5IETH0D AND MODERN IN-

TELLECTUAL LIFE.

SciEXCE, as a necessaiy term, is possibly

upon the verge of obsolescence. Within the

last half-century it has spread the mantle

of its meaning over almost every depart-

ment of thought until to-day knowledge

and science are perceived to Vie so nearly co-

extensive that the newer term might rightly

yield to the priority of the older. While

twenty-five j^ears ago one heard much about

science and the languages as rival claim-

ants for place in the college curriculum,

one now listens to the message of that use-

ful science, classical philology. Then the

polemic between science and religion seemed

earnest indeed ; now theologians and lay-

men are alike shocked when Mr. Benjamin

Kidd suggests that there can not be a sci-

ence of religion. Antithesis has softened

into synonj-m}'. It is not that the lion of

science has devoured the lambs of art, liter-

ature and philosophj- ; it is rather that sys-

tematists of opinions and beliefs have deter-

mined a generic unity where before variety

was supposed eternallj' to exist. Such con-

dition has arisen, it may be presumed, from

the prevalence at least among Western na-

tions of what has come to be denominated

the scientific method. This prevalence is

not yet universality. It does not yet extend

in full measure to every individual; nor does

it, perhaps, persistentlj' characterize the

intellectual life of any man at the present

time. The atavism of superstition must

somewhere mar the image and supei-scrip-

tion of one's intellectual inheritance. Nev-

ertheless, so widespread and so dominant
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everywliere is this scientific method that in

a broad sense it might be accorded univei*-

sality. It becomes, then, an important

matter to discover, if one can, what effects

upon the intellectual life, not only of the

individual, but of society in general, are re-

sulting fromi the method now and will de-

velop in the future.

It is possible to define science as that

orderly mass of facts and hypotheses with-

in experience by which we criticise our

primitive ideas. Social, not merely individ-

ual, experience and the broader implication

of criticism are intended. The scientific

method is therefore that intellectual process

by which facts are recognized, accumulated

and arranged, hypotheses framed, tested and

exploited and conclusions drawn, verified,

accepted and applied where they may seem

best to fulfil their function in the enginery

of social progress. It would be an error to

suppose that any clear demarcation exists

between knowledge that is scientific and

other knowledge that is not ; nor can one,

search as he will, discover the birth-place

or learn the natal day of the scientific

method. As Dr. Osborn has shown, from

the Greeks to Darwin there exists a con-

tinuity of speculative evolution. Bacon

was not the first to make use of induction.

Franklin did not discover electricity, nor

Lamarck the impermanence of species.

Everywhere the older phases of thought

merge into the newer, much as one picture

seems to follow another in the cunningly pre-

sented dissolving views or phantasmagoria

ofthe stage. Yet it will scarcely be gainsaid

that while yesterday the scientific method
was indeterminate and sporadic, to-day it is

definite, characteristic of most that is valu-

able in thought and in a sense universal.

Carrying farther the definitions which
are so useful if one desires to make one's

meaning plain, it will appear that the intel-

lectual life is a concept that has enlarged,

imperceptibly at first, but surely during

these later days. When one sees the phrase

in type one does not stop with Hamerton.

Insensibly the meaning of the word life has-

expanded in the minds of thoughtful men
until the limits of individualism are instinc-

tively transcended and the instant idea is

of the greater social, not of the lesser indi-

vidual organism. No more impressive evi-

dence of an onward movement in thought

could be offered, no more conclusive demon-

stration of some welding, humanizing force

unconsciously at work generalizing and ex-

tending the point of view. The intellectual

life is seen to be not merely an efflorescence

of culture; it is not the knowing of the best

that has been said and written in the his-

tory of the world ; it is not the peace of in-

trospective calm, nor serenity in a delightful

oasis amid the desert sands of a crass and

insentient materialism ; it is a strenuous, an

austere exertion of those high human powers

that command the world of things for the

world of thought. Culture, essentially in-

dividuaUstic, is not the concretely social

and dynamic intellectual Ufe. It is true one

must not altogether forget the traditional

meaning of the phrase, but that traditional

meaning is after all suggestive principally as

a vestigial character. Its peculiar interest

lies in the fact that it has been outgrown.

Having indicated the content of such

phrases as intellectual life and scientific method,

it remains to show briefly how the latter in

its slow but massive development has in-

fluenced the former, or rather how the two

have unfolded themselves in unison. In

the course of the examination, it will perhaps

become apparent that the lai'ger modern

implication of such a phrase as intellectual

life is due, above all, to precisely such in-

fluences as have been brought to bear upon

the textui-e of society by the progressively

larger, though in great part unconscious,

activity of what has been termed the scien-

tific method.

Noting first the evident contact points,
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especially in pedagogics, between the scien-

tific method and the intellectual life of the

individual, one cannot but reaffirm in the

light of experience what has long been main-

tained b_y those who advocate the funda-

mental position of science in every educa-

tional system. In the domain of reason,

breadth, grasp and clarity are developed as

under no other discipline, Sanitj' in emo-

tion is secured, and vigor, together with

modesty and a reasonable deliberation,

tends to distinguish the active life of the

man who has brought himself into what

may be styled a scientific frame of mind.

The accumulation of any mass of facts, if

the search be tireless, must stimulate the

growth of a certain cosmopolitanism. The
Scarabean doubtless found more foreign let-

ters in his mail than did the Autocrat.

When one goes farther and attempts an in-

duction or an hypothesis he must hold

firmly the facts he has, his eye must be un-

clouded, his step steady, or he will fail.

Still more certainlj- will his office remain an

humble one if, when he ventures to make
known to others his discoveries or conclu-

sions, he want in transparency and pre-

cision. Nor will the man whose life is truly

illuminated by the sun of science lack some-

what of self-control ; under less favorable

conditions this equipoise may take the guise

of unenthusiasm, but at its best it is activity

—sympathic, tolerant, enlightened. Such

being their recognized educational produc-

tivity, the so-ailled sciences have taken

masterful positions in the schools of Europe

and America. It will not be necessary here

to point out in detail the precise pedagogic

adaptability and the importance of the

various sciences in a general educational

scheme ; it will suffice to inquire whether

it be not true that whatever branch of learn-

ing popularly classed outside of the sciences

maintains itself in school curricula, it does

80 by Aartue of the scientific method being

possible in its presentation.

Although clearly not so fundamental in

their eftect upon the individual character

as must be these simple reactions where the

scientific method is brought into an alem-

bic with nascent intellect, there are some
relatively subtle yet far-reaching influences

that should not be overlooked. From a

number that might be chosen I will bring

forward three, A just appreciation and
personal application of the scientific method
tends to discourage introspective and meta-

physical habits of thought, to counteract

the insidious pessimism with which so much
of modern life is tinged, and to impel one

unmistakably toward a rational and sober

altruism. I would not be understood to

regard metaphysics as altogether pernicious.

At its worst it may be as Walter Pater

thought it, ' the art of methodically mud-
dling one's self,' but it has its place and its

mission. Yet there is an individualLstic

and almost a selfish tendency in much of

what passes for philosophy. One need not

pursue the thorny path of dialectics to the

end that one denies the existence of all but

himself Whatever intellectual attitude de-

mands, an attentive scrutiny of one's own
mental, moral or physical mechanism can

not but be self-centered. For this reason,

if for no other, the failure of deductive phi-

losophy to carry its influence lieyoud the

lecture room or semiuarium might easily

have been predicated in advance. The stu-

dent of the history of philosophy is scarcely

more impressed by the cumulative intricacy

of philosophic speculation than by its pro-

gressive futility as a guide in the every-day

aftairs of life. Employment of the scien-

tific method discourages on the whole that

naive self-inspection which was the badge

of the older intellectual cultiig, just as on the

other hand it lends encouragement to the

open-ej'ed, outward searchings of the mod-

ern investigiitor. This objectivity, whether

or not it be an indication of intellectual

maturity in a nation, is distinctly charac-
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teristic of modern Occidental civilization in

no less degree than the reverse condition is

supposed to mould the thought and life of

the Orient. Such objectivity—not without

the stigma of materialism—seems to result

from the general prevalence of the scientific

methods in contemporaneous thought.

If it be protested that the scientific

method is blighting in its tendency to sup-

press metaphysics, not so certain objections

will be made to its ef&ciency as a counterfoil

against philosophic pessimism. Whether
one professes with Schopenhauer to believe

that this is the worst possible world, or joins

von Hartmann in that more dismal sugges-

tion that this is the best possible world, but

not worth living in ; whether one sigh with

De Musset, weep with LeConte de Lisle,

or rave with Baudelaire, one must give the

sanction in so doing to existence, and if to

existence then to evolution, by which such

existence became possible, and if to evolu-

tion then to progress. Therefore, if we
have the scientific spirit two escapes are

possible from the darkness of pessimism

—

superficially by occupying one's self with

some scientific protocol, or more profoundly

by turning one's despairing thoughts aside

in the recognition of an indwelling power

in the social organism which makes, if not

for righteousness, at least for social evolu-

tion. If under the leadership of the scien-

tific method one can actually grasp the form

of truth there is in positivism ; if one can

really feel the existence of a social organ-

ism and listen to his ideals as did Comte,

believing them to be the sealed orders of

humanity; if one can learn with Weismann
to know the profound sense in which all

men are brothers, for all men are one, it wiU
make little odds to him whether he be

shown with most convincing logic that the

constitution of the nervous system makes
pain the positive and pleasure the negative

and that death is merely an acquired physi-

ological trait useful to insure the perma-

nence of the species at the zenith of its

youth and power. But after all, perhaps

the most fatal blow that the scientific-

method strikes to pessimism is, as argued

above, in its settled antagonism to intro-

spection. For pessimism as an ethical and
metaphysical system is based peculiarly

upon self-observation. A man does not

despair of the world from what he sees

around him, but from what he sees in the

secret places of his own heart. By its dis-

couragement of morbid subjectivity the sci-

entific method cuts the very foundation

from under the philosophic pessimist.

"We are led then to the third postulate

—

that the scientific method impels us unmis-

takably toward a rational and sober

altruism. This indeed links itself insepa-

rably with the others. If defective this tj'pe

of altruism is defective in fire and in en-

thusiasm. Domination by the calm reason-

ableness of the inductive philosophy does

not stimulate one to take up the tambourines

and drums of the Salvation Army. He who
has ordered his mental processes in accord-

ance with a scientific method is inclined to

prefer the charity organization to personal

alms-giving; he shrinks a little from the zeal

of the social reformer; he is unlikely to be a

poet in literature, a rhapsodist in music or

a revivalist in religion. He is rather to be

sought among the rank and file of the great,

silent army which is behind every reform

as ' public sentiment ' or as the ' moral sense

of the community.' But as has been

pointed out elsewhere this quiet acqui-

escence is a necessary factor in social re-

form, just as underneath every successful

revolution there has been a subtile and

tacit confession of faultiness in the estab-

lished order by the very party that storms

barricades in the struggle for its mainte-

nance. To sum it up in a word, under the

scientific method men may not be so ready

to conquer rights and privileges for others,

but they are prepared unflinchingly to con-
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cede such rights when the request has come
with authority.

From this point the transition is easy to

the consideration of w'hat influence the

scientific method maj' exert in a general

way upon society as a whole. There is not

space in the compass of a review ai-ticle to

discuss adequately a matter of so many
complications, but it is possible to ofier a

syllabus for reflection. It must first of all

be kept in mind that world-tvidenem is in the

fabric of all sceince. Since induction is

objective, the scientific method is cosmopol-

itan. The humble describer of a new
species of butterfly must have passed, in

orderly fashion, all the butterflies of the

earth before his mind ere he ventures to set

his o^\n over against the rest as new. The
question of the German University labora-

torj-— ' Was haben Sie neues gefunden ? '

—

presupposes a knowledge of what the world

has done before. This characteristic of the

scientific method cannot be too strongly

emphasized. What then must be the na-

tural reflex of the method upon social in-

stitutions?

Science has bound the world together by

its spirit no less than by its discoveries. In-

terest in others would make communication

easy even if the telegraph did not exist.

Sympathy is a stronger cable than those

that lie along the bottom of the Atlantic.

Hence in every region ofhuman intellectual

activity one traces the broadening influence

of the scientific method. In politics, de-

mocracy ; in warfare, luimanity ; in com-

merce, freedom ; in art and in literature,

realism ; in all the social relations of life,

kindliness and charity ; in religion, toler-

ance and djaiamic helpfulness—tliese arc^

the children of this scientific method. Per-

haps nowhere better than in the field of re-

ligion has the change to the new order made
itself felt. Religion is to-day recognized as

social rather than as individual. Faith is

blended in works, and in place of a pitiful

solicitude for the welfare of one's own im-

mortal soul there has been developed a mis-

sionaiy spirit, boundless in its self-sacrifice,

a magnificient phenomenon of altruism.

It is very remarkable when comparing

theological literature of say the Oxford

Tractarian movement with that of the pres-

ent decade, such as the discourses of Wash-
ington Gladden or the Unitarian writings

of Martineau, to note that the essential dif-

ference between the two groups is that in

the former everj'thing is discrete and indi-

vidualistic in tone, while in the latter every-

thing is concrete and social. Under the

stress of the scientific method, sanctity has

seemed second to helpfulness, just as indi-

vidual culture has seemed a less noble end

than social progi-ess.

On the whole the influence of the scien-

tific method upon society is two-fold. Stati-

cally it has added organizabiUty to the

social character, and by virtue of this it has

dynamically contributed to the advance in

social progress. The influence mentioned

upon character could scarcely strike more
profoundly, for the capacitj' to take part in

organization is possibly the most important

trait of all in social character. Precisely

as organization becomes most perfect will

progress be most rapid. And here one per-

ceives that a veritable intellectual sanction

for progress is to be sought. The au-

thor of Social Evolution has denied that

such sanction exists, but apparentlj' without

taking into account the very method by

which he arrived at tliis conclusion. There

is quite as strong an instinctive quality in

science as in religion. Each takes progress

for granted, each in its own field contributes

to the advance, and in so doing each gives

its sanction to the movement. Since prog-

ress lies principally within the realm of

the social organism, its sanctions are social

rather than individual. And the error has

been in failing to perceive the strong social

nature of a certain type of intellection
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and in assuming the metaphysical or intro-

spective type to be tlie only one worthy of

consideration. In the phrase ' devotees of

science ' there is a gleam of true meaning,

for in its social quality, its instinctiveness,

science is akin to religion. One might term

science an intellectual religion and not go

wide of the mark. While it may be argued

that pliilosophy in the traditional sense does

not sanction progress, it cannot be argued

that science withholds either sanction or its

encouragement. Science is social thoiight

reflected back into the mind of individuals

;

metaphysics is individual thought radiated

outward upon society. The sanction for

social progress is therefore derived rather

from society as a whole than from individual

introspection. For this reason the intellec-

tual sanction is all the more forceful and
takes its place beside the moral sanction

offered by religion. There need then be no
fear that progress is iutrinsically irrational,

and there may be a science of religion, as

there is a religion of science. It is the

function of the scientific method to organize

for victorious contest the battalions of the

intellect, while religion may bring on the

moral forces. Therefore it appears that

progress is an open-minded movement on-

ward, of which we are all a part, and to

which reason, under the sway of the scien-

tific method, gives sanction no less than

does emotion.

Conway MacMillan.

Univeesity of Minnesota.

THE LIQUEFACTION OF GASES.—A CONTRO-
VERSY.

The scientific world has been treated

during the last few weeks to one of those

happily to-day rather infrequent contro-

versies which are always unseemly, the

more so when the parties are men of emi-

nent scientific reputation. Polemics in

science may sometimes be entertaining,

but are always unprofitable and tend to

bring discredit upon the particijjants, if

not on their work. The recent discussion*

on the subject of liquefaction of gases is no
exception to the rule.

Prof. Dewar, in defending his failure to

give Prof. Olszewski due credit, has made
what might have been looked on as a pardon-

able omission appear almost as intentional

deceit. In taking up the cudgels in Prof.

Olszewski's defense. Professor Muir has

seemed to make an unjust and almost spite-

ful attack upon Professor Dewar ; while Pro-

fessor Olszewski, whose work was already

too well and favorably known to need any
defense, has added nothing to his reputation;

indeed, he has rather laid himself open to the

charge he prefers against Professor Dewar,

inasmuch as in his article ia the Engineei'-

ing and Mining Journal he makes but

slighting reference to the work of Pictet and
Cailletet, and the name of "NVroblewski is

but once, and that incidentally, mentioned.

The following is a summary of the more im-

portant work of these investigators in this

field:

In 1877 two independent experimenters

almost simultaneously succeeded in con-

densing to liquids the so-called permanent

gases. Cailletet, the French ironmaster at

Chantillon-sur-Seine, xised a hydi-aulic press,

and obtained the necessary lowering of tem-

perature by suddenly diminishing the pres-

sure on the compressed gas. A mist ap-

pears in the glass tube containing the gas,

and, except in the case of hydrogen, con-

denses to small drops. Pictet, at Geneva,

used the pressure occasioned by the genera-

tion of the gas in wrought iron cylinders,

and cooled his steel condensing tube with

liquid carbon dioxid. In experimenting

with hydrogen, Pictet obtained an opaque

steel blue liquid, which appeared to solidify

* On the Liquefaction of Gases. Chailes Olszew-

ski, James Dewar, M. M. Pattison Muir, Nature, Jan.

10, 1895, and following numbers. Letters to the

Editor. Also in The Phihsophica! Magazine.
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on striking the ground. Later researches

of Olszewski and Krzyzanowski have shown

that this liquid could not have been hydro-

gen, and that the gas obtained, as Pictefs

was, I'rom potassium formate and caustic

potash is by no means pure hydrogen. To
Cailletet and Pictet belongs the credit of

being the pioneers in this field, and to them

in 1878 was awarded the Davy medal of the

Koyal Society.

A few j-ears later (1883) the work was

taken up by Wroblewski and Olszewski at

the University of Cracow, and after the

death of the former in 1886 was carried on

by Olszewski alone, and more recently by

Olszewski and Witkowski. The apparatus

used was derived from that of Cailletet, the

production of cold being by the boiling of

liquid ethylene in a vacuum.

The aim of Olszewski's researches has

been the exact investigation of the proper-

ties and conditions of matter at low tem-

peratures. Many physical constants of the

so-called peiinanent gases have been deter-

mined, and especially the optical properties

of liquid oxygen have been thoroughly

studied. More recently Olszewski was en-

trusted l)y Lord Rayleigh and Professor

Ramsay with the liquefaction of Argon, and

the results of this investigation have been

widely published. His lati'St work is the

determination of the critical temperature

(—2:?:r) and the boiling point (—243°) of

hydrogen, the last gas which still resists

condensation to a static liquid.

Professor Dewar, in his position at the

Royal Institution of Great Britain, has been

looked upon, perhaps, rather as a public

lecturer and brilliant experimenter than as

an exact investigator. In 1884 he delivered

an address at the Royal Institution on the

work of 'Wroblewski and Olszewski, during

which oxygen and air were liquefied for the

first time in public. He later so improved

the .apparatus, which was founded on the

principles used by Cailletet and by Olszew-

•ski, that he could obtain with safety and

without great difticulty very considerable

quantities (' several pints') of liquid oxy-

gen or air, and his public experiments with

this li(juid are famous. By tlie use of

liquid air he has studied the electrical re-

sistance of metals and alloys at low temper-

atures, extending greatly the work of Clau-

sius, Cailletet and Bouty, and Wroblewski

in this direction, and has undertaken work
on the tension of metals at low tempera-

tures. As far as these latter experiments

have been carried, they seem to show that

the breaking stress of metals increases de-

cidedly at low temperatures (—182°) and

hence that there is no decrease of mo-

lecular attraction as absolute zero is ap-

proached, although the most powerful chem-

ical affinities are in abeyance, as Professor

Dewar has shown. He was also the dis-

coverer of the magnetic properties of liquid

oxygen.

In his earlier work Professor Dewar cer-

tainly did not fail to give Professor Olszewski

due and full credit. Of late years he has

failed to often refer to him, and the charge

that he has sometimes apparently claimed

as his own that which he should have at-

tributed to the Polish professor is, perhaps,

not wholly unfounded
;

yet the claim of

the latter for priority was so well under-

stood by scientific men that his attack on

Professor Dewar was at least unnecessarj'.

That the Englishman, possibly somewhat

rankled that his countrymen should have

called on a foreigner to .assist in their study

of Argon, was led to make a spirited

rejoinder, to pose as more of an inde-

pendent investigator than the facts warrant,

and to depreciate the work of his op-

ponent, is perhaps not to -be wondered

at, but certainly not to be excused. Alto-

gether the discussion is profitless and un-

fortunate.

Jas. Lewis Howe.
Washisoton and Lek University.
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CURRENT NOTES ONANTHROPOLOGY {VIIL).

A SPELiEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Of course, everybody knows what spele-

ology means—or perhaps there are one

or two who do not, considering that the

word was manufactured only last year. Its

sponsor was M. E. A. Martel, a French

scientist distinguished for his numerous

and skillful explorations of caves for scien-

tific purposes. In Greek Spekeus means a

cave, and ' spelseology ' is the science of

cave-hunting,as it was called by the English.

A society has been formed in Paris with that

as a specialty, concerning which the curious

inquirer can learn more if he addresses M.
Martel, No. 8. Kue Menard.

The subject is one richly deserving this

kind of concentrated and special study. No
localities preserve more perfectly the records

of the past than caverns. In their darkness

and silence, guarded by their massive walls,

layer after layer of deposits have been

strown by their occasional visitors, by inun-

dations and by percolation. A stalagmitic

floor, clean, hard and imperishable, seals the

traces of every occupant in perfect preser-

vation through all time. Some of the most

important discoveries in geology and archse-

ology are due to these conditions. I need

but mention the labors of Lartet, Christy,

Boyd Dawkins, and in this country of Cope

and Mercer, to attest this.

But nowhere is ignorant excavation more
fatal than in cave-deposits. There is a high

science ta their examination ; and M. Mar-

tel has planned an admirable scheme to

disseminate valuable instruction on this

essential point.

A VALUABLE STUDY IN PRIMITIVE ART.

A STUDY in-primitive art of the most satis-

factory character has been lately pubUshed

by the Royal Irish Academy. It is entitled

' The Decorative Art of British New Guinea:

A Stud
J'
in Papuan Ethnography,' by Alfred

C. Haddon, M. A., Professor of Zoology in

the Royal College of Science, Dublin. The
author approaches his topic with an exten-

sensive personal knowledge of it, and a
"

thorough appreciation of its bearings on the

leading questions of ethnologj' in general.

The memoir is in large quarto, with twelve

full-page plates and many cuts inserted in

the text. Some of the designs are colored,

and all are copied with fidelity and clear-

ness. Their variety is astonishing, con-

sidering that we are dealing with the art of

cannibalistic savages, and the sense of pro-

portion and harmony often manifested is

just and real. The rapid development of

conventionalism is evident, and even in

such primitive examples one soon loses the

traits of the original design. This has often

been commented on in American aboriginal

art.

Professor Haddon corrects the impression

which sometimes prevails, that art decora-

tion, for itself, is unknown to savages. Art

is related to ease; as he says, 'Art floui-ishes

where food is abundant.' Another vital

conclusion he expresses in these words:
" The same processes operate on the art of

decoration, whatever the subject, wherever

the country, whenever the age, illustrating

the essential solidarity of mankind." No
truer words have been spoken on the sub-

ject, and ethnographers should learn them

by heart.

In every respect the memoir is most

creditable to the writer and to the institu-

tion which publishes it.

D. G. Brinton.

University of Pennsylvania.

JAMES EDWARD OLIVER.

On March 27th, 1895, after an illness of

ten weeks, died Professor J. E. Oliver, of

Cornell Universitj'^, universally honored and

beloved.

For more than twenty years he has been

at the head of the department of mathe-

matics in this great institution.
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Born in Maine in 1S20, even from l\is

graduation in 1849 he ranked as a mathe-

matical genius, one of the most remarkal)k'

America has produced. But he seemed to

have no ambition to leave an adequate

record of his mental life in print. In per-

sonal character he resembled Lobachevsky,

whom he intenselj' admired.

He Avas spontaneouslj' loj-al to the good

and the true, enthusiastic, thorough, pains-

taking. He loved poetry ; he loved Sliake-

speare ; he was averse to religious creeds.

For Professor Oliver goodness was s^jon-

taneous. He did the right not because it

was right, but because he intensely wished

to do just that. The spring of action seemed

a combination of sympathj', perception,

knoM"ledge, scientific logic.

In matliematics Professor Oliver worked

for the love of it and because he was deeply

convinced that mathematics aflbrds that

fine culture which the best minds seek for

its ovra sake.

He was a pronounced believer in the non-

Euclidean geometry.

I vividly recall liow he came up after my
lecture on Saccheri at Chicago, and express-

ing his interest in the most charming fash-

ion, proceeded unhesitatingly to give me a

profound lecture on stellar paraUax. the

measurement of the angles of astronomical

triangles and the tests of the quality of

what Cayley called ' the physical space of

our experience.'

Again, after the Brooklyn meeting of the

American Association, he took up the same
subject with me, explained a plan for com-

bining stellar spectroscopj' with ordinary

parallax determinations, and expressed liis

disbelief that C. S. Pierce had proved our

space to be of Lobachevsky's kind, and liis

conviction that our universal space is really

finite, therein agreeing \Nath Sir Robert

Ball.

George Bruce Halsted.

University of Texas.

JAJfES DWIGHT DAXA.

AVe take from the autliorized account by
Professor Edward S. Dana, in the May num-
ber of the American Journal of Science, the

following facts concerning Dana's life. He
was born in XJtica, N. Y., on February 12,

1813, his father and mother being from

Massachusetts. He early showed an inter-

est in natural history, which increased dur-

ing his course at Yale College from 1830 to

1833. Immediatelj- after graduation, Dana
spent fifteen months as instructor in mathe-

matics to the mid-shipmen of the United

States Xavy, the time being passed in the

Mediterranean. He then spent two j'ears

at New Haven, being part of the time as-

sistant in chemisti-y to Benjamin Silliman.

The four following years were spent with

the exploring expedition sent bj- the govern-

ment of the United States under Wilkes to

the Southern and Pacific Oceans. The fol-

lowing years were devoted to the study of

the material collected. In 1 S-1-1 he married

a daughter of Prof. Silliman, who survives

him, and in 18'4G became associated with

him in the editorship of the American Jour-

nal of Science. In 1850 Dana was made pro-

fessor in Yale College. The remainder of

his life was spent as teacher, editor, author

and investigator.

Dana was President of the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science in

1852, and was one of the original members

of the National Academy of Sciences ; he

received the AVollaston Medal of the Geo-

logical Society of London, the Copley Medal

from the Royal Societ}-, and the Walker

Prize from the Boston Society of Natural

History. He received honorary degi'ees

from the University of Munich, Edinburgh

and Harvard. He was a member of the

Royal Society of London, tlie Institute of

France, the Rojal Academies of Berlin,

Vienna and St. Petersburg, and many
other societies.

In addition to a large number of papers
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printed in the American Journal of Science

and elsewhere, he is the author of the fol-

lowing works :

A System of Mineralogy, 1837, 1844, 1850,

Zoophytes, 1846.

Manual of Mineralogy, 1848, 1857, 1878,

1887.

Coral Reefs and Islands, 1853.

Crustacea, 1852-54.

Manual of Geology, 1862, 1874, 1880,

1895.

A Text-Book of Geology, 1864, 1874,

1882.

A System of Mineralogy, 1868.

Corals and Coral Islands, 1872, 1890.

The Geological Story Briefly Told, 1875.

Characteristics of Volcanoes, 1890.

The Four Eocks of the New Haven Ee-

gion, 1891.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE EDUCATION OF THE TOPOGEAPHEE.

To THE Editoe of SCIENCE : Part of

Professor Merriman's review in Science

for April 26 interests me as being the

direct opposite of my own opinion. He
says, apropos of Mr. Gannett's statement

that the topographer m.ust be able to gener-

alize through his knowledge of geological

processes :
" These are dangerous doctrines.

The earth exists, the duty of the topo-

grapher is to map it truly, and the study of

the origin of its features should come later."

I should like very much to learn through

the columns of Science the opinions of

other geographers and topographers on this

question.

It is not alone the earth that exists ; a

large series of topographical maps of various

parts of the earth also exist ; and through

their study the young topographer can learn

much about the kind of work he will have

when surveying those separate parts of the

earth that are not yet mapped. This kind of

knowledge will help him in mapping new
regions in about the same way that prelimi-

nary study of known forms of plants and
animals helps the systematist to describe

new forms when he finds them.

It is certainly the duty of the topogi-apher

to make true maps ; but the truest map is

always only a generalization. Something is

necessarily omitted, and the topographer

has to choose between what he shall omit

and what he shall represent. He sees

many things that he can not map. How
shall he be best aided in making on the

small sheet of paper before him an expres-

sive map of the broad surface of country

around him ? I do not say ' an accurate

map,' because the word 'accurate' is so gen-

erally misunderstood in this connection.

It is often taken to imply that the topog-

rapher has actually measured every part

of the surface of the country and carefully

constructed every line on his paper. As a

matter of fact, by far the larger part of all

maps is sketched, and in the sketching more

facts often have to be omitted than can be

represented. Hence, everything should be

taught to the topographer that will aid him

in really seeing the facts that are before

him and faithfully representing such ofthem

as come within the limit of the scale he em-

ploys.

Nothing is of more assistance in seeing

the facts, and in thus making a good begin-

ning towards sketching them properly, than

some understanding of their origin and

meaning. Hence I believe that the best

course of education for topographei-s while

yet in school should include a careful study

of the development of land forms, and that

the best practical work by topographers

will require a very careful and sympathetic

study of the origin of the land forms on

the ground before him. The prepossession

that contour lines bend up-stream has de-

ceived manj' a topographer into giving a

wrong expression to flat alluvial cones. In-

difierence to the significance and impor-

tance of the sharp edge of a gorge or a cliff
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has rounded oft' many a trnly angular con-

tour line into an inexpressive curve.

The objection that is sometimes made
against tliis view of a topographer's educa-

tion and work is that, if he tries to sketch

what he thinks he understands, he will

sometimes sketch what is not really before

him. There may be a certain amount of

truth in this, but there are sufficient an-

swers to it. A topographer who is too far

guided bj^ his imagination has been badly

taught, or else he is of a mental ([ualitj- that

will prevent his ever becoming a good topog-

rapher, quite apart fi-om whatever education

he has had. The well taught topographer

will make no larger share of mistakes on

account of being well informed on his sub-

ject than will the well taught systematic

botanist or zoologist. The few mistakes of

interpretation that the well taught topog-

rapher may make will, I believe, be far out-

weighed bj' excellence of the other part of

his work.

It is perhaps because I have a higher

idea of a topographer's work than ordina-

rily obtains that I should like to see him

generally better educated for it. To my
mind, a map is so far from being a copy of

nature that I should prefer to call it a

graphic description of nature, and in the

making of this graphic description the

topographer should study his subject and his

graphic signs with the same care that a

writer should study his thoughts and the

words he employs to represent them. In-

struments, to which some topographers

seem to give their first attention, ought to

have about the same place in their real

work that a typewriting machine has in

the work of a literary man.

The chief subject of the topographer's

study should be the form of the land before

him ; and until this is recognized in en-

gineering schools and enforced by a careful

course of preparatory physiographical study,

I believe we shall not have the best majis

that can be made. Even further, it is as

impossible to make a good topographer by
merely teaching him about plane tables and
stadia and logaritlmis as it is to make an

essaj'ist by teaching him about writing and
spelling. It seems to me, in fine, that Pro-

fessor Merriman's interest in the mathe-

matical aspects of the art of topography

leads him to place too low a value on the

importance of studying the chief subject of

the topographer's attention, the forms of the

land. "W. M. Davis.

Cambridge, Mass., April 30, 1895.

THE HELMHOLTZ MEM0RI.\L.

A FEW months ago Hermann von Helm-
holtz died, one of the greatest scientific

geniuses of all time, whose name will not be

forgotten as long as men care for the knowl-

edge of Xature. His invention of the oph-

thalmoscope made the success of tlie modern

oculist possible : his papers on the conserva-

tion of energy gave the strongest impulse to

modern physics ; his books on seeing and

hearing became the basis of modern psy-

chology.

It seems a matter of course that the pres-

ent generation should express its gratitude

in a lasting monument. Xot only his friends

and pupils all over the world, but men of

science and physicians everywhere have

supported this idea, and so last month an

International Committee was formed to col-

lect money for the erection of a gi'eat Helm-

holtz monument in Berlin, where for the

past tM^enty-live years he lived and worked.

The plan has nothing to do with local pa-

triotism ; America, France, England, Italy

and Russia are represented on the Commit-

tee ; not a decoration of the city of Berlin

is in question, but a universal expression of

devotion to the spirit of natural science.

Xo doubt America will take a veiy high

place in the list of givers. There has been

seldom such an opportunity to show that

the United States does not stand behind any
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•other country in intellectual interests. But

AxQcrica has a special reason for pajdng her

respects to the genius of Helmholtz, since

Hehnholtz in his seventy-second year paid

his tribute of respect to the genius of Amer-

ica. One year before his death he crossed

the ocean to study and to enjoj^ the scien-

i;ific institutions of this country from the

Atlantic to the Eocky Mountains, certainly

the most famous European who has visited

America for many years, and nobody who
saw his noble personality in New York or

Boston or Baltimore, in Philadelphia or

Washington or Chicago, will ever forget

him.

The American members of the Interna-

tional Committee are Dr. Wolcott Gibbs,

President of the National Academy of Sci-

ences ; Dr. Herman Knapp, Professor of Co-

lumbia College; and Dr. Hugo Miinsterberg,

Professor of Harvard University.

Conti'ibutions may be sent before May
25th to the undersigned Secretary and

Treasurer of the American Committee.

The lists of contributors will be published

weekly in Science.

Hugo Munsteebeeg.

38 QuiNCY SteeeT; Cambridge, Mass.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Manual of Geology. By James D. Dana.
Fourth Edition. American Book Co.

1895.

The announcement, a few months ago, of

a new edition of Dana's Manual filled ge-

ologists with liveliest expectations. It is

needless to say that these expectations are

more than realized. The Manual is so well

known that a full account is whoUj' un-

necessaiy—geologists need no urging to

buy it. They simply must have it ; they

cannot do without it. I %vi'ite this, there-

fore, not to call attention to the book ; but

partly because I am glad to have this op-

portunity to express my unstinted admira-

tion for the author and for the book ; and

partly because I wish to draw attention to

the author's position on some important

questions which have come into prominence

since the last edition.

1. Eveiy geologist will be gratified to

see that the author now comes out frankly

for evolution ; not, indeed, evolution in a

materialistic sense, but in a reverent, theis-

tic sense. In a certain Agassizian sense

he has always been an evolutionist, but he

has been often quoted by the o2^ponents of

evolution as now understood (i. e., ' origin

of organic forms hj descent with modifica-

tions ') as sustaining their position. In

this edition his utterances are not to be any

longer mistaken ; although he is, perhaps,

more nearly Lamarckian than Darwinian,

or, at least, than ISTeo-Darwinian. Surely

such plasticity and open receptiveness of

mind retained even to the very last is a

noble evidence of the true scientific spirit.

2. In this edition he separates the Palae-

ozoic into two primary divisions with Eo-

Palceozoic, including the Cambrian and Lower

Silurian, and the Neo-Palceozoic, includtag

the Upper Silurian, Devonian and Carbonic.

Thus he makes the greatest break occur be-

tween the Lower and Upper Silurian. If

this be so, would it not be better to use

Lapworth's term ' Ordovician ' for Lower
Silurian, retaining the term Silurian for the

Upper Silurian alone ? Probablj^ this would

violate the priority-rule of nomenclature;

but, perhaps in this, as in many other cases,

rules too strictlj^ interpreted stand in the

way of a rational classification.

3. He accepts the probability of a Per-

mian glaciation, especially in the Southern

Hemisphere ; and of an elevation and en-

largement of an Antarctic continent and

its connection with the southern points of

South America, South Africa and Australia

as a cause of such glaciation. These great

changes of phj'sical geography and climate,

and consequent wide migrations of faunas

and floras, would go far to account for the
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enormous and apparentlj' sudden changes

in organic forms which took place dui-ing

and at the end of the Permian period.

4. In connection with the last he accepts

also the idea of a laud-connection (Gond-

wanaland) between India and Soidh Africa,

and perhaps indirectlj' through the en-

larged Antarctic continent—with Australia

—in Permian and Triassic times, as evi-

denced by the great similaritj' of the plants

and the reptiles of that time in these now
widely separated countries. It is true that

there is very deep sea between these points

now ; but it is possible that the idea of the

permanence of deep sea basins, originated

by Dana, may have been pushed a trifle too

fer by "Wallace as a means of separating

faunas and floras.

o. He does not accept Algonkian as a

system of rocks coordinate with Palaeozoic

and Mesozoic, but regards these pre-Cam-

brian strata as the upper part of the

Archaean, i. e., as Huronian and upper

Laurentian. Perhaps the time is not yet

come to settle this question definitely.

6. He accepts as probable the existence

in Quaternarj- times of a greatly elevated

and enlarged Antarctic continent, connect-

ing with and connecting together the south-

em parts of South America, South Africa

and Australia similar to that of Permian

times, as evidenced by the faunas, and as

accounting for the Quaternary glaciation

of these regions.

7. He agrees with Hilgard in thinking

that the LaFayette formation (many geo-

logists seem to forget that we owe this

name to Hilgard) is a torrential rirer de-

posit of the early Quaternary and not a

marive deposit of the Pliocene times as

maintained by McGee, and that therefore it

indicates elevation and not depression of

the continent.

8. He does not accept Croll's theorj- of

the cause of the glacial climate ; but, along

with most American geologists, regards it as

mainlj' due to elevation of northern land.

This would not only directly increa.se the

cold in high latitude regions, but would in-

directly increase the ice-accumulation by

connecting America and Europe in these

regions and thus limiting the northward

extension of the Gulf Stream, which, circu-

lating around the Atlantic in mid-latitude

regions, would furnish abundant warm
vapors to be condensed as snow on the

elevated northern laud.

9. As might have been expected, his dis-

cussion of mountain-making is masterly.

But one is interested, though not surprised,

to observe that he does not accept the recent

theories of Reade, Dutten and others as to

the cause of mountain formation, but still

regards the contraction-theory in some form

as more probable.

But a reviewer is ' nothing if not critical.'

I must vindicate my character as reviewer

by finding some faults, even though they be

trifling.

10. This edition, we observe, drops out

the graphic illustrations of the distribution,

in time, of families, orders and classes of

animals, which constitutes so conspicuous,

aud, we may add, so attractive a feature of

previous editions. We observe also that

the index of authors quoted and of those

from whom figures are taken is omitted.

This is to be regretted in a work which

will be so constantly refeiTed to.

1 1 . "We observe also a few errors of over-

sight or of misunderstanding of authors

quoted. On page -359, and again on page

.380, he gives, on King's authority, the whole

thickness of "W^ahsatch sediments, from the

Cambrian to the Laramie inclusive, as .31,-

000 feet. In fact. King gives between 31,-

000 and 32,000 for the Paheozoic alone, page

122; and in addition 3,800 feet for Jura-

Trias, page 537, and 12,000 feet for the Cre-

taceous, page 539 (49th parallel, Vol. 1).

Again, he states on page 520 that the oldest

known insect

—

Protocimex—is found in the
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upper part of the loioer Silurian; but on page

566 he says that the oldest known insect is

the Pakeoblattina of the itpper Silurian.

We might mention others, but they are

all trifling. In fact, the accuracy of the

book is extraordinary.

In conclusion, we must heartily and most

gratefully welcome the new edition. It is

hard to say what American would be with-

out Dana's Manual. Its encyclopedic full-

ness and yet extreme conciseness makes it

hard reading for those who come to it with-

out serious purpose. The word 'Manual ' ex-

actly expresses its purposes and uses. It

must be in the hands of every special stu-

dent; it must lie on the table of every

teacher of Geology to be consulted on every

subject of doubt.

I had just finished this notice when the

sad news of Dana's death was flashed across

the continent. All recognized that this

event could not be long delayed; but none

the less it came as a shock to every man of

science in the country. "We are thankful

that he lived to finish this new edition, for

it is indeed the only fitting monument. No
monument is worthy of a man of science

except that which he erects for himself.

Joseph Lb Conte.
University of Califoenia.

A Sandhook of Systematic Botany. By De. E.

Warming. Translated and edited by M.
C. PoTTEE. 8vo. pp. 620, fig. 610. Lon-

don, Swan, Sonnenschein & Co. New
York, Macmillan & Co. 1895.

This excellent English translation of Pro-

fessor Warming's important work will be

welcomed by all students and it cannot fail

to have a wide use as a text-book. The de-

scriptions of the groups are clear, concise

and complete, the illustrations capital and
many of them original, and the press-work

leaves nothing to be desired.

The arrangement of groups is from sim-

ple to complex—the only arrangement com-

patible with our present knowledge. The
special application of this principle maj^ be

best stated in Dr. Warming's own words as

printed in the preface :

" Each form which, on comparative morphological

considerations, is clearly less simple, or can be shown

to have arisen hy reduction or through abortion of

another type having the same fundamental' structure,

or in which a further differentiation and di\'ision of

labor is found, will be regarded as younger, and as

far as possible, and so far as other considerations will

admit, will be reviewed later than the 'simpler,'

more complete or richer forms. For instance, to serve

as an illustration : Epigyny and Peeigyny are less

simple than Hypogyny ; the Epigynous Si/mpetalse,

Choripeialie, Monocoiyleilones are, therefore, treated

last ; the Hydrocharitacex are considered last under the

HeloMem, etc. Zygomoephy is younger than AcTiNO-

MOEPHY ;
the Sdtamineie and Oynandrss, therefore,

follow after the Lilliflorse, the Scroplmlariacex after

the Solanacex, Linaria after Verbascum, etc. FOEMS
WITH UNITED LEAVES indicate yoiinger tj-pes than

those with free leaves ; hence the Sympetalse come

after the Clwripetala:, the Silenex after the Alsineie,

the 3Ialvacex after the Sterculiacex and TiUacex, etc.

"Acyclic (spiral-leaved) flowers are older than

cyclic (verticillate-leaved ) vnih a definite number,

comparing, of course, only those n-ith the same funda-

mental structure. The Veronica-Typt must be con-

sidered as younger, for example, than Digitalis and

Antirrhinum; these again as younger than Scroplmlaria;

Verbasmm, on the contrary, is the least reduced, and,

therefore, considered as the oldest form. Similarly

the one-seeded, nut-fruited Banunctilacex are con-

sidered as a later type (with evident abortion) than

the many-seeded, follicular forms of the order ;
the

Paronychiese and Chenopodiacex as reduced forms of

the Alsinese type ; and the occuiTence of few seeds in

an ovary as generally arising through reduction of the

many-seeded forms. The Cyperacex are regarded as-

a form derived from the Jiincacex through reduction,

and associated with this, as is so often the case, there

is a complication of the inflorescence ; the Dipsacacete

are again regarded as a form proceeding from the

Valerianacex by a similar reduction, and those in

their turn as an off-shoot froni the Caprifoliacew, etc.

Of course these principles of sj'stematic an'angement

could only be applied very generally ; for teaching

purposes they have often required modification."

While there is wide difference of opinion

among botanists as to the relative degree of

complexity of some of the families, and the

sequence adopted by Engler and Prantl in
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their ' Natiirliche Pflanzeufamilieu ' will ap-

peal to many students as iu some respects

more philosophical, all the suggestions con-

tained in this book must be regarded as

very valuable.

Plants are here divided into five gi-eat di-

visions : (1) Thallophyta
; (2) Muscinea'

;

(3) Pteridophyta ;
(-t) Gymnospermse

; (.5)

Angiospermie, We note in this a departure

from some recent views where the divisions

2, 3 and 4 have been grouped under the

primary division Archegoniat;e, and from

others where the divisions 4 and 5 have been

grouped as Spermatophyta,

Dr, "Warming does not discuss the rela-

tive value of these diflerent views, content-

ing himself with alluding to them. AVe

may note that the disadvantage of i-ecog-

nizing the Archegoniata; as above circum-

scribed is found iu the fact that the female

organs of the Augiosperms are also arche-

gones. It must be admitted that the group-

ing here maintained has many points in its

fevor, but it is our opinion that the term

' sub-kingdom ' is more explicit for the

primary groups than ' division.'

The Thallophyta are tli^•ided into ' sub-

divisions' : (a) Myxomycetes, (b) Algse, (c)

Fungi. It is said of the Myxomycetes that

" they occupy quite an isolated position in

the vegetable kingdom, and are perhaps the

most nearly related to the group of Rhizo-

pods in the animal kingdom.'' The Bacteria

are treated, uuphilosophically,it would seem

to us, as a family of Alga-, being grouped

with the Schizophycete under the class Schi-

zophyta. The treatment of the higher Alga'

and Fungi is not essentially different from

that of other recent authors. (It should be

remarked that the arrangement and descrip-

tion of the Thallophytes is largely contri-

buted by Dr. E. Knoblauch.) The Fungi

imperfecti are placed at the end of the sub-

division, and the only gi'oups admitted to

this category are the Saccharomyces-forms,

the Oidium-forms and Mycorhiza. Lichens

are discussed under Ascomycetes and Basi-

diomycetes.

The Muscinete are treated as (1) Hepaticae

and (2) Musci frondosi. Neither in these

nor in the Pteridophyta do we find any

views very different from those of other re-

cent authors. In the Gymnosperms we
find the three classes, Cycadea?, Coniferae

and Gnetea?, maintained ; the Coniferie are

distinctly separated into two families, Tax-

oideffi and Pinoideie, which is a suggestion

of much importance.

Under the Angiospermse we find a discus-

sion of the systematic value of the primary

group Chalazogams, recently suggested by

Treub. It will be remembered that Treub

found that in the curious genus Casuarina

the pollen-tube entered the ovule near the

chalaza, and on this character proposed to

divide the Ajigiosperms into Chalazogames

and Porogames, Camarina being the only

genus known to him that would fall into

his first group. Dr. "Warming concludes,

from the more recent observations of Na-

waschin and Miss Benson, which indicate

the similar entrance of the pollen-tube in

Betula, Alniis, Corylus and Cai-pinn^, that

our knowledge of this phenomenon is as yet

too meagre to warrant us in maintaining

the views of Treub, and so he adopts the

usual grouj)ing into Monocotyledones and

Dicotyledones. His primary grouping of

the Monocotyledones is as follows : ( 1 ) He-

lobiese, Juncaginacea' being taken as the

lowest type
;
(2) Glumiflone, in which he

includes the Juncace;e, a position which we
do not believe can be satisfactorilly main-

tained
; (3) Spadiciflorse

; (4) Enantio-

blasta;
; (5) Liliiflor.Te ; (6) Scitamineteand

( 7 ) Gj'nancb-ie. It will be obsei-\'('d that in

this arrangement he diffei-s considerably in

detail fi"om that of Eichler and Engler and

Pi-antl. The primary division of the An-

giosperma; is into (1) Choripetahe, begin-

ning with Salicaceae and ending with Hys-

terophyta (parasites such as the Lorantha-
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cese and Santalacese), and (2) Sympetalse,

beginning with Bicornes and ending with

Aggi-egatse.

An appendix, contributed by the trans-

lator, gives a useful tabulation of the sys-

tem of Ray (1703), Lianasus (1733), A. L.

de Jussieu (1789), A. P. DeCandolle (1819),

Endlicher (1836-40), Brongniart (1843),

Lindley (1845), A. Braun (1864), Bentham
and Hooker (1862-83), Sachs (1882), Eich-

ler (1883), Engler (1892). N. L. B.

The Story of the Stars. G. F. Chambers.

New York. D. Appleton & Co. 1895.

Pp. 160.

The Messrs. Appleton have begun with

this small monograph their Library of Use-

ful Stories, a series of paper covered booklets

intended to embrace the ground of science,

history, etc. This initial number, by Mr.

George Chambers, an English astronomical

wi'iter of long experience, proves to be

rather better than a first impression would

lead one to judge ; for the illustrations,

which first strike the eye, are for the most

part simply execrable. What excuse for

the absence of more and better ones, in

these days of inexpensive engraving? Its

curiously insular mannerisms might readily

have been corrected by a half hour's work
of an American editor, who should also

have toned down those provincial oddities

of style which mar this book even more, be-

cause of its smaller size, than the same
author's large Descriptive Astronomy.

Curiously false implications are wrought

into the first chapter, though only a page or

two iu length. If the manifold uses of as-

tronomy are to be competently brought be-

fore the public mind to-day, and the rea-

sons for the support of that science from the

public exchequer suitably defended, it is

only by telling a few simple things exactly

as they are. Now, it may be true in Eng-

land that, if '

' the staff belonging to either

establishment [the Eoyal Observatory or

the Nautical Almanac Office] were to re-

sort to the fashionable expedient of a strike

for higher pay," then, among other dire re-

sults, *' Our railway system would become

utterly disorganized. A few trains could

run, but the intervals between them would

have to be considerable, and they could only

travel by daylight and at very low speeds,"

but we do not exactly see why. Rather the

fact is that, if both these establishments

were permanently closed henceforth, the

present state of astronomy is such that all

the public business of determining time for

railways and of preparing data for naviga-

ting ships could be done for the fiftieth part

of the budget now devoted to the Nautical

Almanac and the Royal Observatory ; and

any government maintaining such costlj' es-

tablishments, with their corps of traiued ob-

servers and expert computers, merely for this

simple though important purpose, would

be very foolish indeed. Not only would

the expenditure be exti-avagant, but whoUy
unjustifiable. These institutions are main-

tained for quite other purposes ; and the

significant work of the great government

observatories (excellently done in England,

France and Russia, and which in this coun-

try we have been trying for a half century

to do, though not succeeding very well be-

cause the proper organization is lacking)

lies in quite other fields, the immediate ser-

viceableness of which is by no means univer-

sally conceded. Blanketing all this under

the antiquated plea of utility in time and

navigation is clearly wrong and wholly in-

defensible.

Mr. Chambers's attempt to popularize

seems rather hard, and on the whole of

doubtful success. Excellent scientific ex-

planations go on for a while, when suddenly

the author, seemingly suspecting that he is

less interesting than he ought to be, plunges

patchily into something purely literary, or

indulges in some incongruous expression not

exactly ludicrous, but giving an undignified
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cast to essays on tlic most tliguified subject

in the whole range of the sciences. Xo
carelessness oi* vulgarity in style was ever

a compliment to the literary taste of a

reader, and neither the cause of literature,

science nor anything else is likelj' to be en-

hanced by allusions to ' some Germans
nibbling ' at stellar photometry; or by pon-

derous anecdotes about hypothetical carrots,

" that grew so well that the roots reached

right through to the other side of the earth."

The proof revision has been none too care-

fully done—illustrations on pages 60 and

116 have been interchanged ; the incorrect

spelling of Palitzsch would not perhaps at-

tract attention, except that the author, being

also the compiler of a handj- little German-

French-English lexicon, we expect better

things of him ; and while ' Bob ' passes cur-

rent everj^'here for Robert, ' Boberts ' will

scarcely do for Roberts. The general scien-

tific reliability of statement is fully up to

the standard expected of Mr. Chambers, and

only one or two inaccuracies need be jjointed

out—at the' middle of page 18, where he

should have WTitten, ' a vertical plane pass-

ing through the zenith;' and on page 7.'5,

where the exact opposite of what is meant

is inadvertently said, regarding the stars

' converging towards ' a point in Hercules.

Of course in so small a book one must

not expect everything ; but some omissions

are noteworthy. In even a magazine article

about the stars a single page about their

distances would be only too brief, but Mr.

Chambers gives only this amount in a

volume of 150 pages, with no allusion to the

name of Bessel in this connection, or Briin-

now or Gill, The classic work of Dr. Gould

should not have been omitted. The superb

advances of stellar photography in the hands

of the brothers Henry, Russell, Gill,

Barnard, Roberts, Wolf and others are

barely alluded to, or left out entirely. The
accurate researches on the brightness of

stars by the Potsdam astronomers are wholly

ignored. If the space of six pages could be

given to ' The Stars in Poetry,' and a third

of that amount to speculative ' rubbish ' re-

garding the origin of the Milky Way, is it

quite the thing to have crowded out com-

pletely the nebular hj-pothesis, which has

engaged such master minds as Herscliel,

La Place, Lord Kelvin and Darwin ?

Several chapters are almost purely descrip-

tive, or mere geography of the heavens, as.

if a handbook for the use of small tele-

scopes ; a little yeast here would have done

no harm ; but it should be pervasive and
inherent^—not added as an afterthought.

Mr. Maunder has appended an excellent

chapter on the maiwels of the spectroscope

as applied to the stars and nebulse.

It is not, however, intended to imply that

there is not much that is excellent in Mr.

Chambers's Story of the Stars, both as to form

and arrangement. Its convenient size, clear

type and authoritative statements (even

with occasional lapses into ' dread ' techni-

calities) render it, on the whole, an in-

telligible and interesting booklet, which will

be a vast help to the student and general

reader, and is worth double what the pub-

lishers ask for it. But the author has far

from succeeded in making the most and best

of his opportunitJ^ David P. Todd.
AMHEE.ST College.

The World of Matter: A Guide to the Study of

Chemistry and Mineralogy. By Harlan H.

Ballard, A. M. Boston, D. C. Heath

& Co. 1894.

The object of this book is apparently to

enable those who may not have an oppor-

tunity to study natural phenomena in a

thorough way to obtain some comprehen-

sion of the objects and methods of scienti-

fic investigation by means of a few well

chosen experiments. The object is a good

one ; will a study of this book further it?

It is impossible to say definitely, yes or

no. The explanations, so far as thej- go, are

generally excellent, but the tendencj- of the
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author to preacli rather than to guide is

often noticeable. After most properly bid-

ding the student accept as fact no scientific

statement capable of easy demonstration

until he has proved it such, the book con-

tains several chapters with hardly a single

one of the statements made supported by

experiment. For instance, we find (p. 179)

that " we have now become somewhat

familiar with," among other elements,

" aluminum and iron ;
and we have inci-

dentally become acquainted with a number

of their more important compounds." Ex-

perimentally, how ? Thus : The student is

bidden to look for iron ore in soil, to write

down what he already knows about iron, to

examine the physical properties of siderite,

to heat a piece of pyrite, and to note the

physical properties of slate and of feld-

spar. That is all. Now, this is not experi-

m.ental chemistry ; it is boiled-down ency-

clopsedia.

On the other hand, after having studied

Ice, Water, Fire, Air, Earth and Quartz,

molecules and atoms and all the other fas-

cinating mysteries are brought in in a chap-

ter called A Lesson in Chemistry (!); later,

atomic weights are given and symbols in

plenty. After having stated as facts the

Laws of Chemical Combination, the author

later, without further explanation, gives the

following formulae for some of the minerals

the student is to work with—of course, with

their names: Fe^Sg, (FeMnZn),©^, (CaMg
AlFe)Si03, (KFeMgAl), SiO„ Li.AlsSi.^O,^,

(CaMg)e(AlFe),SiAs.

The directions are in some cases almost

tediously explicit, and this is right ; fre-

quently, however, they err on the other

side. The student is given directions to

use phosphorus, and occasionally other dan-

gerous substances, without a word of cau-

tion. Considering the inexperience of the

student, and the fact of his working proba-

bly alone, this is a matter of some impor-

tance.

To sum up, if all the theoretical portion

of the book, all symbols, atomic weights,

etc., had been left out, and a few experi-^

ments on the chemical properties of substances

like iron and aluminium—to mention but

two—put in to fill the vacuum, Mr. Bal-

lard's book would have filled a lack. It

cannot at present—at least, unassisted.

Wyatt W. Eajsdale.

NOTES AND NEWS.

At the meeting of the trustees of Colum-

bia College, on Maj^ 6th, President Low sub-

scribed one million dollars for the construc-

tion of the new librarj^ building. He stated

that it is to be a memorial to his father, the

late A. A. Low, ' a merchant who taught

his sou to value the things for which Colum-

bia College stands.' The trustees passed

the following resolution

:

liesolved, Tliat the trustees accept -svitli the deepest

sense of gi-atitude the offer conveyed by President

Low in his letter of May 6, 1895, subject to all the

conditions therein expressed ; and that the Clerk of

the Board be instructed to convey to the president the

thanks of the trustees for this most munificent and

opportune gift, unprecedented in the scale of its gen-

erosity, and affording fresh evidence of the president's

unbounded devotion to the interest of the College.

President Low's gift was accompanied

by the following conditions which add to

rather than detract from its value: That

twelve BrookljTi scholarships for boys be

established in Columbia College, and twelve

Brooklyn scholarships for girls in Barnard

College ; that eight university scholarships,

to be kno-OTi as the President's University

Scholarships, be established; that a uni-

versity fellowship, the Class of '70 Fellow-

ship, be established. President Low gradu-

ated in the class of '70.

At the same meeting Mr. W. C. Scher-

merhorn, chairman of the trustees, sub-

scribed three hundred thousand dollars for

the Natural Science Building, or other build-

ing or part of building that may be more

needed.
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Carl Vogt, Professor of Natural History

in the University of Geneva, died in Geneva

on May 5th. at the age of seventy-seven

years. Vogt made important contributions

to physiology, zoology and geology, but be-

came most widely known through his work
' On Man ' (1863), written from a material-

istic point of view. He was born at Giessen,

Julj' 5, 1S17, studied at that place, under

Liebig, and at Berne, worked with Agassiz

and was made professor at Giessen. After

taking a prominent j)art in the Frankfort

Parliament of IS-tS, he considered it prudent

to retire to Switzerland, and from 1852 was
professor in the University of Geneva.

Miss Crane, through her excellent re-

views and sj'nopses of current brachiopod

literature, certainly keeps the public well

informed of the progi-ess made in this de-

partment, and from time to time she ventures

to make contributions of her own to the

knowledge of the class. Her latest paper,

The Evolution of the Brachiopoda (Geolog-

ical Magazine, February and March, 1895),

is a combination of the results and con-

clusions reached in the most recent invest-

igations by various authorities, together

with a general application of the facts to

a scheme of phylogeny. The profound

changes which have been made of late

in the classification of the Brachiopoda

through the application ofmodern principles

of evolution are gi-aphically stated:—"The
Brachiopoda now seem to justify the pre-

science of Darwin. Formerly regarded as

one of the most obstinate difficulties in the

way of the demonstration of the evolution

of the invertebrate life on earth, they now
bid fair to become a remarkable illustration

in favor of it."

The building containing the entomolog-

ical department of the Amherst State Col-

lege is being enlarged so that the capacity

of the laboratories will be doubled.

Money has been given to defray the ex-

penses of transporting to Mount Hamilton

and erecting there the great reflecting tele-

scope presented to the Lick Observatory by

Mr. Edward Crossley, of England. A re-

flecting telescope was included in the plans

for the Lick Observatorj- made 21 years

ago, and before Mr. Crossley presented the

telescope to the observatory Professor Hol-

den had been in correspondence with him,

with a view to purchasing it. It is hoped

that the telescope will be ready for use be-

fore the close of the current year.

Through a gift of W. C. McDonald, Mc-
Gill Univei"sity has secured 35 acres of land

for botanical gardens and an observatory.

The biU consolidating the Astor, Tilden

and Lennox libraries has been approved by

Gov. Morton. The present site of the Len-

nox library will probably be adopted.

Dr. Gustav Hirschfeld, Professor of

Classical Archeology in the University of

Konigsberg, died on April 20th.

A JOINT meeting of the Scientific Societies

of Washington, was held on May 10th, on

the occasion of the delivery of the annual

address of the President of the National

Geographic Societj', the Hon. Gardiner G.

Hubbard. The subject of the address was
' Russia.'

Dr. Ferdinand Braun, of Tiibingen, has

been appointed Professor of Pliysics in the

L'niversitj' of Strasburg, succeeding Pro-

fessor Kohlrausch.

Dr. W. S. Hall has accepted the Davis

Professorship of Physiologj- in the North-

western L'niversity Medical School, of

Chicago.

The trustees of the University of Penn-

sylvania have accepted with regret the re-

signation of Professor Harrison Allen from

the Professorship of Comparative Anatomy

and Zoiilogj-.

According to the Amei-kan Geologist, Mr.

Warren Uphani, recently of the Minnesota
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Oeological Survey, has removed to Cleve-

land, Ohio, to accept the position of libra-

rian for the "Western Keserve Historical So-

ciety, and Mr. H. F. Bain has been elected

Assistant State Geologist of Iowa in place

of Dr. Charles E. Keyes, who recently

resigned to take charge of the Missouri

Survey.

The Provincial Legislative Assembly of

Ontario has authorized a grant of $7,500

towards defrajdng the expenses of a meet-

ing of the British Association at Toronto in

1897, should the Association decide to ac-

cept the invitation that has already been

received from Toronto.

The Society of German Naturalists and

Physicians will meet at Lubeck from Sep-

tember 16th to 21st.

The death is announced of Dr. Tomsa,

Professor of Physiology in the University of

Prague.

It is stated that Dr. Bertillon has discov-

ered a new method for identifying hand-

writing by enlarging the letters by photog-

raphy and measuring the alterations due

to beating of the pulse.

The celebrated Villino Ludovisi, in Eome,
has been leased for the new American

School of Architecture and ArchseologJ^

AcooEDiNG to the Medical Record 14 of the

140 Medical Schools of the United States

now require a four years' com-se.

Swan, Sonni;nschein & Co. announce for

publication next autumn a translation by
Professor E. B. Titchener, of Cornell Uni-

versity, of Professor O. Kiilpe's Gh-undriss

der Psychologic.

AccoEDnsTG to a note in the London Times,

the excavations by the American School at

the Heraion of Argos, under the direction

of Professor Waldstein, which were resumed

this spring, have been very successful. Two
hundred and fifty men have been employed

on the work. Besides the two temples and

five other buildings previously discovered,

a large and well-preserved colonnade 45

metres long has now been found 25 feet be^*

low the surface south of the second temple.

The discoveries include parts of metopes,

two marble heads of the best Greek period,

a hundred objects in bronze and gold, gems,

vases and terra cottas of the Homeric period,

as well as numerous scarabs and several

Mycenean tombs with Argive inscriptions

on bronze, probably of a religious character.

The excavations, which are now in the

fourth season, will be completed this year.

They rival the French excavations at

Delphi in magnitude and importance, rep-

resenting all the periods of Greek life fi-om

prehistoric to Eoman epochs.

The residue of the estate of Mary D.

Peabody has been left to the Catholic Uni-

versity of Washington, for the foundation

of scholarships (probably three or four of

the value of $5,000 each) in the chemical

and phj'sical sciences.

The Medical Record gives an account of

the malai'ial map of Italy, recently issued

by the Italian Bureau of Statistics. It is

based upon the death returns during the

years 1890-92. The varying intensity of

the disease in different sections is shown by

modifications of color. In the three years

there were 50,000 deaths fi-om malarial

causes, or 54 in 100,000. The worst dis-

tricts, where the mortality is as high as 8

in 1,000, are in southwestern Sardinia,

southeastern Sicily, the Pontine marshes,

the district at the head of the Gulf of Ta-

ranto, and the southeastern slope, fi-om the

promontory of Gargano south to the Ionian

Sea. Districts where malaria prevails, but

not so intensely as to be fatal, are the lower

reaches of the Po, Grosseto in Tuscany, the

mouth of the Tiber, and the district near

Salerno and the temples of Pfestum. In

Eome itself malaria has sensibly declined

;

the deaths in 1881 were 600, in 1892 only
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139. The general mortality from this canst'

in Italy has remained pretty constant : tlie

average is 15 or IS per 1,000.

Pkograms of the School of Applied Ethics,

which opens at Plymouth. Mass, on July

8th, may be obtained from the Secretary,

S. B. Weston, 1305 Arch street, Philadelpliia.

The Metropolis Law School has been

united with the Law School of the Uni-

versity of the City of New York.

AccoRDESTG to the prospectus of the Cot-

ton States and International Exposition,

which opens at Atlanta, Ga., on Septem-

ber 18th, science will be well represented.

There will be special buildings for machin-

ery, minerals and forestry, agriculture, elec-

tricity and transportation. The L^nited

States Fish Commission will supply an

aquarium with tanks occupying 10,000

square feet, and the National Bureau of

Forestry will exliil)it models showing meth-

ods of forest cultivation and preservation.

AVe learn from a notice bj' Prof. Ziwet,

in the April number of the Bulletin of the

American Mathematical Society, that the first

installment of the Repertoire bibliograph-

ique des Sciences Mathematique^ has been is-

sued. This consists of a set of 100 cards,

14x8 cm., on each of which about 10 titles

are printed. The series is published by

Gauthier-Yillars in Paris and sells for two

francs. It was decided at an international

meeting held in Paris under the auspices of

the French Mathematical Society to pre-

pare a complete bibliographj- of the litera-

ture of mathematics since 1800 and of the

history of mathematics since IGOO.

Mr. Clemens R. Markham, President of

the Royal Geogi-aphical Society, in a paper

read before the Royal United Service Insti-

tution, urges the importance of an Antarctic

expedition from a scientific and naval point

of view, and recommends that it be under-

taken bj- the British Government.

The correspondent of the Evening J'ost

announces the following new appointments

at Bryn Mawr College: Dr. Florence Bas-

com, the only woman who has received the

Ph. D. from Johns Hopkins I'niversity,

now of the Ohio State University, Reader in

Geology; Mr. Richard Norton, Lecturer in

Archaeology: Dr. M. L. Earle, Ph. D.. of

Columbia, Associate Professor of Greek :

Mr. P. E. More, Associate in Sanscrit: and

Dr. Alfred Hodder, Lecturer in English

Literature.

Dr. Peat, of Butler, Pa., has cast a lens

60 inches in diameter for the telescope for

the Amei'ican University (of Washington).

Mr. Leonard T. Metcalf has been ap-

pointed Professor of Mathematics in the

Amherst State College.

The Bakerian Lecture before the Royal

Society on May 9th was based upon a re-

search conducted by Messrs. A. Vernon

Harcourt and William Esson, on ' The

Laws of Connexion between the Conditions

of a Chemical Change and its Amount."

Ix a brochure of fifty pages issued in con-

nection with an exhibit at the World's Fair.

Mr. Gilford Pinchot gives an account of an

attempt to introduce a proper sj'stem of

forest management upon the estate of Mr.

George W. Vauderbilt in North Carolina,

together with the result of the first year's

work. Biltmoi-e is about two miles from

Ashevillc, on the tableland in western North

Carolina. The estate includes 3,891 acres

of woodland on the banks of the French

Broad River. The forest is composed chiefly

of young oaks and other deciduous trees,

the best timber having been cut away.

Fires and neglect have also done much in-

jui-y. This forest has been divided into

suitable blocks and compartments, and put

into the care of a competent forester for

improvement while at the same time yield-

ing monej' returns to the owner. The loca-

tion of the forest, soil, climate, kinds of

trees, treatment previous to coming into the
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hands of the present owner, improvement,

cuttings and other topics are discussed.

While it was not expected that the forest

would be self-supporting fi-om the start, it

has been nearly so, the expenditures for the

year ending April 30, 1893, being $9,911.76,

and the income from sale of ties, cord-wood,

lumber and posts, together with the esti-

mated value of stock on hand, amounting

to $9,519.36. Part of the tract will be man-
aged on the regular high forest system Math

a 150-year rotation; the rest, on a selection

system. Steps have also been taken to re-

forest a thousand acres of waste land, using

many kinds of native and foreign trees.

In connection with this work it is de-

signed to build up an arboretum second to

none in the world. This is under the di-

rection of Mr. Frederick Law Olmsted.

Already there are in the nursery more kinds

of trees and shrubs than in the gardens at

Kew, and the number is being steadilj^ in-

creased. This arboretum will form the

borders of a drive about five mile long.

Careful records are being kept in connection

with the work, and a forest botanical librarj^,

already of considerable extent, will furnish

the necessary aid to study. Accompanying
the report is a map of the forest and a num-
ber of good half-tones showing original con-

dition, proper and improper methods of

himbering, etc. This is the first time proper

forest management has ever been under-

taken in the United States, and as time

goes on the results will undoubtedly become
an object lesson of prime importance, and
one badly needed by the American public,

whose delight from the earUest settlement

of the country has been to destroy trees.

E. F. S.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OP WASHINGTON.

The following are abstracts of the com-

munications presented at the 38d meeting,

April 24, 1895 :

W J McGee. ' The topographic devel-

opment of Sonora.'

The territorj' described, Ijing between the~

Gila river on the north and the Eio Sonora

on the south, and extending from the Sierra

Madre to the Gulf of California, is about

400 by 200 miles square. Essentiallj- it

consists of an undulating plain with em-

bossed mountain ranges. The plain varies

from sea-level to some 4000 feet in altitude;

the mountain ranges, commonly 4000 feet

or less in height above the plain, are rug-

ged, narrow and generallj' parallel, trending

somewhat east of south. These ranges are

remnants of larger mountain areas, shaped

by erosion, and sometimes they are con-

nected by transverse ridges which, like the

ranges themselves, are residua of ancient

masses. The area is one of complete grada-

tion within itself, i. e., the rainfall is so

slight that the material degraded from the

mountain is aggregated on the iatermon-

tane plains, as the storm-waters sink or

evaporate—for none of the rivers between

the Gila and Yaqui ever reach the sea.

Certain peculiarities of the topography

grow out of this condition.

The entire plain incliues southwestward,

having evidently been tilted in this direc-

tion during late geologic time, though the

date is not yet fixed. A consequence of

this tilting was the stimulation of the

streams flowing westward, southward and

southwestward, and partial paralysis of the

streams flowing hx the opposite direction ;

and by reason of previous adjustments of

topographic processes and products under

the peculiar cUmatal conditions of the re-

gion these effects were greatly increased.

Accordingly the southwestward-flowing

streams reti-ogressed and pushed their head-

waters through the parallel ranges and

sometimes through the transverse ranges

connecting them, while the northeastward-

flowing streams practically ceased to cor-

rade. Accordingly the area is characterized
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bj' retrogression ; the main waterways di-

verge from the main valleys, and cut

through the ranges and athwart the val-

leys ; and the primary and secondary di-

vides do not coincide with the mountain

ranges, but traverse the valleys in a singu-

larly erratic manner. By reason of the

combination of epeirogenic and meteorologic

conditions, the region aftbrds a remarkaljle

example of the reti'ogression of streams and

of the development of unusual topograpliic

forms thereby.

Whitman* Cross. ' The Geology of the

Cripple Creek Gold Mining District, Col-

orado." This important new gold district

lies on a granite plateau, some ten or twelve

miles southwest of Pike's Peak, at an eleva-

tion of 9,000 to nearly 11,000 feet. There

is at this point a small volcanic vent, to be

regarded as an outlier of an extensive vol-

canic region to the westward, lying between

South Park and the Ai-kansas Kiver.

While the area of the Cripple Creek vol-

cano is small, there has been a very com-

plete cycle of events at this center. Explo-

sive eruptions in the earlier periods Ijuilt

up a cone of fine tufl" and breccia, through

which numerous eruptions in narrow fis-

sures and irregular channels took place in

later times. Erosion has now removed a

large part of the ejected material, though

not clearly disclosing tlie volcanic neck.

The igneus products of the volcano are

andesites of several kinds, phonolite, pho-

nolitic trachj'te, nepheline-syenite, sj-enite-

porphyry, and several dense varieties of

basalt. Phonolite is the specially charac-

teristic rock of the center, and in dike form

in granite occurs for several miles about it.

Fumarole and solfataric emanations of

chlorine, fluorine and sulphurous gasses un-

doubtedly characterized certain periods of

the volcano, followed by hot waters con-

taining the same agents in solution. By
these processes the rocks of the district have

been very extensively decomposed. The

ore depo.sits are ver\- intimatelj- connected

with the volcanic center.

This communication presented the general

geological results of a detailed study of the

district made last fall. An examination of

the ore deposits was made at the same time

by Prof. R. A. F. Penro.se, Jr., and the two
reports, with a geological map, will be issued

by the U. S. Geological Sui-vey during the

coming summer.

W. H. Weed. ' Tlie Shonkin sag, an

abandoned channel of the ^lissouri river.'

The Shonkin sag is a peculiar topographic

feature of the countrj- south of the big bend

of the Missouri River in central ilontana.

It is an abandoned river channel which was
formed bj' the waters of the Missouri River

flowing around the margin of an extension

of the great Canadian ice sheet (the Lauren-

tide glacier). The sag consists of a wind-

ing vallej' fi"om a quarter of a mile to two
miles wide with rocky l)lufl' walls, and holds

a succession of lakes, several of them with-

out outlet. The continuity of the channel

is interrupted Ijy modern stream valleys

cutting it transversely, but their later origin

is clearly apparent, and even the settlers of

the region recognize the fact that the .sag is

an old water waj'. It begins near the mouth
of Highwood Creek, east of the Great Falls

of the Missouri River, and extends in a

general easterly direction over 100 miles to

the mouth of Judith River. Throughout

its course the northern wall marks the limit

of the glacial moraine. Glacial drift is

found in a few places a short distance south

of the channel, but in small quantity. In

general the sag defines the moraine front.

It is, therefore, Ijelieved that the ice sheet

ponding the waters of the Jlissouri near the

mouth of Sun River deflected the stream,

which at that time flowed northward, and

caused it to flow about the margin of the

ice. Upon the recession of the glacier the

river abandoned this temporary channel for

the old vallev to the northward, which was
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but partially filled by glacial material. The

present course of the Missouri, for some dis-

tance below the cataracts, is cut in black

shales of the Fort Benton period, capped

by 100-250 feet of glacial till and silt.

Whitman Ceoss,

Secretary.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.

The 108th regular meeting was held May
3d. Mr. L. 0. Howard read a paper en-

titled ' Some New Scale Parasites,' in

which he discussed several species of the

family Chalcididse which are new to sci-

ence, and which are important pai-asites of

destructive scales. A paper entitled ' Two
Leaf-beetles that Breed on the Golden-rod,'

by F. H. Chittenden, was read by title, and

another, ' Sexual Dimorphism in the Scoly-

tid Genus Xyleborus,' by E. A. Schwarz,

was also read by title and referred to the

committee on publications. Mr. Ashmead
presented a communication on Lysiognatha,

a new and remai-kable genus in the Ich-

neumonidse. The form described was an

extraordinary one, possessing the head and

jaws of the Braconid sub-family Alysiinse,

the wings and remainder of the body re-

sembling those of the Ichneumonid sub-

family Ophioninse. Mr. Ashmead con-

sidered it typical of a new sub-family of the

Ichneumonidse. Dr. Theodore Gill ex-

pressed himself as of the opinion that the

form is really typical of what should be a

new family. A note from Mr. H. G. Bar-

ber, of Lincoln, Neb., a corresponding mem-
ber of the Society, was read by the secre-

tary. The note was entitled ' Food-habits

of Hypatus baehmanni.' This butterfly,

which has recently been observed migi-a-

ting in great numbers in the Southwest, has

been previously supposed to feed only on

species of Celtis. Mr. Barber considers

Symphoricarpos to be probably its favorite

food plant. Mr. W. T. Swingle made some
remarks on the effects of the December and

February freezes in Florida upon the in-

sects injuring the orange. The really im-

portant insects, namely, the red scale and."-^

the white fly, have been seriously checked.

All specimens occurring upon foliage have

been killed. In discussing this paper, Mr.

C. L. Marlatt called attention to the fact

that the serious injury to the trees caused

by the cold has already resulted in the ap-

pearance of a number of bark-boring beet-

les, which will undoubtedly do much dam-
age during the next two or three years.

L. O. Howard,
Recording Secretary,
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VARIATION OF LATITUDE.*

The question is frequently asked, " How
can latitude change ? "' There are two waj's

obviously. First, we may imagine that a

portion of the earth slips on the surface of

the globe, due say to earthquake shock.

* From a lecture before the Xew York Academy of

Sciences, April 29, 1895.

Then if the movement of the mass has been

toward the equator the latitude of that

place is decreased ; if toward the pole of

the earth the latitude is increased. But
suppose that some forces at Avork on the

earth cause it to revolve about a new
axis, then we have at once a new equator,

and the latitudes of all points on the earth's

surface change except at those places where

the old and new equator intersect.

If, for example, the earth's axis of revolu-

tion should be changed so as to pass through

this hall, the latitude would be changed

from a little over 40 degrees, as it now is,

to 90 degrees. There are changes no doubt

produced by the slipping of portions of the

earth's strata, but we know that these causes

are insignificant and local. The only w-ay

that latitudes could be made to change

throughout the tvorhl would be by changes in

the axis of rotation of the earth, thus chang-

ing the position of the equator.

Are there anj' undisputed evidences of a

variation in the latitude of a place and is it

large ?

To-day the evidence is overwhelming,

but the amount is small, so small, in fact,

that only the refined instruments of the

present day have been able to discover it

;

though now, that it is discovered, older ob-

servations show it.

La Place, in his Mt'canique Celeste

(Tome v., p. 22), says " All astronomy de-

jjcnds upon the invariability of the earth's
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axis of rotation aud upon tlie uniformity of

tliis rotation."

He considered tliat down to the begin-

ning of this century astronomical instru-

ments had not been able to show any varia-

tion of latitudes. There were differences,

but these he thought could be accounted

for as errors of observation.*

To-day, however, we feel certain that

small variations in latitude are taking

place, but so small that practically, in map
making, for example, and in navigation,

they are of no importance, though scien-

tifically very important.

It might also, in this connection, be stated

that there are theoretical reasons which

seem to indicate that the earth's rotation

time is not only changing, but also is not

altogether uniform. The effect of the tide-

wave as it moves w^est over the earth is to

act as a friction-brake on the revolving

earth, and so slow up the rotation time, and

as this tide effect is not always the same

the retarding effects differ, and theoreticallj^

produce a non-uniformity in the rotation

time. But the shi-inkage of the earth, due

to loss of heat, would tend to make it re-

volve more rapidly. These effects may
work against each other. However, obser-

vations and calculations to-day do not fur-

nish us with any certain evidence that the

rotation time is longer or shorter than it

was ten centuries ago.

It no doubt will happen that, when ob-

servations and instruments are much im-

proved, astronomers will discover these

slight changes in rotation time that theory

seems to require.

The idea that the latitudes of places

change is not a new one.

Down to about the time that the tele-

scope was invented there were many learned

persons who believed that the latitudes of

* The writer is much indelrted to the paper by Pro-

fessor Doolittle on ' Variations of Latitude ' read be-

fore the A. A. A. S., at Madison, Wis., August, 1893.

places changed several degrees in the course

of centuries. These ideas were based on

a comparison of maps made at different

times.

A disciple of the illustrious Copernicus

considered that the evidence was conclu-

sive, and was satisfied that the pole of the

earth was changing its position in a pro-

gressiv6 manner ; he considered that in time

the torrid and frigid zones would change

places.

However, these views of Dominique

Maria de Ferrare were founded on poor data.

The latitudes of a few places had been deter-

mined, by very imperfect means, in the

best way they had, viz., fi-om the shadow

cast by a gnomon ; but the latitudes of many
places on the maps were put in fi-om the

accounts of travelers, the time it took to

travel from one point to another being used

as the basis of calculation.

Even in these enlightened days, as we
like to consider them, there is no good

map of our own Empire State. The lati-

tudes of a few points only in New York

State have been determined with accuracy.

But there are many places in the State

whose positions are not known within more

than a mile.

In the latter part of the 16th century

Tycho Brahe, of Denmark, improved the

instruments in use (without the telescope),

and later, about ] 610, the telescope was dis-

covered and applied to astronomical instru-

ments. Then new and more accurate

methods were used to determine latitude,

and the large discrepancies disappeared.

Some observers found differences between

latitudes determined in winter and in sum-

mer, and they supposed those differences to

be due to changes of the pole.

In the latter part of the 17th century J.

D. Cassini summed up the state of the prob-

lem in liis day, and arrived at the conclu-

sion that, notwithstandiag the apparent

variations in the latitudes, the pole of the
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earth did not cliaiigo to any /orf/c extent;

that most of the apparent changes in hiti-

tude were due to errors of observation and

defects in theory, but he thouglit it probable

that muiU changes did occur in the position

of the pole : he thought the changes were

periodic, and did not amount to more than

two minutes of arc equal to about 12.0(IU

feet. '' Thus, instead of several degrees

which were conceded by the astronomers of

of previous centuries, but a paltry two min-

utes was now allowed ; but with improved

instruments, •with the discovery of aberra-

tion and nutation and the perfection of the

theorj- of refraction, even this modest al-

lowance was gradually reduced to a vanish-

ing quantity.'

The geologists, in their investigations,

have found fossil remains in the cold regions

of the north, belonging to the Miocene.

Upper and lower Cretaceous, Jurassic and

other geological periods, which seem to in-

dicate a former temperature much higher

than the present. In 1870 Dr. John

Evans, then President of the British Geo-

logical Societj-, discussed the problem, and

concluded that the amount of polar light

and heat in the past must have been much
greater than it is now. He invited the at-

tention of the mathematicians to this prob-

lem, and asked : Would a considerable ele-

vation and depression of the sea bottoms and

continents produce a ' change of 1.5 degrees

to 20 degrees in the position of the pole ?
'

Sir "William Thomson discussed this

problem and gave his conclusions in 1870

to the British Association for Advancement
of Science. He said: " Consider the great

facts of the Himalayas and Andes and
Africa, and the deptiis of the Atlantic, and

America and the depths of the Pacific, and

Australia; and consider further the ellip-

ticity of the equatorial section of the sea

level, estimated by Colonel Clarke at about

one-tenth of the mean ellipticity of tiie

meridianal sections of the sea level.

" "We need no brush from a comet's tail to

account for a change in the earth's axis

;

we need no violent convulsions producing

a sudden distortion on a great scale, with

change of axis of maximum moment of

inertia, followed by gigantic deluges; and
we may not merely admit, but assert as

highly probable, that the axis of maximum
inertia and the axis of rotation, always

near one another, may have been in ancient

times very far from their present geograi)h-

ical position, and maj- have gradually- shifted

through ten, twenty, thirty or forty or more
degrees without at any time any perceptible

sudden disturbance of either land or water."

Sir William Thomson gave no account of

the calculations made by him as the basis

of these conclusions.

In 1877 Mr. G. H. Darwin made a care-

ful and elaborate mathematical discussion

of the problem. He showed that, in a per-

fectly rigid globe, the pole could not have

wandered more than 3 degrees from its

original position, as the result of the con-

tinents and oceans changing places. "If,

however, the earth is sufficientlj' plastic to

admit of readjustment to new forms of

equilibrium, by earthquakes and otherwise,

l)ossible changes of ten or fifteen degrees

may have occurred. This would require,

however, such a complete changing about

of the continents and oceans, with maximum
elevations and depressions in precisely the

most favorable places, as has certainly never

occurred in geologic times."

The evidence indicates, in fact, that the

continental areas have alwaj's occupied

about the same positions as now.

Thus it would seem that the geologists

.

must abandon the hypothesis of great

changes in latitude as a factor in the earth's

development, unless a new cause can be

found that will move the pole to the extent

rccjuired by the geologists.

In an addre.'^s made l)efore Section A, of

tlie British Association in 18i»2, Profe-ssor
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Shuster stated that he believed the evidence

at hand was in favor of the view that there

was sufficient matter in interplanetary space

to make it a conductor of electricity. This

conductivity, however, must be small, for if

it were not, he said, the earth would gi-adu-

ally set itself to revolve about its magnetic

poles. However, changes in the position of

the magnetic poles would tend to prevent

this result. Perhaps the investigator in the

near future, working on the suggestion of

Dr. Shuster, may find some connection be-

tween the earth's magnetism, rotation time

and position of rotation axis.

The evidence, then, at this phase of the

discussion, is in favor of the view that there

is no adequate reason for believing that any

large changes of latitude, amounting to sev-

eral degrees, have occurred in geologic

times. The evidence shows, however, that

there are small changes. Are they progres-

dve; does the north pole of the earth wan-

der slowly but surely further and further

away from its positions of ages gone by?

At the International Geodetic Congress

held in 1883 at Rome, Sig. Fergola, of the

Royal Observatory Cappodimonti, Naples,

gave a tabular statement which seemed to

show that small but progressive changes had

taken place in Europe and America. This

table showed,for example, that the latitude of

Washington, D. C, had decreased from 1845

to 1865, 0.47"
; at Paris, from 1825 to 1853,

the decrease was 1.8"
; at Milan in 60 years,

1.5" ; at Rome diiring 56 years, 0.17"; at

Naples in 51 years, 0.22"; at Konigsberg in

23 years, 0.15"; at Greenwich in 19 years,

0.51". Fergola, at the Congress mentioned,

suggested a plan for making systematic ob-

servations, and he pointed out the favora-

ble location of several observatories that

were on nearly the same circle of latitude,

but differing widely in longitude. Unfor-

tunately this suggestion of Fergola's was
not carried out in any way until 1892, when
the Columbia College Observatory arranged

to work in conjunction with the Naples Ob-

servatory on the problem. This series of

observations was begun in the spring oT

1893, and will be continued several yeai*s.

The data given by Fergola at Rome in

1883 showed a diminution of latitude in

every case ; other data showed a similar

diminution ; however there were excep-

tions, where the latitudes seemed to in-

crease.

The investigations that have been going

on since 1883 throw doubt on the progressive

changes in latitude, or at least such changes

are masked by proved periodic changes.

For a long time, since 1765, periodic

changes have been looked for, because the

theory of a rotating earth, an earth hav-

ing the form of a sphere flattened at the

poles, or, more accurately, an ellipsoid of

revolution, demanded such changes ; but

the theory did not furnish any clue to the

amount of changes, except that they must

be very small. This theory shows that if

the earth was absolutely rigid and revolved

about its shortest axis (called the axis of

figure) at any time it would continue to

revolve about such axis forever, unless dis-

turbed by some outside force. If so dis-

turbed, then the axis of rotation would no

longer coincide with the axis of figure—the

axis of rotation would intersect the earth's

surface at points away from the points

where the axis of figure comes out. But

the theory also showed that the new axis

of rotation would revolve about the old one

in a period of 304.8 days. This period

comes from the knowledge of the magni-

tude of precession and nutation, and is

known veiy accurately.

We would expect therefore that changes

in latitude would show this 305-day period.

Several attempts have been made to de-

termine the distance between the two axes

(figure and rotation axis) from changes in

latitudes.

The celebrated astronomer Bessel made

/ i
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the first attempt, and was unsuccessful, it

was supposed until recently.*

Observations were also made at Pulkova,

Russia, Greenwich and Washington. The
Washington observations were made be-

tween 1862 and '(57, and included six complete

periods of 305 days each. A rigorous dis-

cussion by Kewcomb gave the separation

of the axes as .3 feet, or 0.03".

C. A. F. Peters, of Pulkova, had in 18-12,

obtained ".079 = 8 feet.

These figures are small, but fairly accord-

ant. A reinvestigation, however, showed
that the various calculations did not agree

in showing the same displacement at the

same time. This made the W'hole result

doubtful, so that Newcomb (in 1892, March,

Mon. Not. E. A. S.) remarked that "the

observations showed beyond doubt there

could be no inequalitj- of the kind looked

for."

It was while investigations of this kind,

* Tiskserand says in Ann. Bur. Lonfr. '9.5 ( P. 42,

B. 11 ) that there is a letter of April 7, 1846, in which

Humboldt replies to Gaus.s that Bessel had told him
in 1844 that his observations showed that his latitude

had decrea-sed 0. 3" in two j'ears. Bes.sel attributed

this variation to changes accomplished in the interior

of the globe. See also Hasan's letter in Astr. Xach.,

September, 1894.

In tliis connection it ought to be noted also that

Prof. J. C. Maxwell read a paper April 20, 1857,

before the Royal Society of Edinburgh (see Transac-

tions Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, Vol. XXI., Part iv., pp.

559-571), 'On a Dynamical Top for exhibiting the

phenoinena of the motion of a system of invariable

fonn about a (ixed point, with some suggestions as

to the earth's motion.' He deducetl a period of 325.6

solar days. He examined the observations of Polaris

made with the Greenwich Transit Circle in the yeiirs

1851-54. He found the apjiarent co-latitude of Green-

wich for each month of the four years specified.

" Tliere appeared a very slight indication of a

maximum belonging to the set of months, March, '51

;

February, '52; December, '52; November, '53; Sep-

tember, '54." Tliis result, he says, "is to be re-

garded as very doubtful, as there did not appear to

he evidence for any variation exceeding half a second

of space and more ol>servation8 would be requiretl to

establish the existence of so small a variation at all."

to determine the separation of the axis of

rotatiou and axis of figure, were going on

that Sir Wm. Thomson (now Lord Kelvin)

announced, at the Congress of the British

Association at Glasgow in 1874, that the

meteorological phenomena, the fall of rain

and snow, the changes which occur in the

circulation of the air and of the sea waters

would modify a little the mechanical con-

stitution of the globe, and displace a little

the a.ris of figure, i. e., the form of the

earth would be changed by the causes men-

tioned, and so a new shortest axis would

be made. The efiect of this would be to

produce a change in the latitudes of places,

evidently. He thought that it might

amount to ".50, which would correspond

to a movement of the old axis (at the pole)

of 50 feet on the earth's surface. Sir W.
Thomson did not publish his calculation,

but the authority of the great English

mathematician and physicist was such as to

make scientific men give the statement

great attention. These meteorologic phe-

nomena of which Sir William Thomson

spoke are annual in character. When this

annual period is combined with the 305-

day or ten-month period of Euler we see

that complexity results. This was the

state of the investigation when Dr. Kiist-

ner, of the Berlin Observatory, published the

results of his observations made in 1884-

1885. Dr. Kiistncr undertook some obser-

vations for the trial of a new method for

the determination of the constant of aber-

ration. On ri'duciug his observations he

obtained results which were not at all sat-

isfactory. A careful examination of his

work led him to make the announcement

that the unsatisfactory value for the aberra-

tion constant was due to a comparatively

rapid, though very small, change jn the lat-

itude of the Berlin Observatory—"that from

August to November, 1884, the latitude of

Berlin had been from ".2 to ".3 (//ca^tT than

from March to ]May in 1884 and 1885."
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This would indicate that from Aiigust to

November, 1884, the pole of the earth had

approached Berlin more closely by 20 to 30

feet than in the time from March to May.

This conclusion was fortified by the ex-

amination of other data, obtained from the

observations made at Pulkova by Nyren.

Here, then, was evidence of a compara-

tively rapid change in latitude. New ob-

servations were undertaken at Berlin, Pots-

dam, Prague, and Bethlehem, Penn. (all by

Talcott's method), and all agreed in show-

ing plus and minus changes in latitude for

the years 1888-'90.

There were still some doubters. More-

over it was decided to critically test the

matter bj^ sending an expedition to the

Sandwich Islands, which is 180 degrees

(nearly) in longitude from Berlin. If it

was known the latitude of Berlin increased,

then a point in the northern hemisphere 180

degrees away from Berlin should simul-

taneously show a decrease in latitude, for if

the pole moves toward Berlin it must move
from the point on the other side of the earth.

Our own Government joined in the effort.

Marcuse of Berlin and Preston of Wash-
ington spent more than a year on the Sand-

wich Islands observing for latitude, while

at the same time observations were con-

tinued at Berlin, Prague and Strassbui'g in

Europe, and at Eockville, Bethlehem and
San Francisco in the United States. The
results of all these observations have been

published, and show, without a chance of

error, that the earth's axis is moving, that

the latitudes at the Sandwhich Islands in-

creased when the latitudes in Germany di-

minished and vice versa.

The law of the change was eagerly and
industriously sought for by some of the

ablest mathematical astronomers of the

world. They first worked on the idea that

the changes must conform to the 305-day

period of Euler, combined with
_
an annual

change due to causes set forth by Sir W.

Thoinson. and which I have previously men-

tioned. None of these investigations have

given a satisfactory formula for the predic-"^

tion of the latitude of any place.

In 1891 Dr. S. C. Chandler, of Cambridge,

Mass., began his investigation of the prob-

lem. He remarks :

" I deliberately put aside all teaching of

theorj', because it seemed to me high time

that the facts should be examined by a

purely inductive process ; that the nugatory

results of all attempts to detect the exis-

tence of the Eulerian period (of 305 days)

probably arose from a defect of the theory

itself, and that the entangled condition

of the .whole subject required that it

should be examined afresh by processes

unfettered by any preconceived notions

whatever. The problem which I therefore

proposed to myself was to see whether it

would not be possible to lay the numerous

ghosts in the shape of various discordant,

residual phenomena pertaining to determi-

nations of aberration, parallaxes, latitudes

and the like, which have heretofore flitted

elusively about the astronomy of precision

during the century, or to reduce them to

some tangible form by some simple consis-

tent hypothesis. It was thought that if

this could be done a study of the nature of

the forces as thus indicated, by which the

earth's rotation is influenced, might tend to

a phj'-sical explanation of them."

Dr. Chandler proceeded to examine his

own work with the Almucantar at Cam-

bridge, the observations of Ktistner, Gyld^n,

Nyi-6n, the Washington observations and

others. He found that they all seemed to in-

dicate that the pole of the rotation axis was

moving from west to east about the axis of

figure of the earth in a period of 427 days.

Other observations did not seem to confirm

this period. Finally he made an elaborate

analysis of 33,000 observations between 1837

and 1891, and the result was an empirical

law which can be announced as follows :
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The pole of the rotation axis of the earth

moved witli its greatest velocitj* about the

pole of the axis of figure about the year

1774 ; the period then was 34S days. The
velocity has diminished with an accelerated

rate since then. In 1890 the period was
443 days. The distance of one pole from

the other was about 2'2 feet = 0.22".

Further elaborate examination of this

material developed the exceedingly impor-

tant and interesting result that the changes

in latitude were the sum of two jyeriodic fluc-

tuations superposed on each other. One had

a period of about 427 days and an ampli-

tude of 0.12" The second had a period of

a year -wdth an amplitude that was variable

between .04" and .20"

Sometimes these two fluctuations worked
together, giving a total range of .33", and
at times they conspired against each other,

reducing the range to a minimum of a few

hundredths of a second. He compared his

theory with the observations, and the result

was in the main exceedingly satisfactory.

His conclusions were attacked as to the

427-day terra. The annual term could be

explained as due to meteorologic causes.

Professor Newcomb, however, in March,

1802, explained in a paper communicated

to the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society that in deducing the Eu-
lerian period of 30.5 days the earth, as we
have remarked, was considered absolutely

rigid ; that when the efi"ect of the mobility

of the oceans and of the lack of perfect rig-

idity of the earth were taken into account,

the mathematics required a time of rotation

of tlie true pole about the axis of figure

longer than the previously accepted 30.5

days. Making certain assumptions New-
comb obtained a period of 443 daj's.*

An additional interesting conclusion

* Professor R. S. Woodward ha.s lately ohfciined In-

a new discussion of the theoretical prol)leni a formula

that seems to indicate the correctness of Chandler's

empirical formula.

which Dr. Chandler has lately published is

that the fluctuation witli a period of 427-

428 daj's is a circular one, as theory seems

to demand, while the annual fluctuations

appear elliptical in character.

An exceeilingly interesting and important

confirmation of the Chandlerian period of

427 days, or about 14 months, was lately

announced by M. Tisserand. Examination

has been made of the tide records of the

Helder in Holland. These are kept with

great accuracy. It has been found that be-

tween 1851 and 1893 these tide records

show a variation in the average sea level

indicating a 14-month period. The greatest

divergencies are very small, onlj- 14 mm.=
i inch about, l)ut they appear unmistakably

and are what theory would demand.
In a letter recently received from Dr.

Chandler he states that he finds that the

annual part of the polar motion is an ellipse

three or four times as long as broad, and
he expresses the law of the motion of the

pole in this ellipse as that the areas de-

scribed from the centre are proportional to

the times.

We can conclude safely, therefore, that

no large changes of latitude have taken

place for many thousands of years ; in

fact, in geologic times, that there is no

adequate proof of progressire changes in the

latitude of any place ; but finally that very

small periodic changes have occurred, and
they are such as can be and are oljserved.

The feeling is growing in the minds of

those who have given the subject close at-

tention that we shall find that many and

various causes enter into the problem of

determining the law of changes. It will, no

doubt, take many years of ciireful observa-

tion to obtain the data necessary to fully

test Dr. Chandler's or any other hyix)thesis.

The scientific men abroad are discussing

the advisability of establishing several ob-

servatories at various places on the earth's

surface, for the purpose ofcollecting the data.
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Ultimately Dr. Chandler's formula, or a

slight modification of it, may be proved

correct, and with it we may be able to state

what the latitude of any place will be at

any time.

The lecture was followed by some illus-

trations showing that revolving bodies pre-

ferred to revolve about their shortest axis

or around the axis about which the moment
of inertia was a maximum.

Charts and diagrams were exhibited show-

ing the results of observations made at

Pulkova, Prague, Berlin, Strassburg, Bethle-

hem and the Sandwich Islands, etc.

These results were compared with the

deductions from Chandler's formula and

shown to agree therewith to a remarkable

extent.

The preliminary results of the observa-

tions made at Columbia College from May,

'93, to July, '94, were exhibited.

The lecturer threw on the screen illus-

trations of several forms of Zenith Tele-

scopes and described the new form made
by Wanschaff, of Berlin.

J. K. Rees.
Columbia College.

CURRENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGRAPHY ( VII.).

AREA OF LAND AND WATER.

Peofessoe H. Wagnee, of Gottingen, con-

tributes to the April number of the Scottish

Geographical Magazine an abstract of his

recent studies on the land and water areas

of the globe for successive latitude belts.

He contends that Murray's figures, pub-

lished in the same magazine for 1886 and

1888 and based on Bartholemew's maps,

are inaccurate to a significant extent.

Wagner's measures of the better known
lands between 80° north and 60° south

latitude is 51,147,100, against Murray's 51,-

298,400 square miles. Taking 250,000 for

lands yet undiscovered in the Arctic regions,

and 3,500,000 for Antarctic lands, the total

land area of the globe would be 55,814,000

square miles. Wagner fijids confirmation

of his figures in the results independently

obtained by K. Karstens, who has recently

made a new reckoning of the area and mean
depth of the oceans.

THE ' FLY-BELT ' IN AFRICA.

The remarkable control over the occupa-

tion of Africa, exercised by the little tse-tse

fly, whose bite is fatal to horses and cattle,

leads to the inti-oduction of cheaply con-

structed narrow-gauge raUwaj's across the

belt of countiy dominated by this pest. The
Portuguese district, next south of the Zam-
besi river on the east coast, with its capital

at the little settlement of Beira, attains some

commercial importance from its relation to

Mashonaland and the gold district of the in-

terior ; but in order to connect the two, a

railway a hundred and twenty miles long

has been made ' to bridge the fly-belt.'

The coast exhibits a combination of equa-

torial and tropical rainfall, having high

temperature and heavy rain from October

to April, but from June to September ' the

weather is almost pleasant.' At Beira the

scarcity ofwater in the dry season threatened

a few j'ears ago to be a serious question, as

a supply had to be brought from the upper

course of the rivers at a considerable cost

;

but " in 1893 a Scotch plumber was im-

ported, and all anxiety on this score came

to an end," as he made galvanized iron

tanks in which rain water could be gathered

and stored from the roofs (Scot. Geogr.

Mag., April, '95).

COLD AND SNOWFALL IN AEABIA.

The ordinary association of heat with

the dryness of deserts tends to give the im-

pression that Arabia has no cold weather.

Nolde's account of his expedition into the

ISTefud desert of the Arabian interior, lati-

tude 28 north, altitude 3,000 feet, tells of

the severe cold that he experienced there in
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February, 1893. The days were warai ami

pleasant ; but the nights cooled to -5° or

-10° C ; the changes of temperature being

extremelj' sudden. For example, on Feb-

ruary 1, at noon, the thermometer read

+ 5°.5, with a cool wind ; at 2 o'clock, +0°,

at 4, 7.5°; then came a rapid rise to 25.5°,

for which no special explanation is given.

Just after sunset there was a sudden fall of

thirty-three degrees, to -8°; and the mini-

mum of the night was -11°. The cold and

blustering wind caused much discomfort in

traveling. The greatest surprise that Nolde

met was on February 2, when a storm

clothed the Nefud far and wide with a

sheet of snow several inches deep, making

it resemble a Russian steppe rather than

an Arabian desert. The Bedouins, how-

ever, said that snowfall there was very un-

usual. (Globus, 1895, No. 11.)

CEXTEAL AMERICA^- EAIXFALL.

Prof. M. W. Harringtox shows in an

article under the above title (Bull. Phil. Soc.

"Washington, xiii., 1895, 1-30) that the

northeast slope of Guatemala and Hon-

duras has rainfall maxima in June and Oc-

tober, following the zenithal passages of the

sun and a moderate winter maximum in

Januarj^ ascribed to the encroachment even

in these low latitudes of cyclonic areas from

the westerlj^ winds of the temperate zone.

This gives an interesting repetition of the

case of northern India, as described by

Blanford. The rainfall on the southwest

slope of Central America has maxima in

June and September-October, corresponding

to the two zenithal passages of the sun. The

July-August minimum is faintly marked,

while tliat of January and February is very

low and for a time almost rainless. It is

noteworthy that the zenithal rains here

are often accompanied by strong squally

winds from the southwest, suspected of

being occasional ext-cnsions of the southeast

trade wind across the equator into our

hemisphere. It may be remarked that the

association of these winds with the counter

current that runs eastward in the Pacific

a little north of the equator confirms the

suggestion that the equatorial counter

cui-rents in general are caused by the exten-

sion of the trade winds of one hemisphere

across the equator into the other hemi-

sphere. They are thus deflected from a

westward to an eastward coui-se, and hence

locally produce eastward currents.

THE METEOROLOGISCHE ZEITSCHRIFT.

The thoroughness so characteristic of

German scientific w'ork appears in this ex-

cellent journal, the leader of its class, with

its able original articles, its rich variety of

notes and its exhaustive bibliographic re-

views. Originally established thirty years

ago by the Austrian ^leteorological Society,

and edited successively by Jelinek and

Hann, of Vienna, it w-as enlarged eleven

years ago by further assistance from the

German Meteorological Society, when Kup-
pen, of the naval observatoiy at Hamburg,

became associate editor ; his place being

latelj' taken by llellman of the Prussian Me-

teorological Institute at Berlin. Dr. Hann,

however, still retains liis position as leading

editor and is a frequent contributor to the

pages of the journal. One of his latest es-

says (January, 1S95) is on the rainfall of

the Haw.aiian Islands, in which he brings

together all available material, and dis-

cusses it more completclj' than has hither-

to been done. Button's explanation of the

considerable rainfall on the southwest slope

of Hawaii is quoted with acceptance. A
meteorological peculiarity of these islands

seems to be that their richer windward

sides, sloping to the northeast w^th a plen-

tiful rainfall, are on a large part of the coast

with difBculty approached from the sea on

account of tlie clifl's that have been cut

along the shore by the strong surf from

waves driven by the trade winds.
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FOEHN-LIKE EAST WINDS IN AFRICA.

Danckelman, who for some years has

made a special study of African meteor-

ology, contributes a note on the foehn-like

east winds felt on the southwest coast of

Afi'ica, about the southern tropic (Met.

Zeitschr., Januarj'', 1895). In the interior,

temperatures above 27°C are unknown in

the winter (April to October) ; but on the

coast in this season, maxima over 30°, and

even as high as 39°, are reported, east

winds and low humidity occurring at the

same time. As so high a temperature can-

not be ascribed to heat from the interior,

Danckelman explains it as the result of the

dynamic warming of the wind during its

descent from the interior highlands. This

is only one more illustration of the impor-

tance of adiabatic changes of temperature in

meteorological phenomena ; the Swiss foehn

and our western chinook, the extraordinary

foehn-like winds of west Greenland, the

' hot winds ' of India and of Kansas, as

well as the ordinary warm or hot southerly

cyclonic winds, or 'siroccos,' all owing a

greater or less share of their high tempera-

tures to the heat developed by compression

during the descent of air from higher to

lower levels.

THE AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL.

The American Meteorological Journal,

conducted for a number of years by Profes-

sor Harrington at Ann Arbor, and since

1892 edited by E. DeC. Ward and published

by Ginn & Co., Boston, is an able exponent

of the science of the atmosphere for this

country. The closing number (AprU, 1895)

of the eleventh volume opens with a note

by the editor, reviewing the recent work of

the journal, and making an excellent show-

ing for its continuation. Its original arti-

cles make it of value to the investigator

;

its notes and reviews place much important

material before the general student ; and
its more elementary or educational articles

must ]3rove useful to the teacher, for in

spite of a recent assertion to the eii'ect that

the meteorological aspects of geograplij'^ are •

well taught in our schools, there is room

for much improvement in this direction.

The April number contains notes on signs

of a recent change of popular opinion con-

cerning the efl'ect of cultivation on rainfall

in Iowa, the proceedings of the last meeting

of the New England Meteorological So-

ciety—the only societj^ of the kind, we be-

lieve, in this country—and diagrams of a

curiously curved storm track from the Pilot

chart of the Hydrographic office ; reviews

of the Blue Hill (Mass.) observations for

1893, of Ley's new work on clouds, and of a

new Danish series of monthly pressure

charts for the North Atlantic. The editor

contributes an account of Swiss studies of

thunderstorms, and a description of meteor-

ological work in India and Australia. The

wind known as the ' southerly burster,'

as felt at Sydney, has recently been studied

in a prize essay ; it recalls in many particu-

lars the ' northers ' of our Texan coast.

NOTE ON CROLL'S GLACIAL THEORY.

A BRIEF article by the undersigned (re-

printed in Amer. Met. Journal for April

from the Trans. Edinb. Geol. Soc, vii.,

1894, 77-80) suggests a common explana-

tion for three forms of geologically recent

climatic change, namely, the glaciation of

many northern lands, the expansion of

manj=' interior lakes, and the production of

wadies by water action in the now dry

Sahara. Accepting CroU's theory of the

coincidence of glacial conditions with long

aphelion winters during periods of gi-eat

orbital eccentricity, it is argued that the

chief cause of snowy precipitation at such

times must be the greater activity of cyclonic

processes, then intensified b}' the stronger

general circumpolar circulation, in turn ac-

celerated bj' the increased winter contrast

of polar and equatorial temperatures;
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Hann's dynamical theory, instead of Ferri'ls

convectional tlieory of extra-tropical cy-

clones, being adopted. All those regions

whose precipitation is in large part de-

pendent on extra-tropical cyclonic storms

would under these conditions have an in-

creased annual rainfall ; and the lakes of

interior basins in temperate latitudes would
consequently increase in volume. The
winter rains of subtropical belts, such as the

northern Sahara, would extend further to-

wards the equator, for the equatorward mi-

gration of the tropical belt of high pressure

in winter is essentiallj- a result of the in-

creased vigor of the circumpolar circulation

at such times; thus the formerly greater

rainfall indicated by the desert wadies might

be explained. The coincidence of greater

precipitation during the same epochs of time

over the glaciated, the lacustrine and the

desert areas is, however, not yet independ-

ently proved. W. M. Davis.

Harvard University.

GRA VITY MEASUREMENTS*
Relative measurements of the force of

gravity were made in 1894 by the U. S.

Coast and Geodetic Survej' at twenty-six

stations, mostly located along the thirty-

ninth parallel from the Atlantic coast to

Utah. Points were included on the Atlan-

tic coast, Appalachian mountains, central

plains, Rocky mountains (incluiling the

summit of Pike's Peak, 14,085 feet in alti-

tude), western plateaus, and the eroded

valleys of the Green and Grand rivers.

* ' Results of a Transcontinental Series ot Gravity

Measurements, ' \^y O. R. Putiuan, read February '2,

1895, Philosophhical Society of Washinffton, BuUitin

Vol. xiii.
;
preliminary results were presente<l l)ef(ire

the National Academy of Sciences by Dr. Menden-
hall, November, 1H94. Mr. G. K. Gilbert, of the U.

8. Geological Survey coiiperated in this work by mak-
ing a geological examination of the stations. His

conclusions and a discussion of the results in connec-

tion with the theory of isostnsy are published in the

same Bulletin.

The half second pendulum apparatus de-

signed by Dr. T. C. Mendenhall was used,

with methods not before employed with

short pendulums. They were swung at a
low air pressure (60 mm.), each swing last-

ing eight hoiu-s, and the successive swings

covering the entire interval between the first

and last time observations, usually forty-

eight hours. The two chronometers used

were rated by star observations made with

a portable transit in the meridian. The
flexure of the support was measured and
correction applied. The results indicate

the entire elimination of errors due to diur-

nal irregularities of rate, and show that

there was practicall}- no wear of the agate

knife-edge. Determinations made at the

base station (Washington) several times

during the year show a range of only

.000,004 second in the mean period of the

three pendulums, indicating a high perma-

nency of period, and throwing some light

on the invariability of gravity. The aver-

age time required per station was .slightly

over five days.

Values of gravitj' for Washington de-

rived relativeh' from absolute determina-

tions made in various parts of theworld show

a considerable discordance, the range being

from 980.047 to 980.285 djTies. The re-

sults of the past season are based on a pro-

visional value adopted for Washington. As
the}' were carried out with the Siime instru-

ments and uniform methods, it is probable

that their relative accuracy is much higher

than that of many of the absolute measures.

The results are discussed principally in

connection with tiie question of reduction

to sea level, the distriliution of the stations

with resjiect to an unusual variety of conti-

nental conditions rendering the series valu-

able in this connection. This is an impor-

tant question in the application of pendu-

lum observations to the geodetic problem

of the earth's figure, and involves the vari-

ous theories as to the condition of the
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earth's crust. It has given rise to many
diverse opinions, and the apparent anoma-

lies in the force of gravity have been so

great with various methods of reduction as

to necessitate the rejection of certain classes

of stations even in the most elaborate dis-

cussions, as those of Clarke and Helmert.

Three methods of reduction were applied to

these stations, and the effect of latitude was

eliminated by comparison with a theoret-

ical formula based on Clarke's figure of the

the earth. In each of these methods cor-

rection was made for the elevation above

sea level and for topographical irregularities

near the station, and they differ only in the

allowance made for surface attraction, as

follows

:

1. Bougner's reduction. The vertical at-

traction of the entire mass above sea level

was subtracted. With this method the re-

sults show a large defect of gravity on the

western mountains and plateaus, closely

proportional to the average elevation, but

having no relation to the altitude of the

particular point of observation or to dis-

tance from the ocean.

2. Elevation reduction. Ko correction

was made for attraction. The defect of

gravity in general disappears, but there are

large residuals in the mountainous regions,

gravity being in excess at stations above

the average level of the surrounding coun-

try, and in defect at those below. The
size of the residuals is nearly proportional to

the difference in elevation between the sta-

tion and the average level.

3. Faye's reduction. On the theory that

the surface of the earth is in general in a

condition corresponding to hydrostatic

equilibriun, M. Faye proposed that no cor-

rection be made for the attraction of the

average mass above sea level, but that ac-

count be taken of local deviations fi-om the

average level, as, for instance, the attraction

of a mountain on a station at its summit.

Developing this idea we may consider that

all general continental elevations are com-

pensated by a lack of densitj- or other

cause below sea level, but that local irregu-^

larities of surface are not so compensated,

but are maintained by the partial rigidity

of the earth's crust. The measure of this

lack of compensation will be the attrac-

tion of a plain whose thickness is the differ-

ence in elevation between the station and
the average surrounding countrj'. The lat-

ter was estimated within an arbitrarily

adopted radius of 100 miles of each point,

and the correction applied, positive for

stations below the average and negative for

those above.* With this reduction aU the

large residuals' disappear. For the four-

teen stations (in mountainous regions)

where it was applied, the sums of the re-

siduals are : with Bougner's reduction 2.577

dynes, with elevation reduction 0.677 dynes,

with Faye's reduction 0.175 dj-nes, indica-

ting a decided advantage for the latter.

A similar discussion made of former

Coast and Geodetic Survey observations on

oceanic islands and coasts shows that the

excess of gravity that has been found on

islands with Bougner's reduction largely

disappears on the application of Faye's idea,

subtracting the attraction of islands con-

sidered as displacing sea water. The resid-

uals with Bougner's reduction are probably

a measure of the lack of densltj' below sea

level, and with the elevation reduction a

measure of the lack of compensation. The

general conclusion is that the so-called

anomalies of gravitj' may be largelj' ac-

counted for on general principles, and that

the value of these measurements in connec-

tion with the problems of geodesy and the

intimately related questions of terrestrial

phj'sics will be proportionately enhanced.

By comparing the values of g measured

on the summit and near the base of Pike's

Peak the value 5.63 was deduced for the

*Mr. Gibert independently applied this method

o£ reduction, usins a radius of 30 miles.
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mean density of the earth. The attraction

of the mountain was computed fi-om contour

maps and from information as to its density

furnished by Mr. Whitman Cross of the U.

S. Geological Survey. A set of quai-ter-

second pendulums designed by Dr. Menden-

hall was tested at four of the stations with

satisfectory results. This is the smallest

apparatus yet made for the purpose, weigh-

ing but lOG pounds with packing boxes.

Herbert G. Ogden.

Washixgtox, D. C.

THE ASTRONOMICAL AND PHYSICAL SO-

CIETY OF TORONTO.

This Society, now very widely known,

was originallj' formed in 1884 by a few gen-

tlemen who, while actively engaged in busi-

ness pursuits, were kindred spirits in their

love for scientific study and met at inter-

vals more or less regular at theii- respective

residences for recreative reading, observa-

tion and experimentation. The member-

bei-ship gradually increasing, it was finally

decided to secure incorporation under a

general Act permitting the acquiring and

holding of real and personal property, etc.,

and in 1890 the Society became a corporate

body. The first president of the new asso-

ciation was the late Mr. Chas. Carpmael,

M. A., F. R. A. S., the Director of the To-

ronto Magnetic Observatorj^: the vice-presi-

dent was Mr. Andrew Elvins, who had

indeed been the first to gather together the

few friends who had formed the original

nucleus, and who is still highly esteemed

and honored as the father of amateur as-

tronomy in Toronto. A constitution mod-

eled upon that of the Astronomical Society

of the Pacific having been framed and by-

laws adopted, a circular was addressed to

many scientific societies and distinguished

astronomers and physicists throughout the

world. Several of the latter became corre-

sponding members, while various scientific

bodies contributed many volumes of reports.

etc., which formed the beginning of what

is now a very valuable library. Without

this very material aid the progress of the

Toronto Societj- would have been very slow

indeed, but as, at meeting after meeting, the

secretarj''s and libmrian's reports were read,

it became soon apparent that the heartiest

sympathy and support were being extended,

without exception, bj' all who had been

addi'essed.

The first annual report of the Society was

an unpretentious little volume of 40 pages,

containing abstracts of papers read during

the j'ear 1890, and records of the more im-

portant work done at the telescope by the

various members who were particularly in-

terested in observation. The frontispiece

was a drawing of sun-spots and also of

hj-drogen flames, by Mr. A. F. Miller, who
has always taken a keen interest in solar

physics. Mr. T. S. H. Shearmen contrib-

uted a paper on ' Coronal Photography, in

the Absence of Eclipse.' In common with

many other enthusiastic observers, Mr.

Shearmen is still engaged upon this work.

Referring to the objection raised regarding

the impossibility of photographing the cor-

ona in full sunshine on account of the very

slight dift'erence between the intensities of

the two lights, Mr. Shearmen cites ob-

servations of the inferior planets seen pro-

jected on the corona.

The appendix to this volume contains

a list of the presents donated by the

various observatories and scientific bod-

ies in the United States, and by Mr.

John Goldie, of Gait, Out., a life member

of the Society. The list of the Society's ex-

changes increased very rapidly after the

publication of the firet report. The vol-

ume for 1891 contained papers by Dr. J.

MoiTison, Mr. J. Ellard Gore and Mr. W.
F. Denning. An opera-glass section had

been formed which met during the weeks

alternating with the regular fortnightly

meetings of the Society, and much interest
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began to be taken in active telescopic work.

An essay by Mr. G. E. Lumsden, entitled a
' Plea for the Common Telescope ' (subse-

quently reprinted in the Scientific American

Supplement), was the means of creating a

very general desire for the possession of in-

struments of moderate aperture, and there

are now a great many telescopes ranging to

5-inch among the members of the Society.

Mr. Lumsden's own telescope is a 10:^-inch,

With-Browning reflector. It was with this

that he made an observation of a double

shadow of Sat. I in transit across the disc

of Jupiter, on the night of September 20,

1891. The particulars of the observation

and comments upon theories accounting

for the possible cause of the phenomenon,

which has been seen but three or four

times, appeared subsequently in L'Astrono-

mic. A drawing of Jupiter made on the

night of the observation forms the frontis-

piece to the. volume of Transactions of the

Society for 1891.

During this year the Society lost a sin-

cere ii'iend and earnest worker by the death

of the Hon. Sir Adam Wilson, Chief-Jus-

tice of Ontario. This distinguished jurist,

one of the most eminent of Canada's public

men, had actively interested himself in

scientific matters after retiring from the

Chief-Justiceship, and had erected and

equipped an observatory at his residence.

Shortly after Sir Adam's decease, which was
quite sudden, Lady Wilson donated to the

Society his telescope, a six-inch reflector,

together with other apparatus and many
works on science. Sir Adam had intimated

that he wished these to pass to the Society

at his death. The reiiector is now mounted

at the residence of Mr. John A. Paterson,

M. A., vice-president, and is used by the

members in regular observation.

In 1892 McElvins resigned the office of

vice-president, in order to have more time

at his disposal during which to take up

active work on special lines, notably meteor-

ology. The constitution was amended to

admit of election of two vice-presidents, and

Dr. Larratt W. Smith, Q. C, and Mr. John

A. Paterson, M. A., were appointed. During

this year also the Hon. G. W. Ross, LL. D.,

Minister of Education, became Honorary

President. The Society was now becoming

very extensively known, and its list of cor-

respondents rapidly increasing. The meet-

ings were particularly well attended, and

the Toronto press was most courteous and

obliging in publishing reports ofthe Societj'"s

work from time to time. Meetings were fi'e-

quently held at the Toronto observatoiy,

where practical use was made of the large

equatorial and other instruments of the

equipment. The great magnetic storm of

February 13, 1892, was charted by Mr. F.

L. Blake, of the observing staff, and a pho-

tographic reproduction accompanied the

volume for that j'ear. Towards the close

of 1892 a committee was appointed to act

conjointly with a committee fi'om the Cana-

dian Institute with a view to moving in the

matter of a change in astronomical time

reckoning. The report of the committee

was presented on April 21, 1893, and

adopted. It is now widely known that the

great majority of astronomers are in favor

of reckoning the astronomical as the civil

day, from midnight to midnight, and it

remains for the Government of the United

States to decide whether the ephemeris shall

be changed accordingly. The Admiralty in

England has expressed a desire to meet

the views of other nations.

During 1893 the Society was enabled to

further the object always kept in view, the

popularizing of science, by the kindness of

the University authorities, who gave the use

of the physical lecture room for popular

lectures, illustrated by experiment. Mr.

C. A. Chant, B. A., and Mr. G. F. HuU, B.

A., have taken charge of this department

of the Society's work with eminent success.

A very liberal interpretation of the physics
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relatino; to astronomy liaving been made,

there has resulted a keen interest in experi-

mental science; so that he is a welcome

addition to the membership who takes in-

terest in any branch of what was formerly-

styled natural philosophy.

During the years 1S9.3 and 1894 the sub-

ject of magnetism and electricity engaged a

large portion of the time spent at the reg-

ular meetings. Spectroscopy, quite apart

from its bearing upon astronomy, has also

been a subject of interest. A valuable

note, by Mr. A. F. INIiller, on the spectrum

of the light emitted by insects, appeared in

the volume of Transactions for 1893.

In the earlier years of the Society's ex-

istence the meetings were held at the resi-

dences of members, but it was ultimately

found that one central place of meeting

would be preferable, and for some time past

the regular meetings have been held in the

rooms of the Young Women's Christian

Guild building. Here the librarj^ is kept

and the secretary has his office. The So-

ciety suffered another loss in October, 1894,

by the death of the president, Mr. Carpmael,

whose health had been impaired for some

time previously. A short sketch of ^Ir.

Carpmael's veiy active life is appended to

the Ti-ansactions for 1894.

Dr. Larratt W. Smith, Q. C, succeeded

Mr. Carpmael in the presidential chair, and

the office vacated bj- the former is now ably

filled by Dr. E. A. Meredith, formerly

Deputy Minister of the Interior, and the

predecessor of Sir Wm. Dawson in the

presidential chair of McGill University,

Montreal. The great work always before

the Astronomical and Physical Society of

Toronto is the founding of a popular ob-

Bervatorj', in the true sense of the term;

not being too sanguine, it is still hoped that

steps will soon be taken to this end. It is

a matter of regret that there is no astro-

nomical equipment in Canada able to meet

all the requirements of modern astronomj-.

Two of the members of the Society,

Messrs. Z. M. and J. R. Collins, have been

verj' successful in making silver-on-glass

specula, and have figured several of eight-

inch ; having recently fitted up apparatus

for the work, it is contidentlj- expected that

they will soon be able to undertake the

construction of very large reflectors. It is

not too much to hope that they will be able to

execute the telescope when the public spirit

of the Toronto people demands a great ob-

servatory, and this may be in the near

futiire, for, in regard to popularizing science,

the Toronto Society has been eminently

successful. A branch of the association at

Meaford, Ont., has recentlj' been formed,

and other similar societies are already

spoken of. Thomas Llndsay.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE RIVERS OF EDEN.

To THE Editor of Science: Referring to

a note on the ' Garden of Eden ' in Scienxe

(May 3, 1895). I desire to point out that in

a series of ai'ticles. under the heading ' Gold,

Bedolacfi and Shoham Stone,' in the ' Ex-

positor ' (Loudon, 1887), I showed that the

only possible scientific explanation of the

geography of Eden in Genesis is that based

on the geological explorations of Loftus, and

now advocated by Prof Haupt, namely, that

the four rivers are the Khei-khat, Karun,

Tigris and Euiihrates. Farther I showed

that the geography and geology of this

ancient author are more accurate than those

of modern maps and popular statements

until within a very recent time, and that

the local standpoint of the original writer

was on the Euphrates, and his date not

long after that of the historical deluge,

whatever views may be held by critics as to

the ultimate editing of the book. Delitsch

and others have been misled by their want

of knowledge of the condition of the dis-

trict in the earliest human (Palanthropic)

age, whereas this was evidently known
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to the original writer, though the geograph-

ical conditions must have been somewhat

changed in his time.

I rejoice that a scholar like Dr. Haupt
has advocated a view which Avill almost for

the first time bring this very ancient and

very accurate geographical description be-

fore the notice of modern biblical scholars

in a manner which will be intelligible fi-om

their point of view.

I may add that a popular view of the

geological argument on the subject wUl be

found in my work, ' Modern Science in

Bible Lands,' published in 1888,* where

will also be found a sketch-map of the

region, illusti-ating the bearing of the geo-

logical and geographical researches of

Loftus and others on this much vexed and

much misunderstood question.

J. William Dawson.
MONTEEAI, May 7, 1895.

color-associations avith numerals, etc.

(third note).

To THE Editor of Science : In Science,

old series, Vol. vi., ISTo. 137, p. 242, 1 printed

the results of some experiments upon the

association of colors with letters of the

alphabet, with numerals, etc., in the case

of one of my daughters. In Nature for

July 9, 1891, I gave a table exhibiting the

results of these experiments in the years

1882, 1883, August, 1885, December, 1887,

June, 1889, and June, 1891, a period of

about nine years. The table can be readily

consulted by anyone interested, so that it

need not be repi-inted here. In February,

1895, I again questioned my daughter on

the subject, and I find that the colors given

in her replies of June, 1891, are unchanged
except in two cases. The figure 8 was
visualized by her as white (August, 1885),

cream color (December, 1887), white (June,

1889), cream (June, 1891), and is again

seen as white (February, 1895). The figure

*Harpers, New York.

10 was noted as brown (1885), brown

(1887), black ? (1889), black or browu

(1891), and black (1895). With these ex-

ceptions there are no material changes.

My remarks on the table, given in Nature,

do not seem to call for any additions or sub-

tractions. The present note, taken with

the others cited, seems to be of value, as it

records the results of experiments made
tinder exceptionally good conditions and

now extending over a period of some thu-teen

years. Edward S. Holden.
Mount Hasiilton, May, 1895.

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS STATE GEOLOGICAL

SURVEY.

In conformity with the law under which

the University of Kansas is now working,

the Board of Eegents at a recent meeting

formally organized the University Geolog-

ical Sui'vey of Kansas with Chancellor F.

H. Snow, ex-ofiicio Director; Professor S.

W. Williston, Paleontologist; Professor

Erasmus Haworth, Geologist and Mineralo-

gist, and Professor E. H. S. Bailej-, Chemist.

In addition to these, other members of

the University Faculty will be engaged upon

the work of the Survey, as well as the ad-

vanced students of the departments of

Geology and Paleontologj^ An effort will

also be made to centralize and unify the

energies of different geologists in the State

who have been doing valuable work along

different lines of geological investigations.

Akeady a considerable start has been made

and the cooperation of difierent geologists of

the State has been secured.

The policy of the Survej' mil be conserva-

tive, with the expectation that it will be

continued and eventuallj^ include all other

branches of the natural historj' of the State.

The general stratigraphy of the State will

fijfst be elaborated in order that it may be

used in the farther study of various ques-

tions of economic and scientific importance,

all of which will be taken up as rapidly as
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existing conditions from time to time will

permit

.

Work in the Coal Measures of the State

has been in progress for two summei*s, and

Volume I. of the Report is now almost ready

for publication. Other volumes will appear

at irregular intervals. Those alreadj' under

preparation are : One on Coal, Oil and

Gas: one on tlie Vertebrate Paleontology

of the State ; and one on the Salt and

Oypsum deposits of Kansas.

F. H. Snow,

Chancellor University of Kamas.
Lawrence, Kansas,

April 20, 1895.

SCIEXTIFIC LITERATURE.

Our Xative Birds of Song and Beauty. By H.
Xehrling. 4° , 36 colored plates from orig-

inals by EiDGWAY, GoERiNG and Mutzel.

Published by Geo. Brumder, Milwaukee.

To be completed in !(> parts, 81.00 each.

Part eleven of this excellent work, carry-

ing it nearly half through the second vol-

ume, has been delivered to subscribers. It

is enough praise to say that the high stand-

ard of the tirst voluiue is maintained. Mr.

Nehrling is a field naturalist of the kind

who deem a bird in the bush worth two in

the hand. He loves everything in the woods
and fields, and in telling about the birds

and their lives he tells also of the trees and

flowers.

The aim of the book is to give trust-

worthy accounts, in popular stj'le, of the

haunts and habits of our birds. Occasionally

it does more and introduces a new fact of

scientific interest, as when the breeding of

the Pine Grosbeak (Plnicola) is recorded

for northern Wisconsin. On the other hand,

it is not always down to date. For instance,

under the Black Rosy Finch (Leuco-ificte

atrata), the statement is quoted from Ridg-

way that " nothing has yet been learned as

to its range during the breeding season."

As a matter of fact, the species is common

in summer in the higher parts of the

Salmon River Mountains in Idaho, where

it was obtained by the reviewer five yeai-s

ago (see Xorth American Fauna, No. 5,

1891, 102). Similarly, the Gray-crowned

Ro.sy Finch (L. tephrocotit) is said to be 'a

resident of the interior of British America,

near or in the Rockj- ^lountains,' and fur-

ther, that ' none seem to breed in our ter-

ritory.' If Mr. Xehrling had consulted

the ' Report on the Ornithology of the

Death Valley Expedition,' by Dr, A, K.

Fisher, he would have found the state-

ment that this species " is a common sum-

mer resident in the higher portions of the

AVhite Mountains and the Sierra Nevada in

eastern and southern California," where it

breeds abundantly and where nearly 40

specimens were secured bj^ the expedition

(North Am. Fauna, No. 7, 1893, 82).

The plates are of two kinds, some show-

a single species in appropriate surround-

ings ; others showing a number of species

grouped together on a background of land-

scape or dense vegetation. The reproduc-

tions, while amply sufficient for purposes of

identification, are evidently inferior to the

oi-iginals, the number of stones used in

printing being too small, and the workman-

ship not of the best. Bj- far the most ef-

fective picture in the second volume is one

of a group of winter birds—Evening Gros-

beak, Pine Grosbeak, Redpoll, White-

winged Crossbill, Nuthatch and Chickadee

—on top of a spruce tree laden with snow.

The combination of colore is striking and

is aided by the red berries of a giant moun-

tain ash, which, by the waj', forgot to drop

its leaves ! Among tlie earlier plates of

high merit, both in conception and execu-

tion, are several by Robert Ridgway that

give charming glimpses of birds in charac-

terLstic attitudes and surroundings. Of

these, the Golden-crowned Kinglet, Pro-

thonotary Warl)ler. and Canon Wren are

among the best.
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By some accident in binding, the two

plates of part 10 (pis. 13 and 15) ai-e re-

peated from the first volume.

The nomenclature is that of the Ameri-

can Ornithologists' Union, except that the

authority given is for the combination, not

for the species—an unfortunate departure,

inasmuch as it does not tell who was the

original describer of the species.

To those unfamiliar with the first volume
it may be said that the work is not a scien-

tific treatise at all, but a popular book de-

voted to the life histories of birds, and
based mainly on the authors' extensive field

experiences, supplemented by quotations

—

perhaps too lengthy and frequent—from

the writings of well-known ornithologists.

It does not profess to cover all North Ameri-

can bu'ds, omitting the water birds, birds

of prey and a few others, but treats prima-

rily, as its title indicates, of ' Our Native

Birds of Song and Beauty.' It is a large,

well printed quarto, and of its kind is in-

comparably the best book yet published

in America. C H. M.

Municipal Government in Great Britain: By
Albert Shaw. New York, The Century

Co. 1895, 8°, viii + 385.

The modern increase of cities, and of the

proportion of urban population as compared
with that of rural districts, is, according to

Mr. Shaw, to be accepted as a permanent

fact for this generation and its immediate

successors, and,instead of lamenting over it,

it is the duty of thinking men to devise

ways and means to do away with or dimin-

ish the evils which are at present connected

with city life. The author states his point

of view as being that a city government

should so order the general affairs and in-

terests of the communitj^ as to conduce

positively to the welfare of its people, or, at

all events, to make it certain that for the

average family the life of the town sliall not

be necessarily detrimental. The object of

the book is to show how some of the older

and larger British cities have dealt ^\^[th

this problem, giving details as to their,

modern forms of government, method of

elections and modes of securing pure water,

cleanliness, rapid transit, prevention of

contagious diseases, etc.

The cities selected for this purpose are

Glasgow, Manchester, Birmingham and

London, and for each a vast amount of in-

formation is elearlj^ and concisely given.

Taking Birmingham as an example, it is

shown that in frftrenty years the death rate

of the city was lowered twenty per cent.,

and, in some parts of the city, sixty per

cent.; that the provisions for the comfort

and recreation of the people have been

greatljr iacreased, and that, while over forty

millions of dollars have been expended in

securing these improvements, the taxes

have not been increased, because the muni-

cipal gas and water works, street railways,

markets, etc., have been from the financial,

as well as fi-om the utilitarian, point of

view completely successful. Surely it is

worth while for the citizens of American

cities to inquire how this has been ac-

complished.

The description of the means used bj^ the

citj' of Glasgow for the isolation and treat-

ment of infectous disease is worthy of care-

ful study. The Contagious Diseases Hos-

pital has been given the semblance of a

lovelj" village, and Mr. Shaw truly says that

" the difl^erence between popularity and un-

popularity in a public hospital for infectious

diseases may well mean all the difference

between a terrible epidemic and its easy

prevention." The sanitary wash houses of

Glasgow are a feature of the work of the

Health Department which finds no parallel

in American cities but which is of great im-

portance. One of these cost $50,000, an-

other $75,000, and they far more than repay

theu' cost.

The author promises a second volume
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treating of municipal government in tho

chief countries of Continental Europe, and

if we could be assured of a third volume,

prepared with equal care and accuracy,

' On Municipal Governments in the Ignited

States, or how not to do it,' it would be. as

Artemus expressed it, 'a sweet boon."

Meantime, let Mr. Shaw's first volume be

made a subject of special study bj' the

younger professional men in this country,

for the time is near at hand when they will

be compelled to take some definite line of

action with regard to our own cities, each

of which presents its own peculiar problems,

but problems upon which much light is

thrown bj- the experiences of our transatlan-

tic brothers. J. S. B.

Theoretical Chemistry. 'By Professor W.
Xernst, Ph. D., Univei"sity of Gottingen,

translated by Professor C. S. Palmer,

Ph. D., Uuivei-sity of Colorado. Mac-

millan & Co. Pp. 697. Price 85.00.

It has long been evident that the treat-

ment of the physical side of chemistry, in

text-books avowedly devoted to chemical

theory, is not satisfactory. In the present

work Physical Chemistry is the main object

in hand, and, correspondingly, chemical

theory proper is relegated to a subordinate

position. The treatment of purely chemical

topics is clear and suggestive, but brief, and

occasionally inadequate. Thus the discus-

sion of the stereochemistry of nitrogen is

confined to the mere statement of the views

of Hantzsch and Werner, with not even the

barest mention of the difficulties and ex-

ceptions which have led manj- to regard the

spatial conception, so far as it applies to

nitrogen, as prematurelj- developed.

But insufficiency of this kind is to be ex-

pected whenever the attempt is made to

cover the whole field of chemical and

physico-chemical theorj- within the limits

of the same work, and it would be unfair to

criticise Professor Nernst's book adverselv

on the ground of inadequate treatment of

purely chemical topics which, presumably,

were introduced simply for the sake of com-
pleteness. "We pass, therefore, to the main
subject.

For some time a work has been needed
which would give concisely the remarkalile

results of the new Physical Chemistry, and
this want Professor Xernst's work is well fit-

ted to meet. The material is well selected,

the sections are well proportioned, the fiicts

are accurately and concisely stated, and the

translation has been faithfully made, too

faithfully perhaps, by one who is evidently

well fitted, on the scientific side, for the task.

It may not l^e out of place to express the

opinion that the almost complete abandon-

ment of the historical method which char-

acterizes Professor Xernst's work is a mis-

take, even in so small a volume. This is

particularly plain in the account of the doc-

trine of electrolj-tic dissociation. One who
reads the fascinating chapter ' Geschichte

der Electrochemie ' in Ostwald's ' Lehrbuch
der Allgemeineu Chemie,' Vol. I., part II.,

observes this concept vaguely adumbrated

in the minds of Grotthus and Daniell, sees

it implicitly present in the remarkable views

of Clausius, and finally recognizes it freed

from all obscuritj^ in the papers of Arrhe-

nius. In Xernst, on the contrary, one is

introduced to the doctrine fully formed, and,

looking about him in some bewilderment

to ascertain its source, discovers an incom-

plete justification for its existence in the be-

havior of aqueous salt solutions.

The student who desires to devote him-

self specially to Physicivl Chemistry may
read the book with profit, but he would do

better, having acquired the necessary phys-

ical, mathematical and chemical prepara-

tion, to go directly to Ostwald's ' Lehrbuch';

to those who wish simplj' to obtain a l)road

view of the present state of the science the

work will be decidedly acceptable, and this

will be its chief function.
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It is not pleasant to be obliged to record

the complete failure of Professor Palmer's

attempt to ' make the sound German speak

good English.' The ' sound German ' seems

to be unusually refractory in his hands, and

frequently refuses not only to ' speak good

English,' but also to speak any kind of

intelligible English at all. .

An unpleasant appearance is given to the

pages by the translator's unfortunate prac-

tice of introducing phrases from the original,

sometimes directly, sometimes in curiously

infelicitous translation. Thus, in the sec-

tion in which the applications of the first

law of heat to chemical reactions are dis-

cussed we read, to express thermal evolu-

tion or absorption, either ' Warme-
tonung,' which is clear enough, but out of

place, or ' heat toning,' a phrase which one

struggles vainly to comprehend. Thus he

replaces the word element by the remark-

able expression 'ground-stuff.' He advo-

cates the introduction of the term ' Knall

gas,' and employs it faithfully himself.

Rarely the translation attains to complete

unintelligibility, e. g., on page 149 :

" The choice of a suitable hypothesis to

be advanced can be easily made, now or

never, in the case before us."

It must be admitted that Professor

Palmer's English is by no means pleasant

reading. Those with any feeling for the

right use of language will be incessantly ir-

ritated by it, and even others will be not

infrequently annoyed by the unnecessarj''

difficulties which it introduces.

The defects of the translation are un-

doubtedly serious. But for this there is

much compensation. It is plain that the

translator has followed the wonderful de-

velopment of the new science faithfully, and

his own comprehension of the subject is

evident on every page. The student who
will forgive the obvious defects, which, after

all, concern rather the appearance than the

substance, and give to the book an earnest.

thoughtful reading, can not fail to derive

from it a large amount of valuable infor-

mation.

Robert H. Bradbury.

Proceedings of the Society for the Promotion of

Engineering Education, Vol II., BrookljTi

Meeting, 1894. Edited by Professors

Swain, Baker and Johnson. Svo, pp.

viii., 292. $2.50.

This excellent collection of interesting

and helpful papers is issued to the members
of the Society ; but, as we understand from

an inserted slip, copies may be obtained

from the Secretary, Professor J. B. Johnson,

of Washington University, St. Louis, at the

regular price paid by members. The vol-

ume is well made up, and its contents justify

a good form of make-up. The book con-

tains the usual statement of the objects of

the Society, the rules, and the lists of

oflScers and members, followed by the com-

plete papers of the the meeting of 1894.

The Society was organized in Chicago in

1893, and its next meeting, at Brooklyn, is

that here given record. Its membership,

already about 160, includes probablj' the

majority of the recognized leaders among
representatives of the department of educa-

tion to which its belongs. The discussions

are mainly on subjects of immediate inter-

est to the teachers in the professional engi-

neering schools, and are necessarilj' of great

importance to them and their pupils, though

perhaps less attractive to the average reader

than are discussions of educational mat-

ters generally. The requirements for ad-

mission, the character and designation of the

degrees properly conferred, the teachers and

the text-books, methods and extent of shop

and laboratory work, and forms of cun-i-

cula suitable to this special work, are the

main topics, and they are well and dispas-

sionately treated. The volume is full of

useful and instructive matter.

E. H. T.
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Steam Power and MiUwork : By Geo. W. Sut-

CLiFFE. Wliittaker& Co., London; Mac-
millan & Co., New York. 12mo, pp. xv.

8S«. 1895. $4.50.

This book is one of the excellent series

for specialists published recentlj' bj' this

firm, and is a very good example of tlie

kind of work now coming to be so common
in technical departments. It is written for

those who are interested in the design, man-
ufacture and use of steam engines, mill ma-
chinery and similar apparatus, and pre-

sumably represents the condensed experi-

ence of its author. The book gives valu-

able information relative to the most mod-
em systems of production and transmission

of power, and the latest forms of engine

boilers and transmitting mechanisms, and

their details, including also instructions re-

garding their proportions and for their

maintenance. The 157 illustrations are

numerous and good, representing everj' es-

sential detail of which description is given.

Numerous tables are distributed through

the pages of text, and afford a condensed

presentation of facts and data required in

the comj)utation of designs. The discussion

relates principally to the steam engine

;

but considerable space is given to rope and

other transmissions, and the customary

forms of power-transmission by the older

methods. Eeforcnces are freely given, and

the book is thus made, not only intrinsically

valuable, but a key to the extensive litera-

ture of its subject and field. The book will

prove an excellent contribution to the

library, especially of the young engineer.

R. H. T.

NOTES AXn XEWS.

JOINTS IX THE VERTEBRATE SKELETON.

In the last number of the Archiv fiir Ent-

xcickelungsmechanik der Organismen is the

completion of Gustav Tornier's elaborate

investigation upon ' The Origin of the Forms
of the Joints in the Vertebrate Skeleton.'

The writer is apparently unaware of the

work which has been done upon the same
subject by Ryder, Cope and others in this

country, and his conclusions are therefore

of all the greater interest since, while inde-

pendently reached, the3' are in accord with

the American Neo-Lamarckians so far as

the adaptive power of individual reaction

is concerned. He concludes as follows

:

The forms of the joints arise by the adapta-

tion of the organism to external conditions

of life, and are the results of mechanical in-

fluences which are directed upon the joint

apparatus by the action of the muscular

system. These mechanical stimuli act

directly upon the joints, and lead not

through the reproductive cells, but directlj'

through the transformation of those parts

of the body which are under these changing

influences. Joints, therefore, arise accord-

ing to the principle announced by Wilhelm
Roux of ' functional adaptation,' and of the

' self formation of the useful,' ' of adaptiition

of the organism to functions through the

exercise of these functions.' Since com-

parative anatomj' aflbrds the surest tests of

the truth of these principles, proofs which

have not had their inspiration in Roux's

declarations, but have led a long way to-

ward them and are still showing the appli-

cation of these principles in (juestions of

theoretical evolution, how useful it would

be were these principles also extended into

other fields of research ! At the same time

these proofs indicate that comparative an-

atomj' united with pathology present two

of the routes by which this goal can and

will be reached. This number also con-

tains the experimental studies in teratogeny

Ijy Mitrophanow, and a continuation of

Driesch's experimental work.

This journal has become the medium of

jniblication of the new school in Germanj^

which revolts against the extreme to which

AVeismann has carried the theory of selec-

tion, and represents partly the thought
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which is independent of all theories, partly

that which, as seen in the above quotation

from Tornier's paper, is analogous to Amer-

ican Neo-Lamarckism. It differs from the

American school in the cardinal point, how-

ever, that judgment is suspended as to the

inheritance of acquired characters.

H. F. O.

THE PREPAEATION OF ARGON.

Since the announcement, by Lord Eay-

leigh and Prof. Eamsay, of the isolation of

a new constituent of the atmosphere, any

information as to the nature of this sub-

stance has been received with interest by

the scientific world. Guntz has recently de-

scribed, in the Comptes Rendus, a modification

of the method used by Eayleigh and Ram-
say for its preparation. This author has

substituted lithium for magnesium, thereby

securing the absorption of the nitrogen

more readily at a lower temperature. The
preparation of pure lithium in quantity has

hitherto been a difficult problem, but Guntz

has devised a simple method for its prepara-

tion in large quantities.

This consists in the electrolytic decom-

position of a mixture of equal parts of

lithium chloride and potassium chloride, the

latter being introduced to lower the temper-

ature at which the decomposition takes

place. The decomposition is carried on

in porcelain crucibles and the molten lithium

poured into molds. It is fi'ee from iron and

sdica, but contains a small amount of potas-

sium chloride.

The experiment showing the presence of

argon in atmospheric nitrogen and its ab-

sence from chemical nitrogen, the latter

term being used for nitrogen obtained from

chemical substances by decomposition, con-

sists in introducing the nitrogen into a

glass tube containing the lithium in a boat.

The glass tube is connected with a manom-
eter to show the change in pressure. Upon
heating the metal to dull redness, combina-

tion of the nitrogen and lithium takes place

with incandescence. The manometer after

the operation shows a pressure of about

10 mm. Upon introducing another vol-

ume of nitrogen and repeating the opera-

tion about the same amount of argon is

obtained, and this process can be continued

until the tube is filled with argon. If,

however, chemical nitrogen is used there is

total absorption, showing that atmospheric

nitrogen contains some constituents not

present in chemical nitrogen.

J. E. Gilpin. .

HELION.

Prof. Eamsay has kindly sent us the

following abstract of his paper on ' Heliou,

a Gaseous Consistent of certain Minerals.'

Part I., received by the Eoyal Society on

April 27th

:

An account is given of the extraction of

a mixture of hydrogen and hehon from a

felspathic rock containing the mineral cle-

veite. It is shown that in all probability

the gas described in the preliminarj^ note

of March 26 was contaminated with atmos-

pheric argon.

The gas now obtained consists of hydro-

gen, probably derived from some free metal

in the felspar, some nitrogen and helion.

The density of helion, nearly free from

nitrogen, was found to be 3.89. From the

wave-length of sound in the gas, from which

the theoretical ratio of specific heats 1.66 is

approximately obtained, the conclusion may
be drawn that hehon, like argon, is mona-

tomic. Evidence is produced that the gas

evolved from cleveite is not a hydride, and

a comparison is made of the spectra of

argon and helion. There are four specially

characteristic hues in the helion spectrum

which are absent from that of argon ; they

are a brilliant red, the Dg line of a very

brilliant yellow, a peacock-green line, and

a brilliant violet line. One curious fact is

that the gas from cleveite, freed from all
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impurities removable by sparking witli

oxygen in presence of caustic potash, ex-

liibits one, and only one, of the character-

istic bright red pair of ai'gon lines. This,

and other evidence of the same kind, ap-

pears to suggest that atmospheric argon

and helion have some common constit-

uent.

Attention is drawn to the fact that on

subtracting IG (the common diflerence be-

tween the atomic weights of elements of the

first and second series) from 20, the ap-

proximate density of argon, the remainder

is 4, a number closely approximating to the

density of helion: or, if 32 be subtracted

from 40, the atomic weight of argon if it be

a monatomic gas, the remainder is 8, or

twice the density of helion, and its atomic

weight if it too is a monatomic gas.

GRAVITY MEASUREMENTS.

At a meeting of the Philosophical Society

of "Washington on March 16th Mr. G. K.

Gilbert discussed the gravity determinations

reported by Mr. G. E. Putnam, an account

of which is given elsewhere in the present

number of Science. Mr. Gilbert summa-
rizes his conclusions as follows:

" The measurements of gravity appear

far more harmonious when the method of

reduction postulates isostacy than when it

postulates high rigidity. Nearly all the

local peculiarities ofgravity admit of simple

and rational explanation on the theory that

the continent as a whole is approximately

isostatie, and that the interior plain is al-

most perfectly isostatie. Most of the devia-

ations from the normal arise ft-om excess of

matter and are associated with uplift. The
Appalachian and Kocky mountains and the

Wa.satch plateau all appear to be of the

nature of added loads, the whole mass above

the neighboring plains being rigidly upheld.

The Colorado plateau province seems to

have an excess of matter, and the Desert

Range province may also be overloaded.

The fact that the six stations from Pike's

Peak to Salt Lake City, covering a distance

of 375 miles, show an average excess of

1,345 rock-feet indicates great<'r sustaining

power than is ordinarily ascribed to the

lithosphere by the advocates of isostacy.

It indicates also that the district used in

this discussion for estimating the height of

the mean plain is far too small ; even the

radius of 100 miles .selected by Mr. Putnam
may not be large enough."'

CiEXERAL.

In a paper read before the Paris Academy
on April 29th MM. Hericourt and Ch.

Richet announce that they have applied

the method of injecting serum in the treat-

ment of cancer. Two patients only have
undergone this treatment, one of whom is

said to have been completely cured.

Rev. J. M. Seely-e, president of Amherst
College from 1877 to 18it0, died at Amherst
on May 12th, at the age of .seventy. For

nineteen years before his election to the

presidency' he filled the chair of mental and
moral philosophy and retained this chair

until his death. His original contributions

to philosophy were not important, but he

exercised great influence as an educator

and teacher.

We learn that Deputy Surgeon-General

John S. Billings, of the army, has requested

that he be placed on the retired list ; and

that in October that distinguished oflicer

will leave the Army Medical Museum, of

which he is curator, and the Library of the

Surgeon-General's Office, of which he is

librarian, and these magnificent institutions,

that have been made what they are largely

by his ability and zeal, will know him no

longer. Before the date he has selected for

his retirement he hopes to complete his

work on the final volume of the Index

Catalogue. In seeking official retirement

Dr. Billings does not propose to give up
work, as he has accepted the chair of
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hygiene in the University of Pennsylvania.
—N. Y. Medical Eecord.

De. Gael Thieesch, professor of surgery

in the University of Leipsic, died on April

20th at the age of seventy-three. He was
appointed professor of surgery at Erlangen

in 1S54, and in 1867 proceeded to Leipsic.

During the Franco-Prussian war he was at-

tached as senior surgeon to the 12th Army
Corps. He was the author of standard

works on cholera and embryology.

The number of medical journals at pres-

ent published in Russia is 38. Of these 20

are published in St. Petersburg, 5 at Mos-
cow, 4 at Warsaw, 2 at Odessa, 2 at Char-

koff, and 1 at Kasan, KiefF, Saratoff, Wor-
onesz and Pultawa, respectively. The old-

est of them all is the Medizinskoie Obozrenie,

which is twenty-one years old ; next comes
the Rxisskaia Medizina, which is in its nine-

teenth year; the Vratch, which is in its fif-

teenth, being third.

—

N. Y. Medical Eecord.

We much regret to learn that the publi-

cation of Insect Life will cease with the next
number. Two new series of bulletins will

be started from the Division of Entomology
of the Department of Agriculture to take
its place. The one will contain articles of

a general economic and biological character

—practically such articles as have been
published most frequently in Insect Life—

•

and the other will contain results of the
purely scientific work of the ofi&ce force.

Theee has been established in Leicester,

England, a bacteriological institution under
the direction of a medical ofiicer in the

interests of anti-vaccination.

Edward Buenett Tyloe, M. A., Reader
in Anthropology in the University of Ox-
ford, has been made Professor of Anthro-
pology.

Prof. W. M. L. Coplin, who holds the

€hair of Pathology at Jefferson Medical

College in Philadelphia, has accepted the

call tendered him by the Trustees of Vander-

bilt University, ISTashville, Tenu., to take

charge next fall of the departments of

Pathology, Biology and Bacteriologj', fot-

which they have just completed a new
building.

—

N. Y. Evening Post.

Beigadier Geneeal Thomas L. Casey,

having reached the age requiring i-etirement

from the active list, has relinquished com-
mand of the corps of engineers and charge

of the engineer department. He is suc-

ceeded by Col. William P. Craighill.

We learn through the N. Y. Medical

Record that the Medical Department of the

State Universitj^ of Minnesota was granted

$40,000 by the Legislature for a laboratory

building, making a total of $150,000 appro-

priated for buildings alone in a period of

four years. The medical law was likewise

amended to require of all graduates of later

date than 1898 ' attendance upon four

courses of medical lectures, in different

years, of not less than six months' duration

each.'

The trustees of Williams College have ac-

cepted the legacj' of $20,000 from Mme.
Souberville, in memory of her father, Horace

F. Clark, D. D. The College has also re-

ceived a gift of $3,500 from ex-Governor

Pennoyer, of Oregon, to found a scholarship

in memory of his son.

Dr. Ernst Eittee, of the University of

Gottingen, has been elected Assistant Pro-

fessor of Mathematics in Cornell Universitj'.

The death of Mrs. Henry C. Lewis, of

Coldwater, Mich., leaves the art collection

possessed bj' her late husband, valued at

$800,000, at the disposal of the University

of Michigan. At present the university has

not accommodation for the bequest, but

President Angell expects an art building to

be erected by private contributions. N. Y.

Evening Post.

Aisr exhibition of California food products

will be held in Berlin from the 5th of May
to the 5th of July.
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The Scientific American for May lltb con-

tains an interesting illustrated account of

Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana.

Theodoe Johaxx Christian Ambders
Brorsen, the astronomer, died on April ."^d

at Xorburg in Schleswig at the age of 70.

He was director of the observatorj' of Seuf-

tcnberg for twenty years.

The death is announced, at the age of 04,

of James Price, President of the Society of

Civil Engineei-s of Ireland, Professor in the

University of Dublin and Engineer iu Chief

of the Midland and Great "Western Railway

Company.

The third International Congress of Zool-

ogy at Leyden is divided into six sections, as

follows: (1) General Zoology, Geographical

distribution, including fossil faunas. (2)

Classification of A'ertebrates, Geographical

distribution. (.3) Comparative Anatomy
of Vertebrates, living and fossil. Embry-
ology. (4) Classification of Invertebrates,

Geographical distribution. (.5) Entomology,

(6) Comparative Anatomj- and Emliryology

of the Invertebrates.

The Craven Studentship at Cambridge

has been awarded to Mr. R. C. Bosanquet.

This is an endowment for advanced studies

abroad in the languages, literature, history,

arclueologj', or art of ancient Greece or

Rome, or the comparative philology of the

Indo-European languages.

I>- a demurrer filed by Mrs. Jane L.

Stanford in the United States Circuit Court

at San Franci.sco it is contended that, since

no valid claim was ever presented to Leland

Stanford durixig his life or to his widow
since his death, any claim the United

States Government might have had on tlic

Stanford estate is vitiated.

Hon. Eckley B. Coxe, a prominent min-

ing engineer and writer, at one time Presi-

dent of the American In.stitute of Mining

Engineers, died at Hazleton, Pa., at the

age of fifty-four years.

Brigadier General CuARLii* Suther-

land, formerly Surgeon-General of the

Ai-my, died at Washington, on May 11th,

at the age of sixty-five years.

The first eonvergazione of the Royal Society

for the season was held on the evening of

May 1st in Burlington-house, and thei'e was
a very large attendance of guests. The ex-

hibits were exceptionally numerous, electric

science and applied mathematics being well

represented, while some interesting exhibits

were also shown in the department of

chemistry, astronomy and biology.

—

London

Times.

Principal Peterson, of Dundee College,

has been oflered the jiresidency of McGill

University, Monti-eal.

Dr. J. H. Hyslop has been made pro-

fessor of logic and ethics in Columbia Col-

lege, and Dr. Frederick S. Lee, adjunct

professor of physiologj'.

Leopold Trovvelot died on April 22d

at the Observatorj- of Meudon at the age of

08. After the cotip d'HM he left France

and came to America, living in Cambridge

until 1882. His first published work ap-

lieared in Boston in 18GG. At this time he

was a student of natural history, but later

he obtained a position as astronomer at

Harvard College. His most important work

was on the planet Venus, pul)lished in 1S02.

He was well known for his drawings, many
of which still remain unpublished. He
leaves an unfinished memoir on the planet

Mars, and at the time of his death was en-

gaged on a study of Jupit«r.

Dr. John W. Byron, who died on 5Iay

Sth at the age of 34, was known for his re-

searches in bacteriology carried out at

Havana during the yellow-fever epidemic,

later in the labonitories of Berlin and Paris,

and during the last five years in the Loomis

Laboratory, where he occupied the position

of bacteriologist. Dr. Byron is .said to have

contracted the disease of which he died in
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carrj'ing out his experiments on tubercle

bacilli.

The American Forestry Association pro-

posed holding its annual peripatetic meet-

ing in southern New Jersey from May
16th to May 19th. The privileges of this

expedition are open to all members of

the American Forestry Association, New
Jersey Forestry Association and Pennsyl-

vania Forestry Association. On May 15th

Prof. B. E. Fernow was to deliver an il-

lustrated lecture at Camden, from which

place the party would start, going down the

Delaware by steamboat, visiting all places

of interest along the shore from Cape May
to Atlantic City and in the pines. On the

evening of May 17th an illustrated lecture

was to be delivered in Atlantic City by
Prof. Joseph Rothrock, Forestry Commis-
sioner for Pennsylvania.

At a meeting of the Fellows of the Royal

Botanical Society held in the Societies' gar-

dens at Regent's Park, London, the question

of the desii'abihty of opening the gardens to

the public on Bank holidays was discussed.

It was stated at the same meeting that

unless some fresh source of income could be

obtained the gardens could not be kept up.

At the spring meeting of the Iron and
Steel Institute the Bessemer gold medal of

1895 was unanimously awarded to Henry
Marion Howe, of Boston, in recognition of

his contributions to metallurgical literature.

Among the previous recipients of the medal
were Peter Cooper, Abram S. Hewitt, Alex-

ander L. HoUey and John Fritz. Mr.

Howe's most important work is a treatise

on the ' Metallurgy of Steel,' which was
published in 1890 and for which he received

a prize of $500 from the Society d' Encour-

agement of Paris.

The 66th anniversary meeting of the

Zoological Society of London was held on

April 29th. The chair was taken by Sir

William H. Flower. The report of the

Council stated that the silver medal had

been awarded to Mr. Henry H. Johnston,

Commissioner for British Central Afi-ica,^

for his distinguished services to all branches

of natural Mstory. The total receipts of

the Society for 1894 amounted to £25,107,

a decrease of £1,110 being attributed to the

unfavorable weather of the past year. The
expenditure amounted to £23,616, a decrease

of £1,661. The number of animals in the

Zoological Gardens on December 31st last

was 2,563, of which 669 were mammals,

1,427 birds and 467 reptiles. About 30

species of mammals, 12 of birds and one of

reptiles had bred in the gardens during last

summer. Sir William H. Flower was re-

elected president.

—

London Times.

SOCIETIES AND ACADESIIES.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES OF WASHINGTON.

A JOINT meeting of the Scientific Societies

ofWashington was held May 10th, on the oc-

casion of the delivery of the annual address

of the President of the National Geographic

Society, Hon. Gardiner G. Hubbard. Dr.

G. Brown Goode presided, and in the in-

troductory remarks briefly outlined the

development of the Societies and their joint

commission.

Mr. Hubbard's subject was ' Russia.' He
considered it in the light of his own obser-

vations while making an extensive journej'

through that country in 1881. Its climate,

physiographic features, government and the

customs and conditions of its people were

all gi-aphically portrayed. At the close of

the address a series of views were shown

upon the screen.

In response to a motion by Prof. Simon

Newcomb, seconded by Postmaster General

Wilson, the large audience gave Mr. Hub-

bard a hearty vote of thanks for his address.

J. S. DiLLER, Secretary.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.

At the meeting on May 4th, Mr. Charles

Torrey Simpson read a paper ' On the Geo-
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graphical Distributiou of tlii' Xaiades,' an

abstract of a paper on classification and

distribution soon to be published.

After stating that the classification

adopted by most authoi-s, in which the

family Unioniihv is founded on forms without

siphons, and the Mutelidiv on those in which

they are developed, cannot stand, since

these characters vary in the same genus or

species, the writer showed that von Ihe-

ring's new definition of the families, in

which the former was based on the embrj'-

onie state being a glochkUum and the latter

by its larvffi being a lasidium agi'eed with

the shells. In the Unionichc these are schizo-

dont, in the 3Iutelida' they are irregular!}-

taxodont. The new arrangement shows the

former family to be world-wide; the latter

as belonging essentially to the southern

hemisphere.

The Naiads are distributed in Geograph-

ical Provinces whose boundaries may be

mountain chains which act as watersheds

between river S3'stems, deserts or oceans,

but these do not alwaj's divide regions,

which sometimes have no tangible barriers.

In the Old "World and South America these

provinces essentially agree with those es-

tablished by Sclater and Wallace ; in North

America they do not.

The Paliearctic Region includes all Asia

south to the Thibetan Plateau, and all the

western part of the continent, all Europe
and northern Afi-ica, and all of North
America west of the Great Cordillei-a ; an
area of 16,000,000 square miles, with only

a few, not over 50, simple forms. The
Oriental Region includes all of Asia south

of the Himalayas, north to the Amoor,
west to the Indus, Japan and the Malay
Archipelago to the Salomon Islands. The
forms are numerous, often heavy, distorted,

elegantly sculptured, and closely related to

those of the United States.

The Australian Region includes Austra-

lia, Tasmania and New Zealand, with a

few simple unios related to those of South

America. Africa south of the Desert is an-

other great region, the Ethiopian, contain-

ing the African Mutelid(r and small unios

allied to those of India. South America is

all included in another province, the Neo-

tropical, the Andes proving a barrier to the

passage of all forms except unios, which
have crossed to the western slope. All the

central United States drainage from West
Florida to the Rio Grande, including, for

the most part, the Great Lakes and the

Mackenzie System, constitutes a wonder-

fully rich region of naiad life, having the

finest and most varied foi-ms of the globe.

The waters of North America draining into

the Atlantic are peopled by simple forms,

which may have descended from those of

the ilississippi A'alley. Mexico and Central

America constitute another region of naiad

life, having three distinct faunas, an ancient

one derived from the United States, a more
recent one from that region, and a few im-

migrants from South America.

Mr. Simpson attempts to trace the de-

velopment and past historj- of the naiads,

and their evidence regarding past changes

of land and sea and the Glacial Epoch.

The paper was illustrated by a sketch-

map in colors, showing the difl'erent regions.

The second paper of the evening, ' The
Other Side of the Nomenclature Question,'

was by Dr. Erwin F. Smith, who spoke, in

reply to a previous paper by Mr. F. X.

CovUle, against the unfounded claims put

forth in behalf of the Botanical Club Check

List. This list has introduced many radical

changes into our existing botanical nomen-
clature without suflicieut reason. Tlie re-

vival of the long disused generic names of

Rafinesque et a/., and the retro-active appli-

cation of the rule '' Once a synonym always

a synonym," whereby many generic names
of long standing have been tliscarded, are

speciallj^ objectionable, and will not bear

the light of criticism. Only a few people
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are urging the adoption of these ulti-a rules.

The best sj'stematic botanists of the world

are opposed to them, and there is such a

widespread and determined opposition to

them in the botanical fratei-nity generally,

both in this country and in Europe, that

the movement is certain to amount only to

a lamentable schism. It has been claimed

that nine-tenths of our American botanists

are in favor of these rules, but such state-

ments are Avide of the mark. Some of these

rules are in conflict with the Paris Code,

and others claim to be a strict interpretation

of it; but de Candolle himself, the author of

this code, considered such interpretations of

it as ' abuses,' and urged that the Paris

Code of 1867 be so amended as to prevent

the swamping of our nomenclature by ultra

theorists.

One fact lost sight of by the movers of

this new American system, for it has no

following in Europe, is that science is an

international affair, that the bulk of the

botanical work of the world is done outside

of the United States, and that even if we
were all agreed on this side of the water,

which is far from true, it would still be

necessary to gain consent of botanists else-

where before giving to these rules any more

weight than mere suggestions. It -will be

time enough for American botanists to put

them into practice when they have received

the sanction of an International Botanical

Congress. Another very strong objection

to making radical changes in our botanical

nomenclature is the extent to which botan-

ical names are used in agriculture, forestry,

horticulture, floriculture, pharmacy and

medicine. There is nothing comparable to

it in zoology. Only intolerable confusion

can result from calling a plant by one name
in botany and by another in horticulture or

pharmacy, and it is surprising that the force

of this argument was not perceived long ago.

Finally, the Botanical Club x-ules do not

have the sanction of the A. A. A. S., as

might be inferred from some statements

which have been made, and the organization

of the Club is so loose as to be a fatal ob-

jection to regarding its doings or recommen-

dations as in any sense binding on Ameri-

can botanists, when these are opposed bj-

counter-recommendations proceeding from

the most famous botanists in the world.

F. A. Lucas, Secretary.
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(1) 'OX THE ELECTRIFICATION OF AIR.'*

§ 1. CoNTiNuors observation of natural

atmospheric electricitj' has given ample

proof that cloudless air at moderate heights

above the earth's surface, in all weathers,

*Two communications by Lord Kelvin, P.R.S.,

to the Philosophical Society of Gla.sgow, meeting in

the Natural Philosophy lecture-room o( the Univer-

sity of Glasgow, March 27, ' On the Electrification of

is electrified vrith very far from homogene-

ous distribution of electric densit}-. Ob-

serving, at many times from May till Sep-

tember, 1859, with mj- portable electrometer

on a flat open sea-beach of Brodick Bay in

the Island ofAi-ran, in ordinary fair weather

at all hours of the day, I found the difler-

ence of potentials, between the eartli and an

insulated burning match at a height of 9

feet above it (2 feet from the uninsulated

metal case of the instrument, held over the

head of the observer), to vary from 200 to

400 Daniell's elements, or as we may now
say volts, and often during light breezes

from the east and northeast it went up to

3,000 or 4,000 volts. In that place, and in

fair weather, I never found the potential

other than positive (never negative, never

even down to zero), if for brevity we call

the earth's potential at the place zero. In

perfectly clear weather under a skj* some-

times cloudless, more generally somewhat

clouded, I often observed the potential at

the 9 feet height to vary from about 300

volts gradually to three or four times that

amount, and gradually back again to nearly

the same lower value in the course of about

two minutes.^''- I inferred that these grad-

ual variations must have been produced by

Air'; 'On the Tliermal Conductivity of Rock at Dif-

ferent Temperatures. ' Printed from proof sheets for

Nature contributed by the author.

*' Electrostatics and Magnetism,' Sir William

Thomson. .\vi. U 281, 282.
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electrified masses of aii- moving past the

place of observation. I did not remark

then, but I now see, that the electricitj^ in

these moving masses of air must, in all

probability, have been chiefly positive to

cause the variations which I observed, as I

shall explain to you a little later.

§ 2 . Soon after that time a recording at-

mospheric electrometer * which I devised,

to show by a photographic curve the con-

tinuous variation of electric potential at a

fixed point, was established at the Kew
Meteorological Observatory, and has been

kept in regular action fi-om the commence-

ment of the year 1861 till the present time.

It showed incessant variations quite of the

same character, though not often as large,

as those which I had observed on the sea-

beach of Arran.

Through the kindness of, the Astronomer

Eoyal, I am able to place before you this

evening the photographic curves for the

year 1893, produced by a similar recording

electrometer which has been in action for

many years at the Eoyal Observatory,

Geeenwich. They show, as you see, not

infrequently, during several hours of the

day or night, negative potential and rapid

transitions from large positive to large

negative. Those were certainly times of

broken weather, -wTith at least showers of

rain, or snow, or hail. But throughout a

very large proportion of the whole time the

curve quite answers to the description of

what I observed on the Arran sea-beach

thirty-six years ago, except that the varia-

tions which it shows are not often of so

large amount in proportion to the mean or

to the minimums.

§ 3. Thinking over the subject now, we
see that the gradual variations, minute af-

ter minute through so wide a range as the

3 or 4 to 1, which I frequently observed,

and not infrequently rising to twenty times

the ordinary minimum, must have been due

* 'Electrostatics and Maanetism.'

to 2}ositively electrified masses of air, within

a few hundred feet of the place of observa-

tion, wafted along with the gentle winds of

5 or 10 or 15 feet per second which were

blowing at the time. If any comparably

large quantities of negatively electrified air

had been similarly carried past, it is quite

certain that the minimum observed poten-

tial, instead of being in every ease positive,

would have been frequently large negative.

§ 4. Two fundamental questions in re-

spect to the atmospheric electricity of fair

weather force themselves on our attention:

—

(1) What is the cause of the prevalent posi-

tive potential in the air near the earth, the

earth's potential being called zero? (2)

How comes the lower aii" to be electrified

to different electric densities whether posi-

tive or negative in different parts ? Obser-

vations and laboratory experiments made
within the last six or eight years, and par-

ticularly two remarkable discoveries made
by Lenard, which I am going to describe to

you, have contributed largely to answering

the second of these questions.

§ 5. In an article 'On the Electrification

of Ail- by a Water-jet,' by Magnus Mac-

lean and Makita Goto,* experiments were

described showing air to be negatively elec-

trified by a jet of water shot vertically

down through it fi-om a fine nozzle into a

basin ofwater about 60 centimeters below it.

It seemed natural to suppose that the ob-

served electrification was produced bj- the

rush of the fine drops through the air ; but

Lenard conclusively proved, by elaborate

and searching experiments, that it was in

reality due chiefly, if not wholly, to the

violent commotions of the drops impinging

on the water surface of the receiving basin,

and he found that the negative electrifica-

tion of the air was greater when thej' were

allowed to fall on a hard slab of any material

thoroughly wetted by water than when they

fell on a yielding surface of water several

*Philos02)Jiical Magazbie, 1890, second half-year.
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centimeters deep. He had been engaged in

studying the great negative potential which

had been found in air in the neighborhood of

waterfalls, and which had generally been

attributed to the inductive action of the

ordinary fine weather electric force, giving

negative electricity to each drop of water-

spray before it breaks away from conduct-

ing communication with the earth. Before

he knew Maclean and Goto's paper, he had

found strong reason for believing that that

theory was not correct, and that the true

explanation of the electrification of the air

must be found in some physical action not

hitherto discovered. A less thorough in-

quirer might have been satisfied with the

simple explanation of the electricity of

waterfalls naturally suggested bj' Maclean

and Goto's result, and might have rested in

the belief that it was due to an electrifj-ing

effect produced by the rush of the broken

water through the air ; but Lenard made an

independent experimental investigation in

the Physical Laboratories of Heidelberg and

Bonn, by which he learned that the seat of

the negative electrification of the air electri-

fied is the lacerated water at the foot of the

fall, or at any rocks against which the water

impinges, and not the multitudinous inter-

faces between air and water falling freely in

in drops tlirough it.

§ (5. It still seems worthy of searching in-

quiry to find electrification of air by water

falling in drops through it, even though we
now know that if there is anj- such electrifi-

cation it is not the main cause of the great

negative electrification of air which has been

found in the neighborhood of waterfalls.

For this purpose an experiment has been

verj' recently made by Mr. Maclean, Mr.

Gait and myself, in the course of an investi-

• gation regarding electrification and diselec-

trification of air with which we have been oc-

cupied for more than a year. The apparatus

which we used is before you. It consists of

a quadrant electrometer connected with an

insulated electric filter* applied to test

the electrification of air drawn from differ-

ent parts of a tinned ii-on funnel, 187 centi-

meters long and 15 centimeters diameter,

fixed in a vertical position with its lower

end open and its upper end closed, except a

glass nozzle, of 1.6 mm. aperture admitting

a jet of Glasgow supply water ( from Loch
Katrine) shot vertically down along its

axis. The electi'ic filter (r in the draw-

ing), a simpUfied and improved form of

that described in the Proceedings of the

Royal Society for March 21, consists of

twelve circles of fine wire gauze rammed as

close as possible together in the middle of a

piece of block tin pipe of 1 cm. bore and 2 cm.

length. One end of it is stuck into one end

of a perforation through a block of paraffin,

K, which supports it. The other end (g)

of this perforation is connected by block

tin pipe (which in the apparatus actually

emploj'ed was 4f meters long, but might

have been shorter), and india-rubber tubing

through bellows to one or other of two

short outlet pipes (m and p) projecting from

the large funnel.

§ 7. We first applied the india-rubber

pipe to draw air from the funnel at the

upper outlet, p, and made many experi-

ments to test the electricity given bj- it to

the receiving filter, r, under various condi-

tions as to the water-jet ; the bellows being

worked as uniformly as the operator could.

"When the water fell fairly through the fun-

nel with no drops striking it, and through

yO cm. of free air below its mouth, a small

negative electrification of r was in every

case observed (which we thought might

possibly be attributable to electrification of

air where the water was caught in a basin

about 90 cm. below the mouth of the

funnel). But when the funnel was slanted

so that the whole shower of drops from

the jet, or even a small part of it, struck

* Keh-in, Maclean, Gait, ' On the Diselectrification

of Air.' Proc. Roy. Soo., >Iarch 14, 1895.
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the inside of the funnel the negative

electrification of e was largelj' increased.

So it was also when the shower, after falling

freelj' down the middle of the funnel, im-

pinged on a metal plate in metallic com-

munication with the funnel, held close under

its mouth, or 10 or 20 cm. below it. For

example, in a series of experiments made

volt in five minutes with no obstruction

;

and 6.78 volts in live minutes with the

metal plate held below the mouth as before.

§ 8. These results, and others M'hich we
have found, with manj^ variations of de-

tail, confirm, by direct test of air drawn

away from the neighborhood of the water-

fall through a narrow pipe to a distant

i <
' Loch Kairliie Supply

last'Monday (March 25), we found .28 of a

volt in 15 minutes with no obstruction to

the shower ; and 4.18 Ai'olts in five minutes,

with a metal plate held three or four centi-

meters below the mouth of the funnel; the

au- being drawn from the upper outlet (p).

Immediately after, with p closed, and air

dra-WTi from the lower outlet (m ) ,but all other

circumstances the same, we found .20 of a

electrometer, Leuard's conclusion that a

preponderatingiy strong negative electrifi-

cation is given to the air at every place of

violent impact of a drop against a water-

surface or against a wet solid. But they

do not prove that there is no electrification

of air bj' drops of water falling through it.

We always found, in every trial, decisive

proof of negative electrification; though of
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comparatively small amount when there

was no obstruction to the shower between

the mouth of the funnel and the catching

basin 90 cm. below it. We intend to con-

tinue the investigation, with the shower

falling freely far enough down from the

mouth of the funnel to make quite sure

that the air which we draw off fi-om any

part of the funnel is not sensiblj' affected

by impact of the drops on anything be-

low.

§ 9. The other discovery * of Lenard, of

which I told you, is that the negative elec-

trification of air, in his experiments with

pure water, is diminished greatly by very

small quantities of common salt dissolved

in it, that is brought to nothing bj- .011 per

cent.; that positive electrification is produced

In the air when there is more than .011 per

cent, of salt in the water, reaching a maxi-

mum with about 5 per cent, of salt, when
the positive electrical effect is about equal

to the negative efl"ect observed with pure

water, and falling to 14 per cent, of this

amount when there is 25 per cent, of salt

in the solution. Hence sea-water, contain-

ing as it does, about 3 per cent, of common
salt, may be expected to give almost as

strong positive electrification to air as pure

water would give of negative in similar cir-

cumstances as to commotion. Lenard in-

fers that breaking waves of the sea must

give positive electricity to the air over

them; he finds, in fact, a recorded observa-

tion by Exner, on the coast of Ceylon,

showing the normal positive electric poten-

tial of the air to be notably increased bj' a

storm at sea. I believe Lenard's discovery

fullj- explains also some very interesting

observations of atmospheric electricitj' of

mj' own, which I described in a letter

to Dr. Joule, which he published in tlie

Proceedings of the Literary and Philo-

* ' Ueber die Electricitiit der Wasserfiille.' Table

xvii. p. S^H. Aiindhn der Phj/sik und Chemie, 189-2,

vol. xlvi.

.sophical Society of Manchester for Octo-

ber 18, 18.59.* "The atmospheric effect

ranged from 30° to about 420° [of a heteros-

tatic toi'sion electrometer of ' the divided-

ring ' species] during the four days which I

had to test it ; that is to say, the electro-

metric force per foot of air, measured hori-

zontally from the side of the house, was
from 9 to above 126 zinc-copper water cells.

The weather was almost perfectly settled,

either calm, or with slight east wind, and

in general an easterly haze in the air.

The electrometer twice within half an hour

went above 420°, there being at the time a

fi-esh temporary breeze ft-om the east.

What I had previou.sly observed regarding

the effect of east wind was amply confirmed.

Invariably the electrometer showed very

high positive in fine weather, before and

during east wind. It generallj- rose very

much shortly before a slight puff of wind

from that quarter, and continued high till

the breeze would begin to abate. I never

once observed the electrometer going up

unusuallj- high during fair weather without

east wind following immediately. One
evening in August I did not perceive the

east wind at all, when warned by the

electrometer to expect it ; but I took the

precaution of bringing mj^ boat up to a safe

part of the beach, and immediatelj- found

l)j' waves coming in that the wind must be

blowing a short distance out at sea, al-

though it did not get so far as the shore

.... On two different mornings the ratio

of the house to a station about sixty yards

distant on the road beside the sea was .97

and '96 respectivelj'. On the afternoon of

the 11th inst, during a fresh temporary

breeze of east wind, blowing up a little

spraj' as far as the road station, most of

which would fall short of the house, the

ratio was 1 .08 in favour of the house electro-

meter—^both standing at the time very

* Republished in 'Electrostatics and Magnetism.'

' Atmospheric Electricity, ' xvi. J 202.
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high—the house about 350°. I have little

doubt but that this was owing to the nega-

tive electricity carried by the spray from

the sea, which would diminish relatively

the indications of the road electrometer."

§ 10. The negative electricity spoken of

in this last sentence, ' as carried by the

spray from the sea,' was certainly due to

the inductive effect of the ordinary electro-

static force in the air close above the water,

by which every drop or splash breaking

away from the surface must become nega-

tively electrified ; but this only partially

explains the difference which I observed

between the road station and the house

station. We now know, by the second of

Lenard's two discoveries, to which I have
alluded, that every drop of the salt water

spray, falling on the ground or rocks

wetted by it, must have given positive

electricity to the adjoining air. The air,

thus positively electrified, was carried to-

wards and over the house by the on-shore

east wind which was blowing. Thus, while

the road electrometer under the spray

showed less electrostatic force than would
have been found in the air over it and above
the spray, the house electrometer showed
greater electrostatic force because of the

positively electrified air blowing over the

house fi-om the wet ground struck by the

spray.

§ 11. The strong positive electricity,

which as described in my letter to Joule, I

always found in Arran with east wind,

seemed at first to be an attribute of wind
from that quarter. But I soon found that

in other localities east wind did not give

any very notable augmentation, nor per-

haps any augmentation at all, of the ordi-

nary fair weather positive electric force, and
for a long time I have had the impression

that what I observed in this respect, on the

sea-beach of Brodick Bay in Arran, was
really due to the twelve nautical miles of

sea between it and the Ayrshire coast, east-

north-east of it ; and now it seems to me
more probable than ever that this is the ex-

planation when we know from Lenard that

the countless breaking waves, such as even

a gentle east wind produces over the sea

between Ardrossan and Brodick, must ev-

ery one of them give some positive elec-

tricity to the air wherever a spherule of

spray falls upon unbroken water. It be-

comes now a more and more interesting

subject for observation (which I hope may
be taken up by naturalists having the op-

poi'tunitjr) to find whether or not the ordi-

nary fine weather positive electric force at

the sea coast in various localities is in-

creased by gentle or by strong winds from

the sea, whether north, south, east or west

of the land.

§ 12. From Lenard's investigation we
now know that every drop of rain falling on
the ground or on the sea,* and everj' drop

of fi'esh water spray of a breaking wave,

falling on a fresh water lake, sends negative

electricity from the water surface to the air

;

and we know that every drop of salt water,

falling on the sea from breaking waves,

sends positive electricity into the air from

the water surface. Lenard remarks that

more than two-thirds of the earth's surface

is sea, and suggests that breaking sea-

waves may give contributions of positive

electricity to the air which may possibly

preponderate over the negative electricity

given to it from other sources, and may
thus be the determining cause of the nor-

mal fair weather positive of natural atmos-

pheric electricity. It seems to me highly

probable that this preponderance is real for

atmospheric electricity at sea. In average

weather, all the year round, sailors in very

small vessels are more wet by sea-spray

than bj' rain, and I think it almost certain

that more positive electricity is given to the

air by breaking waves than negative elec-

* ' Ueber die Electricitat der Wasserfiille. ' Annal- •

en derPhysik %md Chemie, 1892, vol. xlvi., p. 631.
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tricity by raiu. It seems also probable that

the positive electricitj' from the waves is

much more carried up by strong winds to

considerable heights above the sea than

the negative electricity given to the air by

rain falling on the sea ; the greater part of

which may be quicklj' lost into the sea, and

but a small part carried up to great heights.

But it seems to me almost certain that

the exceedingly rapid recovery of the nor-

mal fair weather positive, after the smaller

positive or the negative atmospheric elec-

tricity of broken weather, which was first

found bj' Beccaria in Italy 120 years ago,

and which has been amply verified in Scot-

land and England, ^could not be accounted

for by positivelj- electrified air coming from

the sea. Even at Beccaria"s Observatory, at

GarzegTia di Mondovi in Piedmont,or at Kew
or Greenwich or Glasgow, we should often

have to wait a veiy long time for reinstate-

ment of the normal positive after broken

weather, if it could only come in virtue of

positively electrified air blowing over tlie

place from the sea; and several days, at

least, would have to pass before this result

could possibly be detained in the centre of

Europe

.

§ 13. It has indeed always seemed to me
probable that the rain itself is the real

restorer of the normal fair weather positive.

Raiu or snow, condensing out of the air

higli up in the clouds, must itself, I believe,

become positivelj' electrified as it grows,

and must leave jjositive electricitj' in the

air from which it falls. Thus rain falling

from negatively electrified air would leave it

less negatively electrified, or non-electrified

or positively electrified ; rain falling from

non-electrified air would leave it positively

electrified ; and rain falling from positively

electrified air would leave it with more of

positive electricity than it had befoi-e it

lost water from its composition. Several

times within the last thirty years I have

*' Electrostatics and Maj;iieticism,' XVI., J S^"".

made imperfect and unsuccessful attempts

to verify this hypothesis bj' laboratory ex-

periments, and it still remains unproved.

But I am much interested just now to find

some degree of observational confirmation

of it in Elster and Geitel's large and care-

ful investigation of the electricity produced

in an insulated basin by rain or snow fall-

ing into it, which they described in a com-

munication published in the Sitzungsberiehte

of the Vienna Academy of Sciences, of May,
1890. They find generally a large electri-

cal effect, whether positive or negative, by

rain or snow falling into the basin for even

so short a time as a quarter of a minute,

with however, on a whole, a preponderance

of negative electrification.

§ 1-t. But my subject this evening is not

mereh- natural atmospheric electricity, al-

though this is certainly by far the most

interesting to mankind of all hitherto known,

effects of the electrification of air. I shall

conclude bj' telling you very briefly, and

without detail, something of new experi-

mental results regarding electrification and

diselectrification of air, found within the

last few months in our laboratorj- here by
Mr. Maclean, Mr. Gait and myself. "We

hope before the end of the present session

of the Royal Society to be able to communi-

cate a sufficiently full account of our work.

§ 15. Air blowTi from an uninsulated

tube, so as to rise in bubbles tlirough

pure water in an uninsulated vessel, and

carried through an insulated pipe to the

electric receiving filter, of which I have al-

ready told you. gives negative electricity to

the filter. With a small quantity of salt

dissolved in the water, or sea water sub-

stituted for fresh water, it gives positive

electricity to the air. There can be no

dt)ubt but these results are due to the same

phj'sical cause as Lenard's neg-ative and

positive electrification of air by the impact

of di-ops of fresh water or of salt water on a

surface of water or wet solid.
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§ 16. A small quantity of fresh water or

salt water shaken up vehemently with air

in a corked bottle electrifies the air, fresh

water negatively, salt water positively. A
' "Winchester quart ' bottle (of which the

cubic contents is about two litres and a

half), with one-fourth of a litre of fi'esh or

salt water poured into it, and closed by an

india-rubber cork, serves veiy well for the

experiment. After shaking it vehemently

till the whole water is filled with fine bub-

bles of air, we leave it till all the bubbles

have risen and the liquid is at rest, then

take out the cork, put in a metal or india-

rubber pipe, and by double-acting bellows

draw off the air and send it through the

electric filter. We find the electric effect,

negative or positive, according as the water

is fresh or salt, shown very decidedly by

the quadrant electrometer; and this, even

if we have kept the bottle corked for two

or three minutes after the liquid has come

to rest before we take out the cork and

draw off the air.

§ 17. An insulated spirit lamp or hydro-

gen lamp being connected with the positive

or with the negative terminal of a little

Voss electric machine, its fumes (products

of combustion mixed with air) sent through

a block-tin pipe, four meters long, and one

centimeter bore, ending with a short insu-

lating tunnel of parafiin and the electric

filter, gives strong positive or strong nega-

tive electricity to the filter.

§ 18. Using the little biscuit-canister and

electrified needle, as described in our ' com-

munication ' * to the Eoyal Society ' On the

Diselectrification of Air,' but altered to

have two insulated needles with varied dis-

tances of from a half a centimeter to two
or three centimeters between them, we find

that when the two needles are kept at equal

differences of potential positive and nega-

tive, from the enclosing metal canister,

little or no electrification is shown by the

* Proceedings of the Royal Society, March 14, 1895.

electric filter ; and when the differences of

potential from the surrounding metal are

unequal, electrification, of the same sign as.

that of the needle whose difference of po-

tential is the greater, is found on the filter.

When a ball and needle-point ai-e used,

the efl'ect found depends chiefly on the dif-

ference of potentials between the needle-

point and the surrounding canister, and is

comparatively little affected by oi^posite

electrification of the ball. When two balls

are used, and sparks in abundance pass be-

tween them, but little electricity is deposited

by the sparks in the air, even when one of

the balls is kept at the same potential as

the surrounding metal. [The communica-

tion was illustrated by a repetition of some

of the experiments shown on the occasion

of a Friday evening lecture* on Atmos-

pheric Electi'icity at the Eoyal Institution

on May 18, 1860, in which one-half of the

air of the lecture-room was electrified posi-

tively, and the other half negatively, by

two insulated spirit lamps mounted on the

positive and negative conductors of an elec-

tric machine.]

(2) 'ON THE THEE3IAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
ROCK AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES.'

Experiments by Lord Kelvin and Mr.

Erskine Murray were described, and the

apparatus used in them was shown, by

which it was found that the thermal con-

ductivity of specimens of slate, sandstone

and granite is less at higher temperatures

than at lower for each of these rocks. The

last tested was Aberdeen granite, for

which experiments of fau-ly satisfactory ac-

curacy showed the mean conductivity for

the range from 146° C. to 215° C. to be 86

per cent, of the mean conductivity in the

range from 81° C. to 146° C. They hope

to send a communication to the Eoyal So-

ciety describing their work before the end

of the present session.

* ' Electi-ostatics and Magnetism, ' xvi.
, ^ ? 285, 286.
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A DYXAJIICAL HYrOTHESIS OF IXHERI-
TAXCE.*i

The doctrine of the preformation of an

organism in the germ is as inconsistent

^vith the fact as with the reqnirements of

dynamical theory. The effects of the pre-

conceptions of preformationism have been

only too apparent in framing hj-potheses of

inheritance. The now dominant hypothe-

sis is simply an amplification, in the light

of numerous modern facts, of the preforma-

tionism of Democritus. He siipposed that

almost, infinitesimally small and very nu-

merous bodies were brought together in the

germ from all parts of the body of the par-

ent. These minute representative corpuscles

were supposed to have power to gi'ow, or

germinate, at the right time, and in the

right order, into the forms of the parts and

organs of the new being. In this way it

was supposed that the characteristics of the

parent were represented in a latent form in

the germ, which might grow as a whole, by

the simultaneous and successive develop-

ment of the germinal aggregate composed,

so to speak, of excessively minute buds, or

rudiments of the organs. In such w^ise also

did the successors of Democritus, namely,

Aristotle, Buflfon, and Erasmus Darwin,

suppose that the inheritance of parental

likeness by oftspring was to be explained.

The later and greater Darwin greatly am-

plified this hypothesis and proposed, pro-

visionally, to account for the phenomena of

inheritance by its help. Conceiving the

process somewhat as above supposed, he

consistently gave to his provisional hypoth-

*From 'The Biological Lectures ' of the Marine

Biological Laliorator.v, Vol. III., 1S95. Printed from

the proofs by the courtesy of the editor, I'rofessor

Whitman.

t It is interesting to note that the views developed

in this lectnre lead to conclusions in some respects

similar to those held by Professor Whitman in his

discourse entitled :
' 'Hie Insufficiency of the Cell-

Theory of Development,' publislied in the series of

lectures delivered in l^OS.

esis the name oi pangeneiig, since the minute

latent buds of the germ were supposed to

come from, and thus represent potentially

everj"^ part of the bodies of the parents, and
possibly of still remoter ancest^J^

With the discovery of the presence of

germinal substance in multicellular organ-

isms, from the eml>rj-onic stages onwards,

by Owen, Galton, Jiiger, Nussbaum and
others, the theory of continuity of germinal

matter came into vogue. Upon this basis

Weismann distinguished two kinds of

plasma in multicellular beings, namely, the

germ-plasm and the body-plasm, and at

first assumed that because of this separation

the latter could not modify the former,

since the fate of the respective sorts of

plasma was predetermined by virtue of this

separation. The one kind was the mere

carrier of the other, and the germ-plasm

was immortal because it was produced in

each species from a store of it which always

existed, either in a latent or palpable form,

from the verj' beginning of development.

He seems, however, in recent j'cars, to have

admitted that this germ-plasm could be in-

directly modified in constitution through

the influence of the body-plasm that bore

and enclosed it. Beyond this point Weis-

mann again becomes a preformationist, as

truly as Democritus, in that he now con-

jectures that the supposed innumerable

latent buds of the germ, representative of

the organs of the future being, are minute

masses which he sees as objective realities

in the chromosomes of the nuclei of the sex-

cells. These chromosomes of the germ he

calls ' ids ' and ' idants,' according to their

condition of sub-division, and supposes them

to grow and become divided into ' deter-

minants ' and ' biophors' in the course of

embryonic development. To these he as-

cribes powers little short of miraculous, in

that he asserts that these infinitesimal

germinal particles grow and divide Just at

the right time and order, and control de-
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volopment so as to build up anew the ar-

rangement of pai'ts seen iu the parent tj'pe.

This elaborate system of preformationism is

bound to produce a reaction that is already-

becoming apparent ; in fact, it is probable

that its very complexitj^, its many incon-

sistencies, as well as the numerous subsid-

iary hypotheses that must be worked out to

support it, will be fatal to it as a system.

The path along which the solution of the

problem of heredity is to be effected lies in

a wholly different direction, namelj^, in

that of the study of the mechanics and dy-

namics of development, and in the resolute

refusal to acknowledge the existence of

anything in the nature of preformed organs

or of infinitesimal gemmules of any kind

whatsoever. Such devices are unnecessary

and a hindrance to real progress in the so-

lution of the questions of inheritance.

They only serve to divert the attention of

the observer from the real phenomena in

their totality to a series of subordinate de-

tails, as has happened in Weismann's case.

All this while he has been watching the re-

sults of an epigenetic process, as displayed

by an inconceivably complex mechanism in

continuous transformation, and out of all of

this the most essential thing he has wit-

nessed has been one of the effects of the oj)-

eration of that contrivance in the mere

splitting of chromosomes that are his ' ids,'

' idants,' ' biophors,' etc. The potentiality

of the part has been mistaken for that of

the whole.

We must dismiss from our minds all im-

aginary corpuscles as bearers of hereditary

powers, except the actual chemical meta-

meric or polymeric molecules of living mat-

ter, as built up into ultramicroscopic struc-

tures, if we wish to frame an hj'pothesis of

heredity that is in accord with the require-

ments of dynamical theory. The ' discover-

ing' and naming of 'ids,' 'biophors' and
' pangenes' time will show to have been

about as profitable as sorting snowflakes

with a hot spoon. We must also dismiss

the idea that the powers of development

are concentrated in some particular part of-

the germ-cell, nor can we assiime the latter

to be homogenous.* This we are compelled

to denj' on the ground of the organization

of the egg itself. Nor is it possible to deny

the reciprocal effects of cells upon each

other ; the parts are reciprocals of the whole,

as the latter is reciprocal to a j)art. The

organism during everj' phase of its existence

is a molecular mechanism of inconceivable

complexity, the sole motive force of which

is the energy that may be set free by the

coordinated transformation of some of its

molecules by metabolism. An appeal to

anything beyond this and the successive

configurations of the molecular system of

the germ, as a whole, resulting from the

changing dj^namical properties of its mole-

cules, as their individual configurations and

arrangement change, must end in disap-

pointment. We must either accept such a

conclusion or denj' that the principle of the

conservation of force holds in respect to

the behavior of the ultimate molecular con-

stituents of living substance. But to deny

that that principle is operative in living

creatures is to question direct experimental

evidence to the contrary, since Eiibner has

been able to actually use an organism as a

faii'lj'' accurate calorimeter.

The initial configuration or mechanical

arrangement and successive rearrangements

of the molecules of a germ, the addition of

*The ivriter finds himself unable to agi-ee with

Haacke, it he has properlj' understood that author's

assumption as to the homogeneity or monotonous

character of living matter, as set forth iu his admir-

able work GestaUung nnd Vererbung, 1893. Nor does

it aijpear that anything is gained by the acceptance

of Haaoke's theory of Gemmaria that is not easily

understood upon the far simpler grounds that will be

set forth here, though there is much in the book cited

with which epigeuesists must agree, ajside from the

weighty character of its criticisms and its pregnant

suggestiveness.
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now ones by means of growth, plus their

chemical and formal transformation as an

architecturally self-adjusted aggregate, by

means of metabolism, is all that is re([uired

in an hypothesis of inheritance. The other

properties of living matter, such as its via-

cosity, free and interfacial surface-tension,

osmotic properties, its limit of saturation

with water, its segmentation into cells, in

short, its organization, must be the result

of the operation of forces liberated bj- its

own substance during its growi:h by means
of metabolism. We cannot exclude exter-

nal forces and influences, such as chemism,

light, heat, electricity, gravity, adhesion,

exosmosis, food, water, air. motion, etc., in

the operation of such a complex mechanism.

It is these agencies that are the operators

of the living mechanism, which in its turn

makes certain successive responses in a way
that is determined within limits by its own
antecedent physical structure and conse-

quent dynamical properties. The parts of

the whole apparatus are kept in a condition

of continuous ' moving equilibrium ' by ex-

ternal agencies, to borrow a phrase of Mr.

Spencer's.

This view, it will be seen, leads to a de-

terminism as absolute as that of the Neo-

Darwinists, but upon a wholly different

basis. It leads to the denial of the direct

mutability of the germ by any means other

than the transformation, chemical and

structural, through metabolism of the

germinal mechanism. It not onlj' compels

us to deny that the germ can be at once so

eflected by external blows as to transmit

changes thus produced hereditarily except

under exceptional conditions, as we shall

see later. It denies also, by implication, that

the cj'toplasm can be so modified, except

indirectly, or through architectural transfor-

mations of its ultramicroscopic structure.

It is also compelled to deny that spon-

taneous or autogenous characters can either

arise or be transmitted without involving

the principle of the conservation or correla-

tion of force, since no transformation of

such a mechanism can take place without

involving forces directly or indirectly ex-

erted by the external world. In short, the

energj^ displayed by a living molecular sys-

tem from within must be affected bj^ ener-

gies coming upon it from without. All

characters whatsoever were so acquired, so

that the truth is that there are no others to

be considered. Characters acquired tln-ough

the interaction of inner and outer forces are

the only ones possible of acquirement.

That througli reciprocal integi-ation (fer-

tilization and formation of an oosperm) this

rule may have apparent exceptions, through

the compounding of two molecular mechan-

isms of different strengths, dynamically

considered, it is impossible to deny in the

face of the evidence of breeders. Such ex-

ceptions are apparent, however, and not

real, as must follow from dynamical theory.

The sorting process, called natural selec-

tion, is itself dj-namic, and simply expresses

the fact that, by an actual operation with a

living body of a certain kind, something

more than a balancing of forces is involved

between internal and external energies

whenever a survival occurs. The princi-

ples of dynamics therefore apply in all

strictness to natural selection.

What it is that makes crosses or hj'brids

more variable and often more vigorous

than inbred forms must also have a dynamic

explanation, since there can be no increased

activity of metabolic processes without an

increased expenditure of energj' and an in-

creased rate of molecular transformation.

Variations cannot be spontaneous, as

Darwin himself was aware. The only way
in which they can be supposed to have

arisen is bj- the blending of molecular dy-

namical systems of differing initial potential

strengths, by the conjugation of sex-cells

(reciprocal integration), and by means of

variations in the interactions of such result-
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ant systems with tlieir surroundings.

This, however, Weismann and his followers

deny, though no proof whatever has been

offered that such is not the fact. Indeed,

it is probable that, so long as the ultimate

machinery of metabolism isbeyond the reach

of ocular demonstration, there can be no

proof or disproof of the position assumed by

the performationists or Neo-Darwinists.

Such proof or disproof is, however, non-

essential, since we are forbidden by the first

principles of djTiamics to assume that trans-

formation of any living phj^sical sj'stem

whatever can occur without iuvolving some

forces or influences that emanate from the

external world.* The separation and eval-

uation of the internal and external forces

incident to the manifestation of life, in the

present state of our knowledge, and from

the very nature of the case, plainly tran-

scends the capacity of present available ex-

perimental methods in biology. The dis-

cussion as to whether ' acquired characters

'

are inherited can, therefore, have but one

outcome, since external forces can never be

excluded in considering the life-history of

any organism.

Nageli, in seeking to account for the phe-

nomena of growth, gave us a most ingenious

jihysical hypothesis of the constitution of

living matter. This, later on, he modified

so as to develop an hypothesis of hereditarj'

transmission. But the micellse that were

representative of the germinal matter of a

*" Some of tlie exponents of this [ijreformatiou]

theory of heredity have attempted to elude the dif-

ficulty of placing a whole world of wonders •n-ithiu a

body so small and so devoid of structure as a germ,

hy using the phrase structureless germs (F. Galton,

Blood-relationship, Proc. Roy. Soc, 1872). Now one

material system can differ from another only in the

configuration and motion which it has at a given in-

stant. To explain differences of function and develop-

ment of a germ without assuming differences of struc-

ture is, therefore, to admit that the properties of a

germ are not those of a purely material system."

—

James Cleek-Maxwell, article Atom, Encijd.

Britan., 9th ed.. Vol. III., p. 42, 1878.

species he isolated in the form of rows or

chains of micellse traversing the rest of the

. living substance of the organism, and called

it idioplasm. Here again the germinal mat-

ter was conceived as separate from that

forming the rest of the body. Mr. Spencer

supposed " that sperm-cells and germ-cells

are essentially nothing more than vehicles

in which are contained small groups of the

phj'siological units in a fit state for obeying

their proclivitj' towards the structural ar-

rangement of the species they belong to."

These ' physiological units' are neither

chemical nor morphological in character,

according to Mr. Spencer's system, but it is

admitted that their properties and powers

must be determined in some way by their

own constitution, conditions of aggregation,

and relation to the outer world. The views

ofNageli and Spencer are akin in certain re-

spects, but they still retain a certain amount

of resemblance to the older ones, namely,

those hypotheses which assume that the

forces of inheritance are lodged in certain

very small corpuscles formiug part only of

the germ or organism. These hypotheses

are also dj'namical in nature, and have been

worked out with the consciousness, in both

cases, that the mechanism of inheritance

must also be the one through which metab-

olism operates. Indeed, these two authoi-s

seem to be the first to have distinct!j' recog-

nized the necessity for such a supposition.

Later still, with the advent of the discov-

ery that the male nucleus was fused with

the female nucleus during sexual reproduc-

tion, it was assumed that the nuclear con-

tents were the only essential material bear-

ers of those hereditarj^ forces that shape

the growing germ into the likeness of the

parentage. With the development of this

idea the name of Weismann is perhaps most

closely associated. He has utilized the

facts of development, nuclear cleavage, ex-

pulsion of polar bodies, halving and subdi-

vision of chromosomes, etc., as the founda-
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tiou of his hypothesis of inheritauce. Its

extreme elaboration is its greatest weakness,

and in it, no less than in all preceding hypo-

theses, the theory of a separate category of

particles carrying hereditary potentialities

again appears.

The one criticism that holds of all tliese

hypotheses is that they are one-sided and

ignore a most important set of factors in in-

heritance, namely, the purely statical ones,

or those arising from the mere physical

properties of the living matter of the germ

viewed as if it were a dead, inert mass, sub-

ject to the operation of the reciprocal at-

traction for one another of its constituent

particles. All of these bj'potheses, more-

over, assume that it is only wme of the mat-

ter of the germ that is concerned in the

process of heretlitary transmission, and that

the remainder may be regarded as passive.

The entire germ, on the contrary, or all of

it that undergoes development, must be

considered as a single whole, made up of a

va.st number of molecules built up into a

mechanism. Such a molecular mechanism,

it must be supposed, cannot set free the po-

tential energy of its parts except in a cer-

tain determinate order and way, within

certain limits, in virtue of the initial phj'S-

ical structure ofthe whole. If the germ is

free to do that, as must happen under

proper conditions, as a mechanism, its parts,

as they are thus formed by their own metab-

olism, it may be assumed, will inevitably

and nearly recapitulate the ancestral devel-

opment or that typical of the species. It

must do this as a mere dynamical system

or mechanism, the condition of which at

one phase determines that of the next, and

so on, to the completion of development.

In the present state of our knowledge we
are not prepared to frame a purely mechan-

ical hypothesis of inheritauce that shall an-

swer every requirement, in spite of the fact

that no other is possible. Herbert Spencer

and Professor Haeckel long ago pointed out

that such au hypothesis is a necessity grow-

ing out of the very requirements that must

be satisfied in any attempt to coordinate

the phenomena of biologj' with those of the

not-living world. The material basis of

life is always a chemically and mechanically

compounded substance. To the very last

molecule, such a body must betraj- evidence

of arrangement or structure of its parts that

should make it a mechanism of the utmost

complexity and requisite potentiality as a

transformer of energy through the mere

transposition and rearrangement of such

parts. "We find indeed that living matter

is chemically the most complex and unsta-

ble substance known. It is composed

largely of carbon, a quadrivalent element

that stands alone in its power to combine

with itself and at the same time hold in

chemical bondage groups of atoms repre-

senting other chemical bodies. Such groups

are probablj' held together in great num-

bers metamerically by the reciprocal or

otherwise unsatisfied affinities of the large

number of carbon atoms entering into the

composition of the proteid molecule. In

this way the massive and structurally com-

plex molecule of protoplasm may be sup-

posed to have arisen. We may thus trace

the genesis of the peculiarities of living

matter to this singular property of the car-

Ijon atom. On such a Ijasis we may sup-

pose that the ultimate molecular units are

identical with the physiological units, so

that their structures may not only deter-

mine the nature of the metaljolism they can

undergo, but also be the ultimate units of

form or morphological character.

What especially gives color to these sus-

picious is the extraordiuaiy variety of

changes, alteration of properties or powei-s,

and the vast variety of living matter, as

represented by the million or more ofknown
distinct living species of organisms. It is

as if the permutations, transformations, and

the dvnamical readjustment of the meta-
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meres of tlie molecules of living matter

were the source of its varying potentialities

as manifested in its protean changes of

specific form and function. That some me-

chanical and consequently dynamical in-

terpretation of these transformations may
yet be forthcoming is, I take it, distinctly

foreshadowed by the advances in the newer

theories of stereo-chemistry developed by

LeBel and Van't Hoff. If this is the case

we may yet hope for a mechanical and

dynamical explanation of the phenomena

of life and inheritance. Especially is this

true if we further suppose that the large

molecules of living plasma, are rather feebly

held together by a force almost of the na-

ture of cohesion. We may be permitted

thus to find an explanation of that phenom-

enon which is alwaj^s so characteristic of

living matter, namely, the large and rela-

tively fixed amount of water it contains,

and also the mobility of its molecules in

respect to one another, its jelly-like char-

acter at one instant, its fluidity and power

of motion at another. It is indeed probable

that the amount of water contained in liv-

ing matter is controlled within certain limits

by the forces of cohesion exerted between

adjacent molecules against the osmotic

pressure or capillary action of water tend-

ing to drive them asunder, as supposed by

Nageli, in his hypothesis of micellae. Such

an hypothesis enables us to explain much
that is otherwise quite xmintelligible in re-

lation to living things. It renders us an

explanation of amceboid motion, of the

surface tensions of protoplasm and lastly

of metabolism itself through osmosis and

the specific characters of the chemical

transformations that must take place in

each kind of living substance.

Such an hj-pothesis may also afibrd us

mechanical constructions of atoms, grouped

into very large metameric or polymeric

molecules of the utmost diversity of powers,

capable of undergoing a long series of suc-

cessive transformations, so as to manifc'st

in the long run, starting with a molecular

germinal aggregate, what we call ontogeny

or development. These transformations,

we must suppose, are effected bj' the metab-

olism incident to growth, and moreover,

that starting with an initial configuration

of a system of molecules, as a mechanical

and consequently a dynamical system of

determinate powers, in the form of a germ,

it cannot undergo any other transformations

except such as lead to an approximate re-

capitulation of the ancestral development

or phylogeny. This supposition follows

from the rule that must hold of determinate

systems of molecules, as well as of systems

formed of larger masses, namely, that the

initial changes in the configuration of such

a complex system must dynamical^ deter-

mine within certain variable limits, under

changing conditions, the nature of all of its

subsequent transformations, including those

due to growth and consequently increased

complexity. We thus escape the necessity

of invoking certain ' proclivities ' of physio-

logical units, or the necessity of appealing

to the growth and fission of ' biophors ' or

the scattering of ' determinants ' at the

proper times and places in the course of

development. We thus escape, too, the

mistake of assuming that a part of a germ

controls the whole, a proposition that has

been so long advocated by one school of

biologists that it is astounding that its fal-

lacy has not long since been more generally

understood. Such a doctrine is not credi-

ble in the face of the fact that we know of

no development except that which takes

place in intimate association with cyto-

plasm, which seems to be the principal

theater of metabolism and growth. We
cannot conceive of the transformations of

a germ without considering the metabolism

of all its parts, such as nucleus, cytoplasm,

centrosomes, archoplasm, chromatin, spin-

dles, astral figures, microsomata, etc.
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Tendencies ' and • proclivities ' are words

that have no legitimate place in the discus-

sion of the data of biologj- any more than

they have in natural philosophy or physics.

Karyokinesis, now admittedly inseparable

in thought from the idea of multicellular

development, is a rliythmical process so

complex in its d_^^lamical aspects as to some

extent lead one unwittingly to underesti-

mate the absolute continuity of the accom-

panying processes of metabolism. But that

is no reason why the importance of nuclear

metamorphosis should be exaggerated at

the expense of the far more important

forces developed by metabolism and gi-owth.

In fact, the ' ids,' idants,' etc., of that

school of biologists are not causes but mere

etl'ects, produced as passing shadows, so to

speak, in the operation of the perfectly con-

tinuous processes of metabolism incident to

development. Keciprocal relations are sus-

tained between nucleus and cytoplasm of

such importance that the transformation or

fission of the one is impossible without the

other.

The so-called 'reducing divisions' probably

have nothing but a passing and purely adap-

tive physiological significance in every on-

togeny of ova and sperms. The far-fetched

and extraordinary teleological significance

given by some to the reducing divisions

would lead one to suppose that the clairvoy-

ant wisdom of the original egg that thus

first threw out the excess of its ancestral

' germ-plasm ' in order to save its posterity

from harm through the fatality of reversion

thus entailed was greater than anj'thing

human, if not god-like. The complete par-

allelism of the ' reducing division ' in the

sperm and egg has never been established.

Tlie comparison of these processes in the

two is still only approximate, because in

the truly hololilastic egg thei-e is. in some

cases, an api)arent temporarj' substitution

of the male nucleus for the female, as is

shown by the former's a.ssuming a position

of equilibrium at the cinter of the ovum
(Ascaris), a condition of things that does

not and could not occur in the sperm cell.

A still more important contrast is the al-

most incredible difference of volume of the

two kinds of sex-cells of the same species.

In man the ratio of volume of the male cell to

the female cell is as 1 to 3,000 approximately.

This extreme contrast of volume is asso-

ciated with corresponding contrasts in their

properties. There can hardlj- be any doubt

that the mature male cell is in a nearly po-

tential or static state of metabolic transfor-

mation of its substance, and is characterized

by an almost complete want of stored meta-

bolizable reserve material. The egg is in a
similar static state, but. on the other hand,

contrasts with the male element in that the

development of a more or less voluminous

mass of resei've material within it has

seemingly been also associated with its loss,

as a rule, of the power to begin an inde-

pendent development. The power of the

male cell to begin its transformation and

growth through metabolism appears to be

arrested until it finds the material in which

its mere presence will set up transforma-

tions. This it must do by in some way set-

ting free and diflusing some of its own mole-

cules osmotically and mechanically through

the egg. The substance of the egg appears

therefore to be complementary to that of

the spermatozoon. The power to set up
transformations within the egg leading to

the development of a new being is not

manifested aside from the presence of the

male element except in cases of partheno-

genesis. Even the expulsion of the polar

cells is not initiated until the stimulus of

the presence of the male element is experi-

enced bj- the egg.

Another contrast is found in the times of

the advent of the ' reducing division' in the

two kinds of sex-cells. In the male cell

the ' reducing division' occurs earliest, or

while it is still in more or less close nutri-
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tive relation to the parent ; in the egg the

' reducing division' or expulsion of polar

cells does not occur till the egg is freed, as

a rule, from the parent gonad, and generally

as a consequence of the stimulating effect of

the presence of the male cell. These dif-

ferences of behavior of the two sorts of sex-

cells seem to be correlated with their dif-

ferences in size.

We may contemplate the sex-cells as

molecular mechanisms which, in virtue

of their mechanical structure, are ren-

dered capable of controlling the order

and manner of rearrangement of their con-

stituent molecules, because of the new suc-

cessive attractions and repulsions set free,

amongst the latter, immediately upon the

completion of conjugation. The new forms

of metabolism thus initiated enable us to

conceive a mechanical theory of fertiliza-

tion. At any rate, the two sorts of sex-cells

are potentially the reciprocals of each other,

and their initial or statical states cannot

begin to set free their energy and thus pass

into the successive kinetic states of formal

change until the two mechanisms are recip-

rocally and mechanically integrated into a

single one by means of conjugation. The
parts of this new single body now act in

unison. Even the manner in which the

two conjoined molecular mechanisms oper-

ate can actually be to some extent traced,

as expressed in the complex movements as-

sociated with fertilization, the division of

the chromosomes and centrosomes. The ef-

fect of conjugation is to afford opportunity

also for new and various combinations of

molecular mechanisms, though the recipro-

cal integration of pairs of cells having a

wideljr different parentage.

The great size of the egg-cell provides an

extensive reserve material that enables the

embryo thus built up usuallj' to reach a rel-

atively great size without entering for a

time into competition for food in tlie strug-

gle for existence. Sexualitj' is therefore

altruistic in nature, since it has led in both

plants and animals to the evolution of a

condition of endowment, or the storage of

"

potential energy in the germ, so that the

latter is the better able to cope -w-ith natural

conditions. While it may be assumed that

sexuality has arisen, in the main, under

conditions determined by natural selection,

once sexuality was attained, the added

power thus accumulated potentially in large

germs of double origin enabled the latter

the more easily to overcome untoward

natural conditions. N"atural selection thus

becomes altruistic or dotational in that it

tends through sexualitj' to defeat the deadli-

ness of the struggle for existence, just as

we may also assert that the theory of super-

position to which the mechanical theory of

development is committed is also finally

altruistic. It may be remarked that the

gi-eatest mortality of a species, under the

conditions of the struggle for existence,

also takes place in the egg and embrj^onic

stages, or before organisms can experience

acute pain ; so that here again we have a

result that must matei'ially ameliorate the

pains and penalties of the struggle for

life.

These details are, however, of minor im-

port for us just now. The important thing

to bear in mind is that all of the forces of

development are ultimately metabolic in

origin, and that the wonderful order and

sequence of events in any given ontogeny

arise from the transformation or transposi-

tion of the parts of a molecular sj'stem that

also thus increases in bulk by the addition

of new matter. The steps of this trans-

formation are mechanically conditioned by

dynamical laws with as much unerring eer-

taintj' of sequence as those that control the

motions of the heavenly bodies. The con-

sequence of such a view is that we can thus

free our minds of all traces of belief in a

theory of preformation. The embryo is not

and cannot be preformed in the germ, as
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observation and pliysiological tests prove
;

uor is such preforuiation necessary if a me-
chaoiical hypothesis is adopted.

JouN A. Ryder.
(To be concluded .)

CCHREXT NOTES OX PHYSIOGRAPHY ( VIII.)

Crowley's ridge.

Crowley "s Eidge, rising above the al-

hivial lowland of the Mississippi in Missouri

and Arkansas, has long been a subject of

discussion. Branner (Geol. Surv. Ark.,

Ann. Rep., 1889, ii., p. xiv.) has suggested

that the lowland to the west of the ridge

was excavated as an early path of the Mis-

sissippi, from which it was diverted into

its present course east of the ridge by the

Ohio; but it is difficult to uudei-stand how
the smaller of the two rivers could divert

the larger one. A new explanation of the

ridge has recent]j' been oftered by C. F.

Marbut (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist, xxvi.,

189.5), to the eifect that the ridge is

homologous with the C'hunnenugga ridge of

Alabama, and that it belongs to a familj- of

geographical forms frequently found on

coastal plains during the matui'e stages of

their development. These ridges or up-

lands uormallj- run parallel to the coast

line : they mark the outcrops of compara-

tively resistant strata, dipping toward the

coast; they descend inland by a relativelj'

rapid slope, often strong enough to be

called an escarpment, towards an inner

lowland which has been eroded on an

underlying and weaker member of the

coastal formations; they descend more
gently on the coastal side. The inner low-

land is drained bj- longitudinal streams,

which enter transverse streams that cut their

way through the ridge or upland on the \\ay

to the sea. In a region of uniform ui)lift

all these features of relief and dniinage liave

a regular rectangular system of trends: but

where the former shore line or the uplift is

irregular the trends will depart more or

less from a rectangular towards a curved

pattern. Marbut regards Crowley's ridge

as a portion of an inland-curving ridge of

this kind. The master stream of the region

is the Mi-ssissippi. which bisects the inland

curvature of the ridge. The upland along

whose eastern base the Tennessee river flows

northward in an adjusted subsequent course

forms the eastern part of the curve; while

Crowley's ridge forms the western part.

The lignitic strata by which the ridge is de-

termined weaken southwestward, and hence

the ridge soon disappears in that direction.

The lowland west of Crowley's ridge,

ascribed by other writers to erosion bj' the

Mississippi, is explained by Marbut as com-

parable to the lowland on the inland side

of the Chunneuugga ridge of Alabama, and

the rivers which follow this lowland are

thought to be adjusted subsequent rivers.

THE CUSPATE CAPES OF THE CAROLINA COAST.

The systematic repetition of certain

features in Cape.s Hatteras, Lookout and

Fear is explained by C. Abbe, Jr. (Proc.

Boston Soc. Kat. Hist.. xx\-i., 1895) as the

result of a number of backset eddying cur-

rents, turning from right to left between the

Gulf Stream and the coast. The generally

.southward movmeut of the sands along the

shore being well known, some special exi)lan-

ation is needed for the acutely pointed capes

between the smooth concave curves of the

sand bars. Although this is a conspicuous

feature of the coast, it seems to have been

little considered. Shaljjr, in his recent

general account of Harbors (U. S. Geol.

Survey, 13th Ann. Kept.. 1893. ISO ), sug-

gests that the greater inflow of the tides

in the middle of the curved bays between

the capes would cause a lateral current in

either direction, and that the cusps would

form where the outward flow from two

curves became confluent; but this is conti-a-

dicted not only by the general southward

movement of sands along the shore, but also
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by certain minor features to which Abbe

gives special attention, and whicli indicate

an outward movement of the prevailing cur-

rents on the north side of each cape, but an

inward movement on the south side. The

V-shaped bars on the shore of ancient

BonnevUle (Monogr. I., TJ. S. Geol. Survey^

57) seem to correspond with the cuspate

capes in essential features, but their relation

to eddying currents is not clearly brought

foward by Gilbert. Penck, in his recent

Morphologie der Erdoherfladie, mentions back-

set shore currents as of frequent occurrence,

and suggests that the V-shaped bars of the

Bonneville shore may have been produced

by such movements (II., 485, 486), but he

does not refer to other examples of this

kind. Yet cuspate sand-bar capes of

moderate size are certainly not rare, as may
be seen by consulting the maps of our coast

in the lower part of Chesapeake Bay.

Dungeness, on the southeastern coast of

England, seems to be a similar form; but no

other examples are known of so great a size

as those of our Carolina coast, nor has any

other instance been adduced of so pro-

nounced a control exerted by the general

oceanic circulation upon the form of the

continental shore line.

THE MIGEATION OF CAPE CAl^AVEEAL.

In connection with the foregoing, mention

may be made of the southward migration

of Cape Canaveral, as indicated by the

Coast Survey Charts (Nos. XIII., and 159-

163). Like the capes further north, Can-

averal is a sand-bar cusp, the details of its

form indicating a control by two adjacent

eddying currents,after the manner described

by Abbe. Its history appears to have been

in brief as follows : The position taken by

the first blunt cusp between the adjacent

eddies seems to have been about ten

miles south of Mosquito inlet and forty

miles north of the present cape ; this

being, as it were, a provisional location

adopted by the currents before much work
had been done in shaping the coast by

building long bars for the transportation of

sand. As an improved and continuous bar

grew from north to south, its relation to

the general curvature of the Carolina bight

was such that it ran past the first-formed

cape, and a new location for the cusp was

then chosen thirty miles farther south, the

outline of the old cape being still faratly

traceable inside the newer bar. But a still

better adjustment of the currents to the

shore brought another bar down from the

north, this one running past the apex of the

second cape in much the same way that the

second bar ran past the first cape ; and

thus the third cusp, the present Canaveral,

was formed ten miles south of the second.

The southward migration of the cape ap-

pears to be still continued, as indicated by

the arrangement of the sand dunes ; but it

is now going on with a slowly progressive,

creeping advance, and not by a leap, such

as that which shifted the second cape from

the first, or the third from the second. All

this, however, is based only on a study of

the charts. Those who have opportunity

for a study of the cape on the ground

might make it the subject of fruitful obser-

vation. "W. M. Davis.

Haevaed UK"IVEESITY.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CHEMICAL SO-

CIETY (LONDON).

In the course of his address at the anni-

versary meeting of the Chemical Society of

London, the President, Professor Arm-
strong, after referring to the notable growth

of the Society in the twenty years during

which he had been a member, stated that

the Council had decided to break through

the practice which had always obtained and

by which the Faraday Lectureship has in-

variably been filled by some foreign scien-

tist, and had bestowed the Faraday Medal

upon Lord Rayleigh ' in recognition of the
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ser\-ices rendered to chemical science by the

discovery of argon.' The President added

that the Medali.st woukl address the Society

on the suhject of argon.

Lord Eayleigh said that, in returning his

thanks to the Society, he was somewhat
embarrassed, because he felt that there

ought to be another standing at his side.

It was true that his researches, to wliich

the President had referred, upon the densi-

ties of gases had rendered it almost certain

that a new gas of some sort was concerned,

and probably that the new gas was in the

atmosphere. But from this jjoint to the

isolation and examination of argon was a

long step, and the credit must be shared

equally between Professor Kamsay and him-

self. In some quarters there had been a

tendency to represent that antagonism ex-

isted between chemists and physicists in the

matter, though such a thought never entered

his mind. Professor Eamsaj- was a chemist

by profession, while he himself had dabbled

in chemistry from an early age, and had

followed its development with a keen in-

terest.

Dui-ing the cour.se of the same meeting

Professor Ramsay and Mr. Crookes sjjoke

of the isolation and spectroscopic examina-

tion of the gas containing helium derived

from cleveite.

At the anniversary dinner in the even-

ing of the same day the principal address

was made by the Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour.

The following extracts from this will be of

interest. Speaking of the attitude of the

statesman towards science, he said : " For

mj- own part, though the last thing I wish

to do is to suggest that the work of a prac-

tical politician is other than a work which

taxes the liighest qualities of a man, still I

have to admit, on looking back at the his-

tory of civilization, that if we want to iso-

late the causes which more than any other

conduce to the movements of gi-eat civilized

societies, you must not look to the great

politician of the hour, ou \\ liom it maj' be

all eyes are fixed
; you must look to those,

often unknown by the multitude, whose
work, it maj- be, is never properly realized

by the mass of their countrymen till after

they are dead. You must look at them,

and at their laboi-s, to find the great sources

of social movement. We, who are carry-

ing on a work which I hope is not useless,

which, I am sure, receives its full meed of

public recognition, do, after all, not belong

to that class to which the commuuitj' is

most beholden for all that is to imjjrove the

lot of man upon earth. It is to those who,
very often with no special practical object

in view, casting their eyes upon no other

object than the abstract truth and the pure

truth which it is their desire to elucidate,pen-

penetrate ever further and further into the

secrets of Xature and provide the practical

man with the material upon which he works.

Those are the men ^\ho. if you analj'se the

social forces to their ultimate units, those are

the men to whom we owe most, and to such

men, and to i^i-oduce such men, and to

honor such men, and to educate such

men, the Society whose health I am now
proposing devotes its best energies. * * *

" I should like to do what I can to dispel

the prejudice which certainly exists at

this moment in many influential quartere

against technical education properly under-

stood. Technical education, properly under-

stood, suft'crs greatly under technical educa-

tion improperly understood, and there is so

much nonsense talked upon this subject;

there is so much monej' uselessly spent

;

there are so many things taught to persons

who do not want to learn them and who, if

they did want to learn them, could by no

possibility turn them to practical account
;

that it is no matter of astonishment that

some persons are dispo.sed to say that

' technical education is only the last bit of

political humbug, the la.st new scheme for

turning out a V)rand new society ; it is worth-
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less in itself; not only is it worthless, but

it is excessively expensive.' I am sure Mr.

Bryce * would agree with everything I have

said upon this point, and everything I am
going to say upon it—for I shall not go

into controversial matter—because, while I

think that those who object to technical

education have their justification, it yet re-

mains true that if you include, as you ought

to include, within the term technical educa-

tion the really scientific instruction in the

way of turning scientific discoveries to prac-

tical account, if that is what you mean

—

and it is what you ought to mean by tech-

nical education—then there is nothing of

which England is at this moment in greater

need. There is nothing which, if she, in her

folly, determines to neglect, will more con-

duce to the success of her rivals in the

markets of the world, and to her inevitable

abdication of the position of commercial

supremacy which she has hitherto held."

"I do not deny that, if manufactures and

commerce have an immense amount to gain

from theoretical investigations, on the other

hand—as everybody will admit that has

even the most cursory acquaintance, let us

say, with the history of the discoveries in

electricity and magnetism—pure science it-

self has an enormous amount to gain from

industrial development. "While both these

things are true, I am the last person to deny

that it is a poor end, a poor object, for a

man of science to look forward to, merely

to make money for himself or for other

people. After all, while the effect of science

on the world is almost incalculable, that

effect can only be gained in the future, as it

has only been gained in the past, by men
of science pursuing knowledge for the sake

of knowledge, and for the sake ofknowledge

alone ; and if I thought that by anything

that had di'opped from me to-night I had

given ground for the idea that I looked at

* The Rt. Hon. James Bryce, Presiclent of the

Board of Trade.

science from what is commonlj^ called the

strictly utilitarian standpoint^—that I meas-

ured its triumphs by the number of success-^

fal companies it had succeeded in starting,

or in the amount of dividends which it gave

to the capitalist, or even by the amount of

additional comfort which it gave to the

masses of the population—I should greatly

understate my thought ; but I know this

great Society, while it has in view these

useful objects, still puts first of all the pur-

suit of truth, which is the goddess to which

every man of science owes his devotion.

And truth, not profit, must necessarily be

the motto of every body of scientific men
who desire to be remembered by posterity

for their discoveries. These things can

only be done through a disinterested mo-

tive, and it is because I believe that so-

cieties like the great Society I am address-

ing do more than any other organization to

attain that great object : because I think

they bring together men engaged in con-

genial pursuits; because the stimulus of

mind brought close to mind, and the hon-

orable ambitions and the honorable rival-

ries of men engaged in the same great task

must lead to an enormous extension of our

knowledge of the secrets of Nature ; that I,

as an outsider, not belonging to j^our body,

do, in the name of a public for which I

venture to speak, wish you all success and

wish you all prospei-ity." W. TV. R.

CORRESPONDENCE.

haeckel's momsm.
Editor of Science : In reponse to your

kind note of recent date concerning Haeck-

le's ' Monistic Creed,' I may state that I

find myself in the fullest sympathy with

the views expressed by Professor Brooks.

I majr perhaps be permitted to add the

following :

—

These uses of man, as of other animals,

yield certain impressions which so far as

they go are of the nature of truth. "We
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kuow truth only through approximation,

the revision and extension of these sense

impressions. These impressions and the

inductions from them serve as guides to ac-

tion. In this relation these common im-

pressions must be true, because trust m
tliem has been safe. "Wrong action must

have led to the destruction of the actors.

One test of truth, perhaps the only one, is

the safety that comes from trusting it. The
power of choice implies that right choice

must be made. Only those who in the nar-

row range of choice choose safely can sur-

vive. To this end of safe choice, sensa-

tions, desires and reason must cooperate.

The adaptation to complex conditions rests

on the abilitj' of the individual to receive

the degree of truth he needs to make safe

choice possible, and no more. For truth-

fulness in sensation exists only in the range

within which action and choice are de-

pendent on it. Bej-ond this range truth

would have no value as an aid to adapta-

tion. Our senses tell us something of truth

as to bread and fi-uit and stones, which we
maj- use or touch or avoid. They do not

give us just impressions of the stare or sky.

which we cannot reach,nor of the molecule,

which we cannot grasp. Our sense powers,

as well as our powei-s of reasoning, are emi-

nently practical. They are bounded by the

needs of the lives of our ancestors, to whom
any form of hijperadhemi would have been

destructive and not helpful.

The methods and the appliances of science

serve as an extension of the truthfulness of

the senses into regions in which truth was

not demanded for the life-purposes of our

ancestors. These methods yield truth of a

similar kind, which can be measured by

the same test. AVe maj' trust the informa-

tion given bj' the electrometer or the micro-

scope or the calculus just as implicitly as

we receive what our own eyes have seen or

our own hands have felt.- We may depend

on the truth given by these instruments of

precision to a greater degree than on that

which the common senses furnish us, be-

cause the guards and checks on scientific ap-

pliances are more perfect. The information

gained bj' observation and sifted by reason

constitutes science. In the struggle for ex-

istence, knowledge is power. Our civiliza-

tion rests directly on the growth of scien-

tific knowledge and on the availability to

the individual of its accumulated power.

Its basis is the safetj- of trusting to human
experience. The ' Laws of Xature,' as we
know them, are generalizations of such ex-

perience. Their statement may form part

of a ' scientific creed ' to those who have

tested them, if such feel that ' I believe '

adds force to ' I know.'

The essence of the ' Monistic Creed ' as

set forth by Haeckel is not, as I understand

it, drawn from such sources. It is an out-

growth from Haeckel's pei-sonality, not from

his researches. So far as I know, no change

has taken place in it as a result of anj- dis-

cover}' its author has made. If its details

have been changed at any time since it was
first formulated, the reason for such change

must be sought for in Haeckel, not in Sci-

ence.

Perhaps, indeed, there is " one spirit in

all things, and the whole cognizable world

is constituted and has been developed in ac-

cordance with one fundamental law." But

this is no conclusion of science. It rests on

no human experience. If it be the induc-

tion resulting from all human experience,

that fact has not been made plain to us.

The hj-perjesthesia of the microscope or the

Calculus brings one no nearer to it. Its

place is in the boundless realm of guess-

work. It value lies in tlie stimulus which

clever gtiesses give to the otherwise plod-

ding operations of scientific men. It seems

to me that Monism ' belongs to the domain

of speculative philosophy, a branch of

thought which, according to Helmholtz,

deals witli such 'schlechtes stoft';' that its
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conclusions, liowever brilliant, can have no

value as guides to life or as guides to re-

search, which is the second power of life.

The theorj' of Monism has no interest to

Science, until men can come to deal with

the ' Stoff ' on which its speculations rest.

Every conceivable theory of life, its nature,

origin and destiny, can be traced back to

the pre-scientiiic philosophy of the Ancients,

Monism with the rest. What we have

found to be true was not unknown to the

Greeks. But that which we find to be false

had equally the weight of their authority.

It is the business of Science to test by its

own methods the value of the supposed basis

of these theories. The use of logic is one of

these methods. The only logical necessity

Science can recognize, as Dr. Brooks has

well said, is " that when our knowledge

ends we should confess our ignorance."

I have myself not the slightest objection

to ' Monism ' as philosophy. As a dogma
it is certainly more attractive than many
others which have been brought like light-

ning from the clouds, as a stimulus to creep-

ing humanity. My objection lies against

the use of the divining rod in connection

with the microscope. These instruments do

not yield homologous results. If both yield

Truth, then Truth is a word of double mean-

ing. This method seems to carry us back

to the days when truths were made known
to the spirit without the intervention of the

body. When some theologian of the past

brought to Luther the revelations his spirit

made to him, the sturdy Eeformer said,

" Ihren Geist haue ich iiber die Schnautze "

(I slap your spirit on the snout). Scientific

men may have as individuals their o^^^l

visions and guesses and formulae of Uni-

versal Philosophy. Spiritual gj^mnastics are

not without value to any worker, and men
of science have often suffered from their

neglect. But this suffering is purely indi-

vidual. The running high jump does hot

hasten the progress of knowledge. Science

wUl have none of it. Nor will she tolerate

a di^^ning rod even in the hands of her

wisest devotees. In other words, where

the facts stop Science stops also.

David Stare Jordan.
Stanfoed Univeesity.

the genus zaglossus.

To the Editor of Science : Mr. T. S.

Palmer's article in Science of May 10th fixes

the synonymy of this genus with precision

;

but one statement he makes is incorrect,

namely, that ' Zaglossits Gill seems never to

have been mentioned bj^ any subsequent au-

thor.' The Century Dictionary has three

articles fi-om my pen on the subject. 1. Zag-

lossus is defined as ' the proper name of that

genus of prickly ant-eaters which is better

known by its sjnoujm. Acanthoglossvs (which

see).' 2. Under J.ea?i</iO(7Zo6's»s the genus is

characterized, with the statement that this

name ' is antedated bj' Zaglossus of Gill.

'

3. Under Echidnida- the animal is figured

with the legend ' Zaglossus or Acanthoglossiis

hruijni.'' Elliott Coties.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

The Cambridge jVatural History, III., Mollmes :

By the Eev. A. H. Cook ; Brachiopods

(Eecent) : By A. E. Shipley ; Bvachiojwds

(Fossil) : By F. E. C. Eeed. New York,

Macmillan & Co. 1895. XIV., 536.

Pp. 8°. Illustrated.

This work is one of a series intended es-

pecially for intelligent persons without

scientific training, but in which the attempt

is made to combine popular treatment and

untechnical language -ndth the latest re-

sults of scientific research.

Mr. Cooke, who is known as a pains-

taking and well informed conchologist, has

endeavored to unite in one general classifi-

cation the views of specialists in the various

groups, such as Hoj4e for the recent, Foord

and Fischer for the fossil Cephalopods, Bergh

for the Nudibranches, Pelseneer for the

Pelecypoda, etc.; but, in conformity with
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the general purpose of the work, mucli

more space is devoted to the geographical

distribution aud general natural history

of mollusks than to the details of sj-stem-

atic arrangement or technical discussion.

Twelve chaptei-s of 377 pages are devoted

to generalities, and four, comprising (J6

pages, to classification.

The work deserves high commendation
for the thorough manner in which Mr.

Cooke has foraged for fresh data, bringing

together a vast number of facts on the

biography, distribution, growth, anatomy

and reproduction of mollusks. The stj-le is

clear and easy, and the facts are well selected

and agreeably presented. For the audience

for which the book is intended it seems ad-

mu-ably adapted, and so far as we know
there is no work available at present which

can be more cordially recommended to a

beginner or the general reader.

It would be easy to criticise details of

classification here and there, and on manj^

points the opinions of experts will difler in

the present state of our knowledge ; but in

recognizing the aim of the author and pub-

lishers it must be conceded that it has been

well carried out.

It does not appear to have been necessary

to separate the recent from the fossil bracli-

iopoda, and recent efibrts at a revised

classification of the group have been so

successful and complete that Mr. Reed's

work appears alreadj' somewhat antiquated

and too brief, but this perhaps was inevit-

able fi'om the necessity of preserving due

proportion between the parts of the series.

Mr. Shipley's account of the anatomy and

embryologj' is good, aud his conclusions as

to the relations of the class are conservative

and reasonable.

The book is fiilly illustrated with rather

unequal woodcuts, many of which are good

and others rather ' wooden,' but an un-

usually large proportion of them are original

and fresh. There are four very good maps

of geographical distribution and an excel-

lent index. W. H. Dall.

A Laboratory Guidefor a Twenty Weeks' Course

in. General Chemistry. By George W'il-

LARD Bextox, a. M., Instructor of Chem-
istrj-. High School, and Chemist for the

City ofIndianapolis. Boston, D. C. Heath
&Co.
This book might be better termed ' A

Guide for a Coui-se of Test-Tubing,' since

nearly all the reactions are performed in a

test-tube, and the sole object of the book

seems to be to acquaint the unfortunate pu-

pil who uses it with ' Tests ' for the various

elements and compounds.

The manual is supposed to be put into

the hands of beginners in the subject, aud

yet before a single element is considered or

anything is said aliout elements, compounds

or formulas, quite a number of formulas and

reactions are given. As an illustration of

what the author calls compounds, a piece

of wood and granulated sugar are taken

and the equation C, jH, jO,
.
+HjS04= 12C

+ llHjO + H„SO^, is written out. Then
the student is asked to explain the equation

and to define a compound. And yet the

author, according to his preface, is one of

those ' who see in the Laboratory (with a

big L) the means of high development on

approved pedagogical grounds.'

It would require more space than the

book is worth to point out all its faults.

It will, perhaps, be sufficient to st^ite that

directions are given for making dangerous

compounds ^\^thout any mention of the

danger connected with the work . The pu-

pil is a.sked, for example, to determine the

odor of carbon monoxide, and not an inti-

mation is given that it is one of the most

poisonous gases known to the chemist.

Altogether, the book is one that can be

most cordially recommended as the kind of

a book for both teachers antl students to

avoid using, if possible. W . R . O.
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NOTES AND NEWS.

THE HELMHOLTZ MEMORIAL.

The following subscriptions have been

paid to Prof. Hugo Miinsterberg, Secretary

and Treasurer of the American Committee,

Cambridge, Mass. Further subscriptions

should be sent to him at an early date :

A. Agassiz, Cambridge, $ 25

S. P. Avery, New York, 10

Clarence J. Blake, Boston, 20

Francis Blake, Boston, 50

H. P. Bowditch, Boston, 20

W. ]Sr. BuUard, Boston, 10

J. McK. Cattell, ISTew York, 5

F. A. Christie, Meadville, Pa., 2

Clarence N. Clark, Philadelphia, 25

A. Donner, Boston, 25

Mrs. M. A. P. Draper, 'New York, 50

W. G. Farlow, Cambridge, 5

H. 1^. Gardiner, ^Northampton, 3

E. Griining, New York, . 15

C. C. Harrison, Philadelphia, 100

A. Jacobi, New York, 10

W. James, Cambridge, 5

J. Jeflries, Boston, 5

H. Knapp, New York, 100

Seth Low, New York, 100

Oswald Ottendorfer, New York, 200

E. C. Pickering, Cambridge, 20

J. J. Putnam, Boston, 5

W. A. S., New York, 10

G. de Schweinitz, Philadelphia, 25

N. S. Shaler, Cambridge, 5

Society ofEye Surgeons, San Francisco, 25

D. P. Todd, Amherst, Mass., 10

O. F. Wadsworth, Boston, 20

H. C. Warren, Cambridge, 25

D. Webster, New York, 5

Henry W. Williams, Boston, 25

N. Wilmer, Washington, 10

Total, $970

THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA.

The Geological Society of America will

liold its seventh Summer Meeting at Spring-

field, Mass., Tuesday and Wednesday, Au-

gust 27 and 28. The Council will meet

Monday evening and the Society will con-

vene Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock.

The Fellowship of this Society includes

nearly all the working geologists upon the

continent. The roU now contains 223

names of Fellows.

The former Presidents of the Society have

been James Hall, James D . Dana, Alexander

Wiachell, G. K. Gilbert, J. WHUam Daw-
son and T. C. Chamberlin.

The ofi&cers for 1895 are as follows

:

President, N. S. Shaler, Harvard Uni-

versity.

Vice-Presidents, Joseph Le Conte, Uni-

versity of California; Charles H. Hitch-

cock, Dartmouth College.

Secretary, H. L. Fairchild, University of

Rochester.

Treasurer, I. C. White, Morgantown, W.
Va.

Editor, J. Stanley-Brown, Washington,

D. C.

Councillors :

F. D. Adams, McGill College, Montreal.

E. W. Ells, Geological Survey of Canada.

I. C. Eussell, University of Michigan.

E. A. Smith, University of Alabama.

C. R. Van Hise, University of Wisconsin.

C. D. Walcott, U. S. Geological Survey.

The Society has just completed the sixth

volume of its Bulletin, which is a handsome

octavo, with 528 pages and 27 plates. This

volume includes twenty-one brochures.

Information concerning the Societj' and

its publications can be obtained bj' addi-ess-

ing the Secretary, H. L. Fairchild, Roches-

ter, N. Y.

NOMINATIONS BEFORE THE ROYAL SOCIETY.

The following fifteen candidates were

selected by the Council of the Royal Society

to be recommended for election into the

Societj^: J. Wolfe Barry, ci^^l engineer,

Vice-President of the Institution of Civil
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Engineers ; Alfred Gibbs Bourne, Profes-

sor of Biology in the Presidency College,

Madras ; George Hartloj' Bryan, Fellow of

Peterliouse, Cambridge, and Lecturer on
Thermodynamics on the University list;

John Eliot, Meteorological Keporter to the

Government of India ; Joseph Eeynolds

Green, Professor of Botanj' in the Pharma-
ceutical Society of Great Britain ; Ernest

Howard Griffiths, physicist Private Tutor;

Charles Thomas Heycock, Lectm-er on Na-
tural Science, King's College, Cambridge

;

Sydney John Hickson, biologist. Fellow of

Downing College, Cambridge ; Henry Capel

LoflPt Holden, Major Royal Artillerj-, electri-

cian; Frank McClean, astronomer; William

Mae Ewan, Professor of Surgery, Universitj'

of Glasgow; Sidney Martin, Assistant Physi-

cian. Universitj- College Hospital and Hos-

pital for Consumption, Brompton ; George

M. Minchin, Professor of Mathematics in

the Eoyal Engineering College, Cooper's

Hill : "William Henrj- Power, Assistant

Medical Officer, H. M. Local Government
Board : Thomas Purdie, Professor of Chem-
istry in the Universitj- of St. Andrews.

JOHX A. RYDER.

A JoixT meeting of members of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, the American
Pliilosophical Society and the Academy of

Natural Sciences was held in the hall of

the Academj' of Natural Sciences on the

evening of Wednesday, April 10, in mem-
ory of the late Professor John A. Ryder.

General Isaac J. Wistar presided and Philip

P. Calvert acted as secretary. Addresses

were made bj' Dr. Harrison Allen on ' Dr.

Ryder's Relation to the Academj' of Natural

Sciences;' Dr. Bashford Dean, of Columbia

College, on ' Dr. Ryder's Work in the U. S.

Fish Commission '; Dr. Horace Jayne, on
' Dr. Ryder and the School of Biology ';

Prof. E. D. Cope, on 'The Evolutionary

Doctrine of Dr. Ryder;' Dr. H. F. Moore.

on ' Dr. Ryder as a Teacher,' and Dr. W.

P. Wilson, on ' Dr. Ryder as a Collegian.'

The speakers all bore testimony to Professor

Ryder's merits as an investigator and as a
teacher and to his amiability and honesty

as a man.

—

American A^aturalkt.

GENERAL.

The Geselhchaft fiir Erdkunde at Berliu

has just issued the fii-st volume of a bibli-

ographj- of geographical science entitled

Biblioteca Geogi-aphica, edited Ijy Otto Bas-

chin with the assistance of Dr. Ernst Wag-
ner. The volume covers 1891 and 1892 and
the society proposes to continue the publi-

cation annually. The scope of the work is

in full accord with the widest undei-stand-

ing of the word geography. The editor,

Otto Baschin, Berlin, W. Schinkenplatz 6,

requests that authors send titles and works
relating to geogi-aphy to him.

TwE Imjyrimerie Polyteclinique at Brussels

announces an' important Egyptological work
by G. Hagemans, which will include a his-

torj- of Egyptian civilization, a summarj- of

Egyptian literature and a discussion of the

Egj-ptian WTiting, including a comparison

between its hieroglyphs and those of Yuca-
tan ; this is to be followed by a Copto-

Egyptian gi-ammar, an Egyptian-French

and a Frencli-Egyptian dictionarj-. The
entire work will appear in sixty parts at

25 cents per part.

We learn from La Nature that at the an-

nual meeting of ' Le Congrls des SociHes

Sarantes ' at the Sorljoune. Paris, on April

20th, under the jwesidency of M. Poincar^,

M. Moissan called attention to the rapid

progress and brilliant discoveries of modern
chemistry, and their practical outcome in

stimulating national industries. He passed

under i-eview the processes of manufacturing

iron, steel, aluminium, etc., the artificial

production of the diamond, the crystaliza-

tion of metallic oxides, and the u.se of elec-

tricity in the decomposition of those oxides

hitherto regarded as irreducible. At the
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close of the meeting M. Poincare was elected

president for a second term. The Legion

of Honor was conferred on MM. le comte

d'Avenal, O'Ehlert and Herluison.

The honorary degree of D. So. has been

conferred on Mr. Francis Galton by the

University of Cambridge.

The statute establishing degrees for re-

search at Oxford has now been finally ap-

proved by Congregation, with the adoption

of several amendments, principally of a

technical nature.

The University of Aberdeen is about to

confer the degree LL. D. on Miss J. E.

Harrison in recognition of her researches

in Greek archseology. Miss Harrison will

be the first woman to receive this degree

from a British university.

De. Richard Hanitsch, demonstrator of

zoology at University College, Liverpool,

has been appointed to the curatorship of the

Raffles Museum, at Singapore.

The Evening Post states that the Her-

barium of Rousseau, composed of fifteen

quarto volumes in cardboard and contain-

ing about 1,500 plants, is about to be sold

at Orleans.

At a recent sale in London, Gilbert

"White's N'atural History of Selborne, the

author's original manuscript, in the form of

letters to Thomas Pennant and Daines Bar-

rington, first printed in 1789, was sold for

£294. The manuscript contains many pass-

ages not printed in the several editions, and

has never before been out of the possession

of the lineal descendants of the author.

A CATALOGUE of the Philosophical Trans-

actions of the Royal Society ft-om 1824 to

1893 has been issued by Dulau & Co., Lon-

don. A large number of separate articles

are included. Especially worthy of note is

a paper on ' Observations on the Parallel

Roads of Glen Roy * * * with an attempt

to prove that they are of Marine Origin

'

(1839), by Darwin, as also articles by Sir

Humphrej' Davy, William and Sir F.

Herschell, Sir E. Sabine, Sir David Brews-

ter, Faradaj', Sir Richard Owen and Cayley.

Me. Aethue M. Wellington, the well

known engineer, died in New York at the

age of forty-eight.

Peof. E. Ray Lankestee is giving a

course of four lectures at the Royal Insti-

tution on ' Thirty Years' Progress in Bio-

logical Science.'

Mes. Robeet E. Peaey delivered an

illustrated lecture based on her experiences

in the North on May 23. This lecture was

given under the auspices of the National

Geographic Society, which aided Lieut.

Peary in his first enterprise. The proceeds

of the lecture will be devoted to a fund

which is being raised to defray the expenses

of an expedition that will enable Lieut.

Peary to return to America. It is not be-

lieved, however, that he is in any immediate

danger. The expedition (which will cost

from $9,000 to $12,000, of which about $7,

000 has already been raised) will probablj'

start about July 5th, so as to reach Lieut.

Peary's headquarters before September 1st.

At the meeting of the Boston Scientific

Society, was held on May 28th, an address

on ' Some Problems in the Use of Water

Power as Applied to the Electrical Trans-

mission of Power' was delivered by Allan

V. Garratt.

Peofessoe Dyche, of Kansas University,

is starting for Greenland in search of speci-

mens of mammals and birds to add to his

collection.

Chancelloe James Hulme Canfield has

accepted a call to the presidency of the

Ohio State University, Columbus.

An infirmary in connection with Harvard

University, which is proposed as a me-

morial to Dr. Peabody, is projected, costing

not less than $12,000. President Eliot, in

the name of the overseers of Harvard Uni-

versity, has offered a site for the infirmary,
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providing the money to build it can be

raised.

Dr. Jame.s E. Russell has been made
professor of i)edagogy in the University of

Colorado.

The American Institute of Archteology,

which had alreadj- given a fellowship of

SdOO to the American school at Athens,

voted a second fellowship of SGOO-SSOO at

the semi-annual meeting of the committee

held at Middletown, Conn., on May 17th.

These scholarships will probably be

awarded to students and graduates of the

cooperating colleges on competitive ex-

amination. The first examination will

probably be held at the end of a year.

Prof. E. S. Holden has been made a

commander of the Order of the Ernestine

House of Saxony in recognition of his

services to science.

Dr. p. Daxgeard has been appointed

professor of botany to the Faculty of

Sciences at Poitiers.

—

Nature.

"We learn from the Xatuncissenschaftlichf

Bimchchau that Prof. Overbeck of Greifswald

has been appointed professor of phj-sics in

the University of Tiibingen as successor to

Professor Braun. Dr. Hermann Struve,

astronomer in the Observatory of Pulkowa,

has been made professor of astronomy in

the University of Konigsberg: Prof. Koken

of Konigsberg, professor of geology and

mineralogy in Tiiljingen : Prof. Hanser of

Erlangen, Director ofthe Erlangen Anatom-

ical Institution; Prof. Brauns of Karlsruhe,

professor of geology and mineralogj' in

Giessen, and Dr. Schutt of Kiel, professor

of botany in the University of Greifswald.

Professor V. Knorre has been called to

the new chair of electro-chemistry in the

technical High School at Berlin-Charlotten-

burg.

The death is announced on Maj* 4th of

Surgeon-Major Carter, F. R. S.. also of

Prof. Manuel Piuheiro Chagas, General

Secretary of the Koyal Academy of Sciences

at Lisbon, at the age of fiftj^-three.

It is announced that Dr. J. P. D. John,

who resigned the presidency of De Pauw
Univei-sity a few days ago, will be asked by

the trustees to reconsider his resignation.

—

Evening Post.

Theobald Smith, M. D., has been elected

professor of applied zoologj^, and Henry
Lloyd Smj-the assistant professor of mining,

in Harvard L^niversity.

At the semi-annual meeting of the trus-

tees of the American University it was an-

nounced that Sl'27,300 had been subscribed

towards the erection of the first building

(the Hall of History), but that S150,a00

were required. Those present at the meet-

ing subscribed and assumed the entire

deficieucj'.

Dr. Rob. Sachsse, assistant professor of

agricultural chemistry in Leipzig Univer-

sity, died on April 26.

SCIEN'TIFIC JOCRXALS.

THE A.<TR0PHYSICAL JOURNAL, M.\Y.

The Modern Spectroscope, XII: 'William

HUGGLNS.

Dr. Huggins here descriljes the Tulse

Hill ultra-violet spectroscope. An earlier

arrangement of telescope and spectroscope

had consisted in exchanging the small mir-

ror of an eighteen-iuch Cassegrain telescope

for a spectroscope with its slit in the prin-

cipal focus of the large mirror. Difficulties

of adjustment and the .sacrifice of either

light or purity due to the restricted size of

the spectroscope led to the abandonment of

this form. The small speculum was re-

placed and the collimator was then inserted

in the hole through the large mirror. The

long equivalent focal length of the Casse-

grain form is of advantage where it is de-

sirable to have images of considerable di-

mensions upon the slit, while the instrument

itself and the building may remain of mod-

erate size.
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On ike Spectrograpliic Performance of the Thirty-

inch Pulkoioa Refractor : A. Belopolsky.

The work of the great refractor with a

spectrograph not well adapted to it com-

pares unfavorably with that of the new
thirteen-inch photographic telescope.

Note on the Spectrum ofArgon : H. F. ISTewall.

A line spectrum obtained last year under

peculiar conditions of low pressure has been

identified as that of argon. A glass bulb

was sealed to a mercury pump and the air

exhausted. Two photographs, with an ex-

posure for each of thirty minutes, differed

in that the second showed the nitrogen

bands much weaker than the first, besides

containing lines since identified as those of

argon.

Preliminary Table of Solar Spectrum Wave-

Lengths, V: Henet A. Kowland.
The table is contiaued from X 4414 to k

4674.

On Martian Longitudes: Percival Lowell.

A series of observations on the positions

of thirty-six points on Mars with a view to

the construction of a map. A discrepancy of

five degrees between present longitudes and

those determined by Schiaparelli in 1879

suggests that the received time of rotation

of the planet is too small.

A Combination Telescope and Dome: A. E.

Douglass.

The article describes a novel plan of

mounting a telescope within a hollow sphere

supported like an ordinary globe, but with

much of the weight taken off from the sup-

ports by floating the sphere iu water. The
plan is the result of an effort to reduce the

instability of the usual mounting by flota-

tion, and the application of the motive power

as far as possible from the axes of rotation.

Stars Having Peculiar Spectra; Eleven New
Variable Stars : M. Fleming.

Some Arequipa photographs show eleven

peculiar star spectra and eleven new vari-

ables.

A Spectroseojne Proof of the Meteoric Constitu-

tion of Saturn's Rings : James E. Keeler.
The spectrum of the planet was photo-

graphed with the sHt parallel to the major
axis of the rings. The incUnation of the

spectral liaes of the ansse show that the

inner part of the ring is moving faster than

the outer portion, which would not be the

case were the rings moving as a solid. The
indicated velocities of the difierent parts

satisfy Kepler's third law.

Remarks on Professor Pickering's 'Comparison

of Photometric Magnitudes of the Stars,' in A.

N. 3269 : G. Muller and P. Kempf.
A criticism of the Cambridge catalogues,

translated from the Astronomische Nach-
richten.

The Short Wave-Lengths of the Spark Spectrum

of Aluminium: C. Eunge.

A Large Eruptive Prominence; On a Photo-

graphic Method of Determining the Visibility

of Interference Fringes in Spectroscopiic Meas-

urements ; Note on the Exposure Required in

Photographing the Solar Corona Without an

Eclipse: George E. Hale.

Terrestrial Helium (?).

A Large Reflector for the Lick Observatory:

Edward S. Holden.

S. B. Barrett.

NEW BOOKS.

The Natural History of Plants; their Forms,

Ch'oivth, Reproduction and Distribution.

Fi'om the German of Anton Kerner von

Marilawn, by F. W. Oliver, with the as-

sistance of Marian Busk and Mart F.

Ewart. With almost 1,000 original

wood-cut illustrations and 16 plates in

colors. New York, Henry Holt & Co.

1895. 40, Vol. I., in two parts. Pp. 777.

Price 17.50.

Twentieth Annual Report of the Secretary of the

State Board ofHealth ofthe State of Michigan.

Lansing, Kobert Smith & Co. 1894. Pp.

cxlvi -f 416.
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A DYNAMICAL HYPOTHESIS OF INHERIT-

ANCE (II.).

The egg cannot be isotropic—as follows

from observation as well as experiment—in

the sense in which the word isotropy is used

by physicists of repute. If the egg is a dy-

namical sj'Stem it cannot be isotropic or ab-

solutely the same throughout, or along

every possible radius from its center, as is

proved by its reactions in respect to its sur-

roundings. It may, however, be potentially

feolotropic in directions parallel to a certain

axis, as experiment has shown by separa-

ting the cells that result from segmentation

of the egg. Such fragments, if in excess of

a certain minimal size, will undergo a larval

development of apparently normal char-

acter. But this result is fatal to the ordi-

nary corpuscular hj-potheses, according to

which every futiu'e part is represented in

the chromosomes hy certain hjiiothetical

corpuscular germs. It has, indeed, been

shown by Loeb that larval development of

portions of an egg can go on whether the

divisions be equal or unequal or in any

radius. This seems to indicate that an egg

is not necessarily isoti-opic in the undivided

state, but that the moment that separation

of its mass has occurred there is a readjust-

ment of the relations and potentialities of

its molecules simulating that of the original

entire egg. The very definition of isotropy,

as given by one author (Lord Kelvin),

states that it may be assumed only of a

spherical mass of matter whose properties

are absolutely the same along every one of

the infinite number of radii drawn from its

center outward, and, as tested by any means

whatsoever, shows that such a conilition

cannot be assumed, on the gi-ound of obser-

vation alone, of any known egg. The con-

dition of the egg we must therefore also as-

sume from its known properties to be reolo-

tropic, or diflerent along every one of the
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infinite number of radii drawn from its

center. When we make this assumption,

however, we need not necessarily assume

that nucleated fragments that will still de-

velop into larvse after division of the oos-

perm, natural or artificial, must be isotropic.

They may be seolotropic from the beginning,

but in precisely the same way in each case,

as a result of the successive cleavages of the

germ-mass, by means of planes that cut each

other at right angles, as in the diagram Fig.

1, where each of the four segments are pre-

cisely alike from the pole a to that of b.

Fig. 1.

The unlikeness of the pole a from 6 is indi-

cated by the stippling. This unlikeness

would manifestly be unimpaired by segmen-

tation of the germ into four quadrants by

the first two cleavages, as shown in the dia-

gram. The same might hold of octants of

the spherical germ. Here the initial seolo-

tropy of the whole egg determines that of

its segments; that must therefore become

four or eight molecular mechanisms, each

with precisely the same type of potentiality

as that of the whole egg. (See concluding

note.)

There may, according to the foregoing

view, be such a thing as perfect isotropj^ in

every radius lying in a plane cutting the

line from a to 6 at right angles. This would

not, however, be the perfect isotropy of our

definition that we are compelled to accept

in the form in which it comes to us from

the physicist.

As development proceeds, moreover, we
have reason to believe that this teolotropy

becomes more and more marked, so tha^

eventually the huge metameric molecules

become arranged in definite linear, parallel

systems, as in the axis cj'linders of nervB

cells and in muscular tissue. Here the

characteristics of the sj^stem become the

the same in parallel lines, and in any dh-ec-

tions at right angles to an axis parallel to

these parallel lines of molecules. That is,

in certain rectangular directions there is an

approximation toward homogeneitj-. But

the completest homogeneity is found to oc-

cur in onlj' one direction in parallel lines

extending through the mass. This condi-

tion we may designate as monotropy.

Starting with the extreme geolotropic condi-

tion of the germ, we must, therefore, assume

that as organization becomes more and

more complete, in the progress of develop-

ment, in the specialized systems of tissues

and organs, the molecules become more and

more definitely monotropic. Therefore they

at last become incapable, as dj'namical sys-

tems, of exhibiting a complex development

such as is manifested by a germ, but cap-

able only of manifesting the special phys-

iological functions entailed by their dyna-

mically and mechanicallj' evolved mono-

tropism.

We can now understand why it is that

the germinal matter of a species always re-

mains in an seolotropic state. Since germ-

inal matter is always relieved of specialized

functions in the body of the parent, it must

perforce remain in its primitive condition of

germinal potentialitj' as a molecular mech-

anism. Since the germ is material that

has been produced in excess of the needs of

metabolism of the parent body, as supposed

bj' Haeckel and Spencer, it can do no work

for that body. The unbroken continuity of

the processes of metabolism has provided

the conditions for the continuous or inter-

rupted production of germinal matter.

The nearest approach to a condition of

continuity of germinal matter is found in

the tissue of the ' growing points ' of plants.
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where, as in the bauaua, it has maiutaineil

its unabated vigor for probably not less

than two thousand years without the help

of sexual reproduction. In many organisms

the germinal elements must grow and be-

come mature. While in the immature

state they do not, for the moment, have the

latent potentialitj' of germs that can, then

and there, develop, but may even be de-

stroyed phagocytically, or absorbed by other

non-germinal tissues. In still other cases

there is no proof that the germinal matter

is difterentiated, as a complete mechanism,

from the first stages of ontogeny onwards,

so that the theory of its continuity is not

only not always true but is also of small

importance. At anj- rate, it is of far less

importance than the fact of continuous

metabolism and the gradual advent of

monotropism, from a state of germinal ;eolo-

tropism, efl'ected by the dj^namical process

of tissue metamorphosis and specialization.

This development of monotropism cannot

take place e.xcept through the sorting and

grouping of specialized molecules, under

the domination of forces, the operation of

which remains to be discovered in the laws

of physiological chemistry and molecular

mechanics, and not by an appeal to an un-

workable hypothesis that merely covers up

our ignorance and impedes our progress by

invoking the help of ' gemmules ' or ' bio-

phors ' that grow and divide like cells.

There is no evidence that will enable us to

conceive the growth of the molecules of

living matter in this way, since we are now

dealing with very complex metameric mole-

cular bodies,.the growth and disintegration

of which is probably essentially similar to

the gi-owth and solution of crystals, during

the process of metabolism, with this ditfer-

ence that growth and disintegration go on

at the same time in living bodies. "We do

not even know the real nature of the

chemical changes that go on in these mole-

cules and determine their structure. That

the forces that do determine this are of a

chemical nature, operating under very pecu-

liar conditions, we may be certiiin. The

complexity of these bodies, and their com-

plex relations to one another, give us all the

mechanism we need in order to account for

the phenomena of heredity.

One-half or one-quarter, or an iiueven

part of the oosperm (Loeb), will operate in

the same way as the whole. If we accept

the dynamical hjijothesis here proposed we
are relieved of going to the length of the

absurdity of assuming that by dividing a

germ we multiply its ' biophors' as many
times by two as we have made divisions, or

of postulating • double ' or • quadruple de-

terminants.' The arithmetical impassibility

of multiplying by a process of division is,

as we see in this case, too much for any

non-dynamical corpuscular hypothesis.

Where the division of the germ is unequal,

as in some of Loeb's experiments, we should,

on the basis of a preformation hypothesis,

be compelled to suppose that the ' double

determinants ' were unequally divided

.

Regenei-ation is also to be explained upon

the basis of a dynamical theory, as well as

polj'morphism, alternation of generations,

reversion, and so on. We find indeed that

it is only the same kind of tissue that will

regenerate the same sort after development

has advanced a considerable way. Mono-

tropism has been attained by each kind of

tissue, and this prevents the production of

anj-thing else but the one sort, in each case,

after tissue diiferentiation has proceeded a

little way. Polymorphic or metagenetic

forms are to be accounted for in the same

way as constantly repeated ones. Like the

latter they are produced by the operation

of a molecular mechanism, the story of the

transformation of which is not told oft" in a

single generation, but in the course of sev-

eral distinct ones. Sex itself is thus de-

termined and must in some way depend

upon subtle disturbances of the transforma-
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tion of the molecular mecliauism of the

germ, the nature of which is still quite un-

kuown to us.

Equally remarkable are the phenomena of

heteromorphosis described by Loeb, whose

experiments prove that some animals, like

most vegetable organisms, maj- adjust the

molecular machinery of their organization

in any new direction whatever that may be

arbitrarily chosen, so as to realize the con-

tinuance by growth of the same morpho-

logical result as that which characterized

them normally. These experiments would

at first thought seem to prove that some

organisms were isotropic, but such a con-

clusion is exceedingly doubtful. It may be

that such organisms are, as molecular

mechanisms, when subjected to new geo-

tropic and heliotropic conditions, capable of

correspondingly new adjustment? of their

molecular mechanical structure. But this

would not be proof of isotropy—only proof

of the assumption of a new condition of

feolotropy, adjusted in respect to a new
axis of reference, that also coincides mth
some part of the earth's radius prolonged

into space. This readjustment of the mole-

cular mechanism may be effected in some

way by gravity, as Loeb himself has sus-

pected. It is certainly not due to the con-

trol of any lurking ' biophors,' since it is a

purely mechanical readjustment ofan ultra-

microscopic structure to new conditions

which cannot be effected in any other than

a mechanical way.

The production of monstrosities also may
be explained by a dynamical hj-pothesis,

provided we assume that the forces of

ontogeny must operate against the statical

equilibrium of the parts of the germ at

everj' step. Especially if we assume in ad-

dition, as is born out by facts, that the

feolotropy and consequent recapitulative

power of the germinal substance is most

marked in certain regions of the embryo.

These regions, if their molecular equilib-

rium be mechanically or otherwise disturlied

by division during development, will assert

their germinal potentialitj' and produce an~

embrj'o, the relations of which to that

ali'eady formed alongside of it will be modi-

fied by the statical conditions of surface-

tension afforded by the adjacent embryo or

the uuderlj'ing yoke, or by both combined.

This is beautifully illustrated bj- a host of

facts. Double toes must have so arisen, as

is proved by the direct experiments of

Barfurth, some of which I have repeated,

as well as by what happens when the toes

of an Axolotl are persistently nibbled off

by another animal, when duplication may
not only take place in the horizontal plane

of the foot or hand, but also in the vertical

one. In this way a number of supernum-

erary toes niaj' be caused to arise from a

single stump, provided the re-growth of the

toe be so interfered with as to compel

regeneration from two terminal re-

genei'ative surfaces instead of one. This

must follow from the law demonstrated by
Barfurth's experiments, namely, that the

regeneration of an organ tends to occur uni-

formly over and in a direction normal to

the regenerating surface. In this way it is

possible to mechanically determine the di-

rection in which a regenerated part shall be

reproduced by merely making changes in

the angular relations of the plane of the re-

generating surface to that of the axis of the

body, as indicated by the diagram in Fig. 2

of the regenerated tail of a tadpole. Here

the line I indicates the plane along which

the tail has been removed, ii2)0u which re-

generation will restore the tail straight
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backward to the clotted area a. If the

plane of section is along the line II the tail

^\•ill regenerate upward so as to be restored

over the area indicated bj' the dotted line

enclosing h. If the plane of section of the

tail be along III the tail will be regenerated

downward to the dotted line enclosing the

area c. It is therefore e\4dent that Bar-

furth's law determines the inclination of the

axis of the regenerated part to the body-

axis, through the diflerent conditions of

surface tension that must be set up over re-

generating surfaces, whenever the inclina-

tion of these to the axis of the whole or-

ganism is changed.

Xew equilibria of surface tension estab-

lished reciprocallj' between the cohering

but independentlj' developing segments of

the oosperm of the sea-urchin, that have

been imperfectlj- separated by mechanical

or other means, also cause changes to be

produced in the forms of the single larv;e

of such coherent groups, and in the spicular

skeleton, for the same reason, as is proved

by Figs. 23 to 2.5 given bj' Professor Loeb.*

Those ligures also illustrate the thesis that

the seolotropy of the distinctly developing

segments of the egg must be nearly the

same, and that component or resultant equi-

poteutial surfaces are developed by the in-

teracting molecular machinery of such co-

herentlj- developing or compound larva?.

The angular divergence of duplicated tails

and toes as well as the axes of monstrous

embryos is explained by Barfurth's discov-

ery, taken together with the principle that

division of a germ does not change the

leolotropy of its segments. If this inter-

pretation is the correct one, the origin of

superuumerarj- digits must be traced back

to mechanical disturbances of the processes

of ontogeny. The rationale of the manner

in which divergent supernumerary toes

may be produced is shown in Fig. 3, repre-

*Bi(>h(jical Lccluie.i (Xo. III. ). Delivered at Woods
HoU, Mass., in 1893. Giun & Co., Boston.

senting the regenerating toes of the foot of

a salamander.

If the toes were cut straight across at

the points I., II., III., IV., the toes would

regenerate normally. If, however, the re-

generating surfaces were divided into two

areas in each case by a line along which re-

generation were prevented, two toes \^•ould

arise from each surface. The angular

divergence of the pairs of supernumerary

toes thus produced would be measured by

the angular inclination to one another of

the two areas at the end of each original

toe that was thus doubly regenerated. In

other words, supernumerary digits are the

results directly or indirectly of something

akin to mutilations. That such duplica-

tions may be produced by mutilations there

can be no doubt, and of their transmission

by inheritance to otl'spriug there is also no

doubt. These facts make it probable at

auj' rate that regeneration of distal parts,

and the likelihood with which they reappear

in duplicate, is due to causes similar or

identical in character with those that lead

to the production of double monstei-s, by

shaking, mutilation or other physical inter-

ference with the normal development of the

oosperm. The question of the inheritance

of mutilations is consequently far from be-

ing concluded as viewed from this new

standpoint. Much evidence might be ad-

duced in support of my contention did space

allow. The hereditary transmission of

such monstrosities as supernumerary digits
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is well known, and it is a singular fact that

it is only the outer digits, i. e., minimus and

poUex, or hallux, or those most exposed to

the liability of injury during development,

that are, as a rule, duplicated. If the fore-

going view is correct, the origin of super-

numerary digits is not always to be ascribed

to reversion. It must not be understood,

however, that the theory is here defended

that mutilations effected after adolescence

is reached are likely to be transmitted.

The ' mutilations ' here referred to are

hardly to be regarded as such, but rather

as the results of mechanical interference or

disturbance of the statical equilibrium of

those parts of the developing germ that are

duplicated, as we see, in obedience to the

principle discovered by Barfurth.

Another dynamical factor in develop-

ment is so generally ignored that it must be

especially referred to here. I now refer to

the statical properties of the germinal sub-

stance in modifying development. Some of

its effects we have already taken note of

above. Karyokinesis has been shown by

Hertwig to be dominated by the principle

that the plane of division of a cell is alwaj's

at right angles to its greatest dimension, a

fact readily verified. The greatest dimen-

sion of the cell in turn is also often, if not

usually, determined by the conditions of

free and interfacial surface-tension mani-

fested between the members of a cellular

aggregate composing a segmenting egg.

This appears to have a determining eifect

upon the plan of the cleavage. How far

and in what way the remarkable move-

ments of the centrosomes that occur during

cleavage, and that have been most exhaus-

tively studied by Professor E. G. Conklin,

regulate segmentation still remains to be

determined. There can, however, be but

one explanation of such movements, and
that must be a mechanical one, but its nature

is entirely unknown. Wilson has shown
that the conditions of free and interfacial

surface-tension in Amjjhioxus varj^ in dif-

ferent eggs from some unexplained cause,

so that the earlier cleavages of this form-

also vary to a corresponding and remark-

able degree. In other cases surface-ten-

sional forces operate under similar recurring

conditions. In the fish-egg I have wit-

nessed the reappearance of the same or

similar interplay of statical energies thrice

in succession, so as to produce three similar

successive sets of formal changes in the egg

that are traceable to the action of simi-

lar statical agencies. In A, Fig. 4, the

germ a has assiimed a lenticular form of

statical equilibrium; after segmentation of

the same disk has proceeded some way, as

in B, the disk, as a cellular aggregate, has

again assumed the lenticular form of equi-

librium, while the outermost row of cells, c,

are individually in a similar condition of

equilibrium.

These facts are quite sufficient to estab-

lish the general truth of the statement that

at no stage is the ontogeny of a species ex-

empt from the modifjang effect of the sur-

face-tensions of its own plasma acting be-

tween the cells as if they were so much
viscous dead matter. Such statical efi'ects

are not overcome at any stage of the devel-

opment, or even during the life of any or-

ganism. On account of the universal pres-

ence and effect of this factor in both the

plant and animal worlds, as a modifier of

form, we are obliged to consider it as an

agent of the first importance in the possible

development of the future science of exact

dynamical morphology. Its action is so
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coustaut an accompauimeut of development

that the forces of the hatter may be divided

into the kinetogenetic. or those that develop

movement, and the statogenetic, or those

that develop rest or equilibria, amongst the

parts of the germ. The kinetogenetic forces

ai"e the consequences of metabolism, but

the statogenetic forces, though dependent

upon metabolism, are produced as a conse-

quence rather of the interaction of the sur-

face layers of the plasma of the cells, con-

templated as if they were small cohering

masses of viscous dead matter. These

masses are separated, iu the organism or

germ, bj' interfacial planes, free and inter-

facial curved surfaces that are the results

of segmentation and growth, and the extent

of the areas of which obey a law first pointed

out in relation to soap-bubbles by the Ijlind

physicist Plateau, who showed that such

bubbles tended to form interfacial films and

surfaces, wherever in contact with each

other, of an area that was the minimal con-

sistent with their statical equilibrium. =^ In

this connection it may also be remarked

that, inasmuch as the cells of a germ or or-

ganism are always iu statical equilibrium,

their surface layers of molecules also always

represent complex systems of equipotential

surfaces, no matter how intricate the form

of the organism may be. Since the equi-

libria between the molecules of the surface

layers of cells can normally be disturbed

only by the metabolism incident to physio-

logical activity, it is evident that the figure

of the organism must ultimately be ascribed

to the action of metabolism or to the func-

tions of the organism as affecting the phys-

ical properties of its plasma.

A statical e<iuilibrium in a living cell

may be one in which it is not in contact

with others at any point on its surface, as

* Some interesting applications of the geometrical

theory of radical axes and centere also apply here

that have never been studied in connection ^vith the

phenomena of scjjmentiitiou.

in the case of blood-corpuscles or disks.

Or a cell may be greatly extended in one

direction, as in the case of the axis-cylinder

of a nerve-cell, owing to very unequal sur-

face-tensions developed in one or more di-

rections so as to draw it out into a condi-

tion of equilibrium, iu assuming which it

acciuires a great length. Formal changes iu

cells, no matter how irregular these may
become, must be due to alterations of sur-

face-tension due to molecular transforma-

tions at certain points on the surface df

globular or polyhedral em)>ryonic cells.

The final mature form of a cell is a conse-

quence of the assumption of a statical equi-

librium amongst its parts, due to the nature

of its metabolism and its consequent molecu-

lar structure. The statogenetic factors of

development are therefore of just as much
importance as the kinetogenetic, or those

involving motion. The statical forces that

are developed in individual cells also act

reciprocally between all of the cells of the

organism, so that in this way the efiect of

statogeny extends throughout the entire

organism.

If there were no such statical forces to be

overridden by the purely kinetic ones de-

veloped by the molecular transformations

and consequent motions incident to metab-

olism, provided the latter, together with

assimilation, took place, during develop-

ment, with great rapidity, the ontogeny of

an organism would take place with such

swiftness that it could not be successfully

studied by embrj'ologists. In other words,

ontogeny would take place in the twinkling

of an ej'e, and organisms as large as whales

might even mature in an instant, provided

the coeflicieuts of viscosity and surface-ten-

sion of their plasma were to fall nearly to

zero, while assimilation and metabolism

proceeded with infinite rapidity.

It follows also from what has preceded

that we can now form some idea why ap-

parent rejuvenescence occurs in every on-
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togeny. Every germ must, for assignable

reasons, begin its existence in the original,

highly complex, feolotropic condition of the

plasma of its species. It must therefore

begin its career somewhat in the guise of

the mechanically unspecialized plasma of a

remote unicellular ancestor. Unlike that

ancestor, however, the cells that result from

its growth and segmentation cohere until a

multicellular aggregate results, the different

regions of which fall into certain statical

sISites in relation to one another and to the

earth's centre, in virtue of the action of the

forces of cohesion, friction, gravitation, etc.

The diiferent regions of such an aggregate

now adjust themselves to the surroundings

in such a way that nearly constant eifects

of light, heat, etc., begin to control or afiPect

the functions of such an aggregate dynamic-

ally through its metabolism. Function,

thus conditioned, asserts itself under the

stress of mechanical adaptation or adjust-

mentthatbecomes increasingly complexwith
every advance in ontogeny. Every step in

ontogeny becomes mechanically adaptive

and determinative of the next. It is thus

only that we can understand the wonderful

molecular sorting process that goes on in

ontogeny, for which others have invoked

infinite multitudes of needless ' gemmules,'

' biophors ' and ' determinants.'

It is the whole organism that develops in

continuity or coordination ; not its nuclei,

centrosomes, and asters only. The whole

organism, molecularly considered, is as

fixed and immutable, within variable limits,

as a crystal. Its development, moreover,

becomes intelligible only if we contemplate

its ontogeny somewhat as we would the

growth of a crystal, with the additional

supposition that its growth is not condi-

tioned by forces operating along straight

lines having a constant angular divergence

as in the latter. On the contrary, living mat-

ter is capable of developing curved bound-

ing surfaces in consequence of the perma-

nently mobile nature and cohesion of its

molecules, that, as a complex djniamical

mechanism, can operate so as to tell off the

tale of its ti-ansformation in but one way, in

consequence of the order and waj' in which

the energy of its constituent molecules is

set free during ontogeny. Upon the com-

pletion of ontogenj' a phrase is reached in

which the income and outgo of metabolism

is in equilibrium. The duration of life de-

pends upon the length of time that this

equilibrium can be maintained without fatal

impairment of the harmonious operation of

its mechanism under the stress of the dy-

namical conditions of life. This may be

considered the cause of death, so that the

length of the life of the indi^'idual is deter-

mined by the possible number of harmo-

nious molecular transformations ofwhich its

plasma is capable as a mechanism.

The doctrine that cells undergo differen-

tiation in relation to other adjacent cells, or

that the destiny of a cell is a function of its

position (Driesch), is no doubt true. Nev-

ertheless, we have in organisms machines of

such complexity, dynamical potentialitj',

and power of transformation, that in com-

parison a study of the theories of crystal-

lography is simplicity itself. In organisms

we have the polarities of head and tail,

stem and root, right, left, dorsal and ven-

tral aspects, as definitely marked out as

are the relations of the axes of crj^stals. In

the organism we have diffuse, intussuscep-

tional growth in three dimensions, by means

of the osmotic interpolation of new mole-

cules, whereas, in the crystal, growth is

superficial, but consequently also tri-dimen-

sional. In the organism the molecules are

mobile within limits ; in the crj^stal thej'^ are

fixed. ISTevertheless, we may justlj' regard

organisms as developing after the manner

of crystals, but with the power of very

gradually varjung their forms by means of

variation in the structure, forms and pow-

ers of their constituent molecules, in the
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course of many generations of individuals.

This variation may be directed by the

concurrence of a series of natiu-al conditions

operating dynamically (natural selection).

Or, interbreeding and crossing, with care

or under Nature, may unite by means of

reciprocal integration (fertilization) two
molecular mechanisms whose total struc-

ture and sum when thus united, as in sex-

ual reproduction, may vary by the mere

combination of the two dynamical sj'stems

(egg and sperm), diflering slightly from one

another in potentiality. Finally, adaptive

changes may be called forth dynamically in

the internal -structure of such developing

reciprocally integi-ated systems that must

be traced back to changes in the mechanism
of metabolism of the parent as well as in

the germs it gives off. Such changes pro-

duced in the germ must become visible in

the effects they produce, as transmitted for-

mal changes exhibited in the course of de-

velopment.

The tendency or trend of development,

however, of a given form must be pretty

constant, and controlled within compara-

tively narrow limits by the initial adult or

attained structure. That is, what has been

attained must formally affect that which is

to be attained in future. Tliis is the idea

that underlies the VervoUlcommnungs-Princip,

principle of perfecting, of Nageli. This

view also tacitly recognizes the theory of

change of function proposed by Dohrn, as

well as the theories of substitution, super-

position and epimorphosis of Kleincnberg,

Spencer and Haacke. Once a condition of

stable equilibrium has been reached in the

series of transformation of the molecular

mechanism represented bj' the germ, dur-

ing the development ofan organism, we may
have what Eimer has called Genepista.^i'i, re-

.sulting in the fixity or stabilitj^ of an or-

ganic species, under stable conditions.

The cell is a complete organism, but it

loses its physiological and moi-phological

autonomy when comltined with other cells.

We may regard the nucleus, cytoplasm and
centrosome as reciprocally related parts

;

one of them not much more important than

the others. The observed behavior of the

centrosome would indicate, as Verworn has

held, that it is the important agent in cellu-

lar metabolism. If this is true, metabolism

has certain centers in the cell to and from

which molecular transformations are ef-

fected rythmically in every direction, with

the centrosome as focal points. This view
agrees perfectly with the facts, since the

raj's of the asters may be regarded as the

morphological expression of a dj-namical

process of intermolecular diflusiou due to

metabolism, as Kijlliker has suspected (Ge-

webelehre, 6th ed.).

Such a process would not only sei-ve to

alter the surface and interfacial-tensions of

the cells during ontogeny, but also vary the

osmotic pressure within them. Conse-

quently, we maj' conceive that all of the

phenomena of development, including the

appearance and disappearance of cavities

within a germ by changing conditions of

osmosis, may receive a dynamical explana-

tion. The centrosomes may, moreover, be

conceived to lie at the foci of very complex

material figures, the lioundaries of which

are finite equipotential cellular surfaces.

These focal points are clearly near or within

the nuclei. The equipotential surfaces de-

veloped by the sorting or readjusting pro-

cess that goes on during segmentation in

order continually and rj'thmically to re-

store the dj-namicale(iuilibrium ofthe molec-

ular germinal aggi'cgate as a mechanically

constructed sj-stem during life and develop-

ment, through gi'owth and metabolism,

must maintain the shapes of organisms as

we see them. The epigenetic theory of in-

heritance therefore promises us a seciire

basis upon which to found a theorj'' of the

mechanics of development, as well as a

theorj' of the origin of morpliological types.
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The theory of life may indeed be regarded

as having its foundations in cellular, inter-

and intra-cellular mechanics and djmamics

as conditioned by ontogentic metabolism.

The fact that centrosome, nucleus and cj^-

toplasm are represented almost coexten-

sively with the presence of life itself is

proof that the fundamental machinery of

organization must be the same in the prin-

ciples of its action, no matter how widelj^

its forms may differ from one another.

The theory that the surface layer of

molecules of organisms, whether interior or

exterior, are in equilibrium also carries with

it the idea that the configuration of all

organs and organisms are merelj^ the ma-

terial expression of gi-adually built up equi-

potential surfaces. This gives us a far

more rational foundation for a theory of

general morphology than the hypothesis of

gemmaria proposed by Haacke. During

growth and metamorphosis these equipo-

tential surfaces undergo formal changes in

size and shape, due to the internal processes

of molecular transformation or metabolism.

But such changes are continuous, and one

stage or form passes into the next palpable

one through an infinite ntimber of slightly

different forms. Examples of such surfaces

may be seen in any organism, vegetable or

animal, and at any stage of the same. The
principle isthereforeofuniversalapplication.

Summary.—Preformation of any organ-

ism in the germ has no foundation in fact.

All that it is possible to account for upon

the basis of a theory of preformation may
be much more logically and scientifically

accounted for upon the ground of dj^namical

theory. Such a theory must deny the ex-

istence of separate corpuscles or gemmules

of any sort in the germ, whose business it

is to control development. All that is re-

quired is the assumption of a determinate

ultra-microscopic molecular mechanism, the

initial structure of which determines all of

its subsequent transformations. The pres-

ent theorj' also denies that there is or can

be anything passive in the germ that enters

into its composition.

A dynamical hj^jothesis of inheritance is

correlated with all the facts of physiology.

It is in harmony with the dynamical theorj'

of sex, that sees only in sexualitj' the means

developed by another djTiamical process

(natural selection) that increases the powers

of a compound germ to survive and varj'.

It is consistent with the facts of morpho-

logical super-position, with the dj^namical

theory of the limit of growth, and duration

of life of organic species. It is also consis-

tent with the view that the initial or poten-

tial states of the germs of species are those

that must result whenever they are relieved

from physiological service to the parent or-

ganism. The apparent continuity of germ-

plasm is, in many cases, only an effect of

the equilibration of the forces of the organ-

ism, and has no further significance. It

must also deny any assumed isotropy of the

germ as inconsistent with fact. It assumes

that the seolotropy of the molecular struc-

ture of the germ is followed by a gradually

increasing simplification of molecular struc-

ture of organs as these are built up. Metab-

olism is assumed to be the sole agent in

efiecting the mechanical and dynamical re-

arrangement or sorting of the molecules

into organs during development. Speciallj'

endowed corpuscles or ' biophors ' are not

only needless as conditioning form or func-

tion,but also outofthequestion, dj'uamically

considered. No creature can be supposed

to have its life or germinal properties asso-

ciated onlj=' with certain corpuscles within

it, since we cannot suppose an organized

whole dominated by a portion of it ; it is

not possible, for example, to conceive of in-

dividual life except from the entire organ-

ism that manifests it. There can be no
' biophors '—-bearers of life ;

the whole or-

ganism must do that as an indivisible unit.

Corpuscular doctrines of inheritance are
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merely a survival in philosophical hypothe-

sis of a pre-Aristotelian dens ex machina.

The dynamical hypothesis rejects the deu-i

ex machina, but finds a real mechanism in

the germ that is an automaton, but that is

such only in virtue of its structure and the

potential energy stored up within it. Every

step in the transformation of such a mech-

anism is mechanically conditioned within

limits by what has preceded it, and which

in turn so conditions within limits what is

to follow, and so on forever through a suc-

cession of descendants. The theory of

equipotential surfaces, as here applied to

organisms, leads to a theory of general mor-

phology that holds of all living forms, and

that is at the same time consistent with the

facts of development.

EXPLAXATOKY XoTE TO PARAOKAPH OX PA(iE 61^.

It now appears that the statement that the quarters

or eighths of an oiisperm are to be regarded as ' mole-

cular mechanisms of precisely the same type of po-

tentiality ' as the whole egg, must be taken with con-

siderable (lualiticatioii. Loeb (Ueber die Grenzeu

der Tlieilbarkeit dt-r Eisubstanz, Arcliir fiir Oes.

Phf/swhijie, vol. I.IX., 1-^94) has sho\^-n that the eggs

of echinoderms, if artificially divided, by means of a

method of his devising, into quarters or eighths, lose

the power of developing beyond the blastnla stage.

Tliis would appear to indicate that if the egg is sub-

divided so as to have its jwrts fall below a certain size,

these parts no longer have locked up within them, as

molecular mechanisms, as Loeb points out, enough

potential energy to transform themselves into com-

pletely equipped larva;. Or, perhaps, the initial

a^olotropy of the egg does not pennit of its subdivision

into (juarters and eighths without impairing their

structure and powers of development.

My own recent experiments have shown that it is

possible to incubate for some time the genu of the

bird's egg ontside of the egg-shell in a covered glas.-;-

dish. These exi)eriments also show that restraints to

growth developed by the dying of a film of albumen

over the germ causes it to be most extraordinarily

folded, witli many abnormal tnmor-like growths from

both entoderm and ectoderm, that differ, however, in

histological character from the cells of both these

layers. Tliese experiments also prove that it is pos-

sible to mechanically divide the germ of tlie warm-

blooded Avian type into halves or <iuarters, and to

have these continue to develop for a time.

Tlie convei-se of the process of mechanical division

of the germ \vc have in Borrt's remarkable experi-

ments in cutting recently-hatched Amphibian em-

bryos in two, and placing the separated halves again

in contact under such conditions as to cause them to

grow togetlier, or even to thus graft tlie half of a larva

of one species upon that of another. Tliat such gi-aft-

ingis po.ssible, I can testify, as a result of a repetition

of some of the experiments. See Bom's paper in

Schlfmscheit (jesdlsch. f. viilcrh'indische Ciilliir : Meili-

cini^che Section, l-i94. pp. 13. Supplementing Born's

results are Roux's experiments on cytotiopism, or the

reciprocal attraction of isolated blastomeres of Am-
phibian eggs {Archil- f. Entwickduiigsmecliatiil:, I.,

1894), if brought close together, though at first not in

actual contact. Tliere is also some evidence of

asexual cdri/otropi.im as witnessed in the conjugating

nuclei of the cells of the intestinal epitlielium of land-

Isopods (Ryder and Pennington, Aniil. Anzeiyer,

1894).

The experiments of 0. Schultzc (Anal. Ameiger,

Ergiinzungsheft zum Bd. IX., pp. 117-i:?2, 1894), by

very slowly rotating in a mechanically fixed position

the segmenting eggs of Amphibians on a specially

constructed clinostaf, with the result of disorganizing

and killing them, show that such eggs are not

isotropic. His production of double monsters in such

ova by disturbing, for a time, their geotropic relations,

is also significant, while his conversion of the mero-

blastic amphibian egg into a holoblastic, evenly seg-

menting one by merely rotating it through 180° out

of its normal geotropic relation, and allowing it -to

complete its segmentation in an inverted position,

proves that the egg can be made structurally homo-

genous by mere mechanical means, but at the expense

of its power to complete its development. This is

further proof that the egg is not isotropic in the sense

in which that word is used by natural philosophers.

Since the appearance of the short but important

paper by Prof. E. B. Wilson and A. I'. Mathews

(Jour. ofMorphologn, Vol. X., Xo. 1, 1895), in which

they deny the existence of the centrosonie, it becomes

necessary for me to explain that the word 'centro-

sonie ' is used in the text in the sense in which they

use the expression 'attraction spheres.' Tlieir dis-

covery that the ovocenter, or attraction sphere of the

egg, disappears after the expulsion of the two polar

cells in echinotlenn eggs, to be replaced by the sperm-

center, is of the greatest significance, and may ex-

plain the rea.s<jn why jiarthenogenctic ^gs develop,

namely, as a conseipience of tlieir retention of an

ovocenter. Tlie new facts that these two able work-

ers have disclosed are entirely in harmony with a

dynamical theory of fertilization and sex.

Jniix A. Ryder.
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SCIENCE m CAN-ADA.

The awakening from long indifference

as to the constant wasting, fi-om various

causes, of the timber resources of this conti-

nent, which some dozen years ago gave

rise to a series of forestry congresses, has

produced a considerable mass of literature,

niainly economic, but to some extent also

scientific, in Canada as well as ia the United

States. Not only the Domiaion, but the

provincial authorities as well, took action

on the matter for the purpose of at once

arresting wanton destruction of still exist-

ing forests, of re-afforesting denuded areas

and of planting trees in the scantily tim-

bered region between the Great Lakes and

the Eocky Mountains. Something has also

been done in the introduction of varieties,

for sanitary and ornamental uses, from the

like climates of the Old World. The scien-

tific societies have done their share in keep-

ing alive the interest created by this far-

reaching movement. The latest of the

monthly meetings of the N'atural History

Society of Montreal was devoted to this

subject, the Hon. J. K. Ward having

rfead a comprehensive paper on ' Canada's

timber resources and lumber industry.'

Mr. Ward's paper was largelj^ historical

and economic. He gave an interesting

sketch of the lumber bustaess from the year

1667, when the first timber ship was des-

patched from Canada to Europe ; spoke of

the relations between lumbering and colo-

nization and touched on the great wealth of

precious timber growing in Canada west of

the Eockies. The lecture was scientific in-

directly only and in its suggestions.

In view of the agitation for the admis-

sion of the island of ISTewfoundland into

the Dominion, it may be of iaterest to re-

call that Mr. B. L. Robinson and Mr. Her-

mann Schrenk, of Harvard University,

made a botanical exploration last Julj' and
August through the Exploits Valley and
other parts of that island. Thej^ obtained

more than 7,000 sj)ecimens of flowering

plants and vascular cryptogams, as well as

(incidentally) a number of thallophytes.

What is especiallj' noteworthy, as parallel

phenomena are well known in Canada, is

that though the Exploits Yallej^ is more
than 200 miles north of St. John's it

' showed a richer and more advanced vege-

tation, indicative of a deeper soil and milder

climate.' The report was published in the

Harvard Cr-raduates' Magazine.

A society that is destined to give a fruit-

ful impetus to botanical research in the

Dominion is the Botanical Club of Canada,

which originated in a recommendation of

the Fourth Section (Biology and Geologj^)

of the Royal Society of Canada, at the an-

nual meeting held in Montreal, in May,

1891. It is, however, entirely independent

of that Society, with which it holds only

the relations common to the other associated

scientific societies of the Dominion. " The
objects of the Club are to adopt means, by

concerted local efforts and otherwise, to

promote the exploration of the flora of

everj' portion of British America, to publish

complete lists of the same in local papers as

the work goes on, and to have these lists

collected and carefully examined in order

to arrive at a correct knowledge of the pre-

cise chai-acter of our flora and its geograph-

ical distribution." This Club comprises

Newfoundland (as does the Royal Society of

Canada), not ontyin the scope of its opera-

tions, but by official representation. Prof.

George Lawson, Ph. D., LL. D., of Halifax,

N. S., is president; Dr. A. H. MacKay, B.

Sc, Halifax, is general secretary-treasurer.

Prof D. P. Penhallow, B. Sc, McGill Uni-

versity, is secretarj^ for the province of

Quebec; Dr. J. A. Merton Wingham, for

Ontario; Dr. A. H. MacKay, for Nova
Scotia; Mr. G. U. Hay, M. A., Ph. D., St.

John, for New Brunswick ; Mr. Francis

Bain, North River, for Prince Edward Is-

land; Rev. A. C. Waghorne, St. John's,
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for Newfoundlaud; Rev. W. A. Burmaii, B.

D., Winnipeg, for Manitoba; Mr. T. X.

Willing, Calgary, for Alberta: Rev. C. W.
Bryden, Battleford, for Saskatchewan; Mr.

A. J. Pineo, B. A., High School, Victoria,

for British Columbia. The foregoing officers

were elected on the 25th of May, 1S94.

An interesting report of the work of the

year 1893-94 was presented at last year's

May meeting of the Royal Society at Ottawa,

and is published in the Proceedings. What
is most striking in it is the evidence which

it affords that tlie creation of the Society

has proved an incentive to increased in-

dustry in field work in distant and out-of-

the-way places—in Newfoundland (special

attention being called to Mr. Waghorue's

work), in the Territories, in British Colum-

bia and on Prince Edward Island. In

British Columbia 100 members bad been

enrolled through Mr. Pineo's efforts, and

1,400 species (of which 30 were new) col-

lected under the direction of Prof. Macouu.

In Nova Scotia the work was largelj' asso-

ciated with phenological observations. Be-

sides excellent local work, the operations in

Ontario included a series of papers by Mr.

James Macoun on the plants in the Her-

barium of the Geological and Natural His-

tory Survej' at Ottawa, which appeared in

the Canadian JRecord of Science. In Quebec

the most important work done was that of

Prof Penhallow, in the determination of

the species of American Coniferie by the

structure of the stem, a research of recog-

nized importance in the development of

phanerogamic botany. In all the provinces

the creation of the Club has already had a

marked educational effect, the more intelli-

gent teachers in many localities having en-

gaged with energy in the work. Before

the formation of the Club the only Canadian

institution whose operations covered the

Dominion was the Survej- just mentioned,

to the botanical work of which ilr. Robin-

son makes laudatory mention in his Ex-

ploits Valley report. In all the older prov-

inces, however, there have long been scien-

tific societies of whose objects botanical ex-

ploration formed a leading feature.

The gift by Mr. W. C. McDonald, of

Montreal, of tliirty-five acres of convenient

and suitable land for the formation of a

Botanic Garden in connection with McGill

University, must very materially aid in the

promotion of botanical research in Montreal

and wUl prove a prized boon to Prof. Pen-

hallow and his students. This gift, the

deeds for which were formally signed on the

3d Lnst,, isonly one ofmany substantial proofs

that Mr. McDonald has given of his interest

in scientific education. At the convocation

of the University on the 30th ult. the \'ice-

principal was able to announce that, during

the session just closing, the students had for

the first time surpassed the thousand. That

this augmentation is largelj- due to the in-

creased attendance of the Scientific Facul-

ties (medicine, comparative medicine and

applied science) is an open .secret. Ten
yeai-s ago the attendance did not reach five

hundred. As the vice-principal (Dr. Alex-

ander Johnson) pointed out, increase of

numbers, though desirable, is not the sum-

nmm bomcm. He hoped the time would

come when all graduates would be first of

all gi-aduates in arts. Prof. Callendar,

without decrying Latin or Greek, depre-

cated the neglect by scientific students of

their mother tongue, which every student

of science should l)e able to write correctly

and clearly.

Professor Bovey, D. C. L., M. Inst. C. E.,

Dean of the Faculty of Applied Science, af-

ter sajiug that the students enrolled in his

Facultj' this year numbered 187, an in-

crease of 15 per cent, over the previous

j'ear, mentioned among recent improve-

ments a course in Kinematics (Professor

Nicholson); the adihtion of practical min-

ing and underground surveying to the

course in Mining Engineering (Professor
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Carlyle); the establishment of graduates'

courses and arrangements made to facilitate

the prosecution of research work, so as to

take advantage of the splendid equipment

for that end now possessed by the Univer-

sity. This consists of laboratories of mathe-

matics and dynamics, fully provided with

instruments of measurement, gravity bal-

ances, machines for experimenting on the

laws of motion, etc.; three chemical labora-

tories for qualitative and quantitative work

and for original investigation, and suppUed

with Becker & Son (4) and Bunge (1) bal-

ances ; a Troemner bullion-balance ; a Lau-

rent polariscope, Dubosq spectroscope, etc.

;

the McDonald physical laboratory of five

stories, each 8000 square feet area, includ-

ing elementary and special laboratories for

heat and electricity; rooms for optical work

and photography; two large laboratories

arranged for research, with solid piers and

the visual standard instruments, etc.; the

electric laboratory, with Kelvin electric

balances, a Thomson galvanometer, two

dynamo-meters (Siemens), voltmeters, am-

meters, etc.; the magnetic laboratory, the

dynamo room, the lighting station, the ac-

cumulator room, geodetic, hydraulic test-

ing, thermo-dynamic and mechanical labor-

atories. The McDonald Engineering Build-

ing and its equipment were the gift of the

same generous friend of scientific education

whom McGill University has just thanked

for its botanic garden. Mr. McDonald also

contributed liberally towards the erection

of the workshops built on the endowment
of the late Thomas Workman, merchant, of

Montreal. These consist of machine shop,

foundry, smith shop and carpenter, wood-

turning and pattern-making departments,

and are intended, under the direction of

the professor of mechanical engineering, to

familiarize the student with the materials

and implements of construction.

Although Prof Milne (whose recent loss

every friend of science deplores) and other

seismologists are wont to class the earth

movements of the United States and Canada

under a common head, Canada has had a
~

fair proportion of such distiirbances all to

herself. Every student of Canada's annals

has had his attention drawn to the series of

earthquakes which caused such consterna-

tion in the year 1663, and its extraordinaiy

moral effects. On the 17th ult. a shock

varying fi'om severe to slight or barely per-

ceptible was felt on both sides of the St.

Lawrence, though mainly on the south side

in what are called the Eastern Townships.

Nearly two years ago a somewhat similar

shock was felt, and nearly at the same hour,

between eleven and noon. This earthquake

was distinctly felt in Montreal. The most

formidable visitation of the kind in recent

times occurred twenty-five years ago. It

cleared even the court rooms and filled the

streets with frightened groups.

The Koyal Society of Canada met at Ot-

tawa on the 15th inst. A programme of

considerable scientific interest was gone

through.

The death of Mr. Walter H. Smith, well

known in Montreal for more than twenty

years as an astronomer and publisher of

Smith's Planetary Almanac, is sincerely

regretted by all who knew him. He was

for many years connected with the Montreal

Witness, in which paper his contributions

on astronomical subjects were always read

with interest, and were widely reproduced.

He died on the 3d inst., in his forty-third

year. He was a native of Wiltshire, Eng-

land, but had lived more than half his Ufe

in Canada. J. T. C.

CABL LVD WIG.

Within a few months Germany and the

world have lost three great men, Helm-

holtz, Freytag and Ludwig. Of these three

Carl Ludwig, the physiologist, and the inti-

mate friend of the other two, died in Leip-

sic on April 27th, 1895, at the age of
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seventy-eight, after a life rich iu scientific

achievement.

The world at large can never realize the

gi'eat debt that the world of science, and
through it the world at large, owes to the

tireless brain and the skilful hand of this

modest Leipsic professor. Ludwig com-

bined, in an almo.st ideal manner and insep-

aral)ly, great investigating power and gi-eat

teaching power. An investigator himself,

throughout the course of his busy life he

ti-ained between two and three hundred in-

vestigators, and more than anj- other man
since Johannes Miiller he has directed the

coui-se of physiological research. The num-
berless publications from his laboratory

bear the names of his iiupils and rarely his

own, but the inscription, ' Aus dem physio-

logischen Institut zu Leipsic,' is the seal of

their worth.

Ludwig was a man of the broadest sym-

pathies and culture, restless and eager for

knowledge within or without the bound-

aries of his own science. But he was con-

tent to study specific problems and to refi-aiu

from baseless and sweeping hypotheses. In

the fiftj'-three years of his constant labor

he left untouched few fields of the phj'siol-

ogy of his time, and he never delved lightly

or superficiallj'. A record like his is rarely

equalled. To the end he maintained his

interest and activity ii-esh, and at the age of

seventy-five he wrote to an American

Mend, ' Ueberall liegt so viel brach, iiberall

giebt es so viele Liicken, dass man bald

mehr Aufgaben als Kriifte besitzt."'

It was a memoi'able day for biology when
Ludwig conceived the idea of the kymo-

graph, the instrument used for recording

physiological movements, for the invention

of the kymograjih marked the introduction

of the graphic method into physiology.

Ludwig once wi-ote, " Observ-ation and ex-

periment alone bring the light that illumin-

ates the secret ways ofnature.'' The graphic

method has made observation and experi-

ment exact, and has revolutionized the bio-

logical sciences. Ludwig is responsible

for much of the apparatus of precision now
in use in physiological laboratories. To
him must be ascribed also the fruitful

method of separating single organs from the

rest of an animal body, and maintaining

them for study in a vital condition, a pro-

cess indispensable to the understanding of

function iu a complicated organism.

Besides these additions to method, among
the more noteworthy of his many contribu-

tions to physiology, either alone or in con-

junction with his pupils, may be mentioned:

numerous facts and principles regarding the

dynamics of the circulation of the blood

;

the details of the hearfs action ; the loca-

tion of the vaso-motor centre ; the discovery

of the depressor nerve ; the mutual relations

of respiration and circulation ; the blood

gases ; many anatomical and physiological

advances regarding the Ij-mphatic system
;

the secretory function of the chorda tym-

pani nerve ; the mutual relations of gland

secretion and blood circulation; gas exchange

and production of heat in tissues ; the pres-

ence of inosit, uric acid and other substan-

ces in the animal body ; numerous facts

regarding the metabolism of specific tissues;

the cour.se taken bj' the food-stufls in ab-

sorption ; the minute physiological anatomy

of the kidney, the liver, the intestine, the

pancreas, the salivary glands, the heart, the

skin, etc.; manj- facts regarding general

muscle and nerve physiologj', the central

nervous system and the special senses.

The leading events in Ludwig's life are

as follows : Carl Friedrich Wilhelm Lud-

wig, the son of a Hessian army officer who
served in the Napoleonic wars, born in Wit-

zeuhausen December 29th, 1810; studied in

Erlangen and Marburg: M. D., Marburg,

1839
;
prosector in anatomy, Marburg, 1841

;

privat-docent in physiology, Marburg, 1842;

extraordinary professor ofcomparative anat-

omy, Marburg, 184(); professor of anatomy
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and phj'siology, Ziiricli, 1849
;
professor of

physiology and zoologj', Vienna, 1855; pro-

fessor of phj'siology, Leipsic, 1865.

Probably few American physiologists re-

ceived the news of Ludwig's death without

a feeling of sadness far beyond that occa-

sioned by the loss to science. Ludwig liked

America and Americans, and many of his

colleagues upon this side of the Atlantic

have been his pupils and have found in

him a warm personal friend. His wit, his

sympathj', his breadth of mind, his love of

books and of music, were conspicuous. To
work with him was to receive the undy-

ing stimulus of a master mind and to feel

the charm of a simple, sweet, winning per-

sonalitj'.

Feederic S. Lee.
Columbia College.

COBBESPONDENCE.

THE FEOG WAS NOT BRAINLESS BUT DECERE-

BEIZED.

In the report of the meeting of the Asso-

ciation of American Anatomists last De-

cember in Science for March 15, 1895, p.

297, it is said that ' Dr. Wilder exhibited a

brainless Frog, etc' The animal shown
had been deprived of his cerebrum Dec. 7,

1894, for demonstration to my class in physi-

ology of the points first, I believe, observed

by Goltz. The brain was transected at the

diencephal (thalami) and the entire cere-

brum removed as described by me in 1886.*

The frog was unusually large and vigorous,

and was exhibited partly on that account,

and partly because when it dies the condi-

tion of the brain will be determined and re-

ported to the Association. At this WTiting,

however, it is stQl living and has been

*Eemarks upon a living frog wliicli was decere-

Tjrized more tlian seven mouths ago. Amer. Neui-ol.

Assoc. Tr-ans., 1886. Jour. Kerv. and Slental Dis.,

XIII., p. 30. (Abstracts iu K. Y. Med. Eecord, July

31, 1886, SciEXCE, Aug. 7, 1886, and 3Iedical News,

Aug. 7, 1886.

)

photographed in various attitudes, amongst

others while maintaining its balance on a

cylinder hy ' backing ' instead of going for-^

ivard as usual.

The object of the present note is to repro-

bate the use of brainless and decerebrized as

interchangeable terms. The latter alone

was used by me at the meeting, and was

accessible in type-writing to all who were

present. Ifevertheless, both at that time

and afterward, there appeared many news-

paper paragraphs as to ' Dr. Wilder's

brainless frog.' An attempt to correct the

misapprehension through the Associated

Press onlj' made the matter worse, for I

was promptly credited with ' another brain-

less frog.'

Perhaps, however, we ought not to con-

demn the popular confusion of terms too

strongly in view of the following example

among professional anatomists. At the

Tenth International Medical Congress in

Berlin, August 5, 1890, Professor Sir Wil-

liam Turner, F. E. S., etc., delivered an

address, the official title of which, as printed

in the Journal of Anatomy and Physiology for

October, is ' The Convolutions of the

Brain ;' the real subject is The Fissures of

the Cerebrum.

Burt G. Wilder.

Ithaca, N. Y., May 25, 1895.

TEST-BOOK OF INVERTEBRATE MORPHOLOGY.

To THE Editor of Science : A reply to

a book review is undoubtedly in manj' cases

inadvisable, but there are certain state-

ments in the review of mj^ Text-book of

Invertebrate Morphology in your issue of

May 3d which seem, as a matter of justice,

to call for some comment. A reviewer has

a perfect right to express his opinion con-

cerning the views set forth by an author,

but the latter has a right to expect that his

statements will not be misrepresented either

directlj' or by implication, and I wish to

call attention to certain misrepresentations
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loutained in Professor Packard's review.

In the first place the followiug statement

is made: " Thus in writing of the Brachio-

jioda the author speaks of the bivalved

shell ' similar to that of the bivalve mol-

lusk,' but he does not add that the shells

are doi-sal and ventral, a point in which

they difter from any mollusk."' Professor

Packard must have read my description of

the Brachiopoda very perfunctorily; other-

wise he would have seen fifteen lines further

on the statement : "Since the mantle-lobes

are dorsal and ventral in position, so too

are the valves of the shell." and a little

further on still he would have found an

express statement that there are impor-

tant differences between the shells of the

Brachiopods and those of the bivalve mol-

lusks.

Secondly, it is implied in the review that

I state that the thoracic segments in the

butterflies and Diptera ' seem to be reduced

to two, etc' If my entire statement had

been quoted my meaning would have been

clear. The concluding words of the sen-

tence, replaced in the review by 'etc.,' read-

ing 'owing to the close association of the

metathorax with the first abdominal seg-

ment.' The reviewer implies that I state

that but two segments occur in the insects

mentioned, whereas I distinctly imply that

all three are present.

Thirdly, the reviewer implies that I state

on p. 41-1: that the elements of the ovijiosi-

tors (in insects) are situated on the ' last

abdominal segment.' As it happens at p.

414, it is the Isopods, and not the Insecta,

which are under consideration. Mj- state-

ment regarding the ovipositors of insects

are: (1) " Cerci, ovipositoi-s and copulatory

organs are freciuently borne by the posterior

abdominal segments " (p. 4S9); (2) "The
genital orifice is situated on the ventral

surface of the ninth abdominal segment

and is usually surrounded by a number of

papilla", or sometimes by long processes

which serve as ovipositoi"s. and are to be re-

garded simply as processes of the segments

from which they arise, and not as modified

limbs" (p. 497). In both ca.ses I use the

word ' segments ' and not ' segment,' and in

neither case do I state that the o\-ipositors

are on the last segment.

There are several other points which

might be similarly commented upon, but I

do not desire to occupy space by multiply-

ing examples of inaccuracies in the review.

Surely, in the review of a scientific book

evidence of ordinary care in the preliminary

perusal of it is to be expected.

Yours trulj',

J. Playfair McMureich.

UyiVEBSiTV OF Michigan, Slay 7th, 1895.

[Ix reply to Professor McMurrich I regret

to saj- that I did overlook the words on p.

2G9, to which he draws attention, although

I still think the dorsal and ventral relations

of the valves had better have been empha-

sized in the beginning of the last paragraph

of the preceding page. In regard to the

second point, I still think that the expres-

sion ' seem to be reduced to two' is un-

necessary and a grain misleading. Third, ou

p. 489 (' p. 414 ' is a printer's error, for

which the reviewer is not responsible) the

sentence in question still seems to me to be

vague, inexact, and in part incorrect. The
cerci are the homologues of the other

jointed appendages of the body, as may be

seen in the cockroach and other orthoptera,

as well as Lyda, and the Cinura (Machilis).

Tliis and the few other errors noted by us

are blemishes which can easily be corrected

in a second edition. The charge that ' or-

dinary care ' was not exercised by the re-

viewer is a gratuitous one. In conclusion,

I may say that I regard the book as a most

excellent and useful one. and wish it every

success, as it tills a vacancy hitherto exist-

ing in our literature.

A. S. Packaru.]
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SCIENTIFIC LITEEATUEE.

The Mechanical En(jineer''s Pocket Booh. By
Wm. Kent. New York, J. Wiley &
Sons, 1895. 168 illustrations, pp. xxxi.;

1087, 16 mo. $5.00.

This ' pocket-book,' although altogether

too large for the pocket—as are, in fact, all

these books, when meeting the require-

ments fully—is the most important and

valuable accession to the portable library

of the engineer that has recently appeared.

Its scope is purposely confined to those

subjects which are of main interest to the

mechanical engineer, including the electric-

al engineering branch, and matters assign-

able to civil engineering, distinctively, are

omitted ; it being assumed that the intei'-

ested engineer will find them in his ' Trau-

twine.' The aiithor of the new 'pocket-

book ' is a distinguished engineer and met-

allurgist, and has had a peculiarly fruitful

and fortunate variety of experience in those

departments. He supplemented a mercan-

tile education and some experience with a

course of study in mechanical engineering,

and subsequently had charge of iron and

steel works in Pittsburgh, edited a technic-

al journal, was the responsible laboratory

assistant in charge of important work of the

' United States Iron and Steel Board,' and

has enjoyed a most unique and helpful ex-

perience as a consulting engineer. No one

could better comprehend precisely what is

demanded of the author of such a book.

Throughout a period of now many years

material was in process of accumulation, as

advised by Nystrom :
' Every engineer

should make his own pocket-book.' The
construction of the book in hand was com-

menced at the request of the publishers,

who selected the presumably best prepared

man for the work, and the result of four

years of labor is an admirable, an extensive

and a ' meaty ' volume.

The section devoted to the materials of

engineering, their strength and their prop-

erties, is peculiarly valuable and complete.

It is a department in which the author is

thoroughly at home and with which he has

all his life been familiar. The revision of

the old formulse and their constants has been

very carefully and completely performed,

and this woi'k in itself constitutes a great

boon to the engineer. The wide range of

difference of proportions of parts of engines

and machines observed among contempo-

rary builders and ' authorities ' has been

the subject of long and conscientious labors.

When it is said that sizes of important

parts, in the best practice, for ' low-speed

'

and ' high-speed ' engines, respectively, av-

erage as four in the one to seven in the

other, and when it is known that variations

of ten to one, in certain proportions of parts,

among well-known makers, are known to

exist, the importance of this revision be-

comes appreciable.

Experimental data are collated to date,

and in immense quantity in all depart-

ments, and the theory of construction, as

far as required and appropriate to such a

book as this, has been well condensed and

revised, not only by the author, but by

specialists whose aid has been sought by

him.

The book is especially rich in matter re-

lating to the steam-engine and steam-boilers,

stationary, marine and locomotive, and a

moderate amount of space is well utilized

by a very condensed resume of principles

and practice in electrical engineering. It

may perhaps be fairly anticipated that this

section will grow somewhat with the raj)-

idly succeeding editions of the book which,

it is safe to predict, will follow. ReMger-

ating machinery here, for the first time,

finds space in some degree commensurate

with its growing importance, and theory

and practice are judiciously presented with

data derived by the best experiments yet

reported.

This book has more importance, and de-
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serves much more space, than so incomplete

a notice would indicate ; but it is only

practicable here to give the briefest pos-

sible indication of its contents, and to ad-

vise everyone interested in the subjects

treated to examine the work and judge it

for himself. Mr. Kent and his publishers

—who have put up the book in excellent

shape in all respects—are to be heartily con-

gratulated on the outcome of their long

struggle with the most difficult task that

authoi-ship knows—the condensation of a

a great mass of useful special information

into manageable aud compact form. The
product of their eftbrts is a mechanical

engineer's pocket-book covering the field

with remarkable completeness, correct as to

theory, rich in data, supphing all the

tables, ' constants of nature.' aud results of

scientific research in its department, re-

quired by the practitioner, and in marvel-

louslj- compact form.

In size, type, paper and presswork, bind-

ing and finish, the book is fully up to the

established standard for such publications.

It seems remarkably free from printers"

aud other errors—although it must un-

doubtedly fail of absolute perfection iu this

respect in a first edition —and is a credit to

all concerned in its production. It is u

great work well done.

R. H. Thurstox.

Birdcraft, a Field Booh of Tiro Hundred Song,

Game and Wafer Birdg. By Mabel Osgood

Weight. Pp. 317. 15 double plates,

mostlj' colored. New York aud London,

Macmillan & Co. S°. May, IS'J.j. Price,

S3.00.

On opening Mrs. Wright's Birdcraft, fresh

from the press, one is likely to exclaim

' what horrible pictures!" and wonder how a

reputable publisher or author could permit

such atrocious daubs to deface a well

printed book . But in spite of these staring

eyesores, wliich certainly jirejudice one

against the work, tlie text contains nuu-li of

interest and, taken as a whole, is well writ-

ten. The spirit of the book is in touch

with the popular aud growing fashion of

studying birds in the field, and its chief

purpose seems to be to interest the novice

and aid iu identifying birds ' in the bush.'

It contains introductory chaptei-s on ' the

spring song," ' the building of the nest,'

' water birds,' ' birds of autumn and winter,'

and ' how to name the birds.' The book

proper begins with a ' synopsis of l)ird fam-

ilies,' followed by popidar descriptions and
short biographies of 200 species—mostly

well-known eastern birds—and ends with

keys for the ready identification of males iu

spring plumage. The utility of such keys

can be tested only by actual use. These

are simple and look as if they would be

helpful to the beginner, though it almost

takes one's breath away to find the robin

classed with the cardinal and tanager under
' birds conspicuously red.'

Most of the biographies are based on the

author"s field experience iu southern Con-

necticut, and as a rule are interesting and

accurate. Now and then misleading state-

ments creep in, particularly with refereuce

to the geographic ranges. For instance,

the white-eyed vii'eo. chat, orchard oriole,

and other Carolinian birds are said to in-

habit the ' eastern I'uited States,' while, as

a matter of fact, they are absent from the

northern tier of States and New England,

except in the southern parts. Other sur-

prising statements may be traced to popular

jirejudice. Thus the author says of the Blue

Jay: " Here is a bird against whom the hand

of every lover of song-birds should be turned

--i^ * for the Jay is a cannibal, not a whit

less destructive than the crow. * * * Day
by day they sally out of their nesting places

to market for themselves and for their young,

aud nothing will do for them but fresh eggs

and tender s(iuabs from the nests of tlie

song-birds ; to be followed later by Ijerries,
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small fruit and gi-ain." The same sweep-

ing ignorance and prejudice characterizes

her account of the crow, of which she says :

"This is anotherbird thatyou mayhunt ft-om

your woods, shoot (if you can) in the fields

and destroy with poisoned grain. Here he

has not a single good mark against his

name. He is a cannibal, devotiring both

the eggs and young of insect-destroying

song-birds." As a matter of fact, the eggs

and young of wild birds and poultry to-

gether form less than one per cent, of the

food of the crow, as determined by the ex-

amination of about a thousand stomachs in

the TJ. S. Department of Agriculture. So

with grain ; sprouting corn forms only two

per cent, of the entire food, most of the

corn eaten by crows being waste grain

picked up, chiefly in winter, in fields and

other places where its consumption is no

loss to the farmer. On the other hand,

mice and other injurious mammals form

1^ per cent, of the food of crows ; and in-

sects no less than 23^ per cent.

The colored plates are execrable. Most

of them are cheap, coarse, dauby carica-

tui'es, taken second-hand from Audubon,

who would turn in his grave if he saw them.

In addition to these, there are five uncol-

ored process reproductions of water birds

and bii-ds of prey. The latter are from Dr.

Fisher's Saivks and Oivls of the United States

(published by the TJ. S. Department of

Agriculture) and, though poor, are by far

the best illustrations in the book.

Excepting the plates, the book is neatly

gotten up and well printed. A novel and

useful feature is the insertion of the com-

mon name of the bird in heavy-face type at

the top corner of the page, in the place usu-

ally occupied by the pagination.

On the whole, Mrs. Wright's ' Birdcraft '

may be recommended as a source of pleas-

ure and assistance to the many lovers of

nature who are tryiag to learn more about

our common birds. C. H. M.

Anleituny zur 2IicyochemischenAnaly.se: Von
H. Behrens, Professor an der Polj-tech-

nischen Schule in Delft. Mit 92 Figuren

ini Text. Hamburg, Leopold Voss. 1895.

224 pp.

Professor Behrens first wrote this book in

French, and it was published in 1893. An
English translation by Professor Judd ap-

peared soon after. That the author pub-

lished a German edition so soon speaks for

the value of the book. Professor Behrens'

text-book is the only one, as indeed he is

the chief authority, on this new and im-

portant subject. The first half of the book

describes the reactions of the elements,

giving plates of the crystalline precipitates

as seen thi-ough the microscope. Part

Second treats of the systematic analysis of

water, rocks, ores, alloys, and compounds of

the rare elements. The chapter on the

micro-chemical examination of rocks, by

study of slides and of powdered rock is very

interesting ; indeed, for petrographic re-

search the manual is invaluable, but it is

also of great value to the metallurgist in the

study of ores and alloys, and to the general

chemist in the ordinary run of chemical

analysis. E. Eenouf.

NOTES AND NEWS.

THE AMEEICAJJ ASSOCIATION.

The preliminary announcement of the

forty-fourth meeting of the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science,

to be held in Springfield, Mass., August 28

to September 7, 1895, has now been issued.

The arrangements promise an interesting

and successftil meeting.

The first general session will be held on

the morning of Thursday the 29th. This

will give Friday, Monday, Tuesday and

Wednesday as the four daj^s entirely de-

voted to the reading of papers in the sec-

tions. Saturday will be given to excursions

in the vicinity of Springfield, and more dis-
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tant excursious have been arranged to fol-

low the close of the meeting.

At the first general session the President-

elect. Prof. E. W. Morley, will be introduced

by tlie retii-iug President, Prof. D. G. Briu-

tou. Adilresses of welcome will be made
by his Honor, Mayor Chas. L. Long, and
Hon. Wm. H. Haile, President of the Local

Committee.

The addresses of the vice presidents be-

fore the sections are as follows :

W. Le Coxte Stevens, before Section of

Physics : The Problem of Aerial Locomotion.

F. H. CrsHixG, before Section of Anthro-

pology.

Jed. Hotchkiss, before Section of Geologj-

and Geogra2)h3- : The Geological Survey of

Virginia, ISSo-lS^l. Its hiMory and in-

JJiienee in the advancement of Geologic Science.

B. E. Feexow, before Section of Economic

Science and Statistics : The Providential

Function of Government in relation to natural

resources.

McMiRTiE, before Section of Chemistiy.

J. C. Arthur, before Section of Botany :

The Development of Vegetable Physiology.

"William Kent, before Section of Mechan-

ical Science and Engineering.

In the evening the address of the retiring

President, Dr. Daniel G. Brintox, on The

Aims of Anthropology will be given, followed

by a reception by the Ladies' Reception

Committee of Springfield.

The affiliated societies meeting in con-

junction with the Association are :

The Geological Society of America ; Augnst 27

and 28. Prof. X. S. Shaler, Cambridge,

President; Prof. H. L. Fairchild, Roches-

ter, Secretary.

Society for Promotion of Agricultural Science;

August 26. Prof. William Saunders,

Ottawa, President; Prof. "William Frear,

State College, Pa., Secretary.

Association of Economic Entomologi-fts.

Association of State Weather Service. Ma.J. H.

H. C. DuNwooDY, "U'ashington. President;

James Bekrv, "Washington, Secretary.

Society for Promoting Engineering Education ;

September 2, 3, 4. Geo. F. Swain, Bos-

ton, President; Prof. J. B. Johnson, St.

Louis, Secretary.

American Chemical Society; August 27 and
28. Edgar F. Smith, Philadelphia, Presi-

dent; Prof. Albert C. Hale, Brooklyn,

Secretary.

American Forestry Association; September 3.

Hon. J. Sterling Morton, "Washington,

Pre-iident ; F. H. Xewell, Washington,
Secretary.

The Botanical and Entomological Clubs

of the Association will meet as usual during

the Association week.

For information relating to memberehij)

and papers Prof. F. W. Putnam, Perma-

nent Secretary, Salem, Mass., should be ad-

dressed. For all matters relating to local

arrangements, hotels, railwaj' rates and cer-

tificates, Mr. W. a. Webster, Local Secre-

tary, A. A. A. S., Springfield, Mass., should

be addressed.

the BRITISH association.

The arrangements are now completed for

the meeting of the British Association, to

be held at Ipswich from September 11 to 1!),

under the presidency of Sir Douglas Galton.

The following is the list of sectional presi-

dents nominated by the Council : Section A
(Mathematical and Physical Science), Pro-

fessor W. M. Hicks, of Fii-th College, Shef-

field ; B (Chemistry), Professor R. Meldola,

of the City and Guilds Technical College

;

C (Geology), Mr. W. Whitaker, of the

Geological Survey; D (Zoologj', including

Animal Physiologj'), Professor W. A. Herd-

man, of Liverpool University College; E
(Geography), ^Mr. H. J. Mackinder, Reader

at Oxford; F (Economic Science and Sta-

tistics), Mr. L. L. Price, Bursar of Oriel

College, Oxford; G (Mechanical Science),

Professor L. F. Vernon Harcourt, of Uni-

vereity College, London ; II (Anthro-
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pology), Professor W. M. Flinders Petrie,

ofUniversity College, London; K (Botany),

Mr. W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, Director of the

Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Kew. The new
President will deliver his inaugural address

on September 11th. The two evening dis-

courses will be given by Professor Silvanus

Thompson, on ' Magnetism in Eotation,' and

by Professor Percj' F. Frankland, on ' The

Work of Pasteur and its Various Develop-

ments.' There will be, as usual, two soirees,

and also excursions to places of interest in

the neighiborliood of Ipswich.

MECHANICAL INTERPRETATION OF VARIATIONS

OF LATITUDE.

Under this title, in No. 345 of the Astro-

nomical Journal, Professor E. S. Woodward
seeks to deduce the law of variations of

latitudes from djmamical considerations.

Starting with the hypothesis that the earth

is a body of variable form, the general differ-

ential equations of rotation of such bodies

are derived by means of the Lagrangian

method. These equations are then shown

to admit of considerable simplification when
applied to the earth by reason of the fortu-

nate circumstances that the variations of

latitudes are very small, and that the prin-

cipal moments of inertia of the earth vary

exceedingly slowlJ^ The integrals of the

resulting equations give the rectangular co-

ordinates of the instantaneous pole of the

earth with respect to its pole of figure.

The characteristic motion of the instan-

taneous pole is found to be the resultant of

three distinct parts, namely, motion in a

circle about the i^ole of figure with two

series of elliptical motions superposed. This

characteristic motion is subject, neverthe-

less, to some fluctuations arising from vol-

canic and similar impulsive disturbances, as

well as from irregularities in meteorological

processes.

The general features of latitude variations

thus deduced from a purely theoretical basis

agree with those arrived at inductively by

Dr. Chandler in his elaborate researches.

Only one difficulty, in fact, seems to stand

now in the way of a satisfactorj^ accordance

of theory and observation, and that is the

prolongation of the period of the Eulerian

cj'cle from 305 to 428 days. A considerable

amount of space is devoted by the author to

a discussion of this diflicultj'. He attacks

the validity of the method of deriving the

period of that cycle from the ratio furnished

by precession, and concludes that the period

so derived ' can no longer be maintained as

a dogma of dj'namical astronomy.' Of

several causes which may modifj' this period,

he considers the principal one to be the tide

entailed by the motion of the instantaneous

axis of rotation about the axis of figm-e.

The order of magnitude of such a cause es-

sential to account for the discrepancj' is

shown to be very small. The main object of

the paper, however, is to obtain a correct

specification of the analytical form of the

variations in question, leaving to observa-

tion and subsequent investigation the de-

termination and reconciliation of the con-

stants which enter that form.

THE MISSOURI BOTANICAL GARDEN.

The Sixth Annual Eeport of the Mis-

souri Botanical Garden,* issued on Maj^ 3rd,

is an octavo volume of 134 pages, with 6 half-

tone views taken in the Garden, and 56

plates illustrating plants described in the

report.

The report of officers of the Board of

Trustees shows that the receipts for the year

1894 were $95,555.97, and the disburse-

ments $75,800.69, of which $35,483.39 was

spent on the maintenance and improve-

ment of the Garden and the performance

and publication of scientific work; $3,692.29

was for banquets, exhibition premiums, a

*3Iissouri Botanical Garden. Sixth Auuual Report.

St. Louis, Mo., Published by the Board of Trustees.

1895.
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sermon on flowersi, ami other designated an-

nual bequests of the founder of tlie Garden,

the late Henry Shaw; 821,334.8.5 went for

taxes, and the remainder for office and other

expenses incident to the administration of

the trust. The report shows an invested or

cash reserve of 835,40.5.03.

From the report of the Director it ap-

peal's that the herbarium was increased by

the addition of 9,307 sheets of specimens,

making a total of 231,-527 sheets ; and 752

books and 1,105 pamphlets were added to

the library, making a total of 7,631 books

and 9,822 pamphlets. Attention is called to

the establishment of a ' Henry Shaw medal

for the introduction of a valuable plant,'

open to competition in any line of decora-

tive horticulture at the annual flower show

held in St. Louis, and to the provision now
made for receiving additional jiuijils in gar-

dening at the nominal charge of 825 per

j'ear for tuition.

The scientific papers, which constitute the

bulk of the volume, consist of a revision of

North American species of Sagittaria and

Lophotocarpus, by Jared G. Smith, with

habit and detail illustrations of all of the

species ; a study of Leitueria Floridana, by

William Trelease, illustrated by 15 plates

showing the structure of this curious tree,

the wood of which has a specific gravity of

only 0.207, which is much lower than that

of any other described wood, or even cork

(0.240); studies of the dissemination and

leaf reflexion of Yucca aloifolia, made in

Florida, by Herbert J. Webber, and illu-

strated by three plates ; notes and obseiwa-

tions on new or little known species, by

Jared G. Smith, accompanied bj' nine plates,

and describing six new species from the

Southwest ; and notes on the interesting

mound flora of Atchison county, Missouri,

by B. F. Bush.

THE liOYAL ASTROXOJirCAL SOCIETY.

At the last meeting much of tlie interest

of the evening centered in a comparison of

two photographs of a well-known nebula

—

that near 15 Monocerotis—the one by the

American astronomer. Professor E. E. Bar-

nard, with a six-inch portrait lens, the other

by Dr. Roberts, of Crowborough, with his

20-inch reflector. The exposures given and
the ratio of aperture to size of image were

practically the same in both cases. But the

results were verj- diflerent. Dr. Roberts'

photograph showed a great amount of very

delicate and beautiful detail in the nebula
;

Prof. Barnard's, when enlarged to the same

scale, was of a much coarser character, but

traced the nebula over a wider area. Dr.

Roberts argued strongly against the reality

of these faint extensions of the nebula

sho'ma in Professor Barnard's photograph,

but the president showed, by a detailed com-

parison of the two photographs projected

on the screen, that the contention was un-

founded, and that the smaller instrument,

though inferior to the larger for the exhibi-

tion of minute detail, had decidedlj' the

advantage in the detection of faint nebu-

lous masses. Another photograph by Dr.

Roberts of the well-known crab nebula in

Taurus also gave rise to some discussion, as

it difiered fi-om the drawing made of the

nebula by the late Lord Rosse in 1844. Mr.

Chambers, however, pointed out that later

visual observations had thrown doubt on

the reality of some of the filaments shown

in the sketch referred to. A paper from

Professor Barnard gave a most convincing

proof of variation having occurred in a

nebula, that known as Hind's, in Taurus.

Mr. Newall presented some recent observa-

tions of Phobos, the inner satellite of Mars,

showing that the orbit of the satellite was

distinctly elliptical, and the ephemeris some

ten minutes in error. Mr. Stanley Wil-

liams contributed a verj' remarkable paper

showing that spots in diflerent longitudes

of Saturn had different rotation periods.

Mr. Wilson, of West Meath, described his
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method of determining tlie heat radiation

from the nucleus of a sun spot.

—

London

Times.

GENERAL.

President Cleveland has extended the

Civil Service Eules in the Department of

Agriculture so as to include all officers and

emploj^ees, excepting the Secretary and the

Assistant Secretary of Agriculture and their

private secretaries, the Chief of the "Weather

Bureau and his private secretarj^, the chief

clerk of the department, and the laborers

and charwomen.

In congregation at Oxford a new statute

has been promulgated, adding anthropology

to the list of subjects in the Honor School of

Ifatural Science.

A memorial tablet to John Couch Adams,

"the Cambridge astronomer and mathema-

tician, was unveiled in Westminster on

May 9th.

The province of Ontario is to have a great

reservation for the preservation of its ani-

mals and plants. The Algonquin Natural

Park will comprise about a million acres of

forest land. No hunting, trapping or de-

struction of animal life will be allowed

vpithin its precincts.

—

American Naturalist.

It is announced that the sum of $250,000

or more has been given to the Universitj^

of the City of New York for the purpose of

•erecting a central building on University

Heights to contain the library, commence-

ment hall, museum, and offices of admini-

stration. In accordance with the wish of

the donor the name is not announced.

Maj. J. "VV. PoAVELL is announced as lec-

turer on the ' Histoiy of Culture,' and Prof.

Otis T. Mason as lecturer on the ' Origin of

Culture,' in Columbian University.

According to the accounts of Oxford Uni-

versity for 1894, recentlj' presented to con-

vocation, the revenue amounted to £63,760

and the payments to £64,390.

Sir George Buchanan, M. D., F. R. S.,

died on May 3d, at the age of 6-4. He was

one of the first medical officers of health in-

London, having been appointed to St. Giles's

in 1S56. He originated methods of in-

quirj' in sanitary matters not before at-

tempted, working at the relation of over-

crowding and other insanitarj' conditions

of disease, at the prevention of smallpox,

typhus fever, cholera and consumjjtion, and

originating a sj^stem of collecting statistical

information of the public health of the dis-

trict. He was chairman of The Eoj^al

Commission on Tuberculosis, which reported

shortly before his death.

The death is announced of Mr. Arthur

Edward Durham, a member of the Council

and late vice-president of the Royal College

of Surgeons, of England. He was the au-

thor of Sleeping and Dreaming and The Phj-

siology of Sleep.

Francis P. Harper announces The Expedi-

tions of Zehidon Montgomery Pike to the head-

waters of the Mississippi River, the interior

parts of Louisiana, Mexico and Texas, in

the years 1805-6-7, reprinted in full from

the original Philadelphia edition of 1810,

with full explanatorj', geographical and sci-

tific notes to the text, compiled from manj'

unpublished sources of information and in-

cluding the results of a canoe voyage of the

editor to the sources of the Mississippi

River, a new memior of Pike and an index

to the whole by Dr. Elliott Coues.

An Austrian expedition for polar re-

search under the direction of M. Julius von

Paj^er will start for Greenland in June,

1896.

At the recent meeting of the Boston Sci-

entific Soeietj' it was stated that Dr. Perci-

val Lowell would observe the opposition of

Mars in December, 1896, from a suitable

location, not yet decided on. For this pur-

pose a telescope of twenty-four inches' aper-

ture has been ordered.
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The Spectacle Makers' Company recently

presented Mr. AV. H. M. Christie, Astrono-

mer Royal of England, with its honorary

freedom. The Master, in opening the cere-

mony, said that the spectacle makei-s claimed

to be identified with those trades wliich.bj-

the instruments they made, notably tele-

scopes, microscopes, compasses, &c., enabled

astronomers to pui-sne their studies and re-

searches. In his reply, the Astronomer

Royal said he could not but acknowledge

what had been done for astronomj- Ijy op-

ticians. It was true that a great deal was
done by the early astronomers with very in-

efficient means. He might particularly

mention Tycho Brahe, who, coming after

the Greek, Chaldean and Jewish astrono-

mers, besides others, had made great ad-

vances without the aid of the telescope.

Astronomy and astrology continued to be

one science up to the time when the tele-

scope was invented.

—

London Times.

Dr. Morris Hexry, a well known sur-

geon, died recently in New York at the

age of seventy. He was the founder and

editor of the.4»iecica)i Joiu-nal of Dermatology.

The Maj' Forum contains an interesting

article by Professor R. H. Thurston on Onr

Debt to Inventors—Shall We Dhcharye Them?
Professor Thurston sa3-s :

" The promotion

of the arts and manufactures l)y suital)ly

rewarding inventors and providing that

thej' shall be permitted to collect profits, as

in all other dei)artments of bssiuess, as

large as the business will yield, and in due

proportion to the value to the country of

the invention or discovery, is one of the

most important features of an enlightened

public policy; and it is the duty of every

intelligent and patriotic citizen, and espe-

cially of every one in any manner connected

with any department of engineering, of

manufactures, or of the mechanic arts, to

exert every power and to apply all his in-

fluence to promote the perfecting of the

patent system, to increase the facilities of

the Patent Office, and, especially, to insure

the inventor of new and valuable devices a

liberal period of possession of the products

of his genius,"

The Microscopical Society of Washing-
ton held recently its annual exhibition, A
lai"ge number of microscopical specimens

and microscopes were exhibited.

Professor 0, C, Whitman was announced
to lecture on The UtiUtieg of Bioloijy at

Mount Holyoke College on May 2Sth,

Ix the Massachussetts Institute of Tech-

nologj' four instructors have been made
assistant jirofessors—Frederick S. "Woods,

Ph. D., in mathematics: Tlieodore Hough,
Ph. D., in biology; Williom Z. Ripley, Ph.

D., in sociology, and Richard W. Lodge in

mining engineering. Samuel P. Milliken,

Ph. D,, was made instructor in organic

chemistry, in jjlace of Dr. Evans, resigned.

The following assistants were raised to

the position of instructors—AV. Felton

Brown, fi-ee-hand drawing; Simeon C
Keith, Jr., S. B., biology: Ervin Kenison,

S. B., mechanical drawing; Frederick H.

Keyes, S, B,, mechanical engineering;

Charles L. Norton, S. B., physics; Kilburn

S. Sweet, S. B., civil engineering.

The following instructor in the Sheffield

Scientific School of Yale University have

been made assistant professors : S. E.

Barney, Jr., civil engineering; Dr. F. E.

Beach, ^jhysics ; Dr. W. A. Setchell, botany;

Dr. Percy F. Smith, mathematics.

Dr. O. S. Stroxg has been appointed

tutor in comparative neurology, and Dr,

Hermann S, Davis assistant in astronomj',

in Columbia College.

W. S. JIattiiew has been made assistant

in the American Museum of Natural History,

It is reported by telegi-aph from Naples

that Mt. Vesuvius is in an unusually active

state of eruption.
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It is stated that S. A. Andee's plan

for reaching the North Pole bj' balloon

under the auspices of the Eoyal Swedish

Academy of Science will be assisted by a

subscription of 30,000 kroners by King

Oscar.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL JOURNAL FOR MAY.

The principal articles in this number are

those containing reports of the investiga-

tions carried on by Eemsen and others, on

the chlorides of orthostilphobenzoic acid.

Early in the investigation it was found that

when the chloride was treated with aniline

two products were obtained, which were

most easily explained on the hypothesis

that the chloride is a mixture of two iso-

meric chlorides corresponding to those of

phthalic acid. This was afterwards shown

to be the fact. Two chlorides were isolated

and studied, and the results led to the con-

clusion that the so-called higher-melting

chloride (melting point 76°) is the sym-

metrical one, having the formula

„ XT ^CO Cl

and the other, the lower-melting chloride

(melting point 21.5°-22.5°), the unsj'mmet-

rical one, with the probable structure

Both chlorides give ordinary orthosulpho-

benzoic acid when treated with water, but

act differently when treated with ammonia,

the symmetrical one forming benzoic siil-

phinide thus

:

Co H.i<|'°^^\-|-4NH3=Ce H.,<^§^>N. NH^+2 XH.Cl

while the unsymmetrical one forms the am-

monium salt of orthocyanbenzenesulphonic

acid,

Ce H.,<^^''=>0 +4NH3=C„ H4<|'|^ j^TH +2 NH.Cl.

As the unsymmetrical chloride is acted upon

much more readily than the symmetrical

one, it is only necessary to treat the mixture.

under certain conditions, with ammonia, to

obtain the symmetrical one in pure con-

dition. The action of benzene and alumi-.

num chloride, on the mixture or on the

pure symmetrical chloride, leads to the

formation of two products,

^6 ^*< SOjCl ^"^"^s-^^^SOjCsHs.

The latter breaks down when treated with

potassium hydroxide, yielding diphenyl-

sulphone and benzoic acid :

CsH4<^§'^^^' +KOH — CsHjSOj.CeHj +CbH5 COOK.

Besides these articles there are several

shorter ones, one by Stone and Lotz show-

ing the identity of the sugar called Agavose,

with Sucrose, and one by Trevor on ' The

Law of Mass Action.' Chase Palmer gives

the results of an investigation of the chro-

mates of thorium, and Cushman describes

a method of separating copper and cadmium,

which is more satisfactory than the method

depending upon the precipitation of the

cadmium in presence of the copper. He
finds that cadmium sulphide is easily

soluble in warm dilute hydrochlorie acid in

the presence of an excess of alkaline chlo-

rides, and is easily precipitated, after filter-

ing to remove the copper sulphide, which is

unacted upon. There are also two very

interesting reviews, by Professor Mallet, of

the Reports on Chemical Industry at the

World's Fair, prepared by the German and

French chemical representatives.

J. Elliott Gilpin.

THE botanical GAZETTE.

Issiied May 18, 1895. 48 pp., 2 pi.

Tlie Develoimient of Botany in Germany during

the Nineteenth Century: Eduard Stras-

BURGER.

Professor Strasburger wrote an account

of the progress of botany in Germany dur-

ing the present century for the sumptuous

work. Die Deutschen Universitciten, pi-epared

under the direction of the imperial govern-

ment for the educational department of the
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World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago.

This work is so costly and so inaccessible

that Dr. Geo. J. Pierce has translated the

paper into English, and. with the approval

of Professor Strasburger and the editor of

the work named, it is being published in

the Gazette. It is particularly valuable in

that it forms a supplement to Sachs's His-

tory of Botany, in a measure bringing it

down to date. The conclusion will aj)pear

in the June number.

The Embryo-sac of A-ster Xova-Anglia' : Chas.

J. Chamberlaix.

In this study of the sti'ucture of the em-

bryo-sac of one of the highest spermaphytes

the author shows that the formation of the

secondary nucleus of the sac has no relation

to a sexual process ; comments on the re-

markable uniformity in size of the nucleoli of

the egg apparatus and endosperm ; finds the

number of the antipodal cells varying from

2 to 13 and the number of nuclei in each

fi-om 1 to 20 or more : and, most remai-k-

able of all, announces that he has found an

undoubted egg in the antipodal region.

Present Problems in the Anatomy, Morphology

and Biology of the Cactacew : "NVm. F.

Ganoxg.

Professor Ganong continues bis account

of these plants, in this concluding install-

ment indicating the problems connected

with the flowers ; the relation of form-con-

ditions to climate : the intei-nal anatomy

and its relation to external conditions ; the

newness of the familj- and its geographical

distribution ; and briefly discusses the bear-

ing of the solution of these problems on

adaptation and natural selection.

Some Recent Cell Literature : J. E. Humphrey.
At the request of the editors Dr. Hum-

phrey has prepared a review of recent cell

literature and a summary of our present

knowledge of the nucleus and centrospheres.

In Briefer Article--' Dr. C. R. Barxes notes

the retention of vitalitj' in the spores of

3[arsilia quadrifolia. whose sporocarps had

been continuously for nearly three years in

95 per cent, alcohol; Mr. G. E. D.wexport
adds stations for his new New England

species, Aspiditim simidatum. which is likely

to be in many collections under the name
A. Thelypteri.i or A. Xoreboraceme ; Dr. J. C.

Arthur condenses a biographical sketch of

the late Dr. Joseph Scbrtvter ; and Miss

Alice E. Keexer notes that the peculiar

protection of the nectar gland in Collinsia

bicolor by the free Viearded tips of the wings

of the filaments is a good diagnostic char-

acter which occurs in no other Collinsia ex-

cept (less strikingly) in C. franciscana. The
Editorial is on the recent transfer of the

Xational Herbarium to the care of the

Smithsonian Institution. In Current Liter-

ature appear reviews of ' Field, Forest and

Garden Botany;' the second edition of

Spalding's ' Introduction to Botany :' the

' Bushberg Catalogue and Grape Growers'

Manual ;' together with notices of several

short papers. The number closes with four

pages of Xofes and Xeivs.

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW.

The Psychological Pevieic for May is devoted

to experimental work. The first article is

a ' Preliminary Eeport on Imitation ' bj-

Professor Josiah Eoyce. He reports the

first-fruits of an attempt to submit the imi-

tative functions to an experimental test by

giving adult subjects series of rhythmical

sounds, such as taps by an electric hammer,

which it is their task to reproduce exactly

in rhj-thin and sequence by second serie.s of

taps. He promises in a futtu-e communica-

tion to report on the results, which he finds

sufficiently encouraging. The main body

of this paper is further devoted to an acute

di.scussion of the definition of imitation and

the demarcation of the truly imitative func-

tions. A large part of the number is taken

up by a series of • Studies from the Prince-

ton Psjehological Laboratory." by J. Mark
Baldwin. H. C. "Warren and W. J. Shaw,
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five papers in all, giving the oi;tput of this

new laboratory for the first year. Among
the results of most interest reported in

these studies may be mentioned the follow-

ing : The relative falling off in the accuracy

of memory after intervals of 10, 20 and 40

minutes is shown by curves, the thing re-

membered being square magnitudes exhib-

ited to large classes of students. A con-

trast effect of squares of different sizes

shown simultaneously to the eye was dis-

covered, as is reported in a detailed re-

search. It was found that the distance be-

tween two squares of different sizes can not

be accurately bisected by the eye. There

is a constant error in judgment toward the

smaller square, whether the two be arranged

horizontally or vertically. And the error

in finding the midpoint increases as the dis-

proportion between the two squares becomes

greater, but always in the same direction.

This was tested by different methods, one

of which was designed to rule out the effect

of eye-movements. Another ' Study,' on
' Types of Eeaction,' reports two cases of

reagents who give shorter ' sensory ' than
' motor ' reactions. Professor Baldwin, the

author of this paper, accounts for these

cases, and earlier ones reported by Cattell

and Flournoy, on the general view of men-
tal types founded on recent cases of apha-

sia. ' Shorter Contribtitions,' by H. C.

Wood, on the ' Haunted Swing Illusion,'

and H. E. Marshall on ' Heat Sensations

in the Teeth,' make up the rest of the ar-

ticles. The usual section on ' Psycholog-

ical Literature ' is full and varied. Many
readers will be interested by the review in

this section ofNordau's book on Degeneration

by Professor William James, who also re-

views several other recent works on ' De-

generation and Genius.'

NEW BOOKS.

Canyons of the Colorado. J. W. Powell.

With many illustrations. Meadville

Flood and Vincent. 40. Pp. 400.

A Brief Descriptive Geography of the Empire

State. C. W. Bardeen. Sja-acuse, N. Y.,

C. W. Bardeen. Pp. viii -f 126. 7.5 cts.

Engineering Education. Proceedings of the

Second Annual Electing of the Society for the

Promotion of Engineering Education, Vol.

II. Edited by Geo. F. Swain, Ira O.

Baker, J. B. Johnson. Columbia, Mo.
1895. Pp. vi + 292. §2.50.

Birderaft. Mabel Osgood Wright. New
York and London, Macmillan & Co.

1895. Pp. 317. $3.00

Familiar Flowers of Field and Garden. F.

Schuyler Mathews. New York, D.

Appleton & Co. 1895. Pp. vii+308.

SI. 75.

Articles and Discussions on the Labor Question.

Wheelbarrow. Chicago, Open Court

Publishing Co. 1895. Pp. 303. 35 cts.

Crystallography. N. Story-Maskelyi^e. Ox-

ford, The Clarendon Press, New York,

Macmillan & Co. Pp. xii+521. $3.50.

Official Year-Booh of the Scientific and Learned

Societies of Great Britain and Ireland. Lon-

don, Charles Griffin & Co., limited. 1895.

Pp. iv+ 254. 7s. 6d.

Complete Geography. Alex. Everett Frye,

Boston and London, Ginn & Co. 1895.

iv-fl75.

The Horticulturalists^ Rule-hook. L. H. Bai-

ley. New York and London, Macmil-

lan & Co. 1895. Pp. ix+302. 75 cts.

Tlie Diseases of Personality. Th. Ribot.

Authorized translation. Second revised

edition. Chicago, The Open Court Pub-

lishing Co. 1895. Pp. viii+163. Cloth,

75 cts; paper, 25 cts.

Major James Rennell and the Rise of Modern

English Geography. Clement R. Mark-
ham. New York, Macmillan & Co. 1895.

Pp. vii-l- 232. $1.25.
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THE LOWEST OF THE VERTEBRATES AXD
THEIR ORIGIX.*

In many seas have been found—and in

almost all temperate and tropical seas may
* CoUiuibia I'nirersity Biological Scries. II. Amphi-

oxus and the Ancestry of the Vertebrates. By Abtuir
WiLLEY, B. He, Tutor in Biology, Columbia College.

be found—small animals of peculiar appear-

ance and habits and of extraordinary inter-

est. They have a translucent, compressed

and elongated fusiform body attenuated at

both ends, and therefore have received one

of their names

—

Amj/hioxtts; this form may
be superficially modified, however, by the

development of a membrane around the

caudal portion of the bodj- and the exten-

sion downwards of cirri fi-om an oral ring.

The existence of these cirri and the erro-

neous attribution to them of a respiratory

function have given rise to another name
for the gi'oup

—

Branchiostoma. Lancdet is a

semi-popular equivalent of Branchiostoma

and Amphio.cu.'i.

The animals thus distinguished externally

are unique in their organization. The
nervous system is manifest in an elongated

tube without any expansion forwards into

an externally specialized brain, and with its

anterior portion only distinguished by the

fact that there are (in front of the first my-
otome) two sj-mmetrical pairs of sensory

nerves which innervate the snout and have

no corresponding ventral roots. A skeleton

is represented by a simple notochord ex-

tending to both ends of the body, and there

is no rudiment of a cerebral case or of sense

capsules ; the only other hard parts are de-

veloped around the anterior aperture, where

With a preface by Hexky Faibfield Osbokn.

Macmillan <.t Co. 1894. 8vo, xiv+316. Frontis-

piece. §2.50.
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a ring is formed by a number of subcartila-

ginous segments, wliicli give rise to as manj^

processes for the support of cii'ri just before

their posterior ends, which connect with

tlie succeeding segments. A specialized

heart is also wanting, and so likewise are

paired eyes, as well as auditory and olfac-

tory organs. The sense of sight or light is

subserved imperfectly by a median ' eye

spot ' sessile on the forward end of the

nerve tube between the foremost pair of

nerves. Immediately behind the eye spot

is ' a small pit in the " body-wall, reaching

from the outer surface of the bodj^ to the

anterior wall of the brain. This is known
as Kolliker's olfactory pit, after its discov-

erer' (p. 19). Everj^ other feature of the

organization of the animals in question is

noteworthy, and Mr. Willey tells about

them in detail in the work which is here

noticed, and to that reference may be made

for further information.

The species of Lancelets are few; only

nine or ten at most are known. Thej' are

of small size, ranging from about half an

inch to little more than three inches in

length. Most of them are found along-

sandy shores and are prone to burj^ almost

the entire ' body in the sand, leaving only

the mouth with the expanded buccal cirri

protruding' (p. 9). Nevertheless one

specimen was described in 1889 in the ' Re-

port on the pelagic fishes ' of the Challenger

Expedition (p. 43), and affirmed to have

been taken ' a few degrees north of Hono-

lulu,' from 'a deep haul 1,000 fathoms ' of an

open-mouthed dredge.

Diverse are the views that have been

held respecting the affinities of the Lance-

lets. From a single small specimen obtain-

ed on the Cornish coast, Pallas in seven

lines described the species in 1774* (not

1778, as Mr. Willey states) and called it

lAmax laneeolatus or lanceolaris. Under the

*Spicilegia Zoologica [etc.]. Fasciculus decimus.

Berolini [etc.], 1774. (p. 19, pi. 1., fig. 2.)

name Limax, Pallas included naked gastro-

pods, whether broad or narrow, having a flat

foot, and he mistook the metapleural folds

and intermediate area of the new species

for a foot. No further notice was taken of

the species till 1834, when Costa described

it anew as BrancMostoma hibricitm, and in

1836 Yarrell redescribed it. and, with the ^1

assistance of John Edward Gray, identified

it with the long-neglected Limax of Pallas

and called it Am2Moxtis laneeolatus.

Both Costa and Yarrell thought that it ^

belonged with the Lampreys aad Hags. J. j

Miiller first recognized how important were 1

its peculiarities and in 1844 gave it subclass j

rank. Isidore Geofifroy St. Hilaire in 1852

and C. Bonaparte in 1856 first elevated it

to class rank. Haeckel in 1866 advanced

still further and contrasted the class of lan-

celets as a subphjdum (Acrania) M-ith all

the other vertebrates (Craniota). This last

view is adopted by Mr. Willey who how-

ever prefers the later name, Cephalochorda,

for the 'division.' The familj^ name,

Branchiostomidce, Avas first given bj' Bona-

parte in 1846.

With so much interest attached to thetn,

the lancelets naturallj' have received much
attention, and manj^ elaborate memoirs on

various parts of their structure have been

published. Of the 140 (133 + 7) titles re-

corded by Mr. Willej' in his bibliographical

'references' (pp. 295—309), 66 are under

the head ' Anatomj' of Amphioxus,' and 37

under the caption ' Development of Am-
phioxus.' Mr. Willej' very properly adds

that "this bibliographj' does not by any

means include all that has been written on

the anatomy of Amphioxus." Indeed, the

titles could be more than doubled, but with-

out material advantage to the value of the

work for most readers. Eeally Mr. Willey

has prepared a very useful and well made
list and mainlj' with well considered restric-

tions. In view of such an abundant litera-

ture the need for a general work embodying
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the most importaut data ivspecting the lan-

celets was urgent. Mr. "Willey's volume to

a very large extent administers to this

need. He lias judiciouslj' eomlnned the ob-

servations of himself and others and classi-

fied them under (I.) 'Anatomy ofAmphi-
oxus' and (II.) 'Development of Amphi-
oxus ;

' under the former caption, he has

data ' Historical,' on • Habits and Distri-

bution," 'External Form,' and 'Internal

Anatomj-
;

' under the latter he treats of the

' Embryonic Development ' and ' Larval

Development,' enunciates certain ' General

Considerations,' and concludes with a com-

parison of 'Amphioxus and Ammoccetes.'

"We need only refer speciallj' to the section

on • The Excretory System' (pp. oo-~'y),

because it contains information on 'organs'

which wei'e long undiscovered, or at least

not appreciated. Mr. Willey is ' convinced

as to the essential identity of the excretory

tubules of Amphioxus with the pronephros

of the craniate vertebrates.' The informa-

tion respecting other structural features are

up to date and the inferences as to homolo-

gies and functions reasonable and jiulicious,

although there maj' be occasion sometimes

(but rarely) for dissent. But we could

have wished that the radical differences

between the lancelets and true fishes had

been emphasized by the use of terms indi-

cating that analogous parts were not homo-

logous. For instance, Mr. Willey correctly

states that there is a dorsal fin ' supported

by a series of gelatinous Jin-rays, each of

which lies in a chamber of its own,' and fur-

ther saj's that ' the ventral portion of the

tin in the region between atriopore and

anus is supported by a similar series of fin-

rays, but there are two of them placed side

b}- side in each compartment.' Such struc-

tures are verj- unlike the specialized rays of

teleostomous fishes, and to avoid the mis-

leading tendency of such terms it has been

recentlj' proposed to designate the so-called

ravs of the lancelets actinomimes and their

inclosing chambers actlnotlomeit, while the

compound ventral fin has lieen designated

as the sifmpodium. Such terms will be use-

ful in systematic zoology as well as mor-

phology.

The ground is now prepared for further

advance, and one of the first of the prob-

lems that need examination is the amount
of variability among the Branchiostomids.

The first preliminary is the dift'erentiation

of known variation into generic and specific

characters, instead of confounding all under

one generic name, as Mr. AVilley has done.

Applying the mode of valuation current

for the higher groups, we have several

modifications of diflerent systems that are

available for genera. Such are the develop-

ment of the hinder end, the unilaterality

or bilaterality of the gonads or sexual organs,

the coordinate development of the meta-

pleural folds, the presence or absence of a

sympodium, and the development of the

dorsal fin, and especially the relative extent

of the actinomimes and actinodomes. Vari-

ations in these structures are expressible

under five generic terms already named,

Bra nchioitoma , Pa ramph ioxtis, Epigon ich thys,

Asymmetron and Ainphioxida. Two of tiie

genera (Paramphio.rm and Epif/07iichthy$)

have recentlj' been combined in one to

which the new name Heteropleuroii has been

given, but even if such a union is favored,

Epigonichthys should be used as the first dis-

tinctive name given to a member of the

group; the two, however, appear to be suffi-

ciently distinguished by the fins. Epigo-

nichthys has an unusually high dorsal mem-
l.rane and contracted actinomimes.

Eight species of lancelets are recognized

by Willey, as had been previously by Dr. E.

A. Andrews; one described in 1N89 (' J5.

pelagicum ' ) was overlooked and another

(Paramphioxm Singaleiim or Heteropleuroii

Hingaleme) has been described since.*

*0n the species of Amphioxus. By J. W. Kirkaldy.

Rep. Brit. A.SS. AJv. So., 1894, pp. 685-686.
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These have been simply distinguished by

Mr. Willey by the number of myotomes,

but most of them may be distinguished by

other characters. Of the ten s]3ecies, five

belong to Branchiostoma, two to Paramphioxus,

one to Epigonichthys, one to Asymmetron, and

one to Anvphioxides.

What are specific characters in any Bran-

chiostomoid genus is a question as yet un-

determined. The only one that has been

generally used (exclusive of what are

rather of generic importance) is the number

of myotomes as a whole and in diiferent

regions. Even such a character has not

been constantly adhered to. For example,

in Dr. E. A. Andrews' useful and able

memoir on ' An TJndescribed Acraniate'

tn'o eastern Amei'ican species are recogniz-

ed, ' B. lanceolatum ' and ' B. caribceum.' The
former has an average of (35.6+13.6+
11.8=) 61 myotomes, and the latter an

average of (34.8+ 14+ 8.9=) 57.8 myo-

tomes, but one individual fi-om the Chesa-

peake Bay, referred to ' B. lanceolatmn,' has

(36+16+7=:) 59 myotomes, and another

-fn. <->»iFlorida, referred to ' B. caribceum,' has (35+
17+ 7=:) 59 myotomes. Inasmuch as no

other differential characters have been given,

it is evident that Dr. Andrews was mainly

influenced by the consideration of associ-

ation or geographical distribution rather

than morphological characters in the iden-

tification of the different specimens. The
relations of the forms of our coast, indeed,

still remain to be determined, and it is

doubtful whether any American forms will

prove to be conspecific with the European.

Specific characters maj' perhaps be found in

numerous details, e. g., the number and pro-

portions of the dorsal and ventral or sj'm-

podial rays, the development of the cirri

and skeletal bases; details of the velar ten-

tacles and gillbars, form of the caudal,

relative proportions of the various regions,

etc. But numerous as have been the me-

mou'S on Branehiostoma lanceolatmn, no de-

tailed study of variations has yet been

published. Until this is done much is left

undone. The material now in museums,^

however, is generally insufficient for such

studies and should be especially prepared

therefore. If the labor of students, so often

frittered awaj^ in veriijdng oft-repeated

observations, could be in part directed to

such preparation and observation, a boon

to systematic zoology would be realized and

certainlj^ no less would be the benefit to the

student. We may hope that Mr. AYilley

will continue studies so well begun and

enlighten us on some of the manj' points

still obscure. That we are ignorant as to

the questions in point is not his fault.

The ancestry of the vertebrates is a fas-

cinating subject for consideration, and the

search for their nearest relatives began

early in the century. Before the lancelet

was known—at least as a vertebrate—Eti-

enne Geofift'oj' Saint-Hilau'e endeavored

to homologize constituents of the bodies of

insects and vertebrates. (We may here re-

mark that Mr. Willej'' has repeatedly refer-

red to the French naturalist as Saint Hi-

lau-e, bxit Saint Hilaire was onlj^ an ag-

nomen, the true cognomen or family name
being Geoffrey.) Long after the lancelet

had been carefully investigated, and indeed

very recently, a naturalist trained in mod-

ern methods, but who did not exercise a

' scientific use of the imagination,' actually

contended that the vertebrates had arach-

noid or rather limuloid ancestors ! A less

extravagant view has been that Annelid

worms were nearest of kin to the vertebrate

ancestors, and this has gained several fol-

lowers. But the highlj' specialized character

of annelids and still more of arthropods

appears to forbid the serious consideration

of such conceptions. Much more probable

is the view that the nearest relatives of

typical vertebrates are the Tuuicates.

This is the idea adopted by Mr. Willey,

who has accepted a ' group ' called ' Proto-
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clionlata ' and included thereuuder three

divisions, (1) Hemicuorda, or Balanoglos-

slch, Cephalodimds and Bhabdopkurkh ; (2)

UROCHORDA,or AscicUam, and (3) Cei'UAld-

CHOKDA, or Laticeleti. It is the present fasli-

ion to consider this afliliation as established,

but it has not been proven beyond cavil.

As a pi'ovisional hypothesis, however, it is

the best of those that have been proposed,

and there is no need to ofl'er here any ol)-

jeotions. Nevertheless, we should recall the

fact that the lancelets and all other so-called

• I'rotochordata ' must have very widely ili-

verged from their common ancestors and
that some of the characteristics of the first

are probably the result of degeneration.

AVhen, for example, we find a specialized

heart and auditory organs m Tunicates, as

well as in manj- true invertebrates (even

though they be not homologous), it is difii-

cult to resist the inference that their ab-

sence in the lancelets is due to loss rather

than to original failure of development.

But now, with the necessar}' precautions

and much hesitancj', we may assent to the

possibilit}' of the conclusions with which

;Mr. Willej- closes liis work.
" For the present we may conclude that

the proximate ancestor of the Vertebrates

was a free-swimming animal intermediate

between the Ascidian tadpole and Amphi-

o.i».<, possessing the dorsal mouth, hypophy-

sis, and restricted notochord of the former:

and the myotomes, ccelomic epithelium, and

straight alimentary canal of the latter.

The ultimate or primordial ancestor of the

Vertebrates [or Chordates] would, on the

contrary, be a worm-like animal whose or-

ganisation was aj)proximately on a level

with that of the bilateral ancestoi-s of the

Echinoderms."

The length to which this notice has already

extended forbids attention to various other

features of Mr. Willcy's work. It must suf-

fice to add that the fourth and fifth sections

are devoted respectively to ' the Ascidians
"

(pp. 1S()-241) and 'the Protochordata in

their relation to the problem of vertebrate

descent ' (pp. 2-12-2lt3 j. For the.se we owe
further thanks, and for all we feel assured

future students of the groups in question will

be grateful. Theo. Gill.

Smithsonian Institction.

CCRREXT XOTES OX AXTHBOPOLOGY (IX.).

THE KITCAL CALENDAR OF CENTRAL AMERICA.

I.N- the Glolm, Xo. 18, 1S95, Dr. E. Forste-

manu has one of his ingenious studies of the

Central Ainericiin Calendar, this time that

portion of it called bj' the Nahuas the

Tonalamatl. or Book ofDaj's. This consisted

of a period of 2(50 days, and strenuous efibrts

have been made by Mrs. Zelia Nuttall and
other writers to treat it as a time-count,

that is, as an aliquot part of the computa-

tion of astronomical years and cycles.

In this article Dr. Fiirstemann shows that

this certainly does not hold good for the

Tonalamatl as it constantly recurs in the

Mayan manii.scripts. In them it appeai-s to

ber introduced for exclusively diviuatory

purjtoses, a basis for predicting events re-

lating to persons or tribes, or else the

weather, wars, disasters, etc. Xot unfre-

quently a multiple of the period is embraced

in the forecast, and veiy genei-ally refer-

ence is made to the divinities assigned to

the subdivisions of the Tonalamatl. Or,

again, it is occasionally divided into its

fourths, fifths or tenths; and what is note-

worthy, the manuscripts present numerous

similarities in these respects, proving that

their WTiters were working on a like system

of horoscopy.

I may add that the result of this investi-

gation corroborates the position that I took

in my ' Native Calendar of Central America

and Mexico' (Phila. 1893), in which I

maintained that the Tonalamatl was invented

for and practically exclusively applied to

divination, and not to the cyclical measure

of astronomical time.
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THE TKEE AND THE CONE.

Every one wlio has given the least atten-

tion to works on ancient Assja-ia is familiar

with the engraving which shows a winged

deity, holding in one hand a small basket

or bucket, and in the other something like

a pine cone, which he is generally present-

ing toward a tree. This used to be con-

strued as the ' cherub ' offering the cone,

a symbol of reproduction, etc., to the ' sacred

tree ' of Babylonian mythology.

A few years ago Dr. E. B. Tylor advanced

the explanation that the ti-ue meaning is a

representation of the fertilization of the fe-

male date palm, artij&cially, by the agricul-

turist impregnating its flowers with the in-

florescence of the male tree. This was at

once accepted by many writers, while others

withheld their assent, asking whj^ a winged

cherub instead of a mortal should be de-

picted ; and still further pointing out that

this same ceremony is not rarely shown

where there is no tree at all, but, say, the

gate of a city, or some exalted personage,

like a king.

These arguments have been repeated

with emphasis by Dr. E. Bonavia in his re-

cent work, ' The Flora of the Assyrian

Monuments' (London 1894). He shows

that the bucket or basket is certainly a

bucket, intended for fluids, and inappropriate

to carrying flowers. He offers the veiy

plausible theory that it was designed to

contain holy water, and the cone was an

aspergilhim, as it still is in the East. The
winged cherub is the rain-bringer typified,

etc.

This is far the most satisfactory interpre-

tation which has yet been offered, and allies

itself closely with numerous rites and myths

of ancient Mesopotamia.

NATIONAL VERSUS INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT.

The French have a knack of putting their

conclusions in an aphoristic form, which,

whether they are right or wrong, impresses

the mind. An example is the following

from a memoir by M. Dumout, published

by the Paris Society of Anthropologj- last

year:

" The increase of a nation in numbers is

in inverse ratio to the efforts of its indi-

vidual members toward personal develop-

ment."

Now, if this is true, it means the discovery

of a momentous law in sociology, which,

among other consequences, will do away
with all fears of over-population in free

and enlightened states. Its corollaries

would also dismiss both the dread of

socialism and likewise of unscrupulous in-

dividualism, which two are the Sc5ila and

Charybdis of modern political economists.

Of course, ' efforts toward personal de-

velopment ' must be construed as sensible

and properly directed efforts towards a de-

velopment which is really such, according

to the highest criteria we now have. The
reasons why such efforts would necessarily

limit the numerical increase of a nation are

evident enough. Whether these in the

long run might not work as badly as the

laissez faire, or ' go as you please ' policy,

is the question underlying this sociological

puzzle.

THE SOURCES OF PERUVIAN CIVILIZATION.

In a paper in the Denison Quarterlj^, Vol.

III., Dr. George A. Dorsej^ discusses 'The

Character and Antiquity of Peruvian Civi-

lization.'

He is inclined to assign it a greater age

than has usually been allowed it. He
would place its earlier periods contempora-

neous with ' the golden age of Greece, or

when the people of the Nile valley were in

the zenith of their power.'

Generally, the historic or even the tradi-

tional cj^cles of the Quichuas are not sup-

posed to carrj' us beyond about 1000 A. D.

One historian, Montesinos, who names dy-

nasties far more remote than this, has been
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generally discredited, tluiugh he claimed

native sources for them ; and it is fair to

add that we have no positive certainty how
great the value of the mnemonic system of

the (iuichiias, their knotted and colored

cords, the quipus. may have been. It has also

been more than once argued that there must

have occurred important modifications in

climate since the great temples and cities

on the cold plateaus were Ijuilt, and har-

bored the large populations which must

ha\'e dwelt in them. This would require a

long period.

As Dr. Dorsey speaks from personal ob-

servations and extensive arcbieological ex-

plorations in Peru, his opinion, however at

A-ariance with that usually entertained,

merits careful consideration.

D. G. Brinton.
University of Pennsylvania.

CURSENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGRAPHY (IX.

)

THE glacial origin OF LAKE BASIXS.

As LONG as lakes are regarded simply as

locally deepened valleys, their explanation

by glacial erosion may be fairly maintained:

for when the problem is thus vaguelj' stated,

the requirements to be met by the theory

are so simple that the hypothesis of glacial

erosion finds perhaps better reasons for ac-

ceptance than any other hypothesis. But

as the facts to be explained are more care-

fully observed, thej* generally become more

highly specialized and more peculiarly cor-

related; and their glacial origin may then

be either confirmed or excluded. The pe-

culiar association of features described by

Lincoln (Amer. Jour. Sci., xliv., 1892, 290)

and by Tarr (Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., v..

1894, 339), regarding Cayuga Lake, seems

on the one hand to demonstrate the glacial

excavation of this Ijasiu; but, ou the other

hand, the extraordinary correlation of facts

determined Ijy various observers around

Lake Zurich does not seem to be witliin

reach of explanation by so simple a process

as glacial erosion. In spite of so good a

general argument for the competence of ice

action as has been presented by Bohm
(Yerein zur Verbreit. Xaturw. Kenntnisse

in Wien, xxxi., 1891, 477), and in spite of

the emphatic disapproval by J. Geikie of

various other processes that have beeu sug-

gested for the production of Alpine lakes

(Great Ice Age. 3d ed., ch. xix.), the origin

of Lake Zurich is certainly not to be ac-

counted for by generalizations at a dis-

tance, l)ut only by a special process that will

fit all the facts found on the ground. Evi-

dence tending to this end has gradually been

accumulating for a number ofyears : but at

an accelerated rate since Heim and Bodmer
interpreted the meaning of the rock teh-

races on the vallej- sides, and since Penek,

DuPasquier and others deciphered the rec-

ords of the several glacial epochs on the

north slope of the Alps.

THE ORIGIN OV LAKE ZURICH.

The j)roblem of Lake Zurich is presented

in a masterful manner by Aeppli in the

thirty-fourth number of the Beitnige zur

Geologhchen Karte der Schiveiz, in brief as

follows : The valley of the Linnnat. in which

the lake lies, was eroded in broad upland

over wliich the Declcemchothf of the first

glacial epoch had been previously spread.

That the erosion of the valley was performed

in the normal fashion by weather and water,

and not by ice, is shown by the graded ter-

races or rock benches, traceable more or

less continuously along its sides : these ter-

races being independent of rock structure,

and associated with similar terraces in

other valleys, all leading agreeably to the

conclusion that after the first glacial epoch

the region was generally elevated and the

streams thereby given increased power of

erosion. The Deekeuschotter. where preserved

on the ridges between the adjacent valleys,

together with the terraces ou the valley

slopes, are bent tjackwards across a belt six
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or eight kilometers broad, so as to slope

toivards instead of from the Alps ; aud the

deformation of the Deckenscliotter and of the

earlier higher terraces is greater than that

of the lower and younger terraces, thus

proving the progressive action of the de-

forming forces. Associated with this change,

there was a general depression of the Molasse

belt, between the Jura and the Alps, and in

the depressed part of the valley of the

Limmat, thus generally outlined by the

latter process and locally deepened by the

former process, the lake had Its birth.

The belt in which the terraces are deformed

crosses the valley somewhat obliquely, but

runs parallel to the strike of the general

Alpine deformations of the region. Into

the lake thus formed, the glaciers of the

second and third epochs advanced ; but

they exercised so little destructive power

that they did not obliterate the terraces on

the valley sides. The lateral moraines of

the last epoch are distinctly discordant with

the terraces ; the moraines reaching succes-

sively higher and higher terraces up-stream,

and crossing the belt of deformation with-

out indication of disturbance. Outside of

the several terminal moraines, the former

lower end of the lake received the valley

gravels that were washed fi-om the ice.

Hence while the later glaciers may have

acted to some degree in altering the form of

the lake, their chief effect was to diminish

its size by supplying plentiful gravels from

the inner Alps, with which a part of the

lake basin that they entered was filled.

TARNS OF THE ENGLISH LAKE DISTEICT.

J. E. Maer has examined the tarns or

smaller lakes of the mountainous district of

northwest England, and finds that their re-

puted dependence on rock basins is not jus-

tified by local study. They appear to re-

sult from drift obstructions, bj^ which their

outlets have been turned to one side of the

former valley troughs and detained in dis-

charging the lakes by settling on rock ledges.

In many cases lakes of similar origin have

been converted into meadows when their

outlets did not depart greatlj^ fi-om the for-

mer vallej' line, and hence encountered only

drift in trenching new discharging channels

(Quart. Jour. [London] Geol. Soc, li.,

1895, 35—48). TMs does not bear so much
on the general question of glacial erosion as

on the particular question of the ability of

glaciers to form basins by local erosion in ex-

cess of their general action along their floor.

THE REGION ABOUT MUNICH.

In celebration of its twenty-fifth anniver-

sary, the Geographical Society of Munich

has issued a handsome volume of 4-40 pages,

containing a number of essays bj^ Giinther,

Ratzel, Penck and others. Ratzel makes
the coast line of Maine 4,300 miles in actual

length ; though a direct line from Eastport

to Kittery measures only about 200 miles.

The essay most likely to interest American

readers is on the geology of the region

about Munich by Ammon, illustrated with

a geological map, plate and cuts. It may
serve as a guide to excui'sions from this at-

tractive center ; from few other points can

so manjr phases of piedmont glacial geology

and geography be seen to so good advan-

tage. "Wiirm and Ammer lakes lie twenty

odd miles to the southwest, enclosed by the

younger morainic belt. Older moraines

stretch farther out fi-om on the plain, es-

pecially to the east of the city ; and bej^ond

them are' spread the flat confluent gi-avel

fans that are associated with various epochs

of ice advance. On the sloping plain stands

Munich, and across it the Isar and the Am-
per have trenched their new valleys. The

illustrations of morainic topography are

very characteristic. A good bibliography

accompanies the article ; while on an ear-

lier page, Simonsfeld contributes a thirty-

page Bibliotheca geograpJiica bavarica.

Haevaed Univeesity. W. M. Davis.
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SCJEXCE IX CAXADA.

THE CAXADIAX ROYAL SOCIETY'S ANNUAL
MEETING

.

The annual meeting of the Royal Society

of Canada opened at Ottawa on the 14th

nit. and closed on the 17th. Mr. J. M. Le
Moine, the well known historian and friend

of Parkman. presided. This institution,

which was founded in 1SS2 by the Marquis
of Lome, then Governor-General of Can-
ada, consists of four sections, of which two
are entirely scientific—the third being de-

voted to the mathematical, physical and
chemical sciences ; the fourth to the geo-

logical and biological sciences. The first

and second have also a scientific element,

for though nominally set apart for English

and French literature, respectively, they

admit, under the head of archa?ologj' a

class of subjects that are not unrelated to

important branches of science. During the

recent session, for instance, three papers ol'

a scientific character were presented in the

second section :
• The present position of

American Anthropology,' bj' Professor John
Campbell, LL. D., of Montreal ; 'Religion

and Aerolites," by Mr. Arthur Harvey; and
•An Iro([Uois Condoling Council,' by the

venerable ethnologist, Mr. Horatio Hale.

Those mIio are acquainted with Mr. Hale's

excellent monogi-.iph, -The Iroquois Book of

Rites.' in Dr. Brintou's ' Library of Abo-
riginal American Literature,' will not be en-

tire strangere to the subject of Mr. Hale's

paper.

Of the papers of the scientific sections,

the first read in Section 3 was the presiden-

tial address of Dr. Harrington (McGill Col-

lege), which dealt with a subject of consid-

erable interest. Professor Harrington urged

the necessitj' of using absolutely pure ma-

terials in chemical operations where the ob-

ject was to establish formulje. The address,

which was illustrated by abundant exam-

l)les. gave rise to an interesting discussion,

in which Mr. T. Macfarlane, chief analyst

of the Dominion ; Professor Goodwin, of

Kingston, Ont., and Dr. Ells, of Toronto,
took part. Professor Harrington also read
a paper on ' The Chemical Composition of

Andradite from two localities in Ontario.'

It gave the results of the examination of a
black garnet, occurring in association with
the magnetic iron ore of the Paxton mine,

Lutterworth, Out., and of a bro^\n andra-
dite present in the nepheliue syenite of

Dungaunon, Ont. Of these andradites the

former was found to be free from titanium,

the latter to be titaniferous.

Other papers read in Section 3 were the

following : 'A short essay on an attempt to

measure the relative easterly and westerly

transmission lines through an Atlantic ca-

ble,' by Professor C. H. McLeod (McGill
College); ' On the estimation of Starch,' by
Mr. Thos. Macfarlane. Ottawa ;

• Viscosity

in Liquids and Instruments for its Jleasur-

ment,' by Mr. Anthony McGill ;
' Periodi-

city of Aerolites,' by Mr. Arthur Harvey,
Toronto ;

' On Some Applications of De
Moivre's Formuhe,' by Professor F. N.
Dupuis, Queen's College, Kingston, Ont.;
' On the Hypotheses of Djniamics,' by Pro-

fessor McGregor, of Dalhousie College, Hali-

fax. In a former paper Professor McGregor
had tried to exj>ress the ordinary hypotheses

employed in dynamics in a form suited to

the conception of bodies as consisting of

particles acting upon one another at a dis-

tance. In the later paper he endeavors to

express those hypotheses in a form suited

to the conception of bodies and intervening

media, as consisting of parts which act

directly on one another only across sur-

faces of contact.

In the -Ith Section Sir J. William Daw-
son, of Montreal, read a ' Note on Tertiary

Fossil Plants from the vicinity of the City

of Vancouver, B. C This important

paper related to a series of beds holding

lignite and vegetable fo.ssils and estimated

at 3,000 feet or more in thickness and oc-
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curring in the soutliern part of British

Columbia, between Burrard Inlet and the

United States bonndary. These beds, which

have been noticed in the Reports of the

Geological Survey by Dr. G. M. Dawson

and the late Mr. Richardson, are believed to

be newer than the Cretaceous coal-measures

of Ifanaimo and Comox, and probably

equivalent to the ' Puget group ' of the

United States geologists in the State of

"Washington. Collections of the fossil plants

have been made at various times bj' officers

of the Geological Survey, and more recently

by Mr. G. F. Monckton, of Vancouver, who

placed his material in the hands of the

author, along with that previously en-

trusted to him by the Geological Survej'.

The species contained in the several col-

lections are mentioned in the paper, and

are compared with those of the Puget

group, as described by Newberry and Les-

quei-eux, and with those of other localities

in British Columbia and the United States.

The conclusion as to the age of the flora is

similar to that arrived at by Newberry for

the Puget flora, making it equivalent to the

Upper Laramie or Fort Union group. It

thus intervenes in date between the Upper

Cretaceous of Nanaimo and the Oligocene

or Lower Miocene of the Similkameen dis-

trict, and is therefore of Eocene age, fllling

a gap hitherto existing in the mesozoic

flora of the West coast. Much, according

to Sir W. DaM'son, still remains to be

known of this interesting flora, and as the

formation containing it, which seems to be

estuarine in character, extends over a wide

ai-ea in British Columbia and Washington,

and is of considerable thickness, more es-

pecially in its extension south of the Cana-

dian boundary, it may ultimately be shown

to include several sub-divisions represent-

ing the long interval between the Cretaceous

and the Middle Tertiary.

Mr. J. F. Whiteaves, paleontologist of

the Geological Survey, Ottawa, read an in-

teresting ' Note on the occurrence of Prim-

noa Reseda on the coast of British Colum-

bia.' The main value ofMr.Whiteaves' paper

lies in the fact that Primnoa Reseda (a tree-

like Alcyouarian coral), though known for

over a century as occurring in the Atlantic,

has not hitherto been with certaiutj- as-

signed a Pacific habitat. Dr. R. W. Ells

and Mr. A. E. Barlow presented a joint

paper on ' The Geology of the proposed Ot-

tawa Ship Canal,' the route of which is of

imusual interest from a geological, as well

as historical and commercial, point of view.

A contribution to the historj' of botanical

research on this continent was offered bj'

Prof. (Mgr.) Laflamme, of Laval Univer-

sity, who seeks an answer to the question,

' Where did J. Cornut, who published his

Canadensmm Flantariim Historia in 1635, ob-

tain the specimens fi-om which he wrote his

descriptions, and bj^ whom were they trans-

ported to Europe ? ' Mr. G. U. Hay dis-

cussed 'some variations in Epigcea rejyens.'

Dr. G. F. Matthew, of St. John, New
Brunswick, continued a series of studies on

the organic remains of the Little River

Group in that province. Dr. Wesley Mills

(McGill College) presented a series of

papers embracing results of investigations

into the psychology of the dog, the cat, the

rabbit, the guinea pig and certain birds,

with corresponding physical indications.

The papers also compared the mongrel with

the pure-bred dog ; the dog with the cat, the

rabbit with the guinea pig. etc. These in-

quiries were conducted with extreme care

with the aid of the best equipment for ob-

servation and experiment.

One of most important of the scientific

papers contributed to the Societj' was pre-

sented, not in section, but before a public

audience. Prof. John Cox, M. A. (Cantab),

late fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,

and William C. McDonald Professor of

Experimental Physics in McGill Univer-

sity, Montreal, had been asked to give a
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pulilic lecture on Tlimsday evening the

IGtli inst., iu couueetiou with the Royal

Society's meeting. Prof. Cox has a gift too

rare with men of science, and most precious

to him whose chosen path of research leads

him into selve ogctire of abstruse problems

where for the many no light shines—the

gift of clear and eloquent exposition. His

subject was Unsolved Problems in The
Manufacture of Light," and, in order to illus-

trate it worthily, he had brought with him
from Montreal the admirable apparatus of

his laboratory necessary for a series of exper-

iments and lantern views. He was assisted

by Messrs Barnes and Pitcher, and the large

and cultivated audience gathered in the

hall of the Xormal School listened enrap-

tured as he made plain mysteries that most

of them had regarded as impenetrable.

After referring to the time-honored sources

of light—the candle, oil lamp, gas, Auer
light, and the lime light—and showing that

each consisted in heating something till it

was incandescent, the lectui'er pointed out

that none of these gave an efficiencj' of more

than one per cent., the only scientific sys-

tems of combustion being the Auer light

and lime light. The modern method of elec-

tric lighting dated from Sir Humphi-ey

Davy's first production of the arc, with a

battery of 2,000 cells. The current thus

produced was still ample to heat refractory

substances to incandescence, but as zinc and

acid were many times as expensive as coal

and air the light could not come into prac-

tical use until the invention of the dj-namo

forty years afterward. "With the dynamo
the modern sy.stem was completed, and con-

sisted of three stages—the steam-engine, the

dynamo and the lamp. The purpose of

the lecture was to .show that in the steam-

engine and the lamp there is still an enor-

mous waste. After pointing out that light

was not created but was produced by the

conversion of energy, and explaining the

nature of energy as stored up in coal. Prof

Cox dealt with the three stages in detail.

" The conversion of the coal-energy into the

mechanical energy," he said, ' is of course

effected by the steam-engine, but in practice

not more than from 7 to 10 per cent, of the

energj- stored in the coal can be extracted by

the steam-engine, and theoretical considera-

tions fix an absolute limit to the perfection of

the steam-engine, showing that we can never

hope to convert so much as 30 per cent, of

the energj^ of coal by anj- form of heat-

engine. This is one unsolved problem iu

the manufacture of light—unsolved but still

capable of solution if some means of extract-

ing energj' from coal otherwise than by heat,

and more like the methods used in burning

zinc in a batteiy, can be discovered. At
present we are recklessly wasting our coal

supplies, and posteritj- will have a serious

grievance against us for squandering these

priceless stores.''

In the second stage of the process, the

dynamo, though so recentlj* invented, is

already nearly perfect, and scarcely any

energy is lost in its conversion by the

djTiamo into an electrical current. "We

reach the third stage, that is, the lamp,

with some 7 percent, of the original energy

still available. The lecturer here showed

a number of interesting experiments to

prove that the only form of energy useful

in producing vision consisted of a short

series of verj' minute waves, ranging from

the forty-thousandth to the sixty-thous-

andth of an inch in length, and that to pro-

duce these our only means at present was

to heat the molecules of some substance,

whereby we were compelled to waste the

gi-eater part of our efforts in producing heat,

which was worse than useless, before we ob-

tained the luminous rays. " Here then,"

said Professor Cox, " is the second unsolved

problem, since even in the incandescent

lamp and the arc lamp not more than from

three to five per cent, of the energy supplied

is converted into light. Thus, of the original
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store in the coal less than three parts in a

thousand ultimatelj^ become useful. In the

last sis years, however, some hint of means

to overcome this difficulty has been obtained

fi'om the proof by Maxwell and Hertz that

light is only an electric radiation. Could

we produce electric oscillations of a suffi-

cient rapiditj' we might discard the mole-

cules of matter and directly manufacture

light without their intervention. To effect

this we must be able to produce oscillations

at the rate of five hundred billions per

second. Tesla has produced them in

thousands and millions per second, and

Crookes has shown how by means of high

vacua to raise many bodies to brilliant fluor-

escence at a small expense of energj'." Il-

lustrations of these processes having been

given, the lecturer concluded :
" These are

hints toward a solution of the problem, but

give no solution as yet. Professor Langiey

states that the Cuban firefly spends the

whole of its energy upon the visual rays

without wasting any upon heat, and is some

four hundred times more efficient as a light

producer than the electric arc, and even ten

times more efficient than the sun in this re-

spect. Thus while at present we have no

solution of these important problems we
have reason to hope that in the not distant

future one may be obtained, and the human
inventor may not be put to shame by his

insect rival."

At the general final meeting on Friday

(]7th inst) it was moved by Dr. Sandford

Fleming, C. M. C, of Ottawa, and seconded

by Sir William Dawson, F. E. S., that the

Eoj'^al Society of Canada was of opinion that

it is in the interests of science and seamen

in all parts of the world that a final de-

termination be speedilj^ reached regarding

the unification of the nau.tical, astronomical

and civU days, so that all may begin everj^-

where at midnight, and that as the proposal

can with least difficultj^ be carried into

effect on January 1st, 1901, the Council

be requested in the name and on behalf of

the Society to adopt such measures as may
be considered expedient to bring about the

desired result. This is a subject to which

Dr. Sandford Fleming has devoted much
and fi'uitful attention.

The following officers were elected for

the ensuing year : President, Dr. E. S. C.

SelwjTi, C. M. G., F. E. S., ex-Director of the

Geological and Natural Historj" Survey

;

Vice-President, the Archbishop of Halifax,

Dr. O'Brien ; Secretary', Dr. J. G. Bourinot,

C. M. G.; Treasurer, Prof. J. Fletcher.

Prof. Bovey, Dean of the Facultj- of Ap-

plied Science, McGill University, was chosen

president of the thu-d section ; Prof. Dupuis,

of Queen's College, Kingston, Out., Vice-

President, and Capt. E. Deville, Surveyor-

General of the Dominion, Secretarj'. In the

fourth section, the following choice was

made: President, Prof. Wesley Mills, M.

A., M. D., McGill University; Vice-Presi-

dent, Prof. Penhallow, B. Sc, of the same

institution ; Secretary, Dr. Burgess, Super-

intendent of the Protestant Insane Asj'lum,

Verdun, near Montreal. J. T. C.

CORRESPONDENCE.

VOLCANIC DUST IN UTAH AND COLORADO.

Science of April 26th contains an article

by H. W. Turner, of Washington, D. C;,

upon ' Volcanic Dust in Texas .
' It may perhaps

be of interest to some of the readers of Sci-

ence to learn that large deposits of volcanic

dust occur in Utah, and also in the extreme

northwestern portion of Colorado. In the

j^ear 1890, while I was a professor in the

Universitjr of Utah, mj^ attention was called

to an extensive deposit of a grayish-white

substance near Stockton in the Oquirrh

range of mountains, some sixty miles south-

west of Salt Lake City, bj' Mr. Ben Johnson

of that place. Upon examination I found

it to consist almost whollj- of microscopic,

transparent, siliceous flakes of various, ir-

regular forms, one of the most common be-
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ing curved ami nearly triangular. Wlieu

put into pure water, it invariably showed

a slight acidity, reddening blue litmus pa-

per. It can be taken from the deposit in

lumps ; but they readily fall to powder, the

particles or flakes becoming separated by the

pressure of one's hand. During a tour

through southern Utah in the j'ear 1S93 I

found another large deposit of the same
kind of volcanic product on the east side of

the Wasatch Mountains in the vicinity of

Jlonroe village, in Sevier county. I could

find no dift'erence between this latter and

that whicli occurs near Stockton. Both

give a slight acid reaction, which, I suspect

to be due to a sulphur compound.

In the same j^ear, 1893, there was brought

to me a good sample of grayish white, strati-

fled mineral substance, said to be kaolinite

and to have been taken from an immense
deposit of a similar character east of Green

River and in northwestern Colorado. This

so-called * kaolinite' proved upon examina-

tion to be similar A'olcauic dust, which had

been subjected to the action of water mixed

with clay, deposited in layers under the

water, and afterwards hardened.

Hexrt Moxtgomert.

tmxity uxiveesity, toronto.

volca>"ic dust ix texas.

UxDER the above title Jlr. H. W. Turner

contributes an article to Sciexce of April

2G, 1895, briefly describing a specimen

from the Llano Estacado region. Some of

the previous notices of this or similar ma-

terial are noted below.

The flrst specimen of the material which

came under mj' notice was received by the

Texas Survey in February, 1890, with other

material forwarded by Professor "W. F.

Cummins. It was collected from the beds

to which he gave the name ' Blanco Can-

yon ' from the place of their most char-

acteristic development, and in his fii-st de-

scription of tliem* he calls it chalk.

Later, microscopic slides of this material

were prepared in the Survey laboratory, bj'

ilr. J. S. Stone, under the dii-ection of Pro-

fessor R. T. Hill, and these exhibited a

large number of very finely prt-served

diatoms.

These diatoms were pai-tially identified

by Mr. C. H. Kain and pul)lished by Prof.

Cope in his flrst notice of the probable

Pliocene age of the Blanco Canyon beds.f

The diatomaceous character of this ma-
terial was further noted by Messi-s. Lewis

"Woolman and C. Henry Kain, and list of

species given in The American Xafuraligt for

1892, p. 505, under the title ' Fresh-Water

Diatomaceous Deposit from Staked Plains,

Texas.'

In 1892 an examination of this material

by the WTiter showed the presence of vol-

canic dust, but the diatoms constituted bj'

far the greater part of the mass examined,

and it was tlierefore classed with other ma-
terials of a similar kind from the coast

region as diatomaceous earth, and only

tho.se siliceous deposits of like character

which failed to reveal diatoms were classed

as volcanic dust and Ijriefly descrilied in

the Transactions of the Texas Academy of

Science. J Further reference to these sili-

ceous deposits are also made by Kennedy
in the Fourth Annual Report Geol. Sur.

Texas, pp. 20, etc.

The stratigrajiliic position of tlie depo.sit

referred to liy Mr. Turner has been accu-

rately determined, as will l.)e seen liy refer-

ence to the difl'erent reports of Professor

Cummins on northwest Texas and the

Llano Estacado. The hill mentioned, ou

Duck Creek, in Dickens county, is in the

type locality of the Blanco Canyon beds,

and sections are given of it iu the first three

* First Mm. Rep. Geol. Sur. Te.\as, p. 190.

t Proc. Amer. IMiil. .Soc., 1892, p. 123.

J Vol. I., Part I., 1892. P. 33. 'Volcanic Duat

in Texas.'
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annual reports of the survej^ The fossils

of these beds (one of them, a turtle, from

the hill in question) were sent Professor

Cope, and are described by him in the fourth

annual report of the survey. He says

:

" Its position is between the Loup Fork

and Equus terranes. The fauna is inter-

mediate and peculiar, as not a single species

occurs in it which has been found in ter-

ranes prior or subsequent to it in time.

The horizon is more nearly and strictly

Pliocene than any of the lacustrine terranes

hitherto found in the interior of the conti-

nent." E. T. DUMBLE.

ON" THE CLASSIFICATION OF SKULLS.

To THE Editor of Science : I learn from

an article by Dr. Harrison Allen (Science

April 5, 1895) that, in a paper entitled

' Observations on the Cranial Forms of the

American Aborigines,' Proceedings of the

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadel-

phia, 1866, 2.32, J. Aitkin Meigs classified

various types of crania, using nomenclature

which in some part coincides with that pro-

posed by me in my new ' Method of Classifi-

cation of Skulls.'

I am very glad to learn that Meigs dis-

tinguished the various forms of human
skulls as early as 1866, as I have done

twenty-six years later. When two men, at

so great a distance in time and space, have

conceived a similar idea it is a strong argu-

ment that this idea is not a fantastic one.

I first tested my new method in the

summer of 1891, examining a large collec-

tion of Malanesian skulls, and published

my first memoir in the spring of 1892,

which was translated into German {Die

Meiischen Varietdten in Malanesian. Archiv.

fiir Anthropologic, XXI., 1892). In the

same year, 1892, I had fortunately the

opportunity of examining more than 2,200

skulls of the Mediterranean and Russian

races, ancient and modern. I then sj^s-

tematized my classification, which was im-

perfect, and distinguished varieties and sub-

varieties of human skulls in a systematic

catalogue of ancient Russian skulls.

This method has the approval of many
Italian anthropologists, a notable excep-

tion being Mantegazza, a strange type of

man, and of some German anthropologists,

as Ranke and Benedict. The French an-

thropologists are indifferent, but they find

the method useful as an analysis of forms.

The memior of Meigs is not known in

Europe. The only work of this author that

I possess is the Catalogue of the Specimens

contained in the collection of the Academy
of Natural Science of Philadelphia, 1857.

In view of the notice published by Dr. Allen

in Science, I am anxious to read the work

referred to, and I should be much obliged

if some American friend will procure a copy

for me. I shall be glad to refer to the work

of Meigs in a special note. G. Seegi.

"University of Eome, April 23, 1895.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

The Geological and Natural History Survey of

Minnesota, Volume III., Part I. Palccon-

toloyy. 4to, 1895, Pp. Ixxv., 474. Plates

xxxiv.

Considerable activity has been manifested

of late in a more careful and systematic

study of the invertebrate faunas of the

various geological horizons of this counti-y,

and several works upon the subject have

already been published or are now under

preparation. The value of a thorough ex-

amination and proper illustration of the

faunas of many of our geological divisions

will be very great to the stratigraphical

geologist, for many problems are now ob-

scure on account of the lack of knowledge

of the very criteria most important for cor-

relative purposes.

What is most required in this field is not

so much the increase in number of species,

although many horizons even in the eastern

portion of the country have as yet been but
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partiallj' explored, as the thorough revision

of the syuonomy aud geological distrihu-

tion of the well-knowu forms descriljed Ky

the earlier paleontologists. At present tlie

confusion is so great in many faunas that it

becomes almost a hopeless task for the

geologist to use the evidence with any hope

of satisfactory results.

It is therefore very gratifying to find that

the elaborate volumes upon the geologj- of

Minnesota are to be accompanied by ex-

haustive reports upon the paleontology of

the State. The first of these monographs,

constituting Part 1., of Volume III., of the

Final Reports, has just appeared aud treats

cluerty of the Lower Silurian fiiunas of tlie

southeastern portion of the State.

The introductory- chapiter consists of an
• Historical sketch of investigation of the

Lower Silurian in the Vpper ^Mississippi

Valley ' and contains a chronological cata-

logue of the paUeontological writings upon

this subject, including lists of the species

described.

Although the introduction deals only

with the Lower Silurian, the first chapter

is devoted to the Cretaceous fossil plants,

a posthumous publication of Leo Lescjue-

reux. Some twenty-eight species, six of

them new, are described, the majority of

the forms being also figured. More than

half of the determinable species have been

found in the States to the west, and the

Hora as a whole indicates the Dakota group

as the geological horizon.

The second chapter deals with the micro-

scopical fauna of the Cretaceous and is chief-

ly given up to a description of the Foramini-

fera, most of which are from boulder clay, al-

though regarded as derived originally from

the Cretaceous. Thirty species, represent-

ing eighteen genera, are determined. The

authors are Woodward and Thomas.

The three remaining chapters of the

volume are devoted to the fauna of the

Lower Silurian, the third and fifth chapters

being by Winchell aud Schuchertand deal-

ing with the Sponges, Graptolites and

Corals ' and tlie ' Brachiopoda.' The au-

thors follow Ilinde in placing Receptaculites

and Ischadites among the Hexactinellid

sponges, and Ulrich in regarding Cylindro-

coelia and Heterospougia as Calcispongije.

If the latter i-eference should prove correct

it is of interest as the earliest occurrence of

representatives of that order. Among the

corals a new genus, Lichenaria, regarded

as related to Cohunnaria, but without septa,

is established.

The rich Brachiopod fauna receives very

exhaustive treatment, as might be antici-

pated from so thorough a student of the

subject as Mr. Schuchert. Altogether

eighty-two species with many varieties are

recognized, of which several are new.

The longest chapter in the volume is that

upon the Bryozoa by E. 0. Ulrich. As a

class the fossil Bryozoa are most difiicult,

and the difierent attempts at their syste-

matic classification have not been attended

hitherto with the most s;itisfactory results.

To the author of the i)resent chapter we
are indebted more than to any one else for

our knowledge of the Paleozoic repre-

sentatives of this group. In the classifica-

tion adopted, however, the reference of the

Monticuliporoid forms to the Bryozoa is not

in accordance with the more recent conclu-

sions in this line.

The report as a whole is a most valuable

contribution to the paleontologj' of the

Upper Mississippi basin, and will supply a

distinct want to the invertebrate paheon-

tologist. The State Geologist is deserving

of much credit for the admirable manner in

which the volume has been brought out,

and it is to be hoped that other State Sur-

vej-s, which pay little attention to the

paleontology of their States, may be in-

duced to pursue the same course.

AViLLiAM B. Clark.

JOHN'S HOI'KI.VS rxiVERSITV.
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Fosdl Mammah of the Puereo Beds. Bj- Henry
Fairfield Osborn and Charles Earle.

Bull. American Museum of ISTatural

History. Vol. viii., Art. I. Pp. 1-70.

The Puereo Eocene (or Post-Cretaceous)

was discovered and named by Cope in ISSO,

and up to the present time our knowledge of

its very remarkable and interesting fauna

has been due almost entu'ely to his labors.

It is a fauna which in many ways is veiy

puzzling and raises many exceedinglj^ diffi-

cult problems. To the solution of these

problems the admirable work of Osborn and
Earle is an important contribution. While
adding but few new names to the long list

of genera and species already established

by Cope, the authors have accomplished

what is of far greater value, namely, materi-

ally increased our knowledge concerning

the structure and systematic relationships

of many mammals which had previously

been known only from fragmentary remains.

In this way the character of the fauna as a

whole is set in much clearer light than ever

before.

Of the more significant results of this in-

vestigation, the following deserve particu-

lar mention : (1) The determination of the

complete dentition of Polymastodon, a repre-

sentative of the Multituberculata, which

was one of the dominant tj^pes of Mesozoic

mammals. (2) The description of parts of

the skeleton of Indrodon, showing that it

was a true lemuroid, as had been doubtfuUj^

surmised before, and the reference of the

Chriaddce to the same group. Cope had re-

ferred the genera of this family to the creo-

donts, an example which I had followed,

though expressing the opinion that Chria-

cus and its allies might eventually prove

to be lemuroids. (3) A very welcome con-

tribution to our knowledge of the Puereo

creodonts is the description of an excellent

skeleton ofDissacus, the ancestral form of the

Mesonychidie. What renders this particular-

\j valuable is the fact that the Bridger genus

Mesonyx is already very completely known,

and the comparison of the two forms is very

instructive for discerning some of the modes,

of mammalian development. (4) A nearly

complete skull of the primitive tillodout

Onychodectes is described and has an im-

portant bearing upon the early morphology

of the mammalian skull. (5) The skull of

Pantolambda, the forerunner of the corj-pho-

donts, which became so abundant and vai-ied

in the succeeding Wasatch time, is for the

first time made kn-o'mi. This is one of the

most valuable results of the whole investiga-

tion. (6) The suggestion originally made
by Schlosser, that iliochemis and its allies

are ungulates rather than creodonts, is con-

firmed, and a new familj^ of Condylarthra is

established for their reception. (7) The
upper teeth of Protogonodon are determined

and the likeness of its dentition to that of

the primitiA^e artiodactyls pointed out.

Of the greatest general interest to both

geologists and biologists are the conclusions

reached regarding the character of the

Puereo fauna as a whole, which is shown
to be of a prevailingly Mesozoic type. Only

a small fraction of this fauna is ancestral

to Wasatch and Bridger types, and of these

most do not persist beyond the Eocene,

while bj' far the greater number of Puereo

genera die out without leaving anj- succes-

sors behind them. This generalization is

of much importance in clearing away cer-

tain stratigraphical diflBculties. It is hardly

an exaggeration to say that the Puereo

mammalian fauna differs more from that

of the Wasatch than does the latter from

the recent fauna. If the Wasatch mammals,

as a whole, were derived from those of the

Puereo, then we must assume the existence

of a long, unrecorded gap between the two

formations, an assumption which geological

data do not support. When, however, M'e

examine the Wasatch genera which clearly

were derived fi-om Puereo ancestors, such

as CorypJwdon, Pachycma, Didymidis, Ana-
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codon, etc.. wc find tliat the degree ofadvanee

displayed by these forms is not so very great

and that it does not involve any very long

lapse of time. The radical difierence be-

tween the two faunas consists in the ordinal

groups which are present in one and not in

the other. Thus the Puerco has neither

artiodactyls. perissodactyls nor rodents,

while the AVasatch has no I^Iultituberculata

and relatively few Condylarthra. and the

creodonts of the two formations belong, for

the most part, to quite different types. The
obvious significance of these facts is that at

some time between the Puerco and the

Wasatch a great migration of mammals
ft-om some other region took place and

revolutionized the character of the Xortli

American fauna.

A distinction that is likely to be fruitful

of important results is Osborn's diAision of

the placental mammals into the Mesopla-

centalia, of early and more or less Mesozoic

type, and the Cenoplacentalia. characteristic

of later Tertiary and recent time. " The
ditl'erence between these two groups consists

mainly in the lower state of evolution and

apparent incapacity for higher development

exhiliited bj- the Mesoplacentals. in contrast

with the capacity for rapid development

shown bj- the Cenoiilacentals." It can

hardly be right, however, to include the

creodonts in the lower group, since they

not only underwent a great expansion in

the Puerco, but in later times they also

gave rise, by independent development

along at least three lines, to the true Car-

nivora. Such a group cannot be fairly

charged Avith ' incapacity for higher de-

velopment.'

This necessarily brief review cannot do

more than indicate the many points of un-

usual interest in this paper, and must refer

to the original those who would learn more

of it.

W. B. Scott.

Prixceton" College.

The Oniitholurjij of IllinoU; Descrijjtive Cata-

logue. By RoBEkT RiDGWAY. Published

by authority of the State Legislature.

Vol. II. May, 1S95. Large 8°, pp. 282,

pis. 3.3.

Ridgways Ornithology of Illinois has a

curious history. It was conceived by the

able Director of the Illinois State Labora-

tory of Xatural History. Prof. S. A. Forbes,

who twelve years ago asked the leading

American ornithologist to undertake its

preparation. Mr. Ridgway finished the

manuscript early in July, 1885. The firet

volume was finally ijrinted, but the entire

edition, together with the plates and cuts,

was destroyed bj' fire. This was in Febru-

arj', 1887. It was reprinted from proof

sheets, and proof of the reprint was not

submitted to the author. It was issued in

November, 1889.

By a singular fatality, the manuscript of

the second volume was consumed in the

same fire : and, excepting proof of the first

90 pages, which was preserved, the entire

book had to be rewritten. This formidable

and di.sheartening task was accomplished

in 1891, and the printed book has just been

received (May 7, 1895).

The original plan contemplated two dis-

tinct parts : Part I.. Descriptive Catalogue,

by Robert Ridgway : Part II., Economic

Ornithology, by S. A. Forbes. The present

volume comijletcs the Descriptive Catalogue,

and it is earnestlj' hoped that the volume

on Economic Ornithology will follow

;

though the labor of prei>aring such a work

is too great to be accomplished in a single

lifetime or bj- a .single man.

The first volume is prefaced by an intro-

duction of S.J pages, treating of the physical

features of the State, the climate, and charac-

teristic features of the avifauna, and end-

ing with a bil>liograpliy. The systematic

part begins with a key to the higher groups,

which are arranged in the old style, the

Thrushes coming first. The orders, fami-
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lies and genera are defined, as well as the

species. Some of the descriptions are orig-

inal, but most of them are quoted from
' Baird, Brewer and Eidgway's History of

l^orth American Birds ', and its continu-

ation, the ' Water Birds of North Ame-
rica,' for which work, as everyone knows,

they were originally written by Mr. Eidg-

way. The general matter is not very full

and is frequently quoted fi'om the same

work. Unfortunately about two-thirds of

the biographical part was omitted because

of the necessity of limiting the number of

pages. There are numerous quotations

from Mr. E. W. Nelson's papers on the birds

of Illinois, and a few personal observations

by the author, chiefly relating to the Aus-

troriparian fauna of the extreme southern

part of the State, where he has done much
field work, extending over a long period of

years. A novel feature is a synonomy of

popular names, given under each species.

The first volume covers 520 pages and is

illustrated by 32 plates; the second volume
covers 282 pages and has 33 plates. Nearly

all the plates in both volumes are from

Baird, Brewer and Eidgway, and Eidgway's

Manual. Most of those in the second

volume were made originally for this work,

but owing to delay in publication were first

used in the ' Manual.' The great majority

are outline figures of heads, wings and feet;

but some are shaded cuts of bii'ds. Owing
to the destruction of the electros, part of

these are process reproductions made from

proofs and are poorly printed. The frontis-

piece is a beautiful colored picture of a

Meadowlark in full song, drawn by the

author, and of unusual excellence.

In faunal works relating to particular

areas it is customary to record somewhat
in detail the manner of occurrence of each

species, to indicate breeding ranges, time

of nesting, dates of migration and so on.

Very little information of this kind is to be

found in the Ornithology of Illinois. The

work consists maiulj- of technical descrip-

tions and sjTionj'my, to which is added,

under each species, a paragraj)h or two of

general matter which as a rule, excepting

the quotations from Nelson, is hardlj' more
pertinent to the State of Illinois than to

any other part of America where the bird

occurs.

Of 49 species classed by Mr. Eidgway as

rare, detailed records of occurrence within

the State are given for 36.

Mr. Eidgway states that the intent of the

book was '' to supply the people of Illinois

with an inexpensive work which would

enable them to identify the birds they de-

sired to learn the names of, and to acquaint

them with their leading characteristics."

These primary aims the work certainly has

fulfilled. C. H. M.

Tests of Gloio-Lamjis : W. E. Ayeton and E.

A. Medley. The Philosophical Maga-

zine, May, 1895.

Eeaders of Science who are interested in

the matter of electric lighting from a prac-

tical standpoint will find much that is in-

structive in this paper recently printed in

the Philosophical Magazine and published

as a separate. For several years Professor

Ayrton has been investigating the question

of the economy of incandescent lighting and

and especially the behaviour of the glow-

lamp under contiuuous use. Some of the

earlier results of this investigation have

been announced from time to time in the

English journals, having been communi-

cated by Professor Ayrton to the Phj'sical

Society of London. The present pamphlet

contains some additions made in January,

1895, and from these additions it appears

that the results previously obtained have

not been entirely supported by subsequent

tests. The principal result reached in these

tests was the rather unexpected fact that

the glow-lamps examined appeared to in-

crease in effectiveness during the first 80 or
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100 hours of their use. It had beeu very

generally assumed that a glow-lamp was at

its best, uuder lixed conditions of pressure,

at the very beginning of its life and that it

would deteriorate from that time on. The
authors of this paper appear to have

found, however, that this is not the case

and that, on the contrary, the light is

increased from the beginning through a

certain considerable part of the life of

the lamp, after which it slowly fails. One
form in which this conclusion is put is

that if a grouj) of glow-lamps, such as were

examined in this case, being the Edison-

Swan Lamps, marked 100-S and run at a

pressure of 100 volts, be kept continuously

in operation by putting in a new lamp of

the same chai-acter whenever a filament

breaks, and never replacing the lamps liy

new except for a broken filament, the light

given out by the group will never lie as

small as at the beginning. Some reference

•is made to the proljable cause of the rise in

candle power bj- use, and the explanation

given a year or two ago by Mr. Howell, at

a meeting of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, (. e., that such a rise in

caudle power is due to an improvement of

the vacuum of the lamp during the early

part of its life, is commented upon. Some

of the earlier examinations of the increase

in candle power and improvement invacuum

by the authors of this paper seem decidedly

to confirm this explanation by Mr. Howell;

but subsequent tests, referred to in the addi-

tion to the paper made in January, isit.j,

are not so favorable to that hypothesis.

The authors suggest that the rise in candle

power may possibly have beeu due to a

change in the surface of the filament caus-

ing the emissivity for heat to decrease, since

that would raise the light emitted, as well

as the number of caudles per watt; but they

declare that they have not yet discovered

whether such change in heat-emissivity

takes place. The methods of carrying on

the investigation, both electric and photo-

metric, are exphxiued in sufficient detail, and
the whole is a valuable coutrilnition to the

subject. T. C. M.

NOTES AKD SEWS.

EXTOMOLOGV.

Dr. T. A. Chapm.\.x has beeu publishing

in the Entomologists' Record of London,

and has now completed, a paper of no great

length l)ut of much importance, on the clas-

sification of butterflies, based on the struc-

ture of the pupie, and a comparison of the

same with the pup;e of the lower lepidop-

terous families. He places special empha-

sis on two points hitherto entirely neg-

lected : The relative freedom of motion of

the middle joints of the abdomen, and the

relation of the parts on the head on dehis-

cence. His conclusions are that the Pa-

pilionidte (excluding the Pierinre) are the

nearest relatives of the Hesperida' (which

agrees witli all latest researches), but fur-

tlier that the Lyctenids '• sliould no longer

be regarded as in any way intermediate be-

tween the Papilionids and Xymphalids

;

rather should the Lemoniida> and Lycieuidie

be regarded as a branch which developed

from the primaeval butterfly (above the

Hesperids) in one direction, whilst tlie Pa-

pilionids arose and branched to the Pierids

and Xymphalids (juite independently. An-

other point is that the Pierid seiwrated

from the Pajiilionid at a verj- earlj- stage of

the evolution of tlic latter, and that the

Nymphalid almost immediately thereafter

separated from the Pierid." These conclu-

sions are Ijorne out by manj- facts in the

structure of the other stages and especially

render the position of the LiM-theime less

anomalous.

Bruxxer vox "Wattexwvl has just pub-

lished his Monographic der Pseudophylli-

deu, the last large group of Orthopteni that

lias specially needed monographic treat-
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ment. The group is essentially a tropical

one, unknown in Europe and with onlj' one

species (as recognized by Brunner) in the

United States^-our true Katydid. Others

will doubtless be found upon our southern

borders, for in Mexico, Central America

and the Antilles Brunner recognizes 34 gen-

era and 73 species, the larger part of them

new. The work, which is published in Vi-

enna in 8°, contains descriptions of 434 spe-

cies, divided among 122 genera, and is ac-

companied by a quarto atlas of ten plates.

A NEW QUADRUPLE EXPANSION ENGINE.

Messes. Hall and Treat announce, in the

Sibley Journal of Engineering for April, ' A
New Quadruple Expansion Engine.' This

machine, built for regular working at 500

pounds pressure, and with its boiler, tested

to 1300 pounds, has now been in operation

in Sibley College, at Cornell University, for

many months. It was designed by the au-

thors of the paper, built by them in the

shops of the College, and has since been

tested under a great variety of conditions.

The design was entirely original, although,

of course, embodying the principles taught

them in their college course, the one being

a graduate of '93 and the other of '94, and
both now candidates for advanced degrees,

the one for a doctor's, the other for the

master's, degree in engineering. The valve-

gear is new and the invention of the build-

ers of the engine. The proportions of the

multiple-cylinder system are those derived

by application of their text-book and lec-

ture-room work ; and the engine as a whole

is a success. The boiler has worked well

and' economically up to above 600 pounds

per square-inch, and its waste heat is util-

ized in the re-heating apparatus of the

engine and so thoroughly as to make the

temperature of the chimney very low. The
steel for ' running parts' was obtained from

the Bethlehem Iron Company and proves

to be of very fine quality. Special devices

have been required, in eveiy dii-ectiou, to

make the operation of the machine with such

high-pressure steam satisfactory and safe.

Even the injector was necessaril}' recon-

structed, as no ordinary instrument would

force water iato the boiler against 600

pounds pressure. The figures reported for

economy are something under ten pounds of

steam per h. p. per hour, and the best condi-

tions of operation are not yet fully identi-

fied, though unquestionably corresponding

closely with the preliminary computations

of the designers. This figure is the lowest

yet reported, even for engines of many
times the size of that here described. It

will require authoritative revision and cor-

roboration ; but there seems no reason to

doubt its substantial accuracy, as the result

of many engine-trials under a great variety

of conditions. If thus corroborated, it will

stand as the ' record of the world' for the

nineteenth century. The thermodynamic

consumption of this engine should be about

7 pounds of steam per h. p. per hour, exclu-

sive of all thermal wastes, and this should

be approximated much more closely in en-

gines of similar type built on a large scale.

The figure attained is extraordinary, and

almost incredible, for a model engine such

as is described
;
yet it indicates a waste, by

conduction and radiation, after all, of no

less than twenty-five per cent, of all heat

sent to the machine from its boiler.

PAPERS FOR THE MATHEMATICAL CONGRESS

AT KAZAN.

On the occasion of the dedication of the

Lobachevski monument at Kazan will be

held a mathematical congress of a week's

duration.

It is very much desired by the manage-

ment that some papers may be contributed

by Americans. As a complete program of

the scientific communications to be made in

the session will be issued this coming Feb-

ruary, it is not too early to solicit Ameri-
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tau scientists to think of prepariug some-

tliino' for this memorable occasion. Dr. G.

B. Halsted has been asked by President

Vasiliev to act for him in this matter,

to correspond on questions of detail with

anj' who hope to attend the Congress in

person, to take charge of the communica-

tions of those who do not anticipate being

present and to guarantee their proper pre-

sentation.

THE ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

The annual award of the honours of the

Royal Geographical Society was made on

May 14th, as follows : The Founders' medal

to Dr. John Murray for his services to

physical geogi-aphy, and especially to

oceanography during the last 23 years, and

for his work on board the Challenger and

as director of the Challenger Commission

and editor of the Challenger publications

since the death of .Sir Wyville Thomson in

1S82; the Pati-ons' medal to the Hon.

George Curzon, M. P., (1) for his work on

the history, geogi-aphy, archieology, and

politics of Persia, (2) for his subsequent

journeys in French Indo-China, which have

resulted in further publications of geo-

graphical as well as political and general

value, and (3) for his journeys in 189-1 to

the Hindu Kush, the Pamirs and the Oxus,

together with his visit to the Ameer of

Afghanistan in Kabul; the Murchison

grant was awarded to Mr. Eivind Astrup

for his remarkable journey with Lieuten-

ant Peary across the interior glacier to the

northern shores of Greenland, and for his

independent journey along the shores of

Mehdlle Bay, during which he laid down

a portion of the northern part only pre-

viously seen at a great distance ; the Back

grant was awarded to Captain C. A. Larsen

for the geographical and meteorological

observations matle by him during his Ant-

arctic voyage in 1894 ; the Gill memorial

was awarded to Captain J. "\V. Pringle, R.

E., for his sliare in the railway survey

operations carried on under the direction

of Captain Macdonald, R. E., in the country

between the coast from Mombasa to the

Victoria Lake ; the Cuthbert Peek grant

was awarded to Mr. G. F. Scott-Elliot for his

explorations of Mount Ruwenzori and the

region to the west of the \'ictoria Xyanza.

—

London Times.

THE XATIOXAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The National Geographic Societj'. of

Washington licld its annual business meet-

ing on May 31. Reports from the various

officers bore witness to the increasing use-

fulness of the Societj-. AVhen it was first

organized, in 1888, there were but 20.5

members. Since then there has been a

steady increase, the membership now num-
bering 1,193. A similar increase maj' be

noticed in the number of public lectures

delivered: sixty-two lectures having been

given during the past winter, while in the

winter of 1890 there were but eighteen.

Mr. Gardner G. Hubbard was reelected

President and Lieut. Everett Hayden Re-

cording .Secretary, and the following were

elected Vice-Presidents : C. W. Dabney,

Jr., Assistant Secreta:ry of Agi-iculture ; H.

G. Ogden. Coast and Geodetic Survey; Gen.

A. AV. Greely. Chief Signal Service; C. Hart

Merriam, Agricultural Department; W.
\V. Rockhill, Assistant Secretary of State,

and Henry Gannet, Chief Topographer

United States Geological Survej' ; Board of

Managers, Marcus Baker, United States

Geological Survey; G. K. Gilbert, Chief

Geographer, United States Geological Sur-

vej' ; John Hyde, Statistical Expert, Agri-

cultural Department ; Prof. W J JIcGee,

Bureau of Etlinology ; F. H. Newell, Chief

Hj'drographer, United States Geological

Survey ; Prof. W. B. Powell and John R.

Proctor ; Treasurer, C. J. Bell ; Recording

Secretary, Everett Hayden ; CoiTCsponding:

Secretary, Miss E. R. Scidmore.
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BOTANICAL BOOKS AT AUCTION.

Among the botanical books iu the librarj-

of "William B. Eudkin sold at auction iu

New York by Bangs & Co. were the fol-

lowing : H. Baillou's ' N"atural History of

Plants,' 7 vols., 8vo, brought §15.87; Ben-

tham and Hooker, ' Genera Plantarum,'

London, 1862-83, $17.25; Bentley and Tri-

men, ' Medicinal Plants,' 306 colored plates,

London, 1880, $34; Botanical Gazette, 13

vols., Madison, Wis., v. b., $19.50; Charles

Darwin's "Woi-ks, a rare 'set' of 15 vols.,

8vo, uniform green morocco, full gilt, $41.25;

D. C. Eaton, ' Ferns of ]!^orth America,'

colored plates by Emerton and Faxon,

Salem, 1879, $27; Elwes, J. H., 'Genus

Lilium,' grand 4to, London, 1880, $12.50;

Emerson, ' Trees of Massachusetts,' 1878,

$8.50; John Gerarde, 'The Herball,' en-

larged bj^ Thomas Johnson, London, 1636,

$14.75; Goodale, 'Wild-flowers of America,'

Boston, 1882, $8.25; Lesquereux, 'Coal-

Flora of Pennsylvania,' Harrisburg, 1880,

$10; J. C. Loudon, 'Arboretum Britan-

nicum,' London, 1854, $17 ; M. T. Masters,

'Vegetable Teratology,' London, 1869,

$8.25 ; Michaux and Nuttall, ' I\^. A. Sylva,'

277 colored engravings, 5 v., 8vo, embossed

morocco, PhUada., 1871, $51.25; Parkinson,

' Theatrum Botanicum,' 4to, panelled calf,

London, 1640, $16.40; Ch. Pickering, ' Chro-

nological History of Plants,' Boston, 1879,

$6; Powell, ' A Compleat History of Druggs,'

London, 1725, $5.50; Seeman, Berthold,

' Plants of the Fiji Islands,' 100 fine colored

plates, London, 1865-73, $20.50; Sowerbj^,

' English Botany,' colored figures by

Sowerby, Fitch and others, 12 vols., 8vo,

$63 ; Torrey Botanical Club, various Bul-

letins, etc., 17 vols., $26.35.

GENERAL.

At the monthly meeting of the trustees

of the Universitj' of Pennsylvania the acting-

provost, Charles C. Harrison, made a dona-

tion of $500,000 to the Universitj^, in honor

of his father, the late George L. Harrison,

LL. D. Mr. Harrison stipulates that the

fund shall be known as ' The George L.

Harrison Foundation for the Encourage-

ment of Liljeral Studies and the Advance-

ment of Knowledge.' The principal of

this fund must be retained intact, the in-

come alone to be used for the purposes of

foundation. The following suggestions as

to the use of the fund were made bj- the

donor : 1 The establishment of scholar-

ships and fellowships intended solelj- for

men of exceptional ability. 2 The increas-

ing the librarj^ ofthe University, particularly

bj' the acquisition of works of permanent

use and of lasting reference, to and by the

scholar. 3 The temporary relief from

routine work of professors of ability, in

order that thej' may devote themselves to

special work. 4 The securing men of dis-

tinction to lecture and, for a term, to reside

at the University.

According to an announcement from

Macmillan & Co., the Universitj' Press of

Columbia College will issue an Atlas of Fer-

tilization and KaryoMnesis, by Professor Ed-

mund B. Wilson, with the co5peration of

Dr. Edward Leaming. The M'orkwill con-

tain forty figures, photographed from nature

by Dr. Leaming from the preparations of

Professor Wilson at an enlargement of one

thousand diameters, and reproduced, with-

out retouching or other altei-ations, by the

gelatine process bj' Bierstadt, of N"ew York.

The photographs are verj' perfect and con-

vey a good idea of the actual object. They
illustrate nearly every important step in

fertilization, from the first entrance of the

spermatozoon onwards to the cleavage-

stages, and not only present a very clear

picture of the more familiar outlines of the

subject, but embody many original discov-

eries as well. They are accompanied by an

explanatorj' text, comprising a general ele-

mentarj- introduction, a ci'itical description

of the i^lates and a large number of text-cuts.
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The death is announced of Theoilor Bror-

sen, at the ago of seventy-six. He dis-

covered at Kiel, on February 20, 1840, the

small comet called by his name, which was
found to have a jieriod of about 5+ years,

and was observed at returns in 1857, 18G8,

1873 and 1879, but has not since been seen,

though a conjecture has been thrown out

that it had some connexion with one dis-

covered by Mr. Denning la.st j'ear. Brorsen

discovered another comet in 1846, a third

in 1847, and two more in 1851.

Dr. HufJH Feaxcis Clarke Cleghorn
died at Strabithie, in Fife, Scotland, on May
19th. He was appointed Professor of Botany

in Madras Universitj' in 1852, and was an

authority on Indian botanj- and arboricul-

ture. "While in Madras he organized a

forest department, having for its object the

jireservation of tree life, and established an

admirable system of management. Dr.

Cleghorn returned to Scotland in 18(')9, fill-

ing temporarily the chair of Botany in

Glasgow University. He was also president

of the Eoyal Arboricultural Society and an

active member of the Edinburgh Botanical

Society.

At the commencement exercises of Stan-

ford University, President Jordan stated

that Mrs. Stanford had been spending 81,000

a day of her private fortune to maintain

the University. In case Mi-s. Stanford's

fortune should be exhausted before the de-

cision of the Courts in regard to the Stan-

ford estate had been reached, it would be

necessary to close the University.

John" Paul Pailisox died at Tenafly,

New Jersey, on May 30th. Mr. Paulison

was interested in astronomy' and owned a

private obseiwatory.

Professor J. J. Stevensox, of the Uni-

versity of the City of Xew York, will spend

the summer in the coal fields of Arkansas,

Indian Territory and Texas, with incidental

studies in Xew Mexico and Colorado.

Dr. Adolf El-sass, Professor of Physics

iu the Univei-sity of Marburg, died on May
12th, at the age of forty years.

The June issue of the Amherst Literary

Monthly will be a special memorial number
devoted to President Seelye.

The Royal Natural History, edited by

Richard Lydekker (reviewed in Science,

April 5, p. 387) is being published in

America by Frederick . "Warne & Co. It

will be issued in thirty-six fortnightly num-
bers and will be completed at the same time

as the Engli.sh edition.

Dr. D. K. Pearsox has olfered 850,000

to Mount Holyoke College if an additional

8150,000 can be raised. It is said that Dr.

Pearson has already given 82,000,000 to

various colleges.

Harold Wuitixg, Professor of Physics

iu the University of California, was among
those lost in the submergence of the steam-

ship Colima.

At the May meeting of the Victoria In-

stitute, London, the subject of ' Early Man '

was considered. In dealing with it the evi-

dence for the existence of a ' missing link '

was fii-st examined, the subject being intro-

duced in a paper by Professor E. Hull, late

Director-General of the Geological Survey

of Ireland. In dealing with it he reviewed

all the known instances of so-called ' miss-

ing links,' including that discovered by Dr.

Dubois in Java, and concluded that none

could be regarded as in fact ' a missing

link.' After this the question of the earli-

est man was discussed in a paper by Sir

William Dawson, in which he described the

physical character and affinities of the

Gaunches, an extinct race in the Canary

Islands.

Mr. W. AV. Rockhill, Assistant Secre-

tary of State, who has been appointed by

the State Department a delegate to the In-

ternational Geograpliical Congress, meeting

in London this summer, will join with a
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delegation from the National Geographic

Society in an eifort to persuade the Con-

gress to hold its next meeting in Wash-
ington.

The death is announced of Dr. Franz

Neumann, the oldest active teacher in

Germany. In 1826 he was called to the

Professorship of Physics and Mineralogy in

the University of Konigsberg, and for

sixty-nine years has been teaching and
working in the same institution. Dr. Neu-
mann was the first man in Germany to

teach Mathematical Physics.

It is stated that Professor E. E. Barnard
and Professor Burnham have accepted posi-

tions in the Yerkes Observatory, Chicago.

Principal Peterson, who has accepted

the Principalship of McGill University, in

succession to Sir William Dawson, gradu-

ated at Edinburgh University in 1875, and
a,fterwards gained an open scholarship at

Corpus Christi College, Oxford. For two
and a half years he acted as assistant to the

Professor of Humanity in Edinburgh Uni-

versity. On the inauguration of University

College, Dundee, in 1882, Mr. Peterson was
unanimously appointed Principal and Pro-

fessor of Classics and Ancient History.

Major William A. Shepard, for twenty-

five years Professor of Chemistry in Ean-
dolph Macon College, died in Ashland, Va.,

on June 3d.

A STATUE of the late Professor Billroth

was unveiled in the Hospital Rudolfinerhaus

on April 25th.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.

The following are abstracts of the com-

munications presented at the thirty-fourth

meeting. May 8, 1895 :

G. F. Becker. 'Gold Fields of 'the

Southern Appalachians.' This communica-
tion presented a summary of a report upon

these gold fields, based upon field work of

the last season, which will appear in the

Sixteenth Annual Eeport of the Director of

the U. S. Geological Survey, and -will be is-

sued in separate form verj- soon.

The geographical position, histoiy and
statistics of the known deposits were first

given, followed hy a discussion of the rock

formations and the structural features of

the regions in which the deposits occur.

The gold-bearing veins and impregnations

were then described, and a long list of the

observed gangue minerals was given, with

comments upon their significance. The
secondarj^, or placer deposits, were also con-

sidered.

C. WiLLARD Hayes. ' Notes on the

Geology of the Cartersville Sheet, Georgia.'

The region covered by the Cartersville

sheet is in northwest Georgia, its northern

and western borders being about thirty

miles respectively from the Tennessee and

Alabama lines. Its topography is domi-

nated by two peneplains, the older pre-

served by the harder metamorphic and

crystalline rocks on the eastei-n side of the

sheet, and the j'ounger developed on com-

paratively soft limestones and shales. The

older peneplain shows a decided southward

inclination from an altitude of 1,400 feet at

the north edge of the sheet to 1,000 at the

south edge. Above the peneplain rise a

few monadnocks from 800 to 1,000 feet,

while the larger streams have cut their

channels several hundred feet deep within

it. The lower peneplain has an altitude of

between 800 and 900 feet, and a slight in-

clination toward the west. The two plains

probably coincide a short distance east of

this region, in the vicinity of Atlanta.

Two distinct groups of rocks are found

in this sheet, separated by a profound fault.

The rocks west of the fault are unaltered

Cambrian and Silurian, while those to the

east are crystalline and metamorphic, prob-

ably Archean and Algonkiau. The most
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strLking striu'tiiral feature on the sheet is

the Cartersville fault by which the meta-

iiiorphic rocks arc superposed upou the

unaltered Paleozoics. lu the northeiii

portion of the sheet the fault plane dips

eastward at a low angle, iu general less

than 15°, the Cambrian limestone and shale

passing under the l)lafk Algonkian slate

and conglomerate which lie iu open folds

to the eastward.

In the \'icinitj' of Cartersville the fault

plane dips eastward much more steeply,

probably not less than 75°. A short dis-

tance east of this portion of the fault is a

large mass of granite, probably Archean,

to which the change iu the character of

the fault is doubtless due. While to the

north and south of this granite mass the

sedimentarj' rocks were readily moved upon

their bedding planes, so that they trans-

gressed a long distance upou the Paleozoics.

the absence of planes in the granite retarded

movement at this point, causing a deep re-

entrant angle in the course of the fault. A
further effect of the anchoring of the strata

by this granite mass is seen in the abnormal

strikes at its northern end. The sedimen-

tary rocks have been carried past it toward

the west, so that for a distance of fifteen

miles thej' strike northwest, at right angles

to the normal axes of this region.

Alfred H. Brooks. ' Notes on the Crys-

talline Rocks of the Cartersville Sheet,

Oeorgia.' In this paper Mr. Brooks gave

petrogi-aphical descriptions of the granites,

diorite, gabbro and hornblende schist of the

Cartersville district.

LicsTER F. Ward. ' The Red Hills and

Sand Hills of South Carolina.' The speaker

considered these well known topographic

features of a broad l)aud crossing Soutli

Carolina, concerning which various opinions

have been held, to be remnants of the Lafay-

ette formation. He descrilied localities

where the red and white sands were ol)-

iserved to grade into, or alternate with, each

other as parts of one formation. As this

formation overlajis various older beds to the

granite, the discovery of Eocene fossils bj'

Tuomey at the l)ase of certain hills may be

understood.

The red and white sands are associated

with shales and clays, and Professor Ward
believed that they were to be considered as

a northeastern extension of the ' Red loam '

(Lafayette) formation of the Gulf States.

AVhitmax Cross,

Secretai-y.

XEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.S.

The section of geology met on Maj- 20,

and listened to the following papei-s :

J. F. Kemp, ' The Iron-ore Bodies at

Mineville, Essex County, N. Y.' The

history of iron mining in this district was

l)riefly outlined by the speaker, and the

early development of the enormous ore-

bodies at Mineville was sketched. Tlieir

geological relations were then shown by

means of a series of sections, about twenty-

five in number, which had been prepared

l)y the engineer of the companies operating

the mines, Mr. S. B. McKee, assisted \}y the

speaker. These sections had been drawn

under the guidance of Prof. Kemp on panes

of thin crystal plate glass about one-eighth

inch in thickness and 21x33 inches. The

glass is of such transparency that the

entire series of sections came out very

clearly and showed the relations of the

ore-bodies with great Aividness. The scale

was one inch to the hundred feet, niakiug

thus twenty-five vertical sections, one hun-

dred feet apart and extending nearly half a

mile. It was at once apparent that Miller

Pit, Old Bed. '21,' the Bonanza and the

Joker ore-bodies were all really parts of

one enormous mass which lies on a pitching

anticline. Miller Pit and Old Bed are

faulted from each otlier and from '21.' A
trap dike intersects Miller Pit. In the field

the relations are verv confusing, and it can
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not be stated that the model clears them
all iijj, but it shows the broader features

admu-ably and will be later described in

greater fullness.

The speaker gave some fui-ther details of

the geological relations of the ore and the

character of the rocks as shown bj^ drill

cores. The presence of intruded sheets of

gabbro in the gneisses was especiallj' em-
phasized, and in particular their existence

as proved by the cores, immediately be-

neath some thin beds or veins of ore. The
paper was further illustrated by a large

series of lantern slides of the mines.

The second paper, by G. van Ingen, on
' The significance of the recent studies of

Mr. G. F. Matthew on Cambrian Faunas as

published by the Academy,' covered pv&c-

tically the same ground as did Mr. Mat-
thew's abstract printed in Science April 26,

p. 452. Mr. van Ingen added many ad-

ditional particulars based on his field ex-

perience in collecting the fossils, and also

exhibited comparative sections of the Cam-
brian in both Europe and America.
The third paper, by W. D. Matthew,

' The Effusive and Dike Eocks, near St.

John, ]Sr. B.,' was postponed on account of

the lateness of the hour. It appears, how-
ever, in full in the Transactions of the

Academy, and adds much to our knowledge
of the Pre-Cambrian volcanic rocks of JSTew

Brunswick. J. F. Kemp,
Recording Secretary.

SCIENTIFIC J0UENAL8.

THE PHYSICAL REVIEW.
Vol. II., No. 6. May-June, 1895.

Tlie Capacity of Electrolytic Condensers: By
Samuel Sheldon, H. W. Leitch and A.
K. Shaw.
This paper contains a description of

experiments performed upon two types
of Platinum—H2SO4 cells, which, when
charged to potentials less than the E. M. F.

of polarization, are found to act as con-

densers. The capacity of such condensers

is dependent upon the impressed E. M. F. as

well as upon the surface and character of

the electrodes. Bj^ a method quite anal-

ogous to the ' ballistic method ' of testing

iron the authors have shown the presence

of a very considerable hysteresis in the re-

lation between potential and charge. The
curves showing this relation jjresent in fact

a striking resemblance to the ordinary hys-

teresis loop. Considerable difficulty was
met with in reducing the electrodes to an
unpolarized condition, even with new speci-

mens of platinum. Here also an applica-

tion of magnetic methods was found useful^

the cells being conveniently depolarized by
reversals. The paper contains also an in-

vestigation of the effect of temperature and
concentration upon the capacitj'. In spite

of the large capacity of electrolj'tic con-

densers, the authors are of the opinion that

the high temperature coefiicient and low
efficiency of such cells are prohibitive tO'

practical usage.

Thermal Conductivity of Cojjper, I. By E.
W. Quick, C. D. Child and B. S. Lan-
PHEAR.

In this article is begun the description of

observations made to determine the thermal

conductivity of a bar of coj^per intended for

use as a standard of length. The method
used was that of Forbes. The measure-

ment of the temperature at different points

of the bar was made bj' a method diflerent

from that usually employed, and depended

upon the variation in the resistance of a

coil of fine copper wire, which could be

shifted from point to j)oint throughout the

length of the bar. Eesults were obtained

for the conductivity through a range of

temperatures extending from 74° to 167°,

the extreme values being 0.914 at the lower

of these two temperatures and 1.024 at the

higher. Observations at temperatures-

below 0° will appear in a subsequent article.
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On the Absorption of Certain Crystah in the

Infra-red as Dependent Upon the Direction of

the Plane of Polarization. By Eexest Mee-
RITT.

By means of a spectro-bolometer the

writer has determiued the transmission

curves for Quartz, loehiud Spar, and Tur-

malin ont to a wave length of 5.5 /i. lu

order to detect the difterences between the

absorption ofthe ordiuaiy and extraordinary

rays the radiation used (that of a Zirconium

lamp) was polarized by reflection l)efoi-e

passing through the crystal specimen. On
account of difl'use rays fi-om the surface of

the fiuorite prism considerable difticulty

was met with in obtaining a pure spectrum;

a difficult}' which was finally met by using

two spectrometers 'in series;' i. e., the

•spectrum formed l>y one spectrometer was
thrown upon the slit of another. The re-

sults show that the transmission curves of

the ordinary and extraordinary rays are

entirely independent in all three cases. In

the case of Iceland Spar the differences be-

tween the two curves is especially marked,

sharp absorption bauds being present in the

one curve which are entirely absent in the

other. At / = 3. .3 fi Iceland Spar is found

to behave as turmaliu, ;. e.. the ordinarj- ray

is suppressed, while the extraordinary ray

is transmitted in considerable amount. The
difference between the two curves is less

marked in the case of Quartz, but is very

considerable with Turmaliu. In the latter

case the two curves are found to intersect,

and in the region lying between the points

of intersection the dechroism of turmalin is

revereed.

PeMnance in Transformer Circuitg. By F.

Bedell and A. C. Ceehore.

In tliis article the writers discu.ss the

action of a condenser in either circuit of a

transformer, and develop by iHirely graphical

methods the conditions necessary for primary

resonance due to a secondary condenser, a

phenomenon to which Dr. Pupiu has given

the name electrical con.sonance. A primary
circuit alone, and with no condenser, would
have no natural period of oscillation; but

it may have such a period when a neighbor-

ing secondary circuit contains a condenser.

The elastic influence of the condenser is

transferred from one circuit to the other,

on account of their mutual relationship;

and the natural period of the primary cir-

cuit depends not only upon the value of its

own constants, but tlio.se of the .secondary

as well. There is a surging of energy back
and forth between the primarj- circuit and
the secondary condenser by intervention

of their common magnetic field ; the

period of these surgings determines the

period of the system. In addition to the

graphical analysis, Drs. Bedell and Cre-

bore subject the problem to a brief analyt-

ical treatment leading to identical results.

It is shown that there are two values of

the capacity of the secondary condenser

which will give rise to consonance. It is

pointed out that a condenser in the second-

ary of the transformer maj- compensate

for the drop due to magnetic leakage

;

in fact, this drop maj- be over-compen-

sated for, so that the secondary poten-

tial will actually rise as the transfoi-mer

is loaded down.

Aside from the particular conclusions

reached, the paper is of interest for the

methods employed, the problem in hand
illustrating well the writer's method of re-

ciprocal points in constructing admittance

and current diagrams from diagrams of

impedance and electromotive forces.

On the Secidur Motion of a Free Magnetic

Needle, I. By L. A. Bauer.

This article forms the introduction to an

important paper on the secular variation

of terrestrial magnetism which will be con-

cluded in the next number. The present

article is devoted to a description of the
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methods of accumulatiug and discussing the

available data. An abstract is postponed

until the appearance of the remainder of

the paper.

Neiu method of Testing the Magnetic Properties

of Iron. By W. S. Franklin.

In determining the curve of magnetiza-

tion, the sample, in the form of a long nar-

row
fl)

is suspended from the arm of a bal-

ance, the legs of the Q being surrounded by-

fixed magnetizing coils. The induction

may then be calculated from the weight

necessary to hold the specimen in equi-

librium. A novel method of determining

hysteresis loss is also described. In this

case the sample was in the form of a long

rod, and was magnetized by a rather short

coil. The rod was suspended from one

part of a balance, and was weighed first

while the coil was moved slowly upward and

afterwards during a slow downward motion

of the coil. A method is developed by

which the hysteresis loss may be computed

from the difference of these weights. Ex-

perimental data accompany the paper.

New Books. The following books are re-

viewed : Raylbigh. Theory of Sound, Vol.

I. PoiNCAEE. Les Oscillations Electriques.

Caehart. University Physics.

THE JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE NEUROLOGY.

The Journal of Comparative Neurology

for March contains three original papers.

The first, ' Modern Algedonic Theories,' by

C. L. Herrick, is a critique based primarily

upon Marshall's Pain, Pleasure and Es-

thetics, though most of the other recent

literature is reviewed in the same connec-

tion. The physiological theory of emotion

finally adopted by the writer is in the main

a composite di-awn chiefly from the nutrition

theory of Meynert, the discharge theory of

Lange and James, and the theory of habit

of Gilman. In brief, it is a resistance

theory. When we have agreed upon the

nature of the simplest sense, pain and grati-

fication, the foundation will have been laid

for the more complex sesthetic phenomena.

This foundation is believed to consist in the

recognition of a sjjecial kind of neurosis for

the feelings due to two classes of stimuli of

a very similar but not identical kind. Given

an excessive stimulus which for whatever

reason freely irradiates, and pleasure is felt;

given another stimulus, or the same exces-

sive stimulus with other neural conditions

which prevent irradiation and produce a

summation and overflow, and pain is felt.

Emotion consists (1) of general sensations

of total, organic or in-adiating varieties

which have in common a lack of localization

and, as a result of associational laws, are

amalgamated more or less closelj^ with the

empirical ego; (2) of more or less explicate

or implicate cognitions (perceptions, intu-

itions) of the relation between the cause of

the sensation and our well-being; (.3) the

emotion is more or less closely attached to

various impulsive expressions which tend in

various ways to intensify the two preceding.

The psychical element of emotion is essen-

tially intellectual, and the attempt to secure

a serial relation of the ' faculties ' must be

abandoned.

The second paper by M. A. Eafifiilovich

deals with ' Uranism, or Congenital Sexual

Inversion.' It is a plea for the early recog-

nition of congenital inversion in childi-en

and the proper education of such children.

Inversion is no excuse for debauchery and

Krafft-Ebbing's pity for the race of inverted

persons is largely misplaced. The psj'cho-

logical history of a superior uranist is traced

and commented upon at length.

In a brief paper entitled ' The Histogen-

esis of the Cerebellum,' C. L. Herrick

notices the recent work of Dr. Shaper upon

the cerebellum of teleosts and calls atten-

tion to the gratifjang harmonj' between

these results and his own studies published

in 1891.
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On the Distnhufion mid the Secular Variation of parallel oflatitude during a given interval oftime
Terrestrial Magnetism: L. A. BauEE 673 ,, j i ji j-^- ii
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>
i j j

Jlissoiiri : Oscar Her.shey fi7f> increase on having the equator.
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Davis 67S 1 i ii • 1- ^
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Sioreyo/ AV,r ./en^fi/; RoLLi.v p. Salisbury.
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Koscoe's John Dalton and the Jiise of Modern ,,..., , .

Chemistry: EnwAED H. Keiser. Bach's Elas- generally diminish on leaving the equator.

ticitiitund F,.s/H/A(i7; Mansfield Merriman. rpj^^g^
j^^^^.g ^^^^ established with the aid

The Pocht Gophers of the I nitrd States: J. .\.
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ALLEN. Collett's Norway Lemming: C. H. M. of data scaled from magnetic charts from
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P'-eviously by the writer in a somewhat

different way, namely, that the distribution

MSS. Intended for publication and books, etc., Intended and the secular variation of terrestrial magne-
for review should be sent to the responsible editor, Prof. J. . , t i i 1 j j ji 1
McKeen Cattell, Garrison on Hudson, X. Y. ti.vn appear to be closely related; tliey are sub-
Subscri|)tionsand advertisements should be sent to Science, . . ., , tj • 1 i 11 ji j« X. Queen St., Lancaster, Pa., or 41 East 49th St., New York. ject tO Similar laiCS. It IS hence probable tliat

they are both to be referred primarily to the same

ON THE DISTRIBUTION AND THE SECULAR cause. This common cause seems to be connected

V.IRIATION OF TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM.
;,^ ^^me tvay with the earth's rotation.

In two papers* read before the Philo- jf ^e regard the earth as uniformly mag-
sophical Society of Washington. May 2.Jth, uetized. having its magnetic poles coinci-

the following main results were obtained : dent with the geographical poles, and take

,^ . , ,, the X axis of a system of coiirdinates whose
*'0n the Secular Variation of Terrcstniil Mag- .... , ' , , ,, ,, ,, ,

netism '

an.l ' A Prelin>inar>- Analysis of the Proble.u Origin IS in the center of the earth, parallel

of Terrestrial Magnetism and its Variations.' tO the magnetic axis, we shall get the fol-
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lowing expression for tlie potential function

at any external point, viz.

:

a is the mean radiiis of the earth, r the dis-

tance of the point from the origin, and fi

the intensity of magnetization per unit of

volume.

For points on the earth's surface, this re-

duces to

:

: f ff |U. sm ^= c. sin I (1)

<P is the geographical latitude and c = | ~/^.

This formula is doubly interesting just

now, as it has been recently deduced em-

pirically by Professor W. von Bezold.* This

eminent investigator, when considering the

mean values of the geomagnetic potential

along parallels of latitude, found them sub-

ject to the simple law ^''^ = c. sin ^ = 0.330

sin <p . Since c = ^ rr fx, and the magnetic

moment, M, of the earth is equal to

I TT /i. a^, we find that von Bezold's empiri-

cal coefficient implies a value of the mag-

netic moment equal to 8.52 x 10== against

8.55 X 10 = = as determined by Gauss. We
thus see the theoretical significance of von

Bezold's factor.

Since for the case supposed the horizon-

tal component of the intensity, H, is di-

rected meridionally, it follows fi-om (1) that

:

H =
(Si/;

(2)

Furthermore, with the aid of simple

transformations

:

V=2o. sin^ (3)

F = 0. v/S sin^ V> + 1 (4)

tan I = 2 tan iji (5)

V being the vertical force, F, the total and

I, the inclination. Formulae (2), (3), (4)

and (5) are familiar to every nautical geo-

magnetician.

* See his admirable paper ' Uber Isanomalen des

erdmagnetischen Potentials,' Sitz. berichte d. Kgl.

Preuss. Akad. d. Wiss. zu Berlin. Phys.-math.

Classe, April 4, 1895.

Now the writer finds that these formulae

give the mean values of the magnetic ele-

ments along parallels of latitude with a high

degree of precision. As this paper will be

printed in full in the American Journal of

Science beginning with the August number,

I will select but one typical example.

1885.

Latitude
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tilde ? Does this again imply that the ro-

tation of the magnetic earth is an important

factor ?

If we connect by lines all the places on

the earth's surface having the same de-

parture (with due regard to sign) fi'om the

values as computed from above formula'

we get a series of curves that converge

around two foci of maximum and minimum
departures. I have carried out this idea

with the aid of my collected data in the

case of the inclination for three epochs, 1780,

ISSO and 1SS5. I call the curves thus ob-

tained lines of equal departing inclination,

or. briefly, ' isapoclinios.' It is especially

remarkable that these lines close around

two points not on opposite sides of the

equator, but on the same side.* Their pre-

liminary positions are

:

Latitiicie. I.ongilude.

For 1885.

North end atti-acting focus, 20°S. 40°"\V of Or.

South end attracting fix'us, 5°S. 40°E of Or.

For 1780.

X. F. 0° 50°W.

S. F. 0° 60°E.

These positions are subject to a slight re-

vision. The main part, however, is brought

out very clearlj' in both cases, viz. : that the

chief cause of distortion of the prima)-y sym-

metrical field can he represented as due to a

secondary polarization apjiroximately equatorial

in direction.

I then showed that tlie isapoclinics obey

in a remarkable degree the laws governing

a magnetic sj-stt'm. They do not run at

random. Thus, for example, the foci or

poles of this secondary system fall nearly

on the agonic lines of the actually observed

field, and the secondary magnetic equator

running roughly nortli and south marks

out approximately tlie places where occurs

* Similar results have been obtained hy von Bezold

in the paper cited, and by A. von TUlo as seen in his

preliminary -paper in Comptes Rendus, Oct. 8, '91,

pp. 597-599. It is very much to be hoped that von

Tillo's charts will soon V>c pul)li.«licd.

the maximum declination. In a word, the

magnetic field ivhich ive actttally observe can be

marly obtained by super-imposing a secondary

(ijuatorial field U])on a primary polar one.

By comparing the maximum horizontal

intensities of the the two systems, as found

in the respective magnetic equators, I lind

that the polar field is about fire to six times

stronger than the secondary, and that the axis of

the restdtant system would make an angle of

about 10° with the rotation axis.

Furthermore, the secular variation phe-

nomena can be qualitatively explained bj-

the shifting of just two such poles as be-

long to the secondaty system. It cannot

be explained by the disturbance of poles on

opposite sides of the equator.

Weshould thus have to refer both thedistribution

and the secular variation to apparently the same

kind of a polarization.

This harmonizes with the empirical con-

clusions at the beginning of this paper.

Since the intersection of tlie agonic lines

with the equator fall so nearly together

with the positions of the isapoclinic foci, a

fair idea, perhaps, can be obtained of the

shifting of these foci from the motion of the

agonic lines along the equator. I find that

both agonic lines have been moving west-

wardly along the equator for the last 300

years at the average rate ofabout 0. °2 per an-

num. If the motion continues around the

equator at this rate the resulting period

would be about 2000 years, but I do not

wish to be understood as asserting that this

is the secular variation period.

A possible third field, which has been

made probable by Dr. A. Schmidt's beau-

tiful researches, was also pointed out.

Schmidt found, namelj-, that not the en-

tire observed magnetic effect on the earth

can be refen-ed to a potential; currents

tli&t pierce the earth's surface seem to make
themselves felt. Perhaps his currents can

be explained tlius : If an arl)itrarily mag-

netized sphere rotates in a conducting fluid,
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the surface of contact of sphere and fluid

being conducting, currents will be incited

in the fluid that will pass into the sphere

and out again.

In the case of the earth there is no fluid

with reference to which the solid earth per-

forms a total differential rotation ;
still

there are partial diifereutial rotations due

to moving streams, ocean currents, tidal

waves and air currents. Such a field, if it

exist, can be differentiated with the aid of

the potential theorj'.

Purely local disturbances would consti-

tute a fourth—the ' anomalous field.'

We as yet have no satisfactory answer as

to the origin of the earth's prrmarjr mag-

netic field, neither has the astronomer an

answer to the querj' ' Whence the moon.'

He, however, accepts the moon's existence

and computes its disturbing effects upon

the earth's motions. Just so it is with the

earth's magnetism. We do not know
whence it has come, but we know it is

there. We know that to-day the mag-

netic earth is rotating about an eccentric

axis, and so let us ask ourselves What

is the effect of the self-inductive action of the

rotating magnetic earth f Sow is the prin-

ciple of the conservation of energy when applied

to the motions of the magnetic earth to he ful-

filled f L. A. Baueb.

ON A DEVONIAN LIMESTONE-BBECCIA IN
SOUTHWESTEEN 3IISS0VEL

The brecciated limestone which it is pro-

posed to describe in this paper outcrops

near the base of Eagle Eidge, on the west

side of the valley of Drj- Creek, five miles

west of the town of Galena, county seat of

Stone County, Missouri. The several mem-
bers of the Devonian strata in this portion

of the State are, in their normal condition,

verj' regular and evenlj' bedded, and are

perfectly conformable, from their base, to

and with the overlying Kinderhook Group.

They rest, with slight local unconformity.

on the magnesian limestones of the Ozark

Series, and then out toward the east, at the

expense of the lower members, each stratum

overlapping that which is under it. In the

vicinity of the limestone breccia they pre-

sent the following sections : 1. Green Shale,

7 feet. 2. Shaley Limestone, 10 feet. 3.

Speckled Crinoidal Limestone, 3 feet. 4.

Basal Conglomeratic Sandstone, 4 inches.

Proceeding south along the west side of

the vallej^ we find the first indication of

a disturbance in the form of a gentle undu-

lation of the upper portion of the shaley

limestone. No. 2 of the section. A few

hundred yards further we encounter the

first of a series of huge masses of breccia,

consisting of the light gray, amorphous

limestone and thin shale of No. 2, broken

into angular fragments of various sizes, and

recemented, pai'tty by a similar substance,

and partly by the subsequent infiltration of

calcareous matter occurring now in the form

of calcite. The original bedding planes

have been mostly obliterated, and the brec-

cia weathers out along the hillside in boul-

der-like masses, 10 to 20 feet thick, and 50

to 100 feet in width. A stratum of shaley

limestone at the base of these masses parti-

ally retains its original appearance, and

from its relation to the more massive brec-

cia overlj-ing it the whole is seen to have

been subjected to violent contortion and

fracture, such that boulders of hard lime-

stone have been forced into the midst of

calcareous shale. There are about half a

dozen of these masses exposed along the val-

ley side, in a distance of about 1000 feet

;

then the undulations decrease, and at one-

half mile from where the first disturbance

in the strata was noticed thej' entirely

cease, and from thence down the valley the

strata are in their normal condition.

There is no indication of the action of

water in the formation of the breccia. All

the fragments are sharplj' angular, and fre-

quentlj" a fossil has been broken through
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and the positions of the pieces slightly

changed, bnt not widely separated as they

would inevitably have been had the brec-

eiated masses been accumulated by wave
action on a seashore. The liAiJOthesis tliat

the brecciation and contortion were pro-

duced by undermining of the strata and by

subsequent crushing from the weight of the

superincumbent rock is inconsistent with

the facts. The lower members of the De-

vonian strata are undisturl)ed, and in the

central portion even the whole of Xo. 2

seems to be present and perfectly horizon-

tal and the breccia rests on it increasing

the thickness of the Devonian strata from

its normal 20 feet to 40 feet in the central

portion of the disturbance.

In short, the only tlieory which will ex-

plain all the phenomena is that which has

been applied, in explanation of the manner
of formation of similar but vastly more

extended Devonian limestone breccias in

Iowa, viz.. by lateral pressure produced Ijy

the ' creep * or sliding on a sloping sea bot-

tom of the displaced strata immediately

after their deposition.

From a study of the strike of the undu-

lations, displacements and other attendant

phenomena, it becomes evident that the

pressure was applied from the northeast.

The Devonian strata at present rise in that

direction at a rate not exceeding S or 10

feet per mile, and during the Devonian age

were doubtless still more nearly horizon-

tal. It is remarkable that so slight a slope

could have given rise to a sliding of a por-

tion of the sea bottom, but it is undoubtedly

the fact that, while the deposition of the De-

vonian strata had proceeded witliout in-

terruption to the top of the shaley limestone

Xo. 2, the upper 2 or 3 feet began to slide on

the underlying stratum. About the western

line of Stone count}' the resistance over-

came the weight of the ' creeping ' strata,

and the tension becoming too strong, at one

place certainly and perhaps at others not yet

discovered, that they suildeidy gave waj',

were contorted, brecciated. forcwl forward

and hurled in boulder-like niasseson to other

undisturl>ed strata.

Considering the intensity of the force and
the conditions under which it was applied,

it is surprising that the area of the disturb-

ance should be so small ; on the opposite

side of the valley, one-eighth of a mile dis-

tant, there is not the slightest sign of it, and
in the next valley, one-fourth of a mile south-

west from it. the Devonian strata are undis-

turbed. Its areal extent cannot be greater

than one-fourth square mile.

The lithificatiou of the shaley limestone

was practically complete at the time of the

displacement, for the fragments are all

sharply angular and must then have been

very hard. And as the relation of the over-

lying strata shows that the period of the

disturbance immediately succeeded that of

deposition of Xo. 2, deposition and lithifica-

tion must have proceeded contemporane-

ously.

The green shale, which is the upper mem-
ber of the Devonian in this region, thins

out in the hollows between the dome-shaped

prominences of the surface of the breccia,

and totally disappear over the higher por-

tions of the disturbed area. The points

where it is ab.seut are not now and never

were more than twenty feet higher than the

surrounding sea bottom, where tlie green

shale was deposited in very regular lami-

na?, without wave action. The areal dis-

tribution of tlie green shale is such as to

show that it was deposited in a compara-

tively small and shallow esturine basin,

connecting with the sea toward the south,

and supplied with fine sediment from the

land on tlie east and north. The limited

extent of this bodj- of water accounts for

the feebleness of its waves, which did not

affect the green shale at the depth of only

twenty feet around the elevated area formed

by the breccia. Tlie higher prominences
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of the breccia were slightljr eroded by wave
action during the deposition of the green

shale in the surrounding water, but the

leveling had not proceeded far when the

Devonian age came to a close ; the entire

region was depressed, and the Louisiana

liniestone (formerlj^ known as the Litho-

graphic limestone) , or basal member of the

Kinderhook Group, was laid down over the

breccia. It is usually a regularly bedded,

dark gray limestone, everj'where perfectly

conformable to the green shale, but over

the distributed area it is irregularly bedded

and sUghtly arched, but soon succeeded, by
thickening in the hollows and thinning over

the prominences, in leveling off the ancient

sea bottom. The Lower Carboniferous

strata are here locallj^ unconformable with

the Devonian. We have thus seen that the

thinning of the green shale over the area of

disturbance fixes the time of said disturb-

ance at the period between the deposition

of Nos. 1 and 2 or the shaley limestone and
the green shale. From a general resem-

blance between the shaley liniestone of this

region and portions of the Cedar valley

limestone of Iowa, and from the fact that

this peculiar mode of brecciation obtatued

in both regions, I wish to suggest that the

light brown or gray, amorphous, shaley

limestone of southwestern Missouri may be

the equivalent of the Cedar valley lime-

stone of central Iowa.

Oscar H. Heeshey.
Galena, Mo.

CURRENT NOTES ON PHYSIOGRAPHY
( X.

)

ley's cloudland.

This long expected work (Stanford, Lon-
don, 1894. 208 p.) is an effort to establish

a classification and terminology of clouds

on a genetic basis. "While such a plan has

much to commend it, and must eventually

be adopted in fully developed form, its

presentation now is perhaps prematui-e ; for

there is yet much to learn regarding the

origin of certain cloud forms, and much
difference of opinion still prevails on the

subject. Four chief classes are recognized^

in Ley's scheme : clouds of radiation, such

as ground fogs
; of inversion, such as cum-

ulus, dependent on overturnings in an un-

stable atmosphere ; of interfret, such as

waving stratiform clouds formed at the con-

tact of layers of different temperature ; and
of inclination, such as pendent cirrus wisps,

caused by the settlement of particles from

one atmospheric stratum into another. The
illustrations, reproduced from photographs

by Clayden, are for the most part excellent.

The chief deficiencj' of the work is the ab-

sence of comparative tables, bj^ which the

terms proposed by Ley may be translated

into those adopted by the International

Meteorological Congress. In a number of

passages exceptions must be taken to the

manner of physical explanation of cloud

formation, especially to statements concern-

ing the relation of water and ice particles

in cumulus and cirrus clouds, and to the re-

peated implication that the liberation of la-

tent heat in the condensation of vapor ac-

tually warms the air. The chapters on the

theory of atmospheric currents and on the

prevailing winds of the globe are hardly

relevant to the rest of the book and add
little value to it. Remembering that the

author has devoted years of observation to

cloud study, and that latterlj'- his work has

been much interrupted by ill health, it is

doubly a regret that his book cannot be

more highly commended.

BUREAU CENTRAL METEOROLOGIQUE.

The latest series of Annales of this im-

portant Bureau contain as usual a volume
of memoirs in which, besides the statistical

studies ofthunder storms in France by Fron
and several reports of magnetism, there are

essays by Angot on the advance of vegeta-

tion and the migration of birds in France

for ten years, 1881-1890, and on the meteor-
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ological oliservatioiis on the Eiii'el tower

during 1S92 ; and by Durand-GrevilK' ou

squalls aud thunderstorms. Nearly all the

features of the advance of vegetation exhil)it

the accelerating influence of the Mediter-

ranean and the retarding influence of the

Bay of Biscay. The records of the Eift'el

tower are chiefly interesting in showing in-

versions of nocturnal temperature in the

means of all the months, aud consequently

iu proving a distinct variation in the diurnal

values of the vertical temperature gradient

in the lower atmosphere: as well as a change

of the time of maximum wind velocity from

afternoon at surface stations to night at the

top of the tower. Durand-Greville's essay

is illustrated by an excellent chart of the

distribution of pressure during an extended

squall that occurred on August 27, 1890;

the isobars being drawn for every milli-

meter, and showing a sharp N-like double

bend at the place of the s(iuall.

WINTER STORMS IX THE XORTH SE.\.

The famous Christmas storm of 1821,

which led Braudes and Dove to their

early statements concerning the system of

storm winds, finds a modern parallel in a

storm of December 22-23, 1894, described

by Koppen in the Annalen der Hydrographie

,

edited by the Xaval Observatory at Ham-
burg, and published in Berlin. On the moi'u-

ing of December 22 the storm center, with a

pressure of 715 mm., lay just east of Scot-

land ; on the evening, with a pressure of

72.5, the center lay just west of Denmark.

The whirling courses of the winds are well

illustrated ; a soutlierly gale crossed the

Baltic, while a northerly gale raged on the

North sea; violent east winds blew off the

coast of Norway, and westerly gales were

recorded in northern Germanj-. Disastrous

storm floods were felt at manj' points on

the coast, and salty rain fell at many points

in England. Other storms were felt a week

earlier and later ; but, aprojtos of thi.s ap-

I)arent periodicity. Kijppen remarks that

thus fiir all eflbrts to establish weekly,

monthly or longer weather cycles have,

without exception, failed, and that, while

the faint and easily obliterated traces of

such periods have a certain .scientific in-

terest, they have not yet a practical value.

The Anncden der Hydrographie is a character-

istic German journal, in which a serious

aud scientific stjde of work is carried into

the accounts of foreign coasts and harltore,

as reported by ofticers of the marine. It

frequently contains articles and reviews of

interest on winds, tides and currents.

ELEV.A.TIOX AS A C-'VUSE OF GLACI.\TION.

It is probable that uo one questions the

sufficiency of elevation to account for gla-

ciation, if other things, such as external

controls of climate, remain unchanged; but

there are serious difficulties in the way of

accepting the thesis maintained by Upham
(latest expressed in Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer.,

vi., 1S95, 343-3.52) to the effect that

the glacial sheets of northeastern America

and northwestern Europe were caused by
and hence were coincident in time with the

elevation that permitted the erosion of the

deep marginal valleys of the continents.

Upham cites the ca.se of the Sogne fiord, on

the west coast of Norway with a maximum
sounding of 4.080 feet, as a measure of the

epirogenic uplift which at its culmination

caused the glaciation of northern Europe.

The difficulty here is that while a compara-

tivelj' long period of elevation must be pos-

tulated for the excavation of the valley of

Sogne fiord, and while climatic change

would respond immediately to elevation,

yet glacial conditions are not known to

have occured until the erosive eftects of

elevation were practically completed. The
steepness of the fiord walls indicates that

the elevation was not slowly progressive,

but was rather promptly comjileted and

steadily maintained ; being in this unlike
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the elevation by which the erosion of the

flaring and benched valleys of the noi-thern

Alps has been allowed. The problem in-

volved in the relation of elcA'ation and gla-

ciation would therefore seem to be not the

simple one of immediate cause and effect,

but on the other hand the diificult one of

why the apparentlj^ competent cause should

not have at once had its expected effect;

why glaciation should have waited so long

after elevation, not attaining its maximum
until a time of depression.

FORESTS AND TORRENTS.

The much-debated problem of the influ-

ence of forests on rainfall remains unproved,

after all that has been said and done; but

the influence of forests on torrents admits

of no question. The soil is washed from

the deforested slopes and the torrents spread

it over the valleys, greatly to the injury of

both high and low land. The Shenandoah

Valley, for example, one of the most beauti-

ful and productive farming districts in our

country, is suffering along its margin from

the encroachments of gravels and sands

washed from the enclosing deforested ridges.

Those who wish to present this matter to

forestrj' meetings in popular and impres-

sive form will find an abundance of illus-

trative material with references to European

literature on the subject in an essay by

Toula: Ueber Wildhadi-Verlieeruncjen and die

Mittel ihnen vorzubeugen (Schr. Vereins zur

Verbreitung naturw. Kenntnisse in "Wien,

xxxii., 1892, 499-622, with forty-one views

from photographs). W. M. Davis.

Harvard Uxiveesity.

NOTES ON AGRIGULTUBE (III.)

THE EXPERIMENT STATION RECORD.

The Experiment Station Record, a

monthly (practically) published from the

office of Experiment Stations of the U. S.

Department of Agriculture gives under

the heads of Chemistry, Botany, Zool-

ogy, Meteorology, Soils, Fertilizers, Field

crops. Horticulture, Forestry, Seeds, Weeds,

Diseases of Plants, Entomology, Foods,

Veterinary Science, Dairying, Technol-

ogy, Statistics and ISIiscellaneous, the prog-

ress made in these various branches in the

Experiment Stations of our countrj'. The
recent work in Agricultural Science in for-

eign countries is also briefly summarized.

From the last issue of the Record, just

received, the reader is first of all informed

as to the amounts of the appropriations

made by Congress for the U. S. Department

of Agriculture for the year ending June 30^

1896. The total amount is $2,578,750,

which includes $720,000 for the Experi-

ment Stations established under the act of

Congress of March 2, 1887. There will be

two new divisions in the U. S. Division

of Agriculture, namely, that of Agrostology,

which contemplates ' field and laboratory

investigation relating to the natural history,

geographical distribution and use of the

various grasses and forage plants,' and that

of Soils.

Among reports of agricultural science in

foreign lands is a paper upon ' Agricultural

Investigations in Switzerland,' by Dr.

Grete, director of the Swiss Station at Zu-

rich. In 1878 a Station for control of fer-

tilizers and feeding stuffs was established,,

and recentlj^ its work has been extended to

include culture tests of soils. There is a

Seed Control Station which at the present

time has eight workers besides the director,

and tests by germination thousands of sam-

ples of seeds.

Under the head of chemistrj'^ the Record

gives the new methods of obtaining solutions

in soil analji^ses and the determination of

phosphoric acid. The department ofBotany

contains a review of Professor Scribner's

' Grasses ' of Tennessee, which is a valuable

contribution to the Agrostologj^ of the whole

country. ' Kotes on Maize,' by Dr. Sturte-

vaut, contains generalizations upon the
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effect of climate upon corn, the view being

maintained tliat northern grown varieties

are not necessarily earlier than southeni

sorts. The popping of corn is due to the

starch lying within a tough layer which

bursts upon the application of heat.

I'nder meteorology winds injurious to

crops are considered at length in a digest

of Mr. Curtis' bulletin. Three classes of

destructive winds are considered, namelj',

violent, cold and drying -winds. Of the

cold winds there are two classes, the moun-
tain and valley, and those associated with

cyclones, the so-called blizzards and ' north-

ers,' chietl}- destructive to orchard crops.

The extent of the latter has increased with

the progress of deforestation, and the Michi-

gan peach belt, with its failures in late yeai-s,

is given as an example. Under ' Variations

in the Character of the Seasons,' Mr. Gaw-
throp shows cause and makes an appeal for

the exploration of the upper atmosphere.

Mr. Claytou , under 'Khythm in the "Weather,"

claims that ' there is good reason to believe

that through all this seeming irregiilarity

there runs a web of harmony and rhythm,'

and expects that meteorology will in time be-

come an exact science. It is certainly

gratifying to note how much attention is

being given to the weather and the progress

that is made from year to year in its study.

"While the air is being investigated the

soils are not neglected. In addition to an-

alyses in relation to fertilizers the action of

organic acids is reported upon by H. Sny-

der, ofthe Minnesota Station . Soil tempera-

tures are taken at many Stations and facts

are rapidly accumulated upon soil meteor-

ology as well as the movements of liquids

and gases in the soil.

Naturallj', a large part of the chemical

work of tlie Experiment Stations is with fer-

tilizers and the record before us gives a full

share of its space to this branch of the Sta-

tion service. The Xew Jersej' Station is-

sues a large bulletin giving the results of

analyses, while the Maine Station reports

upon the foraging powers of some agricul-

tural plants for phosphoric acid, as tested by
box experiments. The Louisiana Station

issues a large bulletin upon the ' Results of

five yeai-s' experiments with fertilizers.'

This is not the place to give conclusions, the

point here being for the readers of Scienxe to

realize that experiment work in this country

is widespread in the broad sense, and that

we are entering an age that has for its

watchword, -Prove all things,' while we may
hope that we hold fast to that which is good.

Mr, Crazier, of Michigan, takes up a single

somewhat oliscure crop, the millet, and with

sixty-four pages of text and six figures gives

results obtained from seventy-three samples

grown under vai-ying conditions. In like

manner Mr. Hilgard, of California, brings

out the facts concerning the new tannin-

producing plant carnaigre. From the same

Station is a bulletin upon the Australian salt

bush, which grown upon ' some of the most

alkali spots yielded at the rate of five tons

of drj' matter per acre,' and is eaten with

relish by live stock. Experiments upon

wheat, tobacco, potatoes and several other

standard crops receive notice in the Record.

Under Horticulture Mr. Ileideman, of

the Minnesota Station, gives a ' cla.ssifica-

tion of the sexual allinities of Prunus Ameri-

cana vars. Numerous crosses were made
between the various forms of flowers, most

of which were not hermaphroditic, and out

of forty-nine possible combinations of pol-

lination only 13 were legitimate. Mr.

Lodeman, of Cornell, has issued a buUetiu

upon ' gi-afting of grapes," illustrating direc-

tions for the various methods and remarking

upon the physiology of the process. In his

annual report, Mr. Munson, of Maine, gives

notes upon \arious crops. Thus in a cross

between ignotum and j>each tomatoes there

was ' a marked falling off in the second gen-

eration over the advantage indicated by the

first.'
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Mr. Buckhout after ' five years' experience

in planting forest trees ' concludes in the

Pennsylvania Station Report " that consider-

ing the time, expense and work involved,

artificial forest planting cannot be recom-

mended, at least in the way pursued in the

experiment and that natural methods of re-

foresting supplemented by some seed sow-

ing, thinning and planting will suffice for

the present." Mr. McCarthy, of the ISTorth

Carolina Station, has prepared a bulletin

upon seed testing and fully describes its

uses and methods. Weeds receive atten-

tion from Mr. Wooton, of the ISTew Mexico

Station, who figures several of the worst in

his Territory.

Under diseases of plants some grape

troubles in New York are reported upon by

Mr. Lodeman of Cornell. Thus the so-called

' shelling ' is ascribed to one or more of four

causes, namely, parasites, conditions of

vine, of soil, or of atmosphere. An English

experimenter shows that finely ground lime

700 pounds per acre will check the club

root in turnips. Eesin is found by Mr.

Webber to be effective in preventing the

soot}' mould of the orange.

Economic entomology receives considera-

tion under many heads as the damage
caused by American locusts, chinch bugs,

codling moth, etc. A new saw-flj' and pear

insect are mentioned and many species are

named under beneficial insects. Gas treat-

ment for destroying scale insects is reported

upon from California and ' Entomology and
Quarantine ' is considered.

Much space is given to the consideration

of foodstuffs, their analyses, digestibility,

etc., the Maine Station perhaps taking the

lead in these matters in the copj' of the

Record in hand, while Utah and Minnesota

come in for a share in ' dairy herd records '

and ' relative value of corn and oats for

horses.' Several papers are mentioned by
title or at length under dairying.

Surely enough has been here given to

show that the Experiment Stations of the

United States are pushing on along manj^

lines, and that through the facts accumu-
lated principles cannot but be laid bare.

THE HORTICULTURALISTS' RULE-BOOK.

The first edition of this ' comj)endium of

useful information for fruit-growers, truck-

growers, florists and others ' by Professor

L. H. Bailey, of Cornell Universitj-, was
published in 1889 and a second in 1892.

The great advances made in methods of

combating insect and fungous enemies dur-

ing the past few years led the author to re-

vise and extend his work. A chapter upon
greenhouse heating has been added and

another upon the current literature of hor-

ticulture.

The following are some of the leading

subjects considered : insecticides and in-

jurious insects, plant diseases with preven-

tives and remedies; injuries from mice,

rabbits and other animals ; weeds, seed-

tables, etc. There is a chapter upon Rules

in which are given rules for naming fruit,

codes of various societies, etc. Within the

flexible covers of this little book the pub-

lishers (Macmillan «& Co.) have neatlj^

packed together a surprising amount of

valuable information. Here the horticul-

turist may learn how much seed to sow per

acre, how many plants to set in his orchard,

how to keep ofi" the enemies to his crop,

and when to harvest and market it. Not

the least is a list of the leading books that

have been published upon horticultural sub-

jects and within easj' reach of crop grow-

ers. Byron D. Halsted.

C0BBE8P0NDENCE.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN THE STANDARD NAT-

URAL HISTORY.

To THE Editor of Science—Sir : Refei*-

ring to the statement in Science of April

5, 1895, page 387, top of second column, that

certain illustrations of Brehm's Thwrlehen
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* were pirated by the Standard Xatiiral i/iV-

tonj,' I beg to say that it is incorrect -tind

libelous. The matter concerns me, as one

ofthe authors of the Standard Xatiiral History,

and also as the author of the Kcij to Xorth

American liirds, in several later editions of

which many of the same illustrations ^\ere

used by my publishers, Messrs. Estes &
Lauriat, of Boston. As ' piracy,' like pla-

giarism, implies dishonest}-, the allegation

thus made by Dr. C. Hart Merriam, who
signs the article, is too serious to be over-

looked.

Nevertheless, being ready to believe that

Dr. Merriam erred through inadvertence,

I am prepared to accept an apology, in so

far as I am personally concerned; but I am
not authorized to state that this will be con-

sidered satisfactory by the other parties

who have been thus libeled.

Yerj^ truly yours.

Elliott Coues.

Washixgtox, D. C, Junes, 1895.

[The word piracy ma}' be used in two

senses—moral and commercial. When I

wrote the article in which it was stated in-

cidentally that the Brehm plates in the

Standard Xatiiral Higtory were pirated, I be-

lieved that thej' were in both senses. Among
the reasons for this belief maj- be mentioned

the following

:

1. The book itself contains no statement

of the fact that the illustrations are taken

from Brehm.

2. The anatomist P^iirbringer states that

he searched in vain for a copy of the Stand-

ard Xatural Uidory in Germany (Journal

fur Ornithdogie, Apr., 1892, 138).

3. It is stated in the Xatura- Xoi-itates,

Berlin (Vol XV., No. 1, Jan., 1893, p. IS,

nr. 32(5), that the work 'may not be im-

ported into Europe on account of the re-

production of the Brehm woodcuts.' [• Darf

in Europa wegen Nachdruck der Brehmschen

Holzschnitte nicht eingefuhrt werden.']

4. The name of the artist, Miitzel, was

era.sed from many of the copied plates.

When the attention of the editor was called

to this injustice, he replied :
'• The cutting

out of Miitzel's name was a business ne-

cessity."!

If, in spite of the above fiicts, the cuts in

question were sold to tlie publishers of the

Standard Xatural History by the publishers

of Brehm's Thierleben, I withdraw so much
of my original charge as may be inferred to

imply connnercial piracy ; but I by no

meams retract the charge of moral jjiracy

—

the greater oflense of the two, because it

has no legal redress.

Is the deliberate reproduction of another's

pictm-es without credit less censurable than

the reproduction ofanother's words or ideas?

And wliat shall one say when the sin of

plagiarism is darkened bj' the erasure of

the artist's name, so that neither artist nor

author may be known?
Just why Dr. Coues mentioned his Key

to North American Birds, and his publishers,

Estes & Lauriat, who by the waj' were not

the publishers of the Standard Xatural His-

tory, is hard to understand, inasmuch as

neither were mentioned in the review to

which he takes exception.

Since the above note wiis sent to Scienxe

I have received a letter from the publishers

of Brehm's Thierlehen in Leipsic. They
state that they sold to Estes & Lauriat cer-

tain electrotypes from Brehm, to be used by

Estes & Lauriat only, ' under an agreement

according to which it was forbidden to

Messrs. Estes & Lauriat to resell these elec-

trotypes.' They state further: " As we had

been informed that notwithstanding this

settlement our electrotypes had been resold,

we called ilessrs. Estes & Lauriat to ac-

count, and they were forced to confess that

thej- had resold the electrotypes " to three

diflerent firms!

In reply to my question :
" Were the

electrotypes sold by you to S. E. Cassiuo &
Co., and publislied in the Standard Natural
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History with j'Our knowledge and consent,''

thej' state: " We answer l^o ! These electro-

types had not been sold by us to Messrs. S. E.

Cassino & Co., and were used without our

permission in the said works. Besides, we
•are still at issue with Messrs. Estes & Laur-

iat, Boston, on account of this affair."

C. Haet Meeeiam.]

SCIENTIFIC LITERATUBE.

Eeport on Water Supply ; Geological Survey of

New Jersey. By Cornelius Claekson"

Veemeule, Consulting Engineer. Vol.

III. of the Final Eeport of the State

Geologist. 1894.

The Geological Suiwey of New Jersey has

just issued a rejjort bearing the above title,

"the interest and value of which are not lim-

ited by State lines. Its author, under whose
direction the topographic map of the State

'was made, has had the best of opportuni-

ties for studying the questions involved, and
has not failed to avail himself of them. The
results of his study have been put in as

simple and available form as possible, con-

sidering the complex nature of the problems.

The range of interests touched by the re-

port is great. It will be of inestimable

value to cities and communities which draw
or may draw their supply of water from the

streams of the State, and to manufacturers

who use or may use the power afforded by
them. Less directly, but not less certainly,

the report will be of great value in the same
lines outside the State, since many of the

principles developed are of general and some
of them of universal application. The report

also contains discussions and suggestions

which have a bearing on agriculture and for-

estrjr, the latter of which is just now attract-

ing wide attention in this and other States.

The educational value of the report is great,

not only to those whose financial and sani-

tary interest are touched by it, but also to

students of hydrography and geology, and
to intelligent citizens in general. From this

standpoint, its value lies not only in what
it proves and affirms, but also in what it

disproves and denies. It is scarcely too

much to saj^ that there is not a community
or a class in the State which maj' not be

benefited by the intelligent study of the

volume before us.

The study of the water resources of the

State was begun bj^ Professor Cook long

ago. As early as 1868 the subject was dis-

cussed by him, and the annual reports of

the State Geologist have since made fre-

quent reference to the subject, and have

reported the progress of the work, the re-

sults of which are now embodied in this

volume. Interest in the questions of which

it treats has been stimulated by the rapid

growth in population, especially in the

vicinity of ISTew York and Philadelphia.

In 1882, 587,760 people in New Jersey were

dependent for water upon sj'stems of public

supply. In 189-1 this number had nearly

doubled, while the amount of dailj- con-

sumption had increased fi-om about 49,000,-

000 gallons to about 108,000,000. Of this

amount, 100,000,000 gallons were drawn
from streams. If the population of the

State continues to increase at the present

rate for another half century, and if the

demand for water keeps pace with the in-

crease in population, as is sure to be the

case, it is evident that another half ceutmy
will make heavy demands upon the available

supply of water which the State affords.

On the basis of the recent rate of increase

in population, it is estimated that by 1950

that part of New Jersey adjacent to New
York City will need 547,000,000 gallons of

water daily; and the author remarks that

" since fiftj^ years cannot be considered a

long time in the future for which to make
provision, it is evident that the time has

come for us to know what our resources are

and to provide for their preservation and

wise development" (p. 6).

The investigation of the water resources

. U
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of tlie State lias involved a careful study of

the relation lietween precipitation and
stream flow. Tliis study has led to some
very important conclusions, the data for

which are drawn not merely from within the

State of Xew Jersey, but from all available

sources. The analysis of tlie facts has led

Mr. Yermeule to the conclusion that a for-

mula may be adopted which shall express

with approximate accuracy the relation l)e-

tween rainfall and evaporation, within the

basins of the streams studied. This formula

is E=15.o0-r.lt? K. in which E= total an-

nual evaporation, R^ annual precipitation,

and 15.50 stand for inches of vater. R
minus E will equal the annual flow of the

river in question. A modification of the

formula for mean annual temperature is

suggested, and in this modified form it

becomes universal. In this connection it

is stated that a careful study of the annual

precipitation and flow of variously widely

separated streams " has practically demon-

strated that the diflerence iu amount dis-

charged (by streams) for given rainfalls is

due almost entirely to increase or decrease

of evaporation owing to increased or de-

creased annual temperature " (p. 75); and

that temperature is ' a much more potent

factor than forests, topography, or the other

causes usuallj' assigned " (p. 77) to account

for the variations in the discharges of

streams. So thoroughly is evaporation be-

lieved to be dependent on temperature that

"the (river) gaugings (representing the

rainfall which does not evaporate) actually

indicate the mean temperature of the water

sheds more closely than we can obtain it

from available temperature observations"

(p. 334). It will be readily seen that the

formula} noted above, and the principles

which go along with them, greatly simplify

the whole ((uestiou of the relation of rain-

fall and stream flow, and are of the

greatest importance to all interests dejiend-

ent on streams, or effected by them. For-

nuihe are deduced for calculating the propor-

tion of rainfall which disapi>ears by eva-

poration for each month, and for determin-

ing the flow of a stream for any given

month, the i-aiufall and temperature of its

basin being known.

Of immediate practical value to the citi-

zens of the State are the detailed data con-

cerning the streams of New Jer.sey. These

data include the total, the average and the

minimum flow of each stream of the state,

the available and the utilized power, etc.,

etc. The data are combined in various

ways with a view to making them usefal

in various directions.

Popular ideas to the contrary notwith-

standing, statistics show that there has

been a slow but steady increase in the use

of water power within the State. While

many small powers have been abandoned,

this loss has been made more than good by

the establishment of larger ones. The total

amount now in use is about 31,000 horse

power. Pertinent suggestions are offered

as to the further utilization of the power

afforded by the streams.

Foi-ests are thought not to influence the

annual evaporation or stream flow to any

marked extent, nor to influence particu-

larly extreme floods. AVith deforesting, how-

ever, comes increased irregularity of stream

flow, including more frequent moderate

floods, lower flow of streams during periods

of drought, and more protracted periods of

low flow (page 344). Care is taken to em-

phasize the beneficial eftects of forests in

preserving soil on slopes, in creating absorb-

ent matter (humus, etc.), which holds the

water and helps to equalize its flow.

Cultivation is thought not to greatly af-

fect the total stream flow, though it aflects

its regularity. It increases the absorbent

capacity of the soil, and so the total flow

from underground water, while under drain-

age tends to produce irregularity of flow.

"As between cultivated and barren water-
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sheds, * * the cultivated will show the

steadiest conditions and the best-sustained

dry-season flows, but as between cultivated

and forested water sheds the forested will

produce the best results. * * It follows

also that floods will be most severe upon

barren areas." Hence there exists * *

' the urgent necessity of preserving forests

upon slopes, and all areas which are not

adapted to agriculture ' (p. 348).

Enough has been said to indicate the

scope of the volume; which can hardly fail

to become a hand-book on the question of

water supplj'. It is probably not too much
to say that this report alone is worth more

to the State of New Jersey than its geolog-

ical survey has ever cost. Other States of

dense population would do well to follow

the example of New Jersey, not only in

studj'ing their water resources, but in put-

ting the work under the direction of their

geological surveys; for the relation between

the geology of a region and the availability

of its water supplj^ is so intimate that no

other organization is better qualified to di-

rect the work. The U. S. G-eological Sur-

vey has work of this sort in progress in some

parts of the semi-arid regions of the West,

fi'om which good results are sure to come.

RoLLiN D. Salisbtiet.

Univeesity of Chicago.

John Dalton and the Rise of Modern Chemistry.

By SiE Henry E. Eoscoe. New York
and London, Macmillan & Co. 8vo.

Pp. 216. Price, $1.25.

It is one of the greatest achievements of

modern chemistry to have shown that for

each chemical element there is a measurable

quantity which, throughout all the trans-

formations that the element undergoes, re-

mains unchanged, and is, therefore, to be

regarded as a constant. The laws of defi-

nite, multiple and reciprocal proportions

of gas volumes and of specific heats, of mass

action and of the periodicity of properties,

all give converging evidence that for each

element there is a definite constant quantity

which, in all the changes that the element

undergoes, acts like a unit. This constant

is the one unchanging, and, therefore, the

most characteristic property of the element.

The chemical and physical properties of an

element, its behavior under difierent con-

ditions, its possibility of undergoing change

under given circumstances, in short its

whole character, is dependent upon the

magnitude of this constant. A large part

of theoretical chemistry is taken up with

a consideration of the general methods that

are available for the determination of this

important quantitj', and it is customary to

express it by means of a number which in-

dicates its magnitude in terms of the

characteristic quantity of some one element,

usually hydrogen, taken as a unit. To
this number the name Atomic Weight has

been given, and to John Dalton, indispu-

tably, belongs the great credit of having

first introduced into chemistry the idea of

atomic weights. He transformed the New-
tonian corpuscular theory of the constitu-

tion of bodies into a workable chemical

hypothesis, and the subsequent develop-

m.ent of his idea, that the atoms of difierent

elements have difierent constant masses,

has given us our present system of atomic

weights. But, whether we associate with

this term the conception of an atomic con-

stitution of matter or not, the fact remains

that these constants stand to-day independ-

ent of any hypothesis, and are to be regard-

ed as mathematical quantities that can be

deduced from the general laws and princi-

ples of the science.

In this book Sir Henry Eoscoe has given

us a most interesting account of the life and

work of the great Manchester chemist.

Dalton's life, like that of many scientific

workers, was not an eventful one, but he

was a man of marked personality, of posi-

tive traits of character, and our author has
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interwoven a description of the personal

characteristics of the man with an account

of liis scientific work and tlie incidents of

his life in such a way as to make a most

attractive and entertaining biography.

From his early years Daltou was accus-

tomed to looking at things from the stand-

point of the atomic theory, and thi-oughout

his life he remained a firm supporter of this

doctrine. Like Newton, he conceived of

atoms as ' hard impenetrable, movable par-

ticles,' ' incomparably harder than any po-

rous bodies compounded of them, even so

very hard as never to wear or break in

pieces.' These atoms were supposed to be

surrounded with an atmosphere of heat.

He has left some drawings which show-

how he pictured to his mind the structure

of the smallest particles of compounds, and

in these he foreshadowed the modern con-

stitutional and stereo-chemical formulas.

In gases and clastic fluids he considered

matter to be in an extreme state of division,

and nearly all of his important discoveries

resulted from experiments upon gases. It

was by considering the constitution of gases

that he came to the idea of atomic weights.

Dalton was not as skillful an experi-

menter as some of his contemporaries; most

of his apparatus was made by himself and

was often of a very primitive kind. It is

remarkable that he should have been able

to get the results with it that he did ; re-

sults that were in most cases confirmed l)y

other workers who used more accurate in-

struments and more exact methods. Some

of the important facts that he discovered

wei-e the equal expansibility of different

gases under the influence of heat : the prac-

tical constancj- of the composition of the

air, a fact which he established by n)eans of

a large number of analyses of air collecttd

at different places and at diflercnt alti-

tudes ; the law of partial pressures, or that

the total pressure of a gas mixture is equal

to the sum of the partial pressures of the

components, and that in a mixture of gases

each component acts like a vacuum to tlie

other components and behaves as though it

alone were present. He also investigated

the solubilitj- of gases in liquids ; but his

greatest discovery was the law of multiple

proportions. Upon this discovery and upon

the fact that he introduced the atomic theory

with the idea of atoms of different weights

his great fame as a scientific man rests.

Of especial interest in this book is the

account here published for the first time of

how Dalton arrived at his important con-

clusion. Among the Dalton papers belong-

ing to the Manchester Literary and Philo-

sophicial Society, Sir Henrj- Roscoe has

found some manuscript notes prepared by

Dalton for a course of lectures that he de-

livered at the Royal Institution in the win-

ter of 1809-10. These notes are printed

in full and give an account by Dalton him-

self how his ideas regarding the atomic

theory came to him.

Mentally he was vigorous, independent

and self-reliant ; he gave little attention to

the results obtained by othei-s. Like New-
ton he reached his conclusions bj* quiet,

steady, continuous thinking. His long life

was spent in experimenting and reflecting.

It is pleasant to know that in his later years

many honors and tokens of esteem came to

him from his countrymen and from abroad.

After Dalton the atomic theory was de-

veloped and put upon a much broader

foundation by Berzelius, and through his

work and that of a long line of illustrious

successor it has become the central domi-

nant feature of theoretical chemistry.

It is noteworthy that Joule, who did so

much to establish the law of the conserva-

tion of energy, was a pupil of Dalton, and

that the names of both master and pupil

are so intimately associated with our two

great intellectual instruments of investi-

gating nature, the atomic liypothcsis and

the theory of energj'. The deductions of the
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former have the advantage of being readily

apprehended, those of the latter of being

niathematicall3' exact.

Sir Henrj^ Eoscoe deserves the thanks of

all workers in chemistry for having provided

them with an nnusuallj' interesting biogra-

phy of one of the founders of the science.

Edward H. Keisee.

Beyn Mawe College.

JEladicitat unci Festigheit. 'Ry C. Bach, Pro-

fessor in the Technical High School at

Stuttgart. Second Edition. Berlin, Ju-

lius Springer. 1894. Octavo, 432 pages

and xiv plates.

In this work the author lays down the

-guiding principle that the student of me-

chanics of materials should first of all be-

come acquainted with tlie actvial phenom-
ena of stress. To this end photographic

illustrations are given exhibiting the de-

formations of bars under tension, of blocks

under compression, of beams and plates

under flexure and of shafts under torsion.

These illustrations are most useful and
show the typical changes of form in a beau-

tiiful manner. ISTevertheless their value is

probably not so great as the author as-

sumes, for nearly all the theories and com-

putations of the mechanics of materials are

confined to the case where the elastic

strength is not exceeded and where changes

of form are not perceptible to the eye.

The modulus or coefficient of elasticity,

usually represented by the letter E, is not

employed in this book. Instead its recip-

rocal is used and called the extension co-

efficent, which may be defined as the

stretch of a bar per tinit of length due to a

stress of unity on each square unit of cross

section. There can be no doubt but that

the term coefficient of elasticity is a most
unfortunate one, as it has no relation to

elasticity in the ordinary sense of the word,

but is a measure of stiffness or rigiditJ^

The improvement desii'fed would be a

change of name rather than the inti'O-

duction of a new term and sj'mbol. Even
the author, who uses the new constant con-^

sistently in all his formulas, rarely gives

numerical values for it, but expresses these

in terms of its reciprocal, which is, of

course, the coefficient of elasticity as uni-

versally employed.

The scope of the work is that of a text-

book on the mechanics of materials and of

beams, columns and shafts, suitable for

technical schools -which desire to avoid ex-

tended mathematical discussions. The
usual theoretic formulas are demonstrated

in a neat manner, and many results of

tests are presented ; those on circular, el-

liptical and rectangular plates may in par-

ticular be noted as novel and valuable.

The subject of internal work or resilience is

discussed more fully than in British or

American books. True internal stresses

resulting from the change of shape are

property used in the treatment of cylinders,

spheres and plates ; owing to the neglect of

this precaution, formulas based upon ap-

parent stresses, like those of Eankine, are

liable to give values often deviating twenty-

five per cent, from the truth.

The formula for the design of columns,

long used in the United States under the

name of Gordon's formula or Eankine's

formula, has not been employed in Germany
to the extent that its value demands. The
author, however, emphasizes it as an im-

portant rule, and gives empiiical constants

for its use. He also states that the foi-mula

was first deduced by Navier ; on referring

to Navier's works this statement is not

found to be justified, it being only men-
tioned that the stress on the concave side

of the column is the sum of the stresses due

to direct compression and to lateral flexure,

while no formula similar to Gordon's is

established.

On the whole, the perusal of the book

leaves the impression that the author has
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done his work with much painstaking care,

and that both the theoretical and the prac-

tical part are set forth in a manner whicli

cannot fail to give students an excellent

foundation in the science of the elasticity

and strength of materials.

Maxsfield Merriman.

Lehioh Uxiver.sity.

The Pocket Gophers of the United States. Bul-

letin No. 5, V. S. Department of Agricul-

ture, Division of Ornithology and ilani-

malogy. Prepared under the direction of

Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief of division,

by Yerxox Bailey, Chief Field Agent,

Central Park, Xew York. Published by

authoritj' of the Secretarj' of Agriculture.

Washington, Government Printing Office.

1895. Svo.,pp. 47. Frontispiece, 6 cuts

in the text, and colored map.

In a former number of Science (X. S.

Yol. I., No. 9, March 1, 1895) attention

was called to a monograph by Dr. Merriam

on the Pocket Gophers (family Geomyida').

in which was presented the scientific re-

sults of his extended and detailed studies

of the group. The present ' Bulletin ' is a

fitting sequel to the technical monograph

already noticed, dealing, as it does, with the

economic relations to agi-iculture of these

destructive rodents. This paper was pre-

pared bj' 5Ir. Yernon Bailey, under the

direction of Dr. Merriam, Chief of the Di-

vision of Ornithology and Mammalogy of

the U. S. Department of Agriculture. ^Ir.

Bailey is one of the most experienced and

expert of the many expert field naturalists

now connected with this branch of govern-

ment service, and is therefore eminently fit-

ted by personal experience in the field for

the preparation of a report like the one

under notice.

The first ten pages relate to the general

habits of these animals, which live almost

wholly under ground, and make knowH their

presence chieflj' by the mounds of eartli

thrown out from their burrows, or by their

troublesome depredations upon farm and

garden products, Kven where so numerous
as to be exceedingly troublesome they are

rarely seen, and little is known of their life

habits by even the people who sutler fi-om

their depredations. Hence the detailed

account of their habits and methods of

working here given is a welcome contribu-

tion toward a fuller knowledge of their life

histories. Although deficient in vision,

their senses of taste, touch and smell seem

to be compensatinglj' acute, and their ample

external cheek-pouches serve an important

function in the transportation of food, for

which they seem exclusively used. The
Gophers, says Mr. Bailej', " are industrious

workers, and whatever food is found and

not needed at once is carried to chambers

in some part of the tunnel and stored. * * *

Sometimes a peck of small potatoes, roots

of coco grass, wild pai-snip, wild sunflower

and other fleshy or Ijull^ous roots are found

in a single chamber." They are especially

fond of potatoes, turnips, carrots, beets,

onions, parsnips, corn, liarley, rye and

alfalfa, and even squashes and melons do not

escape their ravages. They are also very

destructive to fruit and ornamental trees by

eating oft' their roots, which are sometimes

so thoroughly cut away that the trees fall

from lack of support. Their burrows are

also often a source of injury over compara-

tively large areas, through the large amount

of earth tiirown up as mounds, thus burying

crops, and sometimes they cause breaks in

irrigating ditches and induce serious wash-

ing of hillside lands.

The Gophers have few natural enemies,

and seem to flourish and increase through

the fruits of man's industry. Hence the

([uestion of artificial means of destruction

becomes a niatter for careful consideration.

Thej- can be traj)ped readily by those who
know how to do it, l)ut generally the art is

unknown, and it i.-^ a widespread belief
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among farmers subject to their inroads that

they cannot be caught in traps. Mr. Bailey

especially commends the use of bisulphide

of carbon for their destruction, which is

readily accomplished by placing an ounce

or two of this volatile fluid on cotton or

rags in their burrows. Instructions are

also given for the use of poison and traps. In

consequence of the harm done bj' Gophers,

bounties have been oifered in many parts of

the "West, but the system is condemned as

a means of depleting the county treasuries

without effecting the extirpation of the

Gophers. Thus it is stated that Benton

county, Iowa, paid out $18,000 in three

years in Goj^her bounties, " but the Gophers,

though greatly reduced in numbers, were not

exterminated."

Gophers of one species or another occupy

practically the whole of the United States

west of the Mississippi Eiver, and also the

greater parts of the States of Illinois, Geor-

gia, Alabama and Florida. Detailed ac-

counts are given of the habits of the various

species found east of the Kocky Mountains.

Aside from its important economic bearings,

the Gopher Bulletin is a most interesting

contribution to the life history of a group

of animals hitherto little known. Four of

the six illustrations in the text are from Dr.

Merriam's monograph, as are the frontis-

piece (Georgia Goj^her), and the colored

map of the distribution of the species of the

genera Geoinys and Craterogeomys. The two
colored plates (of the Prairie Gopher and
Gray Gopher), called for in the list of illus-

trations, and prepared especially for this

Bulletin, are lacking, in consequence, as we
are privately informed, of their having been
' mislaid ' at the Government Printing Office

after their production and delivery by the

Department of Agriculture.

J. A. Allen.

\_The Norway Lemming] Myodes lemmus, its

Habits and Migrations in Norway, by E.

CoUett. Christiania. 1895. 8°. pp. 62.

The distinguished naturalist of Christi-

ania, Dr. E. CoUett, has just published a

treatise on the Norwegian Lemming that at

once becomes a classic on the subject. He
tells us that, in a manuscript believed to

have been written in the latter half of the

loth century, the Lemmings are supposed

to have been the same as the ' locusts ' men-
tioned .in the Bible in connection with the

plagues in Egypt. In a book published by
}

Jacob Ziegler in 1532 the theory of their \

descent from the clouds is proposed, based

on statements of two bishops from Trond-

hjem. In 1555 Olaus Magnus, Archbishop

of Upsala, published a figure showing the

Lemmings (with tails like house mice) fall-

ing from the clouds and being preyed upon

by El-mines.

Dr. Collet states that normally the Lem-
ming inhabits all of the mountain plateaus

of Norway above the zone of coniferous

trees, descending in Finmark to sea level,

thus occupying about one-third of the total

land area. Besides the mainland thej'^ in-

habit the large rocky islands off the coast,

especially to the northward.

In normal years they are rarely seen,

even bj' explorers. In prolific years they

suddenlj' increase and overfiow vast areas.

In such years according to Dr. Collet, " The
litters produced during the course of the

summer follow so closely one upon the other

that the one set is barely allowed time to

leave the nest ere the next lot arrives.

Futhermore, the litters are unusuallj'' large,

as they constantly contain uj) to 10 young-

lings in each set (although possibly 6 or 7

on the whole is the rule); and all these

young ones appear to be possessed of greater

powers of attaining maturity than those

produced during a normal year."

This excessive reproduction results in

overcrowding the breeding grounds, from

which vast numbers move away in different

directions. Descending the mountains and

following the vallej^s thej' continue blindlj'-
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on, i)rocecdin<;- liopelessly to certain death.

Tho direction of the march is dependent

on the valleys, and the exodus may '• radiate

in quite opposite directions from one and
the same mountain plateau. * * * * Thus
during migratory years the southern rami-

ficaticms of the Lang Fjeld will emit

swarms which may advance eastward as

far as the Christiauia Fjord ; southward,

down to the coastal regions of Christiauia

Stift; and westward, to the fjords in the

counties of Stavangcr and SiJndre Bergen-

luis. -- -^ ^- During the entire course of the

summer and autumn, they continue to pour

forth from the mountains. * =i= * * In the

valleys they invariably meet with lakes or

rivere, and large numbers constantly en-

deavor to cross them. If the mountains

are high on both sides, the valley will, as a

ride, receive contributions from each slope,

and individuals may be observed crossing

the river in both directions."

" During the migrations they do not allow

themselves to be stopped by rivers, or even

by the arms of a fjord, but trust themselves,

without hesitation, to the mercy of the

waves, in order to reach the opposite shore.

It would almost seem as if uo stretch of

water were too wide for them to cross if

they but see land on the other side. During

the great migration in the district of

Trondhjem iu 1808, which has previously

been mentioned, a steamer on the Trondhjcni

Fjord steamed into a crowd of swimming

Lemmings of such vast extent that she took

over a quarter of an hour to pass through

it, and as far as one could see fi-om the

vessel down the fjord its waters were covered

everywherewith these animals. During the

great migratory years similar accounts are

received from all the great lakes (Mjosen,

Kandsrjord, Kroderen, etc., etc.)."

Great havoc is wrought in meadows and

gi-ain fields by the hungry hordes, particu-

larlj- iu mountain pastures and farms situ-

ated on the higher slopes.

It is stated tliat uo rule can be laid down
concerning the fre<iuency of the migratory

years. The greatest migrations, which ex-

tend down to the most distant lowlands,

take place but seldom and rarely occur in

the southern districts oftener than once in

ten years. Tlie number Dr. Collett has col-

lected data for is surprising. He gives the

dates and areas invaded for seven great

migrations from IT-iD to 1790. and for no
less than 24 in the present century.

As to the extent of the areas invaded. Dr.

Collett says : '"On the whole it may be as-

sumed that scarcely any accessible point of

Xorway (except the outermost islets) has

not been iuvadt'd b^- their hordes during

one or other prolific year."

" It has hardly ever happened that a pro-

lific year (and the con.sequeiit migration)

has simultaneously embraced the eutu-e

land. The rule is that the increase takes

place in great or small districts independent

of each other, but the area which may be

involved thereby may be of very consider-

able extent. Occasionally the increase will

take place simultaneously in two separate

districts, divided from each other by an

area of greater or lesser extent, in which

the production is normal. In Xorway there

nuiy be recognized, on the whole, at least five

great groups of mountains within which

most of the migrations have their radiating

centre. One migration may embrace either

the entire group or small portions of it."

The regular enemies of the Lemming are

numerous and many of them increase with

the Lemmings : as the birds of prej% the

large gulls and skuas, and weasels and

foxes. In prolific years certain birds which

follow the Lemmings change their breeding

grounds and nest in localities where they

are never seen at other times. To these

may be added certain irregular enemies;

for Dr. Collett tells us that reindeer (Iwth

wild and domesticated), cows, goats and

pigs kill and eat them in great numbers.
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But the destruction of the Lemmings

after reaching the lowlands is onlj^ in small

part due to these enemies. " The most

active factor in their extermination," says

Dr. Collett, " appears to be infectious dis-

eases, which invariably occur whenever a

species of animal has multiplied in excess

of its natural numbers."

Not only do the Lemmings themselves

die of disease; but they are believed to

cause serious disease among the human
population. This belief has been current

in Norway from time immemorial and was

published by Ziegler more than 350 years

ago. Dr. Collett states that during Lem-

ming years all running water is contam-

inated by the decaying excrement. " To

this may be added the dead animals, which

will be found lying scattered about in great

numbers, and which, during hot summers,

become quickly decomposed. The rain

carries the putrid matter on to the nearest

watercourse, whence it m.akes its way to

wells, and becomes mixed with the drinking

water of the inhabitants.

" During some great prolific years, definite

forms of sickness have appeared in certain

of the overrun districts, and the people have

given these the name of ' Lemming Fever,'

as they presumed that they were connected

with the appearance of these animals."

After citing medical testimony and de-

scribing the disease. Dr. Collett concludes:

" Lemming fever is thus a disease which,

in its phenomena, is related to scarlet fever.

Its origin is regarded, both by medical men
and the populace, as having a certain con-

nection with the appearance of the swarms

of Lemmings and the pollution of water by
their putrifjdng carcasses and dung during

dry summers."

Dr. Collett's treatise on the Habits and

iligrations of the Lemming in Norivay is re-

plete with interest from beginning to end

and must long remain the standard authority

on the subject. C. H. M.

NOTES AND NEWS.

ASTRONOMY.

The London Times gives the following,

accounts of recent lectures before the Royal

Institution and of the last meeting of the

British Astronomical Association :

Dr. ^Y. Huggins, F. E. S., gave the sec-

ond of his course of lectures on the insti-u-

ments and methods of spectroscopic astron-

omji-, at the Royal Institution, on Maj' 30th.

He dealt with the more complex instrument

wliich is placed at the eye-end of the tele-

scope so that the images of the stars fall

upon its slit. The important question of

its efiicienoy was connected, the lecturer

said, with its power to break up the spec-

trum into as many parts as possible. This

power of separation was fixed by certain

conditions—the linear length of the spec-

trum, its dispersion, and the resolving

power of the prism. The latter, which was

independent of dispensive power, was gov-

erned by the size of the prism, hence larger

prisms have greater resolving power. But

the use of larger prisms in astronomical

work entailed certain disadvantages, such

as increased weight and cost, and difficulty

of obtaining glass of uniform quality. It

was therefore fortunately possible to get the

results of large prisms by passing the beam

through several smaller ones, though the

loss of light bj'' absorption and reflection

from the faces of the prisms was very serious.

An alternative way of obtaining a spectrum

was to use a diffraction grating, which we
owed to the experiments Fraunhofer made
to discover whether the lines of the spec-

trum were due to interference of light.

His original gratings were made by winding

wire in a screw-thread round a piece of

glass ; ultimately he adopted the plan of

ruling the lines on glass with a diamond

point. Great advances were made by

Eutherfurd, whose machine cut lines to the

number of 17,000 to an inch, and by Row-

land. There is, however, but little to choose
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between a prism and a grating with 14,0(iO

lines to the inch.

The Friday evening discourse at the

Eoyal Institution on May 31st was given

by the Earl of Kosse, who took as his sub-

ject the 'Kadiant Heat from the Moon dur-

ing the progress of an Eclipse.' Sir Fred-

erick Abel was in the chair, and among
those present were Lord Kelvin, Sir James
Crichton-Browne, Sir Frederick Bramwell,

Pi'ofessor Dewar, Mr. C. Y. Boys, Dr. Frank-

land. Mr. Ludwig Mond and Mr. Crookcs.

Lord Rosse began by showing the results of

his observations on the variations in the

amount of heat radiation from the moon
during the lunar month. Speaking of the

heat given off during an eclipse, he said

that in the total eclipse of JanuarJ^ 1888,

he had found there was a great decrease in

its amount some time before the first con-

tact. During the total phase the heat ra-

diated was a mere trifle, and it had not re-

gained more than 80 per cent, at full moon
—an hour and a half after the last contact.

Lord Rosse then described the apparatus

he had used, and also the apparatus and

some of the results of other investigators.

The usual monthly meeting of the British

Astronomical Association was held at Uni-

vei-sity College on May 28th, Mr. E. "\V.

Maunder, the president, being in the cliair.

A paper was read from Professor H. II.

Turner, Savilian Professor oi' Astronomy at

O.xford, on ' Simple Apparatus for Measur-

ing Stellar Photographs.' Mr. Holmes

read a paper on on • The Reproductions of

Astronomical Drawings,' etc., in which the

value of photographic processes was com-

mented on as being more accurate. He
also read a paper on the apparent roundness

of small spot markings on planets. A paper

from Mr. Monck on the ' Spectra and Colours

of Stars ' was read. The report of the

Lunar Section, by Mr. T. Gwyn Elger, F.

R. A. S., the director, was read, and at-

tention was I'alled to the progress matle

recently in hiiiar piiotograjiliy.

<iEXEK.\L.

Professor C. Lloyd Morgan, author of

Animal Life and Intelllfjence and other works

u{)on comparative psychology, is coming to

this country next winter to deliver one of

tiie Lowell Institute courses in Boston.

He will also deliver four lectures upon In-

stinct in the Columbia Biological Course.

Field exploration in vertebrate paheon-

tology is increasing very rapidly, and tliis

summer a large number of parties will be

in the field. The American Museum ex-

l^edition to the Uinta Basin entered the

field in March, accompanied by Mr. J. B.

Hatcher, representing the Princeton Mus-

eum. On June 1st Dr. J. L. "Wortman takes

charge of the American Museum party,

which will include four collectors. The Uni-

versity of Kansas will send three parties

into the fossil beds of Kansas, Dakota and

Wyoming. The University of Xebraska

will also send a party under the direction of

Prof. Barbour. Prof Baur, of the Univer-

sity of Chicago, announces a field expedition

as a regular part of the Univer.sity curric-

ulum.

The Royal Academy of Sciences of the

Institute of Bologna offers a gold medal of

the value of 1 ,000 francs for a memoir which

either from tlie chemical, physic<al or me-

chanical point of view will indicate a prac-

tical system or new apparatus for the pre-

vention or extinction of fire. The essays

may be written in Italian, French or Latin.

Those in other languages must be accom-

panied bj' an Italian translation. The

essays are to be signed with a nom de plume

and to be accompanied by an envelope con-

taining the author's real name. All essays

must be in l>efore May 129. l.*<9G,and should

be addressed :
" Al Segretario delta R.

Academia delle Scieme delV InMituto di

Bologna."
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The Trustees of the British Museum have

issued a Catalogue of Additions to the

Manuscripts in the years 1888-1893. The
catalogue is provided with a serviceable

index. They have also published a transla-

tion of the Papyrus of Ani which contains

the most complete text of the famous Egyp-

tian Book of the Dead. The translation,

which is accompanied by a valuable intro-

duction, is from the pen of Mr. E. A. Wallis

Budge.

AiTOTHEE Egyptian publication of im-

portance is from the press of Brill, at

Leiden, and contains fac similes and de-

scriptions of a papyrus (F. T. 71 So-am-tra)

devoted to mortuary customs.

Mr. M. a. Mackenzie, of Trinity Uni-

versity, Toronto, has been appointed pro-

fessor of mathematics in place of the Rev.

Dr. Jones, who has accepted the position of

bursar in the same institution.

Peopessoe Peankland has been elected

a foreign associate of the Academic des Sci-

ences. The vacancy was caused by the death

of M. van Beneden.

Applications for the position of lecturer

in Chemistry in the university of Toronto

should be sent to the Canadian Minister of

Education before August 15th. The initial

salary will be $1,000, increasing by annual

increments of $100 until it reaches $1,800.

The duties of the lecturer will be to assist

the demonstrator in the superintendence of

the laboratories under the direction of the

professor of chemistrj^, and also to deliver

such lectures on physiological, organic and
inorganic chemistry as may be assigned to

him by the professor.

The Lancet announces the following foi>

eign medical appointments : At Eiiangen

—

Dr. G. Hauser has been promoted to the

chair of general and anatomical pathol-

ogy, vacant by the retirement of Dr. von
Zenker. At Gratz—Drs. Drasch and Ja-

risch have been promoted to professorships

of histology and dermatology, respectively.

At Oporto—Dr. I. do Valle, Professor of

General Pathology, has been appointed to^

succeed Dr. Carlos Lopez in the chair of

materia medica, Dr. Maximiano de Lemos
taking the chair of general pathologj'.

At Berlin, Dr. Ferdinand Karsch and Dr.

Anton Eeichenow have been made profes-

sors in the Zoological Museum, Dr. Victor

Kremser in the Meteorological Institute,

and Dr. A. Borsch in the Geodetic Insti-

tute.

At the auniversarj- meeting of the Roj-al

Geographical Society of London, Mr. Clem-

ents E. Markham was elected President for

1895-6. Mr. W. T. Blanford, the Hon. G.

C. Brodrick, the Hon. George Curzon, Sir

George Taubman Goldie, General E. Stra-

chjr and Eear-Admiral W. J. L. Wharton
were elected Vice-Presidents.

Daniel Kiekwood, professor of mathe-

matics in Indiana State University, died at

Eiverside, Cal., on June 11th, at the age of

eighty-one. He retired from the active

duties of the professorship in 1856.

The chair of physics in the University of

California, recently filled by the late Pro-

fessor Harold Whiting, has been oifered to

Mr. Exum Percival Lewis, Ph. D., of Johns

Hopkins University.

At a meeting of the Eoyal Botanical

Society on May 31st Professor George

Henslow delivered a lecture on ' A Centuiy

of Progress in Floriculture.' He exibited

specimens of the original wild plants from

which some of our most admired garden

flowers have been developed, illustrating

with numerous diagrams the various stages

in the waj^ of cultivation and hybridization

through which they passed before reaching

the perfection of to-day.

Flood & Vincent (Chautauqua Press)
^

of Meadville, Penna., announce the appear-

ance of ' Thinking, Feeling, Doing,' a popu-

lar exposition of experimental psychology
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by E. "\V. Scripture, of Yale I'niversity.

The book contains one colored plate and
over 200 illustrations : it has a voluminous

index.

According to the Eveninfj Post Professor

Fabian Franklin has resigned his Professor-

ship of Matheuiaties in Johns Hopkins
University in order to become editor of the

Baltimore EveniiKj Xeics.

The American Medical College Associa-

tion in Baltimore has decided Ijy a vote of

of '29 to 5 that a four years' course of study

shall be demanded of all students henceforth

matriculating in institutions belonging to

this organization.

At the graduating exercises of Johns

Hopkins University on June 13th the degree

of Ph. D. was conferred on 4G candidates,

distributed among the different depart-

ments as follows : Historj' and economics

12, chemisti'y 12, geology 3, German 2.

English 3, physics 4, Eomance 3, Latin and

Greek 5, biologj', mathematics and as-

tronomy, each 1.

Barnard College has purchased for

8160,000 a site on Cathedral Heights, ad-

jacent to that of Columbia College. The

sum of S200.000 has been subscribed to-

wards the new buildings.

On January 18th the great seismometro-

graph at the Osservatorio del Collegio

Romano at Eome registered five complete

pulsations of slow period characteristic of

earthquakes originating at a great distance.

They commenced at 4h. 37m. 30s. p. m.

(Greenwich mean time), and lasted Im.

22s., giving an average duration of 10.4

seconds for each pulsation. On the same

day a severe earthquake was felt along tin-

east coast of Japan, and was i-ecorded at

Tokio at 3h. 48m. 24s. The distance be-

tween tliis place and Rome being about

9,.500 km., the pulsations must have traveled

with an average velocity of 3.2 km. per

second (see XatKre, vol. 1. pp. 4.")0—")1: vol.

li., p. 4(i2). At Nicolaiew and Charkow,

in the south of Russia, the horizontal pendu-

lums were disturbed foi- nearly an liour,

the epoch of maximum amplitude occurring

a few minutes earlier than at Roun-.

—

,Va/i/ce.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. will shortly

publish an Infroihiclion to the Study of Sea-

iveech, with illustrations, by Mr. George

Murray, the newly appointed Keeper of

Botany in the Natural History Department

of the British Museum

.

It is announced that Professor Albert .S.

Bickmore, of the Museum of Natural His-

tory, New York, will deliver the address at

the laying of the corner-stone of Butterfield

Museum. Dartmouth College. It is hoped

that the museum, which will cost about

•?(i0,000, will be ready for occupancy in tlie

latter part of 189fi.

Arrangements for an accurate map of

Africa will be made at the International

Geographical Congress which is about to

meet in London. It is expected that Great

Britiau. France, Germany, Belgium, Italy

and Portugal, l»eing the powers chief! j- inter-

ested, wiU divide the expenses of the map.

The Naturalists' Directory published by

S. E. Cassino, Boston, for 1895. contains

the names of 5,747 naturalists of the United

States and Canada arranged in alphabet-

ical order, giving under each name the speci-

alty studied and the address. The names

are also arranged Ijy subjects and geograph-

ically by States. The directory contains

382 pages, and is neatly bound in cloth. The

price is 82.50.

The following appointments have been

made in Cornell University : Virgil Snyder

Ph. D. (Gottingen) has been appointed in-

structer in mathematics : Darwin A. Mort-

ant, a.ssistant in chemistry: W. K. ILitt

(assistant professor at Purdue Universit}-)

and John Hayfold, instructors in civil

engineering ; Elias J. Durand. avssistant in
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crj-ptogamic botany, and H. H. Denham,
instructor in chemistry.

The Cambridge Scientific Instrument

Company (Limited) has been formed with

a capital of £10,000, in £5 shares. Its ob-

jects are to acquire the business carried on

at Cambridge by Mr. Horace Darwin as

' The Cambridge Scientific Instrument Com-
pany,' and to adopt an agreement for the

purpose, and to cai'ry on the business of

mechanical and electrical engineers, and
scientific instrument and apparatus manu-
facturers. The first directors are Mr. Horace
Darwin (chairman and managing director),

Major Leonard Darwin, Mr. Hugh F. Newall
and Mr. William N. Shaw. The remunera-

tion of the directors will be fixed hy the

company.

Dr. Albert Mann has been appointed

professor of biology in Ohio Wesleyan Uni-

versitj\

In Syracuse University Dr. E. C. Quereau
has been appointed professor of geology

and mineralogy, and Dr. W. H. Metzler

associate professor of mathematics.

Dr. W. L. Abbott has sent to the TJ. S.

ISTational Museum the collections made
during his travels in Pamir, Central Asia.

Among these are the skins of 228 birds and
more than 100 mammals, m.any of which
are said to be new to science.

An editorial article in Garden and Forest

for May 29th contains on appeal for a fit-

ting memorial to Andrew Jackson Downing.
Trom it we may quote the following facts :

" Mr. Downingwas an authoritative writer

on the ai-t of landscape-gardening. His

treatise on the Theory and Practice of Land-

scape- Gardening, pu-blished in 1841, became
at once the accepted text-book of the sub-

ject. In 1849 he wrote a series of articles

in The Horticulturalist on public parks which

had a marked influence in creating and
molding public sentiment in this direction.

The actual work of constructing Central

Park was not begun until sis years after

Downing's untimely death, but it was his

stirring appeals that aroused the citj' to feel

its need, and provision to meet it quickly

followed. It is not too much ,to saj' that

Downing takes rank among the greatest

benefactors to his countrj^ which this cen-

tury has produced. It is now more than

fortj^ years since his death, and it is surely

time that some memorial of him should be

erected in the park which his genius secured

for the city of ISTew York. "

The last number Vol. VII., No. 4, of the

Journal of the College of Science of the Im-
perial Universitj' of Japan bears witness, as

the preceding numbers have done, to the

aptitudes of the Japanese for exact research.

The number contains eight short contribu-

tions to chemistry and an account of the

earthquake of June 20th, 1894. This was
the most violent earthquake that has oc-

curred in Tokyo since 1855.

A WORK on electricitjr and magnetism by
Professor Francis E. Nipher, Washington

TJniversitj^, St. Louis, will be published dur-

ing the summer.

The State Agricultural College at Cor-

vallis. Ore., has begun the publication of a

series of laboratory studies in zoology

edited by Prof. F. L. Washburn.

The paper on the Proto-historic Ethnog-

raphy of Western Asia, read by Dr. D. G.

Brinton before the American Philosophical

Society on April 19th, has been reprinted

from the Proceedings of the American Phil-

osophical Society and is published by Mac-

Calla & Co., Philadelphia.

Dr. J. Dorfler, I. Burgring 7, Vienna,

is compiling a Directory of Living Botanists,

together with botanical gardens, societies,

journals, etc. The cooperation of botauists

throughout the world is requested.

At the annual meeting of the Linnaean

Society, held on Maj^ 24th, the gold medal

founded in 1888 ou the occasion of the cen-
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tenary of the Society, aud awarded alter-

nately to a biologist and zoiilogist, was pre-

sented to Dr. Ferdinand Colin, professor of

botany in Breslau. Last year the medal

was awarded to Professor Haeckel, of Jena,

in recognition of Ids researches in the science

of marine invertebrate zoology.

The third International Congress of

Physiologj' will meet in Berne from Sept.

9th to Sept. 13th, 1895.

According to the Revue Scientifiijue M.
Tocchini, the director of the Central Bnrean

of Meteorology in Rome, has founded a

Seismological Society, having for its object

the stud}- of earthquakes aud volcanic phe-

nomena, and the publication of short ac-

counts of the results obtained and of the

apparatus used.

The Renie Scu'nfifi(jue also reports the

formation of an Astronomical Society in

Bruxelles, with the object of bringing into

closer communication all those interested in

astronomy and related sciences.

Two hundred unprinted letters of Pes-

talozzi have been found in Switzerland.

They will be published by Seyflarth, whose

biography of Pestalozzi has already reached

its sixth edition. —N. Y. Evening Post.

Hexrv Philips, Jr., died in Philadelphia

on June 6th, at the age of 57. Mr. Philijis

was well known as an arclueologist, numis-

matist and philologist.

The University of Glasgow has received

an anonymous gift of £10,000 for the pur-

pose of founding a chair of political economy

to be named after Adam Smith, who was

once professor in the University.

The honorary degree of Doctor of Science

has been conferred by the University of

Cambridge on Dr. John Murray, editor of

the ' Challenger ' publications.

The following recent appointments to as-

sistant professorships are announced from

Johns Hopkins Univei-sity : Dr. Charles

Lane Poor, astromonv: Dr. Sidnev Sher-

wood, political economy: Dr. Alexander S.

Chessin, nmtliematics and mechanics: Dr.

John M. ^incent. history: Dr. Simon Flex-

ner. Pathology. Dr. Edward B. Matthews
and Herbert G. Geer have been appointed

associates in nnneralogy aud mechanical

engineering respectively.

Ax International Horticultural Congress

was opened at Paris on May '24th.

The hufitut of France has opened an

international subscription for a moument to

Lavoisier, to be erected in Paris.

Me. Ralph Swixbcrne, said to have been

the oldest engineer in the country, died re-

cently, aged ninety yeai-s.

Mr. L. L. Price's paper on ' The Col-

leges of Oxford and Agricultural Depres-

sion ' contains, according to the Academy. " a

detailed analysis of the expenditure of the

colleges in IS.s:} and 1893. During this

period the amount received bj- the heads

(excluding Christ Church) has fallen from

£22,811 to £2o,!)05. or by more than 8 per

cent.: in some cases, of course, the decrease

is much more, while in a few there is an in-

crease. The amount received by fellows

(apparently including profe-ssor-fellows ) has

fallen from i;70,0S0 to £59,715, or by more

than 15 per cent. Here, again, there arc

wide variations, though onl}- two examples

of actual increase. In the case of one col-

lege, which shall be nameless, eight fellows

in 1893 had only £400 to divide among
them. On the other hand, the amount ap-

propriated to scholarships and exhibitions

has risen during the same period from £44-

776 to £48,37.^, or by nearly 10 percent. In

hardly any case is there a decline ; while

at the unnamed college referred to above

the scholars now receive nearly four times

as much as the fellows. The number of

scholai-s and exhibitors has risen from 570

to 658. while the number of fellows seems

to have remained stationary. In addition,

the colleges in 1S93 paid over an assess-
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ment of £4,334 to the common university

fund, a heading which practically did not

exist in 1883 ; while during these ten j-ears

contributions to the salaries of the profes-

soriate have increased from £12,840 to

£15,034. It seems pretty clear that the re-

sults of agricultural depression have fallen

almost solely upon the fellows, and upon
some of them hardly."

Professor Bunsen celebrated his eighty-

fifth birthday on March 31st.

At the last meeting of the Geological

Society, Prof. Judd drew attention to an
interesting series of photographs sent for

exhibition by Prof. Liversidge, of Sydney,

who has found that sections of gold nug-

gets, when etched with chlorine-water, ex-

hibit lines like the "Widman-Stetten figures

of meteorites, showing that the gold has a

crystalline structure, octahedi-al and cubic

forms being displayed.

—

The Academy.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.

At the meeting held May 18th Dr. Mer-

riam spoke of the Mammals of the Pribilof

Islands in Bering Sea. Excluding Ceta-

ceans, eight mammals are known from the

Islands. Four of these are land mammals
and four amphibious or marine, as follows :

One, Arctic fox; two, brown lemming; three,

shrew; four, house mouse; five, harbor seal;

six, fur seal; seven, sea-lion; eight, walrus.

To these the sea-otter might be added,

though it is not a resident and visits the

islands very rarely. The house mouse was
introduced by the Eussians and has run

wild. The fox also is said to have been in-

troduced. The shrew has been found on

St. Paul only; the lemming on St. George

only.

A paper entitled ' The Hares (genus

Lepus) of the Mexican Border ' was read by
Dr. Edgar A. Mearns, who stated that it

was written in the course of preparation of

a report on the collections made bj' the

biological section of the recent re-survey of

the Mexican boundary line, of which expe-

dition Dr. Mearns was the surgeon and
naturalist from Januarj^, 1892, to Septem-

ber, 1894, with one intermission of a few

months. The doctor's field experience in

that general region covers in all a period

of seven years. The specimens of Lepus ac-

cumulated during that time amount to 288,

representing 15 species and subspecies, to

which material were added the collections

of the United States National Museum and
a portion of those of the American Museum
of Natural History in New York, making a

total of about 400 specimens examined.

The species of the Mexican border were

shown to represent three sections of the

genus Lepus, which might with advantage

be recognized as subgenera. These were

Hydrolagtjs Gray (Water Hares, repre-

sented by a single species, Lepus aquaiicus

Bachman); Sylvilagus Gray (comprising

(1) the Cottontails, 3 species and 3 addi-

tional subspecies, and (2) the Cactus Hare,

Lepus cinerascens Allen); and Macrotolagus
(a new subgenus created for the Mexican

group of Jackrabbits, of which 6 species and

3 additional subspecies were found on the

Mexican border). In all, 17 forms were

recognized as occurring on the strip of the

United States which borders on Mexico, of

which number seven were treated as sub-

species and the remainder as species, of

which latter there are eleven, Lepus sylvat-

icus being represented by (3) subspecies.

Two species and four subspecies were de-

scribed as new. Of these, Holzner's Cot-

tontail inhabits wooded mountains from

New Mexico and Arizona southward, and

the Lesser Desert Cottontail the region from

the upper Rio Grande of Texas westward

to the continental divide. The black-naped

Jackrabbit of the Lower Rio Grande was
named in honor of Dr. C. Hai't Merriam

;

and another species of Jackrabbit fi-om the
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I>laius east of the continental divide was
dedicated to Lieutenant D. D. Gaillard. I'.

S. A., a member of the International Boun-

dary Commission. The Gray Jackrabbit of

the Upper Rio Grande region, and the

Desert Jackrabbit of the Colorado Desert,

were described as superficially distinct fi-om

the Lepus texianus Waterliouse. The Mexi-

can Jackrabbit (Lepu.^ callotii "Wagler), witli

which several species inhabiting the United

States have hithei-to been confounded, was
shown, principally on the authority of Dr.

C. Hart Merriam, as the result of explora-

tions lately conducted in Mexico by his

Division of the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture, to be wholly extralimital to the

United States, and not to occur near our

southern border.

Diagnoses of the new Hares discovered

by Dr. Mcarns will soon appear in the pro-

ceedings of the U. S. Xational Museum, the

complete article to form a part of the bio-

logical report of the International Bound-

ary Commission.

Dr. Erwin F. Smith read a paper on The

Biology of Bacilhos tracheiphilm u. sp., the

cause of wilt in various Cucurbits. The or-

ganism has been isolated and numerous in-

fections secured from pure cultures—more

than fifty—in the gTcenhouse under strict

control. The disease has also been induced

by spraying the bacillus on insects (Dia-

brotica vittata and Coreus tristis) and turn-

ing these loose on the plants, thus confirm-

ing a belief expressed in 1S93, and due to

field observations, that the disease is ordi-

narily transmitted by leaf eating beetles

and squash bugs. During the nine montlis

in which experiments have been conducted

under gla.ss, the only cases have been those

due to artificial infections, none of the nu-

merous control plants having developed the

disease. The paper described the mor-

phology of the organism, its behavior in

various media—agar, gelatine, potato and

sweet potato, beef broth, vegetable infu-

sions, milk and various Siiccharine fiuids in

fermentation tubes ; resistance to heat and
dry air; behavior with .stains; growth in acid

and alkaline media, in hydrogen
; parts of

plants attacked, lesions, symptoms, time of

appearance after inoculation, etc. Numer-
ous repeated inoculations into potato and
tomato vines failed to induce anj- disease,

and the positive and negative evidence are

both conclusive that this disease is en-

tirely different from the southern potato

and tomato blight. Inoculations into pears

and hyacinths also gave negative results.

The organism used for infections was iso-

lated from the cucumber, and most of the

inoculations were performed on the cucum-

ber and muskmelon by pricking the germs

into the blade of a leaf. Experiments on

pumpkins and squashes are still in progress.

The prompt destruction of leaf-eating and

leaf-puncturing in.sects appears to be the

onlj' satisfactory way of combating this

disease. How this shall be done to best

advantage is a problem belonging to the

province of economic entomology.

An interesting paper on the Means of In-

tercommunication among Wolres, by Mr. Er-

nest Thompson, was read. Mr. Thompson

gave first place to the sense of smell as a

means of olitaining information.

M. B. Waite,

Recording Secretary.

THE XEW JERSEY STATE MICROSCOPICAL

SOCIETY.

The Society held its 2(ith annual meet-

ing on Monday. May 27th, and elected the

following oflicei"s for 1895-96;

Pre.iident, Byron D. Halsted, Sc. D.

Vice-Presidinf, Julius Nel.son, Ph. D.

Becording Secretary, Frederick H. Blodgett.

Corresponding Secretary, John Helm. M. D.

Treamirer, A. C. Mutton, M. D.

Curator, A. H. Chester, Ph. D.

Librarian, Frederick H. Blodgett.

Trustee (two yeare), Fred. B. Kilmer.
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The Secretary's report showed an increase

in general interest on the part of the mem-
bers and an increase also in the attendance

of visitors at the regular meetings.

The quarter-centennial was celebrated

by a well attended public meeting. The
program of this meeting included the pro-

jection of micro-slides of rock sections,

marine algfe, living animalculae and wood
sections, and table exhibits from the three

natui'al kingdoms under thirty-five instru-

ments.

About a year ago the Society was sec-

tionalized, and the following sections cre-

ated :

(1) Agriculture, (2) Bacteriology, (3)

Biology (Zoology), (4) Botany, (5) Chem-
istry, (6) Entomology, (7) Geology, (8)

Histology, (9) Mineralogy, (10) Pathology,

(11) Physics, (12) Technique, (13) Litera-

ture.

Of these the sections on Bacteriology,

Botany and Mineralogy have had charge of

one meeting each, and reports of less length

have been made by the sections on Tech-

nique and Literature.

The membership includes 40 active, 19

corresponding and 1 honorary member.

After the business session A. H. Chester,

Ph. D., read a paper on ' Crystals,' describ-

ing the means used in the preparation of

crystals for micro-mounts; slow crystalliza-

tion from fusion, or solution, sublimation,

precipitation and electrolysis. The paper

described the systems of crystals to some

extent, mentioning more especially those of

gold, silver and copper. With the aid of

ten microscopes the minute beauties of the

crystals were shown with appreciation to a

goodly number of members and friends.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.

AMERICAN JOTTRNAL OF SCIENCE, JUNE, 1895.

The June number of the American Jour-

nal of Science opens with an article by Prof.

Frank Waldo discussing the daily march

of the wind velocities in the United States.

This is based upon the published data fur-

nished by the Chief Signal Officer's Report

.

for 1890, giving the average wind movement
for each hour of each day in this year, and
also the daily averages for the seven j^ears

1883-89. These are discussed for the dif-

ferent portions of the countrj^ and the results

presented in a series of curves; thej' show
distinct maxima for many stations in Jan-

uary, which are still more developed in July.

D. A. Kreider describes the preparation of

perchloric acid and its application to the

determination of potassium ; also W. H.
Hobbs, the crystal form of borneol and iso-

borneol. E,. Euedemann gives an abstract

of a paper (to appear in full in the Report

of the New York State Geologist) on the

mode of growth and development of the

graptolitic genus Diplograptus ; a series of

figures illustrates the subject. N. H. Dai'ton

gives an account of the recent discovery of

a dike penetrating the Salina formation at

DeWitt near SjTacuse, N". Y.; this occur-

ence is of especial interest because doubt-

less connected with the Syracuse dike de-

scribed by Dr. G. H. WilHams in 1887.

The petrography of the DeWitt dike is

fully given by J. F. Kemp. Another article

is by G. M. Dawson, giving a general

discussion of the amount of elevation that

has taken place along the Rockj' Mountain

Range in British America since the close of

the Cretaceous ; the minimum estimate ob-

tained of greatest uplift for the region

(about latitude 50°) is 32,000 to 35,000 feet.

Three analyses" of sodalite are given by L.

McI. Luquer and G. J. Volckening. The
number closes with a series of abstracts and
reviews, and finally the volume index.

Under the Geological Notes, R. T. Hill men-

tions the discovery of a dicotyledonous

flora in the Cheyenne sandstone at the base

of the beds belonging to the Comanche
series in Comanche and Barber counties, of

southern Kansas.
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AKGON.*

It is some three or four years since I hail

the honour of lecturing here one Friday

evening upon the densities of oxygen and

hydrogen gases, and upon the conchisions

that might be drawn from the result.s. It

is not necessary, therefore, that I sliould

*A Lecture given by Lord Rayleigh before the

Royal Institution of Great Britain, on Friday, April

."i, 1895. Reprinted from the official' report.

trouble you to-night with any detail as to

the method bj- which gases can be accur-

ately weighed. I must take that as known,
merelj- mentioning that it is substantially

the same as is used by all investigatore

nowadays, and introduced more than fifty

years ago by Regnault. It was not until

after that lecture that I turned my atten-

tion to nitrogen ; and in the first instance

I employed a method of preparing the gas

which originated with Mr. Vernon Har-

court, of Oxford. In this method the oxy-

gen of ordinary atmospheric air is got rid

of with the aid of ammonia. Air is bubbled

through li(iuid ammonia, and then passed

through a red-hot tube. In its passage the

oxygen of the air combines with the hj'dro-

gen of the ammonia, all the oxygen being

in that way burnt up and converted into

water. The excess of ammonia is subse-

quently absorbed with acid, and the water

by ordinary desiccating agents. That method

is very convenient ; and, when I had ob-

tained a few concordant results by means

of it, I thought that the work was complete,

and that the weight of niti'ogen was satis-

foctorily determined. But then I refiected

that it is always advisable to employ more

than one method, and that the method that

I had used—Jlr. Vernon Harcourt's method

—was not that which had been used by any

of those who liad preceded me in weighing

nitrogen. The usual method consists in

absorbing the oxygen of air by means of
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red-hot copper ; and I thought that I ought

at least to give that method a trial, fully

expecting to obtain forthwith a value in

harmony with that already afforded bj^ the

ammonia method. The result, however,

proved otherwise. The gas obtained by

the copper method, as I may call it, proved

to be one-thousandth part heavier than that

obtained by the ammonia method ;
and, on

repetition, that difference was only brought

out more clearly. This was about three

years ago. Then, in order, if possible, to

get further light upon a discrepancy which

puzzled me very much, and which, at that

time, I regarded only with disgust and im-

patience, I published a letter in Nature in-

viting criticisms from chemists who might

be interested in such questions. I obtained

various useful suggestions, but none going

to the root of the matter. Several persons

who wrote to me privately were inclined to

tliink that the explanation was to be sought

in a partial dissociation of the nitrogen

derived from ammonia. For, before going

further, I ought to explain that, in the nit-

rogen obtained by the ammonia method,

some—about a seventh part—is derived

from the ammonia, the larger part, however,

being derived as usual from the atmos-

phere. If the chemically derived niti'ogen

were partly dissociated into its component

atoms, then the lightness of the gas so pre-

pared would be explained.

The next step in the enquiry was, if pos-

sible, to exaggerate the discrepancy. One's

instinct at first is to try to get rid of a dis-

crepancy, but I believe that experience

shows such an endeavor to be a mistake.

What one ought to do is to magnify a small

discrepancy with a view to finding out the

explanation ; and, as it appeared in the

present case that the root of the discrepancy

lay in the fact that part of the nitrogen pre-

pared by the ammonia method was nitrogen

out of ammonia, although the greater part

remained of common origin in both cases.

the application of the principal suggested a

trial of the weight of nitrogen obtained

wholly from ammonia. This could easily
.

be done by substituting pure oxygen for at-

mospheric air in the ammonia method, so

that the whole, instead of only a part, of

the nitrogen collected should be derived

from the ammonia itself The discrepancy

was at once magnified some five times. The
nitrogen so obtained from ammonia proved

to be about one-half per cent, lighter than

nitrogen obtained in the ordinary waj^ from

the atmosphere, and which I may call for

brevity ' atmospheric ' nitrogen.

That result stood out prettj' sharply from

the first ; but it was necessarj' to confirm

it by comparison with nitrogen chemically

derived in other ways. The table before

you gives a summary of such results, the

numbers being the weights in grams actually

contained under standard conditions in the

globe employed.

ATMOSPHEEIC NITROGEN.

By hot copper (1892) 2.3103

By hot iron (1893) 2.3100

By ferrous hydrate (1894) 2.3102

Mean 2.3102

CHEMICAL NITROGEN.

From nitric oxide 2.3001

From nitrous oxide 2.2990

From ammonium nitrite purified at a red heat . 2.2987

From urea 2.2985

From ammonium nitrite purified in the cold . 2.2987

Mean 2.2990

The difference is about 11 milligrams, or

about one-half per cent.; and it was suffi-

cient to prove conclusive^ that the two

kinds of nitrogen—the chemically derived

nitrogen and the atmospheric nitrogen

—

differed in weight, and therefore, of course,

in quality, for some reason hitherto un-

known.

I need not spend time in explaining the

various precautions that were necessaiy iu

order to establish surely that conclusion.

One had to be on one's guard against im-
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purities, especially against the presence of

hydrogen, which might seriously lighten any
gas in which it was contained. I believe,

however, that the precautious taken were
sutflcient to exclude all questions of that

sort, and the result, which I published

about this time last year, stood sharply out,

that the nitrogen obtained from chemical

sources was diSerent from the nitrogen ob-

tained from the air.

"Well, that difference, admitting it to be

established, was sufficient to show that

some hitherto unknown gas is involved in

the matter. It might be that the new gas

was dissociated nitrogen, contained in that

which was too light, the chemical nitrogen

—and at first that was the explanation to

which I leaned: but certain experiments

went a long way to discourage such a sup-

position. In the first place, chemical evi-

dence—and in this matter I am greatly de-

pendent upon the kindness of chemical

friends—tends to show that, even if ordi-

narj- nitrogen could be dissociated at all

into its component atoms, such atoms would

not be likely to enjoy any verj- long contin-

ued existence. Even ozone goes slowly

back to the more normal state of oxygen;

and it was thought that dissociated nitrogen

would have even a greater tendency to re-

vert to the normal condition. The experi-

ment suggested by that remark was as fol-

lows—to keep chemical nitrogen—the too

light nitrogen which might be supposed to

contain dissociated molecules—for a good

while, and to examine whether it changed

in density. Of course it would be useless

to shut up gas in a globe and weigh it, and

then, after an interval, to weigh it again,

for there would be no opportunity for any

change of weight to occur, even although

the gas within the globe had undergone

some chemical alteration. It is necessaiy

to re-establish the standard conditions of

temperatiu'C and pressure which are always

understood when we speak of filling a glol)p

with gas, for I need hardly say that fill-

ing a globe with gas is but a figure of

speech. Everything depends upon the

temperature and pressure at which you
work. However, that obvious point being

borne in mind, it was proved bj- experiment

that the gas did not change in weight

by standing for eight months—a result

tending to show that the abnormal light-

ness was not the consequence of dissocia-

tion .

Further experiments were tried upon the

action of the silent electric discharge—both

upon the atmospheric nitrogen and upon
the chemically derived nitrogen—but neither

of them seemed to be sensibly affected by
such treatment; so that, altogether, the

balance of evidence seemed to incline

against the hypothesis of abnormal light-

ness in the chemically derived nitrogen be-

ing due to dissociation, and to suggest

stronglj-, as almost the only possible alter-

native, that there must be in atmospheric

nitrogen some constituent heavier than true

nitrogen.

At that point the question arose. What
was the evidence that all the so-called ni-

trogen of the atmosphere was of one qual-

ity? And I remember—I think it was
about this time last year, or a little earlier

—putting the question to my colleague,

Professor Dewar. His answer was that he

doubted whether anything material had

been done upon the matter since the time

of Cavendish, and that I had better refer

to Cavendish's original paper. The advice

I quickly followed, and I was rather sur-

prised to find that Cavendish had himself

put this question quite as sharplj- as I could

put it. Translated from the old-fashioned

phraseologj- connected with the theory of

phlogiston, his question was whether the

inert ingredient of the air is i-eally all

of one kind, whether all the nitrogen of

the air is really the same as the nitro-

gen of nitre. Cavendisli not only asked
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himself this question, but he endeav-

oured to answer it by an appeal to experi-

ment.

I should like to show j-ou Cavendish's ex-

periment in something like its original form.

He inverted a U tube filled with mercury,

the legs standing in two separate mercurj^

cups. He then passed up, so as to stand

above the mercury, a mixture of nitrogen,

or of air, and oxygen ; and he caused an

electric current from a Mctional electrical

machine like the one I have before me to

pass from the mercurj'^ in the one leg to the

mercury in the other, giving sparks across

the intervening column of air. I do not

propose to xise a frictional machine to-night,

but I will substitute for it one giving elec-

tricity of the same quality of the construc-

tion introduced by Mr. Wimshurst, of which

we have a fine specimen in the Institution.

It stands just outside the door ofthe theatre,

and will supply an electric current along in-

sulated wires, leading to the mercury cups;

and, if we are successful, we shall cause

sparks to pass through the small length of

air included above the columns of mercury.

There they are ; and after a little time you

will notice that the mercur^^ rises, indica-

ting that the gas is sensibly absorbed under

the influence of the sparks and of a piece of

potash floating on the mercury. It was by
that means that Cavendish established his

great discoverj;- of the nature of the inert

ingredient in the atmosphere, which we now
call nitrogen ; and, as I have said, Caven-

dish himself proposed the question, as dis-

tinctly as we can do, Is this inert ingredient

all of one kind? and he proceeded to test

that question. He found, after days and

weeks of protracted experiment, that, for

the most part, the nitrogen of the atmos-

phere was absorbed in this manner, and con-

verted into nitrous acid ; but that there was
a small residue remaining after prolonged

treatment with sparks, and a final absorp-

tion of the residual oxygen. That residue

amounted to about j\-^ part of the nitrogen

taken ; and Cavendish draws the conclusion

that, if there be more than one inert ingre-

dient in the atmosphere, at anj' rate the sec-

ond ingi-edient is not contained to a greater

extent than tstj part.

I must not wait too long over the experi-

ment. Mr. Gordon tells me that a certain

amount of contraction has alreadj' occurred;

and if we project the U upon the screen, we
shall be able to verify the fact. It is only

a question of time for the greater part of the

gas to be taken up, as we have proved by
preliminary experiments.

In what I have to say from this point on-

wards, I must be understood as speaking

as much on behalf of Professor Ramsay as

for myself. At the first, the work -which

we did was to a certain extent iadependent.

Afterwards we worked in concert, and all

that we have published in our joint names
must be regarded as being equalty the work
of both of us. But, of course, Professor

Ramsay must not be held responsible for

any chemical blunder into which I may
stumble to-night.

Bj' his work and by mine the heavier in-

gi-edient in atmospheric nitrogen which was
the origin of the discrepancy in the densi-

ties has been isolated, and we have given it

the name of ' argon.' For this purpose we
may use the original method of Cavendish,

with the advantages of modern appliances.

"We can procure more powerftil electric

sparks than any which Cavendish could

command by the use of the ordinarj' Ruhm-
korfi" coil stimulated by a battery of Grove

cells; and it is possible so to obtain evidence

of the existence of argon. The oxidation of

nitrogen by that method goes on pretty

quickly. If you put some ordinarj^ air, or,

better still, a mixture of au' and oxygen, in

a tube in which electric sparks are made to

pass for a certain time, then, in looking

through the tube, you observe the well-

known reddish-orange fumes of the oxides
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of nitrogen. I will not take up time in go-

ing through the experiment, but will merely

exhibit a tube already prepared (image on

screen).

One can work more efficiently bj' employ-

ing the alternate currents from dj'namo ma-
chines whieli are now at our command. In

this institution we have the advantage of a

public supply : and if I pass alternate cur-

rents origiiiating in Deptford through this

Ruhmkorft' coil, which acts as what is now
called a ' high potential transformer,' and

allow sparks from the secondary to pass in

an inverted test tube between platinum

points, we shall be able to show in a com-

paratively short time a pretty rapid absorp-

tion of the gases. The electric current is led

into the working chamber through bent glass

tubes containing mercury, and provided

at their inner extremities with platinum

points. In this arrangement we avoid the

risk, which would otherwise be serious, of

a fracture just when we least desired it. I

now start the sparks by switching on tlie

Ruhmkorfl'to the alternate current supply;

and, if you will take note of the level of tlie

liquid representing the quantity of mixed

gases included, I think j'ou will .see after, per-

haps, a quarter of an hour that the liquid

has very appreciably risen, owing to the

union of the nitrogen and the oxygen gases

under the iuHueuce of the electrical dis-

charge, and subsequent absorption of the re-

sulting compound l)j- the alkaline li(juid

with which the gas space is enclo.sed.

By means of this little apparatus, which

is very convenient for operations upon a

moderate scale, such as for analj'sis of ' nit-

rogen ' for the amount of argon that it may
contain, we are able to get an absorption

of about SO cubic centimetres per hour, or

about 4 inches along this test tube, when

all is going well. In order, however, to ob-

tain the isolation of argon on any consider-

able scale by means of the oxygen method,

we must employ an apparatus still more en-

larged. The isolation of argon re([uircs the

removal of nitrogen, and, indeed, of very

large quantities of nitrogen, for, as it ap-

pears, the proportion of argon contained iu

atmospheric nitrogen is only about 1 per

cent., so that for every litre of argon that

you wish to get you must eat up some hun-

dred litres of nitrogen. That, however, can

be done upon an adequate scale by calling

to our aid the powerful electric discharge

now obtainable by means of the alternate

current supply and high potential trans-

formers.

In what I have done upon this subject I

have had the advantage of the advice of Mr.

Crookes. who some years ago drew special

attention to the electric discharge or flame,

and showed that many of its properties de-

pended upon the fact that it had the power of

causing, upon a considerable scale, a com-

bination of the nitrogen and the oxygen of

the air in which it was made.

I had first thought of showing in the lec-

ture room the actual apparatus wliich I

have employed for the concentration of

argon; but the difliculty is that, as the ap-

paratus has to be used, the working parts

are almost invisible, and I came to the con-

clusion that it would reallj' be more instruc-

tive as well as more convenient to show the

parts isolated, a very little eflort of imagin-

ation being then all that is requu-ed iu order

to reconstruct in the mind the actual ar-

rangements emploj'ed.

First, as to the electric arc or flame it-

self. We have here a transformer made by

Pike and Harris. It is not the one that I

have used in practice; but it is convenient

for certain pur^wses, and it can lie connected

by means of a switch with the alterixate

currents of 100 volts furni.shed l)y the Sup-

ply Company. The platinum terminals

that you see here are modelled exactly upon

the plan of those which have been employed

in practice. I may say a word or two on

the question of mounting. The terminals
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require to be very massive on account of the

the heat evolved. In this case they consist

of platinum wire doubled upon itself six

times. The platinums are continued by

iron wires going through glass tubes, and

attached at the ends to the copper leads.

For better securitj^, the tubes themselves

are stopped at the lower ends with corks

and charged with water, the advantage be-

ing that, when the whole arrangement is

fitted by means of an indiarubber stopper

into a closed vessel, you have a witness that,

as long as the water remains in position, no

leak can have occurred through the insul-

ating tubes conveying the electrodes.

Now, if we switch on the current and ap-

proximate the points sufficiently, we get

the electric flame. There you have it. It

is, at present, showing a certain amount of

soda. That in time would burn ofi". After

tbe arc has once been struck, the platinums

can be separated ; and then you have two

tongues of fire ascending almost independ-

ently of one another, but meeting above.

Under the influence of such a flame the oxy-

gen and the nitrogen of the air combine at

a reasonable rate, and in this way the ni-

trogen is got rid of. It is now only a ques-

tion of boxing up the gas in a closed space,

where the argon concentrated by the com-

bustion of the nitrogen can be collected.

But there are difficulties to be encountered

-bere. One cannot well use anything but a

glass vessel. There is hardly any metal

available that will withstand the action of

sti'ong caustic alkali and of the nitrous

fames resulting from the flame. One is

practically limited to glass. The glass ves-

sel employed is a large flask with a single

neck, about half full of caustic alkali. The
electrodes are carried through the neck by
means of an indiarubber bung provided al-

so with tubes for leading in the gas. The
electric flame is situated at a distance of

only about half an inch above the caustic

alkali. In that way an efficient circulation

is established ; the hot gases as they rise

from the flame strike the top, and then as

they come around again in the course of

the circulation they pass sufficiently close

to the caustic alkali to insure an adequate

removal of the nitrous fumes.

There is another point to be mentioned.

It is necessary to keep the vessel cool

;

otherwise the heat would soon rise to such a
point that there would be excessive genera-

tion of steam, and then the operation would
come to a standstill. In order to meet this

difficulty the upper part of the vessel is

provided with a water-jacket, in which a

circulation can be established. No doubt

the glass is severely treated, but it seems to

stand it it in a fairly amiable manner.

Bj' means of an arrangement of this kind,

taking neai-ly three-horse power fi-om the

electric supply, it is possible to consume

nitrogen at a reasonable rate. The trans-

formers actually used are the ' Hedgehog

'

transformers of Mr. Swinburne, intended to

transform from 100 to 2400 volts. By Mr.

Swinburne's advice I have used two such,

the fine wires being in series so as to accu-

mulate the electrical potential and the

thick wires in parallel. The rate at which

the mixed gases are absorbed is about seven

litres per hour ; and the apparatus, when
once fairly started, works very well as a

rule, going for many hours without atten-

tion. At times the arc has a trick of going

out, and it then requires to be restarted by
approximating the platinums. We have

already worked 14 hours on end, and by
the aid of one or two automatic appliances

it would, I think, be possible, to continue

operations day and night.

The gases, air and oxygen in about equal

proportions, are mixed in a large gasholder,

and are fed in automatically as requii-ed.

The argon gradually accumulates ; and

when it is desired to stop operations the

supply of nitrogen is cut off, and onlj^ pure

oxygen allowed admittance. In this way
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the remaiuiug nitrogen is consumed, so

that, finally, the working vessel is charged
with a mixture of argon and oxygen only,

from which the oxygen is removed by ordi-

nary well-known chemical methods. I

may mention that at the clo.«e of the opera-

tion, when the nitrogen is all gone, the ai-c

changes its appearance and becomes of a

brilliant blue colour.

I have said enough about this method,

and I must now pass on to the alternative

method which has been very successful in

Professor Eamsay's hands—that of absorb-

ing nitrogen by means of red-hot magne-
sium. By the kindness of Professor Earn-

say and Mr. Matthews, his assistant, we
have here tlie full scale apparatus before us

almost exactly as thej- use it. On the left

there is a reservoir of nitrogen derived

fi'om air bj- the simple removal of oxygen.

The gas is then dried. Here it is bubbled

through sulphuric acid. It then passes

through a long tube made of hard glass and
charged with magnesium in the form of

thin turnings. During the passage of the

gas over the magnesium at a bright red

heat, the nitrogen is absorbed in a great

degree, and the gas which finally passes

through is immensely richer in argon than

that which first enters the hot tube. At the

present time jou see a tolerably rapid bub-

bling on the left, indicative of the flow of

atmospheric nitrogen into the combustion

furnace ; whereas, on the right, the outflow

is verj- much slower. Care must be taken

to prevent the heat rising to such a point

as to soften the glass. The concentrated

argon is collected in a second gasholder,

and afterwards submitted to further treat-

ment. The apparatus employed by Profes-

soi- Kamsay in the subsequent treatment is

exhibited in the diagram, and is very eft'ect-

ive for its purpose; but I am afraid that

the details of it would not readily be fol-

lowed from any explanation tliat I could

give in the time at my disposal. The prin-

ciple consists in the circulation of the mix-

ture of nitrogen and argon over hot mag-
nesium, the gas being made to pass round
and round until the nitrogen is elTectively

removed from it. At the end that opera-

tion, as in the case of the oxygen method,
proceeds somewhat slowly. When the

greater part of the nitrogen is gone, the re-

mainder seems to be unwilling to follow,

and it requires somewhat protracted ti-eat-

ment in order to be sure that the nitogeu

has wholly disappeared. When I say
' whollj- disappeared,' that, perhaps, would
1)6 too much to say in any case. What we
can say is that the spectrum test is ade-

quate to show the presence, or at any rate

to show the addition, of about one-and-a-

half per cent, of niti'Ogen to argon as pure

as we can get it ; so that it is fair to argue

that any nitrogen at that stage remaining

in the argon is only a small fraction of one-

and-a-half per cent.

I should have liked at this point to be

able to give advice as to which of the two
methods—the oxygen method or the mag-
nesium method—is the easier and the more
to be recommended: but I confess that I

am quite at a loss to do so. One difticulty

in the comparison arises from the fact that

they have been in different hands. As far

as I can estimate, the quantities of nitrogen

eaten up in a given time are not very dif-

ferent. In that respect, perhaps, the mag-
nesium method has some advantage ; but,

on the other hand, it may be said that the

magnesium process re<iuires a much closer

supervision, so that, perhaps, fourteen hours

of the oxygen method may not unfairly

compare with eight hours or so of the mag-

nesium method. In practice a great deal

would depend upon whether in any partic-

ular laboiatory alternate currents are avail-

able from a public supply. If the alternate

currents are at hand, I think it may probably

be the case that the oxygen method is the

easier; Ijut otherwise, the magnesium
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method would, probably, be preferred, espe-

cially by cliemists who are familiar with

operations conducted in red-hot tubes.

I have here another experiment illustra-

tive of the reaction between magnesium

and nitrogen. Two rods of that metal are

suitably mounted in an atmosphere of nitro-

gen, so arranged that we can bring them

into contact and cause an electric arc to

form between them. Under the action of

the heat of the electric arc the nitrogen will

combine with the magnesium; and if we
had time to carry out the experiment we
could demonstrate a rapid absorption of

nitrogen by this method. When the ex-

periment was first tried, I had hoped that

it might be possible, by the aid of electricity,

to start the action so effectively that the

magnesium would continue to burn inde-

pendently under its o^vn developed heat in

the atmosphere of nitrogen. Possibly, on

a larger scale, something of this sort might

succeed, but I bring it forward here only

as an illustration. We turn on the electric

current and bring the magnesiums together.

You see a brilliant gi-een light, indicating

the vaporisation of the magnesium. Under

the influence of the heat the magnesium

burns, and there is collected in the glass

vessel a certain amount of brownish-looking

powder which consists mainly of the nitride

of magnesium. Of course, if there is any

oxygen present it has the preference, and

the ordinary white oxide of magnesium is

formed.

The gas thus isolated is proved to be inert

by the very fact of its isolation. It refuses

to combine under circumstances in which

nitrogen, itself always considered very inert,

does combine—both in the case of the

oxygen treatment and in the case of the

magTiesium treatment ; and these facts are,

perhaps, almost enough to justify the name
which we have suggested for it. But, in

addition to this, it has been proved to be

inert under a considerable variety of other

conditions such as might have been expected

to tempt it into combination. I will not

recapitulate all the experiments which have

been tried, almost entirely by Professor

Ramsay, to induce the gas to combine.

Hitherto, in our hands, it has not done so;

and I may mention that recentlj^, since the

publication of the abstract of our paper read

before the Royal Society, argon has been

submitted to the action of titanium at a red

heat, titanium being a metal having a great

affinitjr for nitrogen, and that argon has re-

sisted the temptation to which nitrogen

succumbs. We never have asserted, and we
do not now assert, that argon can under no

circumstances be got to combine. That

would, indeed, be a rash assertion for any

one to venture upon ; and only withiu the

last few weeks there has been a most in-

teresting announcement by M. Berthelot,

of Paris, that, xinder the action of the silent

electric discharge, argon can be absorbed

when treated in contact with the vapor of

benzine. Such a statement, coming from

so great an authority, commands our atten-

tion; and if we accept the conclusion, as I

suppose we must do, it will follow that

argon has, under those circumstances, com-

bined.

Argon is rather freelj^ soluble in water..

That is a thing that troubled us at first in

trying to isolate the gas ; because, when one

was dealing with very small quantities, it

seemed to be always disappearing. In trj--

ing to accumulate it we made no progress.

After a sufi&cient quantity had been pre-

pared, special experiments Avere made on

solubilitj' of argon in water. It has been

found that argon, prepared both by the

magnesium method and by the oxygen

method, has about the same solubility in

water as oxygen—some two-and-a-halftimes

the solubility of nitrogen. This suggests,

what has been verified bj' experiment, that

the dissolved gases of water should contain

a larger proportion of argon than does at-
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mospheric nitrogeu. I have here an appa-

ratus of a somewhat rough description,

which I have employed in experiments of

this kind. The boiler employed consists

of an old oil-can. The water is applied to

it and drawn from it by coaxial tubes of

metal. The incoming cold water tlows

through the outer annulus between the two

tubes. The outgoing hot water passes

through the inner tube, which ends in the

interior of the vessel at a higher level. By
means of this arrangement the heat of the

water which has done its work is passed on

to the incoming water not yet in operation,

and in that way a limit'Cd amount of heat

is made to bring up to the boil a very much
larger quantity of water than would other-

wise be possible, the greater part of the

dissolved gases being liberated at the same

time. These are collected in the ordinarj^

waj-. What you see in this flask is dis-

solved air collected out of water in the

course of the last three or four hours. Such

gas, when treated as if it were atmospheric

nitrogeu, that is to say after removal of the

oxygen and minor impurities, is found to

be decidedly heavier than atmospheric nitro-

gen to such an extent as to indicate that

the proportion of argon contained is about

double. It is obvious, therefore, that the

dissolved gases of water form a convenient

source of argon, by which some of the labor

of separation from air is ob\'iated. During

the last few weeks I have been supplied

from Manchester by Mr. Macdougall, who

has interested himself in this matter, with

a quantity of dissolved gases obtained from

the condensing water of his steam engine.

As to tlie spectrum, we have been in-

debted from the first to Jlr. Crookes, and

he has been good enough to-night to bring

some tubes which he will operate, and

which will show you at all events the light

of the electric discharge in argon. I cannot

show you the spectrum of argon, for unfor-

tunately the amount of light from a vacuum

tube is not sufficient for the projection of its

spectrum. Under some circumstances the

light is red, and under other circumstances

it is blue. Of course when these lights are

examined with the spectroscope—and they

have been examined by Mr. Crookes with

great care—the iliflFerences in the color of

the light translate themselves into different

groups of spectrum lines. We have before

us Mr. Crookes' map, showing the two
spectra upon a very large scale. The upper

is the spectrum of the blue light ; the lower

is the spectrum of the red light ; and it will

be seen that they differ very greatly. Some
lines are common to both ; but a great many
lines are seen only in the red, and others

ai"e seen only in the blue. It is astonishing

to notice what trilling changes in the con-

ditions of the discharge bring about such

extensive alterations in the spectrum.

One question of great importance, upon

which the spectrum throws light is : Is the

argon derived by the oxygen method really

the same as the argon derived bj' the mag-

nesium method? Bj* Mr. Crookes' kind-

ness I have had an opportunity of examin-

ing the spectra of the two gases side by side,

ivnd such examination as I could make re-

vealed no difference whatever in the two

spectra, from which, I suppose, we may
conclude either that the gases are absolutely

the same, or, if they are not the same, that

at any rate the ingredients by which they

differ cannot be present in more than a

small proportion in either of them.

My own observations upon the spectrum

have been made principally at atmospheric

pressure. In the ordinary process of spark-

ing, the pressure is atmospheric, and if we

wish to look at the spectrum we have noth«

ing more to do than to include a jar in the

circuit and to put a direct vision prism to

the eye. At my request, Professor Schuster

examined some tubes containing argon at

atmospheric pressure prepared bj* the oxy-

gen method, and I have here a diagram of
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a characteristic group. He also placed

upon the sketch some of the lines of zinc,

which were verj^ convenient as dii-ecting

one exactly where to look. (See Fig.)

Within the last few days Mr. Crookes

has charged a radiometer with argon.

When held in the light from the electric

lamp the vanes revolve rapidly. Argon is

anomalous in many respects, but not, you

see, in this.

Next, as to the density of argon. Pro-

fessor Eamsay has made numerous and care-

ful observations upon the density of the gas

prepared by the magnesium method, and he

finds a density of about 19.9 as comxjared

the density of a gas, and also the velocitj^

of sound in it, we are in a position to infer

this ratio of specific heats ; and by means

of this method. Professor Eamsaj^ has de-

termined the ratio in the case of argon,

arriving at the verj^ remarkable result that

the ratio of specific heats is represented bj^

the number 1.65, approaching very closely

to the theoretical limit, 1.67. The number

1.67 would indicate that the gas has no

energy except energy of ti-anslation of its

molecules. If there is any other energy

than that, it would show itself by this num-

ber dropping below 1.67. Ordinary gases,

oxygen, nitrogen, hydi-ogen, etc., do di-op
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with hydrogen. Equally satisfactory obser-

vations upon the gas derived by the oxygen

method have not yet been made, but there

is no reason to suppose that the densitj^ is

different, such numbers as 19.7 having been

obtained.

One of the most interesting matters in

connection with argon, however, is what is

known as the ratio of the specific heats. I

.must not stay to elaborate the questions in-

volved, but it will be known to many who
hear me that the velocity^ of sound in a gas

depends upon the ratio of two specific heats

—^the specific heat of the gas measured at

constant pressure, and the specific heat

measured at constant volume. If we know

below, giving the number l.-i. Other gases

drop lower still. If the ratio of specific

heats is 1.65, practicallj^ 1.67, we may infer

then that the whole energy of motion is

translational ; and from that it would seem

to foUow hj arguments which, however, I

must not stop to elaborate, that the gas

must be of the kind called by chemists

monatomic.

I had intended to say something of the

operation of determining the ratio of specific

heats, but time wUl not allow. The result

is, no doubt, very awkward. Indeed, I

have seen some indications that the anoma-

lous properties of argon are brought as a

kind of accusation against us. But we had
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the very best intentions in the matter. The
facts were too much for us ; anil all we can

do now is to apologise for ourselves and for

the gas.

Several questions maj- be ivsked, upon

which I should like to say a word or two,

if you will allow me to detain you a little

longer. The first question (I do not know
whether I need ask it) is, have we got hold

of a new gas at all? I had thought that

that might be passed over, but only this

morning I read in a technical journal the

suggestion that argon was our old friend

nitrous oxide. Nitrous oxide has roughly

the density of argon ; but that, as far as I

can see, is the only point of resemblance be-

tween them.

Well, supposing that there is a new gas,

which I will not stop to discuss, because I

think the spectrum alone would be enough to

prove it, the next question that may be asked

is, is it in the atmosphere? This matter

naturally engaged our earnest attention at

an early stage of the enquiry. I will onlj-

indicate in a few words the arguments

which seem to us to show that the answer

must be in the affirmative.

In the first place, if argon be not in the

atmosphei'C, the original discrepanc}' of

densities which formed the starting point

of the investigation remains unexplained,

and the discovery of the new gas has been

made upon a false clue. Passing over that,

we have the evidence irom the blank exper-

iments, in which nitrogen originally derived

from chemical sources is treated either with

oxygen or with magnesium, exactly as at-

mospheric, nitrogen is treated. If we use

atmospheric nitrogen we get a certain pro-

portion of argon, about 1 per cent. If we

treat chemical nitrogen in the same way

we get, I will not say absolutely nothing,

but a mere fraction of what we should get

had atmospheric nitrogen been the subject.

You may ask, why do we get any fraction

at all from chemical nitrogen? It is not

difficult to explain the small residue, be-

cause in the manipulation of the ga.ses

large quantities of water are used: and, as

I have already explained, water dissolves

argon somewhat freelj-. In the processes

of manipulation some of the argon will

come out of solution, and it remains after

all the nitrogen has been consumed.

Another wholly distinct argument is

founded upon the method of diflusion in-

troduced by Graham. Graham showed

that if you pass gas along porous tubes you

alter the composition, if the gas is a mix-

ture. The lighter constituents go more

readily through the pores than do the

heavier ones. The experiment takes this

form. A number of tobacco pipes—eight

in the actual arrangement—are joined to-

gether in series with india rubber junctions,

and thej- are put in a space in which a

vacuum can be made, so that the space out-

side the porous pipes is vacuous or approxi-

mately so. Through the pipes ordinary

air is led. One end may be regarded as

open to the atmosphere. The other end is

connected with an aspirator so arranged

that the gas collected is only some 2 per

cent, of that which leaks through the poros-

ities. The case is like that of an Australian

river drying up almost to nothing in the

course of its How. Well, if we treat air in

that way, collecting only the small residue

which is less willing than the remainder to

penetrate the porous walls, and then prepare.

' nitrogen ' from it by removal of oxygen

and moisture, we obtain a gas heavier than

atmospheric nitrogen, a result which proves

that the ordinary nitrogen of the atmosphere

is not a simple body, but is capable of being

divided into parts by so simple an agent as

the tobacco pipe.

If it be admitted that the gas is in the

atmosphere, the further question arises as

to its nature.

At this point I would wish to say a word

of explanation. Neither in our original
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announcement at Oxford, nor at anj^ time

since, until tlie 31st of January, did we
utter a word suggesting that argon was

an element; and it was onlj^ after the ex-

periments upon the specific heats that we
thought that we had suificient to go upon

in order to make any such suggestion in

public. I will not insist that that observa-

tion is absolutely conclusive. It is cer-

tainly strong evidence. But the subject is

difficult, and one that has given rise to some

difference of opinion among physicists.

At any rate, this property distinguishes

argon very sharply from all the ordinary

gases.

One question which occurred to us at the

earliest stage of the enquiry, as soon as we
knew that the density was not verj^ differ-

ent from 21, was the question of whether,

possibly, argon could be a more condensed

form of nitrogen, denoted chemically by the

symbol N3 . There seem to be several diffi-

culties in the way of this supposition.

Would such a constitution be consistent

with the ratio of specific heats (1.65) ?

That seems extremely doubtful. Another

question is. Can the density be really as

high as 21, the number required on the sup-

position of Ng? As to this matter. Professor

Eamsay has repeated his measurements of

density, and he finds that he cannot get

even so high as 20. To suppose that the

density of argon is really 21, and that it

appears to be 20 in consequence of nitrogen

still mixed with it, would be to suppose a

contamination with nitrogen out of all

proportion to what is probable. It would

mean some 14 per cent, of nitrogen, whereas

it seems that from one-and-a-half to two

per cent, is easily enough detected by the

spectroscope. Another question that maj- be

asked is. Would ISTg require so much cool-

ing to condense it as argon requires ?

There is one other matter on which I

would like to say a word—the question as

to what N, would be like if we had it.

There seems to be a great discrepancj' of

.opinions. Some high authorities, among
whom must be included, I see, the cele-

brated Mendeleef, consider that Ng would

be an exceptional^ stable body; but most

of the chemists with whom I have consulted

are of opinion that IsTs would be explosive,

or, at any rate, absolutely unstable. That

is a question which may be left for the

future to decide. We must not attempt to

put these matters too positively. The

balance of evidence still seems to be against

the supposition that argon is N3, but for

mjr part I do not wish to dogmatise.

A few weeks ago we had an eloquent

lecture from Professor Riicker on the life

and work of the illustrious Helmholtz. It

will be known to many that during the last

few months of his life Helmholtz lay pros-

trate in a semi-paralyzed condition, forget-

ful of many things, but still retaining a

keen interest in science. Some little while

after his death we had a letter from his

widow, in which she described how inter-

ested he had been in our prelimiuarj^ an-

nouncement at Oxford upon this subject,

and how he desired the account of it to be

read to him over agaia. He added the

remark: "I always thought that there

must be something more iu the atmosphere.''

LLOYD MOBGAK UPON IKSTINCT.

In the last number of Natural Science

Professor C. Lloyd Morgan gives a valuable

synopsis of the various definitions of in-

stinct which have been proposed by Dar-

win, Wallace, Romanes, James, Spencer

and other writers upon this subject. He
shows that surprisingly wide differences of

opinion prevail and concludes that, " Since

the question of origin is still sub judice, the

definition should be purely descriptive, so

as not to prejudge this question. And
since the phenomena of instinct can only

be rightly understood in their relation to

automatism connate and acquired, to im-
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pulse, to imitatiou and to intelligience. our

deliuition of instinctive activities should

find a place in a scheme of terminology."'

He sets forth such a scheme sending us in

MSS. a number of additions and niodih-

cations which are embodied in the follow-

ing table and abstract

:

" It may be premised :

1. That the terms congenital and acqiiired

are to be regarded as mutually exclusive.

What is congenital is, as prior to individ-

ual experience, not acquired. What is ac-

quired is, as the result of individual exjieri-

ence, not congenital.

2. That these terms apply to the indi-

vidual, whether what is acquired by one

individual may become congenital through

inheritance in another individual, is a ques-

tion of fact which is not to be settled by

implications of terminologj-.

3. That the term actjuired does not ex-

clude an inherited potentialitj' of acquisi-

tion under the appropriate conditions,

such inherited potentiality may be termed

innate. "Wliat is acquired is a specialization

of a vague and general innate potentiality.

4. That what is congenital and innate is

inherent in the germ j)lasm of the fertilized

ovum.

Congenital Movements and Activities: Those

the performance of which is antecedent to

indiN-idual experience: they may be per-

formed either (a) at or very shortly after

birth (connate) or (b) when the organism

has undergone further development (de-

ferred).

Congenital Automatism : The congenital

physiological basis of those movements or

activities which are antecedent to individ-

ual experience.

Physiological Rhythms : Congenital for con-

nate) rhythmic movements essential to the

continuance of organic life.

Reflex Movements : Congenital, adaptive

and coordinated responses of limbs or part.«

of the body ; evoked by stimuli.

Random Movements: Congenital, more or

less definite, l)ut not specially adaptive

movements of limbs or parts of the body
;

either centrally initiated or evoked by
stimuli.

Instinctive Activities: Congenital, adaptive

and coordinated activities of the organism

as a whole ; specific in character, but sub-

ject to variation analogous to that found in

organic structures ; similarly performed by
all the members of the same more or less re-

stricted group, in adaptation to special cir-

cumstances frequently recurring or essen-

tial to the continuance of the race ; oft^n

periodic in development and serial in char-

acter.

Mimetic Movements and Activities : Due to

individual imitation or similar movements

or activities performed by others.

Impulse ( Trieb): The affective or emotional

condition, connate or acquired, under the

influence of which a conscious organism is

prompted to movement or acti\-ity, without

reference to a conceived end or ideal.

Instinct : The congenital psychological im-

pulse concerned in instinctive activities.

Control : The conscious inhibition or aug-

mentation of movement or activity.

Intelligent Activities : Those due to indivi-

dual control or guidance in the light of ex-

perience through association.

Motive: The affective or emotional condi-

tion under the influence of which a rational

being is guided in the performance of de-

liberate acts.

Deliberate Acts: Those performed in dis-

tinct reference to a conceived end or ideal.

Habits: Organized groups of activities,

stereotyped by repetition, and charat'teristic

of a conscious organism at any particular

stage of its existence.

Acquired Movements, Actlvitiesor Acts: Those

the iKM'formance of which is the result of

individual experience. Any modifications

of congenital activities which result from

experience are so far acquired.
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Acquired Automatism: The individually

modified physiological basis of the perfor-

mance of acquired movements or activities

which have been stereotj'ped by repetition."

Professor Morgan points out that there is

some overlap in these definitions, but it is

difficult to see how such overlaps are to be

avoided. H. F. 0.

S03IE MEANDEBING RIVERS OF WISCONSIN.

Two years ago Professor Davis* called

attention to the wide meanders of the Osage

river of Missouri. He said: "The me-

anders of the river are pecuHar in not being

like those of the Mississippi, spread upon a

flat flood-plain. High spurs of the upland

occupy the neck of land between everj' turn

of the stream. Evidently the meanders are

not of the ordinary kind." He explained

the pecuUar tortuous course of the river as

an inheritance fi'om an earlier cycle, during-

which the river had worn the land down to

a surface of faint relief. The stream at

that time swung to and fro in broad me-

anders developed on a wide flood-plain.

The whole region was then somewhat ele-

vated, and the stream again set to work to

cut down its channel to the new baselevel.

But the meandering course which it had

acquired late in the preceding cycle was

carried over into the new cycle of its life.

A recent visit to a part of the di'iftless

area of Wisconsin, Lafayette and Grant

counties, gave me an opportunity of ob-

serving a similar habit of some of the

rivers of that region. The general surface

of the country is that of a gently rolling-

plain, at an elevation of from 850 to 1000

feet, A. T. The interstream surfaces are

broad and slightly undulating, but well

drained. The surface rock, except in the

immediate vicinity of the streams, is the

G-alena limestone. Occasionally the gen-

eral level of the top of the country is

*SciENCE, April 28, 1893, vol. xxi., p. 225 et seq.

Science, November 17, 1893, vol. xxii., p. 276 et seq.

broken by hills, which rise 200 to 300 feet

above the general level. The highest of

these are capped by the hard Niagara lime-

stone; the lower by beds of the Cincin-

nati group. These hills foi'm the so-called

'mounds,' of which, in the area visited, the

Platte Mounds—1250-1.300 feet, A. T.—are
the highest. The hard N"iagara limestone

caps of these mounds are the remnants of

beds which formerly stretched over all this

region, and which has since been removed

by denudation. To hills of this type Prof.

Davis has given the name, Monadnocks.

The rocks of this region are nearly hori-

zontal, and in general there is not a sharp

contrast between the slant of the beds and

the general slope of the upland surface. It

seems, therefore, as if the upland might be

a structural plain due to a resistant stratum,

the Galena limestone, at the level of the

upland—a stratum which had been revealed

by denudation of the overlying beds. If

this were the case, the upland level would

be independent of any former baselevel.

But such a conclusion does not seem to be

admissible ; although nearly horizontal, the

limestone has been bent into gentle flex-

ures, some of which are sufiicient to bring

the underlying Trenton limestone and St.

Peter's sandstone up to the level of the

upland surface. The plain is continuous

across these low arches and bevels the

edges of the gently inclined beds. More-

over, to the north of the outcrop of the

Galena limestone, the upland plain bevels

the gently inclined edges of the underlying

formation, which there come to the surface.

In that region, however, the plain is now
more completely dissected than further

south. Whatever coi-respondence exists

between the inclination of the beds and the

slope of the plain is fortuitous and not due

to structure primarily. It is believed that

this plain is a surface of denudation, the

result of long continued erosion on a

greater land mass when the land stood lower
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than at present. The upland surface is l)e-

lieved to be an elevated peneplain.

It is now moderately dissected by valU'vs

which along the larger rivers are from luo

to 200 feet deep. In comparison with the

width of the gently undulating interstreani

surfaces these valleys are not very wide.

The slopes are quite steep and locally form

bluffs, but towards the top they pass by a

graceful curve into the almost level upland.

The present Hood-plains along the bottoms

of the valleys are generally from an eightli

to a quarter of a mile in width. In terms

of development the present valleys are well

on towards maturity. The sharp narrow

valleys of extreme youth are entirely ab-

sent. The rivers have made considerable

progi-ess in the present cycle in reducing the

land mass to the level dependent on the

grade of their channels, l)ut the amount of

work still to be done is vastly in excess of

what has already been accomplished.

The three topographic features mentioned,

namel}% the broad undulating upland, with

an elevation of from 850 to 1,000 feet:

the few monadnocks rising above it, and
the vallej's cut into it, give a clue to the

stages of geogi'aphic development of this

region. The upland peneplain is a surface of

denudation produced by long continued

erosion, when the land mass stood lower

than at pi-esent. This cycle of erosion

lasted a long time and the baseleveling was

almost completed. Very few monaduocks

rose above the general plain. The cycle

was ended by an uplift, which quickened

the streams, restored to them their cutting

powers, and compelled them to erode new
valleys in the old peneplain. They have

now cut down their channels until their

ability to transport material is just about

equal to the material which they have to

carry. Rivers, the profiles ofwhose stream-

channels are in this condition of equilibrium,

have been called by Davis (Science, X. S..

Vol. I., p. 17(1) gi-aded rivers. The differ-

ence in the slope of the valley sides aud the

upland plain indicates a change of level

before the excavation of the valleys and

after the formation of the upland plain.

The process by which the valleys are being

formed is not a direct continuation of the

process by which the gentle upland slopes

were fashioned. The valleys were cut in

the upland surface after it was elevated

from the low position which it had during

its foi-mation.

Confirmatoi-y evidence for this hypoth-

esis is found in the winding courses of

the valleys which now dissect this upland.

Fever river was studied in the field, and

the topographical atlas of the Wisconsin

Geological Survey shows that the Platte,

Little Platte, Grant and Pecatonica rivers

have this same habit. If the geographical

development of this region was as outlined

above, the streams at the close of the

earlier cj-cle must have possessed wide, flat

valleys, with broad flood-plains, in which

they meandered freely. The elevation of

the land would have caused the streams to

degrade their channels rapidly. In many
cases the meanders on the flood-plain

would have been superimposed upon the

rock below, as the river bed was lowered.

The valleys cut in the elevated peneplain

would thus come to preserve, and, as

pointed out Ijy Winslow, also increase the

meandei-s of the earlier cycle.

Such seems to have been the case with

the Fever river. Its meandei-s have an

average radius of a little less than half a

mile, but they are by no means constant.

Rock spurs of the upland project into each

curve. The slopes on these spurs are gen-

erally gentler than on the outside of the

curves, where the stream is often undercut-

ting the base of the slope and increasing

the meanders. Both open and close ox-

bows occur. The most marked of the close

type of mcan{lers was noted near Benton,

where the river makes an almost closed sig-
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moid curve, the halves of which are fi-om

one-half to three-foiirths of a mile in diam-

eter. The rock neck of land between the

two ends of the closer curve is less than a

hundred j^ards in width and rises about

seventy feet above the stream.

Along Platte, Little Platte, Grant and

Pecatonica rivers, larger streams than Fever

river, the meanders are slightly larger on

the average than along the smaller streams.

Both open and close curves occur. Eock
salients between 100 and 200 feet high pro-

ject into the bow of each meander. Almost

as complete a series of meander types can

be found among the curves of the rock val-

leys of these rivers as along the broad

flood-plains of other streams. Indeed, the

small meanders of these rivers in their pres-

ent flood-plains can readily be duplicated

by the wider curves of the rock valley.

There can be no reasonable doubt but that

the meanders of these valleys are an in-

heritance from meanders developed on broad

flood-plains in a previous cycle of erosion.

So far as could be made out, these mean-
ders are not due to difference in hardness

or structure of the rocks of the region.

The limestone does not present sufficiently

m^arked differences of structure to account

for these curves upon a theory of readjust-

ment of courses due to the contrasts be-

tween hard and soft beds. Whatever dif-

ferences exist are not distinctly such as to

miodify the courses of rivers, particularly

in a manner such as to resemble so closely

flood-plain meanders. Nor does it seem to

be admissible to suppose that these curves

are the perpetuation of meandering courses

taken when the land first emerged from the

sea bottom. Such a supposition presup-

poses too constant and stable a relationship,

through an enormous lapse of time be-

tween all the forces which control erosion

and determine the position of streams.

The sinuosities of these meanders may
have been somewhat changed since the ele-

vation of the peneplain. In places the in-

creased velocity may have straightened the

curves to some extent. In other instances

the meanders have been somewhat in-

creased. Such seems to have been the case

near Benton, where the stream is now under-

cutting the narrow strip of land sei)arating

two parts of the curve. If this process con-

tinues, a cut-ofi" will result.

In comparison with the Osage river, these

streams are small and their meanders in-

significant. But apart from size, the analogy

between them is complete. Thej' must be

added to the growing list of sti-eams known
to be persisting in habits acquired under

conditions which have long since disap-

peared. Henry B. Kummel.
The Univeesity of Chicago.

COBBESPONDENCE.

MISSOURI ROTANICAL GARDEN.

The attention of botanists is called to the

facilities afforded for research at the Mis-

souri Botanical Garden. In establishing

and endowing the Garden, its founder,

Henry Shaw, desired not onlj^ to afford the

general public pleasure, and information

concerning decorative plants and their best

use, and to provide for beginners the means
of obtaining good ti-aining in botany and

horticulture, but also to provide facilities

for advanced research in botanj' and cog-

nate sciences. For this purpose, additions

are being made constantly to the number
of species cultivated in the gi-ounds and

plant houses, and to the library and her-

barium, and, as rapidly as it can be utilized,

it is proposed to secure apparatus for work
in vegetable physiology, etc., the policy

being to secure a good general equipment in

all Unes of pui-e and applied botany, and to

make this equipment as complete as pos-

sible for anj' special subject on which ori-

ginal work is undertaken by competent

students.

A very large number of species, both
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native and exotic, and of horticulturists'

varieties, are cultivated in the Garden and
Arboretum and the adjoining park, and the

native flora easily accessible from St. Louis

is large and varied. The herbarium, which

includes nearly 250,000 specimens, is fairly

representative of the vegetable life of

Europe and the United States, and also

contains a great many specimens from less

accessible regions. It is especially rich in

material illustrative of Cuscuta, Quercus,

Ooniferae, Yitis, Juncus, Agave, Yucca,

Sagittaria, Epilobium, Rumex. Rhamnacete

and other groups monographed by the late

Dr. Engelmann or by attaches of the

Garden. The herbarium is supplemented

by a large collection of woods, including

veneer transparencies and slides for the

microscope. The library, containing about

S,000 volumes and 10,000 pamphlets, in-

cludes most of the standard periodicals and

proceedings of learned bodies, a good col-

lection of morphological and physiological

works, nearly 500 carefully selected botan-

ical volumes published before the period

of Limueus, an unusually large number of

monographs of groups of cryptogams and

flowering plants, and the entire manuscript

notes and sketches representing the pains-

taking work of Engelmann.

The great varietj- of living plants repre-

sented in the Garden, and the large lier-

barium, including the collections of Bern-

hardi and Engelmann, render the Garden

facilities exceptionally good for research in

systematic botany, in which direction the

library also is especially strong. The living

collections and library likewise aflbrd un-

usual opportunity for morphological, ana-

tomical and physiological studies, while the

plant house facilities for experimental work

are steadilj' increasing. The E. Lewis

Sturtevant Prelinnean library, in connection

with the opportunity aftbrded for the culti-

vation of vegetables and other useful plants,

is favorable also for the studv of cultivated

plants and the modifications they have

undergone.

These facilities are freely placed at the

disposal of professore of botany and other

persons competent to carry on research

work of value in botany or horticultiu-e,

subject only to such simple restrictions as

are necessary to protect the property of the

Garden from injury or loss. Persons who
wish to make use of them are invited to

correspond with the undei-signed. outlining

with as much detail as possible the work

they desire to do at the Garden, and giving

timely notice so that provision maj- be

made for the study of special subjects.

Those who have not published the results

of original work are requested to state their

preparation for the investigation they pro-

pose to undertake.

Under the rules of Washington Univer-

sity, persons entitled to candidacy in that

institution for the Master's or Doctor's de-

gree may elect botanical research work as

a principal study for such degrees, if they

can devote the requisite time to resident

study. William Trelease,

St. Louis, Mo. Direclor.

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

THE GEOLOGY OF THE SIERRA NEVADA.

Geologic Atlas of the United States. V. S.

Geological Sui-sey; J. W. Powell, Di-

rector. Sacramento Folio, Geology by W.
LixDGREX. Placei-rille Folio, Geology by

W. LiNDGREX and H. AV. Turner. Jackson

Folio. Geolog}' by H. W. Tirner. Wash-

ington, D. C. 1S'.I4.

These three sheets are the first installment

of a series covering the gold belt of Cali-

fornia which has been in course of prepara-

tion for several years by the oflicers of the

Geological Survey. It is needless to say

that they form a very important and wel-

come contribution to our knowledge of the

geology of California. Since the collapse

of the old State Survey under Whitney,
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but little effort lias been made by California

to elucidate her economic geology, notwith-

standing the liberal appropriations which

the State Legislature makes regularly for

the maintenance of a so-called ' Mining-

Bureau.' In the knowledge of her geologic

resources, California is far behind many
minor States of the Union. It is therefore

fortunate that the Federal authorities have

so steadily prosecuted the inquiry into the

geology of the gold belt of the Sierra

Nevada and of other portions of northern

Cahfornia. The sheets under review are

the results of this work. They fomi part

of the geologic atlas of the United States

and they are among the first dozen of the

entire series. The mechanical execution of

the folios challenges the admiration of all

familiar with such work. In the opinion

of the writer they compare very advantage-

ously with the best European efforts of a

similar kind. It is gratifying to American
pride to see the beginnings of so vast a

scientific project as a geologic atlas of the

United States realized in a manner so emi-

nently satisfactor}^ If there exists a doubt

in the minds of the geologists of the countrj^,

and in this case the geologists speak for the

people, as to the ultimate success of the

project, it is based on the fear that there

may not be in the future, as there certainly

has not been in the past, a proper coordina-

tion of the topographic and the geologic

branches of the survey. A correct topo-

graphic base is the sine qua non of a good

geologic map; and unfortunately the topo-

grapher's conception of a correct map, in

the present state of his professional educa-

tion, is not what it ought to be. Thorough
and conscientiously executed topographic

surveys are expected of the geological sur-

vey. The ambitious extension of the topo-

graphic surveys far in advance of geologic

investigation, at a rate Avhich not only abso-

lutely precludes the possibility of thorough

work but demoralizes the topographer, can

only bring serious discomfiture to the Geo-

logical Survey as a government institution.

The Sacramento, Placerville and Jackson

folios bring out clearly the salient features

of a section ^vhich may be taken as typical

for the Avestern slope of the Sierra Nevada.

The Sierra slope rises from the eastern edge

of the Great Valley of California to the

crest of the range, some 60 miles distant at

an inclination of less than 2°. It presents the

chai'acters of a gently tilted plain which

has been incisivelj^ dissected by the streams

which traverse it. This slope is underlain

by two very difierent assemblages of rocks.

The first of these is composed of sediment-

arj' and eruptive formations which have

been intensely disturbed, metamorphosed

and invaded by vast intrusions of granitic

magma, forming a complex whose eroded

stirface serves as the basement upon which

the second assemblage reposes in little dis-

turbed attitudes. The older assemblage is

designated in the folios the ' Bed-rock ' se-

ries, and the newer, the ' Superjacent ' se-

ries. ISTeither of these terms is felicitous,

although the first is based on popular usage

and will appeal to the mining community.

The Bed-rock series comprises the rocks

which are known popularlj' as the aurifer-

ous slates, together with their associated

eruptives and irruptives, and also the gi'an-

itic rocks which invaded the series as a.

whole at the close of the Jm-assic. It would

be better if these granitic intrusions were

not classed in the same category with the

auriferous slates as part of a ' series.' The
auriferous slates comprise the Calaveras for-

mation (Carboniferous, with possibly some
older Paleozoic) and the Mariposa forma-

tion. In the earlier Sacramento and Pla-

cerville folios, which are chieflj' Lindgren's

work, the Mariposa formation is colored as

Cretaceous, while in the later Jackson folio-

by Turner the same formation is colored as

Jurassic. The reference of this formation

to two difierent horizons can scarcely be
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taken as indicative of decided diflVrence of

opinion between these two geologists, l.nit

rather of a rapid change of opinion on the

part of the officei-s of the survey in conse-

quence of the recent paleontological deter-

minations of Hyatt, whose results were

probably not available at the time the earlier

folios went to press. The Mariposii formation

is of economic importance as that in which

occurs the zone of aui-iferous veining which

constitutes the famous ' Mother Lode."

In a field so overburdened with igneous

rocks, contemporaneous and intrusive,

geologists will readily understand that

manj' problems arise which are not easily

answered by the most earnest efforts of the

field geologist. The lack of definite state-

ments as to the structural relations of the

various sedimentary and igneous forma-

tions indicates that these relations are ob-

scure and difficult to determine. Still, a

brief statement from Messrs. Turner and

Lindgren as to the interpretation of their

sti'uctural sections would have been a de-

sirable addition to the letter press, which is

limited strictly to historical, petrogi'aphic

and economic geology. For example : Are

the two belts of the Mariposa slates on the

Jackson sheet essentially synclinal troughs

with an anticline bringing up a belt of the

lower Calaveras between them ? If so, the

structure is comparatively simple, and the

great body of amphibolite schist, diabase

and porphyrite probably represents vol-

canic accumulations chiefly intermediate in

age between the Calaveras and the Mari-

posa, but perhaps passing up into the lat-

ter. Or is the region traversed by a great

system of longitudinal faults ? A discus-

sion of these and other tectonic questions

we may doubtless expect in more detailed

reports upon the geology of the region.

But something of the tectonic should find a

place in the folios to help out the sections.

While alluding to the igneous rocks it may
be well to mention that the user of the geo-

logical map is handicapped by not having

the eflusive rocks discriminated from the

intrusive on the color scale. From tlie text

it is appan-nt that many of the igneous

rocks are clearly intrusive, wliile others are

eflusive. This discrimination should be

expressed graphically, as it is impossible to

understand the structure without keeping

it in mind. The doubtful rocks should be

grouped apart from those wliich are clearly

efi"usive or intrusive. An extra convention

or two to express doubt or ignorance on
particular points would greatly enhance the

scientific value of our geological maps.

One of the most important features of the

SieiTa Nevada slope is the invasion of the

Calaveras and Mariposa formations by the

Sierra Nevada batholite. The relations of

the older rocks to this invading magma are

beautifully l)rought out by the careful map-
ping of Messi-s. Turner and Lindgren.

Petrogi-aphically, the rocks of this batholite

are chiefly of a type intermediate between

granite and diorite, and are therefore desig-

nated as granodiorite. Other important

facies of the same magma are gi-anite, gab-

bro and gabbro-diorite. These rocks ap-

pear as great intrusive areas in the midst of

the auriferous slates and establish pro-

nounced zones of contact metamorphism in

the latter. Putting the three geologic sheets

together, and bearing in mind the distribu-

tion of these same granitic rocks to the

eastward and southeastward of the area

mapped, it is diflicult to resist the sugges-

tion that these rocks underlie practically

the whole of the Sierra slope beneath the

rocks through which thej- project as isolated

masses. In other words, the mapping sug-

gests strongly that if the i>lane of truncation

efl'ected by erosion had been lower a much
larger proi)oi-tion of granite would have

been exposed, and if higher less. If this

suggestion be accepted it follows that the

Calaveras and Mariposa formations must

have reposed ujion the granodiorite magma
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as a crust, up into which the magma
advanced, not only by displacement, btit

absorption. For we have no trace appar-

ently of the original basement upon which

the Calaveras formation was deposited. In

these relations of batholite to disturbed and

metamorphic crustal rocks we have a strik-

ing analogy with the relations which obtain

between the Laurentian granites and the

metamorphic rocks of the Ontarian system

in the Lake Superior region. The amphi-

bolites and other schists of ' auriferous

slates ' are petrographically the same as

many of the schists of the Ontarian system.

The invasion of the Jurassic and earlier

rocks by the Sierra Nevada batholite seems

to have been accompanied, or perhaps pre-

ceded, by uplift and the development of

mountain structure. During early Cre-

taceous time these mountains were pro-

foundly eroded, for on the edge of the valley

of California we find the Chico Cretaceous,

the earUest of the ' Superjacent ' series, re-

posing upon the worn surface of the grauo-

diorite. The Chico is followed by the lone

and later Tertiary formations. In part con-

temporaneously with the lone, but chiefly

at a later period, there were spread over

portions of the region important sheets of

gravel. Associated with these are flows

of rhyolite and andesite. The rhyolite

flows serve as a means of separating the
' older ' from the ' later ' gravels. The an-

desitic flows were contemporaneous chiefly

vsdth the first of the later gravels. These

gravels constitute the once famous placers

of California. Since they were spread over

the Sierra slope, the latter has been tilted so

as to accentuate the grade and intensify the

downward corrasion of the streams. As a

consequence of this corrasion, we now find

only remnants of the gravels and volcanic

flows reposing on the tops of nearly flat

ridges between the river gorges.

Andrew C. Lawson.

University of Califobnia.

On the \_Harvest Mice\ Species of the Gemtg

Reithrodontomys. By J. A. Allen. 8°

May 21, 1895. From Bull. American

Museum of Natural History, New York

(pp. 107-143).

Dr. Allen has just published a much
needed revision of the Harvest Mice—

a

group of small mammals differing from other

murine rodents in having the upper incisors

deeply grooved. Since Dr. Allen's studj- is

based on upwards of 900 s]3ecimens (two-

thirds of which belong to the rich collection

of the U. S. Department of Agriculture) it

is probable that future researches will add
little to the results here published, so far

as the United States forms are concerned.

The name of the common species of the

Carolinas is changed from humilis to lecontei.

Fifteen species and subspecies are recog-

nized, 12 of which inhabit the southern and

western parts of the United States. Seven

of the United States forms are accorded full

specific rank. One of these, R. montanus of

Baird, is known from the type specimen

only, which was collected in Colorado more
than 40 years ago and is in very poor condi-

tion. When additional specimens are ob-

tained from the type locality it will probably

displace one of the other species. Another,

R. arizonensis from the Chiricahua Moun-
tains, is separated from R. longicauda of

California, chiefly on geographic grounds.

In the case of one of the subspecies ad-

mitted

—

R. longieaudus paUidus—it is not

likely that Dr. Allen will be followed by

other mammalogists. Respecting this form

he says : "I find myself greatly embarrassed

as to which of three courses to pursue in

the matter, namely : ( 1 ) To refer R. palUdus

to R. longicmida as a pure synonym of the

latter; (2) to treat jR. ^jaKifZiw as one of sev-

eral local phases of R. longicauda; (3) to

let the name stand in a subspecific sense

for a generally dispersed paler southern

form of R. longicauda, as opposed to true

longicauda of the regiou from about Monterey
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and Merced counties northward. Through
lack of material for properly working out

the problem I have provisionally adopted

the latter course."

Since he has 175 specimens that he re-

garded as typical longicauda. and 157 that

he referred to subspecies pallidtis, or 332 in

all, and since these 332 specimens came
from no less than 70 localities scattered

over the single State of California, it is a

little difficult to understand what he meant

bj' • lack of material for properly working

out the problem.' Furthermore, an exam-

ination of the localities assigned to the two

alleged forms shows them to be hopelesslj-

mixed—both being recorded from the San

Joaquin Valley, and both from the coast

region north of Monterej'

!

One of the largest and most highly colored

members of tlie group is a new form from

Louisiana, collected by the field naturalists

of the Department of Agriculture. It is a

northern representative of B. mexicaivus and

is named, from its color, R. mexicamts auran-

tius.

The paper as a whole is a critical and

painstaking study of an obscure group. It

is based in the main on ample material and

is particularly welcome as adding another

genus to those recently revised bj- American

mammalogists. C. H. M.

NOTES AND NEWS.

IHE REMEDY FOR PEAR BLIGHT.

The wTiter desires to announce that a

satisfactory method ofpreventing pear blight

has been discovered. After prolonged in-

vestigation the complete life liistory of the

microbe (Bacillti.-! Amylovorom) has been

worked out. Most of the cases of blight

either come to a definite termination in

summer or else kill the tree. When this is

the case the blight dies out completely, there

being no source of supply for the germs the

following spring. In certain eases where it

is a sort of even battle between the host and

parasite, or wlicre late infections in the fall

have not run their coui-se before cold weather

comes on, the blight keeps alive in the tree.

When root pressure increases in the spring,

such cases start into activity and serve as

sources of infection for the new growth.

The removal of these sources of infection is

the preventive remedy for pear blight. The
work is best performed in autumn after all

late growth has ceased, but while the foliage

is still on the trees. At this season the dead

leaves which poi-sist on the blighted branches

serve admirably to attract attention to the

points of danger. The work can be done at

any time during the winter up to the time

of the beginning of growth in spring. Cut-

ting out the blight in summer is unsatis-

factory on account of the continued appear-

ance of now- infections. The matter will be

published in full in a bulletin from the

Division of Vegetable Pathology.

M. B. Waite,

DEPARTMKXT OE AORICl-LTUKE.

THE XEW YORK BOTANIC GARDEN.

The sum of S2.")0,000 for the New York
Botanic Garden has now been sub.scribed

as follows :

J. P. Morgan 825,000

Columbia College 25,000

Andrew Carnegie 25,000

C. Vauderbilt 25,000

J. D. Rockefeller 25,000

D. 0. Mills 25,000

Judge A. Brown 25,000

Wm. E. Dodge 10,000

Jas. A. Scrymser 10,000

Wm. C. Schermerhorn lO.dOO

Ex-Judge C. P. Daly 5,000

0. Ottendorfer 5,000

Samuel Sloan 5,000

George J. Gould 5,000

Miss H. M. Gould 5,000

John S. Kennedy 5,000

AVm. Rockefeller 5,000

Jas. M. Coustalde 5.000
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Morris K. Jesup §2,500

Mrs. M. P. Dodge 1,000

Tiffany and Co 1,000

Hugh N. Camp 500

The act of incorporation required that

this amount be collected for an endowment.

The city must now raise $500,000 by bonds

for building purposes, and provide 250

acres of land in Bronx Park.

THE HBLMHOLTZ MEMORIAL.

In addition to the subscriptions to the

Helmholtz Memorial acknowledged in the

issue of Science of May 31, the sum of $97

has been collected by Prof. Eood from

oflBcers of Columbia College and forwarded

to the committee.

Ogden N. Eood, $10

William Hallock, 5

H. Cushman, 5

R. Gordon, 3

H. C. Parker, 5

H. S. Curtis, 2

Asa S. Iglehart, 3

C.C. Trowbridge, 1

H. T. Wade, 1

J. H. Van Amringe, 10

F. E. Hutton, 5

F. B. Crocker, 5

J. K. Eees, 2

C. F. Chandler, 10

H. C. Bowen, 3

J. W. Burgess, 5

E. Mayo-Smith, 10

Wm. E. Ware, 5

Thomas Price, 2

H. T. Peck, 2

Livingston Farrand, 1

ISr. M.Butler, 1

James H. Hyslop, 1

"$97

GENERAL.

The thirty-fourth annual meeting of the

National Educational Association of the

United States will be held at Denver, Col-

orado, July 9th to 12th, 1895. The meet-

ing promises to be the most imj)ortant in

the histoiy of the Association. Among the

large number of attractive addresses an-

nounced on the program are the address of

the president. Professor Nicholas Murraj'

Butler, on ' What Knowledge is of Most

Worth,' and an address by Professor Joseph

Le Conte on ' Eifect of the Doctrine of

Evolution upon Educational Theory and

Practice.'

Me. Abchibald, president of the trustees

of Syracuse Universitj', has offered to be

one of six men to build a hall of science

costing about $150,000. The University

has also been offered $10,000 and $100,000

towards a new medical college.

The University of Chicago announces

that an American Journal of Sociology will be

be issued bi-monthly from its press.

There are eleven candidates for the de-

gree of Ph. D. at the University of Chicago

—in Sociology and Geologj^ each two, and

in Philosophy, Greek, Latin, English His-

tory, Semetic and Chemistry each one.

Mrs. L. p. Babbott, of Brooklyn, has en-

dowed a fellowship for post-gi-aduate study

at Vassar College.

During the comiag year lectures on ex-

perimental psychology will be given by Dr.

Scripture to the entire Junior Class, 300

members, of Yale College. Fiftj- under-

graduates have elected special courses in

the laboratoiy.

Colorado College will hold the fourth

annual session of its summer school of

science, philosophy and languages fi-om

July 15th to August 16th. Among the lec-

turers ironi other universities are Prof.

Bessey, of Kansas; Prof. Lounsbury, of

Yale, and Prof. James, of Harvard.

Part of the collection of birds given to the

Museum of Comparative Zoology ofHarvard

University by ]Mi\ W. E. D. Scott was ex-
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hibited on June 18th. About 350 of the

3,200 birds have been mounted in oO caseir.

Each case contains two or more birds of the

same species, mounted in such a way that

the character and ordinary habits and sur-

roundings of the species are suggested with-

out making the accessories of more appai-ent

importance than the birds themselves.

The death is announced of Dr. Eliseyeflf.

known for his explorations in Asia and

Africa.

A PRIZE of SlOO has been ofl'ered by a

fi-iend of Johns Hopkins University for the

best essay by a student of the I'niversitj-

upon the application of chemistrj- to the

useful arts.

The Ethical Seminary for graduates in

Harvard University will be conducted bj-

Professor G. T. Ladd. of Yale Univei-sity, in

the absence of Professor Palmer during the

coming year.

Additioxal courses of lectures will be

given at Johns Hopkins University during

the next academic }"ear by Mr. G. K. Gil-

bert and Mr. Bailey Willis on geology, and

by Dr. Frederick M. Warren, of Adelbert

College on botany. The following appoint-

ments have also been made : Abraliam

Cohen, instructor in mathematics ; Dr. Ja-

cob H. Hollander, instructor in economics

;

Dr. Harry C. Jones, instructor in physical

chemistry ; Charles P. Singerfoos, an assist-

ant in zoology and embryologj'.

Dr. John P. Lotzy has presented his

herbarium of five thousand sheets to the

"Women's College of Baltimore.

The death is announced of Heinrich Geis-

burg, an authority on AVestphalian history

and archteology, in his seventj'-seventh

year.

Dr. Theophilus A. AVvlie, Professor

Emeritus in Indiana Univereity, died re-

cently at the age of eighty-five. He ac-

cepted the chair of natural philosophy and

chemistry in Indiana University in IS.'JT,

in 1852 became professor of mathematics in

Miami Univci-sity, but returned to his

former position after three years. He was
transferred to the chair of languages in 1S64,

and withdrew from active work in 1886.

The presidency of the Columbian Univer-

sity of Washington has been offered to the

Rev. B. L. Whitman, President of Colby

University in Maine.

Professor Alexander Graham Bell has

presented the ^'olta Bureau Library of

Georgetown with the Scientific Liljrary of

the late Joseph Henry of the Smithsonian

Institution, numbering 1,.500 volumes.

At Harvard University Mr. G. A. Dorsey

has been appointed instructor in anthro-

pologj', ^Ir. Y. A. Wright instructor in

descriptive geometry and stereotomy. and "^

Dr. Alfred Schafer demonstrator of histology

and embryologj'.

Prof. A'alentixe Ball, Director of the

Mu.seum of Science and Art of Dublin, died

on June 17th. at the age of .52 years. He
was elected a fellow of the Geological So-

cietj' of London in 1874, fellow of the Roj'al

Society in 1882, president of the Royal

Geological Society of Ireland in 1882, and

was professor of geology and mineralogj' in

the University of Dublin from 1881 to 1883.

He was the author of works on the geology

of India, and accounts of explorations in

Afghanistan, Beloochistan, the Himalayas,

etc.

Johns Hopkins University has received

two gifts in memory of Prof. George H.

Williams. His friends have given an oil

portrait of Mr. Williams, and Mi-s. Williams

a sum of money sufficient to establish a

lectureship in geology. Sir Archibald

Geikie, Director of the Geological Survey

of Ireland, has been invited to be first lec-

turer.

J. J. Ho(;ax, mechanic and electrician in

the Yale Psychological Laboratory, has in-

vented a practicable device wliereby the
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high voltage citj^ current is rendered readily

available for low voltage instruments such

as telegraph instruments, telephones, elec-

tric forks, bells, induction coils, etc. The
General Electric Company has acquired pat-

ent rights. The details of the instrument

will be made public as soon as the foreign

patents are issued.

De. H. W. Williams, a distinguished

opthalmological surgeon of Boston and
author of several works on diseases of the

eye, died at Boston on June 13th at the age

of seventy-three j^ears.

Pkof. Michael Foster has now prepared

an abridgement of his classical text-book

of physiology, which in the sixth edition of

five volumes had reached a size too large

for the needs of the medical student. The
abridged edition is published by Macmillan

& Co. in an octave volume of about 1000

pages.

Me. Eewin F. Smith, of the Agricultural

Department, has become one of the associate

editors of The American Naturalist, taking

charge of the department of vegetable phys-

iology.

Macmillan & Co. announce the third

edition of Graduate Courses, edited by C. A.

Duniway, Harvard Graduate Club, assisted

by graduate students representing twenty

leading American universities. The work
gives the advanced courses of instruction to

be offered for 1895-6 in Barnard, Brown,
Bryn Mawr, California, Chicago, Clark,

Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, Johns Hop-
kins, Michigan, Minnesota, Pennsylvania,

Princeton, Eadcliffe, Stanford, Vander-
bilt. Western Reserve, Wisconsin and Yale.

Much valuable information is included re-

garding the conditions ofadvanced work at

these universities.

At the commencement of the University

of Pennsylvania a bronze bust of the late

Professor Joseph Leidy was presented by
Dr. Harrison Allen.

SiE Aechibald Geikie has been elected

a corresponding member of the Vienna

Academy of Sciences.

Professor Simon Newoomb was elected

on June 16th an associate academician of

the Academic des Sciences to fill the va-

cancj' caused by the death of von Helm-
holtz.

Mrs. Cornelia Phillips Spencer has re-

ceived the degree of LL. D. firom North

Carolina State University.

At the summer meeting of the Univer-

sity Extension Society of Philadelphia, July

1-26, Courses in literature and history,

psychology, music, biology, mathematics,

civics and politics will be offered. The
courses in science are as follows:

Psychology of the Normal Mind, hy Wil-

liam Romaine Newbold, Ph. D., Penna.;

Physiological Psychology of Adult and

Child, by Lightner Witmer, Ph. D., Penna.;

Hypnotic and Kindred Abnormal States of

Mind, by Willian Romaine Newbold, Ph.

D.; Anatomy and Physiology of the Ner-

vous Sj^stem, bj^ Lightner Witmer, Ph, D.;

Experimental Methods of Child Study, by

Lightner Witmer, Ph. D.; Botany, by W.
P. Wilson, Sc. D., Penna.; Systematic Bot-

anj^, by J. M. Macfarlane, Sc. D., Penna.;

Vertebrate Zoology, by Edward D. Cope,

Ph. D., Penna.; Invertebrate Zoologj^, by

J. S. Kingsley, S. D., Tufts ; The Lower

Plants, by Byron D. Halsted, Sc. D., Rut-

gers; Biology in Elementary Schools, by L.

L. W. Wilson, Philadelphia Normal School;

How Garden Varieties Originate, bj' L. H.

Bailey, M. S., Cornell; Relation of Certain

Plants to Political Economy, by George L.

Goodale, LL. D., Harvard; The New Evo-

lution, by Charles O. Whitman, Ph. D.,

Chicago; Higher Mathematics, Algebra,

Modern Geometry, Etc., hj Isaac J.

Schwatt, Ph. D., Penna.

The first number of a series of Princeton

Contributions to Psychology has been issued
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from the University press, edited by J.

Mark Baldwin and containing two articles

reprinted from the Psychological Review:

I. General Introduction—Psychology, past

and present, by the editor; and II. Freedom
and Psycho-genesis, bj' A. T. Oruiond.

The Programme of the Department of Geology

of the University of Chicago for lS95-9(i

bears witness to the great strength of the

department. Tliirty-one courses are ottered

by the following officers of the department

:

Thomas C. Chamberlin, Head Professor of

Geology; Rollin D. Salisbury, Professor of

Geographic Geology; Joseph P. Iddings,

Professor of Petrology; Eichard A. F. Pen-

rose, Jr., Professor of Economic Geologj':

"William H. Holmes, Professor of Arclueo-

logic and Graphic Geology; Charles R. Van
Hise, Non-resident Professor of Pre-Cam-

brian Geologj-; Oliver Cummings Farring-

ton, Instructor in Determinative Mineral-

ogy; Edmund C. Quereau. Tutor in Paheon-

tologic Geology.

SOCIETIES AND ACADE3I1ES.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHIXGTOX.

At the meeting of June 1st Dr. C. Hart

Merriam presented a paper on the Short-

tailed Shrews of Xorth America, stating

that an examination of many specimens

showed that the described species were only

four, Blarina brevicauda, B. caroUnenm, B.

parva and B. Berlandieri. He discussed

these and their distribution at some length,

saying that each species was characteristic

of one of the zoological divisions of Xorth

America.

Dr. G. Brown Goode made some remarks

ou the Location and Record of Natural

Phenomena by a Method of Reference to

Geographical Coordinates.

Dr. Gill presented a communication on

The Relations of the Ancient and Modern

Ceratodontidd'.

He commented on the unusual degree of

interest connected with the Ceratodontids.

The statement has been frequently made
that Cerutodu/' is the oldest living generic

type of fishes, and the identity of the living

fishes so-called with the inesozoic species

has been especiallj- insisted on. Tlie .speak-

er, however, had denied such generic ideu-

tity as early as 1S7S on account of the dif-

ference in the form and plication of the

dental plates, and had revived for the recent

genus the name Xeoceratoduf given in mis-

take by Castelnau to a specimen of the

genus. A new name, Epiceratodiig, has re-

cently been given by Teller to the same
genus aud must be abandoned. But Teller

has given us useful data respecting the

cranial characters of the mesozoic species,

and we now have information sufficient at

least to ofter hints as to the relations of the

ancient and modern forms. AVe can aflirm

positively that the recent Ceratodontids are

very different from the mesozoic species
;

that consequently they should bear the

name Xeoceratodus, unless a still earlier one

is applicable, and further that the differ-

ences between the living and long extinct

species are enough to ever difterentiate the

two as distinct sub-families, the reco^c/oii/iiite

including only extinct species and the Keo-

ceratodontiiin being a recent type. The dis-

tinguishing characters of the two were given

at length and derived from the dermal

bones, the modificsition of the posterior re-

gion of the head, and the protrusion of the

jaws. The ancient forms themselves belong

to at least twogeuera: C<'c<i/o(/((j<, typified by
('. Kau])IL and Anticeratodui<. typified by C.

Stiirii, of Teller. The latter is distinguished

liy the contiguitj- of the two palatine plates

and their extended inner walls.

Professor Lester F. "Ward exhibited spec-

imens of the rhizomes of the Gama Gra.ss,

Tripxaciim dnctyhidi.^, obtained at Great

Falls, Md.. on April 27th, which bore a

striking resemblauce to fossil forms de-

.scribed under the name of Caidlnitei,

Brongn.. and especially to C. parmnms,
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Brougn., from the Eocene of the Paris

Basin. He exhibited figures of that species

to show this resemblance.

The genus Caiilinites was first figured by
Desmarest, who supposed it to be a polyp

and named it Amphitoites parisiensis in Hov.

Bull, de Sci., Societe Philomathique, tom. II.,

pi. 2. This figure was reproduced by Cu-

vier and Alex. Brongniart in Essai sur

la G-eographie Mineralogique des Environs

de Paris, pi. II., figs. 10 A. and 10 B., 1811,

and has been repeated in all later editions.

A large number of very fine specimens were

collected subsequently, and Adolphe Brong-

niart had no doubt but that it represented

the impression of a plant. In his ' Tableau,'

1849, p. 86, he placed it under a plant genus

which he renamed CauUnites, from the genus

Caulinia, of de Candolle, a name antedated

by Posidonia, Kon., an aquatic plant related

to the river-weeds, Potamogeton, and sea

wracks, Zostera, in the Naiadacece. When
Watelet, in 1866, undertook the elaboration

of all the material in the Paris Museum
from the Eocene of the Paris Basin he de-

voted several plates to illustrating this and
other species of the same genus.

Prof. Ward stated that when he saw the

rhizomes he was forcibly struck with their

resemblance to the figures of Desmarest and
Watelet. A comparison of them showed
that in many respects they were not only

similar but practically identical, although

among Watelet's figures are some which
deviate considerably from this type. A
large number of similar forms have been
found in various deposits, chiefly Tertiaiy,

throughout the world, and more than 50

species of Caidinites have been named, many
of which will, of course, prove to be syno-

nyms, while others depart so widely from
the normal type that they will require to be
excluded.

Prof. Ward said further that in 1887,

Prof. Lesquereux described a species col-

lected by Mr. Geo. F. Becker at Clear Lake,

Cal., imder the name of C. Beckeri. Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus. Vol. X., p. 36, pi. I, fig. 3,

pi. II, figs. 1-4. Mr. Becker stated that he

had supposed these rhizomes to belong to

the common Tule, Phragmites phragmitea,

(L.) Karst., the deposit being a very recent

one in the bed of a dried-up pond where

the Tule was supposed to have grown as it

now grows in those regions.

Prof. Ward remarked in conclusion that

he had found other, similar, rhizomes

washed up along the Potomac, but was un-

able to say to what plant they belonged,

but enough is now known to make it certain

that a considerable number of grasses, and

perhaps rushes and other monocotyledonous

plants, possess rhizomes with short joints re-

sembling or practically identical with those

of the genus Caidinites.

The Society then adjourned until October.

F. A. Lucas, Secretary.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.

The 109th meeting was held June 6. Mr.

Wm. H. Ashmead read a paper on the dis-

covery of Elasmosoma Euthe in America.

This remarkable monotj'pical Microgas-

terine genus, the type species of which

(£. herolinense') was collected in Europe

many years ago in company ^^^th an ant,

is supposed to be parasitic upon ants. Mr.

Ashmead has found three species in America,

one collected at Washington in 1889 by E.

A. Schwarz; one at Fort Collins, Col., by

C. F. Baker, and the third near Washing-

ton by Th. Pergande. The last species was

found fiying about the nest of Cainponotu»

melleus, and the genus may be parasitic

either upon ants or upon myrmecophilous

beetles.

A paper by F. M. Webster entitled ' Notes

on the Distribution of some Injurious In-

sects,' was read by the corresponding secre-

tary. In this paper Prof. Webster criticised

some of the details brought out by Mr.

Howard in his paper on the geographical
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distribution within the United States of

certain insects injuring cultivated crops

(Proc. Entom. Soc. Wash. III.. No. 4),

particularly in regard to the spread of in-

jurious species into Ohio and their distribu-

tion in that State.

Mr. H. G. Hubbard exhibited specimens

of the borings of Xyleborus and Platypus.

Scolytid beetles, in orange wood. He de-

.scribed the habits of these beetles and
showed that Platypus is capable of making
extensive galleries of its own in hardwood

trees. The nature of the food of these

timber beetles was discussed. In addition

to reviewing and confirming the observa-

tions of European writers, Mr. Huljbard

described the so-called Ambrosia which

nourishes the young, as welling up through

the pores of the wood which are cut bj' the

galleries, in the shape of minute white but-

tons, giving a tesselated appearance to the

walls of the passages. The substance

sometimes accumulates in the galleries,

and when puddled by the larvse resembles

half-melted snow or slush. A growth of

fungus forms upon the Ambrosia, and dos-

ing the mouth of the galleries causes them

to fill up and sufibcate the inmates. This

method of treatment was found useful

in Florida, to save from further injury

the budded portion of trees killed back

by the severe frost of Februarj' last. A
piece of wire was pu.shed into the burrows

as far as it would go and then cut ott" and

left there.

As to the nature of Ambrosia, Mr. Hub-
bard made the conjecture tliat it is a

ferment set up in the sap of the tree and

augmented by the presence of the ani-

mals.

Mr. O. Heidemann exhibited specimens

of Corigcus Jiavomarginatus, a brachj'pterus

Nabid new to North America, which was

collected at St. John's, New Brunswick, by

the late Dr. Marx. Mr. Howard exhil>ited

a female Scolia sent from Texas bv Mr. E.

A. Scliwarz. and which liad bt-come, in

some manner, impaled upon a sharp thorn,

the thorn entering the middle of the face.

It was a question whether the insect became
so impaled by Hying violently against the

sharp point of the thorn, or wliether it had
been stuck there by a shrike. Mr. Frank
Benton exhibited a comb of ApU florea

which he had collected in Ceylon. This is

the smallest species of Apis known. Curi-

ously enough, the only two species of Apis

which build in the open air, namely, Apk
florea and A. dormta, are the smallest and
the largest species of the genus.

L. O. Howard,
Recording Secretary.

KEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

At the meeting on May 27th Prof. Cat-

tell described Bodily and Mental Tests made

on members of the Freshman Class of Columbia

College bj" him in conjunction with Dr. Far-

rand. About twenty-five observations and
measurements were made on students en-

tering college in 18i>4, and these will be re-

peated at the middle and end of the course,

lu describing the experiments especial at-

tention was given to those of a more purely

psychological nature, such as memory, ac-

curaej' of perception, sensitiveness to pain,

reaction-tiuu', rate of perception, imagery,

etc., and some of the experiments were made
on those present. Such experiments are of

value to the individual .student, as they give

him information concerning his bodily and

mental condition, and the effect of his col-

lege coui"se upon these ; thej- are also of use

in increasing our exact knowledge of mental

processes and their relation to bodih- con-

ditions.

Professor Eees exhibited a Geodetic Theod-

olite made by Wanschaff, of Berlin, for use

in the Summer Class of Practical Geodesy

at Columbia College. The telescope was

19i inches in focal length with 2A inch ob-

jective. The horizontal circle was S inches
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in diameter and was read to single seconds

ofarc bj' two micrometer-microscopes. The
graduations on the circle were microscopic

and were seen easily in the reading micro-

scopes. The telescope was provided with a

small vertical circle 6J inches in diameter

and reading by verniers to single minutes.

The instrument was arranged for observa-

tions on Polaris for azimuth work.

J. r. Kemp, Secretary.

THE WISCONSIN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, AETS

AND LETTERS.

The "Wisconsin Academy of Sciences,

Arts and Letters held its Summer meeting,

on June 6th to 8th, 1895, at Milwaukee,

"Wis., under the auspices of the Natural

History Society of "Wisconsin, and the

Presidency of Professor Charles R. Van
Hise. In addition an address by President

C. K. Adams and a number of other histor-

ical and sociological papers, the following

were presented

:

Address of Welcome : George W. Peckham,

President of the ^Natural History Society

of "Wisconsin.

Opening address, ' Reforms in Germany after

the Napoleonic Wars : C. K. Adams, Presi-

dent of the University of "Wisconsin.

The relation of piooling to some phases of the

transportation question: A. M. Simons.

The legal aspects of trusts : Edgar F. Strong.

Eead by title.

Tlie forms sjiontaneously assiimed by folk-songs:

J. Comfort Fillmore.

Negro suffrage in Wisconsin: J. G. Geegoet.

Some Observations on the Lateral Moraines at

DeviVsLake: D. P. ISTicholson.

Geology of Mts. Adam and Eve, Orange County,

N. Y.; G. Iv. Collie.

Certain Uses of Topographiccd Maps : G. L.

Collie.

The Production of Electrical Energy Directly

From Carbon: A. J. Eogers.

A Contribidlon to the Mineralogy of Wisconsin

:

"William H. Hoebs.

Some New Occurrences of Minerals in Michigan

and Montana; "William H. Hobbs.

On a Diamond from Kohlsville, Wiscomin

:

,

"William H. Hobbs.

FromPineneto Carvacrol: Edward Keemees.

A Dredge for Collecting Crustacea at Different

Depths: C. DWIGHT Marsh.
Method of Determining the Coefficient of a

Plankton Net : E. A. Biege.

The Pelagic Crustacea of Lake Mendota During

the Winter and Spring of 1801^-1895 : E.

A. Biege.

The Biological History of Daphnia Hyalina,

Leydig : E. A. Biege.

The Periodic System aa a Didatic Basis : Ed-

wAED Keemees. Read by title.

Observed and Computed Precession: D. P.

Blackstone. Eead by title.

THE TEXAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

The Laiv of Hypnotimn : Peof. R. S. Hyee.
County Roads : Chaeles Coenee, C. E.

On the Glycerine Method of Preserving Speci-

mens for the Anatomical Museum: De. "Wm.

Keillee, F. E. C. S.

Texas Soils ; a Preliminary Statement and Clas-

sification: E. T. Dumble.

Simultaneous Quadratic Equcdions : I. H. Bey-

ant.

NEW BOOKS.

Geological Survey of Michigan. Lucius L.

Hubbaed, State Geologist. Vol. v. 181,

1893. pp. x+179. xxiv+100.

The Theory of Light. Thomas Peeston. 2nd

Edition. London and New York, Mac-

millan&Co. 1895. Pp.xvii-f566. $5.00.

A Monograph of the Order of Oligochceta.

Feank Evees Beddaed. Oxford. Clar-

endon Press, New York, Macmillan c&:

Co. 1895. Pp. xii+769. $12.50.

Report of the International Meteorological Con-

gress Held at Chicago, III. Part II. Edit-

ed by Olivee L. Fassig. "Washington,

"Weather Bureau. 1895. Pp. xvi+ 583.
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